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PREFACE.

The first volume of this Manual attempted to trace the moral

and metaphysical inquiries of different nations in the ages before

the coming of Christ. The second volume continued this sketch

down to the age of Justinian, by whose order the Greek schools

of philosophy were closed. The third volume was occupied by
the period between Boethius, the beginner of the Latin or

scholastic philosoj)hy, and Aquinas and John Scotus, in whom
it culminated. This concluding volume opens with William of

Occam, in the fourteenth ceutuiy, and terminates with Kant

and Jacobi, at the end of the eighteenth.

From first to last I have kept one object before me. I have

not aspired to give an account of systems and schools. That

task, it seems to me, has been accomplished already as well as

it can be accomplished. At all events, I could add nothing to

the laboui-s of previous writers. For I take no interest in the

subject; 1 should have wearied myself and my readers equally

if I had endeavoured to piu'sue it. But to trace the progress

of the thoughts that have contributed to form these schools

and systems; to connect them with the lives of the men in

whom they have originated; to note the influence which they

have exerted upon their times, and the influence which their

times have exerted upon them; this I take to be an altogether

different task. Whatever efforts have been made of this kind

I have found most useful to myself; I think a number of

young students have felt the usefulness of them, and have

wished that they might be multiplied. For no one of them

interferes with anotlier. Every man who seriously studies
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the thoughts of his fellow-man, with a desire to understand

them, will perceive something in them which an equally or a
more diligent observer has not perceived. Every man who
believes that there is a Providence directing the course of

human thoughts, as well as of human events, will discover

some relations between them, which a wiser and more leanied

man has not discovered. And for every hint the reader may be

thankful, because it awakens, not binds, his own judgment; it

does not oblige him to decide between the claims of ditferent

inquirers, but encourages him tu profit by the successes and the

failures of each one.

In the study of any past time I have endeavoured to place

myself in that time—to live as much as possible with those who
were living in it—not to anticipate what might be the interests

and engagements of the subsequent age
—not to impute to any the

habits and opinions of our own. So far as I have been able to do

this I have become more aware of the permanence of all great

principles and questions; more convinced that only the acci-

dents of them can ever become obsolete
;
more earnest to derive

lessons for ourselves from the experience of our forefathers.

In a short final chapter I have endeavoured to deduce some of

those lessons ; taking them as guides to the controversies with

which we have been exercised during the last seventy years, and

ai-e exercised now. I believe that I have completed my ta.sk

better by adopting that method than if I had gone as largely

into these controversies as into those of previous centuries.

Nothing is more needful in our present circumstances than to

show that the questions which interested the ancient world, the

first Christian age, the Middle Age, and which were supposed in

the eighteenth century to have become extinct and worthless, are

those which have most forced themselves upon the attention of

the nineteenth century; which we cannot escape from if we

wish it ever so much ;
which work themselves into our practical

life
;
for which the man demands a solution even more than the

professional philo.sopher. If I had enlarged more upon the

teachings of the great thinkers of our time I believe I should
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have brought this moral of my book less palpably before my
readers than I have done by the brief summary at the con-

clusion of it.

It will be evident to the reader of any part of these volumes

that I have felt as a theologian, thought as a theologian,

written as a theologian; that all other subjects in my mind are

connected with theology, and subordinate to it. I use the word

in its old .sense T mean by theology that which concerns the

Being and Nature of God. I mean the revelation of God to

men, not any pious or religious sentiments which men may have

respecting God. A writer with this temper of mind, it may be

thought, may not be unjust to the first thirteen centuries after

the Chiistian era. Most philosophers were then, in some sense

or other, theologians; possibly those may understand them best

who despise them least. But how, having this prepossession,

can I look impartially at the time which this volume embrices?

How can I speak fairly of Giordano Bruno, Thomas Hobbes,
Benedict Spinoza, Jean Jacques Rousseau, Gothold Ephraim

Lessing ? Whether I have spoken fairly of them I must leave

others to judge. If I have not; if I have suffered the lan-

guage which one and all of these men have used concerning
beliefs which are for me most precious, to warp my judgment
of them

;
if I have distorted their convictions and their state-

ments
;

I at once declare that not my theology, but the

atheism which fights in me against my theology, is answerabl"

for that wi'ong. So fiir as I confess the God who is revealed in

Christ I dare not misrepresent any one; I dare not refuse to

see the good, and the struggle after good, which is in him; I

dare not pass judgment upon him. So far as I am yielding to

the guidance of God's good Sjiirit in my heart and mind, so far

I shall hate the evil and untruth that is in any one of whom I

speak in past or present times, as I hate it in myself; I shall

desire to know what truth there was in him, what truth he was

aiming at, as I shall desire to be true and to seek truth myself.
In a thousand instances the reader may discover that I have

failed of the standard which I thus set before me. He may think

often that I have committed that which I confess to be a sin in
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the sight of God. Still I trust that what I have written may
help him to set that standard before himself; to keep it more

stedfastly in sight than I have done ; to repent whenever he

departs from it
;
to be sure that no other will be found safe in

the last day.

LoxDON, January 18C2.
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MODERN PHILOSOPHY.

CHAPTER I.

THE FOURTEENTH CENTtTRT.

1. FoK seven centuries Christendom and Islamism had fought : The two

Asia had been reforming itself under the influence of the one, Jife'two*"''

Europe under the influence of the other. The contrast in the Forms ot

principles had become continually more apparent as the opposite
forms of society had developed themselves. An absolute ruler

governing the world, destroying all likenesses of himself, waging
war against foes, holding out rewards to the obedient—this was
the subject of the Mahometan proclamation; on this groimd the
Mahometan despotism stood. The union of the divine with the characteris-

human, the submission of the Godhead to all the conditions of '"^*°'^°'"^''-

mortality. Fatherhood rising above dominion, relationships im-

plied in commands—here we have the underground of the Euro-

pean family and of the constitution and order of its different

nations.

2. During this conflict the negative side of each of these isiamismin

principles often acquired terrible prominence, often made itself u^^,^^^""

mightily felt in the institutions and civilization which they
respectively engendered. That this should have been the case

witli Mahometanism was inevitable. It announced itself from
the fii'st as a protest against Chi'istianity, so far as Christianity
involved a belief in a Divine Humanity. It was not inevitable Christianity

that the faith of the West should assume the same form of con- neSo'Jfof"^
tradiction. It could not do so without belying its own origin

isiamism.

and starting point. But it did, in fact, convert its own charac-

"ieristic maxim into an excuse for building a system which was
Christian in the sense of not being Mahometan, in the sense of

setting at nouglit that part of the Mahometan belief which was
identical with the Jewish.

Vol II. B



2 ISLAM AND CHRISTENDOM.

Diending of 3. There was a curious reaction, as we have heard, in Maho-

iihies which metan philosophy, wlien Mahometans began to have a philo-

had'deve-'' ^°PV) !igaiiist tlie exclusivpuess of the Kt>ran
;
an attempt to

lopeii. discover somewlicre or other, with the aid of pagan s])ecuhition,
a link between the Absolute Ruler and the world wliich lie had

formed, even at the risk of merging Him in it. Raymond Lully,
as our readers know, saw or suspected a corresponding reaction
on the other side. The Christian schools, he thought, were

tampering with the doctrines of Averroes. He who had given
up his life to convert Islamites, trembled lest Islamites sliould

convert the youth of Christendom. Such fears indicated a new
stage in the history of the relations between the two faiths.

Signs that There were other indications that this change was commencing
Antagonism

™ ^^^ end of the thirteenth and the beginning of the fourteentli
was passing centuiy. Frederick II. had conquered Jerusalem in sjiite of the

theopposi. Popes; but it had been a conquest which the old warriors of the

asBume a'°
Cross denounced as involving a dangerous toleration of Islamism.

new shape. Frederick was suspected in Sicily and in the East of sympathy
with Saracenic lore and Saracenic practices. It was a more
fatal sign still of the passing away of an old age, that the
crusades of Louis, in whom the spirit of the old crusadere dwelt
in its liighest measure, were utter failures. Still more remark-
able was the conspLracy of different national kings, Philip the

Fair leading them, against the Order of the Templars, and the

dissolution of that body wliich had represented the chivalry and
the unity of Christendom in its opposition to the soldiers of the

Prophet.
The ottoman 4. One would suspect the meaning of these signs if there had
™''' been no external changes in the two worlds which answered to

them. But the time we are speaking of is a most notable time
in Mahometan histoiy, inasmuch as it is the commencement of

the ascendancy of that Ottoman race which is in many respects
so different from all the races that preceded it, and which in its

social conditions was to be the complete, perhaps the final, embodi-

CoiTcspond-
ment of Islamism as an exclusive principle. Surely the change

ing revoiu- in the state of Europe which was marked by the fall of Boniface

ciwisten- and the removal of the Papal See to Avignon, was at least a.s

*""' marvellous as tliis. The existence of a father of Christendom,—
the existence of such a father in Rome, the seat of the old

emjiire,
—seemed to some the oait^e of the unity of Christendom,

seemed to all the most broad and palpable indication of it. Here
was the fact in the economy of the Eiu-opoan world which stood

out in broad contrast to the Mahometan succession. From this

throne the decrees appeared to issue which bound the conscience

of the Christendom nations. The name by which he who sat on
that throne was designated, spoke of a fatherly government in
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contrast nith a mere ai-ljitrai-y or imperial government. The TiiePiipacr

high and a\\-ful titles which were sometimes given to him, though i^Jfc^IJi""

with trembling and under protest, were continual witnesses to Christendom

iii-cT 1-1 Tx 1 111^ opposed
the behei that an actual union between Heaven and earth had totheempiie

been established in the person of a Man. Wliat could the
p'ophet

shaking of such a power, the subversion of one who seemed to

hold it by the liighest title and with the gi'eatest security, the

removal of his successoi-s from the seat which was so intimately
lilended with the veiy nature of their authority, involve less

than an inquiry into the basis upon which that authority rested
;

ultimately an inquiry into the whole Chi-istian principle; into

the reason of the assumption that Humanity and Di\-inity had
been made one ?

5. Fi'om the time we are speaking of to our own, from t^'
contro-

William of Occam to Auguste Comte, this we believe has been cSnes
"

the question with which philosophers have been occupied, the
fj^u"eentii u,

one which has been forced upon them by the different cii'cum- our own.

stances of the ages to which they have belonged. Does the

ground of what is human lie in what is divine 1 If so, what is

the condition of then- union ? How are we to discover the rela- what ques^

tion which exists between them 1 How are we to avoid sinking imoived."*

the divine in the hiiman ? How are we to avoid the crushing
of the human under the divine 1 Is there anything personal in

either 1 Axe both merely absti-actions and generalizations of

cm- minds, merely formulas of logic, merely phrases of rhetoric 1

Or again, if the human has not its foundation in the di^-ine,

what is its foundation ? To what must man refer himself ?

Is he to deduce the conditions of his being from the world about

him, or from himseK? What is the explanation of the fancy
he has had about some alliance with the unseen ? What rea-

sonable or satisfactory history may be given of his thoughts upon
this subject 1 How can he construct a life and a society for him-

self, without assuming that which is not to be assumed ? In

constructing this society, or scheme of life, is he to content himself

with the ordinary phenomena v.-hich present themselves to him
in the world ? Or is it necessary that he should still introduce

something of a supernatural, of course, a fictitious, machinery I

These, we think, are the subjects which at different times, and Necessitj-

in difierent forms, have presented themselves to the inquirers of iMquines.

these centuries; which would often have been evaded if it had
been possible for indi%*idual men to evade them

;
which would

have been stifled if it had been possible for statesmen or for How tiicy

churchmen to stifle them
;
but which One higher than all pliiloso- puisued by

phers, statesmen, or churchmen, was setting before His creatures, {,ehe\e 11° d

because it was His desire that the solution of them should be dMne edu-

fullv known. Holding this to be the only explanation of the race.
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questionings in these centuries, as of all the questionings we
have considered hitherto, we must feel that it would have been
a loss to mankind if any of these riddles had not been started,
if any experiment for finding the answer to them, however

partial and unsatisfactoiy, had not been made* We must desire

eanie.stly to misrepresent no human perplexity, to deal unfairly
with no one who has been exercised by it. If sometimes we
may be tempted to speak impatiently of those who have merely
talked and trifled with doubts that have iwt exercised them—
who have produced easy oS'-hand determinations of them, which
could not content any one to whom thought and life were some-

thing more than school disputations
—we may calm if we do not

suppress our indignation by remembering, that the influence

of .such men, however strong for a while, has been brief—that

their arrogant scepticism, or their arrogant dogmatism, has been
confuted by far more effectual demonstrations than any which
adverse sceptics or adveree dogmatists could supply, though these

may have contributed their qviota, and that something has always
been left behind, even by the most arid controversies, which has

helped to fatten the soil, and make it productive hereafter. If

we are disposed to feel even more harshly towards those who
have used vei'y earthly instruments and called them divine, for

the piu'pose of putting to sleep the conscience and the heai*t which
we believe a really divine power was awakening

—if we are some-
times inclined to call religious persecutors for this reason by the
hard name of atheists—other and nobler acts of their lives may
show us that the name is unfairly bestowed—that they could do
much and sufl'er much to assert strong and earnest beliefs which
had been kindled in themselves, even when they wei'e trying to

extinguish some which were no less precious in their brethren.

We may be reminded by more painful discoveries in ourselves,
that we have the same disposition as they had to tread out con-

victions which we have not realized, and that we shoidd do well

if we could catch some of the zeal and fervour with which they
struggled for those which had been imparted to them.

6. Assuming, then, as we have assumed throughout, that man
is under a higher teaching than his own, and that no questions

Inspecting the visible or invisible world, respecting natiu-e, ur

himself, or God, would have been stirred in him if it had not

been so, we are bound to submit this doctrine, from which so

many will dissent, which few, perhaps, are willing to apply to

the whole course of human history and inquiiy, to the same
tests wliich were deemed necessary in the earlier portions of our
sketch. We are bound not to separate the debates in the schools

from the liusiness of the world. We are bound to seek in the

progress of events for something answering to that which passed
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in the hearts of men. We cannot hope to understand the man
who has scorned the profane ^^llgar and kept them at a distance,

except by comparing his speculations with tlie feelings and inspi-
I'ations of that very vulgar, by learning what impulses were in
them which were also working in him, and which he was trying,

successfully or unsuccessfully, to satisfy. If we look upon God as

the guide of our race, we must look on the race as more grand and

important than the particular men who have faithfully or unfaith-

fully acted as His miuisters to it. A history which should exliibit a possible

the relations of one to the other in fair and rea.sonable proper- phUoMphV.
tious, would carry its own evidence with it. The thinker and the
doer would each interpret the other. What is called the spirit
of an age would be seen in each of the individuals belonging to

that age. A higher Spirit than this would be found to be work-

ing in all ages and to be uniting them. It is only the hint of
such a history which we can even dream of giving in this sketch.
Hereafter some one may be raised up to write it for the bless-

ing of liis own time and of the times to come.
7. Two eminent Franciscans have come under our notice, both Reference to

members of the University of Oxford. One was Roger Bacon, Elle tim°'^°'

the antagonist of magicians, su-spected of magic; faithful to the Je™"i
"^en-

principle of his order, condemned and imprisoned by those who
governed it. The other was Duns Scotus, whose rej)utation for The Francis-

orthodoxy was high in Oxford, was consummated in Paris, who Senuii^t.""

fought in the tliirteenth century for the dogma which has waited
for the papal sanction till the nineteenth; who in this instance,
as in all others, was adhering to the maxims and habits he had
inherited from St. Francis, was opposing the judgment and the

system of the Dominicans. That opposition was to be the char- Tiie Francis-

acteristic of Dims. The Thomists embodied the idea which •^""^^e'"''--

had always been at work in the society of which Aquinas was
the most splendid repre.sentative. Everytliiug in that society
started from the imiversal, jiroceeded to the species, terminated
in the individual. Everything in Aquinas was comprehensive,
systematic, deductive. The experimental tendencies of Eoger
Bacon expressed the method which he had learned from the How tiiey

strictly incU-^adualizing mind of his founder. Francis of Assisi ed'thrtyplTf
could only look at individuals, could only rise to the uni- "''''' "*^''*'^-

ver.sal through individuals. Thence came his genial sympathy,
thence came his superstition. What Bacon transferred to physics
at the peril of his character and liberty, Duns Scotus carried
into metaphysics and theologj', and so became the founder of the

gi-eat Middle Age sect which bears his name.
8. These two instances will prove, if proof were wanting, if New stage in

the whole history of philosophy were not a rei)etition of similar p^tofj^"

examples, that persons faithfully adhering to a certain maxim or
' °* '' '^
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habit of thought, may yet, even in similar circumstances, work
out the most different, even what might strike a bystander as

the most inconsistent, results. We are therefore better prepared
to find a disciple of Duns airiving at conclusions the very re-

verse of his, though without forsaking for an instant the Fi-an-

ciscan type or deviating into the method of the Dominicans.

William of Occam had one or two points in common ^vith Roger
Occam's Bacon. Both were Engli.ihmen, both grew up in a period of

itTnfliienced English histoiy which was likely to bring forth some of the most
his life. cliaracteristic English qualities. For any countryman of ours

not to be a politician, is strange and out of nature. In the reign
of Henry III.—to a less degree in the reign of his successor—the

impulse to be political must have been specially strong. It

was the age of Leicester, the age of the commencement of the

House of Commons
;

it was a time in which others besides

barons, in which the natives of towns, discovered that they had

an interest in the government of the land. Whether such feel-

ings penetrated into the SuiTcy village which gave birth to oiu-

philosopher, we cannot tell. It is at least probable that he

began early to imbibe some of those thoughts about the ecclesi-

astical system which Grostete had shared with his friend Bacon.

By entering the Order of Friars Minors, Occam may have cut

himself off from some of the strictly English sympathies which

had been stirring in the secular clergy
—he may have pledged

himself to speak, think, fed, in Latin. But his order was no
hindrance to his appearing as a reformer. Bather his adherence

to his order, comloining with some circumstances of the time,
determined him to become a reformer, and gave the character to

his thoughts about reformation.

Dnns, not 9. These thoughts, however, were not to move in Bacon's

^cher'of* direction. Occam had no vocation for physical experiments.
Occam. If lie heard of the Brazennose luminary when he came to Oxford,

if he was in any degree attracted by the report of his courage
and his persecutions, these were not arguments strong enough to

turn one who was born a logician and a theologian into another

line of inquiry. Duns the Irishman was the natural guide of

liis steps^
—to that guide he betook himself What their personal

relations were we have no means of ascertaining. Occam, we

know, honoured his master's genius and subtlety. But when he

rebelled against his decrees, he experienced, it is probable, some-

thing of that painful reaction, that inclination to revenge him-

self for previous homage and disappointment, which were not

peculiar to the fourteenth century.
Logic and jQ. We have said that Occam was bom to be a logician and

T»ii.v confused a theologian. Such a description would not apply to Duns

Ag'ei

'"'''"''
Scotus or to any Realist, scarcely to any Nominalist of the
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Middle Ages. In them, Logic and Theology were inextricably
blended. The confusion lay at the very root of the scholastic

philosophy. The gi-eat controversy which occupied the school-

men, looked at on one side, was a consequence of it. What
were the words with wliich the logician has to deal ? Were
they not di^Tne sacraments 1 Were they not blended, insepar-

ably blended, with the things to which they referred 1 If you
ascended into a region above visible and tangible things, did not The old

the words point to invisible substances ? Must not every genei-al
°°"°^ '™

name have such a substance corresponding to it, incoi-porated
with it i It was only to this conclusion that the Nominalist of

the old time demuiTed. "
No," he said,

" when you reach these

general or universal names, tJi^e you come into a region of con-

ceptions
—the names are signs of these conceptions." It was this

doctrine which awakened the dread of the theologians, a dread, The theoio-

it seems to us, not uni-easonable. Supposing the Nominalist fjalnsut.^*

was right, did it not foUow that all invisible things, all that had
not some sensible counterpart, were mere creations or foi-ms of

the intellect ? The hoiTor of such an inference became stronger
and stronger in the minds of devout and earnest men. It was
more intense in the Franciscan than in the Dominican, from his

habit of contemplating individual things and rising to the uni-

versal thi-ough them. It reached its climax in Duns Scotus.

That acute and coui-ageous irishman had brought logic and

theology into such a conjunction as was equally dangerous to

both. Dancing on his tight-rope, he looked upon aU thoughts
as tilings. But then was there not a danger of all things be-

coming mere thoughts ? The question might hardly present
itself to one who breathed no atmosphere but the schools ;

it

pressed with intense force upon one who like Occam was
destined to be a fighter in the world.

11. He was able to cut the knot. His logic begins with an signs, how

investigation of the nature of signs. We feel at once that he is occam.

looking on them fi'om another point of view from that in which
his master and his master's predecessore looked upon them. The

thought, the spoken word, the wiitten letter, are with liim aU

signs. But they are not sacraments. They are not bound up
with the thing to which they refer. They express our mind,
not the mind of the Creator, about that thing. They denote ah names,

what we have apprehended of it. Out of these apprehen.sions noting indi-

come forth the judgments, which are still ours; they are formed o^"^^ii
into a syllogism; these exercise a force on our fellows. The busi- distinct from

uess of logic is to discover what the conditions are under which they denote.

such apprehensions may be formed, such judgments expressed, The new

what form they must take in order that they may be intelligible
'^'"'ataaiism.

and conclusive to other minds. When, therefore, you ascend
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into the region of universals, you are not obliged to devise

anotlier law for tliem
; you have no excuse for saying that the

words which indicate them are unlike the word.s which have
reference to individual and sensible things. Both alike denote
men's conceptions. The signs of the in\-isible are neither less

nor more real than those of the visible. Strictly speaking,
neither are real

;
both are purely nominal.

12. So far Occam is the logician; tliat strictly and exclusively.
But he was also an earnest theologian. In some respects, as we
shall find preseutly, he was a more earnest, at least a more

distinct, theologian than his master. And he must explain

logically how he can vindicate this position consistently vni\i

tliat thorough, some woidd say ultra, Nominalism which he had
substituted for the ultra Realism of Duns. He affirms that

universals having no reality in themselves, have a reality in God
;

that when you speak of His nature, you discover a mean-

ing for them which takes them out of the region of mere con-

ceptions. Occam's modern commeutatoi-s are j)uzzled to under-

stand how he can maintain this position. ,
It strikes them as a

flagrant inconsistency and feebleness, either a concession to the

dogmatism of his time, or the effect of an unconscious adhesion

to the maxims of Scotus, even after he had deliberately aban-

doned them. There is an evident plausibility in this opinion ;

we confess that for some time it appeared to us a reasonable one.

If, we said to ourselves, Occam was thoroughly convinced that

words were signs of our conceptions, why should he have attached

any peculiar sacreduess to those conceptions when they refeired

to the highest and most sacred subject of all ? Would it not

have been safer to have been consistent ? Was he not losing his

reverence in attempting to preserve it? Was he not making
our conceptions the measure of the inconceivable by pei'niitting
tliis flaw in the completeness of his system ?

13. Reflecting on Occam's logic in connection with the rest

of his life, it seems to us that these objections answer themselves.

There is a danger, an infinite danger of mixing our conceptions
of that which is highest, with the Being to whom they point.
It was the danger into which the schoolmen had fallen ;

it was
the danger which he wished to escape. But he could not escape
it by only proving logic to be a science of conceptions and signs;
he must aflirm that there is a science which is not occupied with

conceptions, or with the signs of those conceptions. He must
vindicate the faith of men, that there are signs of in\-isible

realities as well as signs of their notions about these realities, and
about visible things. He must prevent sacraments from intrud-

ing themselves into logic, by sho'wing that they had a ti-ue and

proper region of their own. The circumstances of the age
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demanded this double work; cue part of it would have been

useless, or even mischievous, without the other. Occam may
not have perfoi-med either task satisfact(5rily ;

but he gave the

hint of both. In doing so, we believe that he proved himself a

benefactor to mankind, one who could serve the cause of truth

in the world as well as in the school.

14. The question, what signs mean, whether any of them have The qaes-

a divine signification, and if any, which,—had been rudely and a™dirtlfe

painfully thi-ust upon the con.sideration of ordinary men and signs or

women who knew nothing of Thomas, or Duns, or Occam. All force™™
''

nature, all legends, still more, the forms of ecclesiastical society, Noughts.
had been supposed to be pledges and sacraments of a mysterious
presence. Himself one of the highest of these signs, the inter-

preter of all the rest, in awful majesty stood the Bishop of

Rome. And now it was known that this Bishop dwelt in Rome istiie Bishop

no longer, that this sign to kings of an invisible monarchy, had one'?"'Does

become the servant of a visible kiug,
—that this interpreter of

{«
represent

signs and judge of men had been him.self judged and condemned Majesty?

by one of those upon whom he had trampled. More than this

was reported concerning these representatives of the Di\'ine

Majesty. It was said, that wherever righteousness might be

seen, it could not be seen in them ; it was said that all things at
Rome had been venal, but that the court of Avignon was a still

deeper sink of corruption. Such words were spoken, and were

beginning to be believed by clergymen and laymen, by the
learned and the vulgar, by the devout and the gocUess. What How the

did they import t Was the world left bare of that which had pS'ted
seemed to fill eveiy comer of it 1 If the most sacred image of all ''^*"

had lost its sacredness, what was to become of the rest 'I Did
not they derive theii- sacredness from the word of this high
priest of the earth ? If he spoke no more, or spoke only words
of evil and not of health, what had Christendom, what had man-
kind, to expect but the withering and destruction of all its

springs of life ?

15. Eurt)pe was soon called to face this problem—to face The
.o"tw»''ii

it in the midst of outward calamities which brought it home pesti'ience.

to every door. The spiings of life were in the most literal

sense dried. An unparalleled pestilence affecting the bodies of

men, seemed to testify of a divine curse and desertion such as their
fathers had never known. In the previous centiuy it appeared
as if the Tartar had a commission to scourge and destroy
Christian and Islamite aUke : a more fatal enemy than Zinghis
Khan was to invade every town and every household in this.

Doubt, moral recklessness, despair, of course came in its train.

Eveiy moral phenomenon received its fiightful explanation from
the physical anguish. So the people were led to think rightly
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or confusedly about visible and invisible evils. Students in their

closets had anticipated the doubts which common men arrived

at by processes of feeling, not of reasoning. But students needed

something to make them feel as well as reason. If a pestilence

might not set Occam upon considering whether the Papal

power was a truly divine power, whether it had a waiTant
to insidt all other powers

—he did require some embodied form
of Papal pretension and usurpation to give him a practical and

personal, not a merelj' scholastieal, interest in the controversy.
John XXII. .'Supplied what he wanted. Inspii-ed by moral

indignation against him. the Nominalist of the university be-

came the sternest of Reali.sts beyond its walls. He valued his

own weapons, but he was far from despising those of a different

kind and temper -nath wliich Louis of Bavaria fought.
1 6. Occam was loyal to his Order, loyal to its founder, in his

quaiTcl with John XXII. The question of poverty and its

limits had always threatened to be a perilous one for the Fran-

ciseans—more perilous to them than to their rivals, because they
had adopted poverty more for its own sake, less as a mere instru-

ment for the extirpation of heresy. That wealth would pom- in

upon the mendicants in ^^l•tue of their very mendicancy, could

not be reasonably doubted by any far-seeing man, though the

possibUity may hardly have occuiTed to the unworldly Francis.

That when it was bestowed, there would be the greatest per-

plexity about the way in which it should be used, whether it

could be retained for the Order as an Order, without involving the

individuals of the Order in possessions, in luxm-ies, in perjuries,

might also have been predicted. Then arose the usual division

into the worldly and the spiritual. Thei'e were the ordinary and

probably the just complaints against the foi-mer, that they were

pi-evaricating with their consciences, and departing from the

meaning even more than the letter of their vows
; against the

othei-s, that they were pretending to maintain a rule which could

not be maintained. The opponents of the spiritual school were
often able to prove that strange opinions, with a strong tendency
to the exaltation of spii-itual movements and inspirations at the

expense of order, had grown out of their strictness. That would
have been motive enough for a pope to denounce them

;
in the

case of John it was strengthened by the radical worldliness of his

own chai-acter. Occam was not worldly ;
but his temptation did

not lie in the du-ection of enthusiasm. His logical acuteness must
often have led him to see flaws in the arguments of the ultni

defenders of poverty. Still their cause became his cause. If

they were not altogether right, he was at least quite certain that

the Pope was wrong.
17. He had other excuses for this opinion- John had com-
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mitted himself to some hasty dogmatism about the state of
|f^«se*,J^

the departed. It was positively affirmed that a previous Pope
"^^ °

had denounced the very propositions which he had uttered and

was prepared to enforce. The spiritual Franciscans, moved

against liim on other gi-ounds, eagerly whispered the charge
of heresy. John, of couree, hurled back the insinuation in

thunders not less loud than those which had been wont to issue

from the Seven HUls. How Occam might, under other circum-

stances, have treated the Pope's sentiment, it is impossible to say.

His chivalry was aroused on behalf of one of the most con- Occam en-

spicuous members of his order who was made the victim of a coiuuct

Bull ;
and the proposition, "A Pope may be a heretic," was so

tempting a one on general grounds, that the particular offence

may easily have assumed a blackness not its own in his eyes.

In one of liis largest and, probably, of his most effective works, HisDiaiogue.

the proofs against John occupy the second of tlu-ee parts, the

first and thii-d of which deal with topics far more serious and

permanently interesting.
18. Occam's Dialogue is, according to old precedent, between Occam un-

a master and a pupil. The pupil has been very clamorous to state differ-

hear a number of difficult problems discussed. He does not
^^^J °p™»^'-

want, he says, that they should be solved for him. He does not trate be-

want even to know what solution his master adopts. He only
wshes to be acquainted with the opinions of different doctors,

that he may compare them fairly, and not be misled by any par-

tiality. Under these conditions Occam, mth the usual profes-

sion of reluctance and compulsion, girds himself to the task.

The alarming questions which are started might raise the

suspicion, that he adopted the method wliich he makes the ima-

ginary interlocutor suggest, in order to escape the risk of expres-

sing a positive iudgment. But further reading will induce whether he
o "

1 JO
., , . i- . 1

. 1- m adopted this

every reasonable person to acqxut ium of this cowardice, inere method from

never can have been a doubt about his meaning in his pupil's
P™dence.

mind : we have sufficient proof that there never was a doubt

about it in any mind. He was openly committed to the cause

of Louis, as well as of the Spiritual Franciscans— equally the

foes of the Pope. One who raises such questions as these— The nature or

IXX , . .
^

., , ,. , /~i 11 ,- A 1. 1 i r 1 the questions
Whether it is possible for the College of Cardinals to be here- discussed

tics 1 Whether it is possible for a council to be heretical ? Whe-
^je^ c'llar.

ther it is possible for the Church of Eome to be heretical?

in addition to the question. Whether it is possible for a Pope to

be heretical 1—must mean mischief, even if the arguments in

the negative which he produces were equal in weight and

subtlety to those in the affirmative, even if the plaintiff were

\iot admitted to the dangerous privilege of a reply. What though
no decree was pronounced, was it not a greater blow to the idea
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of infallibiiity that the reader himself was virtually called to

decide amidst such various and conflicting evidence, whether
those to whom he had looked up as judges might not be crimi-

nals?

19. Occam was quite aware that this apparent contradiction

was involved in his reasoning. He did not blink it—he was
anxious that his readers should not. The first book of the first

part of this treatise is devoted to a controversy, the importance
of which we may not at nrst appreciate. Two classes of mei;

are brought before us, who, we did not perhaps know, were op-

posed to each other. The Canonists and the Theologians, one
or other, it is assumed, must determine such questions as these—
" What constitutes catholicity 1 What constitutes heresy t Who
is the catholic 1 Who is the heretic ?" Which ouglit to decide

them ? We are overwhelmed with reasons in favour of each of

the contending parties. As we examine them, we become
aware of Occam's extreme jealousy of the Canonists and of his

profound reverence for Theology. By comparing what he says
with the events and histoiy of the time, we perceive the reason

of his dislike as well as the vital significance to him of a name,
which the modem student of philosophy often regards with far

more animosity than that with which it is contrasted.

20. An accurate knowledge of Canon Law—a skill in inter-

preting it, and turning it to practical account—had been the

basis on which the reputation of most of the recent Popes had
stood. There had been one great exception. The Franciscan

Celestine was guiltless of any acquaintance with Jurisprudence ;

he was raised to his office simply for his saintliness. His resig-
nation extended the maxim, Cedant arma togce, to the spiritual
soldier and the spiritual legist. The man who had trained

himself to conflicts with the world, the flesh, and the devil,

yielded to Boniface, who was said, justly or libellously, by his

contemporaries, to be on good terms with all three, because no
one was so well disciplined as he was in the lore and the arts of

the ecclesiastical forum. Then came the Nemesis. That which
was upheld by legal formulas, it was found, could fall by them.

The word Canon was shown to carry no charm with it. The

pleas of Nogaret had as much power as the counter-pleas of

Boniface. The law of France could match itself against the

law of the Roman Consistoiy. It was a short struggle. The

triumph was achieved. The French King had no further motive

to disparage the weapon in the j)apal hands which had proved so

effectual in his own. It was an age of Lawyere. By legal

quirks Edward I. sought to overthrow the liberties of Scotland,

just as by legal quirks Philip had defied the ecclesiastical power,
and destroyed the Templars. Were not the Popes showing their
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conformity with tlie spirit of the age, as well as adhering to the

traditions of the past, when they made the most of a system

which, if it had failed once, had generally been successful
;
which

appeared to give the authority of a long prescription to any
claims they might put forth

;
which was an answer to the charge

that their power was arbitrary ;
which was especially desirable,

now that they had lost the prestige of the old city ? John XXII. Special need

relied upon the Canonists. They were his champions against "^ts ''to'"'°he

his imperial enemy. Why were they not competent to decide
^"P^^^J

all spiritual controversies 1

21. The main object of Occam's first book is to show cause How the

why they were not. The veU which conceals the author's ^^fX'dis-

opinions is even thinner and more ti-ansparent than it is
^"g"'*"^

commonly ; they break forth more than once in vehement in- canonist,

dignation. But the exposure of the claims of the Canonist

is to us of less importance than the vindication of the claims

of the Theologian. The characters had been confounded. How
could they be distinguished ? The Theologian must have

another book for his guidance and nourishment than that

which the Canonist reverenced, and on which he fed. An
assertion of the distinct authority of the Bible as the test of

heresy
—of heresy being predicable only of those who reject

its direct statements or principles
—

is, therefore, a necessaiy

part of Occam's treatise. Various questions of coiu-se arise

as to the canonical and apocryjjhal books—as to the kind and

amount of de^-iation from the first which involves heresy-
—as

to the inferences which may or may not be deduced from the text.

On these various opinions are produced ;
the conclusion left by

them on the reader's mind is more or less satisfactoiy. This

conclusion certainly remains—that the Theologian, if he is to

maintain liis position and his name against the Canonist, must

regard his book as having in it a power of self-interpretation

which exempts it from the peril of falling under the power of the

very persons from whom it is proclaimed as the deliverer; and

that he must receive it as a witness concerning the acts and

wills of a li^-ing and present Being ;
therefore as generically

distinct from the rules and decrees of which the rival volumes

consisted.

23. These maxims, whether or not Occam was able consistently Tiie ultimate

to maintain them, could alone justify his rebellion against the pe°3?where"

traditions of the Canonists, and his assertion of a permanent j^^jfj'"
'"'

Theological Science, which is not merely separate from those

traditions, but a safeguard against them
; pointing to a Coiu-t

of Appeal against Cardinals, Popes, Councils. Such a Court of

Appeal did not siu-ely dwell in the understanding of some ideal

Theologian, or in the understanding of all the Theologians who
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had commentiHl upon Scrijitiirc, or had apjjlied the maxims

they liad found there to the practice of life. If there was sueli

an ideal Tlieologian, wliy should not the Bishop of Rome be he ?

If there was such an aecuunilation of opinions and pi-actical

results, where could they be sought for better than in the Canons?
But if the Theologian had a vocation, and if the word which

designated him was not delusive, there must be One who spoke
to men, who made Himself known to men. Was there no Court
of Ap])eal in Him? W-i^, there no refuge in Him from Popes,

Dante's liffht Doctors, Cardinals, Councils? The poet Dante had claimed to

pounded. ^>'^ called a great Theologian, precisely because he had borne
witne.ss that there was

;
because he had I'eferred the crimes of

those whom he I'everenced as the appointed ministers of God,
to His tiibunal ; because he had believed that the lowest

circle in Hell was for those who had the highest trasts in this

The English world and had abused them. Occam's theology is, of course,

infinitely harder and ch-ier than that of Dante
;
but it has the

same foundation. The protest against earthly canons, and an

earthly expounder of them, is the assertion that there are ever-

lasting Canons and an everlasting Judge. .

23. The Eight Questions of Occam bear more directly on the

controversy between the Pope and the Emperor. The First is,

"Can the Spiritual and Lay power dwell in the same person?
The Pope and The Second, Whether the sui)reme Lay Power derives its own
the Emperor,

special property directly from God ? The Third, Is it clear that the

jurisdiction committed to the Emperor is given by Christ through
the Pope and the Roman Church ? The Fuxirth, Has a King of

the Romans, or an Emperor, being elected, his power immediately
from God? The Fifth, Does an hereditai-y Prince derive his power
over temporals from the consecrating oil of the Priest, or only
some spii'itual endowment? The Sixth, Is he subject to him who
crowns liim ? The Seventh, Does he lose liis title if he is crowned

by some other Archbishop than the ordinary one ? The Eiyhth,
Has a regularly and formally elected Emperor or King of the

Romans the same functions as a hereditary Sovereign? The
discussion of questions such as these, more even than dog-
matical conclusions respecting them, would insure an entirely
diflerent estimation of the lay or civil Sovereign from that

\vhich the Canonist had encouraged, and had assumed to be

the Divine one. Occam's Questions mark a very striking epoch
in Political Science, one which ought to be better understood,
if it were only that we might be more prepared for the con-

sideration of the later English politicians, Hobbes and Locke,
and of the relation in which their theories of Government
stiuul to theii- theories on Morals and Metaphysics. Occam, it

will be perceived, sought to withstand the insolent ecclesia-stieal

the Italian
Poet

Occam's
Kiglit
Questions.

The direct
descent of

Lay Power
tro'm God.
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pretensions of liis time, not by treating the foundation of society

as less Divine, as more tlie i-esult of mere convention than HeistheverjTill* , TT- !_
reverse of a

it had been regarded by lus opponents. His weapon against secularist.

them is the assertion that the portion of social life which they

had despised as merely secular, which many of them had been Hisdefence

inclined to give over to the devil, had as high claims to Divinity empTroii"

as their own. He is, as we have said already, no less theological

in this region than when he is examining who are Catholics

and who are Heretics. He would be illogical, inconsistent with

his own maxims, unable to expose the priestly aiTOgance, if he

had assumed any position except this.

24. Nor are we willing to admit that Occam forgot his own in the best

office as a priest or submitted to any impeachment of its flntooniia

dignity, that he might pay compliments to the Imperial sacerdotal

power or win its favoui'S. With his judgment of what John

XXII. was, with his knowledge of what the papal court had

been, and of the effect it was producing on the morality of

every country in Europe, he must have felt that he was saving
the sacerdotal order from the profoundest moral degradation—that he was doing what in him lay that it should not be

powerless for good, instead of being mighty only for mischief;—
when he resisted the pleas by which the Canonists had endea-

voured to set it above kings only that it might become their

mimic and their slave. If the priesthood was to be any witness

for justice and righteousness, for a kingdom of heaven established

among men, the time had come when some one must testify of

the causes that were making it an instrument of impo.sture and

unrighteousness, a very minister of the kingdom of hell. It

would indeed have been strange if Occam's eagerness to assert

the sacredness of the jurisdiction of the lay sovereigns had

never led him to enlarge undidy the limits of that jurisdic-

tion. It required centuries of practical experiments made in

the most different circumstances, to settle in some degree what

spiritual influence can do, as well as when it intrudes on ground
not its own. Marriage, the debateable land between the two His desire to

regions, was rashly claimed by Occam for the imperial power. riaEe for th«

By making that claim he damaged his cause, and lost in some
gjj^j',™*^''

degi-ee his hold upon the conscience of his readers. The true

moral infiueuce of the Papacy had consisted mainly in the

protests it had borne against the violation of domestic life by
the kings. Its own treasons against that life were soon to di-aw

upon it some of the storms of popular indignation which it

could least withstand. It was therefore most unfortunate for

Occam and for Louis that they contrived to revive that old

prestige for their enemies and to abate this rising wrath. It
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was one proof among others that there was something feeble in
the position of these allies, ably as it was defended by at least

one of them; that the Fi'anciscan schoolman vnth all liis learn-

ing could not speak to the heart of the nations
;
that German

Imperialism never could be, as it never had been, the adequate
antagonist of Italian or French Priestcraft.

'23. That Occam has exercised a great influence on Philosophy
in the large sense of that word, cannot, we think, be doubted.

Though he never meddled with physical studies, as such, he
did much to break those logical fetters by which Physics as

much as Theology, were bound. His Nominalism was the
assertion that a science exists purely for Names ; it was there-

fore a step towards the separation of Real sciences from this.

Occam perceived that Theology had a real invisible object, not to

be enslaved by men's theories and conceptions. With a Roger
Bacon at Oxford,—with all the new experience of Nature which
the coming centuries were to briug forth,

—how certain it was
that in due time some method would be discovered of examininz
visible objects, as they are in themselves, not as we make them

by the impressions of our senses, or the conclusions of our intel-

lects. Englishmen have a light to claim Occam as one of the

instruments in this mighty scientific revolution, which it was
the especial privilege of her sons to accomplish.

26. Whether he contributed much to the moral revolution

which was commencing in the fourteenth centuiy, and which
was nowhere proceeding more rapidly than in his own country,
is not equally clear. On the one hand, the fact that' a

Franciscan, a school doctor, a profound theologian, had ques-

tioned, as a mendicant, as a schoolman, as a divine, the decrees

of Popes and Canonists, must have produced a startling effect

on many who could not appreciate his arguments, who did not

know what they were. When there were so many practical
reasons for doubting if the ecclesiastical powei-s were indeed

spiritual powers, the merest rumour that one who had looked

into all the theoretical grounds on which these powers rested

had found them imtenable, may have shaken many an implicit

believer, may have given courage to many a hesitating reformer.

The Wycliifites in England must have heard with especial delight
that their learned countryman upheld the Bible as the deci-

sive authority which could alone contact any of heresy, and by
which the highest dogmatist must be judged. But these Siime

Wycliffites will have shrunk at the recollection that the champion
of the Scriptures was a mendicant. They will have feared their

enemies even, nay most, when they were bringing gifts to them.

WycUfle was a Realist at Oxford, probably a fiei'cer Realist at
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Lutterworth. He will have told his followers that Nominalists,
however they might appeal to the Bible, did not care for it as

those cared for it whose consciences were burdened, and to

whom it witnessed of a present deliverer. The Bible spoke to The Bible:

the tradesmen of the English towns, to the ploughmen of the ^''c^omnKm

villages, as fathers, husbands, brothers. They were siu'e it must EngUsiimea

be meant to speak to tliem in their own tongue, because the

people it brought before them were fathers, husbands, brothers,
like themselves. All their divinity was connected with these

liuman relationships, unfolded itself out of them. The friar and
doctor must needs therefoi-e be out of harmony with their most

living con^'ictions, with those in wliich their love for reforma-

tion had its bii'th.

27. If this defect separated Occam from the Reformers of his Transition to

own land, it might rather have been a point of sympathy between mysijc™""
him and a class of men, remarkable in all respects, specially inter-

esting to a historian of philosophy, who appeared at the same

period in Germany. Most of our readers will have heard of the

mystics of the fourteenth century. They will, perhaps, be fami-

liar with some of their names. They may have been told that

their doctrine bore a gi'eat resemblance to that of Johannes

Erigena, whose book on the Division of Nature we reviewed at

some length when we were speaking of the ninth century. They
may have been also stai-tled by the information that the most

advanced, the most pm'ely intellectual of modern German Supposed

schools,
—that which theologians in general regard with the m^h^irtters

greatest apprehension,
—claims these mystical divines as its ^a'^nj^"*

spiritual ancestors. Hence they will probably have received teentii cen-

into their minds a general impression that these teachers
'^'

were theologians who united much of old and of new heresy;
crude philosophy with extravagant faith. We trust they
will not be content with these fragments of information and

opinion respecting men who at least deserve to be understood.
All that is said of them may be true—may apply at least to

a portion of their body ;
but the different reports require to

be sifted, examined, meditated upon; or they will mislead us,
not only respecting that time, but respecting our own, and
indeed respecting aU gi-eat periods of moral and metaphysical
inquiry.

26. Occam, even when most busy with mundane affaiis, never The order of

abandons the method and habits of coUege disputation. But P""'^'''"'^'

we must not suppose that the Mendicant Orders had forgotten
their original vocation. If they possessed the principal chairs

in the universities, they were yet essentially popular preachers.
In this respect the Dominican was not different from the Fran-
ciscan

;
his name even more constantly recalled to him and to

Vol II. C
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the world for what end he begged, and of whom he was to beg.
Perhaps he may not have resorted less than the Slinorite to the

legend, the pictiu-e, the jjlay. Appeals to the senses and the
fancy will have seemed to him the fit, possiblythe sole, instruments
for acting on the vulgar ; there will have been brothers who

Ose of the cultivated these arts priucii lally, knowing little more of Aquinas
talent! than the greatness of his name ; there may have been some a\1mi

found an agreeable relief ti'om their severer studies in mere reli-

gious entertiiinments. Lut what if they should disco\er in the

people a cra^-ing for lore of quite a difl'erent kind ? What if the
heart and flesh of the peasiiut or the handicraftsman should cry
out for a living God, and the cry should reach the eai-s of the

teacher who was about to give him stories or images that recalled

only dead things and pei-sons ? What if that ciy should call uji
The filar echoes in the spirit of the friar himself

;
if he should discover

wants of the that neither the fri%olous story nor the Summa Theologice could
man. content him, because he was not only a friar, but a man ?

What if the glazed eyes of human beings passing out of this

world, in the black sickness, should look into the infinite 'n'ith

a strange evidence that they were in search of something Oiere,

which visible likenesses did not reveal
;
what if he who came to

administer the final \inction might begin to suspect that the sick

and healthy, the layman and the priest, had need of an unction

from One that was holier than he ?

rhe change. 29. Indications that feelings were awake in the people which

could not be met by the ordinary resources of the preacher
—

which theatrical starts, jokes, tears, could not satisfy
—had forced

themselves upon the attention of the rulers of the church. The
Ordei-s had given birth to societies which were accused—often

rightly accused^ofbeing the promoters of disorders. Asceticisn i

had pas.sed, as of old, into Antinomianism. Ancient heresies hatl

burst out among the disciples of those who were ever devising
contrivances against heresy. The Brethren and Sisters of the

Free Spirit were exhibiting the results of that levelling ten-

dency which both the orders had nourished, which was sure to

break loose some day or other from their limitations, which

would at last invade the distinction of layman and priest, as

it had invaded the distinction of noble and peasant ;
which

would give a further and more complete development to the idea

of female dignity and equality, than the canonization of females

and the worsliip of the Virgin had given already. Perhaps the

humanism of the Franciscan was more answei-able for these

movements than the theology of the Dominican. But his dan-

ger might arise from his security. To liim were conmiitted the

powers and terrors of the Inquisition
—his function was to dis-

cover how men's spii'itual imaginations and necessities were
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di-awing tliem away from the government and tradition of

tlie cliiu'cli. In fidiilling that vocation, or in pursuing the HowaDomi-

studies which were to qualify him for fulfilling it, he might p^^" imif'a

himself become imawai-es a brother of the Free Spirit, more heretic.

apparently a heretic, even perhaps more really a heretic, than
those whom he was to detect and to exterminate. The histoiy
of Ma.ster Eckart is the best illusti-ation of this process, as he
is the best representative of one form of the fourteenth century

mysticism.
30. According to the best reports he was born in Saxony. Master

Having devoted himself to a scholastic life, he went of course
"^ "*

to Paris and became a teacher in the college of St. James
;
one

of the Jacobins. Very learned he is said to have been learned

above all his contemporaries in the philosophy of Aristotle. Dr.

Karl Sclimidt, who has done much in our times to revive the

knowledge of him, is pnzzled a little by this statement. Eckart, Theoiogisc

he remarks, deviated very widely from Aristotle afterwards.
K,"tiken,"'"'^

Must not some seeds of disaffection to him have been sown ™'- *»''
.'ssa

in Paris i May he not have encountered there some Beghard Eckart. (ees

teacher, who led him to doubt the existing canons of philo-
'^'•'

sophical, if not theological, orthodoxy 1 He honestly admits
that there is no evidence of the fact; nay, that Eckart went Eckait's his-

afterwards to Rome during the strife between Boniface and '"'^'

Philip, considering the Pope, not the king, as his master;
that he received the degi'ee of doctor in theology in Rome;
that he was appointed the Dominican provincial of Saxony;
that he was confirmed in that office in the year 1304, by a

convention of his order at Toulouse. In the three years Eckan as nn

following he had given such proofs of his zeal and vigour in '"i"^''"''-

enforcing discipline, that he was named Vicar-General of

Bohemia, with ample powers to enforce any changes and
reforms which the circumstances of the order in that region
might make necessary. He can as yet surely have had no

dangerous propensities or associates. He desired to do the

inquisitorial work thoroughly. Faithful no doubt he thought
himself, as others thought him, to Aristotle, to the Pope, and
to Dominic.

31. We meet -with Mm next on the Rhine, first at Strasburg, Eckart and

then at Cologne. Many years have elapsed since he was in '''* d'scipics.

Bohemia. Other things have changed; certainly a mighty
change has come over Master Eckart. He is surrounded by
a band of cordial disciples, wlio drink in his words, and like

himself, deliver them to the people. Two of these pupils were
to become known hereafter; one of them was to exercise no
slight power over the life of Germany. Suso and Tender both
are Dominicans, trained in the straitest sect of mediasval religion.



l'O the power ok a text.

y('t both aspii-e to be members of another fraternity. The
The Friemis name of " Friends of God "

begin.s to be used as their
of Cod.

designation; members of different orders, clergj' and laymen,
are apparently included within it.

Tiic title 32. A name may often tell more than long specula-
vci-ysignifl- tions. The name by whieh Eckai-t, Taulcr, Suso, and their

companions described themselves, or were desci-ibed by others,

expresses that which they were seeking for
;

the thought
which penetrated their teachings and gave them their form
and colour; their relation to the church and the heretics; their

oldest and their newest faith. Religious men often fix upon
some sentence out of a religious book—especially on some
text in Scripture

—as having shaped their lives. It is not

difficult aftei- i-eading even a few fragments of Eckart, a few dis-

courses of Tauler, to determine the sentence which had moulded
their minds and their society. They are those memorable
words in the fifteenth chapter of St. John's Gospel; He^ice-

forth I call you not servants, for the servant knoweth not wlud

his lord doeth. But I have called you Friends, for whatsoever

I have heard of my Father I have made known unto you. A
time, we apprehend, occurred in the life of Eckart when this

passage started out of the page full armed and mastered his

whole being. How it mingled with his previous convictions
—how it transformed them,—we find it easier to guess from

the actual records of his life than from any suppo.sitions
with which his biographers have endeavoured to fill up the

blanks in those records.

The cry for 33. Dominic learnt that mendicancy was necessary to the

r"''om church of the thiiieenth century, while he was seeking to put
down tlie heretics who comp'ained of her wealth. The heretics

wiiom Eckart encountered vrhilst he was fidfilling his Dominican
duties and following his Dominican traditions, complained of

ecclesiastical wealth only as a part of ecclesiastical tyranny;

tliey maintained that God had called men to freedom, and that

the Church was holding them in slavery. May he not have

Could not the asked himself whether the Church in that day should not make

c^huiTh

meet
^^^ effort for the piu-poso of removing this scandal; whether

the duty of making it did not devolve on his Order? He may
have found the office of an Inquisitor a very ineffectual, by

degrees a vei-y loathsome one. He may have tried—his duties

I iiouirhts of demanded this of him—to argue the case with the criminals; he
" '^°""""=""

niay have been able to dispose of their objections and yet have

been inwardly confounded by them. Then recuning to his own

proper functions as a theologian
—

dwelling on all which that

word implied
—he may have considered whether he had not

allowed certain notions borrowed from pagan philosophy, certain
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formulas of logic, to confine the spirit which Christ had come to Theology

emancipate, to interfere between man and his Creator. Clearly ae cSe^oi-
these notions and this logic had no hold on the peasant; he '^s-

did not listen to them, or care for them. They were good in

Latin ; they did not translate well into the people's tongue. The
man of God must throw them aside sometimes; might he not

always ? They were fetters on the people ;
were they not fettei'S

upon hinuelfl To be more completely a man of God must he Search tor a

not learn the secret of that intercourse, that friendship, that •'"^"'^

real knowledge, of which the Divine Apostle had spoken, nay,
which his Master had promised to his disciples?

34. We were quite aware that the mode of tracing the steps
in Eckart's mind, by which he passed from the most learned of

Aristotelians, apparently also the most exact of disciplinarians,
into one of the Friends of God, the ally of Beghards, the assertor

of startling doctrines—will sui-prise many, because it repiresents
him as throwing off philosophical notions as a chain on his

theology, whereas he would be ordinai-ily conceived of as escaping
from Theology to Philosophy. But this is a difficulty which Reference to

we have ali-eady encountered in considering that theoi-y of the notion of

life of Johannes Erigena which lias been promulgated by one of •'°''" Scotus.

the most accomplished Frenchmen of our day. The author of

the book on the Di\'ision of Nature, it may be remembered, is

treated by M. Guizot as a philosophical rebel against the theo-

logy of the ninth centuiy. We endeavoui-ed to show from the

book on which the charge is founded, that he was rebelling in Pantheism of

the interest of theology against those categories of Ari.stotle or it'^aroie.

Boethius with which the Carlovingian schools were binding all

studies, human and divine. The Pantheism which was im-

puted to him as a consequence of his philosophical freedom grew,
it seemed to us, out of his impatience of the limits with which
the popular Latin philosophy was circumsci-ibing the nature of

God. We did not deny the perils into which he was brought ;
but

we believed that he fell into them in his attempt to avoid perils
as great, and of a precisely opposite natm-e to those wliich the
hearers of M. Guizot must have supposed him to dread. With Application

respect to Eckart the case is even stronger. Dr. Schmidt speaks "bsemuions
of his whole line of thought as purely theological {rein theolo- "> Eck""''-

gisches). He says so, with a perfect knowledge of the admiration
which he has received from the Hegelian school, and after a careful

study of his writings. He appears indeed to assume that he had
some knowledge of his Irish predecessor, of which, in Patter's

opinion, there is no trace in his writings, and which it is not

easy to imagine how he could have obtained. He belonged to Differences

a different race from Johannes; he can only have heard of liim
Irigenaaiid

in Paris, and there he must have learnt to regard him with Eckart.
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Aristotelian dislike and Dominican hoiTor. Their circum-
stances were altogether ditierent. Johannes knew nothing of

any popular language or of popailar ]ireaching. But they were
alike in this one respect, that by different methods they were
led to face the question, whether the Absolute Being can be
conceived in the terms and forms of earthly logic; whether, if

not, the knowledge of Him is denied to the creature who is said

in Scripture to be formed after His likeness and to be satisfied

only when he awakes up after that likeness 1

35. It must not be concealed that there is another resemblance
between Johannes Erigena and Master Eckart. We spoke of

the former as one of the acutest metaphysicians whom the world
has ever pi'oduced, but as falling far below numbers of very
inferior men as a moral teacher. By the word inferior we did not

merely understand men who had not the same intellectual depth
and subtlety. We believe that there have been far worse men
than Johannes in character and principle who are safer moral

guides, who have never uttered the same dangerous maxims.
It may appear strange after all we have, said of Eckart's con-

nection with the people, and of this connection being in great
measure the key to his life, if we apply the same remark to him.
How could a great metaphysician come into contact with the
hearts of peasants and handicraftsmen 1 Must not his charm
for them lie in those very qualities, in that direct practical

morality in which we assume him to have been deficient 1 The

question is a veiy interesting one. It cannot be settled by
d, priori considerations. It must be brought to the test of ex-

perience. That experience, we believe, would show in nearly

every age that the religious teaching which has commended
itself most to the hearts of the people, has had in it a strong

metaphysical element. To say that formality, the artifices of

rhetoric or dialectics, belong to the refined and not to the vulgar,
is to say just what Eckart and the friends of God did say. But

they also said, and we think pi-oved, that that in theology which
lies beneath these, not that which is nearer to the surface than

they are, is what appeals to men as men, and that the most

apparently practical teaching which ignores this, will never stir

the hearts and consciences of any except the refined and the

artificial. What we believe is the great, the extreme danger
of honest men who are trying to declare to the people that which

they have themselves heai-d and seen, is that they should over-

leap the great laws and maxims of divine and human morality,
as well as the mere forms of the understanding; that they should

bring the deepest truths without their proper and necessary
media before the human spirit, and so that they should become

pantheistical in a sense much more serious than is sometimes
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"iven to tliat word, confounding not the world with God, but

man himsell" with God. reproducing the falsehood along with the

truth of Buddhism in the very heart of Christendom. Of this

tendency Eekart is the most notable specimen perhaps that

history offers to us.

36. All testimonies represent his life as pure and devout.
Eckwrs^

He had no motive to undermine any admitted moral maxim

from want of conformity to it. As little was he restless under Not imi.a-

ecclesiastical rules
;
he submitted to them cheerfully ;

he seems to "^'^' "^ "" *

Iiave been less scandalized than one might wish him to have

been, by the con-uptions and abuses of the priestly order in his

time. The freedom which he sought was precisely that of which

the text we have refeiTed to speaks; the freedom of a friend as

opposed to the state of a servant. But as fi-iendship with an

unseen Being must be a friendship of the spirit, aU external acts His tre.it-

were treated as servile. Statements that they are so, and conse- ™^fd act™
'

quent disparagements of them appear again and again in Eckart's

discourse; they constitute the most apparently offensive passages

in it. Separated fi-om other passages as broad and direct which

we shall speak of presently, they were open to the greatest

abuse; and being put forth in short telling sentences of popular

German, they would of com-se be repeated and applied by many
who understood Little of the principles from wliich they were

derived or of the explanation of them wliich was given by the

actions of the preacher.
37. Unfortunately, the qualifications which these sayings how he

received from other pai-ts of Eckart's doctrines were themselves I^TIcb"""'

liable to as great misconstraction. Friendship with God being
the one oliject which the spirit of man seeks, how must it be

attained? If there was a danger before of exalting internal

feelings and states of mind above outward and visible acts, these

feelings and states of mind must now themselves be treated with

scorn, they must submit to be lost if the man really aspires to

the highest friendship and communion. Himself must die

utterly; the object must be all in all. No language had

been more frequent than this in the Fathei-s and Doctoi-s of the

Church. Scripture justified it. The veiy idea of love appeared
to involve it. Eekart therefore was sure that he was here on

safe ground. He advanced fearlessly on it. He gave utterance JnstWcation

to propositions concerning the utter indifference which a man guage atout

should feel about everything which concerned himself, his own
^?JJ;"""'''"*

reputation, his own holiness, his own salvation. The covirage

of Eekart is perhaps the best argument for the innocence of

liis intentions ;
if he had had some dark purpose he would

have been far more prudent. But he was not aware how much
his old self was affecting him when he appeared to be most
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Ecknrt an casting it off
;
how the Aristotelian of Paris lived in the preacher

io'ck'hm even "f Cologne. Eckart was a logician by temperament, by habit,
vviieii nbjur- ijy education. He proved it bv his recklessness in following

out conclusions. He ]irovecl it by the sternly intellectual

character he gave to that dnetrine of self-abnegation, which
had appeared in other days specially to involve a surrender

of the intellect. Why must a man be nothing? Because

Conse- he loses him.self in that which he knows. How wonderful

nl'teKuul-' tilen is this knowledye.! How wonderful the capacity for kuow-
ism.

ing! That must be the very man! Nay, must it not be
more? For what is the man who can thus identify himself with
God?

37. Here the Buddhism of Eckart comes forth in its fullness.

We use the word deliberately ; not the least believing that he

was ever in communication with Buddhists ; not the least

Christian doubting the sincerity \vith which he made his Cliristian confes-
Bnddhism.

gJQij^ ]Sfo traditions ft-om one part of the earth or another coidd

have brought liim either to the strong conviction bj' which he

was possessed, or to the alarming inferences which he deduced

from them. The faith which he showed in liis Christian lore, and

the use he made of it, are some of the most instructive facts in

the history of his mind. He had acknowledged a Trinity, an

Eternal Son of God, an incarnation, a fall of man. These had
The Chris- been for a long while tenets which he received from books,

ys ics.

.^yj^gjj jj^g could defend against opponents, which he could enforce

on heretics. A time came when he knew that they must be

more than this
;
or that they were not truths, as the Church

said they were, on which the universe and the life of man
rested. Neither the world nor he could rest upon an opinion;
it could only rest on that which is. In the Bible Theology the

Their con- mystery of divine relations is unfolded by a wondei-ful process of

human reia- human relations. Of these Eckart knew nothing. His Domi-
tiona. nican life had been the renunciation of them. Friendship he

could conceive of; the brotherhood of the Order made that a

practical reality to him. In this new stage of his divine

perceptions, he could rise to the idea of divine friendship ;
it

became the absorbing one of his life. But the names of Father,

Brother, Husband, were figures, mere indications of something

deeper. The Trinity, the Son of God, the Incarnation, were

profound realities to liis heart and conscience. But when he
Eckart In strove to think of them and speak of them, they resolved them-

Absoiuta selves into certain conditions of the Inniiau intellect by wliich

it ascended into the divine region; or they merely floated upon
the surface of the waters, beneath which lay the unfathomable

abyss of the absolute. It is perfectly justifiable to call this

state of mind Christian Buddhism, not iising the phrase in any
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opprobrioiis sense, but i-ather iurlicatiug how near we are to

some of the rocks and quicksands which we most dread, and

what path there is Irom them by which the idokxtrous nations

as well as we oiu'selves may be led to solid ground.
38. When Eckart had gone so far, the next step was inevi- TheguJfof

tabla He was forced to ask himself, as the Buddliists had ^o'^'g'"^

asked themselves,
" What is this abyss of Being into which I

have plunged ? What is this Absolute for the sake of which I

am to suffer self-annihilation ? What can I call it 1
" That

Eckai-t should have ventured to use the words God is nothing,

might make any one shudder. But to quote half a sentence is

slanderous. He said God is icIU laid nicM. He meant to say
that He is the very reverse of Nothing, -as well as Nothing ;

a better and wholesomer expression, from its very strangeness,
than if he had said, He is All and Nothing. That would How Eckart

have been pure vagueness ;
the other language kept its hold ^q^ i^"

of personality. It indicated the embarrassment and confusion

of the sold when it was di-awing near to God ;
it did not

belie the whole meaning of Eckart's words and acts, that He
was a Eriend. But there were maxims involved in this state-

ment, or rather in the habits of thought which led to it, that

cannot be explained away, and that must have been injiu-i-

ous to Eckart himself as well as to his disciijles. In resolv-

ing that God shoidd be without limitation, he lost also the

limitations of right and wrong, of good and evil. The Abso- Loss of moral

lute, the All-Comprehending, must swallow up every distinc-
*'s'i°<='''«'^

tion. Righteousness, justice, even truth, must not live, but

be buried, in Him. Were we special pleaders for Eckart,
we might easily challenge some of his judges to show that

tinder the names of power and sovereignt_v, or of fixed and
eternal decrees, they have not committed the same enormity,
and yet avoided the stigma which attaches to him. But we are

not his apologists. What was right in his words v^ill be vindi-

cated by another ti-ibunal, what was evil will be bui-nt up in

other than human fires. Even in his own days
—when the

inquisition was so active—the character he had borne, the sim-

plicity of his life, the nearness of some of his most dangerous
woi-ds to words which orthodox men had used, his solemn

assm-ance that he meant them in no sense which the Church
condemned appear to have protected him from any tremen-

dous censiU'C. The Archbishop of Cologne suspended him.

He continued to preach. His case was remitted to the

Pope. No papal censure came foi-th against his doctrines

till after his death. The Bull -nhich contained it appears xtie Bail

to have been directed more against the Beghards and Brethren e™^^
of the Free Spirit who had adopted language similar to his.
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than against himself. He is declared in it to have died in

reconciliation with the Church. So far as can be made out,
the reconciliation did not involve a retractation of anj' senti-

ments he had uttered, but a profession of his willingness to

i-eti-act them if there was anything in them contraiy to the

orthodox faith.

^ , . 39. The exact date of Eckart's death is not kno^Ti. The
strasbnTR. posthiimous Bull againsc ^.im appeared in 1329. Eleven years

after that time John Tauler was preaching with great popu-

larity in Strasburg. There can be little doubt that he regartlcd
Eckart as his master, tha' he followed in the main his line of

thought, that he belonged to the same circle of Frienck of God.

It is probable that he. was less audacious and less original than
his predecessor, and by degi-ees had leamt to deliver senti-

ments with much rhetorical skill aud emphasis, which were not

His pi-each- the expressions of anything that he had himself realized. How
'"'^-

easily might the bold starts aud daring inconsistencies of Eckart
be represented by such a pupil, till they passed for remarkable

utterances, characteristic of a certain school,' attractive to crowds,
useless for any high purpose, mischievous as all idle words on

The Layman. gi'Cat topics are mischievous. So thought a certain layman who
is s;iid to have come from " the Oberland," aud to have visited

Stiusburg for the express purpose of hearing Tauler and con-

versing with him. This layman has been identified with one
Who he was. Nicolas of Basle, a Waldensian, who was much persecuted by

the Inquisition, and at last suffered death for heresy. Neander

expres.ses a not unnatural pleasure that German criticism had
for ouce raised a half mythical into an hi.storical personage, instead

of reducing history into myth. But there are difficulties about

the hypothesis, and Bbhringer of Zurich in his recent work on
the German Mystics offers strong e%ddence for rejecting it.

Waldensian or not, this layman was certainly a
" Friend of God,"

and took the privilege of one in his dealings with the popular
Dominican preacher. He humbly begged to hear a lecture from
him on the degrees of Church Perfection. He listened with

attention, but refused to wait for the continuation of the dis-

course at the next festival. Suddenly the relations of the

Bis rebnkes. disciple and the doctor are changed. The la3rman appears as

a severe critic ;
he taxes Tauler with Phai-iseeism and formality,

with uttering words to which his heart does not respond, with

laying burdens on other men's slioiildei-s which he does not lift

himself \nih his finger. Such accusjitions would have been

wounding to any teacher
; they must have cut to the quick a

disciple of Eckart who supposed that he had found a way out of

all formalism and Phariseeism. But Tauler was no mlling
self-deceiver; he was essentially a true man. Too much stress,
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we think, has been laid on the humility which he showed in

bearing the reproofs of a layman. The nature of liis profession,

the tacit obligation of the society of which he was a member,
must have made the assumption of the man from the Oberland less

exti-aordinary to him than a like assumption would seem to a

clergyman of the English Church, perhaps to an English dissent-

ing minister, in the nineteenth century. It was the subject-

matter of the exliortation, not the person who delivered it, which

made Tauler's submissiveness admirable. He confessed the jus- lauier's

tice of the charge against him, he submitted willingly to the bei'i'"''"''-

discipline which his reprover enjoined, including a two years'
silence. He passed thi-ough intense mental and bodily agonies;
he lost the favour of his convent ;

when he came forth to preach

again his words had forsaken him, tears flowed forth instead
;

by degrees his speech returned, and it was felt to proceed fi-om

a man who had actually visited the world of darkness and the

world of light concerning which he discoursed.

40. This story, told as it is with exquisite simplicity and Effect of

trathfulness, is liiglily valuable for the illustration of the subject Jhanga
we are considering, as well as for more impoi'tant ends. Did
Tauler cease to be a mystic after this change had been ^vlought
in him ? Was the effect of the layman's exhortations tliis,

—
that he cast off the teaching he had received from Eckart, and
became what would be called ia our days a purely practical
divine ? So little do the facts support this conclusion, that

some have hastUy deduced precisely the opposite one fi-om them.

It has been supposed, from the phrase "illuminated doctor,"
which was bestowed on Tauler in the second stage of his life, that

his mysticism began from this time; that previously he had
been running in the regular Dominican iiit. This last opinion
we have shown (following in our statements those who have
studied Tauler's life and writings most carefully*) to be entirely
untenable. He was a disciple of Eckart, and therefore a full Not now for

gi-own mystic long before the visit of the Swiss. That visit ^ mysfic
""

cei-tainly did not diminish his respect for his old master or

lead him to repudiate his method of thought. Most probably. He did not

as his mind became purer and less self-seeking, he confessed Eclfa™.™

benefits fi-om the lessons he had received in earlier years of

which he had been pre\'iously unconscious; defects which he
*

See the valuable historical sketch prefixed to Miss Winkworth's excellent Die

translation of Tauler's Servians. See also Bohringer's Deutsche Mystiher. ^™'^j''*''
Speaking of the semion on "n-hich the lavman commented so severely, he says, Johannes
*' A reader of the later Discourses of Tauler tinds in this the self-same mystical Tauier, p. '23,

principles as in them ; it is difficult to fix in words -Khat the diversity, the altera- Ztirich, 1855

tion, the progress is." He proceeds to point out with great clearness that it was
not a change, a diversity, a progress in a system at all

; but in the man himself.

Tauler had begun to know the force of his own words.
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had discerned in Lis predecessor's statements, and wliich he

may once have ambitioiusly stri\'en to correct and inijirove by
his own insight and eloquence, will have been less remembered

;

he will have understood better what was pure and noble in

liis life; prizing that more than the best dogmatic common-
l)laces or paradoxes, he will have used it to cover whatever in

them appeared unsafe or imtrue. All tliis is consistent with the
assertion that the teaching of Eckart underwent not a revision

but a transfomiation in the later mind of Tauler. The end

proposed was the same. How to be a friend of God in the
fullest sense of that word was the problem which each set before

himself and before his hearers. Self-renunciation was accepted
by the last not less than by the fii'st as the one means to this end.

In the negative proposition, that no outward acts of self-denial

constitute the self-denial which is to issue m divine intuition, they
would entire!}' have agreed. But after the discipline which
Tauler had passed through, povei-ty of spirit became his watch-
word. The knowledge of God to which he aspired was a

knowledge incompatible with any exaltation or worship of the

intellect. The awful blank and atheism which he had found
within him made the f)Os.sibility of communion with the Divine

Being seem altogether wonderful. If he felt in a very deep
sense the truth of Eckart's idea, that it was implied in the

constitution of man, yet he would rather represent it as a

special, amazing gift of the Creator. Men must stoop, not rise,

to receive it; they must not gi'asp at it as theirs in virtue of

the direct alliance of the soul with God, but be content to

accept it as bestowed upon them by God through the Mediator.

These alterations, not in the letter so much as in the whole

sjjirit and internal habit of Eckart's teaching, involved other

and still deejier changes. No logic coidd force Tauler .to

speak of a Nothing as the Friend for whom man is seeking.
The abyss of Being must be an abyss of Love. The old names
of righteousness, and justice, and truth, must again denote

the divine essence. The pantheistic substitutes for them must
be regarded not as stronger but as feebler, not as the results

of a more satisfactoiy analysis, but of an intellectual generaliza-
tion to which the strictest experimental tests had been wanting.
Thus, in the most inwai-d sense of the word, Tauler became a

Moralist. That be was a Moralist also in the outward sense of

the word, that all notions of external acts being servile had
vanished fi-om his mind, if it is not more correct to say that

he had discovered that filial service which is freedom, is

abundantly evident from his imweai-ied labours among the

sick and dying of Strasburg and the surrounding neighbour-
hood during the black sickness, and when the Pope liad
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jiimished the city by au interdict for its allegiance to the

Bavarian emperor.
41. We have here then one of those warnings, of which Hint aRainst

philosophical history is full, against that rash habit of classitica- tion.

tion wliioh brings the most really dissimilar men under one

name or formula. The circumstances of Eckart and Tauler

justify, if any cii'Oiunstances can, the association of their names.

They were Dominicans, Friends of God, never separated bj-

external dissensions, bound together by the reverence and

piety of the pupil for the master when death had put them
asunder. If any two men had the characteristics to which the

word "Mystic" is commonly applied as a term of reproach or

of respect, these two possessed them. And yet, when fau-ly Eckart and

examined, they present the liveliest contrast to eacli other, not trastrtoeach

so much in the qualities of their intellect or character, as in """s"'
'^

.

their mode of conceiving and stating the questions with which sympathy.

they were occupied. Both strictly theologians, the piu-ely meta-

physical theologian never stood out in broader contrast to the

moral theologian than in them. Setting before them the same

object, commending the same general coiu'se of thought and

discipline to their pupils, no men can have produced more

opposite effects. No example of the danger of those di^d-

sions and generalizations in hiunan history which have caused

so miich mischief in physical studies, will, of course, be a
check to the vulgar partizan critic, but it may sometimes be
remembered by the young and earnest student, who desu'es

to investigate facts and to know men as they are.

42. When we speak of Tauler as a Moralist, and one of a Question as

very high and noble charactei-, we may be asked if we discern
|eacii'inK''rf"'

no flaws in his morality; if we would j)l<ice him on the r^ui';''

same level with those English reformers who were protest-

ing against the scandals of the priesthood in their day, and

leading their countrymen back to the homely lessons in the

Bible 1 We answer, that the opinions of an historian sig-

nify little to his readers, excejrt so far as they may affect

the fidelity of his narrative. Whether we prefer Wyclifle
or Tauler is of no consequence, unless a bias in favour of the
one evince a national pai'tiality which may cause us to deal

unfairly vritli Germans; or a bias in favoiu- of the other, a
love of mysticism which may make us treat all who are anti-

mystical disingenuously. It is important at this particular English and

point of our history that we should give such indications of our tifepast!

feelings on both these points as may put our readers upon their

guard against us. For it cannot be denied that Eckart and

Tauler, taken together, and viewed in their relation to each

other, do represent certain qualities of the German mind—cer-
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tain directions of Gennau thought
—which liave been mani-

festing themselves in all the subsequent ages, and have never
been more distinct and conspicuous than in the nineteenth

century. Equally true is it that Occam and Wycliffe, viewed
also in their relations to each other, exhibit very marked
characteristics of the English mind, and are prophetical of some

Eckaifs of its latest developments. Making an effort, then, to divest

to'occam/to ourselves of patriotic prejudices, wc distinctly admit that there

meupS'sicLl
^^^'"'^ '^ Eckai-t indications of a metaphysical genius, however

intuition. rashly applied, of which we can find no traces in our own teachers—not even in the learned and logical Occam. "We must admit,
further, that there were in Tauler moi-al corrections and protests

against this metaphysical tendency, combined with a thorough
api)reciation of its nature and value, which we cannot look for

in those who had never felt it in themselves—never understood
either what were its blessings, or whither, if unbalanced, it might

competeTto
^^'"^ them. We may even go further in self-depreciation, and

conect nieia- admit that if we give all weight to Chaucer's " Poor Parson of the

rore^"than'"^' Town," and receive it not as more applicable to Wycliffe than to
either of a number of secular priests in his day and in after days, we

shoidd still be unable to establish our usual boast of practical

superiority to the Germans, by comparing the visits to the sick

which " Ne frost, ne rain, ne thunder," could interrupt, with the
devotion of Tauler to the plague-stricken on the Rhine.

Occam did 43. But now we must take our revenge for these concessions,

phy wlfaTM That kind of service which Occam rendered to philosophy, by
Gei-man lias distinguishing the nominal science from the real science—logic
be expected from theology

—is one which we think a series of instances gives
to do. yg a right to claim for tliis country. To speak more wisely, these

instances point out the obligations that have been laid upon us. a

part of the special work which we have to perform, and which
we are not to expect that Germans will perform for us. We
think also that the discovery of the special provinces of ecclesi-

astical and lay jurisdiction which Occam attempted, however
little way he may have advanced towards it—however much

may remain to be done before we can see the end which
he sought

—has been approached more nearly by the experi-
mental studies of Englishmen, than by all the speculative

Wyciiffe's powers of Germany. Turning from Occam to the priest of

relationships Liitterwiirtli, we must once again maintain that the sympathy

answerlng'to
^itb human relation.ships, which was cultivated by the life of

it in Tauicr. f,„j- English middle classes, and with which the secular jiriests

of England were compelled to sympathize, g.''ve
him a moral

sujicriority, not only over Eckart, but over Tauler, which

affected, not so much the pei>onal life of either, as their mode
of contemplating the divinest subjects. And this difference,
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we believe, will reappear in all the tMnkers of the two English and

nations whom we shaU have hereafter to encounter. From the™prLeut

Eckai-t to Hegel, we shall discover in the German mind a ""d ^^"^

necessity for searching in some way or other after the Absolute.

From "VVycUffe to our own days, we shall find a sense of the

sacredness of ordinaiy human Relations underlying our Theology,

our Ethics, oiu- Politics, and detennining their shape. May not

each nation come at last to understand its own calling, to recognize

it as a calling, to confess the perils which accompany such a

calling
—not less great, perhaps, for the one than for the other.

Then there may also arise a sympathy between them on the Duties of

very ground of their difference, which can never exist whilst
^^"^

either ignominiously copies the processes of its neighbour
—

whilst either spends its time in denouncing the processes of its

neighbour as dangerous or as feeble. Each may learn that a

thorough metaphysical and moral science—a thoroughly prac-

tical life—demands the search for the Absolute—demands the

reverence for relations—that each, therefore, may contribute p,ospect and

aids to the unfolding of such a science—to the work of such a
"^„'c''j°j^u'u'^

life. There must be much persistency in holding fast that

which has been given
—much tolerance of habits of thought and

expression, which, when adopted by those to whom they are

not native, are generally insincere, but which deserve all

honour, and convey deep instruction, when they represent the

character and mind of a |)eople. So a true internal unity wiU
take the place of local and sectarian hostilities

;
still more of aU

attempts to recover that uniformity which the Middle Ages
strove in vain to preserve, of which the fourteenth century
revealed the falsehood and the impossibility.

44. For this is, as it seems to us, the real sign of that summary oi

remarkable period, that one by which it is scarcely less severed teenth ceu-

from the centuiy which followed it, than from those which pre- "^"7 history,

ceded it. Turn which way you will, it exhibits a breaking up of

all artificial schemes for binding the peoples of Christendom into

one. Now and then we hear a faint cry for some centi-e to Sctiemes of

which they may refer themselves. There may be a dream in Mong to Tt^

some that the Emperor will be a lay Pope, if the Pope can-

not hold his own
;
or that some sphere ma}' be foiind which

each may rule without trenching on the rights of the other.

But these desires have no strong hold upon the age ; they do

not spring out of its deepest heart. Tliese are pointing to

the deliverance of Christendom from an incubus. Its sepa-
rate limbs are awakening with pain out of a catalepsy ;

as

yet there is little eagerness to claim their privilege as portions
of a body. All the most opposite influences are leading to

the same result. An age of lawyers has betiun : writs and
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Thelawycrs; decrees lift themselves up, as if they may defy and overtlifow

sm'nctii and whatever speaks of a spiritual power and principle. But the
wiiukness.

la\vyers are successful agents only while they are effecting the

formal destruction of those bands, which are pretending to keep
the nations together, and can keep tliem no longer. Let them

try their arts in checking the impulses towards national emancipa-
tion, and they fail altogether. Scotland breaks through the meshes
of the English Justinian ; a patriot freebooter is stronger than

National en- the ablest of mouarchs. The longing of Petrarch to bring back

mentl"**^'
^^^ Popes from Avignon is the longing of an Italian—not of a
Churchman. He wants a representative of Roman dignity

—
the Tribune Rienzi for him, and for numbei"s, can perform that

office better than the successor of St. Peter. Bohemia, Hinigary,
Poland, break the unity of the empu-e. The glorious oath at

Chivairj'-its Rutli, and the arrow of Tell, set their country free from the

y^ni'^ House of Austria. Chivahy appears to be rising again out of

the disgrace which it had sufi'cred from the money-getting Philip
and the battle of the Spurs. But the Black Prince can lead

The Black no holy war. He can only assert the distinction of England
Van Arte- from France, at the co.st of the distinctioii which his hatred of
'"''''^- churls would have made him most eager to preserve, between

Normans and Saxons. Froissart is the exalter of pitissant

knights ;
but he is compelled to mtike the most interesting

passage of his history a record of the noble and ineff'eetuaJ

effort of a brewer to organize the turbulent guilds of Flan-

ders. The convulsions to which we have alluded in Orders
;

Die new so- the appearance of societies boastin" that they have no ex-

ternal obligation ; the poetiy of Petrarch, occupied with an

Tiie poets. indi\'idual passion, not with any Christendom enterjjrise ;
the

poetry of Chaucer, bringing to light so many chstinct characters,

honouring the national Saint, impatient of all ecclesiastics who
are not national

; represent the same feeling. Tlie separating
The piiUoso- Nominalism of Occam—the search for a direct passage; for the

theoloj^ans. individual man to God by Eckart and Tauler—manifest it

equally. Men might follow their own purposes ;
but there was

one divine purpose in that age to which, willingly or reluc-

tantly, they were all subonlinate.

The new age. 45. The great Western Schism marks the commencement
of a new epoch

—an epoch which was not to modify merely,
but to reverse these tendencies. T/ds scandal was not felt

Desire for ^s the continuation and necessary consequence of the previous
""''y

J ,^ one. It awakened a new set of thoughts and feelings in the
aroused by

^^^^' o o
rapaischism. mind of the European nations. It was no longer the ques-

tion—" How can we maintain our independence of a power
which has lost its old centre?" but "By what means can we
be united again 1 Where can we find an authority to which
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we may submit? When shall Christendom have a centre?" search foi

A. new passion was to be aroused
;
it was to try whether it could '^^"^^

not stifle that which had gone before it—whether it might not

slay its parent. The fil'teenth century, the age of councils, was
to identify Reformation with the restoration of TJnity

—was to

seek for that good through great difficulties—willingly abandon-

ing for it other blessings equally precious. The fifteenth century,
the age of the revival of Letters, was to exalt itself against the

fourteenth, which may not unfitly be called the age of the re-

\ival of Life. Our recent subject has led us to speak most of

Englishmen and Germans. The ti-ansition from one of these

pei'iods to the other is best understood from the life and labours
of a Frenchman.*

• A complete edition of Eckhart's Discourses baa beeu published iu the courae
of the last vear (1857). They fonn the second volume of Pfeifl'er's Deuucke
Mysttker des vierzeJmtai Jahrhimdrvts.

voL n



CHAPTER IL

THE r'IFTEENTH CENTtTRT.

Haas and
Gerson.

The Bohe-
mian.

1. At the Council of Constance we find two persons confront-

ing each other, both of whom are worthy of all observation by the

ecclesiastical historian, scarcely less worthy to be contemplated
by the student of moiTil and metaphysical philosophy, if lie

wishes to understand the period through which we have just

passed, and the period upon which we are entering. These two
men are John Huss of Prague and Jean CharUer, chancellor of

the Univei-sity of Paris.

2. We name John Huss first, though many may suppose that,

at least in Htei-ature and pliilosophy, he is far the inferior—because

he is the best representative of the former age. In saying so,

we do not at all deny that he was also the forei-unner of a

later age ;
that the sixteenth century might look back ujjou him

with aifection and reverence as the teacher and martyr for con-

victions wliich were to become pai-ts of its life. Huss and his

Bohemian disciples linked the age of Wyclitfe to the age of

Luther. But they were not in fellowshij) with the age into

which they were born ; they stood out in stem and direct

hostility to much that was evil and to much that was good in

that age, to those wlio were concerned in defending its abuses,
to those who were striving for the correction of what seemed
the most tlagi-ant of those abuses.

3. John Huss had no connection, not even a remote aflinity

German^''''
from '"^c© o'" internal feeling, with the German mystics. That

they were Germans, would have made him suspect them, even
if likeness of temperament and character had attracted him
towards them. For Huss was a genuine Sclave, a cordial

enemy of Teutons, one who did his utmost to repel German
students from his ovm university. His zeal against them is an

important feature in his character, one which has been often

turned to his discredit. We are strongly persuaded that he was
in the right

—that for the sake of preserving a Bohemian nation-

ality it was worth wliile to appear narrow and exclusive, and
to risk the Christendom character whicli was associated with

the name of University. Huss cared little for Catholicism in

any sense of the word. It came before him in connection with

Hnss vehe-
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a very ill-mannered clergy, with very detestable Popes. He Anticatiio-

would keep his own dear Bohemia as free from contact with ''°"

the outlying world as he could. If he could teach his people,
and especially students, to love their native habits and their

native tongue, if he could make the king care for the people
and the people for their king, he believed he was doing the

work that he was appointed to do. To this object he would
sacrifice the unity which seemed to some of his enliglitened

contemporaries the only object for which they ought to live

and die.

4. A clear practical morality was the main characteristic of a Moralist

Huss as a man and as a teacher. Even if mysticism had come
^j"*

"° "^*

before him in the most attractive form, there would have been

nothing in his mind to welcome it. The moral scandals of the
ecclesiastics inspired him with hoiTor. He was sure that he
had a call to protest against these

;
he was sure that they must

proceed, not from Christ, but from Antichrist. The belief in

Christ as a Deliverer from moi-al evil—the inadequacy of any-
thing short of a belief in Him to break that chain—these be-

came the subjects of his discourses and of his writings, these
were the gi-and principles of his theology. He had no war with

any ecclesiastical doctrines except so far as they interfered with
this primary faith. He accepted the ordinary theory of tran-

substantiation as an explanation of the Eucharist. It was for

the old faith and the old morals that he was fighting. Every- a lover of

thing new excited his suspicion. He was therefore a Realist,
*''* O''^

not a Nominalist. The subtle distinctions of Occam were
lost upon him. All those motives which, we said, were likely
to separate Occam from the simpler reformers of his own
counti-y, would operate with tenfold force iipon Huss. What
did he care for arguments which proved that the German em-

peror had an equal jurisdiction with the Pope ? What did he
care whether John XXII. had committed himself to a single
false opinion which might or might not be a heresy, when the

popes of his own day were committing themselves to ten thou-

sand heresies of life ? With no very gi-eat dialectical faculty,
these would be motives enough for disinclining him to view
the new Nominalism with any great affection. And was not His ueaiisni.

the other word a much better, healthier, more promising word i

Was it not better to feel always that we were dealing with
realities ? Was not this needful above all in the highest region 1

Was it safe to think of Eighteousness or Justice or Truth as if

they were mere names ? Were not the ecclesiastics of the day
doing this very thing t No, Huss would teach the students of
the University just as he taught the king and the court in the
Bethlehem chapel, to be Realists in their hearts and under.stand-
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iugs, let Germans and Frenchmen talk about their names and
their Nominalism as they chose.

Mil relation 5. We must uever be weary of repeating the lesson, that like
tu wychffo. cayggg often determine good men to opinions that are most unlike.

A desire to escape from the dominion of names when he was

dealing with things, made Occam the schoolman into a Nomi-
nalist. A similar desire to escajjc from the dominion of names
made Wyclifle and Hvirj, whose business was with the people,
vehement Realists. This was one of the links between the man
of Oxford and the man of Prague. The Queen of Bohemia was
an Englishwoman. Th adherents of Wyclifle appeared in her

train and circulated his wi-itings. These writings therelbre came
before H»iss under respectable patronage. He found Wyclifle

contending against the sins of layman and of priest as he was

contending. He found Wycliflfe denouncing the false miracles by
which immoral doctrines and practices were made popular as he

was denouncing them. He knew that the Englishman had been

charged with heresy ; but he had a confused impression that his

philosophical writings at least had received the sanction of his

piiiiosophica! university. In them he said there could be no mischief. Huss
.iKrccmert ^^^ ^^^ straightforward to make a distinction between two

classes of books for the .sake of evading any disgi-ace that might
attach to one of them. The fact is, he tUd not go along with

many of Wyclifie's doctrinal objections to the established opin-

ions, and he did go all lengths -svith him in his desire to substi-

tute the living realities of Scripture for the formulas of logicians.

Identifying this piu-pose, which he saw clearly was tlte purpose
of Wycliffe, with his philosophy (to us of no importance what-

ever), he naturally and honestly declared, that he sympathized
vfiih him as a philosopher even when he dissented from him as

a divine. This ipiestion of Realism mingled with the ques-
tion of heresy and of Bohemia in his disputes with the Germans
at Prague. They were Nominalists, and with the help of their

votes, forty-five propositions of Wycliffe were pronounced
heretical by the university. When the Bohemians had an

opportunity of voting alone, they passed the very modest and

innocent resolution, that they rejected whatever in these pro-

positions had an heretical sense.

Nominalism 6. FoF our purpose it would be comparatively unnecessaiy to

°)m"uf ""f investigate the Realism of a man whose fame can never depend
Puiii upon his achievements in philosophy, if it did not enable us to

understand better the Nominalism of those who were opposed
to him. Through the simidicity of Prague we may aiTive at a

clearer conception of the learning of Paris. Nominalism had

now become the creeil of the most accomplished Parisian doc-

tors. The university which had crowned JJunui Scotus at the
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beginning of the century (associating his defence of the immacu-
late conception of the Virgin with his belief that univei-sals were

substantial), now listened to the lectures of Pierre d'A illy, the

able and orthodox opposer of his philosophical dogma. What
did this change mean, and how had it been wTought 1 There

was no sympathy between the French and WiUiam of Occam. Theirecciesi-

He was English by birth
;
he was a defender of the Empe- Hon.

^"^

ror. The Gallican churchman had his own hereditary quan-el
with the Ultramontane bishop ; had maintained with tolerable

consistency, since the time of Hincmar, the independence of the

national clergy. The saintly Louis had supported their preten-
sions ;

the unsaintly Philip in supporting, not theirs but his

own, had brought the See of Rome to a humiliation and a de-

pendence upon himself, which they could neither have dreamed
of nor desu-ed. But their quaiTcl was not Occam's quarrel ;

they did not appreciate or approve his arguments. So far,

therefore, as his logic was connected with his political posi-

tion, it came before them with no recommendations. Occam,

however, had fully undei'stood his own time. He saw that wholly diiie-

his master Duns had pushed Realism to its la-st possible oc^m™
point. He rejoiced in the discoveiy, because it enabled him to

take up a theological position, which, if that Realism had been

maintained, would have been untenable. Those who were not

at all ambitious to follow liim in the course which he mai-ked

out, perceived other dangers in adhering to Realism, of which
he was not aware, or which were less likely to terrify him.

The individualism of Duns was bearing strange fruits. One

development of it might be seen in the German mystic, an-

other in the English reformer. The empire of scholasticism

was threatened by both. " Worn out old men," exclaims the Joannis Ger-

Chancellor of Pai-is in answering a tract which had been ^v^•itten ^°"i' p/^j^

in defence of John of Ruy.sbroeck (a Flemish ally of the Tauler "^ "a Pin.

school), "yes, and old women, boys and girls, the very mob, may
hear questions discussed in the viilgar idiom, whicli, we are told,

that we theologians, because we are schoolmen, are not fit to

handle." Contemptuous words no doubt had been spoken by
the mystics of the schoolmen as of men ignorant of the deep

things of God—they had been spoken in " the \-\ilgar idiom."

And those who spoke them were genei-ally Realists by profession.
Realism was coming to mean the attempt to throw off the yoke
of words and propositions, and to present things in%-isible to the

spirit as things visible are presented to the sense. What had the

learned to do, then, but to become Nominalists in self-defence ?

If there was to be a philosophy at all, not for the vi.dgar but for

the wise, must it not take this form t If theology was not to

lose its connection with authority, to be at the mercy of every
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unlearned man, must it not adopt this philosoph}' as its j)roteo-
tress or as its handmaid 'I

The Univer- 7. Such conclusions were natui-al in the professors of any
Buneraiiy"' great school. They were adopted, as we have seen, by the Ger-

man schoohnen. But nowhere was there so great a temptation
to adopt them as in the University of Paris. That had been the

guardian of the Latin wisdom for centuries. It had been tlie

centre of European study and sjieculatiou. Was this position to

be lost^ Was the "vulgar idiom" to gain a pei-petual a.sceu-

dancy 1 How might the peril be avoided 1 There were wise
men at that time in tht university who asked themselves this

question and wlio found the answer. The Nominalism of Pierre

d'Ailly and of his pupils was one means of upholding the autho-

rity of the veuerable body to which they belonged. It was a
concession to the progress of thought, a reLLnquishmeut of an old

ecclesiastical prejudice, a clear evidence of moderation and en-

lightenment. It was also a great banner against the advance of

dangerous opinions. It gave the professed theologian an advan-

tage over tlie popular teacher. If the theologian would con-

descend to be a popular teacher, that would be so much addition

to his influence. But his former character must always ])rc-

donunate over the latter. He must never allow himself to be

dragged along by those whom he was insti-ucting ;
he must

always remember that he is their master or doctor.

Its work in '^- But Paris would never have been able to retain the power
tUiscentuT)-. which it possessed in former centuries, still less to attain a much

greater power than it had ever possessed, if it had merely ac-

ce])ted the Nominalist dogmas in exchange for the Realist. Its

reputation in France, its reputation in Europe, could only be

sustained, if it were able to devise some scheme ibr bringing the

nations into one, for healing the deep wound which the schi.sm

had inflicted on the Papacy. If the theologians of Paris could

devise some solution of the questions how a Pope could be set

aside, how a Poj)e could be called into existence by those who
owed him obedience, by those who believed they could not act

without his sanction and blessing,
—then theologians woiUd

prove indeed that they were professoi-s of a mighty facidty, that

wiiy it must they had a transcendent gift. And who could do it but they ?

nuesMon''of
•"* ^^'•^'^ heeu the belief of Christendom that the Papacy was above

the Papocy. monarchs
;
how could monarchs provide for the removal of tlie

calamities into which the Papacy had fallen 1 If the monarchs
were to act, divines must tell them how they were to act. But

surely not German divines, acting imder imperial influence—
surely not Italians, with their personal and local interests.

Who could speak so freely, so gi-acefully, as Freiu-hmen, .seeing

they must be seeking a general advantage at the sacrifice of
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some Gallican feelings ; while, at the same time, they were less

tied than others by the old theoiy which made any remedy for

ecclesiastical evils without the aid of a Pope impossible 1 And
if French divines were to speak, where had they a corporate
voice except in the university 1

9. So many circumstances co-operated to give this body a The eminent

direction over the government as well as the thought of Europe,
which no university has been able to exercise before or since.

But all these circumstances would have been ineffectual if there

had not been men who wei-e qualified by the good and by theii-

evil qualities, by their strength as well as their weakness, to take

advantage of them, nay, to convert all influences which seemed
adverse to their object in their own country and in Christendom,
into instruments for promoting it. No amount of ability could

have sufficed to give them the weight which they actually

obtained, and which they exercised, not in their own name but
as representatives of the University. Pien-e d'Ailly, Nicole de

Clamenge, above all, Jean Cliarlier de Gerson, were men who
were penetrated by a gi-eat purpose, and could sacrifice their own

private ends for the sake of it. Gerson had given the noblest proof
of this capacity in a matter which affected France nationally, as

well as the general interests of morality. The Duke of Burgundy
was his patron; he owed him and felt towards him all gi-ati-

tude. The Duke of Orleans was assassinated by his means.
A defender of the crime appeared in the person of Jean Petit,

Caseof jean

who on scriptural and general grounds maintained that mis-

chievous men might be destroyed by private violence. There
was no doubt who had paid and promjated the author of the

apology, or what would be the consequences of denouncing his

principles. Gerson knew how the Duke dealt with his enemies,
how he would deal with a friend who deserted him when

help was most needful. In discourses to the people, in the

University, and finally at the Council of Constance, he pui-sued
the defender of crime with unrelenting hostUity. And he

reaped the reward which he had reason to expect.
10. No other evidence is needed to prove that this man was Oerson's

far above all ordinary selfishness. That ha was above the higher ana'objecta.

and more refined forms of religious selfishness it would be
rash to maintain. His education under very respectable and
devout parents seems, if the reports which we receive of them
are correct, scarcely favourable to such a residt. They wished vita Ger-

to teach him the efficacy of prayer in his earliest years. For
opera,''voL'L

tliis purpose, as often as he begged for nuts or cakes or sweet-

meats, he was encouraged to make them the subject of a solemn

petition on his knees; then they were thrown to him in gxeat

profusion out of a window. This Middle-Age anticipation of
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some of those arts—adapted to the philosophy of the eighteenth

centmy—by which Madame de Genlis trained tlie son of Philip2)e

Egalite to be the future ruler of France, often recurs to one

painfully in reading certain passages of Gerson's life. Never-
theless it would be unjust to say that even heavenly cakes and
sweetmeats upon which he himself was to feed were the main

subjects of his petitions in his manhood. He was seeking

steadily and consistently the unity of the Church. Whatever
contributed to that end was dear to him. Logical subtleties,

admitted ecclesiastical formulas, were to be cut through, that

unity might be obtained. No doubt there was a contra-

diction—he did not dissemble it—in a Church as.suming to

appoint its head. But facts must be confessed. Two heads were

rending the body. The monstrosity was in the state of things,
not in the remedy which was provided for it. A Council must
be summoned, with or without the consent of either Pope. It

must assTime a right to decide which is the Pope. If you drive

us who say so to the last exti-emity, we must acknowledge a

higher unity than that which we have in the Pope; we must
look up to Him of whom the Pope is the vicar. So argued
Gerson in Ms tract on the Unity of the Church; a tract in

which, though there is little gracefulness, there is much direct,

business-like reasoning, altogether diflferent from the ponderous

reasonings of Occam ; exhibiting that power of lucid statement

which does not desert a Frenchman even when he is not writing
in the language that seems to be especially framed for it. Many
results were to follow in after years from the course of thought
into which Gerson was led in this pamphlet. The immediate
effects of it and of other like labours were the Councils of Pisji

and Constance.

11. Huss the Bohemian was eager for the calling of the first

of these councils; he hoped from it, as the Frenchman did,

some reformation of the abuses of the Church, and the manners
of the Clergy. At the second of them he was tried, condemned,

betrayed, murdered. It would be mild language to say that

John Gerson was consenting to his death. He had more weight
in the decisions of the Council than any one there. The
sentence may be attributed to him more than to any one else.

He yielded to it in no moment of weakness or passion ;
he was

probably never calmer in his life, never more persuaded that he
was acting in accordance with his principles. He was following
out his idea of reformation, his idea of unity. Yes, and how-
ever monstrous the assertion may sound, he was realizing his

idea of toleration. Those who will take the pains to read his

short discoui'se prepared expressly for the edification of the

Council, "On the llurenij uj'lhone w/io inaintained that t/ie Laity
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must Communicate in both kinds," -will find that we are right, Ger. Op ,

and will leam some curious facts about the condition of mind
^Notice espe-

into -which it is possible for a highly respectable and devout man
"l^^^^^

to bring himself. Throughout he argues the case skilfully, and reguiarum

in a manner which must have been most satisfactory to those
p.^f-s™"""'

who were convinced already, but were rather in want of reasons
J.^^j^^^"

to support their conclusion. He maintains that the Bohemians at the

were intolerant men, who wished to represent the rest of the '20™S.i.
°*'

Church in a fatal error, who insisted upon that as necessary to

salvation which all enlightened people saw had no such impor-

tance, but might be dispensed with for certain general conveniences

and advantages. Notldng can be more moderate and gentle than

the whole coui-se of the reasoning. And then comes the question ;

how are these impracticable people to be dealt with? It may Debet potins

not be wholly useless, intimates Gerson, to reason with them, as
g^neraie™

I am doing now. And when we reason, it should be in the concmum

kindest manner, with the greatest desire to make all possible auxiiiam

concessions as to what the Church should or should not insist
sgcu?aris

upon. But as we cannot exjiect them to listen to oiu* proofs, as quam per

they are a very deaf and hopeless generation, why, it is on the tiones contra

whole better to remit them to the secular arm. This, it must
Jl'su/jeter.

be remembered, was on a question which Gerson is himself miuatione

anxious to represent as an almost indifferent one. What then transiitin

must be done with a man who can be convicted upon tolerable
"3™;^'*'"™'"

evidence of uttering sentiments which may involve actual

heresy? That such a man should be burnt and his ashes thrown
into the Rhine—if he would not call himself a heretic when
he did not believe himself to be one—was a perfectly natural

deduction fi-om the maxims which Gerson himself believed,

which his hearers believed, to be singularly temperate and
humane.

12. We have no wish to intiiide upon the function of the

ecclesiastical liistorian
;
but these remarks ai-e necessary in order

that we may appreciate the position of two men, both of whom
were called reformers in their day, both of whom deserved the

name
;

still more that we may undei-stand the place which

Gerson holds as a moralist and philosopher of the fifteenth

century. One cannot read a single letter which Huss wrote in Tniththf pnd

his prison, a single answer which he gave to those who would
°^

have tempted him to prevaricate, a word of the good confession

which he bore before the Council, without feeling that the thing
wliich he hated with all his soul was a lie

;
that that which he

pursued with all his soul was truth. We do not think that it

is possible to derive this impression from reading any, if it be NotofGerson.

the most devout, treatise of Gerson. He abhorred dissensions,

outrageous and extravagant opinions
—whatever had broken, or
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was likely to break, the peace of society. He sought with all his

heart and soul after Church Unity, loving that for its own
sake, and as a means of promoting the spiritual well-being of the

members of the Clim-ch, of leading them to a higher point of

spiritual or moral perfection. But that lies miglit not be told

and acted for the sake of putting down divisions, that unity can

only be sought for in One who is absolutely true, that truth is

tlie ultimate end, and tb!<t all the means of j)ui'suing it are to

be in accordanee witli the end; this was nut Gerson's faith. Of

morality in this sense he was not a professor.
Tiie opposite 13. No types of character so sharply contrasted as these have
>!*'•

ygt come before us. And a race was to s]5ring from the Bolie-

mian as well as the Frenchman. Henceforth we shall have to

note the divergency in every turn of oiu- liistory, to see how the

zeal for truth eclipsed in some minds the desire for unity, to see

how truth in its highest and in its lowest forms was sacrificed

by others to imity. In some we shall find the two desii-es

blending confusedly and weakening each other
;

in a few a

strong conviction that sooner or later, they must coincide.

Often we shall find two men fighting side by side, in one of

whom the first passion is predominant, in the other the

second, who must therefore, in spite of conventional agreement,

constantly misunderstand each other, and are inwardly in

fellowship with men in the opposite ranks, whom they seem to

be attacking in deadly, even in single combat. Some advantage

may acci-ue from studying a little longer the features of the

Frenchman. Those of the Bohemian are simple enough, though
we would not recommend young and earnest students therefoi-e

to tm-n away ffom them.
Gersonan 14. Gerson aspired not only to be the reconciler of the Chris-

tian nations. In all his works on every subject reconciliation

was his object. The Schoolmen and the Mystics were at war.

He sought to bring them at one, defining exactly what each

could do and could not do; how each was necessary to the other.

Either of these classes was at war with those who were chiefly

busy about pi-actice, who sought chiefly to heal the flagi-ant dis-

orders of the time. Gerson laboured that School doctrines

might be directed to the assistance of the Confessor, mystical

speculations to the elevation of the individual saint. Nominal-
ists and Realists, or as he expressed it. Logic and Metaphysics,
had been at war. Between them also he attempts to establish

a union. Grand eclectical projects certainly,
—to which the

character and the circumstances of the wi'iter were eminently
favourable

;
and which have left no sUght impression on the

after history of Europe. Whether the projects were successful

or not,
—whatever the impression has been,

—one remark must

eclectic
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be made which tends a little to humble the pride of eminent

teachers. The age much more determined Gerson's mind than

Gerson's mind determined the age. He fell upon a very connipt

period. That he refoi-med it cannot be atfii-med. That

it gave the tone to his thoughts, that it almost fixed his

method of thinking, is quite evident. He wished to adhere

to ancient maxims; he trembled when he forsook them. Yet

unconsciously he abandoned the idea of theology and morality,

wliich all the fathei-s, which most of the schoolmen had cherished.

Theology, with him, has always a tendency to resolve itself into

questions about the state and feelings of men—either sinners or

saints ; morality, into questions about the nature of evil.

1-5. If we assumed the authenticity of the work called theVeniaiand

Gompemlium of Theology, which was long attributed to him, and Geraon, roi.

which has many of his most marked characteristics, we could at
^'^f^^;,,^

once establish the first of these remarks. For in that work only iforaitK vol

a very small portion is given to the Articles of the Creed, a little (lii^dis-

more to the ten commandments; more than a-half to the dis- putedwork.)

cussion of the seven capital vices
;
the nature of delight, and how

far it involves sin; the quality of the conscience. WUlingly

submitting to the decision of Du Pin that this book is spurious,

we find the same result into whichever of his writings we plunge.

Everywhere he is either the Casuist or the Mystic ;
he is using the

old scholasticism to spin more fine and subtle webs for the con-

science of the ofiender, or he is quitting scholasticism to ascend

into the regions of ecstacy and rapture. The distinction of

mortal and venial sins had been worked out by doctor after

doctor; it had become involved in all the religious thought of

Christendom. But it acquii-es a prominence and a formality
in Gerson's writings which we think it can never have had

before. He evidently thought that the more minutely he dealt

with this subject
—the more carefully he brought out all the

shades of evil—the more he was doing to meet the disorders

and corruptions of his time. Was he not meeting them by

making their wickedness deeper, the deliverance from them
more hopeless?

16. The moderation
;
the amiable eclecticism of Gerson's state- Liberie vita

ments was sure to make them efiective as hints and manuals aSm^op.,
both for the confessor and the penitent Thus, in his book

jo^l^™-.
pp-

concerning the Spiritual life of the soul, he begins in his

second lecture with lamenting the burdens which are laid upon
the conscience by the traditions of men. " Of the light yoke Pp. is and 17.

of Christ and the law of liberty," he says, "there has been

made an iron yoke and a heavy burden, pressing the necks of

Christians, while some would have all then- own laws, their

own institutions, their own laws and statutes, to be taken as
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precepts of the law of God, involving the ruin of eternal death

if they are neglected. Who could enumerate all these tradi-

tions of men in the canons of pontifls, in the synodal consti-

tutions of provinces or dioceses, in the iniles of orders, in the

statutes of universities, colleges, and churches, in the edicts of

emperors and princes, in the resolutions of communities? Many
of those sentences are sanctioned by excommunication, many
by a threat of probable divine indignation, some by the power of

holy vows, nearly all by the obligation of oaths or acts of fealty."
This yiassage, with some remarks which accompany it respecting
a similar protest of Augtistine, and the far gi-eater necessity for

it in that day, has naturally been a favourite one with the

admirers of Gerson. It determines, they say, the purpose of

this book, perhaps of all his writings. We make no doubt

that Gerson was thoroughly honest in his lamentation, sincerely
desirous to remove the occasion of it. Biit in the very process of

marking out the distinction between that which the conscience

was and was not to receive as vitally necessary, we think he

imposed upon it new burdens, fretted it wjth more painful and

worrying distinctions, made the actual fight with evil all but

impossible.
1 7. The tendency of Gerson to merge all morality in the one

consideration of moral evil manifests itself strangely in this trea-

tise. We are told in the opening of it that there are four kinds

of Life : the life of nature, the life of grace, the life of meri-

torious action, the establi.shed or confii-med life in this proba-

tionary state, or in the state of fruition. These distinctions at

least deserve to be fully worked out. But before we can learn

more of them we are reminded that there are four kinds of Death

answering to the four kinds of life. And to these the author

devotes himself in most of the remaining propositions and corol-

laries of which the book consists. There, is, however, a singular

digression in the course of it. Two lectures are devoted to an

elaborate examination of the nature of law generally, and of its

different departments. How, it may be asked, can such a sub-

ject find its way into a treatise on the spiritual life of the soul?

Simply thus : The conscience is puzzled to ascertain what laws

must be obeyed under penalty of falling into mortal sin, and

incurring final damnation, what laws may be transgressed without

more than a venial offence. In Gerson's mind the preservation
of scientific order is nothing compared with the impoi-tance of

removing this difficulty. An instance of Gerson's modei-atiou

and of its effects, occurs in the same work. It had been asserted

by over stern divines that all without the grace of Christ are

dead, and therefore can bring forth no living acts. Gerson fimls

it hard to evade an inference which seems to follow directly
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from his own previous statements. But we learn that the death

of the soul is not so absolute, but that something like good fruits

may grow out of it—such fruits as may deserve the svibsequent

infusion of a ilivine principle. Here is that doctrine of grace

of congruity which is so important in the liistory of the re-

formation, put forth in the kindly eclectical temper which

distinguishes all Gerson's teachings. Many would prefer a little

Augustiniau harshness, a little stern logic, to an accommodating

dogma which leaves the foundations of morality uncertain, and

wliich has made the practice of it dependent upon the caprice

of casuists and confessors.

18. But books having a dii-ectly opposite purpose to these— The mystical

intended to show how the soul may rise to heights that eye
""""ss.

hath not seen—are those on which the fame of Gerson principally

rests. These have caused many—not all of them French—
divines, to suspect that he, and not its nominal German author,

may have written the Imitation of Christ. That suspicion, so

far as it depends on internal evidence, has originated, we think,

in a veiy exaggerated notion of Gerison's indiilerence to scholasti-

cism, of his i-everence for the simple Christian. Such an incUf-
^^^'J^'J^t^,.

ference, amounting almost to dislike, is characteristic of the uscharacter-

Imitation: its influence over so many generations of men and 'stic features.

women in Komish and Protestant lands, brought up in reverence

for Chm-ch ordinances and Chirrch theology, brought up, like the

Quakers, in contempt of them, has been owing to the assimiption

which goes through each page and line of it, that there is near

every man a living and divine Teacher who would lead his

spii-it out of the dark and confused paths of sin and of intel-

lectual speculation into a home of rest and peace. It is a mys-
tical book in so far as it deals with the inner man, with the man

himself, rather than with his accidents and circumstances. It

is not a mystical book, if mystical imports the elevation of cer-

tain persons to a transcendent and rapturous state of which

ordinary men are not capable. Indications of an opposite kind

to this discover themselves in the professedly mystical books of Howfar those

Gerson. He affirms, as all gi-eat teachers had affirmed before »f Ge'son.

liim, that the affections of hiunble men may cany them into a

region which the more learned men cannot reach. But it is

his object, as his criticism on John of Ruysbroeck proves, to

vindicate for the school theologian a high and distinct office. He

may assist the soid in its flight, he may point out the course

which it is to take even if he should be imable to ascend with

it. So far is he from rejecting the aid of books that he con-

tinually disclaims originality, appeals to St. Thomas as an

authority, idoli7.es Bonaventm-a, is ready to quote, sometimes

rather unnecessarily, from the most unmystical authors, such as
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Cicero and Terence. His book on speculative mystical theology
contains a whole scheme of psychology. His book on the prac-

tically mystic theology shows how httle he intended men in

general to aspire to a sublime contemplative life. All who are

engaged in mechanical employments, men busy in state employ-
ments—-he is obliged with reluctance to confess also men engaged
in most ecclesiastical employments—must be content with a level

form of active life, must be satisfied with trying as well as they
can to keep the commandments. Even in the spiritual dialogue
which Gerson wrote in French for the benefit of his sisters, who
in conformity with his oxliortations, had faithfully eschewed

matrimony—who seem to have been in every respect such per-
sons as he would have educated to the highest wisdom—amidst

many useful hints respecting the assaidts to which they may be

liable, and the armour which they are to put on, there is scai-cely
even a faint allusion to that continual helper and reprover of

the heart and conscience, whose presence was everything to the

author of the Imitation. It may be added, that the complaint
which Dean Milman has made of that celebrated work—that it

cultivates a mere solitary devotion, and therefore does not lead

to a faithful following of His footsteps who went about doing

good
—is as inapplicable to Gei-son as what we think is its nobler,

more practical, more human merit. His life was a bu.sy one.

He who meddled with the schism, with the calling of councils,

with the whole order of the Church, can never, in his most
exalted moments, have forgotten that he was related to other

creatures of his own kind, and was concerned in the general
interests of the world.

19. To connect Crerson with a, Kempis is in fact to deprive
him of his own special interest, of his own very remarkable

position. Without being an original thinker, he does more
than almost any man to link the thoughts of different periods

together. His book on the Triple Theology, the proper, the

symbolical, and the mystical, condenses most of what had been

.said upon that subject, from the time of the pseudo-Dionysius
downwards, and is a preparation for much that was to be

said at a later part of this centiu'y by men whom he would have

denounced as pagan, and who would have denounced him as

barbarous. It is distinctly a treatise of philosophical theology,
or rather of theological philosophy, assuming the Christian

revelation as its foundation, but ascending from a considera-

tion of the human soul, its capacities and its necessities,

not descending from the manifestations of the Divdne Being.
Gerson is here on Eckart's gi-ound. It woiild seem as if he

were \vriting with a reference to some of Eckart's conclusions.

His definition of the mystical theology, which he adopts from
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the old hierarchist, involves, as he perceives, the peril of making
tlie ultimate object of all thought a negation. As long as we
are in the region of the symbolical we have corporeal similitudes

of God
;
as long as we are in the region of irroper theology we

have the highest human affections used as analogies to discover

those which correspond to them in God. But the mystical

theologian ascends into a higher world. What! into a world

where he finds merely the conti-adiction of all these similitudes,
of all these analogies; a Being who is not tliis or that?

Gerson allows that if we look at the subject in its merely in-

tellectual aspect, the consequence is inevitable. But it is his p. 37Q

very object to show us that the purely intellectual aspect is not

the time one, not even the one which a full consideration of the

capacities of the rational sold demands. For that soul has an
intuitive faculty which is above the discursive faculty. Being a

Nominalist, Gerson does not treat the powers of the soul as in

themselves distinct entities. He is anxious to assert the unity
of the soul, which the Realists, he thinks, are in danger of de-

stroying by their zeal for the actual existence of its different

parts. Subject to this remark, he distinguishes the i-ational soul,

as far as its cognitive powers are concerned, 1st, into the simple
or highest Intelligence; 2d, into Reason; 3d, into Sensuality,

Animality, or more strictly the power of sensual cognition.
Then to these correspond the faculties of affection. For the

highest of these, that which runs parallel with the pure intellect,

he uses the name Synderesis; for the second, the Will or Appe-
tite, according to Reason

;
for the third, the Animal or Sensual

appetite. The pui-e intellect is defined to be " a cognitive force of Pp- 370, 371

the mind, receiving immediately from God a certain natural light, &c.

in which and by which primary principles are acknowledged to

be true and most certain .so soon as the terms of them are appre-
hended." These primaiy principles are sometimes, he says,

apprehensions of the superiority of one thing to another, some-

times common conceptions of the mind, sometimes rules con-

cerning that which is immutable and cannot be otherwise. The

synderesis is defined to be "an appetitive force of the mind considoratio,

receiving immediately from God a certain natural inclination ^' p- '' •

to good, whereby it is di-awn to follow the intimation of that

good which is presented by the apprehension of the pure in-

telligence." Reason is "the cognitive power of the mind which Consideratio,

deduces conclusions from premises, which eliminates things
'"

not perceived by sense from things perceived hj sense, which
abstracts qualities or things in themselves fi-om their appear-
ances or qualities ; needing no organ (like the eye or the ear)
for its operations." The rational appetite is an affection of the

soul ready to be received immediately by the cognitive appre-
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Consideratio, hension of the reason. The .sensual cognitive power is
" a power

of the soul using in its own operation a corporeal organ as well

exterior as interior (the light of the eye as well as the eye) for

Consideratio, the perception of sensible things." The animal or sensual appe-
tite is an " affection of the soul deriving its motive force merely
from the sensitive apprehension."

Tiie mystical 20. It is therefore in the concurrence of the highest of these
eooty.

cognitive powers with th^ highest of those in the corresponding
scale of affections, that the mystical Theology and the highest

perfection of man consist Thus we are saved from the possi-

bility of contemplating x negation, as the ultimate object and
result of human strivings. If the pure intellect taken alone

seems to be satisfied with such a result, nay, to be incapable of

any other, the affection which is its proper and natui-al com-

panion, puts in its protest. Its exercises must be the exercises

of Love towards an actual object. In such exercises, contem-

plative, meditative, ecstatic, the soul finds its full employment
and satisfaction. These exercises of course belong only to a few
rare and purified spirits. We see why those who are mainly
busied with deductive processes, who are merely rational, cannot
rise into the spiritual world. We see also why the affections

left to themselves are as liable to degenerate as the cogniti%e
Defect of the powers. Wliat we do not see, at least except in the way of
6)stem. inference and suggestion, is whether these affections and appre-

hensions proceed from a God who being perfect truth and

perfect love is desirous that all the creatures whom He has

formed in his image, should attain the perfection of which He
has made them capable, or whether it is owing to some special

felicity of nature, some arrangements of ecclesiastical machinery,
or some divine partiality, that certain persons become so

immeasurably elevated above the condition of their fellows.

Neither Huss nor Gerson might answer this question satisfac-

torily to himself Many more ages of thought and suffering

might be needlul to force it directly and palpably upon the con-

Whether scicnce of Christendom ;
to get rid of the evasions and subtleties

'ia"?fliied'up
'"^*li which speculative and practical schoolmen, speculative and

lUa blank,
practical mystics, had alike disguised it. But certainly the man
whose staff" was the Bible, who tried to show common men busy
in the common work of the world, that its highest truths were

for them, who believed that those truths might be presented

directly to the most sinful as the only instruments for their

emancipation, was more likely to discover the clue to tho

labyrinth, was doing more to help futm-e ages in finding it, than

the most able discoursers on the synderesis and the three eyes of

the soul.

21. A time came when Gei-son's labours at the Council of Con-
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stance ended, when the Council itself ended. His noblest act Gerson-s

brought him his best reward. The condemnation of Jean Petit
^""^

made it unsafe for him to return to Paris, then in the power of

England and the Duke of Burgundy. In 1418 he fled in the

disguise of a stranger from the city, in which for a time he had
ruled like a king. He escajjed first into Bavaria, then dwelt
for a time imder the protection of Austria, finally found a home
in a convent of Celestines of which his brother was the prior, in

Lyons. There he occupied himself, we are told, with the in-

struction of little children. There, perhaps, he attained more
than ever before, the privilege of becoming a little child himself.
If so, the desire for reconciliation which had been the desire
of his Ufe, may also have been fulfilled as it never had been
while he was striving to put down the schism or was wi-iting
eclectical books. In his devotions he may have felt that the

poor heretic whose ashes he had seen cast into the Rhine, was
praying with him. And in his acts of penitence he will not have
omitted that clause of the penitential psalm,

" Deliver me from

blood-guiltiness, O God, Thou that art the God of my health, and
my tongue shall sing of Thy righteousness."

22. The Council of Constance had displayed Gerson in his Nicokusvoo

strength and in his weakness. The Council of Basel was to
""^'^

bring forth another man of another race—like Gerson in many of
liis opinions upon ecclesiastical questions, Uke him in the object
for which he was labouring

—but with far greater originality of

mind, far more closely connected with the later movements of
the fifteenth century. Nicolaus von Cusa was born in the year
1401 in a village near Treves. His father was a fisherman.
Nicolaus was bound to his craft; his father's hard treatment
drove him from his home. He became a famvlus in the house
of a Graf von Monderscheid in the Eifel. The Graf perceived
the boy's talents and sent him to be educated by a Brotherhood
at Deventer. The Society in which Cusa was brouglit up was
one of those which had excited the suspicion of the Mendicant
Orders. Its external freedom approximated to that ofthe Societies
which had been developed out of their own, and which aspired to
such a dangerous independence. But the Brotliers of the Common Brothei.'. ot

Life had no inward resemblance to the Brothers of the Free Spirit. *J^Common

Though tied by no very strict rules, though keeping up an
intercourse with the outward world, they appeared to the most
orthodox men of this time, to Gerson among others, safe and
useful communities, capable of doing a work which the more
formal orders could not do, avoiding some of the perils to which

experience had shown that they were exposed. What they
thought of themselves may be judged from this passage in one of
Cusa's Exercitations :

—" You say, perchance," said he, addressing
Val II. E
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answer, that no one can deny that we are under canonical rules,
that we ought to count ourselves members of an order, though
we may differ from others who are bound by stricter rules.

And although before we take sacred orders,
it is lawful for us to betake ourselves to matrimony, neverthe-
less with orders comes the vow of chastity, according to the

Fathers, and we pay a dii'ect homage to our superiors." The
existence and toleration of such bodies is one of the signs of the
new time. How they reacted upon the time, the life of Cusa
himself will best explain to us.

See 23. Three tendencies very early displayed themselves in him ; a

Cardinal** discontent with the scholasticism of the time
;
a conviction that

Nicoiaus von faith must be sustained by knowledge, but not merely or chiefly

i)r.'j..M°DUx. by that knowledge which was traditional; a desire to heal tlie dis-

Imt'' Zweite's
"rders and divisions of the Church. He seems to have had more

Buch. 1. Kap. hope of finding what he was in search of in an Italian than in a

German university, in legal than in strictly theological studies;
he went to Padua, the great school for civilians and canonists.

There he acquired what was more precious to him through
all his life than all jurisprudence

—a well-grounded acquain-
tance with mathematics. Tliere, also, he became acquainted
with some eminent and inHuential Churchmen; among others

with a man who, by one act of perfidy, and by the signal punish-
ment of it, has become more illustrious than by all his gifts, Car-

dinal Julian Cesarini. Cusa failed in the first process of law
with which he was concerned. Another direction had been

At Basel. given to his mind; he entered into orders; he went to Ba.sel,

pi'obably by the invitation of Julian, who was there as the am-
bassador of Eugenius IV. He deserved to be conspicuous at the

Council, for he had drawn up an elaborate statement of the

De Concor- ))rinciples upon which he believed Catholic concord was possible,

thoi'i'ca.'^ Op Tli^se principles were not essentially different from Gerson's as

f. 483.
'

far as the assertion of the rights of councils were concerned.

Had the question been the same as that at Constance, Cusa

would probably have adhered stedfastly to the rebel doctors.

But he had always proclaimed liis belief in the necessity of a

Pojje to give effect to the decrees of a Council. The maxims
which he had laid down in his book of concord had not been

adhered to by those who directed tlio more violent proceedings
at Basel; after a little hesitation he followed Eugenius IV.

in his denunciation of the synod, and adhered to the Italian

one, which he convoked by Iiis own authority.
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24. That he was honest in this coui-se there appears to be no Prospect oi »

doubt. The contrast between him and ^-Eneas Syldus, who was tton"betwt.n

his fellow-aposUte, is most marked. And Cusa had a temptation ^"^^^^^Tern

to join the new council, which was far stronger than any favour cimrchea.

of the gi-eat or prospect of preferment would have been. It

held out a hope of another kind of reconciliation than any
which either Constance or Basel had promised. The terror of

the Ottoman was leading the Greek to desire that the long feud

with the Latin Church might be healed
;
the Pope was notoriously

fiivom-able to the application ;
now was the moment when it

might be successful. Whether the Greeks were in earnest or

not, whether the Pope was in earnest or not, Nicolaus could

not teU ; both had met ^\'ith humiliations enough to cure them

of levity. At all events he was in earnest. And to be united

with Greeks was more to him than perhaps to any man in

Eiu-ope. For he had gro\vn weaiy of the Latin lore. The wor-

sliip of Aristotle had become intolerable to his spirit. He
had been in Greece, he had acquired a taste of Greek culture.

He had begun to dream that Greece might yet be the appointed
instrument of renovating Western philosophy and Western

theology. Were not these motives enough for breaking loose

from the endless divisions and contradictions of the Basel

Covmcil, and for throwing himself heart and soul into the

interests of a prelate who, willingly or unwillingly, was com-

mitted to the greatest enterprise upon which any prelate had

yet entered ?

25. Here, too, disappointments were awaiting the seeker for Cusa'scaii-

unity. Ferrai-a could not give peace to the Church, or save Con-

stantinople. Neither could it give peace to Cusa himself His

submission to the Pope, though we believe it was an honourable

and in no sense a self-seeking submission, brought him honours

and preferments ;
therefore humiliations and troubles. It is sad

to compare the issue of liis life with that of either of the men
whom we have last contemplated. Huss's funeral fire is alto-

gether satisfactory. It was the glorious and fitting close of such

a pilgrimage. Tlie sight of Gei-son amidst the children of

the Convent at Lyons is a relief and rest after his Parisian

chancellorship and his triumphs at the council. He need not,

perhaps, have written a Consolation of theology in imitation of

Boethius; but one may hope that he found the consolation after

he ceased to WTite about it. Cusa had a more cruel destiny.

Nicholas V. was too wise a man to overlook one so honest and

so able,
—one wlio had brought MSS. from Constantinople and

desired the building of St. Peter's. Cusa was made a bishop
and a cardinal. He struggled for a reform of the clergy ;

he fell into strifes with German Princes; he was supported by
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one who had other roasous than Nicholas for esteeming him—
his old colleague Pius II. A miserable patron for so true a

man ! That Kome did not extinguish his faith or intellect is

the best proof how vdgorous they were.

26. Our readers know that the asj)irations of Cusa after a

union of Latin with Greek life, if not fulfilled in the way in

which he had hoped, were to be fullilled remarkably in this

centiuy. His own tiipv.ghts and writings present to vis a

phenomenon which those who talk about the revival of Greek
letters either as a blessing or a curse, either as a new liirth of the

world or as the restoration of its ancient })agaTiism. do not com-

monly take account of. They shovv' us a man altogether free

from the individualizing or national tendencies of the English or

Bohemian reformers, no less free fi-om the heathen classicality
which is attributed to the new scholars, a Catholic in the strictest

sense of the word, and not a Catholic who ultimately set the col-

lective church above its visible raler, a man so far from aiming at

any refinements of style or eschewing the old Latin that he is

positively the svTiter of the Middle Ages whom Cicero would have
found it most difficult to construe, a man who is trying with im-

mense effort to throw off the burden of the old scholasticism pre-

cisely because he feels it a weight upon liis spirit, a hindrance to

true humility and tnie knowledge of God as well as to all manly
thought and freedom

;
one who is looking to Greek lettere on

the one side, to the science of nimibers and forms on the other,
as instruments of emancipation from the yoke of Aristotelian

logic which is crushing the heart out of himself and out of his

age. In every way such a writer is worthy of study. For
after the glimpses we have had into the life and work of the

old schoolmen, it would, we confess, be very painful to us if we

thought we were to pass out of a world of rough, uncouth, Gothic

vigour into a world in which nothing is to go on but the copying
of models, though they may be the most exquisite and beautiful

which the world has ever seen. Cusa is the Nntness that this i.*

not the fate which was intended for Western Eui'ope ;
but that

the gi-and, Gothic, buoyant spirit which had been working in

fetters through all the Latin age of Christendom was now

crying to be delivered ft-om these fettei-s, because they would
not suffer it to till and subdue the eai-th, or to ascend up to

Heaven and claim the image of God as was its right by Hi.s

original charter and commandment.
27. The three books of Cusa upon

" Learned Ignorance
"
are

those by which we should hope to justify these remarks, if we
could al.so hope that we might by any sort of description or by

any quotations make our readei-s perceive what we suppose to be

the pui-port and the sense of them. It would be great arrogance
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to pretend that we are always siire of what the wi-iter means;
still more, that if we gave one of his sentences correctly, a clever

critic might not be able to confonad us by producing another

apparently in the most direct opposition to it. In ftict, if any
young litterateur wishes to estaljlish his fame by extracting pas-

sages which shall make a great and wise man look ridiculous;
if any young, or old heresy-hunter wishes to find out passages
which might convict a devout, godly, and orthodox mau of pan-
theism or atheism

;
we cannot recommend either a more promis-

ing field for his labours than the Docta Ignorantia of the Car-

dinal Nicolaus von Cusa. The style of his books is, as we Cusa's styV

have hinted already, in the last degi-ee uncouth and diiEcult ;

not in the least from a desii'e to hide his meaning ;
rather from

an over anxiety to bring it out in its fullness, mixed with a kind
of despair that words -will ever suffice for that pui-pose. If he had
not felt this despair, Cusa would never have discovered the

immense value of that science which he had pui'sued at Padua.

Lines, triangles, circles were to him the natural, in some sort

the di\'ine, substitutes for words. These appeared to him the

proper organs for the metaphysician and the theologian. Their

very inadequacy to convey the truths of which they gave the

hint, led him to prize them as wonderful protections against the

arrogancy and self-sulficiency of words, which are ever striving
to bind down the infinite to our notions and conceptions. Cusa,

already a Greek, would solicit Niunbers to do for him what they
had done for Pythagoras. He would lay again the foundation

of philosophy in those words of Socrates which procured him
the commendation of the Oracle,

" That he knew only that he i know that

knew nothing." From this learned ignorance he believes there ing the start-

is an access to the deepest and divinest mysteries. The man
'"i^iJsonhx"'

who will make this his starting point may feel his way into

truths in which he may rest, may find in those partial truths

which the intellect looks upon as contradictoiy the path to the

highest and most perfect unity.
28. Unity then is as much the object of Cusa's search in liis Search tt.i

philosophy as it was in his life ; but such a unity as he could not

have found at Basel, if all his scheme of a catholic agi'eement
had been realized there at Ferrara, if Gi'eeks and Latins had
been brought under the ycke of Eugenius. The One for which
he is inquiring with the same ardour with which the philosophers
of Greece inquired of old, is not a visible man whom he can

look upon with his ej-es, not a theory which he can comprehend
with his intellect. It is not to be confounded with the number
which represents it to the intellect. It is not the negation of

plurality. It must be that in which all things find their meet-

ing point. The greatest and the least must be included in it.
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If you speak of it as the highest, you must sjieak of it also as
the h:)west. You seek it through all contrailictions

;
it harmo-

nizes all. Cau we be speaking rightly ^^•heu we say It 2 Must
uot we turn our thoughts to Uim I Is not the One the living
God?

Cus.vs use of 29. With profound awe, with an ever deepening sense of igno-

nmticai''°' I'lnce, and with a courage which is the result of that awe and of
leuining. that humility, our aulhoi- follows the questit)n he has raised

See Book I., through all its windings. Much of the fii-st book is occupied in
cc. (xL-.\xi.)

tracing the process by which the miud is led from fiuite lines

to the perception of the Infinite, from finite numbers to the

perception of the One. There is the wonder of a child mixed
with the ardour of a first love in Cusa's treatment of Mathema-
tics. It is as if the sense of proportion, of order, of certainty
wliich the pure science reveals, had crushed him almost as the

beauty of form or colour in nature may crush an artist or a poet,
and had drawn him on to the vision of that which transcends all

order and proportion such as we can conceive of Cusa may lose

himself at times, as so many of his predecessors had lost them-

selves, in the attempt to discover the mysterieswhich are expressed
Not one who in arithmetic or geometry. But he is not willingly detained by
UH'^aii^in^ies

^^*^ suggestions of the fancy ; he has a distinct jiurpose which
ot Number makes him eager to cut his way through them. If we some-

times suspect him of a certain pleasure in paradoxes for their

own sake, we must recollect that his great object is to make us

feel the necessity of contradictions to our understanding and the

duty of facing them, if we would have a vision of the all embrac-

ing Truth which lies beyond them. Our lazy desire to arrive at

a conclusion in an instant cannot be treated tenderly by one
who sets this purpose before him. And there is not the very

Not a seeker slightest inclination in Cusa, to confuse us with these opjiosi-

faith FhrouKh tious, that he may drive us, through scepticism, to seek a refuge
Scepticism, in traditions or in human authority. No Protestant can be freer

than he is—would to God that many were as free—from this

wicked calculation. He does not aim at the ignoble end, there-

fore he does not resort to the dishonest and shameful means.

He is flying from the worship of authority, not to it. Thus he

OperafBasii, spcaks in an Apology for his book on Learned Ignorance,
P- 63. addressed by a disciple to a disciple :

—" Tell me," a.sks a pupil,
" wherein the knowledge of Socrates difiered from that of others ?"
"
Just," he answered,

" as the knowledge of a seeing man differs

from the knowledge of a blind man about the brightness of the

sun. The blind man who has heard much aboiit the brightness
of the sun, and that it is so great as to be incomprehensible,
believes that from what he has heard he knows something about

the sun's brightness, whereof neverthek.ss he is altogether iguo-
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rant. But the seeing man, if he is asked aboiit the brightness

of the sun, how great it is, answers that he is ignorant. And

so in respect of that, he has the Science of Ignorance. For hght steps to

being apprehended only by sight he experiences the brightness of scenes

the sun as transcending his sight ;
whereas the other has neither

the science of ignorance nor any experience. The greater part

of those who boast they have the science of theology, resemble

these blind people. For almost all who betake themselves to

the study of theology, busy themselves about certain positive tra-

ditions and the forms in which tliey are delivered, and then they

fancy that they are theologians when they learn to speak as

others speak whom they have constituted their authorities. They

rise not to the knowledge of that inaccessible light wherein

is no darkness at all. Whereas those who, beginning as Socra-

tes began, pass from mental hearing to mental vision, have the

delight of attaining by a sure road of experiment to the true

Science of Ignorance."
30. Such a passage as this might lead some to imagine that

F^^Jf ™f^'-

Nicolaus had the design of overthrowing the doctrines which such state-

were received in his day, and of substituting for them some '°™"-

apprehensions of his own. This opinion is confuted by every

page of his book. He finds in the Trinity—involving the doc- See b™^ ^.

trine of the eternal generation of the Son—that eternal, incom- viii., is., anoi

prehensible Unity of which he is in search. This it is which '^

lies behind finite numbers and forms and proportions. This is

that truth which he thinks all nations and all philosophers have

been seeking, if haply they might feel after it and find it. He
demands an affirmative theology, in which God will appear as c. xsiiL

uniting in Himself that which is scattered in all creatures. He
demands a negative theology, which shall distinguish between Book i..

Him and His creatui-es, and denounce all experiments for con- "^ "^^

structing His thoughts and actions out of theirs. But to make

theology in either sense merely a repetition of phrases and opin-

ions handed down by fathers and doctors, is in his judgment to

make it unreal, to take all substance out of it, to erect human

notions and opinions into the measure of that archetypal stan-

dard by which they must at last be judged. And though he

feels that the highest science is most injured by substituting

the formal notions and opinions which may be inherited a,nd

committed to memory, for the actual and direct vision which

the humblest who is content to learn through ignorance may
enjoy, yet he feels that all other studies have suffered from

J^'^'^^rwei"

the same cause ;
that the true apprehension of what each

^^^J'^™^,^,

creature is, and of what the universe is, is as much lost through destroyed ily

the self-conceit which assumes knowledge, and therefore only of^eKu-
rehearses opinions, as the apprehension of Him who formed each ceit
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creature and the universe. The second book of Tlie Learned

Ignorance, wliich treats of the being and knowledge of the crea-

ture as dependent on the Being and Knowledge of the Creator,
contains some splendid passages, for wliich the modern physical
student, if he would ever acknowledge his obligations to moral

students, might be very thankful
;
such reverence does he show

for everj' created thing as presenting some likeness or image of

the Creator
;
such a Baconian modesty and fearlessness does he

demand of him who investigates its nature. One pas.sage we
must quote to show what a capacity for high philosophical

eloquence there was in Cusa, if he could only have thro\vn off his

stammering dialect, which often makes him almost inarticulate.

Book n.,_
" Whence we infer that every creature as such is perfect, even if

t IL, p. 0.
jj^ respect of another it may seem less perfect. For the most gra-
cious God communicates being to all in that wise and under
those conditions in which it can be perceived and enjoyed.

Seeing, therefore, that God, without partiality and without

grudging, communicates this being to all, and that it will not
be received under those conditions which belong to another, or

in any other manner than that in which it is received, every
created being rests in its own perfection which it hath in such
rich liberality from God

; desiring to be no other thing, as

if that were more perfect, but preferring to be that veiy
thing wliich the Highest of all hath made it, craving that this

may be preserved incorruptible, and may attain its full develop-
ment."

Third Book 31. The third book of this remarkable treatise is for the Chris-

"gnm-anti.,"
tiau theologian the mcst interesting part of all, as it is intended
to show how the absolute Being of God is presented to man in

the Person of Christ, as it examines each article of the Greed,

ending with a very magnificent passage on the Church. Our
business does not allow us to dwell much on this part of the

work. One passage near the end of it we may endeavour to

translate, because none seems to lis more fully to express the
a Hit., p. i!i. highest mind and pui-pose of the author :

" The desire of our
intellect is to live intellectually, that is, continually more and
more to enter into life and joy. And seeing this Life is infinite,

the blessed are continually borne towards it with fresh longing.

They are satisfied, therefore, as thirsty spirits drinking from a

fountain of life. And because that drinking goeth not into the

past, but is in eternity, they are always blessed in drinking, and
are always satisfied, and never have finished their drinking or

finished their satisfaction. Blessed be God who hath given us
an intellect which is not to be satisfied in time

;
whose longing,

seeing that it is capable of no end, apjirehends Himself as above
all time, and knows that it cannot be satisfied even with the
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intellectual life it pants for, except in tlie fruition of tlie perfect wiiat man is

Good wliicli never faileth, -^-vhere fruition does not cease, because and to desire.

tlie appetite does not decrease in the fruition

This, then, is the capacity of the intellectual uatm-e, that by

receiving into itself life it is converted into that very life, as the

air, by receiving iuto itself the rays of the sun, is converted into

light. And the intellect, when in the exercise of its proper
uature it turns to its object, understands only the universal, and

the incorruptible, and the permanent ;
for the incorruptible

Trutli is its object; towards which it is carried; which Truth it

apprehends in eternity; quietly resting in Christ Jesus. This is

that Church of the triumphant in which our God is blessed for

ever, where Chri.st, the true Man, is united in such perfect and

supreme union to the Son of God that Humanity itself subsists

in the very Divinity; the truth of Humanity still remaining in

the deep and Lueflable union." The sentence which follows this

might be somewhat perplexing to the reader, and ought not

to be inserted merely as an extract
;
but it contains a strong

assertion of the permanence of each distinct living person, as

well as of the whole Humanity. No one could be more easily

accused of believing in a Buddhist absoi-ption than Cusa ;
no one

is really kept more free from it by his faith in the Mediator.

32. Truth, then, it will be perceived, as invohdng Unity, not Truih ana

Unity without Truth or as a substitiite for Truth, was the object
"' ^

of this brave and noble cardinal. Here is his great distinction

from Gerson. We do not say that he could understand much
better than Gerson those who were resolutely pursuing Truth,

simply for the deliverance of their own consciences, without

respect to the conditions of human society, and without the

capacity of entering into any metaphysical refinements. We
rejoice to think that he had not the temptations of the French-

man in regard to Huss. We cannot believe that he would have

sanctioned, by any vile sophistry, the violation of a safe-conduct,

for truth in words and acts appears to have been most precious
to him

;
but we dare not deny that he might have voted with

the majority at Constance, when the question was whether a

disturber of uiiitv should be summarily disposed of. In his Opera, pp.

lettei-s to the Bohemians he argues, as one might expect him " '

to argue, that the Eucharist is the great pledge of fellowship

among all the members of Christ's body ;
that to make it

a plea for separation is to violate its' character ;
that the

Bohemians were setting up an opinion of their own, which

was an intolerant opinion. The secular arm is not directly

invoked, as it was by Gei-son. But there is no such distinct

recognition as we might wish to find of the sacredness of the

conscience in each man. Cusa has not learnt (who had or who
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lias?) how that is to be harmonized wdth the principle that all

are one. At the same time it should be remembered that Cusa
did as much to shake the false unity of the Church, even while
he bowed to the Romish Bishop, as Huss himself No one
more earnestly taught the possibility of ascending above all

conclusions of doctoi-s, above all decrees of Popes, into the

region of perfect light and peace. No one declared more

consistently that such an ascent is intended for man as man—that he has been created for it and redeemed for it No
one made his faith in Christ less a ground of exclusion, more the

basis of a human and universal fellowship. In one remarkable

De Pace dialogue on " The Peace or Agreement of Faith" a devout wor-

ttsli
'*'""'

-liipper, whose heart has been smitten by the news of the fall of

Constantinople and the ^-icto^ies of the Turks, is represented as

stirred, not by the old crusading impulses, but to mournful
reflections on the diversities of religions throughout the world,
and to earnest prayer that all might be one. As he prays a

heavenly vision is vouchsafed to him. He sees the angelic ho.sts

engaged in the same supplication. And then the Eternal Word
who has been made flesh comes forth and speaks to Greeks,

Italians, Arabians, Indians, CJhaldeans, Jews. Scythians, Persians,

Tartars, Armenians, of that which separates them all, and that

which might unite them all. Each is met upon his own ground.
There is an attempt at least to do justice to the cravings and the

diiBcidties of each. The vision may be incomplete ;
the speech

of the Divine Teacher may have been imperfectly heard or

inaccui-ately repeated ;
but few such dreams have come to our

knowledge in earlier or in later times. No one woiild have

said more eagerly than Cusa that he was ignorant how it was
to be realized, but that some time or other it would be realized

in a way beyond all he could ask or think.

De Vena- 33. At the age of sixty-one Cusa wrote a book on The Hunt after
Bone sapi- Wisdom. He does not know, he says, that he shall have much
p. 298. time left for recording what he thinks worthy to be recorded

concerning the difierent tracks and scents which he has had of

wisdom, and how, up to his old age, he has followed after her.

The keen and hearty old sportsman is not, however, content with

fighting over again the fields which he has himself won . he

has the kindliest sympathy with all who have been engaged in

the chase before him ;
he has an interest in all their feats and

failures. He has read Diogenes Laertius, and the stories of

the philosophers which that respectable and useful gossip tells

have come to life in his mind. He has been with Thales, poring
over the mystery of water. He has mused with the dark

Hei-aclitus; Pythagonis and Plato have, of course, prof(«indly

awakened hi3 spirit Aristotle, as a seeker for wisdom, no
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longer as a dictator, can be cordially admired
;
his logic may be Est enim

looked upon as a weapon of the chase, not as something to hold A?istoteies

truth shut up in a menagerie, or stuffed for a museum. Nothing dicehat,es«c-
^ *=*... Ill tissimuiu in-

in this record of earnest human mquu-ies appears to the old car- stramentuni

dinal inconsistent with his love for the divine oi-acles. Nor does nem tam'reri

he, like some modern divines and statesmen, vindicate his respect 1."^™ '="

for heathen lore, by declaiing that the subjects of which it treats

ai-e altogether different from those of which tKe Scriptures treat

—that one is occupied with real things and ceiil men, and the

other with a set of imaginary things and im.iginary men to be

believed because we are told to believe them and because it is

perilous not to believe them. If Cusa had had this opinion, he

must have rejected either the pliilosophers or the Bible, or both
; Philosophy

but he must have rejected also the deepest thoughts, hopes, con- b"i,i^

""^

victions of his own spiiit. For the Bible and the philosophers
both spoke to him of the things which he wanted to know. The
Bible stirred him up to those inquii-ies in which the philosophei-s
were engaged. It assured him that their searchings and hLs own
were not in vain

;
that those who seek will find

;
that to those

who knock the Truth will open itself He could not doubt that

that Eternal Word, who he believed would at last guide all

the nations of the earth to peace and unity, had taught the

representatives of the different nations to seek after Him, and

had prepared the one nation to be the messenger of Him to the

world.

34. With Nicolaus of Cusa the curtain drops on the age of The Councils

Councils, When it rises again we are in the niidst of the gardens dens.

of Lorenzo at Florence. Schoolmen are disappearing ;
scholai-s

are taking their place, Greek lore is forcing the Latin to do it

homage. What the transition was from one time to the other
;

how deeply philosophy was interested in it ; we shall hear in the

next chftr :er.



CHAPTER III.

SECOND PART OF THE FIFTEENTH CENTl'RY.

MareUil Fid- 1-
" The great Cosmo, the father of his counti-y, at that

in PloHnnm'
'"^ui'^il which was held for the reconciliation of Greeks and

ad magnanil Latins at Florence, under Pope Eugenius, ofttimes Listened to a

rentium Me- Greek philosopher named Gemistus, sumamed Pletho, disputing

SenTtOTcm"^
like another Plato concerning Platonic mysteries. By who.te

Proamium. fervent eloquence he was so excited—so inspired
—that the

"' " ""

thought of a gi-eat Academy was conceived in his gi-eat .soul—a

conception which in due time was to come to birth. When that
birth had happily taken place, the great Medicean destined me,
the son of his favourite physician, Ficinus, wliile yet a boy, to

Cosmo form- take part in this gi-eat work—nay, educated me for it day by

dOTiy"
*'^*

'^'^y' ^^^ **• ^^^^ ^^'^ took care that I should have not only ail

the books of Plato but also those of Plotinus in Greek. Aftei-

wards, in the year 1463, when I was thirty years of age, he

gave me firet Mercurius Trismegistus, afterwards Plato, to trans-

late. Mercurius I completed in a few months, while he was

living. Then I attempted Plato. Although he was also long-

ing for Plotinus he said not a word to me about ti-anslatiug

him, lest he should seem to crush me at once with a too heavy
The phyd- burden. Such tenderness was there in this gi-eat man towards
ciaii's son.

jjjg friends—such modemtion towards all I Nor did I think

myself for some time a sufficiently initiated man to attemjit
Plotinus. But meantime Cosmo expressed, or i-ather impressed
from on high, that which, when alive upon earth, he had kept
concealed. For when I had published my Latin version of

Plato, the heroic mind of Cosmo instig-ated, I know not how,
Picus of Mi- the heroic mind of Picus of Mirandula, that he should come to

Florence—he himself not knowing how or for what end he
came. He presented himself at Florence in the very year, on
the day, almost in the hour, in which I had published Plato,
and instantly after the tir.st salutation, asked me about Plato.

He has just gone, I said, from this threshold. Thereupon he
burst out into vehement congratulations, and in what words
I know not, and he knows not—I will not say induced—he

in/lamed me to undertake Plotinus. It must have been divinely
ordained that, just wheu Plato was to have a second birth ;iiiioiig
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us, this hero Picus waa also bom, the planet Saturn then hokl-

Ing his liouse in Aquarius, uudei- which star I also had been

bom tliirty years before. It was surely, too, by no accident that Piovictencci

Picus coming to Florence the veiy day on which my Plato came

forth inspired me with that old desire of Cosmo about Plotinus

—a desire hidden from me, but breathed from heaven into him.

But now seeing that I have touched upon the Divine Providence

in this work of philosophy, I will enlarge upon it a little more.

It must not be supposed that the acute and philosophical minds

of men can be allured and di-awn on to a perfect religion, except

by the food of philosophy. For acute minds oftentimes commit

themselves to reason alone
;
and when they find this in sonie

religious philosopher they readily admit a sort of general reli-

gion ; acquiring which, they are framed more easUy to a more

perfect species, comprehended under that \aguer genus. There-

fore it was not without the providence of God seeking to draw-

all to HimseK, according to the character of each, that a devout

philosophy was born among the Pei-sians, under Zoroaster, and

among the Egyi^tians, under Mercurius—a philosophy harmoni-

ous in spite of the difference of the places. It was sent to nurse
G™^^\','^/';;J

among the Thracians, under Orpheus andAglaophemus. It waxed pmiosopny.

into strong growth under Pythagoras, among the Greeks and

Italians ;
at length it attained its full manhood under the divine

Plato, at Athens. But it was the ancient custom of the theolo-

gians to conceal divine mysteries under mathematical numbers

and figures as well as under poetical figments, lest they should

become dangerously common to eveiy one. Plotinus at length

stripped theology of these veils, and first and alone, as Porphyry
and Proclus testify, penetrated with divine insight the secrets of

the ancients. But on account ofthe incredible brevity of his words,

the copiousness of his thoughts, the profundity of his sense, he

demands not only a translation but commentaries. My object in

translatmg and explaining Plato and Plotinus, and hx connecting

them with the older theologians, is, that the fables of the poets may
not be profanely mixed with the acts and mysteries of piety, and

that the Peripatetics
—under which name I include nearly all om-

existing philosophers
—may be admonished that they are not to

think about our common religion as they think about the stories

of old women. For almost the whole world is now occupied by

Peripatetics ; they being divided into the two principal sects,

that of Alexander (Aphrodisius), and that of Averroes.* The one

• The Aphrodisians and Averroists both were inclined to resolve all philosophy

into psychologj'. So doing they were good Aristotelians. But the question

whether the ^Ix^v is a common life in things, or whether it is essentially indivi-

dual, divided them. The first, Ficinus intimates, regarding it as a diffusiee life,

denied personal immortality. The latter, asserting personal immortality, made
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regarrls our intellect as mortal
;
the other contends tliat it is

simply individual. Both equally destroy the foundations of

religion ;
the more as they seem to deny a Divine Providence in

the afl'airs of men. Each ap])ears to have revolted even from.

Need of u their own Aristotle. For the mind of Aristotle seems to be

1,'Jv

1'''''°™" understood by lew in this day, exeejjt by my lofty fellow-Plato-

nist, Pieus, who approaches him with the .s;ime reverence with
which Theophrastus, Tliemistius, Por])hyry, Simplicius, Avi-

cenna, and in our own time Pletho, regard him. But if any
one fancies that an impiety so widely spread, and defended by
such sharp wits, can b'^ extinguished among men liy a naked

preaching of faith, the event will show how far he is from the

truth. A greater power is needful. And this power must be

exercised either by Divine miracles, or else by a cei-tain philoso-

phical religion, to which philosophers will at least willingly listen

and which may in time convert them. But it pleases Divine Provi-

dence in these ages to confirm religion itself by the authority and

arguments of philosophy, just as in former ages it was confirmed

among all nations by manifest wondera. .By Divine Providence,

then, have I been led to interpret the divine Plato and the great
Plotinus."

So wrote Marsilius Fieinus to Lorenzo the Magnificent,
" the

saviour of his countiy." The letter concludes with a hope that the

brief and true account of the life, acts, and manners of Plotinus,

by his faitlxful disciple Porphyry, mayprove acceptable to Lorenzo,
"
seeing that Angelus Politianus judges it to be oratorical as

well as philosophical."
2. The reader will find in this passage a compressed history

v.iiiic of tills of the philosophical movement in the latter part of the fifteenth
' "''' '""'

century. A commentaiy upon this dedication of Fieinus would

bring out very distinctly the relations between that movement
and the theology and literatm-e of the new age ;

how much
both owed to their Medicean patrons, what kind of evil as well

as of good they, with Florence and with Italy, would receive

from those patrons. For our purpose the extract is of special

importance, because it at once decides the question which has

been so often raised, so often, especially in England, decided

unfau'ly ;
to what cause we owe the Academy of Florence and

the great results which followed from the establishment of it.

A vague impression prevails in the minds probably of a majoi-ity

each creature a solitary being. Tlie denial of Divine Providence by the two
sects is supposed to be involved in their doctrine about the soul, or to be

developed out of it, inasmuch as tiie soul, whetlier considered as a general life

or as a distinct entity, stands equally aloof from its Creator. It is a property of

the universe, or of the indi\-idual man, not in any sense ca[)able of an influence

from God or of converse with him.
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of students, that the Platonic studies wliich they are aware pro- was Phiio-

ceeded under the protection of the Merchant-iiilers, were only the rature°ti"''"

consequence of a general literary impulse, of a cra\'ing for aU
^f^"/!^,;;,'^!';^

kinds of Greek lore—the meaning of wliich was more fully Florence.

expressed in the reverence for Greek statues, in the cultivation

of a classi!>al style of writing, than in those deeper studies to

which Ficinus and Picus devoted themselves. If we overlook

chronology, and confound the later days of Lorenzo with the The times of

age of Cosmo, there will be much evidence in favoiu- of this LSren"zo"not'

opinion. Ficinus, we see, hopes with some timidity that the
'"J^^^^^"-

life of Plotinus which he is bringing before the Latin world may
not be disagi-eeable to liis master, seeing it has received the

imprimatur of that arbiter elet/antiarum, Angelus Politianus.

By that time no doubt the mere men of gi-ace and lettei-s had

established their ascendency ;
the students had to beg for their

pass-word, to be grateful for their condescending, often somewhat

contemptuous, smiles. But Ficinus waiting to Lorenzo can appeal

to his recollection that this was not so at first. However strange

and incredible the statement may sound to us, we have the clear

testimony of those who knew best and could not be mi.sled by
their prejudices that it was Cosmo's passionate admiration of

the Platonic discourse of Pletho, when they met at the Council,

which led him to make his gardens the home and centre of

Italian thought and cultivation.

3. To understand the full force of this fact, we ought to know pietho.

who Pletho was, what he had been doing in his own country,

what was his business at Florence. He was an old man when

Cosmo fell in with him; he was probably above twenty years see'Pieti.o

of age before the end of the foiu-teenth century. He may have
^^^j^^riT'

been just arrived at man's estate when the sword of the Otto-
totefemus^

man, suspended over Constantinople, was suddenly drawn back mns in der

fi-om the appearance and viotoiy of Timour. He lived
pn

to
gi'gj'j''';;;

know that the hour of his country's fall was fixed, though it had
gr^w.'

Gjs

been delayed. He lived to hear the cry of his Emperor fori^"""

peace with the Latins as the one hope for the preservation of

the old capital of Christendom. He lived tiU Mahomet II. had

changed St. Sophia into a Mosque. All these things seem to

have troubled Pletho very little. Not that he was a fierce eccle-

siastic, who would not abate one jot or tittle of Greek ortho-

doxy to secure the papal co-operation for the sa-iTng of his city.

There were such at the Councils of Ferrara and Florence. There

were also laymen who proposed healing measures while they were

away from their country, but relapsed into vehement exclusion-

ists and denouncers of their brave monarch when they returned

to Constantinople, and obtained offices in the ChurcL One of

dereii
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uennaaius these, George Scholariiis, otherwise Gcuiiailivis, became the
Patriarch of the city, and retained that position under the

patronage of the Turkish conqueror, who certainly owed some-

thing to his obstinacy. But Pletho had no sympathy with
Grennatlius. Tliey were deadly opponents all their lives

through ; not about the filutque or the relative authority of

popes and patriarchs, but about the claims of Aristotle or Plato
to be the leading doctor of the world. To this controvei-sy,
which absorbed the whole soul of Pletho, trifles about the

ascendency of Greeks, Latins, Ottomans, were wholly subordi-

Gass 1st Abt. »i»t''. When consulted by the Emperor w-hat would be the
5 *•*• result of a union with the West, he answered surlily,

" Little or

none;" feeling probably much as many a modern German philo-

sopher would feel if he was asked about a reconciliation between
the Church of England and that of his own countiy; that the

thing itself signified nothing and might be left for divines to

settle as they would; but that an alliance might introduce some

greater restraints of public opinion, if not of ecclesiastical disci-

])line, upon the freedom of speculation.

Defence "f 4. It must not be supposed, however, from what we have said,
Ptato'sortiio-

\\yjx, Pletho was not in his own way thoroughly in earnest, or

that he did not connect the doctrines of the Church with his

defence of Plato. If neither he nor Gemiadius can be called

very zealous patriots, both were zealous to the utmost as philo-

sophical parti2ans ;
and each asserted that the old philosopher

whom he defended was a better Churchman than the one whom
Tim contro- lie attacked. Gennadius followed a considerable line of ecclesi-

Jfraerrtiys. astical predecessors, ascending to the age of Proclus, in raisin^^

suspicions against the old sage who had been idolized by an
anti-christian sc}iool, and in exalting Aristotle precisely for those

doctrines in which he had dissented from Ms master. But
Gnss. istAbt Philoponus, who had taken up this argimient chiefly for the

purpose of confuting Proclus, was accused of misrepresenting
Aristotle by Aristotelians, and of explaining away the deepest

mysteries of the Gospel by orthodox Christians. Those who

adopted his course of reasoning might be good special pleaders; but

like many theological .special pleaders, they were thought to have
saciificed the very cause for which they were contending in their

eagerness to overthrow its opponents. There had always been

therefore in the Greek Church some who believed that it had

gained little from the patronage of Ai-istotle, or from it*

patronage of him. Tliere were some who remembered that all

the gi-eat Greek Fathers and the greatest of the Latins were
Platonists. And there was always a class of jihilosophers,

loosely related to the Church, who partly helped to keep
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alive these impressions, partly to fiighten divines from entertain- The isth

ing them. Now, in the fifteenth century, a new impulse was "^ '^'

given to this strife
;
for now men were to he interested in it

who were not mere clever debaters, in whom there was life and
manhood and hope. Pletho had fought valiantly as Greeks fight,

on his own soil
;
but it must have been with him as with those

Greeks who came to Rome in the days of Cato the Censor. He
must have caught a new inspu'ation when he saw the faces of

the young Italians and Germans who were drinking in his words.

5. In his controversy with Gennadiiis (from which the West
can scarcely have learnt good manners, whatever other parts
of civilization it might owe to Greek instructors*) he answers

a contemptuous sneer against his new disciples with some

spirit.
" As for those fellows," said the Aristotelian pati-iarch,

' who have become victims of Platonism in Italy, we know
what they are. Many of us have seen men conversing with

I'letho, who know about as much of philosophy as he knows
of dancing."

•' It is quite proper," is the reply,
" that these

Italians should be objects of your envious slander, seeing
that they are far your superiore in all wisdom, and have far

livelier intellects : for you are utterly dull and witless even about

Aiistotle, of whom you boast yourself the champion." Gennadius
afterwai-ds proceeds to speak of the "majority" in the West who
are partizins of Aristotle, men "ofwhom he himself has met with kp-tt..,; a
not a few." Pletho at once demurs to the scheme of ascertaining ^,Vj„t°J;„, ,,;

the sentiments of the Latins by counting heads. The Latin Ai-isto- >' ™aST«..

teUaus, he says, have no real knowledge of Aristotle, and know

absolutely nothing of Plato, except what they have learnt from

the statements of his envious pupil; whereas he can mention
men of gi-eat facidty, and students of both tongues, who are

thoroughly ashamed of the philosophy which has prevailed in

those parts of the world and eagerly catch at the healtliier

lessons he is able to impart.
6. Those to whom Pletho alludes in this passage were regular Pletho's

scholars. Gennadius may have had his eye on such men as
^'^^"

Cosmo, whom he no doubt regarded as much better able to judge
of dancing than of philosophy. But Pletho was right. The
scorn was utterly misapplied and vulgar. K he coidd make
men of business, men of the world, with honest open hearts, stare

while he spoke to them of a divine beauty and justice and tnith,
which they were intended to behold and converse with, he might
leave Gennadius with his "

majority
"
of doctors, who adhered

* Pletho calls his opponent a liar in the first .'sentence of bis reply, and inti-

niiites that the habit of lyinj^ was strictly in accordance with the rest of his

character. See
V^&i^y'iav roa Ti^taTov v^o- rtv: uxSf A^i^TflTSXflt/;, ria/pyiot'

Toii '^KaXaoiov avT4?^rr-l'ii;
— O'asS. Abt. 2, p. oi.

Vol II. F
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to the old traditions of the Latin schools. The latter may keep
their opiniou.s against invaders. But the former will s]>read
their faitli. Thoughts that had been sleejting in Cosmo were
awakened by Pletho. The new lessons had a strange likeness
to old lessons he has heard in his nursery, which in his

manhood had been a.ssociat<'d with a priestly lore that sounded
to the [irincely merchant base and insincere,—with figments
that he had leanit to despise. The Greek culture seemed to have
a closer relation with common life than the school theology.
Yet it spoke more to the refined man, such as he is or aspired
to be. If this lore can be diffused through Italy, through
Europe, what wonders it may work ' If he could introduce it,

what a name would belong to him ! One and another in Pletho's

audience show signs of the .same delight as himself The German
Cusa listens as if he understood and could almost anticipate the

meaning of the speaker. Cosmo finds a librarian who will assist

iiim in gathering Greek manuscripts and in interpreting them.
His physician gets strange hints from them respecting his own
profession. All is ready. There was an Academy in Athens;
there shall be one in Florence.

7. His own share in the work the physician's son clearly and

modestly explains to us. His dedication is a transjiarent piece
of autobiography. Cosmo trained him for the office which he

held, set him to read the great Greek books, i-aised him into an

editor and an academician. He reverences his patron, reve-

rences the great author with whom he has become acquainted,
reverences his friend Pico. He has, moreover, we perceive, a

faith in the stare. He has been bom under the same planet
as Pico

; they are both mysteriously associated with Plato.

One of them receives communications from Cosmo after his

departure from the earth. The other has undertaken Plato and

is about to undertake Plotinus because he ha.s Iteen marked out for

that work, because a divine energy is urging him on to the

completion of it. There is much weakness, no doubt, in some

of these confessions. Pletho woiild have smiled at them ; many
of those who speak much of the revival of letters will smile at

them still more. But we venture to think that if Ficinus and

his colleagues had been as free from this feeling about divine

inspiration as the Greek was, they might have helped to reduce

the Latin world to the same condition into which the Greek

world had simk
; they never could have a-ssisted in raising it o\it

of its own degi-adation. MSS. would not have been studied.

The immense difficulties of a foreign tongue and civilization could

not have been stn-mounted. We may even be bold enough to

suggest that if all thought of such an impulse to study as Ficinus

speaks of is lost in our enlightened society, there may be a
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returu to wliat we call the darkness of the mediaeval period or

to a. worse darkness than that.

8. The reader will no doidit have observed with some surprise The books tj

what tasks those were to whieli Cosmo urged the man whom he
fa'ied.'"'*"

had so carefully and liberally educated. Krst, he was to trans-

late Hermes Trismegistus ;
"then Plato. It was not, therefore,

from any special admiration of the exquisite form and beauty of

the Platonic dialogues that the scholars of the West desired to

be acquainted with them. WJien one considers the delicacy of

the Italian mind, its quick perception of all that is gi-aceful and

fail-, what faculties had already been awakened in it, where, in

the days of Boccaccio and Petrarch, it had sought for the nour-

ishment of those faculties,
—we might easily suppose that this

was the ]ioint of attraction to him from who.se lips the Hymet-
tian honey fell so copiously. The fact is otherwise: Plato woidd piatonotsiu-

hereafter teach his Latin scholars a refinement of thought ami
betuty""^

S])eech, which they could never have acquired while they were

crouching at the feet of Aristotle. But men to whom no Attic

chai-ms belonged, are placed on the same level with him, are

even in some sort preferred to him. The spirit of " the thrice

great Hermes'" is to be "unsphered,"
—to be brought from the

imaginaiy world in which it dwelt, before Plato coidd speak his

Grecian dialect. The oracles of Plotinus are to interpret his;

and are to be considered as containing a more advanced lore.

Plato, therefore, is preferred to Aristotle, simply because he is

accounted more of a theologian. He is only entitled to a middle

place between teachers, inferior in all gifts to him, who speak
more than he does of union with the Godhead and of the divine

abys.ses.

'.t. It is needftd to make this observation, that we may under- Difference

stand one capital defect in the new Platonic students. Ficinus cuSTild

will not lead us along in that line upon which Cusa had entered. *?f,t„\°'"'®"

That remarkable man perceived the unspeakable worth of the

Soci-atic dogma about ignorance as the starting point of philo-

sophy. Had the habits of his life and a more accurate scholar-

ship enabled him to appreciate the unfolding of Plato's thoughts

through those cross-questionings by which Socrates sifted the

minds of others and his own, no one would have felt more keenly
that this method answered exactly to the primary axiom,—that

it expounded beautifully Cusa's own belief, that the highest
tnitli is the conflux and reconciliation of contradictions. Even
the humour of Socrates, we are persuaded, %yould have found

something answering to it in the hearty Goth. But no such

perception dawned upon the mind of Ficinus. The jests ofsocrates

Socrates must have seemed to him far below the dignity of philo- [f^"^^^
^'

sophy. Perhaps he may not have wished that Plato had composed
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philosophy had been to VVt>sterii Europe,
—wliat tliey were to liis

coutemporaries. But he will often liave muruiuicd that he could

only evolve the conclusions of the sage, out of inti-icate argu-
ments, hints serious or ironical, discoui-ses at feasts; and that

even then he was not quite certain whetlier he had caught or

missed the sense. It is wonderful that in spite of these obsti-uc-

tions Ficinus should have felt the power of Plato a.s a teacher,
not that he should have sought for men who could lead him
more straight to his goal.

10. It is clear from that pleasant passage in the dedication of

Ficinus, which refera to the kindly relations between the founder
of the Academy and the professors in it,

—so free from the

insolence of patronage, exJiibiting them as cordial fellow-work-

ere,—that Cosmo entii'ely shared his feelings respecting Plotinus

and Plato. He, as much as the translator, longed for the

finished teacher, who was to fill up what was imperfect, and

explain what was ambiguous, in the earlier one. No doubt this

was the impression which he had received from the lectures of

Pletho. That accomplished man must have appreciated and
admired the style of Plato. But he will have despaired of

making the reiinements of his own tongue intelligible to

foreigners. The worth of Socrates as a living teacher he will

have apprehended even less than they, since he was more removed
from the sphere of living interests. It will have been his

object to present Platonism as a smooth, round system, like that

which he desii-ed that it should supplant. For this object
Plato himself would not be sufficient. Plotinus must be called

in to fcike otf the sharp comers and edges of the controversial

dialogue, to make the Academy as formal and resjiectable a jilace

of instruction as the Porch. Whj-, however, it may be asked,

should Cosmo, pi-actical man as he was, have relished the siib-

limities of Plotinus better than the homely sense of Socrates?

The answer has been given already. Cosmo and Ficinus were in

pursuit of a theology more than of a philosophy
— of a philosophy

onlv as it connected itself with a theology. The search after

wisdom was nothing to them, unless thoy believed that wisdom

had been found. And just the difference between the Socratic

Plato and the Plotiniau Plato was, that the one sought, the

other ])roclaimed that he had found.

11. An interesting and important question arises here. Pletho

of course knew perfectly
—Cosmo and Ficinus must soon have

learnt—what position the schools which jjroceeded from Plotinus

occu])ied in church history. They must have known that if he

himself was silent, or almost silent, about the Christian i-evela-

tion, the semi-rationalist Porphyry, the supernatm-alist lambli-
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cliiis, were its direct opponents
—that Julian oombined something

of the lessons of both, \\-ith a passionate and polemical worship
of the old gods. Were these Italian teachers then secretly

jilotting to undermine the faith of the West? Was their new
]iliilosophT a contrivance for eflecting the overthrow? Is the

hmguage in the dedication about the reconciliation of philo-

sophers to the common faith and the special faith, a dishonest

jiretext to cover this design? Is the paganism which is said to

have mingled itself with the Italian culture of the fifteenth

century one of the results of the Platonic movement ?

12. To one and all of these questions we return an unhesi- Honesty or

tating No. Cosmo, Ficinus, Pious, were not men with a double fuinTjeV'the

purpose. They did not aflect to be in accordance with the A'^'»J«™y-

faith of their contemporaries while they were at heart denying
it. They did not introduce Paganism into the Latin world.

They were instruments, though not altogether effectual instni-

ments, in counteracting it and retarding its complete victory.
The more we look into the history of the men, especiallv into

tlie history of Pico, the more we shall be certain that this

uuist have been the case : the more we shall feel bound to resist

any impressions, however plausible, which might lead us to

an opposite conclu.sion. To us who have a great love for Plato,

precisely because he was a seeker after wisdom, and because all

his teaching implied that wisdom must reveal itself to the

spirit which is waiting for it—to us who can find no comfort
whatever in the cold abstractions of Plotinus, and who regard
the thaumaturgic machineiy of his Egyptian disciples as an
inevitable escape from the dreariness in which he would have
left them—the dream of Ficinus, that there was something
]irofound and supernatiu-al in the arrival of Pico on a cei-tain

(lay in Florence and that he had brought a special mes-

sage from the unseen world respecting the Enneads. may
be almost unintelligible.

"
Surely," we are inclined to ex-

claim,
" these men were seeking for a goddess, and were

embracing a cloud. Their hopes had a natural enough alliance

with astrological superstition ; with no other faith covdd they
well assimilate." But these judgments are hasty and wrong.
Where such heart is, there must be faith

;
and it must bring

its reward, if not in the way that they expected, then in some
better way. Were Ficinus and Cosmo wrong in thinking that riieir Chrt»-

they had in themselves a craving for the Infinite and the {|to&°°'^°"

Eternal ? Were they setting at nought their Christian education
when they said that this education had roused in them that crav-

ing, had forbidden them to acquiesce in anything which did not

satisfy it? Were they insulting the Christian revelation when
they said that it claimed to be a revelation on this very ground.
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that it met the
fl<>(']ii'st wants and a.s|iiiati()M.s of the human spirit !

But men like ( 'osnici knew inwardly that the tlieuhjgj' which
wa.s presented to them—which they were told to accept

—did
not meet any of these wants and aspii-atious; that it stifled

them
; that it ofl'ered the most finite notions as food to appease

their lumtter, or to terrify them into the endurance of it. And
men like Ficin\is thought that without arraigning severely the
authorities of the church, ;,hey could account for complaints which

they could not deny to be just. The explanation was not this,
that the church had neglected philosojihy,

—had refused to have

any dealings with that which was without the Divine imprimatur.
But it was this, that the chui-cb had adopted a ]ihikpsophy

—a

Pagan philosophy
—which was confessedly a jihilosophy about

the finite, which had become, though it might not be so in

the hands of its founder a rejection of everything that
is not finite. Was it tmorthodo.x, uncatholic, imchristian,
to say, and to prove that such a philosophy was not found
sufficient by Heathens; that they demanded one which should
»io< ignore the infinite—wliich should be essentially theological

—
which should recognize a direct relation between the human and
divine? If the fact of such a relation was owned by those

who had no direct infoiTuation respecting it—if a communion
with God had been .sought for by men who did not see the

ladder between earth and heaven which had been revealed in

Christ, was this not the very highest evidence for the Gospel
which a believer in it could desire?

13. The history, uncritical and unsatisfactory enough no

doubt, which Fieinus gives us of the birth and progi-ess of

philosophical inquiries in diflerent ages and countries of the

world, yet makes his object siiificieutly clear, and had a suthcient

gi'ound of tnith to wan-ant the inference which he drew from it.

He might not know much of Hermes, or of Orpheus ; but he wtis

sure that, in some way or other, Eg}'ptians, Greeks, Persians

had been seeking after Gotl. So much he could believe on the

testimony of St. Paul and of his own human heart, if he had
been without any other records to establish the fact. And what
he says about the poets, proves clearly enough that he was not

turning to Neo-Platonism, because he had a hankering for the

old idolatry. Evidently he thought that the man who would

not have a picture made of himself because it was only the

shadow of a shadow, had a somewhat nenous dread of idolatry,

and might help to deliver the Liitins froni their own inclinations

towards it. For when we speak of the I'aganism which the

Greeks were to introduce, we should not altogether forget the

Paganism wliich Latins of the fifteenth century saw on all sides of

them. There was sometliing which Western Christendom had
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received by tradition from its own iktluTs, of wliicli it could not

accuse the old masters of Constantinople, and wliicli the new
masters of it declared to be a direct apostasy from the teaching
of Moses and the Prophets. The old wives' fables, which
Ficinus says were disgusting all thoughtful and earnest men
and were driving them to infidelity, might svirely make him

long for some powei-ful antidote to them. If this antidote

came in the form of a philosophy which could not be suspected
of any directly Christian bias, he might naturally and honestly

supjiose that it would do a work with one class which direct

Christian teaching would not do; he might believe as honestly
that that class would be useful and powei-ful agents in raising
the tone of thought among Christians, rendering their faitli

less intolerable to the earnest con^dctions of Jews and Maho-
metans, and yet bringing out far more distinctly that portion of

it which they rejected.
14. On this last point it may be well to make one oi' two Matn.metan.

remarks. The distinctive characteristic of Christianity, that it Christianity

asserts an actual union between the Divine and human natures,
was precisely that which Ficinus believed had been set at nought
by both the sects which claimed Aristotle as their parent. He
does not dwell upon the fact that the most popular of these sects

had a Mahometan origin. It would have been a tempting
argument for a special pleader who was attacking a current and
orthodox system; but, much to his credit, Ficinus rejects it as

unworthy of a lover of truth. Nevertheless, he could not be

ignorant that Averroes had found Ari.stotle the most convenient

philosopher for a disciple of the Koran, precisely because he
treated of the world and of man without inquiring how they
were related to the Absolute Being. So the Muftis might pro-
nounce (philosophers approving) their condemnation of the

heresy, that there has been One in the form of God, who took

upon Him the form of a servant, and in whom God and mtm are

united. Without condemning the Islamite philosophy on this

ground, or impeaching it at all merely because it proceeded
from an Islamite, Ficinus might be permitted to say that such a
doctrine when it was imported into the Christitm world and was

])resented in connection with Christian orthodoxy, could not
fail to produce the gi'eatcst perplexity. If it solved the enigma
of the universe—if it was the last message of philosophy

—then,

clearly, Christianity had no standing-ground; philosophy had
not jiassed it by, V)ut confuted it and disproved it.

15. We are convinced, then, that Ficinus was not assuming
General con-

the defence of Christianity as an excuse to himself for entering
on these Platonical studies

;
but that, if this was not his first

motive for engaging in them, it became, as he pursued them,
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inflmnoe of Ilis principal if not his nlisorbing motive. And what eft'ect did

dicsl!njifler" '"* ^'"^^ produce? Very little, we suspnct, upon the pjiilosophers
cnt iiussca. whom he hoped to convert—very little upon the ecclesiastics

whose tone of mind he hoj)ed to elevate—very little dii-ectly

upon the world which lay outside the Academy. A little upon
the scholars who surrounded Lorenzo

;
inasmuch as the diligence

of Ficiuus in investigating the force of words and of sentences
for the sake of a great end quickened theii's for the sake of the
words and sentences themselves, or of the fame which was to be

acquired by composing in them and disjuitiug about them. A
Lorenzo. little upon Lorenzo himself; inasmuch as the Platonic influences

about him, besides leading him to make love and make songs in

a Platonical fashion, raised the chai-acter of his mind and of

his friendship, gave a magnificence to his projects and his

patronage, prevented him from sinking into a mere politician
or a mere tyi~ant. If one compares him with Cosmo, one
feels his degeneracy; if one com]iares him with his descen-

dants, the distance appeara immeasurable. But i/ie influence

which we believe the Platonism of the Academy was destined

to exert, was one for which all generations and all countries

scnipiorsand ought to be thankful. We tremble to think what Raphael,
painters. what Michael Angelo might have been at a moment whei'

the new Greek culture was tending to awaken the keenest

sense of outward beauty,
— when the condition of Italian

society was tending to connect this beauty with moral defor-

mity
— when that deformity was nowhere so hideo\is as in

the men who would seek their aid for the adorning of chm-ches,
and for the services of Christian worship,

—if they had not

been surrounded by these high-souled Platonical teachers,—
if they had not been told to look for s]iiritual beauty beneath
visible forms, and to believe that the human lace, as it ma}' sink

into the earthly and the devilish, has been the perfect image of

the Divine. It is not tnie that Christian art then Ijecame

heathen art, when it learnt from Greece what is the most perfect
and beautiful fonn of the human countenance. But it might
have become so, if this other part of Greek culture had not been

gi-anted at the same time—to work together with the images of

Aichitecturi;. the gods
—to expand them and to elevate them. It is not

true that the perfect forms of the Finite which Greek archi-

tecture presents, had any necessary tendency to stifle that sense

of the Infinite which the Gothic architecture had nourished.

But that might have been the effect, if there had not come
at the same time, from the same Greece, a witness in behalf

of the Infinite, one which, if received faithfully, could show-

both what the Greek builders had been striving to express in

t/ieir temples, and what profound thoughts there had been in
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the medifeval mind, -which all its foul superstitions could not

extinguish.
IG. The latter part of this dedication seems to us its weakest

part. When Ficinus begins to speculate about the arraugements
of Providence in past ages, and in that age, we cannot find that
his words yield us any light. Miracles, he tells us, had been the licinns on

instruments of diffusing Christianity in the first century. if'Tsc't^

they could be had, they might do the same work now. As
they were not gi-anted philosophy must supply theii- place.
Was he not contradicting the express testimony of Scrijiture
when he assumed that signs and wonders had been the power
which converted the world; that the simplest declaration of
truth from the feeblest lips, and under every disadvantage, had
not been the means of converting it 1 Was it not to be expected
that so false a premiss would encourage the patrons of existing Mischief of

superstitions to try what they could do in devising signs and *"* <i»<:hi"a

wonders utterly unlike those with which the Apostles confounded
the enchanters of their day and testified of a God of truth

;
most

like those of the men who resisted them? Was it not too pro-
bable that a philosopher starting from that premiss would wish to

give philosophy itself a semi-miraculous character ? Both these

dangers were latent in the Florentine Academy. The new
Platonic wisdom was not for the vulgar but for the wise. It

was to withdi-aw men from the coarse beliefs of the suiTOunding
world. But that surrounding world must in some way be

provided for. It must be kept in faith; it must be kept in

obedience. Since it could know nothing of philosophy and its

aspirations after truth, it must be fed with wonders; in plain

language, with lies. Here surely are lessons which the Medicean Medicean

familjr
—

princes, rulers, women—too carefully and prol'oundly
""^

laid to heart. Here lies the secret of much of that wisdom which

they were to display in the century that was coming, a wisdom
which Ficinus would have confessed was not from above, but
was earthly, sensual, devilish. Here lies the explanation of the

willingness of Lorenzo to talk about the commonwealth of Plato,
as well as to establish an Academy of Plato, and yet to keep the
Florentines in chains—silken or golden chains perhaps

—such as Medicean

might be turned in a moment into the sharpest iron. The new ts'^""?-

Platonism of the West might possibly induce some students to

think less scornfully of the faith of Christ, to bestow on it a

respectful patronage, seeing that it was not rejected by all

enlightened men. But it served also to make most of those
whom it brought into this condition of half-belief, more aware
of their own immense superiority to the mass of mankind—to

cultivate the opinion that that mass was the natural and

necesraiy victim of imposture and knaveiy.
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17. And it mt:st not bo concealed, that there was in the

Platonism of the fifteenth centiiiy, as thei-e had been in the

Platonism of the third, a disjiosition to have miracles of its own—
miracles for the initiated—as those which were wrotight by relics

and by pieces of the true cross were miracles for the ignorant.
Had not the philosopher a glimpsi; into the hidden powers of

nature, of which others knew nothing ? He would not assent

to the ordinar}' tricks of the magician and of the astrologer.

But might tlicro not be a kind of magic and astrology which he

could sejjarate from its vulgar accouipaniinents, and whicli he

could use both in the investigation of truth, and as a remedy
for actual e^dl ? There were strange coincidences and conjuuc-
tiires in human affairs. There were strange sympathies between
man and nature. Picus and Ficinus were born under the same

planet. A deep meaning might lie in all this—who coidd tell 1

And no men are so likely to forget as great academicians with-

drawn from the work of the world, that there may be also

infinite trifling in all this; that it may produce a habit of mind
the most alien from the earnestness and calmness of either the

philosopher or the theologian.
18. These superstitions, however, lay very near, as we have

hinted already, to some of the noblest and best feelings of the

Florentine Platonists—to feelings which generally served for

their correction. The sense of a divine superintendence over

their work, of a divine end in their work, if now and then it

mingled with astrological fancies, made them also ashamed to

indulge those fancies. They must have been all the more mis-

chievous to those who had lower aims, to the mere dilettanti of

the gardens, who vnll have had a ready excuse for smiling at

men whom it woidd have done them good to resjiect, and for

congratulating themselves that they did not share in the absur-

dities into which transcendent wisdom is sure to fall. But the

other danger, that of flattering Lorenzo into the notion that he

was a sage and devout ruler because he could write graceful

poems and discoui-se on Platonical ideas, was far more serious.

That flatteiy tended to divorce philosophy and practice. It was

a repetition of the terrible error which Plato himself committed

in his tran.sactions with Dionysius. It makes us feel that what-

ever truth there may have been—and there was a veiy deep
truth—in the remark of Ficinus, that mere preaching, such as

was wont to be heard in the Italian pulpits, could never recall

men to the faith of their fathers, and that the philosophers had
a work committed to them which the preachers were not qualified
to perform ; yet that there was need of stem and awful preach-

ing, such as could not proceed from the ]irofessor's chair, to

raise Florence and Italy, to declare that faith and liberty were
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perisliing together, and that the most distinguished patronage
of art and literature could not save them.

ID. One whose eyes were opened at length to this truth had Pico to

written these words in a letter to Lorenzo :
—" I have read thy 5i'd?i4s°4.

poems, Lorenzo, those, I mean, which the muses of our own land

inspired thee with in thy tender youth. T have recognized in

them the legitimate offspring of the muses and graces; the age
at which they were produced, I did not discover

I wish that I could tell thee, without suspicion of flattery, what

I think of them. I would assure thee that there is not one of

our old \STitei'S whom, in this style, thou hast not left far beliind

thee. That thou mayest not think that I am speaking merely to

please thee, I will give thee the reasons of my opinion. We
have two specially celebrated poets in our own Florentine

tongue, Francesco Petrarca and Dante Alighieri, about whom I Lorenzo

may make this general remark, that learned men complain of a Dan!e°and

defect of matter in Petrarch, of diction in Dante. In thee, any Petrarch.

one who has a mind and ear will miss neither one nor the other.

He will find it hard to determine whether the matter is more

illustrated by the style, or the .style by the matter." The rest

nf a long letter is occupied in establishing these two important

jiositions by arguments; the author paying his Medicean friend

the compliment of supposing that he might need some help
before he could arrive at a full conviction of their truth. Let

it be said in all justice, that these words proceeded from no needy

parasite who looked to i-eceive some tangible recompense for his

praise, but from a young, enthusiastic, most accomplished, most

high-minded noblema\i, who had all the treasures a man could

want. What he spoke he spoke no doubt from his heart. The

Medicean Prince was his friend, not his patron. But such

words from a friend tell us what Lorenzo must have been accus-

tomed to hear from ordinary sycophants.
20. We have introduced Pico of Mirandola to our readers in Life of Pica

this disadvantageous manner, on purpose that they may know
the worst of him at once, and may not be scandaHzed by dis-

covering hereafter that there were weaknesses in him which

might seem to make the admiration of Ficinus, and of all liis

friends, unreasonable. There is no life which illustrates more

strikingly than his the history of this time, its temptations and

the triumph which might be won over them; no one which,

within the short space that was allotted to it on earth, was on

the whole more elevating. The narrative of it comes to us from

his nephew ;
a worshipper of him and of other heroes ; anxious

to tell us whatever he thinks would glorify them most, but

rather too fond of omitting the facts we should care most to

know, and of introducing marvels which we should be glad to
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escape. He is at all events afliitiouiite and filial
; imposing upon

his readere nothing which he does not thoroughly believe himself.

'2]. 'Die family of Pico believed that they could ti-ace their

descent to the Emperor Coiistantine
; they were at all events

acknowledged as relatives by the existing Emperor Maximilian.
Giovanni was bom in the year 1463, of a mother belonging to a

family scarcely less illustrious than that of her husband. Pro-

digies announced the birch of the last of her children : a cii'cular

flame appeared to her while she was in travail, but speedily
vanished, insinuating to her (so his nephew ex[)lains the sign)
that the boy would have an intellect altogether complete and

globular; that his mind would always, like the flame, seek the

heavens; that there would be a fire in his heart and on his lips;
but that his glory would speedily be hidden from the eyes of men.
Tlie probability of this interpretation is established by a com-

j)arison mth simDar omens vouchsafed to the mothers of other

illustrious men; the biogi-apher not only being able to verify
the stories, but to explain them. The child, who gi-ew u])
under these happy or threatening auguries, became remarkable
for his rapidity in learning, and for the tenacity of his memory.
He was designed for orders; at fourteen he was sent to Bologna
that he might be perfected in civil and canon law. He mas-
tered the jiapal decretals as easily as he learned poems by
heart; but he wearied of "a discijiline which seemed to him

merely formal and traditional, for he desired to explore the

secrets of nature, and to give himself to the contemplation of

human and divine ])hilosophy." His ardour to be acquainted
witli all theological dogmas and controvei-sies was not prompted
by any sense of a vocation for clerical work, however his mother

may have desired him to feel it. He sought knowledge like the

old Greeks, for its own sake. He visited Paris
;
he frequented

most of the universities in his own land
;
he came to Rome fur-

nished with the stores which the school-lejirning of the former

ages and the liner literature of the new age could supply to

one who had all inward capacities, all outward means and

appliances, for the acquisition. He contrived to master Hebrew
and Chaldaic, as well as Greek. He undei-stood the Arabic
commentators on the old philosophy. He was not less a mas-

ter of all the learning of the Scotists becau.se he was also

profound in Aquinas. Neither one nor the other liindered him
from seeking that grounded acquaintance with the ancient Hel-
lenic masters which they could not give.

22. Pico had no wish to liide his treasures; the world was to

be aware of them, and to jirofit by them. At Rome he challenged

young and old to fight him with his own weajions or with theii-s.

The fifteenth ecnturv wiis the age for such encounters. The
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capital was a tempting place i'oi- tljcin. Tliere the ablest and
liest trained opponents were sure to come. The judge of all

opioions was witliin hearing. No doubt it required the con-

fidence of youth to have the risk of an adverse decision from

liim. But the Fopes were the patrons of literature and discus-

sion. A Medicean was on the throne. He certainly would
not liinder an over-vigorous scholar, of an illustrious race, from

wasting his strength in dialectical battles, if that was his

inclination. It would be time for the ruling powers to interfere

when their interference was invoked. It soon was invoked in the

case of Pico. The professional tradei-s in theses and disputations

by no means relished the intrusion of a young nobleman, full of all

personal and extei-nal ad-\ antages, into their arena, especially one

who treated their traditional maxims -with indiftereuce and was a

master of arts which they did not possess. The only cry which

was likely to be effectual, the cry of heresy, was raised against cimrge oi

liim. No doubt there was much plausible e^-ideuce for the accu- ''"'''y-

sation. But Pico was able to defend his orthodoxy in a learned

apology addressed to Innocent VIII. The poutift" seems to have

received it benignantly ;
but he desired that a list of the conclu-

sions at which Pico had arrived might not be pulilislied at the

end of the discourse
; they were at all events fit only lor learned

ears; they might mislead the I'aithful.

23. In the o]iening of this treatise, Pico addresses Innocent iiisiiieiD

as worthy of tlie name which he had taken. Such language
''°""=-

reads to us like grave and cruel irony. The fact is, that Pico

was not exactly a judge at this time of the innoceucy which is

required of a ]:)relate, or of a man. He was not only endowed
with all gifts of learning, of birth, of fortune; he was also,

says his nephew, of lofty stature, graceful figu:e, beautiful coun-

tenance, keen and brilliant eyes. Imagine such a man the

popular disputer, in a city such as the Borne of the fifteenth

century is described, not by incompetent or prejudiced judges,
but by Lorenzo in that celebrated letter to his son which Mr.

Roscoe has translated ! And surely no man was less aimed

against the attractions of sensual beautj' than one who knew all

the maxims of pliilosophy and theology by heart, and was using
them for dialectical and rhetorical exercises. That some out of

the fair disciples who paid him court obtained a perilous domin-

ion over him, his nephew heard him confess. He tells us on nisrenov.i-

tlie same authority how the chains were broken. Pico looked ""°-

back upon the envious slanderers who suiTOunded him in Rome
as his divinest benefactors. Their charges he could refute

;
but

they awakened an accuser within him whom lie could not refute.

He discovered that the truths he had played with were given him
for another end than debate and self-glorification. Henceforth
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I'hilosojiliy began to be indeed the pursuit after wisdom; theo-

logy the knowledge of God. Ho discovered that neither coidd

be separated from constant ^-igilance over his own heart, from

Fruits of tiie .self-suspicion, and self-saci'ifiee. The least of all his efforts wa.s

rininge.
probably that which made him a bountiful dispenser of hi.s

wealth to sufiering scholars, to virgins about to many, to all

who were in need. Fm; he seems never to have known the

worth of money, or to have had any strong tenijitation to em-

pl()\'
it seltishiy, except in the purchase of books. It must have

been a nmch harder struggle to overcome the lo\e of disputation
which was so deeply rout<'d in him. He did, however, win this

victory. Once very reluctantlj- he yielded to the wishes of an

Itiilian pi'ince, that he should argue publicly in sujiport of some
thesis. But those who listened felt what a change had comi!

over liim since he held his prize fights in Rome; such considera-

tion did he show for his adversary, such a desire to make his

arguments subordinate to the pui'suit of truth not to the triumph
of his opinion.

24. It is .scarcely necessaiy to observe, that this gi-eat change
in the moral being of Pico did not induce him to abandon any
if the studies in which he had been occupied, to eschew the

reading of profane authors, or to count their wisdom dangerous.
He was too conscious of a calling from God, too anxious to re-

jiair the crrcjrs he had committed from confounding it with the

exaltation of himself, for such a result to l)e ]j0ssible. The old

man which he cast oft' with its afl'ections and lusts was not a

former age in his life, but the evil and death which he felt wei<!

ever cleaving to him, and out of which he could only rise by

recollecting that he had a divine parentage and was meant to

jiossess the divine image. How to maintain the Viattle with

himself, how to help other men in tigliting their battles, was his

great object, in pursuing which he aVijured no help of any kind

that had been vouchsafed to liim, holding all which we call

human and earthly endowments as gifts Irom above. He appears
to have had no settled habitation, to have counted himself a

pilgrim and sojourner. Now and then he formed grand proji^cts

of going from one land to another, using his learning for the

conversion of the nations
;
more than once he almost resolved

to enter the Dominican Order. But his strongest attraction

was towards Florence. He Wiis attached to Ficinus, to Poli-

tian, to Tjorenzo. And another luan dwelt there who spoke to

deeper feelings in him than any of tlie.se could have awakened
or coidd satisfy

—a man who perhajis rashly advisecl him to enter

his own t)rder, ]iei'ha|is was dis|ili'a.sed when he li.stened to

the suggestion without yielding to it, but who certainly must

His friends
In i-'lorence.
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liave sti-engthened liim, if Le needed strengthening, to decline

the oflei's of the Pope that he should become a titled ecclesiastic ;

so throwing the veil of his nobleness over the con-uptious of a

class which he believed, and which his friend believed, was draw-

iug down cui-ses npon Itah' and upon Europe. It was in the

city of Lorenzo that Pico ^^as attacked by a fevei-, which took His death.

him from his admiring and ](j\mg friends before he had reached

his tliirty-second year. Girolamo Savonarola preached his fune-

ral sermon, wherein he spoke of the wisdom of the man they
had lost—of his faith and charity. But it was added that Pico

had failed in one great purpose of his life, and that he would
have to undergo certain purgatorial fires though they had been

lessened by his earnest devotion.

25. Savonarola may perhaps have wLshed in after days tliat Hisbooki

he had not ventui'ed to define so accui'ately the future condition

of his friend, who would certainly undergo, as he himself would,
all the fires that were needful for his good, here or elsewhere.

Our business is with the works which he accomplished during
his short stay upon earth. They may not answer to the con-

ceptions and anticipations which liis friends formed of him, but

they prove him to have possessed a clear pliiloso]ihical instinct

and a decided mastery of the subjects which he treated. Of Ids

Ajiology, to which we have alluded already, we shall say no-

thing. His books on astrology, the most elaborate of his writings,
were composed not to sti'engthen but to overthi'ow a prevalent

superstition, and to connect whatever faith in the stai-s he had
with science and with the worship of God. His speech or lec-

ture on the Dignity of Man is eloquent and characteristic
;
but

as he did not iut(?ud it for publication, it ought not to be
reckoned among his more fini.shed pz'oductions. The treatise of
"
Being and Unity" (De Ente et Uno) is that which we are most opera,

concerned ^vith, and which probably is the best representation
'''' *'""''•

of his intellect and his character. The circumstances relating
to it are interesting, and it is in itself a great help in the inter-

pretation of the philosophical movement of the fifteenth century.
20. During one of those visits to Florence, the suddenness of Dediciitionto

wliich may partly account for the impression on the mind of
p.''i58!"''

Ficinus that the appearance to lum was miraculous, Pico found
Lorenzo and Politian disputing ab<iut Plato and Aristotle.

Politian had just ])ublished an edition of the Nicomaclia-aii

Ethics, and was naturally eager on behalf of his own author.

Lorenzo, a Platonist by profession, was vigorously impugning
the Porch and exalting the Academy. It had been long the

faith of Pico, that these philosojihers were less at variance than
their followers chose to fancy. He seems to have taken no very
.letive part in the argument, but to have supported generally
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Florentine the opinion of Politian. Delighted, perhaps sui-prised at finding
Quesiiona.

,^^ ^jj^ ^ ^^^ ^.|^^ j^^^ entered so deeply into the philosophy
which Lorenzo patronized,

—whom Ficinns recognized as his

brother Platouist, and as being more initiated into Platonic

mysteries than himself,—Politian l)eggod for a further exposi-
tion of his views. To him the book of which we are speaking
is addressed. Whether Mirandula had reason to think that his

friend did not reach even the standard of morality which the

book he had edited would have set before him, or whether he
looked at him, as he ilid at many others, through the mists of

Picoarecon- aflection, we cannot toll. At all events he took what seems to
"''"'• us a veiy srise and noble method of preventing the Platonists

of the day fi-om losing the moral benefits which they might
derive from the study of their teacher in a sectarian partiality
for cei'tain opinions which they attributed to him, and also of

i-aising the disciples of Aristotle to a higher point of view than
their ordinary one, while he a.sserted in perfect good faith and

honesty what he took to be the metaphysical principles of llieir

doctor.

To what pint 27. For, as the reader will perceive, it is not the book with

wr'it'iics'ihif
which Politian was occupied that engages the attention of Pico.

treatise re- The Subject indicated by the title of the treatise is scarcely
alluded to in the Etliics, while it is the main subject of the

Metaphysics. We shall discover presently that this choice of a

topic is no pi-oof that Pico cared less about ethics, in the most

pra,ctical sense of that word, than about abstract and transcen-

dent questions. He coidd not have accomplished his immedi-

ate piu'pose (or what we conceive was his ultimate purpose), if

he had not addi-essed himself to this subject. Those who pro-
fessed themselves to be Platonists purs et simples, insisted thtit

Unity had been distinguished from Being by Plato, and had

Supposed dis- been exalted above Being ; that, on the contrary, Being accord-

RaTo and'
°^

^^o *° Aristotle is identical with Unity. This was the point on
Aristotle. which the pliilosophers were supposed to disagree ;

this was the

carcase about which the partizans were fighting and would tight

endless word battles. No good, Pico s;iw, coidd come out of such

fights ; nothing but weai-iness and vexation to those who were

engaged in them
; nothing but dishonour to both the illustrious

men who were supposed to have thought and lived for the sake

of a hair'sbreadth ditference, and yet had been worthy to lead

the minds of whole ages. Their commentator devoutly believed

Tiietrue that they had n(5t been such word splittei-s. Plato, he was
meanin-ot

sure, had pursued after Being, after that which is, with the

most intense and practical zeal. He had not desired to set

the One above this. He only desired to show how all things
are tending towards Unity, are finding their purpose iu it. The
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pursuit of Unity in that sense, and in that sense only, became a

higher pursuit than that of Being ;
not as if they were or could

be divided, but only that as each thing finds its foundation in

the Being, so all things find then- ground in the One.

28. This, if we understand him aright, is the doctrine of Pico PicCs cnti

respecting Plato, and it appears to us sound doctrine. In evolv-
'*' ^'""'J'-

ing it, especially in answering the argiunents on the other .side

which were deduced fi-om the "Parmenides" and the " So-

phistes," he exJiibits more of the critical faculty than we think

belonged to his time or than had been imparted to his friend

Ficinus. The dialectical wars in which Pico liimself had taken

part, enabled him to understand better the nature of a dialec-

tical method, and to see how Plato was bringing such a method

into light when liis commentators supposed that he was enun-

ciating some dogmatical conclusion. In the direct argument
which Pico vises on behalf of Aristotle, he is perhaps equally The Arist»

successful. Dealing only with the ontological, or as we call
°"^

them, the metaphysical, treatises of the gi-eat master, he has

little difliculty in showing that he was no disparager of Unity,

any more than Plato was a disparager of Being. And by press-

ing the u; xoipauo; 'iara into his service, illustrated as it is by the

most eloquent passage in the Metaphysics, he is able to main-

tain with great plausibility and force, that Aristotle no less

than Plato regarded Being and Unity as meeting in God, and

as vital objects for human search because they meet in Him.

But if we look, not at the actual reasoning in which he is tri-

umphant, but at the result of the reasoning
—at that which

y^^^^ ^^^^

seems to be implied in it—we shall be obliged to admit that arpunent i»

Pico was, quite unconsciously, a party to a sophism. With him
tory.

the belief in God is eveiything. AH practical morality, all the

ascent of man out of evil to good, out of darkness to light, rests

upon the faith that Being, Truth, Goodness, Unity, are in Him
as their object, become through Him the inheritance of the crea-

tures whom He has made. Now that Plato was searcliing after

such Being, Truth, Goodness, Unity, as are only expressed in a

living God, even when the Name is not on his Ups, is to us

abundantly e\-ident. The Republic would decide the question

if the other dialogues had not decided it. But that Aristotle,

because he recognizes one Being as the postulate of the uni-

verse, as aflbrdiug the most reasonable centre for its order,

therefore attaches any ethical significance to the Name of God,

or connects it in more than the faintest degi-ee with the acts

and energies of the human soul, cannot, we think, be affinned

in the face of the treatises which bear directly upon the natui-e

of the human soul
;

still more of that treatise which Politian had

translated, and which ought by itself to be accepted as decisive.

Vol II. G
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Result of the 29. The effect, then, ol' this able treatise upon our minds is
treatise.

^j^^ .

j^ ggems to US to get rid of the external difl'erences between
the two niastei-s—the mere ])oints of iliffcreuce between an
academic and a peripatetic scliool—most succos.sfulIy; and thus
to remove a vast quantity of rubbish wliich had been accumu-

lating for many centuries, and which might receive additions

from the coming centuries. And so far as Pico did tliis service

to the world, so far also be did service to the fame of the great
men whom he so sincerely honovu-ed. But liy tlms clearing the

ground, he made the radical difference of the two teachers more,
The opposi- not less conspicuous. He showed why those who were least
urn rung It

jjjgjjjjg^j ^q range themselves in an Aristotelian or Platonic

school, must yet exhibit habits of mind which characterize the

one sage or the other
;
must pursue diU'erent routes

;
must often,—if not always, or of necessity,

—misunderstand each other.

At the same time, we are convinced that Pico did discover the

one way by which such misunderstandings may be removed.

Thepracticai lu the practical Christian faith, the fervent worship of God,
reconciiia- which appeared in his life, which give the tone and the moral

to this treatise, lies the secret of the philosophical agreement
which he longed to produce. We may entirely dissent from

his opinion that the pseudo-Ai'eopagite was a higher teacher

than those who adorned his su]Ji)osed city in the earlier ages ;

we may think that heavenly hierarchies have greatly inter-

fered with that simple revelation of truth which would best

answer to their aspii-ations after it
;
but we may accept the

principle wliile we abandon the form of his assertion. If for

Dionysius we substitute a man whose preaching on Mars Hill

is supposed to have wrought conviction in his soul, we may
fully admit that the God who was not made in the likeness of

art or man's device, but of whom men are the offspring, is

that one Being whom Plato, with conscious belief and hope,
desired to behold as the ground of the human spirit and its goal
—whom Aristotle confessed as the Creator and Ruler of the

world's order. We may admit that when the Divine Ideal

becomes realized in an actual Person, cognizable by Man,

communicating His Spirit to man, the Aristotelian and Platonic

ethics are also harmonized. The moral habits of the human soul

it acquires by pai-ticij)ation of His nature
;

its monil energies

by receiving His life.

How Pico 30. Such habits and such energies Pico assuredly sought to

objeTturs. cultivate in himself and in his fellow-men, by assiduous converse

with Him whom he confessed as the Being and the One. He
was, in the truest sense, an Aristotelian Platonist, discarding

none of the helps which the one master offered for the actual

business of earth, because the other taught him that he shoulil
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be content with nothing less than a heavenly birth. The
reconciliation in his own mind and practice was complete.
How it was produced might be seen in the gentleness with
which he eucount(n-ed objections to his scheme of reconciliation.

Some of these were raised at fii-st, in a sharp and pugnacious
temper, by one of his fellow-citizens, a friend of his family,

considerably older than himself. The opponent was imac-

quainted with the Greek lore, but was a passionate woi-shipper
of Aquinas, zealous for the traditions of his fathers. He is

evidently mystified by the coiu-se of argument which the

reconciler lias adopted in his treatise. He has not a conception
of its purpose, but he raises plausible and not unskilful objec-
tions to certain of his positions. The grace and courtesy character of

with wliich Pico replies
—his thankfulness for the not very

"'«<i'spute.

gentle coiTections which had been administered to him, evep

though they had not shaken his opinion in the least degi-ee
—

.

present a curious contrast to the savage retorts of Gennadius and

Pletho, and show that the chivah-ous and Chi-istian education
of the West had not been lost u]ion the young Italian nobleman
even when he became a philosophical di.sputant. His soft words
turned away the wrath of his reprover, without diminishing
liis zeal in the cause. In the second and third answers of Pico
there appears a little more ii'ritatiou than in the firet. Though
he never forgets his good breeding, he hints once or twice to his

antagonist that he might be a better judge of Plato and Aristotle

if he understood something of the language in which they wrote;
and he evidently dislikes the trouble of slaying the same foes

I'epeatedly. It was tnie of this controversy, as of most contro-

versies, that there was nothing in tlie nature of things, or in the

convictions of the disputants, to hinder it from lasting out the

natiu'al life of one or other of them. It was scarcely terminated

by the death of Pico. His nephew gallantly rushed into the lists

as the heir of his relation's opinions and the champion of his

fame. The letters, jii'o and con, being unusually gentlemanlike,
may be read at this day, not exactly with satisfaction, but as

useful mementoes of the little result which is likely to follow

when even the best and most respectable antagonists are fighting
for certain conclusions, without having settled the pi-emises from
which they are to stai-t, or with a suppressed premiss in the
mind of each whereof the other knows nothing.

31. We have already said that this admu-able specimen of the Transition to

new Italian school knew and loved Girolamo Savonarola. They
Sa'onaroiu.

were not bound to each other either by philosophical sympathies
or by aflection for the Medicean family. One of the latest

German biographers of Savonarola justly comjjlains of his own

countrymen for attaching an importance to the dogmas of the
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ilhi.strious preacher and patriut wliich does not belong to them.
Sa\ onarola,* lie remarks, was a disciple of Aquinas, as it be-

hoved a Dominican to be. There was no disposition in him to

I'evolt against the method or the maxims of the Summa Theu-

loffiw; small afl'ection for the new Platonism while he contem-
Pie Kirche jilated it at a distance; still less when he was brought into

ihre'zeugen.
elose coutact with it. Yet true as this remai'k is, important as

B"hri™e**'
'* ^'^ ^^^ ^^® pui'jiose of ascertaining the position of the man

Band 2; at)- and the secret of his power, we should be committing a great

Zurichl^i3.58. mistake if we supposed that he was not entitled to a jilace in

a philosophical history, or that it was possible to understand
the Academy and Lorenzo without noticing the Convent
of San Marco and the man who ruled it, and from it Flo-

rence, with an authority which never belonged to any Medicean

prince.
See Jerome 32. Wlien Savonarola first appeared in Florence as a preacher

.nniTes'ies'
of the Preaching Order, there was ever}-thing in him to repel

dociiniensie-i
liearers, nothing to attract them. His voice was unpleasant

F.T.PerTen>. and feeble; he had apparently no one of the qualities which

p""!.'

^*^^' could make a pulpit oi-ator acceptable to any audience, still less

to an Italian audience, least of all to the audience of a refined

anil philosophical city like Florence. It is one indication of

the clear instinct which Pico of Mirandola possessed for the

discernment of gi-eatness, and therefore one test of his own

gi-eatness, that he recognized a powerful man under all the

disguise of external weakness, of a Dominican costume, of tastes

and inclinations opposed to his own, and that he urged Loi-enzo

to recall him to San Marco from a mission which he w-as

Savonaioia ])erforming in the other parts of Italy. The application was not
""'"'"'''"'•''•

immediately successful. Lorenzo had an instinct as well as

Pico; pei'haps he foresaw in the monk a foe to his dynasty, if

not to himself. When Savonarola returned, he is said to have
made very cold replies to Lorenzo's advances, and to have set up
the dignity of a monk against the dignity of a prince. Some of

See Perrtns, ijig less friendly judges suspect him of knowing and resenting
IV. ]., cap .

^j^^ reluctance of Lorenzo to comply with the wishes of his friend.

It seems far more probable that there was a natural antipathy

*
Bohriniier's criticism deserves to be extracted for the sake of its subject,

anil as a warning to English biographers of pre-Reforniation lieroes :
—*'

Beide,

Rmlelbncli u-ie Meier, schrieben wie Dogmatikeriiber .Savonarola, dessen ICigenthiim-

lichkeit mid historische Bedeutungnur gar nicht in den Dognien liegt. in denen er

durchsLhnittlich den Scholastikern, zunsichst dem Thomas, folgte ;
Rudelbacli

ausserdem vom Standpunkt eines streng Lutherischen Theologen, einseitig da3

Eine hervorhebend, Anderes liegen lassend, mchr einzelne Aeusserungen heraus-

preifend als das Ganze der theologischeu Anschauungen S's bcachtend.'*—
Preface, p. ix.
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between the graceful patron of art and the stei-n denouncer of

moral e\-il
;
that they eyed each other from the first with a kind

of suspicion, as men who had entirely difl'ei-ent objects, and

whose objects might some day come into direct and fierce

collision. What good Lorenzo's influence was doing, or might
do for Italy, the education Savonarola had received, and the

liaViits he had formed in the cloister, did not qualify him to

perceive. What it was not doing, what it could not do, he saw

all too clearly. That there was a moral slaveiy, a political slavery

in eveiy part of his land ; that Lorenzo was not breaking this

slavery, but investing it with charms—undermining some of

the influences which might overthrow it and restore life and

faith to the nation—seemed to him unquestionable. For pagan
art and literature to restore a Chi-istendom that was sunk in tilth

and crime, was to his mind the most absohite impossibility.

33. Not that Savonarola, at least during the life of Lorenzo,
Hisrei^atimi

appears to have proclaimed any crusade against his favourite literature

pursuits. Not that he believed the evil wliich opjiressed Italy
s"p'JjP''"°"

was lying in them, or could be removed by bringing back

scholasticism and barbarous Latin. The sins of the ecclesiastics

—not of the philosophers and men of letters—were, he was sure,

eating out the heart of the people; were bringing down the

judgments of God upon his country. Here was the root of the

evil
;
here was the abomination which requii-ed to be redressed.

The philosophers and men of letters were tolerating it, smiling

at it, participating in it. Theii- sons were bred up for the high
offices in the Church, to receive its revenues

;
to bring new skill

into its intrigues; to make its immoralities more refined; to

mingle a deeper and subtler unbelief with that which the scandals

of the priesthood had already diffused through all classes. But War
i^*^

these were the true enemies of the Dominican. These hated him
^'^'^

with the hate of theologians and the hate of convicted criminals

at once. Against these, he believed, his Order existed to testify,

though the testimony in that day had become a poor and feeble

one. However little faith he had in the philosophers as reformers

of the age, he met with an appreciation from them which he

never could obtain from the priests. They saw that he was

honest; they confessed his power; they were conscious that his

denunciations were dii-ected against i-eal evils in the world,

against a real feebleness in themselves. Lorenzo might not feel

that he was bound to make the Florentine people free, or to

correct any of the flagrant abuses of the time in obedience to

the commands of Savonarola; but he was glad to have him

beside his dying bed, and to receive the last sacraments from his

hand.

34. It is after the death of Lorenzo that the career ofSavonarola
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Savoimroia as a prophct-ruler of Florence strictly begins. But the foiinda-

succcssorof
tions of the rule over the city were laid in the convent of San

i-orenzii, Marco. He did not asjjire to fashion anew the life and social

order of other men, till he liad reformed that body which had
been established at first as a pattern to the Church and to the
world. Here, we conceive, lay the strength as well as the

weakness of this champion of righteousness and of freedom. His

Essentially a
'^°"^ '^'''^^ formed Upon tne Dominican model. To escape from

Dominican, the horrible corruptions and evils which were pressing down
his spirit, even when he was a boy, he fled from his father's

house and joined himself to the Preaching Ordex-. In it he learnt

to rise above a mere selfish spiritualism. From it he derived

his idea of society. It was, as we have so often had occasion to

observe, an idea that excluded all that immense portion of the

divine constitution which is expressed in human relationships.

God, it contemplated not through these, but in one sense as

directly opposed to these. And for this reason, as we conceive,
the Order was sure to decline from its ovsni standard. Its

members would revenge themselves for the loss of their rights
as men, by often becoming more mei'ely animal than those who

possessed them. But then, if a man came among them with a

deeply ground(^d conviction of what that standard was from
which they had fallen, with a resolution that they should

recover it, what noble struggles might he pass through ! What
great principles and truths might he realize, even though he

How the might never repair, or wish to rejiair, the original flaw ! What
monk he-

perceptions he might acquire of a law of right governing not

tician. individuals only but bodies of men ! What glimpses lie might
have of a government, just, j)aternal, exercised over the spirits
ofmen—grounded on eternal right

—and therefore not dependint
on faction or m<a-e cleverness; therefore as unlike as jiossible to

the tyi-anny of the Italian cities ! In the eflVirt to establish such

a government over o7ie jiarticular convent in which ho had a

right to exercise authority, how the oppositions and perplexities
of tem])ers, of which the mere solitary devotee knows nothing,
to which the mere woi'ldly man adjusts himself without attempt-

ing to overcome them, will have forced themselves upon him !

What stores of political thought, even of administrative experi-
ence he may thus have acquired ! How easy it will have been

afterwards to transfer those thoughts and experience to another

sphere. Yet how terrible will that trial have been I How
likely was the best man to commit the greatest mistakes in

ai)])lying the rules of the convent to the management of an

onlinary human society ! But how certain, at the same time,

that tlii-ough all these mistakes his pm-])ose would make itself

manifest— that he would leave benefits and lessons to man-
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kind—that he himself and his own fame would be the chief

sufferers.

35. Although Savonarola might find nothing in the new Uow
the^

Platonism, even when it came recommended by the piety, the are°de"ruii

moderation, and the friendship of Pico, to withdraw him from his
'°J^^^l^^

allegiance to the regular school doctors, it was quite certain that

theywould not be his guides and helpers,when he entered upon the

task of moral and political reformation. Nor would the books

of the New Testament, the Gospels, or the Epistles of St. Paul,

be the substitutes for Peter Lombard and Aquinas. The old

Jewish prophets, the men who had cried out against the sins of

Judah and Jerusalem,—who had seen in the crimes of other

nations, and, above all, of their own, the certain sign of

approaching days of the Lord, these would be his handbooks.

With these, in spite of all the differences of circumstances,
— in

.spite of his ignoi-ance of the language in which they were

written, and of the obscurity of particular pas.sages,
—he would

hold the most li^-ing communion,—he would understand them

as no commentators, Piabbinical or Patristic, had been able to

understand them. The conditions of Italy would reveal to him

the conditions of Palestine. He would be certain that the How they

judgments which they foresaw in their day would come to pass prTteti"""

in his day. This was the gi-ound and justification of language
•'"•

which startled his contemporaries, even while they bowed before

it, and which has drawn down upon him the severest condemna-

tion of the cool critics of subsequent days.
" If I lie, then the

Lord has lied," was one of his favourite expressions, which, like

many of the utterances of earnest men in all times, is capable of

a blasphemous interpretation, and did very easily pass into a

daring assumiition of infallibility in the speaker; but which

expressed to him, in his truest and most habitual state of mind,

only the assurance that the God of other ages was the God of

that age; that His purposes and methods did not change
—that hj,owii

what He had spoken would certainly come to pass. And so long pr"i'hec't:s

as he confined himself to the assertion, that such crimes as he

knew to be committed by religious men and to be poisoning
the whole of Italian society, would bring the same vengeance
which Jeremiah or Amos had denounced against the priests,

people, and jirophets, of their own laud
;
so long as he affirmed

( !harles VIII. or any other invader of the soil of Italy, to be

not merely the agent of his own ambition, but to be the execu-

tor of divine justice ; so far, it seems to vis, he spoke a tnith, and

a truth which he was bound to speak. His weakness comes

out, not when he followed his Hebrew guides, but when he

deserted them
;
when the sujiei-stition of his age led him to

dwell upon imaginary coincidences, or chance fulfilments of
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his predictions,
—which Iheij would have treated as tiivial, or

left other men to discover if they existed
;
or when the abstrac-

tion from common interests and ordinary ))atriotism which
was natural to a Dominican led him to welcome, as a pre-
destined deliverer, the Fnmclnnan whom he should have

regarded only as a predestined scourge. He might think,

indeed, that he was fallen upon the times of Jeremiah, when
even temporary eajjtivity m a foreign land was to be welcomed

by the Jewish jiatriot as a deliverance from the petty tyrants
who were preying upon his own soil. But even then he should
have received the invader with lamentations, not congratulations.
And if he had a right to hope for Florence at all,

—if his expec-
tations of Reformation were not absolutely vain,

—should he
not have rather bidden his hearers see in Charles a Sennacheiib,

who, when he had done his work on a hypocritical nation and
had roused it to a trust in God, would be forced to return with
shames to his own land ? Should he not have owned at first

what he was compelled to own at last, that—
" In native swords and native ranlcs

Tlie only hope of freemen dwells ?"

Savonsvoia a 36. This detacliiiient from Italian feelings (to use a happy
Florentine,

phrasc, which a modern Romanist has invented to show how
little the modern religious participate in the attachment to soil

and kindred, which so eminently characterized the inspired

Hebrews, St. Paul above all the rest), might have led one per-

haps to expect that Savonarola, in the general interest of faith

and morality, would have overlooked the particular conditions

of the place to which he belonged. The inference would be

altogether an erroneous one. Thotigh Florence was onlj* the

city of his adoption, he became passionately, even exclusively
devoted to its well-being. He threw himself into its old feud

with Pisa; he practically sanctioned that rivaby of the cities

which one imagines to have been the great curse of mediaeval

Italy. In this instance also one discovers the truthfulness and
earnestness of the preacher as well as his infirmity. He had
felt it necessaiy to separate San Marco from the other Domi-
nican convents of Italy at the hazard of incurring the censure

both of the Superior of the Order and of the Pope himself—at

the hazard even of violating the idea of the Founder; that at

least one society might exhibit the strictness which was demanded

Explanation
of all. In like manner, when he had a hope of extending the

ofhisexciu- iuflnence of this convent beyond its walls, when he felt that he,

like the old ])rophets, might pull down and destroy and build

up a civil government, he would not lose himself in aspirations
after some general restoration of the universe or of Christendom.

He would try whether he could not estiiblish a righteous and

sivencss.
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tlivine order among that people who wei-e within the range of

his inttuence. If it was the righteous and true government,
other states would in time feel its influence. Florence would

be a city set upon a hill that could not be hid. All the cities

of Italy, all the nations of Europe would be strengthened and

reformed by its example. They might receive the law of the

Lord from its mouth. The calciilation was not a false one. The

testimonies to the wonder which Savonarola excited in all parts His widely

of Christendom, nay, even among Islamites, cannot be gainsayed. ^j;"^^*
'"*"'

What are the so-called mii-acles which his credulous biographers
have recorded of him, compared %vith the actual miracles which

he wrought upon the minds of those who must have been quite

unwilling to confess the presence of a political power derived from

no political intrigue, setting at nought all the ordinaiy resources

of statesmanship. And it was impossible for them to deny that

the power of Savonarola was exerted after the expulsion of the

Medicean dyna.sty -svith a freedom from mere theoretical notions

about forms of government, yet -with a clear knowledge of those His gooa

forms and of their history
—with a practical good sense and Sngaform

determination that what was best for the then circumstances of
^sojem-

Florence and the temperament of its people should not be sacri-

ficed to any ideal of what was best in his own mind or in the

minds of others—such as very few refonners and organizers in

any day have been able to exhibit. And however great his

primary eiTor may have been in exjiecting help to reformation

ii-om the foreigner, however much the exposure of that vain

dream ought to have enlightened him respecting the limitation

of his own prophetical powers, it should not be forgotten that

no one did more to avert the evU which the friendship or the

enmity of Charles might have caused, no one more taught the

citizens ultimately that the hope of any good must be in God
and not in the reed of French help, which would go into their

hands and pierce them.

37. Florence, so Savonarola proclaimed, was the city of the '^^ "'^"

Lord Jesus Christ. It had taken Him for its King, therefore it

could aiford to dispense with a visible ruler or prmce ; although,
as the pi-eacher believed, monarchy was in itself the best and
most desirable kind of government. Naturally enough such a

proclamation as this appears to modern politicians, to French

politicians especially, identical with the establishment of a

l)riestly or ecclesiastical dominion which should supersede the Notapriestiy

ordinary civil dominion. But one who read the old Scriptures
''"^^° ™'^^'

as Savonarola read them, could never for a moment fancy that

the Jewish theocracy meant the imle of priests. The priest has

a position in the Jewish commonwealth ; but it is never the

leading position. Before the establishment of the kingdom I^aw
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stood abo^e tlio faiiciis ami supei-stitions of tlu; priest, put them
down and traiii])li'd on them. If the priest, like the first of

them, dares to invade the Law and be the leader in any j)0])ular

supei-stitiou, the divine history sets its brand upon him. After
the kingdom was established, every heir of David who is repre-
sented as a righteous man, a true believer in the covenant, rises

up to sweep away some abomination of visible immoral woi-ship
which priests had sanctioned and priest-ridden monarchs had
establi.shed. Every prophet, even if he is of the siicerdotal order

himself, is more a reprover of that order and of the false prophets
than of any other portion of the society. He reproves them in

the name of the Lord God. He declares His judgments against
them. Of course, if the Lord God is merely represented in the

priest, a sacerdotal hiei-archy is the same thing as a theoci-acy.
But as the Jewish nation lived to declare that He is jwt merely
represented in the priest, that He is a living and righteous and

present Judge, who appoints all and ])unishes all, their theocracy
was such a protest against civil as well as ecclesiastical tyranny
as no believers in the sovereignty of the people ha^e ever been
able to create. All Savonarola's ticts and words prove that he
underetood the Florentine theocracy in thi.^ sense. He believed

the invisible government to be a real, not an imaginary one.

He announced it as the one government which could be efficient

for the control of wicked jiriests and wicked laymen ;
which could

enable the peo})le of Florence to be a just and righteous people,
such as all the art, philosophy, and policy of Medicean iiilers

never had made them or could make them. But though this

was undoubtedly his conception and purpose, he was bewildered

at every turn by the notions of theocracy which belonged to

his age and to his convent. The priest, the vicar of Christ,

had taken the place of Christ even in the devouter MitkUe Ages
when the belief in an actual Christ was vi\-id and strong. At
this time the crimes of FontitTs, w hich were ultimately the divine

means of making the distinction felt as deep and eternal, only

helped to destroy faith in the Invisible Ruler and Judge. Each

priest in his own degree had been thrust into the same dangerovis

position as the High Pi-iest. The Brahmin had always been

liable to be confounded with Brahma. How fearful then the

temptations of the man who was probably exalted above priests,

who within his sphere was mori; [jotent thtm any prophet ! He
wished assuredly to denounce those whose sin had been that

they made themseh es Gods. He wished that his ilisoiples should

cease from men whose In-eath was in their nostrils. But would

they ceas<' from himi Could he prevent himself from being an

object of their worship? Could he prevent himself from claiming
an authority which was grounded on infallibility? All the rash
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aud violeDt deeds which are imputed to Savonarola during the His trans-

years when he was ruling the destinies of Florence, his pi-ohi-
s"'^""'"-

bition of amusements, his buiTiing of profane books and works

of art, his employment of children as censoi-s of the mannei-s ol

their elders, are not, it seems to us, the least strange in a

Dominican preacher suddenly feeling himself called upon and

enabled to check the corruptions of a very corrupt city, and to

put down whatever was likely in his judgment to foster them.

When one thinks what any man would be in such a position,

with all the temjitations of orator, lawgiver, confessor, monarch

in one, pursued by factions of unscrupulous enemies, edged on by
a more dangerous faction of friends, the wonder is rather that

his government cannot be chargeable -Nvith gi-eater iniquities,

that it should be so free from every imputation of self-seeking,*

that the unexceptionable testimony of philosophers and states-

men who could not have loved it should yet be in favour of its

general equity. Nevertheless, the deviations from that equity

should be carefully aud rigorously noted, not in a spirit of cavil-

ling, but of earnest affection and truth,because they are warnings
to reformers in after ages, becavise they explain the heavy

judgments which were to befall the man who had pronounced

judgments, and often most just judgments, upon his fellow.s.

38. The city of Florence was separated fi'om other cities savonarou

inasmuch as Christ was declared to be its King. That being a Ser vi."*"'

peculiarity, an exceptional condition, what was Christendom I

Under whose government was that ? A question surely to be

asked. Now and then it must have occuned to Alexander VI.

that he, more than other men, was to find the answer. To sto))

the mouth of the troublesome proclaimer of an obsolete faith was

a natural resom-ce. Many eagerly suggested it to the Pontifl'.

But the instinct of a Borgia led him to regard direct methods

as both disagi-eeable and dangerous. Compliments, gentle i-e-

monstrances, ofl'ers of a bishopric and a cardinal's hat,t must be

tried first. If these failed, there were other well known resources

for crushing an impi'acticable enemy. All the measures of the

Pope with reference to Savonarola, showed how wise he was in

his generation. It was a most natural and reasonable demand isolation of

that San Marco should not keep itself aloof from the other con-

vents of its order. But the acceptance of that one proposition
would remove, as the Papal court knew, the fulcrum on which

* The accusation re-specting the Medicean library, which Mr. Roscoe has founded

upon a passage in Tiraboschi, is triumphantly confuted by Perrens(pp. 185, 186),

who is no enthusiastical admirer—often a severe judge—of Savonarola. His

Vie de Savonorole, which received a prize in the French Academy, is interesting

as well as impartial.

f Perrens is fully convinced that these offers were made in 1 494 at the instance

of a Dominican Bishop.
—

Pp. 8C, 87.
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the y)ower of the monk n-sti'd. If that ceased to be the model
and the sign to the Dominican Order, Florence woidd sink into

merely one of the factions cities of Italy ;
Savonarola mnst cease

to be a giiide of the people in the nam(^ of God
;
he must become

merely a leader of the Piagnoni. Everything really turned

upon this pivot. The Pope had only to insist on this one

point of obedience, and Savonarola must abandon his work
as a reformer, or be contumacious. Hap]iily, through the neces-

sity of his nature, Alexander VI. mixed himself in the intrigues
for restoring the Medicean family, so that he could not thoroughly

profit by the advantage of his position. He could not be simple
even where his policy required him to be so. Still it was evident

that Savonarola would not nltimately escape from this dilemma,

uifflcuity (if He could appeal to the old doctrine that any convent might

polmo™
" "

become more strict to its rule than its neighbours, but that none

might reduce itself from a higher to a lower level. If the

Pope continued to require union and San Marco to rest in

isolation, such a maxim could not save it from the charge of

renouncing the spiritual authority which' Dominicans, of all

religious men, were most pledged to maintain. Here, then, a

strife began which was certain to involve rebellion; Savon-

arola would be j)roldbited from preaching ;
a sentence of excom-

munication would be suspended over him
;
he must determine

whether he would defy it, or whether he who believed himself

to be a witness appointed by God would close his lips at the

command of a man.
Savonarola 39. There was the usual hesitation and reluctance which there

a"pract'iS'°
Di^i^* ^^ 1*1 every good and wise man, before he takes a step

denial of the which Commits him with all the traditions of his childhooil,

bihty. with the opinions, if not the convictions, of the siu-rounding
world. But the step was taken. The preacher would not be

silenced. The Pope was pronounced infallible only as Pope, in

the same sense as a Christian is perfectly righteous in so far as

he is a Christian. That is to say, the gi-eat champion of the

Dominican Order, the man who most repre.sented its faith, its

feelings, its prejudices; the man wlio had grown up under the

shadow of the ecclesiastical teaching, and was least withdrawn
from it by the modern literature and philosophy,

—not trained in

any Galilean school, not infected with any imperial prejudices
—

because he was a Churchman and a Dominican, undermined the

very foundation of the Roman autocracy, and claimed lor him-

self au ordination not dei'ived from it or subject to it. Had this

been all, the story of Savonarola would have been remarkable

enough ;
remarkable as an indication of the course by which

Italians probably in one age as much as in another will be led to

spiritual freedom-—viz., by the discovery that God is the Author
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and the only hope of civil freedom. But other and sadder The disgracs

events which occurred at the close of this history, were to prove
°'^' '=**'''^"'-

that though members of an Order miglit he the appointed agents
in overthrowing the power which tliey had done so much to

defend, the Orders, as such, were to be humbled as much as the

Pope could be humbled. For nearly three centuries Dominicans
and Franciscans had sho\vn what mendicancy might do for tlieo-

logy, for general learning, for the cause of the people, for the

excitement of the very questions which they seemed commis-
sioned to silence. For the greater part of that time their

rivalries with each other, as well as the disputes and contentions

within their own bodies, had worked together with superstitions,

falsehoods, persecutions, burnings, to show how much mi.schief

they could inflict upon the Church and upon mankind. Now
was come their trial day. Now, all theii- mean spite against
each other, their desire for pre-eminence, their mii'aculoiis as-

sumptions, were to make them a mockery in the eyes of a

generation which they had themselves ediicated, and which had
become sceptical and scoffing in spite of them or by their means.

That their exposure should have involved that of perhaps the

bravest, truest man either of them had ever possessed, may add
to the historian's pain in speaking of it

; but only makes it more

startling and complete. Often had Savonarola said in the vehe- HowSavoiu-
mence of his oratory, that God would confii'm his words and his "'? J'.'"'

''•'-

mission by a miracle, that he might venture into the fire and mies.

wo\dd come out of it unhurt. A Franciscan was found to insist

that he should pass through this ordeal; to declare that he him-
self was willing to go through it as a confuter of the false pro-

phet. The Dominicans did not dare to shrink from the test :

one member of tlie convent of San Marco was even ready to

ttndergo it on behalf of his master. Savonarola's vision became How they

dim
;
he could not tell what the issue would be

;
he only hoped over^hiir.'

that God woidd bear them up if they willingly cast themselves
down. He was glad

—both sides were glad
—to avail themselves

of sacred, whicli, in fact, were most profane, excuses for escaping
the test which they had devised for themselves. Florence was to

know,—all Europe was to know, that the miracle had come to

nothing ;
that those who deal in enchantments are only safe

when they work in secret
; that when they come to the light it

will confound them.

40. A lesson very necessary for mankind,—not less necessary His impn-

for Savonarola himself With it vanished his popularity and
^°"°""'-

his power. Samson was in the hands of his enemies. The
faction which hated him in his own city was now triumphant;
it was ready, amidst the applauses of the people who had hung
upon his lips, to execute the papal sentence against him. A
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traitor gave him up, for he had betrayed himself. The deep
rlisgrace he had incurred was the best ]irepai-ati(in for the im-

prisonment and death which were awaiting him. He had been

brouglit low, and he knew that it was by another hand than
that of the Pope or the Arrabiati. He had no confidence in his

own fortitude. He told his judges that he was certain if he was

put to the torture he should say whatever they wished him to

say ;
but that the words w nidd be lies, which he adjured all men in

the name of God not to believe. He was right. The torture

proved that it was the proper instrument of the father of lies.

Ft did lead a true man to unsay that for which the moment he
was off the rack he would die rather than disavow. And God,
who had thus shown him his nothingness, granted him at last

the fire which he had in his ignorance sought for himself In
ihat fire he was not left alone. The voice of the papal emis.sary
was heard proclaiming that he was cut ofl' from the Church
militant and triumphant. Another voice was heard saying,"
No, not from the Church triumphant ; they cannot shut me

out of that."

41. In this chapter we have confined ourselves almost en-

tii-ely to one place. Ficinus, Pico, Savonarola in their difterent

ways explain to us the Medicean influence upon the Medicean

city, and so we think help to illustrate the whole movement of

the fifteenth century, especially the philosophical movement
with which we are mainly concerned, more than a general

survey of the different nations and of the men who flouri.shed in

them would have done. To find some centre for the thoughts
of the time, some local centre, is, generally speaking, the best

way of investigating them. A student who will give himself to

the history of Florence, will not be able to dispense with the

study of the history of England, of Germany, of Bohemia, but Iw
will have a liglit which may reveal what was working secretly
in all these countries—a light which the mere events that

occun-ed in them would not afford him. What those great
schools were to do for England, which were arising at the very
time when her fields were drunk with the blood of her nobles

and citizens; how those schools, founded by her ecclesia.stics

and her sovereigns, would conspii'e with impulses in favour of

reformation, which were swaying the middle classes of the com-

munity, not now aided by the monarchs but fiercely persecuted by
them

; howGutenberg and his presseswould change thatGermany,
which seemed torn by the cabals of its princes, which the succes-

sor of the Roman emperors was vainly tiying to bring again into

unity ;
how the fierce protest of Ziska on behalf of lay rights and

against learning should have arisen jiist when Nicolas V. was re-

storing learning together with the influence of the Church : these
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are problems which Florence, contemplated in the scholar, the

nobleman, and the preacher of whom we have spoken, may assist

us in solving. A citizen of Genoa may carry vis into still wider

views of tiie future destiny of the world, and yet may lead us back

to some of the lessons which we have been gathering in the Aca-

demy of Lorenzo. What was the new world to be which was jiist The new

revealing itself out of the bosom of the deep? A glorious Atlaan- world.

tis, or a source of fresh debasement and corniption to its discoverer

ind conqueror's Was Europe to go back to the East for its

wisdom, or on to this region in the farthest West? Were

priests, or sages, or monarchs, or people to rule in that West?
Was it to find most guidance from prophets, or from statists and

diplomatists? Woidd it some day ask about the Being and the

One concerning which Ficitius and Pico spoke? Would there

be needed for its cities and prairies such a Sovereign as wa«

proclaimed by Savonarola from the convent of San Marco?
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1. The overthrow of Sa'\onarola in Florence was signalized by
many confi.scations. The more conspicuous of the Piaguoni
had large fines to pay. A small fine of two hundred ilorins was

imjiosed upon a young, scarcely kno\\'u, member of the party,
whose name was Nicolo Machiavelli. Those two hundred
florins imported much to the life of that young man : they
should be remembered by eveiy historian of the sixteenth cen-

tury.
2. Nicolo Machiavelli had seen an attempt to establish the

kingdom of Jesus Christ in an Italian city. He had admired
the power and genius of the man who was the chief mover in

that experiment. Immeasm-ably stronger he had found him
than his opponents, philosojjhical or ecclesiastical. Evidently
he had a secret of government which they did not possess.
He could speak to something in the people to which they could
not speak, or which made them no answer. It was worth while
to follow such a man, at least to see whither he would go. An
enterpi-isiug youth with a turn for philosophical experiments,
would nm some risks for the sake of watching an unwonted

phenomenon, and mastering the sense of it. Machiavelli did
not stop short till the trial had been to all appearance fairly

made, till he could not doubt that it had failed. Then other
methods must be tried

; Florence must, if po.ssible, be saved
from foreignei-s, from the princes of Italy, from itself. The young
diplomatist will try if he can stay the hand of Caesar Borgia ;

if he can outwit the gi'eat outwitter. To accomplish that end
he must study Borgia as he had studied Savonarola

;
he must

discover his secret. It is impossible to doubt that he became
enamoured of the pui-suit ;

a thorough ^dllain became admirable
in his eyes for his consistency and for his success.

" My own
ends are honom-able

; / wish the good of Florence ; why may I

not (simply as an experimentalist) investigate this peculiar .iiid

perfect foi-m of human wickedness?" A study continued in

that si)irit possibly for some time—patriotism, reverence for

good, even a willingness to suffer for the apparent good, not

deserting the amateur in devilish policy. But the despah- of
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truth which grows upon one who has seen trutli always baffled

is very terrible. The respect for falsehood wliich creeps over a

soul that is re.solved to revenge itself for its disappointment is

more teiTible still ! What a coherency and harmony, such as

they never assume in the actual world, lies can assume, when

a man who was created to hate them becomes their historian

and panegjTist ! And what a penalty must he pay for the The
Medjoi

contradiction ! Machiavelli sees nothing for him at last but to Florence,

become the tool of the Medicean family. No one can keep Mrcwtleiii

a conscience ; why not sell his at the best price that can be
^"'J"j|'J5^''-

had 1 Why not reduce the maxims which he has seen at work
^^^^^ ^^^

into order ; why not teach those who wish to be the devil's Princtpe.

servants, what are his commandments and how they may be *•"'

thoroughly fulfilled 1

3. Here, then, begins the gi-eat political philosophy of the The PHndpe

sixteenth century. How much so acute a student of the past ^^^aS^
*

history of the world as Machiavelli, so accurate an obsei-ver of

events in which he mingled, could contribute to the moral

teaching of mankind, all will acknowledge. But it was not the

history of Florence or the discourses on Livy which determined

the character of the age. They might be read by its thinkers.—
The celebrated eighteenth chapter of " the Prince,"

" hi wliat The dntj;
rf

way Princes ought to keep faith," became the manual and horn- JS'th.'^^'""^

book of the actoi-s. The doctrine of it was clear and compre-
hensible. It could be easily received into the memoiy. It

could be laid up in the heart. "Achilles ivas committed to

a Centaur ." that means that a prince must learn to deal with the

beastly pai-t of man as well as the human. The fox can do

more than the lion: Alexander VI. did nothing hut lie
; yet no one

succeeded so well. Be a good hypocrite., you will never want dupes.

Seem mild, courteous, religious, sincere. Be so, now and then,

if you can. These lessons might have seemed like a reduction

of existing practices to the absurd, or the impossible. Princes,

civil and ecclesiastical—those whose names are most familiar

to us, those whom historians, Scotch and English, have delighted

to honour—did not think so at all. They perceived nothing

extravagant or ridiculous in such a theory of the Univeree.

They tried, so far as in them lay, to realize it. Many sages Faithmuy^
looked on then and afterwards in profound admiration, crying, prlncit

^

" These are the men who have discovered the art of governing, ff^^l^-
""''

There is the wisdom which we in our various speculations have ruiera.

been looking for
;

at last, it is revealed !

" The question is

rather, what head, crowned or uncrowned, did not accept this

wisdom as that to which all others must bow
;
whether any,

crowned or uncrowned, were acquainted with a wisdom strong
ennucrh to overcome it J Perha|)s this is the question of the

Vol II. H
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fii-st half of the sixteenth centuiy ;
its philosophy may mean

the attempt to find an answer.
•i. The sovereign who leigned in England at the commence-

ment of the sixteenth century, as he is one of Bacon's three

Magians, worthy to be a.ssociated with Louis XI, and Fer-
dinand the Catholic, may be supposed to have anticipated the
lessons of the Florentine in practice, and to have been prep.ared
for the theory if ever it was fairly presented to him. Such an

opinion is plausible, but, we think, not well founded. Henry
VII. may not have been scrujiulous in the means by which he

compassed his ends. In his desire to make the kingly jiower
a reality-^to be something more than the first baron of his

realm— he may have been too ready to avail him.self of the
services of mere officials. He may have preferred the clergy as

being handy, not over conscientious, and childless
;

he may
have felt no reluctance to pay the jobs they did for him

by persecuting heretics for them. Still his aims were not

ignoble. He was not aggrandizing a house, but organizing a

kingdom. He was bringing order out
,
of chaos. He was

accomplishing that work as it only coidd be accomplished, by
asserting the authority of the hereditary national monarch.
Acts of petty policy and covetousness detracted from his

character and from his usefulness. But they did not hinder him
from being the founder and exemplar of a family which did

more for England than all that preceded or that followed it
;

which restored to her her island power and distinctness; which
asserted a righteousness that men did not create and cannot

abolish. Nor was this tendency to political craft at all apparent
in the young prince, who substituted chivalrous and magnificent
tastes for his father's avarice. Evil propensities might be latent

in him. They might lead to crimes. But one, who prophesied,
at the commencement of Heniy's reign, that at no period of it

would he resemble the Italians described in "the Prince"—that

at no period of it would their maxims become his maxims, might
have boldly asked at the end of that reign,

—whether his words
had not been confirmed by the events The determination to

assert his will, a determination for which we owe thank.sgiving
to another will than his, might betray him into unrighteous
deeds

;
it was one great protection from that false and crooked

policy in which his most famous contemporaries gloried.

5. Our business, however, is only by accident with crowned

heads. We ttim with pleasure to an uncrowned one, whose

histoiy can never be read apart from that of his master. Sir

Thomas More was one of those who testified at the outset of

the sixteenth century, that England ditl not mean to accept the

ma.\ims of "the Prince." That celebrated discoui-se which Raphael
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Ilythlodceus delivered concerning the best condition of a Republic Utopia pub-

in the Second Book of tlie Utopia, has unfortunately been more at i^'livatu.

spoken of and remembered than the First Book, which is far *•'• •^"'•

more truly More's, which refers directly to England, which is

altogether practical and altogether noble. One might have

expected an English lawyer to see a great many faults in the

general order of the commonwealth. But who would have Discom-.-c of

dreamed that the first weak spot which he touched would
{IfeP^rc'ii'"

be our criminal justice ? The accomplished pliilosopher who bishops

had ti-avelled with Americus Vespusius, and seen the blessed

island,
—

arguing not from its customs but fi-om common sense,—denounces the punishment of death for offences against pro-

perty, and shows how England is begetting and nourishing the

thieves whom she hangs ;
is unmerciful in his comments upon

those who live merely to consume the fniits of the eai'th
; points

out the evils of war, of monopolies, of the monastic mendi-

cancy ;
and all this at the table of Morton, the Archbishop of

Canterbury, who defends his guest against the comments of his

countrymen, and is especially amused at the vehemence of a

Dominican in resenting some too wise remarks of the jester (a

necessary addition to the entertainments of Churchmen as well as

of Princes), at the expense of his order. That is by the way;
but the real shai-pness of More's wit is reserved for his own oi-der.

The jurisconsult who is commencing a long, carefully arranged
defence of the wisdom of our ancestors, is courteously told that

perhaps he had better reserve his oration for another time, or

for the courts. And afterwards (exquisite picture, for which -phe English
how many might have sat in any year between More's times and '"wyer.

our own), the jurisconsult declares i-especting .some proposed
improvement, that nothing of the kind will ever do in England ;

it will bring the State into the gi-eatest peril ;
and thereafter

throws up his head, twists his lips, and is silent.

6. Certainly there was nothing Machiavellian in the man who The phiioso-

could strike so manf\illy at the weaknesses of the profession fne'otany"^'

which he was most interested in upholding. And yet there is one '"flne"™

passage wliieh should be read as a pendant to "the Prince because
it explains how a true and honest man might be driven to a de-

spaii- not unlike Machiavelli's when he contrasted the doings of what he

the mlers of Europe—not with a high ideal of excellence, simply J^''s'^'*J^"''°

with the plainest rules of common morality. We allude to the them,

very eloquent and beautiful statement of Raphael's reasons for not

taking any pai-t in the councils of Princes. What would the king
of France say to him if he told him that he had no business with
Milan or Naples? that treaties were not made only to be broken
with Venice ? that Swiss were not to be hired as robbers and
murderers 1 Would he have a better chance in Spain, in Germany,
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or eveu in England ? Would he be more tolerated by minister.s

than by sovereigns if he said that money was not to be

depreciated in value at one moment and to be raised at

another
;
that it did not behove liim to keep his people in

famine and misery that he might diminish the chance of insur-

I'ection
;
that it was better to be poor himself than to r\ile a naticm

of paupers? Such notions will, of course, be Inmted out of courts
;

therefore it is better for philosophers to stay away from courts.

7. This was not More's doctrine, nor was it his practice. He
believed that philosophers should do what they could, if they
could not do all. He had a respect for Utopia, but he was no

Utopian. The Communism, which was the acknowledged foun-

dation of this Commonwealth, had a certain charm for him
;
but

he spoke what he meant when he said that he should grieve to

see any approximation to it in his own land. It might remove

some evils ;
it would destroy many virtues. He was, in fact, a

fine, perhaps the finest, specimen of the Eugli.sh philosophical
Conservative

;
with enough reverence for the ideal to elevate the

tone of his mind, to keep his conduct high and pure, to make
him indifferent about royal favours, and ready for the sake ol' a

conviction to cast them aside
;
with a reverence for the actual,

which no dreams of possible alterations could the least dis-

turb. Able to despise meanness in priest or jurist, and to

denounce it when he wi-ote Latin
; unwilling that servants or

Thames watermen should suspect wrong in either class— should

ever hear or be told the jests, which were seemly and agi-ee-

able when they passed between scholars talking quietly in their

libraries at Chelsea, or their- boats on the river. He could

utter sentiments that Munster Anabaptists might have quoted
in their justification. He ^^•ould not sufler Tyudale to sell an

English Bible. The best of husbands, fathers, Iriends, the

honestest of lawyers, the most agreeable, and so far as risks to

himself were concerned, the most bra\'e of men
;
no one was a

better witness against the craft of his times
;
no one laboured

more strenuously to counteract the only influenei- which could

prevent it from being omnipotent.
8. Far more dangerous to monks and jjriests generally was

that eminent friend of More—himself a priest and a monk—who
knew Latin as well as any old dwelh'r in Latium, who had re-

ceived all the teachei-s from Constantinople could impart. And
his lore, whether Greek or Latin, was no heavy armour,

such as men had used in the old tournaments. It never encum-

bered the wearer; it pt'rmitted all gracef\il movements; it w:i3

equally fit for oHence or defence. Ei-asmus loved wisdom ;
but

he still more liated folly ;
and the keen, quick eye which might

have been enqiloyed in detecting the subtlest metiiphysieal (lis-
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tinctions, which did occupy itself with philological distinctions,
WHS more pleasantly and efficiently employed in exposing ab-

surdities, in showing to wliat an extent they had become

supreme in the world and in the Church. A vast store of

materials lay ready for such a wit as liis to exercise itself upon.
The time had come when it had an audience ready to welcome
it. He who had himself been driven into the priesthood, he

who looked back upon a cruel domestic tragedy connected with

|>riestly celibacy, had motives enough to quicken and embitter

his scorn
;
had an inward assurance that he was serving the

cause of moi-ality when he was indulging his intellectual instincts—that the most ridiculous things in the social life of his time

were also some of the most abominable.

9. The complaints which some have made of this beautiful His wit not

faculty in Erasmus, as if it were too line, or as if it ought noonceii.

to have been directed to other objects than it was, seem to iis

quite uncalled for. No skill which he showed in unveiling
falsehood was surely excessive or ill-employed. All that one

wishes is, that he had hated more that which he perceived to be

inhuman and godless, that he had loved more the truth which
it contradicted. One does not regret that he recognized the

ugliness of the impostures of ignorant friars
;
one is only soriy

that those impostures looked so veiy different to hun when they
were disguised by the refinements of accomplished Popes. One
likes to hear him denounce those who thought they were pleasing
God by lying for Him

;
one would have been glad if he had shown His failures.

any very strong conviction that there was a God of truth who
would avenge such services on His behalf, especially when they
were performed by those who looked behind the machinery and

pulled the wires. Erasmus was not more of a Machiavellian in his

heart than his friend ilore ; but he had a sort of gloomy convic-

tion that folly and evil were the natui'al, even the legitimate
tyrants over mankind at large ; only wits, and scholars, and
humorists could throw off their yoke. They might resent the

quackeries of \^llgar deceivers ; they could abate, in some degi-ee,

that nuisance. Was it wise or safe to encourage the tradesmen
of the town—barbarians themselves—in their jirejudices against
the higher clergy, often the great promoters of letters? What
might become of learning if there were not benefices for scho-

lars, and munificent prelates to bestow them t To be sure poor
His poverty.

Erasmus knew little of these rewards of learning. He had often

to beg for them somewhat ignominiously ;
to bear contempt from

contemptible men. Still he could not bear to think of the time
when there should not be an atmosphere of patronage about the

students of manuscripts and the writers of books; of a time
wlien the piu-e Latin which he had rescued from the schoolmen
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should yield to the vulgar tongue he had almost forgotten.
Julius II., the wamor-i)oj)e, is no doubt a gi'cat scandal to us
who desire peace on earth (peace at least, hominibus bonce volun-

tatis, that is, nieu of a classical taste), along with a certain amount
of glory to God in the highest. But if a son of Lorenzo be the

successor, what may we not expect 1 Why should not he be the

restorer of the fallen age, the beginner of a new age ? Why not
indeed 1 Perhaps it was I.0 be so, whether in the sense that

Ei-asmus meant or some other.

10. According to formal rules, Erasmus has no place in a
sketch of moral and metajihysical inquii-ies. It is not as a phi-

losopher that we speak of him
;

ratlier as a man who exercised

a very great influence in undermining the system which had
claimed the name of Pliilosojjhical in the previous centuries.

The new Platonism was the antagonist of the old scholasticism

in the fifteenth century; Humanism was its antagonist in the

early part of the sixteenth century. Erasmus, and the class of

men of which he was the most conspicuous leader, cared about

equally for Plato and Aristotle as Grecians—no doubt had dis-

cernment to prefer the imagination and wit of the former—
thought little of either as the representative of a certain habit or

method of thought. Though, of course, far more qualified than
the doctors of the thii-teenth or fourteenth century to under-

stand what each sage had wi-itten, they were even more apt to

be misled in their judgments by the elder Romans. The ideas

of Cicero respecting academics and peripatetics being delivered

in his exquisite style and with his j>ractical Roman sense, were

naturally welcomed as far more agreeable and far more trust-

worthy than the guesses and commentaries of Albert and Aqui-
nas. Who that could hear the great subjects which had occupied
the Greeks discussed at Tusculum, between men of busine.ss aild

refinement relaxing from the toils of the Forum, would bear to

derive their notion of them from tho.se whose lives were passed
in a monastery ] How delightful to get rid of eveiything about

qxiiddities and categories, that we may talk about the powers
and duration of the soul ! about the relation of the Useful and
the Honourable ! about the realms of speculation and of practice !

A j)liilosophy for ladies and gentlemen, for the boudoir and the

dining-room, was gradually maturing itself under this Humanist
influence : something not too deep or earnest for the leisurely states-

man or the literary priest ; something which shoidd not make too

severe demands upon the thought or the conscience
;
which should

have a soothing, and, on the whole, a beneficent effect upim both.

11. Since we have said that all the questions of philosojihy
jji these later ages, if not also in the earlier, turn upon t]ie ques-
tion. How the Human is related to the Divine, or if it is related
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at all, we naturally ask about the Humanism of Erasmus
;
Did

it assert, or imply, or ignore Di^-inity 'i How, in tliis respect,

did be resemble the teachers who had preceded him 1 How did

lie act upon those who followed him 1 Theology, we have seen,

was just as much the basis of all thought with Ficinus and Pious

as with the most orthodox of the school doctors. Nay, it is evi-

dent from the dedication to the Plotinus, that the modern Aris-

totelians were regarded by Ficinus as underminers of divine

lore, and that on this ground especially he sought for a philo-

sophy that should supersede theire. Evidently Erasmus had

no complaint of this kind to make against the followers of the

schoolmen in his time. He disliked them for their barbar-

isms, for their dreary logic, not because they were deficient iii Erasmus no

aspirations after the Infinite. With the Infinite Erasmus
^j," i™fl^te.

would busy himself as little as might be. He would like, as far

as in him lay, to bring the facts and moral precepts of the Gospels
into relief; "the mysteries which churchmen discovered in them

might be assumed and left in the background. The human he

would disentangle from the diy systematic foldings in which it

liad been wrapped up, also to a gi-eat extent from that which

was legendary and m3'thic. What foundation it had when these

had disappeared he did not particularly care to inquire. If

othei-s thought they had a call to engage in that investigation,

he willingly left it to them. It happened, however, that he was

forced into the consideration of this subject by the events of his

time, and acquii-ed a place in the history of human inquiries, to

which his mere literature would not have entitled liim. But

his controversy respecting
' Free WiU' belongs to a period at

which we have not yet arrived.

1 2. The right of another eminent Humanist to such a recog- johann

nition from the student of philosophy is indisputable. John
J^Xd'cap-

Reucldin deserves the title as much as Erasmus ; but the rido) bom

common name may be as misleading as that of Nominalist, ii^i I5?i

when applied to Occam and Gerson, as that of Mystic when

applied to Eckhart and Tauler. Gei-many owes to Reuchlin

more of humane culture than it or than Europe generally owes

to Ei-asmus. He did as much to weaken the influence of the

schoolmen, as much for the restoration of a pure Latinity. When
Argyropliilus heard him at Rome discussing Greek authore,

he exclaimed,
"
Why, our poor ruined country has flown across

the Alps, and has ])lanted itself amidst the German forests!"

Almost all the university towns of his country received some

tokens of his erudition. After he had learnt at Paris and

taught at Basle—Tubingen, Stuttgard, Heidelberg, Wittemberg, his services

all benefited by the manuscripts he had brought with him from '" Germany

Italy
—still more by the knowledge he had acquired there, and
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in whatever
]\ai-ts of the worhl lie liad dwelt. But there was

one pursuit which distinguished him from those who were in
other respects his fellow-workers. It was, .strictly speaking, the

pursuit of his life. By it he influenced the movements of the

Reformation, in a way that Erasmus could not influence them,
or but slightly. To that jjursuit he was indebted for some of
his princi])al vexations

;
and for all that was marked and char-

acteristic in his philosophy.
13. The pursuit of Hebrew roots was not one in which, d

priori, one would not have expected aman like Reuchlin to engage.
He had this gi'eat advantage over Erasmus, that he was not an
ecclesiastic, but a man of afiairs—occupied, always honourably

occupied, with the business of some of the German Courts,

especially dirring the life of Eberhard the first Duke of Wur-
temberg. He was a jurist, one of the council of the empire.
He was a married man, leading a piire domestic life, like our
own More. In an age when there was much enthusiasm about
the new learning, one might not gi-eatly wonder that a man
having these occupations should be glad to know something of
the lore which the exiles from Constantinople had to impart,
or that he should be glad to exchange the theological Latin
for that of Ulpian, or of Cicero. But what interest could
Reuchlin have in penetrating into the secrets of that pui-ely
sacred language which belonged, it would seem, so exclusively to

the divine ? If his mind was attracted by the elegance of the
new culture, he might well shrink from converse with Rab-

bins; and though he believed that the fountains of juris-

prudence were in the Old Testament, a civilian of the sixteenth

centui-y surely might have been satisfied with the light upon
the Mosaic institutions which he could obtain ii-om Greek or

Latin versions.

14. It was at Basle that Reuchlin received his first impulse
in this direction from Wesel, a pupil of Thomas k Kempis,
who had inherited from that teacher a gi-eat dislike of the

scholastic philosophy, and was called Afagister Cmitradictionuin

by the surrounding doctors, from the number of puzzling

objections which he raised against some of their admitted

maxims. This man, whose influence upon the after Swiss

Reformation was not inconsiderable, encouraged Reuchlin to

gi-apple with the Hebrew Scriptures. But it was our old friend,

Pico of Mirandula, who, to his injury, as some Germans say, set

him upon studying the Hebrew Cabbala. Some of the mysteries
which Plato and Plotiuus only hinted at, might, Pico thought,
be discovered there. This hint from an Italian whom he

honoured greatly, must have met with something congenial
to it in Reuchlin's mind, or it woidd not have penetrated so
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deeply. Its fruits would have been few or immature if Reuchlin

had not fallen in first with one, then with another Jew, espe-

cially with a physician of Frederick III., who enabled him to

prosecute his inquiries in a method which neither Wesel nor

Pico could have taught him. If we overcome our first surprise
that a layman should have entered on such investigations at all,

we soon find what an advantage it was to him that he was free intercourse

from clerical shackles. An Origen or a Jerome in former days,
'""' •''"^

perliaps a Cusa in the last centiu-y, would not have scrupled to

make any use of a Jew which he could afterwards turn to a

Christian account. He would rather have rejoiced to think that

lie was following a Jewish precedent in spoiling the Egyptians.
But the ecclesiastical mind, or at least the monkish mind, had
in this day become far more sensitive. There were snares and

pitfalls all about. Greek heresy was creeping in; who could Dread of

tell how quickly it might overspi-ead the Latin world through Hebrewlore.

these newly imported Pagan authoi-s ; through these Testaments

written in such strange characters, which were superseding the

Catholic and Divine Viilgate ? Was not this impure contact

enough 1 Must we seek aid from Jews, also, from the bitterest

and most outrageous enemies of our faith, whom we have been

trying by all means for ten centuries to exterminate 1 Trade
with them we may ;

borrow from them we must. But to think

of learning from them ! What profane poison may they not

infuse into our minds, calling it sacred and inspired !

15. From these fears, so far as they influenced his own con- Eeuchun's

duct, Reuchlin was perfectly free. He knew that he had no the"iewV*^

Judaical propensities. In 1505 he wrote a book upon the "Causes

of the Calamities of the Jews," tracing them, much as any divine

would have done, to their original crime and their continued

unbelief, appearing to regard their sufferings as inevitable, pro-

nouncing only a very mild sentence upon those who had
inflicted them, though evidently inclined to think that other

methods might now be more wise and more hopeful. Such a

treatise, possibly, afforded the Dominican monks of Cologne a

hope that Reuchlin would assist them in an enterprise to wliich

they were stirred up by one Pfefferkorn, a convert from Judaism, pfefferkom

who was determined to earn a fame, which his sincerity or his
^'JJiJ.'j'ijf

learning would never have pi'ocured him, by his fury against the cologne,

people whom he had forsaken. He persuaded the monks that if

they could only procure an edict from the Kaiser to seize and
burn all Jewish books whatsoever, their prejudices against the

Gospel would die out, and their conversion would proceed with

great rapidity. Maximilian, with characteristic indifference,

granted the order. Pfefferkorn apjilied to Reuchlin to assist

him in executing it. He excu.sed himself on the plea of busi-
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ness, and some flaws in the iinjievial instrument. Pfefferkom
and the monks ai)plied for au e.xtension as well as a correction
of the edict. It ought, they said, to include even Hebrew
Bibles, these being interpolated to serve anti-christian purposes.
Before so sweeping and monstrous a sentence went forth,

Renchlin, learned alike in German law and in Jewish wi-itings,
must be consulted. He gave his answer in a very elaborate

paper, wherein he divide^l Jewish writings into seven classes,
and pointed out how much the cause of learning and truth might
sufl'er from the suppression of any one of them. If mischief
could be jiroved to exist lathe books, Reuchliu would have them
burnt; but the fact must be established in the coiu-ts against
a Jew, just as it would be against a Christian. Such a notion
of justice was perilous; the learning of the discourse more peril-
ous still. Pfefterkorn and the monks raise the cry that Rench-
lin is an abettor of the wickedness of Jews. There must be
an examination into his books as well as theirs. The accom-

plished scholar, now becoming an old man, recollects what an

inquisition, carried on by Dominicans, has meant in former daja,
is likely to mean in his own. He trembles, apologizes, reminds
the monks that he has pleaded their causes without fees, and
that he is a lawyer, not a divine; offers to recant any opinions
that he has uttered if they are heretical. The effect of his pusil-

lanimity is what might have been expected. The monks have
him at their feet, and they will trample upon him. He must
withdraw his book, or siiffer it to be burnt. Reuchlin's blood

is stirred within him; he recovers his strength, denounces his

enemies in language (Erasmus and others thought), somewhat
too bitter. All the learned in Germany make common cause

with him. The monks must refer their cause to the Pope, now
a learned pope. While they are waiting his decision, which

they fear may be an adverse one, Ulrich Hutten, or some other

wit, or congregation of wits, sets Europe laughing at them by
the Epistolce Obscurorutii Virorum. Franz Sickingen, with other

arms, invades the territory of Cologne, and enjoins the monks to

i-efund the expenses to which they have put Renchlin by their

process, unless they wish to be at the mercy of his free troops.
The question being practically decided in this simple and ex-

peditious manner, the monks have not much hope from their

appeal to Rome. Another German controversy which occupies
the thoughts of Leo, causes it to be forgotten.

16. This debate between Renchlin and the monks of Cologne
is one upon which historians of the German Reformation dwell

with an intere.st dis])roportioned to its apparent bulk, not to

its real significance. It evidently denoted that the movement
which was about to take place in Germany would not be merely,
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not perliaps chiefly, au Hellenic movement, such as it had been

in Italy. The Tabernacle would have at least as much to do

with it as the Parthenon. This passage iu Reuchlin's outward

histoi-y explains also that which we have already intimated was
the striking feature of his jihilosophy. We shall not ask our De Arte

readers to go with us into his book on the Cabalistical Art that
''" '^^"^

they may appreciate this philosophy. But we must trouble them
with a short account of a dialogue Be Verbo Mirifico which strikes

us as very cui'ious and valuable, quite as much for the illustra-

tion of the age as of the author. We are passing from a logical
into a, philological age. Words, as the instruments of the logician. The piiiio-

have occupied us enough for three centuries. Hard work it
"^'^'^ "^'^

has been to cut a way through the tangled wood of the con-

troversy about names and things. Now that we are emerging
into a more open country, words meet us again in a new shape,
with gi-eater, not less, pretensions than before. They start up
as mighty powers for good or for evil. One cried out, who was
to detennine more than all his contemporaries what the age
should become,

" Words have hands and J'eet." At such a mo-
ment it was that this quiet cautious lawyer, Capnio, as he was
wont to call himself, wrote, in pleasant and graceful Latin, a De Verbo

dialogue not unlike the old Ciceronian Dialogue. It could not '•'"''<:»•

have been held at Tusculum, yet those who discoursed there on
the nature of the gods or the ends of moral actions might have
listened attentively and wonderingly to cei-tain passages in it.

17. Eeuchlin shall state the argument of the Dialogue him- Arirnmentoi
tllG Ol&[0£riI6>

self.
"
Sidonius, who was reckoned in the school of Epicurus,

but who, as it afterwards appeared, did not hold himself bound
to swear by the opinions of any master, a seeker of wisdom in all

directions, after travelling in this search thi-ough many regions,
came at last to Phorzheim. There he encountered two other

philosophere— Baruoh, a Hebrew, and Capnio, a Christian.

With them he debates, tii-st, the docti-ines of various schools,
then conceming the essential knowledge of things human
and divine, concerning opinion, faith, miracles, the virtues of

words and figures, the secret meaning and operation of signs.
In this wise the sacred names and conseci-ated chai-acters of all The Drama-

nations which had any philosophical eminence, or the ceremonies
of which were not disgraceful, pass under review. Different

symbols having been carefully examined,—each interlocutor in

the dialogue describing them and commenting upon them

according to the temper of his own sect—Capnio, in the third

book, exti-acts from the ditferent emblems that one Name wherein
is concentrated the virtue of all sacred things, that Name which
is over all, blessed for ever."

1 8. Reuchlin's dialogue is quite as dramatic as most of those
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The Phffi- which have followed in the wake of the gi-eat master in that
"°""'

species of coni|)osition. Sidonius is a very fair picture of the
travelled fine gentleman who has seen all lands; is exceedingly

polite to the customs and practices of all
;
has even tried what

spirituiil benefits might come to him from bathing in the Ganges
and from moderate conformity to Brahminical rulea;has a general
disbelief in anything that is not physical; suspects that the dis-

tinction of right and wi^<ng has merely originated in custom;
cannot account for the diflercnt opinicms of dili'ereiit tribes, if

there is any immutable standard
;
thinks there are a number of

veiy strange things in the world which may be called miracles

for want of a better name
;
believes his own Phoenicia to be the

mother of all arts, but has never found more philosophical men
The Hi^brew. "r more handsome women than in Suabia. The Jew, again, is

an agreeable specimen of his race : strong in his reverence for its

law and customs, but not, on the whole, intolerant; ready to

confess the degradation into which his jieojile have fallen, but

maintaining that they have treasures su])erior to those of all

nations; acquainted with the speculations of philosojihers, but
not believing that they have led to any result, inasmuch as they

Thefluxionai have been occupied with the moveable and the tluxional, about

maiiem.'"''^
which there can be no science; convinced that what concerns

the constant and the eternal can only be learnt from tradition,

which tradition has belonged to the Jewish elders. The sur-

prise of the Epicurean, oi semi-epicurean, that knowledge is

least possible aboiit things that can be seen and handled and

tasted, is vividly brought out, and the violent denunciation

which is put into the mouth of the Jew against the whole philo-

sophy of sensation as immoral and detestable embodies most of

what can be said respecting it in the way of mere declama-

tion. It is pleasant to find the Christian C'apnio interfering to

vindicate the truth which is latent in the doctrine of Sidonius;
The oilier of to show how much is implied in the distinction of the senses;

what a Divine order there is in all the powers and exercises

which connect the body of man with the external world ; what

an evident need there is of a Reason both to have devised

such a wonderliil economy and to perceive it; while, at the

same time, he fully justifies Baruch's doctrine, that science is

'lieveiation. jirojierly conversant with the substantial and eternal, and that

this must be discovered to us by a revelation. This contrast

introduces a rather ha])py comjiarison of Plato and Aristotle, to

each of whom Reuchlin does justice, denoting the first as the

divine, i.
e..,

as occupied with the permanent and unchangeable,
the second as demoniac, i. e., as occupied with secondary and

intermediate causes and agencies. Faith, Capnio places above

both wisdom and knowledge,
"
Seeing that it is that whereby
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the intellect, being raised to the highest point that it can reach, Faith; it»
'

.
relation t'

Science.
and acquiring its greatest purity and transparency, jieroeives tlie I'""'-*''""

">

radiant condition of minds divine and sujier-celestial, and the

refulgence of all things mortal and immortal, as in a mirror of

eternity ; whereby it acquires a certainty in its convei-se with

tilings beneath, which no classification, examination, opinion, no

active or speculative power of the intellect, no discourse of

reason can give ; whereby it acquires an efficiency which it

cannot receive from these, both for contemplation and for

work."
111. The idea that all the religious customs and ceremonies Religious

of different nations imply some relation and communion between ceremou^S'*

the Divinity and man, is prominent in the discourse of Capnio. impiyareiii-

In spite of his reverence for Eiiicurus and Lucretius, Sidonius man .ind Go4

yields his assent to this doctrine
; only protests strongly against

Baruch, who would suppose that there was some special perception
of this relation, some special capacity for this communion, in the

family of Abraham. Both ai-e somewhat puzzled by the asser-

tion of the Christian, that the power over nature which is indi-

cated by the word miracle, resides in men by reason of theii-

relation to God, while, he says also, that all such power is

to be ascribed exclusively to God. Sidonius asks for the

clue to this stai-tling contradiction. Baruch confesses his

suspicion that most miracles in the world may be traced to

roguery and the love of gain. So far as they are connected with

magic, or with any supposed powers in man, the elders of his

nation attached little worth to them. Capnio asks him whether Hebrew

they did not attach great worth to certain words which they ''''""ty.

believed to have issued from the mouth of God? With some

hesitation, and after inspecting the room to see that no servants

are present, Baruch enters upon this subject, discloses some
of the Jewish Cabala, and points out some mistakes which
he supposes the writei-s of the New Testament and the com-
mentators upon it to have made in their application of Hebrew

expressions.
20. Th\is the way is opened for Capnio's final discourse. We The ciiiis-

do not pretend to have fiithomed the whole meaning of it. We
are not sure how far he supposed a mysterious power to reside in

words as such, how far he was desirous to show that the Chris-

tian revelation of the Word made flesh was the true explanation
of the Cabala, the translation of them to a higher ground, the

real vision that was seen on the Mount, the reconcOiation of the

anticipations of heathen sages with the lessons of those prophets
to whom the word of God came. Beuchlin inclined, perhaps, at Tiie author*

different moments, to each of these conclusions. At one time ""<='=""""y-

he might dwell with a superstitious awe upon certain forms of
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sj)et'ch ;
at anotlicr all speech inif;lit seem to be pointing to a

gi-oimd beneath itself. He might see a ])ath wliich led him
above and below all sujierstitioujbut it was a patli dazzling from
excess of light, from which he was sometimes glail to escape into

a more mi.st}' region. This perplexity in liis mind is more in-

teresting to us than any well digested .stat(>meiit of his opinions
could possibly be. His Gemiau biogi-aphers tell us that his

mistake about the C!ab«la is easily explained,
—he confounded

the subjective with the objective. However much we may
envy the power of reducing a man into a fomnda, we English
should only betray our stu]>idity if we pretended to possess it.

Reuchlin gives us hints of thoughts which cairy us into the
Interest of infinite. We are content to receive the hints with gratitude, to

inquiries. own liim tor a brother-seeker alter the meaning oi puzzles that be-

set us as they did beset him. We do not believe that he would
have helped us moi-e if he had been able to talk volumes about
the objective and subjective. What he does say of the Verbum

Mirificum, besides touching upon many questions which are de-

manding a solution in the nineteenth century, affords, it seems
to us, a veiy striking illustration of that which was peculiar to

the sixteenth. That contemporary of Reuchlin who discovered

that woi-ds have liands and feet, was not, indeed, to occupy him-
self much with Cabala. But no one was to dwell more on the

might of a word coming forth from God. No one was to speak
Traiisition to ^q much of a word entering into the heart of man. No one was

so often to raise that very doubt which Eeuchlin's dialogue

suggests,
—to raise it and handle it as far as the practical wants

of his age required; not to dispose of it; rather to bequeath it

as a problem for future generations.

jjupi's

of tiie 21. These two eminent Humanists, Erasmus and Reuchlin,
left di.sciples who took jiart in the events of the coming time, which

Zwingie. it would have been impossible for them to take. Zwingle of Zurich,
much as he differed from the scholar of Rotterdam in distinct-

ness of purpose and in moral coui-age, nevertheless bore evident
marks of having come out of his unniystical school. There is no

pleasanter picture in Reuchlin's life than that of liis meeting
^vith the young men at Stutgard and Tubingen, among which

young men the most conspicuous was his kinsman Schwarzerdt,
Meianctbon. better known to us as Philip Melancthon. It was Reuchlin

who said to this young man, in 1518,
" Leave thy country and

thy father's house, and go into a land which God will show thee"—when Frederick of Saxony in\ited him to become his Greek

ATittenberg. professor at Wittenberg. That emigration— all-important to

Melancthon—not unimportant to Gcinnany,
—brought him at

once imder an influence veiy different from that of the Human-
ists. Maitin Luther, for some time teacher of ])hilosophy there.
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to his great dLscomfort—now giving lectures on the Epistles of

St. Paul—had not required Melancthon's praises to interest hini

in the cause of his master. He had expressed to Spalatin,
several years before the advent of the new professor, his pei-sonal

affection for " that innocent and very learned man, John Reuch- Lnther's

lin," and his entire sympathy \vith him in his conflict with the
JfeadiWol'

" a-sinine" monks of Cologne. But as he shared these senti- i5io.

ments with his future antagonist. Dr. Eck, and probably with
Ser^'briek

Leo and the Roman cardinals, not much can be inferred from oe wette,

them respecting his general character and tendencies. Two
n^- ^'j,'!^",'

years after he had uttered them, we find him -writing to the same 1514.

correspondent (Oct. 1, 1516) respecting Ei-asmus. " That very
">'* N"- '"•

erudite man" does not, he conceives, at all undei-stand St. Paul,
j^ii^ p. 39.

He supposes the righteousness of the law in his Epistles to

mean conformity to the ceremonial law. He prefei-s the feeble And of Eras-

interpretation of Jerome to the earnest and vital teaching of
""""

Augustine. Luther declares that his attachment to Augustine
is not owing to the prejudice of his order. When he first NonqoDd

became a monk he did not care for him at all. It is by reading mex stuJio

him that he has known his worth. He beseeches Spalatin to
^'Ji^ni^p';.^^

communicate his objections to Erasmus; for as he believes and bandam tra-

hopes that his authority will hereafter be very gi-eat in the church, m"'Se*^"
he feai-s that it may promote that literal, i. e., mere dead under-

uU^'ejos

standing of the Apostle wliich had characterized almost aU com- incidjssem ne

meutators since Augustine. He does not like criticising sucli quidem fav.;-

great men ;
but in the cause of theology and for the s;ilvation of '"' ••a'""'

his brethren, he must do it. A short time after he says that he ist Jiarch,

is becoming more and more discontented with Erasmus, though wette, rxii.,

he shoidd be sorry to say so, lest he should seem to take part ^^^^ ^
with his enemies. He has a gi'eat respect fur scholarship ; but nostrum lesn

he cannot forget that the one-tongued Bishop of Hippo was cresci't^bi

essentially wiser than the many-tongued monk of Palestine. animos erga

22. Luther was, no doubt, sincere in his assertion, tliat his xhe aueus-

reverence for Augustine was not a consequence of the ih'ess whicli ""^ monk,

he wore. He had entered his monastery with a Plaiitus; if he

became a theologian rather than a Humanist during his stay
in it, not the cloister, but a conflict tlu'ough which the wisdom
of the cloister as little as the wisdom of the Humanists could

bring him, was the cause of the change. Augustine would
have been nothing to him if he had not fought a similar battle,

if he had not been led by Cicero and Plato to One who said—
Venite ad me qui cumque laboratis etfessi estis et ego vobis requiem,
dabo. Luther, however, did not pass through Augustine's phi-

losophical training. He had never felt the deep gi-atitude to

Plato whicli the African confessed more readily after his con-

version than before it. We cannot therefore attribute it to any
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sympatliy with Ficimis and the Italian school or to any
liorrtir of tlio .school Latin, that he became in this stage of

his life a velipnicnt denouncer of Aristotle. " I am sending
letters," he writes early in 1516,

" full of blasphemies and male-

dictions against Aristotle, Porphyry, and the commentators on
the sentences." " There is nothing he longs for more than to

uncover that actor who, with his Greek mask, has been playing
so long on the .stage of the church." "It is his greatest cross

that he is forced to see fine minds, intended for all good studies,

spending their lives in these pursuits." In the following year
he puts forth proposition.*, not to be as celebrated as the theses

respecting indulgences, but for our purpose scarcely less deserv-

ing of notice, and not useless for the understanding of those. A
few extracts will indicate their character and their significance.

23. " It is true that the man, ha%dng become an evil tree, can

will and do nothing else than evil."
" It is false

that the will can naturally i-egulate itself according to sound
reason." " The will, without God's grace,
can do nothing else than what is unreasonable and evil."

"It does not, however, follow that the will is by nature evil.

i. e., is the nature of the evil one, as the Manicheaus taught."
" The will is not free to act if the good is presented to it."

" It

standeth not in the will of man to will and not to will whatever
is presented to it."

" This assertion is not contraiy to that of

St. Augustine, when he says,
' There is nothing so much in the

might of the will as the will itself
" "

Friendship is no virtue

of nature, but of prevenient grace."
" There is nought in nature

save a cei-tain craving for God." " This very passion for God
becomes evil and the fornication of the spirit."

" It is not true

that this passion becomes good through the virtue of hope.

Hope Cometh not out of desert, but out of a pas.sion which tjik-

eth away desert." " On the side of man there goes nothing
before gi-ace save an unsuitableness, yea, a rebellion." " In

one word, nature has neither a jiure reason nor a good will."
" We are not mastei-s of our actions from beginning to end, but

servants." (Against the philosophers.)
" We do not become

righteous when we do what is good ; but when we have become

righteous we do what is good."
" The whole ethical doctrine of

Aristotle is the deadliest foe of the divine grace."
" It is an

error to say that Ai-istotle's notion of the highest good is

not contrary to the Christian doctrine." " It is an error to

say that without Aristotle no man is a theologian. It is truer

to siiy that no man is a theologian unless he is without Aristotle."
" To say, as men commonly say,

' a theologian who is no logician

is a nish heretic,' is rash and heretical." " It is a vain phanta.sy
to speak of a logic of belief. No syllogistic form harmonizes witli
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divine tilings."
" In one word, the whole of Aristotle placed

against theology, is as darkness against light."
"
However, it

is a doubtful point whether the Latins rightly understand Aris-

totle."
" It woukl have been good for Christendom if Porphyiy

with his universals had never been bom." " The best known
definitions of Aristotle point to nothing, and no one becomes

wise through them." " The grace of God is not torpid or dead,

but a li\'iBg, moving, active sijirit."
" The omnipotence of Gtid what mere

itself cannot decree that a man should do any work of friendship the^highestl

or love, the grace of God not being present therein."
" God cannot do.

cannot receive a man -sWthout the gi-ace of God, which maketh

righteous."
" Tlie work of God's law can be done (outwardly)

without the grace of God." " The law of God cannot be ful-

filled (in the man himself) without the gi-ace of God." " The
law and the will are two foes, which, without the grace of God,
can never be brought into harmony."

24. From these specimens the reader may judge of the docu- canse of La-

ment generally
—may see how it illustrates the mind of Luther.

ag^nstTris-

and how it betokens au apjjroaching crisis in the mind of Europe. '"Ue.

The saving clause in these propositions, which intimates that

Aristotle may possibly have been mistaken by his Latin com-

mentators, shows that Luther's wrath was hotter against the

theologians who had taken him for theii- guide, than against the

guide himself. Luther's inclination was to draw a somewhat
over sharp distinction between the righteousness which belongs

to civil life and the righteousness of the Christian man. He
might have n'lii willing to tolerate Aristotle as a dictator

respecting the former, proWded his foUowei-s absolutely with-

drew his claims to any cognizance over the other. But Luther His ethical

must have perceived that such a compromise was quite impi-ac-
Ejections,

ticable, even if his objections had been confined to the -Aristote-

lian ethics. They did, in fact, as these propositions show, cover

the whole field of logic also. The syllogism was as little to be

borne in the realm of faith as the notion that a succession of

good acts can form a good habit, and so a good man. Luther's

main desire undoubtedly was to lay the axe to the root of that

doctrine—to establish our Lord's principle in place of it,
" Make His dennn-

the tree good, tliat the fruit may be good. How can ye, being fo^o'as'an

evU, do good things?" But he could only eflect this change by o^s^
of

a-ssuming that the will of God acts directly upon the will of His

creatui-e. This action or operation, which he denotes by the

word Grace, is opposed to the outward law, which prescribes

conduct, even when that law proceeds from the mouth of God
himself And this action, with the response in man to it, is,

lie affirms, entii-ely out of the region of formal logic. The

process cannot be exliibited as the arriving at an inference

Vol II. I
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from certain premises. The whole after liistory of Luther

depends upon this oripnal .starting-point. Tlie theological
war with Aristotle is the necessary jH-ehule to the war with

the Pope. This assumption of a ground above that of the

Humanists—of a method opjiosed to their.s—was the only pos-
sible commencement of such a reformation as that of the

sixteenth century.
25. We make this remark without assenting to Luther's

sweeping condemnation either of the Greek sage or of the

Mediseval sages, who liad, we conceive, an honour of their own
which we are bound to render them, though he did not and
could not. We .shall find that they had tlie revenge, and more
than the revenge to whicli they were entitled, in the later times

of the Lutheran movement
;
that Melanctlion did something to

restore Aristotle to the throne from wliich his more impetuous
colleague had liurled him. But we are by no means convinced

that that reactionaiy movement, thougli perlia])s inevitable, was
in itself favourable to the cause of truth and human progress ;

at all events, we feel confident that a course less decisive

than that indicated in these projiositions would, at the opening of

the struggle, have been utterly ineffectual. No doubt it will

strike many that a contest for freedom never began under

stranger auspices. Did not Luther deny all freedom to man?
Did lie not make the will the very seat of his bondage? Was
it not bis complaint against the sacerdotal theology of his

day that it was Pelagian? No assertions are more in(lis[)utable

than these. And it must not be pretended that the watchword
of Luther, either now or hereafter, was freedom 0/ conscience.

He liked much better to talk of freedom fi-om conscience ; a

phrase liable certainly to the greatest possible misinterpretation ;

but having, as we shall find, a very distinct and, we apprehend,
a very sound meaning in his mind. But startling as such state-

ments may sound in many modern ears, that doctrine of Luther

respecting the will— tiercely, rashly, paradoxically, as it was
often stated—lies, we conceive, at the root of all the good which
he was able to effect for mankind—was that to which we owe
all the emancipation from priestly tyrannies and impostures of

which we boast. Luther appealed directly from men to God
;

he confessed God as a righteous Being, whose work >i])on man
is to make him righteous, who is not content with that wliich

looks righteous to those that judge according to the .sight of the

eye and the hearing of the ear, who begins with the source of

acts, with the doers of the acts. Luther's assertion re-

specting the slavery of the will to outward things and to

inward inclinations, was not a theological assertion; it was sim-

ply the acknowledgment of a fact which he saw and felt. He
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could not doubt tJiat there were these fettei-s upon the heart of

mau: he had experienced them in his own. His theology con-

sisted in the proclamation that the highest will in the universe

breaks these fetters— that He sets the will free li-om them. The

belief that there was such an emancipation, and that the Being
who had been regarded as the cause of the slavery was the

remover of it; this belief, just so far as it went—just so far as it

was not restrained by notions and maxims inconsistent witli

itself—was that which enabled the nations of Europe to shake

off delusions, to become manly and godly.
26. It was, indeed, quite possible, at this crisis of Luther's life, Luther iikeiy

that he might have become a mere Augustinian monk and pro- I°„r"AiiEvi9-

fessor, thundering for a time against Aristotle and the school-
*J°'^^°^*«^'

men, but more opposed to the Humanists tlian to either, becaui-e
'

humanity itself seemed to him odious—because he only looked

upon it as a foul mass, out of which a few grains of gold

might be hereafter picked. The temptations to such a

course of thought were greater in the sixteenth century than in

the fifth—greater to one who had been bred like Luther, than to

one who had been forced to wrestle at the outset of his life with

Manichajism, like Augustine. In his darkest hours the African

could still look upon the baptized as redeemed and saved,

whatever might become even of children who liad not received

the heavenly washing. It was a baptized comniunity wliicli

presented itself to the monk of Witteubei-g, as utterly corrupt
and debased. To start from the idea of evil, Augustine had

learnt, was to fall into the wor.s-t form of lieresy; no theories

which he afterwards adopted against Pehigius could destroy that

primary conviction. Everything which Luther saw and suft'ered

suggested to him the thought
—"

Surely evil is the law—
good is the anomaly. What has the church done in fifteen cen-

turies but make that fact more apparent?" There are in-

dications in Luther's early letters that these hopeless conclu-

sions might have wholly mastered his mind. He answers some

one who consulted him about publishing good books in the Ger-

man tongue (originals or translations), that he knew no better DeWeite,

book than Taulers Sermons, which are written in simple, healthy Member! "isie"

German, but that "
it was of grace alone that any books should

please or do good, and was he ignoi'ant that the healthier books

are the less they please and do good, the .sheep being so very few

in this region of wolves T Had this mood continued he would

probably have grown a harder and haughtier supralapsarian

every year of his life
;
but there would liave been few to curse

or to bless his memory. The following year, 1517, raised

Luther from a monk and professor into the great sixteenth
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century wurrior ; that year made convictions wliicli might have

passed into dry dogmatism liWiig and mighty for mankind,

ssie of in- '-^^ ^<"" ^°^ *^'c maxims of the Prince were to encounter their

diligences, destined antagonist. Policy and Faith were to look each other

in the face, and to try which was stronger. Leo did not need
the instructions of his old enemy, his new teacher, to perfect him
in the divine art which stood higher in his estimation than all

the others which he patronized. He was aU-eady an adept ;
lit to

be an examph-, as the head of Christendom should be, not only
of the way in which faith might be broken between men, but how
the faith on which that rests might be turned into a mockery.
For everything at Rome to be venal was nothing new. Tliat

Rome should try to make everytliing venal in the world which
Luther indif- it ruled was natural. Leo felt that the sale of indulgences was
mere acci- the simplest and most legitimate exi)ression of both the Papal and

bi'bjfc"'""^
the Medicean mind. So assuredly it was. There was something

judicial, no doubt, in the choice of agents. No one would have

made so merry as Leo with the vulgarities and brutalities of

Tetzel. But none would have served Leo's purpose except such

a.s Tetzel. The good providence of God was in nothing more
manifest than in this, that the man who denounced Tetzel was not

diverted, as most men of his time would have been, from the deep

principle involved in the sale, by the blasphemies of the par-
ticular hawker even by the trading spirit of the employer. Too
much possessed by a sense of the nature of sin and forgiveness
to laugh at the extravagances of a Dominican stump orator—
with too much reverence for the Pope to believe that he could

wii.1t its es- mean to make merchandise of Gods gifts
—Luther lifted up his

voice against the notion that an indulgence could be anything but

a cui-se to its receiver which he should pay any price to escape
from. This was the assertion, by their acceptance or refusal

of which, men were to decide whether they looked upon the

Church as the proclaimer of a moral or an immoral Ruler of the

universe. Was He the Deliverer fi'om sin, or the granter of in-

dulgences'! Has He sent His Son to redeem men from sin, be-

cause it is their destruction, or only to make it possible that cer-

tain penalties of law should be remitted ? What His vicar ought
or ought not to do must depend upon the answer to that primary

question. It was the steadiness wth which Luther kept his

mind tixed upon this issue
;

it was his happy indiflerence to many
points, which tiie mere Protestant of later days would put
most prominently forward—that entitles Luther to our everlast-

ing gratitude. It is tliis which makes his name more precious to

moral and metaphysical students than the names of nearly all

the formal wi-itei-s on morals and metiiphysics ;
tliat is to say if
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tliey think their studies have anything to do with life and the

interests of their race.

28. Tlie celebrated Theses require to be thought of as well The Witten-

as read. The particular sentences will only become intelligible
^"^ "^"'^

to the .student when he has ap]irehended the writer's purpose
in the whole document. The sense of a struggle of two powers
in the man himself, one of which requii'es to be vanquished,

destroyed, sent to hell, that the other may attain the good which
it needs and for which God has destined it, makes the thoughts
ot Luther breathe and his words bum, whatever be the special

topic he is handling. The experience of this conflict makes
faith not a fine quality but a necessity of his inmost being. He
must believe or be crushed and perish. Belief is that which
carries him out of himself, above himself. It is no logical act,

no process of the understanding. It must be awakened by a
Person

;
it must have a Person for its object. All chains of

logic, philosophy, divinity, must be broken that the man may
assert his own right to breathe and to be. His homage to the

priest, the doctor, the Pope, may be profound, may be extraor-

dinary ;
but it must yield to this terrible demand. He sets up Luthci no

no private judgment against theirs. He distrusts, dislikes his <^''ampion of

own private judgment and that of every man. It is to God's mem.
'^'"' "

judgment he ajipeals. He invokes Him to deliver him from all

conceits, conclusions, reasonings which intercept his passage to

the highest throne of the universe, which would measure and
determine what he is to ask of the infinite Giver And so,

ultimately, all priests, doctors. Popes, mediators of any kind, Howautiiori-

visible or invisible, must be pushed out of the way because bTdesrliselu

they stand between him and the Mediator in whom he can see

God and God can see him. But, as we have hinted already, it

is not only these outward authorities, nor only the formalities of
the undei-standing or judgment, which Luther is forced, in spite
of all his habits and i-everence, to di.scard. He must appear to Lutiiers

insult the conscience itself; to treat its monitions as if they were nnh?co"n-

whispers of the devil. Passages innumerable might be produced
science.

from Luther's wi-itings in which they are described almost in

these terms
; passages exceedingly prized and continually quoted

by his enemies, and which blundering friends try to explain as
if they meant very little. Assuredly they do mean Luther him-
self He did not consider what words might signify if they
were separated from his life, if they were looked at as mere dic-

tionary plirases. He used them to express the thing that he
had to express at the moment, knowing that they would be
understood by those who were suffering from the power of

evil, as he was
, by those who were hungering and thir.sting

after righteousness, as he was
; Caring little who else misunder-
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wiint h= stood them
;
ratlier perhaps taking pleasure in the thought that

cruvcd for
^^^ ^|| ^j^g they would be liopeless cruxes. Deliverance fi-om an

accusing conscience was what he needed. Till he obtained it

he felt that he was an evil man. He turned to God as the

acqiiitter and justitier ; so he became a righteous man. Ac-

cording to an accurate jihilosophical nomenclatui-e, this might
be described as the emanrtpation of the conscience. In times

to come it might lie impoitaut for the very objects which
Luther most sought, to assert the awfulne.ss, the .sacredness, the

dignity of the conscience
;
to proclaim it as God's voice in mau

and not the devil's. But he had no calling to settle a philoso-
His age very ]>hical nomenclature. Nor had his lot been cast in an age in
unlike ours,

.^yjjjgjj jj js, Qjjg ^f jjjg jnost needful, though the hardest of duties,—not for the purpose of advancing a feeble, unpractical, con-

ceited eclecticism, but for the purpose of escaping, from that as

well as from the narrow dogmatism that provokes it—to examine
all seemingly opposed forms of speech and of opinion, that you
may not miss the vital force of any truth, that you may not be

de])rived of any weapon for assaulting falsehood. He belonged to

an age when other fields than these were to be fought, and other

palms to be won. His language was to be such as belongs to

single-handed conflicts. All enemies were to be regarded as the

enemies of the man himself All deliverances and triumphs,

though not won by him, were won for him. Society was not to

be contemplated as anything in itself
;

it was to be realized only
in the persons of its distinct members. When the Reformers

forsook this ground and tried to build ujj societies, their weak-

individuai- uess generally made itself manifest. Then those who looked back

to the past or on to the future obtained mighty advantages over

them. If it had been possible in the nature of things and

according to the purpose of God that men should inquire only
after the pillars of their own personal being, Luther would

have told them all they wanted to know.
Influence 29. But as this was not possible, and as, nevertheless, the search

for these pillars was the most essential business of the time,

Luther's words produced a far greater effect upon society than

those of Savonarola, or of any, even the most earnest politico-

religious reformer. In fact, till we get into the political region,

till kings and emperors begin to feel that they are interested in

the strife, its character—its individualizing character—does not

become intelligible to us. From 1517 to 1520, the question
whether Luther was right or wrong about indulgences, was

debated between doctors. No strife could be more wearisome

or more useless. If Dr. Eck claimed the \'ictory over the Pro-

fessor of Wittenberg, what did it signify? Very likely as a

school logician he had the victory ; very likely Luther bungled

ism.

upon society.
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in his arguments. It is a wonder that a man was not iitterl_v
rue pouticai

bewildered and beaten, who tried on his advei-saiy's ground to important*^

maintain that his ground was untenable ;
to overthrow scholas-

j^hoiasHcai.

ticism with the weapons of scholasticism. It was otherwise

when he had fairly burnt Leo's Bull, and when he found himself

engaged with Henry VIII. When once he took up the assertion

that the vicar of Christ was the antichrist, that the Chm-ch was •

in a Babylonian captivity,
—all kings and nations were inevit-

ably committed to the strife. Hemy showed his foresight
—if in Hemy and

also showed his rashness—in acknowledging the fact, in actually

venturing, king as he was, into the lists with a poor monk. His

vanity might lead him to exhibit the scholastical lore which he

no doubt possessed. But it was his good sense which made him

aware of the practical and political interest which lay behind this

lore and could not be severed fi'om it. The discovery came

more slowly, that kings could only maintain their own prero-

gative by treating that of the Pope with the contempt of which

Luther had set the example. The first and more obvious

conclusion was, that if the highest prerogative of aU were

attacked, that which dwelt in every subordinate ruler would

be weakened.

30. But what concerns us more than Luther's relation with
f^™^"''''

kings, was his relation to the people. He became more estranged Humanisu.

from the Humanists as he advanced in his hazardoais coiu-se
;
but

he became more human. The Augustinian of 1516, who coidd

only expect that one here and there woidd care for any true

message, foimd himself an evangeli-st to the nations. He might
retain his conviction that there were few who would be saved.

But there was something in each man to whicli he covdd speak ;
The Bible

he sometimes seems to have suspected that in all but chief Gfrmanizeci

priests and Phaiisees, the speech might meet with a response,
'og^'her.

Practically the difference was enormous when he began to trans-

late the Bible into the dialect of the jjeople ;
when he emerged a

German out of liis Latin clothing ;
when he felt that he had an

instrument mightier than all the school logic and the pojjular

legends. The first movement in this direction in the foui-teenth

century, had, we saw, an immense influence upon the whole

thought of the period, even upon its foi-mal philosophy. The fif-

teenth centui-y earned us quite another way. A refined, classical

tongue succeeded to the popidar tongue. Great efiects were to Tiie <:<"n-

foUow from that change also
;
but comparatively partial effects, letters vice

reaching to only a small circle. No doubt a commonwealth of ""^ <^^^<''^

lettere had been establishing itself in Western Europe since the

fall of Constantinople. If a generous Pope, like Nicholas V.,
would assume the headship of that commonwealth, it would j)ay

him the homage which was his due. That commonwealth
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might seem to be a gi-aceful substitute for a Catholic church.

under the same Sultan, wth more enlightened viziers and
Treatment of ])ashas. The difficult question in that commonwealth was.

thiscmn-'" lio''*' were the serfs to be treated ? Were they to continue serfs,
monweaith. that the polished men, the acknowledged citizens, might be

admonished of their own superiority, and be prevented from

relapsing into ignorance and grossness? Greek precedent was in

favour of that arr.mgemeut. Could the admirers of Greek

precedents depart from it ? Neither Leo nor Ei'asmus was

disposed to do so. But neither Leo nor Erasmus had understood

the signs of the times, specially what was implied in that great

sign
—wherein for its benefits to themselves they so gi-eatly

PrintinE rejoiced
—the invention of printing. That invention had come

d.-inccioos to from the neoiile, not from the scholars—from German workmen,
the cTClusivG . > • > •

Humanists, not from Italian Princes. It would confess its original mas-

ters; it would abide in their service. Luther, at least, would
reclaim it for that service. The son of the miner was to speak
himself—was to let prophets and evangelists speak

—in the

dialect of his class. The priutiug-jjress was to make that word—whether spoken from his lips,
whether presented dii-ectly

through the Holy Book—a possession for those who could com-

prehend the scholars as little as the schoolmen,

^e Peasants- 31. The Peasants' War shows where was the limit to this

popular character of the Lutheran Reformation. Luther had a

voice which could affect tl'*' princes of the empire, in their

relations with the emperor and with each other
;
a voice which

could affect far more strongly and deeply the burgher of the

town. It could tell less upon the farmer
;

it could arouse, but

only through indistinct echoes, those whom the farmer trampled
uscharac, upon. They cried out for a social revolution. A message

i.^utheran. Concerning the burthened conscience was not enough, unless it

was accompanied by a message of deliverance from other bur-

thens. The Pope and the Kaiser were distant imaginary foes.

The near proprietor, the exacting noble of the district, was
their tormentor. Was it true that God cared for men, had

really interfered on their behalf 1 Was the Bible to be taken

Anabaptist according to its plain meaning t It clearly spoke of a kingdom
how mtaJ ^°^ somewhere else, but to be set up on this earth : Christ and His
with it. saints were to reign upon it ; their oppressors were to be put

under their feet. Was not this kingdom coming t Might not

they hasten its coming t Reform the Church 1 No. We need

another Church
;
another baptism, which shall mark out the

true elect. And we need that the princes of the earth should

pay liomage to that Church,—should be broken in pieces if they
will not. A vei-y frightful proclamation, pointing to evils of

long endurance and existing then, prophetical of much that was
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to come after. Evidently Luther could not interpret tlie Lmhernot
TT 11 1 • 11 1 1 cot^nizant of

new movement. Ho could see that it would never have taken its meaning,

place if there had not been gieat crimes of nobles and farmers

to provoke it. He could see that it was to be suppressed,
because it was bringing in murder and anarchy But the

spiritual principle that was involved in it he could not see.

This belonged to another region of thought than that with which
he was occupied. Tliese Anabaptists, who seemed to others the

extravagant parody of himself, looked to him as Papists under

disguise. For were they not leading men to seek in some feel-

ings and conditions of their own minds, for proofs that they

belonged to the family of God t Were they not setting aside

the faith in God's promises, which he had preached ? Were

they not refusing to trust the simple witness that had been

given to young and old, as the groimd and warrant of that

faith ?

•32. Neither Luther nor the Anabaptists cared much for Phiiosopin-

philosophy as such. Both started from the opposite point to

that from which philosophy starts. Both spoke of a revelation

to man, not of a search after wisdom by man. But from the

first we have been obliged to take notice of the fact, that the

revelation of a living Being does not stifle the thoughts of men,
but awakens them

;
that just in proportion as they believe God

is speaking to them, will there be a stir of the whole man,

impatience of ignorance, dislike of acquiescence, confidence that

the discovery of truth is possible. Luther, who was .so weary of luthcr's

teaching philosophy, so desirous to abandon philosoiihy for
phuosophT-

theology, gave rise to more philosophy, provoked more eager

inquiiy into the mysteries of man's own being, as well as into

the mysteries of nature, than any one who had sat longest in the

philosophical chair, and worn the cloak with the greatest admira-

tion. How the study of nature was influenced by his movement
will appear more evidently at a later time. It is our business

rather to show what impulse moral and metaphysical studj*
received from him.

33. That he was fighting the battle of practical morality influence

when he contended against indulgences, most Englishmen will
"JJjJJ^™'

confess. That he denounced the Aristotelian moralists because

he desired to assert the essential dependence of moral doing upon
moral being, we have endeavoured to show. That the protest

against Tetzel was inseparable from the fundamental maxim,
that evil, not punisliment, is what man needs to escape, we
have deduced from the very letter of his theses. But these

principles, taken alone, might not seem to produce a search after

the foundation of morals, rather to take the -foundation for

gi-anted. The doctrine of justification by faith—that doctrine
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whicli lias so often been treated as a hard dogma of divinity,

imposing something on man as the neces-saiy condition of his
futui-e felicity

—a condition in-esjiective, it is said, of morality at
all—this doctrine it was, when taken in Luther's sen^e, which
made mere dogmatism about morals look contemptible, which

compelled the man to take up the position of a student and a
seeker. The justice or righteousness of God, a li\Tng justice
and righteousness, was jiroclaimed as the deliverance from the
bitter curse of the divine law; as that with which the man
clothes himself by faith, just as all the gi'andeur and beauty of
the outward fii-mament become his by sight. What a vision to

be ju-esented to poor earthly grovellei-s at the very moment
when they were made most conscious of their degi-adation ! If

there was immediate delight and satisfaction in the discovery of

a state which was theirs by the highest title, it was e^^dently
a satisfaction involving the idea of a continual progress, a con-

tinual ascent. The good was close at hand, close to the beg-
gar and the outca.st; but it was an unfathomable good; some-

thing to be found and sought for, and found again for ages upon
ages.

34. It was, however, the search after Righteousness, not dis-

tinctly afterWisdom. It was the search after a foundation for

man's being, rather than after Truth for its o^vn sake. But

nlong with this there went a perception of an order in human
aflairs which God had created, and man had maired, or turned
into a mere artificial system. The protest against monasticism,
the re-assertion of man-iage as a sacred ordinance for priests as

well as laymen, the discovery of a worth and divinity in the

distinction of nations and races, the unwillingness to recognise

anj'thing which coidd not connect itself in some way with the

jirimary institutions of the family and nation ;
these were indi-

cations of the Lutheran philosophy. They were apparently at

variance with some of the maxims from which Luther had started,
with that broad line which he drew between civil and divine

righteousness. But the opposition was rather on the surface of

his statements than at the root of his convictions. He contrasted

gi-ace with nature
;
but he never would allow grace to be con-

founded with ai-tifiee or art; the order of nature, as opposed to

the order or system of man's devdsing, was dear to liim.

35. From all psychological questions, Luther was natuiully
averse. What had he to do with ob.<;erving the motions and
conditions of his own mind, or with mapping out its pro-
^nnces 1 He had to tight the devil, to fly from himself, to

trust in One who could deliver him from himself So far as his

message was received into any soul, there was the same impa-
tience of sell-introspection, the same acknowledgment of the
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Deliverer as especially a Deliverer from the torments whicli it

caused, the same scom of all experiments for projecting the
soul to a distance and contemplating it as if it belonged to some
one else. So impossible was it for the practical vehement His language

Lutheran to engage in such investigations, that it seemed as if tS''Bn'.'ief

he preferred the outward to the inward; as if, when he spoke of
J^J^^P""'-

tbe divine word, he merely meant the letters in which it was
wi-itteu down—the books of the Bible. For certain followers of
the Eeformer, this, in time, came to be strictly true. But their

dryness and deadness were so directly contrary to all his teach-

ing, were so manifestly a relap.se from it into the old scho-

lasticism, that there sonn rose up an opposite school to theirs,

having, at least in its commencement, far more claims to bear opposinu

his name, which counted outward teaching as only having any claiming

stamp of divinity when it addressed itself directly to the heart Lutiier's

and conscience. Abundance of psychology grew out of the

experiences and the doctrines of this school. The introspection
which the Reformer dreaded became its characteristic. Its teachers

parcelled out the soul in the style of the old doctors, even wliile

they di.sclaimed their guidance and fancied they were adhering
strictly to the Scriptural lessons. Luther would have gazed
with equal wonder at the literalists and the spiritualists who
called themselves his progeny. The claim of each to the title

was that he could be shown to have protested vigorously against
the other.

.36. What has been called Ontology in former pages of this ontology,

sketch, suffered a somewhat different fate from the Reformer's aff^ct'ed™
influence. Confounded with awe and honor before the Being "i« Re-

whose eyes were too pure to behold iniquity, he had no
°™'' '""

thought or leisure to speculate about that Being. The abso-
lute he could not conceive

; but he knew it to be real,
else how should it crush him even to hell ? When he could Tiie Absolute

contemplate this absolute Being in One who was related to him,
^''"^'

who bore his own nature, and had suffered for him, its character
was wholly changed. But less even than before was he willing to

connect it with a logical entity. A living Father in whom
love dwelt, from whom gi-ace and forgiveness proceeded, might
be testified of in practical discourses to living men, could not
be reduced under the foi-ms of the schools. And if it was so

with Being in its transcendent sense, he could as little care to

talk and reason about the being of any subordinate person or

thing. Whatever is, he reverenced
;

its shows and counterfeits
he detested. But did not Being, in the hands of the ontologists,
become itself one of these phantoms and counterfeits 1 In the
act of bringing it within phrases and propositions, did it not
vanish?
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37. Such a strong I'ebellion against all logical statements

respecting Being, is the natural result of any niigiity practical
movement. But did that movement involve a di.sbelief in

Science 1 To many, no doubt, Faith, the watchword of the

Reformation, ap]5eai-ed then, as it ap])ears now, the direct

opposite of science, if not its antagonist. Was not belief

grounded upon assumption ? Was not Science the a]iprehension
of principles, of premij-^s? The Lutheran, appealing to the

Bible as an ultimate divine authority, appeared to recognize
this distinction no less clearly than the Romani.st, wlio a.ssociated

with the Bible the intei pretations of doctors and the tradition

of the Church. He demanded a more direct faith in its

assurances than could be demanded for the mass of unknown
lore, oral or written, to which his opponents refen-ed. His

appeals to the law and the testimony might be used directly

against any scientific inquirer who had an-ivcd by his own

processes at conclusions supposed not to be in accordance with

holy writ. On the other hand, scarcely any conclusion could

be put forward which might not iind some excuse or precedent
in a Cluu-ch authority, however a general opinion might interfere

with it, or a papal decree might come forth to condemn it.

Such observations sound plausible, and have, as the after history
will show, a foundation in truth. But the Lutheran teaching,
which brought out nothing more sharjily than the contrast

between actual faith and implicit faith, i. «., between faith wliieh

is exei'cised directly upon its object, and faith in the statements

of men about that object
—did, in fact, diminish immensely the

feeling that faith and science were natural enemies. It was
almost impossible to speak of faith as that which took hold of

an invisible Being, even as that which grasped His word or

promise, without looking upon it as a step to knowledge, as an

inchoate knowledge. If divines used language which was at

variance with this, there was evidence that they were either

falling back upon the notions which they professed to have

cast aside, or were suppressing one part of their convictions

that they might bring another into jiromiuence. Either thej'

were reducing actual into implicit faith, as the Romanists had

done ; or, in their eagerness to assert the paramount authority
of the word of God against them, they were denying the very
end for which that word had been given. If it was to be

received merely as a dead letter, it iiad none of the quickening
eflects which the Reformers had ascribed to it. It did not

awaken the lieart of man to recognize its divine Deliverer. If

it had this virtue, then it must be as truly an instrument of

perception with respect to invisible things, as the senses were

with respect to visible things. Once admit such a perception,
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and you are on the road to science. For science had been under

the s'ame tyranny from which faith was now shaking itself loose.

The senses had insulted both, pre.sentiug idols of the eye for The senses,

which they demanded the reverence of the heart—imposing their

verdicts as conclusive about the order and principles of the

vmiverse, when they could only take account of its phenomena.
And logic had divided the emjjire with the senses, allowing their Logic,

insolent pretensions that it might maintain its own—making the

forms of the intellect the measures at once of the creation, with

all its living properties and energies, and of man's relations to

the Creator. Luther's vengeance against logic may have been

cruel and excessive; but it is doubtful whether any more gentle

treatment would have released science out of her captivity
—

whether the investigators of nature do not owe him as ardent

and passionate gratitude as those who believe that he was the

instrument of breaking down barriei-s which separated the

children on earth from their Father in heaven.

38. In connection with this subject of science, it is our duty to Comeims

speak of two rather ei-ratic spu-its, known to us all by name, who Paiaceisus

do not belong directly to the history of the Reformation, but

who received many influences from it and could have lived in

no other age. Cornelius Agi-ippa, of Nettesheim, was born at

Colo-me in the year 1486. He began life as a soldier. For Early life ot

seven years he seems to have .servefl in the army ot tlie il,mperor

in Italy. But he must have been still a boy when he quitted

that profession, for in 1506 we find him at Paris occupied with

all manner of studies. He is trying to make himself a jurist, a
mi^EntTcio-

philosopher, a physician, a philologer. Apparently medicine dSicies.™'

had been his object, but the study of languages withdraws him

from it; in 1509 he is professor of Hebrew at Dole, diligently

expounding the book of Reuchlin which we have introduced to

our readers. We discover him again in Paris, quarrelling with

monks; then obliged to take refuge in London, learning and

teaching among us with great activity. Two years after he is at

Cologne, not now a philologer but a theologian, deemed worthy, it Atheoiogian

is said by the Cardinal Santa Croce, to take part in the Council

which Louis XII. had summoned in opposition to Juliu.s II.

At Paris our theologian is acting the philosopher,
—there he a phuoso-

delivers a course of lectures on Mercurius Trismegistus. Agrippa
* ''"^•

is seldom out of disputes. At Metz, in 1518, his troubles are

honourable to him. He defends a peasant girl who is accused

of sorcery, brings scandal apparently undeserved ujion himself

and upon her, incurs still greater odium by questioning the

tnith of a popular legend. Next he appears at Freiburg and at

Geneva. Then he is installed as a physician at Lyons. Whatever a piiystciim.

may have been his learning in Hebrew, theology, or Mercurius,
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it i.s scarcely to be doubtoil that he started in this profession
with a very slender stock of knowledge acquired many years
before at Paris, and with even less of experience. Never-

theless, it was now that he began to be successful. Loui.sa

of Savoy made him her ]ihysioian, exjiecting him also to act

in what she considered the congenial, ])erhaps the inseparable,
character of astrologer. Agrippa is .said to have uttered some
line sentiment about refusing to gratify a vain and irreligious

curiosity. Yet he discovers a genius in this direction also,
and foretells success to the Constable of Bourbon, as the ser-

vant of the Imperialists against his country. Agrijipa's fame is

now spread throughout Europe. Henry VIII. and Margaret,
the Regent of the Low Countries, are rival candidates for his

services. He prefers the latter, oftends her according to his

wont, yet pronounces her funeral oration. The last days of this

man of various fortunes are clouded. He is thrown into prison
at Brussels. When he is set free he ventures, notwithstanding
manifold and unpardonable offences which he had committed

against the French Court, to his old ha.unts at Lyons. There

again he is imprisoned,
—is set at libei-ty,

—dies at length in the

3'ear 1535 in an hospital at Grenoble.

39. A strange chapter this out of the records of the sixteenth

century. One asks naturally what it has to do with these

records, whether Agi'ippa, in the course of his adventures,

among the multitudinous thoughts which must have racked his

brain, ever came in contact with the men of the Reformation,
or the questions with which they were occupied 1 He had a

great respect, it would appear, for Luther and Melancthon. He
speaks of the Bible in language which might have tempted
them to regard him as a champion of their cau.se. They erred

gi-ievously if they did. He must have valued them simply as

destroyers ;
he can very little have understood what they meant

when they declared that they were leading men back to the

tbundations of their faith for the very purjiose of saving it from
destruction. He had looked into all studies

;
he had fluttered

through all professions; he had investigated the claims of every
art and science. All were vanity and vexation of spirit.

Nothing was to be learnt from those that had been I»oasted of

most. They began in nothing ; they ended in nothing. Agrippa
could prove all this; he could e.xjtose the pi-etensions of all his

predecessors and all his eontenqnu-aries. Was he not honouring
the Bible, and doing God service by establishing the futility of

all human investigations t

•40. Such scepticism in a man who had drunk at every stream,
clear or iiiuddy, \\'ithout caring to trace it to its fountain, who
had practi.sed all arts, and engaged in all controversies., without
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A serious purpose in any, was exceedingly natural. Agi-ippa's

book, On the Vanity and Uncertainty/ of Arts and Sciences, was
written towards the close of his career, when he was living in

the Low Countries, and no doubt expresses with tolerable

fidelity the no-result at which he had amved. Yet we are

paying it too gi-eat a compliment when we say this. Cornelius

Agi-ippa was not ti-ue even to his own convictions. He knew,
or at least he suspected, that there was a reality at tlie ground
of the universe; and that every science and every aii; was a

confession of this reality
—was an attempt to discover it, or to

exhibit some side of it. He delighted
—

partly out of malice. His insin-

chiefly, it would appear, from the vanity which he attributed to

sciences and arts—to make men think that they all meant nothing—that the deeper we go, the more we shall find a thick mire or a

slippery sand. It was, as we think, a very wicked design ;
far

woi-se than any of the necromantic arts which popular opinion
ascribed to Cornelius; more immoral still, because he puts on

the cloak of divinity
—

declaring that, as he adheres simply to

Holy Scripture, he cannot use eloquent words, or depart from Hisreugion.

the simplicity of truth; whOst all the time he is practising every
art of the rhetorician, and giving abundant proof that truth is

not dear to him at all, that he does not believe there is any
way to it. Agrippa had all possible advantages for the argument
which he had undertaken. He knew the falsehood of what are

called sciences, as Sir Robert Walpole knew the falsehood of

what is called histoiy. But as the statesman could not cause science not

that facts should not exist in the region with which he had to do, jifs'^^'^beiiet

however much of what is not fact he and others had brought into

that region ;
so Agrippa could not cause that there should not

be facts in the regions in which he had practised his quackery;
or that those facts should not sur\-ive all the notions, opinions,
and tricks which had overlaid them; or that there shoidd not

be a science of these facts—a method of penetrating through

imaginations and speculations about them, into the eternal

meaning of them.

41. In a ranting address to the reader, Agriiipa anticipates Agrippaon
. . the SCI6DCC&

the conspiracy of all professors of all studies which he shall

arouse against him. He proceeds in a discourse on sciences

generally to maintain the proposition "that knowledge is the

very pestilence which puts all mankind to ruin, which chases

away all innocence, and has made ns subject to so many kinds

of sin and to death also
;
which has extingiushed the light of

faith, casting our souls into blind darkness, which condemns

truth, and has placed errors on the highest tkrone." Our
readers will easily suppose that gi-eat use is made of the tree of Tiie Scrip-

the knowledge of good and evil, and of all passages of Scripture
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(few enough), wliich cau be twisted into a oomraendatiou of

ignorance. But Agrippa is too wise and too an.xious for re])u-

tation, to rest upon such a weak staff as this. Plato, Ai-istotle,

Jambliciis, Sylla tlie Dictator, the Emperor Vahn-ius, the Em-

peror Licinius, are all invoked as witnesses against learning ;

every scrap of it which Agrippa has collected iu liis wandering
life being used to prove its absurdity and wickedness. The un-

certainty of all characters in which ]ieo))le have expressed their

thoughts is his next subject. The disjiutes of gi-ammarians prove
that there is no certainty in Grammar. Poetrj-, of course, is

connected with all the absurdities of Mythology, was banished

from Plato's Commonwealth, was pronounced the wine of

demons by some of the Fathers. Historians are all liars, as can

be proved by a number of instances thoroughly well known to

Agrippa. In fact, how should any acts be faithfully reported

by persons who were not present at the doing of them ? Rhe-

toric is the cause of the decay of commonwealths. Logic must
derive its premises ultimately from the senses, and the senses

cannot be trusted
;
and as Chri.st has said, Ask and ye shall re-

ceive, all logical processes, which are in themselves very feeble

and absurd, must be unnecessary for the Christian. Mathema-
tics were unknown to the ancients even after Aristotle's time.

They have to do with spherical or round things ;
but their jiro-

fessors can never find out anything perfectly spherical or round ;

Jerome is a witness that they lead men into errors. Lycurgus
thought good to banish Arithmetic out of his commonwealth as

a troublous tiling. It has been the source of superstitions, and

is had in price of none but merchants for covetousness sake.

Music, which Agrippa understands thoroughly, as he does every-

thing else, is the cause of dishonest lasciviousness, so that the

women of the Ciconians did persecute Orpheus to the death, be-

cause with his music he coiTupted their men. Geometry is very

feeble, for no geometrician has found out the true q\iadrature of

the circle. Besides, it is owing to Geometry that warlike instni-

ments have been manufactured, especially guns and other

engines that cast fire, about which Agrippa once wrote a

volume called PjTogi'aphia, which he now repents of, as it only
teaches a damnable skill in doing mischief

42. We think our readers must be well tired of this nonsense,

which we would not have inflicted upon them if it had not been

desirable to show what kind of arguments a man of considerable

cleverness and uiueh acquired information, was able to bring

together in support of his idle j)aradox. If his cant and affec-

tation were not so very detestable, one would take pleasure in

seeing how little the wearied so])hist could do to confound truth

and falsehood,
—how utterly feeble, after two or three centuries.
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the ingenuity on which he prided himself looks. Nor is this,

perhaps, the chief benefit which is to be got from this treatise.

It was a sign, however melanclioly a sign, of the times. The
world was out of joint. It was a moment for all quacks and confusiors

pretenders to show themselves, for all heartless sceptics to try
°'"'^'™<^

whether they could not bz'ing in a universal anarchy by setting

up one principle which earnest men were asserting against
another

; by using the multitude of lies with which the world

abounded as evidence that there was no truth ; and then, after

another shuffle of the cards, by using the belief wliich men had
in truth as an argument that it could not be found. It was a

time in which true men and deceivei-s might often be mistaken

for one another, even men about whose characters after ages can

have no reasonable doubt. It was a time, also, in wliich men

might arise who mingled much of quackery with something of

a passion for serious inquiry ;
men whom it is not difficult to

convert into heroes or to represent as mere knaves. In this

class probably must be reckoned a contemporary of Agi-ippa,
who is often associated with him, though no two men in their

c^tI as well as their good qualities are more markedly distin-

guished. We speak of Bombast van Hohenheim, commonly
called Paracelsus.

43. Paracelsus belongs to the countiy of Zwingle. He must Paraceians.

have gi-own up in liis veiy neighbourhood. He was about nine

years younger than the Reformer, being born in 1493. Part of

his later years were spent in Basle; he was brought to the uni-

versity of that place as Professor of Physic by <_Ecolampadius.
Whilst there he had the honour of using his ai-t in the sei-vice

' if Erasmus. But in tiiith, neither his countiy nor the gi-eat
men who adorned it, exercised any apparent influence on the

mind of Paracelsus. He spent most of his time in wandering Hisumsuiti

on the face of the earth. The literal study of the Scriptures,
which was so precious to Zwingle, he scorned; the learning
which Erasmus worshipped was for him mere dust and ashes.

Whether he had ever stuilied the old teachers of medicine may
be doubtful. If he had, he was quite sure that they had taught
him nothing ;

and that he knew more, or had means of knowing
more, than all of them together. Far fii-om despairing of know- intuition

ledge Uke Agiippa, it was the object of his continual—one may ^f^i^'"'''

say of his ardent and intense—pursuit. His impatience of

traditional information arose from his belief that the secrets

of natm-e would be revealed to one who did not expect to

an-ive at them through books, but by direct apprehension or in-

tuition.

44. So far we might imagine that he resembled our worthy Likeness to

Francisctin, Roger Bacon ; both appeared to foi'sake the formulas ^^^'^ ^"""'

Vol II. K
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of logic for actual cxiierinicut ; both desired to come into direct

contact witli facts, instead of receiving them at second-hand

through digesters aii<l generalizcrs. No doubt they liad points in

cuninion. The suspicious theyawakeued in their rps]iective con-

tenipoi-arics were not altogether unlike. Modern Chemistry con-

fesses obligations to each of them. It has even been alleged that
but for Paracelsus it woidd never have been esti^emed a necessaiy
science to the physician. Yet the calm, cautious habit of mind
which we attribtite, and probably, notwithstanding the many
temptations to which his age exposed him are right in attribut-

ing, to our covuitryniau must have been wanting in the Swiss.

He was not the religious man rising out of the speculations of
his order into an actual and reverent acquaintance with the

mysteries of nature; but the physical student seeking aid from
the spiritual visions of the Anabaptists to till up the imperfec-
tions in his own province of thought. This union of apparently
contradictory tendencies and influences ought not to lessen our
interest in him. It frightfully increased the danger of his

becoming a false prophet by confounding physics and metaphy-
sics. But that confusion is so general, so difficult to avoid in

one time or another, that eacli marked instance of its occun-ence
should sujiplj' us with new warning and instruction, not be a

pretext for harsh judgments.
4.3. The sense of a spiritual power working in himself, mingled

strangely with the sense of a sjiirit working in nature. Some-
times he was sure that he could command it. Then there was
the peril of all assumption and self-gloritication. Sometimes he
would mingle himself with it. Then there was nothing in this

spirit that connected itself with human life or duty; he might
obey it liy giving himself to animal self-indulgence. One hears

of Paracelsus aspiring to rule the elements, and having an actual

power over admiring disciples. One hears of his coming drunk
to his lectures; probably at last being unable to disjiense with

some maddening stimulus. Each account may be fal.se or ex-

aggerated; but they are not inconsistent. Nor is either incon-

sistent with the conviction in his own mind that he was pur-

suing truth, and that he was under a supernatural guidance. A
man cannot know much of hiiuself who does not know how
near sometimes those spheres appmach, which, if one looks at

them in their essential natiu-e, one would ]ironoiuiee the farthest

asunder
;
how not only the hea\enly and the earthly but the

heavenly and the devilish appear as if they might pass insensibly
into each other. It is the awful moral which is sometimes

brought home to us with gi'cat jjower by the lives of such

men as Paracelsus, and yet which does not want that illtis-

tration
;
the proofs of it lie near to us ; we need be pursuing no
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elixir of life, no quintessence of nature, that we may feel the

force of them. It belonged to the time of a Paracelsus, possibly
it is the condition of all times, that the sense of spiritual life in

man should awaken thoughts of astral influences and all the

questions which we connect with the name of Alchemy. The Astrology,

whole world becomes mechanical to us when we are mechanical ;

dynamical when we are dynamical. The ob\ious remedy, tried

again and again, is to crush life that we may not abuse it or

confound the different forms in which it is manifested. We
may find more and more that the one effectual remedy is to

believe that a Spirit of truth and love and a sound mind is

guiding the will and reason of man ; and that to obey that

Spirit is the condition of entering into all the powers, di.stinc-

tions, harmonies of Nature.

46. But Paracelsus does not in any sense represent the age to oiiective-

which he belonged. Even the belief of spiritual powers and
"iJ^rt^mM.

influences working in others besides priests and divines, leading
to physical as well as spii-itual discoveries, was not at all its dis-

tinguishing characteristic. Luther, we cannot too often repeat

it, cared ftir more to present an Object to the faith of men than

to speak of the divine energies and influences which enabled

them to contemplate that object. He was obliged to treat faith

as an act of ours; his greatest desire was to lose it in Him to

whom it was directed. Hence his impatience of the Zwinglian His Euciiar-

and even the Calvinistic teaching about the Eucharist
;
hence his

'""^ doctrmo

conviction that the old language about it, however tainted with

sensuality, was safer than that which seemed to make the Divine

presence dependent upon the feelings or acts of the creature.

If he must take account of those acts, he would go back to his

old Augustinian si'ound. He would refer all to the will of
• ml

God, nothing to the choice and detei-mination of man. The very
same conviction which separated him from the Reformers of

Switzerland brought him into conflict with Erasmus. He could His strife

tolerate no dream of an independent action in a being who he
^'^Jj "f 'his"*

felt must be the slave of nature or of the evil spirit until he was time.

claimed as the servant of God. No man so influenced the mind
of his contemporaries as he did

; yet no man seemed to stand so

aloof from them. No one was at times so unintelligible even

to those who were working with him. The gi-eat witness against
the hierarchy, hated bj' its agents as no other man was hated,

yet appeared to the doctors of Zurich and Geneva as if he were

clinging to the old church with a passionate love. Impatient of

divisions and separation, he was yet as incapable of allying him-

self with the moderate supportei-s of Reformation as with the

extreme
;
he was odious as much to the scholar of Rotterdam as to

the A nabaptists of Munsterj he was suspected by Cranmer as he
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hail once beon attacked by Craninin-'s master
;
.saddest of all, he

received less and less symjiathy as iie gi-ew older from his friend
and disciple jNIelancthou. The sepanition of these two men, never
dii'cct and acknowledged even b}' themselves, but secretly affect-

ing all their thoughts and deeds, is very important in the moral
and metajjliysical history of the sixteenth ceutuiy, and is a key
to Luther's own position in it and liis effect upon it.

47. As a fighter agaip°t the schoolmen Luther began. That
is his true character to the last. Between him and Aiistotle or

Aquinas, there could be no fellowship At times he dreamed of

a reconciliation
;
he repented of his early ferocity : but it could

not be. He lived to witness that man is nothing, except as he
rises out of himself,

—that a man sinking into himself is a dead

thing. What peace with those who contemplated man only in

himself, whosi^ theology and anthropology were essentially sepa-
rate? In one direction and another he saw men forging again
those chains which he had so fiercely rent asunder. The theo-

ries of the Sacramentaries revived, it seemed to him, the old

self-hunting philosophy, led men to seek that in their own minds
which the tiiie Sacrament bade them seek in foi-getting them-

selves. The learned Dr. Cah-in, with hLs good Latin style and
French habits of mind, was clearly working out a system of theo-

logy, just as Peter Lombard or Gerson had done in former days.

Erasmus, in still finer Latin, with far less metaphysical power,
was erecting a more moderate system, more agi'eeable to ladylike
divines ; therefore, of coui-se, more offensive to a stern, practical

man, who fought for life and detested refinements. But Brutus,

too, was to strike, and with a sharper dagger. Melancthon was

at heart a schoolman—a Lutheran schoolman no doubt—one

who could translate Luther into formulas; therefore the more

perplexing to the man himself, the enemy of fonnulas. The

pujiil co\ild not account for the master's sullenne.ss when he had

proposed a clear and exquisite .statement of doctrine, or a beauti-

ful project of reconciliation. Could the corners be turned more

neatly i Could difficulties be more triumphantly evaded or

overcome? Luther had no reasonable gi-ound for objections.

The principle for which they were contending could not be stated

in better language ; the opponents on each side, Romish or Pro-

testant, could not be more judiciously handled or more fairly

treated. But what had become of that for which the Reformer

had suffered anguish in his own soul, for which he had con-

vulsed pjurope? Could that all be shut up in a formula? Was
it. worth fighting and dying for the difl'erence between one mode

of exiu-ession and another ?

48. In 1547, Luther found, wo may believe, better answers to

these questions than he had been able to find during the thii-ty
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years of hard fighting which had preceded. He will have been

sui'e, then, that he had not been engaged in a useless battle; that

no corn-age he had displayed in it had been thrown away; that

his failures in it had been forgiven ;
that he had left blessings to

after ages which they woidd learn to appreciate as the rubbish

which concealed them disappeared. That year 1547 uiai-ks an

epoch in history. It is the end not only of a Lutheran, but of

a German period. Wittenberg has been as much the spiritual linci of the

centre of this half-century as Florence was of the last. It ceases IbmaHon

altogether to be the centre of the next half-century. The war period,

of the Reformation and anti-Reformation may continue fiercely
as before, but Germany is not tlie principal or the most impor-
tant field of the struggle. The name of Luther is no longer its

watchwox'd.



CHAPTER V.

SECOND HALF OK THE SIXTEENTH OENTUKY.

Loyola not 1. HiSTOlUANS coiiiiiioiily I'iill illto the temptation of cuiitrasting

is'M.f'Lmiicr Lutlicr with Loyola. The pretexts for such a comparison are

aiiism'^"""^'
iiiHUfi'oMS auil obvious enough. It fails when one considers the

facts of the time and the real principles of the men. The Order

of Jesus did not make its power felt till the Reformer's work
was done—till a new age had commenced. What is called the

revival of Catholicism in the latter half of this century, had to

measure its strength with another adver.sajy than the doctrine

which took its name from the hero of Wittenberg. K any of

those who professed that doctrine fell before the new enemy,
Calvinism they fell after a comparatively feeble struggle. Evidently the

ta^ti'ra'T
*^'^^i'>*3 of Protestantism was not in their hands. In France, in

iiie latierhalf Holland, in Scotland, the name of Calvin—not that of Luther

t'eenth ceil-
—mai'slialled the hosts which resisted the Catholic League, the

'"T- Council of Trent, the new Ordex'.

Importance 2. That this is the case, the student of the Revolt in the

t'liephibso-" Netherlands, of the Huguenot war, of the conflicts between
pineal histo- Mary and Knox, is continually reminded

;
the student of moral

and meta]ihysieal questions frequently forgets it. But it should

be imiiressed at least as deeply upon his mind, or he is likely to

mistake the course of all the ditierent lines of thought whicji

present themselves at this time to his examination. Before he

can hope to ajiprcciate the philosophers of this age, he must try
to acquire some insight into the maxims of those two opposing
schools of theology which really divided the hearts and sharp-
ened the swords of men in the interval between the death of

our Henry VIII., and the accession of our James I. They must
Cn'.vinism consider them not as they were after this century, but as they
Uii'i nouhc were during this century ;

for though they retained tlieii' esseu-

'•"t! '"ti"'"
*'*' (characteristics and were permanent opposites, tliey present

seventeenth themselves in the seventeenth centui-y under new as])ects. We
century.

^^,^^ j^p .^j^j^ ^^^ judge them better by their fruits, but their roots

are hidden from us.

Calvin a •J- We havc liintcd alri'ady that Calvin, so far as he waa

ilut"tii"mCre "iitional, had the characteristics of a Frencliman, but that he
a Laiinist was far less national in all respects than Luther. He adopted,
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•without protest, the language of the Church, improved indeed

by the Humanists, but not more nearly related to the thoughts
and feelings of common people. If Calvinism was in any sense

democratic, it was in this sense the very reverse of democratic.

It had none of the sympathies which the Romish friar had with Absence ot

the sports and coarser feelings of the multitude. It did not sympathies

appeal, like the Lutheran evangelist, to old native loyalty, to
^^'^jf^"'"

the impatience of foreign domination, to those human sym- such.

pathies which demand a Divine Person to meet them and sus-

tain them. The Augustinian side of Luther's mind, that which

in liis earliest and in his latest wiitings stood forth in great

prominence, but which, in the busiest part of his life, most

of all in his discourses to the people, was absorbed into the

announcement of an actual Deliverer who came to break men's

bonds asunder
;
this was everything to the Cahinistjcal teacher

;

herein lay his power over the minds of his hearers. And
a very mighty power it was,—mightier now than it could have

been in any earlier age of Christendom, in any time before Predestin^iri-

the Lutheran message had wi-ought such changes in the out- ^fn'^^n" lu-

ward condition of society. For now the question was forced "ler

upon those whose allegiance to the Pope and the system which
he represented was broken. On what foundation are we stand-

ing? What is a Chiu'ch if it is not this one which renounces us

and disclaims the principle which we alBrm to be the Christian

principle 1 If there were to be two bodies stiiiggling "with each Difference of

other, each claiming the name of Church for itself, there seemed carrUStsas

to be no alternative. The minority must assert for itself an
Jji^hurch'

elder title,
—mu.st ascend to the highest WUl of all,

—must de-

clare that it derived its calling and validity from that Will

alone. Nor could it stop at this point. It must denounce the

body which assumed the same name with itself, however nume-
rous its membei-s, however venerable its traditions, as rebellious,

counterfeit, accursed; the creature of another will than the

superior Will
;
the worst form of that world wliich that Will

had denounced and intended to destroy.
4. This was the piinciple, admitting of no modification or The message

compromise, of which the city of Geneva, isolated from the to^tiie n*-'""

nations, hanging loose to all national sympathies, not properly ^""^
"f

Swiss or Italian or German or French, shut up in a little cii'cle

of local and municipal interests, was to be the proclaimer by the

mouth of its great religious organ to the difierent comitiies of

Eui-ope. In that microcosm within a few years were acted Effects ofit

over again the perplexities and contradictions in the relations

of the religious nder and the civil magistrate which had dis-

turbed the Em-ope whereof Rome, ruled by its temporal and

spiritual monarch, was the centre. Evidently they would be
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renewed in every country in which tlie Geneva pi-inciple .should

succeed in getting itself acknowledged. But in the meantime
it had to carry on a fight, often a very noble, sometimes a vic-

torious, figlit with another jiower which, like it, st<iod aloof from
the nations—which, like it, aspired to govern the nations and to

make them portions of a great hierarchy. The hattle is full of

the profoundest interest; because One higher than the combat-
ants was directing the cou''3e and the is,sues of it

;
because He

had ordained that neither should prevail for the crushing of

moral life and hope in the race which He had created and re-

deemed.
5. If Calvin laid his axe to the root of the society which had

been the growth of fifteen centuries, the mind of Loyola was

occupied with the one thought, how that society might be pre-
served. No one will suppose that either of these was the first

thought in either of these men; the \'ery nature of their ulti-

mate conclusions showed that it could not be. The question
with each was, "What must / do to be saved?" Calvin could

only refer his own salvation from the mass of human evil to the

divine Will and Calling. That Will and that Calling must be the

ground of each man's position in the Church
;
these must create

the Church. Loyola could find no peace or safety for himself

till he had crushed all his individual tastes, judgments, appre-
hensions ;

till he had become a ilead man. So he learnt to pro-

claim, "All of us must be individually dead men, mere instru-

ments of the body to which we belong." This is his idea of a

Church. The Order which shall most effectually represent this

idea, which shall do the most to crush individual life in its mem-
bers that the society may work without friction for the object
to which it is devoted, this will be the great conservator of the

Church
;
this will be the agent for crushing all heresy and bring-

ing all nations under its yoke. The processes in the soul of

the man who arrived at this conviction, who could devise a

pharmacopoeia of slow or rapid poisons for bringing about the

death that he desired, who could then show how a corjjorate

life might be infused into these dead limbs, must have been
—as we know they were—very wonderful. But the medicines

could not have been accepted so eagerly, or have worked so

effectually, if there had not been a pi-t>paration in the mind of

the times similar to that in the mind of the inventor. It was

not merely the exhaustion which follows a great eflbrt for indi-

vidual life and emancipation, though this exhaustion was one of

the symptoms of the time, and might be discovered in worthier

men than Cornelius Agrijjpa. It was not merely that the

failure of the Reformers to secure any reasonable apjjroach to

unity, even in their own small circles, had thrown men back
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upon the unity of the Papacy as a last resource. It was that

the doctrine of indi\'idual death which Loyola proclaimed, and
which he sought to realize, seemed to be involved in the prin-

ciple of the Keformation, and at the same time to be that which
was implied in all the aspu-ations of the elder Catholic saints.

Had not St. Paul spoken of dying daily? Was not the death Andtotiie

of self, or of the old man, demanded by those who aiErmed faith in maxtai!'"

Christ and renunciation of our own righteousness to be the great

principle of the Gospel and the great necessity of sinners? Was
not such abnegation part, if not all, of what was meant by
taking up the cross? Might not Loyola have discovered the

very formula which all chiu-chmen and all heretics had been seek-

ing after ? Might he not have done moi-e than all previous doc-

tors and directors to translate that formula into act?

(i. So reasoned many in that time, starting either from the Difference of

Romish or the Protestant premises, and knew not, or only fromtoth.

learnt by painful experience, that they were destroying the one
as much as the other in accepting the Jesuit interpretation or

consummation of them. The conscience was no doubt as much
the subject of Loyola's treatment as it was of Luther's. But
if its anguish was to cease only when it had learnt to acquiesce
in the decrees of a superior, the idea of faith or trust as the Tiie con-

Reformer had held it was subverted, the Protestant might treatea by"^'

retain his nomenclature, but only at the price of sacrificing all '''^ '"° "'"'>

that it had expressed. Such a result the Jesuit would of course

have contemplated with delight. To impose an entirely new
and opposite conviction upon a heretic under the same name, and
so to convert him into a Catholic, would have been a triumph
of his divine art. But was he not practising precisely the same
ai-t upon the Catholic when he jiersuaded him that the unity of

the Order was the unity of the Church? Was not this also The old Ca-

clothing two diametrically oppcsite things with the same title ? subrerSd'byA dream of a unity which exhibited itself in infinite variety, unto''
of a unity which had that divine and reconciling Name wherein
men were baptized at the foundation of it, had been haunting
Churchmen in e\ery age. They had felt that a reality to which
that dream corresponded was about them in all then- specula-
tions and in all their acts. With this vision was blended one
of a hard uniform system to which men must needs submit,
and to which they must sacrifice their personal and their

national existence. These two opposite conceptions were
welded together in the person of a Chris-tendom chief, whose

patriarchal name and government suggested recollections which Hopeiess

his briefs and deeds continually dispelled. The wisdom of the a" Ch™ch'
Jesuit consisted in giving sacredness and permanence to this a°d "le

notion of unity ;
in exi)elling whatever of the older principle was
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hovering about it and ilisturbing it; in changing the Pope
from a father into a su]ierior; the su))erior of the anhr being
the complete emboJimeiit of tlic avitliority which dwelt con-

fusedly and im])erfectly in the superior of the Church; the Order
itself being to all intents and pui'jjoses not the chamj)ion of the

Church but the substitut<^ for it. A feeling of this contradiction

has been working from that time to this, in Popes, in the other

ordere, in the secular clergy, in monarchs and in nations,

rhefutiire Violent efforts have been made to throw off" the Jesuit incubus,

Ihe^vine
"

to sever Catholicism from it. The apprehension of what it

f"? rmenTs
'^ -i-pai"*

from this incubus has not yet been vital enough in the

nations of the south to give these efforts success. The Teutonic

nations have heljied them little in discovering the way to their

object. In the history of national wars and revolutions, and
of the conflicts of opinion that have accompanied them, far more
than in the controversies of di\'ines, we discover how all things
have been tending towards the vindication of what is tiiie in

every faith of Christendom, toward the destruction of its coun-

terfeit.

dCT Efea-™" '' ^^1* '"^'^ Englishman can never forget that the latter half of

heth. the sixteenth century is the Elizabethan age in his own laud. He
cannot 1)ut ask himself what that age, as it presents itself to him
in the Queen lierself and in the explorers, warriore. statists,

poets who illustrated it, had to do with those powers which we
have described as the conflicting powers of the period. It

will instantly occur to him that Eliz;ibeth's rod was stretched

over both, that her decrees, and not merely her decrees, went
forth against the disciples of Loyola as well as against those who
had leamt their lore at Geneva or at Frankfort. If we might
admit the theoiyof the most popular historian of the nineteenth

Lord siacau- century, and hold that the Archbishop of Canterbury, in the reign

Introduction. "* Henry VIII., constructed a .system of compromise between

the Catholicism and Protestantism of his generation, leaving the

feeble and ridicidous arrangement as a tru.st for all subsequent

Archbishops and Monarchs to defend, we might perhaps be pre-

pared with a solution of the difiictilties which belong to the reign
of the last Tudoj-. But since that doctrine, had it appeared
under less distinguished patronage, would certainly have been

regarded as the extravagant conceit of some pedantical Anglican
divine—attaching an importance to the notions and doings of

Thisexpiana- Archbishops which never yet belonged to them, and gi'i'ing
to

isfactorj-^foi-
Cranmer especially a weight which those who think far better of

f?'''^'?"' him than the noble historian does have never assigned to his
tlie Tudor . i . , i

period. fan- abdities and rather subservient character—we cannot be

excused from seeking some other interpretation of the acts and

triumphs of Queen Elizabeth than the notion that she felt her-
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golf pledged to the defence of an ecclesiastical system which had
not courage to ally itself with the thorough Reformers of Knox's

type, or with the bold reactionaries of the Council of Trent. A
reign so vigorous and so productive must, one would tliink, have
been maintaining some other principle, have been quickened by
some other inspiration, than this.

8. It seems to us that Queen Elizabeth's reign could not have Eiizabetii not

been what we are all inclined to think that it was, if she had ed to com-

been able to quench either of those principles which were then p™""^''^

struggling in Europe for ascendency, or to discover any method,
such as German Emperors aimed at, of pacification between
them. Elizabeth clearly ch-eamed of no such pacification, not

even of an interim-truce. What she could do she woidd to su}>-

press the assertors of each principle, as distiu'bers of the order

of her kingdom, as enemies to her own authority. She could

not suppress either. In the next age, when a pedant had suc-

ceeded to a sovereign, they were to burst out in all their viru-

lence as opinions; it was to be shown that there were principles Calvinism

latent under the opinions which could make themselves felt in Hcismbot'h

evei-y home and in every heart. In her reign, each was contri- If.'^^S."^'^^.^,
'"

1 • • 1 1 T 1 11 the Enpusli

buting an element of .strength and -vatality to her thinkers and mind and tiie

her fighters. If Puritan assemblies were i5ut down the Cal- atnre'.^

"^''

vinism which they asserted was wi-ought into the minds not only
of the divines of the day, but of its most popular writor.s. If

seminary or Jesuit priests were banished or executed, they had
the consolation of thinking that the Catholicism they defended
was acting, not less than the Calvinism, on the heart of the

people and of their teachers. If either had been absent, we could
have had no "Faery Queen" or "Othello." The alkali and the

acid pi-oduced a healthy effervescence; no neutral salt had as yet
resulted from their combination. The Queen herself, however The Queen

little she knew it, however much she would have repulsed consdonsiy

the suggestion, united in herself the Calvinistic and the
^nd'ca'ttoiic-

Catholic elements. She did know that she was an English consciousi.v a

Queen. That position, without reference to dogmas, she was ^'^'''^*''-

determined to maintain. And by maintaining it she became
the assertor of a third principle as strong as either the Calvinis-

tical or the Jesuitical. She became the defender of the great
national piinciple which each of them ignored or scouted,

though both Calvinists and Catholics in their own countries—the xiie national

Colignys and the Howards of Effingham
—bowed to it, and con- p'''"'^'!''^

fessed it as godly. It could not be a substitute for principles
which concerned a universal Church and the whole condition of

humanity. It might preserve one from being utterly destructive

of the Church, both of humanity.
9. From these obsei-vations the r'eader may easily conjecture
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ill what line men's tliouglits were most likely in this time to nin,
and to what wuises any deviations from that line may be referred.

Questions concerning jiolities, the gi'ound upon which they rest,

whether there is one form of polity which is essentially divine ;

how, if there be, the existing societies on earth are connected

with it; how those societies are linked together; these were the

necessary subjects of debate in the time which followed the

dissolution of the appai-ent unity of the West. Calvinists,

Romanists. Englishmen, must all engage in this battle, must
each contribute their help to bring it to an issue. Calvinists,

Romanists, Engli-shmen, starting respectively from their different

beliefs of a polity directly ordained by God, of a polity organized
under the Vicar of Christ, of a polity directed by a national

sovereign, would all alike have a tendency to exalt mere will

above reason, would each be compelled by the arguments of the

other to show how the government it defended was consistent

with retison. The battle therefore of predestination and free-will

would be always lying at the ground of all the thoughts of the

time, always ready to break forth. But it .would be more con-

nected wath politics than strictly wth metaphysics; this would
be the era for those nations and those intellects which are

unable to view metaphysics apart from politics. On the other

hand these questions would provoke a reaction on the part of

the more purely scientific minds. The continued reference to

authority by all the disputants respecting ecclesiastical or civil

government would drive tltem into a search after principles of

order which mere power or rule could not interfere with; the

])eri)lexities of human procedure and the perversions of human
wills would tempt them to seek for that Order in nature. The

impidse to physical inquii'ies of which Paracelsus was the most

striking example in the former part of the century, became
much more decided, and led to more severe investigations in the

latter part of it. Neither politics nor natural studies had been

able in any age to sever themselves from Dialectics. How they
were related was the most interesting problem of the Platonic

philosophy. The logic of Aristotle expanded and developed by
the schoolmen would have controlled both. Politics, now that

they had become pi-actical and connected with the living interests

of mankind, were showing manifest signs of impatience under

the bondage. The inquirer into nature was beginning to be

more impatient still. The logical methods must be revised.

The schools must see whether they can, by recurring to old

principles or discovering new, adapt themselves to the demands of

mankind. There is the strongest feeling that somehow or other

they must minister to the world and its li^dng necessities; that

to ignore these was to be crushed by them.
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10. The first and most flagrant example of tliis rebellion uuiversitv of

wliich -we have to record, took place in the Uuiver.sity of Paris.
^""^

Whatever reactions of Nominalism against Realism had occurred

in that University, it had continued on the whole singularlj'

faithful to Aristotle. But Francis I. had established colleges

which savoured of the new time, and were a balance to the

power of the Sorbonne. And now there commenced in one of

these colleges an assault, not on the outworks, but on the very
heart of the old system. This fact ought to be remembered by
those who are studying the history of French philosophy. The

most intelligent critics of that history, in our day, regard Peter

Ramus as the dii-ect spiritual ancestor of Descartes On that

ground alone his life and opinions would be full of interest; Peter Ramus,

but they concern the whole Eiu'opean movement of the age as

well as a man for whom no reader can help feeling a strong per-
sonal aflection.

11. Peter R-amus was boru in the year I-jI.j, in a \Tllage named oe Petri

Cuthe in Picardy. He is said to have been of good family, but
fc''r?ptX''*

he was the son of a collier. At eight years of age he came up Phiiosophia

to Paris, so his biogi-aphers assure us, simply to get learning. a'^Wa'ddint--

The poor child was unable to get bread. An uncle who was a
p°r'j^f^'"Ms,

cai'penter took him with him into Spain first to work with him (Dedicated

at his trade, then, when he turned soldier, as an errand boy. On ° ' '"'*'" '

the restoration of peace he returned to Paris for a time, procured

clothing and food from his uncle ; when that resoui'ce failed,

became bed-maker in one of the Colleges of the University.
Bein<r permitted to attend the lectures in the intervals of his Work and

. , . . study
work, he contrived by sleeping three hours at night to have time

for private reading. He did not merely reduce what he had
heard into possession, he became an ardent questioner into the

meaning and worth of it.
'' I had a hard bodily servitude to go

tlirough," he says, "but in my mind I was never servile; I

never lost heart." The brave student was not without friends.

One there was whom we scarcely expect perhaps to find

engaged in so honourable a task as that of upholding a jjoor

sei-vitor, and of being his champion against powerful enemies

tlirough a great part of his life. It is pleasant to remember
this incident in the career of the Cardinal of Lon-aine. He
e\ddently loved Ramus in his low estate, and he did not
desert him when he maintained one of the most audacious

propositions ever put forward in Paiis, or any other University,
as the theme of his disputation for the degree of Master
of Arts. "There is nothing but falsehood in the writings o/"TiieThe.sis

Aristotle" this was the maxim which Ramus undertook tg
'"'adegrw

support in the presence of the doctors of Paris. A certain

amount of paradox was tolerated, perhaps expected, in can-

^
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didates for degrees. But this passed all reasonable limits
; it

must evidently mean something. Ramus was clearly in earnest.

He wished his hearers to take his thesis seriously; he jnit lui-th

all his strength in supi>ort of it; his o]>ponents put forth all

their strength. He issued from the disj)utation amid loud

applauses; the astouishinent he excited was in jiroportion to

his siiccess. The Aristotelians in Paris felt that the cause wliich

he had pk'aded in this early di.splay, \vo\ild be the cause which
he would ])lead through life. What he had done was talked of

throughout all France; tlie f;ime of it reached to Italy. Tas.so

alludes to it in his "
Pensieri;" all Paris, he says, was confused

and stupified by the boldness of the young man. Charles of

Lorraine seems to have been charmed with the courage of his

feUow-disciple. If the divines foresaw that the heretic in philo-

sophy would also be a heretic in theology, there is reason to

suppose that the great ecclesiastic of the Guise family would at

this time of his life have been rather amused than scandalized

by that discovery.
12. From this time forth (1536), Ramus becomes the leading

figure in the University, teaching in one of those gymnasia or

colleges to which we have alluded, in company witli two
friends closely united to him in intellectual and per.soual

sympathy. One of these, Omer Talon, devoted him.self to

Rhetoric, the <jther (Camiianus) to Greek, Ramus himself to

Dialectics. This co-operation was necessaiy to the reform wliich

Ramus contemplated; and he was a very Radical Reformer.

The Aristotelians had given Logic a dominion over all the pur-
suits in which men have a li^•ing and practical interest. To win

for it that authority they had clogged it with inventions and

subtleties. It could only be restored, Ramus thought, by being
made again into a humble minister of humane arts and humane
life. The teacher of Rhetoric and the teacher of Greek shoidd

find that it was willing to learn its principles from their practice;

then its rales and maxims would not be continually emliarras-

sing them; its barbarisms wouhl not be continiuilly ofiending

them; it would become theii- friend and heljier. In 1.5-i3

lerousbookk'
Ramus put forth his two most important books, the foundations

of his fame and of some of his greatest troubles. Each was in-

tended to illusti-ate the other. One contained his own dialec-

tical method; the other was a vigorous denunciation, in twenty

books, of the Aristotelian method. The consequences of this last

work might have been anticipated. The University was in

arms; Riimus was represented as a disturber of all arts, a

transgressor of all laws human and di\-ine. In the words of his

friend Talon, he was accused of taking the sun out of the firma-

ment. The Rector of the University brought the matter before

Kamus and
his fellow-
workers.

His idea of

reform.
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a tribunal specially constituted for the purpose. Out of five
R»y|'jj'^^-

judges, Ramus was "allowed to select two; they succumbed to the tijem; no

other three; the books were condemned. In 1544, Francis I. ^Xo"sto

sent forth his decree that they should be suppressed and be slandered,

abolished, that any one attempting to print them should be

liable to confiscation of goods and personal punishment. No
one was henceforth to indulge in any invectives against Aris-

totle or any ancient and approved authora. Eamus was for-

bidden to lecture
;
his enemies complained that the decree did

not go far enough ;
he ought to have been banished for ever from

the realm—the galleys were hinted at.

13. The Cardinal "could not avert these cahmities from his
'^^^^^f^^^^by

Mend; but in the year- 1547, on the death of Francis I., he had Henry IL

influence enough with the new Monarch to get the sentence

annulled. For four years Eamus exercised all his former func-

tions in the Univereity, but devoted liimself with special earnest-

ness to the criticism of Cicero, Quintilian and even Virgil.

The novel experiment of combining literatm-e with dialectics, so

important for the purpose of Eamus, was likely enough to pro-

voke the ho.stility of venerable pedants. But his older opponents

had, it appears, been conciliated by his kindness as well as his

abUity; they found that his vehemence was spent upon dead

authors, and that his disposition towards personal foes was

eminently forgiN-ing. They gained also in Eamus a most able invasion"

fellow-worker in their opposition to the Jesuits, who were at this

time seeking to establish themselves in the Univereity, and who,

like the Mendicant Orders in former days, would probably not

desist tUl they had changed its customs and made themselves

supreme in it. That the Reformer was a Conservative against

these intruders was an additional motive to the wrath of a young

antagonist, a man named Charpentier, who was an ally of the chai-pentier

Jesuits, and had personal reasons for di.'^liking Eamus. He began
with a complaint against the Professor for violating the statutes

by including different subjects in his lectures. Shortly after, he

aspiied (in conformity, as he affirmed, with these statutes) to

be a Professor of mathematics, for which science he had

always professed the greatest contempt, and of which he was

ostentatiously ignorant. Eamus, equally a champion of physical

as of human science, resisted the monstrous ambition, and
^,^^

earned Charpentier's everlasting hatred. There was some fuel to of li.imus to

feed it. The courage which Eamus had disjjlayed in one region f™"''*'*'"'

of thought did not desert him in another. He had been a con-

scientious and devout Romanist ;
he became as conscientious and

devout a Calvinist. What it must have cost him to make the

change, still more boldly to avow it, may be understood when we
remember that he not only looked up to the Cardinal of Lor-

^
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raine as hi.s pati-on, but witli personal gi-atitiide and affec-

tion. Tliat Irieiulship Ramus, of course, sacriticeJ; Charjumtier
became tlio protugo of tlie Oai-ilinal.

14. In the vicissitudes of those times it did not follow as a
matter of coui-se that the Calviuist would be banished fi-om the
orthodox University. Besides the many turns of court I'avour

and policy, there was the dislike of tln^ Uni\ersity to the new
order, and the great infli'.ence which Rtimus himself had ac-

quired, by his eloquence and his general scholarship, to uphold
him in his position. Once Charpentier was actually impri.soned
and obliged to make a recantation for having charged Ramus with
atheism. His revenge required other resources. Several times
Ramus was threatened in his lecture-room by hii-ed assassins.

When the second civil war broke out in 1567, he fled to the

camp of Coudu, but retm'ned to Paris six months after. At the

beginning of the third war obtained pfrini.ssion from Charles IX.
to visit the different Universities of Europe. His journey was
curious on many accounts. In Germany he was welcomed as a
noble champion of learning and truth

; BuUiiiger, at Zurich, em-
braced him as a brother. But Theodore Beza, who reigned in

Calvin's stead at Geneva, regarded him with e.\treme coldness

and suspicion, and refused him permission to lecture. This is an

important incident in the records of the time. A French
Reformer means, of coui-se, a Cahdnist. Ramus had no

temptation to become a Lutheran or to accept any other forai

of doctrine than that which jirevailed among the Huguenots.
It was the one which had the most natui-al affinity with his

philosophical cou^dctions. Aristotelianism and the new Catho-
licism were becoming the closest aUies. He who appealed to

reality and simplicity against the system which had held its

ground for centuries in the schools, naturally listened with in-

terest and sympathy to the Calviuistical language respecting the

simple Apostolical platform for a Church, and the authority of

the New Testament as opposed to that of Fathers and Councils.

But he had soon to discover that tliere were two sides to this

docti'ine; the popular side, which attracted towards it such men
as Coligny and William of Orange—the dogmatic side, which if

not predominant in Calvin himself, was that which he could

alone hand down to his successors. According to his express
directions, faithfully and heartily obej-ed by Beztx, the old logic
was to be the training for the Genevan Theologian. The Insti-

tutes just as much required the machinery which Ramus
attiicked for their support as any books of .\quiuas. Riinus
was eager enough to honour the city of Calvin as the Metro-

polis of Protestantism, but for any philosophical liberty whiclj

he found there he had better have been in Paris. He returned to
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his old haunts : after the promises which the Court held out to the

Huguenots, what place could be safer 1 He resumed his work; "^|fJJ^'^

complaints of his Calvinism became loud ; he soon learned how

they had affected his old patron. In a touching and manly letter

he reminded the Cardinal of their early friendship, and of words

which he had once spoken (almost amounting to a reproof),

that Ramus, of all those who were dependent on him, alone had

never asked a favour at his hands. He confesses his faith

boldly. He desires to devote his declining years to the illustra-
^^,„^^ ^

tion of the Old and New Testament. That design was partly Uiuiicai corn-

accomplished. His last work was a Commentary on the Scrip-
'"°°

cures
;

his object, as he said, being to show " that Christian

Theology was not so removed from the sense of common people
as had been imagined; that there was a light in it which might
shine upon all ;

that men might be attracted by humane studies

to divine." Though this letter did not win back Lorraine,

Kamus had still temptations from the Court. He was asked ^"' "°',''f , ,

to accompany a Bishop into Poland that he might maintain iheDukeof

the pretensions of the Duke of Anjou there. A miserable "•'""

destiny indeed for such a man. He was reserved for a nobler.

"A good orator," he replied to the Bishop, "must be a good
man. A good man will not let out liis tongue for hire." So

he stayed in Paris till the fatal wedding. He did not fall on

the Bartholomew night. Two days had passed away—enough
of blood had been shed to satisfy the thirst of the Coui-t—when st. Barthoio-

;issassins broke open the door of his college and struck him

down. "
Against thee have I sinned

; forgive these murderers,"

are said to have been his last words. The body was di-agged

through the streets and thrown into the Seine. There was charpen-

little doubt at the time, and De Thou has given his sanction to
g'eance.

the opinion, that Charijentier was the author of the crime.

15. The work of this pure minded and noble man which we Petri Rami,

would especially commend to our readers, if they wish to under- AnSmadve"''

stand his purpose and liis influence upon the time, is his Ani-
Jj,°"i"™,^^^'

madversiones AristoteliccB. It cannot, indeed, be separated from Libiixx.;AS

his own Dialectics, of which it is a vindication. But, on the
Lotiiarin'gun!

other hand, these Dialectics will be very little understood from
^^',5,'^"^^;^

liis compendium of them without this commentary. The Ani- Lnteti.*,

madversions are full of a reformer's vigour and fierceness. He '

evidently feels that compromise is out of the question. Such a

reputation as Aristotle's cannot be pared of any of its boughs or

leaves
;

it must be rooted up. To this task Ramus girds himself,

excited as he frequently tells us, partly by the recollection of the

time he had himself wasted in the school discipline, partly by the

consciousness of the host of champions of that discipline whom
lie was defying. The great maxim of the first book of this trea-

Vol ir. L
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p. 10, 11.
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tione, pp. 14-
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following
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tione et Dis-
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Detiir raihi

puer iram-
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matos, qui
partes ora-
lionis et
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et orlliOKra-

phiam ten-
eat que tvo-

pos. ficoras,

numeios;
huic india-

tise is, that Dialectics, like all other studies, must have three

elements—Nature, Art, Practice. The art must proceed from
the observation and imitation of what men actually do. They
reason and argue before they are taught anything about reason-

ing and arguing. The art consists in observing and recording
how they reason and ai'gue, just as much as the art of the

painter consists in observing the actual face \\hich he paints.
It is as absurd, he contends, to make the art of the dialectician

detemiine the course of reasoning, as to make the art of the

painter determine what shall be the lines in the countenance.

This absurdity he attributes to the Aristotelians; it is the root

of all their other absurdities. "
They do not propose to

themselves in their ai't the imitation of Nature, {. e., of natural

reason and of popular and human experience." He maintains

that they have never fairly asked themselves what they mean

by Dialectics
;
that with all their fondness for definitions, they

liave never defined their own pursuit.
16. This introduction leads us to that part of the subject

which we have so often pressed upon the "notice of our readei-s.

He complains that Aristotle is un-Socratic, even anti-Socratic*

that in him there is no questioning; that consequently /ure?j-

tlon, or the discovery of premises, is entirely absorbed into the

second part of the art which he calls Disposition^ or the treat-

ment of arguments from admitted premises. To this cause

Kamus attributes the infii'mity and clumsiness of the Aristo-

telians in their management of that part of the subject with which

they do occupy themselves. The divisions into terms, predic-

ables, predicaments, interpretations, analytics, topics, proofs

(elenchi), do not con'espond, he affirms, to nature and human

experience. They are an artificial machinery, introduced by
those who have lost sight of the end for which the art exists.

And herein also he discovers a jiistification of his own procedure
in connecting logic with other studies. He does not confound

Logic with Litei-ature; that is the error of his opponents. Half
of their technicalities are due to the intrusion of the dialectician

upon the provinces of the grammarian and the rhetorician. Let
a boy understand somethmg of the principles of giiiinmar, nay,
let him even know his paiis of speech, let him learn some of the

figures into which speakers are hd, not in conformity with formal

rules, but by the necessities of discourse, and most of these high-

sounding divisions, so far as they have any meaning at all, will

be already familiar to him, and he will not confound the forms
of words with the foi*ms of thought and reasoning.

17. The same subject is ]>ursued in the second book upon
Terms. A sentence or two will illustrate the feeling as well as

the object of Ramus, and may reciill to some of our readers jmls-
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sages in Milton's Letter to Mr. Hartlib. Indeed, the scheme of lecticis aim-

Milton's Education is an expansion of the principle of Banuis, St'qua"m lit

of whom our poet was a professed .student and admirer. "What, ''1^"='"
"""'-

. mi'6 flrcu-

I pray you, will any boy gain through your Terms, of humanity menta proba-

from the poets, of elegance from the orators, of science from the ^%g.
^''

mathematicians, of dignity from the rest of the culture of a sen- ';''' V P"
,i ft TT 1 m ftTi. Terminis, pp
tleman ! Mow do you u.se 3'our ierms? In shouting, scream- -19 59.

ing, debating aboid terms. Grammar is used for the exjilana-
*"' ^

tion of Cicero or Virgil, for speaking, for writing, not for

declaiming on its own precepts. Your whole doctrine of The logicians

Tei-ms never stretches beyond itself Therefore, boys who have
I""' foms'ot

been before liberally brought up, when thev come to these dis- ^<>ii'<:: indif-
_ •/

^
o I ' J ferent about

putes about terms, accpiire barbarism and folly together, for- aii that lies

getting all the purity of words the beauty of discourse which t'ey»"'i"'«™-

they had obtained in their previous studies. They have no
leisure for the orators, they have no taste for the poets; all their

busine.ss is to clamour about Terras." A little vehement, per-

haps, but scarcely a caricature of university discipline in times
later than the sixteenth century.

18. The third book is on the Predicables of Porphyry. It is Lib. 3, pp.

an acute, and it seems to us a very interesting cliscussion on ''^^•'

the true use of the woi'ds Genus and Species; an attempt to
rescue what he considers the common sense of them from the
Aristotelian technicalities. "A man tells me," he says, "thatp. cs; Dicis

the Seine at Faris is dried up; I deny it; to end the contro- LuTe"i'sei-

versy we go to the sjiot and ascertain the fiict with our eye.s. aruisse, 4c.

A man tells me that genus is that which is predicated in quid
of many things that difler in species. He tells me that in

species, John and James do not differ. I, on the contraiy, Gennsand

affii-m that they do differ in species, and that they are different Era'ytndi-

species of Man. I contend that that is genus which holds to- '''"si '«»"y
Al 1*1 j_

• • ., , . . -, . a species un-
getner like parts m communion

;
that any species is a part subject der sime Ge-

to this genus : that whether it has or has not other parts under it, SweiiimTtf
m^kes no difference. I wish to try this question as I tried the »" "'« ^jste-4.1TJ.1 ,T 1 ron-proteroiiOther ; i want no dreams or comments. Let us supjiose ourselves involved in

living in the times before Aristotle had talked of these matters. Sod'^he
Let it be considered what the thing itself ".'"'""."fsps-

is, and what men mean by the words Genus, General, Generally, piSumed in

Generically, and by these. Species, Special, Specially, SpecificaUy, of otnui)'™
when they use them in a natural use; then let it be decided
which of these methods a reasonable dialectic will follow."

19. The fourth book is on the Categories. The object ofTheCatego-
Ramus is to show the inutility of the Aristotelian Categories ai-e'clu™"'
for their professed purpose, and to substitute for them his Effecta,'su'i.-

oivn. Ramus contends that many things which are utterly jSaf Dis-

imnecessary to the real business of the dialectician are in- 'sn'inea.
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coinviirotn, cliulcd in the predicaments of Aristotle; that many which of

butmnS,
'

'"'gilt belong to that business and are necessary to it are
iniiiiMies, ])assed over. The whole question evidently resolves itself
Ttstimonin, :

. ,
.... • i i • i /• i i ^tti

p 87. Com- into the one wlncli la ixjn.sulored in the nrst book,—What is the

Rjc^fc'iMHiii)-
business of the Dialectician 1 Whether, if that point were de-

i'n'"^i
""'*'' "^^'^'^"^ '" fo'* "vir of h'anius, his Categories would be the best Jics-

sible, may still admit of a long discussion : till it is decided, any
conijjarison between them and those which they ]iretend to su])er-

sede is clearly a iHjpeless and useless one. The same remark

applies to the criticism in the fifteen following books on the dif-

ferent logical treatises ot Aristotle. These we will pass over.

The nineteenth book, which is on ^feihod, demands an obser\a-
Liii. 19, p,,. tion or two. If the student will be at the pains to consider the

*
remarks which he will find here upon Genesis and Analysis

(not rashly substituting Synthesis for Genesis, because that is

our common opposition), he will gain much light upon the

whole of the coutroverey in the sixteenth century between the

natural and the artificial logicians; and he will be able to trace

the links between the natural or ex])eriiuental Dialectician and
the pure Naturalist or experimentalist ofthe "Novum Organiim."
It should be read together with the last book on Practice or

Lib. 20, pp. Exercise. The conclusion of the nineteenth may be taken as

the summary of his treatise, and as setting forth the hope which
cheered Ramus to undertidve it. After quoting the passage

p. 443; Esto. from the Georgics describing the diflerent arts of Proteus

Arirtotelei. ''"f' ^^^*^ forms which he would as-sume, he proceeds:
—"Our

Aristotelian is this Proteus. But he will not escape us always;
there will be some end and limit to fallacy. The ])oet repre-
sents Proteus as very dexterous and ciuining, but he tells us

also that if he is pei-severingly tormented and held fa.st, he will

be at length compelled to yield.

Sed quanto ille niagis fornias se vertet in oinnes

Tanto, nafe, Tiiayis coiitt'ndc tenacia viticla

Donee talis erit inutato corpore, qualeiii

Videris iucoepto tegeret cum lumina somno.

" Let us, therefore, be constantly pi-essing these Ai-istotelians !

Let us be opposing them with that demonstration of ours ! Let

us hold them fast in the chains of natural experience and human
sense! If they continue to be obstinsite, let us call to our aid

the sharpest and most certain weajions! Fatigued and vexed,

they will turn themselves at last to the light of Nature. They
will confess their en-ors, and unite themselves with us in a

blessed leagiKi to work for the defence of truth and for the en-

CoiRhmion.
largement of its borders." With this quotation we must take

our leave of Kamu.s, thanking him for his efforts to fasten Pro-

teus down, and believing that his work has been i-ewardcd to
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his honour and our benefit
; though it may be that Aristotle had

still some services to do for the world in spite of these confuta-

tions, and though Ramus may have supplied arguments and rail-

ings to men who had none of his passion for truth, men who need
to be fastened with the same chains as the schoolmen, their ene-

mies, that they may not be equal or gi-eater obstacles to free

and manly study.
iO. As we advance in our sketch, we are continually re-

minded how thin and almost imaginary is the line which

separates the popular thought and action from the scholas-

tical; Ramus, bred a schoolman, was, we see, busier than

any one in his efforts to efface it. But for this very reason
we are obliged to be more rigid in determining whom to notice
or pass over, lest we should find ourselves interfering with Literature

the whole realm of literature under pretext of its close re-
f".'J^ '""'"v

Jations with philosophy. It will be obvious that the tempta- region of

tions to this latitude become especially strong in the sixteenth i''"^'"°P''3'-

centuiy. An Englishman who knows how much the technical
as well as the practical philosophy of his cotmtiymen has been
affected by Shakspeare, must often feel inclined to dwell upon shakspeare.

the ethics, if not upon the metaphysics, of his plays. If he
restrains himself from that indulgence, he may, perhaps, escape
the censures of Frenchmen for not plunging into the philosophy
of Kabelais. No doubt that learned man may have introduced Kateiais

very much more of what is strictly called philosophy into his
wildest extravagances than our unlearned actor. It may be, as Reasons

some modei-ns have maintained, that his main object was philo-
»=«'ns' »-

sophical. But to plunge into this question with the chance of pSrat^ ws

committing a multitude of mistakes respecting the langiiage of uphysjjs.""^
the author as well as his allusions, still more with the certainty
of involving ourselves in the moral perplexities of those who
seek for gems or gold amidst ordure, would be no proof of wis-

^lora,
or therefore of true valour. If the subject is to be illus-

trated, it must be left to some of the accomplished countrymen
ot Kabelais : they, as well as we, might tremble to see the task
even approached by a foreigner.

21. But as the most technical of German writei-s on the his- jiontaigne-

toiy of philosophy do not feel themselves justified in passing f°ea'i'A^?'
over Montaigne, we who probably have received much more
influence from him than the Germans, are bound at least to sionta..,..

point out some of the ways—good or evil— in which we suppose pi"'"sopiVy

he may have affected us. A man who is simplv himself, in Wmseli™
and cares only to express himself and his own feelings and aset"o'i'""

thoughts as they arise, or as they jiave formed themselves into op'!""!"

his character; whom the most skilful Liunajus or Jussieu can- fome<i''nr

not put into any class or division ; whom no Cuvier can reckon ^''"p'*''-

lene s

jpliy
lained
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among the remains of an extinct world—lie lias so clearly

Belongs to no all the signs of being a genuine and living inhabitant of ours;
°°

who, in a time when lying is reduced to a system, has a

thorough abhorrence of lying, and yet no great hojie of ever

arri\ing at truth
;
who is happy and contented in the midst

of the miseries of his country and the world, yet nowise defi-

cient in benevolence or sympathy; a keen critic of men, and an
observer of all their weaknesses, but with a full consciousness

that they are also his own
; an admirer of goodness, with no

Hiscontrasts. keen or painful sense of badness; in the midst of the casuistry
of confessors and directors setting up his own confessional and

being his own spu-itual director, perhaps, we may say, his own ab-

solver—such a man is, as all have felt, a curious spectacle, worthy
to be studied for his unlikeness to most of the specimens about

More practi- him. Though possessing a kind of talent which is character-

SiiTn£r"g-" istically French, he was singularly uidike his countrymen in
land than in their love of Organization and system, in their impatience of any-

thing which will not submit to be labelled—white or red, or

mixed red and white. For this ]ieculiarity he has found his chief

sym]iathizers amongst us. Lord Halifax, who had caught so many
of Montaigne's qualities himself, wrote to Cotton to thank him
for his translation :

—" You have the original strength of his

thought, that it almost tempts a man to believe in the transmi-

gration of souls, and that he being used to hills is come into the

moorlands to reward us in England for doing him more right
than his countiy will afford him." Whetlier this remark is tnie

now or was ever true to its full extent, there can be little doubt

that Montaigne's kind of philo.sophy, just because it has none of

the formality of philosophy, and is part of the man who uttered

it, began in the sixteenth century, and continued through a

great part of the eighteenth, to harmonize wonderfully with our

dislike of what is precise, with our indifference to what we de-

At what pe-
scribe as "mere abstract truth :" to counteract some of our strong

""''.»"'' "^'='' national feelings; to associate itself with othei-s; so that in the

upper classes of society at least, and perhaps also in the jirofos-

sional, none has been so abidingly popular. The quaint wits of

James I.'s reign, the writers of the Sjte-tiitor and Guardlaii,
owe much to Montaigne. The intermediate period of the seven-

teenth century produced many men like Halifax, who were
more jwsitively and practicall}' influenced by him than either

; .

but for various reasons, which we shall have to consider, the

power of the Frenchman was far less apparent in the English
literature of this century than in that which preceded and
followed.

Kstiinate of 22. Montaigne, therefore, has earned for himself a place in

this^neu- ^jjg history of Metaphysical and Moral Philosophy, if it is only
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oecaiise he indicates a cliange iu the feelings of a certain class of

men respecting Metaphysics and Morals, a despair of finding

any solution of the problems of the one either from authority or

from reason ;
a notion that the other might be more safely

trusted to the instincts and cultivated sense at least of gentle-
men than to the judgment of professional sages of any schooL

How far these instincts and this sense would go, where they
would have to beg help from the vulgar wisdom which they

despised, or from the principles of Schoolmen and Divines

which they ignored, time and experience would demonstrate.

Without awaiting their decision, something may be learned on

that subject from Jlontaigne himself His apology for Raimond Apology for

de Sebonde, the largi^st and most elaborate of all his essays, is
"filJJJ,"'!''

^''

the one from which a German or French systematizer would E«d):8, Booit

most hope to an-ive at some definite conclusions respecting his

philosophy. No doubt, the general statement that it is altogethei-

sceptical, would be true in itself, and could be sustained by a

hundred different passages. But how would an ordinary reader,
who had accepted that account of the treatise, be startled by
finding that its main purpose is to defend the proposition of a

Spanish physician, that Christians are in the wrong to endeavour
to make human reasoning the basis of their belief, since the

object of it is only conceived by faith, and by a special insi)ira-

tion of the Divine grace? Perhaps he would be more puzzled
still if he learnt that the book which maintains this doctrine

undertakes to establish and verify all the articles of the Chris-

tian fiith against objectors, from reasons that are human and
natural. If a student thinks that these statements are not iu

tliemselves incompatible, that Raimond may have consistently
admitted a divine foundation for human reasoning

—a divine

energy to produce human belief—he may yet be at a loss to

conceive how an apologist for a woi'k combining these principles
should be a sceptic, and should nowhere exhibit his scepticism
more than in this very defence. The explanation is not that Montaigne

Montaigne is ironical. There is no covert sarcasm
; here, as nonist in the

elsewhere, if he laughs he laughs openly; his discourse winds
s^jJsU'o/ti at

along with its usual variety of observation and illustration, its word,

usual quaint conceits
; you cannot imagine that he is not telling

you what he means, or that he is taking a sly method of

convei'ting you to some opinion which he would rather conceaL
At first you ask yourself what the discourse has to do with
the text from which it starts. For it wanders into an exposi-
tion of the knowledge which foxes, by certain acts of theirs,

show that they possess of the doctrine of liquefaction and conge-

lation; it adduces proofs that there is a faculty by which magpies Equality of

imitate the sound ofa trumpet, by which elephants dance to music, ^^i man.

y
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by which dogs exhibit preference for one puppy above another
;

it raises the question whether Montaigne's cat might not consider

tliat he existed for her amusement, while he on no better grounds
STij)posed her to exist for his. All which reflections and con-

troversies, if they strike us as irrelevant, are perfectly germane
to the matter in the mind of the author. For, on the whole,

they suggest the doubt whether we are not an exceedingly

presumptuous set of bei'-.gs in fancying that we have any
faculties at all h.igher than those which are given to the other

animals; whether our boast of being able to reason and arrive

at knowledge has any justification; whether the pursuit of ti-uth

may not be a pleasant and useful amusement rather than one

which promises any result; whether, if we do attain any sub-

lime or divine wisdom, it must not come in some miraculous

way, by some gift on which no man can calculate; whether we

may not make shift with what we have, not to go very far

wrong in the business of life; whether religious foi-ms and
l)eliefs may not be serviceable for that business, and, therefore,

may not deserve to be defended by such arguments as we can

get for them; whether they do not become mischievous when

they lead to conflicts and persecutions; whether a considera-

tion of our folly and ignorance and uncertainty might not save

us from the dogmatism which produces these. Such, we

a])prehend, was the kind of result, or no result, to which this

kindly Bordeaux philosopher arrived. Evidently, we think, one

specially adapted for gentlemen with comfoi-table means, leisure

and humour for observing the world, dislike to engage in the

battles of it
;
not one which can have much satisfaction tor those

whose call is to work and sufler; not one which i-econciles us

very well to the existence of this planet, or at least to our own
unfortunate differences from the horses, elephants, and magpies,
that have their habitation upon it.

2:j. The doctrine of Ramus, that every individual is a species,

receives an unexpected contirmaticm from the history of two

eminent men, juniors to him, but his coutemporaries. If the

maxim of Loyola had been realized fully, we might expect to

find the members of his order dittering from each other only in

their talents and adaptation to circumstances, exactly alike in

their characters and their i)rinci])les. The vast moral sviperiority

of Xavier to the ordinary European Jesuit might not be sufEcient

to confute this auticipation ;
ibr the circumstances of a new

world, the high calling of bringing nations within the fold of

Christ, might be likely to call forth all that was noblest in

Loyola's conception
—for awhile to keep down what was worst.

A comparison between Mariana and Bellarmin brings out quite
another kind of opposition, and shows that neither personal nor
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uational distinctions would be always extinguished by the all-

embracing, all-killing principles of the society.
24. They furnish particularly foi-tunate materials for this Beiiarmin

comparison. They were born witliin five years of each other,
"'"' ''*'""'*

the Spaniard in 1.337, the Italian in 1542. One was seventeen

years of age, the other about eighteen, when he entered the
Jesuit society. Each discovered abilities which might be most
serviceable to the Order

;
each was ready to use them in obedience

to the Order. Beiiarmin, after being a highly admired and ]iopu-
lar preacher in the diflerent Italian cities, became the first Jesuit

jirofessor of theology at Louvain. Mariana was professing

theology at Rome in 1561, and after spending two years in Resem-

Sicily, expounded Aquinas at Paris in 1569. Beiiarmin was '''"ices

summoned from Flanders by Gregoiy XIII., to be a teacher of cumstances.

conti'oversy at Eome. He was sent by Gregory's successor to
contend with the Protestants in France. They wei-e theologians
therefore, scholastic theologians and professors in the very same

regions
—in the two great ecclesiastical and scholastical centres of

Europe. As little, it might be thought, of Spanish feeling could
have remained in Mariana under such a discipline as of Italian
in Beiiarmin. The distinct qiialities which each might have
inherited from birth must have been eflaced, one would have

said, by their professional culture. When Mariana returned to
his own country, from weakness of health, when Beiiarmin
became fixed in his, first as Archbishop of Capua, then as
librarian of the Vatican, we might have predicted not merely
that ?the Jesuit would be predominant in both, but that all

traces of what was not derived from that vocation would be
obliterated as much in one as in the other.

25. It was not so. The Jesuitism of Mariana is in one par- Fameot
ticular far more flagrant than that of Beiiarmin. The Italian ^^l;'™'"

passes among Protestants as a highly respectable controversialist, Protestants,

who fought according to the rules made and provided for theo-

logical disputants
—now and then, of course, taking unfair advan-

tages
—

but, on the whole, his profession being to extinguish
Calvinists, fulfilling the duties of it in a creditable, by no
means barbarous, fashion. To Gallican Catholics he is more
disagreeable. Bossuet complained, in the following century, that
Bellai-min stood to the Eoman see and its ulti-amontane de- Ana Gaiii-

fenders, in place of all the older traditions of the Church. Yet '^"^

neither Protestants nor Galileans allege that any outrageous
moral crime can be traced to his exhortations. Both afiirm
that Eavaillac learnt his lesson from a book of Mariana's

;
that Mariana ac-

he was the express defender of the murder of kings who denied
^^"fn^'i,"'"'

or undermined the faith. This charge has no justification from mmderof

answers which were made by Ravaillac to the "interrogatories of
"'""^ '^'
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the court. He does not seem to have known anything of the

book De Rcge et rer/is Institutione. He liad otlier teaeliers of

the Oilier whose hingnage was far more intelligible to him
than Mariana's would have been. But that in this treatise there

is a very manifest approbation of the previous act of Clement

against Henry III., and a defence of the princifjle of tyranni-

cide, any reader may satisfy himself by turning to the si.xth chap-
ter of the first book. That a volume containing such a chapter
.should be burnt in France, after the death of Heniy IV., can

excite no surpiise. If any literary offence deserves this fate,

that deserved it. Nevertheless, we are not inclined to regard
Mariana as the bad man which on such evidence we miglit be

inclined to pronoiince him. So far from looking upon him as a

peculiarly malignant specimen of the Jesuit genus, we are

inclined to feel more sympathy with him than with almost any
man of that Order whom it has been our lot to converse

with; because he does retain the fcatui'cs and the spirit of a

man under his disguise; because he was a Spaniard
—

yes, and a

Spanish jiatriot
—even while he was supporting sentiments that

undermine all patriotism; because he did love what was noble

and true, even while he was setting his hand and seal to much
that was utterly ignoble and false. Tlie book On the Kint/,

and on the Education of a Khvj, should be read along with

Bellarmin's On the Cldef Pontiff. We cannot help thinking
that if they are impartially compared, the one will leave an

impression of real warmth and heart on the reader, that the other

will strike him as a piece of cold, clever, dreary sophistry. If we
rise more sadly from the perusal of Mariana, it is because he has

kindled hopes which the history of his country, guided by those

priests to whom he would have committed it, has been doomed

every generation more utterly to falsify. Bellarmin kindles jio

ho])e for Italy or for mankind
;
he compels us to feel that If the

Church and the universe were to rest u]ion his principles and
to be njiheld by his arguments, they must be rather worse than

they aie.

26. These books introduce us to that side of moral and meta-

physical history which, we have said already, was in the six-

teenth century to eclipse partiall}', though by no means totally,

that side of it with which Bamus was chiefly occupied. Aristotle

the Logician was to supply professional controversialists, such as

Bellarmin, with their weapons and modes of attack or defence;

Aristotle the Politician was to supjily tliem with their materials

and their subject. When one hears that Bellarmin's subject was

the Pope and the ecclesiiistical government, such an assertion

as this may sound absurd. What have questions about the

keys ; evidences that St. Peter was Bishop of iiome, and
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died there ; confutations of all arguments, old and new, to

the contrary; demonstrations that he must have left his powers
to his successors in that seat and that those successors are not

antichrists, as the Calvinists wickedly affirm, but are supreme
judges in all controversies of laith and manners;—what, we say, Beiiarmin's

has all this to do with a book wi-itten by the heathen tutor
opeiiTthas:—

of Alexander the Great? To appreciate the full power and
"

'"•?"'i"'

influence of the Greek philosophers generally, and of this philo- im test qum

sopher specially, it should be understood that all the statements Hvo'uerit

and ai'guments of Bellarmin, tlie champion of the hierarchy in Saivator
o '1 */ nost6r

that day, proceed from Aristotle's dogmas on the relative merits ecciesiam

of monarchy, aristocracy, democracy, and their possible com- ra?,!l^ne*et

binations
; a,nd that in fact the learned schoolman has scarcely ""j'"

euber-

anything to add out of the experience of 2,000 yeare in Chris- omnium

tendom and Islamism to that which Aristotle obtained from the °','n™"in,us.

observation of half-a-dozen little republics, the monarchy of ''''"
''"|«™

Persia, and that which had arisen in his own day to overthrow bunse euber-

it. Litei-ally all that Bellarmin can do is occasionally to per- '"'"""^

vert or exaggerate the sentiments of his master ; to sustain them Decent hoc

by a very indifferent and questionable collection of historical Piuioscpho-

examples; to refute more recent objections to them
; and then '""''' *°''

to raise upon them the theory of an ecclesiastical and univei-sal

state.

27. Bellarmin considers that his first controversy with Calvin si simplex

is on the question, whether monarchy, aristocracy, or democracy reKi^iili™''

is in itself the better form of government. The Jesuit decides ""'^""o

that of the three simple forms, monarchy is the best
;
that mon- sine dubio

archy mixed with aristocracy and democracy is most desirable in li^eiin^
the world generally, in consequence of the corruption of human

c^'p'j"'

nature; that in a government so an*anged, monarchy must hold Cap. m.

the firet place, aristocracy the second, democracy the third
; that

excluding accidental circumstances, simple monarchy is the best
and most perfect of all. These positions are defended by Greek, Cap w.

Roman, and Jewish authorities, by reason, and by experience. tiisTxTiusi""

The arguments from this last source are worthy to be noted.
sJm"'iex''om

The monarchv of the Assvi'ians from Ninus to Sardanapalus "'bus aiiis

lasted either r,240 or 1,400 yeai-s. The kingdom of the Scnhians firirsh?!"

must have lasted some thousands of years. The Roman Empire ^,'i^j"^'^

'"'""

lasted 1,495 years in the East; in the West, one must reckon all c»p. ii.p.

the SOO years since Charlemagne, in addition to those previous nine fimc'

to the fall under Augustulus. With these periods, who can '
"" ""

dare to compai-e the Roman republic, which only lasted 480

years, or the republic of Venice, which cannot boast at the most Beiiarmin's

above 1,100 years, and which moreover has the merit of ha\'ing ""cen'/nceta

no element of democracy in it ? It would be verv idle wa.ste of " K<»»'n-

time to quarrel with Bellai-min about his dates. The important

uimirum.
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point to remember is, that (luration, witli tliis great oliampion of
the Church, is the measure of worth, and tliat a Scythian king-
dom, of which no one event can lie recorded, wliich has prt served
the record of no one man, is for him k)nger and woithy of greater
reverence than the states which kept the memory of Assyria and

Scythia from perisliing; which produced the men from whom
Bellarmin begs his ]>liilosophy, his arguments, no small portion
of his Christianity ;

which produced the city of the popes, and
the prototype of their government.

28. What strikes one most in this treatise, is the absolute

slavery of the writer to those formal divisions with which Ai-is-

totle has furnished him—his utter inability to eontemjilate his-

tory and the world about him, excejit as exhibiting different in-

stances of this school classification. With Aristotle those names
were the names of things with which he had been himself con-

versant. Gi-eat as was his love for cla.^^sification, he never forgot
that Athens and Sparta had been the habitations of human
living beings, that the order under which they lived was a real,
not an artificial one, capable of being criticized in a book, because
it had passed thi-ough a period of action and conflict. Here we
have nothing but the caput mortuum of all that men have been

doing and suffering for thousands of years. The more flat and
dead the result, the more agreeable it is to our sj'stematizer, the

less it disturbs his equanimity. People who have remembered
that Bellarmin was employed to teach controversies, and that,
in fact, his whole existence was one of controversy, have some-
times wondered at a sentence which is reported to have been
often on his lips, in itself a good and memorable one,

"
Verily,

an ounce of peace is worth a pound of victory." But the peace
of Bellarmin was of that kind which Galgacus declared the

Roman peace always to be. Make the world empty of all that

revolts against an absolute tyranny, and you have the precious
ounce which he sought by tons of disputation to win.

29. It will be seen that Bellarmin is advancing through these,
which he would have called secular, propositions to his gi-eat

argument, that such a monarchy as is lodged in the successors

of St. Peter is the true government for the universal church.

The question of course meets him : Would you have what you
call the outward and secular government of the world under

one head if you could ? Would you prefer a universal empire
to separate nations 1 We must do him the justice to say tliat

he does not blink the question. He confesses that this would
be his ideal of the world's order; only he says that it could not

be realized except through great wars and slaiightei's. If there

could be a universal empire with \iceroys and satraps under it,

as bishops are under the pope, that would be immensely preler-
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able to tte existence of separate kingdoms. But the corruption

of human nature interfering with this arrangement, nationality

mu.st be borne with. Bellarrain saw clearly enough that if the

spiritual sujiremacy he loved could be maintained in its full

and true proportions, the distinction of nations would become in

due time quite imaginary. And since he did not desire for the See Book v.

]<oi<v
more than an indirect temiioral authority, the ecclesiastical

unity under him would of course develop an imperial unity. E«iesiasti-

The blessed consummation for mankind would of course be when
p",.™ ty""

the head of each would perfectly understand the other; no nation
^'[."^'/y/^j

sustainiiiffwould then open its mouth or peep; the beautiful ideals of the
^^ ^^^

old time in Scythia, Assyria, Rome, would be recovered and""'"'

realized by the vicar of Christ.

?>0. Whether a pure Calvinist replying to Bellarmin would
7^';J^;;;j^.

have been able to show cause why the Roman or Greek repub- t'o.i-tof

lies should be prefeired to the Scythian or Assyrian empires, is
Belianniu.

a doubtful question. At least he will have felt—if he could not

put his feeling into words, or could only put it into very uncouth

words—that the Lord God reigning over the nation of Israel

was maintaining a fight again.st the huge colossal empires of

the earth; and "that if He was reigning still. He had not set

up a church in imitation of them, and did not mean to
T™'j^i^^^"

'"

establish one of them over the bodies and properties of men.

Mariana, the brother Jesuit of Bellarmin, the lecturer on Aquinas
at Paris, had not learned that lesson

;
but he seems to have learned

after his return into Spain, that which made him much more

than a mere disciple either of Aquinas or Loyola. With what-

ever motives he may have undertaken the study and the ehici-

dation of Spanish history, however he may have hoped tliat his

labours would serve the cause of the priestliood generally and Conversion

jirove the necessity of his own order, there was something in nJanintoa

the pursuit itself, something in the memories with which it sui--
j;'^"^;.'^^'"'

rounded him, something in the light which it received from

the hills and valleys of his birth, which scattered many of the

school mists wherein he had become naturalized, and changed him

into another man. Mariana did not brood for nothing over the

chivalrous traditions of the heroic age of Spain, or over the

struggles of Junta.s and grandees with their rulers in later

times. All passed into his soul, and finding seeds of quite

another kind which had been planted there in his early years,

displaced some of them, gave the others a diflerent quality. The

prolbund question of casuistry respecting the lawfulness of assas-

sination for the overruling interests of the fUiurch, mingled J«^j^™
strangely in his mind with thoughts of Harmodius and of Brutus, national.

Recollections of Padilla crossed him, when he should have been

occupied with the Exercises or the Institute. Why should not
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the Jesuit order be a great instrument for asserting tlie rights
of the people, for warning righteous sovereigns, and putting down
the evil 1 No doubt, among those evil sovereigns must espe-
cialh' be reckoned the Lutheran princes of Germany, tlio heretic

Queen of England. But it was in the eliaracter of oppressors of

the faith, that even these jiresented themselves to him. He
would strike at them as much with the feelings of a Roman
repiililican as of a sixteenth centur}' B.onianist. Mariana seems
to us like one who, having accpiired a i)remature senility in his

youth under the Jesuit discipline, became almost a boy in his

declining years. The worth of justice, freedom, truth in words
and deeds, burst upon him with what must have been the

strangest and most delightful surprise ;
even while he was not

consciously departing from any of his old maxims, and was

pleading for the same unity which Bellarmin pleaded for, with
ten times his vivacity and boldness.

DeReccet 31. Mariana begins his dedication to Philip III., the Catholic

tulfoiie'.'Ti'o- K^°g of Sjiain, by infoi'ming him that there is a place beautifully
guntis, ito5. situated, and which has been the parent of great wits, called by

other names in old times, but in his, Talavera. As Englishmen
in the nineteenth centvuy may prefer to receive the description

Liber 1. of that place from Napier or Southey, we omit the pretty

I'p. 1-13. ])icture which the Spaniard gives of it, though not uninteresting,
as showing that he really enjoyed nature and loved the home of

his childhood. Nor must we be detained by the agreeable circle

of friends whom he collects about him, since the conversation in

which they engage is only an introduction to a discoui-se which
the historian reads to them, and which is avowedly intended for

the prince. Beginning from the beginning, Mariana lays it down
Cap. 1. that men are formed for society, and that all their wants and crav-

est animal ings, and their struggles to obtain the food which seems to offer

Pp'iaiw
itself spontaneously to the animals, are intended to make them
aware of their dependence upon each other, and of their need of

order and government. In proceeding to discuss the question
whether it is better that one or more should reign, Mariana is

encountered by difficulties wliich never occurred to Bellarmin :

i-'ap- li- * liL, for Ninus, Cynis, Alexander, and C'resar, the founders of great

empires, are in his judgment not legitimate kings, but i-ather

robbers and tyrants. What is said in the Scriptures about the

sin of the Israelites in choosing a king, is accepted as a proof
that there are conditions of society in which monarchy is not

p. •24. desirable. And though Marin na an-ives at last, by sober con-

siderations of experience, at the conclusion, that a king, and an

hereditary king, is good for sejiiirate nations, one of his main

arguments for the su])eriority of monarchy is, that the cori'u])-

tion of it (tyranny) is of all kinds of rule the most detestable.
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His dislike to imperial government is evidently at the root of

his preference for family succession
;
his reasons for it are de-

duced miich more from the history of nations, and especially of

Spain, than from any abstract considerations. In the fifth

chapter of this book, the difference between the king and the

tyi-ant is strikingly and vividly brought out. Then follow the Cap. 5.

fatal passages which have brought so much merited odium ou
f^'g"™ ty-

Mariana. Though in this chapter he very obviously sympathizes j^""""'-

with those who take the matter into their own hands, and slay Cap. vi.

irreligious kings at the risk of their lives, it is clear that a
num''o'p?ri-

strong notion of the responsibility of kings to organized bodies mere fas sit.

of their subjects representing the will of the nation, was com-

bined with this ecclesiastical admiration of the individual zealot.

In the eighth chapter, the superiority of the state to the king is

distinctly affirmed, and affirmed moreover upon high church

grounds. Mariana evidently suspected more ijeril to the priestly Cap. viii.

order from sovereigns and their advisers, than from a cortes or a an Kesir*

parliament. He seems to have considered that the priests, if
[""^"i't.""'*"'

they understood their own interests, would be constitutional, p. 68.

On more general and less professional grounds, he affirms in the Cap. [%.11 1 1 • 1 j_ X _Li 1 T 1 Pnncipsnnn
ninth chapter that the prince is subject to tlie laws. In the est soiutus

tenth, the Jesuit appears again ;
but still the Jesuit Spaniard,

'eKifus.

the Jesui!, liistorian. Kings must not dare, like those vile

sovereigns of England, to meddle with religion ;
for if they do, Cap. x.

thei-e may be as many opinions about it as there are diflerent nihil Prin-

races in the world. The king is to reverence the priest as his cepsstatuat

best and safest adviser, especially because he lias no children

who may lead him to Ibrget the public weal in his domestic in-

terests and anxieties
; Mariana, with his usual boldness, alleg- p. 90.

ing the employment of eunuchs by eastern sovereigns as a wise

and godly precedent for the sovereigns of Christendom.

32. Of all subjects, that of the second book might sound most Libera

alarming to those who remember that the school was one of the

three instruments by which the Jesuit Order proposed to mould

and govern the world. It is on the education of a prince, and Cap.i

opens with an essay on the education of boys generally, begin- institutionc

ning from the nurse. Strange to say, it is the part of the work
pg''nutri^.i.

in which there is least of the mere sacerdotal feeling, most of
'™^-j,„ ,

, ,

what is high and manly. The body of the prince is to be trained cap. ifi.

to all vigorous exercises. Everything that is likely to make him
pp^^H'^^^i,,.

weak, cowardly, effi^minate, is to be kept from him. He is to stitutiout

read the be.st authors. Tacitus especially is to be continually
'^^'

and earnestly pondered, that he may learn to dislike the tricks Cap. yL

of princes, and the frauds of the palace. He is to be a scholar,

but not entangle himself with the subtleties of grammar and

logic. He is to converse with learned men, and reverence them;
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only study is to be the minister of action, and not the hinderer
of it. Music holds tlie same place in Mariana's judgment as

in Plato's
;

it is to harmonize, not to soften
;
he is to learn

through it what force there is in laws, what blessedness in an
order of life, what sweetness in the temjierance and government
of the soul. The prince is to be trained to eloquence, because

he rules freemen and not slaves, to whom he is to explain, so

far as he can, his purjjose?, and whose wills he is to draw after

him. He is to study dialectics, only because it may help him
to detect and expose soj)histry, and to discover the truth. He
is to culti\ate arithmetic and geometry, as much for their moral

as their directly practical uses. He is to study the principles
of taxation, genei-al and particular economics, the condition

of other countries, above all—Mariana repeats himself often

upon this point
—let him grow old in the reading of histories,

wherein lie mill discern the beginnings, middles, and down/alls of

tyrants. What is most satisfactory of all, Mariana answers at

large the arguments of those who plead for dissimulation as a

princely quality, affirming that his prince slwuld be trained to re-

gard lying as the most unroyal and base of all vices. Even in the

chapter which is specially on religion, there are many valuable

cautions again.st the prince being allowed to acquire a supersti-
tious habit of mind, one which would lead him to neglect his

duties as a sovereign, or to break treaties and covenants under

pretence of serving God :
"
Whereof," he says,

" a notable ex-

ample was furnished by one who, at the advice of a certain

hermit, attacked the Moors during a truce, and perished for his

treacheiy."
33. The third book opens with a chapter on magistrates, which

passes into one upon bishops. With respect to these last, he

considers that the royal responsibility is great, because their in-

fluence is so good or so evil, and because once made it is not in

the power of the sovereign to remove them. He prefers theo-

logians to canonists. He regi'ets that bishops have been sought
more for theii- craft or knowledge of the world than for

higher reasons. " Lizards become green," he says,
" from living

in the grass ; bishops must become litigious and worldly who
are always occupied with suits and secidar business." ]\Iariuna

is as strong as any administrative reformer of modern days

against the selection of men for offices or honours on account of

birth or connection. He would not even allow distinctions of

counti-y in that v.i.st empire on which the sun did not set.
" Let

there be no kind of honour," he says,
" no reward, to which

access is prohibited to any man, be he Spaniard, Italian, Sicilian,

or Belgian. Let the monarch embrace all with equal benevo-

lence ;
let liim clothe them with the same honours ! So will he
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have numerous, yea, innumerable champions of his authority,
whose consenting wills and united forces no sudden violence of

fortune, no invasion of enemies, will weaken at any time : so

that an empire established in righteousness, and sustained by the cap. t.

affection of its subjects, may be established for ever, and spread fjl."
""''

to the ends of the earth." On war, on taxes, on the coining Cap. vii.

of money, on buildings, above all, on legal judgments, and the bus.
"'^ ''^'' ''

higher justice which ought to rule in the bi-east of the king, our
pe'judiciia.

author speaks with equal fi'eedom and boldness, generally also

with sound common sense. He is severe on theatrical spectacles, cap. xvi.

yet even of them he wi-ites more in the spirit of a severe Spanish ^^'"^'^"''

patriot than of a monk. It is not till we come to the seven-
teenth chapter, whereof the title is

" That there may be many
religions in one province, is not true," that we discover the Cap. xm.
establishment of a dead uniformity of belief, to be, after all, the ^i",'.?!'" ,,
i_*i 1' i-iT«ir' »• uiiii province

highest object which Mariana s prince can propose to himself esse reii-

Hitherto we might boldly say, that if our Spaniard had proposed fst vimm"
to himself the task of instructing Philip III. how best and most ^p- 362-37i

entirely he might depart from all the maxims which had governed
the life and conduct of Philip II., he could not have executed
his task more elaborately or successfully. Now at last we arrive
at the maxim which lay at the ground of Philip's life, the one
which enabled him to regard himself, in spite of lies, adulteries,
murders—nay because he did not scruple to commit them—as
the most Catholic of sovereigns. Mariana's book is one to be
treasured and remembered, because the histoiy of the country
which he loved has shown that every great object which his

better and truer mind recognized as the object of government,
must be sacrificed if his ecclesiastical theory which has been
so faithfidly acted upon is to prevail.

34. That kingdom, which in Mariana's dream was to encourage influence ot

the activities of its subjects in all the countries which were 5?^'? "P""

under its sway, made its heavy hand felt in crushing the life and
energy of each one of those countries. None gi-oaned more
under its yoke than Naples ;

the sombre Spaniard seemed more

uncongenial to the southern Italian than even his German mas-
ters or his French allies. One of the former, Frederick II., had
been in truth far more a Sicilian than a German, and had laid

the foundation of a culture in Naples which had awakened some The Literary
of those tendencies and aspirations that the Spaniard found most

^Trl"'"''
troublesome. This great foe of the Popes had established an

academy in Naples wliich was vigorous in the fifteenth and six-

teenth centuries, and conspii-ed, with the other influences that
were at work then, to promote scholarship and counteract scholas- The Aca-

ticism. Another academy, which arose in this century, had a costan°L-

different object, but contributed more effectually to the same
Vol II. u
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result. It was the precursor of our Royal Society, and of all the
other institutions here and elsewhere whicli make physical science
their principal pursuit. It is associated with the name of a

very eminent man, Bernardino Telesio, one of those few whom
Bacon exempts from his sweeping and aiTogant coudemnatititi

of the students of nature pre\doua to himself How well lie

deserved that honour from a preacher of experiment may be

judged from the argumeni, of the first of two books which he

published in 1505 :

" That the construction of the world, ant!

the magnitude and nature of the bodies contained in it, is not
to be sought after by reasoning, as men in former times have

done, but to be perceived by sense, and to be ascertained from
the tilings themselves." This statement he illustrates in a short

preface :
—" Those who before us have investigated the construc-

tion of the world, and the nature of the things contained in it,

have no doubt consumed long watchings and mighty labours in

that task ;
nevertheless they appear never to have found what they

were searching for. For what can have been made known by
those whose discoiu-ses about these matters were not less dis-

cordant with the things than with themselves? This misfortune,
I apprehend, befell them, because trusting too much in their

own wit, they never looked fairly at the things themselves and
their powers, and so never ascribed to them that magnitude and
mind and faculties with which they are endiied. But, as if they
were fighting with God to prove theii- wisdom greater than His,

they have dared by mere ratiocination to divine the causes and

principles of the universe, and liave tliought tliemselves at

liberty to invent what they did not find, thus making a woi'ld

by then- will We, not confiding so much in our-

selves, and being furnished with a slower wit and a less vigorous

spirit, being, however, lovers and cidtivators of human wisdom^—
which ought to attain its very highest point if it looks

thoroughly into the things wliich the senses have unfolded, or

into the things which can be understood by their likeness to

those that are perceived by the senses—have determined to

examine the world and its several parts, and the passions,

actions, operations, and apisearanccs of those parts. For those

parts, rightly examined, will each reveal its own magnitude; and

those jjassions, actions, operations will manifest the mind, power,
and nature of the things. So that if there should turn out to

be nothing divine, or admirable, or veiy acute in our studies,

yet these will at all events never contradict the things or them-

selves, seeing that we only use our sense to follow Nature, which

is ever at harmony with herself, and is ever the same in her acts

and operaticms." Such a passage as this, which is almost a

literal anticiiiatiou of some of the early maxims in the Novum
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Organum, might well alarm the schoolmen of Italy and Spain,
and demand the intervention of that power which was to pre-
serve unity of faith in one region as much as in another.

Telesio had much to suffer for his anti- Aristotelian principles;
but he was fortunate enough to secure the friendship and protec-
tion of Pius IV. That pontiff even offered the archbishopric
of Cosenza to Telesio, and when he liad the wisdom to refuse,

gave it to his brotlier. There seems to have been a special

mildness, modesty, and devotion about the man, which, though
it could not disarm the doctors, might make a mere churchman

hope that he was not dangerous. As usual, the Holy See bent

ultimately to the more infallible judgment of the schools, and
Clement VIII., in 1596, placed the books of the then departed Bo9kspro-

philosophei-, the friend of his predecessor, in the index expurga- uis'death!'"

torius. Of course, this act furnished one testimony—and there

is abundance of others—to the influence of the wi-itings of

Telesio in different parts of Italy.
35. In a treatise of Moi-al and Metaphysical Philosophy, we Transition to

have no business to notice further a book so exclusively physical ^}?.^i''"'°

a.s the one to which we have just alluded; though at the com-
mencement of the Baconian period it is necessary to repeat an
obsei-vation wliich we have often made before, that a method of

physical study has the profouudest interest for the metaphy-
sician; indeed, must involve the very principle and meaning
of the subject with which he is occupied. A striking illus-

tration of that remark is furnished by a countryman and an
admirer of Telesio, the most interesting figure among the Italian

thinkers of this century, perhaps of any ceutiuy
—a man

whose life and writings form one of the many tragedies in

philosophical histoiy, and might point a thousand morals,
a,dom a thousand tales, if the tacts did not contain a deeper
moral as well as a livelier romance than even a gi-eat artist

could extract from them. Giordano Bnmo belongs emphatically interest ot

to the south of Italy, nor can one imagine him born in any tige IhoughtT"*
but exactly that one to which he belonged. He tills up the
whole period between 1550 and 1600. He brings together, in

strange proximity, the impressive, passionate admii-er of beauty
with the monk of the strictest order—the dramatist, jioet,

satirist, with the investigator of nature—the lo^'er of Italy with
the voluntary wanderer in eveiy land which was most unlike
liis own—the earnest man with the trifler—the man whose words
and acts would often have been a justification of his enemies,
with the man whom they justified, pronouncing in their sen-

tence upon him tlie most ti'emendous sentence upon them-
selves.

36. Giordano Bruno, we have observed, became a monk of a Dominion
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severe order. Tliat description would not apply to the Jesuits ;

we can hardly imagine what the effects of their discipline would
have been upon such a mind. It is only one degree le.ss diflicult

to understand how ht can of his own accord have become a

Dominican; for there is no ground tt) sujipo.se that either force

or influence was used to make him one. His biographoi-s can

only conjecture that if he felt no vocation fur arms or for law,
some kind of religious life was all that was left to liini.* He aj)-

])eai-s to have had a .strange apprehension that his jii-ofession might
give him gi-eater leisure or gi-eater freedom (perhaps he confounded
the two words, as so many have done) for literary or scientific

pursuits. Such a perversion of the intentions of the founder

may have jiarallels enough in Protestant as well as in Catholic

countries; but it generally brings its punishment. Bruno's

began earlj% and did not leave him till his death. The notion
has jirevailed that he exposed himself to severe censures in his

convent for speaking sceptically about the change of the elements
in the Eucharist. On that point, or on a number of others, his

speculations may have come in contact with the doctrines of
which the Dominicans were the traditional champions. It is

not necessary to specidate how a strife arose, which was sure to

grow wider and ultimately irremediable. The speedy effect of
it was that Bruno became a fugitive from the land which he

regarded as the most celestial in the world, and that tlie seeds of

strong belief and strong doubt which had been planted in him
at Nola ripened and bore fruit under different skies.

37. The travels of Bruno are in the strictest sense phdosophi-
cal travels. His object was to visit those places in which there

were the most celebrated universities; he was anxious, like Pico
and the academic knight-errants of the fifteenth century, to

establish his prowess in conflict with the doctors of one and of

another. He had, however, a real desire to sympathize with

any who could exchange thoughts with him; even a desii-e—
in spite of a very satisfactory opinion of himself, which he takes

not the slightest trouble to disguise
—to learn from them. He

was possessed with some negative and some positive con-

victions. The Aristotelian method, he was sure, was leading
to no results : Telesio had taught him that. But Cojjemicus,

* One would be glad to imagine that he was attracted to the order of preachers

by an admiration of Savonarola. But if (as JI. liarlholonioss supposes) be

received a strong influence from the Florentine school and its traditions, he would

I>robably have been inclined to regard the prophet with suspicion as an enemy of

the classical and Platonical movement. The motives which led Savonarola into

the cloister were as opposite as possible to those which, confessedly, acted on

Bruno. Nor was there any such fervent Italian patriotism, apart from the desire

of philosophical freedom, in the Neapolitan as could account for his taking a

political reformer a^ his model.
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wlao died about teu ye:u-s before his birtli, had convinced him
not only that Aristotle's conception of tlie universe was %vi-ong,

but that the opposing one,
—that which struck all ordinary

observers as monstrous, that which outraged every dogma of the

schools—was right. The two maxims, though they supported
one anotlier, had no natural sympathy. If he had strictly fol-

lowed Telesio, Bruno would have been, as we have seen, more
a disciple of sense, less of reason, than the ordinary doctors.

Copernicus seemed to have fallen the highest and most

daring flight beyond the world of sense, nay, to have mocked
and defied the senses. Herein lay no small part of his attrac-

tion for the young Dominican adventurer. He liked tlie

Telesian doctrine so far as it raised him above the quiddities of His contro.

the schools and brouglit him into contact with actual nature ; the age.

liut he was not born for a quiet crawling investigator of facts,

moving only one step at a time. The Copernican idea delighted
liim as an idea. It justified itself to his deepest reason by its

consistency and harmony. He loved it tlie better because the

vulgar were necessarily opposed to it; he loved it still more
because it set him directly at war with the whole body of Peri-

patetics in all the academies of Europe. Their arguments

against it he could strike through with a logic subtler than

their own; their angry appeals to tradition and authority he

could meet with the most provoking ridicule. He could oppose
his Italian courtesy, as he often tells us, to their coarse beha-

viour. He could turn from them to the accomplished gentle-
men of their land, to men who, like Lorenzo, understood good

breeding, and longed to mingle philosophy with letters.

38. For Bruno, though a Dominican by profession and a Bmno a man

student by taste, does not in liis heart prefer the school to the
'"'" ''

court. Grace and beauty of every kind speak to his soul, and
exercise a dominion over him which one would fear must
have often been too much for his judgment and his loftier

aspirations. His countenance testifies how mightily he must
have been attracted, and how many lie must have attracted.

His wit, too, was often too powerful for liim. In the Hiswii.

gravest discussions it carried him beyond all reasonable limits.

That it seriously injures his philosophy, we do not believe
;

his pliilosophy could not have existed without it. It entered

into the heart of his .sjieculations, and gave them much of their

form and peculiar character—comic and tragic could not be

separated in his dialogues more than in a play of Shake-

speare. But it cannot be denied that he would liave been more
of a man if he had been able to govern the faculty better. He
was a child of nature rather than a voluntary responsible

being. The wonder is that one so impulsive, so open at
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every pore to outwaixl influences, had so much of internal life,

and .so much devotion to tnitli. And those temptations wliich

were most perilous to Bruno himself make his travels more

interesting for us. He records his observations not only upon
the proceedings of doctors, but of human beings of all classes, in

the countries which he visits. He may sometimes afl'ect the

cosmopolitan, but it is satisfactory to find that he is always at

heart an Italian, and looks at all persons and things with Italian

eyes.
39. Whether Bruno ever seriously expected to find a wel-

come at Geneva, whether his revolt against the doctrines of his

order went so far as to make him hopeful of a refuge among
the formal adversaries of Catholicism, we cannot determine. It

appears that he went to the city of Beza, who must, of course,
have been immeasurably less inclined to fraternize with him than
with Ramus. No climate can have well been more uncongenial to

the Neajiolitan than this. He will have left it with the feel-

ing that he could breath even a close Catholic atmosphere with
less difficulty than the keen and cutting air of Calvinism. It

was natural that one whose main business lay among universi-

ties should have directed his next steps to Paris. There he had
not to begin the war against Aristotle; the sage had already
been attacked in .some of his sti'ongest holds. But Bruno's mind
was not cast in the same mould as that of Eamus

;
he was not in

the least inclined to take up the conflict where the author of the
" Animadversions" had left it. It was the physics not the logic
wliich excited Bruno's wrath. Still he was quite aware that he
must assail the method of the great ruler of the schools if he
wished to undermine his scheme of the universe. With all his

enthusiasm he was not deficient in prudence. If he could not
follow the guidance of a recent Parisian teacher, he would profit

by the fame ;uid labours of an earlier one, rather than ajijiear to

be meiely importing transalpine opinions. The wonderful art

of our old friend Raymond Lully commended itself to the

imagination and sympathy of the Neapolitan. To him, as to its

author, it could not seem a mere scheme for assisting the menioiy,

except so far as the memory was the mother of !ill arts, that in

man which connected him with the
jitist, i)resent, and future,

that which linked his thoughts and eoncejitions to the Infinite

and Eternal. We do not doubt that Bruno became most cor-

dially and passionately a Lullist; had it not been so, he could

not have devoted the greater part of his Latin works to the

illustration of the art. But without impeaching his .sincerity,

we may believe that he was first attracted towards it by
the desire to discover some standing ground from which he
could eflectually assail Aristotle in the University of Paris,
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without becoming the copyist of Ramus. In many respects he

chose his ground skilfully and well. At least a traditional Lully-
ism must have remained in that University for which it was first

devised. Mediaeval restorations and resuscitations might then, Ortnodoiy

as now, have a charm for Frenchmen. And Bruno could not
"' ^'

be sorry to counteract the impression of heresy, which he knew
attached itself to every impugner of the Stagyi-ite, by associating
himself with so very eai-nest a Christian as Lully—with one, too,

who discovered in the existing School philosojihy Mohammedan
tendencies, and who regarded his own system as a bulwark of

the faith. With all his jiliilosophical pride, and his scorn of the

vulgar, Bnmo cannot have been insensible to these considera-

tions. Nevertheless, it would appear that his revolt against the

Catholic faith must have gone too far to make any such alliances

with religious men in past ages of much avail. He was per-
mitted to lecture and dispute in the university; he might have

been made one of the ordinary professors if he had not refused revolt

to attend Mass. Such a refusal had not excluded Eamus from
Jif^ church.

his chair; but he had openly professed Calvinism at a moment
when it was tolerated. For a Dominican to take the same

course, implied that he was standing very loose to any religious

profession. It imjilied, also, we are bound to add, that he was
much more scnipulous than many philosophers beibre and since

his time have been, of afiecting an outward conformity to that

which his heart did not recognize. His courage in this parti-
cular did not hinder him from gaining eager listeners to his ex-

positions of the Lullian doctrine, nor from acquiring the favour

and patronage of Henry III. The Italian propensities of the
^^""\fj

°'

monarch seem to have overweighed his dread of the priests.

And Bruno, who could set them at defiance, expressed his grati-

tude to the unworthy monarch in language which it is painful
to read, and which we might denounce as odious adulation,
if we did not remember the sins of other philosophers not far

removed from the age of Henry III., and bearing English, not

Italian names.

40. Bruno was twice in Paris—once lecturing on Lully"s

method, at a later time openly denouncing Aristotle's physics.
The interval between the two visits was filled up by a sojourn Bruno in

in England. The gi-eatest philosophical works of Bruno—those
opfrelu

which he wrote in his own language
—were composed here, and Giordano

are mixed with more curious and lively observations respecting lano. Da

our Queen, our nobles, our ladies, our doctors, our shopkeepers, ^y°g°^^
our police, and our people generally, than are to be found in Lipsia, issa

almost any documents of the time. Bruno was the guest of

Fulke Greville. lu his comjjany he of course learnt to know Hiscom-

and admii'e Sydney. Both inspired him svith an admiiation,
'""" '"'
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which he can scarcely find words to express, for Elizabeth. The
English of her sex seem to him divine. So far om- vanity has
all possible consolations from the philosopher of Nola. But
there are terrible deductions, which, on the whole, leave us in a

tolerably fair condition for judging his books on their own
merits, students— especially if they belong to Oxford— cer-

tainly with rather strong motives to detect and expose their

weakness. For he looks upon our population genei'ally, includ-

ing" countiy gentlemen, yeomen, tradesmen, innkeepers, boatmen,
as the most ill-bred savages he has ever met with. He makes
the discovery, which is the more bitter and cruel for being
announced in a dedication to his great friend the French

Ambassador, that oiu's is a "
country in which merchants being

without conscience and faith, rise easily to the state of Croesus,
and in which Virtuosi, being without gold, practise without

difficulty the virtues of Diogenes." Such extremely hard hits—
one of which, at least, will be felt as not altogether uni'air by a
number of poets and artists in later centuries—might be borne,
if Bruno would have confessed the scholars 'and teachers of our
universities to be worthy representatives of the Elizabethan era.

But, alas! we find a number of disagreeable allusions—such as

we should gladly suppose were intended for Germany—to the

beer-drinking propensities of the Oxford imder-graduates, and
to the hopeless pedantry and stujndity of their seniors. We
trust that much of Bruno's account of his argument at Oxford,

respecting the Copernican System, is a caricature, and that the

English defender of Ptolemy did not talk all the nonsense, or

betray the rudeness, which is attributed to him. There is, it

must be confessed, a certain verisimilitude in the description
which testifies to great artistical power in the narrator, if it had
no counterpai-t in reality. Since, however, the Nolan had the

advantage of representing his own case, and since, in the nine-

teenth century, a verdict has been pronounced in his favour, we
may not do justice to the sujiporters of a then triumphant system.

41. The work which contains these comments upon England
is called La Cena de le Cetien; or, An Ash- Wednesday Feast, held

after sunset at the house of Fulke Greville. The book consists of

five dialogues between Smitho, an Englishman, Teofilo, a philo-

sopher, Prudentio, a pedant, and Frulla, a saucy personage,
who is chiefly employed in making jests upon the philosopher
and phUologer. Thus, in the beginning of the dialogue, Teofilo

laj's down the law on dualism :

" All things are in twos.

There are the Pythagorean co-ordinates, \'iz., the Finite and the

Infinite, the curve and the straight, the right and the left.

There are two species of numbers, the equal and the unequal.
There are two great vital acts, Knowledge and AiFection. There
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are two objects of these, the True and the Good. There are two

principal essentials of things, Matter and Form. There are two

primary opposites, the Hot and the Cold. There are two

primary parents of natural tilings, the Sun and the Earth."

Frulla is immediately ready with Mr binary scale :
— " The

beasts entered the ai-k by twos and twos. There ai'e two ani-

mals made in the likeness of man, the ape upon earth, the owl

in heaven. There are two kinds of asses, the wild and the High life

domestic. There are two o])posing colours, the gray and the

blackamoor; two sacred Florentine relics, the teeth of Sacetto

and the beard of Pietruccia,"
—with more of the like kind.

Which remarks, our reader will easily understand, are not the

least intended to undermine the doctrine of Teofilo, which is

Bruno's own, but only to prove that he can say cleverer things

again.st himself than his opponents can invent. The dialogue

goes on with great seriousness, after some objections of Pruden-
tio to the title of dialogue whei-e four persons were discoursing The invoca-

had been disposed of, and after Bnmo has invoked the Muses '""'

of England, whom he has seen— and whom he much prefers to

those of Helicon, whom he has not seen—to inspire him with a

discourse on the merits of Copernicus. On him Teoiilo pours
forth his praise, as a man of grave, laborious, anxious, and mature p. 137.

mind, inferior to no astronomer that liad lived
;
too much given

to mathematics, too little to nature
; unable, therefore, to answer

all objections to his .system, and to tear up the vain principles of

his adversaries by the roots; but, nevertheless, entitled to all

admiration for his defiance of the foolish multitude, and for

standing firm again.st the current of the opposing creed. Thence
Teofilo proceeds to mention (as modestly as may be, yet main- P- '29.

taining his right to praise a friend) how well il Nolano has filled

up the blanks which Copernicus could not supply, and has drawn
off the veUs which had hidden natui-e from the eyes of man ;

nay, if they will use them, has provided eyes for the moles, light
for the blind. In the course of this first dialogue, Bruno intro-

duces a sentiment which we are in the habit of attributing to

Bacon, though it may possibly be much older than either. Pru- p ,32
dentio having quoted the words,

" in antiquity is wisdom," v'ogiio dire

Teofilo begs him not to leave out the latter half of the sentence, si^amTpiu" and in the multitude of years is prudence ;" and he goes on to '?""' *'
.

amrm tnat we are much older, and have a much longer experi- lunga eta

ence to boast of than our predecessoi-s. predeceSok
42. We must not indulge ourselves by recording the London Diai.Sec.

adventures, of which we have a most lively account in the second um's,^^
dialogue, nor even the five propositions of the Doctor Nundinio lei-'M-

and his friend Torquato, at the great Oxford gathering, which
form the subject of the tliird. The foui-th is curious, as it con-
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tains ail argument on the ajiiiarcnt divergency from the Mosaic

story whicli is involved in the Coperuican theory. The objection
is treated neither better nor worse tlian it lias commonly been
treated in later times; the answer of Teofilo being, that in a book
written for moral ends, jirecisiou re8])ecting natural questions,
and a departure from ordinary po]nilar methods of speech, would
be idle pedantry. The reason, however sound and true in itself,

does not exhaust the subi«;ct. at least for Englishmen, who can

hardly contemplate it exactly from Bi-uno's point of view. When
he is speaking of the information which is imparted in Scripture,
he says,

—" If the gods had chosen to give us accurate .statements

on these subjects, of course T should have accepted them as above

my own reasonings ;
but thej^ have not." We quote the language

because it is characteristic, and because it throws, we think,
much light upon the mind from which it proceeded. The Neo-
Platonical school in the third century reconciled, it will be
remembered, the old mj-thologj' with their own acknowledg-
ment of a transcendent unity, by supposing that the divine and
absolute Being, whom only philosophere fould apprehend or
have any communion with, had manifested portions of his na-

ture through secondary divinities
;

so not excluding the vulgar
from the benefit of his government, and such kind of knowledge
as was desii-able for their well-doing and for the peace of society.A faith surely not confined to them, or ending with the decree

by which Justinian closed theii* schools. Under diflerent aspects,
and in different modifications, it had been adopted into the

system and practice of Christendom ; and a host of demigods,
called in the new dialect, Saints, or the Virgins of different

localities, had been accepted as partial representatives of a Jlind

which to sinful people was unap])ioachable ;
how much oftener

as barriers between them and that Mind, as mediators to hinder
His wrath from bursting forth upon them ! Bruno, trained in

this religion, and afterwards seeking a refuge from its vagueness
and confusion in philosophy, not unnaturally betook himself to

the school of Plotiuus, and learned there both the idtimate end
that he shoidd pursue, and how easy it was to translate back
the phrases of Clu-istianity into the phi-asea of Paganism.
Almost unconsciously, without the least sense that he was con-

tradicting the letter and spirit of the books upon which he was

commenting, he referred the Hebrew Scriptures to the gods. If

they did their work of providing a suitable morality for the

wants of the people, it could not be expected that they should

care for exact truth about the laws of nature. Immediately
after, he speaks of Tlie Legislator, meaning of coui-se Moses.

Had he alluded ordi/ to him, he would have been in nearer con-

formity with the modern Neologian; he would lia\e referred
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the whole Jewish economy, and the book which describes it, to

human wit and contrivance. It was not in accordance with the

spirit of the time or of the man to do that.* He was living in

a svipernatural atmosphere from which he had no desire to

escape. He was not seeking a more material, but a more trans-

cendent, explanation of the difficulties which he saw around
him. He preferred Plato to Aristotle, Copernicus to Ptolemy.
Not from any compliance with customary orthodoxy, but from Italian and

liis own conviction, he spoke of the Book of Genesis as
f„g';''^''

'"''"

divine. But " divine
" meant something very different in his

dialect and in that of the people with whom he was holding his

supper. They might tolerate deviations from scientific accuracy
when natural phenomena were described in a book which they

regarded as divine. But it would be because the}' felt truth to

be more intimately connected with morals than with physics;
because they supposed that somehow—they might be veiy ill

able to express how—that which related to the life of man must
be more strictly right than that which related to the life of

natiu-e. Such, we apprehend, must have been the inward belief

of Greville and of Sydney, though it may have had much to

struggle with, both in the diplomatic habits of their time, which
made the doings of men often seem very in-econcilable with

the standard of truth, and in that passion for physical studies

which was soon to display itself with great vigour on our soil.

X% all events, there was enough of real earnestness in Bruno, Bruno's

even apart from his graceful Italian manners and humour and En""h
°'

the Italian rage of the time, to make these scholar-like gentle- gentlemen,

men, these piirsuers of a high ideal, exceedingly charmed by his

discourse—their Protestant convictions and their English habits

of mind notwithstanding.
43. We must not linger over the last dialogue of this supper, opere, vol. i.

but must proceed to a treatise more specially concerning our
jJ'g'i^^Q^^s^

subject, "On Cause, Beginning, Unity." The two works arePiineip'oet

connected. The scene is still England. The preliminary dia-

logue turns upon the complaints which the sneers against the

Oxford Doctors in the sxipper had called forth. In a sort of

half-apology, Bnino lets us see that he disliked the pedan- Bruno's

try of the philologers, the so-called humanists, even more than
Jj^J^^j^,

"'

that of the philosophers of the old Aristotelian type, and that

he still prefers the English women and Queen Elizabeth, even

• It should be mentioned, that Bruno finds the philosophy of Copernicus
*' much favoured

"
in many passages of the Bonk of Job, Avhich he describes as

" one of the most singular that can be read, full of all good theology', physics,
and morality, abounding in most wise discourses, united by Moses as a sacrament

to the books of his Law." Here he seems to think that Moses has stored uf
the true natural science, which would have been out of place in the Book of

Genesis.—P. 174
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on intellectiml grounds, to those who wear the University gown.
There is much of light .sparring in tliis flialogne, and many good
anecdotes, specially to expose the Ciceronian and anticpuirian

word-worshipjters of the day. A friar, who could not preach
on the text " Render to Caesar the things that are Ciiesar's,"

without giving an elaborate account of all the coins that circu-

lated in the Roman emj)ire, their weights and their equivalents
in Tuscan money, is for liim a specimen of the class. Bruno's

own apparent trifling is therefore directed against triflers; he
wishes to clear the ground of them that he may advance to the

very grave suhjects of his discourse. A countryman of ours,

called in mellifluous Tuscan Alessandro Dicsono, a pedant
Poliinnio (that, we are told, being the fashionable orthography
for Polyhymnio), and Gervasio, who is present at the conference

because he has nothing better to do, and wliose vocation is to

call out the absurdities of his learned companion, are the jjarties

in this conversation. As soon as Dixon enters, we plunge at

once into the subject which is indicated by the title of the book.

44. As we are now come to the very heart of tliose convic-

tions—not perhaps which brought capital censure upon Bruno
in his own age, but which have stamped him with the name of

Pantheist in subsequent ages
—we ought to consider carefully

what his standing-ground was, and especially how his physical
and metaphysical conclusions were related to each otlier. We
ought to remember how very gradually the truth of the Coper-
nican doctrine bui'st upon our countrymen ;

what quiet, cautious,

tentative intellects prej)ared the way for it
;
how the ground for

it was laid in painful experiments and laborious mathematical

reasonings ;
how eminently unpoetical and unimaginative was

the age which accepted it
;
how speedily it associated itself in the

mind of that age with mechanical discoveries and commei-cial

advantages. Notwithstanding all this preliminary discipline,

and these accompanying cii'cumstances, the new belief was the

cause of a gi-eater revolution in the minds of men occupied with

political and material interests, educated for a century and a

lialf in Protestantism, than we are wont to imagine. Conceive,

then, what the effect of it must have been on an Italian Domi-

nican, full of passion and poetry, born in an age which was seek-

ing tor unity by methods wliich seemed utterly ho]ieless, or

hopeful only so far as they crushed all thought and reason, him-

self sharing the feelings and impulses of that age, and sharing
also its despair. Conceive him suddenly transported, not by
a dream, but by an assurance, that that which Aristotle and

all the ancients had deemed to be the centre of the universe,

was not the centre of it
;
that that which ap|)eared to be sizable

was moving ;
that that which seemed to be moving was st;ible.
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It is easy to say, that these are mere physical facts
;
that they

do not affect human beings in their relations to the sjiii-itual

world
;
that all which concei-ns faith and duty remains just as

it was before. Bnino actually does sa}' this. We heard how

sharply he di-ew the distinction in his dialogue at the supper;
he draws it even more strongly in this dialogue. He declares Pp.233A234

solemnly that he interferes with no moral or theological prin- fi^y^'p^
eiples. To the fii-st Cause or Principle, in the theological and aRebegin-

moral sense, he cannot a.scend. He accepts the dogma, that on dji" que belie

these subjects we are only to take just what it pleases the supe- aa^'a°|"'^^p
rior powers to make kno'mi

;
that a man is most ambitious and si aita lua

presumptuous who asks a reason for that which is communicated.
If this is orthodoxy, no one is so thoroughly orthodox as Bruno;
no one more willingh^ surrenders to the priests that which he

supposes is theii'S. We do not think he was insincere in

these professions. It would be exceedingly difficult for the

divines of any communion in our day, to say how they could

have been made more complete or satisfactory. And yet it is Ditacnityof

evident to us—it must have been partlv evident to Bnmo him- '!'* '^'1'?"^;
I 1

tion which he
self—that to mamtam this di^^slon between the provinces with endeaTcmied

which he did, and with which he did not, concern himself, he

must uphold those scholastical barriers which he was break-

ing down ; artificial lines, terms, definitions, must stUl nile

Heaven and earth. That first principle which Bruno thought
he had found by an investigation of nature, would be to him the

fii-st principle of all. He would always suspect that that which
he conceded to the theologians was indeed necessary for the

purposes of life and must be presented to the vulgar, but had
not the same claim to be called true as that which was pro-

fessedly below it and was discovered merely by the human
faculty. This contradiction is perpetually besetting Bruno. But Beneat trom

from his effoi-ts to escape it, from the necessity under which he tioaofthat

felt himself to associate other ideas than any which he could (Ufflcii'y-

find in nature with his natural principle, from the sublimity of

some of his thoughts, from the feebleness of others, moralists and

theologians might, it seems to us, have learned more than from

many speculations of their own—certainly they might have found
more e\-idence in support of a truth which is not physical, than

they could obtain by burning the books or their author.

45. From the hints we have given, our readei-s will easily
conclude that our Copernico-Dominican can find no solution for

the mystery of the universe but in the old belief of a soul in the
world. Nor need we tell those who have known that doctrine The Anima

in its earlier forms, that to distinguish this soul from a god is all
^""'^

but impossible for the subtlest intellects. That Bruno escaped
the peril better than Greek or Brahminical philosophers had
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done, we do not atlirui. The n'turn to sucli an opinion, after so

many centuries liad lieeu re.sting iu one wliich seemed to be tlie

oppo.site of it, miglit make tlte Pantlieism soun<l even more
decided than it had ever been. Yet tlie difference was practi-

cally very gi-eat. The Chri^^tendom ages had not existed for

nothing. Their influence rested upon Bruno nnconsciou.sly and

consciously. He could not have shaken it off if he would he
would not if he could The religious atmosphere of his own
age he often felt, and hau a right to feel, was close and stifling.
Fresher breezes came from the fields of the past, which even
when he was mo.st struggling against traditions, he would have
been soriy to lose.

4C. The duty of abstaining from tlie.se transcendental and moral
considerations being admitted, Bruno proceeds to affirm that the

duty of investigating the Principle and Cause which is to be liis-

covered in nature itself, is not less imperative. He declares

that those "
magnificent stars and shining bodies, which are so

many inhabited worlds, and grand living creatures, and excellent

divinities," could not be what they are—could not have any
permanent relation to each other—if there were not some cause

or principle which they set forth in their opeiutions, and " the

infinite excellence and majesty of which they with innumerable
^'oices proclaim." These expressions

—"
grand living creatures,"

" excellent divinities"—the reader must not regard as merely
rhetorical. He is not, however, bound to condemn them as

heretical : the author must be allowed to give his own exposi-
tion of them. He is asked at starting, by Dixon, to state

wherein principle, according to him, differs from cause. He
answers, that a principle is that which concurs intrinsically in

the constitution of anything, and remains present in the effect.

Cause, on the other hand, is that which concurs in the produc-
tion of things exteriorally, and has its being independently of

their composition. Dixon proposes that the cati^e should be

investigated first. It is settled that they should begin with the

efficient cause—should go on to the formal, cause—should come,
then, to the final.

47. What is the efficient cause? " I affirm," .says Teofilo, "the

physical universal Efficient to be the universal Intellect, which
is the jirimary and principal faculty of the Soul of the world,
that soul being, on the other hand, the universal form of this

Intellect." " This is that one which fills the gi-eat whole, which
illuminates the universe, which directs nature to produce its

species in the way which is mo.st suitable. So that it has the
same relation to the production of natural things as our intellect

has to the eon-esponding production of rational species." He
goes on to connect this moving and formative Intellect witli the
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doctrine of Plato, of the Magians, of Empedocles, of Plotimis. p. 235

That which they would respectively call the Fabricator of the Satoda'plT-

world, the Tmpregnator, the Distingiusher, the Father or Progeni- tonici fabbio

tor, he would call the Internal Artificer, seeing it forms the mat- ic

ter and the figure from within : from within the seed or the root Da noi si

it gives forth and unfolds the stem
;
from within the stem it forces

^'eSterucT
out the boughs; fi-om within the boughs it foi-ms the branches; fi-oni i:c

within these it pushes out the buds; from within, it forms, shapes,
and interlaces, as with nerves, the leaves, the flowers, tlie ft-uits;

and from -within, at appointed times, it recalls its moisture fi-om

the leaves and fruits to the branches, fi-om the branches to the

bouglis, from the boughs to the stem, from the stem to the root."

He traces a con-esponding method of production in the animals
; similmente

compares the manufacture of dead things, which nevertlieless we negiiani-

must attribute to intellect, with these wonderful living opera-
tions

;
and then lays down the proposition, that there are three p. 236-7.

sorts of Intellect—the di\dne, which is a whole
;
this mundane, l^ln'SiXot

which makes the whole ; the other, or particular intellects, '' ii""" *'^
1-1 • 1 1 -i-» J 11 1 j_i tutto; questo

which constitute a whole. Between the extremes, he says, there mondano che

must be some middle, which is the true eflScient cause, not so
atw'partfco-

I
much an extrinsic as an intrinsic cause of all natural things.

M fte si

^>^rom the efficient cause we proceed to the formal. The ana-

logy is here, as always, to human art. All thinkera, Aristotle The Formal

among tliem, had recognized not only an artist, but aform in the Cause, p. 237

mind of the artist, which afterwards finds it« expression in the

marble or on the canvas. Bnmo applies this to the uni\erse.
" And there are," he .says,

" two sorts of forms—the one, which The Canse in

is Cause (not the efficient cause, but that by which the efficient principle' in

effectuates) ;
the other is Fri7iciple, which by the efficient is

{,^^*y",!^j,

called foi-th from matter." The first, our readers will perceive,
is the form before it-comes forth fi-om the mind of the artist;

the second, tiie form in the statue or picture which he creates.

And then, says Dixon, winding up this part of the suViject, the The object

scope or the final cause which is set before the efficient, is the
^ijit.

perfection of the universe
;
which perfection consists in this, that

in different portions of the matter all the forms should have
actual existence. In which result the Intellect has such delight
and complacency, that it is ever exerting itself in calling forth

all kinds of forms from the matter. Teofilo adds, that the

final cause corresponds to the efficient cause; that as the first

is univei-sal in the uuiveree, and is special and particular in the

parts and members thereof, so also is the other.

48. We now come to the Principle, or that which is implied p- 23"-23a.

in the constitution of everj-thing that is. Can this be separated a 11 principi

from the cause in fact, as easily as it can in definition ? Bi-uno Jie"ie"co£

admits that it cannot. It is -with the soul of the world as
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with the soul of man. " Tlie soul is iu the body as the pilot
in the sliip; which pilot, in so far forth as he is moved to-

gether with the ship, is part thereof; considered as the direc-

tor and mover of it, he is not a jiart of it, but is a distinct

efficient." Dixon assents to this proposition, even admit-

ting that whatever is affirmed of the relation of the soul

Con niagKior to the body ill man, may be affirmed, a fortiori, of the relation

ma'dei mem- between the soul of the world and that which it informs, seeing
do rcRge that the impediments which prevent the rightful supremacy of

Che' ranima the Superior principle in the one case are absent in the other.

cnrpo'nostii),
'^°'' *^°^^ 1'^ revolt at tlie next proposition, which, indeed, is

Ac-., p. 288, implied in the former, that those detract from the Divine bounty
and excellence who will not acknowledge that the world, with
its members, is an animated substance. This, in some general
sense, he acknowledges to be the opinion of all the most eminent

Atteaouon
philosophers, even among the Peripatetics. But he denim's to

quaidie ripu- what strikes him as the extravagant development of this doc-

EmTpedpa-
ti'i"*' % Teofilo. Does he mean that not only the form of the

tciici, Che universe, but all the forms whatsoever of natural things are

mondo e le' animated? Teofilo admits that he cannot stoj) short of this

csser'ein
Conclusion. He holds that all things whatever have in them a

quaiche vital
jii'iuciple. What ! exclaims Poliinuio, you think my slip-

inata, p. 239. pers, luy boots, my spurs, my ring, and my cloak are animated ?

p. 240. Why not 1 asks Gervasio. When you wear that cloak, is there

mMMfopo- not an animal within the cloak ? Do not your boots contain

pianei"'''&c '•'^'i'^g
ieetl The pedant is gi'eatly offended by this -vTilgar solu-

tion of a philosophical puzzle, and demands a learned reason for

i: n\. Teofilo's faith. He answere—" I admit that the table as table
Dico dunque i^ not animated, nor the garment as garment, nor the skin as
che la tavola

,
.

i i i - i i • i

come tavoJa, sKiu
; yet, as natural and composite things, they have in them

°'
matter and form. Be the thing, then, as little as it may, it has
in it a portion of spiritual substance, which, if it finds the fitting

subject, may develop itself into a plant, into an animal—may
acquire the members of any kind of body which in its totality
is called animated

; seeing that sjiirit is found in all things, and
there is not the smallest corpuscle which does not contain within

P. 241. it that which animates it."
" You would make me think," says

Dixon,
" the opinion of Anaxagoras probable, who held that

everything is in each thing, seeing that spirit, or life, or univer-

sal form being in the whole mass of things, from a whole a
whole may be jnoduced."

" That doctrine," says Teofilo,
" I look

Non dico uj)on not as proliable, but as true. And if so, not only is life

ma'veni''^
found in all things, but the soul is that which is the substantial

fomi of all things : it presides over the matter, it holds its lord-

ship in those things that are compouiuled; it effectuates the

comjiosition and consistency of their parts. This I understand
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to be tlie one in all things which, however, according to the f 2'**

diversity of the dispositions of matter, and according to the

faculty of the material principles, active and passive, produces
diveree configurations, and works out diverse faculties

;
one

while showing the effect of life without sense, one while the effect

of life and sense without intellect, one while how it may have

all the faculties kept down and impressed either by the imbeci-

lity or by some other condition of the matter. Whatever changes,

then, of place or shape anything may undergo, it cannot cease

to be; the spiritual substance being not less present in it than

the material. The extei'ior forms alone ai-e altered and annulled, The perman-

because they are not things, but only appertain to things
— are universe.

not substances, but the accidents and cu'cumstances of sub-

.stances." We cannot withhold the next passage of the dis-

coiu-se.
" The Sophists say that that is truly man which is the

^-^^^^
result of composition ;

that that is truly soul which is either the quelle esse™

perfection and act of a living body or the result of a certain uomor&a

symmetry of complexion and membei-s. Wherefore it is no

marvel if they regard with such terror death and dissolution,

seeing therein the overthrow of their being. Against which
fo'jfi''i,™e

folly nature ciies with a loud voice, affirming that neither bodies each an im-

nor souls ought to fear death, seeing that matter and form are

both most constant principles."
49. We pass over a very interesting passage, in which Teofilo p^efimWe

responds to a scholastical question of Poliinnio, how the soul of iuomodo for

the world is everywhere a whole if it is an individual ? and also mumu vbme
to a vulgar question of Gervasio, who supposed material large- (nji/ja^v

uess to be the proper type of universality ;
that we ma)' come to &=.

the third dialogue, in some respects, we think, the most import-
ant for the understanding of Bruno's position, and of his relation

to the philosophy which was curi-ent in his day. From the

.sentences we last quoted, it will be evident that he does not

disparage matter, as some spiritual philosophers are inclined to

do. He claims immortality for the body as well as the soul,

becaiise matter and form are both constitutive principles in

everything that exists. In this dialogue he confesses that there p. 251.

was a time in his life when he was inclined to the Democritic or
tempi?son.?

Epicurean doctrine, that matter is the substance of thins's, that statoassai
^ 1-11 - -1 IT .. c aderente ;i

forms are nothing else but certain accidental dispositions of questoparere,

matter. Such an opinion was very natural to a man who was
to,°che'^ha'''

passing, by the helii of Telesio, out of the Aristotelian dogmas, fondamenti
J o' J 1 '

, 111 1 Pi^ con-es-

But he says that after mature consideration, he had returned to ponasnti k

the old belief that it was necessary to recognize in nature two che q'uef

kinds of substance, the formal and the material,
"
seeing that

^^Aristoteie.

there must be an active potency and a passive potency in the

universe
;
a power to make and a power to be made." Dixon

Vol II. N
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hints at the jiossibility of consideriug matter as the whole body
of things, distinguisliing it not from tlie form but only from the
efficient. Teofilo tiiiswers that such a mode of considering tlie

subject is tempting to a jdiysician who blends a little philosophy
with liis medical and chemical stutlies, and so confuses both, as

he supjioses (Jalcn did
; but that he thinks that the aim of Parar

celsus to make medicine subordinate to jiliilosophy was a higher
aim; at all events, philoscjihex-s must not be bound by the em-

piricism of the medical doctor. The question, What then is

matter? must be fairly encountered. It is put into the mouth of

Gervaiiio, that the answer to it may be more simple and adapted
to the common understanding. Teofilo cxplaiiis to him that

every artificer has some subject upon which he works : the car-

penter, wood
;

the blacksmith, iron ; the tailor, cloth. All

these arts produce diflerent figures and shapes in their own pro-

per material, no one of which shapes and figures belongs to it in

itself, or would otherwise be assumed by it. Just in like man-

ner, nature demands a matter for its operations, seeing that it is

impossible that there should be any agent, -who, if he wishes to

make anything whatsoever, should not have that whereof to make
it, or if he wishes to work, that whereupon to work. Of course

Gervasio is reminded that the materials of the artist have already
a form which has been given them by nattire, whereas the mat-
ter upon which nature works must be without form. He then
demands whether it is possible to have the same kind of know-

ledge of the subject of nature as we have of the subjects of the

difi'erent arts. The answer is, that the knowledge may be as

real, but that the organs of cognition must be different. He
has no difficulty in conjecturing that an eye of sense is the organ
for apprehending the one, an eye of I'etison for tipprehending
the other

;
but he does not perceive clearly how this rational

eye is to be exercised. He is taught to observe the analogy
between artificial operations and natural oiierations : just as

out of the trunk of a tree the carpenter fashions a beam, a

table, a bench
;
so out of that which was seed, conies gniss ;

otit

of that which was grass, comes the ear of corn
;
from the ear of

corn, bread
;
from bread, chyle ;

from chyle, Vilood, and so on.

Well, then, the reason demands a subject which is none of these

things that is unfolded out of it, in the one region as well as in

the other. And our inability to see that subject docs not in the

least interfere with this necessity. But what am 1 to do, asks

Gervasio, if I am talking with a person who will not admit this

to be so ? Sinijily wi.sh him good morning, and make him no

answer, was the solution of this difficulty. And if he .should

still be importunate? rejoins the querist. Then, said Teofilo, you
must address him thus :

" Most illustrious Siguor, or sacred
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Majesty, as the case may be, as there are certain things which facts not cos-

cannot be eWdent except to the hand and to the touch, other ['h|''^ns«i.

things except to tlie hearing, otlier things except to the taste,

cither things except to the eyes, so this material of natural

things can only be evident to the intellect." But, suggest.s the

modest Gervasio, my friend may reply, that he has much more

intellect than I have. There is that danger, no doubt, is the

answei-, just as a blind man may assm-e you that it is you who
have lost your sight. You may believe him or not as you like.

The main question of the dialogue, however, is not with the

champions of sense, but with the champions of logic. The

notions of form and matter which prevail among the Aristo-

telians, are the gi-eat hindrances. Teofilo thinks, to any clear and p. 255.

vital apprehensions of the truth. All the stibstantml forms of Consisiono

T^^. .1 • .J- ,1- iix ^ • non in altro

the Peripatetics, he cries, consist in nothing else but a certain che in cert:i

combination and order of accidents, and of that for which they ™7jf„f
"'"^

c;in find names
;
while their primary matter is nothing else but d'accidenti,

an accident, a habit of quality, a principle of definition, a quid-

dity. Then, striking at the very heart of the controversies which

occupied us so much in our former part, he says, that owing to

tills confusion between things and name-s, certain subtle meta-

physicians in cowls, that they might excuse the imi)otency of

their divinity Aristotle, are continually playing fast and loose Humanity,

with the terms Humanity, Boviuity, Socrateity. And if you ask
socra't'efty.

them, In what consists the essential being of Socrates ? they would l^t^J",*; ™,"j

answer, in Socrateity. If you further demand, What do you siistanziaia

understand by Socrateity ? They would answer, the proper sub-
respon'deraii.

stantial form, and the proper matter in Socrates. Then, if you ""aje"^-^""

say. Let us throw over this substance in so far forth as it is mate-

rial, what is the substance in so far forth as it is Form 1 Some
would answer, his soul. Then, you fiu-ther ask, and what is this

soul ? If they shall say, an entelechy or perfection of a body which

may live
;
observe that the soul is then represented as an acci- The som

dent of body. If they should say, it is a principle of life, sense, thini; im

vegetation, and intellect, though that language admits a true
th"1,oay

°'

sense, it has not that sense in their use of it
;
the soul is still

J''^^^'^'''*'""

with them not fundamental but accidental
; body is assumed

as the ground of it. The confusion, he says, is still more evi-

dent when you question them about the sub.stantial form of an

inanimate thing, e.r/., wood. They can never go beyond
"
Hg-

J-^'Si'^*' ^

neity." So that at last, some logical intention is alwavs put as bottom of

the principle of natural things.

"

everything.

50. Here, no doubt, Bruno has hit the scholastics on their Toieiance 01

weak point. It was a succession of such blows as these that schools

made them reel, and stagger, and fall. Regarding them, no

doubt, as his most formidable and dangerous enemies, he speaks Seew 25S,

never any-
Imt a
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charitably of different schools of |)lulosopliera, who have really
striven to investigate nature, even if they have missed the truth

at which he thinks he has been permitted to arrive.
" Philoso-

phers may start," he says, "fi'om veiy ditferout points. The Epi
curcaus have said many good things, though they did not ascend

above the qualities of matter. Heraclitus hiU5 given admirable

hints, though he could recognize nothing but a soid. Anaxagoras
does not fail to make prolitiible researches into nature, merely
because he wished to i-ecognize an intellect, not only within it, but

without it, and perhaps above it ; that Intellect which is called

by Socrates, Plato, Trismegistus, and our theologians, Goi>." Wo
introduce this last sentence because inferences might be drawn
from it which Bruno would have pronounced to be unfaii-. He
does not complain of Anaxagoras for recognizing an intellect out
of nature, and above it

;
he only observes that his observations

in nature were distinct from this recognition. He adheres to his

previous statement, that theological principles must not be mixe<l

with natural principles. At the same time he bears an uncon-

scious testimony to the fact, that the mo^-t physical of the old

philosophers were driven in their search of a principle beyond
nature; and he justifies the conviction of Socrates, that his lugh-
est illumination came to him when he quitted the school of

Anaxagoi'as, and exchanged natural for human studies.

51. But to return. We are .still in search of an answer to the

question. What is the material principle 1 How is it related

to the formal principle t Matter, Teofilo says, may be con-

sidered in two ways, as a potency and as a subject. He does

not agree with the philosophei-s who look upon it merely as a

potency. For them matter beloni's to the intelligible i-ather

than to the sensible world. Still lie is willing to contemplate
it tii'st in that character. So taken, it is ordinarily divided

into actice jiotency and jMsatve potency. One of these, he says,

necessarily involves the other ; indeed, at last they must have

the very same meaning, unless you revei-se the meaning of

potency, and sujjpose passive potency to be impotency. Take

potency in any other sense than this jiaratloxical one, and no

])hilosopher, no theologian, would hesitate to atti'ibute it to the

primary supernatural principle. But this first and highest prin-

ciple would not be all, if it had not in itself the ])otency to be

all. In it, then, act and jiotency are the s;ime thing. It is not so,

he continues, in other things, which whatever tiiey are, have a

possibility of being somethiug else than they are, even of not being
that which they are. A man is that which he h;is the possibility
of being, but he is not all which he has the possibility of being.
The stone is not all that it has the po.ssibility of being : it has the

po.ssibility of becoming a vase, or of becoming dust. T/tc principle
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includes in itself all being, and all possibility of being ;
its o^vn The potency

being comprehends every being. It is all that which is, and has
"fpie^dK".

the power of beinar whatever other thing it would be. Every ent from

1 i-i-T --i- T-ii every otnei

potency then, and act, which m the principle is complicated, potency.

imited, one, is in other things explicated, dispersed, and multi-

plied. The universe itself is described by most august titles ;
He calls it

nothing is wanting to it in matter or form. But it is not all simuiacro

that it may be, through the same differences, modes, properties, !^f^^"^\
individuals. It is but a shadow of the primary act and tlie PuniEenita

primaiy potency. In it act and potency are not absolutely tlie p. 2ei.'^

same thing. The Principle of the universe alone is without

<lifference and distinction, all which is and all which can be.

What, say you, then, asks Dixon, of death, corruption, vices, vices anti

monsters 1 WUl you admit these to have a place in the great their re'ia-

whole which is the same in act and potency ? These, Teotilo
J^™,'^"

"'"

answei-s, are not act and potency, but defect and impotency.

They are found in divided things, which are not all that they
have the potency of being, and are forcing themselves into that

which they may be. It being impossible for tliem to be at one

and the same moment many things, they lose the one being in

order to have the other—sometimes confound the one being with

the other—so are dwarfed, maimed, dislocated. He proceeds with P- 262.

great eloquence to speak of the first absolute principle, as con- giore per

tainincr in itself all gi-eatness, the highest and the lowest, the in- "!*?"'"o -
. .

^ ma, &C.

divisible, and that which is of every measure. It does not lose

its greatness by being the least ; it does not cease to be the least

bv being the greatest. It is beyond all equality, because it is

all that which it can be. Wliat is said of gi-eatness, applies Passace intu

equally to goodness and to beauty. It is all the goodness which

can be, all the beauty which can be. It is evident that Bruno
lias Iiere unconsciously tran.sgressed the limits wliich he prescribed
for himself. He cannot .speak of goodness

—hardly of beauty
—

without passing into a moral region. And therefore we cannot

be surprised to find him, at the end of this paragraph, on the

\ery heights of Old Testament as well as New Testament theo-

logy ; quoting, as applicable to his subject, the words addressed See p. 26.1

to Moses in the bush, and the words which the exile in Patmos
heard liehind liim,

" I am the Beginning and the End, the Fii-st

and the Last."

5'2. We have now given our readei-s a hint of the way by The fourth

which Bruno ascends to that unity, the knowledge of which, see pp.

he declares, is the scope and boiindaiy of all philosophies and -'^"^'''•

all natural contemplations, leaving, he still adds, within its own
limits that highest contemplation which mounts above all nature.

We should be bestowing more space than we have a right to

bestow upon a single author if we followed him through the

windings of the fourth dialogue, which contains, however, manv
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interesting clevelo|)ments of liis doctrine respecting matter, and
certain justifications of his idea of unity, which would, per-

haps, make it apjiear less startling to some readers, more ])crilous
to others. As an eloquent summary of all that is mo.st sublime as

well as most Pantheistic in his philosophy, we would recommend
them to consider the opening of the fifth dialogue. It com-
mences with the words—" The universe then is one, infinite,

immovable. One, I say, is the absolute possibility, one the act,

one the form or soul, one the matter or body, one the being," <tc.

And it concludes thus—" Within the one infinite and immov-
able which is substance—which is being

—is found multitude, is

found number. Yet all the modes and multifm-mity of being,

whereb}' we are enabled to distinguish thing from thing, does not
cause the being itself to be more than one. For if we reflect

earnestly with the natural philoso])hers, leaving the logicians to

their own fancies, we shall find that whatever causes difference

or number is mere accident, mere figui'e, mere combination.

Every production, of whatever sort it be, is an alteration
;
the

substance ever remaining the same : for' that is only one,
one being, divine, immortal. Pythagoras was able to under-

stand, that instead of fearing death, he need only contem-

plate a change. All philosophers, commonly called jjliysical,

have perceived the same trath when they say that in respect of

substance there is neither generation nor con-uption, unless

under these names we mean to signify alteration. Solomon un-

derstood this when he said that there was no new thing under the

sun, but that which is has been already. Understand, then, that

all things ai-e in the universe, and the universe in all things ;
we

in that, that in ns; and so all meets in one jierfect unity. See,

then, how vain a thing it is to torment the spirit ^vith anxieties ;

see how impossible it is that there should be anything about us
of which we ought to be fearful. For this unity is alone and

.stable, and ever remaineth. This One is eternal. Ever}' appear-
ance, every other thing is vanity, is as it were nothing; yea, all

that is nothing which is outside of this One. Those philosophei's
have found again their mistress Soi)hia, who have found this

::^-Unity. Indeed, wisdom, truth, unity, is the same."

Bruno not a 53. Although Aristotle is the ]ihiloso])her of whom Bruno

speaks most bitterly in this dialogue, as elsewhere, we must not

hastily describe liim as a Platonist. HLs admiration of Plato

was very partial, and would have been quite unsatisfactory to

the Italian .school of the (irevious century. He speaks of him
as failing to imja-ove on Pythagoi-as, because he set himself up as

his master, when he would have been far wiser if he had been

content to be his discijjle. He even commits the injustice of

saying that Plato sought his own gloiy rather than truth. In

him, as in Bacon, there is a manifest tendencj* to magnify the
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earlier Greeks above those who followed Soci-ates, of course come

because they were more physical, less logical, and also—we must nJ,","™""''

say it—less human. Among the moderns Bruno, aUuding to
''".5?I'°-

the doctiine that the least and gi-eatest meet in the One,

expresses a liigh admiration for Nicolaus of Cusa. That the

earliest and bravest rebel against the logical tyi-anny, at least

among cultivated and learned men, should command the sympa-
thies of an insurgent in later and more hopeful times, can excite Bruno not a

no surprise. But there is not enough in Bruno's language, as cS"'*
"'

we think, to justify the opinion of Sir William Hamilton,* that

Bruno learnt any considerable part of his philosophy from Cusa.

He had none of the passion for mathematics which belonged to

the German. The Socratic humility of the Cardinal might

please him, in conti-ast with the insolent dogmatism of the Aris-

totelians; but it had no natural affinity with his own mind, which

had always a tendency to be haughty and presumptuous. Ray-
mond LuUy, Telesio, and Copernicus exercised a direct and

acknowledged influence over his mind
;
the other was collateral

and accidental. But, in speaking of a character so susceptible of

all influences as Bruno's, so sympathetic in the midst of its self-

confidence, the biogi-apher ought not to pass over any of the books,

or persons, or places which manifestly acted upon him. For this inflnence

reason we have departed a little from our usual course, that we npon Ito.

might connect two of the books which Binmo wrote in England
with his residence under the roof of C'astelnuovo, and with all the

inspiration which he was deriving fi-om the hospitality of Sydney
and Gre^-ille, from the more distant and awful attraction of the

Sovereign, fi-om the smiles of the fair, and the opposition of the

doctors. These, quite as much as the writings of any philoso-

phers, contributed, it is evident, to form his mind and direct liis

sjieculations. The by-play in these dialogues, which in general
we have been obliged to overlook, but which is an integral part
of them, and often contains the best commentary upon the graver

passages, is sufficient evidence of this fact. The dialogues De

* See the Catena of authorities on the limits of human knowledge to the condi-

tional, in Sir W. Hamilton's Discussions, p. 601. Certainly a melancholy com-

position to be indorsed by such a name ! The quotations, torn from their roots,

and from all which makes them intelligible in the works of good, bad, and

indifferent writers, must have been collected by some industrious and rather dull

pupil, with the help uf tolerable indexes. The erudite teacher appears, in the one

instance to which allusion is made in the test, that he may explain that Cusa (the

title of whose book had probably tempted the unwar}* journeyman) was not a safe

guide, and might suggest a conclusion the very opposite to the true one. No
donbt it was prudent and necessary to extinguish a man who, besides his

other enormities, had a great belief in Mathematics. But miL;ht not the object

have been accomplished without an appeal to the odium tkeohgiciim ; an orthodox

Cardinal of the fifteenth century being made responsible for the offences of a Pan-
theist of the sixteenth ?
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/' Iiifinito Uniwrso e Mondi, belong also to our soil, are dedicated

to the same patron, and carry on the same argument. But we
mtist leave these, as well as the Bestia Trionfmite, and other

illustrations of his genius and his errors, that we may retui'n

to the tragedy of his life and death.

•5i. We have remarked that the journeys of Bruno were

s|iecially to university towns. After leaving England he went
to Germany; in 1586 we iind liim at Wittenberg. He was
received with a cordiality which led him to regard the home of

Luther with very different feelings from tHose which Oxford had
awakened in liim. It was not that he found liimsclf in the one

place more than in the other amongst Coperuicans. But the

Reformation in England had been political in the nation, phOo-

logical in the schools. In Germany it had begun with an
assault upon Aristotle. If he had in a great degree recovered

his influence, the tradition of the old hostility remained. Bruno
was listened to with respect ;

he revived a former conviction ; he

brought new arguments and a vehement Italian eloquence to

justify it. In a valedictoiy address, he acknowledged with

genuine gratitude the free spirit of the Wittenbergers. Ascrib-

ing it to its right source, he expressed such admiration for Luther,

as a man less occupied with the stars, moi-e thoughtful of his

own probable futui-e upon earth, might have been sure would be

remembered against him.* From this university Bruno proceeded

* We are so much indebted to M. C. Bartholoinfess for his lively and interesting

W(t1< on the life and writings of Giordano Bruno, anl especially for the light he

has thrown upon the condition of the universities and countries which he visited,

that we regret the more two singularly perverse conclusions which he has in-

dorsed with his authority. One has reference to Bruno's stay at Wittenberg.

M. Bartholomfess leaves tlie impression on his reader's mind— he almost affirms in

words— that the liberality with which the Nolan was treated there was due to

llie reaction of Jlelanchthon against Luther's early hatred of philosopliy as ami-

Pauline. How plausible the opinion is, our readers who are aware of the lan-

guage which Lutlier used whilst he was condemned to be a lecturer on ,\ristotle,

will easily perceive. How untenable it is, they may judge from two simple reflec-

tions :
—

(1.) It supposes a vehement impugner of .\ristotle to be tolerated because

Melanchthon had re-est-ablished the worship of Aristotle in that school. (2.) It

contradicts Bruno's express testimony, that the liberty of thought, by which he

was profiting, had its origin in Luther, and demanded the profoundest homage to his

memory. The other error of JI. Bartholomess concerns our own history. Speak-

ing of the Puritans of the reign of Elizabeth, he says, in an unfortunate note, "No

Bishop, no King, etait kuv mot d'ordre," p. 12G. Is it necessary to tell a coun-

trvinan of SI. Guizot that he has mistaken entirely the meaning of the phrase he

has quoted
—that it does not mean " Down with Bishops and Kings," but " If

therj is no Bishop there will be no King!" that in that sense it was used by

James I. at the Hampton Court controversy, expressly to confound the Puritan

divines; that the majority of them in England and Scotland were attempting for

half-a-century to disprove the maxim in his meaning of it; that the most des-

perate experunent for that purpose was made when Charles .Stuart was chosen,

after his father's death, to reign in Edinburgli by the grace of the Presbytery ?
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to that of Huss; but he had uo motive for glorifying the earlier Prague.

Reformer as he had done the kiter. He would reasonably regard

the triumph of Catholicism at Prague as more favourable to

science than the triumph of its opponents could have been. The

Emperor Rudolph II., who resided there, was a patron, though a

capricious and superstitious one, of astronomy and astronomers. Rndoiph-

He was heard of then, if not seen, by a man whom, we trust, he °' "'

would have preferred to all Emperors; from whom he might have

learnt more on liis special subject than from all the men and books

he had ever known. A dialogue between Kepler, the German

sage, and the eager Italian speculator, would have been worth

listening to. In the University of Helmstadt Bruno experi-

enced a repetition of his usual fortime. Always popular with Brnno a

princes, nearly always hated by priests and doctors, he became

the tutor of "the son of the Duke of Brunswick Wolfenbuttel,

ami was excommunicated by the chief of the clergy there.

When his pupil x-eigned in his father's stead, Bruno could appeal

to his attachment and celebrate his virtues. But he had uttered

words in a consolatory address on the death of the elder Duke
which were scarcely less imprudent than his eulogy upon Luther,

and which helped to swell the list of his tra7isgressions.

.55. They had been well and carefully noted when Bruno had msretomtc

the madness to revisit Italy. To Padua, as one of the chief of

its university towns, he first bent his steps. His proceedings
there are not well known ;

he was probably obliged to fly : he

took refuge in Venice, perhaps trusting in the opposition which

it had often made to the claims of the Holy See, and to the pro-
in Venice.

tectioD which it had occasionally afforded to suspected philoso-

phers. But, as M. Bartholomess well points out, the political

motives which set Venice and Rome in continual hostility were

the worst possible gi-ounds for confidence to a man in Bruno's

position. It might be the interest of the Republic to defy the

temporal authority of the Pope. For the sake of that defiance

it might now and then terrify him by harbouring a man of dan- his treat

gerous opinions : just as probably, it would bargain for the "«"' '•'^•e.

success of its own objects by the sacrifice of an insignificant

victim, who, except for some purpose of refined state-craft,

would have been as little agreeable to the ruler of one city as of

the other. There was a prison which the Venetians granted
for the special service of the Inquisition, though the Council of

Ten still retained its own dominion over the prisoners. Into

this prison Bruno was thrown in September, 159li. The Grand

Inquisitor at Rome was immediately informed of the arrest ;
he

solemnly demanded Bruno's surrender from the Venetian govern-
ment. The following reasons were assigned :

—The prisoner is The inqi.isi-

a confirmed heretic
;
he has openly praised the (Jueen ot il.ng- ^is body.
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land and other heretic princes ; he lias wi-itten various trcatisi's,

in which he undermines religion and the faith, though he dis-

guises his doctrine in ])hilosophical language. As he belongs to
the Dominican (Jrder, he is an apostate. He has lived many
years in Geneva and in England; he has been prosecuted at

Najjles and elsewhere for the like crimes.

A prisoner 56. The Ten woidd have been more merciful to Bruno if they
or SIX years,

j^^^j acceded at once to this demand : his sufferings would then

have been speedily at an end. But, either for the purpose of

assei-ting their own dignity and independence, or (it has been

suggested) through the influence of Father Paul—possibly, also,

through the intervention of foreign ambassadors—they dallied

with the Roman ecclesiastics, gave them a keener thirst for the
blood of their victim, and kept him lingering for six years in

one of their own dungeons. The confinement must have been
a very strict one

;
for a man, to whom speech had become a kind

of necessity, does not seem, during all that time, to have given
vent, by word or letter, to the thoughts which raust have been

possessing him. He must have longed, one would suj)pose, for

the moment when the compassion of his secular judges should

cease, and they should deliver him to those gentle rulers wh(>

always petitioned that not a drop of blood should be shed. In

1598, that wish—if it were his wish—was granted him. San-

Severino, the Roman Inquisitor, obtained the prize he had so

long asked for—obtained it at a moment which was the most

pi'opitious for his object. Clement VIII. had struggled long
with the Jesuits—had been the protector of men whom they
looked upon as dangerous and criminal philosophers

—had re-

curred to the divinity of Augustine as a protection against them.
In his old age he had given over the hard battle. The Order

had, as usual, triumphed over the infallil)ility which it under-

took to uphold; Bellarmin i-eallj^ ruled in the College of Cardi-

nals. The " ounce of peace" was to be got by fair means, if

po.ssible, but it was to be got ;
Bruno was one of the hindrances

to that invaluable possession. As soon as he was transported
to the care of the Inquisitor at Rome, all j)ossible means were

Efforts for his used for his conversion. He was visited by all the illustrious
conTersion.

joctors; Bellarmin did not grudge his own valuable time in

such a cause
;

it is even intimated that Clement VIII. tried

entreaties, which may have been more moving, because more

gracious and less logical. One can hardly conceive a position
more cruel than that of Bruno, when exposed to such assaults.

HisjifHcui- He had a fii-m belief in some truths, but they were not those,
one would have thought, which could best sustain his own

being, or even in which he could feel that the interests of his

kind were dii'ectly involved. He had taken great pains to

Carried to
iiome.

The Pope's
(tispositloD.
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distiuguish between tlie principle for wliich he was contending
and any moral or theological principle; he bad done so with

evident honesty at a time when he was exposing himself to Exposed to

no risks, either present or prospective. What pretext is there
'f^q^^'bwu'^g

for accusins him of insincerity, if he endeavoured to ex- ""jucJo
. • sssentifllly

plain to those who were questioning him about his faith, that honest,

he did not mean all which they supposed him to mean
;
and if

the next day he made them feel that he did mean something
wliich he could not unsay to please any one? And yet we can

well understand how a skilful and hard logician like Bellarmin,

utterly incapable of entering into the thoughts which had filled

the whole soid of the prisoner, should be able to produce clench-

ing syllogisms and goring dilemmas from which there was no

escape, and should then be able to represent to his own
conscience and to the College of Cardinals, that Brano was

always doubling and retracting his own concessions to avoid the

justice of the Holy office. We can conceive how such state-

ments, repeated and gaining force month after month, should at The issue,

length have convinced him, and even the Pope, that they had

been only too merciful and long-suffering ;
that the time was

come when they must show before all E\irope how little the

name of philosophy should avail to protect opinions which the

schools—not the chvu'ch—had condemned.
57. Accordingly, on the 9th of Februaiy, 1600, this gi-eat Hise.xcom-

demonstration was made. In the presence of all the illustrious
"""""^s"""-

men who administered the affairs of the Church and the State in

Rome, Bruno was brought out of his prison, and heard on his

knees the sentence of degradation and excommunication. All

the crimes of his life (his praises of the heretic Queen and the

heretic Prophet being of course some of the most atrocious), all

the senerous efforts which had been made to reconcile him to the

Church were announced as the justification of a perpetual ex-

clusion from it. A churchman and Christian no longer, he

could only now be treated as a subject of the civil power ; the

Church could only make its humble petition to that power, that His execu-

it woidd treat him, who had once been her son, with as much

clemency as possible. Eight days were still allowed for repent-
ance and confession. On the 17th of Februai-y he was burnt in

the mid.st of the city. One who believed the sentence to be just,
and who watched the execution of it with satisfaction, owns that

Bruno did not quail. When his condemnation was pronounced,
he lifted up his eyes, it is said, and spoke the words,

" I fancy

you tremble more to utter it than I do to hear it." When a cru- The cmcifii

cifix was held before him, he turned away his eyes, so the reporter

affirms, and would not look upon it. What inferences others

may draw from such an act, we know not. To us it is no
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proof that Bruno died a proud contemner of ITim whoss image
was set before him there. He km^w wliat any ajiparent homage

Hrano and to it would mean ;
he knew it would be accepted as a homage

hiajudge.s.
j.^ those who were assuming a right to pronounce judgment in

His name. It may be, tliat they had succeeded in utterly alien-

ating him from a belief in a crucified King of the world. It

may be, that because he still held that belief in his inmost heart,

he appealed from the assembly and the judges before him to that

Kinf who would one day gather all nations to His tribunal, and

would say, that any act of mercy or injustice which had been

done to one of those for whom He died had been done to Him.

In either case, might it not be true, that those who kindled the

fire had more cause for trembling than he who endured it t If

the earth would not always hide her blood or cover her slain, if

there is a woe pronounced on those by whom offences come, if

Another all earthly splendour and power shall shrink and fade away
trial-day.

.^viieji the Lamb that has been slain is revealed, was he who

had been stripped bare of all robes and titles to human respect

the most pitiable object there? Might not some who witnessed

that sight, who exulted in it, exclaim, "Mountains, fall ui)on us,

hills, cover us, from the wi-ath of a Love which we are insulting

with a wrath of hate !"

TheoiocT 58. It is easy to ask such questions about a martyr with
andpiijsics. ^j^^^ ^^ wholly sympathize, whom we believe to be entirely

riwht. We compel ourselves to ask them about Bruno, because

we believe him to have been in many of his opinions utterly

wrong; because we do not disguise from oui-selves, and have

not endeavoured to disguise from our readers, that if the charge

of Atheism against him was utterly false, the charge of Pan-

theism is abundantly justified by some of his most earnest

and deliberate words. The excuse for the assertion of the In-

The inquisi- quisitor, that however he may have used philosopliical language,
tir's

apology
jjg ^y^^ j^ truth striking at the heart of theology, is therefore

ToVy is an""^"" not slight. But those who believe that there is a heart in theo-
invention of

j^^^^^ ^j^^^ j^ -^ ^^^^ merely a collection of dry bones covered with

a very sensitive .skin, must also be convinced that it could stand

these and greater sliocks than these. They will expect it to

prove its strength by encountering the questions which philo-

sophy has raised, by claiming the ftxcts which have given rise to

those questions as God's tacts, which it is blessed to know, .sin-

ful to conceal or explain away. This the theologian should do j
ust

because he confesses God to be the author of the visible as well

as of the invisible world ;
because he does not confound either

with Him. How those laws of the physical universe, which

Bruno was one of the fii-st to acknowledge, one of the bravest to

witness for—those laws which have now compelled the assent of
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Bellarmin's school as mucli asi of Protestants—aie connected witli

the great laws of the moral universe, those which concern the The question

relation of man with God
;
how the quickener of one can be the

° "^^'

giver of life to the other
; this was the great demand which the

sixteenth century awakened, and which the centuries after were
to ponder. Those who feared the issue of the inquii-y might well

tiy to stitie it. No one of us should dare to say that he might
not have dared to stifle it as Bellarmin and San-Severino did,
that he might not have hoped that it should be extinguished in a

material fire. But every one of us has a right to ask, What those

who took that coui-se were doing for the well-being of their race ?

Eveiy one of us has a right to claim the histor}' of the Jesuit How it coniii

Order, the history of Rome itself, as the reply to that question.
'"" ^s""=''

Let it be said— the proofs of the saying are manifold—that

Calvin or Beza would have acted just as Bellarmin did, that

English Episcopalians, that Scotch Presbyterians, would have
fi.iUowed eagerly in tlieir steps, and have pleaded their prece-
lients. There is all the mox'e reason, seeing the temptations of ThouRh all

us all are the same, to ask, Whether the curse of God has not sJhooi'rau'"'

accompanied every one of these attempts to do Him service ?
'''"[''^^

"""

whether every effort to prevent an inquiry into the secrets of

nature has not shaken the faith of men in a moral government
of the world ? whether every fire that has been lighted to con-

sume a heretic or a Pantheist has not done more than all other

arguments to cultivate Atheism, or to suggest the suspicion that

the spirit of evil is the supreme Lord 1

59. In that splendid assembly of princes, ambassadors, nobles, Uicharti

doctors, which was gathered together in Oxford when Bruno Borniyjsa.

disputed on behalf of the Copernican doctrine, one illustrious ^'^'^ i^"*-

member of the university must, we tliink, have been wanting.
Richard Hooker, if we follow Walton's chronology rightly, will,

before that time, have encountei'ed the kind nui-sing, and see i. Wai-

accepted the fatal prescription of Mrs. Chui'climan, and so will pp. i; & i»

have passed
" from the tranquillity of his coUege, from that gar-

den of pleasure, of peace, and of a sweet conversation, into the

thorny wilderness of a busy world." It must have been a year See I. wai

or two after that his old pupils found him at Draiton-Beau- ^ I'g'''''

champ reading the Odes of Horace,
" while he was tending his

small allotment of sheep in a common field ;" till he was "called

to rock the child's cradle," which employment did not awaken
so much "pity for his condition," as that they were "forced to

leave him to the company of his wife Joan." To which cir-

cumstances, though his pupils, his biogi-apher, and his readers

may lament them ever so reasonably, we owe it that the Ecclesi-

astical Polity is what it is. However favoui-able the quiet of Hcoitei's

Corpus may have been to the meditation of such a work, the <;»n'err»ti»m
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sheep, the cradle, and the wife Joan, meiy have had greater in-

fluence in tlie Ibrniation of its author's chtir.icter, may liave im-

parted to it less of a scholastic, more of an English, conservatism.

For assuredly it is the work which, more perhaps than any in

our language, embodies tliat conservatism, and tlistiuguishes it

from that other form of it which was conspicuous in Xuii-

dinio and the Ptolemaists whom Bruno ridicules. Hooker's

.sympathies would, no doubt, have been with them. If he and
Bruno had met, they would not have had the slightest ajiprecia-
tion of each other's gifts or purposes. Now that he has become
one of our classics, the reasons of our admii-atiou are probably as

little intelligible to accomplished foi-eiguers
—Frenchmen, Ital-

ians, Germans—as he himself would have been to a ti-aveller of

his own age. They wovild smile and shrug their shoulders if we

presumed to call him a philosopher ; they wo\ild find a. ready,
and by no means a whollj' unfair solution of the influence he

has acquired over us, in our preference of the actual to the ideal.

Yet we are fully persuaded that the English judgment of two
centuries and a-half, however affected by considerations specially

belonging to ourselves, is a right one
;
that Hooker's principles

have influenced the countries which care least for him, and that

any sketch of moral or metaphysical inquiries would be grossly
defective in which he was omitted.

60. Though the philosophical claims of Hooker rest mainly

upon his two first books, which only touch Ijy accident upon the

controversy that called them forth, it would be a signal misttike

to look at them without reference to that controversy, and

especially to the statement of it which is contained in the

jjreliminary preface "to those that seek (as they term
it) the

Reformation of the laws and the orders ecclesiastical in

the Church of England." Hooker exhibits there much of the

ordinary talent of a special pleader; he has not that "judi-
cial" calmness which has earned him his cant prefix (it has

been diluted into "judicious"); nowhere does he more justify
Mr. Keble's wise ami honest opinion, that the meekness which

Walton sui)poses him to have possessed as a natural gift was
the result of severe discipline acting upon a hasty and iriit-

able temperament. There are many pas.sages in it (we do

not allude specially to the one which contains his clever aryu-
metitum ad liomines with the Puritans in favour of her

.sacred Majesty's Court of High Commission, the nature

whereof is tlie siiine with that amongst the Jews, albeit the powei
is not so great,) which critics of a later age, with the advan-

tage of history to guide them, might
" wish to blot." Never-

theless, here—from this more than from any part ol' the work—
we discover the relation in which Elizabethan England stood to
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tlie suiTOimfling world, and how it was affected by the influences see
e^peoi-

that were working most iiowerfuUy in it. In this point ol view l.-^^i^ It

nothing is more remarkable than the feeling with which the name Oap. il

of Calvin inspires the antagonist of the Genevan discipline.

Hooker not merely reverences it, but trembles before it. He
is obliged to explain the kind of necessity under which Calvin

was laid to establish his form of government, and the series

of outward circumstances which gave it its peculiar cliarac-

ter, that he may disprove its universal obligation, and that CaWmsm

he may have courage to convict its author of the natural infir-

mity of imparting to his own conception a divine authority.

The caution and hesitancy of Hooker in finding fault with the

foreign Reformer, when he was most disposed to be severe upon
his English imitators, show how much the metaphysics of the

Institutes governed his mind. At the same time, it is manifest

from these passages, as well as from many in Hooker's own life,

that there was more than an accidental connection between the The Meta

metaphysics and the discipline; that it was not merely the anrthe

vanity of an organizer and ruler, which supposed the one to be
°„'fjP^|,"jf

the proper exponent of the other; that there was a profound separated.

natural logic in the Puritan conviction that they were insepar-

able, which Hooker's artificial logic could not shake. It is

impossible not to feel that the more eflectually he demolishes

their insignificant outworks, the more surely he will drive them Hooker's

into a citadel beyond the range of his guns. The in-esistible Aat respects

decree of God to choose a Church of saved men out of an evil
^^^''di'fflcuit

world—was this or was it not the foundation of a Clnirch's

existence? If a universal Church, professing to exist for fifteen

centuries was to be assailed, must not this be the ground
from which it is assailed? No doubt, when this profound

inquiry ended in debates about rings, and surplices, and bow-

ings, the contrast between the gi-andeur of the premises and the The pre-

pitLfulness of the conclusion was startling enough
—a certain couciasiou.

.sense of the ridiculous dwelling in all human beings, not extinct

in divines, was a veiy eflTectual aid to learned arguments. But
the contempt might be pushed too far; it might provoke an

eflFort to make the results more commensurate with the primary
maxims; it might bring them forth with a tremendous—if they
encountered no opposing jmnciple, only opposing prejudices,
with an in-csistible—might.

61. There was such a princi]:ile encountering Calvinism in the
J^f^j'^js,',

English mind and in Hooker's mind. Ever and anon it burst in Hookoi's

foi-th in spite of himself In his earliest sermon he committed °""

himself to a proposition about a Divine Will that all men shoidd

be saved, which he tried to express in terms that should n6t in- see WaUon's

terfere with the received Predestinarianism—utterly failing, as the
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champions of that system affirmed, in his exjieriment. It

might strike us iu this day, as even a less bold affii-matiou,

that the doctrine of justification by faith did not necessarily
involve the perdition of all Romanists. But Mr. Travers and his

friends perceived how much mischief was latent in that conces-

sion. The question of the true or false Chui-ch could not be

separated in their minds from the ultimate safety or ruin of

the individuals of which each was composed. In such argu-
ments Hooker could only speak with great timidity, not through
fear of giving offence to men, but because so many of the fun-

damental axioms of his opponents were also his. Had it been

otherwise, he would not have represented so remarkably as he

does (more remarkably than any divine, perhaps than any English

prose wi-iter) that union of opposites in which we have contended

that the strength of the Elizabethan period lay, whatever seeds of

weakness it might leave for the succeeding time. In him, as

little as in his royal mistress, was there any inclination to a mere

balance of opinions. Circumstances compelled both, for the

defence of that which they held, to resist aggressions proceeding
from two opposite quartei-s. But both were sui'e that that

which they were fighting for was a real substantial possession
—-

a trust from God, not to be abandoned for any clever and

ingenious conceptions of men. Both were alternately intolerant,

and the best and most effective champions of toleration against
those who would have made the existence of it impossible.
Both at times made light of con^•ictions and beliefs which a wiser

Judge had determined, for higher ends than temporary peace,
that men should not part with, but should even be ready to die

for. Both confessed a law which binds men, and which they do

not create for themselves; a law which they might occasionally

pervert into the coercion of opinions, but which would at last be

found the gi'eat protection of each opinion from the coercion of

some other—an instrument for preventing ti-uth from beinj;

mangled and extinguished by them all.

62. This assertion of Law against Opinion is what we have

described as the true English conservatism, whereof the School

conservatism is a poor counterfeit. The fretful contempt of the

Oxford doctors for the notion that an astronomer in the six-

teenth century could have a principle discovered to him of which

previous centuries had been ignorant, indicated an outrageous
reverence for opinion, no reverence at all for law. They believed

that which Aristotelian logicians had thought about God's uni-

verse
; they had no belief that it had an Order of its own apart

from that which theii- logic put into it. Hooker is continually

tempted to put down the Puritans by a catena of opinions iu

favour of an ecclesiastical system, as the disputants of his .1 Ima
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Mater put down Bruno by a catena of opinions in favoiu" of a Hooker, as

sidereal system. In his preface Lie often yields to this tempta- argue'r,

tion ; whenever he does, purchasing the benefit of some telling, 'l"'''''
'"

.
^ tD6 sani6.

perhaps very just, sai-casm against the self-will and arrogance of

his opponents at the terrible price of making them feel that they in that

were defending the commandments of God against the traditions
he''i«'puzzied

of men—that he was cutting away the ground on which the ''""i ^7
. . WDEt is

honour of all martyrs must rest. When, with admirable com- stationarj-

mon sense, he pleads for a necessaiy progress in ecclesiastical
progre^iVi

arrangements against the Puritan notion of an unchangeable
platform, he does not extricate himself from this peqilexity, but
involves himself in another

;
the questions, What is the limit of

the alterations? how, without an infallible authority, could it Thestady

be determined which was or was not legitimate?
—

always JeipsTim

staring him in the face, and threatening to overwhelm him. to honour
both.

But when, leaving these disputes to the traders and hawkers in

argumentation, upon whose monopoly he was unfairly intruding,
he begins to discuss the meaning and nature of Law, the kinds,

purposes, obligations of particular Laws, we feel that we are

transported into another region ;
a region in which, rare as the

atmosphere is, we can walk firmly and breathe freely, looking
down upon the mists and clouds, able to contemplate the vicissi-

tudes of the earth by a light which comes from the throne of God.
63. Great as are the praises which have been bestowed by Hooker a

impartial scholars like Mr. Hallam on the eloquence of Hooker's [fveTf™?

early books—often as passages have been quoted from them by English re-

.
-^

1 1 1 1 • 1
Terence for

eminent orators who had no ecclesiastical piu-pose to serve— law.

we doubt if justice has yet been done to the worth of this di\-ine,

as a witness against some of the temptations to wliich he was

himself, both as predestinarian and a churchman, specially ex-

posed, as a witness for the principles which are most precious to a

country wherein every man is a politician, and yet which such a

countiy is most liable to forget. Law was one of the words most How Luther

in the mouths of all the Reformer. But Law had presented itself [^w!'^'''

°'

to Luther as the gi-eat antithesis of Gospel. Law had enjoined
him to do what he could not do, had threatened liim with infinite

punishments for his disobedience. With fierce contempt he

swept away the feeble Erasmian interpretation of St. Paul's

language respecting the law, which would identify it with the
local ceremonial code of the Jews. The moral law, the law " Thou
shalt not covet," was what he felt to be big with a tremendous

curse, not upon Jews, but upon him. All ceremonies, however
vexatious, might have been tolerable, if he could have escaped
from the thundei-s and lightnings which threatened death for the

violation of this permanent and everlasting decree. But he
could discover no such escape in any indulgences for trans-

Vol TT.
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unless lie could cease to be a sinner the
law must continue to enforce its sentence; God could not
reverse it. Deliverance out of the prison of moral evil,

the power of rising up a new man, was what he craved for.

This he saw was what St. Paul had also demanded as neces-

sary for himself. The discovery of his o\vn want gave him an

insight into the apostle''' meaning. But even if he read in

that apostle of " a law of the spirit of life," it was almost im-

possible, from the course of his history, that he should not con-

tinue always to regard law with a kiud of horror, and that when
he was forced to speak of it as having some other function than
that of driving men to a better covenant, he should not impli-

citly or e.xplicitly limit that function to secular men, to those

who were incapable of apprehending the divine mystery. To the

Calvinist, who drew so much sharper a line than he did between
the elect church and the ungodly world, the opposition was even
more certain to exliibit itself in this form. Only as the Cahin-
ist was led by cii'cumstances to e.xercise more of the functions of

government, to assert more dominion for his ministers over

peoples and tlieii- rulers, he was more forced to assert law in its

rigid, condemning, penal sense, more disposed in that sense to

magnify its greatness and divinity. So that for him the benig-
nant and protective oiiice of law was almost wholly lost. He
could not conceive of it as anything but the enforcement of

edicts under unspeakably tremendous sanctions. A few might
be brought, by special mercies vouchsafed to them, into so gra-
cious a state that they should act under an entirely different

compulsion, and obey a righteous inspiration ;
but for the im-

mense majority of mankind, stei'n threats and actual punishment
were the gieat weapons of the Divine administration.

64. Pass from such apprehensions of laws as these to that

idea of it which is summed up in the words,
" Her seat is in

the bosom of God, her voice is the harmony of the world
;

all

things in heaven and earth do her homage, the very least as

feeling her care, the greatest as not exempted fi-om her power."
To hear of a whole universe hailing her as " the mother of its

peace and joy," who can measure the difference 1 Evidently it

is one not belonging to the surface of things, but dwelling in the

very heart of them. A single gorgeous passage does not express

it, -far less exhaust it. That passage is vahuible only as it

gathers up the i>urpo.se of a whole book, the principle of a whole

treatise. Everything in the work and in the mind of Hooker

depends upon the recognition of a law which is not contained in

statutes, which uses all sanctions and punishments, but is not

dependent upon them. Carefully as he distinguishes the law to
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wliich all natui-al things are siilijected from that which vohmtaiy thatofToiun-

creatures obey, he must assert one name as common to both,
{ar'ei"''"

Affirm law in either case to be used in an improper or meta-

phorical sense, and j'ou undermine the doctrine of his treatise.

We are not saying whether it can or cannot be underminetl;
Hobbes and others will give us plenty of opportunity of discuss-

ing that question hereafter. We are merely attempting to ascer-

tain what Hooker meant. It is necessary for tliat purpose
to underetand that he, reverencing the name of Cah-in, and

accepting, as he believed, his theological dogmas, did never-

theless, in the radical principle of his polity, throw off his yoke ;

under a different nomenclature concealing far more than all that The docirino

diversity of feeling which had been indicated by his discourse on
a,^S'second

the double Will in God. There he was fighting with merely ^ooks
more

scholastical weapons, attempting by what looked like a refine- theological

ment to get rid of a portentous difficulty. Here he was seeking than tifaHi

a solution for that difficult}', not in subtleties of human language,
^'s sermon.

but in the facts of the uuivei-se, in the relations of all spiritual

creatures to God, in the nature of God himself.

65. It would be ea.sy to found upon this statement an argument
that the English Church- -which has always accepted Hooker as

her best champion, and has felt that he was no mere champion, Nevertheiccj

but was possessed and penetrated by her highest life—was cSvinLL

in her most Cahinistical age a protestant against the purely ^pf^i"^
Calvinistical scheme. But into such debates we are not anxious him.

to enter. It is more important, both for practical purposes, and
for the jnirposes of this special treatise, that we should point
out how much Hooker wa.'? indebted to the severe theology of

his time for that very apprehension which counteracted it. Only
when men had acquired the habit of starting from the highest

ground of all, and working theii- way downwards through differ-

ent orders and gradations to the common business of life, could

the.se books of laws have been written. If Calvin and his fol- Quesaons

lowers had not accustomed divines, philosophers, even statesmen, Jli^a,"

to think of a Will jiaramount to all wills, which all are created

to obey, such questions as these woidd have had no interest :

What kind of Will is this? Are its exercises the exercises of a

naked sovereignty 1 Is it in its nature right and ordeily ? Is

the order of the universe the expression of its nature and char-

acter, or merely something wliich is arbitrarily imposed upon it ?

Contemplated from the point of view of many philosophers of the

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, such questions are at once

mmecessary and unsolvable. The world is to be constructed or Xecessity

examined w-ithout reference to them; its affairs can be adjusted siiuawiwt i o

in some fashion or other, whatever learned doctoi-s may resolve ''^f' "" vagnc-

about the ultimate justice or tp-anny which has presided over
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its creation and its susteutiition. The law or order of which
Hooker spoke, whether it is applied to the highest or meanest

subjects, is a mere phantom, the dream of a shadow, if this

controversy is unsettled. Sup|;iosing, then, English laymen or

divines, patrons of the English Church, or the receivers and distri-

butors of its offerings, determine that it is inexpedient to meddle
with such high topics, that the I'uritans who did meddle with
them were mere fanatics— t'^'it our .stifety is in lioldiug to what is

established, just because the foundations on which it rests are so

precarious, and, if they should be examined too carefidly, might
crumble into dust—they must seek for new defenders; the author
of the Ecclesfiastical Polity will not serve them in the least

; the

judgment which they j)ass upon his opponents is a condemnation
of him.

60. Hooker's position, in reference to the English statesman

as opposed to the English churchman, should also be carefully

considered by any one who would rightly estimate his place in

politico-philosophical history. Whether or not we reckon the

last three books of the Polity as his, no one has done so much as

he to vindicate the dignity of the civil government from tlie

assaults either of pure scripturalists, or of those who would treat

it as the instrument of a hierarchy, raised up by God to do

jobs which this hierarchy is too delicate to touch with its own

fingers. He may have often failed in tracing the boundary line

between the two provinces. Two centuries and a-half must
have been sti-angely wasted, if they have not taught us lessons on

that subject which were not within his reach ; if they have not

corrected blunders and intrusions on both sides which he would
have permitted. But he did not, like the majority of his con-

temporaries, Calvinistical and Jesuit, tie the controversy with

bandages of argument or analogy which would relax under the

pressure of no new discovery. A theory that the State was to

the Church as the body is to the sotil, served a number of learned

schoolmen in place of any induction into the actual conditions of

either. Indeed, the chief value of the comparison lay in this,

that men were compelled to ask how they were to get at the

nature and relations of the things compared; whether anato-

mists and physiologists were to fix the powew and functions of

the body, or Aristotle and his commentators
;
whether the

qualities of the .soul were to be ascertained by making the New
Testament play the jjart of an interpreter to the treatise "

Vlipi

Yv)(,yiiV Erom these metaphors and jilays ^vith words, Hooker
was preserved by the practical discipline of an English life.

But he was preserved also, at least in a great measure, from the

jierils of tli-al life, partly by the poverty which dejirived him of

all a dignitary's interest in representing the alliance of the
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Chnrch with tlie State as a condition of human infirmity, as an

inevitable concession of God to Mammon
;

still more by the

habitual elevation of his mind, by bis recognition of an order

whicli never proved itself to be more divine than when it

watched over the vulgarest interests of the poorest creatures.

When he read how the so-called spiritual and secular powers
had chafed for ages against each other : how insolence and

subserviency had alternately characterized the first : how the

second had at one time sought to crush its rival by flattery, at

another by violence—had complained of the tyranny which its

influence with the people made mighty, or besought its help to

keep down the belief or the imbelief of its subjects, as either ap-

peared to interfere with theu- allegiance
—as he read these miser-

able records of which history is full, he may have longed to escape
into a "world of order." But he will never have allowed that this

strife of selfish interests created or preserved the principlesofwhich Accepts st

it bore witness. He may have admitted that under a righteous {J.'Jne'„'j-°'^"

ruler, the paltriness of one party may be permitted to balance society, in

and counteract the paltriness of another. His judiciousness, Shat'^whicii

°

except in some evil moment, will never have been exhibited in
bj'jfnce ",?

"

p>-omoting this kind of adjustment. He regarded churchmen coi-ruptions

and statesmen as alike ministers of a divine economy, filling dif-

ferent places in the same body politic, performing difl'erent func-

tions on its behalf, which only the ambition of those who called

themselves spiritual, or called themselves civil, rulers, caused to

interfere with each other
;
whicli could only be sejjarated when

the difl'erent parts of the body bad ceased to form a whole. St.

Paul, not as an interpreter of Aristotle, but as an interpreter of

the actual conditions of human fellow.ship, thus became the

gviide to our politician
—a guide, however, whom he was not able

to follow except so far as he cotild apply his universal maxims to

the particular cu-cumstances of the British commonwealth. If

modern statesmen who have had some perception of an actual Modern

relation, as distinct from a mere alliance, between the national
state'au'd'

and the Catholic societies, had studied the Ecclesiastical Polity Church, how

more, and the Laudian deductions from it less, they might, we have profited

think, have escaped many of the nets in which they have found ''yH"''''^'''

themselves entangled, while endeavouring to reconcile the facts

of the world which they see with the principles which they su])-

pose they have discovered in the constitution of the Chui-ch. In
the impossibility which the civil ruler finds to establish unity by
all his arts much as he desires it, inconvenient as the interrup-
tion of it is to his plans, ready as he would be to attain it by
the most straightforward system of coercion—enlightened and

godly statesmen should perceive the clearest proofs tliat it must
have a deeper foundation than any expediency ; that it
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must be expressed in a body not tied by any earthly limita-

tions
;
that the different negations of belief whicli constitute

the particular sects and heresies into which tlie world has been

ilivided, cannot any of them contain that expression; that it can
be readied by no awkward experiments to negative any of those

negations ;
that unity cannot stand in any opinion, but in Him

wlio is the object of all opinions, in whom alone they find

their meeting point. Tn vindicating against the Puritans the
order of society which he found existing, with all its ajiparent
anomalies and secular mixtures, Hooker may sometimes have
obtained the approbation of the ecclesiastic who is opposed to all

change, sometimes of the statesman wlio tliinks only of arrange-
ments that -vriU keep off the deluge for his time. But he was in

truth providing for changes which were certain to occur, and

witnessing for that which will prove its suV)stance and its eter-

nity in tlie mid.st of deluges and by means of them.

67. The annalist, in tlie strict sense of that word, has one ad-

vantage to balance many inconveniences, over those who divide

their histories by larger measures of time'. He records the

opening of a life amidst the events of one year ;
that life he may

follow through successive seasons of its growth, on to its full

flower and fruit in later years. So the man appears surrounded

by many, at least, of the circumstances that are acting on him;
so we may trace the effect of those circumstances upon the gradual

developments or sudden changes of his opinions and his

character. Sometimes a fortune not very different frf)m this

may befall those who are contemplating half-centuries. They
may find a very eminent man whose mind is formed in one

age, though his most conspicuous fame belongs to another. In
such cases, the historian mu.st determine with the best judgment
he has, which period he most faithfully represents, and must assign
him to that. Now and then it will be his duty to speak of him
in connection with both. With Shakespeare we acquiesce after

a little hesitation in the arrangement which gives him to the

Elizsibethan age, however many of his plays may have been fii-st

acted or even composed after the accession of James. The
reader's instinct seems to tell him that so consummate an inter-

preter of history must have flourished in the national, could

only have lasted into the pedantical, time. A similar instinct, we
think, would lead to an almo.st opposite judgment in the case of

Bacon. Though older than Shakesjieare, he seems to have been

always in a coui-se of training for that reign in which he was
first greatly jiatronized, in which the most remarkable of his

works were written, in wliieh he reached his highest elevation

and sustained his fall. He who has .so much title to be con-

sidered the lawgiver of the seventeenth century, must not be
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liastily seized as a possession of the sixteenth. Nevertheless, his

" commencements
"

are of such importance to the after history

of his inflnence and his life, and they have such a close relation

with the time to which Bruno and Hooker appertain, that it

would be a great mistake to defer them till the actual appearing
of the Advancement of Learning or the Nvoum Organum.

68. The life of Bacon which is to accompany the new edition influence oi

of his works will probably throw much light ui>on his childhood, t°aTn?n'g oq

and upon the influences which he received from his father's Bacon,

house. But without that knowledge one may safely afiirm that

the old Lord Keeper, with his sensible and devout ^^-ife, had no

.small share in forming the scientific man, as well as the man of

affairs; still more, in linking together those tendencies in Bacon's

mind which we are often disposed to consider as divergent, if

not hostile. It is important to remember that the mind of a

shrewd Elizabethan statesman and lawyer was the first that was

acting upon his, and that, if there was any counteraction, it

came from the quiet, homely wisdom of a woman, which is often

so much more di\-ining than the astuteness of a man. The few

hints which liis biographers have given of an early direction of

the boy's thoughts to a Court Ufe, and of the notice, not pro-

phetic of much after advancement, which he received fi-om the

Queen, are not inconsistent, we think, with what we are told of

liis meditations and discontents at Cambridge. There were, no His Cam-

doubt, at tliis time, and previous to this time, characteristic ''"^eeyeaia

differences between the two Universities of England. Traces of

them may be found in the letters of Erasmus and in the history
of the Refoi-mation movement. But the difference which later

times have developed must be ascribed principally to Bacon

himself; he, more than any man, was to make Cambridge the

counterweight to the Aristotelianism of Oxford. When he

went to Trinity College the studies of both places must have

been essentially of the same character. If Bruno had held his

Copemican disquisition beside the banks of the Cam, he would

have met with essentially the same argiiments, and with the

same kind of treatment, which disgusted him in the sister society.

One may be quite sure that the rebellion of young Bacon, which Ground of

is said to have begun so early, against the Cambridge text-books, to'schooi°

had very little in common with that which we have been study-
doctors,

ing in Bruno. It was not the naiTowness, the utterly unima-

ginative quality of these books, which is likely to have offended

the son of Sir Nicholas. He had not been trained in an ima-

ginative school. Sagacious observations upon men's actions and

moti'V'es, hints, not specially elevated, about the manner of dealing
with them, just and prudent directions about his own conduct,

were what the young stiulent will have been most familiar with.
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If he had met anything at all con-esponding to these in the
They were so-called treatises on science which were put into his hands, he
and m^rfwe.

Would easily have borne with any apparent dullness in them—
aSd'i'oo^'fo?

'^''
^^'0"l'^l.li=i^"e

been quite content to wait for any brilliant rrsults
him, to come in due time—perhaps he could have dispensed with

them altogether. But it was just the reverse of all the minute
and particular experiences for which liis father's conversation
must have given him a tast':, that he encountered in these logical

pieces. Evei-ything was general, formal, out of contact with the
flicts of life. He could discover no passage whatever from the
world of observation in wliich he had been brought up, to the
world of formulas into which he had been transported. Human

Contrast society, it seemed, was full of individual examples, of curious

stud'?" Kith varieties, each one of which it would be amusing to follow, even
the reigning if there Were no practical advantage, no new prospect to be

obtained, no pitfiills to be avoided, by the examination. In Na-
ture all seemed blank and ch-eary, settled beforehand in books,

inviting no research into its own distinctions and properties.
Could it be? Was it only the per^'ersities

'

and contradictions
of self-will that saved the universe from being a dead and hopeless
level? If there was a world not distracted by these, must that
be utterly meaningless and torpid ? Was that natural world,
which God beheld with all its powers and energies, and lo! it

was \ei-y good, a mere creature aiid tool of the school logic r

The conflict 69. To suppose that such thoughts were working confusedly in

ings and
'

the mind of a boy at Cambridge, is not to attribute to him any
McoSiil^"' precocious genius. The like thoughts have probably been m

thousands of minds which never have been able to give expres-
sion to them. Nay, might it not be well if the professors and
tutors of universities, which have been affected, and in part,

refoi-med, by Bacon's influence, would consider seriously whether
some such thoughts may not be at work even in their day

—
whether they may not account for some blights and failures that
have caused them perplexity or indignation ? May it not be
that young men initiated in their families into one or audther
form of practical work, even into that fonn which exhibits
it.self merely in animal sports and exercises, find it hard to dis-

cover the link between the learning of life and that which they
are told is the learning of books? May it not be necessary even
now to consider what ai-e the points of contact between these

spheres, that they may not remain for ever apart, to the exceed-
Bacon's

ing peril of both? Happily, in Bacon's case, the difliculty of

tires for reconciliation was too serious—the mind which was made con-

h^mwino scions of it was too active—to suffer that the result should be
the life of a merely vague dissatisfaction. Often and often the young man
coartier. might resolve that his business was in the world of human
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beings
—that liis hopes were in law, or diplomacy, or the Coxirt.

Suggestions from home would confirm that inward inclination.

He would be told that he had nothing to do but to go through
his course at Cambridge reputabl}-, to pass his tUspiitations well,
and that then he might cast aside the Cosmos about which phi-

losopliers had written so mucli, and knew so little, for the Cosmos
in which there were so many tricks to be played, and so many
prizes to be won; his mother may have whispered, in wliich he

might do so much practical good to his fellows—miglit fight
with injustice and vindicate right. With these motives—the
indifierent and the high, lu-ging him mightily, conspiring with His traTeis.

the vigorous practical wit he had inherited, with the disgust for

the technicalities of the schools which he had conceived—it was
natural that Eacon should undertake travels, not for the purpose
of enlarging his knowledge of Nature, but of Courts and king-
doms. It was not wonderful that he should embody the results
of those travels in a clear, rapid, and masterly view of the States His view of

of Europe, as they existed in his day. It is even less surprising Emopl'''
"'

that the son of a Chancellor should hope to learn, in his cham-
bers at Gray's Inn, much more than he had ever learnt in his

rooms at Trinity; or that direct rewards should seem to be

awaiting his studies there, while thei-e was little to be hoped for

himself or for mankind from those which he had quitted.
70. But Bacon is pei-haps the most striking instance on record Vocations

of a man who had a work given him to do, from which he could ?e°statei°

not be turned aside either by influences without or inclinations
within. Such vocations are admitted in name, at least, by
divines and theologians. Too often they limit them to their

own special tasks
;
as often they give themselves credit for the

impulses which theoretically they attribute to a higher source.
It is the specially worldly character of Bacon, and of those by
whom he was chiefly sm-rounded, which makes his recurrence to

unprofitable studies, and his pursuit of an unpopular method, so
remarkable. With a cordial respect for his legal pursuits

—
with an hereditary bias in favour of them—neglecting no oppor-
tunities of acquii-ing legal knowledge, or that statesmanlike

knowledge which has been sometimes thought incompatible with
it—having, after liis fathers death, besides all other spui-s to
concentration of mind on a single object, that one of poverty,
which we might have fancied would have been wanting to him—

quite aware of the prejudices of his profession against those
who mix any other worship with that of Themis—beset by science

dangerous rivals, such as Coke, who never turned aside to g^J^^
"P""

the right or to the left—aspiring to success in a Court in which spite of ever

Burleigh's gi-uff" voice would be heard scorning as much the pre- reasous fm-

tensions of searchers into Nature, as of poets who described it— discarding it
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with no hope tliat the Royal Mistress woulfl counteract the pn-
judices of her minister in the one case, as slie might, now and
then, in the other—the young aspirant yet found it inij)ossibIe
not to care more for the wisdom that was to come from tlie

laboratory than for that which was to earn him prizes in

Westminster Hall. By wonderful tokens it was made manifest
to him that there was something more jjrccious than the gold of

Ophir
—that there were benefits which he had to confer u])ou

mankind—that it was not at his choice to determine in what
dii-ection he should turn his thoughts

—that a Divinity was

shaping his end.s, rough hew them liow he would.

71. This great moral we derive from the early part of Bacon's
career—one perhaps not less precious than those which are

hidden in the latter part of it—one which helps to make those
more intelligible, if not less sad. That violent preference ibr

physical above human studies which is expressed in the Novum
Oryamim, 7night call forth some remonstrance from moral and

metaphysical students, if it had not so abundant a justification
in the experience of the writer. How could he help feeling
that pursuit to be brave, noble, and serene, to which he had
betaken himself in opposition to all vulgar and mundane induce-

ments, which removed him far from the region of fraud and

flattery, which appealed to none of the lower instincts of his

natiu-e ? It was not surely from want of reverence for that

which is best in human life, best in himself, that he turned with
affectionate gratitude to those investigations which had most
awakened all his zeal for truth, which had afforded him least

temptation to tamper with falsehood. He might be a utili-

tarian
;
but it was in contempt of utility that he betook himself

to the reformation of physics. He might, if he had cultivated

some of his faculties exclusively, have been the subtlest of English
moralists. But the subtlety would have been most pernicious.
He would have been a worse Machiavelli; because the Machia-
velli of a soil which is peculiarly ill adaj)ted for raising plants of

that species. Instead of blaming his over-estimate of natural

science, the moralist ought thankfully to acknowledge, that whatr

ever is noblest in his essays, and even in his jiolitical writings,
must bo traced to his intercourse with purer objects and steadier

laws than those which he discovered in the ordinary transactions

of men, and in the councils of princes. We do not, indeed, find

in these essays that clear conviction of a good order beneath all

things which characterizes Hooker, nor that genial sympathy
with men which belongs to Shakespeare, nor that power of

reconciling the forms of modern life with the old chivalry which

illustrates The Faery Queen. They have come from another

mind than any one of theirs, from one deliberately prefer-
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ring the actual to the ideal, as they also did, but not

carinf to seek the ideal in the actual, as they always

did, consciously or unconsciously. Yet he is one of their

age and race. Even if he has some dangerous liking for the

art of dissimulation as an art, he has always a reserved rever- Even in

ence for the thing which is, a secret contempt for those whose aff™re"iie

business it is to make masks, or to wear them. That he
^^^^l^,^

fancied this must be the function of the poet, was a symptom ncuon.

of his own disposition, and a prophecy of the kind of opinion
which he would help to diffuse in the next century. By
adopting it, he rejected one of the instnaments which had been

effectual in the Elizabethan age for penetrating and break-

ing the masks which statesmen and diplomatists liked to wear;
those who were impatient of Hamlet and the Ghost were very

likely to make Polonius supreme. Yet there remained to him

his faith in the facts and mysteries of nature, and this was to His con-

be his substitute, and in some measure the substitiite of those
po"t^°

who followed in his steps, for what they lost of communion with

the spiritual world. They might at times convince themselves

that there were only ghosts in that world, that only madmen

pretended to hold any intercoui-se with it; but so long as un-

speakable wonders revealed themselves in this world, they could

not suppose that prudential moralities and paltry trickeries were

to ride over it. How much Bacon was tempted to accept that

doctrine, how much he owed to his physical studies for enabling
him to resist it, we learn before we pass into the period of his

worldly triumphs and punishments. His letters to Essex may His letters to

present a different appeai-ance when they have imdergone an ^^^='-

able collation and revision. But we can hardly hope that the

most careful criticism, and the best illustration of obscure pas-

sages in them, will remove the impression which they leave on

the mind of readers not at all inclined to judge Bacon harshly,

and quite wiUing to accept the apologies that are commonly
offered for his conduct to his friend when he came forward as one

of the Queen's counsel against him. We lament his appearance
as a Mentor far more than as a prosecutor of the wilfid young what they

man. Surely, with a tenth of his knowledge of character, he
l^pecJ^g

might have perceived that the one hope of sa-sdng Essex from tiie tutor,

ruin was to invoke the more generous impulses which were

lying hid behind his vanity ;
that appeals to worldly prudence,

whether desirable or rot in themselves, must be wasted on one

who had nothing in him which could respond to them. That

his arguments were entirely of this character, must be regarded
as a condemnation of his sense and judgment. We should con-

clude at once that he had never dreamed of any higher type of

character than Henry VII., if we did not remember those grand
His prayer.
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passages in the essays, wliicli are inter|)ruted and raised to a

still highei- 2)owcr by the prayer which closes the [jref'ace to the

Inslauratio Maijna.
72. We gladly accept that prayer as the introduction to the

1660111°°"" age which we are about to consider. We spoke of Henry
century. VII. as linking the fifteenth century in England to the six-

teenth—as belonging to a Machiavellian time, yet as giving u.s

a promise and pledge of a dme that should contain kings and

reformers in the north, as well as Medicean princes and poiies
in the south. Henry VIII. and Elizjibeth, taken in conjunction
with those whom they ojiposed and with those whom thej' be-

friended, have more than fulfilled that promise. The Tudor reigns
in England have presented some of the gi-andest signs of a

gi-and era, as well as some of the more dismal signs of an era in

which the dai-kness was struggling mightily with the light.

The more truly we reverence those reigns, without seeking to

hide any of the evil which is in them, the more we shall be

pi-epared for the lessons, moral and metaphysical, political and

theological, which the Stuarts in England, and their contem-

poraries on the Continent, have bequeathed to us.



CHAPTER VI.

FIRST HALF OF THE SEVENTEENTH CENTUBT.

1. He who takes England as a guide to the history of this England

period may seem to be in danger of committing gi-eat mistakes, continent

The unusually pacific character of James I. appears to stand out
in direct contrast to the feelings which could generate a war of

thirty years in the centre of Europe. For a moment one might
conclude that the Stuart dynasty was to give us more of an
island character than we had possessed before

;
that we were

to stand more aloof than in the Plantagenet or Tudor times

from the conflicts of the outer world. Such a consecjuence of

the accession of a race of Scotch princes woidd have been

strange, seeing that Scotland, from the earliest times, had been
so closely associated with the policy of France, and seeing that The scotch

the links between it and that kingdom had never been so close ''5"""'>'-

as during the reign of Mary. The course of years showed
that no such result did actually follow; that England, even
when it was most occupied with its internal troubles, could

not separate itself from the surrounding nations
;

that those

veiy troubles were at last to bring it into closer contact

with them, and to interpret, for us at least, what was passing
in them.

'2. There is no time, indeed, in which an Englishman may English

more safely follow the course which his patriotism would sug- best°heip'tor

gest to him. If he tliscovers the secret of the events which were "" EnsUsh-

])assing in his own land, and of the characters which those events derstanding

called forth, he will have the best clue which he can have for
S^tofy,

tracing his path through the labyrinth of foreign controversies

and wars. If he measuies, in some degi-ee, the earnest purpose
of those who plunged into the civil war, which was preparing
during all this period, and was accomplished at the close of it—
if he traces in our home circle the relations in wliich political

questions stood to theological, and local circumstances to both—
he will have far less difficulty in admitting that the German The Thirty

war was in the truest sense a war of opinions and priu-
'"'^"' ^"

ci])les, while he recognizes all the facts which show how the

intrigues of princes, the ambition of individuals, the old feuds

of cities and neighbourhoods, mingled in it. Above all, nothing
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will be so helpful to kim in connecting the work of the world,
as it is shown forth in wars and revolutions, and the heart-

burnings which precede them, with the reasonings and specu-
lations which are contained in books. Hard and artificial

partitions, which he might be disposed to set up, and resolutely
to maintain, if he were contemplating other regions of the

earth with wliich his sympathies are comparatively feeble and
the proceedings of which he has to learn through a strange

language, prove utterly >veak and fall down, wlien they are

applied to a history, the meaning of which we divine quite as

much by our feelings and by later experience, as from documents.

3. The nece.ssity of .sacrificing system to facts, the im-

possibility of cu'cumscribing liunum acts and purposes by
lines which may serve admirably for school boundaries, should

be pressed upon the student's attention with more than common

urgency at the commencement of the seventeenth century.
For there never was a time when the passion for system, the

dosii-e to map out all provinces of thought and life, and to

prevent the encroachments of one upon another, was stronger
than at this moment. The pacific temper which James I. had

acquired from the constitutional timidity, and from the mis-

fortunes of his childhood, may have been in opposition to the

tendencies of his age ;
it was, no doubt, one cause of the struggle

he had to maintain with some of its deeper convictions. But
there were qualities in his mind which were in harmony with

those of the men about him—wliich enable us to consider him
in some sort, in however poor a sort,

" a representative man.''

Buchanan apologized for making him a pedant, by saying it was

the best thing he could make of him. At all events, it was the

thing into which he could be most easily made. To have formed

a king or a man, some other instruments should have been at

work tlian a graceful Latin poet, kirk ministei-s bent upon send-

ing forth a creature in their likeness, a lawless nobility, a set of

young Court favourites. All these agents might contribute

"to make the royal pupil exalt book learning above all other. The

scholar, because the cultivation of it was his profession; the

divines, because they were now ra]}idly substituting the wor-

ship of a Divine Book for that of the Cross and the Virgin ;
the

nobles, because he might hope to rule them by a craft which they
did not possess ;

the iavourites, because nothing would afford a bet-

ter excuse for their wonder and flattery. And so he who had

good excuse for trembling to look on a sword, miglit still indulge
the combative propensities of his race. He might plunge into

controversies with Popes, or with smokei-s of tobacco. He

might conquer the world which Alexander had not conquered,
but in which Alexander's master had obtained a deathless
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supremacy; lie might peneteate into that region of theo-

logical subtleties and refinements wliich the master had only
seen afar off, but which his commentators had made their own.
But thougli it was easy to give this shape to a boy's mind, though,
once given, it was almost sure to continue for yeare, was it

possible for such a ruler to have any influence over his His effect

generation? Must it not have been confined, at all events, to
su^ect^

the Court in which he presided with so little dignity ? Our
belief is, that the influence of James was felt in every corner

of his realm; that it reached every class of his subjects.
The divines, scholars, dramatists, lawyers, scientific men, were
all changed and moulded by it. The power of Queen Elizabeth

over the nation, which reverenced and loved her, -was not

greater ; though this power was of a directly opposite kind,
and had exceedingly little to do with reverence or love. Such
an efiect was inevitable, if, as we suppose, an age of life was

giving place to an age of books; if men were beginning to

consider how the treasures which had been worked out of the He and his

mines of human experience and sufiering might be laid up for
sympatty.

many years; how they might pull down their barns and build

greater; how when they had bestowed their fruits and goods,

they might best take their ease—eat, drink, and be merry. But
the ambition was defeated in many ways.

4. The contrast which strikes the reader of English history Elizabeth

most vividly between Elizabeth and her successor, is that the ""* Ssmes.

one exercised prerogative, and that the other talked about it
;

that the one secui-ed the obedience of her subjects, and that the
other had a satisfactory theory for showing why they ought not
to disobey him. This difierence, which appeal's on the sui-face of

their acts and sjaeeches, peueti-ates also into the core of their

lives—one might say, into the core of then- times. Whatever
was working and energetic in Elizabeth's day, was translated by
James, and by those who surrounded him, into a notion or a

})hrase. Never was so sudden a change from real loj-alty to

formal adulation. Formal, but not therefore in the usual Prero-

sen.se of the word, insincere. James represented an opinion fcS^and
about the rights of sovereigns, which was to be the watch- theoretic

word of one school or party, as an opinion about a correspond-

ing opposing right was to be the watchword of another. What
was this corresponding and opposing right ? The answer to

this question leads us to notice one of the most curious
facts in the relations of men at this period, one of those

apparent contradictions in their position, which perplex the
on-looker most, but for which we, who live in after days, have
most cause to be thankful. Law stood forth as the antagonist
to Prerogative; the Charters of other days to the assumption of
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the personal ruler in this. What a change ! In the last

reign the glory of law was asserted by Hooker, the champion of

the Crown and the Churcli. In this reign the assertion of its

greatness passed over to those who were most jealous of the

claims of the Crown, and who susi)ected the clergy as its ally.

And those clergymen who cheerfully owned the impeachment pro-
claimed a divine right as lodged in the person of the sovereign
which could dispense with laws. The vindication of an order

which cannot be broken through, which no mere will may
trifle with—and of that order, as expressed in documents that

had come down from Plantagenet or Saxon days
—was left to

those who had been suspected by Elizabeth of wanting all

national sympathies, and who thought that they abhorred

everything which could be traced to the times wherein a

corrupt faith was professed.
5. The force of this contradiction is only half understood,

its bearing upon after times is only half realized, if we do not

connect it with the theological controversies with which these

parties were occupied. If James brought with him from Scot-

land an intense dislike to the rule of the kirk ministers, a gi'eat

longing for a hierarchy which should sustain liis authority and

not usurp authority over him, he brought also the predestin-
arian theory which those ministers had taught him. He was

more ready even than Hooker to separate the Calvin istical

discipline from the Cahdnistical doctrine
;
for if the la.st seemed

most inconveniently to curtail the rights of sovereigns, the

second appeared to assert a sovereign will as the ground of the

universe. Such a will might easily seem to James the very
best justification and pattern of an earthly monarchy. He
might persuade himself that the French, Netherlandei-s, and

Scotch had tortured the doctrine to the support of their re-

bellions; that he was far the better logician when he claimed

it for despotism. It was perfectly consistent with this opinion
that he should gladly adojit the teaching of the Kirk respecting
the Pope ;

that he should treat as Antichrist a power which

had so dangerously intruded ujjon the irresponsible dominion of

kings. Such notions, the product at once of education and

of feeling, characterizing equally his country and himself,

belonged, naturally enough, to the first period of his reign. We
know that they did not last till the end of it, or at least

were greatly modified by the lessons of the English divines who
were his political champions, and by discoveries which he made

respecting the inclination of those who suppoi-ted most strongly

th(! Calvinistic theory. The Armiuiau notions about free-

will became more and more closely connected, both in jiopular

judgment and in the consciousness of the monarch, with liis
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maxims respecting divine right. The assertoi's of Law and

Cliarters, when they expressed their theological convictions,

were also the assertors, in the strongest sense, of the divine

decrees. Along with this change another was gradually taking

place. The anti-papal furor of the king's youth was yielding to His anti-

his admiration of the Spanish monarchy, to his dislike of his
f^JJ'

^^^^'

son-in-law, to his general disgust with Protestant insurgents.
Yet we apprehend it was a strong ieeling with him to the last,

however combined with contradictory elements, however much
these may have predominated in the minds of the sovereigns to

whom they descended.

6. It would be unpardonable to dwell at this length upon Lessons from

the oppositions and vicissitudes of such a mind as James's, if we ""' "'*

did not regard that mind as a minor in which we might see

much of what was passing in the most thoughtful men of other

countries, as well as of our own. It is a misfortune that we
have come to use the words little and insignificant as if they
were synonymous. A Kttle man may be a very signilicant man;
his littleness may even contribute to his significance. These

movements of feeling about the controversj' respecting the

Divine Will and the human will
;
this mingling of .such move-

ments with questions respecting prerogative and privilege, arbi-

trary government and constitutional government; this apparently
distorted connection between the respective theological and

political dogmas; this violent tendency towards dogmatism;
this strong reaction against dogmatism ;

indicate a very Metaphysical,
political, and

calremarkable epoch in the history of metaphysical as well as
theoiogi

moral beliefs. We shall presently discover how the question questions m-

about a governing will and a subject will was about to take

the mo.st distinctly metaphysical form that it had yet taken;
a form that would raise the whole inquiry,

—what it had to do

with practical politics
—what it had to do with the highest

theology
—how these were related to each other. We shall

find how, when this iuquiiy was once gi-appled with by a Hobbes.

clear resolute thinker, the embaiTassments which we have
observed in one mind were brought to light in nximbers

;
how

needful it became that they should adjust and re-ari-ange their

thoughts ;
or at least try to give some cleai-er account of

them to themselves, than they had yet done. What con-

sequences followed from this searching of hearts—what we
have gained fi-om it, or are yet to gain

—
will, we hope, be made

manifest as we advance.

7. There is no fear, then, that we shall have any want of Ethical

metaphysical questions in this political time. Those which had f'rm'^b^'^
exercised men in former ages will exercise them still. If learned •issume,

men w-ished to pronounce them insoluble, because learning had
Vol IT. P
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apparently contributed so little help to their solution, men occu-

pied with the Inisiness of life met with them in their daily

tasks, peasants were tormented by them, heaven was invoked
to remove the veil from them, because the wisdom of earth
failed. Nor were ethical inquiries to lose any of their interest

for this geneiation. The form which they take must always
depend upon the practical tendencies of a period. Philosophy
may give the rationale of ordinary men's doings, or may be a

protest against them, aad a search for some princii)le which they
are ignoring. But in one sense or another it will always be

regulated by that which it finds. If the philosopher is indiffer-

ent to the circumstances which surround him, he will effect

The moral nothing. The moral tone of the early part of the seventeenth

thelimM » Century may be judged better, perhaps, from the Court of James

from'En' -
^' ^^'^^ ^''°'" *^''*' °' Henry IV. France had been subject to

land. all the debasing and distracting influences of a civil war : Eng-
land had just passed through one of the most elevating pas-

sages of her histoiy. What moral legacies had that great time
left ? Many, assuredly, which were well invested, and wuuld
descend with accumulations of interest to ftiture times. But

Prudential that one of which the immediate successoi-s had the posses.sion

fhe'"a»t"ge- and usufruct, W!xs the store of prudential maxims which men
neraUon. jjj^y Q(,q\\ ^anl V."alsingham had committed to their sons—the

patriotic arts and artifices which, in the new hands, became
selfish cunning. Here again the king was the model to the

stiitesmeu, who secretly smiled at his pretensions, and to the

subjects, who complained of him ;us a foreigner. The kingcraft,
which he esteemed the chief of all royal possessions, was a stand-

Kingcraft ard of excellence, intellectual and moi-al, to which a number of

eyes were turned, that might, one would have thought, have had
other objects to attract them. How much prudence became the

'• Prudence god of the divines of this time, may be learnt from other books

virtue, in- than those of the Lord Keeper Williams. The taint might be

fnraii'pioved
^''^ced in men who were not like him mastered by the disease.

as one of her In those who nearly overcame the infirmity, as affecting their

bie'imiid^ inward lives, it yet betrayed itself in a kind of intellectual dis-

ii'e'produ''cts
to^'tioU) i^ ^ judgment of acts by their effects rather than by

oi this eiem- their worth, in the cultivation of what must be called a habit of

iii'usirau'a squinting. With this was combined that great change which

of Ai)p"'\vii.
^^' have noticed who have compared Shakespeare either with

liams, Ac. "— Fletcher or Jonson
;

the ti-ansition from simple and hearty

Lit"Remmn.'. loyalty to a ser\-ile worship of prerogati\e, and a contempt of the
vol. iii.,pi83.

pt'ople; from a reverence for women, to a notion of them as almost

tisti

""""
uniformly corrupt or intriguing; from the study of chai-acter to

the obsen'ation of hiimours. This difference might be attributed

to the men, and not the time, if the altei-atiou had not been
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hailed as a progress from coai'se simplicity to refined art—from the

wood-notes wild of the Warwickshire player to the leariied sock

of the professional writer. Out of these elements of court, pul-

pit, diplomatic, theatrical morality, an art and science of morals

was certain to be con.structed
;

if it may not rather be said that Ethical

they formed this art and science. And if it was ever reduced *<'"="<=^

into a formal system, such as the age was always hankering
after, what could this system be but one in which right and

wrong, truth and falsehood, were not ultimate opposites?
8. But in this region, again, what wonderful compensations opposi-jonto

were provided for any degeneracy such as we have hinted at !

TOOTa°ity!

If the court morality was to lose all the nobleness which it had
derived from the presence of a maiden Queen—if vulgarity was
to be substituted for chivalry in high quarters

—the fashion of

the time would lead, by its very exaggeration, to a protest ;

the popular morality would acquire greater strength and con-

sistency from that which it was opposing. Most interesting it

is to trace through the reigns of James and Charles the struggle Elements o»

in the heart of the English gentleman of the House of Com-
p°,?;^^''"*

mons against the dissembling maxims to which the kings, by
their acts and examj)le, were giving encouragement; then the

alternate combination and collision of this with the coarser mo-

rality of the trading citizen; then the mixture of both with the

narrower, more technical, but still, in one aspect, more elevated

morality of the Puritan divine
; till, in the prose and poetical

\vi-itings of Milton, we find all three blended into a stern virtue,

which yet admits into it gi-aces and refinements, which over- nie ethics of

looks a hundred necessary restraints and wise traditions, but 'I'hon.

points to the serenest heights, and asks for the deepest foun-

dations
; which, wanting the Elizabethan freedom, geniality,

Catholicism, may yet be developed into a safer and more perfect
Catholicism—one in which the permanent is distinguished from
the transitory

—in which free scope is left for the conventions of

each age, because nothing rests upon them. It is in the conflict

of these different fox'ces that we are to seek for that English

morality which the Stuarts, if they had been left to their own
devices, would have destroyed. The gi-eat question, what is to

form the manners of a nation, what is to save them from perdi- riie result.
'

tion? was to be debated in this century more earnestly than it

had ever been debated before. If the answer of any school, or

sect, or man, had been taken, the practical result would have

been, that they could not have been .saved at all. A higher
Ruler was causing all sects, opinions, men, by their wisdom
and their follies, by their truths and their contradictions, to

accomplish His ends.

9. These, then, were the elements out of which English philo-
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sopliers were to extract their etliical systems, or by which they
were to be guided to ethical principles. And though France,

Italy, Germany, were all i-ich in eminent men, even in eminent

])liili>sof)hers, the department of ethics was more affected by the

dogmas of our Malmesbuiy sage, by the opinions and theories

which were begotten from his, and by the opposition which he

called fortli, than by those of all the contemporary European
philosophers. Starting frcru England, and drawing his facts,

examples, arguments, specially from what was passing in Eng-
land, he yet found little to attach him to our soil

; many of his

speculations, we shall find, were matured under another sky, and
amidst foreign associates. We limit the observation to ethics

;

for though in Hobbes they can never be severed from j)olitics,

there were, no doubt, branches of political science, especially that

concerning international right, which were more assiduously ciil-

tivated in Holland than here. A longer debate may be raised

upon the question, How far England could claim at this time

pre-eminence in physical investigation? and upon that other,
with which we are so often beset ic this treatise, Whereabouts

pliysical inquiries, here or elsewhere, come into contact with

metaphysical ?

10. David Hume, it may be remembered, has expressed or at

least indicated an opinion, that the name of Galilei is a more
venerable one in science than that of Bacon. It is a curious

position for the sceptic of all sceptics to have taken up, seeing
that the man who could say confidently,

" And yet the earth

does move," was establishing an insolent audacity of conviction,

while Bacon was cultivating hesitation and deliberation, and
was carrying on a steady warfai'e with the dogmatists. Those

who think that the world could have ill aflbrded to dispense
with either of these great men, and who also think that they
are particularly unsuitable subjects for comparison, may yet feci

themselves obliged, as the question has been raised, to balance

their different merits. That Galilei saw farther than Bacon,
and shook off an old opinion which Bacon could not shake off,

honest Englishmen will of course admit. And they will throw
all the additional honour into the Italian scale that can be

derived from the recollection of the difficulties with which the

antagonist of a system, declared by an infallible authority to be

divine, had to encounter—the public opinion and the positive

per.secution which the announcement of his eon\dction drew

upon him. No such fame, of course, belongs to our countryman ;

no such hazard would have been incurred by him if he had

thought otherwise of the heavenly bodies than Franciscans and

Dominicans thought. But this very consideration will hinder

them from making his slowness in embracing the Copernican
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doctrine into a charge against him. They will rather, accept
that charge as cue which they are to bear with liim

;
that which

is called ' slowness" being part of their customary imwiUingness
to embrace any conclusion—however it may recommend itself

either to the imagination or to the reason, however many proofs
it may be able to produce of its soundness, however many pro-
mises it may involve of more decisive proofs hereafter—tiU the
truth of it has been reached by exact and legitimate steps. It
was most important for Bacon's object, and therefore for the
interests of science, that he shoiild jump at nothing; that he Bacon-s

should overset tiuditions not through impatience or the lust of ^^<^^"«"=«

change, but becau.se they hindered the discovery and acknow-

ledgment of facts
; that in his battle with systems, he should

never for one moment cease to be methodical.
11. We have seen how the education of Bacon by lawyers His edacii-

and diplomatists, with an especial view to the profession of law pa^dWni
and diplomacy, may have operated upon him unawares in his

JJ"'
°"'y ">

scientific studies, and may have helped to make him a scientific observer.

reformer. If we follow that thought a little way, it may enable rime^ntaibt"

us to perceive why he became not only a careful observer of

special jihenomena, but why he disti-usted his own observations
tiU he had discovered some test to which they could be sub-

jected. Such a habit of mind was characteristic of the persons
among whom he had dwelt; it belonged to them as men of the
world. A single glaring point of evidence would never satisfy PracHce of

the legal inquirer. The counsel for the plaintiff and for the
''"'

defendant must both be heard. The bias of witnesses to the

right or the left, the minute indications of piu'poses, general or

special, which made what they said credible or incredible, must
pass into the crucible. The result might not be an exact one,
but it would be an approximation to truth upon which it would
be safe and wise to act. More subtle processes, less capable of

being rediiced under tangible and legible rales, were to be ti-aced

in the judgments of the politician upon those whom he sought observation

as his agents, or upon the rival statesmen whom it was his
"f ^a™"^"""-

business to coimterplot. His over-subtlety must often have
attracted the notice of a man like Bacon. He must have seen
how the wise were taken in their own craftiness, how the excess
of distrust wi-ought often aU the effects of the most childish

credulity. Why might not all these lessons be appKed in a

sphere where the distm-bing influences cannot proceed from the

objects contemplated, but must proceed fi-om the mind of the

contemplator ? Why cannot he be warned of the different per-
versions to which that mind is exposed 1 Why cannot he be

put in the way of looking with a straight, clear, drt/ eye at the

tJung as it is ?
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piiysicai am! ^^' ^"*" oliject in throwing out these hints is partly to vin-
metapMysicai Jicate for Enfrlish institutions and habits of mind the influence

which in all thankfulness we ought to attribute to them, and
which the devotees of science are in general rather disposed to

ignore, partly to illustrate the causes of the opposition, as well
as of the fellowship which we shall discover between their sub-

ject and our own in the seventeenth century. It has been the
fashion with many to rein-esent Bacon as the originator of what
is called in cant language the Sensna/ifni of this and of the

following period. Others again, like Mr. Coleridge, have

Opposite connected Bacon with Phito, not^vithstanding his frequent

Bacon"
"^ denunciations of Plato, and have believed ih.at he rendered the

highest services to what in the same cant language is called

Super-naturalism. These opposing o]iinions are very perplexing
to the student; yet we believe the further he proceeds in his

hi.storical inquiries, the more he will uudei-stand the meaning
and feel the reasonableness of both. With what vehemence
Bacon turned away from all theological speculations respecting
nature, is evinced by his language respecting Plato, and all who
learnt tlieu- philosophy from the Timseus, all who ever dreamt

How far a of a cosmogony. For Socrates, as a questioner and a lover of

thc"choofof the concrete, he might have some respect; for Socrates, as a
Sensualism deserter from the physical camp to the human, he had none

whatever. How truly his object was to open the paths of sense,
to bring the senses directly in contact with their objects, is

evident from his express words, is implied in every one of his

maxims. Hei'e are the grounds upon which those who impute
Sensualism to Bacon, as a merit or a reproach, may safely rest

their case. Perhaps they may tliink that still stronger evidence

in support of it is to be derived from the English psychologists
who arose after his principles had begun to work; that the

Essay on the Human Uuderstanditiy is the proper commentary
upon, and development of, the Novum Oryanum. This is a

question that will have to be considered carefully hereafter:

we must not anticipate the decision upon it. There is enough
of plausibility, however, in it^enough of truth, be that tiiith

limited as it may—to add weight to the previous evidence, and
to leave a strong impression on the mind that all the influence

which metaphysical studies received from Bacon was in the

sensual direction.

Bacon, In 13. What excuse, then, can there be for those who say of

Pia'wufz"er!

" Bacon what Numenius said of Moses, that he Platonizes ? Our

previous histor}' must resolve that doubt. We have seen that

between the sensible and the spiritual world lay anotlier, which

may be called, if the reader pleases, the intellectual world, con-

sisting of terms, conceptions, notions, generated a&esh in parti-
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CTilar minds, or formiug the tradition of a series of minds. The

questions which have occupied us most during the Middle Ages,
and the years that have succeeded them, has been—whether this

world shall assert an independent existence of its own 1 whether

it shall claim both the other provinces as its tributaries? whether The three

either of them shall be free from its yoke? whether either—and,
""'''''•

if either, which—shall bring it into subjection? Ever since the

time of Occam, the spiritual world has been trying, by one effort

or another, to emancipate itself from the dominion of this middle

world. Luther raised the standard of rebellion higher than all

his predecessors, and won gi-eat regions from the tyrant. Amidst

fierce protests and conflicts, much of the ground which scholas-
^j,^*,^^,^*

ticism had lost has been recovered. The theologians have nearly freedom,

given over the battle
; Calviuists, Eomanists, Anglicans, on dif-

ferent pretexts, are all willing to let Aristotle reign over them.

Now is beginning the assault from the other side. The declara-

tion goes forth that forms of the intellect have no rightful

authority over the world of Sense. A number of men arise in

different regions to aver that Aristotle is not king over it. We
have a right to boast that Bacon was, through his English train-

ing, the most successful of all these wamors. That one conse-

quence of his victory was the triumph of the senses over the Triumph ot

intellect, the subjugation of the schools and their lore in a very
"'^s^"^'-

crreat degree to the rules and maxims of sense—even to material

interests ;
that the schools' struggle against this conqueror, if it

gave rise to some valiant deeds, was not more successfid than

that of Athens against Philip, or of the Tyrol against Napoleon;
we may also have to confess. Nay, if we look farther into the

future, we may find not merely this intellectual region, but the

spiritual world itself, which had so often been confounded with it,

falHns under the same rule. Nevertheless, those who believe that uwmateo. ,, 11. ,1 • r effects of tlie

that IS a real world, and that there are organs in man tor appre- Baconian

handing it, will never cease to rejoice and give thanks for Bacon's method,

birth and Bacon's work
;
because they discover therein the re-

moval of one, and the prime, obstacle to the acknowledgment of

this reality, to the exercise of those organs ;
because they believe

that he was the destined invader of the Domdaniel caverns, and

the destroyer of the magicians who dwelt in them—those magi-
cians who had conspired to separate earth and heaven

;
be-

cause they think that in showing men a ladder by which

they may rise from the lowest earthly fiicts to the highest

physical truths, he also gave an assurance that there is a ladder

between the poorest beggar-man and the highest spiritual exist-

ence—one upon which angels are ascending and descending. In

this sense then it is reasonable to say, that Bacon was both

Socratic and Platonic. On this ground we may reasonably hope
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that hei-eafter he will be fdund to have done as much for the

metapliysical inquker, as he has already done for the inquirer
into nature.

14. We have returned then to Bacon, whom we left in the
Elizabethan period, working his way slowly into court reputation
and legal practice, working steadily in his own mind for the

great reformation which it was his call to accomplish. The

coming of the learned king was no doubt hailed by him as the

greatest step towards the fulfilment of both his aims. That he
did not miscalculate the difference it would be to him in respect
of the first, he had speedy evidence. Was he wrong in assuming
that the king would be equally ready to promote the designs
which lay nearer to his heart (so at least we believe), than his

own place as attorney-general, or his possible chancelloi-ship ?

It was surely not an error to suppose that James would sin-

cerely, at least with all the sincerity he had, desire the produc-
tion of books, and would favour the men who could produce
them. Here was something to start from. The monarch's taste

might be far from the best, his knowledge might be somewhat

lumbering and not very available for the pui-poses of life. But
with a wise man to guide him, who could teU how much his

patronage might contribute to the cultivation of good arts—to the

diffusion of real books, and not merely of a certain quantity of

printed paper
—to the collection of museums—to the intercourse

of scholars—even to the arrangement of that which was confused

in his own mind, and in the minds of his subjects
—even to the

emancipation of science from the scholastical fetters by which

he hiuiself was bound? Dreams surely not too vast for a

man who had spent forty years of his life in a laborious educa-

tion, to indulge in
;
dreams which at any rate he might do more

than any other person in England to realize ! Were not all the

advantages of position, indefatigible industiy, the resources of an

exquisitely cultivated intellect, the capacity for ad\-ising, the

knowledge of law, trusts to be used for such an end t Were not

any means lawful in order to compass them ? If the king was

susceptible of flattery, if it was ob\ious to all that he could not

appreciate what was refined, that the coarser it was the more it

would be agi-eeable to him, was this little concession to be ^vith-

held 1 Was there not something patriotic in a philosopher's

degi-tding himself that philosophy might be exalted? So thought
the wi-iter of the dedication to the books on The A dvancement of

Learning. WTiether he thought rightly, whether the discredit-

able means were likely to farther the noble end, a little examina-

tion of that work may help to inform us.

15. The reader of this book is tempted to pass hastily over

the dedication, supposing that it has nothing to do with the
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substance of the book, and wishing to forget certain passages in
^*«^«-

it as soon as possible. But this course is clearly a wi-ong one
"i^rning.

—unjust to Bacon himself as well as to his argument. It is
5'°j5'!'',Vf„'°

throughout an address to a king; lie is to advance learning. He
i^tei

mto

cannot remove all the impediments to its progi-ess, but he can
pande/fnto

remove some of the most serious. If he sets that object before
'Jj^^^^^^j^^j

liim, he will be in the line of all his great predecessors, he wUl in the /«-

be consolidating his throne, he will be attaching to him the \visest
'Magna'^Kii.

of the land. If we suppose that the main tliought in Bacon's

mind was to lay down a scheme of studies, we are utterly at a

loss to account for the time and space which he expends in school- peculiarities

boy stories about Alexander the Great and Julius Csesar. We book-how

wonder why it should be necessary to descant upon the history explained.

of the different Roman emperors from Nerva to Marcus Aure-

lius; we wonder still more—and not without deep sorrow—that

after a high, though not exaggerated, eulogy on the last prince, he

should so falsify history as to affirm that the Christian Church

had, on the whole, peace in his days. But all this, with the story

of the prayer which Gregory the Great offered for the soul of

Trajan, and its modified success, becomes an integral pai-t of the

design when we find that James himself is the key-stone of it^

that whatever noble sentiments and weighty thoughts occur in

the course of it, whatever hints are thrown out for which every

private student may be the better, the moral of the whole is,

that a wise monarch may give such a new impulse and dii-ection

to thought and investigation as all subjects together would strive

in vain to give.
16. Those who have profited at all by the lessons of ^liis The

booii.^m^

book, or have found hints which showed them how they might incomisTen't'

have profited, and what cause they have for repenting of neglects, ^^'f^^^™'^

may scarcely dare to wish it in any respect other than it is. And pose,

yet one cannot help feeling that the author has been driven aside

from the main purpose of his life—that the idea which has been

pursuing him from his childhood is not as clearly before him

now as it was in his earlier, as it became in his later, years.

The arguments in behalf of learning against those who impugned
it on theological or on political gi-ounds are powerful and preg-

nant. Those who are fallen on an unlearned age appreciate
the force of them, and may be thankful to use them. They
have no right to say (for Bacon is a better judge than they can

be) that it was not desirable to urge them even upon ears that

were open to receive them, seeing that so much of wholesome

medicine might be given in the treacle—seeing that it may be The reforma-

the most hopeful coiu-se to strengthen those convictions in men ^l^^^ ^^
which are already awake. Bacon no doubt hoped to reform ]^l^'^
books and bookmakers by bringing them into contact with those
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who were acting and ruling, as well as to raise the tone of the
doers and rulers by help of the thinkers. This double inten-

tion is ob\-io\is enough through all his first book. One ought
to interpret a great deal that might be construed into cringing
and duplicity, in the better sense which this object suggests.
But while he follows this game, is he not forgetting what signi-

An ingenious ficauce the Court will give to his words ? What will all that he

poik^y as'^"' t^'Hs them about the study r.f
particulars avail to keep them from

f'"' as the the genei-alities which they associate habitually with book-lore ?

concerned. If he insinuates now and then that the fires of the chemist may
be more helpful in the discovery of facts than heaps of words, wiil

that cautious hint have any other effect than to make the royal

disciple think that any money he can save from his favourites

may be bestowed with advantage upon the endowment of teachers

who will sometimes lecture upon the facts of Nature as well as

upon the forms of Logic 1 We know from the je.st in which James,
with characteristic profaneness, indulged, about the resemblance
between his Chancellor's speculations and the peace of God,
how far Bacon succeeded, with all his dexterity, in making the

monarch apprehend his real purpose. That is, perhaps, of no

gi-eat consequence. But it is of serious consequence if the hope-
less experiment to achieve an insignificant result made the ulti-

mate one less evident to the writer himself, and in some measm-e

How James to all classes of his readers. There is no reason to believe that

book"and'the
*'""' treatise was not very acceptable to the person for whose use

ifovtim Or- it was principally ^vl•itten. It was that later one which has
ganum.

changed the thought of Europe, that is said to have called

forth the royal wit. The Advancement of Lea/ming will have
struck him, and probably the majority of those who perused it,

as a subtle and elaborate defence of books and schoolmen, against
such admirers of the wisdom derived from the experience and
friction of the world as Burleigh and the men of the old school

had been—as a skili'ul, and more or less successful attempt to

make that encyclopjedia of studies which the systematizers of

the day were longing for—as a homage, above all, to arbiti"ary

The counter- government, which would elevate literature and art into
actions to functions of government, whUe the popular and puritanical
8ci'viiity &nu ^

system will inclination was to throw them down. A man who could argue
overlooked, effectually for such theses as these might be forgiven, if, in the

course of his pleading, he threw out obiter dicta, which were

very dangerous to schoolmen, not at all favourable to artificial

systems and aiTangements, far from pleasant to the levity of

courtiers, subversive of the creed of monarchs that their fancies

are higher than laws.

Bacon's dis- 17. Though we ought not to assume that any Englisli student

taowied'ge. needs information from us respecting the contents of this book,
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we are bound to dwell a little upon that " General Distribution

of Human Knowledge" which is found in the second part of it.

We must remind the reader that, according to Bacon,
" The

parts of human learning have reference to the three parts of

Man's understanding, which is the seat of learning : History to

his memory, Poesy to his imagination, and Philosophy to his

reason." Considering that we are at the beginning of a period Assnmptions

in which the questions, what is the Understanding ? what is the
"" ""

Memory ? what is the Imagination ? above all. what is the

Reason ? is that, or is it not, a part of the Understanding ?

will be discussed with the utmost eagerness and ability by op-

posing thinkers, we can scarcely accept a classification whicli

assumes all these inquiries to be concluded, which starts from

the names as if the definitions of them were understood and

accepted. If we believe that the Baconian maxims respecting

names, definitions, classifications, which were soon to be pro-

claimed, are applicable to all subjects as well as to one, we must

gi-avely protest against this startling violation of them. A gi-eat

poet of our own day, who did not acquiesce in the limitation of

Poesy to the Imagination, has brought his own works iinder

divisions not altogether unlike these ; very much, it seems to

us, to the detriment of those works, and to the confusion of his

readers. We cannot think that a method which Mr. Words- Not of much

worth has unsuccessfully attempted on a small scale with
fi"'i's^''g,"^g

reference to compositions the nature and parentage of which he fof the sta-

could explain, can, under any modifications, and in the most
skilful hands be adapted to the literature of the universe. And
we much doubt whether any person who has been tiying to

underetand how different studies are related to each other, has

ever found this map of them for any long time serviceable to

him; whether his chief cause of thankfulness to the framer of

it has not been, that he has been saved even from inventing any
simOarly comprehensive schemes for himself, because the man
who was best of all fitted to invent one has utterly disap-

pointed him.

18. In making this remark, we are not criticising Bacon. We Nevertiieiesi

are only saying where he fails to afford us the guidance which we
geftive.*"*^"

seek from him. And the objection, even in that form, must be

considerably modified. A great man's failures teach more than

a little man's successes. If we complain of the general division

as full of presumptions, therefore as not Baconian ; as involving
cross divisions, therefore, in the ordinary sense of the word, as

illogical; if we find similar presumptions and cross divisions in

all its subordinate [lai-ts ;
we may, nevertheless, accept with much

gratitude many of the hints which it suggests, many of the

results to which it has led. Among both of these we maj- reckon
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Importance tlie new prominence whicli this division has given to Histoiy.

toTY?

'° '^" ^^ ^^^^ Athenian division of studies into the musical or artisti-

cal, the grammatical, the geometrical, and the gymnastic, which
is so full of instruction, the great defect appears to be the absence
of any place for history, or the inevitable assignment of it to a

partition in which it must be squeezed and contracted. In the
scholasticism of the MidiUe Ages, history fell almost confes.'^edly
under the formulas of Ethics, of Politics, or of Physics. Whether
it were political, biogi-apbical, or natui-al, it could not, under
such conditions, have any free development. It was a great sign
of what had been achieved by the Reformation in bringing sacred

as well as ordinary history into the practical education of the

world, that this subject, in Bacon's distribution, assumes not a

Divisions of secondary place, but the chief place of all. Exceptions might
History. |jg taken to his principal division of histoiy into civil and

natural. But the more we meditate upon it, the more, probably,
our complaints of it will be diminished

;
for the history of Cities

and Citizens may take in the whole scope of human life, and Na-
tural history, all the outlying world which Man is to investigate,

Divisions of and over which he is to rule. That civil history compre-
Civii History ]2gjij)g ecclesiastical may make Bacon's arrangement offensive to

divines, and, if the piu-pose of it is mistaken, may lead to sei'ious

inconveniences; yet, considered from his point of view, it is not
unreasonable. That the other two divisions of civil into literary
and pai-ticular civil history exhaust the subject we cannot per-

of Ecciesias- suade ourselves, any more than that ecclesiastical history can be
ticai. reduced into the general history of the Church, the history of

Prophecy, and the history of Providence. Yet in this depart-

ment, omitting the partitions of Natural History, which lie

altogether out of our pro\Tuace, we should say that there was
abundant compensation for the mischiefs into which a slavish

acceptance of it would lead, in the wealth of thoughts which a
careful and manly consideration of it would draw forth. And
that even without reference to the comments ^hich are contained

in the subsequent part of the book.

Tiie division 19. We cannot conceive that the artists of any school would
"

"\°i'n"*'
Jillo^^' ws to make a similar remark upon that part of the scheme
which concerns the Imagination. The division of poems there

.seems to be especially wilful. The hints respecting the heathen

fables, however, are full of interest as tlirowing light both ujion
the thoughts of his time and upon many striking characteristics

in the style of Bacon himself. The enemy of poets was, we need

Poetry of the scarcely say, the most illustrative of all writers, the richest in

denouncer of
pregnant Conceits, the man who might often be fairly accused of

having tasted the demoniac wine, and even of exhibiting some

signs of the intoxication which it produces. But our own busi-
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ness is obviously with the third part of Bacon's distribution—
that which falls under the head of Reason.

20. Bacon is nowhere more imaginative than when he passes
out of the region of the Imagination into this region. "The know- Book IL

ledge of man is as the waters, some descending from above, and Jt'j.vrana"

some springing from beneath
;
the one informed by the light of

Jj?'"""

>he

nature, the other inspired by Divine revelation. . . . So,

then, according to these two different illuminations, or originals,

knowledge is first of all di\-ided into Divinity and Philosophy."
How much is to be leanit from this division, how pregnant it is

with thoughts and suggestion,? that must in due time be brought
to light, all our later history will show. How much was implied
in connecting both Divinity and Philosophy with the Reason,
that being assumed to be susceptible of two different lights

—one

of them the light of Revelation—instead of being opposed to

Revelation, as it has been by more careless systematizers,
—will

also appear hereafter. Yet surely there is a perplexity in the The question

arrangement which the illu.stration makes more conspicuous, mi^tiation''

Are the waters that descend homogeneous with the waters that e*™* ""'rt'i-

;iscend ? Does the light from within answer to the light that

comes from above, or are they diverse in nature ? Is Philosophy,
the search after wisdom, met by a Divinity which imparts wisdom,
or do they move in diflerent directions, and never meet 1 These

inquiries we must leave for the present. What we have to do
with is philosophy, or the contemplations of man. These " either objects of

peneti-ate unto God, or are circumfen-ed to nature, or are reflected f^'io^vhy.

or reverted upon himself. Out of which several inquiries there do
arise three knowledge.?

—Divine Philosophy, Natural Philosophy,
and Human Philosophy, or Humanity. For all things are marked
a d stamped with this triple character of the peace of God, the

tlifierence of nature, and the use of man." Then comes this all-

important passage,
" But because the distributions and partitions

of knowledge are not like several lines that meet in one angle,
and so touch but in a point, but are like branches of a tree that

meet in a stem which hath a dimension and quantity of entire- The PhUosn.

ness and continuance before it come to discontinue and break '"*'" ''"""'

itself into arms and boughs; therefore it is good before we enter

into the former distribution, to erect and constitute one uuivereal

science by the name of Philosophia Prima, primitive or summary
Philosophy, as the main and common way, before we come where
the ways part and divide themselves."

21. After so splendid a p)reface, Bacon's account of this primary what it is.

philosophy is perhaps disappointing.
" It is to be a receptacle

lor all such profitable obser\-ations and axioms as fall not within

the compass of any of the special parts of philosophy or sciences,

but are more common, and have a higher stage." Thus the
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maxim,
" add eqiials to unequals and the whole is unequal," or

the maxim,
" two things which agree with a third agree with

each other." belong to moral as well as phj'sical science; they
The comniuD are political as well as mathematical truths. " The Persian
maxims.

magic," .says Bacon,
' was a reduction or correspondence of the

principles and arcliitecture of nature to the rules and policy of

government." Something more Divine and commanding than

this, more answering to the position which Logic assumed in the

Medieval studies, might have been expected. But what a world

of analogies, what lights respecting the very nature and ground
of analogy, open on us through the portholes of these common
axioms ! They supply proof enough how much the imagination
of Bacon helps to make him the guide of men's intellectual

inquii'ies.

Natural Phil. 22. Passing by Bacon's observations on Natural Theology, in
osophy. ^]jg treatment of which he is

" so far from noticing any deficience,

that he i-ather notes an excess," we come to Natural Philosoj)hy
which he divides into the "

Inquisition of causes and the produc-
tion of effects

; speculative and operative ;
natural science and

natural pmdence." In the division of Natural Science into

Physic and Metaphysic, and in his comments upon the arrange-

ment, Bacon exliibits much of the "piiidence" which belonged to

his time and to his character. He tells his royal pupil that he

has a dislike to novel terms
;
that even when he must depart a

little from the sense of antiquity he would adhere reverently to

its language ;
that herein he difl'ers ft-om "that excellent pei-son

Aristotle," who proceeded in a spirit of difference and contradic-

tion towards his predecessors. Never, certainly, was a revolution

against existing formulas made so acceptable to a conservative

.Uetaiihjsic. taste. Metaphysic being distinguished from the Primary Philo-

sophy on the one side, and from Natural Theology on the other,

and being made only a department of Natural Science, is clearly
denuded of all its ancient glory. Bacon, however, would "

pre-
serve thus much of the conceit of antiquity, that Physic should

contemplate that which is inherent in matter, and therefore

Honfariiki: transitoi-y; and Metaphysic, that which is abstracted and fixed.

the old .Metu- And again, that Physic should handle that which supjioseth in

Nature only a being and moving ;
and Metaphysic should handle

that which supposeth further in Nature a reason, understanding,
and platform." If pure Ontology disappears in this arrangement,
we get in place of it a kind of mixed Ontology

—a basis for Na-
ture to rest ujion. Whether this compromise was good or not in

itself, it was chai~acteristic of the seventeenth century, and was
to have very important effects upon the phiU)sophical movements
in the latter part of it. Illustrating it further, he observes, that
" Phvsic is situate in a middle term or distance between Natural
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History and Metapliysic. Foi- Natural History describeth the

variety of things; Physic, the causes—but variable or respective
causes

;
and Metaphysic, the fixed and constant causes. Fii-e is

the cause of induration, but respective to clay ;
fire is the cau.se

of colliquation, but respective to wax. But fire is no constant

cause either of induration or colliquation ; so, then, the physical
causes are but the eflicient and the matter."

23. Having assigned to Metaphysic the inquiry into foi'mal Essential

and final causes, the question is forced upon Bacon, whether "the
fa° cogniza-

inquisition of man is competent to find out essential forms or ''•e by n'^'"-

time difterences ?" He agrees with Plato that Forms are the

true object of knowledge. He thinks that Plato "
lo.st the

real fi-uit of kis opinion by considering of forms as absolutely
abstracted from Matter, and not confined and determined by
Matter." There must be no hasty pursuit after this knowledge;
here, as everywhere, men have precipitately fled from particulars
into generals. But if they are willing to move quietly, they
may look for the reward of arriving, through Natural History
and Plij'sic, to that " vertical point

"
which is Metaphysic. The The Scale of

Platonic idea of a scale of creatures ascending to Unity com-
mends itself to the mind of our sage, little as he cares for mere

speculation. Indeed, so far from treating the pursuit of original
forms as mei'e phantasy, he says that that " which valueth and
commendeth this part of Metaphysic, is that it doth enfranchise

the power of man unto the gi-eatest liberty and possibility of

works and efiects." Of that part which refers to final causes he

speaks differently. He complains not only of Plato but of Aris objection to

totle and Galen, for falling "upon these flats." "For to say {fon'^ofS
that the hairs of the eye-lid are for a quickset and fence about censes or

the sight, or that the firmness of the skins and hides of living
creatures is to defend them from the extremities of heat or cold,

. . . and the like, is well inquired and collected in Meta-

physic, but in Physic is impertinent. Nay, these are indeed but

remoras and hindrances to stay and slug the ship from further

-sailing, and have brought this to pass, that the search for the

physical causes hath been neglected and passed in silence." For

physical purpo.ses, therefore, he prefers Democritus and the

Atomists to Plato or Aristotle, because the one mixed theolo-

gical, and the other logical, reasons with simple investigations.
He vindicates himself very characteristically from the charge of

derogating from Divine Providence by this apparent slighting of

the evidences which nature furnishes for it.
"
For, as in civil Political ar-

actions, he is the greater and deeper politician that can make '"'™™

other men the instruments of his will and ends, and yet never

acquaint them with his purpose, so as they shall do it and yet
not know what thej^ do, than he who imparteth his meaning
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to those he employeth ; so is the Wisdom of God more admir-

able when Nature intendetli one thing and Provitlence drawetli

forth another, than if He had communicated to particular
creatures and motions characters and impressions of His Pro-

vidence." These warnings against a kind of study which
has usui-ped a dangerous pre-eminence in some of our popular
writers of later times is profitable for us, and the argument for

it powerful ; though it need not have been commended to James

by a comjjarison which would strengthen him in his pievious

conviction, that the subtlety of the Divine aiTangements had a

close resemblance to his own kingcraft.
Mathematica 24. Bacou regards the Mathematic as a branch of the Meta-

physic
—an opinion which is intelligible enough if we adopt his

definition of Metaphysic. He is strong as to " the excellent

use of pure Mathematics, in that they do remedy and cure many
defects in the wit and faculties intellectual. For if the wit be

dull, they sharpen it
;

if too wandering, they fix it
;

if too inhe-

rent in the sense, they abstract it." Respecting the mixed

Mathematics, he only predicts that there must be more kinds of

The opera- them as Natui'e unfolds herself more. The operative part of

Natu'nJ Piiii- Natural Philosophy he divides into three parts
—

experimental,
osoiihy.

philosophical, and magical. The second part of course is, in

his judgment, very subordinate to the first. The thii-d being

separated from all "credulous and superstitious conceits and ob-

sei-vations of sympathies and antipathies, and hidden properties,"
is only experiment in its highest kind and development; so that

the student is here on the precincts of the Novum Organum,
and should learn Bacon's meaning from that treatise rather than

from this. What remains is to speak of Human Philosophy or

Humanity,
" which hath two parts. The one considereth man

segi-egate, or distributively ;
the other, congi-egate, or in society."

Hainan Phil- 25. The arrangement of this great subject is introduced by
osophy. ^|jg precious admonition " that all partitions of knowledges be

accepted rather for lines and veins than for sections and separa-

tions, and that the continuance ami eutireness of knowledge be

presei-ved." The hint is specially necessary for Bacon's purpose,

seeing that, imder the general title of Humanity, his object is to

bring out " the sympathies and concordances between the mind
and body, which, being mixed, cannot be properly assigned to

Mindanj the scicnces of either." "This league of mind and body," he

ingea'ch*

'

says,
" hath these two parts ;

how the one discloseth the other,
other, and and liow the one worketh upon the other ; Discovery and Im-

each other, prcssion. Discovery, he says, has given rise to two arts, the

first,
"
Physiognomy, which discovereth the disposition of the

mind by the lineaments of the body ;
the second, the exposi-

tion of natural dreams, which discovereth the state of the body
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by the imaginations of the mind." To the latter branch, con-

cerning Impression, he refers all the efforts of the physician "to

prescribe cures of the mind in frenzies and melancholy passions,
or to exhibit medicines which exhilarate the mind, to confirm

the courage, to clarify the wits
,
as also all the discipline of reli-

gious teachers respecting fasting, abstinence, and humiliations of

the body." To the full study of the interdependence of the body Reiationsot

and the mind, he saj-s, "the consideration of the seats and domi- th™m^dto
ciles which the several faculties of the mind do take and occupate Updy

"'""^

in the organs of the body," is liighly important. He would not

discard any of the old hints respecting the connection of the

understanding with the brain
;

of passion (animo.sity in its

larger sense), with the heart
;
of concupiscence with the liver ;

but neither will he accept these notions except as hints for

inquiiy.
26. The body and mind having been thus considered together. The body

our next business is to treat them separately.
" The know- ™jj™f"„^

ledges" that appertain to the body are, the Medicinal, the Cos- eachotber.

metic, the Athletic, and the Voluptuary. On these we must not

venture to dwell, but must proceed to the second branch of the

subject.
" Human knowledge which concerns the mind hath

two parts ;
the one that inquireth of the substance or nature of substance

the soul or mind ; the other, that inquireth of the facidties or
„( t/e mind'

functions thereof" The first inquiry cannot be separated. Bacon

says, from Revelation, or as he expresses it rather strangely,
" It

is not possible that the soul should be otherwise than by acci-

dent subject to the laws of Heaven and earth, which are the

subject of philoso]5hy." There are two "appendixes" to this

study, upon which Bacon descants, and to the last of which

especially the recent observations and theories ofAnimal Magnet-
ists have given an interest—Divination and Fascination. What Divination

Ls chiefly noticeable is, that he is never satisfied with the vulgar [^o^'*"™''"

resource of referring the facts that fall under these divisions tu

the fancy or the imagination. He takes it for granted that the

imagination must have its own laws, and that these require to

be investigated. There are few passages in the whole treatise

which deseiwe better to be considered at this time than the one
which refers to these topics ;

so much does it anticipate of after-

sjjeculations, so much useful suggestion does it ofler as to the

method of dealing with them. With this must be connected
the opening of the next division, wherein the Imagination is The double

spoken of as an "agent or nucleus in both the judicial and the
imf^inauoa

ministerial provinces of the mind ;"
" as a Janus with a face to-

wards Reason, which hath the print of truth
;
and a face towards

Action, which hath the print of good." Such remarks are sub-

sidiaiy to the main subject, which is the division of our faculties.

Vol n. Q
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Tiie faculties 27. The piimaiT diWsion is into the Rational and the Moral.
-how dmd- .<

rpjj^ fomiei- produce direction or decree
;
the latter, action or

execution." The part of philosophy which belongs to the rational
faculties is distasteful, he says, to " most men, who are of the
taste and stomach of the Israelites in the desert, that would fain

have returned ad oUas carnhnn, and were wear}' of manna, wliich,

though it were celestial, yet .seemed less nutritive and comfort-
able. So generally men taste well knowledges that are drenched in

flesh and blood. Civil History, Morality, Policy, about the which
men's aflectioiis, pi-aises, fortunes do turn and are conversant ;

but this same lumen siccum doth parcli and oflTend most men's

Arts that watery and soft uatiu-es." These rational knowledges, however,
have their aj.g ^he keys of all other arts. He reduces them to four—the
ongin in the ^t- t - i f t-\ • -ri
raUonai fa- art oi inquiry or Invention

;
the art of Examination or Judg-

^ "*^
ment; the art of Custody or Memory; the art of Elocution or

Invention. Tradition. The subject of Invention, of course, introduces all

that is most specially Baconian. How men have arrived at dis-

coveries rather by chance than by method ; how they have
" hasted to their theories and dogmaticals, and have been imper-
ious and scornful towards particulai-s, which their manner has

been to use as Serjeants and whifflers to make way and make
room for their ojjinious ;" how,

" in human as in divine truth,

men cannot endure to become children," is hinted here
;
the

development of such excellent remarks is resei-ved for the books

Judgment, on the interpretation of nature. Much in the treatment on the

art of Judgment must also be defeired
;
for Bacon cannot admit

that the exercise of judgment is comprehended in the account

of it which is given by mere logicians. That exquisite critical

faculty which he had observed in his father, and in the acute

Elizabethan statesmen—that facultj' which he desired to trans-

fer to the investigation of the facts of the universe—was not the

judgment by syllogism. He gives this, however, all due honour
—

perhaps still higher honour to the elencthic method for the

The socratic discovery of fallacies and sophisms ; which, he says, is excel-

d^ecthiKfai- lently handled in precept by Aristotle, but more excellently in

lacies.
examples by Plato. To this head he thinks much which logi-

cians and metaphysicians have invented for other purposes may
be referred. The divisions and airangements which often em-

barrass the inquirer may be turned into wise cautions against

ambiguity of speech.
" The distribution of things into certain

tribes—which we call categories or ])redicaments
—may be but

cautions against the confusion of definitions and di^•isions." If

jurtice to we have complained a little of Bacon for the over-conciliatory
^"1^"^ tone of some parts of this treatise, we arc bound to say that in

this portion of it his prudence is akin to the highest wisdom;

na}', that he avoids an injustice into which he was sometimes
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betrayed in liis later wi-itings, when lie was more directly defy-
ing the logicians. His deference to the prejudices of the king
counteracts his prejudice against the old philosophers. He \in-
dica,tes a place for the veiy abstractions and di\isions from which
he is seeking to emancipate himself. He protests, by anticipa-
tion, against the extravagance of those disciples of his ovra who,
in after-times, should treat the school distinctions as of no worth.

Proceeding in the same course, he treats, under this head of

judgment, of that "profound kind of fallacies" which, under the
name of Idols, occupy so large a space in the fii-st book of the idols.

Novuvi Organum; and then he sums up with a most valuable
Lint respecting that part of judgment which assigns

"
differing

kinds of proofs to differing kinds of subjects." The confusion
of these—the demand of evidence in one case which is only suit-
able to another—he reports as one of the greatest causes of
detriment and hindrance to knowledge.

28. The few remarks that are made on the thii-d subject
—the Arts of Mo-

custody of knowledge in the memory—the defence of common- °""^-

place books, and the ridicule of the ordiuaiy attempts to create
a. technical memory; aliove all, the distinction of the two inten-
tions of the art of memory into pre-notion and emblem—have
all the pregnancy which one expects in Bacon. The fourth sub-
ject, of Tradition, which contains three part.s—the fii-st concern- Tradition,

ing the organ of tradition; the second, the method of tradition;
the third, the illustration of tradition—includes veiy import-
ant topics. To the first head belongs the consideration of

hieroglyphics, arbitraiy characters, gi-ammar. To the second,
which LS immeasurably the most valuable, belong all the formsm which facts, opinions, discoveries are handed down; some,
therefore, of the greatest impediments to the progi-ession of
knowledge. One striking sentence contains the pith of this
division. " For it is in knowledges as it is in plants. If youmean to use the plant, it is no matter for the roots. But if you Growth from
mean to remove it to grow, then it is more assured to rest upon

*''?'' ""'

roots than slips. So the delivery of knowledges as it is now
'""''

used, is as fair bodies of trees without the roots—good for the
carpenter, but not for the planter." The third part includes the
subject of rhetoric, on which it seems to us that Bacon discourses
more largely than was necessary.

29. Moral Philosophy, or " that knowledge which considereth Morale
of the appetite and wiU of man," is our next topic. The subject
is di^-ided into " the exemplar or platform of good, and tht regi-ment or culture of the mind." In treating of the exemplar °of

good, the anti-Platonical side of Bacon's mind manifests itself

along with all the practical and political tendencies of his age.He thinks that all the disputations concerning the highest good
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are "discharged by the Christian faith." iJischarged, observe, not

Racoj|-s fulfilled. For when Bacon goes on to sjieak of the Christian's
Divimiy,

licipe, he describes it vaguely as the hope of the future world—
not as David or St. Paul would have done, the hope of waking
up in the likeness of (Jod, and being stitistied with it. No-
where more strikingly than in this part of the treatise does one
discover the passage into the divinity and philosophy of the
se\enteenth and eighteenth centuries

;
the new meaning which

was to be put upon the words Heaven and Immortality. But
as there is a counteraction of all these downward tendencies, in

Bacon's aspii-ations after Truth in nature, and in his belief that

there is a way to discover it, so is there also a counteraction iu

his conviction that the ends of our life are social, and not indi-

vidual—that the man who aims at the well-being of his country
is essentially more moral than he who seeks his own either in

the court or the cloister. The protest on behalf of the political
Political and life iu opposition to the monastic, comes out here in connection
MonasHf life,

^^jj-j^ ^ general exaltation of active, and disparagement of contem-

plative, life. Unfortunately it is a jirotest against errors, more
than an assertion of truth. It occui-s in a place where one
would least wish to find it. For if the exemplar of good be
ever so much a being who coivfers good, and who goes about

doing good, still surely there must be contemplation to per-
ceive and embrace that good. And, morre svm, Bacon introduces

conceits to make any weakness in liis course of thought less

])alpable, as well as to make what is worthy iu it acceptable.
Enoch.

" So we see Enoch, the seventh from Adam, who was the fii'st

contemplative, and walked with God, yet did also endow the

Church with prophecy, which St. Jude citeth." Subject to this

observation, and to the doubt whether Bacon's position does

settle all the controversies with philosophers which he sup--

poses it to settle, we may cheerfully admit the great richness

and worth of these hints on Moral Philosophy.
30. The gi'and distinction of Bacon is into private or parti-

cular and general or connnunicative good. Private is again
divided into the active and passive good ;

the passive into the

consei-^-ative and the perfective. To the social or communica-

Duiy. tive good, he refers the idea of duty,
" because the term of duty

is more proper to a mind well fi-.imcd and disposed towards

others, as the term of vii-tue is applied to a mind well foi-mcd

and composed in itself
; though neither can a man understand

vii-tue without some relation to society, nor duty without an

inward disposition." This distinction suggests the next, be-

tween the common duty of eveiy man as a man or member
of a state, and the respective or siiecial duty of every mau
iu his profession, vocation, and place. Many will doubt if this is
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an exhaustive division
;
i'ew will deny the imperfection of Bacon's

treatment of the second part of the subject. It gives occasion to

a melancholy and characteristic piece of flattery respecting his

Majesty's
" excellent book touching tlie duty of a king

—a work

richly compounded of divinity, morality, and policy, with gi-eat

aspersion of all other arts," (fee, &c. The praise becomes so ful-

some that the author makes one of his quaint apologies for it.

He is not " moved with certain courtly decencies which esteem

it flattery to pnxise in presence. No, it is flattery to praise in The Royal

absence, i. e., when either the virtue is absent or the occa.sion

is absent
;
and so the praise is not natural but foi-ced, either in

truth or in time." The king having so successfully expounded
the requii-ements of his owb profession. Bacon dwells little upon
any other. He wishes, however, that there should be books

respecting "the frauds, cautels, impostm'es, and vices of every

profession," handling them " not in a satire and cynically, but

seriously and wisely For as the fable goeth of the

basilisk, that if he see you first you die for it, but if you see him
first he dieth, so it is with deceits and evil arts, which if they Knowledge

1)6 first espied lose their life ; but if they prevent they endanger."
"' '-^''•

Then follows a somewhat questionable commendation of " Ma-
chiavel and others that write what men do, and not what they

ought to do; for it is not possible to join serpentine ^visdom

with the columbine innocency, except men know exactly all the

conditions of the serpent, his baseness and going upon his belly,
his volubility and lubricity, his en\'y and sting, and the rest,

J. e., all forms and natures of evil
; for without this, virtue lieth

ojien and unfenced." All this, it must be remembei-ed, belongs cojinecteci

to " the general part touching the exemplar and description of empiar of

Good" ! Under which liead he dismisses, in a single sentence,
'*''°''-

" the duties between husband and wife, parent and child, master
and sei-vant, the laws of friendship and gi-atitude, the civil bond
of companies, -colleges, and politic bodies, of neighbourhood, and
all other proportionate duties, not as they are parts of govern-
ment and society, but as to the framing of the mind of particular

persons."
31. The reader will perhaps agree with us that it is satisfac- Culture of

toiy to e-scape from the part of Moral Philosophy which is thus
""^ ^''°°'

rapidly and superficially, however cleverly, handled, to that

which concerr.s the culture of the mind. " The first article

of this knowledge," according to Bacon, "
is to set down sound

and true disti-ibutions and descriptions of the several characters

and tempers of men's natures and disi)ositions, especially having
regard to those differences which are most radical in being the Obsei-vatums

foxmtains and causes of the rest, or most frequent in concur- ences.

rence or commixtui-e." Next we are to observe "' those impr'es-
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sions of nature wLieli are imposed iipini the miiul by the sex, Viy

the age, by the region, by health and sickness, by beauty and

deformity, and the like, whieh are inhei-eiit and not extern , and

again those which are caused by extern fortune, as sovereignty,

nobility, obscure birth, riches, want, magistracy, privateness,

prosperity, adversity, constant fortune, varialile foi-tune, rising

per saltum, per yradus, and +he like." Then follow.s the inquiry

touching the affections, in wliich Bacon complains that Aristotle

is entirely deficient. Next come those points which are "within

bur own comment, and have force and operation upon the mind
to affect the will and appetite, and to alter mannei'S." To
this most comprehensive head are rcfeiTcd "

custom, exercise,

habit, education, example, imitation, emulation, company,
friends, praise, reproof, exliortation, fame, laws, books, studies."

It is scarcely fair for a writer who has introduced so many cross-

divisions as we find here, to complain of Aristotle either for his

arrangements or his omissions. Certainly the objection to him
that if he made " ^^rtues and vices consist in habit, he ought so

much the more to have taught the manner of superinducing th;»t

habit," is not one that will commend itself to a careful student

of the Nicomachiean Ethics. What do they abound in more
than in liints and precepts directed to this very end 't And not

by any means such precepts or hints as this of Bacon, that
" we beware we take not at the first either too high a strain or

too weak." It might be desirable, one would think, to avoid

that which is either too high or too weak both first and last.

With a few sentences respecting Love or Charity, scarcely woi-thy
of hiin, or of the subject. Bacon concludes this part of moral

knowledge, and indeed that "general part of Human Philoso-

phy which contemplateth man segregate, and tis he consisteth of

body and spirit." That in discussing it hi^ has had only the use

of his left hand, we may, perhaps, be obliged to confes.s. And

yet how much more he accomplishes with that left hand than

mo.st inen with the right !

32. The last branch of Human Philosophy is comprehended
under the name of Civil Knowledge.

" It is conversant about

a subject which, of all others, is most immei-sed in matter, and

is hardliest reduced to axiom." The distinction between it and

Moral Philosophy is, that the first
"
propoundeth to itself the

framing of internal goodness ;
but civil knowledge requireth onl}'

an external goodness." This knowledge is divided into three

parts, Conver.sation, Negociation, Government. What we
have to thank Bacon for here, as in the Es.says, is, that ho

does not allow us always to creep along the ground ; nay,
that even when he is speaking of prudence there is a respect,

secret or confessed, to that wisdom of which it is the handmaid.
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Political craft must ahvaj-s occupy a considerable place even in

the most meagre analysis of the Advancement of Learning,
the object of it being, as we have shown throughout, to sway
and educate the mind of the king; the policy and inclina-

tion of Bacon being equally to exalt that in which the king

thought himself superior to all other men. And when one is

trying to estimate Bacon's influence upon subsequent generations,

his passion for civil knowledge—the diplomatic side of liis char-

acter—must surely come in for a very large item in the account.

There are several reasons for resolutely refusing to accejit it as
'''«=™.^*^

'"^

the largest item. First, because the events which shook the frrent.butnot

throne of the Stuarts tended to merge mere pohcy in the higher f"f"^^i"'

morality; secondly, because among those who had most disposi-

tion and ability to exalt policy into a power, it assumed a general
and metaphysical rather than a specific and experimental form ;

thirdly, because Bacon's zeal in the investigation of nature trans-

lated his policy to another level, deprived it of its sordid char-

acteristics, subordinated it to the steady pursuit of truth.

33. The last pages of the Advancement ofLearning are devoted The Mgiiest
T^. - . 1 <-, 1 1 , 1 . t* tt 111 1 knowledge.

to Divinity, "the babbath and port ot all mens labours and

peregrinations." There is much in the observations of such a

man from which every divine, we should suppose, must be able

to derive guidance, reproof, and strength for his work, and these

of a kind which he is not likely to obtain from a teacher of his

own profession. But we can scarcely speak ofBacon's treatment of

the subject as Sabbatical, or as showing the end of oiu- peregi-in-

ations. Hints there are about the way to unity, which may
have been useful in his day, and may be more useful in ours.

But thev were written at the beginning of a century which was The treat-

, ./.. .,,...
.

• ii
"

• nientofit
to exhibit more strife, division, sectarianism, than any previous „at sutisfac-

(ine. Nor can we discover any directions in Bacon respecting
'"'y-

the treatment and avoidance of controversies which could have

averted this result, except at the price of some aspect of truth

being less prominently brought into view
;
of some gi'eat experi-

ment being omitted, which was as necessaiy as any experiment
in the world of physics for the overthrow of idols and the dis-

covery of principles. Nothing, surely, that was ever written by
a wise man for a wise purpose has been in vain. We suspect,

liowever, that Bacon really helped the theologian far more Bacon;s Tiie-

when he was occupied with the elucidation of an honest method "nvesticra-

in the region which he was specially called and gifted to explore, Jj^™'

°' '"'*"

than when he was reducing Divinity into its different branches

of "
faith, manners, liturgy, and government," or reducing the

declinations from religion into "
atheism, heresies, idolatry, and

witchcraft." In this portion of the Advancement of Learning,
as in all which precede it, we cannot help perceiving that the
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lust of an-angemeut, and thu iuft^ctiou of that system-building,
which was tho disease of the age, wore struggling in the writer's

mind with the apprehension of a beautiful order which is not
man's but God's

;
even as in the last words of tlie whole treatise

one traces that double motive and double worship from which the

greatest philosopher of the ])eriod was as little I'ret; as its greatest
ilivines.

" The good of my treatise, if any be, is due tanquam
adeps sacrificii to be incensed to tho honour, lirst, of the Divine

Majesty; and, next, of your Majesty, unto whom, on earth, I
am most bounden."

34. It will be obvious, from what we have said, that we do
not rate this celebrated book as the greatest achievement of

Bacon, marvellous though it is. But in such a sketch as this it

must assume a prominence which belongs to no other, seeing
that jmrt of it is devoted to our proper subjects, and that it

atteuijjts to assign them their place among studies. In another
form—the two books having expanded into nine,—in another

language,
—the rich and lively English having passed into some-

what less expressive Latin,—it appeared again as part of the
Instauratio Magna, the Novum Orgatnan Ibrming the second

part of that work. To the whole of it the memorable words
were prefixed : Franciscus de Vendamio sic cogitavit talemqite

apud Kc rationem instituit quam viventibus et posteris nolamfieri

ipsorum interesse putavit. The first words in the new part of it

were, Homo Naturm minister et interpres, tantum faoit et intelli-

git, quantum de natures ordine re vel inente observaverit ; nee

amplius scit, aut potest. The proudest of all the utterances of a
man of genius is the preparation for the humblest. Every man
living, and to come, should take an interest in knowing the

thoughts of Francis of Verulara, because those thoughts teach
liim that his only safe posture is that of a servant and inter-

preter ;
that his capacity of knowing and doing is determined

by that which discovers itself to him. There was no exaggera-
tion in his estimate of the good he might be the instrument of

conferring on the world; but it might be needful for \xm\ who
formed the estimate to be taught the other part of the lesson—
to discover that he was best when he was lowest. How the

king delighted to honour him who had brought him the fat

His urandenr of the sacrifice !
—What dignities and titles poured in after

the year 1 605 !
—

Solicitor-General, Attorney-General, Keeper of
the Great Seal, Lord High Chancellor, Viscount St. Albans,—
never, surely, was man who so vindicated the glory of Science
and of Letters. And amidst the distractions of law courts ;ind

parliaments, the solicitations of private suitors, the ser%'ice of the

palace, the great work was never forgotten—Bacon kept the
" thi-ead of the labyrinth" firmly in his hand. As a Cambridge
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student he had detected the vanity of those who tried to bind
the universe by their laws, instead of learning its laws. As the

chief subject of England he was able to bring out that doctrine

in its full power. Yes, and to be a witness in his own person
that the chief subject of the land is a servant of laws, and must
be crushed by them if he transgresses them. There are those His fan

who talk of Iiis fall from greatness as if that proved him to be
the meanest of mankind—as if that gave us a waiTant for lifting
ourselves above him. If it be said that, in the hour of pros-

perity, he yielded to temptations which very few had resisted—
if it be urged that he was more, not less likely to feel those tempta-
tions because he was divided between two services, and beaiuse
he had courted power, half for the sake of science, half for its

own sake—the moral is precious, the lesson may be taken home Lessons con-

by all whom it concerns ; and there are few whom it does not
''""^'^ '" ""

concern. But to regard the discovery of his sin, the casting

away of the false glitter which had covered him, his frank confes-

sion, his disgrace in the sight of rivals, servants, parliament, king,
as anything but a gracious judgment on him, and an excuse for

our recovering that sympathy with him, which all our admira-
tion for his gifts will not secure him—is to di-aw upon oiu'selves

the fearful sentence,
" With ivhat judgment ye judge, ye sliall. be

judged; with ivhat measure ye inete, it shall be meted to you again."
Bacon the magnificent might be fit to lay down the chart of all The humWed

knowledge ;
Bacon the despised seems fitter to guide patient and !?^"y ^len-

foot-sore pilgrims through tangled roads, amidst dangers arising
t'^' n>»"

from their own presumption, into a region of light. And this is,

at last, the tnie gloiy of the Xovum Organum. Wlien its author
has been put forward as the originator of a scheme of thought
and speculation, as himself a great natural discoverer, not only
enemies but friends have disputed his pretensions. But when it

is affirmed, that he persuaded students to be students, and not
doctors—to question Nature about her ways, and not to impose
their own upon her—that he pointed out pei-ils to which his own
age was not more liable than om-s, which each thinker has to
discover again for himself, and to fight with for liimself ; cer-

tainly a much higher demand has been made upon our reverence;
and yet one which those who have most scientific insight and

experience are least disposed to dispute; which we trust that

ages of laborious, self-suspecting, successful investigations will

thankfully ratify.
35. Ritter, in his History oj' Philosophy, adopts, as we might Ritter'sCw-

expect him to do, the usual charges against Bacon, sustaining jie'uem Phu-

his opinion by what he considers the confessions of English %°''^'%^-
critics and biogi-aphers. He perhaps wa.s not aware how exceed- Seetiieiefcr-

ingly ready English critics and biographei-s aa-e to confess the No'tlfa'
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sins of the great meu whom theii' country has produced ;
how

much tliey consider it an evidence of their own virtue to ])arade
them ; how prone they are to treat all jialliating stiitenients

respecting tlie trials to whicii the offenders were expcsed, and
to which we, the censors, are not exposed, as a]5Qlogies for

crimes, and insults to their judicial strictness. Even evidence

as to the nature of the crirro—j)Ositive confutations of particu-
lar points that aggravate its enormity—will be listened to with
much righteous indignation ;

the public will be told that its

moral sense is in danger if such special pleas are not dis-

carded. If the whole of a man's life is to be taken into account,
if one part of it is to be weighed against another, foreignei-s
will be safer in trusting to their own instincts, and in

studying the facts for themselves, than in accepting the frank

concessions of the candid native friend. But in one instance

Kitter has received a very injurious impression from a writing
of Bacon's, which we think, or at least hope, that few English-
men would be disposed to share. The collection of Christian

pai'adoxes attributed to Bacon, convinces his German commenta-
tor that he was an infidel. He sujiposes that book to have come
to light without tlie intention of the author, and to reveal sen-

timents which all his life lie was trying to disguise. Were
it so, much more of course would be proved than that he

rejected Christianity. He must have been an ingrained hypo-
crite, professing in the most serious of his pliilosophical works
to be asking help and guidance which he did not ask—to be wor-

shipping a Being in whom he did not believe. Those who can
form this judgment of one from whom they and the world have
learnt so much, are at liberty to form it. No arguments of oiu-s

could be of the least avail to shake them in their conclusion.

But it must be one which thej' bring with them to the study of

the paradoxes ;
not one which they derive from it. One great

part of Bacon's task w'as to teach men that they ought to face the

paradoxes in the natural world, and not to dispose of them by
their anticipations and prejudices. He had to show us tliat the

full truth lies behind the apparent oppositions, and that if you
shrink from them you 'n'ill never arrive at that which they con-

ceal. Is it a proof that he denied the existence of a spiritual
world if he thought the same law was discernible there i

Is it a proof that he did not accept the Christian Scriptures
as an interpretation of that world if he discovered in them a

frank statement of these paradoxes ? May he not have paid
a homage to them by assuming that they did for their region
what he woulil have every faithful investigator of the physic;il

universe do in his ? The last editor of Bacon considers the

Paradoxes to be spurious. But he wisely regards them as
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the production of an ovei- zealous Christian
;
not of an un-

believer.

36. What the influence of an eminent man was upon his con- Bacon's

temporaries, how far they appreciated him, or judged him amiss.
^^ ^"'^^

can never be satisfactorily ascertained. Rich as the eighteenth

century is in memoirs and anecdotes, there are still dispiites about

the relations of the philosophers and men of letters who adorned

it, to each other, as well as about their estimation by the general

public. The nineteenth centuiy will probalily furnish as many
puzzles for the time to come. The age of the Stuarts is not

likely to be more intelligible than that of the Brunswicks.

Among the eminent men of James's time it seems clear that

Bacon could claim Ben Jonson as a friend. The dramatist Benjons.m.

could foresee his futui-e power and influence more clearly than

most of the philosophers or divines, the lawyers or the states-

men. If one assigned Bacon the enormously expansive forehead, Bacon's

and calm, judicial, inexpressive countenance which the tradi-
''»>»nKnanca

tional portraits claim for him, one could not understand what
was the point of sympathy between him and the .shrewd, skilful

describer of manners, the learned constructor of plots, who

represents the temper of his own times so admirably, but can

never be thought, like Shakespeare, to understand and embody
the spirit of all times. But the statue of Bacon, which is to

adorn the new museum at Oxlord, and which is founded upon
an accurate study of the most credible likenesses, gives an

entirely different rejiresentation of the man
;

one far more

corresponding, as we think, to his life and writings
—one in

which we easily recognize the friend of the author of "
Volpone"

and of "
Every Man in his Humom-." The head in this statue is

that of the shrewdest buri'ower after facts, the discerner of .shar]
i

and delicate contrasts or resemblances, capable of much humoui
,

always sagacious, sometimes genial. There was foundation it explains

enough here for intercourse between the two men—intercourse wuhT'c'iever

perhaps the more jjleasant because the direction of their minds
j^^ffj',."'

was so different. The statesman and the comedian were fellow

exploiters of the same mine, without being rivals. The poet could

admire the application of some of his own special gifts, and the

marvellous results to which it led in the investigation of nature.

But Jonson lies out of our sphere. There was a man who comes
most strictly within it, who also conversed with Bacon, and learnt

from him—what lessons it will now behove us to consider.

37. In the short Latin autobiography which Thomas Hobbes
thojias^

bequeathed to posterity, thex-e is no allusion to his acquaintance msAutobio-

with Bacon. Neither is there any to his own father or mother, s^phy.

The omissions are characteristic. He was not careful to tell us
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what influences had contributed, in any degree, to tlie moulding
of liis mind. He is willing that we should know with whom he

conversed when it was already moulded, aud what he did for the

moulding of other minds. Perhaps it is butter, on the whole, to

follow his own lead, aud to record the particulars of his hi.story

which he has thought it worth while to preserve. The narra-

tive, as one would expect, includes no collateral or accidental

topics ;
is free from any afi'ectation of modesty ;

is hard, simple,

manly. It tells us that he was boi-n at Malmesbury in 1588;
that he went to Oxford when he was fourteen years of age ;

that

he .spent five years there, devoting his attention to the logic aud

physics of Aristotle
; that, at twenty, he was engaged by Lord

Walter Cavendish—afterwards Baron Hardwick and Count of

Devonshire—to educate his eldest son
;
that he pleased both the

father and the young heir by his moderation, his diligence, his

cheerfulness ; that he then travelled in France and Italy, and

made himself acquainted with the languages of both. Whilst

he was engaged in these occupations, he tells us that he lost a

gi'eat part of the classical lore which ho had acquired at the

University; that he devoted himself to the task of recovering

it; that being discontented with the Aristotelian philosophy,
which had occupied him there, he gave himself to the ])oets and

historians of Greece, and learnt to write Latin, not floridly, but

for use. In the year 1628 he saw, he says, to what point events

in England were tending. He published his translation of Thu-

cydides, that the absurdities of the Athenian democrats might
be made known to his fellow-citizens.

38. Hobbes was now forty years of age. He lost both his

pupil and his pupil's father; went with a son of Sir Gervase

Clifton to Paris, and there began earnestly to study Euclid
—not for the sake of the results, but of the demonstra-

tions. In 1631 he returned into the Cavendish family, and

again went to Paris with the son of the Countess, a boy
of thirteen. At Paris he gave liimself to Natural Science—
"
seeking, first of all, to know what that kind of motion might

be which produces the phantasms of the senses and of the

understanding, and the other properties of animals." His most

intimate friend at this time was Father Mei-senne, of the Order

of the Friars Minimi. Mersenne, in all respects a considerable

and interesting man himself, who, in his commentary upon
Genesis, had made a somewhat vehement attack upon atheists.

and had given that name to many peraons not deserving of

it, appears to have shared the most intimate confidence of the

English philosopher. Hobbes returned with his jiupil to Eng-
land in 1637. Then, seeing the civil war to be impending, he
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betook himself to Paris about the same time in which Milton, Leaves Eng-

for the same reason, abandoned his project of going to Greece tbe'c'h'U™"*

and returned to England. While Koyalists and Parliament- War.

arians were fighting in his own land, Hobbes was sharing
his thoughts with Mersenne, Gassendi, and other eminent

Frenchmen. He was in correspondence with Descartes,

though there is no allusion to his relations or differences

with him in the autobiogi-aphy. In 1646 he wi-ote his book
De Ch'e. It commended liim to Charles and the Royalists
who were living at Paris

;
and Hobbes had the curious ocou-

])ation of reading Mathematics with the Prince. Shortly
after the death of the king he wi'ote The Leviathan, the

sheets of which were carried to England, and published there

in 1651.

39. We must hear Hobbes's own account of this book before The Uvta-

we give any report of it ourselves. In it he says
" he so set

forth the right of the king, as well spiritual as temporal, not only

by general reasonings, but by the authoiity of the Holy Scrip-

tures, as to make it e\-ident that there could not be permanent
peace anywhere in the Christian world unless either his doc-

trine were received, or there were a sufficiently strong army to

establish peace by force." A book written with such an object
as this, he trusted, would commend itself at least to the Epis-

copal party. He had given .strong proofe, he says, in Paris of

liis attachment to the English Church. Wlailst he was suffering His attach-

from a dangerous illness, his friend Mersenne had visited him, EngUsh
' "

and had pressed him to receive the saci-aments from hi.s hands. Charch.

The sick man, turning off the request by asking when Mersenne
had last seen Gassendi, made it evident to him that he could not

iiccede to his wishes
;
but as soon as Dr. Cosens called, gladly

listened to the prayers of our Church, and received the com-
munion. Nevertheless, he says, the divines, who surrounded

Prince Charles, denounced him as an enemy of the Church, Denource.i

and procured his banishment from the court. The inju.stice, dwiue&"^'"'

he considers, was the greater, because the time was one in

which he might have published anything that he pleased in

England against the doctrines of the Church, and yet he had

always pleaded for them. His own country seemed a safer place
to him now than France, where he was denounced both by Roman
Catholics and Anglicans. When he came here he says he had

great difficulties about the place in which he should worship, fur

he disliked the Puritans and their extempore prayers. But he
at length found a quiet Episcopalian clergyman at some distance

from his residence, with whom he could communicate. After
the Restoration his doctrine was still, he affirms, condemned by Futeoftua

ecclesiastics and academicians, approved by nobles and learned
^°°
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liiymcn.
" No one refuted it

;
those who endeavoured to refute,

established it."

Book De 40. The rest of the life of Hobbes was passed iu the Cavendish
corpore.

family. The old man was anything but idle. Fii-st he wrote

his book De Corpore. Therein, he says, he hud the foundations

of Logic, Geometry, Physics
—"

deducing logic from the signLfi-

cati<m of names
; geometry and physics from the generation of

figures and of natural effects." How true this description is we
shall di.scover afterwards. vVe quote it that our readers may see

Hobbes not a how thoroughly Hobbes understood himself. Some thinkers,

not from want of honesty, but from their glimjjses into mines

which are unfathomable, necessarily suggest what they do not

exj)ress. One disciple may see in them what another does not

see ;
not only different consequences but ditfereut principles may

be imputed to them. It ought not to be so with Hobbes.

He tells you exactly what he thinks, and all that he thinks.

Some passages in this autobiogi-aph}' might temjit us to adopt
Groumisof another conclusion. The theological reputation which attaches

thauiekept" to him might make us suspect that he was imposing ujion us
*™«*iiiK when he professed so much sympathy with the ordinary belief

and worship of his country. The opinions of many of liis dis-

ciples, and the almost uniform langviage of his opponents, might

.strengthen that apprehension. Some doubt, too, might be

thrown upon his political creed. If he was the stoutest of

royalists, how comes it, we might ask, that he has generally had,

and has now, more democrats than monarchists among those who
reverence liis name ? Questions, no doubt, to ask and to be

answered. They will be answered, we believe, by the fail- con-

.sideration of his works, without our being driven to entertain

the slightest doubt of his sincerity, the least notion that there

was any backgi-ound in his mind which he would keep out of

our sight.
His Ethics. 41. If there is great help for the study of his logical and

physical writings in his account of the book De Corpore, much,

tjiough perhaps not quite as much, may be learnt from his sum-

mary of his moral doctrine. " He deduced the manners of men
from human nature; virtues and vices from a natural law; and

the goodness and wickedness of actions from the laws of states."

Any young student proposing to write an essay upon Hobbes

would do well to take this sentence as his text, and to illustrate

each clau.se of it from his writings. Of course, it will behove

him to take his definitions of human nature, of natural law, of

the laws of states, from the author, and not from any extraneous

source. If he adheres to that rule, he will at once do justice to

his subject, and will perceive what there is in the mind of

Hobbes which meets his own, what there is which he asks from
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him. and a.sks in vain. One remark we OTight to make, lest an
unfair inference should be drawn from one of the phi-ase.s in tliis

extract. Hobbes did not deduce the maunei-s of men from Hobbesa

human nature in this sense, that he prefen-ed general and fhfconcrete
abstract reports, such as schoolmen could give, of human nature,
to the actual observations of living men. At ninety yeai-s old
he brought out his translation of the Iliad and the Odyssee.
Dry and hard that translation may be

;
but it contains ample Homer

evidence ofthe admiration with which the writer regarded Homer,
and of his willingness to take his reports of the manners of men
rather than those of more professed and formal analyst.?. We
shall not understand Hobbes, or the power which he has exerted,
if this fact is overlooked. No doubt it was a principal cause of
the evidently unfeigned respect mth which Cowley regarded
him. In the verses wherein that worthy poet celebrated him as
the i-efoi-mer of philosophy, the leading thought is, that he

emancipated it from the yoke of the schools, and brought it into
connection with the practice of life. Hobbes to Cowley was
another Socrates. Our sage, as we have hinted, is very straight-
forward in his comments upon himself. He affirms that he was

singularly just, and also benevolent. The remark is made with His seif

the same quietness as it would be made about any other man. ^0"^'""''^
The moti\'es which induce some autobiographers to suppress such

convictions, were wanting to him. Why should he affect to con-
ceal what he was sure of? His conversation, he says, was plea-
sant, and for the most part indulgent and tolerant; though,
sometimes, when persons came to argue with him about the

principles of The Leviftthan, or the book De Cive, he was unne-

cessarily vehement. We do not need his help in decyphering
his countenance; nor has he flattered it. He reports it to have
been " not beautiful, but when he was speaking, far from dis-

agreeable." Little remains to be told of him after his own nar-
rative ceases. His last illness was a painful but a short one.
He died in 1679, in his ninety-first year.

42. Before we enter ujjon the writings of Hobbes, we must What

notice one more very pregnant hint with which his autobiogi-aphy Hobbes
furnishes us. He describes a certain moment of his life in which

'^'^"'^

"' '"'

this question flashed upon him as the most important of all with thought.

which a philosopher could be occupied
—What is it that causes

anything to pass out of rest into motion 1 If we can discover
the cause of movement, we have found the gi-eat secret of all.

So thought the sage of Malmesbury; and we must never forget
that he deemed this reflection as the critical one of liis his-

tory
—that to which diflierent speculations might be referred,

and by which they must be interpreted. His search, then, was Search for

for Afotive-jmver. And this in one region as well as in another.
powLr!'
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lu Physics, in Ethics, in Politics, even in Geometiy, this is the

ol^ect whicli he sets bui'ore himself. Let me know what causes

people to act, and I will tell you what individuals are, what

society is, how you may govern and control one being or another.

Generally speaking, the student of llobbes is most concerned

with his human speculations, and assumes these to be the gi'ound
of all others in which he was engaged. But it may be that his

physical speculations
—with wliieli he occupied himself so early

w ii. nee docs at Oxford, and to which he returned at Paris—really determined

this Uiquiry?
til" character of his other speculations. What will move a stone

or a beast, was, for him, the first and simplest inquiry. 'I'hen

would come, what force must be added to this in order to move
a man ? which would, of course, involve the further question,
what has man besides a stone or a beast ? What must the

moralist or politician take account of in the creatures he luis

to deal with, which the quarry-man or coal-hea\er, or the herds-

man, need not take account of? How much might be expected
to follow if this were the order of the student's thoughts we
need not consider. There will be far more interest in observing
what was the actual course in the mind of Hobbes himself.

But we throw out this remark beforehand, because it connects

him with the last great man of whom we spoke ; because it

shows that the influence of the one upon the other may have been

more considerable than the younger of the two would perhap.s
have been willing to confess; and because it indicates the direc-

tion which aU inquiries were taking in the seventeenth century.
There has been a descent from the highest moral and spiritual

region upon the physical region. Now comes the doubt, whether
there is any ascent from that region to the other, or whether the

physical may not comprehend all within itself Hobbes was to

investigate one side of tliis problem. He believed that he had
solved it altogether ;

that the maxims which he laid do^vn would
suffice for the universe. Let us see what those maxims were
before we pronounce whether he judged rightly or no.

Eitmentsif 43. In Sir William Molesworth's edition of Hobbes, the work

wo'k's'by'srr
^^ *'^^ Elements of rhUosophy stands first. It is a translation

w. Moles- made imder the eye of the writer, from a treatise he wrote in
'

Latin. It is entitled, therefore, to more respect than any ver-

sion we could ofier of his words. It is introduced by an Epistle

Dedicatory to the Earl of Uevonsliirc. That epistle is worthy
to be perused if the reader would know what Hobbes thought of

The Ancients his predecessors, his contemporaries, and himself He says that

in'ceonic'tvv
"
^''^^ P^''*'

"^ philosophy wherein are considered lines and figures,
and Lngic

'

)ms been delivered to us notably improved by the ancients
;
and

withal a most )ierfect jiatteni of the logic by which they were

enabled to find out and demonstrate such excellent theorems as

Piiysiciil
direction
of men's
thoughts in

this century.
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tbey have done." He attributes the discovery of the diurnal

motion of the earth also to the Ancients. Nevertheless, he

regards Galileo as the real beginner of an age of Natural Philo-

sophy. He pays due honour to Kepler, Gassendi, and Mersenne,
and looks upon Harvey as the real founder of the science of the

human body.
" Natural Philosoj)hy is therefore but 3'oung; but with w^om

Civil Philosophy yet much younger, as being no older (I say it
leJge began

provoked, and that my detractors may know how little they
have wrought upon me) than my own book De Give." He pro-
ceeds to answer the question, whether there were no pliilo.so-

phers among the Greeks, by remarking,
" There walked in old

Greece a certain phantasm for superficial gi-avity, though full

within of fi-aud and tilth, a little like philosophy, which unwary
men, thinking to be it, adhered to the professors of it, some to

one, some to another, though they disagreed among themselves,
and with great salary put their children to them to be taught,
instead of wisdom, nothing but to dispute, and neglecting the

laws to determine every question according to their own fancies."

Hobbes is of course entitled to his own opinion about Greek The Greek

philosophy, though it may be even further from the judgment of
fn|Tu°'^'^

'

the eminent historian of Greece to whom Sir William Moles-
JJ°5(r°Gro?a.

worth dedicated the collected edition of his works, than from

that which has been expressed in this treatise ; the Philosopher
of Malmesbxiry attributing to all the teachers of that land the

character usually given to the Sophists; Mr. Grote affirming even
the Sophists to be undesei-ving of that character. But though
we may easily admit the more extended knowledge of discijiles
to correct the opinions of a master, we cannot overlook the effect

which these opinions produced on the mind of the master himself.

We must take his words as deliberate—he never uttered any
that were not deliberate—that the De Cive is the beginning of

civil philosophy. All forms and fancies past are to be blotted ^-

out of the book of the world's memoiy ;
that is henceforth to be

the starting-point of any conclusion i-especting the condition of

man as a social being. Hobbes no doubt admits, with be-

coming piety, that the Scriptures retain their authority. He
appeals, in this very dedication, to St. Paid's denunciation of Dedication,

philosophy, falsely so called. He protests against the school
^' '"'

di%inity in phi-ases that would sound pai-ticularly orthodox in

the ears of a number of modem Protestant divines. He only
desires that religion should take its own way, and should not

trouble philosophy or be troubled by it. We are naturally im-

patient to arrive at that book which is, in some sort, to be the

beginning of all books, to supersede whatever has gone before it—and do not like to Hiiger in the consideration of subjects about

which other men are allowed to have bad some inkling of know-
Vol II. R
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Definition of

Philosophy.

Ratlocin.i-

lion.

The process
of Addition.

The process
of Sabstrac-
tion.

Effects de-
duced from
tbeir Gener-
ation.

Oenerations
deduced from
Effects.

ledge. Still we are bound to ascenaiu ti-oni the treatise whicli
is before us what Hobbes thought of philoso]jliy, and what was
his method of treating it.

i-t.
"
Philo.sn|)hy is such knowledge of eflfects or appearances

as we acquire by true ratiocination from the knowledge we have
first of their causes or generation ; and again, of such causes or

generations as may be from first knowing their eflfects." Defini-

tions in Hobbes are all-iuiportant
—to understand them is to

understand him. We must therefore look into the different

parts of this sentence. The emphatic word in it is not Know-

ledge but Ratiocination. The sense and memory of things which

belong to man in common with other animals are knowledge ;

but they are not arrived at by ratiocination, therefore they do
not involve philosophy. What, then, is this ratiocination ? It

is the same thing as compidation.
" It is comprehended in the

two operations of the mind—addition and substraction." These

processes are illustrated thus : Suppose me to see something at

a distance
;
I have an idea of that which, after it has got a name,

is called bocli/. I see this thing mo\-ing from one place to

another; I have the idea of that which, when it has got a name,
is called aninuited. Presently, as I come nearer, this thing

speaks in a way which is intelligible to me
;
I have the idea of

that which, when it has got a name, is called rationed. I add

together these three ideas, body, animated, i-ational, and the

result is the idea of that which, when it has got a name, is called

Man. Here is one process. Next, I see a man standing before

me; I have this compound idea present to me. Gradually I

lose sight of those things which were signs of his being rational ;

so nothing remains but the idea of animated body. I lose sight
of the signs of animation ;

the idea of body only is left. At last

that disappears. This is the process of mental substraction.

Now,
" the effects and appearances of things to sense are facul-

ties or powers of bodies, which make us distinguish them one

from another." How to obtain a knowledge of these from a

knowledge of their generation, may be learnt from the example
of a circle. Suppose a plain figure before me, having, as near

as may be, the figure of a circle. I cannot tell whether it is a

true circle or no
;
but "let it be known tliat the figure was made

by the circumduction of a body, whereof one end remained un-

moved, and we may I'eason thus : A body can'ied about, retaining

always the same length, applies itself fii-st to one radius, then to

another, to a third, a fourth, and successively to all
;
and there-

fore the same length from the same point toucheth the circum-

ference in every part thereof, which is as much as to say, all the

radii are equal. We know, therefore, that from such generation

proceeds a figure from whose ow middle point all the extreme
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points are reached imto by equal radii. And, in like mannei-,

by knowing first what figure is set before us, we may come, bj-

ratiocination, to some generation of the same; though perhaps
not that by which it was made, yet that by which it might have
oeen made. He who knows that a circle has the property
above deduced, will easily know whether a body carried about

as is said ^vill generate a circle or no."

45. Nothing is more chai'acteristic of Hobbes than his view of

the end or .scope of Philosophy. A popular writer of our day KnowietiKo

has rightly disputed the ordinary application of the woi'ds

"knowledge is power," when those words are attributed to

Bacon. In that ordinaiy acceptation they belong strictly to

Hobbes. " The end of knowledge," he says,
"

is power, and the

use of theorems, which amons geometricians serve for the finding p.n 1 1.

out of properties, is for the construction of prolilems; and lastly,
' '

the scope of all speculation is the performance of some action or

thing to be done." That there is a tendency to this conclusion

in Bacon, that it is a peculiarly English tendency, that it was

stronger in the England of the seventeenth century than of any
previous century, we have had proofs already. But no one fixes

it so dogmatically and exclusively as the Doctor of Malmesbury.
No one so thorouglily banishes the idea of knowledge having

any worth for its own sake, of its being good to perceive truth

without reference to that which truth will accomplish. We
may measure the advantages of Natural Philosophy and

Geometry, by the unhappiness of those nations that want the Elements «\

different arts of life which this knowledge has procured for us.
^•jJ'l'^^J''''*'

Moral and Civil Philosophy ought in like manner to avert civil

calamities, such especially as civil war. It has failed to

do this. Ethical, political, theological speculations have done

nothing for men answering to that which has been done in the

other region. For there is
"
wanting in them a true and certain

rule of our actions, by which we might know whether that we
imdertake be just or unjust. For it is to no piu-pose to be

bidden in everything to do right, before there be a certain rule

and measure of right established
;
which no man hitherto hath p. g,

established." Now we begin to see what the book De Give has

done, which previously had been left utterly undone !

46. Hobbes, as we have seen, ha.s a great respect for Di\'inity whatPhiiu-

in its own place ;
but it stands wholly apart from Philosophy in ^opliy in-

any of its aspects. "The subject of Philosophy . . is . . .excludes,

every body of whose generation or properties we can have any
knowledge Therefore it excludes Theologj-, I mean
the doctrine of God, eternal, iugenerable, incomprehensible, and in

whom there is nothing to divide or compound, nor any genei-a-
tion to be conceived. It excludes the doctrine of Angels and all
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such things as are thought to be neither lMidi(\s nor properties of

bt)ciies. It exchules History, as well natural as political, though
most useful, nay, necessary to l'liiloso|ihy, luicausesuch knowledge
is but experience or authority, and not ratiocination. . . . It ex-

cludes Astrology and Magic. . . . Itexcludesallsuch knowlcnlge
as is acquired by Divine inspiration or revelation, as not derived

to us by reason, but by Divine grace, in an instant and as it were

by some sense supernatura!. It excludes the doctrine of God's

worship as being not to be known by natural reason, but by the

authority of the Church, and as being the object of faith and not

of knowk^dge." Then we come to the divisions of Philosophy.
As it has reference to bodies, this division must be determined by
the kinds of bodies. These are two. " One is called a natiu'al

liody, being the work of nature, the other is called a c(jnimon-

wealth, and is made by the wills and agreement of man. The
two parts of Fhilosopliy are therefore natural and civil." Civil

is again divided into Etiiics, or that jiart
" which treats of men's

dis])ositions and manners," and Folitics, or " that wliich taki;a

cognizance of their civil duties." Hobbes proposes in his treatise

to discourse on these three tojiics.

47. The Prolegomena of Hobbes, besides this general state-

ment of the objects of Philosophy, include a cliapter on Names,
on Propositions, on Syllogisms, on Erring and Falsity, and on
Method. All these fall under tlie general head of Coni.putalioit.

What cannot be computed has nothing to do with Philosophy in

Ids sense of the word. And he is quite sure that it ought not

to have anything to do with Philosophy in any sense of the

word. Tliere may be a region wliicli is not natural, ethical, or

political, but whatever is comprehended under these names must

obey the laws, and submit to the limitations which Hobbes has

established. Let no one suppose that .such decided language,
such a calm a.ssumption of autliority, will diminish the number of

his disciples; that they will quote the writers ap])eals to reason

against himself. The craving for certainty in the heart of man
is a jirofound craving. It does not cease in the least degree
because the name of Pl)iloso})liy is exchanged for the name of

faith. It is strongest in the young, strongest in those who are

most eager to turn thought into action. Irrefragable conclusions

The Dictator are delightful; a pope or dictator to make us secure that tliey

are irrefragable is more delightful still. Writers with a thou-

sandth part of Hobbes's clearness,
—with a small modicum of his

marvellous faculty for definition,
—have been followed precisely

because they were as sure as he was, not only that what they
affirmed was right, but that nothing could be right excejtt
what tliey iiirirmed. There were many classes in the days of

Hobbes to whom sueli a relief from the vagueness of suspense

The great
charm of
Hobbes.
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and doubt must have been infinitely acceptable ; many to whom The wean-

it will have been far more agreeable because it came clothed in
^^f °[

"'*

the foi-m of ratiocination, not of prescription ;
because it gratified diaries 1 1

their dislike of schoolmen, while it otfered a more complete

escape from scepticism than schoolmen had offered. We may
consider hereafter how this doctrine of the De Cive and the Levia-

than must have harmonized with some of the ethical and

metaphysical tendencies of the day, and what was the cause of

the resistance which it nevei-theless provoked from those who
were atl'ected by these tendencies. The treatise we have been

speaking of rather obliges us to inquire how far the doctrines of

it were likely to please those pliilosophers who had been

learning from Bacon to reverence physical studies, and who

hoped to find in his experimental method an ever tx-esh light in

jiursuing them.
48. No one paid greater honour to these studies than Hobbes. Hihbes iiow

They had been helpful to mankind, while ethical and moral cijimed%y

pureuits had been barren. Strictly speaking, all other studies
[^JrJ'j'/l""''

begin from these. Philosojshy has to do with bodies and their tors,

movements. The ethical and political teacher must prove that

there are special bodies, wth special motions, of which he alone

is competent to treat. Might not a reader of the Novum Danger of

Orgamim exclaim,
" Yes : Now at last proper homage will [nto''t'he'"

be rendered to the pure science
;
those who have presumed to «'t"'?hip

of

lord it over us must bend their sheaves to ours?" But such first

thoughts will soon have given place to others. " Is not the

honour a perilous one ? Will it not involve a fall from some of

the steps which we have so hardly won ? Did not our fathers

worship Ratiocination ? Did not that worship hinder us from

examining li\ing forces
j
from tracking Nature into her hiding

places? It may be convenient to draw the line so strictly
about Philosophy that Divines and Astrologers may be kept at

a safe and respectful distance. But may not the cordon which
restrains the invader from without re.strain also the student

within ? May he not sometimes be forced to push his own

investigations into the forbidden region?" Even Hobbes him- Notcompeu-

self had given hints which could not be acted upon without festnifnti'"

some hazard to his precautionary maxims. Motion he regarded uponspirit-

with a strange wonder; thence all thought appeared for him sions.

to begin. Might not the movements of bodies suggest strange

dynamical speculations ? Might not these pass into dreams about
a spiritual world ? And though an orthodox sage, such as he
of Malmesbury was, would at once set up a sign-post to

admonish the trespasser that that ground had been assigned to

the theologian, and must not be approached, such warnings had
been defaced and disregarded in former tlays. Was a time par-
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ticularly lively with the ambition and hojje of physical conquest
certain to respect theui more 1 HobLes, with liis powers of ratio-

cination and computation, conlil not fairly count upon i/iese allies.

We will now jjuss to our own subject.
The Treatise 49. The Treatise De Give is properly a section of the Elements

iouiid''ii.'i33 of Philosuphi/. But its author regarded it as a substantive
of the 2a vol.

-yy-Qj.]^
.

ij^ tijj, Ijirrbest sense as his own work. The origimilot the Oper-a t i i m i • i i

L,tiitta,in Sir Latm and the Irauslation are of equal antlionty ;
—one may some-

wonh''s^e^i. times serve for the correction and interpretation of the other,
tiou; the The Latin must not be overlooked by the student, for it is
Translation . , , , . ,. /~i t i

occupies tiie introduced by panegyrics irom two eminent men— (jtas.sendi and

"dvot oftiie Mei-senne. The Brother of the Order of Friars Minimi, pro-
tnjjiish nounces the Philosophy of Hobbes to be noble, and to be as

completely demonstrated as the Elements of Euclid. With this

Hutem" l^'g^^ theological im])rimatur we may proceed to examine the

voiuptate contents of the book. It is divided into three Tiarts, headed

quando respectively,
—

Liberty; Dominion; Religion. The &rst part

le'm mam*"' opeJ^^ with a discussion,
" On the State of Men without Civil

Phiiosnphiam Society." The notion of the Greek philosophers, that man is a

quamEuciidia political being, is at once dismissed as a foolish fiction.
" All

demonstrari Society is either for gain or for glory ;
that is, not so much for

love of our fellows, as for the love of ourselves." " The original

Tiie'La°in of all great and lasting societies consisted not in the mutual

"Ho" 687™! gf^od-will men had to each other, but in the mutual fear they had
non socio'- of each other." Whence does this fear arise 1 First, from the

con'traiiitur, natural equality of men : every man has power to hurt his

En' in''"'' neighbour; power even to kill him. The weakest person may
Worlis, vol. kill one who is far .stronger than himself And, Secondly,
"' '''

every one wishes to hiu't his neighbour
—the strong because

S other
°*^ he feels that he is able to do it, the weak because he wants to

5.3- protect himself against the strong. Add to tliis the rivalshij)

WiH'ks.' of wits in men, and the appetite in a number of men for the same
Desire to in- objects, and you cannot stop short of the conclusion that the
mie, {4.

jjatural state of man is a state of war, and that Society is an

Competi- effort to escape from this war. But what can suggest the
"on, 5 5

escape? Eveiy one desires to defend his life and limbs as well

Natural as he can. This is the foundation of luitural right. In this

M^*"' 'f I'ight is involved the right of using all means whereby life and

enforcing It, limbs may be defended. Of this end and of these means I am my-
^'^

self the judge. That is the meaning of the phrase, that nature

5 >*• has given to each person a right over all things. By nature I

have a right to get all I can, and therefore to deprive all other

people of all I can. But since this right belongs to all men
War and

equally, it is clearly a useless one; the war of man against man
is entliess. It is therefore the dictate of right rea.son that each

man shall seek allies and helpei-s to keep down his neigh-
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hours in this war, and it' possible to hinder them from making
•war upon him. The natural state is war, yet Natiu-e bids us

seek for peace.
50. Thus we arrive at the sense of a Law of Nature, wliich is Cap. 2.

as unlike as possible to the Eight of Nature we have been con- ^i^"
°'

sidering
—rather is the antagonist of it.

" T/w Law of Nature is

ths dictate of right Reason, conversant about those things which are

either to be done or omittedfor the constant preservation of life and
inemhers as much as in us lies." Starting from this genei-al

definition, we can discover the particular laws which compose
the Natural Code. The first and fundamental precept may be
stated at once. Peace is to be sought after where it may 6e

itit-pvimary

found, and where not, to provide ourselves helps for war. The
pi^^n'.

p '^<^-

second, which prescribes the performavjce of Contracts, can only
be understood when we know what a Contract is. All in a state Jieaning of a

of nature having an equal right to aU things, each having a
covS'a'nt!"''

power to hurt the other, the contract is the resignation of this pP; 'S. 20,

i-ight or this power by one man, in consideration of a similar
'^ ''

resignation by another. Contracts in the simplest sense are per-
formed at once

;
the exchange is made, and is at an end. Contracts

pointing to the future, and involving trust, are called Covenants
or Pacts. Covenants are imjmssible except each party to it

can declare his acceptance of it. There can, therefore, be no p. 22, 5 li

consent between a man and a beast. " Neither can any man
covenant with God, or be obliged to Him b}' vow, except so far

as it appears to him by Holy Scriptures that He hath substi-

tuted certain men who have authority to accept of such vows
and covenants, as being in God's stead." These Covenants, then, obserration
mark the transition from a State of War to a State of Peace— of Contract,

from the State of Nature to Civil Society. It is the function precepto'f

of Civil Society to enforce them. In doing so it enforces a law ^ s^pp.s-'ss'
of Nature or of Reason. Injury or wi-ong is the violation of a Est'simiii-

covenant. No injury can be done to any man with whom there inter''i'd1)uoj

is no agreement. A just act is that which is done in virtue of an mun/vocatJIr

agreement; an unjust act, one that is done in contravention of '">''™ >^ '''

an agreement. A just man may be called one who does just schoiissoiet

acts in obedience to the Law—unjust only from infirmity ;
an „££,.

unjust man, one who does just acts from dread of the punish- Laten, §3.

ment affixed to the law—unjust acts from the iniquity of his
mind. This definition, which some might not have expected
from Hobbes, must be borne in mind, as it afiects rather

curiously his controversy with several of his opponents.
5L The third precept of Natural Law is, Thai you suffer not Third Pre-

Mm to be the ivorse for you tvho, out of the confidence he had iX^'^^-i"
in you. has done you a good turn; or that you accept not a gift,

5 ^ P- ^'"•

but with a mind to endeavour that the giver shall have no occa-
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sion to repent of his gift. In otlier words, tlie Natural Law pro-
liibits ingratitude, which, like an irijiny, throatens a return to

tlie state of war. The next precept is, that every man render

himself useful unto others. This is grounded on the same reason.

A man who appropriates to himself more than he wants, and so

becomes inconvenient or disagreeable to his neighbour, provokes
retaliation, {. e., war. The fifth precept is, That toe must forgive
him who seeks pardon for u/u/t is past, having first taken caution

fur the time to come. Peace being the great object, unforgiveness

deprives us of one security for peace. The sixth follows upon
tliis. In punishment ice are to consider not the past evil, but tlie

future good. The violation of this rule is commonly called cruelty.

The next proliibits contumely. All signs of hati-ed and contempt
tend to fighting; therefore we are not to insult our neighbour
by deeds, words, or looks. The i;ext precept is against pnde.
It is necessary for the pre.servation of peace that men should be

lield as equal : assumption of superiority tends to the disturb-

ance of peace. The next precept prescribes 7;iOf/era(!on. As it was

necessary for the preservation of each man's life and limbs that

he should part with some of his rights, so it is necessary fur the

same end that he should retain some. But what one man re-

tains, another man must also retain; the meek man concedes

that to others which he asks for himself The next is a corol-

lary fi-om this : it prohibits what is called in Scripture
" the

accepting of persons," i. e., the allowing one man to have more

rights or privileges than you assign to another. The eleventh

]irecept is, that what things cannot be divided should be used

in common
; or, if that is not possible, in proportion to the number

of people who are using them. All the laws which follow (there
are twenty) refer consistently to this same notion of violating

peace. The last concerns drunkenness : it rests upon the ground
that inebriety weakens ratiocination, and ratiocination is the

gi-ound of that law which secures peace.

How to as- 52. But how are these natural laws to be maintained? No
certain what doubt, hope, fear, anger, ambition, avarice, vain-glory, and other

La^w'tiTlia- disturbances of mind, do interfere with the observation of them,
turc or not

j;yg,.y one is sometimes in a reasonable state of mind
;
and

he who will put himself in another man's jilace, and think how
such and such an act would then appear, will always be able to

discover what is accoi-ding to nature, and what is contrary to it.

Doing to another as you would that he should do to you, is

therefore a veiy useful and generally applicable rule. It must

not, however, be concluded that every one is bound to observe all

these natural laws, when other people are refusing to observe

them. This would be irrational, and might result in the hind-

rance of peace, instead of the promotion of it. Natural laws are

Fourth Pre
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always to be observed in the internal court of conscience; they
are to come forth into the outer court when it is safe that they The Laws oi

should. These laws of nature are immutalile and eternal. What mu'taWe!"'

they forbid cannot be lawful. Actions may be diversified by
circumstances and the law of the land; but the great object of

securing peace and protection is never changeable; and the
virtues of the mind, so far as they belong to it, are also un-

changeable. The observation of these laws, which requires only
a steady effort of mind, constitutes the just or righteous man.
This natural law is the same with the moi'al law. In order to Natural law

avoid a state of war, we need some standard of good and evil.
^f,^'S5fora)

Different men give different meanings to the words, according § 3'. p- *'•
'

to their different appetites, temperaments, opinions. AU, how-

ever, who are in a state of war agree that that is evil; all hold

peace to be good. Whatever, then, is ascertained by rea-son to
be conducive to peace is good. This is the only standard.

Every ]5hilosophical attempt to found morality upon some other

ground is futile. In the fourth chapter of this first book Hobbes And with the

shows that his natural law is also the diviue law— 1st, Because J''""«-

reason, which is itself the law of nature, is impai-ted imme-

diately by God to every one for the rule of his actions; 'Id, Be-
cause the precepts of Ufe, whicli are thence derived, are the same
that were promulgated by the Didne Majesty as laws of the

kingdom of heaven by our Lord Jesus Christ, and by the holy
prophets and apostles. This point is established by a series of Scriptural

quotations from the Old and New Testaments, confirming each
'="'''""^^

of the twenty laws that Hobbes has laid down. We need hardly
.say that he finds no difficulty in pro\-ing from the same source
his proposition, that these laws belong to the inner man. That
the law of natm-e is easy to be observed he deduces from the
words— " My yoke is easy and my burden is light." And as The Sermon
all the law of nature is divine, so he affirms that the law of ™"'^'**o""'-

Christ, as set forth in the Sermon on the Mount, with the excep-
tion of the one passage respecting divorce, which belongs to

positive law, is the law of nature. He does not extend the
observation to the whole Christian doctrine

; part of it belongs
to faith, which is altogether different from law. Laws concern Law and
actions which follow our will ; faith and opinions, which are out

f"^'^-
p- *2.

of our power, do not follow our will.

53. We have now finished the book on Liberty ; we come to Government
Dominion. The first chapter is on the causes of the generation of Book ii.

Civil Government. The state of nature, we have found, is the
state of war; the laics ot natiu-e point to the preservation of peace.
Evidently, then, the existence of these laws does not involve
obedience to them : how is this to be obtained? The instances
of societies among animals, such as bees and ants, do not help
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Difference
between a
cominuuity
of bees and
one of men.

Condition of
a civil Bocie-

t\ . ch&y. 5.

lis. There are conflicts of honours anil dignities among men,
which are not found among animals. There is no difference in

a society of ants and bees between the common good and the

individual good. As they are without reason, they do not dis-

cover faults in their commonwealths, or wish to change the form
of them. Nor is there among them that mighty power of words
which enabled an orator like Pericles to throw all Greece into

confusion. Nor do they distinguish injury from loss. Lastly,
the agreement of these bnite-creatures is natural; that of men
artificial. More, then, is required in a society of men than in a

society of such animals
;
what is that morel The conspiracy of

many wills will not do; there must be one will for all. But
" this cannot be done unless eveiy man will so subject his will

to some other one—to wit, either man or council—that whatso-

ever his will is in those things which are necessary to the com-

mon peace, it be received for the will of all men in general, and

every one in particular." Submission of the will of all to the

will of a man, or to the will of a majority of a council, is called

Union. It involves a conveyance to the niler of each man's

strength and faculties. " Then he to whom they have submit-

ted will have so much power as by the tenor of it he can enforce

the wills of particular men into unity and concord." The Union
is called a City, or Civil Society. It must be accounted one

person. Every State is a civil person, though there may be civil

persons that are not States. Eveiy guild and corporation of

merchants is for certain pui-poses a civil person ,
but it is subor-

dinate to the State, wherein all particular or individual interests

are merged in the one will.

.54. This Union has been formed by the consent of a majority
of wills

;
those who dissent must submit, or be treated as ene-.

Unlon.cap.e. tnies. The multitude has ceased to exist. It is merged in the

One Person. But there is this limitation : Men unite for the

sake of seciu'ity against each other. A civil society which does

not afford this security fails of its end. Then men resume the

right of defending themselves. Clearly a State cannot provide
for the security of its subjects by bargains or agi-eements; it

must provide for that security by punishments. Each man
nuLst be made to undei-stand that it is more his interest not to

ihc Sword of do a wrong to another than to do it. The right of punishing is
Justice.

committed to any one, when each person in a society agrees not

to assist him who is punished. Wliosoever has the right of

using the sword of justice against any man in a society is neces-

sarily understood to have the supreme power in that society.

This sword of justice against the individuals constituting a

society would be useless, if there were not given to tlie siime

person the sword of war, against those lying outside of the

Tlie protec-
tiiin neces-

siiry to this
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society who may invade or disturb it. That is to say, the mem- jiie Sword

bers of the society must be ready to enforce his decrees against
"^ ^^'"'

the outward invader as much as against the internal rebel.

From this supreme power holding these two swords, the rules

and measures which determine what is mine or thine, what is

just and unjust, what is useful and useless, what is good and

evil, what is honest and dishonest, must proceed. These rules

and measures, which are commonly called civil laws, or laws of

the State, are simply the mandates of him who has the supreme
jiower in the State. In this supreme power must vest the selec-

tion of subordinate ministers and magistrates.
55. The next position is too important not to have a separate 5 11, p. rs.

place assigned it, or to. be given in any words except those of the

author. "It is also manifest that all voluntary actions have Acts depend

their beginning from, and necessarily depend on the will; and °°°p""<'"s-

that the will of doing or omitting aught depends on the opinion
of the good and e^-il, of the reward or punishment which a
man conceives he shall receive by the act or omission : ,so as

the actions of all men are ruled by the opinions of each. Wliere-

fore, by evident and necessary inference, we may understand
that it very much concerns the interests of peace, that no

opinions or doctrines be delivered to citizens by which they may
imagine that either by right they may not obey the laws of the

city, that is, the commands of that man or council to whom g^^. „,

che supreme power is committed, or that it is lawful to resist ^f«'=' 'he

him, or that a less punishment remains for him that denies, than
"

for him that yields obedience. For if one command somewhat cnriousiv

to be done under penalty of natural death, another forbid it siJwMoies-
under pain of eternal death, and both by theii- own right, it will worths read-

follow that the citizens, although innocent, are not only by right Lalto tejft,

punishable, but that the city itself is altogether dissolved. For "i!^tZX
no man can serve two masters

;
nor is he le.ss, but more, a master """ «*'

whom we believe we are to obey for fear of d;:uination, than he ^nSta'mi""
whom we obey for fear of temporal death. It follows, there- The mi"o"fm

fore, that this one, whether man or court, to whom the city hath is probably

committed the supreme power, have also this right; that he pfrticipies

both judges what opinions and doctrines are enemies unto peace, chmged
and also that he forbid them to be taught." To this memorable places,

passage a note is subjoined, not less memorable :
—" There is conflictinK

scarce any principle, neither in the worship of God nor in
pf|f*ntVnd°

human sciences, from whence there may not spidng dissensions, of the future,

discords, reproaches, and, by degrees, war itself. Neither doth Note to § n.

this happen by reason of the falsehood of the principle, but of ^' '*'

the disposition of men, who, seeming wise to themselves, will

needs appear such to all others. But though such dissensions

cannot be hindered from arising, yet may they be resti-ained by
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the exercise of the supreme power, that they prove no hiii-

(hunce to the public peace. Of these kinds of opinions, there-

fore, I have not spokon in this place. There are certain doctrines

wherewith subjects being tainted, they verily believe that obe-

dience may be refused to the city, and that by right they may,
nay ought, to oppose and light against chief princes and digni-
ties. Such are those which, whether directly and openly, or

moi-e obscurely and by consequence, require obedience to be

given to others besides them to whom the supreme authority is

Romanism, committed. I deny not but this reflects on the power which

PuritoniOTL'' many, lix-ing iindcr other government, ascribe to the chief head
of the Church of Rome, and also on that which elsewhere, out

of that Church, bishops require in theirs to be given to them
;

and, last of all, on that liberty which the lower sort of citizens,

under pretence of religion, do challenge to themselves. For what
civil war was there ever in the Christian world which did not

either grow from, or was nourished by this root ? The judgment,
therefore, of doctrines, whether they be repugnant to civil

obedience or not, and if they be repugnant, the power of pi-o-

hibiting them to be taught, I do here attribute to the civil

Reasons why authority. For, since there is no man who grants not to the

i>ow?J7haii "^ity the judgment of those things which belong to its peace and
control such

defence, and it is manifest that the opinions which I have

already recited do relate to its peace; it follows necessarily
that the examination of those opinions, whether they be such

or not, must be referred to the city ;
that is, to him who hath

the supreme a\ithority."

c- vi., 5 13. -56. The next proposition apparently strengthens, perhaps
Absolute really modifies, that which has preceded it. The dominion
power must , . 'i . \ . i?ci -ii j ••
vest in the which IS vested m the ruler oi a State is absolute dominion.

cit"p.8&-83.
That title must not be limited or explained away under any
pretext. It signifies not whether the government is a Mon-

archy or a Democracy; so far as it is a government at all,

it is absolute. Where, then, is the restraint ?
" It is one

thing if I say, / give you riglU to command what you will;

another if I say, / will do wliatsoerer you command. And
the command may be such as I would rather die than do it."

Wliile, therefore, Hobbes affirms that in no case is the right
taken from the ruler of sla^nng those who shall refuse to obey
him. he adds—and let the words be remembered to his honour
—" But they who thus kill men, although bj^ right given them
from him that hath it, yet, if they use that right otherwise than

right reason requires, they sin against the laws of natuie—that

boun'dby ti?e '•'*> against God." He rejects utterly the notion that the ruler

laws of the of the city is bound to the civil laws,—that would imjily an

5 14.'

' '

obligation to himself; or that he is bound to any c>f his citizens,
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seeing that he contains the wills of all particular citizens. It

is a necessary consequence from these premises that property is property,

a creature of society, and that no man can assert a proiierty in ^ i^' p- **

anything as against the supreme ruler. It follows, also, that

though theft, murder, adultery, and all injuries, are forbidden

by the law of nature, yet that " what theft, what murder, what p 37^ ^^j

adultery, and, in general, what injury is, that must be known
,,^,jjg ^j , ,5^

by the civil laws—that is, the commands of him who hath the

supreme authority."
57. Many questions arise in this chapter wluch are of gi-eat Hohbes,

importance in considering the compatibility or incompatibility ^^'^p^^^

of Hobbes's doctrine with that one which is set forth in Locke's

Treatise on Government. Other more interesting questions still

suggest the relation or opposition between the philosojiher of

Malmesbury and St. Paul, in his parable of the head and mem-
bers. Both these subjects wiU come before us hereafter; tlie

latter belongs more strictly to the Leviathan than to the work
which we are now considering. In the following chapter Hoblies Hobbes and

appears as the antagonist of Aristotle. He accepts the division
^^p*,"""'

of governments into democracy, aristocracy, monarchy, as the

only })ossible division. He utterly rejects the supposed coun- The supposed

terfeits or corruptions of these, anarchy, oligarchy, tyranny. ofThe t'o°rm»

These, according to him, are distinctions without a diil'erence. of Govern-

Any one who dislikes a democracy may call it an anarchy, an

aristocracy an oligarchy, a monarchy a tyranny.
" These

names," he says,
" betoken not a diverse kind of government, but

the diver.se opinions of the subjects concerning him who hath

the supreme power." Next, he utterly i-ejects the notion of a

State compounded of these diffei-ent forms. He explains very,

distinctly what he means. "For example, if the naming of The notion

magistrates and the arbitration of war and peace should belong "f fo^^s'"/*

to the King, judicature to the Lords, and contribution of monies pp-95. flu

to the Peojile, and the power of making laws to all together, this

kind of State would they call a mixed monarchy forsooth. But
if it were possible that there could be such a State, it would no

whit advantage the liberty of the subject. For as long as they
all agi-ee, each citizen is as much subject as possibly he can be :

but if they disagree, the State retiu'ns to a civil war and the

right of the private sword; which certainly is mvich worse than

any .subjection whatsoever. But that there can be no such

kind of govei-nmeut hath been sufficiently demonstrated in the

foregoing chapter."
58. It will be observed that Hobbes starts from democracy. Democracy

"
Those," he says, "who met together with intention to erect a city p'J.^n^'"'*'"^'

were almost in the veiy act of meeting, a democracy." Almost, but

not quite. For,
" the people is not in being before the constitution
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of government, as not being any person, but a multitude of single

persons; wherefore there could then no contract pass between tlie

people and the subject." .... "Because, therefore, such kind
of compacts must be undei-stood to pass as nece.s.sary to the making
up of a city, but none can be made between the subject and the

people; it follows that they must be made between single citizens;

viz., that each man contract to submit his will to the will of the

major part, on condition ths>t the rest do the like. As if everj'
one should say thus : I give up my right unto the peojile for your
sake, on condition that you also deliver up j-ours for mine."
" An aristocracy or council of nobles receives its original from a

democi'acy, which gives up its right unto it Which
being done, it is clear that the peojjle, considered as one pereon,
its supreme authority being already transfen-ed on these, is no

longer now in being." As with aristocracy, so with monarchy.
" It is derived from the power of the people transfen-ing its right,
that is, its authority, on one man. . . . Which being done,
the people is no longer one person, as being only one before by
\-irtue of the supreme command, whereof they have now made a

conveyance from themselves on this one man." Those who
have received this power are not obliged by any compacts to any
man. The supreme power, therefore, can do no injuiy to its

subjects. Injury is only [ircdicable of subjects who disobey that

which they have comjiacted with each other to obey. Acts,

however, may be done by iiilers against the laws of nature.

Each man who, by his vote, helps to decree such acts, is a sin-

ner.
" For sin is a consequence of the natural express will, not

of the political, which is artificial." We need scarcely call the

iittention of our readers to this important sentence, or to this.
" In a monarchy, if a monarch make any decrees against the

laws of nature, he sins himself, because in him the civil will and '

the natiu-al are all one." Monarchs may receive the supremacy
from the people without limitation of time, or for a determinate

time. If they have given him the power without limit;ition,

he may appoint his successor. If they have not fixed a certiiin

time when they will meet together as a peojile, to choose his

successor, they as a people are dead, and the power must vest in

him ; and by the law of nature, which forbids him to return

evil for good, he ought to exercise it. If they have reserved a

dominion to themselves, he is merely their functionary. If they
cannot meet again without his summons, his authority is abso-

lute; and no covenants which he has made with the people to

call them together can bind him, seeing that the people luis ipso

facto ceased to be. In fact,
'" if the monarch promise aught to

any one, or many suljects together, by consequence whereof the

exerci.se of his power may sutfer prejudice, that promise or com-
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pact, whether made by oath or without it, is null." There are
three ways in which subjects are released from tlieir bonds of

obedience,— 1st,
"
By rejection, vi:., if a man cast off or forsake, How obe-

but convey not the right of his command on some other. 2d,
" If eease° p los

the kingdom fall into the power of an enemy." 3d,
" In a mon- 5 is-

arcby, if there be no successor." There is a fourth case of a

subject changing his soil either by permission or by banishment.
59. The two next chapters introduce a profoundly important Masters mi

subject
—the rights of lords over their sei-vants, the rights of ch^te?s.

parents over their children. All obligation being founded on
contract, there must be a contract in the case of the captive
taken in war who becomes the servant of another. Supposing
he is held in bonds, there is no contract—he has the natural

privilege of recovering his freedom by any means; supposing he
is not held in bonds, the contract is the agreement of the lord The slave,

not to kill or bind his captive, for the sake of his service; of the ^61"^**"
captive not to nm away or injure his master, for the sake of his 1''^?"'"^°

own Ufe and of the portion of liberty which is left to him. This Serva^iit the

tie being once established, the lord has an absolute dominion
SusteTMo't,.

over his servant. Whatsoever he had before his servitude =;' '"''k^
"""^

becomes his lord's, whatsoever he gets is gotten for his lord, no™'^
''''

The lord may sell, pledge, or will away his servant
; the lord

cannot injure the servant. If he becomes the servant of another,
his servants become the seiwauts of that other. Having stated
the different modes

Ijry
which this contract may be dissolved,

Hobbes proceeds to say that we get a right over in-ational
creatures in the same manner as we do over the persons of men,
to wit, by force and natural strength. Our dominion over the Rigiitover

beasts has its original irom the right of nature ; not, as some ""'"''•

have fancied, from a Divine positive law. Otherwise man's p. ih.

condition would be very hard
;
for the beasts have certainly a

right of nature to kill him.
60. In treating of fatherly government Hobbes is too con- Parent and

sistent a logician to forget the principles upon which he has
^^''''' "^ ""'

been proceeding hitherto. There is no necessary connection p. iis.

between generation and government. We must go back to the
state of nature, and the primary principle that the conqueror is

lord of the conquered. By nature the dominion of the infant is

in the mother, since she may either breed it up or leave it to
fortune. Since the state of nature is the state of war, she brings
it up on this condition, that being gro^vn to full age he become
not her enemy, which is that he obey her. The notion that the
father, by reason of the pre-eminence of sex, and not the mother,
is lord, signifies nothing In the state of nature it cannot be The infant

known who is the fatlier, but by the testimony of the mother. na,u"ftou,e
The child, therefore, is Ids whose the mother will have it be, and Mother.
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consequently hers. This dominion may pass from the mother
in different ways. If she exposes her child, he who brings it up
has the same dominion over it which she had. Next, if the

mother is taken prisoner, her child follows her state. Next, if

she be a subject under any go\'ernnioiit, he that is supreme in

that government will have the dominion over that which is born
of her. The fourth case is that of marriage.

" If a woman, for

society's sake, gives hei'self to a man on this condition, tliat he
shall bear the sway, he that receives his being from the con-

tribution of both parties is the father's, in regard of the

command he hath over the mother. But if a woman bearing
rule shall have children by a subject, the children are the

mother's; for, otherwise, the woman can have no children

without prejudice to her authority." Thus it will be perceived
that what is called the family principle is thoroughly brought
under the general maxim of dominion. " The mother being
the original lord of her children, and ft-om her the father, or

somebody else, by derived right, it is manifest that the children

are no less subject to those by whom they are nourished and

brought up than servants to their lords, and a subject to him
who bears the supreme rule."

61. Hobbes, who never shrinks from a diflSculty, perceives at

once that the question must arise,
"
What, then, is the difference

between a son, or between a subject and a servant?" He \ter-

ceives further, that in this question is involved another—what

liberty is and what slavery is ? He indignantly, like a wise

man, repudiates the notion that liberty is
" to do all things

according to our own fancies, and that without punishment."
Such liberty, he says, is incompatible with civil government, and
with the peace of mankind. He defines liberty as "

nothing
else but an absence of the lets and hindrances of motion."

" The more ways a man may move himself, the more

liberty he hath. And herein consists civil liberty; for no man,
whether subject, son, or servant, is so hindered by the punish-
ments appointed by the city, the father, or the lord, how cruel

soever, but that he may do all things and make use of all

means necessaiy to the preservation of his life and health. For

my part, therefore, I cannot find what reason a mere servant

hath to make comj)laints, if they relate only to want of liberty;

unless he count it a misery to be restrained from hurting himself,

and to receive that life which by war or misfortune, or through
his own idleness, was forfeited, together with all manner of

sustenance, and all things necessary to the consei-vation of

health, on this condition only, that he will be ruled. For he

that is kejjt in by puni.shments laid before him, so iis he dares

not let loose the reins to his will in all things, is not oppressed
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by servitude, but is governed and sustained." Ultimately we
arrive at this distinction. "Herein lies the difference between The freeman

a free subject and a servant, that he is free indeed who serves of thedty"
his city only ;

but a servant is he who also serves his fellow-

subject. All other liberty is an exemption from the laws of

the city, and projier only to those that bc;'r i-ule."

62.
" A lather," says Hobbes,

" with his sons and servants. Definition of

grown into a civil person by virtue of his paternal jurisdiction,
"'"""'y-

is called a family." The family being expanded, and grown to

be formidable, becomes an "
hereditary kingdom."

" It differs," § lo, p 122.

he says,
" from an institutive monarchy, being acquired by force

in the original and manner of its constitution; yet, being con- Grounds of a

stituted, it hath all the same properties, and the right of
ij[ngi|oJ^';*

authority is everywhere the same." To these words we bespeak
oiu- reader's attention. Controversies of the gi-eatest moment are

involved in them, controversies which will come veiy speedily
under our notice, some which affect our own more than any
previous period. The author himself dwells little upon them;
he introduces them chiefly as a preface to some remarks on the

right of succession. No such right has to be considered with
reference to a democracy or an aristocracy ;

" the people has no
successor." Except all the nobles were to die together, one
would be substituted for another by the rest. The subject
therefore concerns only an absolute monarchy; a temporary
ruler being, as before said, not a monarch, but a minister.

Every monarch in an hereditary kingdom, as in an institutive, succession

may by his will make a successor, just as he may give or sell by*t™Mon
away his dominion. If he has not disposed of his power in his arch's win.

life time or by his last testament, then "we must judge of the
successor according to the signs of his will." It will be assumed How this win

that he prefers his subjects to be under a monarchical govern- ^^"ssed

ment; that he would rather have his own child a king than

another; that he would rather have a male successor than a
female

; that, since the power cannot be divided, he would rather
have the eldest than a younger; that, failing children, he would
rather have his brothers and sisters than strangers. The
customs of particular places may modify or contradict these

conclusions; but, in the absence of such customs, they will

hold, and are the best that can be had.

63. The question of the respective advantages of monarchy, comparison

aristocracy, and democracy, comes next. As might be expected, lifi^e'Rindl'

Hobbes passes over with some contempt the theological "fgovcm-

arguments in favour of monarchy. But, on the other hand, he iliE^oThei

treats with still more contempt the arguments against a one conra'ien-
ruler from the notion of its being unreasonable that one man ''es, c. x.

should be able at his own pleasure to dispose of a number.
Vol II. S
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This reason, he says, is
"
suggested by en\'y."

"
Eqiaality is the

state of war, inequality was introduced by general consent."

Whether the inequality leads to the dominion of a few or of

one, makes no dift'erence in principle. The question is therefore

simply; which brings with it the greatest grievances to the

subject
—the command of one man or of many 1 It is decided

with little hesitation. Far more inconveniences result from the

government of the many <-han of the one. What they are the

reader will easily conjecture ; no one is able to condense them
better than our author. He is not, however, content till he has

clenched his conclusions by passages of Scripture. As the

starting-point of his political philosophy is, that the original of

in.stitutive or political government is from the consent of the

multitude, and that they voluntarily dispose of their power to

some ruler, a less courageous man might have found himself a

little embarrassed by the Jewish theocracy. Hobbes is not the

least embarrassed. He quotes the words,
"
If ye vnU obey my

voice indeed, ye shall be unto Me a kingdoin ofpriests." as a proof
that "such was the beginning of God's government over the

Jews, instituted by Moses;" the words, "All the people saio the

thunderings and lightnings, and said unto Moses, speak thou

unto us, and tve will hear," as a proof that " such also was the

beginning of Moses's power under God, or his vicegereucy."
After these proofs that he possessed, at least as perfectly as any
of his Episcopal or Puritan foes, the power of compelling the

words of Holy Writ to give out a meaning that was first put
into them, we need scarcely say that eveiy one of his pro-

positions respecting dominion can be established by sure

warrants from the Old and New Testament. One instance of

the author's valour must not be passed over. The pass;ige in

the eighth chapter of the First Book of Samuel, in which the

prophet exhibits all the mischiefs which the Jews were bringing

upon themselves by choosing a man to be the leader of their

armies,
" He will take your daughters to be confectionaries, he will

take your vineyards and give them to his servants," &c., is

accepted as an instance of that absolute power with which God

designed to invest the Jewish king.
64. The twelfth chapter

" On the internal causes tending to

the dissolution of any Gfovernment," leads to some startling

applications of the doctrines previously laid down. But they
are so obvious and inevitable that we need not dwell upon
them. The next chapter

"
Concerning the duties of them who

bear rule," ought to be read carefully, as it contiiins what most
will feel to be im|iortant qualifications of the extreme theoiy of

absolutism. " The duties of rulers are contained in this one

sentence; the siifety of the people is the supreme law. For
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altlionch they who among men obtain tlie chiefest dominion § 2, p. lee.

cannot be subject to laws properly so called, that is to say, to Saius popnii

the will of men, because to be chief and subject are contradic- lm.*^™"

tions
; yet is it their duty in all things to yield obedience unto

right reason, which is the natural, moral, and divine law." Is

this assertion deduced from the theory of Hobbes, or is it a

limitation of that theory? He himself treats it as a deduction.
" Because dominions were constituted for peace's sake, and p. \m. § 2.

peace was sought after for safety's sake
;
he who being placed in

authority shall use his power otherwise than to the safety of

the people, will act against the reasons of peace, that is to say,

against the laws of nature." Safety refei-s to the common weal,

not to the weal of some particuhir class or person. Safety safety in-

involves the enjoyment of life as well as the preservation of life.
nesI''or''^enl"

No doubt, it involves also the using all means which may beinR, § 4

contribute to the eternal salvation of the peofile, suppasing the

rulers know what those means are. At all events it involves

these four earthly considei-ations : the defence against foreign

enemies, the preservation of peace at home, that the subjects

may be enriched as much as may consist with public security,
and that they enjoy a harmless liberty. The means of defence whataruiei

against enemies need not be enumerated. To the preservation promote"
of internal peace it is necessai-y that men should be delivered eaithiyhap-

^
. . . . piiiess.

from doctrines which disturb tlie public peace. This cannot be

done chiefly by suppressing those doctrines. Therefore sound
doctrines must be taught in academies. " I conceive it," says instruction

Hobbes,
" to be the duty of supreme officers to cause the true

^" '™"^j
elements of civil doctrine to be wi-itten, and to command them §9, p. 171.

to be taught in all the colleges of their several dominions."

Since want disposes to sedition, the ruler must do what he can

to see that the public burdens be equally borne. Since ambition ^1,6 f;iciiou3

disturbs peace, a judicious distribution of rewards and punish-
undfactiona

ments must encourage those who are disposed to be obedient louxaBed,

and keep down the factious. Still more should the ruler labour
pp.^!;'!,' i;^.

to dissolve and dissipate factions themselves. Not much is said

by Hobbes respecting the enriching of subjects which would
commend itself to the modern political economist. He approves
of sumptuary laws. " Since there are three things only, the Hobbes us a

fruits of the earth and water, labour, and thrift, which are Po'i'i'^.
T • !• •i- IT p 1

Economist

expedient tor the ennchmg of subjects, the duty of commanders
in chief shall be convei'sant only about those three.' The what libcr-

harmless liberty with which Hobbes would indulge stibjeots is
[^ff^o"sub?°

not, of course, the liberty of exemption from any civil laws
;
but ><x:ta.

the liberty of not being interfered with by laws in all the little

circumstances of their life; the liberty of not undergoing any
gi-eater penalties than the laws impose, which shall be only such
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88 are just neces.sHry for coiuiteractiiig the evil tendency wliioli

is to be kejit down ; finally, the liberty of being defended again.st

unjust judges,
05, The last chapter of this book is occujiied in ascertaining

the meaning of the words Law and Tra nsgrass-ion. Law is

sometimes confounded with Counsel. They diti'er in many ways,
" Law belongs to him who hath power over them whom he

advises, counsel to them who have no power. To follow what
is prescribed by law is diUtj, what by counsel is free-will.

Counsel is directed to his end that receives it, law to his that

gives it," Next, Law is confounded with Contract or Covenant.
" Contract is a promise, law a command. In contracts we say,
' I will do this;' in laws,

' Do this,'" Thirdly, law is confounded
with rigM.

" Law is a fetter, right is freedom
; they difler like

contRii'ies," We have alluded to Hooker's division of laws;
Hobbes divides them, "according to the divereity of their

authors," into divine and human, " The divine" , . , "is

natural, or moral aud positive. Natural is that which God
hath declai-ed to all men by his eternal word, born with them,
to wit, their natural reason

;
and this is that law which in this

whole book I have endeavoured to unfold. Positive is that

which God hath revealed to us by the word of prophecy,
wherein he hath spoken unto men as a Man. Such are the

laws which he gave to the Jews concerning their government
and divine woi-shi}i. They may be termed the Di%ine civil laws,
because they were peculiar to the civil government of the Jews,
his peculiar people," He again divides the natural law into

that of men, aud into that of cities, which may be called that of

nations. All human law is civil. Civil laws are dividiil,

"according to the diversity of their subject-matter," into sacred

and secular. According to the offices of the legislator they are

divided into two parts, the one distributive, the other penal.
Not that these two can be really separated; all law must have

a penalty annexed to it. The commands of the Decalogue are

civil laws, though some of them are also natural laws. The law

of nature commands us to keep all the civil laws, therefore,
"
though the law of nature forbid theft, adultery, <fec.

; j'et, if the

civil law command us to invade anything, that invasion is not

theft, adultery, kc. For when the Lacedremoniaus of old per-
mitted their youths to take away other men's goods, they com-
manded that these goods should not be accounted other men's,

but their own who took them
;
and therefore such surreptions

were no thefts."

66. Though we are still in the book of Dominion, we are

approaching the third of the topics into which Hobbes has

divided his treatise; for in this chapter he finds it necessary to
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give us his definition of Sin.
"
Sin, in its largest signification,

comprehends every deed, word, and thought against right reason.

For every man by reasoning seeks out the means to the end

which he propounds to liimself. If, therefore, he reason right,

that is to say, beginning from most evident principles, he makes
a discourse out of consequences continually necessary, he will

proceed in a most direct way. Otherwise, he will go astray;
that is to say, he will either do, say, or endeavour somewhat

against his proper end, which, when he hath done, he will indeed. What it in-

m reasoning, be said to have erred, but in action and will to have
' "' ''^

sinned. For sin follows error, just as the will does the under-

standing. And this is the most general acceptation of the

word, under which is contained every imprudent action, whether

against the laws, as to overthrow anothei' man's house, or not

against the law, as to build liis own upon the sand." This is a

gi-eat and classical passage, most necessarj' to the understand-

ing of the Malmesbury phiJosoj)hy. It is illustrated and ex-

pounded in the sentences which follow. In them he explains Hopelessness

the hopelessness of arriving at any knowledge of good or evil
"'

t1!e"dis^

from the judgments of men respecting either. "Through the tinctionot

diversity of oiu- affections it happens that one counts that good Evil from

which another counts evil
;
and the same man, what now he

uiJ,'JJ™p°'i'9i;

esteems for good, he immediately after looks on as evil, and the

same thing which he calls good in himself he tei-ms evil in

another. For we all measure good and evil by the pleasure or

pain we either feel at present or expect hereafter." The result

is this— " That the city is to determine what with reason is

cidpable. So as a fault, that is to say, a sin, is that which a

man does, omits, says, or wills, against the reason of the city,

that is contrary to the laws." The reader will observe that here,

as elsewhere, though faults and sins are identical in the nomen-
clature of Hobbes, he by no means excludes the idea of internal internal

malice, or confounds it with outward transgression. He goes lecoEnized

on to distinguish between those who " do somewhat against
'">' Hobues.

the laws through human infirmity, although desiring to i'ultil

them," and those whose " minds are against the laws." The
first he describes as good men, even when they sin

;
the la.st, as

wicked. Thence he passes to a curious disquisition into the

nature of the sin of Atheism. He decides that it is a sin of Atheism,

imprudence. He wished veiy much, he says, to find out that it and'Note't'o

was a sin of injustice ;
but since he sees the Atheist called in ? I's.

Scripture
" a fool," he thinks that is the proper name for him.

He does not, however, maintain that he is excused by liis

imprudence or ignorance.
" For the Atheist Ls punished either

immediately by God himself, or by kings constituted under

God, not as a subject is punished by a king, because he keeps
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uot the laws, but a-s out; cni'iiiy by another, because he would
not accept of the laws

;
that is to say, by the right of war, as the

giants warring against God. For whosoever are not subject
either to some common lord or one to another, are enemies

among themselves." The sin of Treason is treated nearly in

the same way. It is not the violation of a particular law

(though a lawgiver m'a,y make some acts treasonable which

were not so by the natural law), but it is a rebellion against
the foundation of the society

—a refusal to acknowledge the

dominion which holds it together.
" Hence it follows that

rebels, traitors, and all others convicted of treason are punished,
not by civil, but natural right ;

that is to say, not as civil sub-

jects, but as enemies to the government,
—not by the right of

sovereignty and dominion, but by the right of war." Finally, he

repudiates the distinction between active and passive obedience,

maintaining that it is absurd to suppose a man may purchase
a license to violate the laws \>y submitting to the penalty which

they inflict.
" As if that could be expiated by penalties con.sti-

tuted by human decrees, which is a sin tigaiust the law of nature,

which is the law of God, or as though they sin not who sin at

their own peril."

67. How the subject of religion connects itself with the fore-

going topics Hobbes ex])lains at the beginning of his fifteenth

chapter. He has proved that the state of nature or absolute liberty
"

is an anarchy or hostile state, that the precepts whereby to avoid

this state are the laws of nature, that there can be no civil

government without a sovereign, and that they who have gotten
this sovereign command must be obeyed simply ;

that is to say,

in all things which impugn not the commandments of God."

Hence it becomes necessary to know what the force of this

exception is—what those commandments are which may afl'ect

om- civil obedience. The Lord is said by the P.salmist to be the

King of all the earth. But this is not the kingdom of God
which the Scripture speaks of, or which concerns our pre-

sent subject.
" He is said to reign who rules .... by

precepts and threatenings. And, therefore, we count not inani-

mate nor irrational bodies for subjects in the kingdom of God,

although they be subordinate to the Divine power, because they
understand not the commands and threats of God; nor yet the

Atheists, because they believe not that there is a God; nor yet
those who, believing there is a God, do not yet believe that he

rules these inferior things; for e\en these, although they be

governed by the power of God, yet do they not acknowledge any
of His commands, nor stand in awe of His threats. Those only,

therefore, are supposed to belong to God's kingdom who

acknowledge Him to be the Governor of all things, and that He
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hath given His commands to men, and appointed punishments
for the transgressors. The rest we must not call subjects, but

enemies of God."
68. " How orthodox the philosopher of Malme.sbury is !" some How the iaw«

of our readers will exclaim. Perhaps they wOl not think him declared. § s.

less so when we inform them that he supposes the laws of God p- -'"*

to be declared in a threefold manner,—-first, by the tacit dictates

of right reason; tiext, by immediate revelation; thirdly, by pro-

phecy, to which answer the three manners by which we are said

to hear God—right reasoning, sense, and faith. They will learn,

probably with satisfaction and surprise, that he attributes " a

twofold kingdom unto God,—natural, in which He reigns by
the dictates of right reason, and which is universal over all who

acknowledge the Divine power, by reason of that rational nature

which is common to all
;
and pi-ophetical, in which He rules also

by the word of prophecj', which is peculiar, because He hath

not given positive laws to all men, but to His pecuHar people,
and to some certain men elected by Him.' He proceeds, in the The power of

same strain and spirit, to aiBrm, that " God in His natural king- found'atlon

dom hath a right to rule and to punish those who break His °f '*''''""'

laws, from His sole irresistible power." This is the real gi-ound
of all things. Mere sovereignty, mere Omnipotence is the

foundation of all justice and right. No one has ever asserted

this principle so clearly as Hobbes
;
no one has ever so consis-

tently built a system upon it. He goes on to affirm, that since weakness
" God has the right of sovereignty fi-om His power, the obliga- *f„^„'°f "j'^^.,

tion of yielding Him obedience lies on men by reason of their obedience,

weakness." This absolute Sovereign rules, however, by those

natural laws which have already been set down in chapters ii.

and iii. In other words, He dictates those moral virtues which
lead to peace. These natural laws or moral virtues have been

sufficiently set forth already; our business is now to consider

what laws respecting Divine worship can be deduced by the

same method.

69. On this subject, also, Hobbes will be found to accord with
the most approved and popular religious teachers of our day.

Assuming that worship must be paying honour to certain attri-

butes of God, he gi-adually arrives at the conclusion that " we
honour not God worthily if we ascribe less power or greatness
to Him than possibly we can. But every linite thing is less How he pro.

than we can
;
for most easily we may always assign and attri- ^^l^a' ^ a„

bute more to a finite thing And although this infinite,

word Infinite signify a conception of the mind, yet it follows not
that we have any conception of an itifinite thing. For wlien we

say that a thing is infinite, we signify nothing but the imi)otency
in our own mind; as if we should say, we know not whether or
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where it is limited. Neither speak they honourably enough of

God who say, we have an idea of II im in our mind; for an idea

is our conception ;
but conception we have none, except of a

Theexciu- finite thing." On this ground he proceeds to affirm that wor-

hurnan" ^''ip uiust not attribute to God parts, place, moveniertt, rest,

1"^"''^^ repetitatice, anger, pity, ^'appetite, hope, concupiscence, and that

love wliich is also called trust," for they are signs oi poverty ; or

any passive faculty, "for siitfering belongs to a limited power;"
or ivill, in any sense in which it is like our will, or siglit, or acts

of sense, or knowledge, or understanding, as we use them. "
He,

therefore, who would not ascribe any other titles to God than
Thenegative what reason commands, must use such as are either negative, as

indefinite, iitfinite, eternal, inco-mprehensible; or superlative, as inosi good,
most great, most jyowerftd, &c.

;
or indefinite, as good, just, strong.

Creator, King, and the like; in such sense as not desiring to

declare what He is (which were to circumscribe Him within the

narrow limits of our phantasy), but to confess his own admii-a-

tion and obedience, which is the property of humility, and of a
mind yielding all the honour it possibly can do." Again we
ask our nineteenth century readers, wliether a man is not vei-y
liable to the charge of heresy who dissents from the theological

dogmas of Thomas Hobbes?
70. The same may be said of the passages which follow. He

maintains the importance of public woi-shij) and of a uniformity
{ 15, p. 218. of worship for cities. He affirms that we must not "

dispute of

about rte the Divine nature," and "that their speech is inconsiderate and

naturldan-
'''^^^ '"'^'' ^^V *'''** *''^® °'" ^^"^ doth not stand with Divine jus-

geroua. tice." " The city
—that is to say, they who have the power of the

whole city
—shall judge what names or appellations are more,

what less honourable for God ;
that is to say, what doctrines are

to be held and professed concerning the nature of God and His

The city operations." Again,
" We mu.st obey the city in whatsoever it

must decide.
^\^g\\ command to be used for a sign of honouring God

;
that is

to say, for worship, provided it can be instituted for a sign of

honour, because that is a sign of honour which by the city's

command is used for such." Thus we arrive at a fixed and
universal rule.

" It may, therefore, be concluded that the inter-

pretation of all laws, as well saci'ed as secular (God ruling by
the way of nature only), depends on the authority of the city;

s 17, p. 222. that is to say, that man or council to whom the sovereign power
is committed, and that whatsoever God commands He commands

by his voice. And on the other side, that whatsoever is com-

manded by them, both concerning the manner of honouring God
and concerning secular affairs, is commanded by God himself"

Ought we, then, it is asked, to obey the city if it command ua

to affront God, or forbid us to worship Himf Hobbcs answers.
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"No." Worsliip implies honour; to affront is to dishonour. Limitation
" Not to woi'ship at all cannot by any man be iinderstood for a

oftheCitj-r
manner of worshipping." Next, are we to worship God in an p- -^^-

image if the city commands it? Hobbes answere, "Yes."
" That worship is instituted in sign of honour It

inoreaseth God's honour among those who do so account of it."

There is, however, a qualification to this statement. It does
not lie in the fact that those are limiting God who worship Him Worship of

in an image, though that is undoubtedly true
;

because the
" °'

rulers, not the subjects, are answerable for that limitation.
" But in the kingdom of God, by way of covenant, whether old

or new, where idolatry is expressly forbid, though the city
commands us to do it, yet we must not do it." With respect to

names, attributes, and actions, introduced into the woi-ship of

God, which may be disputed, the reason of the city must be

obeyed. On the other hand, the ascribing to princes attributes offering

signifying that tliey have a sovereignty independent of God, or I'^sces
to

that they are immortal, or of infinite power, and the like, as independent

weU as acts of sacrifice to them, ought to be abstained from, even
° ^

though they command it. Genuflexions, prostrations, &c., may
only intimate an acknowledgment of the civil power. Atheism

may, in some sort, be looked upon as treason against the Divine

Majesty.
" For sins proceed here just as if we should suppose The King

some man to be the sovereign king, who, being himself absent, viceroy,

should rule by his viceroy ; against whom still they would ^ '^' p- --^

transgress who should not obey his viceroy in all things, except
he usurped the kingdom to himself, or woiild give it to some
<'ther. But they who should so absolutely obey him as not to

admit of this exception might be said to be guilty of treason."

71. We have seen that Hobbes speaks of a kingdom of God cap. xvi.,

under the old and new covenants. What he means is explained Jod's liinj;-

c 1 7 • 1 -\r '^^^^ under
to us m the two lollowmg chapters. Men are m danger of two the old

evils—Atheism and Sujierstition. It pleased God to call forth
*^°'^°*'"

Abraham, that he might deliver men from these two dangers. The call of

" From him the kingdom of God, by way of covenants, takes its for*'what"end?

beginning." The covenant would have been unnecessary if it

had merely implied a bare acknowledgment of the power and
dominion which God had naturalh' over men. " The God of
Abraham signified, not simply God, but tliat God which appeared
unto him

; even as the worship which Abraham owed unto God
in that notion was not the woi-ship of reason, but of religion and
faith, and that which not reason, but God had supernaturally
revealed." We read, however, of no laws given to Abraham
except the sign of the covenant itself Abraham, therefore, was what Laws

obliged to nothing but the laws of nature, rational worship, and
Jo'^hm'Ta'

circumcision. "Abraham was the interpreter of all laws, asp- 236.'
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well sacred as secular, among those that belonged to him." " His

subjects could not sin in obeying him, provided that Abraham
commanded them not to deny God's existence or provichuice, or

to do somewhat expressly contrary to the honour of God. In
all other things the Word of God was to be fetched from his

lips only, as being the interjireter of all tlie laws and words of

God. For Abraham aloue could teach them who was the God
of Abraham, and in what manner he was to be woi-shipped."

72. By this manner of stating the case it is evident that

Hobbes gets rid of the difficulty which would result from suppos-

ing the existence of a state of patriarchal society antecedent to a
civil government. Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, are princes, whom
their subjects obey in religious and secular matters. Still, he

admits a distinction between the condition of things under them,
and that which followed the proclamation of the law. "

By the

covenant made at Mount Sinai, the consent of each man being
had, thei-e becomes an iiistitutive kingdom of God over them.

That kingdom of God so renowned in Scriptures and writings
of divines, took its beginning from this time." The right of this

kingdom stood in the covenant. The laws of the kingdom are

of three kinds. '• Some oblige naturally, being made by God as

the God of Nature, and had their force even before Abraham's
time." To this head he refers the precepts of the Decalogue,
from the fifth to the tenth inclusive—the precept against taking
God's name in vain, and the precept against worshipping by way
of any image made by themselves. Secondly,

" There are which

oblige by virtue of the covenant made with Abniham, being
made by God as the God of Abraham, which had their force

even before Moses's time, by reason of the former covenant."

To this head he refers the First Commandment
;

" for in that

consists the essence of the covenant made with Abi'aham, by
which God requires nothing else but that He should be his

God, and the God of his seed." To the same head is referred

the Fourth Commandment. Lastly,
" There are laws which

oblige by virtue of that covenant only which was made last with

the people themselves, being made by God as being the pecuHar

King of the Israelite.s." Of this kind are the politic, judicial,
anil ceremonial laws, which only belong to the Jews.

73. From the Law, Hobbes proceeds to the Propliets.
" All

God's laws," he says, "are God's Word; but all God's Word
is not His law. / am tlte Lord thy God which brought lliee out

of t/te land of Egypt, is the Word of God—it is no law. Neitlier

is all that wliieh, for the better declaring of God's Word is pro-
nounced or written together with it, instantly to be taken for

God's Word. For, Thits saith the Lord, is not the voice of God,
but of the preacher or prophet. All that, and only that, ia the
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Word of God wkich a true prophet hath declared God to have

spoken." What, our readers may ask, is the object of these

theological distinctions 1 The object is to show that pi-ivate
men could determine nothing whatever respecting the prophets,
whether they were true or not; or if they were true, what their

prophecies meant. Moses was the sole interpreter ofthe Word of

God while he lived.
" That that office belonged not to private Private

men, or any congregation made of them, appears hence, that foVbiMea

they were not admitted, nay, they were prcjhibited, with most

heavy threats, to hear God speak otherwise than by the means of

Moses." The case of Korah, Dathan, and Abii-am, is as much
a classical case with Hobbes as with the strongest supporter of

priestly authority. But he goes on to assert that Aaron, the ah interpre-

liigh priest, had this authority as little as any of these rebels.
in'5ios°es^''"

He and Miriam were punislied for pretending to any such Aaron not to

right. He admits that in Joshua's time Eleazar, the high

priest, had the interpretation of the laws and of the Word of

God. But he argues that the high pi'iest was then, for the time

being, the sovereign, and that Joshua was only his officer. From
that time, he says, to the age of Samuel, it was a priestly king-
dom—it was God's government by priests. His version of the

history is curious. " The supreme civil power was thei-efore The Priests

rightly due by God's own institution to the high priest; but
^flLj"^'*'^

actually that power was in the prophets;
—to them, being raised diyine sove-

by God in an extraordinary manner, the Israelites, a people Prcfphetsas

greedy of prophets, submitted themselves to be protected and
pp'^4y"'l4"'

judged, by reason of the great esteem they had of prophecies.
. . . . If, therefore, regard be had to the right of the

kingdom, the supreme civil power and the authority of inter-

preting God's Word were joined together in the high priest.
If we consider the fact, they were united in the prophets who
judged Israel. For as judges they had the civil authority

—as No division

prophets they interpreted God's Word. And thus every way secular

hitherto these two powers continued inseparable." When we "^"^^^

have reached the time of the kings, it is comparatively plain sail-

ing.
"
Kings being once constituted, it is no doubt that the The Kinns

civil authority belonged to them." The kingdom, by way of rSs'in aii

priesthood, is over : the kings interpret the law, priests and matters

prophets are subject to them. " The authority of admitting spii-ituV"

books for the Word of God belonged to them." Kings prayed
pp- '^*''-*^-

for the people; kings blessed for the people; kings conseci'ated

the temple; kings removed priests from their offices; kings
constituted othei-s. They did not offisr sacrifice.s—that was
an hereditary office in the family of Aaron. " But it is mani-

fest, as in Moses's lifetime, so throughout all ages
—from King

Saul to the captivity of Babylon
—that the priesthood was not
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The Priests a maisteiy, but a ministery." After the captivity the priestly

uRain'KinKs, kingdom was restored. But tliis only means that the priests
•uiiiuterpret were kings. The civil authority and the sacred authority were
that right vested in the same person. The result, then, of the whole in-

quiry is, that, subject to these two exceptions, no prince was to

deny the providence of God, that is, to deny that God is a king
by nature, and that no king r>ould set up idolatry, that is to say,
could .set up another God than the God of Abraham— " their

The KinE- princes, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Moses, the priest, the king
—

dom "f God
every one during their time in all things

"
were absolute; and

covenant the people were bound to receive all their commands without

no authority appealing to anj' higher authority against them. " And if a king
from the or a priest, ha^'ing the sovereign authority, had commanded
earthly somewhat else to be done which was against the laws

"
(besides

eiceprS'
those two offeuces which have been spoken of)

" that had been his

^ °< sin and not his subject's, whose duty it is, not to dispute, but to

against God. obey the commands of his superiors."
The 74. There being no impediment to Hobbes's doctrine, but a

Kingdom, full satisfaction of it in the old covenant, we have next to ascer-

^p^'isb, 298.
t'iiu how it is affected by the new. In treating of this subject,
Hobbes adheres so strictly to the maxims which are reckoned
sound in our day, even among the successors of those Puritans to

which he was most oppo.sed, that we sometimes fancy we are

reading the work of a preacher of the nineteenth, instead of a

philosopher of the seventeenth, centuiy. The prophets had
declared that one would come who would unite a regal dignity
to humility and suffering. Jesus fulfilled these prophecies. He

The King- displayed His power by sundry mirpcles. The evangelists set

nTyetcoml! Him forth as a king. But His kingdom is not to be established

pp. 258, 258. till jjjs second coming. At present all are mixed together^
— •

Except as far subjects and enemies. He has no doubt a government over His

Sipto'rafe,
faithful ones in this life. This is, however, not "

properly a

P 260. kingdom or dominion, but a pastoi'al charge, or the right of

teaching ;
that is to say, God the Father gave Him not a power

to judge of meum and tuum, as He doth to the kings of the

earth,—not a coercive power, not a legislative, but of showing to

the world, and teaching them, the way and knowledge of salva-

tion; that is to say, of preaching and declaring what they were
to do to enter into the kingdom of Heaven." All this is con-

firmed by a very goodly airay of texts—exactly those which

would be quoted to establish similar propositions now. No
power which it possesses, then, in the least derogates from or

interferes with the right of princes. Hereafter, at the day of

judgment. He will take all power and reign. Till then His

power is "ancillary and doctrinal only." This limitation of

His power in the present dispensation is further deduced from
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the nature of a covenant. "
By the new, that is to say, the idea ui the

Ohristian, covenant, it ia covenanted on man's part to serve the ^''°«
God of Abraham in that manner which Jesus should teach

"
p. 26o, «c!

(just as in the old covenant it was covenanted that men "should
serve the God of Abraham on that fashion which Moses should
teach ") ;

" on God's part, to pardon their sins, and bring them
into His celestial kingdom" (just as in the other case He cove-
nanted to give Abraham a numerous seed, the possession of the
land of Canaan, and a blessing upon all nations in his seed.)
All this is confirmed in the customary manner by quotations
concerning repentance and faith, as the conditions by which men
fulfil their jiart of the covenant, and liy othei-s concerning
lieaven and eternal life, as the blessings ajipeuded to these.
" In the kingdom of God, after this life," Hobljes says,

" there Heaven

will be no laws, partly because there is no room for laws where La™.""
'"""

there is none for sins; partly because laws were given us from p-263. §»

God, not to dii'ect us in heaven, but unto heaven." The ques-
tion which concerns us is. What laws Christ imposed upon His

disciples here upon earth? The answer is, "The laws which
Chri.st contracts in one place

"
(where He .suras up the ten com-

mandments in two),
" and explains in another

"
(in the Sermon

on the Mount),
" are no other than those to which all mortal

men are obliged who acknowledge the God of Abraham. Besides curisfs

these we read not of any law given by Christ beside the insti- ^^^h not
tution of the Sacraments of Baptism and of the Eucharist." new. except

How are we to describe these last, as well as the pi-ecepts, slcraments.
"
Repent,"

" Be baptized,"
"
Keep the commandments," " Believe

the Gospel,"
" Come to MeV The reader will at first be sur-

prised at the answer.
" We must say that they are not laws, but a

calling of us to the faith; such as is that of Isaiah, Come, buy
wine and milk without money, and without price. Neither if

they come not do they therefore sin against any law, but against
prudence only; neither shall their infidelity be punished, but
their former sins. Wherefore St. John saith of the unbeliever,
Tlte wrath of God ahideth on him; he saith not the wrath of God
shall come upon him. And, He that believeth not m already
judged; he saith not, shall be judged, but is already judged.
Nay, it cannot be well conceived that remission of .sins should be
a benefit arising from faith, unless we understand also on the paith and
other side that the punishment of sins is an hurt proceeding infideuiy.

from infidelity."
75. Hobbes rests much upon the words of Christ, "Man, who

c.xTiL,p.28.
made me a judge or a divider over youl" By this lan^uaae, he cjmsvsTil 1.1 1- 1- 1 11 1 '^i. ,

° »'- Kingdom has
says, our Lord absolutely disclaimed all that kind ot authority no reality in

whioh appertains to princes of the earth. He re-affirmed the sense'o''nh7

commandments, but He did not determine, more than they
"»'<'
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determine, what is murder
;
what is adultery ;

what is tliert
;

what is tlicliouour of the f'atlier and mother. All this is left to

the decision of the city The mau is simply forbidden to do

anything contrary to the civil laws. So no man can determine

from His laws any questions concerning public policy, concern-

ing commerce, science, philosophy. Hobbes, we need not say,

does not protest m the name of private judgment against the

allegation of a Scri))tural a\itliority on these jioints. Private

judgment is what he is afraid of. He protests in the name of

the city, which can alone pronounce what is reasonable. " The

judges of such controversies are the same with those whom God

i)y natui-e had instituted before,—viz., those who in each city

are constituted by the sovereign." Nor does he thus cut off the

whole social life of man from Christ's government, because he

has a low conception of His divinity. He says, that "The same

Christ, as God, could not only have taught, but also commanded
what He would." The inference of course is, that as He has

not taught or commanded anything respecting these subjects,

they ai-e left—not free, no epithet could be more inapplicable
than that, but—subject to the absolute control of the human
legislator.

76. After these deductions a Christian may be somewhat

puzzled to know what dominion remains to Him whom he has

learnt to call Lord and Master. Hobbes is ready with his

answer: " The sum of our Saviour's oiEce was to teach the way
and all the means of Salvation and Eternal Life. But justice,
and civil obedience, and tibservation of all the natural laws, is

one of the means to salvation. Now, these may be taught two

ways—one as theorems, liy the way of natural reason, by the

drawing Right and the natural laws from human principles and

contracts; and this doctrine, thus delivered, is subject to the '

censure of civil powers. The other as laws, by divine authority,
in showing the Will of God to be such

;
and thus to teach

belongs only to Him to whom the Will of God is supernatural ly
known—that is, to Christ." Next, he says, it belonged to the

office of Christ to forgive sins to the penitent; and lastly, to

teach all those commandments of God "
concerning His Wor-

ship, or those points of faith which cannot be understood by
natural reason, but only by revelation; of which nature are

those : I'liat lie was the Christ; that His kingdom was not ter-

restrial, hut celestial; that there are rewards and punishments

after this life; that t/ie soul is immortal ; that tlmre slmuld he such

and so many sacraments, and the like." From these jiremises,
H.ol)bes says, we may clearly deduce the distinction between

things temporal and sjiiritual. Nothing is spiritual but what
could not have been known unless Christ had taught it. The
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decision what is just and unjust belongs to tempoi-al things and to The
the temporal Eight. Moreover, though all the mv.steries of faith Temporal

,
' o f' power

are spiritual, and their judgments belong to the spiritual Right, decides what

yet
"

it pertains to the temporal Right to decide what is spiritual powet'l^"''"
and what tempoi-al, because our Saviour hath not made that 5- >*

distinction." St. Paul, he admits, does speak a good deal of the
distinction between spiritual things and carnal things

—between
" sach as the carnal man understands not, but he only who hath
the mind of Christ. . . . Yet hath he not defined nor

given us any rules whereby we may know what proceeds from
natural reason, what from supernatural inspiration."

77. It being ascertained, then, that the cognizance of all whattiie

temporal matters is left by our Saviour to princes, the question is, "p. sti,

"

remains, to whom He has committed the judgment in spiritual
Si^-is.

matters. The reader may think that that question has been

already decided, or at least that whatever has not been decided
luts been shown to be supremely insignificant. But Hobbes
proceeds, from superabundant caution, to examine the whole

question. "And because it cannot be known" (to whom Christ
has committed this authority)

"
except it be out of the Word of

God and the tradition of the Church, we must inquire what the
Word of God is, what to interpret it, what a Church is, and what
the will and command of the Chiu-ch." It cannot be unin-

teresting to any of us to know how Hobbes once for all resolves
these questions aboiit which men had been disputing for cen-

turies before his time, and have been occasionallv disputing
since. The Word of God, he .says, omitting that sense of it in

which it is taken for the Son of God, is used three wavs. First, The true

Most properly for that which God hath spoken. Secondly, For word."'
""

whatsoever hath been uttered by men on the motion or com-
mand of the Holy Ghost, in which sense we acknowledge the

Scriptures to be the Word of God. Thirdly, The doctrine of the

Gospel.
" In this third acceptation is all that doctrine of the

Christian faith which at this day is preached in the pulpits, and
contained in the books of divines—the Word of God." This

Word, in the second sense, as identical with the Scriptures, cannot
be a mere dead voice or letter,

" but a true and genuine deter-

mination." There must be an interpreter to give this true and
genuine determination. One and the same person must be an

intei-preter of Scripture and the supreme judge of all manner of
doctrines. Now, then, we may know -what the Church is. We What the

need not follow Hobbes through his different quotations, which
*^''°''* "'

are familiar to all. The result is, that " a city of Christian 5 n, p. 27&

men and a Church is altogether the same thing, of the same
men, termed by two names, for two causes. For the matter of
a city and a Church is one—to wit, the same Christian men.
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And the form, wliieli consists in a lawful power of assembliiiL;

them, is the same too. . . . Now, that which is called a

city, as it is made up of men, the same as it consists of Chris-

tians, is styled a Church." The next proposition is very impor-
No universal taut. A number of Christian cities do not make up one Church ;

\.^ '

t'"^ Church generally can never be one person in the same sense

as the city is one person. The next point is to ascertain how
the officers of this Church are ajjpointed. By a collection of

passages of Scripture Hobbes arrives at the conclusion, that
"
by the custom of the primitive Church under the Apostles, the

ordination or consecration of all Churchmen belonged to the

Apostles and Doctoi-s, but the election of those who wore to be

consecrated, to the Church." A discussion of considerable length
follows on the power of binding and loosing. The result is

liie Keys, analogous to that in the other case. " It is the Church's part
to judge of the sin; the pastor's, to cast out or to receive into the
Church those that are judged." The doctrine of Excommunica-
tion is, strictly speaking, involved in this maxim. Hobbes, how-

ever, takes much pains in ascertaining the meaning of the word,
and then in determining to whom it is or is not applicable. He

Eicommuni- deduces Excommunication from the Jewish custom of excluding
nature, and from the Synagogue those who were infectious, or otherwise
to whom it

dangerous to their neighbours. The end of this kind of disci-
may be

.

~
_
o

^

mppiied, { 26, pline Was,
" that being destitute for a time of the gi-ace and

^' '

spiritual privileges of the Church, they might be humbled
to salvation; but the effect in regard of secular matters, that

being excommunicated, they shoidd not only be prohibited
all congregations or chiu-ches, and the participation of the

mysteries, but, as being contagious, they should be avoided

by all other Christians even more than heathen." This

being the effect of excommunication, Hobbes decides, first,

that a Christian city cannot be excomnmnicated; for she

must either (1.) Excommunicate herself, which is absurd; or

(2.) She must be excommimicated by some other partiodar
Church, which only means that that Church cuts herself off

from the communion of the body on which she jiasses this

sentence ;
or (3.) The act must proceed from some body calling

itself an universal Chm-ch; but such a body has been proved
to be not a pereou, and, therefore, can perform no acts. The

No E.icom- second conclusion is, that " no man can excommunicate the
municatiiin

subjocts of any absolute government all at once, or forbid them

p. ho. the use of their temples, or their public worship of God." " For

they cannot be excommunicated by a Church which themselves

do constitute. For if they could, there would not only not

remain a Church, but not so much a.s a commonweal, and they
would be dissolved of themselves." But may they not be
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excommunicated by some other Church ? The answer of Hobbes why Excom-
is very clever. Excommunication, he says, is treating Christians °mo" n"
as heathens. " But no Christian Church by the doctrine of ^eed from

Christ can forbid the heathen to gather together and communi- ctareh'.

Gate among themselves, as it shall seem good to then- cities;

especially if they meet to worship Christ, although it be done
in a singular custom and manner

; therefore, also, not the
excommunicated who ai-e to be dealt with as heathen." The
third conclusion is,

" A prince who hath the sovereign power
cannot be excommunicated. . . . For the city, whose will
is contained in his, is that very thing which we call a
Church. The Church, therefore, excommunicates no man but no Excom-
when it excommunicates by the authority of the prince. But S"prtace""
the prince

_

excommunicates not himself, therefore his subjects p- as™"^"^

cannot do it." Of course, Hobbes does not deny that rebels may
assume to do it; but that is a dissolution of "the city. Other
cities may assume to do it

;
but that is a declaration of war.

One city can only assume to have jurisdiction over the faith of
another upon the fiction that it belongs to a universal Chm-ch
which has this power. But such a Church has been proved
already to have no such power. Two other questions are decided
in this chapter, upon gi-ounds which the reader will now be fully
able to understand. Thefirst is, that " in all Christian Churches, imerpreta-
that is to say, in all Christian cities, the interpretation of sacred Eure "Iifd

""^

Scripture, that is to say, the right of determining all contro- "''.e'-e
it

versies, depends on, and derives from the authority of that man "'mk.^y.
or council which hath the sovereign power of the city." The
seco-ad is, that in all mattei-s the truth whereof cannot be searched
into by natural reason, the city mil interpret Scriptures by the

help of clergymen. In all ethical, political, philosophical ques-
tions, in whatever really bears upon the common life of man, it

will not want their help. But anyhow, they will be only officers
of the commonwealth ultimately.

" The judgment both of

spiritual and temporal matters belongs unto the civil authority."
78. We ha\-e reached at length the last chapter of this c. xvin., pp.

remarkable book. The title of it is,
"
Concerning those things oblymgGoiwhich are neces.sary for our entrance into the kingdom of '"'her than

heaven." After disposing of other texts of Scripture, Hobbes ?t Sans"'
IS encountered by St. Peter's awkward language about obeyingGod rather than man. He meets it at once by admitting that"
in conformity with this and a number of other texts, a man must
not obey rules to the peril of his everlasting salvation. The
question to be considered is, What things those are which are

necessary to salvation ? Faith and obedience, he says, comprise
all that any men consider necessary for this end. " For the
kingdom of heaven is shut to none'but sinners—that is to say.
Vol. II. X
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those who have not performed due obedience to the law.s ; not
to those neither if tliey believe the necessaiy articles of the

Christian faith. Now, if we shall know in what points obedience

doth consist, and which are the necessary articles of the Christian

fiiith, it will at once be manifest what we must do, and what
abstain from, at the command of cities and of princes." The
result of this inquiiy in reference to the first subject, is this,—
" The obedience, tberefoi'e, which is necessarily required to sal-

vation is nothing else but the will or endeavour to obey ;
that

is to say, to do according to the laws of God—that is, the moral

laws, which are the same to all men, and the civil laws
;
that is

to say, the commands of sovereigns in temporal matters, and the

ecclesiastical laws in spiritual,
—which two kinds of laws are

divers in divers cities and churches, and are known by their

promulgation and public sentences." The settlement of the

q\iestion. What the Christian faith is? gives our author a

little more trouble. Not much, of course, nor any which he is

not perfectly willing to undertake. He declares that " The

object of faith, universally taken for that which is believed, is

evermore a proposition; that is to say, a speech affirmative or

negative, which we grant to be true." But then we may have

difierent reasons for assenting to a proposition. They may be

derived,
" not from the proposition itself, but from the person

propounding, whom we esteem so learned that lie is not deceived,

and we see no reason why he should deceive \is ;" then,
" our

assent, because it grows not from any confidence of our own, but

from another man's knowledge, is called faith. And by the

confidence of them we do believe,
—we are said to trust them, or

trust in them." On this ground he distinguishes, yjr^i, between

Faith and Profession. Tluit is an inward persuasion of the

mind; this an outward obedience." Then between Faith and

Opinion.
" This depends on our own reason

;
that on the good

esteem we have of another." Then between Faith and Kuoiv-

ledge.
" This deliberately takes a proposition broken and

chewed ;
that swallows it down whole and entire." Here fol-

lows a passage in which there is, no doubt, latent irony, but

less than nine-tenths of those who read Hobbes, either as

admirers or detractoi-s, would attribute to him. " The applicar
tion of words whereby the matter inquired after is propounded
is couducible to knowledge ; nay, the only way to know is by
definition. But this is prejudicial to faith; for those things
which exceed human capacity, and are propounded to be believed,

are never more e\ident by explication; but, on the conti-ary,

more ob.scure and harder to be credited. And the same thing
befalls a man who endeavours to demonstrate the mysteries of

faith by natural rcLVson, which happens to a sick man who will
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needs chew before he -.vill swallow his wholesome but bitter

pills; whence it comes to pass that he presently brings them up
again; which, perhajis, would otherwise, if he had taken them
well down, have proved liis remedy." Having settled these Christian

in-eliminaries about faith in general, he proceeds to inquire
—

ijanicniariy,

^^^lat proposition is that which is the object of our faith in^*-

Christ 1
" To believe in Christ is nothing else but to believe

that Jesus is the Christ, viz., He who, according to the pro-

phecies of Moses and the projihets of Israel, was to come into

this world, to institute the kingdom of God. ... To
believe in Christ, therefore, is nothing else but to believe Jesus

Himself, saying that He is the Christ."

79. Hobbes defends liimself with much ability again.st the pp. 306-313.

charge of contracting the numerous propositions of the Christian J^^ 'jS'°s*'„

faith into this one, by alleging passages from Scripture to prove the Christ,

that the preaching of the Apostles was directed to the establish- ciii-istfari'

ment of this one proposition ;
that the Evangelists avow it as *"*"*'•

their purpose in writing their Gospels; that, rightly considered,
the Apostles' Creed is but the expansion and unfolding of this

one; that this is the foundation which the Apostle declares to

be laid, whatever silver, gold, hay, or stubble may be built upon
it; and that the faith of the Old Testament is really contained

in this doctrine of the New. But the real answer which satis- The recep-

tied himself, and has satisfied multitudes besides him, refers Articles a

to the other of his conditions of salvation. We may accept ''?^g°^ .

Articles, hundreds of them if need be, as a matter of obedience, p 31+.

In a Christian city there can be no opposition between the com-
mand of God and of the city. Sovereigns,

" as long as they
)
irofess themselves Christians, cannot command their subjects to

deny Christ, or to offer Him any contumely." This being
secured, obedience to the laws and sentences of the city is

obedience to God. We have heard that it is to have different g,. Peter's

ministers for determining those things which are to be dis- command00 ^j last

cussed by human reason, and those which are to be defined explained,

by Holy Scripture ;
we have heard that both alike are ministers

of the civil authority. What mu.st we do then, he asks, if we
cannot obey princes? The answer is remarkable. "Go to The escape

Christ by mai-tyrdom ; which, if it seems to any man to be a who cannot

hard saying, most certain it is that he believes not with his whole
^^^^i\ 13.

heart that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of the living God ;
for he

would then desire to be dissolved and to be with Christ
;
but he

would by a feigned Christian faith elude that obedience which
he hath contracted to yield unto the city." After uttering these The chief

memorable words, Hobbes has little more to say. What he qneSras!'^*'

does say, however, beai-s much upon the general purpose of his
S"^'^°"'i,,n

treatise. The controversies, he affirms, between Christians in his pp. 316-319.'
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day nearly all bore upon the right of dominion. Ascertain where
the dominion lies, and they are resolved. A very pregnant
remark, which may give ns some occupation hereafter.

Transition 80. It Would have been a great injustice to Hobbes not to

%v^man. bestow our principal attention upon tlie book which he himself

regarded, even in the latest years of his life, as that which

superseded all previous works on Ethics and Politics, and
contained the foundation of a new science. The Leviathan

is perhaps more familiar to readei-s in general, partly from

the singularity of the title. And indeed that title was, as

those who have followed us through the last few pages will

Force of the easily believe, not hastily chosen by its author. If it startled
*'"'•

those who heard it for the first time, he might not be son-y.
But he would only care for the start so far as it led to a consi-

dei-atii)u of that which the name signified, and thence to a better

understanding of his eatii'e theory. In his introduction he

explains why he boiTowed a word which had excited so mucli

thought among Naturalists and Theologians, and in which the

latter at least had discovered a number of profound and gener-

ally terrible emblems. The picture in the Book of Job, what-

ever terror it may have for other readers, had nothing but

The artiflciai atti-ftction for Hobbes. That artificial man, which he speaks of m
""" the book Be Cive,

—that mighty jjcrsou in which the Wills of all

the individuals who compose a city are merged and concentrated,—is the Leviathan. It is far gi-eater than the mere natural man,
for whose protection it has been devised. He who has the

supreme power in it reju-esents the soul vivifying and moving
In the Opera the whole body. The magistrates and subordinate rulers are

m"u'i'"sw°' th
*^6 limbs. The rewards and punishments which the supreme

Tiie leviaiitan power Can usc, and by which the limbs are set in motion to their

"""11!!° respective ends, are the nerves. The riches of individuals con-

stitute the strength of the body. The welfare of the people is

its function. The councillors, who suggest what is needful for

its working, stand for the memory. The laws of equity stanil

Preface.
for ^'^^ reason. Concord is its health. Sedition is its sickness.

Civil war is its death. The contracts or covenants by which

the parts of this body politic are bound togethei-, imitate that

Divine word, Let there be light, or Letxi^ make man, which went
forth from God when in the beginning He created the world.

Hobbes, 81. What! one is inclined to exclaim, is the great logician, he

deaUug'in
to whom ratiocination is everything, he who identifies ratiocina-

metaphors. tion with Computation, suddenly changed into a poet ? Is he

going to entertain us with metaphors and tigures of speech? The

question may well be asked. It may lead to curious answei-s, not

unhelpful to that self-knowledge and that genei-al knowledge of

human nature which Hobbes affirms in this Introduction to be
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essential for the ijolitical student. Nor should it altogether be

forgotten that Hobbes gave practical proof of his admiration for His regard

the oldest of Greek poets, for the one who is the richest in similes,
'"'^ Homer.

for the one who always connected the life of nature with the lite

of man. One so consistent as Hobbes was in all his liking.s and

dislikiugs, could not have exalted Homer, and scorned all the

schoolmen of the refined ages of Greece, if he had not recognized
a real worth in the analogies of the one, which he missed in the

elaborate and, one would have been inclined to say, the more
artificial dialect of the other. And yet no one can doubt the

assertion of the .A uthor, that he very much preferred an arti-

ficial man to a natural man—the artificial state to the natural

state. No one can doubt that his reverence for computation what ins use

was genuine, and that nothing can be admitted to be genuine Juagere""
in him which was incompatible with that. We shall find that spectingthe

he is nowhere more tierce against philosophical metaphors than c°teV"

in this very book. He must then, we conceive, be accepted as

a witness—the most remarkable, because, in one sense, the most
reluctant vvdtness—to an actual, necessary, internal relation

between physiology and morals,—the fellowship between the

members of the human body being the best expression of the

fellowship between the diflerent portions of human society.
Whether we acquiesce in his theory about the nature of this

resemblance, or reject it, we have the authority of the hardest of

all logicians in favour of the fact that such a resemblance exists.

I'hose who laugh at it as a fiction of Mystics must prepare Hobbes ami

themselves for an encounter with the Mystic of Malmesbivry.
* ^ nt^<^^

To him certainly it was no fiction. He looked upon the admis-

sion of it as the great deliverance from fictions. Unless his

readers were prepared to accept the belief of society as a living

person, he had no hope of leading them onwards to any further

conclusions—of overcoming any of the impediments to the good
order of the commonwealth which had been raised by the

champions of popular right, or by the champions of a spiritual

government.
82. Besides the title, and the principle which the use of the TheDivisiooa

title involves, there are two portions of TJie Leviatltan—the first
" ' "" ^°°^

and the foui-th—to which there is nothing exactly corresponding
in the book on Tlie Citizen. In treating of the artificial man, he

considers, first, the material and the artificer of it, that is man
himself; secondly, how, and by what contracts or covenants, it

is framed or wrought out—what are its rights, its powers, and
its authority

—and in whom resides the supreme power; thirdly,
what is a ChrLstian state? fourthly, what is the kingdom of

darkness? The opinions of Hobbes on the two intermediate

subjects are now tolei-ably well known to the reader; but it is
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needful that he should be acquainted at .least with the method
which is followed in the opening part of the treatise. What
the natural state of man is out of society was sufBciently dis-

cussed in the book '' On Liberty." Now we are to consider, not

men, but a man; not how each one of our race is instinctively at

war with his neighbour, but what each man is in himself To
understand how Hobbcs the Psychologist is identified with
Hobbes the Politician, how inseparable Psychology is from

Politics, we should compare the statements of the two works.

83. The Senses and Sensation are the subjects of his first

chapter. There is no conception of the mind which has not

been previously generated in some of the senses, either at once
and altogether, or partially. The cause of sensation is an ex-

ternal body or object which presses upon some organ that is

appropriate to it,
—

immediately, as in the sense of touch or taste ;

or mediately, as in seeing, hearing, smelling. This pressure,

through the medium of nerves and membranes, produces a

motion within ujjon the brain, and thence on the heart. There
is a reaction or countei'-pressure, the heart making an effort

to free itself from the pressure by a motion outwards, which
motion therefore seems as if it were something external. This

a]3])arition or phantasm is what we call sensation. When we
refer it to the eye, it is called Light and Colour; to the ear,

Sound ; to the nostrils, Smell
;
to the palate. Taste

;
to the rest

of the body, heat, coldness, softness, hardness, and whatever

else belongs to the sense of Touch. All these qualities we name
sensible. In the object itself they are nothing besides the

motion of matter; in us they are merely divers motions. For

motion generates nothing but motion, and these apparitions,
whether they come to us waking or sleeping, are mere phan-
tasms. Chapter ii. is

" On Imagination." After an object has

been removed, or the eye closed, we yet retain the image of the

thing we have seen, although somewhat more obscurely. The

Imagination is the faculty which answers to this image. It is

nothing else than a feeble sensation, a diluted or vanishing

phantasm. It is common to men with almost all other ani-

mals, whether they wake or sleep. When we wish to signify,

not the diluted phantasm, but the process or faculty of dilution,

we call imagination Memory. The memory of many things is

called Experience. An imagination is called simple when a man
recollects one object which he has seen

;
it is compound when he

puts two objects which he has seen together, and makes them

into one
; as, out of our joint recollections of a man and of a

horse, we create a Centaur. The imaginations of the sleeper are

dreams. The effect of waking thoughts upon dreams, and the

reciprocal effect (not so commonly dwelt upon) of dreams upon
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wating thoughts, are learnedly considered by Hobbes. He origin of

thinks that the confusion between the vivid impression in ^^p^'"^*^
di'eams, and the actual objects presented to the senses, is the

explanation of a whole system of worship. Satyrs, fauns,

nymphs, as well as a number of popular superstitions which

have prevailed in Chi-Lstendom, had, he conceives, this origin.

The removal of all such causes of fear, many of them resting, as

he truly observes, upon the belief that God can do all things,
and therefore that He may do whatever dishonest people find

it convenient to represent that He has done, would greatly
conduce to civil obedience. On which gi-ound he is not sorcerers,

wholly averse to the punishment of sorcerers; not because he pushed"'"

supposes the power of the sorcerer to be real, but because he can

turn his pretences to a very mischievous and immoral use. The

imagination "which is connected in man or in any animal with

discourse or other voluntary signs, is called Intellect. This, he intellect,

says, is common to men with beasts. The dog perfectly under-

stands when its master summons it, or sends it away. That

intellect which is peculiar to man is manifested in sequences The Human

of thought, and in bringing the names of things into affirma-

tives, negatives, and other forms of speech. This may be called

Conceptio>i.
84. Mental discourse is to be distinguished from verbal dis- cap. iu. On

course. The passage from one thought to another in a man's i^^na-
mind is not accidental. The pre\-ious doctrine of the depend-

""is.

ence of the imagination on the senses leads to the inference

that there is no transition from one thought to another without

some previous transition in sensations con-espoiiding to it. The
most apparently irregular associations have a cohesion, though
one which it is often difficult to detect. The difference between
the most irregular imaginations

—such as those in our dreams—
and the most regulated, depends upon the desi)-e which we have

for some end. In proportion to the strength of the desire is the How

deliberation about the means to that end. We recollect what ^S"'""'
means led to it in former instances, and what means to those consecntire.

means. An animal may have a regulated series of thoughts;
that is, it may seek for the means of satisfying its hunger, thirst,

love, or anger. But curiosity
—the search after the use or Cnriosiiy.

meaning of a thing
—

belongs exclusively to man. Investigation.
or the faculty of discovery (what we sometimes call Sagacity),
has two parts. One is named Reminiscence. Something has Reminis-

been lost. We go back to the places and times we have tra-
foresight*

veiled through to look for it
;
we a.sk how and where we came

to miss it. The other kind of investigation is called Precision,

Prudeme, Providence, and sometimes Wisdom. The man is

seeking for the future i-esult of some action. But Reminiscence
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must have a large part in this foresight. It is the experience
of past things which renders a man in any sense a successful

guesser about that which is to come. He who can throw most

sigtis together is the bust amjeclurer (from Conjicere). A sign
is the event consequent upon an antecedent event, and conversely,
the antecedent to a consequence, where the like consequences
have been before observed. The security of the sign depends

upon the frequency of the observation. There is a conjecture
about the past as well as about the future. A certain nation

was ruined by certain causes; I presume that the ruin of

another nation in similar circumstances may be traced to the

same causes. There is the same uncertainty about this con-

jecture as about those which concern the future. Prudence or

foresight is not the distinctive quality of a human being ;
some

animals of a year old will observe more accurately the tilings

that conduce to their object, and will pursue them more wisely,
than a boy of ten. Nothing is natural to man besides his birth,

his five senses, and the imagination or feeble repetition of the

sensible impressions. A 11 his other faculties are' acquired. Hobbes

repeats in this chapter what he had said before in the book
De Cive, that there can be no imagination or conception of the

Infinite.

85. The next chapter is
" On Discourse." The art of printing

is great, but it is not equal to the art of letters
;
nor can this be

compared with the art of giving names to things. This the

Scripture attributes to Adam. No doubt he found names for

all the things he had to do with
; though it is not said that he

found names for all the variety of figures, numbers, measures,

colours, sounds, thoughts, relations, which his descendants have

been obliged to denote. It need not be assumed that he used

the words general, special, affirmative, negative, inteiTOgative,

optative, infinitive. Least of all need it be presumed that they
talked in Paradise about entity, intentionality, and quiddity.
Be that as it may,

"
all their ti-easures," says Hobbes,

" however

acquired and increased by Adam and his posterity, perished

altogether at the Tower of Babel" There every man forgot his

speech. All discourse since that time must be referred to neces-

sity, the mother of inventions. Hobbes having thus character-

istically disposed of the religious difficulty, proceeds very much
as we might expect from our previous knowledge of him. Names
are to him all imjiortant; but they are only signs or notes for

the memory. Without names there would be no tracing out of

consequences; and the power of tracing out consequences is, we
are already aware, that which distinguishes man from the other

animals. It would be quite possible for a man, without the use

of names, to perceive the fact that the three angles of a triangle
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are equal to two right angles. But the step from this particular passage from

observation to the general conclusion of the geometrician is due
f^r ?^!?'^""

to the use of those convenient signs by wliich one triangle general

becomes connected with all triangles. On these signs, therefore, ^^''
depends that process of adding and subtracting which, as we
were told before, is identical with ratiocination. The uses of ^^'^p'"'"-

speech are great ; its abuses are correspondingly great. Man is

the only creature who can follow out consequences ;
he Ls also the

only creature who is capable of absurdity. The introduction of

metapliors into speech
—that is, the appHcatiou of titles and

qualities which concern the body to the mind—is one main
cause of confusion. A mixture of our own passions and feelings
with the names which we use to describe acts, is another.

Philosophers have an advantage over ignorant men in the use
of words; but they also invent and propagate delusions into
which ignorant men would not fall. All truth, as well as all au Trnth in

error, lies in definitions. We know by this time that truth and p™P"^''0"s-

error cannot exist apart from words, and that the assumption
that some things are good and some evil in themselves must
always lead to confusion.

SO. The next chapter,
" On Reasoning and Science," has been

anticipated in our account of Hobbes's general philosophy. It Voiuntar/

is simply an elaboration of his doctrine respecting computation.
™°''°"*-

The sixth chapter is
" On the Internal Principles of Voluntary

Motion, which are commonly called Passions, and on the Words
which set them forth." There are two kinds of motions in
animals which are proper to them. One is simply vital—such as DistincHon

the motion of the blood, the pulse, respiration, digestion, &c.
'''™°"'""-

The other is called animal and voluntary
—such as walking,

speaking, the movement of the limbs, ifec. These voluntary
motions always depend upon some preceding thought ; therefore,
it is manifest that phantasy

—that is, some sensible appearance—
is the first gi-ound of them all. The first principles of motion
are called Efforts (conatv^). This efibrt, when it is directed Appetite-

towards its cause, is called Appetite or Desire; when it is the
effort to draw back from anji.hing, it is called A version. The Aversion,

schoolmen, in their folly, said that appetite did not really involve
motion—that it was only by metaphor said to be a motion.
"
Words," says Hobbes,

"
may be metaphorical ;

bodies and
movements cannot be." Whatever men desire, they are said to

love; to hate what they avoid. Desire and love are the same; Love ana

only that desire commonly implies the absence of its object,
^''""^

love most commonly its presence. The things which we
neither desire nor hate, we are said to despise. Contempt is a Contempt

sort of stedfa-stness or contumacy of the heart, opposing itself

to the action of certain things. This opposition may take place
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when the heart is occupied with objects which make a strong
impression upon it, mei'cly from not having ascertained by ex-

perience what sort of tilings tliose are that we des])ise. Whtit-
ever is the object of any man's longing, that is what he calls

(/ood. Whatever is the cause of aversion or hatred in him, he
calls evil. Whatever he despises, he calls vile. These words,

good, evil, vile, must always be understood with reference to

the person who uses them. Nothing is good, evil, vile, in

itself; nor is there any common rule of good, evil, vile, derived
from the nature of the objects themselves, but only from the
natin-e (where there is no city) of the person who gives the

names, or (if there is a city) from the nature of the person who
represents the city. All this we knew before; but, as it is the

great maxim of T/te Leviathan, the reader must bear to be re-

minded of it frequently. He ought to know, also, that there are

three species of good : one in the promise, which is called

Beauty; the second in the thing itself, which is called Good-

ness; the third in the end or result, which is called Pleamvre.

Moreover, the good which in the residt is called pleasant, in the

means to that result is called useful. So evil in prospect is

called base; in the result, disagreeable. What is the difference

between pleasure or pain of body, and pleasure or pain of mind ?

Radically none. There are, as we have heard, in the body
organs which meet certain objects and receive certain impres-
sions from them. There is a resistance to these impressions as

well as an acceptance. Make the action of receiving or resisting
continuous and it becomes that which we have described as

desire or aversion. When the motion takes this continuous

form it is called Pleasure or Pain of Mind. The pleasant is

ajiparent good ;
the painful is apparent evil. Therefore, all

appetite and all love are united with some pleasure; all aver-

sion with something disagreeable. The difference between the

pleasures of the body and the pleasures of the mind is, that

the latter arise from expectation
—that is, from the foresight

of their results—whether they are likely to be pleasant or un-

pleasant to the sense. The pleasures which involve this fore-

sight of consequences are called Joys. Mental pains correspond
to them, and in like manner involve the anticipation of sensible

suffering.
87. We have now a set of names of passions or motions from

which we may start. All others may be deduced from these.

Appetite, combined with the thought of obtaining the object, is

Hope; without that thought it is Despair. Aversion, with the

thought of mischief to follow, is Fear; aversion, with the hope
of overcoming the mischief by resistance, is Fortitude. Anger is

sudden fortitude. Anger, provoked by an injury done by another,
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is Indignation. The contempt of little helps and little hindrances inaignatioa

is Magnaniiiiity. The desire of things contriVjuting Little to oux Magnanu

purpose, the fear of things tending little to hinder our purpose, ™"y-

is Pusillanimity. The desire of knowing the what and the how Pusuiani-

is the Curiosity which belongs solely to man. The fear of in- ™"^'

visible powers, fictitious or historical, when they are accepted
bv the city, is Religion, when they have not been accepted by Religion,

the city, is Superstition. When these powers are really such SopersHtioa

as we have taken them to be, it is true religion. Fear, without

conception whence the danger comes, or of what kind it is,

is called Panic. This never takes place except in a multitude. Panic.

Some one has perceived a cause of fear, the rest believe there is

some caiise because he believes it. Joy resulting from some

knowledge newly acquired is Admiration. Joy which arises Admiraaon.

in a man from the imagination of his own power or vnrtue is

that elevation of mind which is called Glory. If it is founded *"""'''

on the experience of what he can do, it is Confidence. If it is

buUt upon the flattery of others, or upon the thought of the

pleasure which is wont to follow gi'eat actions, it is Vain-glory.
Sudden self-glorification produces Laughter. It has for its Laughter,

origin some sudden action of a man's own, which causes him

pleasure, or some observation of a base and ungi-aceful act of an-

other man, by comparing himself with which he is lifted up in

his own esteem. It chiefly happens to those, says Hobbes, who,

being conscious of very few virtues of their own, can only pre-
serve their good opinion of themselves by observing the infirmi-

ties of other men. It is the characteristic, he finely adds, of great
men to assist other men, and set them free fi-om contempt,
and to compare themselves only with the gi-eatest men. The

analysis of the cause of Weeping is more commonplace, and may
be omitted. Pity is the pain caused by the calamity of another Pity,

man, and arises from the consideration that a like one may befall

ourselves. The contempt of other men's calamities is named

Cruelty, and arises fi-om an opinion of our own security. Grief Craclty.

for the success of a competitor, when it is combined with an
effort to increase one's own diligence, is Emulation ; when it is

combined with the wish to deceive or hinder a competitor, it is

Envy. As Appetite, Avei-siou, Hope, Fear, spring up alternately Envr.

in the mind about the same matter, and the good or bad conse-

quences of doing or omitting an act come successively into the

mind, so that we sometimes desire, sometimes avoid, sometimes

hope, sometimes fear ; this whole aggregate of passions, lasting
until the thing is accomplished or is cast aside, is called De- oeiiberatioo.

liberation. The name, says Hobbes, is given to it because it is

the termination of the liberty which we have of doing or omit-

ting. The process of Deliberation is not confined to man.
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Beasts also deliberate. lu Deliberation the final appetite or

Will the aversion which touches immediately upon the action is Will.

ultimate ^jj intermediate appetites are only inclinations. Beasts are

Inclination, endowed with will, as much as men. The scholastic definition

of Will, that it is a i-ational appetite, must be rejected. For

if it were this, there would be no voluntary action at all that

is coutraiy to reason. But if, instead of " rational appetite,"

we say,
" that appetite which arises from antecedent delibera-

tion," then this definition becomes the same with that of

Hobbes. We come next to the formulas of discourse, and to

The formulas the other signs by which passions are signified. They may be

of the pas- expressed indicatively
—"I love," "I fear," "I rejoice." De-

words!" liberation is subjunctive
—" If this should take place, then that

wo)ild follow." The language of desire and aversion is impera-
tive—" Do this,"

" Abstain from that." The language of vain-

glory, of indignation, of pity, &c., is optative. The language of

curiosity is interrogative
—" What is it V " When will it be V

" Where has it been done ?"
" Why so ?" These formulas are

voluntary significations of passions ;
but they are not certain

signs. Those are the most certain signs which are derived

The formulas fj.Qjji the countenances, gestures, actions, objects, transactions

sionsw?thout of men. Since, in a deliberation, the appetites and aversions
'*"'''''

looking on to the good and evil consequences of the action about

which we are deliberating are alternate, they produce a long chain

of consequences, the end of which we often do not see. The ex-

cess of good over evil in that chain makes the whole aggi-egate

an apparent good, the excess of evU over good an apparent evil.

Foresichtof file best deliberator and counsellor is, therefore, he who by
conseduences

^.gj^gQjjijjg j^mj experience hath acquired the longest foresight of

consequences. He aims at felicity, not at tranquillity or freedom

from passion. There is no such thing as perpetual tranquillity

p.,55ions ne- of mind while we live ;
for life itself is motion, and a man can

cessarytoiife. ^^ ^^^.^ ji^g •^^ithout desire, fear, and the other passions, than

without sense.

88. From those movements of passion which lead to action,

end'andpro- we pass to those discui-sive movements which lead to a conclii-

ce93,tviL
gj^j^^ whether anything has been or has not been, what is

likely to be or not to be. For the balance of appetites we have

Opinion here a balance of reasonings, which is called Opinion. As the

ultimate appetite which immediately precedes the act is called

The final sen- Will, the ultimate Opinion is called a final Judgment or Sentence.
tence.

rpj^j^^^ which is Called Deliberation in respect of an action, is

called Doubt or Hesitation in respect of a fact or a conclusion.

Science. The knowledge of consequences is Science. It is, of course, not

certain or absolute, but conditional. It is grounded upon experi-

ence. It is a presumption that if such things should be, then
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such and such things will be also. Knowledge, we have seen

before, concerns names more than things. It begins from defini-

tions, and definitions must be verbal. Hobbes puts the case as

broadly as it can be put. Science is tlie knowledge of the conse- Science inse-

quences of one word to another. Cognitio consequentiarum unius
S-ord's'''

'"'™

verbi ad aliud. The next remark is no less important. Two or

more persons who know the same thing are said to be Conscious.

The mutual testimony to the same fact is so conclusive that to

speak against Conscience, or to make another speak against it, is Conscienca

always counted a great wickedness. But Conscience is usually
taken for the knowledge which each person has of his own acts ;

and a man under the name of conscience asserts his right to

maintain any opinions of his own, however absm-d
; nay, deems

it a sin to change them. Men persuade themselves that they pei versi..n of

know the truth of things, when in fact they only know what "

tliey themselves think of them. A discourse which does not

begin from a definition terminates in an Opinion. If it begins
from the affirmation of another man it terminates in Faith, in- F.utii.

eluding under that name trust in the person affirming, credence

of the thing affirmed. " To believe a man, or to believe in a

man," are expressions denoting an opinion of his veracity ;

" to

believe anything which is said," Ls an expression denoting an

opinion of the truth of the saying. The Christian symbol,
" I

believe in," denotes not only a belief that whatever God says, or

may say, is true, whether we understand it or not, which others
besides Christians hold, but a belief in a special doctrine which is

distinctive of them. When we accept the authority of a sacred

prophet, or of a profane historian, we put our ti-ust in him that ah faith in

he is a true prophet or a true historian. "We only believe that J^™y"
'""'

the prophet speaks in the name of God because he says so,
and we think he is true. Our faith, therefore, about things
concerning God is i-eally faith in men. We believe Isaiah when
he says that God spoke ; we disbelieve Livy when he says the
same. If our readers dissent from these last conclusions as
much as we do, we are bound to say that they are not more Tiicse stati--

the conclusions of Hobbes than tiiose of his contemporary, jientscinnot
-r» 1 T^iTiT- ,1, 1

^ *^ be imputed
rearson, whom Jinghsh divines are taught not only to revere to Hobbes ;is

for his learning and piety, but to accept as their theological guide, hereteaiby
Those who think, with us, that the Creed carries a higher

Ensiiah

witness with it than it can derive from any human testimony,
must, with whatever reluctance, dissent from its orthodox and
devout expositor, no less than from the Malmesbury philo-

sopher.
89. The next chapter is

" On the Intellectual Virtues," and cap. viii. in-

the defects which correspond to them. All virtue consists in ^jrtaeT'

comparison, and implies eminence. Intellectual virtues compre-
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Poets.
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Orators.
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sions atfect

the intellect.

Insanity.

InspiratioiL

Lend all those fticulties which men praise in others, and wish to be
in thi'iuselve.?. They are natural and acquired ; where, by the

ejnthet natural is understood, not thai which is born with a man—for nothing is born with him except his senses—but the wit or
talent which conies to men by use or experience, without culti-

vation or special teaching. Natural wit or talent may consist

either in quickness of imagination—that is, in the rapid associa-

tion of one thought with another—or in the steady pureuit of
some one end. What we call Slowness or Stupidity is the

oppo.site of this. The greater or less degrees of quickness, so

different in individuals, must be traced to those passions of which
we have heard so much : the strength of the appetite for an

object determines our rapidity in the search for it. Quickness
of wit has reference to the resemblances and differences of

things. To perceive resemblances which othei-s do not perceive

procures for us the jjraise of a good wit (i.e., imagination). To
perceive differences procures for us the jiraise of a good Jiulg-
iiient. TViis in civil business is called Discretion. When the

faculty of observing likenesses is combined with a certain sted-

fastness of mind in the pursuit of an end, it may give birth to

similies and illustrations of real worth as well as interest; other-

wise, this facultypasses into mere incoherencyand insanity. Poets

require both lively wit or phantasy and judgment, but phantasy
most. Historians demand a great prejjonderance of judgment.
In panegyi'ical or vituperative orators the first quality will

always be in excess. In demonstration, counsel, all serious

investigation, judgment alone is required. An apt similitude

may sometimes make hearers more attentive, but metaphors are

to be utterly eschewed. These and some other remarks of a
similar kind, and an ingenious explanation of astuteness and
versuieness exhaust the subject of the intellectual faculties

considered apart from cultivation. Of the way in which they are

trained by method and teaching, Hobbes conceives that he has

said enough in the chapters on Science and Ratiocination. He
has leisure, therefore, for some remarks on the influence of the

passions upon these intellectual exercises
;
and especially for a

learned disquisition upon Insanity. He describes madness as an

injurious effect jn'oduced upon the organs by the vehemence and

long duration of some particular passion. He shows how self-

exaltation or depression may give rise to it. But especially he

discusses the effect of supposed Inspiration in bewildering tlie

intellect, and so is led to comment on certain passages of the

Old and New Testament, which certainly appear to ordinary
men to favour the notion that thei-e is both a good and btid

inspiration, the actual presence of spiritual jjower in and over

men. In his criticism on these passages there is nothing which
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has not been said often before and since liis time. That he The Scrip-

removes all perplexities, and succeeds in making prophets and S?o ™^m
evangelists say what it was proper for them to say, exerv iudi- pro^essofex-

1 11 ,rm 1 • /»T "^ "^ nanstion.
Clous reader -woula expect, ihe real interest of the passage con-
sists in the light which it throws upon Hobbes himself—a light,

strong, clear, stretching over his whole life and philosophy. He
could endure anything in Letters or Science, in Bible or Koran,
provided he could con^-ince himself that no Spirit was at work
beneath it; that all might be accounted for without that.

Suggest the need or possibility of that interpolation in his Enthusiasm

scheme of the universe
;
hint that it may have something to do aESns?en-

with that Will which is the ultimate appetite before the act;
thusiasm.

even with that judgment or sentence which concludes the process
of thought ; try to mingle a little of this strange, incomprehensible
element in the well-compacted artificial man which is to supersede
the irregular, turbulent, natural man

;
and the calm sage loses

patience and temper, nay, awakens our fear lest his organs
should become disordered by the vehemence and long duration
of a particular passion, lest he should touch the verge of that

insanity which had overtaken so many deluded pneumatists.
90. The chapter which follows,

" On the Distribution of

Sciences," belongs more properly to T/ie Principles of Philosophy
than to The Leviathan. The tenth chapter,

" On Power, Dignity, Power,
and Honour," should be studied in the book itself; we only give homS'
the general definitions of the two first names. Power is the aggre-
gnfe of all the mediawhich onepossessesfor the attainment ofan ap-
parent good. Dignity signifies the price or vahte of a man: tJiat

is to sai/, the price at luhich anotfier would care to huy the use of
his power; oftener, the price at which a city is disposed to

rate the use of his power. This price is the Honour which it

bestows on him. The following chapter, "On the Variety of Manners
Habits and Customs in Men," contains a number of oracles

customs,
which would often strike one as trite, if they were not ex-

pressed in the terse, decisive manner of our author, and if they
did not bear upon the general purpose of showing what would
become of men if they were left to their own judgments of Good
and Evil. The last passage of tliis chapter introduces the next,

concerning EeHgion. The desire of men to ascertain causes Reiigioa
from the consideration of efiects leads them ultimately to think
of a Cause which preceded all others. They have no image or The Cansa

phantasm of this Cause. They can form no idea of it. They
call it God, and can go no further. Those who are not troubled
about the causes of natural things, are possessed by a certain fear
that there may be some Power of which they are ignorant, which
can help or injm-e tliem. This fear disposes them to invent
various invisible Powers, which they invoke in adversity and
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Fear the praise in prosperity, and of which they at last make gods,
—this

•eed of Reii-
fga^j. jg the seed of that reverence of invisible things which men
call religion in themselves, and superstition in those who have a
diflerent worship from themselves. This religion has had so

much to do with the laws and education of men, that it must
be treated of separately before the author can proceed with his

main business. We, however, who know these two causes of
Treannent of

religion. Curiosity and Fear,—and who know also that the power
which regulates all human life, and .therefore ultimately what-
ever supernatural thoughts affect human life, is to be in the

temporal ruler of the city,
—may take the conclusions of this

chapter for granted, and may understand that Hobbes is now
perfectly able to con.struct his artificial man upon those maxims
which have been expounded to us in the treatise On the Citizen.

All that follows, therefore, from this point to the forty-fourth

The King- chapter, which introduces us into the Kingdom of Darkness,
Bom of Dark-

jjjj^y be Summarily dismissed. Nor need we, perhaps, dwell

very long in that fearful region. The object of this part of

the treatise is to explain how spu-itual fears have worked for

the advantage of priests of different communities and religious

fanatics, and so for the disturbance of civil governments; how

they arise out of crude interpretations of Scripture; how the

duty of civil obedience, which Scripture enjoins, must rise

above them, and be the first principle in every man's mind.

A few passages, translated from the conclusion of the Latin

treatise, may suffice for our jiurpose, and may be a not unfit

termination to our remarks on Hobbes.

Hohbes 91. "In this ti-eatise concerning civil and ecclesiastical power,

wor'k.*oi«nr
which hath now been brought to a conclusion, I cannot find, after-

Laiina, vol. a careful review of it, aught that contradicts the sense of sacred

s'lij

''''
"

Scripture or the civil and ecclesiastical Laws of my Country.
How can there be any such inconsistency, seeing that the one

object of the whole book is to demonstrate that under no

pretext whatever may men violate the laws ? From the senti-

ments of individual theologians I frankly confess that I have

often departed very widely. Had I been wiiting merely my
words in pure hearts, as in smooth tablets, I might have been

much more brief It would have sufficed then to set down these

Sunimarj- of few maxims :
—That men without Law, by reason of the right

doc'ti'ines. which all have over all things, must destroy each other. That

laws without punishments, and punishments without a supreme

power to enforce them, are useless. That power, without arms

and resources placed in the hands of some one person, is a men:

name, and of no worth for the ])reservation of peace or the de-

fence of citizens. That therefore all citizens, not for the sake ol

their rulers, but for their own sakes, should V)e bound, so far !is
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they can, to support and strengthen the State. That the way
of doing this must be determined by his pleasure to whom they
have committed the supreme power. This is the object of my
first and second parts. Next, seeing that in the .sacred Scrip-
tures (the reading whez-eof our Church liath permitted and com-

mended to all) eternal life and the sah'ation of individuals is

contained, and every one reads them and inteqirets them for

himself, at the peril of his own soul, and therefore it is ju.st TheTheo-

that their consciences should not be burdened with more articles Hobbes.

of faith than are necessary to salvation, I have explained in

the third part what those articles are. Lastly, in the fourth

part, that the people might not be seduced by false teachers, 1 His war

liave laid bare the ambitious and cunning counsels of the adver- pin'tanl

saries of the English Church. These remarks, I say, would have
been enough for candid minds. But, as I knew that the minds
of men had now for a long time been possessed with doctrines of

another kind, I thought I was bound to unfold all these prin-

ciples at greater length; and I did unfold them as well as

I could in the English tongue, at the time when that civil

war which began in Scotland on the subject of ecclesiastical

discipline, was waged with the greatest violence in England
also, and in Ii'elaud. Then, "not Bishops only, but King, Law, xheCivii

Religion, Honesty, having been cast down—perlidy, murder,
^^>"•

all the foulest wickedness (covered, however, with hypocrisy),
held sway in the land; so that any one who, coming from
some remote part of the w-orld, had been a spectator of the

crimes that were perpetrated then, would have affirmed that

no sense of Divine justice was left amongst us. This doctrine

of mine could do little good then—little, I say, but still some.

I hoped that when the war was at an end it might do more good.
The democrats conquered, and established their democracy ;

but Triumph of

they speedily lost that which was the price of their gi'cat wicked-
'''^ 'ebeis.

ness. A single tyrant occupied England, Ireland, and Scotland, cromwcu.

and turned to mockery the democratic wisdom as well of their

laymen as of their ecclesiastics. The people, tii-ed with war,

despised itself and its leaders as much as it had admired itself

and its leaders before. When at last the legitimate king was The Restora-

restored, they entreated pardon
—that is, confessed their folly.

"""•

A universal amnesty was granted. Who could believe that

tliese seditious principles were not yet extinguished, or that

any one besides the democrats could wish to get rid of this

])eacefid doctrine of mine 1 That this may not come to pass,
I have determined to express it again in Latin. I see that the

strifes of men about opinions and the superiority of their own
wits cannot be ended by arms. Evils of this kind must be ex-

tinguished in the way in which they arose. The minds of our

\"ol IL u
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citizens had bocu gi-adually infected by the writers ofhcMtlicTi

politics and pliilosophy. This denioci-atic ink must be blotted

Duty of the Out by preaching, writing, dis])uting. I know not how tliis can
be done, except by the Universities. Let them give the same

help to the defence of the royal power which they gave in former

days to the defence of the priestly power. Let us all work to

the utmost, that our internal discords may not make us the

victims of some external enemy."
Passive obe- 92. If the L^niversities did not at once abandon their heathen

the Hubbes politics and philosophy
—to that reform Hobbes and his Puritan

''''"^' foes might have been ecpially disposed
—

they, at least, showed no
reluctance to follow the counsel with which he concluded. His
own Alma Mater did what she could to prove that her zeal for

Charles II. was not less than the zeal of the Oxford of other days
for any Prelate had been. His theory of passive obedience had a
host of zealous practical disciples. Haj>i)ily ,

the very completeness
of the theory made it unfit for the minds of those who would
have been most eager to embrace it; happily, the scholars, find-

ing that they could not follow the Master throughout, gave
themselves to guides whom he would have looked upon with

unutterable contempt, if there was any contempt which he
could not utter. The position oi Hobbes in reference to his

friends and foes is certainly the most curious in philosophical
Hobbes and

history. To illustrate it would require and would reward the

diligence of the most consummate student of tiie Philosophy,

Theology, and Politics of the seventeentli century. What we
shall have to say on the subject, we reserve for the time when
it will be necessary for us to trace the intellectual relation be-

tween the Malmesbury hater of Puritans, and the semi-Puritan

of Wrington—between the ablest defender of Absolutism and
the most admired champion of Whiggism. For the i)resent we
must leave the controversies which Hobbes provoked by his

jjirect metaphysics and his political theories in our country, to examine
opponents of (jjg lessons of some of the eminent thinkers in France and

Holland, whose minds were moving in quite another direction

from his, and who were to produce the most diflerent effect

upon the spirit of Europe.
Choice of 93. In choosing the Moralists and Metaphysicians of»whom it

to be made, is possible to speak at any length, in such a sketch as this,

we must be determined mainly by the influence which they
have exercised over subsequent generations. This will be the

test of their real imj)ortance as representatives of their own.

Amidst the multitude of names which present themselves to us,

in the seventeenth century, a few stand forth as parents of

schools of thoiight in the eighteenth century and in our o\vn;

a.s marking out lines and courses of siieculation which have
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characterized the nations to which they belong ; as throwing influence on

light upon different sides of the history of their time; as connect- the";""",
ing the movements of the world with the movements of the anVufhoi's

schools. On these it behoves us to dwell, leaving the secondary hlsfeZ™''

personages to be commemorated in dictionaries of Philosophical
Biography, or only noticing them as they chance to become
associated with the principal figures. If a" Historian does not
enforce upon himself such a rule as this, his task will become
hopeless to himself—useless to his reader. No Englishman who
has really considered the progress of his country's mind under
the Brunswick dynasty, or who takes any account of what is

passing around liim, will accuse us of having paid a dispropor-
tionate attention to Francis Bacon and Thomas Hobbes. By
every one of the titles wliich we have enumerated, they have a
claim to the most serious study we can bestow upon them. And
a Frenchman would have the best right to complain that the

age of the Encyclopedists was made as incomprehensible as the
age of Cousin and of Comte, by any Historian who did not lead
his readers to reflect on the life and writings of Rene Descartes. Rem d«-

94. Bacon had already passed througli all the early stages of ''""^'

his professional and, we may say, of his Philosophical life, when iT"^
"'

Descartes.

Descartes came into the world. He was born at La Haye, in >Seetiie Bio-

Touraine, in the year 1.596. His fVither was a member of'the «Mch^ac-

Parl lament of Bretagne. His femily was an honourable one; tS^fof
it boasted of militaiy as well as of civil distinctions. He ™°??^.''

'''"

had weak health, lost his mother at the moment of his Cousinm

birth, was greatly indebted to the tenderness of a nurse SJtheH™*.
towards whom he always afterwards exhibited an almost filial 'fOescarte^.

-

affection. In 1604 he went to the College at La Fleche. There His Educa
his taste turned towards poetry. He read books with much "°"-

boyish ardour for some time, became di.sgusted with readingwhen about fifteen, but imbibed a taste for Mathematics which Mathema-
did not forsake him. At eighteen he was in Paris, left to him-

"™-

self, and yielding to the perilous temptations of a capital. In
his nineteenth year he had withch-awn into an obscure The Re-

lodging in the Faubourg St. Germain, and was again devoting
""'^

himself to solitary .study. For two years, it is said, he dwelt
there unknown to any of his friends : it was by accident that his
retreat was discovered. In 1617 he was in Holland, iust at the
time when the disputes between the Gomarists and the Ai-minians
were mixing themselves with the political conflicts of the United
Provinces. He did not go there to take part in these conflicts. The sowser
but to be an actual soldier of Prince Maurice. The spirit of his
fathers was in the young student. At one time it seemed as if
he might have spent his life as a soldier of fortune. He served
again under Maximilian of Bavaria, at the beginning of the
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thirty years' war
;
then under the Eniiieror. At twenty-five,

lie was wearied of this profession ;
tra'ielk'd tliroiigh most

of the countries of Europe, narrowly escaped assassination from
some Dutch niarinei's, visited Galilei in Tuscany, and having
seen enough of men in his other journeys, began veiy ear-

nestly to study the phenomena of natm-e in the Alps.
For a while the influence of his father had nearly deter-

mined him to fit liiiuseli for some legal office; but from tlie

first he had heard a voice calling him to another task. His
restless e.xjieriments in different occu])ations were themselves

signs to him that he was to be a seeker of truth, leather than an
actor in the world's business. In 1629, without giving notice

of his intention to any of liis friends, he left France, and
established himself in Holland as a thinker and a student.

95. No man in the okl or the modern world ever devoted

himself more deliberately to philosophy, in the original sense of

that word. Descartes had all his life been a questioner. His
zeal for liooks, his indifference about liooks, his desire to see the

world in its wildest and most stirring forms!, his desire to hide

himself from the world, his activity in all directions, his ambition

of repose, were all equally chai'acteristic of his mind. He would
read anything, go any where, put forth any energies, endure any

solitude, if he could but discover on what ground he was standing.
All letters, society, business, became a weariness if they wei-o

not helping him to this result. He was genuinely French
;

sincerely attached to his father and his family; not without

affection for his peculiar ])rovince; yet he made himself an

exile for the greater part of his life, partly because he dreaded

the effect of the climate of France, which he thought was e.xciting

to the imagination and injurious to the calmness of his mind
;

partly because anything seemed better to him than imjiortunate
visitors and lively conversation. Holland suited him exactly,
because it was flat and uninteresting ;

because the people were

occupied with commerce, anticipating, he says, all his wants,

embellishing the place in which he was dwelling, fui-nishing him
with tojjics for reflection, and not giving themselves the least

trouble about him. In Amsterdam, the busiest town of Europe,
he could live as a monk in the Chartreuse. Italy, he said, may
be very beautiful, but it is very hot

;
there is malaria, there are

brigands. In Holland one can sleep quietly, the laws protect
one against crime, there is always enough to interest, little to

agitate. Descartes was mi.staken. There were many nuisances

which a philosopher might escape amongst the sensible merchants

of Holland
;
there were some to which he was more exposed

there than elsewhere. It was the very centre of Protestant

controversies. Much freedom had been won in the conflict with
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Spain ;
but freedom of thoiiglit was not more prized by the

victorious reforming Divines of Amstei'dam and Utrecht than

by the Catholics of Madrid and Rome. Voet, a Minister of voeL

Utrecht, published, in 1639, some Theses again.st Atheism. The
doctrines of Descartes were condemned in these Theses. In
1641 Voet became Rector of the University. In 1G42 the

Magistrates forbade Descartes to teach the new philosophy.
Professors in other Universities joined in the cry. A defence
which he published was pronounced libellous. A legal jn-ocess
was commenced against him. The Ambassador of France used General un

his influence with the Prince of Orange to stop the procedure,
P<>P"i''"'y-

and was successful. But the ban of society went forth against
the Frenchman. Protestants believed him to be a friend of the
Jesuits ; Roman Catholics believed him to be an infidel. Few
had courage to own themselves his friends.

96. The grounds upon which Voet rested his terrible charges,
we shall have to consider when we .speak of the works which
Descartes produced during his residence in Holland. What He still

concerns us more, as his biographers, is to observe that he was
f^^^'^H

^''^'

not cured of his disinclination for his own land by his uncom- France,

fortable experiences in the one to which he had banished him-
self He would gladly have returned to Brittany, to stand by
the death-bed of his tathei' : but his brother, who seems to have
disliked him, did not announce their parent's illness till he had
been a month in his grave ;

so that the alienation from his home
was more complete than it had ever been. To Paris he went
three or four times. The Court seemed inclined to favour him.
Mazarin at one time deliberated about granting him a pension ;

tlie beau-monde were curious, at least, to get sight of a man who
was said to have struck out a new method of thought, and to have
been called hard names. But he felt, he says, an ever-increasing Reasons for

aversion to be exhibited as a rare beast in the Parisian menagerie. p|ris'"*^
The war of the Fronde was just commencing. He was grateful
to those who wished to see him at their dinner-tables ; but on
the whole the dykes of Holland, in sjiite of its professors, were
more quiet and more agreeable to him.

97. Descai-tes, if not honoured in his own household, ifdisHked Thead-

by learned divines, if ill-contented with Parisian salons, was not pmfoso°her"''
without admirers for whose admiration he cared. Two princesses

' °'°''

mingle in his histoiy, and give it a kind of romance. The first

of these was the daughter of that Elector Palatine whose name The Princess

is associated with the gi-eat calamity of Germany, and with the P"'"""*-

misfortunes of our own Princess Elizabeth. The" young lady re-
sembled her beautiful mother more than her foolish father. Des-
cartes knew her when she was a child in arms. When she grew
up she became his attached, one might say his passionate, pupO.
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preferred to sit at the feet of the Philosojilier. Sh
learned six languages frofii her mother

;
but she thought that

she knew nothing till she met with his works. Some of these

were written ex]ire.ssly for her. A constant correspondence was

kept np between them till his death. After it she became a kind
of Philosophical Abbe.'is, the head of an Academy in Westphalia,
which, if the seventeenth century had resembled the fifteenth,

might have attained to the glory of its Florentine predecessor.
98. The other female pupil of Descartes is still more

memorable. Christina of Sweden wrote to him in 1 647, to ask

questions about the sumnium bonnni. We need not inquii-e
at present what was his answer

;
it satisfied the Queen. In

1649 she entreated him to come to Stockholm, and gave orders

to one of her Admirals to fetch him. With some hesitation and
reluctance he submitted to the royal commands. As soon as he
arrived he was exempted from all the ordinary penalties of

court etiquette, but exposed to jjenalties which proved more
serious. In the midst of a Northern winter the Queen rose

every morning at five to prosecute her studies. They could only
be pursued under his direction. Those were the veiy hours

which Descartes, without rising, had found most serviceable to

his investigations. His greatest enjoyment and his health were
sacrificed to the royal enthusiast. She was willing to settle

lands u]ion him, to create him a baron, if he would make
Sweden his home. Perhaps he sighed for the swamps he had

left; perhaps he preferred his earlier disciple to her more exalted

rival. He had not time to decide. In a few months he was
attacked with a fever. The Swedi.sh physicians brought forth a

lancet. " O Gentlemen !" he exclaimed,
"
spare the blood of a

Frenchman." At the end of a week he sufiered himself to be

bled. Then they said it was too late. The Queen sent con-

tinually to inquire aiter him. He e\-inced warm gratitude to

his friends, received the Sacraments of his Church, and died with

quiet devotion. Christina wished to have buried him in the

tomb of her ancestors, and to ha\e raised a Mausoleum to his

memory. The faith in which he died made such a scheme

impossible. He was laid in a Catholic burial-ground. Sixteen

years after, his bones wei-e carried to Franco
;
a solemn service

was held at his second funeral
;
an oration was to have been

delivered
;
but the Court jirohibited it. The eloye was delayed

for a hundred years, and was pronounced in 1765 by order of

the Academy.
99. We have recorded some of the events in the life of

Descartes. His intellectual biography has been written by
himself. Wis Discuurs de la Methode, \y\\\c)i appeared in 1637,
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eight years after his settlement in Holland, is strictly a record oixoms ,ie

oi his philosophical experience. It is a work of immense value '" n^thoiie

to any student. " I have never fancied," he says in the com- Cousin

mencement of it,
" that my mind was in any respect more toS?J pp.''

perfect than the minds of men in general. I have often wished 122-212.

that my thoughts were as ready, vay imagination as clear and dis-

tinct, my memory as large and as quick as that of some others.

Yet I have been led to considerations and maxims,
out of which I have formed a method, whereby it seems to me Design of the
that I have the means of increasing gradually my knowledge,

^°°^-

and of raising it, by little and little, to the highest point to
which the mediocrity of my mind and the shoi-t duration of my
life will permit me to attain. . . . No doubt, I may be

deceiving myself: I may be mistaking copper or glass for "gold
and diamonds. I know how liable we are to error about that
which concerns ourselves, and how much, also, we ouglit to

suspect the judgments of our friends when they are in our
favour. But I shall be very glad if I can enable any one to

see, by this discoui-se, the paths which I have followed—if I can what he

present my life in it as in a pictiu-e, so that every one may be hop^'^f™"''-

able to form a judgment of it ; and that I, learning from com-
mon report other men's opinions about it, may gain some new
help for my own instruction to be added to those of which I

ordinarily avail myself My design, then, is not to teach the
method which eveiy one ought to follow for the good conduct
of his reason, but only to show in what way I have endeavoured
to conduct my own. Those who apply themselves to the task
of giving precepts must esteem themselves more clever than Does not

those to whom they give them
; and if they fail in the least 3°™ mtes"^

thing, they are so fiir to blame. But as I put forth this writing
for other

merely as a history
—

or, if you like to say so, as a fable, in tlie
"^"^

which, among certain examples which you may imitate, you
will also find others which it will be right not to imitate,—I
trust it may be useful to some %vithout being injurious to any,
and that all will be thankful to me for my frankness."

100. The reader will perceive that he is in the company of a
man who, whether he is a safe guide or not, will at least be a a contrast to

very diiFerent guide from Hobbes. Whatever name we give to
^obbes.

Descartes, we cannot call him a dogmatist. He will not tell us
what we are to think till he has told us how we may learn to
think. But let us proceed with his autobiogi-aphy. "I was
brought up from my childhood to the study of letters

;
and as I

was assured that by means of that study I might acquire a
distinct and satisfiu-tory knowledge of that which is useful for

life, 1 pursued it with great earnestness. But when I had
completed that course of studies at the close of which men are
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wont to be reckoned among the learned, I entirely altered mv
opinion ;

for I found myself embarrassed with so many doubts
and errors, that I seemed to have gained no result from all mv
eft'oi-ts after instruction, except a continually increasing dis-

covery of my ignorance. Nevertheless, I was in one of the most
celebrated schools of Europe, where wi.se men must have been
found if they exist in anv corner of the earth. I had learnt

there all that others learnt there—nay, not being satisfied with
the sciences we were taught, I had gone through all the liooks

that had fiillen into my hands which treat of those that are the
most curious and the most rare. I knew, moreover, the judg-
ments which others had formed of me. I did not jierceive that
I was reckoned inferior to my fellow-di.sciples, though some of
them were destined to fill the places of our masters. Our own
age appeared to be quite as flourishing, quite as fertile in good
iutellects, as any that had preceded it. So I took the liberty of

judging of othere by my.self ;
and 1 began to think there had

been no teaching in the world answering to the expectations
which I had been led to form." After stating why the study of

languages and of poetry, though very interesting to him, did not
lead him to the point he was seeking

—why mathematics seemed
to him a very wonderful foundation for a very poor superstruc-
ture of mechanical arts—why, though he revered theology, and
desired to use it for the liighest ends, he thought that he needed a
divine help which would raise him far above his own poor reason-

ings, that he might study it aright
—how philosophy, after it had

been cultivated for so many centuries by the wisest men, seemed

only to present a set of propositions about which none of them
were agi'eed

—and how grateful he was that his fortune did not

oblige him to devote himself to any of the studies which seemed
to him so imcertain, for the sake of a livelihood—how, leaving
books, he then betook himself to the study of men of diflerent

Juimours and conditions, thinking that he should learn more
from the discourses of men about the subjects with which they
were conversant than from the reflections of students in their

closets,
—he concludes the first part of his discoui-se in these

words :

" After I had emjiloyed some years in thus studying ia

the book of the world, and in trying to acquire some experience,
I one day formed the resolution to study also in myself, and to de-

vote all the energies ofmy mind to choose the ]iaths which I ought
to follow—a scheme which answered, as I think, much better,

though it involved a separation from my country and my books."

101. Having started on this new journey, he goes on to

describe, in his second part, the diflerent stages of it.
" As a

man who is walking alone and in the dark, I re.solved to move

slowly, and to use so much circumspection, that if I did not
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advance rapidly, at least I might not fall frequently. . . .

I had studied a little, wheu I was younger, those arts or
sciences which might contribute something to my object

—
logic,

geometrical analy-sis, and algebra." He found," however, that The three

logic, as it was usually taught, rather helped to explain to others
sJ^ale?'"""'

that which we know ah-eaily, than to assist us in learning that
which we do not know. Of the other two studies, he found the
iir.st "so limited to the consideration of figures, that it could not
exercise the understanding without gTcatly fatiguing the imagi-
nation, and the latter so enslaved to rules and cyphers, that

they gave birth to an art that embarrassed the mind rather than
to a science that cultivated it." He longed, therefore, to find
some method which should include the advantages of these

three, and be exempt from their defects. He finally determined Substitute for

that these four rules, if he could but practise them," would stand ''"^"^

him instead of the different precepts of which logical treatises

consist.
" The first was, to receive nothing for true that I did

not know evidently to be true
; that is to say, to avoid carefully

haste and anticipation, and to assume nothing more in my
judgment than that which should present itself so clearly and so

distinctly to my mind that I should have no occasion to hold
it in any doubt. The second was, to divide each one of the
difficulties which 1 might examine into as small jjortions as

|)ossible, this being advisable for the better resolution of them.
The third was, to conduct ray thoughts in order, commencing Detemiina-

with the objects that were the simplest and the most easy to
"|™^'°

*"

understand, that I might ascend by degrees to the knowledge
of the most composite, preserving an order among those which
are not naturally and obviously related to each other. The last

was, on all occasions to make such complete calculations of my
thoughts and difficulties, and to take such general surveys of them
as would assure me that I had overlooked none. So much for

logic. Descartes had learned from geometry to believe that all Use of Geo-

the subjects of human knowledge stood in a certain sequence, "igebra."''
which may be detected if the student is watchful never to
assume as true what he has not ascertained to be true, and if he
is on his guard against all hasty jumps. Lines he found
would be often very helpful in other studies as well as in those
which are strictly called mathematical. Numbers would often
serve him still more effectually than lines. The geometrical and
the algebraic analysis might each be used for the correction of
the other. Our philosojiher had learnt not to value either for

the sake of the mere mechanical results to which it conducted.

They were with him only instruments for separating the false

from the true.

102. Descartes perceived that the process upon which he was
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entering must be in some sort a destructivte one. He was

abandoning the lore whioli lie had received
; lio was seeking for

new foundations. There was a necessity, he says, for a cei tain

provisional morality, that he might not remain irresolute in his

actions whilst he was occnpicd in this search for principles.
This provisional morality consisted of a few simple ma.\ims.
" The first wa.s, to obey the laws and customs of my country,

steadily adhering to the religion in which God had permitted
me to be instructed from my infancy, and governing myself in

all other matters by the wisest and least exaggerated opinions
which were commonly received in practice by the most sensible

of those with whom I should have to live." ..." My
second ma.xim was, to be as firm and resolute in my actions as I

could be, and not to follow less constantly the most doubtful

opinions when I had once determined them to be most probable,
than if they had been quite ascertained." ..." My third

maxim was, always to try to conquer myself lather tlian

fortune, to change my desires rather than the order of the world,
and generally to accustom myself to believe that there is nothing

entirely in our power except our thoughts ;
so that after we

have done our best in reference to the things that are without

us, all that fails of our wishes is, in respect of us, absolutely

impossible." Descartes sets down, as the fourth maxim of his

conduct, one which he does not venture to extend beyond
himself. It was, that the profession which was intended for

him was that of an inquirer after truth. Having thus secured

himself, as he conceived, against the perils of scepticism, he had
less difficulty in waiting for the assurance which he was always

looking for. For nothing, he says, was less his desire than to

doubt for doubting's sake. Instead of loving that shitting sand,

he was impatient of it
;
he always believed that there was a

rock, and that it could be found. There was no conclusion so

doubtful out of which, when he adhered rigidly to his method,
he could not derive some principle that was certain. He never

demolished any house in which he had been temporarily living
without finding that the materials would serve for the erection

of a stronger one. He alwaj's gave some time every day to math-

ematical studies, that he might not lose the sense of certainty
while he was engaged in examining that which was uncertain. So
he could contrive to ])ass nine ye^trs without taking any side in

the different questions which learned men were debating. He
doubts whether even at the end of that time he should have

ventured to put forth the results of his imiuiries. But as some
of his friends gave him credit for having arrived at such results,

and for being able to assist them, he thought he was bound to

explain what he had been doing in a solitude which appeared to
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put him out of the reach of the ordinary help of hooks and
doctors.

103. The next part of tliis treatise on Method bring.s us to Acquies-

that celebrated maxim of which we liave all heard so much. Doabt'both

Descartes ought to be his own narrator of the process by which needful,

he arrived at it.
" I had long observed that, for the sake of

moi'als, it is sometimes necessary to follow opinions that one
knows to be very uncertain, just as if they were indisputable.
On this maxim, as I have told you already, I acted. But when Twoopr"s-

I was desirous to be occupied only in the search of truth, j'^eJ'-""'"^

tliought that I was bouiid to take exactly the opposite cour.se,

and to reject as absolutely false everything wherein I could

imagine the least doubt, in order that I might see whether there

did not remain at last, in my belief, something wliich was entirely

indisi)utable. Therefore, seeing that our senses often deceive The process

us, I chose to suppose that there was nothing which is such "'"J''"""-

as they make us imagine it is. And since there are men who
deceive themselves in reasoning even concerning the simjdest

points of geometry and make contradictions therein, considering
that I was as much liable to err as any other, I rejected as false

all the reasonings which I had heretofore taken as demon.stra-

tions. Finally, reflecting that all the same thoughts which we vvakinL-

have when we ai-e awake may also come to us when we are treatei as

asleep, without there being any single one of them which is true,
Dreams

I resolved to feign that all the things which had ever entered
into my mind were not more true than the illusions of my
dreams. But I perceived immediately that while I was wi.shing
thus to think that everything was false, it was inevitable that I

who thought it should be something. And i-emarking that this What re-

truth, I THINK, THEN I AM, was SO tirm and ascertained, that all
"*""•''

the most extravagant sup]iositions of the sceptic were not

cypable of shaking it, I decided that I might receive it without

scruple as the first principle of the philosophy for which I was

seeking. Then, examining with attention what I was, and That which

seeing that I could feign that I had no body, and that there was ^?™»""'s°'
no world nor any place in which I was

;
but that if I feigned

that ever so much, 1 could not feign that / was not ; but, on the

contrary, from the very fact that I was entertaining in my
thoughts doubts of the truth of other things, it followed very
evidently and very certainly that I was

; whereas, if 1 had only
ceased to think, though all the rest of that which I had imagined
to be false was true, I had no reason to believe that I should
have been

;
I knew from this that I was that of which thought The i ana

is the very substance and nature, which for its being has 'dlntlcaL

no need of any place, which depends not on any material thing,
so that this I—that is to say, the Soul, whereby 1 am that
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which I am—is entirely distinct from the body, and that

it may be more easily known than the body ; and, moreover,

that if the body were not, it would not cease to be all that it is."

Ground of Be- lOi. When
"

Descartes reflected on his fundamental proposi-
carityinthis

^jj,^^ jjg perceived that the certainty of it lay only in the clear-
propositioiu

^^^^ ^^ j^.^ perception that Being was necessary to Thought. He
was thence led to the conclusion that the things which we can

see very clearly and very distinctly are all true ;
but that the

difficulty is to ascertain what these things are which we can see

The investi- distinctly. Following out this reflection, it struck him that he

^^"bieno- '^as a doubting being ;
that doubt must be always inferior to

tfons. knowledge ; that the existence of doubt in any creature involves

the acknowledgment of some more pei-fect nature. When he

considered the things outside of himself—the sun, the earth,

licjht, heat—he did not feel so much difficulty in knowing
whence they came, because, as he remarked nothing in them

which seemed to make them superior to himself, lie could believe

Their reia- that, if they were true, they were dependencies on his own
tion to me.

^^t^.g^ go far as that was a true and perfect nature ;
and if they

were not true, that they depended on some defect in his natiirc,

Necessity of which was akin to nothingness.
" But it could not be the same witlt

a
",",',;'Jen°on

^^^^ ^^^^ °f ^ Being more perfect than my being ;
to connect

depeii en on

^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ nothingness was manifestly impossible ;
and sinceme.

it is no less a contradiction that the more perfect should be

dependent on the less perfect than that something should pro-

ceed from nothing, I could not at all more make it depend on

myself ;
so that what remained was, that this idea should have

been put into me by a nature which was verily more perfect

than I was, and which had all the perfection of which I could

have an idea—that is to say, to explain myself in one woixl.

What that which was God. To which I added this: that since I was

nature must ^ware of certain perfections
which I did not possess, I was not

^^
the only Being that existed ;

. . . but that it was inevitable

that there should be some other ujion whom I depended, and

from whom I had obtained all that I had. For if I had been

alone and independent of any other, so that I had from myself

all that little which I participated in of the perfect Being, I

must have had of myself, on the same ground, all that surplus

in whicli I knew that I was wanting, and so must have been

myself infinite, eternal, unchangeable, omniscient, omnipotent—
in one word, must have had all the perfections which I could

How the take note of as being in God. For, pursuing the course of

sense of im-
reasoning upon which I had entered in order to know the nature

i'e\(irto°8°ae- of God so fiir as mine was ca])able of knowing it, I had only to

'fSon"''"' consider, with reference to all the things whereof I found any

idea in myself, whether it was perfection or not to possess? them;
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and I was certain that none of those tliat marked any imperfec-
tion were in His nature, and that all tlie otliers were in it; since

I perceived that doubt, inconsistency, sorrow, could not be in it,

whereas I should myself have been vei-y glad to be exempt from

them. Moreover, I had ideas of many sensible and corporeal

things; for though I liad started with the su[iposition that I was

dreaming, and that all which I saw or imagined was false, 1

could not nevertheless deny that the ideas of these things were

truly in my thought. But since I had already perceived in Auiiodiiy

myself very clearly that the intelligent nature is distinct irom imijiy im-

the corporeal; reflecting that all composition testities of depend- before"
ence, and that dependence is manifestly a defect, I judge<l from

^{[""'g'^f^^,'"

thence that it could not be a perfection in God to be composed nature.

of these two natures (the intelligent and the corporeal), and that,

consequently. He was not so composed ;
but that if there were

certain bodies in the world, or certain Intelligences or other

natures whicli were not all perfect, their Being must depend

uj)ou His power in such wise that they could not subsist witliout

Him a single moment."
1 0.5. If tliese two famous processes of thouglit respecting the The next

Soul and resjiecting God were reported in any other language
"'*''

than that of the jierson in whose mind they actually passed, the

reader might be unjust to him, might find the examination of

them far less profitable than it should be to himself. For

the same reason the following passage, which will so often come

before us again in connection with tlie teacliing of Locke and

the deductions from it, ought to be reported faithfully and

exactly, not exhibited through our impressions:
—"After this I

desii-ed to search after other truths. ... I considered some

of the simplest demonstrations of the Geometricians, and ha\iug
noted that that great certainty which everybody attributes to

^^'^^^™
"'*

them is owing merely to this, that we conceive them evidently, torce of the

according to the rule which I have already laid down ;
I demonstfa-

noted further, that there was nothing in them whatever which tion consists,

assured me of the existence of their object. For instance, I saw-

clearly enough that assuming a triangle, it was necessary that

its three angles should be equal to two right angles ;
but I saw

nothing to assure me that there is any triangle in the world.

'J'hen reviewing the idea which I had of a perfect Being, I found

that the existence of such a Being was involved in it, in precisely

the same way as it is involved in the idea of a triangle that its

three angles are equal to two right angles, or in that of a sphere The exis-

that all its parts are equally distant from its centre, or even as"demon-°''

still more evidently than that. Consequently, that it is at least
f^^^^'J^^'^l'

as certain that God, who is that perfect Being, is or exists, as any of Geometiy.

demonstration of geometry can be. But the reason why so
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many persuatlo tliomselvcs that thoie is some flifliovilty in know-

ing Him, and even also in knowing what their soul is, is that

they do not raise their minds ahove tlie things of sense, and that

they are so acc\istomed to identity the process of consideration witli

the process of imagination, wliich is a mode of thoiiglit specially

api)lieable to material things, that whatever cannot lie imagined
Tiielmagi- seems to them to be not intelligible. This is sufficiently manifest

lows'the" from the maxim which e'-en philosophers sanction, and which
Bfiise. ],fig been adopted in the schools, that there is nothing in the

understanding which has not been previously in the sense, wlierc

nevertheless it is certain that the ideas of God and the soid

never were. And it seems to me that those who are determined
to use their imagination in order to comprehend these ideas, do

just the same as if, in order to hear sounds or perceive odours,

they determined to make use of their eyes. Only there is this

difference, that the sense of sight does not assure us less of the

truth of its objects than do those of smell or hearing; whereas
Theradcv- neither our imagination nor our sen.ses would ever be able to

not'ioUow"'^ assure lis of anything wliat.soever if oiu- imderstanding did not
them. intervene. Finally, if there are men who cannot be satisfac-

torily persuaded of the existence of God and of the soul for the

reasons which I have alleged, I would have them know that all

the other things of which they think, perhajis, that they are

better assured— as, for instance, that they have a body, and that

there are stars and an earth and such like things
—are /ess

cei-tain; for albeit one has a moral assurance of these things,
which is so strong that it seems as if we could not distrust it

without being extravagant, it is equally true that when the

(luestiou is of a metaphysical certainty, we cannot, except under

peril of being unreasonable, deny that we have not as much
liifeienci! ground to be assuied resjiecting the subject of it : since we

Snc'tion. niust not forget that we are quite capable of imagining when we
are asleep that we have another body, and that we see other

stars or another earth, though there be actually no such thing.
How know we that the thoughts which come to us in sleep are

more false than others, seeing they are oftentimes not less vivid

and strong 1 Let the best wits devote as much study as they
can to this qiu>stion, I do not believe they will ever escape from

their difficulty, unless they pre-suppose the existence of God.

For, in the first place, that which I have already taken for a

rule—to wit, that the things which we conceive very clearly and

veiy distinctly aie all true—is only trustwoi-thy because God is or

exists, and that He is a jierfect Being, and that all that is in us

comes from Him: whence it follows that our ideas or notions

being real things, and coming from God in so far forth as they
are clear and distinct, cannot be other than true. Where-
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fore, if we have often some ideas and notions wliich contain Reauty of

falsity, this must be predicated of tliose which have some- "'"' """''""•

thing in them that is confused and obscui-e, they in so far

participating in nothingness; that is to say, that these
notions in us are only confused because we are imperfect.
And it is sm-ely no less a contradiction that falsity or imper- Ground oi

fection, as such, should proceed from God, than that truth or
JaJn,''""

perfection should proceed fi-om nothingness. But if we did
not know that all that is in us which is real and time comes
from a perfect and infinite Being, how clear and distinct
soever o\ir ideas were we should have no reason to assure us
that they had the perfection of being true."

106. It might occur to the reader of this remarkable passage, Thevivid-

that the vi\-id and exjH-essive di'eams of which Descartes speaks drSms.what

might have that clearness and distinctness which he assumes as '}
™P°rts or

the test of truth. He meets the objection before he concludes import
this part of his discourse. " Eveu if it happened that in

sleeping one had some veiy distinct idea
; as, for instance, if a

geometrician discovered some new demonstration, his sleep would
not hinder it from being trae. The mistakes which we commit
in our dreams need not lead us to distrust the truth of such
ideas

; for these mistakes consist mainly in this, that diiferent The falsity of

objects are presented to us in the same way as they are presented fn thTfr"^'
to our senses when we are awake, and the waking impressions dependence

which we thus receive of external objects may be just as false a^ati™,"or
as those in our dreams

; as, for instance, when a man in the fecHon of

jaundice sees all things yellow, or when we suppose distant sensible

stars to be very small. Whether we wake or whether we sleep,
"™^'

we should not suffer ourselves to be pei-suaded, except upon
the evidence of our reason. Observe, I

.say of our reason, not
of our imagination or of our senses. Though we see the star

very clearly, we ought not for that to conclude that he is of
the size that we see him. Though we may imagine very dis-

tinctly the head of a lion on the body of a goat, we are not
thence to conclude that there is such a creature as a Chimera.
For reason does not teach us that that which we see or imagine The reason
is true. But it does teach us that all our ideas or notions fpposed to

must have some foundation of truth. For it would not be possible

' ^ ^'"'^'^

that God, who is all-perfect and all-tiiie, should have put them
into us if that were not so. And seeing that om- reasonings
are never so e\4dent or so complete while we sleep as while we
wake, albeit that sometimes our imaginations may then be
equally, or even more lively and expressive, reason teaches
us also that as our thoughts cannot be all true, because we
are not altogether perfect, that which they have of truth
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must infallibly bo found in those which we have when we
are awake, rather than in those which we have when we are

asleep."
107. Having assured himself of these two first principles,

Descartes entered upon a series of investigations res])ecting the

nature of material things. He had purposed to embody these

investigations in a treatise. Of this treatise he gives us some
Tiie creiition. account in the fifth part o*' the discourse. In it he purposed

" to

leave the world as it was to the disputes of the learned, and to

speak of what would happen in a new world, if Gfod was

creating in imaginary spaces matter enough to compose it, and
if He were moving diversely, and without order, the different

portions of this matter, so that there shoidd result out of them
a chaos as confused as the poets had been able to imagine; and
if afterwards He did nothing else than afford His ordinary aid

to nature, sufi'ering it to act according to the laws which He
had established." "

Fii-st of all," he continues,
" I endeavoured

to rejjresent this matter in such wise that there should be

nothing more clear or more intelligible, saving that which

hath been alieady said of God and of the soul. For I assumed

that there were in it none of those forms or qualities whei-eof

the schools dispute, nor in fact anything whereof the knowledge
was not so natural to our souls that one could not even feign

to be ignorant of it." He tried to discover certain laws which

must be assumed in any creation, as following from the per-

fections of God. Then he showed how the greatest part of

the matter of this chaos must, in consequence of these laws,

dispose and an-ange itself in a certain fashion which made it

like to our heavens
;
how certain of its portions must compose an

earth; certain othei-s, planets and comets; and certain others, a

sun and fixed stare.
"
Here, expanding on the subject of light,

I explained what that light was which must be found in the

sun and in the stars
;
how from thence it travereed in an instant

the immense spaces of the heavens; how it made the planets a)id

the comets its reflectors towards the earth. I added thereto

many things touching the substance, the situation, the move-

ments, and all the divere qualities of these heavens and the

stai-s, so that I thought I had said enough to make it clear that

there is nothing to be observed in those of this univeree which

had not, or at lea.st which might not appear to have, its corres-

pondent in those of the world which I described. Thence I

went on to speak particularly of the earth; how, though I had

expressly assumed that God had not put any gravity into the

matter of which it was composed, all its parts could neverthe-

less not fail to tend towards its centre ; how, there being water

Liglit

Tile heavens, i
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and air on its surfece, the disposition of the heavens and the
stars must cause therein a iiux and reflux, like, in all its parti-
cular, to that which is observed in our seas, and moreover a Seas

certain course as well of water as of air, from the rising to the
''''etideii

setting, such as is observed in the tropics ;
how mountains, seas,

fountains, and rivers, must naturally form themselves therein,
and metals come into the mines, and plants grow in the fields' Plants
and generally all the bodies that one calls mixed or composite "i,"^^^

engender themselves tliere. Among other tilings, seeing that
besides the stars, I know nothing in the world saving lire Hit
which produces light, I studied to explain all that belongs to
its nature—how it is produced, how it is nourished, how it has
sometimes heat without light, and sometimes light without
heat, how it can introduce divers colours and other qualities
into divers bodies, how it softens some bodies and hardens
others, how it can consume almost all bodies or convert
them into ashes or smoke, how, finallj', out of these ashes, bv
the mere violence of its action, it forms glass ;

for this trans'-
mutation of cinders into glass I took particular pleasure in

describing, seeing that there is no other in nature which seemed
to me more wonderful."

108. Descartes protests against the notion that he assumes the
world to have been created^in his method. He fully believes
that God made it from the beginning such as it ought to be.
But he quotes the common opinion of theologians in support of aeasona for

the conclusion, which reason itself would suggest, that the force
*'" *'°"™

by which the world is maintained in being is the same with
that by which it was created. To suppose a worid emerging
out of chaos, and to contemplate things at the instant of tlieir

birth, is easier, he maintains, than to consider them in all their

existing complexity. In tracing this process of generation and Animal Ufa.

growth, he proceeded from the inanimate bodies of which he
had spoken hitherto, to the animals, and especially to man.
But he felt that his knowledge of anatomy and physiology
would not enable him to follow precisely the same course as In
the other instances. "

I therefore contented myself," he says," with assuming that God formed the body of a man on exactly
the same pattern as one of our bodies, as well in the outward
form of its limbs as in the interior conformation of its oro-ans,
without composing it of any other matter than that which I

have already described, and without imparting to it at first any Mm without
reasonable soul, or even anything that might act as a vege-

" ''°"'-

tative or sensitive soul; save that He kindled in its heart one
of those fires without light of which I had discoursed already." T'"' '=«°''^'

. ..." For, after examining the functions which would
'^''

result naturally from that presence in this body, I found therein
Vol II. x
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exactly all those functions wliich might be in us, supposing all

thought about them was aliscut, su])p"sing consequently that
the soul, the nature of which is simply to think, contributed

nothing thereto
;

thns attributing to this body whatever is

comuion to us with the animals, and nothing which, being
dependent on the thought, belongs to us in so far ibrth aa we
are men." In order to pursue this subject projierly, Descartes

suggests that the readc: should di.sseet the heart of some

animal, that he may discover how strictly it resembles the heart
of a man. He enters at large into the nature of venous and
arterial blood, accepts with gratitude the teaching and experi-
ments of Harvey, and leads us to observe, as the result of them,
that the motive principle is that heat to which he has already
referred other and lower operations of nature.

109. All these things, he says, he had exjilained cai-efully in

the treatise which he had intended to publish. He had, more-

over, shown what was the fabric of the nerves and of the

muscles of the human body; what changes must take place
in the brain to cause waking and sleeping and dreams

;
how

light, sound, odours, taste, heat, and all the other qualities of

outward bodies can impress upon it different ideas through the

intervention of the senses
;
how hunger, thirst, and the other

interior passions may communicate to it their ideas. But his

gi-eat object in tracing the resemblances between man and other

creatures was to arrive at their difference. Assign what powers
you may to the animal organs, discover in the animal machine
a variety and a harmony of parts which you can attribute to no
machine of ours, still you cannot make the most mature and

perfect animal equal to the most stupid child in tiie capacity of

putting forth words that should express what it nu'ans. And

you cannot finil any animal which determines the objects to

which its organs shall be directed, and is not determined by the

qualities and disjjositiim of those organs. The case of parrots

proves that the want of speech does not proceed from the want
of the organs of speech. The case of the deaf and dumb

amongst men proves that those who have not the organs of

speech may yet find signs to make themselves intelligible. The
most perfect apj or parrot will always show that it is in kind

different from the man whose faculties are most dull, or whose
faculties are deranged. Hence the step was natural to an

examination of the reasonable soul and of its origin. It could

be in nowise derived from the power of matter, like the other

things of which he had spoken. It must be expressly created.

It cannot be merely lodged in the human body ;
it must be

joined most closely with it, if it is to have sentiments and

appetites like ours, and so compose a true man. "
1 hatl
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dwelt," he says,
" at great length in this book of mine on the

subject of the soul, by reason of its great importance. For next Tiie moral

to the error of those who deny God, which error I think I have
ertabUsMni;

already sufficiently refuted, there is none that withdraws weak '!>''
d'st'ic-

minds more from the straight path of virtue, than the notion radical and

that the soul of the beasts is of the same nature as oars, and
'""'''""«""'

that consequently we have nothing to fear or to hope after this

life, any more than the flies or the ants
; whereas, if one knows

how they differ, we understand much better the reasons which

prove that ours is of a nature entirely independent of the body,
and therefore is not liable to die with it."

110. The treatise which was to contain these physical in- The Treatise

quiries and results, Descartes says that he determined to sup-
«"PP''«ss«'1-

press. Notwithstanding the great pains he had taken to admit
no new belief into his mind without irresi.stible evidence, he
found that the difference between his method and that com-

monly i-eceived in the schools was likely to awaken suspicions
in persons whose judgment he reverenced. And though he saw
many good reasons why such a book should be published, his

habitual dislike of making book.s helped him to discover reasons
on the other side which could excuse him from the trouble.
The sixth part of his treatise on Method is occupied with the

ai-guments pro and con. His thoughts upon morals, ser\'iceable

as he had found them for the regulation of his own life, might
easily appear impertinent to other people. On these subjects
"There would be as many reformers as heads, if any other
save those whom God has established as sovereigns over His
I>eoples, or those to whom He has given grace and zeal to be

prophets, were permitted to attempt any change therein.''

But he could scarcely help feeling that he was breaking the law Piiysicsmorc

of doing to others as he would be done by, if he concealed any u"n Ethics,

knowledge he had acquired about physics which might be
useful to life. If it were possible, as he thought it was, to a practic.ii

discover a practical philosophy,
" which would enable us to fondudv^to

understand the force and the action of fire, water, air, the stars,
health and

the heavens, and of all the other bodies which surround us, as
""S"""-'

distinctly as we know the different instruments of our artisans,
we might employ them as we do those, for all the uses to which
tliey are appropriate, and so render ourselves, as it were, masters
and possessors of nature." He thought he saw how much this
would conduce to the removal of disease and the lengthening of
life. And he was convinced that the method he had .struck out
was not one that would set up his experiences against those of
his predecessors or contemporaries, but rather would enable
mankind to see them in their connection, and to profit b^
them alL
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111. These reasons were very powerful in favour of the

publication. They were strengthened by the conviction, which
became deeper and deeper in the mind of the author, that his

experiments would be even more useful for those who had
advanced in the knowledge of nature, than for tliose who were

only beginning to acquire it, and that the best and wisest men,
those who would be most able to correct his conclusions, would
be most thankful to him for the help wliich he gave them in

reforming their own. Ne\ ertheless, he had been determined to

the opposite course by considering that the controversies which
his book might occasion, as well as the reputation which it

might procure for him, would perhajis hinder the work to which
he had devoted himself He was certain himself, and he wished

others to feel, that the little which he had learnt was nothing in

comparison of that of which he was ignorant, and of which he

hoped that he might not always remain ignorant. He wished

that the world should be the better for his meditations; but he
did not limit the world to his own generation. It would have
time enough hereafter to find out the good things which he had

left, if he did leave any good things behind him. Meantime it

was important that he should husband the years which might
be allotted to him, and not allow them to be dissipated in con-

troversies. No doubt the objection would occur to many, that

such controversies would be useful both in detecting the erroi-a

of the author, and in S]ireading his truths abroad. His ex-

perience did not support this argument. Liable as he was to

mistakes, and little as he trusted to his own first opinion, he

seldom encountered any objection of friend or foe which he had
not anticipated. The eagerness of controversialists to win a

victory makes them as indilTerent about truths as they are

eager for probabilities; so that a good advocate is not commonly
a good judge. As for the benefit that might accrue to othei's

from these controversies, it had always struck him that an
author is better able to explain himself than either his opponents
or his disciples. The followers and defendei-s of Aristotle, he

found, clung to him as the ivy clings to the tree
;
never ascend-

ing above it, often dragging it down. They have not studied as

their author studied, not conversed with facts as he conversed

with them. They can fight for their author, inventing a num-
ber of obscure distinctions, and jjutting forth bold dogmas to

confoimd those who are trying to learn and discover for them-

selves
; just as a blind man who wi.shed to fight with one who

had eyes, might drag him into a cave where one would be as

well off as the other. Persons of this temper, he observes

with some humour, should be very thankful to him for not

publishing liis jirinciples of philosophy; for being very simple
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and self-evident, they would be like windows opened in the

cave, which would destroy all its merits as a field of battle.

Those of a diflerent disposition need not be anxious to have the

full exposition of his princijiles which be had designed. If they

preferred the knowledge of a little truth to the vanity of ap-

pearing to be ignorant of nothing, they might avail themselves

of the hints which he had given them in this discourse. They The^rrfoj-M

might work out for themselves the problems which he had ^n show

worked out. They would have much more pleasure in learning hj,"/*,"""'

for themselves than in learning fi-om him. The habit of in- mKiu

vestigation would be far more valuable to them than all his Themseires.

instructions. He declares that it would be a subject of great

regret to him, a serious loss instead of a gain, if he had been

taught in his youth all those truths of which he had since been

convinced.

112 Though the balance of these different arguments was in

favour of suppressing the more ambitious woik which he had

composed, De.scartes felt it a duty to put forth .some minor

essays, and to give the public a little report of his acts and

of his purposes. Though he veiy much preferred repose to Love oi

reputation, he did not wish it to be supposed by those who were ^'^'"°^'^-

acquainted with his general mode of life, that he was hiding
himself from the world for some mischievous or some idle in-

tent. And without expecting the public to take any special Modest love

interest in his doings, he wished not to miss any advantages noa.^''"''^

which he could derive from the help of his neighbours, if he

took them in some degree into his confidence. There were

topics on which he thought he might speak without involv-

ing himself in controversies, or making any formal declara-

tion of his scientific maxims, and yet which might show what

he could and could not do in scientific investigations. Any Wsh for

objections which any persons might have to offer to these books,
'" ''

his publisher would communicate to him, and he would take

such notice of them as he thought necessary. The objection

which he chiefly anticipates respecting these slighter works is,

that they consist of hypotheses which he has not cared to prove.
" I have called them hypotheses," he says,

" to the intent that it
JJ''^°','^J|'|^

may be known that I believe that they can be deduced from those

l>rimary truths which I have explained in this discourse. But

I have deliberately abstained from making the deduction, that

certain wits who fancy they can know in one day that which Protest

a man has been thinking out in twenty yeara, provided they clever critics

have two or three words of his to guide them, and whose

very liveliness and rapidity makes them more liable to mistake

and more incapable of truth, may not seize the opportunity of

building up some extravagant philosophy upon what they
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Buppo.se to be my principles, and that I may not liave the credit

of their fancies." He adds that he believe.s his piiuciples, -when

they are expounded by himself, willapjiear to be in strict confor-

mity with the common sen.se; and that he expresses them in

French rather than in Latin, because he believes that those who

only make use of their plain natural reason will judge them
better than those who oulv are profound in ancient books. He
concludes with saying that he has not the slightest wish to be

eminent in the world, and that he shall always be more giateful
to those by whose favour he enjoys a leisure without inteniip-

tion, than he could be to those who should offer him the most
honourable emj)loymeuts u])on earth.

113. It will be obvious to the reader of this treatise, or even

of our meagre analysis, that the processes of thought which it

reeoi'ds are at least as important as the results to which they
led the author. To sejjanite them is to misrepresent Descarte.s.

To talk about his cogilo ergo sum, his demonstration of the

existence of God, his innate ideas, his vortices, bis atomic tlieory,

is easy. To pronounce solemn sentences upon his mistakes in

respect to one or another of these beliefs is quite as easy. But
when this has been done with abundant cleverness, and perfect
satisfaction to the mind of the critic, he ought to be reminded

that he has not so much as approached the man Deseai-te.s, that

all the convictions that were so mighty in his mind are left just
as they were, that all the influence which he has exercised upon
other minds remains unafi'ected and unexplained. Towards no

one is this treatment le.ss excusable. Descartes has put forth

no solemn decrees, has set up no opinions which are to confound

the opinions of other men. With very great honesty and

simplicity he lays bare the movements of his own intellect. He
submits the conclusions at which he has arrived to all possible

investigation. He asks that they may not be taken for granted.

Though his faith in his own method is veiy profound, he does

not even impose that metliod upon his fellows. He only de.sires

to assist them in finding a method—to induce them to give an

account to themselves of their own thoughts. A man who

proposes such an end to himself must, we conceive, have been a

benefactor to his kind. We cannot wonder at the admiration

of his male or his female disciples. Their gratitude to him may
have been exclusive

;
we should hesitate to call it excessive.

Can the gi-atitude be excessive to a person who has helped us to

know ourselves better, to discover more of our ignorance? He
may leave us at a point where we require other guidance. If we
ure satisfied with his teaching, he has not taught us the very
lesson which he promised to impart, and which inspired us with

our first thankful impulse. But ought this discovery, which i.s
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only one either of our own weakness or of a greater blessing The cromni

which we may obtain, to lessen our reverence and affection for "ujeT
^"'''

him who first made us conscious of tlie weakness, wlio first

pointed us to heights of which we had not dreamt ? Descartes,
like the thinkers of every time, has had to bear the desertion of

disciples, who suddenly discovered that there were gaps in a
lore that seemed to them quite circular. He lias had to endure Tiie errors m
the worse calamity, to which he so well alludes in this treatise ^'scipies.

On Method, of disciples who would make his method all-suffi-

cient, and therefore refused to follow it, or to learn anything
for themselves by means of it. But he is not answerable for one
or the other of these, except so far as any haste or extravagance
in his own assumptions, any departure i'rom his own maxims,
any aml)ition of founding a school, mingled with his genuine
zeal in the pursuit of truth, and turned it aside. To what
extent he is chargeable with these faults we need not seek to

ascertain by our sagacity. The trials to which his doctrines were
submitted will bring out their strength and their feebleness.

The best help we can give the reader will be, probably, to fix his

mind on what seems to us the centra] charactei-istic of Descartes,
that which distinguishes him from the thinkers who had pre-
ceded him or who surrounded him.

114. No art is required to detect this characteristic: it lies central con-

upon the surface of the book we have been reading. The fear
^'"c°ri''s

is that it should be overlooked for its obviousness, and that
we should go in search of some one that is more remote. I
am because I think, is no hard formula, no dry proposition.
We cannot substitute for it,

" Man is because he thinks."

Losing the personality of the statement, you lose it altogether.
Descartes has no dream of getting at Man except by an
observation of himself His whole object is to find out what
he is doing, what he is. And he gets just so far as this, that
he is a thinker. No doubt he finds by and bye a complex
word for that laboratory in which the process of thinking goes
on. He calls it the soul, as his fathers called it before him. The soul

But this soul acquires for him a more definite, exclusive significa-
cation than it ever had before. It never means with him any mere

quickening principle of the body. It never can be confounded,
as it may in other \\Titers, with the animal life. It is opposed to

the animal life. It is the name of the thinker, as opjiosed to

the non-thinker. It can never long remain se]jarate from the
7. All its abstract, general nature soon melts into that. We The I.

gain very little, therefore, by arguments to prove that there is

tautology in the great Cartesian maxim. Of coui-se there is.

It is inevitable that there should be. What Descartes .says is,

"I look for the ground of propositions; here I strike my foot
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against it. If I tiy to put it into tlie form of a proposition, it

comes out in this shajic. 1 cannot help its shape. If you
The Logi- logicians do not like it, see you to that. Perhaps, if you ask

yourselves why j-ou do not like i^, the question may do you
much good. It may make you less satisfied with your logic as

a .solution of the problems of the universe; it may lead you to

ask whether there is not something which must solve the pro-
blem of logic itself ? May we not owe something to the man
who put the leasoners and disputers of the world upon this

scent—who, at the price of incunung their laughter, was able to

claim for every human being something which was beyond
their ken.

Descartes an 11,o. Descartes, the contemporary of Bacon, was, it seems to

fhUosopher. US, pursuing a strictly Baconian course in this investigation of his

—was applying the Baconian method to the very subject which

Bacon was inclined to disregard. He was not drawing deductions

from certain premises by the aid of logical forms. He was

seeking in facts for the law that lies at the foundation of them.

It would be a misuse of words to say that he was uncon-

sciously adopting this method. All the processes of his inind

were singularly distinct. He was perfectly aware of each, and of

its connection with that which followed and preceded it. But in

this sense he did not fully recognize the line in which he was

Confusion of walking. The habits and maxims of deductive reasoning were

wurdeduc- ^° wrought into his mind by early eilucation and disci[iline, that,

tion. in his efforts to strike into another path, he took them for

granted, and applied them where they must be inapplicable.

When he spoke of his demonstration of the Being of a God he

meant to denote what he found lying beneath his thinking self

How it arose, —what it must confess if it confesses itself. But his opponents^
and he himself almost as much as they

—discovered in the word
" demonstration" quite another meaning. The four rules which

he had substituted for the ordinary dialectics were not so com-

plete and self-sufficing that they could be forgotten. All his

attempts to show why geometrical truths seem to be more

evident than others—though they are not really more evident

—could not shake the habitual conviction that books of geo-

metry furnished the model of proof : so that, unawai-es, he found

himself called iiiion to make his own method square with that

which was altogether unlike it, and had quite different functions.

Induction and Deduction, the search for ])rinciples and the

inferences to be drawn from those principles when tlii^y were

established, became blended in his statements. And the lucidity

of those statements, with the evidence which that lucidity brought
both to his reader's mind and to his own, made the perplexity

greater and more hopeless.
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lie. If this be so, Descartes may be scarcely a less pregnant Errors ot

tliinker iu the department of meta]jhysical inquiry than Bacon
^fpoi.'^J'^L

is in the depai-tmeut of pliysical inquiry. And yet, as all Bacon's iiimstic

opinions respecting physics have been sifted, and uumbei-s of

them subverted by the application of his own method, the like

result may have hajipened and have been inevitable in respect
of many, if not all of the Cartesian dogmas. The course of

inqiiiry which Descartes instituted may have been the very
one which has done most to damage his reputation. Students

may have made just the use of him which he would have wished,
and so may have discovered his weakness. There ai-e few dis-

tinctions, it seems to us, which bear clearer evidence of genuine
mental effort, of serious conviction, than the one he has elabo-

rated so carefully between the Imagination which follows the The imapi-

senses and the IJndei-standing which rebels against the senses, the'onder'"'

and sets their verdict aside. If there had not been the pro- standing.

foundest truth involved in that distinction— if it had not been

especially needed for that time—-the Newtonian doctrine could

never have asserted itself, nor have triumphed over that doctrine

which was so legitimate a deduction from sensible evidence.

But without disputing at present whether he was using a cor-

rect nomenclature when he described the Imagination as a

faculty which follows the guidance of the Sense, we nnist notice

a difficulty in which he involved himself by taking the Under-

standing to be the faculty which has the opposite starting-point.
He does not say that the Understanding is not what nearly all

take it to be—the faculty which draws inferences from certain

given premises. Seeing that the premises are not supplied by
the senses, whence are they to come ? He had no choice but to Necessary

assume certain primaiy notions of the Undei-standing as the "^i""?''""

gi'ound of its activity. In many cases, at least, these notions

took the form of proposition.s
—that is to say, words and names

were involved in them. Surely a man with but a thousandth

part of the metaphysical acuteness of Descartes might be able to

detect the fallacy of this paradox, and to make it an excuse for

arguing that all his foundations were hypothetical
—that he was

creating a moral as well as a physical world out of nothing, for

merely the pleasure of showing how much better he could dis-

pose of it than its actual Maker had done.

117. In a dedication to the Doctors of the sacred faculty of Dedication

theology in Paris, which Descartes prefixed to his Meditations, tors rf 'the'

he expresses his sense of the all-importance of those two ques-
Sorbonne

tions respecting the Soul and God, which are involved iu his xi.p. 21.5, first

primary maxims. He proceeds to claim it as a duty and
LaUnf'iiitL"

privilege of philosophy that it should establish by natural

Reason, for the satisfaction of infidels, tho.se princij)les which
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Appeal 10 ihe the faithful might accept without auv arguments. He contends,
>H:iiptures. fj.^1^ ^jjg ^yjjj.jg ^f g^ p^^j^ jjj ^^,j^. Epistle to the Romans, as

well as from a passage in the Wisiloni of Solomon (which the
Parisian doctoi-s would be bound to recognize as of almost equal
authority), tliat tlie knowledge one may have of tliese things i.s

much clearer than that which one can have of many created

things; iu fact, tliat it is so clear that there is guilt in not pos-
Anii to a sessing it. He quotes a decree of tlie Council of Lateran, held

theciiur'h. under Leo X., expressly enjoining Christian philosophei-s to

answer the arguments of those who denied the immortality of

the soul. Strengthened by these autliorities, he conceives that

it is his vocation and obligation as a philosopher to produce
his demonsti-ations. He does not affirm them to be new.

They are too much implied in the very nature of things to be

Worth of thu new. But he thinks his method has enabled him to bring

tions'for™"
''"*' ^^^ nature and essence of many previous arguments.

ciiristian Xay, he is bound to declare, at all risk of being counted

presumptuous, that he does not think there is any other
method which would lead to arguments eqlially good. Never-

theless, he does not anticipate immediate or popular accep-
tance for his reasonings. They demand considerable effort

of attention
; they are linked together in close sequence. Yet

they have not the same advantage as geometrical propositions,
which require the like attention. Every one assumes those to be
certain. Every one assumes philosopliical propositions to ba

problematical. It is the amusement of most who aspire to the

name of jjhilosophei's to disprove popular beliefs, rather than to

Patronace . f estiiblish them. On these gi-ounds Descartes is anxious to for-
tiiuDoctoi=

^j|-j.
jjjg Q^^.jj judgment with that of the Sorbonne. He is bold

enough to think that if he can carry them with him, all the

learned, and even the wits, will follow iu their wake; that the

atheists will be glad to accept conclusions which they perceive

intelligent people to be adopting; and that at last none will

be left who doubt the existence of God or the distinction

between the soul and the body.

Situs of dis- 118. There is almost a childlike simplicity about these expec-
frust In Des-

tatious, which we could admire more heartily and absolutely if

the attempt to enlist the Sorbonne on his side did not indi-

cate a weakness in the philosopher's trustr—an uncertainty

whether, after all, the truth, strong as it was, would not be the

better for a few earthly props. It was a mild and natural

kind of cowardice, to which most of us are prone. Xay, per-

haps it was not cowardice after all, but a recognition of a

necessary union between philosophy and theology, which makes

Weakness of either incomplete without the otlier. The whole dedication,
bi» position, however, brin<f> out into strong light that which we have pre-
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8umed to notice as the confusion in the mind of Descartes.

The inductive student should not liave told the Sorboune

that he was provided with a new and specially sharp weapon
for striking down their adversaries. He might, perhaps,

have told the doctors with gr^at truth that, if they entered

into his thoughts and followed his method, they would gain
a much firmer hold of positions which they were taking for

granted, nay, often fearing to expose to the air lest they should

crumble. He might have done them much good by leading Hisdemons-

them to feel after the foundations of the belief to which they appiied%T"'

were demanding general assent. But he was either dangerously J'J'^'P°!J^,°'^,

flattering them with the promise of a more easy and lounging

security, or provoking their hostility by boasting that he could

do what they could not do, when he thus appeared half as their

champion, half as a petitioner for theii- help. Like the Nor-

mans in a former day, kneeling before the Pope whom they had

firet taken captive
—owning his sovereignty, but demanding

provinces at his hand—he was assuming a position which it

would be very liai-d for him to maintain with strict honour to

lumself, or without insisting upon sacrifices from his allies which

they could not accord.

119. The immense worth which Descartes attaches to the UnacUnow-

soul would seem to be a point of affinity between him and the differences

Doctors of the Sorbonne. Perhaps it was actually that
^IJ^'jJJ'j^

which most interfered with an imderstanding between them, respecting

The most spiritual theologians would be revolted by the solitary

exclusiveness of his idea. They would complain that the man
was trying to coutemiilate himself in his highest nature apart
from his relation to the Divine. And though a God is assumed Spiritual

liy Descartes as implied in the very existence of a soul, this
° '°° '™'''

necessity would seem to them very difierent from that mani-

festation of God to the heart and spirit which the Apostle

spoke of The more formal and professional doctors, who con-

stituted, we may imagine, the majority of the theological faculty

in Paris, as in most other places, would have other grounds for

complaining of a soul which was identified with a mere think-

ing essence. They would find it diflicult to make their custo- Formal

mary nomenclature harmonize with the philosophical nomeucla- "^'J^^"'"'*

ture, and however glad of new arguments with which to con-

found infidels, would have some ground for fearing that the

thing proved was not exactly that which they asserted. With

regard to the other demonstration, the temptation of theolo-

gians then, and for some time after, was to represent Atheism as

a monstrous, nearly impossible, state of mind, and to use all their

skill in the defence of the su])erstructure which is raised upon
an assumed theism. The fiirther we advance, perhaps, the more
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we shall discover what excuses there were for this opinion, what
fearful confutations of it. Descartes had an insight into diffi-

culties,
—a foresight of a time when they would be tremendously

felt,^
—whicli was wanting to most of the doctors. They, in their

ttirn, may have had an insight, thougli not a clear one, into

difKculties which would beset his method of reasoning, a fore-

sight, though not a xery satisfactory one, of a time when other

light should be demanded tlian that which his demonstrations
could supply.

120. In his preface to the Meditations, Descartes speaks of

two objections which were, in his judgment, the most important
that had been raised against his Method. The first had refer-

ence to that exclusive conce;ition of the soul as the thinking
faculty to which we have just alluded. He disposes of it as

we might expect, by saying that he is not treating of the soul

absolutely, but according to the order of his . own thoughts.
This is the defence which we have already ventured to put
forward for him. An experimental process may be very

interesting and valuable, though it is not an exhaustive one.

It only becomes dangerous when it is assumed to be exhaustive,
when it is taken to prohibit all further examination. The
other objection is far more serious. It is full for us of retro-

spective interest, as it affects all the questions which sepai-ated
Plato and Aristotle in the old world, and as it touches nearly

upon the Realism and Nominalism of the Middle Ages. It is

full of prospective interest, as it introduces the subject upon
which Locke was soon to establish his anti-Cartesian dogmatism,
and which was to be involved in all the controversies of the

eighteenth aud of the nineteenth centuries.

121. This objection relates to the use of the word Idea.

Descartes states it in these terms. " I am told that it does not

follow from the fact of my having in myself the idea of a thing
moi'e perfect than I am, that this idea is more perfect than

myself, and far less that that which is represented by this idea,

actually exists. I answer," he continues,
" that there is an

equivoque in this word idea. Either it may be taken materially
for an operation of my underetanding, in which sense it

cannot be said to be more perfect than I am
;
or it may be

taken objectively for the thing which is represented by this

operation, which, although it be not assumed to exist out of my
understanding, may nevertheless be more perfect than I am
by reason of its essence. In the course of this treatise I shall

cause it to be seen more fully how it does follow from the

simple fact of my having the idea of a thing more perfect than

myself, that that thing truly exists." The third meditation

of Descartes is the attempt to fulfil this promise. Its title is
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Of God; tluit He exists. The reader is acquainted already

with the course of the reasoning; we shall not lead him

through the steps of it again. How the statements in it affected objections oi

ingenious opponents who contemplated it from the scholastic *'• Cuteras.

side, we learn from a letter of M. Caterus, a theologian of the

Low Countries. He feels or affects much respect for the philo-

sopher, calls him a man of gi-eat intellect and corresponding

modesty, and then proceeds in the usual manner of disputants

to prove that he has established nothing.
" Tell me," he asks, Objections,

" what is the cause of an Idea, or rather what is an Idea itself?
35™p'u'biish.

You talk of the thing thought being objectively in the under-
«;|(i,",^2""

standing. What is it to be objectively in the understanding 1 ijeduam,,,^.

The object, if I do not mistake, bounds the act of the under-

standing, which does not add anything real to it. That I am
seen does not make any difference in what I am. That an

object is thought of does not make any difference in what it is.

This idea of mine is in fact only that which gives a name to the

thing to which it is referred. It is nothing in itself Whyidms
need I be at the trouble of inquiring into the cause of it ?"

"ti'emscires-

"
Nevertheless, this great genius tells me that because an Idea searci. for a

' ^ ^
, ,. ,. i-,. Cause of tile

contains such and such an objective reality, or this objective idea

reality rather than another, it must undoubtedly have some

cause. Not at all, say I. So far from demanding an actual

cause, it cannot even be said to be capable of a cause. Whereas

you insist upon my assuming one which is infinite. Two

ambiguities strike Dr. Caterus as involved in the language
of Descartes on this subject. He had admitted that the The idea m

idea in the \inderstanding does not exist in the same sense "Notiiing."

as the object without the undei-standing ;
still he had said

it is not nothing ; it is not derived from nothingness. You
are playing with that word nothing, answere his opponent.
I do not say that the idea is a falsehood

;
it refers to a real

thing. But I say that in itself, apart from that thing, it is

nothing ; utterly non-existent, and therefore causeless. The
second objection has reference to the proof that God exists in a7id

by Himself. First, .says Caterus, Your demonstration is only the Seif-exis-

old one of Aristotle and Aquinas, from a series of imperfect ^uity'in the

causes up to an efficient cause
; only these doctors were wise '^'^pressiou.

enough to leave ideas out of the question, and to deal with

things. Secondly, You are using the words in and by Himself
in a double sense. They may signify only that such a being
exists in Himself, and not in another

;
or they may signify that

He is the cause of His own existence. Every finite thing exists

in itself in the one sense, which is the only sense that is estab-

lished by the argument. Where then does the evidence of an

infinite Being come in t
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122. We neetl not [uir.sup tlii.s divine tliiougli all his arjifit-

munfcition. Specimens enough have been given of liiin to show
that he had more than average adroitness, and that he was not ill

trained for this kind of fencing. He would have been wiser,

liowever, to have abstained from the use of those light weapons
of wit and irony which his Gallicun antagonist was sure to

manage with far greater case and grace. Notliing can be

pleasaiiter than the tone !t< which Descartes thanks his learned

teacher for his kindness in suggesting a few doubts, evidently
for the sole purpose of strengthening his position, and enabling
him more eflectually to combat their common enemy. M.
Caterus was anxious to give him an opportunity of explain-

ing to less clear-sighted readers, that the idea of the sun in the

Undei-standing is not the .same with the sun in the heavens,
but that, as the idea, is there, we may most legitimately inquire
how it came there. The admission that it is not a fictitious

conception is all that is wanted to make such an inquiry reason-

able. The supposed ambiguity in the word "
Nothing

"
is dis-

pelled when that point is conceded. The distinction between the

negative and positive force of the expression
" in itself" is impor-

tant; it helps to show how the mere negative notion of a Being
who is himself and not another ascends of necessity, when you
seek a Being who is the ground of our souls, into the positive

acknowledgment of Him as self-existent. With great skill—a

skill most valuable for subsequent thinkers—Descartes points out

the radical difference between the kind of ai'gument respecting
efficient causes which Aristotle and Thomas a Aquinas had
deduced from pln'sical phenomena, and the process by which
he advanced, not by a series of steps, but directly i'rom the

necessity of the soul itself, to the confession of a cause or gi-ound
of it. This passage of the reply to Jl. Caterus ought to be read

and re-read by every student of philosophy.
123. "I have aright to inquire into the meaning and ground

of anything that I find in me;
"
that is the doctrine of Descartes,

which no confutations and no new theories have been able to

shake. " I have a witness of God in me. I believe it is not in

me because I am Rene Descartes, but in me because I am a Man.
It is good for me, it is good for my kind, that I should knov
whence it comes"—this is his next conclusion, which philo-

sophers and tlieologians from difterent moti\'es conspired to

overthrow. Whether they have succeeded, whether all their

own conflicts for two centuries have not done more than his

reasonings to justify him, we may discover as we advance.

If we find, as it has been hinted that we may find, a hiatus in

his arguments, something which is wanting to satisfy both the

logic of the schools and the hearts of human beings, it is more
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likely that the blank will be discovered to us in the experience
of life than thi'ough the objections of divines or philosophers:

though each may throw light upon the other.

124. M. Mersenne of the Friars Minimi, endorsed, as our m. Mersenne

readers know, the speculations of our materialist countryman.
We should like to give them a specimen of the way in which

this kindly mediator between diflereut schools and schemes of

thought endeavoured to state the objections against the demon-
strations of his friend Descartes, that he might obtain a

satisfactory solution of them. But it seems more within our Hobtesand

province to bring the two extremes of seventeenth century in^onflict.

opinion together, and to show how Hobbes himself met those

assumptions and reasonings which must have struck him as so

utterly strange and incomprehensible. First, the great assertor

of the testimony of the senses as the foundation of all other

testimony has to encounter the doctrine of Descartes, that if

there were nothing but principles derived from the senses, the

phantoms in dreams would be just as real and as credible to us

as anything that we see. Hobbes enters into no elaborate con-

futation of this opinion. He merely expresses his regret that Descartes

the excellent author of so ma:iy new speculations should have borrowing'

repeated those old complaints of the uncertainty of the senses
oi^ggk^com-

with which his readers must have been familiar in Plato I'laints

and the Greek philosophers. What the sage of Malmesbury ienses.

thought about these, what utterly odious and contemptible

people they seemed to him, we know. We can, therefore,

appreciate in some degi-ee the feeling which was indicated by his

extremely courteous language towards their plagiarist. Descartes

replies with much modesty, that be never supposed his state- ms defence,

ments upon these subjects to be novel. If he has a remedy to

suggest, he must describe the malady which it professes to cure.

That this malady had been noticed and confessed by previous
observers was no distress to him, but a confirmation of his own

judgment, and an encouragement to persevere in his search.

The next objection of Hobbes bears on the celebrated dogma
concerning thought and being. It is thus that our English
doctor disposes of it : "I am a thing wliich thinks. Very neducuo ad

good. From that which I think, or from that of which I have
^,*f^4nd

°'

an idea, awake or asleep, I conclude that I am thinking ;
for i)ruposit|on

these two phrases, / think and I am thinking, signify the same. tUe'sjui.'"^

From the fact that I am thinking, follows that I am; because

that which tliinks is not a notliing. But when our author adds,
that it is a mind, a soul, an understanding, a reason, there

springs up a doubt. For it does not seem to me a fair deduction

to say, / am thinking, therefore I am a thought, or even, / am
inte'tigent, therejore I am an intelligence. For by the same rule
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I might say, / am ivulking, there/ore I am a walk." This is the

grt'iit point of the argument. He goes on to ask :

" If you
ileduce existence from thought, wlience do you derive thouglit ?

We have got no furtlier than this, that we cannot conceive

any act without its subject; thought witliout a thing which

thinks, knowledge without a thing which knows, walking with-

out a thing which walks. The j]rcsunii>tion," he adds,
" in

leference to this subject, is, that it is not incorporeal, but cor-

jioreal. The author himself seems to have admitted that all

acts are understood under a corporeal or material principle. For
he has said that wax, though its colour, its hardue-ss, its form,
all its other accidents, are changed, still is always conceived to be

the same tiling
—that is to say, the same matter subject to all

these changes. If you do not assume," he says, "such a cor-

poreal subject, you may go on for ever making a thought the

subject of a thought. There will be an everlasting question,
how you know that you know that you know that you know f

12.5. There is much more in these observations than the

supei'iicial cleverness which will be a])parent to all readera

They contain as complete a resume as can be given of the

objections from the materialist side (which English ]ihilosoj)hers

diHering very widely from Hobbes have made their side),

against the Cartesian apophthegm. Its propounder i.s, as usual,

very distinct and very calm in his reply. The words SotU,

Mind, Understanding, Reason, in his nomenclature—the two

first, at all events, in the common nomenclature—always point
to certain subjects endued with the faculty of thinking, not

merely to the faculty itself. He is not aware that the word
" Walk "

ever jioints to anything endued with the faculty of

walking. To persons in general it certainly does not suggest

anything but a mere act or exercise. He hints that the words

Subject, Body, Matter, which Hobbes employs, are less definite,

and beg the question far more than those to which he has

resorted. He observes that he has not assumed the subject
of thought to be incorporeal. He has devoted a whole meditation

to tin proof that it is. The language of njankind has assigned
certain acts to bodies: Size, Form, Motion, we are wont to pre-

dicate of them. All these have a certain homogeneity; they all

presume space. That language gives to certain acts the nani<

intellectual: however these may ditler they all presume thought
or perception. The substance in which these reside we may
call Mind, Soul, what we please, provided we do not, through

carelessness, or for the sake of a theory, confound things

generically difi'erent. The reader will perceive that the conflict,

though it involves very serious questions, is in j)art between

two men, each of whom jiiqucd himself—neither without good
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reason—npon especial clearness in expression. The same livaliy

appears in tlie next objection, which concerns the possible

separation of me from my thought. Hobbes insinuates that Chargesof

Descartes is falling back into the scholastic philosophy, which tendeKies

they both abhor, and may soon come to speak of the Understand-
'"'pjj

""^

ing understanding, the Will willing, and (to modify his former

illustration, which he cannot readily part with) at least of the

faculty of Walking walking. Descartes cannot quite see where
is the scholasticism of saying that the different modes of think-

ing which ai-e in him have not an existence outside of him; he

should rather have supposed he might have been open to some
of the charges usually brought again.st the most offensive class

of schoolmen if he had not taken that ground.
\26. The radical, ultimate difference between these remarkable The

representatives of opposite habits of mind comes out, as we controvers"

might expect, in the discussion respecting the idea of God. The
reader will save himself much trouble and perplexity in the

study of the celebrated controversy between Locke and Stilling-

ileet, if he will devote a short time to the three or four pages
in which two men, who certainly understood themselves as

clearly as those combatants, and wrote with far less polemical

asperity than either, set forth the gi'ounds of then- respective

opinions.
" When I think," says Hobbes, "of a man, 1 repre- ideas taier.

sent to myself an idea or an image made up of colour and of ImagS o'f°

form, about which I may question whether it lias the resem- phenomena

blance of a man or has not. It is the same when I think of the

heaven. When I think of a chimera, I represent to myself an
idea or an image, about which I may doubt whether it is the

portrait of some animal which does not exist, but which might
exist, or which may have existed formerly. And when any one

thinks of an angel, sometimes the image of a flame presents inference a.<

itself to his mind, and sometimes that of a young child with
sabjectl'.'''^

wings, of which I think I am able to say with certainty that it

has not the resemblance of an angel, and, therefore, that it is

not the idea of an angel. But, belie-^nng that there are invisible

and immaterial creatures, we give to a thing which we believe

or imagine, the name of angel; albeit, nevertheless, the idea

under which I conceive an angel is composed of the ideas of

visible things. It is the same with the venerable name of God
;

whereof we have no image or idea. Therefore we are forbidden

to adore it under an image, lest it should seem to us that we
conceive Him who is inconceivable. We have not, then, How the

apparently in us any idea of God. But it is like the case of a God is ac-

man born blind, who having ofttimes approached the fire, and has
^p™'t^/°'

felt the heat of it, confesses that there is something whereby he hypothesis

has been warmed, and being told that that is called tire, con-

Vol n. Y
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eludes that there is fire, and nevertheless knows not the figure
nor the idea of it, and has not in truth any idea or image of the
fire present to his mind. Even so a man perceiving that there

must be some cause of his images or his ideas, and another
earlier cause of this cause, and so on, is conducted at last to a

supposition of some eternal cause, which, because it never began
to be, cannot have any cause which precedes it. Whence it

comes to ]mss that he concludes necessarily that there is an
eternal Being: nevertheless, he has no idea which can be called

the idea of this eternal Being; but he calls by the name of God
that thing to which faith or bis reason induces him to give that

name. Instead, therefore, of attempting to prove fiom tliis

hypothesis that we have in us the idea oi' God, the pi'opositiou
that God—that is to say, a Being all-])owerful, very wise, the

creator of the universe—exists, M. Descartes would have done
better to explain that idea of God, and from thence to draw a

conclusion, not only about His existence, but also about His
creation of the world." So far Hobbes. Now let us have the

defence. "
By the name of Idea he means that one should

undei-stand merely the images of material things pictured on
the corporeal phantasy. That being assumed, it is easy enough
for him to show that we cannot have any right or true idea of

God or of an angel. But I have often intimated, and particu-

larly in this very place, that I take the name of Idea for all

that is conceived immediately by the mind
;
so that when i

wish and when I fear, seeing that I conceive at the .same time

that I do wish and that I do fear, this wish and this fear are

reckoned by me as Ideas. I have availed myself of this word
because it has been already commonly received by philosophers
to denote the forms of our conceptions of the divine Intellect,

although we do not recognize in God any corporeal jihantasy or

imagination. For my own pai-t, I knew of none that was more
suitable. I think that I have sufficiently explained the idea of

God for those who are willing to take it in the sense which I

give to my words ; but for those who determine to understand

them diffei-ently than I do, I never could explain myself

Siitisfactorily. Finally, what he adds about the creation of the

world is altogether irrelevant. 1 ju-ove that God exists, before

I examine whether there was a world created by Him. Sup-

posing there is a God, that is to say, a Being infinitely powerful,
it follows that if there is a world, that world must have been

created by him."

127. We cannot better part with Descartes than aft^r making
this quotation Irom him. What we want is to find the centre

of his speculations and his belief—that which he felt to be so

himself, that which his opponents felt to be so. Understanding
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this, we may easily apprehend what were the excrescences of

his system, the parts of it which stood farthest from himself,

those of which he was the author and not the tinder. These

are what it is easiest to present, what will be found presented
in any book which professes to photograph the eccentricities

and deformities of philosophers. Having no gift or function

of that kind, only hojiing to discover what they have been

unable to do by learning what tliey have actually done,

what they have not taught us by confessing what they have

taught us, we are quite willing to pass for very imperfect
describers of the Cartesian dogmas, if we can but help our readers

to apprehend the Cartesian ]n-inciple. And in no way does that

principle come out into clearer light than when it is brought
forth by collision between two such minds as those of the

Frenchman and the Englishman.
128. Were it our business to dwell upon men of rare and H"s?

various accomplishments, whose works have earned them- i5S3-ie45.

selves a respectable place in all libraries, for whom political

and religious conflicts have won an honourable immortality,
it would be inexcusable to leave the country which Descartes

chose for his banishment without speaking of Hugo Gi'otius.

It would be inconsistent with the maxims of this treatise to

pass him by merely because his most memorable battles were the-

ological. The strife of the Gomarists and Arminians touches The

at a hundred points upon the most stirring questions of Morals
controversy.

and Metaphysics; it proved itself in Holland to be a strife in

which statesmen were as much concerned as doctors; it mingled
itself perilously, sometimes poisonously, with the young life of a

great and ex]ianding commonwealth; it deeply aflected Eng-
land in the most stimng period of her history. And if Grotius

had not this claim upon our notice, his Treatise De Jure Belli et Internationa;

Pacis, surely introduces a subject upon which moralists can-

not refuse to dwell, unless they are willing to give up politics

as lying out of their .sphere, unless they would disavow the

claim which this eminent Dutchman put forth in their name,
that the intercourse of nations should not Vie left to accident, to

commercial cupidity, to Machiavellian policy. But Grotiu.s, we Reasons for

conceive, with all his gifts and vu'tues, was not a generative "„ thrworlfs

thinker—not one of those who have changed the mind of their <" Grotins.

own time, or have seriously and permanently influenced the

mind of subsequent times. In some respects he marks a the-

ological epoch. Yet much as we may sympathize with his

sufferings, cordially as we may detest his persecution, his dogmat-
ical position, it seems to us, was feeble in itself, and prophetic of

feebleness to come. He might be a witness that the canons of

the synod of Dort would be as intolerable to the human con-
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science as those of the council of Trent. He did not make
it very clear how the Protestants of Holland wore to escape
from the one without falling back upon the other. Something
of the same weakness, though presenting itself in a different

form, must, we fear, be attributed to his experiments in

political science. If they had been exjieriments,
—if the difficult

problems of the duties which one nation owes to another had
been discussed in a Baconian spirit, for the purpose of ascertain-

ing what those Laws are which bind voluntary agents as the

Laws of Nature biud involuntary agents,
—if it had been shown

historically how these laws, though they may be broken by men
with arms in their hands, nevertheless avenge themselves—some-

thing would have been gained by such arguments for human faith

and hope, if their effect upon rulers was ever so slow. But mere
maxims which define accurately and peremptorily what should

be done and what should not be done, must, one would think,
be rather hindrances than helps to the development of an actual

moral science. Rulera have no objection to them
; they are

easily committed to memory; they are not soon learnt by heart.

They are useful for an adverse diplomacy. It would be difficult

to find an instance in which they have i-estrained any nation

from any actual ill to which it was prompted by interest

or fear. They are fetters upon the weak
;
not iipon the strong.

They sometimes induce a scruj)ulous and pedantical abstinence

from measures that would be justified by a higher priucijile ; they
do not create a moral habit; they do not foster reverence for

justice itself, and a fear of departing from it. So far as

Grotius bore any testimony against the frightful tendencies to

ci-aft and dishonesty which had characterized the politicians of

the sixteenth centuiy; so far as he encouraged any to think

that there is a moral code for countries as for individuals, and
one which cannot be transgressed under pretexts of religion
more than of state;

—so far, no doubt, he was a benefactor to his

time
;

so far the Protestant divine was doing somewhat, if it

was but a little, to counteract the Jesuit system. But he wrote

for a country just emerging into commercial gi-eatness
—into

colonial influence. What did he effect to make its use of that

greatness less rapacious or that influence less cruel % He WTote

for a country which had still to undergo tremendous struggles
for its independence, which was still to breed heroes who should

wrestle for it. Were the dykes let loose against Louis XIV.
in obedience to the law of War and Peace ? Was it the fornnda of

that law, or the example of great ancestors, the discipline of adver-

sity ,
the belief in a living God, that formed William of Orange?

\i'^. It may seem very strange and paradoxical to speak thus

of a great and honoured name—of a man who possessed more
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^5acred and profane literature than almost any of his contem-

jjoi'aries
—and who could give forth the results of his learning

in a style of enviable facility and gracefulness, and then linger
in the workshop of a German shoemaker, trained to no scholar-

ship, ignorant of what was passing in his age, full of the

strangest fantasies, almost proverbial for the uncouthness of the

language in which these fantasies were expressed. And yet we ms claims to

believe a historian of Moral and Metaphysical Philosophy, if
"°"'=«

his limits are ever so narrow, ought to find space for Jacob

Bohme, the shoemaker of Gorlitz, for the reason that has just
been given why he need not be detained by Hugo Grotius.

His books may not hold at all honourable places in libraries;
his name may be ridicidous. But he was a generative thinker.

What he knew he knew for himself It was not transmitted to

him, but fought for. And, therefore, however small his faculty
of making himself intelligible to the many, he has made himself

intelligible to a few, in a sense in which Grotius, with his clear-

ness of utterance and command of language, never made himself

intelligible to any. He spoke to the hearts of those few. He made
tliem feel that they were in the midst of a very strange world, or

rather of two strange worlds, full of problems which demand a
solution, and which no mere maxims or formulas can solve.

That these problems should be presented in all their force and
ten-ibleness to the mind of a man without school lore, a mere

])t'asant, puzzled the doctors. That each of these problems conscious of

.should seem so much more serious to him than it did to them: ^1?Wii*''11111 - -111- n 1
Which the

that he should perceive an "
anguish in nature reflecting the doctors had

"anguish" in himself; that he should go to his Bible for the euced'^*"'

interpretation of this anguish
—as giving a hope for the termina-

tion of it
; that this Bible should present to him an entirely

different aspect from that which it presented to the doctors ;

that they should wish first to crush him as a subverter of all j^^^j^

their clear and satisfactory deductions, as an intrader into a ppinion
or

province which they had an exclusive right to govern ;
that might be

they then should simply treat his pretensions to any apprehen-
'^p'"'

sions respecting earth and heaven, which were not derived
from them, as monstrous and impossible ; this was altogether

natural,
—it can cause no reasonable person the least astonish-

ment. That in a later time, a cultivated man like William His influence

Law, bred in the straitest sect of English theology, regarding lIk muci?'"

the authority of the priesthood with the profoundest reverence,
i<^ss easily

pi-actising a severe and ascetical religion, with a command of his

native tongue not inferior to that which Grotius had of the Latin

tongue, and with a sense of humour to which Grotius could
make no pretension, should have gone to Gorlitz for a teacher,
and should have accepted the intuitions of Btihme as revela-
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tions from God, wliile, like Bohine himself, he received the

Bible as the divinest of all guides, and did not apparently
abandon any of his earlier opinions respecting the Church—may
cause us greater marvel. Englishmen who could account readily

enough for the respect with which Bohme has been treated by
some on the most accomplished poets and some of the scientific

thinkers of his own l.and-^who might also be willing enough to

recognize a connection between the shoemaker who wrote The
Aurora and the shoemaker who founded the Society of Friends

-^may yet pause over this curious phenomenon. A very
eminent man (attached to Law's fii'st school of thought) once

attempted to explain his infatuation by the case of Tertullian.

The great warrior against Hoadly had fallen, he said, into

Behmenism, as the author of the Prescriptions had fallen into

Montanism. The ingenious parallel was somewhat shaken by
the suggestion that Law was the clearest of all writers, and

Tertullian nearly the most confused ;
that Tertullian was led

into his Montanism by his asceticism and his horror of all

the heresies which sprung from pretensions to intuitive know-

ledge ;
that Law set at nought all his Anglican and Nonjuring

theories, that he might sit at the feet of an unauthorized,

unordained teacher, whose discoveries were of the very class

which the African abhorred in his early years, and abhorred

more in his age. May there not be a lesson in the story, which

cannot be evaded by any reference to patristic precedents, by

any scorn either of the German ma.ster or of the English pupil t

May there not come a moment in the life of a divine who is

most confident in the lessons which he has received from the

past, most able to refute objectors, most consistent and even

rigorous in the tenor of his own devotions, when the conviction

rhesatisned is thrust mightilv upon him,—"After all, if this which I have

believed is true, if these lessons oi the past have not deceivea

me, if I have any ground to stand upon against these sceptics,

the beggars in the street are as good as I am. The reve-

lation, if it be one, is to them as well as to me. Fishermen and

a tentmaker were those who fii-st announced it to the world.

Is it very strange if a shoemaker has something to tell me
about it which was hidden from my wisdom and prudence 1

"

HamUlation. It may be a profound humiliation to aceejit such a discovery.

But perhaps humiliation is not exactly the thing which an

earnest man, trained in the lessons of the Bible, seeks most to

avoid. That which lays him low, and strips him of his conceit,

does not carry with it for him the certain token of an earthly or

a diabolical origin. His temptation may be—it probably will

be, in jiroportion to his ])revious security
—to exaggerate the

worth of the discovery which has buret uj)on him. He is

thinker at

bay.
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certain that a whole world of mysteries in nature and in

himself, which had been covered from his eyes under seemly

plirases and propositions merely taken for granted, has been

unfolded to him. He cannot be mistaken that he is more xiie genuine

in sympathy with the minds of prophets and apostles when
""'ano^;*'

he feels himself in the midst of this world of wonders, than

when he is merely repeating or defending certain notions,

or aoing through certain prescribed services. It may soon

seem to him that the person whose words have awakened

him to these perceptions is such an illuminated doctor as he

may trust in all difficulties, to whom he may commit him-

self without fear. His previous habits of acquiescence in The laoia-

orthodox traditions will dispose him to this new kind of acquies- Jj'p^M"'*^'

cence. He will rejoice that his latest guide is wanting in all that

indoctrination by which he had previously set so much store.

The queerness of his nomenclature, his outlandi.sh expressions,

will commend themselves to the man who finds that he has been

deluded, by his very power of putting out his thoughts clearly,

into a habit of substituting notions which he could embrace with

his intellect, for principles upon which his intellect could repose.

And thus Jacob Bohme might become an actual oracle to

William Law, one whom he could consult upon all the mysteries

of nature and of human existence, one from whom he could

expect resolutions of all these mysteries; when in fact, what he

owed to him was the capacity of perceiving that there were such

mysteries—the belief that neither Jacob Bohme, nor any man,
learned or unlearned, can be the interpreter of them—the

conviction that not an Aui-ora, but an actual Divine Light has

arisen upon all men to scatter their darkness.

130. Jacob Bohme was born in 1575. His first years were Life of

spent in taking care of his father's cattle. He learnt to read and ^"''"^

write at a school in Gorlitz. He became apprentice to a shoe-

maker
;
while he was at woi-k in the shop a venerable stranger

entered to buy a pair of shoes. Something in the boy appears
to have struck him

,
he told him that though he was little he

should be great; that he should be changed into another man;
that he must read the Scriptures diligently, wherein he would

find comfort and instruction ;
these he would need, for he would

have much to bear. The words and the vision impressed the

boy ;
he became careful in frequenting church, watched over his

words and acts, reproved his master for bad language, was dis-

missed from his service. In 1594 he married, was a tender and

afiectionate husband, and had four sons, whom he placed out to

honest trades. In 1 '500, as he was walking on a green near a discovery

Gorlitz, there came to him, as he related afterwards, a revelation

of the essences, uses, and properties of the grass and herbs of the
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field, which were discovtu-tJ to him by their lineaments, figures,
and signatures. Tlie discovery gave him great delight, but he
fed upon it in secret, and occujiied himself with the care of his

family till the year IGIO, when he wrote his first book, Tlte

Aurora. It was not intended for publication; but a man in the

town saw it, was strack with it, and copied it out. It fell into

the hands of Gregory Richter, the chief pastor of Gorlitz. He
denounced it in the pulpit, called Bohme by many hard names
in private, brought the case before the Senate of Goi'litz

, Bohme
replied with great meekness; the Senate were disposed to dis-

miss the accusation. The preacher assured them that ifthey did,

the fate of Korah, Dathan, and Abiram, would be theirs. Not

wishing to be swallowed up, they besought the shoemaker to

leave the place. He was silent for seven years. Then, as he

says, not from any desire to speak, but because the Sj)irit was

strong upon him, he again delivered himself of the thoughts
which were possessing him. His books became numerous.
Besides his Aurora, or Dawning of the Day, "containing the root

of theology, philosophy, and astral science, from the true

ground;" lie wrote in IGIO, TJw Three Principles of the Divine

Essence of the Eternal Dark, the Eternal Light, and the Tetn-

porary World. In 1620 he wrote Tlie High and Deep Searching
of the Three/old Life of Man, through, or according to the litre/"

Principles; then an Aiiswer to Forty Questions concerning tJie

Soul, a Treatise on the Incarnation, and Letters on tlie Last Times.

In 1621, Tlie Signatura Berum, "showing the sign and signifi-

cation of the several forms, figures, and shajtes of things in the

creation, and what the beginning, ruin, and cure of ever3rthing
is." In 1622, Essays on 'True liepentance, True Resignation and

Regeneration; in 1623, On Predestination and the Election oj

God; then the Mysterium Magnum, or an ex]ilanation of Genesis,

treating of the manifestation or revelation of the Divine Word

througli the three principles of the Divine essence; also on the

origin of the world and the creation. In 1624, Tlie Supra-
Sensual Life of Divine Contemplation or Vision, and of Christ's

Testaments, in two booJcs, first, of Holy Baptism, secondly, of the

Holy Supper of the Lord Christ. This was the year of Bohme's
death. He was seized with an ague from the drinking of too

much water. When the hour of his departure was at hand, he

called his son Tobias, and asked him whether he heard that

sweet harmonious music t He replied. No. Open, said he, the

door, that you may the better hear it. And asking what o'clock

it was, he told him it was two. " My time," he said,
"

is not

yet; three hours hence is my time." Then he spoke these words,
" Thou strong God of Sabaoth, deliver me according to Thy
will ! Thou crucified Lord Jesus, have mercy on me, and take
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me into Tliy kingdom !" When six in the evening came, he

took leave of his wife and son, blessed them, and said,
" Now I Hi« death.

go hence into Paradise ;" and bidding his son turn him, he

fetched a sigh and departed.
131. We have purposely brought the titles of Bohme's books

into this record of his life, that the reader may be struck with

the contrast between the audacity of the one and the childlike Thecomrast

modesty and devoutness of the other. The man who undertook

to unfold all the mysteries of creation was a simple and dutiful

apprentice, took care of his domestic affau-s, submitted to be

silenced because he was only a layman, treated every one with

whom he came into contact submissively and graciously, indulged
in no reproaches against those who pronounced him accui'sed and

procured his banishment. This apparent contradiction must

have impressed his contemporaries. He was brought to Dresden

before the Elector of Saxony, who had gathered about him six

doctors of divinity, and two professors of mathematics. By the

wish of his Highness, they examined Bohme carefully. The
Elector was greatly pleased with the shoemaker's words, and

with his manner. What is more, the judges dismissed him
without rebuke. One of them. Dr. Meisner, is reported to have Meisner's

said,
" Who knows but God may have designed him for some '*'="'™'''-

extraordinaiy work 1 And how can we with justice pass judg-
ment against that we understand not? For surely he seems to

be a man of wonderful gifts in the Spirit, though we cannot at

present, from any ground of certainty, approve or disapprove of

many things he holds." We hold it wise to follow in the steps of

this Saxon divine. We do not venture to pass judgment against

things tliat we understand not. We do not know enough of

what Bbhme means to be capable of criticising him. In a

number of his physical speculations he must, beyond all doubt,
have contradicted facts which have been ascertained, and

assumed explanations which are incompatible with those facts.

In some of these same speculations he may have thrown out Bohmes

hints of which the greatest physical students of our day
—humble, ptiy^ics.

as they always are, and ready to receive light from all quarters—would be glad to avail themselves. Some of his latest the-

ological treatises, those on the Sacraments, were republished Histheoiosy

twenty-five or thirty years ago, by one of the severest exe-

getical scholars of modern Germany—a man impatient of ima-

ginative and mystical tendencies—because they struck him as

eminently practical, and as throwing gi-eat light upon the con-

troversy then raging between the extreme Lutherans and their

opponents. As moralists and metaphysicians, we might have His morbus,

much greater complaints to make of Bohme. We might urge
that he had not distinguished, as it is needful for us to do,
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between the uatiir;il aud the spiiitual world. We could not.

even acquit him upon the heavier charge
—in our judgment

perhaps the heaviest of all—that the distinction of good and evil,

intensely as he felt it, apjiears at times to vanish in his idea of
some common underground, or some final reconciliation. But we
dare not condemn him on either of these pleas; we would rather

convert them into warnings to ourselves. The man walking out,
after a day of outward toil and anxious thought, into the fields

near Gorlitz, suddenly struck with the haiinonies, and yet with
the contrast and tumidts of Nature, as they presented themselves

to him in that microcosm, may have returned home with such a
sense of the fellowship between himself and the outward world,
with such a sense of delight in the belief that both had the

same author and ruler, as may excuse any speculative con-

fusion between the two regions. And if, as he experienced
the agonizing struggle of light and darkness, he sometimes
dreamed of a twilight which could never have satisfied either his

moral instinct or his aspirations for a redemption of the physical
universe—if he sometimes spoke as if the harmony might residt

from a blending of contradictions, when he really intended a
union of opposites

—we may recollect how subtle this most

practical distinction has often appeared to men of largest

experience, finest culture, truest heart; how it has escaped
them

;
how it has been recovered for them rather in act and

suffering than in statements and profes.sions. Nor should we
forget that Germany was in an "anguish" during the yeai-s

in which Bbhme lived and thought, which might sometimes

consciousl}', always unconsciously, mingle itself with the

strifes of nature, and of his own spirit. Protestantism and
Romanism preparing for a death struggle; the triumjih of each

threatening a reign of fratricidal discord
;
each almost as cruel

as tlie other. To maintain faith in a divine harmony through
such a time was hard enough ;

to find adequate expression for

such a faith must have been nearly impossible. The lessons

whicli come from the failures, both in belief and in expression,
of scholars and of shoemakers, may be of unspeakable worth to

us if we do not make them excuses for judging either, or for that

loose tolerance which often terminates in the most presumptuous
judgments. The shoemaker's philosophy may show us better than

the scholar's what thoughts too deep for our sounding or their

utterance lie in the hearts of all human beings. We may be taught
that culture is given, not that we might stifle these thoughts,
but that we may awaken them, direct them, purify them in our-

selves, and in other men. Some have talked of Bohme's

genius ;
some of his divine inttiitions

;
some of his ob.sciu'ity ;

some of his presumption : we could admit all the claims of his
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rtdmirers, most of the censvires of his detractors. But by Genius GemiK

we understand the faculty of entering into the common life of

men, of escaping from the limits of our narrow, selfish horizon
;

by Intuition we understand that perception of higher truths

which those who accept the Bible and the creeds of the Church

siippose that tlie Spirit of God would awaken La us all if wr
once suffer them to be awakened ;

the Ohscurity we woukl refer, His faoiu>

as others would do, to the want of a more accurate education,

for wliich those who possess it must give account
;
the pre-

sumption we ascribe to that haste and impatience in forming
conclusions—that confusion between the principles which we
have found necessary to our being, as such, and the deductions

from them that are drawn by our partial and narrow under-

standings, whereof all this history has been telling us, whereof

our own consciences must bear more authentic and painful wit-

ness. And therefore we may be glad, like Bohme's son Tobias, to

open the door and see whether any of the music which soothed ^'"sic

him on his deathbed can reach us. Without adopting any of his

speculations, we may be thankful if our pilgrimage is as honest

and toilsome as his was, our faith of the way which has been

opened into paradise as well grounded and as childlike.
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THE SECOND HALF OF THE SEVENTEENTH CENTXTEY.

Retrospec- 1. SELDOM has au euiiiient man sujjplied his readers with a
'"'' more vahiable commentary upon his works than tliat which is

contained in the final passage of the Leviaihaii. Nor is it only
valuable as a commentary. It shows how the writings of every
man who is to leave a real impression upon subsequent generations
must be determined by the events which are passing in his own
generation. Hobbes shrank from contact with the troubles of the

Civil Wars. He had a])parentl}' little or no patriotism. He pre-
Effect of pas- ferred Frenchmen to Englishmen. Yet those acts of the Puritans

ni"a recluse, whicli he describes with so much exaggei-ation and injustice, with
a fanatical bitterness against fanaticism, avowedly gave the im-

pulse to his thoughts and words
; but for these he might have

been merely a student
; might probably have occupied himself

with the motions of other bodies rather than of human bodies.

No doubt he misunderstood the character of the gi-eat rebellion.

Hobbes false He construed Thucydides ill when he applied his wise obsci-va-

cation of'ii'ii-
tious respecting the aristocratical and deniocratical movements in

toricai piece- Greece to the struggle of Charles I. with his parliament. Dis-

putes about the superiority of one form of government or another

had exceedingly little to do with that conliict. Nor was it,

except in a very subordinate indirect sense, one between tribes

or i-aces. Reverence for laws and ancient cliarters, an intoler-

ance of irregular acts, characterized those who at tirst resisted

the incursions of prerogative. An intensely strong belief in

an actual and righteous Divine government lay beneath that

res]iect for law. It came forth both in the Scotch Covenanters

and in the government of Cromwell, which put them down.

But connected with this belief was one in a communication
of God's Spirit to men, which produced effects that, to a man
like Hobbes, and to many very unlike him, appeared more

subversive of law and order than all the excesses of ancient

democracies. He was not guilty of wilful injustice in describing

England, at a time when elements of the greate.st good were
How this working in it, as simply gi\ en over to all wickedness. He could

arose. not think otherwise. He not only could not recognize the good
which was fighting with the evil : the good was to liim a part..
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and the worst part, of the evil. He saw clearly and tnily that his

])hilosophy was the antagonist one to that faith which was ani-

mating the Puritan hosts, and had won them their victory. The The real

question, whether there was a real government of God over the
'^'"^ "'^''sj.

land, or whether His government was delegated to and absorbed

in earthly i-ulers,
—whether the belief in a God was a mere belief

in an ultimate cause to the wise man, and in an object of terror

to the people generally, or in one in whom both the sage and the

beggar might trust as a King and Deliverer,
—this was indeed

the question of the time
;
one not to be settled by Puritan dog-

matism or by Puritan extravagance, but certainly as little to be

settled by the dogmatism and peremptory propositions of Hobbes.

2. Hobbes, we have seen, invoked the support of English His supposed

churchmen for his maxims. Only upon those maxims, he said, gJ'rCrJmweii,

could they defend the legitimate monarchy, or their own oppo-
sition to papal and to fanatical rule. They doubted his sincerity.

In his heart, they said that he preferred Cromwell to the heredi-

tary king, and that Cromwell was secretly favouring him. They
were altogether unjust. Hobbes might regard the protectorate
as a step out of the state of war into which England had

returned—as offering some restraint upon the ecclesiastical dicta-

tion of presbyters, and upon the inspirations of soldier-preachers;

but a man who believed that he was setting up the kingdom no Krom-.d

of God upon earth miist have been essentially intolerable to
f^^^l

the doctor of Malmesbuiy. On the other hand, there was no

supporter of the old government in churcli and state whose

doctrines could have been so utterly offensive and detestable to

Cromwell as those of the Leviatlmn. He must have deemed them

the outcome and consummation of all that he had been fighting

against, as the last embodiment of malignancy and diabolism.

The General of the Lord's hosts might find points of sympathy
with George Fox, the apostle of peace. There could have been

no points of sympathy at all between Cromwell and Hobbes.

Each may have tolerated the other for certain reasons and for a

certain time
;
but the more they understood one another the

more rapidly will that toleration have passed into the bitterest

hostility.
3. It was no affected loyalty, then, which led Hobbes to inflaenceof

frequent the court of the exiled prince. He was sure that he charies.

could teach Charles the true maxims of government, those which

would enable him to resume his power when the factions of the

land desired that he should resume it, and to use it effectually

for keeping down those factions. The pupil may have been too

quick and too lazy for severe application to the mathematical

lessons of Hobbes, He will have been prompt enough in

receiving some of his philosophical hints. It would be a gi-eat
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mistake to suppose tliat they were forgotten afterwards, or li:id

no effect upon the conduct of the restored monarch. Habitually,
ao doubt, inclination was liis master. The smiles of the Duchess
of Portsmouth, the bribes of Louis, determined his acts much
more than any theories. He did a thousixnd things which

Hobbes, lik(! the rest of the world, would have pronounced
foolish. All the witty things which he said would not have

compensated them in the judgment of a man who set little store

Tiieprin- by witty sayings. Nevertheless, the dis])ositioii which Charles

restored
"

showed, in spite of the opposition of his advisers and of his

SsentiSiv"'
o'^^ customary ingratitivle, to recognize the merits of his old

those of the tutor, was evidence that the principles of the Leitiat/ian were
those to which, consciously or unconsciously, he did homage—
those which he felt were least inconsistent with the claims of an
absolute king, and might consist with the religion of a gentleman.

Probably it was the discovery of some affinity be',v?een the tastes

of the youth and of the sage, while they were both fugitives from

England, some anticipation of what might be the results of that

affinity afterwards, which first alarmed the statesmen and
churchmen who had identified themselves with the fortunes of

Hosiiiity of the Stuarts, respecting the doctrines of Hobbes. Perhaps it

churchmen '^^"'^s the discovery that their prophecies were not belied by the
and states- event, which made their animosity against the man who thoutrhtmen to nini;., .

»'o o
how ex- himself entitled to their warmest support keener and stronger
plained.

;i(ter the Restoration than it had been before. The unfairness

of representing Hobbes as prefemng the irregular to the legiti-

mate ruler was part of the ordinary injustice of parties. It

helped the supporters of the established government to conceal

from others, and in part from themselves, the amount of Hobbism
which mingled in the proceedings of that government. It led

them to seek for theories which should defend legitimacy, with-

out resorting to the hypothesis of a jirimitive state of war, with-

out supposing monarchical government to ha\e emerged out of

the confusions of democracy.
The theories 4. Very unfortunate, we conceive, these e.xperiments weie.

Eovernmrat. involving perversions of history, distortions of the Scripture

narratives, inventions of facts, violations of logic, almost in-

credible; raising also the most contemptible political speculators
into the position of rivals to men who perfectly inidei-stood

themselves, if their political systems were ever so unsatisfactory.
Yet such attem])ts were necessary to the progress of English

thought, on politics, morals, and theology. Many clung to them
w ith afiV'Ctionate tenacity as to planks which might save them

from absolute tyranny
—from the dreams of a fifth monarchy

—
from the denial of all relation between the kingdom of lieaven

and the kingdoms of earth. It was not discreditable to the
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conscience of English cliurchmen, if it involved some intellectual The clergy in

sacrifice, that they made desperate effoi-ts to stop their ears against
the solicitations of the Malmesbury Siren. The universities did

not stop their ears. Oxford might not, as he bade her, abandon
her ethnic philosophy, and make the De Cive a substitute for the

politics of Aristotle; but she sent forth decrees which showed
that she quite understood the exhortation to transfer the zeal

she had evinced in former days in behalf of pontifical govern-
ment to the cause of the reigning monarch. The bishojis Hobbesno

and the parochial clergy would have been in general well
p^eSlon

inclined to follow this lead. But other feelings were influencing against a
. . Popish

them besides the dread of a relapse into Puritanism. The monarch,

avowed opinions of the heir-apparent, the suspected inclinations

of the actual king, made them think oftentimes of a result at

least as serious as this. Mere dependence upon royalty could

not secure them from it. Mnst they then fall back upon '.he

old doctrine of parliaments, that there is a law which binds

even kings 1 If not, here is the great Leviathan with his scales

of pride, with his heart as firm as a piece of the nether mill-

stone, with the flakes of his flesh joined together so firm that

they cannot be moved. What spear, or dart, or habergeon, can
be found to cast at him ' Let laymen and clergymen at least

do their best. There must be some mode of reading the hi.story
of the past and the lessons of Scripture, which will help them.

May there not be some other artificial man more manageable
than this philosophical one ?

5. Among the antagonists of Hobbes, one appears whose ^ s™-/ '''"'

opposition to him is curious and significant. Edward Hyde had "he danger-'

known him when they were both attendants upon Charles iu °^^^Emrs
France. He says that he conceived a great esteem for the '« c^rcft

character and respect for the talents of the sage. Some points riiomas

of agreement, we might suppose, there were betweer ihem, ^^fok^^niitied

besides the general one of dislike to the dominant pjarty. The Leviathan,

lawyer was jealous of the interference of churchmen with aflairs Eariof*"^

of state. He has expressed very pointedly the lesson which
fg;™"''""'

experience had taught him of the confusion which their fimcies

introduce into practical administration. Moreover, he had no

special prejudices in favour of ancient pliilosophers or of school-

men. His mind had been cast in an English, not in a classical

or mediaeval, mould. But that mind was radically a legal mind, clarendon

His love of English law had bound him to Falkland in their S^er.
^ "

opposition to Charles's stretches of prerogative before the sum-

moning of the Long Parliament. It united him to the same

gi-aceful and accomplished man in resistance to the innovations of

the Long Parliament. Possibly he may have become personally
attached to the king; but he, more than any cavalier, was a
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loyalist rather thau a royalist. In that temper of mind he
returned to England. It was one which must have always
made him disagreeable to the new monarch, even while for a
time he was forced to accept his counsels. It was a temper of
mind which must have soon made him intolerant of llobbes,
if there W!is a momentary friendsliip between them. After lie

had fallen from power, in his new e.xile. Lord Clarendon had
time to take account of his enemies and the enemies of the
state : Hobbes he evidently reckoned in both classes. He
endorses the notion—perhaps he first gave currency to it—that
Hobbes was a secret champion of Cromwell. He dedicates to

the king his animadversions upon the Leviathan, as one of the

fruits of his leisure and of his unchanged devotion to the

authority which had banished him. He passes the different

chapters of the book under his review, dwelling slightly, but in

a sneering tone, upon those which were of a metaphysical
character, insinuating doubts of the philosopher s sincerity in

those which professed to justify his doctrine from Scripture,

concentrating the real force of his judgment and experience

upon those which lay down the principles of government.
6. It is only on this subject that one can care to know the

sentiments of Clarendon. The second part of his survey of the

Leviathan, particularly his commentary on the seventeenth,

eighteenth, and nineteenth chapters of it, is of great interest

and importance,
—

ifirst, because it contains the protest of a

learned and practical lawyer against the theory of Hobbes, as

being utterly at variance with facts, and contradictory to all the

maxims of the English law aud constitution
; secondly, because

it contains the germ of that theory of paternal government
which was elaboi-ated into a system by Sir Eoliert FiLmer, and

gave rise to Locke's Essay on Government. Clarendon's survey
is therefore a link between two periods of English political

speculation. It bridges over a chasm which some have found it

vei-y difficult to measure, between the Malmesbury and the

Wrington doctrines.

7. The form in which Hobbes's doctrine presents itself as

repulsive to Clarendon is precisely that which explains its

adoption in modern times by those who prefer the constitution

of the United States to that of England. The monarch,

according to Hobbes, is Uie representative of tlie peo]ile. Such is

Clarendon's deduction from the account which is given in the

De Cive and in the Leviathan of the process by which power
became lodged in the hands of a single person. He asks for

any instance of such a delegation of powers by a multitude to a

man as the philosopher has imagined. He disputes his right to

frame an imagination which has no other ground than a tlieory
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of human tiature deduced from his personal experiences. He
maintains that peace is the natural state of man, and that

war is a departure from that state; that the converse proposi-
tion cannot he justified from profane history or fi-om Scripture.
He affirms that the English constitution assumes the existence

of a sovereign as tlie ground of its order, not as the result of

some previous agreement and election. He hints with as much Hohbps

severity as a royalist could venture to use, at the doctrines of piaEiarism

Mainwaring and Sibthorpe, and their eflect on the popularity of
'™™j'|^°g„

the monarch in whose sujjport they were broached. Hobbes,
he observes, adopts the worst part of these doctrine.s without

their religious drapery, and without risking the punishment
which the clergymen had undergone. He maintains that there

is an implied contract in the sovereign to preserve laws and
to take care of his people, which the preachers and the philoso-

pher had refused to acknowledge. He says that the great

protection of the monarch in the rebellion lay in the belief that

his subjects were unjustly rising against him, and that therefore justice tiie

those who did away with the notion of justice, and rested his
jojer^^ty

claims u)ion mere dominion, were abettors of his enemies. He
denies that the English people ever had attributed, as Hobbes

supposed, a divided power to king, lords, and commons. Such
a notion had been begotten in the time of rebellion. The whole

history of our country and its legislation was adverse to it.

8. In these statements one may recognize much of Clarendon's Clarendon's

experience and respect for history. If he had been content to ^"^^

re.st the hereditary succession of our monarchs upon the same

ground, to see in that a divine blessing, a witness for family
order, and even for the pennanence of the Divine rule, one might
liave thankfully accepted him as a guide, and have thrown aside

that doctrine of Hobbes, as no less clumsy and complicated than

morally offensive, which makes the will of the reigning sovereign,
and his liking for a particular person the warrant for the trans-

mission of his authority. But the partisan could not miss the

opportunity of insinuating that the whole theory, being put forth

in 16-51, was intended to justify Cromwell in handing over his

sceptre to Richard
;
an act of which in that year he had probably

not dreamt. And the lawyer, conscious that he wanted some- His weak-

thing besides mere legal tradition to uphold monarchical succes-

sion, and not kuo^ving what that something was, must needs
forsake the plain jiathway in which he could alone walk safely,

the turnings and windings of which he did understand, to look

out for some semi-theological defence. We use the phrase semi-

theological advisedly. Clarendon dared not speak of a direct

Divine government. He dared not admit the expression
" The

Lord reigneth," in the Scripture sense. If he had done so he
Vol II. Z

ness.
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The descent would lia,ve tliought himself descending to the level of a Bare-
of monarchy, boues. Yet he desired to treat Scrijiture in the most complimen-

tary manner, and to make all possible use of it so far as it alluded
to events at a safe distance. So he discourses with legal gravity
and formality u})on the monarchy which was delivered to Adam,
upon th('

jji-oofs that it survived the Fall, upon the descent of
this monarchy to Seth,oii the probability that he lived long enough
to see Noah, who after the flood became the autocrat. TheTi
after the partition at the tower of Babel " we of the western
world have reason to believe ourselves of the jiosterity of Japheth,
and that our progeuitoi-s did as well know under what govern-
ment they were to live, as what ]iortion they were to po.s.sess;
and we have that blessing of Japheth, that God would enlarge
him into the tents of Slieni, and that Shein should be his

servant, to assure and confirm us that the inundation that

aJmost covered us of the Goths and Vandals from Scj^thia and
other northern nations, whose original habitations we cannot
to this day find, were not of the children of Shem, which we
might otherwise have suspected." On these wise and reverent

conceits the historian of the i-ebellion thought lie could rest the

stability of a dynasty, which its own sins had overthrown once,
and which another two-handed engine was standing ready to

smite again.
The answers 9. Clarendon says that he left to the learned divines ol his

physics of"' cliurch the task of refuting those propositions of Hobbes which
Hiibbes. referred to the human will. Accomplished schoolmen undertook

this task. The Irish prelate Braiuhall had many gifts which

qualified him for it. What he wanted was a conviction that

110 school arguments could settle such a controversy; that school-

men who engaged in it must lose their tem])ers, through the very
sense of its immense importance and of their feebleness. The

They are metaphysics of Hobbes could not be separated from his politics.
inseparable jjg knew that they could not. It was his gi-eat merit that he
from his -^

, ^ i i

Politics. did not try or wish to separate them. He appreciated the

value of a nomenclature, and the use of boundaries between

difierent provinces of thought. But the names and the boun-

daries never induced him, as they do weaker men, to forget that

human life is one, and that the princij)les which concern it

cannot be divers and contradictory. The treatment of the Will

by Hobbes belongs to his general science of government. It

was not, as Clarendon seems to fancy, either from confusion of

mind or from some crafty design ujiou his readers, that he intro-

duced his doctrine of the artificial man with a descrijition of the

acts and properties and tendencies of the natural man. One

part of the system is indispensable to the other. Once admit a

Will in the sense in which those philosophers and divines had
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admitted it, -svlioni Hobbes designed to supersede, aud you intro- Ti]e beiietin

duce that thought of good and evil and of a conflict between a»-iii,inthe
,1 T

. , .
"

,
.
^

.. , . old sense 01

ttiem wnicii it was his lirst business to destroy; you make his thewordfatal

conception of the artificial man an absurd conception. If you schem*of'''^

cannot trace the origin of man's acts to certain impressions ii]5on
Hobbes.

the senses—if be does not become what he is in virtue of a
series of such impressions

—if there is anything characteristic of
man besides the faculty of calculating consequences,

—the Levia-
than ceases to be, or there is something which is mightier than
he is.

10. And is there not something mightier? Hobbes is not an Theoioeyof

atheist
; only he supposes that the Divine authority, for all prac- ofto^t"'

tical jnirposes, is delegated to the ruler of the city ;
that there

can be no appeal against him. And was it not the teiidency of
the religious royalist to think the same 1 Had not he learned
to speak of the divine right of the monarch till he supposed
there was none who could call the monarch to account ? Judged
he might no doubt be hereafter, but judgments here could be

safely denounced only against those who set his authority at

defiance. The Puritan had protested against this maxim. The Divine

act of the time whicli excited the greatest hon-or and incUg-
"®''''

nation, was the assertion, not of a popular sovereignty, but of a
Divine .sovereignty which could throw down the sovereigns of
the earth. But there was a side of this theology of Hobbes
which touched upon the theology of the Puritan, as there was a
side which touched on that of liis opponents. In his eagerness
to escape from the Arminian notion of human freedom, tlie Cal-
vinistic doctor had spoken of a Sovereign Omnipotent Will, which

simply did what it chose to do. That was the Divinity of Hobbes;
only Hobbes knew that no creatures could endure the contem-

plation of such a Being—that they always had and always must
devise means to keep Him out of sight, to persuade Him not to
visit them. Aware of the consequences of these contrivances,
of the superstitions which they had generated, he would simply
€m])ty the di-eadful vision of all its horrors by emptying it of all

its reality. Nothing more tyrannical than the Leckkhan need be .Mere c

imagined. When he was treading down his adversary with

logical or material weapons, the Calvinist did set before himself
a more tyi-annioal object stUl, did impose the fear of Him u]ion
his victims. But in his own angui.sh, and when struggling
with mortal or spiritual enemies, he betook himself to a God
of righteousness ;

he manfully and nobly defied every other as
hell-born. The Eeformation had been the Gospel of sucli a
God as mightier than aU ecclesiastical or civil rulers wlio liad

usurped His name, as mightier than the powers of darkness.

Knox, while asserting Calvinism in its greatest vehemence, had

s omni-
potence.
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declared it to be a wicked slander of lii."? enemies that he wor-

shipped a God of mere j)Ower. Righte<m.siie.ss, however little

he could explain the method of the Divine government, was the

basis of it. And he meant righteousness when he spoke of it
;

not a thing called justice, which is taken as a synonym for ven-

geance, iiiul recpiires to be diluted with mercy. That notion had
not altogether bewildered theology and morality in the sixteenth

century; over a practical fighting man like Knox it could have
no real dominion. In the seventeenth centuiy it was beginning
to put itself forward. It mingled w^ith the notion of naked

sovereignty in some of the schola.stic divinity of the Dort school.

It was an escape from the simple notion of a mere self-will, or

a mere necessity. But it would soon merge at la-st in one
of those conceptions, if practical sorrows and sufferings did

not force individuals, if political crises did not force nations,
to seek some righteous foundation beneath both.

11. Clarendon has told us that Adam received agrant of sove-

reignty which survived the fall, and which he transmitted to

Shem. and then to the posterity of Japheth. This was that view
of the position of the first man which was so greatly to affect

the politics of the seventeenth century. There were other views

of his position which affected as seriously its morals and meta-

physics. In the teaching of Luther and the early Reformei-s, .sin

often seemed to occupy the first ])lace ;
the gospel was a deliver-

ance from it. But the sin of which they spoke was that of

which the conscience in each man testified : to have the con-

science set free was the supreme blessing. The history of the

entrance of evil into the world they read in the Bible; the

explanation of the effect of the firet sin they received from the

schools. But it was to the second Adam that their heaits

turned. Luther told them that all their thoughts of God must

be derived from the acts and sufferings of Christ. In l/iis

century the consciousness of evil was less dwelt upon ;
its hi.story

and derivation much more. He whom the Reformers had

accepted as the revealer of the Divine nature began then to be

regaided chiefly as one who undertook to repair a mischief

which had befallen men. Evil, in quite another sense from

Luther's sense, became the jirominent fact in all considerations

respecting our race. The divine constitution of man, nay, of

nature, was considered to have been deranged, t^ven subverteil,

by the fault of Adam. The image of God was looked for in

kim. To make this theory available, the Scrijrture narrative

must undergo the strangest remodelling. To this remodelling
the greatest minds of the time lent their aid. Naturally we

think fii-st of Milton. But we are wrong if we attribute to

J'amilise Lout any considerable influence upon the religious
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thoughts and feelings of its author's contemporaries. The itsinftu-

royalist would of course turn from it with indignation and °°™'

scorn. The Doctrine and Discipline of Divorce, scarcely more
than Tli£ Speech fur the Lihertij of Unlicensed Printing, had

inspired the Puritans with a hon-or of his biblical speculations
and of his faith. But though, as Wordsworth has said,

" His .soul was as a star and dwelt apart,"
—

apart from one school of his age as much as another—he never- its moral,

theless embodied, as every man of highest genius must do, the

habits and tendencies of those who surrounded him ; he pre-
sents them to us in the highest form. The Puritan belief

in a Divine will to which all other wills must bow
;
the deepest

sense that that will is a righteous will : a conviction which the

fiercest ecclesiastical protesters against rebellion seldom attained,
that disobedience is the cause of all misery ;

—those principles

jjervaded the blind poet's spirit; these constitute the moral of

his poem. But this moral is wrapped in a story which itsnaira-

appears to be derived from the sacred records, and which "^'

actually has read itself into them. It might suit the men
of the eighteenth century to regard the supernatural part of

Milton's poem as a mere poetical machinery; but his own
conscience would have been scandalized, the conscience of his

true admirers is scandalized, by such an opinion. Few modern
students of poetry would apply that artificial and dishonest

theory to any great work whatsoever, be the religion of the

writer what it may, that of tlie old Ionian singer, or that of the

Bhagavad-gita. Milton would be accepted now, in Paradise Lost,
as the exponent of a feeling which was at work in his own time,
and which in its highest strength was working in liimself What
that feeling was might have been partly guessed from the work;
it has been made more intelligible to us by later discoveries.

Some of its readers who had regarded it as a more than ordinarily Miitons

orthodox poem were perplexed when they were told that it was
doctriM''a

produced almost at the same time with a prose work which is cummentury

avowedly Ai-ian. They were half inclined to suspect him '"'''"'

of a double-dealing of wliich he was \itterly incapable, and fir

which liis circumstances offered no temptation. He had no
reason for disguising any opinion, since whatever he expressed
must be offensive to the ruling party, and to all parties and
schools in the land. The truth ought to be stated

;
we are satis-

tied it is one which cannot be stated too distinctly. The
habit of contemplating the fall of Adam as tlie starting jioint
of divinity, or if not the starting-point, as only subsequent to a
divine arrangement which provided a means for curing the
effects of it, necessarily put him out of sympathy with the old
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creeds of the Church, which do not aOude to the fall, but which
at once set forth the only-begotten Son, wlio was one with Hi.s

Fatlier before all worlds, as the perfect manifestation of God,
and as the object of faith and trust to all men. Arianism was
the natural outcome to an honest and brave mind which could

look its own conclusions in the face, of this mode of contem-

plating the order of the world and the course of human life. By
adopting that habit of thought he obliged himself oftentimes to

outrage the conscience of human being,'^, in a way in which the

creeds, taken according to their natural sense, would not have

outraged it. Those divine arguments in the third book which
most devout readers, most serious divines, tremble to read, while

yet they cannot refuse to recognize the reverence of the writer,
were inevitable, if his primarj- conception was a right one. Mil-

ton struggled nobly against the contradictions in which this por-
tion of his work involved him. Those who loved him before must
feel their love to him greatly increased as they see how he held

fast his faith amidst all intellectual difficulties. And they may
gather from him much help in their own conflict, as well ;is

much Uglit respecting the times that followed his. The doctrine

of Paradise Lost i-especting Adam was adopted, as if it were

derived directly from Scripture, by bishops who must have

dreaded the denouncer of prelacy, by the descendants of Pres-

byterians who had shrunk from aU contact with the apologist
for divorce. And the Arianism of Milton was accepted by some

bishops and some descendants of Puritans as an esciipe from the

very notions which had induced him to embrace it.

12. But Milton was not the onlj', not the most exaggerated,
teacher of the opinion that the image of God is to be sought for

in the first man, not, as the New Testament appears to say, in the

Lord from heaven. In the year 1662 South putfoi-th a sermon

which he had preached in the Cathedral Church of St. Paul,
and which he dedicated to the Lord Mayor and Aldermen of

the city of Loudon. It is entitled Man, ivas Created in t/ie

Image of God. This discourse, unrivalled for its rhetoric,

would seem as if it were written to expose the ignorance of that

"
Shepherd who first taught the chosen seed,

In the beginning, how the heavens and earth

Kose out of chaos."

Moses tells us that Adam was set in a garden to till it and

to dress it
;

that he was taught to give names to the things
about him

;
that he felt his need of a helpmate ;

that he was

told not to eat of a tree in the midst of a garden ;
that he ate

of it
;
that God made him aware of his sin, and sent him forth

to eat bread by the sweat of his brow. These beautiful and simple
indications of a man opening his eyes on a new world, prepared
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by a gi-acious guide for the next stage of his educatiou, when the

transgression of the law should lead to a discovery of the mind
of the Lawgiver, when the ease of the garden shonld be

exchanged for toil, and its solitude for that multiplication of

creatures which the Creator had designed, cannot satisfy South.

According to him,
" Aristotle was but the rubbish of an Adam,

Athens was but the rudiments of a Paradise." What later ration-

alist lias ever gone such lengths as this orthodox divine, in chang-

ing plain narratives into mythical conceptions, in compelling

inspired teachers to accept the formulas of a modern philosophy?
13. For this sermon exhibits in a very remarkable degree the Soutirs

philosophy, even more than the divinity, of that century. No *" '°""">-

better specimen can be found anywhere of the struggle of the

scholastical and the popular tendencies which was going on in it.

South occupied a position between the two, wielding the learning
of the old times with incomparable facility, addressing himself

to the intellect and the passions of his own time as no mob
orator could do. Though emphatically an Englishman in

feeling, prejudices, style
—

though owing his chief culture to the

classical schools of England
—he shows in this sermon how much

the thoughts of Descartes had taken hold of hira
;
how sure

they were to influence all reflecting men of that time who were
not already secured against them by the tenets of Hobbes.

After dividing the two great functions of the soul into Contem-

plation and Practice, South goes on—"
First, for the under- Division of

standing speculative. There are some general maxims and
^^ ^"'

notions in the mind of man, which are the rules of discourse

and the basis of all philosophy, as that the same thing cannot

at the same time be and not be—that the whole is bigger than

a part
—that two dimensions severally equal to a third, must

also be equal to one another. Aristotle, indeed, affirms the mind
to be at first a mere rasa tabula, and that these notions are not

ingenite and imprinted by the finger of nature, but by the latter

and more languid imjjressions of sense, being only the reports
of observation, and the result of so many repeated experiments.
But to this I answer two things,

— 1. That these notions are The primiiry

universal, and what is universal must needs proceed from some the specula-

universal constant principle, the same in all particulars, which "^"^ intellect

here can be nothing else but human nature. 2. These can-

not be infeiTed by observation, because they are the rules by
which men take their first apprehensions and obsei-vations of

things, and therefore, in order of nature, mu.st needs precede
them, as the being of the rule must be before its application
to the thing directed by it. From whence it follows that there

were notions, not descending from us, but born with us—not our

offspring, but our brethren, and as I may so say, such as we were
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tiiught wthout tlie holp of a teacher." Two or three ]iages ou,

speaking of the understanding jiractical, he says,—
" Whence we

must observe, tliat many who deny all connate notions in the

speculative iutellixt, do yet admit them in this. Now of this

sort are the maxims, tliat God is to be worshipped, that parents
are to be honoured, that a man's word is to be kept, and the

like; which being of universal influence as to the regulation of
the behaviour and convcise of mankind, are the ground of all

virtue and civility, and the foundation of all religion." So far

the philosopher. Now for the divine. " It was Adam's happi-
ness, in the state of innocence, to have these (the s|)eculative

notions) clear and unsullied. He came into the world a philo-

sopher, which sufficiently appeared by his ^VTiting the nature
of things upon their names; he could view essences in them-

selves, and read forms without the comment of their respective

properties; he could see consequents yet doriuant in their

principles, and eflects yet unborn in the womb of their causes;
his understanding could almost ])ierce into future contingents ;

his conjectures improving even to prophecy Dr the certainties of

prediction ;
till his fall he was ignorant only of sin, or at least it

rested in the notion without the smart of the experiment." So
with respect to the practical notions. " It was the privilege of

Adam innocent to have these also firm and untainted
;
to carry

his monitor in his bosom, his law in his heart, and to have such a
conscience as might be its own casuist. And certainly those

actions must needs be regular, where there is an identity between
the Rule and the Faculty. His own mind taught him a due

dependence upon God, and chalked out to him the just pro])or-
tion and measures of behaviour to his fellow-creatures. He had
no Catechism but the Creation, needed no study Imt Reflection ;

read no book but the volume of the world, and that, too, not for

Rules to work by, but for Objects to work u])ou. Reason was
his Tutor, and first Rrineiples his Magna Moralia."

14. The rare eloquence of these passages would be no sufficient

excuse for quoting them in a sketch like this. But they illus-

trate very curiously the action and reaction of the philoso])hy
and divinity of the seventeenth century upon each other.

Descartes had arrived at his convictions respecting the primary
notions which underlie all speculative conclusions and all moral

practice, by self-examination. He had been driven to these in

his efforts to escape from the uncertain dogmas and endless

disputes of the schools. Then the existence of these notions

presented itself to him as an invincible argument against

atheists, and against those who deny the immortality of

the soul. South recognizes the force of the [)hilosophir's

evidence; he is glad to be su])port(d by his arguments. But
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one as much as the other must be made to squai-e with liis

theory of the fall. The notions are no doubt in us, but not

fully
—not so that we can turn them to much account; only Man present

they were in Adam. An imaginarj' man is constructed to be
*" '"'''

the recipient of those principles on behalf of which Descartes

appealed to the experience of the actual man. If we could get
at them they would be triumphant refutations of all unbelief, but

the single person who possessed them adequately
—that is to say,

who possessed tliem at all—was the person who wanted no such

refutations. What was to befall a philosophy which stood

on such ground as this, when it came into collision ^vith the

practical habits of the English mind % Perhaps it might be found
hereafter that these practical habits would equally protest

against a Divinity which assumed a monitor in his own bosom
for Adam, and virtually denied such a monitor to his descen-

dants
;
which also affirmed for him a self-sufficiency and depen-

dence on his own mind, such as in his descendants would be, if

the Bible speaks truly, hateful and atheistical.

15. Though we shall see presently that the lessons which Con- The preacn-
• - crs of til6

tinental philosophers derived from Descartes were very different seventeenth

from those of South, we must not attribute the difference exclu- '=™t'"'y-

sively to English habits and dispositions. The seventeenth

century was the age of the great preachers
—of Bossuet and

Massillon, as well as of Taylor, and South, and BaiTOW.

Preaching was in that age reduced to an art. The compositions
of the pulpit became studies like the compositions of the theatre.

The court, the city, the imiversities, were provided with enter-

tainments of the one kind as well as the other. But the

preachers themselves were serious men, alive to the dignity of

their subject, ready to devote to it all the faculties of thought,
all the stoi'es of information, which they possessed. They wei-e Thepreacn-

half ashamed of their own popularity, though they thought it ^1^°°""
was good that kings and nobles should admire them; though
there was at least a hope that they might now and then be the

better for what they heard. The sense that they were messen-

gers from a higher Being to men, which had possessed the Re-
formers of the previous century, had not deserted these preachers.
It mingled with their art, often raised them above the tempta-
tion to flatter those who flattered them, enabled them not seldom
to speak in plain language of their vices. But the idea that ciiaracter

they had any especial good news to declare either to courtiers, °e^on^

citizens, or scholai-s, was scarcely present to the minds of these

excellent men. It rather struck them, when they considered the

society around them and their own office, that all these classes

were taking too comfortable a view of their ]jresent condition,
and of their prospects after death, and that their duty was to
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disturb this sorenity by stroug statements of tlie flemands %vhicli

the law of God made \ipon men, by vi\iil pictures of the future

judgment. Also it was part of their business to expose the

arguments of enthusiasts, and to maintain the doctrine and

policy of their own Chuich, whatever that might be. The
Bible, therefore, became for tliem rather a repository from which

they deduced ingenious and powerful exhortations to do good
or to avoid evil, than an^ distinct message to the creature, than

any very full revelation of the mind of the Creator. The

admiring hearer did not quite know whether he was listening to

a voice proceeding from the Most High, or to the ^\^sdonl of

ancient sages, or to the cx])eriences of men who had looked, some
face to face, some through small loopholes, at the events that

were passing and the deeds that were doing in the world. \\'Tien

schismatics, or heretics, or infidels, were to be attacked, it

seemed on the whole fairer that they should be confounded by
htmian authorities, which they might admit to be valid, than by
Divine sentences, which they might question. But the sayings
of the philosophers, being used to sei've a special purpose, could

scarcely discover their real intention, or the habit of their

minds. How much less, when piissages in the Bible became
materials for elaborate apology, could they be felt as l)earing
with any power upon the life of men or the interpretation of

history ? These remarks may explain why a man of South's

transcendent talents, with so distinct a purpose of making philo-

sophy and divinity illustrate each other, yet did little more than

cause them to confuse each other. They may prepare us for the

disappointment which we shall e.xperience if we expect that

either he or his contemporary preachei-s, though in many
respects sujierior to any of their order who have succeeded

them, should help in making the relations between the divini^

and human learning of which they had so rich a store, more

intelligible to us.

lU. There were English divines in their time who aimed at

this reconciliation in a diflerent spirit
—by a different method.

Cudworth, More, Whichcote, Worthington, John Smith—those

men who have been sometimes called Platonists and sometimes

Latitudinarians, who are eulogized by Burnet, whose influence

was chiefly exercised in Cambridge, and was felt most there—
were not memorable as preachers, and never sought popular

reputation of any kind. Ealph Cudworth has most of a Euro-

pean name, INIosheim's Latin translation of his Intellectual

System having diflused it on the Continent, and being more

accurate and intelligible than the original book. Cudworth,

even with Mosheim's help, must have left the impression upon

foreign scholars that our scholai-ship was somewhat unwieldy.
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The admirers of Descartes must have thought that one who was
in a certain sense his English disciple, had not caught much of

his lucid method. Yet to us Cudworth can never be au unim-

portant person. In the days of Hobbes, in the days when the Hiscieat

notion of Hobbes respecting the Divine Being as a mere powei-,
was creeping into the minds of divines of various schools, was

finding props in Puritanism and in anti-Puritanism, he stood

forth bravely and nobly as the asserter of a moral Divinity, as

the witness that wherever the idea of morality is wanting, there

is potential, there will be actual, atheism. That morality is

eternal and immutable was the title of one of Cud worth's

treatises, was the deepest belief of his heart. In the treatise to

which we allude, he answers, with much skill, even with a kind
of fineness which is not usual to him, the argument that the

defender of a primary and original morality a.ssumes something
which is liigher than the Will of God and which controls it. He .Morality im-

enunciates the proposition that the Will of God is es.sentially EeUef'of Gifd.

righteous, that power is only its attribute and accident. This

doctrine is Cudwortli's ti-ue title to canonization among English
moralists. By putting it forth ever so impei'fectly, he did more
to protest against the low moral practice of his time, as well as

against the theories that were sustaining this practice, than the

most popular preachers?. Nor was it a slight addition to this Ayindication

honour in the member of a learned university, that he claimed
phuosopiiers.

the great teachers of antiquity as witnesses for this ]iriuciple,

and so, amidst all confusions and idolatries, as witnesses for God.
He incurred the risk of having his meaning mistaken. It

would of course be said—it was .said—that he meant to under-

value the e-vidence of Revelation, that he supposed Aristotle

and Plato to have found out what God himself had made
known to His own ])eojjle. The consciousness of his profound The imputa-
reverence for the Scriptures, of his firm belief in Christ as the ''""V;

/• y-« 1 T 1 1 ,11' 1
which he was

true image oi God, would have supported him under accusa- subject,

tions which he pei'liaps hardly knew how to refute, so much
will they have bewildered him. Even the further cliai-ge of

atheism, which his whole book was written to refute, would

scarcely have seemed to him more wonderful than these. In
truth it was Cudworth's firm Itelief that God is, and that He
did declare himself to the chosen people as the God of righteous-
ness and the enemy of all immoral gods, which enabled him
to hail with such satisfaction the evidences of pagan antiquity,
that He had never left Himself without witness in the hearts

of any human beings. He refused to deny the express asser-

tions of David and St. Paul; therefore he was said to reject the

authority of the Scriptures.
17. Cudworth divided ancient philosophei-s into Democritists Henry Mora
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aud anti-Democriti.st.s, Materialist.'^ auil anti-Materiali.sts, .Vtlieists

aud Tlieists. Such an an-diigeineiit, however conveuient for his

purpose, can never be of mtich historical worth
;
nor doe.s it vin-

dicate his title to tlie name of Platonist, which has been bestowed
on him. He honoured Plato, and his Essay On himidahle

Morality contains an instructive commentary on the TJiecttettis.

But Plato aud Aristotle wei-e both, in his judgment, theistic, and
therefore they stoofl or* a common gi-ound. Henry More had
what is usually called the Platonic temperament in far gi-eater
measure. How the soul should escape from its animal prison

—
where it should get tlie wings which of right belonged to it—
into what regions those wings could cany it,

—were the questions
which occupied him from his youth upwards. H«^ sought in the

philosophers for answei-s to them. Aristotle was not likely to

help him much. He found in Aristotle's master a full recogni-
tion of his desires, and at least a promise that they might be
fulfilled. But we must recur to the distinction which we have so

often had occasion to make before. It was not specially the

disciple of Socrates with whom Moi-e sympathized. The homely
investigator of facts, the patient searcher after the sense of words,
did not hold out the hope of the rapid flights which he meditated.

It was Plato according to Plotinus whom More, in the seven-

teenth century, like Ficinus in the fifteenth, inwardly rever-

enced. There was therefore in him, as in his Italian predecessor,
a great element of superstition, a preference for the uncommon
and the unknown, an inclination to dislike that which vulgar

people shared in. The popular religion of the day seemed to

him coarse and material. He could not enter into the political
zeal of either Puritans or Royalists. His home was in another

world than theirs. He found that spiritualism itself might be

made the foundation of political movements and of religious
sects. The Familists abroad and the Quakers at home fright-
ened him. There was so much in their thoughts which was
like his own, that he began to reconsider his position, and to ask

himself whether he had not omitted some ofthe links that con-

nected heaven and earth, personal aspirations wth the facts

of the world. He had always in his inmost conviction taken

the Christian faith as the substantial fulfilment of his Plato-

nical \-ision. In his Mystery of Godliness he undertook to give
himself a more direct account than he had hitherto given of the

relation between the two. No reader, we think, can consider

the book a satisfactoi-y one. The histoiy and the mystery are

not livingly associated
; they blend awkwardly together. One

is a supplement to the other, a sort of protection against the

excesses of the other. By a hard and rude classification,

clumsier even than Cudwortli's classification of the old j)hilo-
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sopliers, heathens and Jews are thrown togetlier as knowing Hisun-

nothiua; higher than the animal life
; the Christian is opijosed spiritual

to botti as tlae witness for tlie spn-itual hie. What is more per-

jilexing and unaccountable in a man of More's tendencies,
lie can only explain any apprehension of divine mysteries
which he finds among the heathen, by the assumption that

Pjiihagoras somehow or other obtained hints of Jewish tradi-

tions
;
so that the unspiritual Hebrew becomes the necessary

and inevitable medium of transmitting spiritual apprehensions
to the equally unspiritual Gentile. One longs for a little more
distinct acknowledgment of a Spirit of God in this highly
spiritual man. Cudworth after all, with his somewhat stiff

and cumbrous intellectual system, had perceptions of an actual

Divine teacher, which his more refined and subtle contemporary
lost amidst the visions and abstractions of his own mind. The
two men w^ere friends

;
but there appear to have been mis-

understandings between them, for which the great diversities of
their characters and even of their objects would jierhaps account,
if there were no outward circumstances to produce them. On
the whole Cudworth had the stronger moral basis for his

mind and was less bewildered by fancies; though there are
hints and divinations in More whicli can never be discovered
in Cudworth.

18. John Smith was more of a preacher than either of his John smith

contempoi-aries. He addressed himself more directly to the
assertion of an actual and real righteousness both in God and

man, opposing the tendency which he traced in the Calvinistical

divines of his day to set up an artificial righteousness, which
could never satisfy the Divine Truth or man's need of truth.

On this ground he must be numbered among the eminent
moralists who have taken theology as the foundation of morals.
But there was in hira,

—far more mai-kedly in his contemporaries Morals and
Whichcote and Worthington,

—such a dread of the substitution
"n^P'S^^ ^

of theological dogmas for moral principles, as evidentlj- pre- separated by

dieted the veiy separation between theology and morals which auenc"*^
'"'

they most desired to avert. In this point of view the history
of the Cambridge Latitudinariau School is full of instruc-

tion, and deserves more illustration than we can bestow

upon it here. Most reluctantly we describe it as a school at all. character

We should not use that bewildering name without having first a^ school"'
indicated the gi-eat differences, nay, the startling contrasts, which
there were between the individuals who are set down as com-

posing it. Even after having taken that precaution, we should
not resort to the word except for the purj)ose of denoting a kind
of temper which was singularly unlike the temper of the times
wherein it appeared, and yet also was characteristic of those
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times. One can hanlly say wlKither these men were inure

op]iosed to Hobbes, to tlio Puritans, to the dogmatic Calvinist,
or the dogmatic Arminian. And yet, in no country but tlie

England of the seventeenth century could they have ajipcared ; in

rntiiicnco of no place but in a university of that England. Tliero was in them

ui'.(Mi"ni'i'e J"*''' *''"^*' mixture of historical and jiliilosophical sjieculation, of
CiinihriiiKe the ancient dogmatism with the recent Cartesian search aftf^r a

foundation that was beneath all dogmatism, vt'liich marks that

crisis. Descartes had indeed affected these men most seriously
for good or for evil. He led them to think so exclusively a.s they
did of the soul, to be certain there was a divine foundation for the

soul. And they also swallowed his atomic theory, if not his vor-

tices, whole; at any rate, after a very imperfect )irocess of diges-
tion. But the English practical habits were too strong for auti-

Democritic philosophy, for neo-Platonic mysticism, for Cartesian
demonstrations. Only the moral protests of these doctors held
their ground. Only the aid which they gave to the belief that

The Tiiiut- common right doing is moi-e important than opinions was remem-

schooL
bered. They begot a race of moralizers whom we have learnt to

look back upon as respectable and instructive, but unable to do

any great work for the renovation of human society, for the asser-

tion or the discovery of truth. As philosophers these Platonists

were but interposing a slight and tem])orary imjiediment to

the destined ascendency of Locke; were but preparing to make
that ascendency for a while more complete and absolute.

Mystics. 19- Another name, besides the two which we have mentioned,
has been sometimes found for these divines. They have been
described as mystics. If Henr}' More had stood alone he might
have afforded some justification ibr the stigma. To the set of

men among whom he is reckoned sciircely any description is less

appropriate. And More had only slight pretensions to the

character of an original mystic, or even of an original thinker.

Peter sten-y. There was a man in his time who deserves to be remembered
both as a mystic and a very jirofound thinker; one who had

many of the qualities both of Tauler and of Eiihme, and yet who

belonged emphatically to his own age, and could scarcely have
learnt his philosophy or his divinity if he had not been a con-

temporary of Cromwell, jierhajis if he had not been his chaplain.

ali'iropiniom
I'''*''"'" SteiTy, the author of the Bace and Uoyaltij uj' the Kingdoni
ofGod in the Soul ofMan, and of a treatise On llie Will, is one of

those men into whose writings few have looked seriously without

carrying away some impressions which th<'y wouhl be veiy sorry
to lose. Dwelling in the midst of the Civil War, full of all the

highest aspirations after a divine kingdom which that war

awakened, not surpas.sed by other Lulependents in his dislike of

the monarchy and hierarcliy whicli he supposed had shut out the
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nevfect monarcliy ami liierarchv from the %'isioii of redeemed The uic and
• dentil

men, he was led to a different conception of the spii-itual world
struggle,

and of the kingdom of darkness from that which satisfied those

champions of the Commonwealth who regarded themselves as

the saints of God, and all besides as His enemies. A struggle
of essential light with outer darkness, of original good with

evil in its first motions, sometimes overwhelmed, sometimes

elevated, his spirit. Tlie reader may be utterly lost in the

wealth of Sterry's thoughts and imaginations ;
he will seldom

have to complain of poverty or barrenness. He will always
be directed to a higher guide, who can coirect the en-ors of the

imperfect guide. If he can make out no theory of the Will from

his suggestions and reflections, he will at least be assured that

there is a good wliich must triumph at last. Steriy is little read

in the nineteenth century; but a better knowledge of him
would often throw light iipon the works of his contemporaries,
and would enable us to prize them more. It might teach us

how that the Puritan blacksmith, who has been as deservedly john Bun-

popidar as Sterry has been, not unnaturally, neglected, was ^^•

able to write a book of living psychology; to present so

faithfully the conflicts in the Commonwealth of Mansoul; to

guide actual pilgrims in their passage through the Valley
I if the Shadow of Death, past the Castle of Desjiair, to the

Celestial City.
20. That clearness of ideas which Descartes considered so French

great a test of truth could be but imperfectly appreciated bj- sjyj^"^*'

"'

men like Cudworth or like More. The disciples of the school

which differed most widely from theirs might prize the phrase,
but in a sense exactly the opposite to that iu which the French-

man used it. In his own sense, it was sure to be best understood

and appreciated in the country of his birth. Clearness of thought
and expression, such a clearness as Englishmen and Germans,
for different reasons, rarely attain, was scarcely less sought for

by the Frenchman of the seventeenth century than of the

eighteenth. Voltaire might ridicule Malebranche, and extol

Locke ; he might, in liis philosophy, be far nearer to Locke than
to Malebranche

;
but the man whom he despised was far more

like him in some of the most en\iable qualities of his style than
the man whom he admired. Neatness and precision descended

upon Encyclopedists. They had already been cultivated by some
who stood at the greatest distance from their philosophy,

—by
men who were at variance with each other, by Port-Royalists
and Jesuits,—but who were sharers in the peculiar dowry of

the nation.

2 i. Malebranche is especialh' the Parisian disciple of Descartes, jiaiebranciie

He may also be called, in a very sti-ict sense, his most Christian
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disciple. He wa.s born in tlic French cii])ital in 1G38. He was
the youngest of .six children, hi.s father and mother lieing both

persons of distinction. He was feeble in health, and had a

deformity, which was not sufHcicnt to exclude him IVora orders,
and whicli possibly increased his inclination to enter into them.
He studied ]ihilosophy in the college of La Marehe, took his

degrees in theology in the Sorbonne. In 16G0 he entered the

Oratoire. He made several experiments in different studies

without much success. Ecclesiastical history he abandoned,

languages had little attraction for him. The Scriptures and the

writings of the fathers were his chief reading. But he seems to

have derived little profit from them, till he met with one of the

less important treatises of Descartes. That book took possession
of his whole mind and heart: he could not let it go; yet he was
sometimes obliged to abstain from reading it, such paroxysms of

wonder and delight did it produce in him. He had found Ids

path in life. He was destined to be a philosopher; but his

philosojjhy, instead of making him indifferent to his previous
studies and beliefs, gave him his first real and profound interest

in them. What the Hortenskis of Cicero was to Augustine, tlie

Treatise on Man was to Malebranehe. It was the instrument
of making him perceive that truth is the great end of human
search, that the possession of it is the highest i-eward.

'2'2. Malebranehe may have heard at the Sorbonne that a man
had arisen who had invented a new and wonderful scheme I'or

the confutation of atheists. We do not believe that such tidings
would have affected him greatly. He was in want of help for

himself He needed to be delivered from his own atheism.

Till he had attained that result, the exposure of his neighbours'
atheism will not have seemed very important. Descartes opened
to him a new world, of which he had been almost ignorant, though,
he had read something about it in many books. To his aston-

ishment he discovered that it was the world in which he himself

was living. The more he explored that world, the more traces

he found of others who had been in it before him. Old words,
which had been to him merely dead words, came to light when
he connected them with what he had seen in it. He did not

ask his philosophy to give him proofs of his theological ojunions.
It did him a much greater service, by helping him to change his

opinions into convictions. He did not ask his theology to stand

sj)onsor for his philosophy; it appeared to him just what his

philosophy was asking for, that it might not be a mere hint of

something which he could not reach.

23. Malebranehe did not then attempt an artificial reconcilia-

tion of Philoso|)hy with Divinity. It is his great merit in our

eyes that he did not. Whatever hints he contributed to that
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reconciliation were derived fi-om the necessities of Lis own mind.

They were forced upon him. He trembled himself at the sight
of them. In his Recherche de la Verite, the most elaborate and

systematic of his books, he discusses the question which becomes
so important to us in the next century, whether the evidence
for moral truths is only probable or demonstrative. He de- Moral

nounces, as we should expect a Cartesian to do, the notion which l^n^^Vc
some disciples of Butler have been wont to accept as the starting

probable?

jioint of their conclusions. He insists that moral ti-uths carry
their own evidence, and that their evidence is irresistible to the

reason, however the senses and imagination may resist it and

pervert it. Now, the deepest of these moral truths, according to

Descai-tes, still more according to Malebranohe, is the being of
God and His dominion over man. And yet he speaks of the inconsis-

mysteries of the faith as being an exception to the general law M°flf''„„h.

wtiicn ne has Jaid clown. He seems to say that they do not
commend themselves Tsith a clear, decisive evidence to the spirit
of man, even when it is delivered from its delusions and false-

hoods. He is not consistent in that opinion : a multitude of

passages might be quoted from him which set it at naught.
But that he should have drawn this distinction at all—that he
should have considered it a possible one—is proof enough that
he did not accept Descartes as his guide from any notion that he
would enable him to hold the faith of his forefathers and his

country more easily and safely. That he held that faith more inflaence oi

firmly and honestly
—that he became a much deeper theologian npo"h]f

after he became a jiliilosopher
— his Meditations Chretieunes theology

must convince any impartial reader. What we have said of his

theoretical inconsistency-
—

such, at least, it appears to us—
strengthens, not weakens this opinion. He acquired such a new
insight into the reality of the mysteries of faith through Descartes
that he could not risk them even for the sake of Descartes. The
truth of his mind was certainly imperilled by the line which he
traced or imagined between two portions of it; but we are not

willing to suspect him of being a traitor to truth
;
we rather

think that he was helping by his veiy perplexity to the fuller

elucidation of it hereafter.

24. We have said that the Recherche de la Verite is the most his

systematic work of Malebranche. But we doubt if much lialit
Entrttiem

,. .,.,-. 11.11 ^ stir la Mel'i-

respecting a man is obtained from works which deserve that physique.

name. We prefer to leave that work and the Meditations for

his Entretiens sur la Metaphysiqite. There he appears as a writer
of dialogue. In that character he does not remind us much of

Plato. He presents us with no variety of persons, throws little

light on the thoughts and events of the time, is seldom humour-
ous or picturesque. But he evidently chose the form of dialogue

Vol II. 2 A
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Tlierframri<« for philosophical, not artistic vcasons. The dramatis pemonce
permnce. ^^ ^^^ merely represent two sides of an argument. They express

human feelings, actual struggles. Ariste is a typical Frenchman,

graceful and volatile, naturally averse from deep reflection, bnt

sated with the world and its amusements; ready to receive philo-

sophical instructions; quick in perceiving new trains of thought;

apt to relapse into his former condition; upon the whole a

promising convert, siieh as Theodore (the philosopher himself)

may well be proud of. Pliilot'vme, who joins them at one stage
of their intercourse, is not a figure of any great importance.
He helps to liring out .some of Theodore's deej) thoughts, and to

check Ariste's impetuosity. The latter, though French in his

habits and bearing, is a very fair specimen of the youth in any
land who has taken much account of the world which is without

him, and has scarcely suspected the existence of a world within

him. He is startled, frightened, delighted, as the tei-ra incoynita

opens by degrees upon him. He is affectionately grateftil to

Theodore, whom he recognizes as his guide into it. The philo-

sopher's great business is to disabuse him of that notion. There

is a Universal Reason, a Divine Master, who is with him, show-

ing him his way. Till he has learned to own this master, and
to distinguish his teachings fi'om those of any other doctor,

Theodore cannot trust him, and he must not trust himself

2.5. The friends huxe retired into their chamber. The noise

and the sights of the outward world were not favourable to their

l)urpose. Ariste asks whether he is to close the shutters, in

order to exclude all light. The answer is,
—"

No, my friend.

The darkness strikes upon our senses as well as the light. It

effaces, no doubt, the glare of colours; but it might produce
some slight terror in our imaginations. I should like the cur-

tains a little drawn. That will do. Now, let us proceed." But
The prepara- the next step is a somewhat serious one. "

Reject, Ariste, all
*"'°'

that has entered into yo\ir mind through the senses. Compel

your imagination to hold its tongue. Let there be perfect
silence within you. Forget even, if you can, that you have a

body, and think only of what I am going to say to you. Atten-

tion is the one thing which I require." The first effort of

attention is directed, as we might supjiose, to the thinking I.

What that is we do not assume; we only know that it is. But
we discover soon that it cannot be a modification of the body.
To attribute any exercises of thought to that is to follow the

imagination, which we have discarded. So far, perhaps, the

reader may go along with Theodore. But what will he say

to these woi-ds? " It is nnieh easier to demonstrate thir

reality of Ideas than to demonstrate the existence of (his

material world." . . . "To see the intelligible world, it

The true
Guide.

(JpeninK
uf the Dia-

logues.

Idciis: tJlcir

reaUty.
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13 enougli to consult the Reason, which contains those ideas, or

those intelligible, eternal, and necessary essences, which make
all minds reasonable, or united to the Reason. But in order to Difficulty of

see the material world, or rather to determine that this world
[f,e°m"ui'riS

exists—for this world is invisible of itself—it is necessary that world.

God should reveal it to us; because we cannot perceive those

arrangements which arise from His choice, in that Reason which
is necessaiy." Here is the great paradox whicli Malebranche
believed to be involved in the very idea of Metaphysics. Per-

haps it had never been put into so startling a form before
;
for

the moment was come when it was to receive a more formal and
direct contradiction than it had ever received before

;
when these

essential and eternal ideas were to be denied as they had never

been denied before; when the power which a man has of know-

ing the sensible woi'ld, and his incapacity of knowing the

spii-itual world except through that, was to be affirmed as it had
never been affirmed before. This principle of Malebranche was Malebranche

tlie one which Locke was to combat. Therefore, it is well that ^"^ Locke,

the reader should consider it carefully, and should wait for the

explanations which the author himself gives of it.

26. "
Suppose, Ariste, that God should destroy all the beings The inteiii-

whom he has created, except you and me—your body and mine. Ji^^vYnE the

Suppose, further, that God impresses upon our brain all the sensible,

same traces, or, rather, that he produces in our mind all the

same ideas as we find there now. Assume this, Ariste. In
what world should we be dwelling 1 Would it not be in a world

of intelligence? Now, observe, it is in this world that we are

and that we live, although the body we inhabit lives in another

and walks in another. Tliat is the world which we con-

template
—which we admire—which we feel. But the woi'ld

which we look at, or which we consider when we turn our heads

about on one side or another, consists of matter that is in-

visible in itself, and which has none of those beauties which
we admire and which we feel when we look at it. For
reflect. Notliing has no properties; therefore, if the world were

destroyed it would have no beauty. Yet, upon the su]iposition
that the world was destroj^ed, and that God nevertheless pro-
duced in our brain the same traces, or rather in our mind the

same ideas as are produced by the presence of the objects, we
should see the same beauties. Therefore the beauties which we Beauty be-

see are not material beauties, but intellectual beauties, rendered
|njfiii"t,'ie'^

sensible in consequence of the laws of the union of the soul and re=iun.

the body, seeing that the supposed annihilation of matter does

not carry with it the annihilation of the beauties which we see

when looking upon them." Ariste raises one or two objections, objeciions.

The following, and its answer, deserve all the attention we can
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give them :
—" I find it veiy hard to follnw you into thi.s country

of ideas, to which you attribute a veritjible reality. I do not

find that I can take hold of that which has not body." . .

" And I beg to know what become.sof your ideas when we do
not think of them any more. It strikes me that they return

into nothingness. And if that is so, your intelligible world

comes soon to an end. If when I shut my eyes I annihilate

the intelligible chamber which I see now, I would not give much
for the reality of that chamber. If it is sufficient for me to

open my eyes iii order to create an intelligible world, that world

is surely not as good as the one in which our bodies dwell."

Theodore replies,
—" That is true, Ariste. If you give being to

your ideas—if it only depends upon a wink of your eye to anni-

hilate them—the whole thing is as poor as you say it is. But if

they are eternal, unchangeable, necessary
—in one word, divine—I mean the intelligible reality of which they consist—assur-

edly they must be much more considerable than tliis ineffectual,

this in itself quite invisible, matter. What! Ariste, can you
believe that when you choose, for instance, to think about a

circle, you give the being to the substance of which your idea is

formed, and that when you choose to cease to think about it,

you annihilate it? Take care. If it is you who give the being
to your ideas, it must be by choosing to think about them.

Then I beg to know how you can will to think of a circle, if

you have not already some idea out of which to form and to

complete it? Can one will anj'thing vidthout knowing it? Can

you make something out of nothing?" Ariste answers,—" You
convince me, but you do not persuade me. This earth is real.

I feel it. When I strike it with my foot, it resists me. That
is solid. But that my ideas have any reality independent of

my thought
—that they ai-e when I do not think about them—

this I cannot undei-stand." " I grant that the earth resists your
foot," is the answer. " I deny that there is no resistance in

ideas. Find out two unequal diameters in a circle, or three

equal diameters in an ellipse. Find the square root of 8, or

the cube root of 9, or cause that it should be just not to do to

another that which we would have another do to us. Here are

cases of resistance to the mind as decisive as youi-s is of resist-

ance to the foot. If resistance proves reality, draw your own
inference. We must proceed a little further. Hear me, Ariste.

You have the idea of Space, of Extension—of a space without

bounds. This idea is necessary, eternal, iramutiible, common to

all minds—to men, to angels, to God himself This idea^—note

it well—cannot be efl'aced from your mind; nor can that of

Being, of the Infinite, of the Indefinite. It is always present U>

your mind
; you cannot separate yourself from it, or keep it
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wliolly out of view. . . . It is this vast idea -which forms in

us, not only the idea of the circle, and of all figures that are purely
of the intelligence, but also those sensible figures that -we see in

looking round upon the created world. Say to yourself, my
Tiiind cannot comprehend or measure this vast idea

;
the idea

transcends it infinitely. And if it transcends the mind, it can
be no modification of the mind."

27. Here we have the starting-point of Malebranche's philo- The finite

sophy—that to which he reciirs continually. The finite cannot "" ""

grasp the Infinite; but the finite thinker is obliged to confess the
Infinite—to confess the Infinite as the only gi-ound of all his

perceptions of the finite. And the finite thinker cannot be satis-

fied with those infinite ideas which are still only the archetypes
of those things which he contemplates in the world about him.
He demands a ground for his own thinking self " God must
be, then," said Descartes. Malebranche spoke more definitely

and piously.
" You know," says Theodore,

" that the Divine infinite

Word, as the Universal Reason, contains in his substance the
satisfy tol""'

primordial ideas of all beings created and possible. You know reason,

that all intelligences which are united to that Sovereign Reason
discover in it some of those ideas, such as it pleases God to

manifest to them. That comes to pass in consequence of those

general laws which He has established in order to render us

reasonable, and to form among us, and with Him, a kind of

fellowship." And Ariste answers,—" I am thoroughly per-
suaded, by my reflections on what you said to me yesterday, that
it is the Di\-ine Word alone who enlightens us by those ideas

which are in Him
;
for there are not two or moi-e Wisdoms, two

or more Universal Reasons. Truth is immutable, necessary. Tie immut-

eternal; the same in time and in eternity; the same amongst ^''nfvSsai

us and amongst strangers ;
the same in heaven and in hell. The Truth.

Eternal Word speaks to all nations the same language,
—to the

Chinese and the Tartars as to the French and the Spaniards;
and if they are not equally enlightened, it is that they are not

equally attentive; it is that they mingle the partial inspirations
of their self-love with the general responses of the inner voice.

Twice two make four among all peoples. All hear that voice Resistance

of truth which bids us not do to others what we would not J,","'! word,

they should do to us. And those who obey not this voice feel

inward reproaches which threaten them, and which punish
them for their disobedience, provided they turn inwards and
listen to reason."

28. The third dialogtie between Thgodore and Ariste de-

velops the di.stinction between ideas and sentiments, which is

necessary in order to "travel without fear in the worhl of

intelligences." We may give Ariste's own summary of the
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convictions to whicli he has been brought :

" We must not judge
of the objects of sense by the sentiments or sensations -which

affect lis. Our sentiments are confused : they are only modali-

ties of our own soul, which can iu nowise enlighten us. But
the ideas which Reason discovers to us are luminous; they bring
their own evidence with them." The fourth convei-satiou turns

especially upon the union of the mind and the body, and the

results which foUow from it. A few sentences will give a hint

of some of the solutions which Malebrauche offei-s to the difB-

culties of his pupil upon this subject.
" Tliere is no necessary

relation between the two substances whereof we are composed.
The modalities of our body cannot by their own force change
those of the mind. Nevertheless, the modalities of a certain

part of the brain (what part I will not determine) are uniformly
iu connection with the modalities or sentiments of our souls;
and that simply in consequence of the always efficient laws

which determine the union of these two substances, or, in more
direct language, in consequence of the unvaiying and always
effectual determinations of the Author of our being." .

" Ask not, Ariste, why God wills to unite minds to bodies. It

is an abiding fact
;
but one whereof the highest reasons have

been hitherto at least imknown to philosophy, and of which,

])erhaps, religion does not apprize us. Here, however, is one

which it is good that I should suggest to you. It would seem
that God has wished to give us, as to His Son, a victim that we

might offer up to Him. It is that He has ^^^lled to make us

deserve, by a species of sacrifice and annihilation of ourselves,

the possession of eternal blessings." At first such words may
strike the Protestant critic as proceeding rather from Male-

bi-anche of the Oratoire, than from Malebranche the Cartesian.

More reflection will lead us to abandon that opinion. The
eternal blessings which are to be attained by humbling the body
and oflering it up are precisely those which Theodore invites

Ariste to acknowledge as near him—the blessings of the spintual
world in which he is living, but which the senses and the

imagination have concealed from him. That there is a deeper
sense in his mind than there was in Descartes, that man is led

into this region, that God has opened the way into it, and is

removing the obstructions which prevented him from walking
in that wav—this may be readil}' admitted, and this conviction

Malebranche owed no doubt to his theology. Whatever there

is of mere will worship, of contempt of the body as such, and of

a sense of merit grotinded on that contempt, may be traced, not

to his theology properly so called, but to some of its earthly
and idolatrous accidents. Possibly there is as much of the

porch as of the cloister even in that, at least of that which the
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cloister has derived from the porch rather than from St. Paul.

But the passage is at all events highly instructive, and gives us

great insight into the mind of the writer.

29. If in what follows we trace .some of the tendencies which The Fau.

we have spoken of as characterizing the theology of the age,

Protestant as well as Catholic, we must admit that Malebranclie

has not fallen into the extravagances of which South was the

])ropagator. In their respective remarks as to the fall of the

lirst man, the difference between the orator and the thinker

is very conspicuous. Malebrauche refers to the sin of Adam,
the chauge in the relation of the body to the soul, the victory
of the servant over the master, the predominance of sense

and imagination over reason. But he does not indorse that

triumph by allowing his imagination to create an Adam, and to

endow him with attributes such as reason and Scriptv.re refuse

to him. Nor was it possible for Malebranche, with his deep superiority of

conviction of the dependence of all creatures upon God by JJ's*th""'°

His eternal order, to accept the doctrine to which South's

rhetoric has given currency, if he did not himself entertain it,

that the uufallen man had an independent excellence. The
French teacher woidd have said at once that the attempt to

assert such an independence was the very act and sign of a fall.

What Malebranche desired was to maintain the fact of derange-

ment, and to reconcile it with the permanence of the divine

constitution. Might he not have done so more effectually if he

had accepted more literally the fact of redemption as afifirraing

that true order of which the sin of man is the denial ? Are the

inconsistencies which disfigure the following beautiful passage
the consequence of the principle to which he resorts for the

resolution of his difficulties, or of a too timid proclamation of

that principle? "God is wise. He judges rightly of all things; Thetaitof

He estimates them in iiroportion as they are estimable
;
He loves redemption

• 1 111 T 1/^1 how far re-

them in propoi-tion as they are loveable. in a word, (jod cognized by

loves order invincibly ;
He follows it inviolably. . . . Now,

""^

minds are more estimable than bodies. Therefore, though He
may unite minds to bodies. He cannot subject them to bodies.

That a puncture in any limb should startle and make me Q^^er and

aware of its presence, is just and orderly ;
that it should occupy

disorder.

me in spite of myself
—that it should confuse all my ideas—that

it should hinder me from thinking of my true good,
—this is

disorder. That is unworthy of the goodness and the wisdom of

the Creator. My reason tells me so. Then there is a manifest

contradiction between the certainty of experience and the

evidence of reason. But behold the interpi-etation of it. It is

that the mind of man has lost its excellence and dignity before

God. It is that we are not such as God has made us. It is
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wTatli—altogetlier unworthy of thinking of God, of loving

Him, of adoring Him, of enjoying Him. He will no longer be

our good, or the cause of our felicity ;
and if He is still the cause

Love of God. of our being, it is that His clemency proposes a restorer for us,

by whom we shall have access to Him, society with Him, com-

munion of true blessing with Him, according to the eternal

decrees by which He has resolved to gather up all things in our

divine Head, the God Man, prede.stinated for all ages to be the

Founder, the Architect, the Vicegerent, and the Sovereign
Priest of the spiritual temple, where He will dwell eternally.

Thus reason scatters that terrible contradiction which has dis-

turbed you so much. It enables us to comprehend clearly the

most sublime truths. But that is because divine truth conducts

us to knowledge, and by its authority changes our doubts our

uncertainty and unbecoming suspicions into conviction and

certainty."
30. We must not be detained by the next dialogue on the use

and abuse of the senses in the pursuit of knowledge, though it

contains much which is well worthy of our attention. The

sixth dialogue touches the question respecting the relation of

science to faith, with wliich we have seen that Malebranche

was always more or less seriously engaged, and on which his

opinions were not always consistent. Here he says,
" I am

persuaded, Ariste, that one ought to be a good philosopher in

order to enter into a thorough understanding of the verities of

faith, and that the stronger one is in the true principles of

metaphysics, the firmer one will be in the truths of religion."

. . .

"
No, I will never believe that the true philosophy is

opposed to the faith, and that good philosophers can have senti-

No real con- ments different from true Christians. For, granted that Jesus

Christ, according to His divinity, speaks to the philosophers in

their owni secret selves, granted that He instructs Chri.stians by
the visible authority of the Church, it is impossible that He
shoidd contradict Himself, although it is very possible to imagine
conti-adictions in His answers, or to take our own decisions for

His answers. The truth speaks to us in divers manners ;
but

certainly it alw-ays speaks the same thing." In pursuing the

subject, Theodore makes use of an expression which startles

Ariste, and will perhaps startle our readers. He .speaks of our

assurance of the existence of bodies being derived from the

revelation which we have of them. " What !" exclaims the

disciple, "do not we see and feel bodies? Is not the prick of

a needle a sufficient assurance of its existence without a revela-

tion 1" "I consider," says Theodore,
" that the pain which the

prick of a needle causes us is a kind of revelation. The lan-

tradictions

between tlie

divine mes-

sages toman

Revelation of '

materia!

tilings.
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guage surprises you. I use it for that very reason. For you Theeontina^

continually forget that it is God himself who produces in your Divine wm.

mind all those different feelings which affect it through the

changes that happen to your body. Those changes take place

by reason of those general laws of the union of the two natures

which make up the man—laws which are nothing else than the

efficacious and continual exercises of the Creator's will. The

sharp point which pricks my hand does not produce the pain

by the wound which it makes in the body. Neither is it the

soul which produces in itself this disagreeable sensation, seeing

that it is the endurer of the pain. It is assuredly a superior

power. It is God Himself who, by the sensations with which

He affects us, reveals to us that which is doing without us—I

mean in our body and in those bodies which surround us."

.SI. We are told that our excellent countryman, Berkeley, Berkeley and

paid a visit to Malebranche in his later years; that Male- *''^*™"*^

branche received him, as he was wont to receive guests who
asked him troublesome questions, with impatience ;

and that

the interview was not nearly so edifying or satisfactory as the

younger philosopher had hoped it would be. Here we may
discover the cause of their misunder.standing. Ariste starts the

notion that after all we have no adequate assurance of the

existence of bodies. Has it not been shown that revelations

made to us through our senses are not trustwortliy like those

made to us through our reason 1 Theodore answers by distin-

guisliiug between supernatural and natural revelations. Both Supernatural

are in tliemselves real and worthy of dependence. But sin, by reveiSiOTt

disturbing the relation of soul to body, lias made the inferences

which we form re.spectiug the body treacherous. Our impres-

sions, so far as they rest iipon mere sensible evidence, must

always be suspected. The fact of the existence of bodies is not

one of these impressions. That we receive upon a higher Evidence of

witness. We only go wi'ong when we convert the appearances
which bodies present to us into principles for judging of them.

Here, it seems to us, the Freuchmaa rises very much above the

ordinary idealist. His scepticism is precisely that without

which science would be impossible
—without which the Ptole-

maist must be right. It does not extend beyond this limit.

The confidence of Malebranche in the revelation of eternal

truths to the inner man, strengthens, not destroys, his faith in

the reality of the objects which are presented to the outward

eye. This, at least, we take to be his meaning.
32. It is, however, but the smallest pait of his meaning. The Union of

next dialogue introduces us to the principle which, more than god.

any other, connects itself with the name of Malebranche. The
union of soul with body is a fact, not an ultimate fact. Taken
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by itself, it means nothing. There is another deeper union thaa
this. The man depends upon God. The man lives only, know*
himself only, in God. The steps to the elucidation of this prin-

ciple are as important as the result. Ariste had used these

words,—" When God creates a body, He must put it either in
i-est or in motion. But the moment the creation is over, the bodies

dispose themselves at hazard, or according to the law of the

strongest." Theodore at once demurs to the words,
"

the mo-
i< creation ment the creation is over." What moment is that? " God wills
everflnished?

^jj.^^, ^^]jg,.e should be such or such a world. His will is omnipotent ;.

the world is made. Suppose Him to will that the world should
not be; it is annihilated. For the world assuredly dejiends on the
exercise of the Creator's will. If the world subsists, it is because
God continues to will that the world should be. The preserva-
tion of the creatures is then, on the part of God, nothing but a
continuous creation. I say on the part of God, who acts; for,
on the part of the creatures, there is an ap[)areut difference,

seeing that they pass out of nothingness into being by creation,

Acknow- fofl that by conservation they continue to be. But essentially

th''cT^°t
°^ *'^'' creation never ceases, since in God conservation and creation

power to an- are one and the s;ime will, which is of necessity followed by the

dep«nden'ce.'
«ame effects." After disposing of the notion that we suflSciently
maintain the dependence of the creatures on the Creator, if we
suppose that he can annihilate them when he pleases ; after a
noble pas.sage, in which he declares that nothingness never can be
the ultimate object of a will, which is always loving that which
is to be loved, seeing that nothing cannot be lovable

;
after main-

taining, therefore, that the dependence of the creatures is their
The Ever- Safety, he says,

—" God wills unceasingly, invariably, without
lasting Will,

succession, without necessity, all that is to take place in the
series of ages. The act of His eternal decree, though simple and

unchangeable, is only neces.sary because it is. It cannot be
other than it is, but only because God wills it." Into these

depths our sage plunges with the courage, not of irreverence, but
of faith. This will is one in which he can rest calmly. He
rejoices that it is in continual operation, that he cannot at a

single moment break loose from it. He follows his conclusion
to its farthest consequence. Genei"al laws are the habitual

expression of the Divine will. Miracles only express some
General laws, more general law known to the Divine mind, though not to

us, or manifest the pereonal will which is always working.
Ariste draws out the moral results of the belief.

" Then Gfod

is Himself actually in the midst of us, not as a mere observer

of our good or evil actions, but as the principle of our society,
the bond of our friendship, the soul—if I may say so—of
the intercourse and fellowship that we have with each other.
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I cannot speak to you but by the efficacy of His power; I can- in Him we

not touch you but by the movement which He communicates to
J^^'o^^e^raci

me. ... In truth, it is not I that breathe. I breathe in have 'our

unite of myself. It is not I who speak to yon. I wish to speak
°"^'

to you. But suppose it depended on me to breathe—suppose I

knew exactly what I shall do in order to explain myself^sup-

pose I could form the words and force them beyond me,—how
could they reach ijoul how could they strike your ears'? how
could they affect your brain ? how could they touch your heart,

without tlie efficacy of that Divine power which unites together

all the portions of the universe? ... I understand this

to-day, and I will ne\-er forget all my life that things are united

directly and immediately only to God. It is in the light of His Seeing all

wisdom that He enables us to see the magnificence of His woi-ks, Him^*
'"

the pattern on which He forms them, the unchangeable art which

regulates their springs and their movements; and it is by the

efiectual operation of His will that He unites us to our body,
and by our body to all those which are about us." Theodore

adds,
—" And it is by the love which He has in Himself that

He inspires our zeal for what is good. . . . Assuming this, God an ob-

you perceive that it is of the last importance for us to endeavour knowledge,

to acquire some knowledge of the attributes of this Sovereign

Being upon whom we depend so entirely, seeing that He must

act upon us according to that which He is. His manner of acting
must bear the stamp of His attributes. Not only our duties must

bear a direct relation to His perfections, but our conduct must be

moulded on His, that we may adopt fitting plans for the accom-

plishment of our designs. . . . Faith and experience teach

us many truths, by the abridged method of authority and by tests

of feeling, that are very delightful and very suitable to us. But
all this does not give lis the knowledge of these truths. That

must be the fruit and the recompence of our toil and of the

application of our minds. Seeing that we are made to know
and love God, it is evident that there is no occujiation which

can be more desirable for us than the meditation of the Di%dne

perfections, which must awaken charity and regulate all the

duties of a reasonable creature." Ariste admits the justice of the Fear of dis-

couclusion
;
but he owns that he fears greatly to form any judg- q™^'"^™'^

ments upon the Divine perfections which are likely to be dis-

honoui-able to them. "Would it not be better to honour them
in silence and in wonder, and to occupy ourselves exclusively in

the search of truths less sublime and more proportioned to the

capacity of our mindsf "
How, Ariste," answers his friend,

" do you consider what you are saying? We are formed to

know and love God. Do you wish, then, that we should not

think of Him, not speak of Him—I must needs then add,—
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that we should not a<loi-e Him? We. must, you say, adore Him
liy silence and wonder. Surely : by a reverent silence which
the contemplation of His gi-andeur imposes on us; by a religiou.s

silence, to which the brightness of His niaje.sty reduces us, by
an inevitable silence, if I may so say, which comes from our

feebleness, and which has not for its root a criminal negligence,
a deranged curiosity to know, instead of Him, objects less worthy
of our devotion. What do you wonder at in the Divinity if

you know nothing of Him? How will you love His nature if

you do not contemplate it ? How shall we build up each other

in charity if we banisli from our discourses Him whom you have

acknowledged as the soul of all the intercourse that we have

together as the bond of our little society? Assuredly, Ariste,
the more you know the Sovereign Being, the more you will

admire His iutiuite perfections. Fear not, then, to think tofi

much of Him, or to speak of Him unworthily, if only faith guides

you. . . . You do not dishonour the Divine perfections by
judgments unworthy of them, provided j'ou do not judge of them

by yourself
—

provided you do not impute to the Ch-eator the

imperfections and the limitations of the creatui-e." This is the

text for the subsequent dialogues. To give a fair report of them
would be a difficult task. They range from the most tran-

scendent questions of theology to the minutest questions of

natural history. With the hints we have ali-eady given, our
readers will be able to find a way through them, and will be

abundantly rewarded for the attempt. In the course of these

dialogues, however, there occur several points which indicate the

connection and relation between the thoughts of Malebranche
and those of his most illustrious contempoi-di'ies. To one or two
of these we will advert.

33. The age of Malebranche was the age in which the casuis-

try of the Jesuits arrived at that complication and that influence

which caused the Letlres Provinciales to be welcomed for their

wit by the salons of Paris—as witnesses for truth, by all the

moralists of Europe. How closely the principle of that casuistry
was associated with a doctrine of probabilities

—with a notion
that moral truth is excluded from the realm of certainty—must
be clear to the readers of Pascal, were other evidence wanting.
On that ground Malebranclie might be considered a more effectual

protester against the casuists than Pascal himself For it

cannot be said that the latter, though born and bred a mathe-

matician, ever fairly brought his mathematics to bear on moral

questions. Upon these he had in his early yeai-s acquired much
of the Montaigne scepticism, nor was his intellect ever emanci-

pated from that scepticism, however little it may have penetrated
to his heart. On the other hand, Malcbninche, startin'' from
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the bolder and more manly scepticism of Descartes, liad arrived,

as we have seen, at the conviction that no principles are so

certain as moral principles. In his Eighth Dialogue he affirms, Malebranche

even more vigorously than ever before, that the moral nature of
a())^inst*ca3-

God is the foundation of all morality in man, and that the uistiy.

reason of man is warned, by its veiy inability to measure the

power, wisdom, and goodness of God, that that power, wisdom,
and goodness, are the only standard and the only source of his

own. He protests indignantly and passionately against the oemmcia-

attempts of the Hobbes school to base morality npon self-inter- Hobtes and

est, or iipon any earthly conditions whatever. He protests with "^'^ school,

still more horror against all notions that the world is an emana-
tion from God, and that any of its evils and corruptions can

have been derived from Him. These are moral principles which
nnist have embaiTassed the theory as well as the practice of the

ca.suists. So far as they could leaven the divinity and philoso-

phy of the age, so far would that divinity and jihilosophy refuse

their sanction to any schemes for evading the letter of the moral

law, or for playing with its letter to the destruction of its spirit.

34. But Pascal had a support in his conflict with the Jesuits pascal's Jan-

which he did not derive from the snbtlety of his intellect, from ^''"'^"'

his exquisite styld, nor from the purity of his life. That which

lay behind all his scepticism was the confession of a Divine

will, which could .say,
—" This is right"

—" This is wrong;" and
from which all impulses to right in human beings were drawn.

When Pascal came under the influence of the Port-Royal, he me Port-

surrendered himself to this will. He acknowledged it as sur-
^j°^y'

^'''

mounting all conclusions of his own mind or of any otiier mind.

It alone could conquer the will of man
;

it alone could tleterniine

what each man should think—what each man should be. The
doctrine of grace, taught with much hardness and formality by
Jansenius, worked out by him from the writings of Augustine,
and requiiiug for him nothing to make its logic less austere and

crushing, became something quite other than a doctrine when
it was expressed in the lives of actual men and women—in

the witness which they were bearing to the world. The Will
was that of an actual Being, who had chosen them to do a

work, and who enabled them to fulfil it. They were separated
from the rest of French society

—
they were to testify of it that

its deeds were evil
;
but they were also to testify by their good

works of the goodness of Him who had called them. And they Their prac

did testify of it by a symjiatliy with human wretchedness, which
ony.'''''"

was such an answer to the rigidness of some of their own state-

ments as none of their opponents could produce
—such a justifi-

cation of the real purpose of the Creator towards the world He
had made, as no mild anti-Augustinian could have wrought out
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by a thousand elaborate arguments and ingenious distinctions.

And wlicn this practical assertion of the all-governing will of

God had to encounter the acute reasonings, ehiborato court

plots, bitter persecutions of the Jesuits, the strange paradox
thtit these last were the defenders of human freedom, those tlie

asserters of rigid despotical decrees, could not fail to strike with
its full force a people so alive to contrasts and to ridicule as the

Parisians. The logical sternness of the Augu.stinian theory had
its attractions for the French intellect. If it was to yield at

all, this was the kind of authority to which it might yield.
Calvinism in the last century had been the one antagonist power
to the League. If it could assume a Catholic form—if men
could confess an actual government of God, without renouncing
the Papal Vicariat—might it not overtlirow many strongholds in

this day? The coui-t thought so; the Jesuits thouglit so. If

there was to be a rival power to either, must it not be this?

No doctrine of certainty, such as Malebrauche put forth—no

coufes.sion that we see all things in God, and that our idea of

Justice, Goodness, Truth, is gi-ounded on tlie idea of it in the

Divine mind—could compete with the dii-ect appeals which the

teachers of Port-Royal made at once to the deepest wants and
the most superficial tendencies of France, in the age of Louis

XIV.—to the deep wants which coidd only be satisfied by
Almighty will, coming forth to command, not to ask obedience
—to the superficial tendencies which were impatient of thought
and reflection, and craved simply to be told whtit was necessary
that a soul might pass out of utter vanity and heartlessness into

a fitness for heaven.

3.5. Pascal submitted to the discipline of Port-Royal, and
became its accomplished champion. Antoine Arnauld, in right
of his name, his character, his talent, his persecutions, was not the

chani}iion, but the representative of the society. Belonging to

a family in which the women possessed a masculine vigour that

would have enabled them to rule kingdoms, and would have
been perilous in a small sphere

—if it had not been tempered
with .so much grace and humility

—he might have been allowed

a certain amount of intellectual haughtiness, even if it had not

been cultivated by the admiration of disciples, the cordial respect
of men whose habits of life were altogether difl'erent from his

own, the bitter ojtposition of those who were his infei'iors in

every gift and in every moral quality. That he was not spoiled

l)y admiration may be ascribed to his abundant experience of

enmity and hatred
;

thtit he retained so much of fairness and

generosity, whilst engaged in the endless practice of controversy,
is clearer evidence of the spiritual influence under w-hieh he

lived. That one who combined an admirable skill in fence, with
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Teat earnestness in his convictions, and with the temptation of Not free from

a logician to identify his convictions with his theories, should a Jontrover-

have been uniformly equitable or candid towards all who irri- ^''^^

tated him either by disputing his conclusions, or by suggesting
conclusions which he disapproved

—that he shoiddhave indulged
in no impertinences towards men whom in his heart he knew to

be unworthy of them—could not be expected. Let him whose

conscience is free from blame cast the first stone at this eminent

teacher if they detect him in such offences ! Malebranche sent

to Antoiae Arnauld a treatise in MS., On Nature and Grace.

He had, it appears, been on friendly terms with the Port- ms relations

Royalist, though he had not courage to communicate a paper bronchi'""

which was likely to be displeasing, except through a third party.

He trembled, he says, both at Arnauld and Arnauld's reputa-
tion. Such language might at one period have sounded like

cruel irony. But the sins of the Jansenist had been for a while

effaced, even in the court and among ecclesiastics, by his vigor-
ous confutation of Protestants ;

his works were eagerly read ; to

his own circle his opinions were law. A recluse, therefore—
many of whose sentiments were startling, and open to the

assaults of the wits—might have an unaffected dread lest the

powerful logician *nd practised debater should take up arms

against him. Arnauld apparently took little notice of his
" friend's" theology, though he expressed a general dislike to it.

But perceiving in the treatise On Nature and Grace an allusion

to the Recherche de la Verite, he pretended to tliink that the

arguments in the one book rested on those of the other. He
applied all his faculties to the study of t]iat book, and produced The sharp

a treatise on True and False Ideas,
" wherein he believes that he

gJ^fn^S"'

has demonstrated that which the author of the book on the Search divines.

Jcyr Truth has said of ideas is built upon false prejudices, and
that nothing is more uttei-ly groundless than his doctrine, that

we see everything in God."

36. A writer who put siich an announcement as this in his Their b.utie.

title page, and who proceeds (through twenty-eight chapters) to

treat all his friend's arguments and conclusions as chimerical

and ridiculous, could hardly be astonished if a philosojiher, noto-

riously sensitive and as averse fi-om controversies as Arnauld
was fond of them, exhibited some pain and anger. Male-
branche thought he had a plea for such feelings, not only in the

an.swer itself, but in the craft—such it appeared to him—with
which the Port-Eoyalist had i-evenged upon his doctrine of

ideas the di.slike which he felt, but whicli it was less convenient
to express, for his doctrine of grace. The last would have
struck the Parisian circles as more moderate, perhaps more

orthodox, than Arnauld's. The belief that we see everything
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m God might easily be made to look e.xtravagant and preposter-
ous; the irreligious and the religious might enjoy the exposure
of it together. Under such circumstances, the philosophical

priest, according to the morality usually recognized in such cases—which is not that of the Sermon on the Mount—feels himself

quite justified in making reprisals. He insists upon discussing
the mystery of the Divine decrees before he will enter upon the

defence of his ideas. Once occupied with that subject, he can

meet the im[)utatioii of folly with tlie imputation of heterodoxy;
be can bring Arnauld—so he thinks—under the anathema of

the Council of Trent. Need we tell the reader that Arnauld, in

his rejoinder, ex[)resses his astonishment that a treatise so mild

and friendly as his should have provoked a retort of this kind
— that he formally pronounces a dissolution of his old friend-

ship with Malebranche—that he accuses him of the "worst

possible faith," and of all the other crimes worthy of the pillory
or the galleys, which good men in all ages have attributed and
do attribute to each other.

37. On this, as on a multitude of occasions, our first impidse
is to long that some heavenly power—

had restrained these combatants from drawing swords, which

must wound many hearts besides their own. But a wisdom

higher than the goddess who interfered to stop the arm of the

Greek chief may have judged it best that excellent Christian

priests should be permitted to make these humiliating exposures
of their own weakness. The lessons which the two writers

drew from them in their hours of reflection and repentance may
have been necessary for their own use. Nor could the historian

of human thought have well spared them. Aruauld's treatise

is an important contribution to the controversy on ideas—a

controver.sy which had never been more serious in the schools,

and had never touched human life at more points, than in the

seventeenth century. Arnauld was a Cartesian. His protests,

therefore, against an opinion which Malebranche regarded as

necessarily involved in the principle of Descartes has a value of

its own, apart from that which it owes to the logical power
and argumentative dexterity of the author. This power and

dexterity are fully displayed in it. There is no vulnerable

point in the head or heel of the Eeckerc/te de la Veriti which

the Port-Royalist does not detect, and which he does not treat

with merciless severity. It must have been anguish to Male-

branche to be told that the ideas to which he fled from the

phantoms of the imagination were phantoms of the imagination

themselves; that he who supposed he had broken loose from
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popular as well as scholastical prejudices was the slave of both.
He would have winced less under the charge if he could have

wholly repelled it, or if he had not felt that it touched convic-
tions which he could not abandon without abandoning what
was most precious and vital to him. At times he is evidently
staggered by Amauld's ridicule of the "

etres representati/s."
He is not sui-e that they are quite so solid as he had taken them
to be. But if he parted with them, must he not part with his what was

faith in the Divine Word as the gi-ound of all that was deepest
'"™'^-«''">if-

in him—of all that he actually knew-—of all that was not the
effect of fantasy and delusion. Did Arnauld know what he was a blow to

doing ifhe took this belief from the philosopher? He warns Male- ^veif as

branche—with a little more of the air of a Pharisee than quite phuosophy.

became so wise a man, who had been exposed to like accusations—that he was deriving his theology from the reveries of his brains,
rather than from the teaching of the fathers and the Church.
Did he con.sider how much this belief helped to preserve the

disciple of Descartes from being a mere meditatif
—to connect his

personal thoughts with the teaching of other ages
—to make

him prize the truths which the humblest Christian could know
as well as the profoundest disciple of Descartes?

38. The controvcfrsy, therefore, between Arnauld and Male- The reiatioti

bi-anche is not merely of worth for the light which it throws
E'odi'vi°uy''^

on the question respecting ideas. The whole position of the indicated

theologian in reference to the philosopher is involved in it. bate.^

Arnauld had a great respect for philosophy
—ivas a philosopher

of the newest and most advanced school. That school was so

much occupied with demonstrations of God—of men's immor-

tality^that it might seem hard to make it keep its proper
distance. But the distance was clearly defined by Arnauld's
belief and by Amauld's logic. To assert the irresistible efficacious

gi-ace of the Divine will was the business of the theologian.
With this region the philosopher could not intenneddle. The
distinction was clear. It had a strong foundation in reason.

Descartes would, perhaps, have accepted the arrangement as

satisfactory. Malebrauche could not. To what, he asked, does
the will point? Is it not a will to goodness? Are not the
effects which it produces on those upon whom it operates good?
And how am 1 to know what goodness is? How are Jiien to

know ? The elect know, you say, by a Divine teaching. Be it The impossu

so. But does not that Divine teaching set forth a standard to cogSz?iga'
which man is to be conformed—a standard from which all e\-il

mereeiection

1/3 - n TTri T 1^ 1 1 ' 11 ofindividuais
IS a deflection! Where am i to find this standard? How is it as a ground

related to God ? How is it related to us ? Malebranche could not
"^ '^°^^'-

place the standard in man. He could not separate the standard
from him. The Divine Word was to him the reconciliation of

Vol II. 2 b
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this enigma. There he found the meeting-point ofthe will which

commands, and of the creature who is meant to know the will,

and to obey it. There he found the meeting-point of philosojihy
The solution, and theology. Arnauld had never felt the need of this recon-

ciliation—could see no meaning in it. The doctrine of a Divine
Word was part of his confession rather than of his conviction.

That for which he lived, and for which he would have died, was
sufficient for him

;
it was his work to defend that. Good was

it for France and for mankind that men like him should have
been found, who could see radical truths with such exclusive-

ness. Good was it that they should show to after generations
what questions they could not satisfy

—what work they could

not accomplish ;
how much of earthly weakness and vehemence

they displayed when they tried to hinder other men from tilling

their places in the world—from doing the work to which they
were appointed.

Feneionand 39. The Treatise Ore Nature and Grace was an unfortunate

unUed' Stumbling book in the path of our pliilosopher. It awakened
acainst other Opponents better known to us than was Antoine Arnauld.

e ranc e.
j^.^ histoxy, indeed, is curious. Fenelon wrote against it, and
Fenelon's objections were i-evised, strengthened, perhaps inspired,

by Bossuet. These illustrious men had not yet become oppon-
ents. The fatal apple of disinterested love had not yet been

thrown by Madame Guion between them. They were alike

sharers in royal favour, both emjiloyed in the education of royal
Fenelon not children. How they dealt with this particular theological

interesung Controversy it is not necessary for our present purpose to

'v*,''^ t,- , inquire. If it behoved us to notice each modification of
philosophical ^ . • '-ikT i/-i 1*1 1

inquirer. the doctrine respecting .Nature and Grace which each accom-

plished thinker has adopted and defended, the moral and

metaphysical student would have a hopeless task before him.

Arnauld's position is a definite one, and has an historical impor-
tance. Fenelon has a worth of his own. The subject which set

him at war with M. de Meaux may require some attention here-

after. But on this topic we are not to expect any special
illumination from him.

Bossnefs 40. It may be well, however, before we pass to matters of

IheKiwJ^" niore serious interest, to consider for a moment in what relation

ledge 0/ God the great Preacher of Fi-ance, in the seventeenth century, stood to
'

that Philosojjhy which had most of a Christian character. Bossuet

was the author of a Treatise Be La Connaissance de Dieu et de

Soimeme. It was written in the way of business, for the use of

the Dauphin. It has thex-efore the kind of value which must

always attach to a Manual composed by a very able man, who
has studied much, who thinks clearly, and who knows how to

restrain his eloquence of expression when eloquence is not
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required. It has none of the value which belongs to a book of

philoiopliy as such; that is to say, it is not a search after a

Principle; it is simply a statement and recapitulation of judg-
ments already formed. But it has had the fortune, in recent

times, to win for itself a reputation with a class of men who in

ordinary circumstances would have been likely to set little store

by a book composed with such an aim, and under such condi-

tions. M. Jules Simon, its latest editor, welcomes it as the Admiiation

work of a man who was as thoroughly rationalistic in his treat- n'ojern""^

meut of philosophical questions as he was an asserter of f^'™*

authority in theological questions. He demolishes (such is the

boast of his countiynian) the absurd pretensions of the Protes-

tants to the exercise of any independent thought on the contro-

versies which ai-e suggested by Revelation
;
he vindicates the

most independent thought on all controversies which lie out of

that sphere. Part with an infallible judge of controvei-sies, and

you have nothing but varieties and contradictions in the divine

region. But the exposer of these varieties and contradictions Bossuettiie

can consider the knowledge of ourselves, and even of God, from ftSlonaiism

the human point of view, without appealing to Pope, Council, ""i"'^.,

or to the Bible; even without introducing the name of Jesus

Christ. In this separation of objects and methods lies the

.safety, in the judgment of the modern editor, both of religion
and philosophy. Bossuet has shown his genius as a man, his

wisdom as a Frenchman, in establishing the boundary so strictly
that none upon either side needs to transgress it.

41. The bearing of this remark upon later times we will not Bossuet's

now consider. Nor do we refer to it in connection with Bossuet's [fie author

time, so far as it concerns his disputes with Protestants of one '!' 'j'.f ,. „

country or another. We speak of it only because it illustrates citretiennes.

the startling
" variation

"
between the ideas of two ecclesiastics

of the same age and country, equally devoted to the holy see

(if we do not wrong Malebranche by assuming him to be as

much of a Galilean as Bossuet was)
—

equally disinclined to set

up their own judgment against the decisions of the Church.
There was no Eationaliism in the philosophy of Malebranche,
if Rationalism means the opinion that a revelation of God is

not needed for philosophy. There was much Rationalism in

the divinity of Malebranche, if Rationalism means that Divine
truths are apprehended by the reason, that they can only be jiaiebranciie

apprehended by the reason. That conviction did not in the
aVationailS^

least interfere with his belief, that the truths are given to and an

the 'eason, that nothing has its origin in the finite creature. RSnlnsTo.
If Bossuet had regarded authority in this sense he would have
been in strict accordance with Malebranche, practically as well

as verbally. There was a wide divergence in their conclusions
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—a moral even more than an intellectual divergence
—becatise-

the authority which Bossuet iu his heart respected was an

authority which defines and imposes opinions; because the

authority which Malebi-anche in his heart respected was au

authority which uut'okls principles to an organ that is created to

receive them. No opposition between the most vehement
Protestant and the Gallican chief could be more direct and real

than this. All the difleivnce between a mere word of command,,
such as i.ssues from the lips of an Emperor or a Pope, and a word
which giveth light, such as issues from a living God, is contained

in it. How great that is we may learn from the Prayer which
introduces Malebrauche's Meditaiioim Chretiennes, and with

which we shall wind up our notice of him.

42. " Oh Eternal Wisdom ! I am not a light to myself; and
the bodies which surround me cannot illuminate me: the

superior intelligences themselves, seeing that they contain not

in themselves the reiison which makes them wise, cannot com-

municate that reason to my mind. Thou alone art the light of

angels and of men
;
Thou alone art the universal Reason to all

minds. Thou art tlie very Wisdom of the Father—Wisdom
eternal, unchangeable, necessary, who makest wise the creatures,

and even, though in a manner altogether diflerent, the

Creator. Oh Thou my true and only Master, show thyself to

nie ! Cause me to see light in Thy light. I appeal only to

Thee. I would consult none but Thee. Speak, Thou Eternal

Word, the Word of the Father, that has been always uttered,

that utters itself now, that will utter itself for ever. Oh speak,
and so loudly that I may hear Thee through all the confused

noises which my senses and my passions are continually making
in my soul. But oh Jesus ! I beseech Thee to speak in me only
for Thy glory, and to make me know only Thy gi-eatness, for in

Thee are hidden all the treasures of the wisdom and knowledge
of God. He who knoweth Thee knoweth the Father, and he

who knoweth thee and the Father is perfectly blessed. Cause

me, then, to know, oh Jesus, what Thou art, and how all things
subsist in Thee. Penetrate my mind with the brightness of

Thy glory; consume my heart with the tire of Thy love. Gtunt
me in this work, which I compose only for Thy glory, expres-
sions clear and true, full of life and soul—expressions worthy
of Thee, and such as shall increase in me and in those who share

my meditations, the knowledge of Thy greatness, the sense

of Thy mercies."

43. The transition from this prayer to the life of a man whom
Malebi-anche Ciilled, and whom thousands have called,

" an

impious atheist," may seem violent. And yet we cannot think

of any point of transition which is so good, or of any prepara-
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tion which can be fitter for enabling the reiulci- to think with

wisdom, and with tlie charity that is inseparable from the divine

Wisdom, of Benedict Spinoza. To heap epithets on him is the

easiest of all tasks. No troiible of invention is needed; they
lie ready to our hand in most of the answeis which have been

written to him. It would be not more difficult to quote extrava- charges and

gant panegyrics ujion him from the writings of eminent men of
}J^"y ^^"'^''

•our own and former days ;
but these would as little help to the

^fj

right understanding of him as the reproaches. His evil and
his good must be learnt from himself—must be exhibited, as

far as may be, in his own words
;
then we may hope to know

the secret of the influence which he has exerted and does exert;
then we may learn what other influences may most effectually

modify or counteract it. But in his case, as in all othei-s—in

no case more than his—some knowledge of the life of the man
is essential to a knowledge of the meaning of the writer.

44. Benedict Spinoza was born at Amsterdam in the year Benedwu dt

1632. He belonged, therefore, apparently, to the country opcra^yLor

which was native to Grotius, which was adopted by Descartes. '"P":'""'-TkiiiTi 11 1 omnia, Jemf^

Keally he did not belong to that country or to any country. ]802, and

His parents were ^Portuguese Jews
;
his father was settled as a ^ Vi^!m\.

merchant in Holland. How many intelligent youths of his race "•• p- ^43.

must have felt the effects of such a position ! Linked to men of His Jewish

many lands and various faiths by outward ties; bound to one ""S'"-

only, and that a nation without a home, by spiritual affinity!
No one possessed from his childhood moi-e richly than Spinoza
the qualities which would make him alive to this contradiction.

His earliest studies were in the Bible and the Talmud. He
tormented the Rabbins with questions. One of these, Mortrera, Under the

did not refuse answers. He was pleased with the boy's viva,-
'*"'"""*

city, and did not find any cause to complain of his docility or

his application. To Mortrei-a he owed his Hebrew culture.

Van den Ende, a popular teacher in Amsterdam, whose school

was much frequented by the sons of the richer mei'chants there,
was his Latin teacher. Van den Ende is said to have been a Learning

political plotter, and to have imbued his pupils with atheistical
"''"'

opinions. There is no evidence that Spinoza was affected by
his scoffs. The eyes of his daughter, who sang and played to the in love.

))upils, and helped them in their Latin lessons, affected him
far more seriously. Whether the clear complexion, dark

brows, and penetrating looks of the young philosopher had

any power over her heart, we do not know. She gave her
hand to a rival at the school. This little romance stands by
itself in Spinoza's life. The shadow may have extended over

the whole of it.

45. Philology, oriental and classical, had not been without Pursuing"•' ' '

physics.
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their influence on S])inoza. But soon, as might be expected in
that time, physical studies took possession of liim. Descartes

inspired him wdth his interest for them. Descartes pointed out
to him their connection witli moral and divine inquiries.
Descartes suggested that the forms and demonstrations of

geometry were not inapplicable to either. These lessons would
have been imperfect if they had not been joined with two
others which he owed to his Jewish kinsmen. One was the
fiuit of their valuable maxim, that every youth, if the bias of
his mind be ever so much t«waj-ds letters, should pursue some

Working at mechanical calling. He became a maker of spectacles and of

optical instruments. So his physical ]>ursuits were illustrated

by actual experiments. The other benefit which he owed to
the Jews was expulsion from their body. He had long been

suspected. The Rabbins remembered his nule curiosity. But
Mortrera was convinced that his pupil could not be uufiiithful

to the law. Spinoza said nothing which could lay him ojjcu
to any accusation. Two youths, we are told, who pretendetl
to have difficulties of their own, drew from him some opinions

respecting angels which were in direct opposition to rabbinical,
if not to scriptural teaching. The synagogue was informed of his

heresy. He was too manly to deny it. Mortrera, once con-

vinced, became the bitterest of his denouncers. The Sclmm-
inatha—the bell, book, and candle of modem Judaism—went

Eicommuni forth against him. The sentence was ten-ible; the pei-secution""° '

of an embittered sect, which followed it, was dangerous.

Spinoza left Amsterdam, not without having incurred some risk

of his life. But the Jews were aware that they were losing one
who might be powerful as an adversary, as well as a champion.

Offered Bribes were held out to him, as well as threats. The latter

fixed him as much as the former in his alienation from the syua-

gog\ie, though they did not drive him to any other communion.
He conversed with Christians, read the New Testament, and
felt an admii-ation for the character of Christ, which sometimes,

expressed itself in language that might surprise us; accepted
certain passages of St. Paul as embodying his dce])est convic-

Tcnorofhis tions. After he went to the Hague he not unfrequently
"•^ attended the Calvini.stic woi-shij) ;

but he was never bajjtized,

or aflected the profession of Christianity. He became simjily

a philosojjher; led a frugal, severe life; showed great in-

difference to money and to outward indulgences ;
held much

intercourse, by letter and personally, with scholai-s and men of

science—occasionally with statesmen
;
obtained the respect of all

who knew him. De Witt for a short time gave him a small

pension. He had the horror of seeing the pensionary murdered.

This event could not have increased his interest in political
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affairs, which had never been strong. Nevertheless, an ineffec-
^J^""""''"

tual jouniey to Utrecht to meet the Prince de Conde, who had

requested an interview with him, awakened suspicion in the

people at the Hague that he was a French spy. His hostess being

frightened, he told her that he would go out and incur the

fate of his old benefactor, if the house was in any danger.

He was afterwards urged by the Elector Palatine to take the

chair of philosophy at Heidelberg. He was told that he should

be allowed to teach with entire freedom. He did not know what

meaning would be given to the word freedom at Heidelberg ;

therefore he declined. These facts, so honourable to the charac-

ter of Spinoza, with a testimony to the sobriety, quietness, and Testimony of

disinterestedness of bis general conduct, and to the kindliness and Cuienis.

courtesy of his manners, we receive on the authority of Colerus,

a Dutch clergyman, who regarded the doctrines wliich are set

forth in his writings with unqualified abhorrence. Have we

really prepared the way for our examination of those doctrines

by introducing such statements, however well attested? Will

they not increase our difficulty, if we are obliged
—as we shall

be "obliged
—to utter protests against some of the doctrines,

especially those which bear directly on ethics, not less strong
than those of Colel-usl Shall we not be compelled to explain
how they could have upheld a mind ai)parently so moral

and balanced? Certainly we dare not evade this inquiry.

Tr\ith. we are confident, will not shrink from it or suffer

for it.

4(J. The first of Spinoza's works, in order of time, is entitled Renati

Tfte Principles oj the Cartesian Philosophy Demonstrated Geonie- pri„cipio.

trically, with the Addition of certain Thoughts on Metaphysics. p;;j™J,'°f'
We have heard with what i-apture the pupil of the Sorbonne, i et .', uori:

the Catholic priest, learnt the primary maxims of Descartes, demonstrates

Now, conceive a young Jew, educated as Benedict Spinoza
was educated, falling in with those same maxims. He has

been taught from his childhood to say,
—" The Lord thy God,

O Israel, is one God!" The words have printed themselves

in his memory. They have been illustrated by all the lessons Tiie words ui

he has read out of his Siicred books. God is in tliem the begin-
S'^"p'"'^<^-

ning and end—the ground from which all things start—the

object to which all things are pointing. Spinoza has become
I'estless and impatient under the multitude of interpretations
which he has heard of these books. The contradictions and the

trivialities of the Eabbins will have struck him equally. The The Rabbina.

sneere of his Latin master were probably directed more against
the vital principles than the dead comments. They may have

arovised him to a sense of the contrast between them. Amidst

floating masses of Talmudical ice there is something to which he
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would fain moor his vessel, if he could. Then he hears how
Descartes hasy^roi'w/the existence of God. That which had come
to him through a long tradition actually belongs to his own
time; that which had been repeated to him as if it came on the

authority of dull, drearj' men, whom he cannot reverence, will

bear the test of demonstration. Yes ! it is even so. This is no
series of probable arguments to attest a foregone conclusion.

Beginning from scej)ticisni, we have arrived at certainty. God
MUST be. Nothing in mathematics is so sure. This assurance
is the ground of all mathematical assurance. Mathematical

forms, not Talmudical gossip, are fittest to express it.

47. So would the young Jew reason, half hoping that his

new discoveries would contirm rather than shake the faith of

his forefathers, half doubting whether his " sacred books," and
all others, might not be mere embodiments of an idea which
we should possess as well without them. But then comes the

excommunication. He has nothing to do with this faith of

his forefatheis; the blessings of the children of Abraham,
whatever they may be, are not his. Without a father's house
or a fatherland, he must seek a home in the ideal region.
He must cling to these firm, unbending demonstrations.

What can be brought within their terms and conditions he
will hold fast; the rest must be treated as prejudice and
fiction. Judaism has asserted mightily that God is, and that

He is One. To this doctrine Spinoza will adhere—will cast

away whatever his books speak of ada])tation to human con-

ditions and circumstances— that he may adhere to it. But
how is this Jewish doctrine of unity

—that is to say, of the

separation of God from all his creatures—compatible with this

belief of him as being at the root of our mind, implied in all

our thoughts, words, and acts ? Must there not be some unity
which is not exclusive, not negative ? Christianity seems to

speak of such a unity. He is attracted towards many of its

statements. But the New Testament seems to be based on

that idea of a union of Godhead with the limitations of man-
hood which has caused him to be sus])icious of the Old. He
can retain his Judaism so far as it excludes the idea of a

Trinity or an Incarnation. But can he retain it in the pre-
sence of all this mighty world which physical studies are

opening to him ? Can he separate that world from God 1 He
will do his best. He will not yield, if he can help it, to any
confusion between the Ab.solute Being and the Creatures.

Whether he c^in help it is another question.
48. We have advanced a little further, possibly, than the

principles of the Cartesian philosophy, geometi-ically demon-

strated, would lead us, though all we have said is really there, and
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will be fouud to be evohing itself out of the different defini-

tions, axioms, and propositions whereof it consists. Our object
in bringing forth the leading cliaracteristics of Spinoza in injustice of

connection with this book is twofold. First, we wish the "'^<*'^se.

reader to observe that the charge of Atheism, which Male-

branche, and others of his day, brought against him, is explained

by the very facts which refute it. The foundation of his

niind was laid in the confession of God. This confession,
which he brought with him from the Scriptures, became the

ground of all his philosophy after he had learnt in the school of

Descartes. But Malebranche, looking at the result of the Excuse for it.

process, might have reason to say,
—"The God whom you present

to us in your philosophy is altogether a different God—different

in character, purpose, essence—liom the Being who is set before

as in the Jewish Scriptures. You are imposing upon us a name,
while 3'ou have taken away that which the name represents."
He might say this, and he would be likely to say it all the more

indignantly because he would discern in Spinoza certain devia-

tions from the old Judaism, and certain approximations to

Christian ideas, which might make him dread lest they should

be confounded: and also because he was jealous for the honour
of Descartes, to whom he owed so many of his deepest convic-

tions. Men more scrupulous in their use of vitupei-ative epi-
thets than the French divines of the seventeenth century, might,
with these excuses and with these provocations, apply the term
"Atheist" to Spinoza. It would convey their meaning. But The histor-

u historian, who does not look at doctrines and systems in the iuat'^JJi''3L

lump, who traces the gradual accretions in the mind of

each particular thinker, may not yield to this temptation. He
is bound to show that Spinoza was not guilty of using sacred

words in a double sense. He did start from the Hebrew belief

in God as the author and ground of all things. When he
said that the belief whicli is implied in the Cuyito ergo sum
involves a belief in a Being who is absolutely free from all our

im])erfections, he took those words as Descartes and ilalebranche
took them. The divergence begins afterwards. How wide it

was we wish all to feel. How a Christian may be saved from
the conclusions into which Spinoza was inevitably led, we wish
him to understand. But we shall miss that knowledge, and the

strength as well as the humiliation that might accompany it,

if we adopt the language of Malebi-anche, or try to justify it

by what may be a justification for him. Whether the word
Fanlheism may be substituted in an indictment against Spinoza Pantheism.

for that of Atlieism we shall consider hereafter.

49. Next we wish to say a word respecting the method of spmozas

the book. M. Saisset, whose introduction to his translation of '^''="°"*"^
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Spiuozii should be read by all studonts, though they should
beware of following its statements iiiiresei-vedly, says,

—" We
must not allow ourselves to be deceived by his geometrical forms.

Sjiinoza maybe said, no doubt, to demonstrate his doctrine; but
he demonstrates it under the condition of certain data which,
in fact, assume it and contain it." The caution is very inipoi"tant.
It is given with an express intimation that Spinoza was not in

any sense a Sophist ;
thr.t he was thoroughly, profoundly sincere

in his convictions; and that he had not the least intention of

imposing upon his readers. The two statements, which are

]iertectly comjiatible, might have been reconciled to otir entire

satisfaction if M. Saisset had appended two observations

to them. One is, that Spinoza, having learnt in the school of

Descartes that mathematical forms derive all their probative
force from certain premises in our mind, could not suspect
himself of making an unfair use of them, or of reasoning in a

circle, because he was, as M. Saisset expresses it,
"
developing,"

rather than demonstrating his doctrine. Tlie other is, that

mathematical forms were the only forms in which he could

expound that idea of the divine Being, which was in his mind
the substitute for the prejudices as well of the SjTiagogue as of

the Church. Let the Being of God be a datum of man's mind,
as Descartes said it was, the question ivhxit He is still requires an

answer. The answer, according to Jews and Christians, is given
by God Himself He reveals Himself as the king over a special
nation. By His government of it, by the contrast of His acts

with the acts oftho.se whom He rules, by educating their minds
into conformity with His, He shows what He is, and what He
would have them be; He distinguishes Himself from all false

gods which men have made for themselves out of the objects of

Nature, or out of their own conceptions. Christians add that

the revelation did not fulfil its promise
—that the false images

of God could not be entirely confounded—until the true

image had been fully shown forth in His Son taking human
tiesh and dwelling among men—till His Spirit had come forth

to draw men of all kindreds and tribes into one family,
—

and to purify them from the tempers and inclinations which

divide them from God and from each other. This idea of

revelation being discarded as unworthy of the perfections of

God, the only alternative for a man thoroughly believing in

the witness which the heart and reason of man bear to the

existence of God, is to deduce His perfections from that primary
witness. The more formal the deductions are—the less they
blend themselves with any facts and experiences of life—the

more they will serve this purpose. That will be the test that

they are purified from the feelings and opinions which other mep^
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have confounded witli their acknowledgments of God. The
two methods are thus brought into direct collision and com-

parison. The latter has all the advantage of being presented
to us by an accurate and logical thinker, who will expose to

the utmost any defects which he discovers in that which he

rejects
—whose truthfulness will not allow him to evade or

conceal the full meaning and consequences of his own.

50. For the reason which M. Saisset has given, it behoves the Spinoza's
Detinitions.

reader of this Treatise to watch carefully Spinoza's definitions

of Thought, Idea, tJie objective reality of an Idea, and his dis-

tinction between ideas in themselves, in their highest sense

(eminenter), and our perception of them (formaliter). But the

word which he should most pause over is Substance. " That substance.

whereof we have an immediate pei'ception as of a subject; or

that through which some perception is awakened in us, as of the

property, quality, attribute, the real idea of which is in us
;

is

called Substance." " The Substance in which thought dwells im- Miud.

mediately is Mind." " The Substance which is the immediate Body,

ground or subject of extension, and of the accidents which pre-

suppose extension, as figure, position, movement, is called Body."
" The Substance which we understand to be in itself supremely god.

perfect, in which wejierceive nothing involving any defect, or

diminution of perfection, is called God." " When we speak of what pre

anything as contained in the nature or conception of something fngan™

else, it is the same as if we were to say that it is true of that

thing, or may be predicated of that thing."
" Two substances substances.

are said to be really distinguished when it is possible for either
J-ng^iaJig^

of them to exist without the other." The propositions which

follow these definitions are these :
—1. "We cannot be absolutely

certain of anything as long as we are ignorant of our own
existence." 2. "7 am must be known by itself

"
3. "That I The Co^-w

have a body is not a primary truth, or one which can be known
" ^

by itself." 4.
" / am can only be known so far as I think."

To this point we are on plain Cartesian ground. Spinoza's
Treatise answers sternly to its profession. Nor does the next

proposition take us beyond that ground. 5.
" The existence cf

God is known from the mere consideration of His nature." In tiie exist-

a scholium upon it, Spinoza leaves his hard geometry, and ""'='=''^'^°''

becomes eloquent.
" From tliis proposition many grand conse-

quences follow. Yes; upon this one fact, that existence belongs
to the nature of God,—in other words, that the conception of

God involves the necessary existence of God, just as it is The idea of

God the
ofinvolved in the conception of a triangle that its angles are equal Ji^rouJid

to two right angles,—and that His existence, as His essence, is J'™'*'!

Eternal Truth;—on this, I say, depends almost all the knowledge
of His attributes vv-herebv we are drawn to the love of Him,
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which is the supreme blessedness. Wherefore it is to be mightily
desired that tlie human race should iit length join us in embracing
this great truth. I own that there are some cun-ent prejiidices
wliich greatly impede the clear under.standing of it. But if any
one with a good heart, impelled by the simple love of truth

and of his own highest advantage, will examine the subject,

seriouslj' weighing in his mind what I have .said in my medita-
tions in answer to objections, and especially what I have written

respecting divinity in the first chapter of my Appendix, he will

not doubt any longer whether he has or has not an idea of God
which is the very foundation of human hajipiuess ;

for he will

perceive that the idea of God is far ditt'erent from the ideas of

other things; he will be satisfied that God, in respect to His
essence and existence, differs generically from all thiugs else."

51. Spinoza .speaks, it will be seen, not merely of acknowledging
God, but of actually lo\-iug Him. It is not an expression which
occurs once or twice, but continually in his works. It could not
have been adopted for any rhetorical jjurpose, or to procure any
credit for his system or himself. And, coming forth, in the midst
of hard mathematics, from a man who never willingly forsook

them—who avoided sentiment habitually
—it is very startling,

and, we think, very affecting. Nor does he isolate himself from
his kind. He thinks they all ought to share in this love, and

would, if certain hindrances were taken out of their way. When
our readers know what these hindrances are, they may think,
as we do, that, were Spinoza's doctrine to prevail, the influences

by which God most draws men either to the love of Himself,
or to trust in His truth, would be lost, and that the earth

would be left bare of His presence. But when we only look

at the man and his history, we may rejoice to think that this

was far from, his purpose; we may be humbled by discovering
how much more he believed than many of us whose reason and
warrant for belief would seem to be far stronger and deeper than

his. In a scholium to the next proposition (which affirms that

the idea of God in us necessarily involves the idea of God in

Himself) Spinoza treats the assertion of those who say they have

no idea of God, and yet that they love Him and worship Him,
as self-contradictory. All teaching about God must be in that

case as impossible as teaching a man blind from his birth the

differences of colours. What such persons mean, he says, is, that

they can form no image or likeness of God in their brain—surely
the most o])posite thing to an idea of God. So far our Jew is

a pure Cartesian. But now he parts comjiany with Descai-tes.

The diflerence between him and his master, at first sight, does not

appear to be a radical one. Descartes thought that the de-

monstration of the Being of God from the idea of God in man
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involved two axioms:— 1st. Tluit whatsoever in able to effect
tliat which is greater and more difficult, can effect that which is

less and easier. 2nclly. It is a greater thing to create or to pre-
serve a substance than the attributes or properties of a substance.

Spiuoza argues ably and ingeniously against the epithets"
greater

"
or "

less
"

as ap]ilicable to creation
;
as ably against

the attempt to separate a substance from its own attributes and

properties, or to reason from the qualities of one substance to

those of a different kind. But it is clear that much more is

involved in the controversy than the fitness or unfitness of this

language, than the necessity or superfluousness of these axioms
for their particular objects. We are coming to the very heart of

Spinozism. He substitutes this axiom for those which he re-

jects,
—That by how much anything is more perfect in its nature, it

involves a greater and more necessary existence; and conversely, by
how much a7iything involves a greater and more necessary ex-

istence, by so much is it more perfect. The supreme existence is

the furthest removed from nothingness ;
the supreme existence

is the furthest removed from anything contingent. He adds
two important notes. The first is,

— Tliat albeit many things Necessity in

are said to exist necessarily, because a determinate cause is assigned "le effects

/or their production, we are not noio speaking oj tlw.se, but only oj cause.

that necessity andpossibility whichfollowsfrom the consideration of
t/w nature or essence of the thing, no account being taken of its cause.

The second is,
—That we are not speaking of beauty, or of the Existence

other perfections which men are wont to call such through super- of oeuy"
""

stition or ignorance. By Perfection I understand only
Reality or E.xistence.

52. The point at which Spinoza deserts Descartes is the The Cogunin

point at which we may take leave of his geometrical demon- '^'""P''!'"'^

strations of the Cartesian philosophy. The second and third

parts of his treatise are chiefly physical; what he says on the

great subject of all his thoughts in the first, is said better and
more satisfactorily in the Cogitata Metaphysica which are

appended to it. These cogitations show us at least as cleai-ly
The giomia

as the formal propositions why geometry had such a charm "onSoS
for him. They show us also how little he was indebted to

geometry for that principle which possessed and governed his

mind; bow little the forms of geometry can really impart it

to any other mind. Being was that in which he believed and
rested. God was Being in the fullest and most transcendent
sense. No measures which were applicable to the creatures
could be applicable to Him. The words " less" and "greater"
could not express any of the exercises of His power. "We The Being of

cannot infer anything about Him from our finite acts. We ^°^

must refer all to Him. We must begin with acknowledging
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the Infinite. The Cogitata Metaphysica "develop" this doc-

trine. They strictly correspond to their name. No treatise

that we know of so well enables us to understand why Aristotle

may have originally adopted the word nietaphysics; why he
connected it with theology ;

what has been its force for the

generations subsequent to him.

53. Spinoza does not start with any definition of metaphysics;
his purpose is to explain some of the words which occur oftenest

in meta])hysical treatises, and which occasion much perplexity
to the readers of them. He begins with Being {Ens). He
defines Ens to be whatever is dearly and distinctly perceived to

exist necessarily, or at all events to have the possibility of ea>

istence. This definition obviously excludes,
— I. The ens Jictvmi,

such as a chimoera, of which, by its nature, we can have no
distinct perception, which a man puts together by a mere act

of will out of two contradictory elements. 2. The ens rationis

which is a mode of tliought adopted either (a) as a means of

retaining things more firmly and clearly in the memory : to this

head he refers genus, species, and the terms of logic, strictly so

called
;
or (b) as a means of explaining one thing by comparison

with another: to this head he I'efers time, number, measure;
or (c) as a means of denoting some negation or privation, to

which, by an act of our imagination, we attribute exist-

ence. Among these he reckons blindness, extremity, darkness.
"
Whereby it clearly appeai-s that these modes of thinking are

not ideas of things, and can in no wise be brought under

ideas; wheiefore they have no ideatiim which has a necessary or

possible existence." The ens rationis is therefore merely nothing
if it is looked for without the intelli'ct; within the intellect

it is real, like any other thnuglit. The greatest care is neces-

sary in order to avoid the confusiou between things themselves

and our modes of perceiving them. For the distinction between

ens reale and ens rationis, Spinoza substituted the distinction

between substance and mode. There is a being the essence of

which involves existence. There is a being of which the essence

does not involve existence. That is the J'orm of the distinction;
what are the limits of it, we can only undei-st;ind if we recur

to our fundamental doctrine.

54. I. In the absolute, perfect sense God is. Whatever I find

formally in created things I must in a more eminent sense find in

Him. Space I clearly conceive of without any existence. All

the perfections of space must V)e in Hiiu. But s])ace is divisible.

Division imports imperfection. That I cannot attribute to

Him. I must suppose some attribute in Him which pos-
sesses all the perfections of matter, and has in it nothing
material. II. God understands Himself and all other things;
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that is to say. He has all things objectively in Him. III. God The absolute

is the cause of all things, and works with absolute freedom. In "^'"^^

the creatures we discover four kinds of being. 1. The being

of essence which they have in God. 2. The being of idea; for idea.

all things are contained objectively in the idea of God.
^

3.

The being of potency which belongs to things uncreated, which Potency.

may be created by God's will. 4. The being of existence Existence

which they have in themselves, after they have been created

by God. In respect of the creature all these distinctions

hold. You will realize the distinction between essence and Essence and

existence in human works best, says Spinoza, not by reason- how shown

ing about it, but by going to a sculijtor's studio and asking '°^^^^^^

him to tell you what the statue was before it apjieared in the

block of marble. But in God are no such distinctions. His

essence, existence, intellect, are all one.

55. From Being in itself, he goes on to explain some of its cap. m. De

affections, by which he means the same thing as Descartes means
ZS^arZ'nt,

by attributes.
"
Being," he says,

" in so far forth as it is Being, *c

doth not by itself affect us; wherefore it requires to be explained

by some attribute, from which, however, it is not distinguishable

in fact, but only in our reason." Those affections or attributes

of which he proposes to speak are, the Necessary, the Imposdble,

the Possible, and the Continyent. A thing is called necessary

and impossible in respect of its essence, or in resiject of its

cause. " In respect of His essence, God necessarily exists. In

respect of its essence, a chimera is impossible. In respect of

their cause, material things are said to be necessary, because

God has willed that they should exist
; they are said to be

impossible without His will." Spinoza therefore affirms that jjo necessity

created things have of themselves no necessity, because they ^SingH"'^

have of themselves no essence, and do not exist by themselves.

The possible and the contingent he treats not as affections of The Possible

things at all, but as di'fects of our intellect.
" If one attends

to nature, and sees how it depends on God, one will find nothing
that is contingent; that is to say, which might exist or not

exist. No created thing acts of its own strength, even as no

created thing of its own strength began to exist. Nothing

becomes, except by the jjower of the Cause which creates all

things. God produces all things at each moment. . . .

Since in God there is no inconstancy or mutation, the things The Divine

which He produces now He must have decreed that he would

produce from etei-nity. And since God's decree that anything
should exist is the sole cause of its existence, it follows that

there is a necessity for all created things from eternity. Nor Nothing in

can we say that these are contingent because God could have
g^^""^™""'

decreed otherwise; for since in eternity there is no when,
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or before, or after, or auy affection of time, it follows tliat vee

cannot speak of God as being before those decrees, so that

He miglit have decreed something else." Such language may
seem to interfere with the liberty of the human will. Spinoza

That man is does not pretend to decide how it is that a man wishes nothing,
works nothing, save that which God from eternity hath

decreed, and yet that man hath a liberty of willing and acting.
Apparent Both, he says, are facts. Neither must be rejected because

tionstobe we cannot reconcile them. "If we attend to our nature
admitted. ^^ know that we are free in our actions, and that we delib-

erate about a number of things, merely because we choose to-

deliberate about them. If we attend to the nature of God we
clearly and distinctly perceive that all things depend upon
Him, and that nothing exists except that which God decreed
from eternity should exist. But how the hvnnan will is so-

generated each moment by God that it remains free, this we
know not." More of this hereafter.

66. The next chapter leads us to a consideration of Eternili),

and also Par. Duration, and Time. The distinction between eternity and
li.. cap. 1. duration turns upon the distinction between the Being whose

essence involves actual existence, and the being whose essence

only involves a possible existence. Eternity belongs to the

Duration infinite existence of God ; duration is the attribute of the exist-

the''cr^ature. ^Dce of created things. You cannot, except in thought, separate
duration from existence. Just what you take from the duration

of any creature you take from its existence. But that this

duration may be determined, we com])are it with the dviration

of those things that have a certain fixed motion, and this corn-

Time a mode parison is called Time. Time, therefore, is not an affection of
cf thought

things; it is only a mode of thought, serving to explain duration.

Observe that in duration we speak of a greater and a less, as if

it were composed of parts. Hence it is an attribute of existence,
but not of essence. This subject is handled at greater length

Confusion of in the second appendix. Spinoza points out some eiTors into

andThe'" which metaphysicians have fallen. The eternity of God has
divine. been separated from His essence. There has been a perplexity

between the belief that things are eternal so far as they exist in

the nature of God, and that they are eternal as created things
which we see in this world. Eternity has been contemplated
as a certain specirs of duration. " That infinite existence I call

eternity which is to be attributed to God alone, but not to any
created thing, no not if the duration of things were to be with-

out end."

Cap. i7., T. 57. After speaking of Oppo.^tion, Order, Agreement, Diversity,
DeUno, Vero,

giilject, Adjunct, as simply modes of thought, which, ajiart from

the things themselves, are nothing, he goes on to consider the
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terms which are commonly called transcendental, the One, tlie

True, the Good. " This term one," he says,
"
means, as people

affirm, something real outside of the intellect. But what this

adds to Being they cannot exjilain ;
a sufficient proof that they

are confounding the beings of the reason with real being. But
I say that unity can in no wise be distinguished from the thing unity not

itself, and that it adds nothing to being, but is only a mode of
|;^|5'^''J,^!^,^

thought by which we separate a thing from other things which
are like it, or in some manner agree with it." All this is con-

sistent with the main principle of Spinoza,
—God is; He is the

supremely perfect Being ; unity is not grafted upon His being,
but implied in His being. From the one, we jiroceed to the

true and the false. The first notion, he says, of truth and
falsehood seems to have been drawn from narratives. The
narrative of that which had actually happened was said to be true, use of the

the narrative of that which had not happened to be false. Then it anT" fiiise!"

"

was taken to denote the agreement of an idea with that reality
which answers to the idea. The true idea shows us the thing
as it is in itself; the false idea shows us the thing otherwise

than it is; for ideas are nothing else than mental narratives or

histories of nature. It is a mistake, therefore, to speak of truth

as a transcendental term or affection of being. It is applied

improperly or rhetorically to the things themselves. Next
we come to the Good and the EvU. " A thing considered NothinKgoon

in itself is neither called good nor evil, but only in respect to j"iiric:ioa

another thing which it enables to acquire that which it desires,
on some-

or the contrary. And so everything may be, in respect of dif-

ferent persons, at the very same time, good and evil. Achithophel's
counsel is said, in the Bible, to have been very good for Absalom,

very bad for David, whose destruction he was compassing.

Many other things are good which are not good to all. Health
is good for men, neither good nor bad for brutes or plants, to

whom it hath no relation." [Surely Spinoza must mean us to

translate salus in its theological sense, not in its ordinary one :

he could not have supposed that beasts or plants are not liable

to disease.]
" But God is called supremely good, because He

bestows upon each and preserves in each his existence, than
which nothing can be moi'e desired by each. But evil is E\ii,

absolutely nothing, as is manifest." He discards the notion of
°° '°^'

a metaphysical good as of a metaphysical truth or unity, and he
asks the question. Whether God can be said to be good before

the creation of things 1 Such an attribute, he says, has simply
reference to His action upon the creatui-es. Many other attri-

butes, he .says, we ascribe to Him, which can only be potentially
true before the creation of things, as when we call Him Judge,
Merciful, and so forth.

Vol II. 2 c
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Apiwr.dix, 58. Spinoza affirms strongly that the epitlict Infinite as ap-
m'. De'^"^ plied to God, though it has a negative form, has not a negati\e
immeiniiiiie seuse

;
it expresses the ]iositive perfection which all finite

creatures want. The word Immensiti/ he regards with susj)icion.
The infiiiitc. It savours of quantity and limitation, while it attempts to set

Ubiquity. quantity and limitation aside. The Ubiquity of God he believes,
but cannot explain. He prefers to connect it with that inward
nature of the Divine Bt^ing which produces all things, and

Power. upholds all things continually. He dares not separate the

power of God or the omnipresence of God from His essence.

Itmiwtiiiii!
^^® hnviutahility of God's decrees he has already spoken of in

Vile Dei. words which Arnanld or Calvin might have accepted. His
Ciip. V. De Simplicity is the subject of a sjiecial and very important chapter
Dei.

' "

in the second appendix. After proving that God cannot be a

composite being, seeing that the elements of which He would be

composed must have an existence independent of Him, he con-

cludes that all the distinctions between His attributes are merely
distinctions of our rea.son, not existing in His nature.

Cap. ri j)e 59. In every case Spinoza exhibits a horror of applying the

limitations of natural things or of man to God. In what sense,

Life ill tiie he asks, is life to be predicated of Him? Life he would define

f"gcX^
""'

generally, thatybrce by which things continue in their own being.
This force is not identical with the things; they may be rightly
said to have it. But it is identical with the essence of God.
And that, Spinoza says, in the opinion of many theologians, is

the reason why, while Josejih swears by the life of Pharaoh,
the Scriptures never speak of the life of God, but of the living

9,''''/''„ . God. In speaking of the Wisdom or understanding of God,De lutellectu ^, .
' °

. , i*. , •/>
Vni. Spinoza protests vehemently,

— 1. Against the notion ot assum-

ing a matter external to God and co-eternal with Him upon
which He works. 2. Against the notion that there are

certain things of their own nature contingent, or necessary,
or impossible, which God knows as such, and thei-efore is

ignorant whether they exist or not. 3. Against the notion

In eui.rmes that He knows contingencies from circumstances, as men know

fiiddefunt.
tliem who learn from a long experience. These " enormous
errors" he looks upon as part of the supposition that the ideas

of God ai-e terminated, like ours, by objects out of Him-
Godhisown self "He is the object of his own knowledge. He is His
°''^"'" own knowledge. Those who say that the world is the object

of God's knowledge are far less wise than those who say that the

building raised by a distinguished human architect is the

object of his knowledge. For the builder is forced to seek for

materials outside of himself But God seeks no material out-

side of Himself; but the things have been formed as to their

essence and then- existence by Him. When it is asked "
if God
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knows sins," Spinoza answers that " God must understand the Kimwiedge

things whereof He is the cause, especially since notliing can
"' *'"^-

exist for a moment without the divine co-operation. But
seeing that evil things and sins have no existence in themselves,
but exist only in minds, God cannot know them out of these
minds." He utterly repudiates the scholastic dream that God Knowied-e

knows universal, but not individual things. That, he says,
°f ™'^"*''"

would be to make the divine knowledge of that which is unreal,
i"'>"Wuals.

and to exclude it from the things which it has called into exis-

tence, and which it sustains. He rejects also, with great energy, oneness of
the thought that the decree or idea of God can be various or ""= Divine

multifold because created things are various or multifold. " If
"''^^

we attend to the analogy of all nature, we are able to consider
it as one being, and consequently there will be only one idea of

God, one decree concerning the jVatura Naturata"
60. The reader no doubt suspects that he has found in thi S y.,tur.

phrase the pantheism which had been eluding him betbre. He *™"v,',"^ra

may recollect that a Naiura Naturata implies a Natura Xatur^tu.

Naturans, and, if so, are not Nature and God the same? The
conclusion may sound inevitable. To one who has been in the
habit of rising from " Nature up to Nature's God," it is inevit-
able. That it is not so with Spinoza ;

that the divine nature is

regarded by him as in no sense deduced from created things,
the chapters on the Will of God, on the Power of God, on
Creation, and on the Co-operation of God, abundantly testify." The Will of God wherewith He loveth Himself, necessarily Cap. vin.

follows on the knowledge of God wherewith He understandeth ^'J'"'"-"'""
Himself. But how these things are distinguished

—to wit. His
essence, His intellect, His will—I set down among the things
which we wait to know." " Nor do I forget the word Personality, pevsonaiity.

which theologians use to explain this difficulty; but though
I am not ignorant of tlie word, I am ignorant of its signification ;

nor can I form any clear concepti<m of it, altkougib I firmly
believe that in the blessed vision of God lohich is 2>i'omised to the

faithful, God will reveal this to His own." This honest confession
and this earnest hope are among the most touching passages
that we recollect to have read in any author: they should

always be remembered by those who are passing judgment on

Spinoza. Proceeding to "the creatures, he observes that God
has not only decreed that things should exist, but that they should
be so constituted as that their existence should depend on
His will and power.

" Wherefore we perceive clearly that the The Uiuier-

understanding of God and His will and power, whereby He wmfpmver
hath created things, both knows them and preserves or "loves ""'°'""-

them, can in no wise be distinguished in themselves, but only in
"''"'™

respect of our thought." Speaking under this head of the
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Application
of tile wordv
in Romans,
cliap ix.

Election and
reprobation.

Men doomed
as serpentb

C»p- ix. "'
/'otentid J)ci.

Cap. X. De
Crtatione.

Ex nihilo,

why omitted

Scri])ture language respecting God's liati-od, he makes a curious
.•tnd unexpected use of the celelorated passage in the Ejiistle to

the Romans,—" For when the children had not been born, and
had done no good or evil, that the jiurpose of God by election

might stand, not of works, but of him that calleth, it was said

that the elder should serve the younger." In this sentence and in

all that follows, he contends, St. Paul is showing that the anger,

love, hatred, which are imputed to God in the Scriptures,
do not correspond in the least to the vulvar notions of anger,

love, hatred. He asks in the language of Ultra-Augustinianism,
"If now thou askest, why then doth God admonish men? the

answer is easy; to wit, that God had fiom eternity decreed at

that certain time to admonish men, tliat those might be con-

verted whom He willed to be saved. If then thou askest

whether God could not save them without that admonition? I

answer He could. You will a.sk perchance again, why then
doth He not save them? To this I will answer when thou
hast told me why God did not separate the waves of the Red
Sea without a vehement east wind, why He does not accomplish
a multitude of other things without intermediate causes. Thou
wilt ask me, finally, why then are the impious punished, for they
act of their own nature and according to the divine decree (

I answer, that it is of the divine decree that they are punished.
And if only tho.se are to be punished whom we feign to sin of

their owu choice, why do men take ^)ains to exterminate

poisonous serpents, which only offend from their own nature,
and cannot do otherwise?" He goes on to protest against all

limitations of the power of God which ai-e deduced from the

nat(u-e of things, asserting again that all our notions of contin-

gency and jiossibility are derived from our ignorance, and

cannot be used to bind His freedom. He divides this powei-
into absolute and ordinate; absolute signifying what it is in

itself, ordinate what is expressed in His decrees. He hints at

the further distinction into ordinary and extraordinary. But in

what sense the extraordinary or miraculous is jwssible be

leaves for another inquiry. Then comes the great question of

creation. He defines " creation to be an operation in which no
causes concur except the efficient cause. lu other words, a

created thing is that which presupposes nothing for its existence

except God." He wishes us to observe,
— 1. That he omits

from his definition the ordinary words " out of nothing,"
because he cannot help perceiving that philosophers have given
to the word nutldng a sort of ])ositive sense, as if it were real,

instead of the negation of reality. 2. That his definition does,

not exclude the idea of God creating with a view to some
end in His own mind, but only the idea that He has any
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motive out of Himself. 3. He siiys his definition excludes the I'inai canscs,

idea of a creation of modes or accidents, for that would suppose cnnriition

some created substance besides God. And 4. That it assumes aamissibie

time or duration to have begun with creation, not to have been

antecedent to creation ;
for then it must be either beside God,

or God must Himself be limited by it. On this last point he

dwells during the remainder of the chapter. One or two

jtoints in his argument are well woi'thy of our notice.
" Tliere

are some," he says,
" who assert that the thing ]iroduced may

be contemporaneous with the cause, and that seeing God was
from eternity, His effects also might have been produced from

eternity. And this they further confirm by tlie example of the

Son of God, who was from eternity begotten by the Father.

But it is evident that they confound eternity with duration
; Created

for they suppose that the same eternity which they ^al,"f„*, 1,3^5

attribute to the Son of God is possible for creatures. They been from

suppose that there can be a duration separate from created

tilings, or an eternity that is separate from God. I answer

then, that is false that God can communicate His eternity to

creatures. The Son is not supposed to be a creature, but to be

eternal as the Father. When He is said to be tlie begotten of Tiie idea ot

the Father, the Father is said to communicate His eternity ]i,f,Touen.

to Him." Spinoza did nob, of course, accept this doctrine; but

he states it m the terms which an' orthodox writer would

approve, and so far answers any argument which could be

deduced from it against his opinion. The co-operation of God cap xi. in

is, according to Spinoza, simply the continuous action of the ^°"""""
divine will in preserving the natures which He has called into

existence. " And thus," he says,
" I have concluded what I had

to say about the attributes of God. I have not divided them,
as other authors have done, into communicable and incom-

municable, which seems to nie, I confess, a nominal, not a real

division. For the knoidedrje of God doth not more correspond to separation

tlie knowledge of man, than the Dug in the Zodiac corresponds to Uumln'"""'
t/ie dog which barks in the streets; perhaps much less." knowledge.

61. The chapter which follows "On the Human Mind" iscap. xu.

quite in harmony with this last announcement, and prepai-es j/Jf,^"'^

us for the work of Spinoza which will come next before

us. Created substance is either extensa, imder the conditions

of space, or cogitans, thinking. Under thinking substance
he includes only human minds. What then, it is suggested,
become of angels ? They, it is answered, are not known by
any natural light; we only learn their existence from revela-

tion. The theologian, therefore, must take account of them
; Tueoiogy

the metaphysician has notliing to do with them. Spinoza's "".^..'Jf

""

metaphysics are eminently theological, in .so far as they are
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occupied mainly witli the being and attributes of God. But
as he refers all knowledge of God to natural light, he rejects
the name. He does not admit that the thinking substance,
or any substance, can be generated; it is called into existence

by omnipotence. Nor will he attribute to the thinking
suljstances, apart from God, any immortality. It exists solely

Ijy His will; He has power to create and to destroy it.

But as students of His acts and laws we may affirm that

He has produced a substance which cannot be destroyed
either by itself or bv any other substance. It may be

objected that God could break his laws in this case, as in

others, by a miracle. But the wiser theologians, says Spinoza,

say that God does nothing contrary to nature, l>ut only above
nature. " That is, as I understand them, that God works

by many laws which he hath not communicated to the human
intellect, but which, if they were communicated, would be
found as natural as the rest." Besides the immortality of the

soul, Spinoza asserts, as a fact of undoubted experience, its

liberty. It is a thinking substance. It has an action of its

own. It can affirm and deny. These actions which pro-
ceed from itself are called volitions. These are not determined

by external circumstances. Food or starvation being before a

man, he eats from an inward, not an external impulsion. Nay;
is not the exercise of doubt and deliberation the very sign of

his being ? Why does he wish this or that 1 Because he
is a thinking creature. All argtiments which seek to get rid

of those ])lain inferences of reason and experience ari.se, he says,
either from the notion that the will is something by itself,

distinct from the thinking substance, or from careless ap-

plication of analogies drawn from bodies which are held in

equilibrium by two external forces.

62. If now we gather up the impressions we have received

from the treatise, we shall find it difficult to connect them
with our ordinary notions of pantheism. The pantheist we

suppose either— 1. To start from the world, and fitiding the

necessity of some principle or soul to direct its operations,
to call that soul or principle God; or, 2. To start from the

conception of a Divine Being, and to treat the world as an
emanation from Him. With the first of these forms of thought

Spinoza has evidently no sympatliy; none can be so diametri-

cally opposed to all his principles and habits of mind. He
begins fi-om the Divine. The things which man beholds, and

man himself, are altogether secondary aiul subordinate. But

Spinoza affirms both to have been created, created in such a

sense as to exclude emanation. He is afraid of analogies ;

he dreads the use of common names. Uidy he must in some
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way assert the presence of God in all His works; only lie must

make the knowledge of Him the most necessary of all know-

ledge. To get rid of personality is no part of his aim, no

triumph of his philo.sophy. He feels the want of it. He

longs to see more clearly what it is. Christian ideas, the
"'l^"",^^™'

ideas even of the jirofoiindest Christian theology, seem often theology.

in close contact with his mind. Somewhere and somehow

he recognizes them, not the least out of mere courtesy, or

from a wish to make terms with a popular opinion, but as

a necessity of his argument, as demanded by his reason. In

all questions concerning the divine decrees the Christian theo- HisCaivin-

logian of the sternest scliool will have no cause to fear that

Spinoza will be staggered by his assertions. The doctrines of

]iarticular redemption and the everlasting reprobation of a

great portion of mankind will not awaken the least horror in his

mind. And yet the name Pantheist does belong to him in a

very strict sense. The whole universe, as we shall find here-

after, is at last resolved into God. No will is really left

to any creature, even though he accepts the facts which

prove that man has a choice in his judgments and his

actions.

63. "We have hinted at the key which Spinoza's birth, educa-

tion, and sufferings give us to the solution of these riddles.

And it was not only those first words which were heard in

the nursery that remained fixed in his heart. He did not

merely receive the witness of a one God from his mother's lips.

The voice which spoke to Moses out of the bush was uttering The voice out

itself in his generation. It was no cunningly devised fable,

no stoiy of another day. There was a witness for it in the

very nature and being of man; it might be brought forth

in hard forms of geometry. In those forms it necessai'ily

became contracted. Its life, its personality, were always threat-

ening to disappear. Tlie / am seems in the act of passing
into the to Su. But the change is never fully accomplished.
The living God spoke still to the modern sage. He could not

shake off the belief that His voice was in some \oay to be heard

in the Bible. With all his physical science, all his reverence for

che natural light, he bows before the God of his fathers. There
is awe and trembling in the worshijiper. Though so clear in his

perceptions, though so calm in his utterances, he often shrinks

and becomes confused in that presence. He does not feel that

he is alone in it: all men ai-e dwelling in it: were it with-

drawn all would perish. But this God must be kept wholly
aloof from human sympathies. In the effort to preserve that

aloofness He becomes confounded with what is not lumian
;
and

so the distinctions of good and evil, light and darkness, which
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Spinoza recoguizes in bis beart, become often quite effaced in his

pbilosopby. A calm consideration of iiis Theoloyico Puliliccd

Tractate, and then of bis Ethics, will exjilain our meaning, and
will suggest tliougbts tbat may be far more profitable to us
than any denunciation of Spinoza, can possibly be.

The Trnc- *ji- The preface to tlie Tractalits Theologico Politiciis is im-

'oBico'poiUi- I't>r*'^wt 3^s an interpretation of the author's ])ur])ose. He per-
cw. ceives that much of the folly and misery of the world has

its origin in superstition; that supca-stition has its origin
in the fear of caj)ricious powers and influences which change
their form and character as our circumstances change. He

Tiieoid conceives the old monarchies encouraged these superstitions as
cspo isms.

pj,Qpg qJ their power ;
and again iised this power to su])port

the superstition, crushing by all means free thought and

Duty of speech. He holds that the interests of the republic in
Holland. which it is his happiness to dwell will be best promoted

by the discouragement of superstition, and by adhering to

the rule that the state will only take cognizance of overt acts

against the peace of the communities, leaving words and opinions
unshackled. He is much distressed by the spectacles which
he observes in the Christian world. Christians profess to love

Difficulty of psiics, continence, good faith towards all. But whether a

discovering man is Christian, Greek, Jew, Heathen is now known chiefly

by certain external signs and badges. A low ambition, a

terrible covetousness of outward good things an inclination

to win the favour of the vulgar by turning the pul]iit into

Faith con- 'I stage, is found combined with a disposition to identify

ci eSuUt •"'"' ^'"*^ with credulity, to suppose that intellect is essentially

corrupt, to substitute the lessons of heathen teachers for the

Scriptures at the very time that the Scriptures are treated

with the greatest apparent reverence and flattery. Seeing
that much ignorance and much hatred were the consequence
of these misdoings, Spinoza determined to examine afresh

the Scriptures, and to affirm nothing about them, to admit

nothing as their doctrine which he did not learn from

Objects of the Scriptures themselves. The first question he asked liim-
the treatise,

^^jj. ^as—" What is prophecy, and in what wise did God
reveal Himself to the prophets 1 and whether they were accept-
able to God because they had very high thoughts concerning

God, or only for their piety and goodness?" Knowing tliis,

he could easily determine that the authority of the proi)hets
had great weight in whatever afiected virtue and the business

of lite, but that their oiiinions concern us veiy little. The
next inquiry was why the Hebrews were chosen and called

Estimatesof by God? "And wheu I saw that this meant nothing more
prophecy. ^^^,^^ ^-^^.^^ q^j ,^.^^.^ j-j^gj^^ ^ certain spot of the earth where
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they might dwell securely and comniodiously, I learned that TheHebre»

the laws revealed to Moses by God were nothing but the
'^ ""^

laws of the special Hebrew empire, and, therefore, that none

except the Hebrews were bound to receive them; nay, that

even they were not bound by them except so long as their

empire in Palestine lasted." Next he jiroceeded to inquire
J^^jj^^^^^j','

whether the Scriptures do represent the intellect of man as natural.

con-upt, and whether the Divine law revealed through prophets
and apostles to the whole human race is anything different from

that which the light of nature teaches 1 Then, whether miracles

have happened contrary to the order of nature, and whether

they teach the existence and Providence of God more cleai-ly

and distinctly than we discover them by investigating the

causes of the things which we behold 1
" And since in those

things which the Scripture expressly teaches I found nothing Piopheticai

which contradicted my understanding; and I saw, moreover,
^"-"p'^"""^

that the prophets had taught nothing but very sinijile things,

wliich every one might easily apprehend, and had adorned

them with the .style and strengthened them by the arguments

by -which the minds of a multitude might be most aroused to

devotion towards God, I convinced myself that Scripture

leaves the reason absolutely free, and has nothing in common
imth philosophy, hut that each may stand on its own footing."

He shall go on, he says, to show that men, preferring ^'i®
Tiietook^of

temporal to the eternal, have exalted the Divine books above

the Divine Word, and that the revealed Word of God is

not a certain number of books, but the simple conception
of the Divine mind revealed to the prophets; to wit, that

we should obey God with the whole mind, by cultivating

justice and charity. "This I show -was taught in Scripture

according to the capacity and opinions of those to whom
the prophets and apostles were sent to preach the Word of

God ; to whom they accommodated themselves, that men might
receive it without any repugnance, and -with their whole

heart. Having thus exhibited the fundamentals of the faith, Revelation

I conclude that tlie object of the knowledge of this revealed
|'i^,f,t"^^'J'/'

faith is simply obedience; and so, that it is distinguished aj^fferent^^

from natural knowledge as well in its object as in its instrumenta

principle and in its means; and that they have nothing
in common, but that each has its own region, and that

neither ought to serve the other." Each man, therefore, must

be left to the judgment of his own mind in forming his faith;

only justice and charity are to be univei-sally cultivated. He
then proceeds to argue that the liberty which Scripture
itself concedes may be safely granted; nay, cannot safely be

withholden by any state. He argues that no one parts -with
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his natural rights, except by agreeing to transfer them to

another who will defend them for him
;

that the power
of the ruler for this purpose ought to be complete; that

the subjects should not set up their individual privileges,
which they have surrendered, against it; but that no man
can cea.se to be a man, and that the ruler is bound, for his

own and the safety of the kingdom, to acknowledge this

natural right as still subsisting. Thence he passes to the

repuVilic of the Hebrews, and considers how religion was
bound up witli its polity. And he concludes, much as Hobbes

concludes, tliat those who hold the supreme j)ower in a state

are not only defenders of civil but of sacred rights, and have
the sole power of deciding what is just, what unjust, what

pious, what impious; but tliat they exerci.se this power l>est,

and are likely to preserve their power longest, if they grant
to every one the power of thinking what he will, and of

speaking what he tliink.s. Spinoza concludes his jireface by
exhorting the philosophical student to read, and the common
herd to abstain from reading, his book. He knows that

nothing can shake their prejudices, their superstition, their

fear. They will do themselves no good, and they will misin-

terpret this treatise, as thej' misinterpret e^erything else.

They will do others harm, who might use tlieir minds freely
if they were not checked by the thought that reason is

intended to be the handmaid of theology. Those who are

haunted by that notion, and wish to be emancipated from

it, Spinozii thinks he can help greatly. He trusts he has

written nothing which will not promote obedience to the

laws of liis country, piety, and good mauner.s. If he has

unwittinglj' given cuiTency to any sentiment which the rulers

of the land judge to be of that kind, he wishes it unspoken.
65. The conception of Hebrew law, history, and prophecy,

which is disclosed in this preface is the gi-ound of so many
opinions which are current in our day, and is so exactly the

reverse of the one which was set forth in the first volume of

this sketch, that we may naturally feel anxious to examine the

statements in the body of the treatise, believing that they have
the most important bearing on moral and mettiphysical in-

quiries. In any such examination it behoves us carefully to

repudiate any advantage which we might derive from the bad

reputation of Spiuoai, and from the observations on tlie sins of

Christian divines which he has placed at the threshold of his

book. We not only believe our Jew philosopher to be more

logical and learned, but to be more reverent than most who have

ado|)tcd liis arguments
—than many who have tried to refute

them. We have gladly dwelt upon all the circumstances of
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Lis early discipline, which account most easily and naturally
for the disgust with which he regarded the rabbinical inter-

pretations of the Bible. We are bound to own that there is His charges

equal justification for his cotu]ilaints of the moral otfences, as
christians

well a.s of the dislike to inquiry and of the preference for not to be

supei-stitious and slavisli tenets, by which Christian advocates

have been disgraced. Tlie Bible, taken in the sense in which

Spinoza does not take it, appears to us the one eftectual witness

against both. But we must leave the preface for tliat which it

introduces.

66. The first chapter of the treatise,
" On Prophecy," opens Proptiecy,

with a definition,
—"A prophet is he who interprets the revela-

"'""""^

tious of God to those who cannot have a certain knowledge of

the things revealed by God, and who, therefore, can only by
mere faith embrace the tilings that are recorded." He goes on
to say that " those things which we know by natural light

depend upon the knowledge of God alone, and upon His eternal

decrees. But seeing that this natural knowledge is common to Prophetical

all men—for it depends upon foundations common to all men—
llft'Uiai'Lgiit.

therefore it is not reckoned of much worth by the vulgar, who
are always seeking after things rare and foreign from their own
nature, and despise natural gifts; and, therefore, when they

speak about higher knowledge, would, have this natural know-

ledge cut oft', aithougli it has as good right to be called divine

as the other (whatever that
is), seeing that the nature of God

and the decrees of God dictate it to us; and it diff'ers not from
that which all call divine, except that the latter extends beyond
its limits, and that the laws of human nature, considered in

themselves, cannot be the cause of it. But in respect of the

certainty which the natural knowledge involves, and of the

fountain, viz., God, from which it is derived, it j'ields in nothing
to pi-ophetical knowledge." The reader who will be at the pains
to study this paragraph carefully will find in it a key to the

whole treatise. Spinoza cannot give up his belief that there is

a knowledge of God which belongs to all men. He can as little

give up his faith that this knowledge jjroceeds from God—that

He is the Author of it. In this sense, and on this ground, he Natural and

calls it -nahiral knowledge. Why not, one may ask, if God is sipernaturaL

so much above all created natures, as he has told us that He
is—supernaXuYaX] No—that woi'd is offensive. That is what
the vulgar are looking foi'. That is what they expect from
the prophet or extraordinary man. May not, one might a.sk Vuicar in-

again, this instinct of the vulgar point to their need of
't[,'ey point ta

a revelation of those common truths which, according to

Spinoza's own statement, cannot be derived from themselves,
must be derived from God? And if there is in the vulgar.
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i. e., in the common j)eo|ilt', an aversion from these common
truths, does not this indicate some general perversity, from
which they require to be delivered? And if they are to be
delivered from it, can the deliverance come from some special
men? If it comes tlirough them, must not God be the author
of it? But if so, may we not have here the explanation of

some of those facts which Spinoza is about to examine? We
do not wish to anticipate that examination. All we desire is,

that the reader should keep his eyes open, and should not allow

Sjjinoza or us to deny our own premises, or to play fust and
loose with the terms natural and suiiernatural.

G7. Having settled what the natural light can teach, he proceeds
to incpiire what the projjhets profe.ssed to teach. This, he says,
must be learnt only from themselves, but with this recollection,
that theJews never make mention of mediate or particular causes,
but would say that money was brought them by God,and tliat God
had disposed their hearts, and that God had said this and that to

them, even when they are not alluding to any jirophetical com-
munication at all. Spinoza does not siiy whether this language
of his countrymen was inaccurate language. It sounds rather

like his own. One might think he hail first learnt it from them,
before he connected it with the princi])le of Descartes. But the

oliject being to ascertain the speciality of ]iro]ihecy, he proceeds
to say that " All things which God revealed to the jirophets
were revealed either in words or in figui'es, or in both these

ways together." And then, having investigated the various

instances of the communication of the laws to Mo.se.s, the manifes-

tation to Samuel, the appearance of the armed angel to Joshua,
he advances to his general conclusion. That conclusion ought
not to startle us when we read these preliminai'y w-ords, which are

so entirely in the spirit of all that have gone belbre.
" It seemeth

not a little hostile to reason to conclude that a created thing,

depending upon God in the same manner as other things, could

set forth the essence or the existence of God in act or in word,
or could explain it through his own person." Here is the diffi-

culty. That there is such a relation between man and God
as to make a direct communication between man and God pos-

sible, is what Spinoza cannot understand or admit. There may
be, he says, a special exception in the case of Christ; through
his mind God may have manifested Himself to the ajiostles.

He docs not understand, he owns, what the Church says about

Christ; he can, however, conceive a little of what is meant when
He is called the Wisdom of God, and when God is said to have
communicated in a moi-e direct and spiritual manner with Him
than with till otlier ]jrophet.s. But he affirms of all besides Him,
that "

none, excejit by the lielj)
of imagijiation, hath received
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the revelations of God, and tliat therefore, for the purpose of ]>ro- imaRinution

pliecj', there was need, not of a more perfect mind than other "'<^ source c,i

men have, but of a more lively imagination." When we recol- conceptions

lectthat Spinozii has declared God to be "the Supremely True" °^^°'^-

—that truth is involved in His being
—we begin to ask our-

selves whither we are now tending? Are these prophets, with
their w'id imaginations, in any sense the utterers of the will of

this supremely true God, or are they directly contradicting it

and mocking it? Before we can find a satisfactory answer to

this question we must consider how Spinoza treats the very
solemn subject on which he next enters. " What do the sacred

hooks import when they aiErm the Spirit of God to have
been infused into the prophets

—that the prophets spoke by the

Spirit of God?"
68. The result at which our author arrives upon a long ex- spirit.

amination into the different uses of the word Spirit is, that these

expressions respecting the infusion of the Spirit
'•'

signify nothing
more than that the prophets had a singular and extraoi'dinarv

virtue and cultivated piety, with very great constancy of mind, virtue or

and that thereby they had a perception of the mind or judgment P'^'y-

of God; for we shall find that the Spirit of God denotes in

Helirew as well the mind as the judgment or sentence of God,
and therefore that the law of God, because it unfolded the mind
of God, is called the mind or Spirit of God; therefore the ima-

gination of the prophets might, with equal justice, be said to be
the mind of God, and the prophets be said to have had the mind
of God, inasmuch as through their imagination the decrees of

God were revealed. And although on our mind also the mind
of God and His judgments are inscribed, and consequently we
also (to use the Scripture expression) perceive the mind of God,
nevertheless, because the natural knowledge belongs to all, it is Tiie natural

not so highly esteemed by men, as I said before, especially by ^'^^°t^|f,^|j

the Hebrews, who reckoned themselves above all other men,
and were wont to despise the common opinion." No pas.sage
can be more instructive than this. The prophets had the Spirit
because they were remarkably good men. How, in conformity whence
with the doctrine of the Cogitaia Metaphysica, did they get the

"^""{f "'*,

goodness? What xvas the goodness? Nay, the question forces

itself upon us,
—were they not positively bad—much worse, much was it not

more iminous than other men,—if they made this use of their '""'"*»''

imagination? Were not they deliberately deceivers of the

people? ^\'ere they not wanting in the one quality which we
have discovered to be inherent in the Divine Nature? The
resolution of these doubts does not turn upon the meaning of the
word S)iirit. Let it be mind, breath, or what you please, the

honesty or dishonesty of the men who claimed it will be the
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same. It may, however, greatly affect the ultimate decision of

the questions which S[)inoza has niised,
—whether we are or are

not able to say that God gave a S])ii-it of Truth to liis propliets,

and that this was the same Sjiirit who at Pentecost claimed

the thoughts and tongues of men of all kindreds and triljes as

His own. At every turn we perceive how deeply the relation

of the common to the special is involved in the discussion
;
how

justly Spinoza complains of his countrymen, as the apostles do,

for despising other men; but how impossible it is for him to

read the Scriptures, which he desires to examine so impartially—
simply reporting wh.at they said themselves—excejit under

the influence of his early impressions. The broad jjruinise to

AbrahaTu, which lies beneath the whole record,—In thee and

thy seed shall all the families of the earth be blessed,
—

escapes

Spinoza, or is passed over as insignificant. At the same time we

perceive continually the exclusiveness of the Jew re-appearing

in the philosopher. He does not desjiise the uncircumcised ;

but the stupid crowd of human beings take their place. They

ought to know that their natui-al light is as great as that of any

prophet; but as they do not, he scorns them as no prophet
would have dreamed of scorning them.

69. The question how the prophets acquired a sense of cer-

tainty respecting theii- revelations gives rise to a long discus-

sion. Their imagination being the main instrument of theii

discoveries, they cannot have the same security as we have for

those truths which are discovered by scientific insight or " natu-

ral light." It is, says Spiuoz;i very charactei-istically, a moral,

not a mathematical security. It is derived,— 1. From the great

strength of their phantasy, wluch brings objects before them as

clearly as we see them when we are awake. 2. From some

divine sign. 3. From their minds being disposed to the right

and the just. Spinoza affirms the last to be the principal

secret of their certainty. He quotes the words of IMoses, which

declare that signs and wonders may be granted to the false pro-

phet as well as to the true. He maintains that signs were

neces.sary for Chenaanah, who was trying to deceive the people,

and were not necessary for Jeremiah, who was foretelling the

downfall of Jerusalem. And he says that God would never

deceive a true man—that only those were deceived, as Ezekiel

says, who bad idols in theii- hearts. Nevertheless, he affirms

that the revelations to the prophet depended upon his tem-

s perament and u]ion his own opinions. These he brought with

him— these varied not only his style of writing, but his

understanding of any communication that was made to him.

His joy, his sorrow, all the diflereut modes of his mind and

body, were continually affecting his judgments and his teaching.
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Hence we are told it is the idlest fancy that we are bound to

accept his messages, either respecting scientific matters or re-

specting the nature of God, as if they were authoritative, and

our own reason must bow to tliem. They are all so coloured by
the pre\-ious conditions and circumstances of the speaker

—these

conditions and circumstances are so much the essence of pi-o- use of pro-

phecy, so for as it differs from the natural light
—that we are ^^fi,"^'/"

entii-ely excused from regarding them except as means whereby
an ignorant people were induced to be more obedient and devout

than they would have otherwise been. Every thoughtful reader

will perceive that in these statements Spinoza has an evident

advantage over those who treat the personal feelings, experi-

ences, struggles of the prophets, as if they were nothing
—who

foi-get that they were human beings
—who look ujion them

merely as utterei-s of certain divine dogmas, or as foretelling

certain future events. He has a right to say that such persons How far the

overlook the letter of the books, while they profess to honour meiuof'
^"

the letter; that they change their substance, while they think "?°^^f
that they are taking them just as they are. But no real devout jiistmed by

reader of the prophets ever forgets that they ai* men. Their ""^^ ""^^^

human feelings, sufferings, rejoicings, are parts to him of the

divine revelation. The struggles of the prophet with his own
evil—the consciousness and confession that the vile is mixed
with the preciou.s

—
help more than all foi-mal teaching to show

him and us how the higher mind is distinct from the lower,

as well as how the one is related to the other. We see how
the prophet an-ived at a certainty about the divine will and

purpose through the very doubts and contradictions in himself.

The prophet leads humble students, through the experience Hischaracter

of the like doubts and contradictions in themselves, to the like
fns'?,.„mems

certainty. They arrive as distinctly as Spinoza does at the nfthereveia-

assurance of a divine ground of all their thoughts and life. But

they prefer a moral to a mathematical certainty
— a certainty

which will connect itself with their own life and history,
and with the life and history of then- fellows, to a mere

recognition of an absolute Being, deep and true as that i-e-

cognition is.

70. The next chajjter,
" On the Vocation of the Hebrews, and True felicity

whether the gift of Prophecy was jjeculiar to the Hebi-ews," uot'i?e?ciu-'

opens with a very true and grand sentiment. " The true felicity
^""'•

and blessedness of each man consists in the simple fruition of

good ; not in the rejoicing that he alone, and to the exclusion of

others, possesses that good. For he who counts himself more
blessed because it goes well with him only, and not with others,
or because he is more blessed and more fortunate than others, is

ignorant of true felicity and blessedness
;
and the gladness which

he derives from this thought, unless it be a mere puerile glad-
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ness, has its source in envy and a bad disposition." Having
defined generally what he understands by the direction of God,
the hel|) of God, internal and external, and the election of God;
having referred all these to those unive^^al laws which expre.^s
the divine will of God respecting every creature, he goes on to

inquire what could be meant by the peculiar election of the

Hebrew. He arrives at the conclusion, which we might antici-

pate, that the Hebrews excelled other nations in this only, that

they were fortunate iu those affairs that appertained to the

security of life, and that they overcame great dangei-s mainly by
the external help of God, but in other things were equal to the

rest of the nations, and that God was equally propitious to all.

"
For, in respect of intellect, they could not have been favoured

above others, seeing, as it has been shown already, that they
had very vulgar thoughts about God and nature. Neither could

more than a very few of them have been elected in the sense of

having greater virtue and a truer life than others. Their

election, therefore, and their vocation, consists merely in the

temporal felicity and advantages of their empire. Nor do we
see that God promised to the patriai-chs or their successoi-s any-

thing besides this. Yea, in the law nothing else is promised
as the reward of obedience, save the continued good fortune of

their empire, and the other blessings of this life; and on the

contrai-y, the greatest discomforts, and the ruin of their empire,
for obstinacy and the breach of the covenant." Here we come
to what seems to us the true test of Spinoza's doctrine. If

the relations of man with man are mei-ely outward ;
if they have

been found by the experience of the world to be ea.sy of discovery
and easy of observation ;

if the common feeling of mankind has

recognized no connection between man and some power above

man; if there has been no bad govemment and tyranny iu

the world, and no superstition sustaining the bad government
and tyranny; or if the supremely veracious and good God of

whom Spinoza speaks has left His creatures to all the falsehood

and evil which have sprung from these causes; then we confess

we are utterly unable to account for the election of the Hebrews
;

then their influence, and the influence of the books that contain

their histoiy upon mankind, appears to be the most inexplicable
of all facts. We do not say this simply in reference to Spinoza.

His language about the motives which are set before the Jews

by their legislator, and resjiecting the mundane character of

the whole economy, is scarcely stronger than that which has

been used by many Christian divines for the purpose of exalting

the new covenantabove the old. The radical princijile of both

is the same, though the polemical objects of the writers may
have been most different. Both tacitly assume the life and

policy of nations to be altogether earthly and vulgar. And
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each, it seems to us, in tloing so, refutes bis own characteristic Ho«;they

maxim. The philosopher is unable to explain the common ti°I;mseivo3

instincts of mankind—that witness of the human heart and
reason in all lands, which he would set up against the peculiar

privileges and polity of the Hebrews. The other reduces into a

shadow and a fiction that Christian Church which he would

represent as superseding and overthrowing the ancient Israel.

After all, the Scriptures themselves furnish Spinozii with his

most satisfactory arguments, that God held communication with

other people as well as the Jews; that He did not contemn
other people for the sake of the Jews; that He did not punish
their transgressions less than those of other people ;

that He did

not design to save them from any of the natural consequences
of their own transgressions. All the passages which lie produces Spinoz.i's

to this effect are very excellent argunienta ad hominem when Divine"!™-"

his opponent is a Jew, pleading that there was some special J5gj!fi.g^'fl.

virtue in his own nation, or some special favouritism towards it. Sciipture

They are very much what Ju.stin or any Christian father would
have used for the same pui'pose. But they embarrass, not

strengthen, Spinoza's plea, so far as it makes a formal separation
between the outward and the inward, the good things which the

Israelite enjoyed by the external gift of God and the good thing.?
which belonged to him as one of the human race. They only
seem to us to show, what all Spinoza's other inferences from the

old and the new world also show, that the life of a nation is the

divinest of all gifts, and that those who have sought to discon-

nect it with the life of man, or the life of God, have always
failed, and must always fail.

71. The following cha]>ter,
" On the Divine Law," is very im- Law.

portant both for the jihilosophy of Spinoza and for the whole

subject.
" The name law," he says,

"
absolutely taken, signifies

that according to which every individual, or all, or some of the

same species, live under one and the same determined principle.
This law depends either upon the necessity of nature or upon The

the pleasure of men. A law depending upon the necessity of otnatm-,

nature is that which necessarily follows from the nature of the

thing to which it refers. That which proceeds from the pleasure
of men is that which men lay down for themselves and others,
that they may live more safely and comfortably together. For

example, the law that all bodies, when they impinge upon other Positwt

bodies that are less than themselves, lose as much of their own '^'*'

motion as they communicate to the othere, is a universal law of

bodies, following from the necessity of nature. The law that a

man, when he recollects one thing, straightway recollects another
that is like it, or wliich he had seen at the same time with it,

is a law which necessarily follows from human nature. But
Vol 11. 3 D
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that men should yiokl up, or be forced to yield up, that portion
of right which they have from nature, or .should Kind themselves
to a certain method of living, this depends upon the pleasure or

decree of men." Of course, Sjjinoza is bound to acknowledge,
according to his fundamental maxims, that all things are

ultimately determined by the universal laws of nature
; never-

theless, he draws this distinction for two reasons, which he sets

out somewhat more elaborately and less clearly than he is wont
to do. The upshot of them is, that man, being a

])ai-t of

nature, exists under the laws of nature, but that the universal

consideration about fate and the concatenation of causes is

not sufficient to explain the formation and arrangement of our

thoughts about pai'ticulai-s. Here, then, comes in the scope for

human will in devising laws. Law, however, he thinks, has

been rather applied by metajihor to natural things. The notion

of it as a mode of life which a man for some end prescribes to

himself or to others is the primitive notion. Adopting that

sense, we can understand how a man who knows for what end
he lives frames his law with a view to that end. The love of

God is the supreme blessedness of the creature. The man who
seeks that end shapes his life with a view to it; casts aside the

fear of punishment, the desire of pleasure, fame, (tc, as interfer-

ing with it. But legislatoi-s, seeing that the majority of the

subjects have no such end, very wisely set before them inferior

ends, terrifying them by penalties, stimulating them by the

hope of secondary rewards, that they may keep them in tolerable

order and may prevent them from interfering with each other.

What then is the Divine Law, and in what sense is the law of

the Hebrews to be called a Divine law? The Divine law,

properly considered, is,
— 1. fuiversal: 2. Demands no his-

torical records, seeing that it is derived from common notions

and significations in the man himself; 3. Demands no ceremonies

or actions which, being iudifterent, are made good or evil by
mere institution

;
4.

" Its supreme reward is the knowledge of

God Himself, and the love of Him in true liberty with a firm

and constant mind; its supreme punishment, the privation of

this love and knowledge, and fleshly servitude, or a fluctuating
and inconstant mmd." To settle the second point, he proposes
to inquire,

— 1. Whether we can by natural light conceive God as

a legislator prescribing laws to men
;

2. What sacred Scripture
teaches concerning light and this natui'al law; 3. To what end

ceremonies were instituted; and i. What is the benefit of

knowing sacred histories and believing them 1 He proceeds, as

we might expect, to argue that the law which is set forth in

Scriptm-e speaks to men as the ordinary legislator speaks to

them, by feai-s of ijunishment and hopes of reward ;
that God is
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presented to them as a prince or legislator, because they were

not able to perceive His being as au eternal truth involved in

the very nature of things; but that, nevertheless, there is a The higher

•distinct recognition of natural and eternal truths in Scripture ; J.^" nj^^^^

that Christ and his apostles treat these as being superior to

all outward laws ;
that St. Paul, especially in the first chapter of

the Epistle to the Romans, recognizes a revelation of God's

"being and nature to all men, and describes their great punish-
ment as being that they were given up to their own lusts and

ignorance.
72. The following chapter is on the reason why ceremonies Ceremonies

wei-e instituted, and on the faith of history,
—why and for what

"" '* °^^'

ends it is neces.'sar}'. Oiir readers will imagine for themselves

what the course of Spinoza's argument on the.se points is. He
quotes those passages from the prophets which show how far they

prized justice, truth, mercy, above ceremonies; how scornfully
sometimes they speak of sacrifices

;
how little Cln-ist cared either

to abolish the law of Moses or to introduce any new laws
;
how

entirely he was the asserter of the moral or natural law.

Thence he proceeds to show that the Jews, when they came out

of Egypt, were no longer held by the laws of any other nations,
and therefoi-e they might have made new laws for themselves

at their own pleasure; that they were totally incompetent for

•such a task as this
;
that Moses, therefore,

" because he excelled work nnd

the rest in divine virtue, and persuaded the people that he '^^Qafot

liad it, and proved it by many witnesses, on the strength of Moses,

that divine superiority, constituted laws, and prescribed them
for the people, taking, however, veiy great care that the people
should do their work not so much from fear as of good-will.
The object of the ceremonies was to remind a refractory people ceremonies

that they were not their own ma.sters, but were dependent on
"ffOT'/g'^be-

the will of another; that they could not plough, sow, reap, eat, dience in tiie

drink, shave theii- beards or their heads, rejoice, or, in one word, points,

do anything, save according to rules and commands laid down
in their laws. Nor was this enough; but they must have on
their posts, on their hands, and between their eyes, signs which
should always i-emind them of the obedience that was demanded
of them." Their ceremonies, therefore, he concludes, conduced

nothing to a divine or blessed life, but had relation only to the

government of the Hebrews, and to the outward conveniences
of the body. With respect to the univei-sal ceremonies of the christian

Christians, which are sup)iosed to have superseded these. Baptism
°''**°'""^''^

and the Euchai'ist, he thinks that if they were instituted by
Christ or his apostles, which he cannot clearly make out, they
were established merely as external signs of the Catholic Church,
not as having any holiness in themselves. Then, as to the worth
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of the sacred histories, he admits that tliey impress upon the

minda of the common people that which tliey might not arrive

at by the natural light ;
but that their worth is a-s instruments

which lead men to the higlier and more radical knowledge, and
that those parts of them which do not conduce to this end may
be reasonably neglected.

73. All these propositions, it will be perceived, hang veiy

naturally together. Oi^'en any two or three of them, we can

arrive without much ilifficulty at the rest. At the same time

each new stone which is put into the building leaves the reader

with an impression of its compactness and solidity. This

impression is weakened by- two reflections,
— 1. There is a

practical confession in all Spinoza's language, that the natural

light does not of itself lead us to the belief of a Being who
can do those things for men which yet the experience of

men proves that they require should be done for them.

Help for these must be sought in some men of unusual

gifts and virtues, who contrive arrangements for their fellow-

men which, however far from that which the philosopher

wants, are yet exceedingly desirable and necessary for them.

Are these very wise and excellent men a set of angels or genii,
who act independently of the Being? Is Spinoza going to

lead us back into the superstitions against which he more
than any man protests? 2. With this observation is involved

the second of which we spoke. Is God dependent upon the

natural light? or does it merely discover Him to us? Spinoza
is continually hovering between these two beliefs. The latter

is his genuine inward belief God is before the light, the

source of the light. But when he is occupied with his negative

argument, with the process of overthrowing the traditions of

his fathers, the other unconsciously becomes upjiermost. The

light in man, which at times we take to be utterly subordinate,

nay, which, if we gave some words that we have quoted already
their full force, might be supposed to have no relation what-

soever to the divine and infinite light, starts into a fearful

superiority. It seems to govern, not to j^erceive. We are

far from wishing to press either of these points for the sake

of grounding on them a condemnation of Spinoza. They are

of far greater value, it seems to us, as illustrating a difficulty

in his position
—a difiiculty which very frequently besets our

own path
—and from which it seems to us that nothing but

a full acknowledgment of a revelation of God to a creature

who is formed to receive such a revelation, can remove. No
man was so eager to get rid of the idea of mediation as Spinoza.
No Christian advocate has over done so much to illustrate

the meaning and the necessity of mediation. At one time
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the gulf seems impassible between the divdne and the human

region. At another time they seem to be mei-ged into one.

IiT each case the very results which Spinoza dreads most are

continually threatening us. The old forms of divided inter-

mediate worship are seen stalking in the distance, ready to

siu-ing up and overwhelm us; or customs, laws, ceremonies,

become portentously powerful, just because there is nothing

to connect them with a divine economy, because they must

be taken as substitutes for its divine principles and rewards.

74. The opening of the next chapter,
" On Miracles," throws Miracles,

gi-eat light upon the whole subject. "As men have been wont

to call that science which surpasses human apprehension, divine,

so they have been wont to call the work whereof the cause is

generally unknown, divine, or the work of God. For people in The rare

general think that the power and providence of God then is most
''^f^^[^^

clearly manifested when they perceive something to happen in divine,

nature which is uncommon, and contrary to the opinion which

they have formed from custom concerning nature. And in no

w-Aj do they think that the existence of God may be more clearly

proved than from this, that Nature doth not keep her order.

Wherefore they deem that all those set aside God, or at least

the providence of God, who explain events and miracles by
natural causes, or try to understand them. They suppose, that

is to say, that God is doing nothing as I'ong as Nature is moving
on in her accustomed order, and on the other hand, that the

power of nature and natural causes are idle so long as God is

acting. They imagine, therefore, two powers distinct from each Tiie vulgar

other, to wit, the power of God and the power of natural things, ^"stinB
which power they suppose to have been determined by God in

J°j*'J^°*
a certain manner, or as most now-a-days express themselves, to

have been created by Him. But what they mean by either

nature or God they know not, except that they assume the

power of God to be a sort of regal government, and that they
attribute a sort of force and impulse to nature. The common Ana exclude

herd, therefore, call the unusual works of nature miracles, ^,°^^™"
"'°

or the works of God
;
and partly out of devotion, partly out

"p^*^""'
"'

of the desire of ojjposing those who cultivate natural sciences,

wish to be ignorant of the causes of natural things, and delight
to hear only of those things which they least understand and
therefore most admire." He goes on to attribute to the Jews a

wish to get rid of natural causes, that they might confound the

heathens, who worshipped the sun, moon, water, air, &c., and

might convince them that all these were weak and inconstant

])owers, wliich were under the dominion of the invisible God.
"
Finally," he says,

" the folly of common people supposes
nature to be so limited that it feigns man to be the principal
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part of it." Here undoubtedly is the strife between him and
the o])ponents whom he despises. Spinoza the jiliilosopher lias

many gi-ave and well-sup])orted charges to bring against the
The dignity common herd, or the multitude. But the common herd or

nought by" niultitude has <his chaige to bring against Spinoza
—one to

Spinoza. which lic proudly pleads guilty. He does not deem man to be
the highest part of nature, or to be above nature. This is

the cau.se of the jirotest of human beings against liira and the

natural jihilosopliers. They do feel and know that they have

something in them which is higher than sun, moon, or stars.

They cannot and will not submit to gi-\e up this sen.su of their

The con- own greatness. If the greatness is mixed with littleness,

phTiosopiIer
'^ their sense of a relation to that which is higlier than them-

inhuman. selves mingles strangely and confusedly witii subjection to

things lower than themselves, might it not be worthier of a

philosopher to show them the cause of this confusion, and to

point out some way out of it, than to call them hard names, and
at the same time to rob them of that con\iction which, if tndy
reverenced and educated, might be the means of raising them
above the errors whicli alone make such naines applicjiblc?
For ourselves, we are quite ready to learn of Spinoza not to

despise natural agencies, not to think that the order of nature

in the least interferes with a continual divine oj)eration. But
Thepeopie we must claim, with tlie common herd, to liave our h\iman rights
wiseit an ic

j-gcognized. We must i)rotest with them that man has a dom-
inion over nature which he cannot abdicate, and which it is not

for the honour of the eternal and immutable God tliat he should

abdicate. In that hint which Spinoza has thrown out about the

bearing of Jewish miracles upon the heathen mythology is con-

tained, we conceive, a great truth, imperfectly and unfairly

stated, which the rest of this chaptt^r illustrates, and which

Spinoza demands some solution that Spinoza did not di.scovor. His

theSbie'timt great knowledge of Scripture enables him to show how much the
its writers do Hebrew writers dwell on the fixedness of God's order; how little
not value . .... , . . «
miracles as it was m harmony with their purpose to make interruptions oi

!)f order!"""' it the test and proof of divinity ;
how they warned men against

the use of miracles which might lead to this result. Should not

such passages have led him to ask himself whether some other

purjjose than that of accommodating themselves to the prejudices
of the vulgar, which prejudices they were continually outraging,

may not have been present in those signs and wonders which

they wrought ? May not the.se have been witnesses, as he himself

hints that they were, of a Being whose mind does not change as

the appearances of physical objects do change, as the heathens

Men might supposed the miuds of their earthly gods to change 1 But men
bear wuness, exhibited these wonders ; what right could tliey have to declare
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such a Being ? No right at all, assuredly, if the powers they 1,5. their acts,

exerted were not real powers, if they were not the powere of
"j;^" ^^^

Him who is the same yesterday and to-day and for ever. If God,

they were triilinw with these, or pretending to have them when

they had them not, they were cheats and liars, like every other

enchanter or magician. But whether they nmst have been so

because they were men, this is the whole question. On this

question, it seems to us, Spinoza takes the degi-ading side—that unless man

which lowers man to nature, and therefore obliges him to become
^^ ™'(?fi

an idolater ;
and that the common herd of men show, amidst

all their perplexities,
that they are feeling after that God whose

offspring they are, and are craving that He should come forth to

own them as His oiJ'spring,
not merely as the creatures of His

hand. In this way the belief of the miracles recorded in

Scripture is not for us a contradiction of science, but an acknow-

ledgment that God has met the wants of men, and raised them

to the position in which alone science becomes possible for them.

75. This struggle of the philosopher with the vulgar—this Contradi^-^

incapacity of doing jiistice
to human feelings and necessities, able from

even when he desires it mos^--this obligation to believe that
^PJXfview.

the wise man sees only what is common to all, and yet that he

must hold himself aloof fi-om his fellows, and must be as unlike

them as possible—comes out very strikingly in all the chapters
See^t vii^

bj

wherein he discusses the books of Scripture, the Word of God ,„„e acnp-

which is implied in these books, the simplicity of the Scriptures, 'f"J;:Seh''°

the relations of faith to philosophy, and of reason to theology.
5''^*^^^;'j.|i

In this last chapter he examines the opinions of Maimonides, the ,. est verba

Jewish rationalist, who would have brought Scripture to the
'^;;j;^^j^;

test, and of Alpakhar, who would make reason bend to
s.ad^Prawi:^

Scriptm-e. Both doctrines are summarily dismissed; that of nuolop/iZ^

Maimonides with most contempt. Reason and theology have Re^so^ ^^^

nothing properiy to do with each other. The Scriptures are
l^^^.^_

meant to make" men obedient who cannot use their reason.

Prophets and apostles spoke to ignorant masses. They set The teaching
i i

,^ ,.Li J. I'/^l ot Prophets
before them just so much respecting the nature ot (jocI as was and Apostles,

necessaiy to keep them respectable and in good order. It was

not the real nature of God, as that is apprehended through
demonstrations by the -wise. It was a certain popular nature,

such as can be set forth in figures to the apprehensions of the

people. The philosopher cannot dispense with such lessons.

He has nothing to substitute for them. His own are of an

entii-ely different kind. It is very foolish if he tries to remould The Phiioso-

them according to his notions—to assume that which is said helstoTeal

literally was not meant literally—that corporeal emblems may ;^»hu>e

receive a metaphysical sense. But, on the other hand, he is not

the least bound by anything he finds in Scripture. He may take
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it or leave it aceordiiig as it agrees or disagree.s with liis higher
intuitions. For his own life he does not want it at all, however

much he may recognize it as expressing fragments of truth, as

containing, mixed with baser matter, a Divine Word.

76. Here is an adjustment of the claims of philosophy and

theology very different from Bossuet's— different from that

which any Protestant would be disposed to accept. And yet,

perhaps the idea of Spinoza, that theology is to enforce obedience

upon people who are not cajjable of perceiving truth, may have

been working almost equally in the minds of Catholic and

Protestant di\ines, and may be at the root of many of their

skilful apportionments of provinces. That Spinoza put that

highest which, as he supposed, brought him into direct contact

with truth, and paid only a distant and courteous homage to tliat

which was to assist in forming men into quiet citizens and shop-

keepers, was not altogether unnatural. If theology cannot act

upon politics otherwise than he supposed it to act; if policy is

the kind of science which he took it to be
;

if the main occupa-

tion of the philosopher is with the laws of nature, and man is

for him only a part of nature; we cannot see how any conclusions

respecting the Scriptures are possible except those which he

adopted. In that case a reconstruction of the Jewish Scriptures,

such as he attempted, is clearly necessary. To one looking at

them from his point of view they can be nothing but a collection

of fragments, so heterogeneous, so incompatible with any coherent

or reasonable principle, that the wise man must emancipate
himself from their influence; and yet so remarkable for the

influence which they have exerted, that he must by some means,

and under all possible difficulties, set himself to account for it.

The task will require the utmost stretch of ingenuity; the

materials will often prove utterly intractable; but he must do

his best, trying to deduce the facts from the documents, after he

has assumed a ground altogether unlike that which the docu-

ments assume, after he has brought the facts under a law which

they do not recognize, and which contradicts the one that they

do recognize. This is the labour which Spinoza has imposed

upon himself in the remaining part of his treatise, when he lays

down his scheme of government and society, and then interprets

the republic of the Hebrews according to that scheme. It is,

as we think, the critical part of the book—that which brings the

rest of it, and all Spinozii's jihilosophy, to the test. But not only

Spinoza's. Many of our most plausible and pojmlar notions are

thrown into the crucible as well as his. The politics of Spinoza
have all tliat harinoniousness which can be imjiarted to politics

by a man contemplating them as a system
—all that impartiality

which they can derive from the condition of a man who is a
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wanderer on the earth, with no real attachment to any soil or

any tradition. That condition gives them a deeply mournful

interest in our eyes. It explains the kind of longing look which

he turns so often to the " old clothes
" which he has cast aside.

It explains why the onlv genuine aspiration which he has about L-'useznfut

.1 . .
'^

rt , S -1 . 1-11 - • •
i.1 , /'Mre his only

the institutions of the land m which he is a sojourner is, that demands of a

they would allow him and other philosophers to have free scope
sovernmenu

for thinking and speaking.
77. It would be easy to startle our readers by quoting pas- See^Lettere

sages from Spinoza's chapter
" On the Foundations of a State," xxxiv.', te-

concerniug the natural right of men to do what they like
;
to

B,Jg|;i,erg

indulge their appetites to the utmost. Such language led one and spinoza,

of his correspondents to accuse him of levelling men to the
pj'il^,

'° ^

condition of beasts. He answers the charge very indignantly,

affirming that no one has spoken more strongly than he has

done of the life according to reason,—the life in which the

brutal appetites are restrained, and the man knows and loves

God—as the only true life. He was justified in saying so. And

yet the complainant had an excuse for his opinion. He had why Spinoza

been used to consider the law of nature as something which duce man to

i-estrains the inclinations of nature. Spinoza uses it as if it
{|;||f^^Jt^^

were the power or liberty to indulge those inclinations. More-

over, our philosopher had used veiy strong words about men

being a part, and a very small part, of nature. He affirms with The Law of

vehemence here, that if we understood the whole meaning of
"""

nature, we should see why men were permitted, according to

its laws, this unbounded license. Finally, he will not tolei-ate

the ojiinion that the laws of nature are not the laws of God.

From these data it is not wonderful that De Blyenberg arrived

at the inference which his friend so eagerly and with so much

sincerity rebutted. Those who know only a very little of the The word

history of philosoiihical inquiry
—a little of the perplexities of

"'"'''^

their own minds—will be aware what mists hang about this word

tiature, and how frequently those mists gi-ow thicker in the effiart

to disperse them. We are not disposed to repudiate Siiinozix's Spinoza's np

assurance that he was trying to translate St. Paul's expression into ^^^-^
^^

other language,
" / was alive without the law once;'^ and,

" Sin is

not imputed where thei-e is no law." We do not like the transla-

tion. It seems to us to omit some all-important elements of

truth which St. Paul did not omit. But so far as it merely

conveys the impression that law must be brought home to the

mind of man in some other way than it can be brought home
in a state of nature, before he has any clear consciousness of

wrong-doing, Spinoza may be uttering a proposition which is con-

ifirmed by experience, and which we all need to remember.

78. But what is the next step? How do men pass out of this
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natural condition 1 Is it a passage into greater freedom or into

greater bondage ? Here begins our State. The difference front

tlie Malniesbury State is rather accidental tlian essential, except
that the difference oi colouring often marks tlie difference in the

mind of two artists more than the difference of form, and so far

cannot be called accidental. Spinoza and Uobbes were as unlike

in the starting point of tlieir convictions as any two men could

be. They were unlike in their education. They were unlike in

their circumstances,—one being a discontented Englishman in the

time of the Commonwealth
;
the other a refugee in Amsterdam,

gi-ateful for the jirotection which a republic afforded. But there

was a point at which their minds met, and at which they proved
themselves to be contemporaries. The State is fir Spinoza, as

for Hobbes, a refuge which men invent for themselves from the

alarming natural rights which they find that each one of them is

as much disposed to exercise, and is as much able to exercise, as

another. Each man, according to Spinoza, as well as according
to Hobbes, surrendere a portion of his rights against his fellows,

that his fellows may not assert their rights against him. What
is the most useful fonn of government for this end—how much
of license it may permit, how much it may check, for the sake

of preserving the society from falling to pieces
—is the only

question for either. The feeling in Hobbes is always for the

greatest concentration. The State is a leviathan. The feeling
of Spinoza is for a more natural play in the different limbs of the

body politic. A democracy is for him not merely the beginning
of government, Iwt the consummate form of it

;
because he sup-

poses, in spite of the old cases of Anaxagoi-as and Socrates and the

recent examjiles of Remonstrants and Contra Eemonstrants, that

on the whole it is more likely to leave opinions alone. The
ultimate end of a State, he says, is not dominion, but liberty.

Nevertheless, a surrender of natural rights to the supreme
authority, wherever it is vested, is involved in the idea of exist-

ence in a State. The State determines for each citizen what is

right, what is wrong ;
what should be done or left undone. The

State appoints what is needful in order to keep up the habits of

obedience in those who are subjected to its control. The State

])resides over religious as much as civil matters.

79. All the ingenuity and courageous dogmatism of Hobbes
could not hinder him from appearing awkward and sophistical
when he tried to reconcile his theory of society and government
with that which represented God as constituting the family;
God as forming the peo))le whom He had delivered from bon-

dage into a nation; God as Himself governing it, whatever

subordinate instruments—priests, kings, projihets
—He employs;.

God as preparing tlura for tlie manifestation of a divine king-
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doin wlierein men should be governed by a Father, be united to

each other in a Mediator, by an indwelling Spirit. Spinoza is

still more embarrassed, precisely because he has more sense of a
divine economy, and is less able to divest himself of early asso-

ciations. The strange dream of a people persuaded by their spinoza'a

lawgiver to regard God as their King, and to bind themselves
^

under a covenant to Him, has to be maintained under all

difficulties, that he may show how peculiar the Hebrew common-
wealth was; how little it can be a model for other common-
wealths; and yet what lessons it may teach them respecting the He draws out

dangers of monarchical, still more of priestly or prophetical, [„„ Jewish

usurpation. Having once got rid of the primary idea of the history,

Jewish State, he could have no difficulty whatever in disjoining maio'lpo/ii/ca

its history from the history of all other nations. If the Lord Ex.Rep.uA.

was not actually its King, but was only made its King by an

agreement which must have been the most fictitious, the least

stable, of all agreements; if kings, priests, prophets were not
^^j^^j,^

responsible to a higher ruler, who actually called them to account histoi}- bo-

for their forgetfulness of the duties with which he had entrusted S'.'"''"
them; the whole record must be that of difierent officers

scrambling for authority over a very degraded race. The
witnesses of the Bible respecting the degeneracy of all orders,
and the punishment which they brought upon themselves, may
all be quoted as proofs, and will in tliat case he proofs, that the
whole experiment was a failure, and that the Hebrew polity is

a beacon to all after generations how they permit the theocratic The theocra-

idea to mingle in any degree with their conception of society.
''"^ '"'^'^

Unfortunately, it does mingle and will mingle with the concep- it must
tion of every society; and in no one would it be more certain to enter into a

mingle than in a society of which Spinoza was the prie.st and formed by

augur. For the philosopher to be confessing God as the ^p™"^^

origin of all life and thought, and for that God to be excluded
from the government over human beings endued with life and
thought

—in the transactions wliich most occupy and absorb
them—is a contradiction which every day's exjierience must
make more palpable. But let not the truth be concealed,
which we have so often had occasion to bring forth in this

sketch, that the utter perversion of the theocratic idea in Catho- why he
lie and Protestant Europe was forcing this contradiction upon

"readed it.

the minds of the men of that age, as the continuance and
aggravation of the same perversion has been forcing it on the
minds of men in the times that have succeeded. One cannot
read the eloquent and effective protest against intolerance, spinoza's
whether it proceeded from Roman hierarch or Calvinistic

^J^^' 'i'^?'S,'''

preacher, which concludes this tractate of Spinoza, without per- eVta'teda-

ceiving what had warped his judgment respecting the life and
""'''
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history of his own hind; wliat had liindered him from accepting
it as a light by which to read the history of all lands. Those
who professed to assert a universal kingdom of God over men
had practically denied His government and presence; had en-

throned popes, priests, doctors in His place; had maintained
Romish that monarchs and republics were resjwnsible to them—that

eocra ists.

(^jjgy -yygj.g t,o ^11 intentf^ and jnirposes irresponsible. Tliey had
shown by their acts that they felt there was no Lord over them;
that they were left to manage the world as they liked. And

caivinistic the Calvinists, who had borne a noble protest for the real
iheocratiBts. Jotniuion of God against these usurpers, were in their turn striv-

ing to establish an ascendency of preachers more narrow, less

learned, less humane than those of the old hierarchy. That

bTh.'^''"^'
^'^s''*^ should be a cry loud and deep against each kind of

tyranny from those who looked out upon the universe, who looked
in upon themselves, and who felt how little they could learn of

either from those who professed to have the key to both,

The state in- '^^"as inevitable. That they should turn to statesmen as pro-
voked as a tectoi-s against the arrogance and pretensions of clnirchmen,
helper ^

. .

againstthem. conscious all the while how frail that protection must be; that

in taking this course they should invest States with a most

dangerous supremacy just at the moment when the proclama-
tion, Uetat c'est moi, was going forth from the great ruler of

the age, the one who most represented its tendencies
;
that their

plea for the freedom of philosojihers should therefore have been

something very different from a plea for the freedom of men;
this was natural. The treatise of Spinoza exhibits one phase

—
to us a most striking ]ihase

—of these perplexities and struggles.
In it they are more indissolubly connected than in any other

work with those questions of our day, which some fancy caa

Critirism of be settled by a mere criticism of documents. Willing as
documents.

Spinoza was to enter upon that criticism, able as he was from
his Hebrew lore to conduct it, he yet shows clearly that the

previous conceptions of the critic must determine his method,
and therefore his conclusions. He cannot examine the state-

ments of the writers upon whom he is to pass judgment, as they
stand. He must remould them before he investigates them.

The doca- The evidence of this necessity is all the more strong, because

rtmncc'd bv Spi'iozii Certainly addressed himself to the Scripture books with a
the previous resolution to get rid of all glosses of interpreters, tind to hear

the critic what they said. He has persevered far enough in this intention

to make many of his observations of great value in correcting
the Jewish and Christian Kabbins, who have forced lawgivers
and j)rophets to rejieat their sentiments. He has dune more.

Conse- He has not seldom brought the thought of God's continual pre-

sence, which is the inspiring one of lawgivers and prophets, closequencea.
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to us, while those who speak with more apparent reverence oi'

lawgivers and jirophets have put it far from us. But his notion

of man as a part of nature—of natural laws as the only adequate
expression of the mind of God—is so directly the reverse of theirs,

that when he intends to treat them ever so fairly they undergo
a transformation in his hands. He cannot approach them with-

out compelling them to deny their own principles, without

imputing to them a dishonesty of which he does not in his heart

imagine them to be guilty. If we, who take them in their direct. Duty of those

obvious sense, think we have an advantage over him, we should
fiomSp^nu-'

use it to show that, by acknowledging God to be indeed the zf'sconclu-
' •/ o CD S1UI13,

King and the Deliverer whom the Sciiptures represent Hira
to be—by acknowledging the Jewish records to be the true

exposition of His mind towards the nations of the earth—we can They are

protest more zealously and etfectually against all who have set
iJ[fs,rorieei

themselves up to enslave the bodies and spirits of men, under assertorsof

any pretext, than he could do; that we are not compelled to h'els.^

ask one form of despotism to counteract another; that we are

bound to welcome every instrument which has ever contributed

or does contribute to the establishment of moral or physical

order, to the overthrow of moral and physical oppression, as

God's instrument; that we look for a complete i-evelation of

Him, which shall make order and freedom entirely triumphant,
and shall destroy whatever has divided them, or robbed man-
kind of either blessing.

80 Had we been left to deduce our inferences respecting the Transition

ethical doctrines of Spinoza either from the Cogitata Metapliysica of spinoza.

or from the Tractatus Theoloyico Politicus, or from a comparison
of the two, we might have been much perplexed. We should have
felt ourselves obliged to accept the testimonies respecting his

life as conclusive that he did not desire any relaxation of the The previous

moi-al code which is recognized amongst Christians, for his own not'be™(ie-"

sake
;
we should have welcomed his abiding sense of the pre- c'.sive

as to

sence of a perfectly true Being as that which upheld him
;
we creed,

should have joyfully remembered the words which declare the

knowledge of God and the love of God to be the highest of all

rewards. And however dilBcult we might have found it to con-

nect the truth of God, on his hypothesis, with the truth of men, nis life an—however much we might be distressed by finding that the
f™a^lJxlii-

most excellent men in the old time—those to whom he attri-

butes the formation of endnring polities, and those whom, in

some sense, he recognizes as instruments of revealing God, had,
in his judgment, tampered with truth,

—we should, nevertheless, jiany rea-

have ."supposed that in some way or other his conceptions of ?o"s for

general morality were not afl'ected by these historical opinions, favoiirabiy.

and that when he had scope to explain himself clearly and satis-
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factorily, he would show tliat none of these eonsequences, which
His severe looked so inevitable, were really visible to his intellect. We
Iodic. jj^jj ^jjj^j. ^Q entertain this hope in the case of a man so rigidly

consecutive and logical as S[iinoza, so little scared by results,
woidd liave been difficidt. But the motives to entertain it are

very strong for those who feel real ali'ectiou towards him,
and who are suspicious of their tendency to misrepresent and
misunderstand a man hostile to some of their own dearest

convictions—busy in overthrowing the records which seem to

them eveiy day to offer greater proofs of their divinity. But
Eihica ordine Spinoza has not j)ut us to this trial. His ethical doctrines are

^emZu'H^ia,
i^ot to be gathered by inference, or by the setting of one state-

Zf^h
PP- ment against another. In a book which was published after his

death they are set forth with the greatest precision, in the
Spinoza strictest sequence. We do not guess—we know—what were
AnnDuno69
his own re- the ethical maxims which he believed to follow inevitably from
eulta.

jjjg belief in God as the substance, from his denial tliat man is

more than a part of nature. We are not now to learn how the

doctrines of Descartes respecting the Being of God or the order

of nature may be demonstrated geometrically. We are to ascer-

tain what doctrines concerning the life of man necessarily spring
from the doctrines, divine and natural, of Sjiiuoza himself We

Mathematics are not now confused by the intermixture of the history or the

f"m"w^
°

popular notions which philosophers are to tolerate, but to
lory.

despise. We are in their own pure region of diathesis. What,
then, are to be our guiding stars in this region? How ar'e

those stars to show us oin- way through the thickets and ovei

the dreary deserts of the earth ? How are they to make us dis-

cern and enjoy its verdure? We have endeavoured to show
that nothing can be less reasonable than the charge of Atheism
which was brought against Spinoza by his illustrious brother

Cartesian. We have even acquitted him of Pantheism in the

usual (or heathen) sense of that word. We are not disposed
to retract anything that we have said in his favour. But if

we had nothing but the ethics of Sjjinoza to guide us in our

conclusions respecting him—and if we did not hold that his old

Jewish faith was stronger than his philosophical opinions for

himself, as well as for us—we might easily yield to the

opinion exjiressed by a modern historian, wlio has cei-tainly
none of Malebranche's Christian prejudices, in these fierce

Miclielet. words,—" Tuui cl Uheure dans celte HoUawle Protestante en

lutte avec la France Colholique, va s'ouvrir pour Vahsorpllon
commune du Catliolicisiiie, du Protestant isme, de la liberie,

de la inorale, de Dun, et du monde, le guuffre sans fond de

Spinoza.''
81. The first part of the 2'reatise on Ethics is of cour.se con-
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ceming God. Spinoza could begin from no other foundation. Part i.,

If we merely gave the definitions with which he opens, our ^^ ''""•

readei-s would accuse us of repeating what we have told them

already, when commenting on his Cartesian Prlncipia and his

Metaphysical Meditations. They would still find him talking of

Essences and of Existences, of Substance, of Attribute, of Mode ;

of God as the absolutely infinite Being—that is to say, "a
substance consisting of infinite attributes, each one of which ex-

presses an eternal and infinite essence." There is nothing in this

which we do not look for. Nor shall we be surprised at liis defini- Liberty

tiou of liberty.
" That thing is to be called free wliich exists nece^ty.

from the necessity of its own nature alone, and is determined

to action by itself alone. A necessary thing, on the other hand,
or rather that which exists under force, is determined by
another thing to be and to work in a certain definite manner."

That eternity means existence in itself, which cannot be ex-

plained by duration or time, we also know. Possibly none of

the axioms will strike us as very startling. The most import-
ant are these three :

" Given a determinate cause, the efiect Canse not

necessarily follows. Conversely, if no determinate cause is
f,o'}^'effect3,

given, it is imijossible tliat the effect should follow. Tlie know- but effects

ledge of the eftect depends upon the knowledge of the cause,

and involves it. Whatsoever can be conceived as non-existing,
its essence does not involve existence." But when we liave

advanced a little way, we come upon these propositions,
—" No

substance can be conceived except God. Whatever is, is in

God, and nothing can be, or can be conceived, without God."

And this corollary from the seventeenth proposition,
—" That Necessity of

God alone is a free cause
;
for He alone exists from the sole pu'edhi God's

necessity of His nature, and acts from the sole necessity of His "i'ture.

nature." In a scholium to this corollary Spinoza rejects the

notion that God is a free cause because he could have jiroduced
other things tlian those which he has produced. He affirms

that infinite things have proceeded in infinite ways of necessity
from the supreme power of God, or His infinite nature, and that

they follow each other by tlie same necessity, just as it follows,
from the nature of a triangle, from eternity and to eternity, that

its three angles should be equal to two right angles. He there-

fore expressly denies intellect or will to God in any sense in

which we understand intellect or will. He affirms, in the The causa

eighteenth proposition, that God is the immanent cause of all
'

things, but not the transient. Under the twenty-ninth propo-
sition, which denies that there can be any contingency in the

nature of things, but that all are determined to exist and work
in a certain way by the necessity of the divine nature, he places
a scholium which formally explains his Natura JS'^aturans and

immaneos
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Xatura Naturata. By the first he means that which is in

itself, and is conceived by itself—that is to say, God as the one
free cause. By the second he means all which follows of neces-

sity from the nature of God, or from any one of the attributes
of God. In the thirtj'-first proposition he lays it down that the
intellect in act, whether it be finite or infinite, as well as will,

desire, love, <&c., belong to the Nalura Naturata—not to the
Nat^ira Xaturans. The thirty-second proposition affirms that

will cannot be called a free cause, but only a necessary. In a

corollaiy to this proposition, he declares that will and intellect

bear the same relation to the nature of God as motion and rest,
and must be determined by God to their being and their work,
just like all natural things. The thirty-third projiosition says,
that things could have been produced in no other way, and in
no other order, by God, than they have been produced. He
denies that this doctrine imputes any imperfection to God; it is

His perfection which forces us to affirm it. The thirty-fourth

proposition declares that the power of God is the very essence of

God. With these maxims to start from, he proceeds to sweep
away all notions of final causes as interfering with the absolute

being and absolute nature of God, and as limiting His power.
To suppose Him acting with a view to some end which we call

good, is entirely to limit His power, and to bring Him under
our conditions. We assume that He has created all things for

the good of man, and man to worship him. We ascribe to Him
our notions of good and evil, merit and sin, praise and blame,
order and confusion, beauty and deformity. We detennine

by ourselves what He is, who alone has determined what we are.

82. Some who will perceive whither propositions of this kind
must lead, when a system of ethics for humau beings is grounded
upon them, will take a preliminary objection to Spinoza's
method. They will say that it would have been safer and wiser

to have begun from the ground of fact and experience, to have
seen what is demanded for us by our own necessities; then, if

need were, to determine what are the duties which we owe to

God, or in what relation we stand to Him. To suggest such

a course as this is simply to say that Spinoza .should not be

Spinoza
—that he should discai-d the primary princijde of his

philosophy. Those who believe in a revelation at all events

cannot complain of him for resting human mondity on a divine

basis. They must rejoice that he shotdd make the experiment ;

if it fail it may teach us more than many successes. Michelet

has told us that Catholicism is swallowed up in the abyss of

Spinozisin. He may mean by Catholicism the doctrine of autho-

rity, whether biblical or ecclesiastical, as the ground of faith.

That he may suppose to have beeu merged in the belief that the
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existence of God is implied in tlie being and reason of man. But
tlie Catholic, whencesoever he derives his belief concerning God,

surely holds that v;hat he believes underlies man and the uni-

verse. No father or schoolman would have dissented from that

opinion. Or the historian may mean by Catholicism the Catholic oniy as a

faith of three persons in one Godhead. Catholicism in this "ienier of

deepest sense woiild be lost in that absolute idea of Godhead, hostile to

excluding all relations, which is set forth in the first book of
"°'

the Ethics. But the power of contrasting that idea with this

negative absolutism—of showing what is involved in each,
and what are the necessary deductions from each—may be

just what the Catholic faith needs, in order that it may not

lie drowned either in tlirs gulf or in the gulf of mere human
decrees and traditions. Spinoza may help us more than all its

advocates, by making us feel what are its distinctions, what is

its unity, how the first involves the second. And the compa-
rison of his method with its method may illustrate the defects

of mere mathematical demonstration—the worth of an historical

revelation—far more clearly than any reasonings which remove

theology fi-om the region of certainty to the I'egion of probabi-

lity, and at the same time change history from a living record
into a set of formal propositions.

83. What Michelet says of the world and God being lost in God and the

this same bottomless pit, may seem to ' contradict our remarks ""''

respecting the conscientious effort which Spinoza made to

separate the Creator from His works. That remark still

appears to us correct, although it is evident from the passages
we have just quoted, that Spinoza is obliged to represent the
Xatura Nahirata as the express image of the Natura Naturans;
nay, to treat the one as only not identical with the other. One
who holds the Catholic faith would say, of course, that such an

express image is demanded by the very nature of God. He
would say that the world or nature takes the place, in the doc-

trine of Spinoza, which the absence of the only begotten Son
has left void. He would affirm that a deep and logical thinker How Spinoza
could find no refuge but in such a substitution, even though it '0°?'®'!?

'"

led to the sacrifice of the very idea which was most sacred in them.

his mind—even though God and the world were thus, as the
French historian says, lost in each other, or in that which might
become the negation of both. We have seen how, in the four-

teenth centuiy, men deeply penetrated with Christian ideas, and

exhibiting an elevated Christian practice, might, wliile meditat-

ing upon the absolute gi-ound of things, approach the holders
of such a negation as this. Some of the most devout contem-

poraries of Spinoza, male and female, were not seldom upon the
edwe of it. If Spinoza approached it, not through sentiment.

Vol II. 2 E
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but in his stern mathematical career, under the joint infl\ienc<-

of theology and jthysics, of tlie old Hebraic lore, of the modem
Cartesian lore, a Christian surely need not wonder, and has no

right to blame. He may be very thankful for another warning
respecting himself, another aid in apprehending tlie inner
sense of that creed to which he has given his nrTiiinal adherence.
For if he accepts tliat faith in tlie old meaning which was given
to it by the fathei's of the Church, he will be able to do full

justice to the fear of Spinoza, lest in attritiuting final causes to

the acts of God, we should be the inventors of those causes, and
should deduce them from our own special occasions. He will

do justice to Spinoza's desire, that all that has been created

should be traced to the mind of God, working from itself, un-

folding its own perfections. But he will find in the satisfacti(m

with wliich a Father beholds a Sou, and sees His own perfection
in him, that which makes it at once unnecessary and impossible
to look for any external motive acting on the divine nature,

foreign to the divine nature itself And instead of being com-

pelled to seek in man those standards of goodness or beauty, of

truth, of love, of praise
—which are then transferred, as Spinoza

complains, to the divine nature, to its gi'eat confinement and

degradation
—he will seek in that nature all these forms, and he

will expect to find that in some way the image and likeness of

them shoiild be exhibited in the nature of man, who has the per-

ception of tliem, and only in a secondary and subordinate way
in the nature of those tilings which have not the perception of

them. If he accepts the doctrine of the old creed concerning a

Spirit proceeding from the Father and the Son, in whom they
are One, he may feel that he is realizing the unity of the God-
head in a more jierfect sense than Spinoza could realize it while

he was contemplating a mere abj-ss of Being ;
and that he is also

learning how it is possible for these divine forms of excellence to

be imparted to a voluntary and intelligent creature—how it is pos-
sible for that creature to enjo\' the state of a moi-al being

—how it

is possible for him, if he fell from that state, to be raised again.
S4. " The Nature and Origin of tlie Mind," which is the

subject of the second part of Spinoza's Ethics, has been discussed

already in the Cogitata Metaphysica. But the language there

was so much allected by the writer's desire to separate the idea

of God from all human associations and limitations, that we are

startled when we find ourselves at once Ciilled upon to recognize
the mind of man as only one side or form of the infinite mind.

Can this, we ask, be the same teacher who used that strange

jihrase about tlie dog in the zodiac ? It is the very same.

Nor is he conscious of the slightest liostility between the two
statements. One is for him the consequence of the otlier. The
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infinite must not be controlled by tlie finite; the finite can- The finite

not be divided from the infinite. Whether S]jinoza succeeds fnSJtt^""
in emancipating the infinite from the finite; whether he is able

to discover the real union between them; are the questions
which this part of his Etliics specially forces upon us. Man, we
must always remember, is not to have any special honour. He
is a res cogitans. He thinks God's thoughts. But bodj- is a

res extensa. That expresses God's essence considered as a res

exteiisa. The idea of all things whatever must be in God. Tiieideaof

And as Spinoza again and again reminds us, it is this idea
"J^y e™,)|y

which we must identify with His nature, separating from it all in God.

those conceptions of power and will which the vulgar derive

from the analogy of earthly kings. No hint is so jnegnant as

this; none deserves so much careful meditation. This horror

of "
vulgar

"
analogies lies at the very root of Spinoza's ethics,

politics, theology. It is coiniected with the great movement of physics

his time; with the triumph of the physical over the human, p"jTjj'J|^™'

the result at once of the opening of avenues of sense which
Bacon and Galileo, all the thinkers of the seventeeth century

—
Descartes not the least—had pi-omoted, and of the despair that

had been left on men's hearts by the result of a thirty years'
war—an English parliamentary war, a French Fronde, all

ending in a grand Slonarque. Spinoza, better than all his con-

temporaries, expresses the eflTort of the 'age to reconcile physics
and metaphysics, by casting politics and humanity into a lower

sphere.
85. For Spinoza's tendency is not like his master's, to glorify riioughtaiid

mind at the expense of the body, and of all things that do not '^^^'^'^

think. He is strictly impartial. He has great respect for the

thinking faculty; it is one of the attributes or perfections of

the Infinite Being. But he has an equal respect for space, and
all the difierent modes of it. The Infinite Being contains all

these. It is a gi-eat blunder in ordinai-y teachers that they
si>eak of one as binding the other. They are bound together by
a law. Both ai'e subject to certain natural laws. To represent
either as having ceitain interests against the other is altogether
a perversion of fact and principle. The operations of the mind,
the object of the mind, the limitations of the mind, must all be
determined by its connection with the body; mind and body
alike, not one more than the other, being referred to the

Infinite Nature. Hence follow several propositions which we
will give in the words of the author. Fii'st, we will set down Hac de can.'^a

this corollary, at which he says he is aware that his readers will lento Emdu'

stumble, and will require breathing time before they proceed.
™e™'"

" Hence it follows that the mind of man is part of the infinite

intellect of God. And therefore, when we .say that the mind of
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man jierceives this or that thing, we say nothing else than that

God—not in so far fortli as He is infinite, but in so far forth as

He is unfolded through the nature of the hnman mind, or in so

far forth a.s He constitutes the essence of tlie human mind—has

this or that idea. And when we say that God htitli this or

that idea, not only in so far as He constitutes the nature of the

human mind, but also in so far as He hath the idea of some
other thing along with a hnman mind, then we say that that

human mind partially or inadeqiiately perceives that thing."

Having defined single things to be those things that are finite

and of a determined existence, he affirms that that which consti-

tutes the actual being of the human mind is nothing else than
the idea of some single thing existing in act. Next, that the

object of the idea which constitutes the human mind is body, or

a certain mode of extension existing in act, and nothing else.

He then lays it down that by
" how much any body is more tit

than others to do many things at the same time, or to suffer

many things at the same time, by so much is the mind of

that body titter to perceive many things conjointly. And by
how much the actions of any single body more depend n])on
itself alone, and other bodies less co-operate with it in action,

by so mnch is its mind fitter to under.stand things distinct/i/."

He then enters at some length into the coinjiosition of bodies,

and the way in which many elements may form one individual

nature, intimating, but not developing, the thought that "
all

nature is one individual, the parts of which, i. e., all different

bodies, vary in diflTerent ways, without any change of the whole

individual." He proceeds to account, with much ingenuity, for

varioxis processes of imagination and memory, through the condi-

tions of the particular bodies with which the mind is associated.

"Memory," he says,
"

is nothing else than a certain chain of iileas

involving the nature of things external to a pai-ticular body;
and these ideas follow each other according to the order of tlie

affections in that body." He guards against the notion that he

means, in the first part of this definition, the ideas which explain
the nature ofthese thiiii/s; for these would explain the aSections of

the particular body itself as well as of all external bodies. And
in the second jiart ofthe definition he distinguishes the ideas which

are determined by the affections of the body from those " which

take place according to the order of the intellect, whereby the

mind perceives things through their primary causes, and which

in all men are the same." This distinction must always be

borne in mind wliilst Spinoza is dragging us along through the

consideration of these bodily and mental affinities. There are

certain primary and universal principles which lie behind all

these conditioiLs, and which depend directly upon the divine
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natui-e. And hence arises his doctrine respecting the adequate
or inadequate knowledge of the mind, and respecting the falsity
of perceptions. All the ideas in God ai-e adequate ideas. Adequate
He takes in the whole idea of bodies and minds. Our minds aid inade-

arrive at the perception of other bodies and minds through the

conditions and affections of their own bodies. This knowledge
Ls inadequate and miitOated, but not therefore false.

"
Falsity

consists in that privation of knowledge which inadequate or
mutilated and confused ideas involve." The illustiation of this

doctrine introduces a topic which is more important than itself.
" Men are deceived in that they think themselves free

; which

ojiinion stands in this alone, that they are conscious of their

own actions, and ignorant of the causes by which they are

determined. This, then, is their idea of liberty, that they do
not know the cau.se of their own actions." This docti-ine of the Man subject

absolute dependence of man upon laws over which he has no ?° f^^ain

control is that with which Spinoza winds up the intellectiial which he

part of his ])hilosophy. He had told us before that he admitted JontroL

choice as a fact. Now he tells us not only that we know
notliing about the ground of that fact, but that it is of the

greatest importance to remember that it is a mere fact of

experience, and not a principle at all; that our actions and

thoughts all follow an order which is prescribed for them, and
which they cannot trau.sgress. We mufet not leave this chapter,
however, without observing that there is an important scholium
on the fortietli jjroposition,

" on those common notions which comn
are the foundations of our reasoning," atid on the origin of what '

he calls the transcendental or universal terms. In another he
illustrates the different processes by which men arrive at com-
mon notions. Thus, three numbers are given to find a fourth,
the fourth being to the third as the second is to the first. The
ordinary tradesman, following a tradition or "

vague experience,"

multiplies the second and tliird together and divides by the
first. Another man arrives at the same conclusion from the doc-
ti-ine of proportion.s. He perceives by a true reasoning what is

the universal principle. But if I have the three numbers 1, 2,

3, given me, I perceive intuitively, without the vague experi-
ence or the demonstration, that six is the number I am in search
of. Spinoza seems to intimate that this intuition, fully de- science,

veloped, would be the highest and most perfect science—the
clear recognition of that law under which we exist.

86. It is obvious that the idea of man as one of the things Man a thins

whereof nature is composed is at the root of all these propositions;
his differetiiialicmgthat he is a thing which thinks—a res cogitans.
Here is excuse enough for Michelet's assertion that S])inozism,
as it swallows up Catholicism, also swallows up Protestantism.

nmon
notions.
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For if we give the word any other sense than the mere technical

.sense which it liKS in connection with the Diet of Spires
—

nay, if

we thoroughly investigate that sense—what is the Protest but

against the notion that men can be ever treated as things
—a pro-

test that every man is a person, and can in nowise cease to be

one ? The crime of the Koman hierarchy
— so the Protestants pro-

claimed—had been that it reduced men into things, that it took

away from each man his own ]>ersonal responsibility, his right to

know how he could acquit himself of his responsibilitj'. It was

nothing to tell Luther that he was a thinker. He had found

that out. It was his misery and torment. Oh that he could be

rid of that curse ! Oh that he could be one of the things
about him—one of the cattle on the hills—the hired servant of

his Father ! This attribute of thinking was just that which gave
him no rest night or day

—which, to all appearance, would give
him no rest for ever. Preachers of indulgences tried to ease men
of this burden. Tliey could not; he was certain that they
could not; they were mocking human creatures when they

attempted it. Men were persons, and only some message which
came to them as pei-sons, and which they could embrace as

persons, was worth listening to. Such was Protestantism in its

first condition; such has been its characteristic ever since, so far

as it has retained any vitality. Its theological, moral, political

significance perishes equally if the pereon sinks into the res

cogitans.
87. But this is another instance in which Spinoza offers at

once the bane and the antidote, in which the extremity and the

consistency of his dogmatism help to show us the deliverance

from it. The destroyer of both Catholicism and Protestantism

may be their reconciler; the rigid philosopher, better than the

mild compromiser, may explain how each, in missing its own

highe.st purpose
—in being untrue to its own professions

—has

necessarily diverged from the other, has necessarily set itself

at war with the demands of the human heart and conscience.

The divine persons were lost in the divinity of Spinoza.
The personality of man perishes in his scheme of humanity.
But he is not merely negative. He believes God to be

the ground of all things—God to be

thinking thing, as well as of all other

divine personality, and Sj>inoz;i's own
that the human shall rise with it. One
the other perishes. And since Catholicism has striven age
after age to quench Protestantism, or human personality, in

it own universality; since Protestantism has striven age after

age to make its assertion of man's individualitj' the ground of

all things ; and since each has failed in these experiments
—and

the ground of the

things. Restore the

philosophy demands
cannot perish unless
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has approached nearer to suicide than to min-der in making
them—each may he very thankful for a mediator who, with

whatever intention, interprets to each the might of its own

jn-inciple, the secret of its own decay. Sjiinoza vindicates the

truth that there must be that which belongs to man as man—a

human intellect. He vindicates the truth that there must be au and eacii

that which belongs to each man ;
for each man has a body which

affects and limits his intellect, and through which he becomes

able to take account of other bodies. The whole of his discus-

sion upon the human mind is an admission of these two great

facts—an exposition of many of the subordinate facts which are

involved in them—an attempt to reconcile them. A student how they

should be encouraged to consider how far he has succeeded in
^a^onfjea.

this attempt ;
how far he has been able to account for the true

and universal intuitions of men, by idenHfying their intuitions

with the divine
;
how far he has been able to account for the

erroi-s and imperfections of human judgments by the condi-

tions of the particular bodies through which they act
;
how far

the truths which he utters on both these points require

another truth to sustain them, and to prevent them from

clashing, the moment they are brought to any practical tests.

To us it seems that unless the perfect humanity is confessed as The entire

dwelling in a person who is perfectly divine, no full justice is
^g^J^Yna

done to the first principle, and that 'when that confession is person.

made each man is necessarily contemplated as a person acting

through that mind and body wduch have been entrusted to

him. The respective functions of mind and body will be then The body

fully recognized. It may be fully granted that these follow a
i;^'^,™!,"'^

predetermined order, and that neither can break through that person.

order for the sake of asserting its own separate rights without

bringing in confusion. But then this confusion, when it is con- sense of sin.

iiected with the acts of a person, involves that sense of wrong, or

evU, which Sjiinnai, losing sight of the person, is obliged to deny.
88. The third cliapter,

" On the Affections," illustrates, even De affec-

more strikingly than the one upon the mind, the principles of"*"""

the whole book
;

illustrates also, we think, the remarks which

we have just made. The chapter opens with a preface, in Denuncia-

which the author complains that men generally denounce fi™! natiire.

human nature as something e.xceedingh" contemptible or exceed-

ingly wicked. The more opprobrium they heap upon it, and all

its appetites and affections, the more, they think, they are

pleasing God. Some ethical writers—the illustrious Descartes

among others—had looked at the subject from a different point
of view. They had endeavoured to explain the affections by
their primary causes, and to show how the mind may exercise

an absolute dominion over the body. Spinoza thinks they
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exliibiti'tl tlioir own clevoiness in these disquisitions more than

tliey illustrated the principles of ethics. He can attribute

ni)thing to a fault of nature. That is always one and the same.
" The affections of hatred, anger, envy, (fee, considered in

themsehes, follow from the same necessity as all other finite

things; therefore, they may be traced to certain causes, and

possess certain properties which are as worthy of our know-

ledge as the j)roperties "f anything which we delight most to

contemplate." He means, therefore—however much the vulgar

may protest
—to treat of them in the same geometrical method

which is considered appr"i})riate to times, places, and bodies.

89. To this mathematical method of Spinoza the moralist can

find no other objection than one which would be common to

him with every student of the living nature and properties of

bodies. If the essence of the affections does not escape in the

process of reducing them under definitions and propositions, by
all means let that process be applied to them. Reasonable men
would complain of it, not as too severe, but as failing in severity—as missing the very points which it ought to seize.

That is the ground upon which the experimentalist has stood ;

that has been his reason for maintaining that a treatment which

is adapted to the boundaries of things is not adapted to the

things themselves. If Spinoza has discovered a means of avoid-

ing that danger in this instance, the reasonings of the divine will

not touch the form, however they may apjily to the matter, of

his statements. The second definition of action and passion

may be a fair test whether he ivill avoid the danger.
" 1 say

that we act when something takes place within us or without us,

whei-eof we are the adequate cause; that is to say, according to

the first definition, when something follows, within us or without

us, from our nature, which can be clearly and distinctly under-

stood through that nature. And, on the other hand, I say that

we suffer when something follows, within us or without us, from

our nature, of which we are only a partial cause." A more
elaborate or ingenious verbal definition it would be difficult to

find. And that Spinoza has a right to call that which he can

distinctly understand through his own nature, his act, and that

which he cannot thoroughly understand through his own nature,

his suffering, who that respects the liberty of speech which

should belong to every citizen can deny? But wliether action

and suffering have not that in them which is not the least com-

prehended in this definition, and whether that which is excluded

from it, and would be equally excluded from every definition,

is not precisely that which the actor and sufferer, and, there-

fore, which the ethical philosopher has need to take account

of,
—these are questions we have need seriously to ponder.
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Some means there should be, one would think, of getting at acts who acis

and sufferings more directh' than through an intellectual process.
*°

Spinoza liimself must have wished for such means, since he is

impatient of all doctrines which treat the affections merely as the

servants of the intellect. May it be that " the thiukiug thing"
cannot act and suffer just as men and women act and suffer?

90. In fact, the affections are strictly bodily affections. Then- if of tiie

'. , , .

" t"^.., ^ affections,

characteristic is, that they increase or diminish, promote or

resti'ain, the power of the body. There are ideas accompanying
the affections. But the mind can do nothing to make the body
move or rest, just as the body can do nothing to make the mind

think. Mind and body are, in fact, one and the same thing Mind and

contemplated under the attribute of thought or under the attri- awne'auri

bute of extension. All which propositions Spinoza does not tutes.

merely enunciate, but illustrates at great length, and with much

eloquent ex|)osure of the absurdity of the common as well as the

philosophical opinions which are at variance with them. The
actual essence of each thing involves the effort to continue in its

own existence. This effort, when referred to mind alone, is win and

called toill; when referred to mind and body together, is called
"''^^

appetite. There is no difl'erence between appetite and cupidity
"
saving," adds Spinoza,

" that cupidity is more commonly attri-

buted to men than to brutes, because the former are coiiscwus of

their appetite"
—a difference of some importance surely, but of

less than we have been used to suppose, if the next proposition
is tenable. " From all which considerations it is clear that we do

not aim at anything, wish for anything, seek or covet anything,
because we judge it to be good; but we judge it to be good
because we aim at it, wish for it, seek or covet it." Having
cleared the ground so far, it is a short step to the conclusion joy and

that joy expi-esses the passage of the mind into a higher state,
*""''"'•

when it
" affirms" something of the body which adds to its

strength or capacity ;
that sorrow expresses the passage of the

mind into a lower state, when it affirms something of the body
which lowers its strength and vitality; that joy and sorrow

determine for it what is good and evil; and that all other pas- Hatred a»d

sions, such as hatred and love, and whatever are comjiounded
of thet^e, are derived from joy and sorrow. Spinoza's remai-ks

on the formation, modification, and exercises of these affections,

are sometimes ingenious, quite as often puerile. As a de-

finer he is less sharp and distinct than Hobbes
;
as an observer

he is immeasurably inferior to Aristotle. We feel that when
he leaves the absolute for the concrete, reason for experience,
he is away from home, and has not the i-ight use of his powers.

91. Without striving to discover any of the possible con-

sequences of this theory, which will suggest themselves readily
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enough, and which various statements in Spinoza (espeeialiy that

respecting the "confused ideas" of what is good or e^'il in the-

body) may muclt modii'y, we may find enough in this part
of the treatise to warrant the suspicion of Michelet, that
" Morals" in their ordinary sense, were not much safer in the
hands of our philosoplier tlian Catliolicisin or Protestantism.
For manners, we gencnilly assume, concern the relations of man
to man in society, and must involve some inipiiry into such
relations. But these do not enter into Spinoza's speculation.
The facts that men are born into the world of certain parents,
that they have brothers and sisters, that they may have

children, scarcely seem to have occurred to him; at all events,
he dismissed them as unworthy of any consideration, as only
interesting to the vulgar. Woe to us if we make the remark in

bitterness or scorn, and not rather with a sense of the profound
sadness which there is in the s])ectacle of a man of genius

—with
much capacity for kindliness and sympathy—reduced to such
a triheless, homeless condition, that he can see no fellowship

anywhere, except that which binds a thinking thing to a

certain thing that moves and rests. By much that he says-

respecting this fellowship we may profit; and here, as else-

where, one who adojjts the creed which he rejected, or never

embraced, has much to learn both from his affirmations and his

denials—much from the coherency of his different affirmations

and denials. Those who hold that there is a Son of God who-

perfectly sets forth the Divine idea of humanity, and in whom
it can be perfectly contemplated, will be less inclined than

Spinoza to suppose that he honours God by disparaging that in

which His ghu-y is most shown forth. Confessing an incar-

nation, he will confess that an actual mind and body might be
united to the Divine substance

;
he will not think that the

mind is to be exalted against the body, or that any affections

which jjroperly belong to their union can be impure or evil.

But believing that the perfect head of humanity felt for every
human creature, and could not do otherwise if He was the

perfect image of a being whose nature is loving, we must

suppose that all affections which interfere with this perfect

sympathy and fellowship are inhuman—are de])artnres from the

law of our kind, just as thej' are also departures from the law

under which we exist by our relation to God. The fact of a

perpetual tendency in men to such inhumanity is recognized by

Spinoza as iiuich as by any who use the language about our natnre

against which he protests. He attributes to the great majoritj'

of men confused and inadequate ideas respecting that which will

benefit their bodies. These confused and inadequate ideas concern

the law of their being
—the law under which they exist. So far
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he and the Chrictian Apostle are agreed. But the Apostle sup- The trans-

poses the transgression of the law to be by a person
—calls it sin. on^^°by

The man has wandered from God. He has separated himself ap^™"
from his fellows. All differences therefore resolve themselves

finally into this. We may be grateful to Spinoza for continually spinoza'a

reminding us of it; equally grateful to him for pointing out the 'i^™"^

tendency of Christian divines to contradict their own special

truth; to libel the humanity which they who affirm it to be

represented in the perfect image of God are most pledged to

honour; to deny the relation between each man and the common

humanity which they who call the separation from it sin are

most pledged to assert.

92. The two chapters which follow are on " The Servitude of oeSen-itute

Man" and " The Liberty of Man." We might expect to find in 'IZnTti
"'

them the decisive evidence for the last charge of the French Humma.

historian, that human freedom is as much undermined by

Spinoza as human morality. No doubt there is much in the

opening of the first of these dissertations to confirm these fears.

The boundary line between God and Nature, which has become

more and more shadowy throughout this treatise, appears here

to be abolished altogether. The words are used interchange- "(Etemum

ably. Again it is announced in the first definition, that " Good
|Ufl^j^^,„

means that which we certainly know to be useful to us." Ens quo<i

Again this corollary is formally ded\iced from the fourth Naturmn

proj)osition, that " Man is necessarily obnoxious to passions, ^^5!^?""'''
and that he must follow the common order of nature, and

obey the same, and accommodate himself to it as far as the

nature of things demands." Are we not then tied and bound

to obey whatever are the strongest impulses of this nature of

ours ? Must we not love or hate just as the conditions of our

body lead us in one way or other? No; strange as it may spinoza-s

appear, we are to rid ourselves in this part of the treatise of ^f^^^se™'

those conclusions which seemed so formidable and u-resistible

in the last. An affection can only be controlled by an

affection. We cannot bring in a mere notion of good and evil

to bear upon it. We cannot bring thoughts of anything

contingent or future to restrain present impulses. We cannot

set the mind to control nature. But nature, being universal, The demands

demands the good of all in the good of each. We are not in of nature.

harmony with nature—we have an inadequate idea of its

requirements
—we are, in fact, fighting against it, if we suppose

that we can preserve our own being at the expense of the beings
of our fellow creatures. So we arrive, of course by legitimate

geometi-ical steps at these conclusions,
—" That nothing is more

useful to man than man
;
that men can wish for nothing more

excellent with a view to the preservation of their own being,
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than that all may so agree in all things that the minds and
bodies of all may compose, as it were, one mind and one

body; and that all together may endeavour, as far as they
can, to preserve their own being; and all may seek, at the
same time, that for themselves which is the common benefit of

all. Whence it follows, that men who are governed by reason

can seek nothing for themselves which they do not covet for

other men, to tlie intent that they may be just, faithful, and
honest." For though we have seemed to disparage the mind, it

turns out after all that that which conduces most to intelligence
conduces most to the good of the whole man. It is his nature

to seek this. And since, as we have seen, joy is that affection

which contributes most to the strength and growth of body and

mind, and sorrow to their depression, the highest amount of joy
must be the best for the end of self-preservation. But this joy is

interfered with by hatred, and all passions which sever us from
our fellows, and is increased by anything that connects us most
with them. By another route then we return to the old maxim
of doing to our neighbour as we would that he should do to us.

And since the knowledge in which perfection consists mu.st

have an exercise, we learn that the supreme good of the mind is

the knowledge of God, and the highest virtue of the mind must
be exercised in that knowledge. And since the servitude of

man consists in his yielding to partial affections and inade-

quate ideas; and since the true freeman is he who, with great

energy and effort, conforms himself to his reason, that con-

formity consisting in the jiursuit of the knowledge and love of

God ;
one hardly feels that this is the ])art of Spinoza's writings

in which his Necessitarianism is most ramj)ant, his enmitj' to

liberty most conspicuous.
93. But though an admirer of Epictetus might not be startled

at these ethical results, a Christian believer, it may be thought,
can have no sympathy whatever with them, inasmuch as Spin-
oza not only rejects sorrow from his cii'cle of lawful affections,

as one that necessarily lowers the perfection of the human spirit,

but treats humility and penitence as signs of imjiotency. To
dream of reconciling such opinions with the belief in a Man of

SoiTOWs, in One who.se perfection was identical with His lowli-

ness, is obviously absurd. But it is not absurd to seize first

upon those points of Spinoz<i's doctrine which as Christians

we are bound to accept before we enter upon those from which

we are equally bound to dissent. The Ajiostle who siiid,
"
Rejoice in the Lord, and again I say, Rejoice," would not have

complained of his iihilosophical countryman for any ])art of the

positive language in which he has expressed his conviction that

joy is the proper element of man's existence, and that the high-
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est joy will be in some sense the highest life. Nor would St.

Paul have found any fault ^vith the doctrine which is implied in proindeMens

ail that Spinoza has said of joy being a common heritage, and of ^'J*J4™'

each man having so much less of it as he wishes to deprive his est aJ ilia

. • »i.i 11 -ij-ii omnia cog-

neighbour ot his portion m it. And though lie might not nave noscenda

s]ioken of men ascending to the third degree of knowledge (a ex data wf
phrase of Spinoza which will be intelligible from a passage in the cosnitione

Ethics, quoted in a tormer section), the writer who s)3oke ot the possunt, hoc

spirit of man knowing the things of a man, and of the Spii-it of
fXtit^guiti.

God revealing the things of God to man, would have seen in omsgenere

the lessons of Spinoza respecting eternal things much that ium.

accorded with Lis own profoundest thoughts and most glorious

as[iirations. It could not have been so indeed—it would have

been entirely otherwise—if certain words of the philosopher in

his last chapter, wherein he seems to make the love of man to

God not the correlative of God's love to man, had stood alone The love of

and unqualified. But almost immediately after, he affirms that '^"'^ " """•

the love of God for Himself is the only ground of the love of

man to Him, and that this love of Himself, or, in other words,

satisfaction with His own perfect nature, involves a love to

mankind.
y4. Believing, as we do, that these statements express the Love essen-

most radical convictions of Spinoza's mind—those to which he jonax''""

would have wished all that is at variance with them to give

way—it behoves us to consider what portions of his theory are

incompatible with them practically, and therefore philoso])hically.

Let any man try to make the love of that which is impersonal
the object and aim of his whole being, and he will lind that he is

simply outraging his nature, that he is doing therefore precisely

what Spinoza condemns theologians for wishing him to do.

Rectify, then, these ethics, not according to some notion of ours. The ethics of

but so that they may not contradict themselves—so that they ^^^°^l

may be as consecutive as our stern geometrician wished them to
JJ^^J^J^''*

be; supply that great gap which Spinoza himself mourned that priDcipleis

he could not supply; insist—not that he should be able to exi)lain
'>*"""«''•

the barbarous word ptisonalitas, but—that he should admit into

the idea of a Being whom he loves that without which love is a

dream
; and then see how all else in his system becomes trans-

figured. We may gladly admit his proposition, that the highest
lo\e of God is to His own nature

;
that He cannot be satisfied

with anything less than that. But seeing that His nature is

personal, we must demand that His highest love should be to a

Person. And so that great idea of the old theology, of which we
^^'"™||',°

""

spoke before, the love of a Father for a Son in whom he sees
° '°°*^'

His own perfection, reappears, and commends itself as a necessity

to our minds. And the beautiful concession of Spinoza, that
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love to men is implied in this love, and that men's love to God
is the reaction of tliat, leads to tliat very truth of a mcftiiig-

poiut between Humanity and Divinity which he has been in

vain seeking to banish Irom liis speculations. And then, that
other doctrine of Spinoza, that any man who tries to separate
himself from his kind, wars against that which is good for liim-

self, is justified, not by some utilitarian experience, though the
value of that may be fully admitted, liut as he would have
wished it to be, by the eternal princi])le upon which man is

constituted. It cannot be otherwise, if he has a living and
divine Head who sympathizes with all, who knows the mind of

each, from whom the life of each individual is derived. But
once assume this Head of humanity to be a Person, and can yon
avoid the supposition that He enters into the sorrows as well as

the joys of each member of the race 1 Is it not destroying the

very supposition of an universal sympathy to think otherwise 1

And if we were told that that .sympathy had been actually

expressed by entering into the nature of every human being,

bearing the death of every human being, should we not say that
this gave us a new insight into the divine perfection, such as

Spinoza wished for, but of which his hard, solitary system is the

denial 1 One thing more would seem to be wanting, that this

divine humanity should be directed to the very purpose of

redeeming men from that servitude which Spinozii laments as

the condition of the great mass, of enabling them to enter into

that freedom which he regards as the heritage of the truly
rational man. In that sense we may well reconcile his most
vehement assertions of necessity with his doctrine of freedom ;

for we shall believe that God is the one author of freedom to

man, and that man kit without God is a slave. And since the

fact of this slavery is affirmed by no one more decidedly than

by Si)inoza; since our complaint of him would be that he
makes the rational man so nmch the exceptional man, and thus

appeai-s to set at naught many of his own most distinct and
iavourite statements—we caimot see how he helps us to escape
from the belief of a fall and coiTuption of man's nature

;
or how

anything but the belief of a Spirit who raises men out of that

fall and corruption, and enables them to be what they were in-

tended to be, by giving them the power to struggle and to resist

what degrades them, to aspire after that whieh elevates them,
can

.satisi'y
the demands which he makes ujion us in the gi~dnd

conclusion of his treatise. Therein he says,
" If now the way that

I have shown leads to these rewards seemeth to be very ditKcult,

nevertheless it may be found. Difficult, indeed, it must be,

because it is so rarely discovered. For how can it happen, if

safety were near and could be found without great labour, that
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nearly all should neglect it 1 But all noljk- things are difficult,

all noble things are rare." A grand conclusion we say; yet one

in which nothing would be concluded, if a voice which pro-

claimed,
"
Straight is the gate and narrow is the way that

leadeth to life," had not also proclaimed, "I am the way; I am
the door through which every man may enter in and find safety."

95. This preaching tone will seem to many specially un- union of

suitable in a commentary on the works of the Jew of Auister- ,vit"°pwio-

dam. We believe it to be never more suitable than in such a
J^op^y.^^^^^

commentary. Though he more systematically than any one by spinoza,

has laboured to divide the provinces of the philosopher and the
most°appea:s

divine, assigning to the one the whole realm of absolute truth,
JJ/^p^^'^

assigning to the other the business of keeping ignorant and

stupid people in obedience, he more than any man obliges us

utterly to repudiate tliat arrangement, for the sake of his own

sincerity no less than of ours. The principle from which he

starts, that God is the ground of all things, cannot be more the

principle of the philosopher than it is of the divine. The end

which he propo.ses to himself, the knowledge and love of God,

cannot be less the aim of the one than of the other. We must The charee

assume.him to be, as he has been most unfairly and unright- f^SSsthim

eously called, a Mephistopheles whose whole aim is the mockery wM^y
of human beings, if we suppose him to,

have trifled with this

language, and not to have used it in the strictest sense. Giving
it that sense, the very deepest mysteries of theology

—all its

practical relations to human life—present themselves to us. We
cannot shrink from them

; Spinoza felt that he could not. We
have seen them all pass in review before him. Xo one, we xhe resuu

think, has ever had greater excuse for being dissatisfied with
^[Jjjfjop^y

the common faith of mankind than he had
;
no one ever applied

himself more diligently, more ably, to discover some substitute for

that faith, to connect the visible with the invisible world by
some other links than that which the divine revelation pro-

claims to us. We know no Christian advocate who has done so

much to make us seek in that revelation for the gi-ounds of the

duties of men to their neighbours and to God, of their ethics

and of their politics.

96. A full criticism of Spinoza woidd include the political Politics of

Tractate which was jmblished after his death. Many illus-
^P""'^

trations of his ethics might, no doubt, be found in it; but after

the attention we have gi\en to the treatise which explains his

view of the Hebrew polity, we have no excuse for dwelling
further on this side of his mind. We cannot, however, take

leave of him without observing again, that we look upon his

political speculations as showing us why a philosophy which

aspired to be all inclusive became narrow and denying. The
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impossibility of regai-ding the ordinary condition of human
life, the government of human society, as having anj' in-

terest for the Divine Being—the apparent neces.sity of
siij)-

posing that any rectification of the actual disorders of the

world must be the work of human agency
—

produced a confusion

in him which it would not have produced in one who less

resolutely and habitually traced every movement in the world
and in man to the iutinite and eternal. He did not wish
to identify the intinite and eternal with the things which he

saw; he struggled desperately against such identification. But
there was no escape from it if the whole economy of man's
life was so much lower and baser than the processes in the

earth's womb, or than the movements of the planets. But how
natui-al was the thought that it must be lower and ba.ser'

All men of all schools were hastening in the same direction.

Bossuet could believe that all history was connected with the

histoiy of the Jews and of the Church. But what had the polity
of the Jews and of the Church ended ml Whom did the great
orator set before his hearei-s pi-actically as the tyjie of kings?

And, therefore, to set that king above all the kings of the earth
;

to make him the king of kings was the effect of Bo.ssuet's jlivinity.

Fenelon might have dreams of a good government in the days
of Ulysses; but it had appaiently no relation to the life oi

Christendom. And, therefore, the business of a Christian was
to dream of disinterested love, and to aim at self-forgetfuliies.s.

Spinoza, too, had his belief in disinterested love. It took

openly the form of dissatisfaction with the history of his fathei-s,

which seemed to represent Jehovah as acting upon men through
their hopes and fears. If Fenelon and Bossuet had agi'eed to

contemplate that Sacrifice in which they both believed, might
they not have found a reconciliation of their own differences?

The highest love manifests itself in stooping to the feelings and

necessities of the lowest creatures, that it may raise them. If

they had faithfully set forth that sacrifice as one for Jew, Turks,

infidels, all men, might not Spinoza have seen in it the in-

terpretation of his highest belief respecting the universality of

the di\ine gifts, the perfection of the Divine Nature? Might
he not have seen that the special polity of his nation was

leading to the discoveiy of a ground on which a human polity,

on which human life, may rest?



CHAPTER VIII.

LOCKE, AND THE FIRST HALF OF THE EIGHTEENTH CENTUUY.

1. Few readers will suppose that the writers on Moral and the eigh-

Metaphysical Philosophy in the eighteenth and nineteenth
[finjigj^jj

centuries are entitled to less honour, or deserve a more hasty centuries,

treatment than those of the preceding ages. Most will maintain

that they require to be spoken of at much greater length ;
that

Locke ought to be at least as carefully handled as Aristotle or

Aquinas; that Hegel should have a far greater space allotted

to him than could be justly claimed by Descartes or Sj)inoza.
It may sound paradoxical to say that this consideration has

mainly determined us not to attempt moi-e than a very brief

indication of those who fall within the i-ich and populous period
at which we have now arrived. If we attempted to preserve why the

the same scale in speakinj; of them which we have thought "''"^ra in
i o o ti'Gni must

suitable to the middle age, or to the age which follows William ben^ticea

of Occam, we must, in fact, enlarge that sfcale enormously. The ^"^ "" ^'

proportions of the near object would seem to be strangely con-

tracted if they were only as great as those of the more distant.

.And the discretion of selecting and rejecting,which is tolerated The other

and is acknowledged as necessary in the relation of what was
'^^'^^ „„.

thought and done in the times of old, is almost inevitably be sHtisfac-

imputed to national or school prejudices when it is exercised '"'^'

upon Englishmen, Frenchmen, or Germans of the times in which
we or our fathers have lived. The purposes of a manual,
therefore, must be sacrificed, in order to maintain a reputation

forconsistency which would not be maintained after all, since, both
in the number of the persons named and in the space allotted to

each, there would be no fair measure between the diflerent periods.
If we add that many of our extracts and analy.ses must be made Ami is quite

from English and French authors who are all accessible, and """«'>»-"*')'•

some of them familiar—that the extracts from, and analyses of,

the illustrious Germans of the last and present centuries « ould be

inevitably vague and unsatisfactory— -and that eminent English,
Scotch, and American historians of philosophy have sup]>lied these

helps to our judgment of particular writers more co[)iously than
we could hope to supply them, we have, perhaps, saiil enough
to explain why we conceivt; that we shall be treating o\ir readers

more fairly if, instead of several bulky volumes, we oiler them only
Vol II. 2 P •
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a few hints respecting Locke and his successors. But we must
add this reason in addition, tliat our object throughout has been
to show how the givat social movements of the world have

affected, have been affected by, the studies of the closet. A
veiy iu]iid glance at the men who flourished in the time between
the English and the French Revolution, and at those who have
flourished since, may remind us perhajis better than an elaborate

account of them and their writings could remind us, of the rela-

tions in which they .stand to each other and to their respective

centuries; of the gi-eat differences between those centuries; and
of that which remains the same in all centuries.

2. The name of John Locke is one which Englishmen
instantly connect with a Political as well as a Meta-

physical Revolution
;
with a certain theoiy of government ;

with certain notions about toleration
;

with certain common
sense views of Christianity ;

in general, with their own prac-
tical tendencies, as opposed to the .scholastical tendencies of

former days, and to what they hold to be the revival of these schol-

astical tendencies, mixed with other and more damaging
accompaniments, in this age. These impressions will be admitted
to be a little vague. It is desirable that they should be reduced

to some order, and that Locke's jilace in reference to his prede-

cessors, his contenipoi-aries, and his successors, should be carefully
ascertained. No better aid can be found by one who desires to

fix that place than these words from the fii-st chapter of the

Essai/ on the Human Utulerstatiding,
—" I thought that the

first step towards satisfying several inquiries which the mind of

man was very apt to run into, was to take a survey of our own

understanding, examine our own jjowors, and see to what things

they are adapted. Till that was done I suspected that we began
at the wrong end, and in vain sought for satistaction in a quiet and

secure possession of the truth which most concerned us, whilst

we let loose our thoughts into the vast ocean of Being; as if at

that boundless extent were the natural and undoubted possession
of our undei-standing, wherein there was nothing exempt from its

decisions, or that escaped its com]irehension. These men extend

their inquiries beyond their cajiacity, and letting their thoughts
wander into the dejiths wherein they can find no sure footing,
'tis no wonder that they raise questions and multijdy disputes,

which, never coming to any clear resolution, are proper only to

continue and increase their doubts, and to confirm them at last

ill perfect scepticism. Whereas, were the capacities of our under-

standing well considered, the extent of our knowledge once dis-

covered, and the horizon found which sets the bounds between the

enlightened and the dark jiart of things, between what is and

what is not comprehensible by us, other men would, perhaps, with
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less sci'uple, acquiesce in the avowed iguorance of the one, and

€iD)>loy their thoughts and discoui-ses with some advantage and

satisfaction in tlie other." Eveiy admirer of Locke will agree
with us that this passage ex]jresses the inmost thought of the

man, and the design of the book which he was writing. We
apprehend that there may be found in it the key to his

thoughts on all subjects, the secret of his English popularity,
the cause of the acceptance which he ultimately obtained from

the class which was at first most opposed to him, tlie main
difference between him and all the schools of philosophers
which had preceded him, the exjilanation of the fact that any
reaction in their favour has involved a rebellion against
him.

3. Our present business is with this passage, so far as it refers aii previous

to the inquiries which have occupied us hitherto. So soon
'occupied

°"

as the Greek mind became reflective it began to search after "'"' b<^'"b-

the ground of things. Its eai-ly schools are often represented
as impractical, though an immense amount of thought on all

subjects, physical, human, and divine, was awakened in them.

Socrates is said to have given philosophy a direction towards Socrutes em-

common life. He did so by teaching his disciples to seek beneath fhe phTio^-
the numerous opijiiOHs of the Sophists for that ivhich is. HePi'frof

directed them to look for a ground on which they could stand.

So be came into collision with the religion of his day. as he had
<;ome into collision with the scepticism of his day. The various

notions and conceptions of the gods could not be reconciled with

his confession of a Being who guided and governed him. Those
who attributed their own infirmities and evils to the gods felt that

his morality was a condemnation of theirs. The study of Being pjato follows

was what Plato learned of his master. All his inquiries in all '""'•

directions, ethical, political, dialectical, natural, are inquiries after

being. Aristotle, departing from his master in that he substitutes Aiistntie's

happiness for being as the foundation of ethics, yet regarded
" " "^^

metaphi/sics as identical with Ontology, or the science of Being.
The schools, Latin or Greek, which were called Academics or

Peripatetics, occupied themselves with a number of topics,
discoursed about earth, and man, and the gods. They became, The later

like the Sophists, professors of certain opinions on all those ,or want"of'

subjects. Only now and then did the belief dawn upon ^^I^iJ'.'^P.'"'

"""'

them
;

"
Something is." Epictetus the slave wanted more than

opinions to give him freedom. Marcus Aurelius the emperor
wanted more than opinions that he might rule justly. Each
confessed a deliverer and ruler of himself,

—one whom the

philosopher does not create, but finds to be near him. The Union of

Christian Church, which Epictetus did not acknowledge, and jieaViien""*

which Marcus Aurelius pereecuted, could not stand in ojiinions.
f^'""^
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It confeased the " I AM," whom the Jew had owned as the

founder ot his polity and his laws. The Platonism which i»

attributed to the Chii-stiaus of the first age
—which may be ([iiite

as truly dttributed to the Latin Augustine as to the Gicck

Athanasius, to which each attained through tremendous struggles,
internal and external, with Paganism and Manicliwism— means
this. The earnest inquirer could find no rest except in a Being
who had all knowledge of him, and whom he might know.
Whether this Being had levealed Himself to men in One of His
own sub.stance; whether His Son had taken flesh and dwelt among
men; whether He had sent Hi.s Spirit to bind them into one;

or whether He communicated Himself to the multitude through
subordinate powers

—the gods of the old mythology
—while the

sublimated philosopher might be absorbed into His essence; were

the questions which Julian and the New Platonists debated

with Athanasius, Basil, or Gregory, and which continued to

be debated with more or less vehemence till the schools of

Athens were closed, and the Church entered upon the second

stage of its existence. Then it could tell men what they
should think

;
then it could organize schemes and methods of

thought. But the belief in an oiitological .science—in that

science as the science—was ever interfering with the reverence

for opinions, and therefore with the contentment of men in the

decisions which enforced and consecrated opinions. The disputes

resjiecting Realism and Nominalism—the changes of feo'ling and

opinion in the Church respecting them—continually forced men

upon the recollection that no sentences or notions about things can

make them otherwise than they are
;
that to be or not to be is

the question of questions. The entire ^'ictory of either party
would have been less effectual for this end than the alternate

successes of each. And when the balance, in the fourteenth cen-

tury, had decidedly inclined in favour of the Nominalists, Occam
considered that he was asserting the unchangeable principles of

Theology against the fluctuating maxims of Popes and Canonists,

while Wyclifte, and after him Huss, clung to the old Realism,

because it meant for them the same assertion of that which

IS against that which seems right to this or that doctor or ruler.

When Cosmo and Ficinus betook themselves to Plato and Ploti-

nus in the flfteenth century, it was because they found in them a

witness for eternal substance against the mere formalities of the in-

tellect. Wlien l.utherforsook Aristotle and Aquinas for Augustine
and St. Paul, it was becau.-;e he could only find in the former cer-

tain propositions aboitt man or God, and because the latter told

him how God, the living Being, had actually revealed Himself to

the faith and trust of men. Theology was for him the true Onto-

logy. In the seventeenth century I)e.scartes, hampered with no
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sacerdotal data, abjuring the metliods of the schools, starting from Uescaitcs.

doubt, had yet atfirnied the being of man to be involved in his

thinking
— the being of God to be implied in the being of man.

And Spinoza, abandoning as far as he was able the maxims spinoza.

of bis infancy, indilferent to the elder jihilosophy, refusing any
control from the dogmas of divines or the records of Scripture,

yet asserted as strongly as any of his predecessoi-s that Being
is the ground of all things, the goal of all tliought.

4. All, then, the most energetic questionings of men, in every General con-

age and in every direction, had, according to Locke,
"
begun at tlie elusion,

wrong end." From Socrates to Spinoza, nearly all searchers

after truth, to whatever schools they might belong,
— Pagans

and Chi-istians, Nominalists and Eealists, Dogmatists and Scep-

tics, Catholics and I'l-otestants,
—had been losing themselves in

an ocean of Being. Locke perfectly understood himself He said Locke'svaiue

this, and he meant this. And little as we may be inclined to
HI's^jclu-'^

accept so sweeping a decree—idle as it would be to have given a siveness.

.sketch of philosophical thoughts if they were so purposeless as he

took them to be—we yet are bound to acknowledge that, if Locke

had meant less than this— if he had been moi'e capable of jierceiv-

ing what his predecessors wei'e aiming at,
—he would have been

less able to do the work which was given him to do—his influence

upon alter times would have been feebler and less beneficial than,

in our judgment, it has proved. We do not commit our.selves

to the opinion that all earlier incpiiries had begun at the wrong
«nd, if we allow that it was desiiable just at this time that a

course of inquiries should begin at the end which Locke deemed

the only legitimate one. We may see good reason why, for the His method

jireseut, there should be no more voyages in the ocean of Being, IS.*^"*—why men should busy themselves only with thinking about

their own thoughts, or with tiying to a.scertain what regions
could nut be explored

—into what deeps it was M((safe to venture.

5. No doubt, students in Locke's day mitrht have raised these objections
... ... , I'll 11 ^\lik-li mignt

preliminaiy objections to the course which lie recommenclecl. be raised

They might say
—

(1.) That the process of thinking about think- '" "•

iug had been tried already. That the schoolmen had made manifold

experiments in this direction. That the puerilitiis and bewilder-

ments which Locke and others objected to them might be traced Dancers of

especially to that eflfort to
" set the understanding at a distance about'"*^

and make it its own object," which lie urged as a necessary, though 'iiu''(;''i^

a difficult o])tration. That the systems which most embarrassed

investigations into nature had their origin iu these reflex acts.

That Locke, iu suggesting these to his contemporaries, was un-

doing much of the work which Bacon had done for them when
he taught them how they might look away from themselves, and

enter into direct converse with the facts of the universe. That if
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the evils of such a sclieme did not reappear in tlie old form of

schola.stical riddles, they woulil appear in .some form probably more

inconvenient, becau.se more blended with the ordinary occupa-
tions of men. (2.) That a philosopher who tmdertakes to ti.x

in what directions the understanding .sliall not move, what
results it cannot hope for, would be sure, in process of time, to

become a more dangerous dictator even than Aristotle, seeing
that the laziness of meu would welcome his decrees, and tlie

public opinion of particular ages and countries would enforce them.

That lience must arise great hindrances to inquiry and discovery,
these hindrances being the more serious because the teachers who
created them would never susjiect that tliey were not the most

jjassionate friends of enlightenment and progress. (3.) Tluit if

/j/iilosophers should be iudttced by Locke to abstain ever so cai-e-

fullyfrom enterprises in the ocean of Being, the people would not

be moved by the same arguments to forego all their beliefs that

islands of the blessed or islands of woe exist somewhere in this

ocean. That there must begin again, under the new psychological

regime, all the old contempt of jihilosophers for the people
—all the

old suspicion of philosophy liy the people. That each would, for a

time, ci\illy decline to invade the territories of the other. That
soon each would discover such abstinence to be impossible, excejit
on the condition of admitting their own maxims to be false. That

the only end of this war must be a philosophical acceptance
of all customary and traditional idolatries, or a popular atheism.

Such anticipations would have had a warrant from the experience
of the times jirevious to Locke

;
nor have they been confuted by

the experience of the times subsequent to his. But there are

certain considerations on the other side which might have

occurred to a devout man at the end of the seventeenth century,
and which, for us in the nineteenth, ought entirely to outweigh
those which look at first so alarming.

6. Theyai-e of this kind,—(1.) That the effort of tryingto think

about thought.s, however perilous, becomes necessary at certain

crises. That such a crisis had certainly arrived when thinking
assumed the place which it had assumed in the demonstrations

of Descartes
;
and again when a man so able and jirofound as

Spinoza had ti-eated the thinker as only one of the things of

which he thinks. That there must have been a continual oscil-

lation between wild and extravagant dreams of what is implied
in the act of thinking, and a very low estimate! of the creature

who ]jerf(>riiis that act, unless some one had arisen who was

willing to
sti'l))

ofl'all a.ssumptions about man and his capacities,

and to begin the investigation of them and of him from the lowest

point. That though Bacon, by directing men's inquii-ies towards

l)hysical studies, was a great and efl'ectual protester aaainst the
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liiibits of introspection which had beeu the disease of schoohneu;

yet that, in so far as he showed experiment to be the way of arriv-

ing at any certainty in physics, and denounced all anticipations of
the results to which experiments would lead, he made it inevitable

that the same method should be applied midatis mutandis to

every siibject. That when Hobbes had declared all moral and UoKmatism

political jiliilosophy before the treatise De Cive, to be worth-
""^ ""''''^'^

less and contemptible, he was sure to find numbei's who would

accept his decrees, not only on account of his great ability, and of

the appeal which he had made to some of the strongest feelings
which were then working in the minds of cultivated men,—dis-

like of Puritans, dislike of insurrection, dislike of priests ;
—but

also because any writer who puts forth a sti'ong assertion of which
he is thoroughly convinced, and which can be embraced witjiout

much trouble and with some self-satisfaction by his readers,

may count upon a large measure of sympathy. That no denun- All alike

ciations of Hobbes by clerical wi-iters—no foolish attempts necessity'of ,.

to harpoon the Leviathan—were the least likely to test the"?" ''^s'"-
Diner.

truth of his boast, or to shake the faith of his admirers. That

nothing but an inquiry into the conditions and demands of the

human understanding, and into the necessities of men as indi-

viduals and in societies—an inquiry conducted by those who had
no prejudices in favour of old thoughts, all inclination towards
the new— could determine whether Hobbes had solved the riddle

of the universe, whether all beliefs which mankind cherished re-

specting their own freedom and their own destiny, so far as they
were inconsistent with his, must be for ever abandoned. That if

the ph losophical movements of Locke's time pointed to such a re- Temreiof
commencement of human studies as he suggested, it became still

""^ ''"'^*

more necessary from the conditions of society, especially of English
society in the same time. That there was a decided rebellion Laymen and

among the laymen of the upj)er classes, who aspired to be men of

the world, against the clerical and collegiate lore. That these

laymen had a strong suspicion that what the clergy affirmed to

be sacred traditions were, for the most part, professional techni-

calities, which belonged properly to the cell and cloister, and

which, when they were brought out of these, became a set of

maxims, not without their use in acting upon the fears and hopes
of the vulgar, but which would bear no tests such as men apply
to the business of life. That nothing but a scheme of study
which would give such laymen the fullest o])poi-tunity of proving
the worth of their tests could determine wliether any tests of

another kind were needful, and what these might be. That the Effects wiiich

clergy and the men of the schools might be brought in the same
'""IJ.^,^^

way to a more clear apprehension, and even a stronger belief, of i"ii?iit hare

that which they called others to believe. That though many°°
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collisions might arit-e between these classes, and though each

might often assume, in consequence, a merely defensive and argu-
mentative standing ground, jtrinciples would be made manifest by
their opposition which neither alone would have asserted or per-
ceived. That, on the whole, there could have been no man so well

qualified as John Locke to represent the best and accomplished

jjart ofthe lay mind of England—to resist without violence or fero-

city the clerical or university mind. That being bred among Puri-

tans, mixing with the SLaftesbuiys and Perabrokes, trained in a

college, essentially a man ofaflkiis, free from pedantry, almost free

from the affectation of despising pedants, a student of ])liysic, but

without the professional ties of a physician, without a tinge of

fanaticism, cautious and reserved yet not diplomatic in his inter-

course with other men, never pretending to understand what he

did not understand, with just enough of humotir to detect and

expose those who made such ]ireteusions, never positively deny-

ing that there might be a region lying beyond his horizon, very
much disposed to think that it must be a region of mist

and darkness, with a style and method of tliought exactly
fitted to exjjress his sober, prudent, unimaginative character,

thrown into circumstances personal and national that especially

demanded such a character,
—he had all the advantages, in-

ward and external, which fitted him to be the first leader

in a movement that would be carried on through great part
of a century by men of several nations, differing from him

differing from each other in opinions and dispositions, all with

marked featui-es inherited from Itim.

7. (2.) So in reference to the second ]ioiut, it would surely have

become a contemporary of Locke to refiect,
—That no j)hilosopher

who appealed to experiment could foretell whither his experi-

ments might tend. That Bacon had set aside the belief of Coper-
nicus and Giordano Bruno resiiecting the relation of the earth to

the sun as a mere speculation, a very sliort time before it was

established by irresistible evidence. Tliat in like manner each

teacher who followed in the track of Locke might bring to light

some fact respecting the nature of man which he had overlooked,

or e.stablish the significance of some which he had treated as

insignificant. That if teachers should arise who would deem

themselves his faithful disciples because they limited the scope
of human knowledge and human ho)ie more than he had

limited it, nothing but good would ultimately proceed from

their attempts
—no princiijle

which men have need of could be

lost through the inability to discover it by a certain method
—since it would force itself upon them in sjiite of themselves,

and the confession of it would oblige them to reconsider

theii- method, and would show wherein it was defective. That,

I
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on the whole, whatever fears those might entertain who suppose
human inquiries to obey no law, to be subject to no guidance,
those who trace a more direct divine government in them if there is h

than in the course of the planets, will be certain that none of
I'or'^nliJI^^jn

tbem could be spared, and that they must be working onwards thoughts,

to a blessed issue. (3.) In reference to the third point, one the people

holding this faith would expect; That, in the ages to come, as in
J',|',*„'i'np|,er8

the ages past, great events in the history of mankind would cimid not be

compel philosophers to perceive how the questions which were to stand aloof

agitating the minds of sinijjle human beings were affecting 'J^^"^'^'^^

them. That those who took least account of philosophy, or

regarded it with terror, would be unconsciously occujiied with

its greatest jjrohlems. That a conflict might come which would how they

bring meta])hys)cs and the common life of peasants into an
^rjjjjgijj*^

association which would startle philosophers and divines almost Ketiier.

equally. Tint in this conflict might commence a new period for

both— a period in which the disciples of Locke would have to

ask what his cautions had availed,
—

" Si tamen impise
Non tatigetida rates transiliuut vada,"

but when it might be found that there are compasses for

navigating the ocean that he shunned, which those who knew
them and affected to prize them liad neglected.

8. The remarks we have made may, we trust, help to pre- Locke an<i

seiwe the student from one or two mistakes into which he is Descartes,

liable to fall when he compares Locke with his contemporaries,
his predecessoi-s, and his successors, in metaphysical inquiry.
It is a tremendous transition to pass from the Trealine on
Method by Descartes, to the Essay on tlie Human Understand-

ing. In the first they will find innate ideas assumed as the innateideaa.

gi-ound of all demonstration, the security for science as well as

for faith. The overthrow of innate ideas is the starting point of
Locke. That two men living in the same age, neither tied by
traditions of the past, should have arrived by such cautious

stejjs at conclusions so diametrically opposite, on what each

regarded as a fundamental ])rinciple, is at first a most jierplexing
fact; nor can we calculate the nunibere whom it has ))erplexed.
But if we seriously consider Locke's primary conviction respect- xheopposins

ing the "
wrong end

"
of hiiman inquii-ies, we shall perceive

methods,

that it was as impo.ssible from his point of view not to set aside
innate ideas as it was impossible from Descartes's point of view
not to accept them as implied in the very act of thinking, in the

very existence of a creature that can think. The reusonino-s of
each are not plausible merely

—not the result of the skill of clever

special pleaders; they are the consistent vindications of two
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oppo.site Djetliods, eacli of wliicli iqipeared to its own chaiii|iirin
the only possible method; each of which may hereafter be fnund

indispensable for the needs of the student; each of which may
lead to results which will test and confirm those of the other.

Ldcke believed that he was confuting Descartes when he proved
clearly, and to the satisfaction of nearly all men, at least in our

day, that statements such as "The whole is greater than its jiart,"
" Whatever is is," are no less propositions than any in TJie

Principia or in Kiij-ikl; that propositions involve terms
;
that

children and a multitude of men know nothing of terms and

propositions. He believed that he was overthrowing Descartes,

Spinoza, and all w'ho had aihimed the nature and being of God
to be implied in the thoughts ofmen, when he showed that there

are savages who have no name which can be considered equi-
valent to our name for God, and possibly have no worship. He
was in fact relieving both these doctrines, not only of irrelevant

jiopular arguments which weakened their force, but of notions

which had darkened the minds of the most eminent men who
liad defended them, and had perplexed some of their strongest
and clearest convictions. Supposing these principles involved

in the acts of our niind-s, they must be distinguished from the

notions which we form about tho.se principles, and from the

modes which we take to express these notions. The distinction

had not been clearly made. The refutations in Locke's first

book helped to establish it. They could not have served that

purpose if he had not resolutely set at nought all such j)rinciples,

and undertaken the task of merely tracing the formation and

growth of notions from their commencement in the impres-
sions which are made on the senses.

9. Next, if we accept the statement which we have founded

upon Locke's own words, that his main purpose was to avoid all

considerations that related to being, substance, first princi]iles, as

either existinc: in the mind or presujiposed in its o)ierations, we
shall understand better on what ground he has been called a

philosopher of sensation, on what ground he has been said to be

the enemy of idealism. Each description has a good justification

for it
;
each may lead us into strange mistakes if we ailopt it

carelessly. Since Locke's object is to trace our notions, opinions,

judgments, to their beginning
—since his method is wholly

chronological
—he must, of course, start fi-orn the first acts of a

child
;

he must speak of seeing, tasting, smelling, hearing,

handling, before he sjieaks of anything else. And since his

purpose is to examine the understanding itself, he must contem-

plate the impressions made on the senses much more than the

things with which the senses converse. Was there any novelty
in this % That men see, smell, hear, taste, handle, was a truth
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certainly not unknown to fonuiT ages. It cannot have burst

as any great revelation upon the age of the Stuarts. The power
of the senses was fairly recognized by Charles II., was not under-

valued in the literature of which Dryden, Congi-eve, Rochester,

wei'e the representatives. But the existence of the senses Culture of

had never been recognized as directly connected with culture.

The ground of that had been assumed to be that which is char-

acteristically human, not that which is common to man with the

lower animals. The study of words, the study of human discourse, The

the study of Mathesis, which involves certain laws ot our .deaof

thought, had become the foundation of Western education ;
this education

being regarded as the human culture which was only s\ibordi-

nate to theology or the revelation of God. Locke was not aV>le to

alter those long-established convictions which had moulded all the

institutions of Christendom. But from his time the reasons for modified by

them have been continually disputed. Another method, another his'nfluencB

starting point of education has been proclaimed And much,

we conceive, has been gained from the new doctrine, and

from its collision with the old. The questions, what place

the senses hold in the economy of human life, what treatment

is most suitable for tliemf if not answered yet, at least have had

a light thrown upon them for which we should be very grateful,

and which Locke has been one instrument in obtaining for us.

10. Bvit for a reason we have given' already, it w-ould be Locije makcn

a great error to imagine that Locke, when he claimed such
objects.'*

serious attention to the effects of the senses, brought the

objects of the senses more directly before us than previous

philosf)iihei-s
had done. Because he sought to expel all belief in

innate ideas, it has been hastily concluded that he has enabled

us to contemplate the facts of nature without the bewilderment

of intervening ideas. Any single passage picked at random out of

the Essay on tlie Huimni Understanding would show how utterly

untenable this opinion is. Take, for instance, this from the

opening of the very important chapter
" On Power," the twenty-

first in the second book :
—" The mind, being every day informed The mind

.
^

, . % \
, observini;

b}' the senses of the alteration oi those simple ideas it observes tiie ciianue

in things without, and taking notice how one comes to an end '""'"'e"'--

and ceases to be, and another begins to exist which was not

before; reflecting also on what passes within itself, and observ-

ing a constant change of its ideas, sometimes by an impression
of outward objects on the senses, and sometimes by the detei-- How it comes

mination of its own choice; and concluding from what it has power.

so constantly observed to have been, that the like changes will

be made in the same things by like agents, and by the like ways ;

considers in one thing the ])ossibilit_y of having any of its

simpler ideas changed, and in another the possibility of making
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that change ;
and so conies hj' tliat idea which we call pov>er.

Thus we say fii-e has a |)ower to melt gold; i. e., to destroy the

consistency of its in.sen.silile jiurts, and consequently its hai'ilness,
and make it fluid; tliat gold has a poirer to be melted; that
the sun has a power to lilancli wax, and wax a power to be
blanched by the sun, wheieby the yellowness is destroyed, and
whiteness made to exist in its room. In which, and the like cases,
the power we consider ioiu reference to the change of perceivable
ideas: for we cannot observe any alteration to be made in, or

operation upon anything, but by the observable change of its

sensible ideas; nor conceive any alteration to be made but by
conceiving a eliange of .some of its ideas." Now, we submit, that

if these sentences—which no reader of Locke can deem to be

unfairly selected—which are intended, like the rest of his treatise,

to emancipate us from the tyranny of certain fictions about power
and substance to which we are lialile—hail appeared in any
writer who had not Locke's rejuitation for clear, straightforward
common sense, who lay under the suspicion of a desire to

conceal a mystical meaning under a heaj) of obscure words
;

—
these ideas might be malignantly represented as a new Rosicru-

cian machinery of nymplis or sylphs, called into existence by aa

ingenious fancy that we might not look at such vulgar things as

the gold, the wax, and the sun—might not seek to find out what

they are, or how they act upon each other,

1 1. Ideas, then, are as much objects of study and woi-ship to a

Lockian, as they ever could be to the most extravagant Platonist.

And, therefore, when Locke is said to be not an idealist, but the

reverse of an idealist, all that is meant is this, that he entirely

separates ideas from being or substance
;
that he regards ideas as

impre.ssions made on the mind, or the results of its action upon such

inipre.ssious ;
that he believes he is going as near as he can to the

root of the mind when he has found tlie earliest influence that

affects it, and has referred to that all other influences of which it

is susceptible, all operations in which it takes part. No doubt

these reflections may a little shake our opinion of that )«-.ietical

character which we are in the habit of ascribing to his jiliilosophy.

For it is surely matter of doubt whether the search into nature can

have been diredly helped by a doctrine which interposed such a

barrier as these ideas between the inquirer and the things about

which he was inquiring, or which invested with such dignity
those conclusions of the senses by which Locke's greatest country-
man and contemporary had just proved that the wise and the

unwise had been misled in their guesses and their theories respecfc-

iiig the univer.se. We can only ho])e that idtimately an exa-

mination into the influence of the senses would tend to scatter

the mists of the senses, and that the trees, and plants, and
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green things of the earth might continue to live in spite of the
new swarm of notions whicli seemed threatening to ovei-spread
them.

12. It is tlie purpose of Locke, as we have seen, to understand h •> Psycho-
the Understanding. He is to dismiss Ontology that he may '°^'J'-

devote himself to Psycliology. We have given our reasons for

believing that philosophy was obliged, in the end of the seven-

teenth century, to take this direction; that the opposite one had
become unnatural, if not impossible. We cannot doubt, there- .search for

fore, that the philosophei-s who consented manfully to inquire
"'°"""^'

what the mind can do, what it demands, what it is, omitting
for awhile all those considerations which had appeared so neces-

sary to the eai-ly thinkei-s, would, on the whole, be doing their

work best, and would obtain the greatest practical results. But
we must hesitate before we can admit that Locke took any
great steps in the line which he had chalked out for others and
for himself The passage which we quoted from his chapter

" On
Power" must suggest to eveiy reader tlie thought

—" Yes
;
the

mnjf^ entertains these simple or complex ideas. And pray, what

may that be ?" This rude demand is forced u]ion us still more

strongly by the opening of the nineteenth chajrter in the same

book,
" On the Modes of Thinking."

" When the mind turns its

view inwardly upon itself, and contemplates its own action.s,

thinking is the hr.st that occurs. In' it the inind observes a The mind ob-

great variety of modifications, and from thence receives distinct
m!,"inc'.'tion«

ideas. Thus, the perception wliich actually accompanies and is of the mind,

annexed to an impression on the body, made by an external

object, being distinct from all other modifications of thinking,
furnishes the mind with a distinct idea which we call sensation,

which is, as it were, the actual entrance of any idea into the

understanding by the senses." These sentences undertake to

interpret a certain process which something that we call mind
or understanding is engaged in. Can we try them by the only
test which ascertains their verity or worth, without being led

to ask whether that mind is this which I call my body, or some
modification of it? Whether it is I myself? Can I be satisfied to i-wk? faiisin

dismiss all or any of these inquiries merely bec;iuse Locke says it i^.lea'L'jea.

is not his business to examine the organs of sense as a physician
examines them; because he entirely repudi ites the seai'ch into

being or first principles ? He has encouraged me to the work
of self-examination

;
he has told me that I cannot advance a

step without it. Can he say, I not only inliibit you from .sailing

into tlie ocean of Being, where you must be lost, I inhibit you
also fiom examining what it is which "is furnished with the

distinct ideas we call sensation;" what it is "into which the ideas
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enter throiij^h tlie .scuses ?" Is this to lemaiii a mere cabalistic

woi-d—an X (ir unknown quantity for wliicli we are not to tind

any assignable vnhw 1

Ethics 01 13. It is of far more importance to a practical Englishman,
.Mnniis.

^^j^^ looks upon Locke as especially the man of busines.s, the

man of the worhl, to ask what he has done to give us a moral

code which, we are to substitute for the code that has an

ontological basis. Now, so far as Spinoza represents the most

complete and the latest form of pure OTitology, there is a curious

coincidence between the extreme opposites. Righteousness and

justice
—the judical opposition ofgood and evil, right and wrong—

Pleasure and were lost for Spinoza in the ocean of Being. He could recog-

founrtatlons nize only the desires and longings of men after something which

otEoodand should satisfy their own nature. Locke, flying from the ocean

ing toTocke of Being, starting from the impressions on the senses, as entirely

IpinozaT^
throws aside these old ethical princi])les and standards. He

says, em]jhatically,
"
Things are good or evil only in refer-

ence to pleasure or pain." If any one calls these sentiments

Epicurean, let it be distinctly miderstood and (jroclaimed that

there was no personal tendency to Epicurism either in Spinoza
or in Locke ; that they were not bribed to their opinion by any
dishonourable inclinations. It was simply the necessity of

their respective philosophies which led them to their conclu-

sions. Each would have been inconsequent if he had adoiited

any other. If God is simply substance and being
— if there has

been no discovery in life and history of a moral being whose

righteousness is the ground and archetype of man's righteous-

ness—Spinoza, considering all men and all nature as i)art of

God, was obliged to I'egard these ethical distinctions as nothing

Necessity of but inventions of men. If we must begin from the senses—il

ciusU)n''from all knowledge of what man thinks and is must be derived from
Ills premises, injpressious on the senses, or from reflection on these imjiivs-

sious—the sensations of pleasure and pain must be regarded
as the ultimate grounds of good and evil, so far as man has

anything to do with them, so far as he can be cognizant of

any diflerence between them. To evade the inference is mere

imbecility and cowardice. Locke did himself honour, aiul did

us good, by jjutting it forward without shrinking or uioditica-

tion. We are convinced that the doctrine was moilitied or

utterly transformed in his own life, as it was in that of Spinoza;

by hKris- but we are not convinced that the acceptance of Christian

tian doa- doctrine by Locke, in tei-ms in which it was not accepted by
*""'

Spinoza, aftected his dogmas upon this subject. Pleasure and

pain remained the foundations of his ethics, plus the proclamation
of a future state of rewards and p\inishnients, which showed
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that pleasure and pain, both here and hereafter, were annexed

to certain acts that promoted or that disturbed the peace anil

order of society.
14. From these Ethics the transition is natural to the Politics poiuics of

of Locke—from the Essay on the Hunmii Understanding to the ''°*«-

IVeaiise on Govei-nment. We have alluded already to the theory

of which that memorable work is a confutation. We liave seen

how the belief of an actual government of God, which had filled

the mind of the Puritan, and inspired his acts, had called forth

the anti-theocratic doctrine of Hobbes ;
how the Episcopalian

tliviues and lawyers, dreading each result eq\ially, had ima-

gined a delegation of regal authority to Adam, to Noah, or to

Abraham, who had transmitted it, through certain interme-

diate hands, to the sovereigns of the seventeenth century,

and especially, so far as England was concerned, to the sons

and heirs of Charles I. This doctrine had been stated in

its crudest form by Sii- Robert Filmer. It had been con-

nected with certain notions of a paternal, patriarchal govern- Thepatriar-

nient. It had appealed to certain vague impressions on tlie
< » ' «»n-

English mind res[)ecting the authority of Scripture, which itout-^

raged ;
to certain deeper feelings respecting the sacredness of

family life and hereditary succession, which had proved their

strength in various periods of our history
—never more than in

the crisis of the Exclusion Bill, nay, of the Revolution, which

could not place William on the throne but by the side of

Mary, and could only confirm Mary's title by asserting that

God had cast down James for violating the constitution which

he had sworn to uphold. With these helps, even such a theory,

so defended, might obtain a certain measure of acceiitauce,

might do something to embarrass a newly established and not

very popular dynasty. Locke was the man of all men to expose i.ockespe-

it. He had enough of the .sympathies of the Puritans to be
'„'^';i'[„''e''on''

excused if he defended their liberty apart from the theocratic fute it.

faith which they were themselves losing. He could adopt

what he found tenable and convenient in the doctrines of

Hobbes, without the least susjiicion of being a champion of

arbitrary rule. Eilmer was no doubt a contemiitible adversary,

but in crushing him Locke created or developed a counter

doctrine which was hailed as the philosophical defence of

the English Revolution, as the text-book of English Whig-

<nsm, as an exposition of the true conditions of dominion and

freedom to all countries. The first part of the task was accom-

plished easily and triumphantly. Filmer's doctrine crumbled to

))ieces in the hands of his great antagonist. The introductory

part of the Essay on Government is the best possible commentary
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on the other essay. Ideas, so far as they liave any coniiectiou

with being and sub.stance, are cast aside. We have no I'hitonical

dream of a rigliteousness which is equally inqilied in the life of an

individual and the life ofa state. We have no Ari.stotelian attein])t

to deduce a ])olity from the actual relations of the father, child,

husband, wife, master, servant. We have no Hebrew or Puri-

His theory tanical dream of a divine Ruler over nations. But we have
of H contract,

^j^g jj^.^^ ^^^ j^j, j(. j,.,^ heen called, the phanta.sy of an original

contract made somewhere and somehow by tlie governor and

the governed, abtmt which we are told everything exce))! the

Vcn- ideal, where and the when. And this contract is not sui)iK>rted

by that bold concejition of a natural state of war, which

Hobbes saw to be its only protection, if it is not to be recog-

nized as one of those innate ideas which Locke undertakes

to explode. It remains as the great exjieriment of the new

philosophy in the way of building; one of immense interest,

because it links togetlier the two revolutions, and because it

shows how the most famous of constitutional writei-s could

utterly lose the belief of a constitution which exists, while he

was seeking for the origin of that which has never existed.

Locke's dif- 15. If our national vanity is somewhat disturbed by these

prophets* reflections ni)on one of the most eminent men whom England
of the coming jjjjg produced, it may find several consolations. One lies in the

rememljrance that our institutions have always done more

for us, and have expressed more to us, than all the books

which have apologized for them, and framed speculations to

account for them. The other is, that Locke, whate\er he may
have failed to do in one department of thought or another, as a

psj'chologist or politician, cerbiinly inaugurated a new era of

study ni)on all. The questions which he raised, and which lie

did not settle, respecting the Nature of the Mind, respecting the

Principles of Government, respecting Toleration, respecting Edu-

cation, respecting the Reasonableness of the Christian Religion,

were those which the eighteenth century was called to discuss in

the gossip of salons, with ])ens, with bludgeons, with swords—
with tears, also, and prayer.s. We cannot do better than recol

lect the titles of his books if we wish to know what inquiries

were occujAyiug all men, consciously or uncon.sciously, during the

fifty years that followed his death. We cannot do better than

try" to understand the tone of his mind in its strength and

weakness, if we would know what was to be the tone of these

years generally, and what was to be the reaction against it.

nivifion of IG. Regarding Locke as a sign of the times, we are under no
writers.

necessity of proving that those minds which took their direc-

tion from his were immediately under his influence. The evi-
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dence of such influence, in the case ot foreigners, must be chiefly

their own confessions. In those who spoke and wrote our Engiw.
fi^st

language the evidence may often be strongest where the confes- ciude°d1n'""

sion is not made, or is made reluctantly. We use the expression,
that name?

" who spoke and wrote our language" because it is neee.ssary in

the eighteenth century to distinguish English, Scotch, Irish, and

Amerfcan philosophies,
—all possessing some common character-

istics, but having diflerences which they derived from the cir-

cumstances of their respective countries, as well as from the

individual characters of the men whose names we connect with

them. The most conspicuous of these men we propose to mention

in the order of their appearance, before we allude to their contem-

poraries of other lands. The writers whom we can claim as ours

mav not have left as deep traces of themselves upon the annals of

society or of science as some Frenchmen and some Germans who

flourished side by side with them. But for us they must be

more significant; at all events, we must be more capable of

appreciating their significance. It would be affectation in an

English sketch to postpone them to the others. If there is any

hope of our doing the others justice, it can only arise from our

having realized, in some imperfect degree, through our own
nearer and more familiar experiences, a few of those wants of

the times which they encountered and tried to .satisfy.

17. In Dryden's celebrated satire the fate of Achitophel is Shaftesbury

deplored, because he sacrificed his soul, as well as its poor
" tene-

ment of clay," for the sake of that "
two-legged thing, a son."

Achitophel's grandson might have promised him a better

reward for such toil. The Lord Shaftesbury whose name is

associated with the philosophy, as his name is associated with

the politics, of England, would deserve to be remembered if it

were only beca\ise no one of our writers can be called a disci]ile

of Locke so certainly as he can. He has himself gratefully

acknowledged his obligations to his instructor ;
so adding one

more proof to the many we possess, that nothing is less safe than

to predict the effects of an education, however carefully and

systematically it may be conducted. Out of the school of
^J^^™'*^'

the enemy of ideals proceeded a man who has often, and with tutor,

some excuse, been represented as a Platonist—who certainly
made the ideal of what is honourable or beautiful the main

principle of his morality. The defender of the reasonableness

of Christianity ti-ained a writer who thought Christianity uni-ea-

sonable. The man of Puritan origin, whose qualities were

emphatically those of the English middle class, and who has been

their idol, developed in his pupil an intense feeling of aristocratic

superiority and contempt, which lowered his highest thoughts,
and defiled with a certain narrowness and vulgarity the gi-aoe

Vol II. 2 G
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and gentleness which he undoubtedly possessed. It is this union
of qualities which makes Shaftesbury of tnore importance in the

nietaphy.sical and moral history of our country than he would be
in virtue of any thoughts which he originated or circulated.

We see in him what it was that the accomplished and high-
bom young men of his day revolted from iu the doctors and
divines by whom they were surrounded^what it was that they,

consciously or unconsciously, aimed at—what it was that they
could and could not sympathize with. Shaftesbury's Letter on
Enthusiasm is one of the most curious documents upon these

points to be found anywhere. He is, in his own way, an enthu-

siast. He thinks the old invocation of the Muse by Greek

poets was no idle form, such as it had become in the verses of

Grub Street rhymesters and of school-boys. He doubts ifany man
ever did anything great without some inspiration, some sense of

a divine presence. But then, by the divine presence he can

understand nothing that is not good, beautiful, delectable. To
feel this must always elevate a man's character ; what he likes

he will become like. The chief part of the enthusiasm which
exists among men comes from the sense of a dark presence, from
the dread of something painful. They fly to the Divinity because

they are in trouble or fear, when they really ought to think of

Him, and can only think of Him properly, when they are serene

and happy. The evil kind of enthusiasm is very mischievous to

the world ; all are interested in getting rid of it. But how is it

to be got rid of? Pei'secutions have been tried and have failed.

They evidently cultivate the evil. There is nothing, Shaftes-

buiy thinks, like ridicule. That will never crush any true

enthusiasm. That is the eflFectual remedy against the false.

Look, he says, at those people who have lately come over to

us from France. These poor wretches have their prophets, to

whom they attribute all kinds of wisdom and inspii~ation.

The King of France persecuted them. We allowed them to

settle among us with all their nonsense. Our people mock
them at Bartholomew Fair. Which remedy will prove most

effectual ?

18. A divine being who could only be approached and wor-

shipped in sunshine and on gala daj's was one eminently suited

to the temper of the eighteenth century. That such au idea

and such services were not necessarily expanding or purify-

ing to the mind is evident, we think, from the fact that they
could not liinder a man like Shaftesbury fi-om insulting a set of

silk weavers who had left their land, and all that was dear to

them, for the sake of conscience and freedom—could not hinder

him from degrading the national hospitality, which was so profit-

able to us then, and which we have vaunted so much since, by a
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rudeness which would Lave destroyed the worth of much more
<lisinterested kindness. Shafte.sbury would have seen the mean-
ness of such conduct in any individual case

;
he would have

revolted from it as instinctively as any man. It is quite possible
that he might have been a generous benefactor to some of those

very refugees if they had thro^vn themselves upon his charity.

But, considering that he is setting before us a high and chivalrous siiaftesimiy's

ideal—considering that he is pointing out to us the difference nTte!"''""""

between the moral effects of his divinity and that of the slavish

victims of an evil power—we cannot but regard this practical
illustration of his faith as singularly unfortunate. Shaftesbury's

theory of ridicule may be a true one. If it is, we may ask

ourselves, at the end of a ceutuiy and a-half, whether he or

those who were laughed at in Bartholomew fair can most

safely endure the test. We must not, however, lose the what he may
benefit of his sarcasm for ourselves, because we think it

'^'^^ °*

is ill-applied in this instance. He had a right to demand
of Christian divines that they should set before him and
before the age an object

" who is light, and in whom is no
darkness at all." He had a right to complain of them if they The need oi

failed to meet this demand. He had a right to say that they fg'jf ','1

s'hich

the
could only separate the true from the false enthusiasm if they same with

took this course. Saying so, he was pleading for the God of tiioug'hthe

whom the Apostle testifies—for the Gdd to whom men may fly s""!^'",?™"^
in the midst of their sorrow; not for the divinity who was
created out of the pleasant images which he saw in his galleries
and his parks, who could only be contemplated when all uncom-
fortable facts were out of sight. Shaftesbury had, we may well

believe, a truer and better ideal than this in his inmost heart.

Galleries and parks, the images of grace and beauty which he
had seen, the kind acts he had done, may have borne witness to

him of a gracious Being from whom they proceeded. Let us who
have not his temptations give him credit for this, however

strongly he may have felt the duty of ridiculing those who had
been trained in another scliool.

19. Some churchmen wiU be eager to make the Whiggism of BoUngbrake
Locke responsible for the anti-sacerdotal direction of Shaftes- d'^'^-i^si).

burj-'s mind, though they will acquit him of any share in noui--

ishing his aristocratical tendencies. There would be more excuse
for the opposite opinion. If a young nobleman had needed
the impulse of a tutor to make him feel sharply the dis-

tinction between the knowledge which befits a man of birth,
and that which belongs strictly to the scholar, Locke's Treatise

on Education shows us where he might have obtained that

impulse. But the Toi-y Bolingbroke was far more contemptuous
towards priests than any ^Hiig, or any pupil of a Whi?, in his
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day. Bolingbroke, like many more, iiad become a cham])ion of

the Church because he hated the Puritans
;
he wa.s sure to in-

demnify himself afterwards for that forced political aifection.

He was viglit to confess the infidelity which was not at all more
jeal in his latter days than when he was defending Sacheverell

or acting as prime minister to the Pretender. The philosophy
of Shaftesbuiy has a root ai)art from his conventional position,
and the feelings wliich were connected with that position. He
is a man seeldng a high object, though the man is with him, ay

with the Black Prince, the opposite of the churl, though the

high object is such an object as it befits one who is not a churl

to purstie. Bolingbroke looks down with e(|ually serene scorn

upon priests, philosophers, and people. He is not the least

anxious to refute divines by a scheme of atheistical philosophy.
He refutes them by showing that he can conceive a God as well

as they can, and that the God whom he conceives is one whose
nature can by no possibility have any atfinity with the nature

of man
;
whom it is the most extravagant presumption for man

to dream of knowing. Bolingbroke adds nothing to what Hobbes
had said and Locke had implied, on the subject, except his own
ari.stocratical air of confidence, and a little abuse of Cudworth,
the Platonists, and the Schoolmen. He tosses philosophical

expositions about as Pope found him tossing the haycocks at

his countiy seat, with infinite gi-ace and condescension. The

poet witnessed each performance with equal admiration. No
ear could have detected more quickly than his the falsetto ii>

these notes if he had not been bribed, as it was honourable to

him that he should be, by an extravagant but real and quiti'

disinterested affection for the musician. The relation of the

two friends to each other has been curiously misinterpreted. Tiie

Essay on Man has been supposed to derive all its worth fvinii

the doctrines which Bolingbroke has contributed to it. Might
it not be much more fairly described as a stately mausoleum
in which these doctrines have been s;ived from putrefaction I

They are not more vague and declamator\' in their rhymed than

in their prose form, but far more distinct and pointed. The folds

of affecfcition and conceit in which they were wrapped have in,

great measure beenstripped offfrom them. We now see what there

was in them which accorded with the temper of the age, what had

a suitableness to the poet's own temjier and circumstances, what

had a permanent worth. A time which despaired of the ocean of

Being, and yet clung to the old name of God, and desired to con-

fess Him as exercising some providence over the universe, would

welcome the precept,
" Presume not God to scan." It would be

specially accepfcible to a man of letters bred in Romanism, with no

special turn for speculation, bewildered by the various opinions-
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-which he }ieard in a circle consisting of Atterbury, Garth, Tims beions-

Swift, Boliiigbroke ; frequented sometimes by Berkeley, now
'J^^^Vdto

and then visited by Addison. Most of these would, on the ''"P'^-

whole, be willing to adopt the maxim. The ])osition that the

"
proper study of mankind is man" would at (juce commend

itself to a writer who felt how much his own particular tastes

or gifts inclined and enabled him to take notice of the pass-

ing humours and habits of his fellow-creatures. A general

optimism was not un,suitable to one of a sickly constitution,

inclined to benevolence, feeling keenly the vexations and false-

hoods of the world of letters and of fashion ;
not much acquainted

with the region that lies beyond its flaming walls. But beneath

all this was the conviction of an order not created by man, to The belief in

which it is well that he should yield him.self ;
a conviction for

°'

which Pope might be grateful to any man from whom he

thought he hadderived it; which we may be grateful to him

for strengthening in us, even if we have found that it needs the

support of other truths which he did not as clearly perceive.

20. This feeling of an Order, which is certainly the prominent Natural

one in the poem, would not strike a modern student as the pro-

minent one in the "
guide, philosopher, and friend" of the poet.

Apparently his object is chiefly to impress us with the sufliciency

of natural religion for all the purposes of life, with the inutility,

and on the whole the mischievousness oftliose religions which have

been thought necessary to supply its deficiencies. This negative
doctrine was widely diflused in that time. It was the charac-

tei-istical doctrine of the English deists in the first half of the The English

eighteenth century
—a class consisting of many varieties, often

unfairly confounded in the answers which were made to them,
but agreeing in the notion that the priests of difiei-ent nations

had invented systems which appealed to the fears of man,
to their jjassion for the marvellous, to their desire of pene-

ti'ating into the impenetrable, and that the correction of these

mischiefs was to be found in an acknowledgment of the unifor-

mity of nature, of certain principles which govern oui- own

lives, or of certain lessons of experience deduced from the

study of history or of individual men. The regularity of Remiiarity

nature impressetl the men of this time as it had im]3ressed
°'^"'''"''^-

no previous generation. The Copernican doctrine had burst

iipon them no longer as a speculation, but as a truth. It

had been ascertained. Those who could not follow out for Theft tnci-

themselves the processes by which it had been ascertained,
'""

yet accepted it, not as an liypothesis, but as a demonstrated

law. This was surely quite unlike any system which ap-

peared to assume the irregularities of human conduct as its

foundation ; quite unlike any which appealed to continual inter-
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luptiDiis in the cour.se of nature, to sudfleii and a]ipalling events^

wliieh, because they were sudden and appalling, were referred

to a divine intervention. Here was one plea, the most impres-
sive, if not the strongest of all—the one that was most con-

nected with the great movements and discoveries of the age-
—

for the protest against whatever was included under the name
of revealed as distinct from natural religion. It was not neces-

sary specially to inquire which of these religions might be the

best or the worst. That argument might be left to the divines.

The Christian Brahmins or dervishes would no doubt be able

to make out a case for their own faith against Ilindui.sm or
Mahometani.sm. The ])hilosophers had a preliminary objection
to all. All assumed a disturbance of that order \\hich nature

led us to i-everence; all interfered, therefore, with the confes-

sion of the God of nature. These thoughts had more to do
with the lessons of Newton than with those of Locke, or even of

Bacou—with the contemplation of nature than with the con-

templation of the understanding
—with the grand cosmos which

astronomy unfolded than with the particular facts to which

the patient experimentalist devoted himself But the word

religion led the inquirer away from this ground to a reflec-

tion upon the processes of his own mind. Religion was clearly

something not outside of the man, but, if anything, a sentiment,
a perception, an obligation within him; so those who were

occupied about natui-al religion must inquire to what this senti-

ment, ]ierce]5tion, obligation ]joiuted. We have seen how

Shaftesbury, with all his Lockian education, was induced to

make some standard of beauty or excellence, such as the old

Greeks had dreamt of, the object of his religion ; though he was

so far faithful to his English teacher that he separated this

standard, if not wholly, yet to a great extent, from any associa-

tion with being or substance—regarding it as little more than

a bright vision which it would be good for any man, and which

it was possible for a cultivated nobleman, to cherish. Wollaston's

Religion of Nature had a more stable foundation than this.

Formed in a time before the Essay on the Human Understanding
had obtained authority, l)ut ]iarticipating in many of the feelings

that gave birth to it, Wollaston regarded truth as the foundation

of man's nature. To be true was to be hapjjy. This consideration

seems to have brought him, though a clergyman, to a discontent

with many of the doctrines which he had been taught to graft

upon his n \tural perception. He thought they connected moral-

ity with something else than trath, and deduced it rather fiom

evil than from good. Both these forms of deism were mixed in

Bolingbroke, not very consistently, but as they were sure to be

in a man wjio was the brilliant reflex of his time rather than an
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original thinker. They were united in him also with the third
Hi.y""'''''

or historical form to which we have alluded. History contained

for liim a series of evidences respecting priestcraft genei-ally,

respecting the combination of priestcraft with philosophy, re-

specting the attempts of politicians to make both serve their

own ends. The particular objections to the scriptural records, Tindai_

as interfering with the religion of nature, as being grounded ^'„^^jns"^*'

upon a departure from the order of nature, or as being only a
<,'«;'j:ji^-„9'^

repetition of the precepts of nature, were reserved for Collins, Christianity

Tindal, and Toland. A more eccentric genius than any ot '"»°'^''-

these had drawn an inference from his study of histoiy which

clashed gi-eatly with some of their conclusions. Mandeville had Mandeviiie

seen in the world a strange hive of bees, which were obtaining
^^"^^ '•

honey by the most unlawful methods, and turning it to the

common benefit. Not only was it impossible to distinguish

good from evil, right from wrong, but the greatest genei-al

benefits resulted from the gi-eatest private vices. Just the acts

which priests and philosophers were agreed to condemn as

violations of a revealed law or a natural law, it was the wisdom

of statesmen to encoui-age, as ministering to the benefit of the

commonwealth.
21. The history of moral and metaphysical philosophy in The piiysico-

England, between Locke and Hume, i^ intimately involved with "J^o'ogy-

the dogmas and speculations of these deists. They were far

from insignificant themselves ;
the Christian advocates followed,

of necessity, in their track. Thus the most vigorous part of the

thought of the time rises out of these attacks
; physico-theo-

logy occupies the most distinguished divines as well as the

most distinguished freethinkers. Samuel Clarke, as much as
ciariie_

Bolingbroke, is chiefly busy with a God of nature. Men (i6'5-i"29)-

are supposed to own Him first in that character. He may
afterwards be pleased to supply the deficiencies of nature,

to lay down laws for men as individuals and as members of

society, to give them helps for fulfilling these laws. Clarke

accepted the Law and the Prophets as interpretei-s of His mind.

The mission of Christ seemed to him needful that it might be

thorouehlv undei-stood and accomplished. But when the question Arianism

y-^i, ii-j_ii*x 1 • xi arising out

of a relation between God and man presented itselt to nim, the ofNaturall^ra

Arian hypothesis was the one into which he slid almost inevi-

tably, as did a number of his contemporaries and successors,

clerical as well as lay. Bentley, as a defender of the faith, felt
^j«g°J_Y74))

that he was doing his best in starting from the ground which

Newton gave him. Warburton, who can-ied into his second Warbuitmi

profession the habits and spirit of his first, whilst he was

striking right and left at all who assailed the cause which he

had undertaken, and at many who presumed to defend it in
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a different metliod from his own, yet asserted the orthodoxy of

the Essay on Man, and gave Po])e hints respecting the meaning
of it, wliich appear to have caused him much pleasure and some

surprise.
22. If his friend Berkeley had written a commentary on the

same poem it would have been in no disparaging tone, though it

might not have been as complimentary as Warburton's. Berkeley
was quite as well iuclined as Pope or Boliugbroke to regard the

proper study of mankind as man. He was quite as little

inclined as Pope or Bolingbroke to me;isure God's government
by his standards. That was the very offence which he objected

against different classes of deists in his Minute Phdusojilier. He
thought they were applying imperfect notions, deduced from the

sensible world or from a very narrow experience, to determine
the laws by which the universe is governed. But he began soon
to feel that he could not assail them effectually unless he laid

bare what seemed to him a sophism that was common to them
with their antagonists. Both alike assumed matter as a datum
or primary fact, the existence of which could not be gainsaid.

Well, and could he deny this datum ] Did he distrust the

evidence of his senses ? I do not distrust, he answered, the

evidence of my senses at all. I do not doubt that I see the sun
;

that I hear music; that I taste an apple. What I doubt is the

existence of an abstraction. You tell me that I have the faculty
of abstracting; that it is a great faculty; that it is the specially
human faculty. I am not sure that I have this faculty at all;

if I have, I attach little worth to it. I am satisfied it is not

that which raises nie above the animals. When you call me to

believe in matter you call me to assume a certain substratum

to the things which I see, hear, taste. I caiuiot see, hear,

taste that substratum. Why am I to assume it ? Has not

the course of all moral philosophy been to discard such assump-
tions as fictions? On what plea do you rest your incessant

denunciation of the Schoolmen, except on this, that they have

invested such fictions with reality ! What have the Nomin-
alists been at work for so long, if, after all, we are to ascribe to

this mysterious conception which is called matter, soundness

and solidity ? Why is it to be preserved from the fate that has

overtaken so many of its rivals, which, each in its day, could

assert for itself the same high claims 1

23. Berkeley had no doubt that he was carrying Locke's

battle' against entities into another region. But he was also

convinced that the prevalent superstition respecting matter was

a fatal hindrance to the acknowledgment of any spiritual reality.

Secretly tlio.se who spoke most highly of man's faculties were

assuming this matter as the ground and the limit of every
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•exercise of his faculties; those who spoke most of the God of

nature were on the point of reducing Hira under their concep-
tions of matter. Possessed by thi.s feeling, he advanced fearlessly
in his course. Whatever perils might seem to he involved in it, Exaltation

to whatever scepticism it might lead those who were seeking
"f *?'"'

occasions to scepticism, the dignity of spirit must be exalted as

the dignity of matter was laid low. That which had been

degraded into a mere minister of the things of sense, whose

higliest function had been supposed to be this, that it could

extract some ore out of the crude material that was presented
to it, but which as often was occupied in making that

material into notions that were far less
]:)iu-e

and precious than

itself, might now come fortli in its true character, might claim

to be the real quiekener of objects that without it would have
no life. The possibility that hereafter this exaltation of spirit

miglit lead to a denial of any Being higher than man—that the
universe might appear to him his own creation— scarcely

presented itself to the mind of Berkeley. It was not the peril
of his time. A Creator was not denied by any of the minute

philosophers with whom Berkeley contended. Wliat he de- God a Spirit

sii'ed to impress them with was the belief that the Being who
made the outward world was a Si)irit, who took cognizance
of tlie thoughts and intents of the heart

; that the words to the

jKior woman who drew water at tlie well ascended above the

philosophy of the eighteenth century; that they were real and
scientific, that it was conversant witli phantasies and shadows.

24. Such, as we understand it, is the idealism of Berkeley
—a idealism, how

name ill applied to his doctrine, if it is supposed to represent an
&> a suitable

unpractical habit of mind, an inclination to overlook facts, a Berkeley's

preference for a world which we create to the world which
'''"^'"'"'•

we find. Berkeley was remarkable amongst his contemporaries Hischaractei

for his devotion to practical objects. If his zeal carried him a practical

into other worlds, and made him anticipate blessings for our
colonies which could not be attained in his day, it shrunk from
no conflict with realities

;
it did not waste itself in any dreams.

To watch the complaints of his people, to give them tar water,
and carefully to examine and register its efl'ects, was part of his

work as a parish priest, and became a link in the chain of his

]jliilosophical thoughts. In his treatment of his diocese, and in

his conception of the duties of the English government to the

English settlers, towards the Irish and their faith, he disjilayed
the soundest sense and benevolence. He anticipated maxims
which after-years have been compelled to study, accept, and
act upon. Surrounded by the most accomjjlished and the most
critical men of his times, who shared little in Lis belief, some of
whom were directly opposed to it, he was never regarded with
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any feelings but those of adiiiiiation and affection. Pope looked
with contempt on the coxcombs who an.swered Berkeley with a

grin. Of Bei-keley himself he could only say that he had every
virtue nnder heaven. And any one who consider.s his philo-

sophy as he himself unfolds it, in that style which Sir James
Mackintosh envied for all writers on such subjects, will not
be startled by any obvious contradiction between the doc-
trines and the life. iMo reader of his controversies with deists

will coniplam of Berkeley for flying from the earth to the
clouds. His arguments are often, in our judgment, too
utilitarian. Sophistries which we should be glad to see exposed
by an appeal to principle are denounced merely as leading to
bad political results. His infirmity is not therefore of the kind
that we might suspect even in those parts of his writings where
he is least to be trusted, where he most assumes the character
of a special pleader. A conviction that speculators had strayed
from the path of reality

—a wish to find his way back into

the path
—even at the risk of appearing to go farther from

it—are characteristic of the books which directh' set forth his

idealism.

2.5. We alluded in a former page to the interview betweea
Malebranche and Berkeley, and to its result. That result can
cause us little wonder, though it must have caused both parties
in the dialogue much pain, and though the excitement of it

is said to have hastened the death of tlie French sage. There
was an af)parent agreement in their habits of mind. There must
have been a deeply grounded assurance in the mind of the

younger that he was seeking the same end which Malebranche
was seeking. But they were born in different periods, and
the maxims fi-om which they started were diflerent. Being was
for the Cartesian the root of all thoughts and ideas

;
he C'luld

see nothing apart from that. Being had been banished for

the ideas of Locke, and Berkeley's annihilation of matter was in

bis own judgment the legitimate consequence and fulfilment of

the method which Locke had initiated. How could they
understand one another 1 How must the effort to do it have
increased their misunderstanding ! And of all mental distresses

perhaps the greatest to one who would fain be a discijile is the

discoveiy that the man whom he has regarded with distant

reverence holds him aloof as an alien
;
the greatest to one who

has been trying to teach the world cei-tain lessons is, that the

younger men who fancy they embrace them most cordially, are

likely to pervert or invert them. The former must earn his

wisdom through this, among other hard experiences; for the

latter, the only refuge must be in the fiuth that God unfolds

Himsell" in many ways; that there must be a reason for every
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change which takes place in the methods of human thought and The core

discijjline ;
that if the old are needed again they will be found

after many days. If Malebranche could not cherish this faith,

he might die of a less di.'jappointment than that which was
occasioned by his dialogue with Berkeley. That they now jjorai „f ,|,g

apprehend each other's deepest meanings; that thev rejoice in ^^'"^•

the light which flows to each thi-ough the other, and fills

up what is imperfect in his own vision; that they would
wish us to profit by the confusions and contradictions in

which they were involved while the muddy vesture of eai-th"s

mould did grossly close tliem in, for our own guidance and

warning, is a belief from which we may surelj' draw comfort.

We may discern by degrees what treasures each has bequeathed
to us which the other could not bequeath; we may perceive that

each period must work out its appointed task; that an earlier

has no right to exalt itself against a later, or a later against an
earlier.

26. Butler was born eight years after Berkeley, and died one Bntier (1692-

year before him. About him, as about Berkeley, the question
"*^''

suggests itself, is he to be considered primarily as an apologist,
or primarily as an ethical philosopher 1 This question commonly
receives an opposite answer in the two cases. Berkeley's Prhi-

ciples of Human Knowledge occur to ,us before his Dialogues.
Butler's Analogy is more read than his Sermons on Human
Nature. Chronologically, and we believe on other gi-ounds also,
his short correspondence with Dr. Clarke ought to be placed His earliest

before both of them. In that coiTCspondence he appears as a to'Sarke."™

young man questioning with a modesty and subtlety which were
no less characteristic of him in his latest years those demonstra-
tions of the necessary existence and omnipresence of God which
seemed to Clarke, and to many besides him, so decisive. He
wishes to think Clarke's arguments irrefragable. About the
conclusion he has no kind of doubt; but he sees gaps in the

proof He is most ready to have his objections confuted; but

though he feels the great condescension and the great ability of
Clarke's replies, they do not wholly content him. Nay, some
fi-esh difficulties arise out of the attempts at solution. A subject
which was presently to occujiy the attention of the profoundest
thinkers on the Continent forces itself upon the mind of this

practical Englishman. Space and Time are assumed by Clarke Space and

as if they actually existed in the things which we contemplate.
'^'°°'

Do they so exist? Butler does not know. It sometimes strikes
him that they may be only modes of our minds. No doubt, if

they could be assumed as the substratum of all we see, and
if the Divine Being could be assumed as the necessary sub-
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nenioiistra- stratum of them, tLo exposure of atheism uiiglit be mueli more

JiuTy stand y "ipi'l and com]ilete. But is tliis a s;ife raethutl i Will it com-
mend itself to the minds of humiiu beings generally, who need
the belief of God for their daily life ? Butler's hints are in this

stage of his life, as iu every stiige, more important to us, more
instructive about himself, than his conclusions. Evidently these
demonstrations are ncrt grounds ujion which he means to build

hereafter, or upon which he Ciin place much reliance at present.
Clarke's final Nor, we suspect, will Clarke's concluding letter, which silenced

him at the time, and which established a firm friendship between
the Arian clergyman and the young half-conformist, have done

much, in later years, to make Butler in love with the demon-
sti-citi\e method. In it Clarke tries to establish the solidity
of his own proofs by calumniating outrageously the method
and arguments of Descartes

;
he treats as ridiculous, and as

the cause of all confusion, the attempts which all peo]ile before

tternity and him had made to distinguish between duration and eternity,
duration.

j-jglitly and reasonably adding, that these distinctions had much
to do with what he calls the "scholastic notion of the Trinity."

Butler, in o?. On the whole, w-e believe we are not wTong in considering
toUow'er of these letters, though dry in themselves, fuller of philosophical
^°'^^^

suggestions than most that are extant in our language ;
above all,

as distinctly marking out the course which Butler was to follow

throughout his life. If Locke desired men to fix their thoughts
upon their own understandings, to consider what exercises

befitted them, of what they were incapable
—if Locke desired to

apply the ex])erimental method, which had been slowly estab-

lishing itself in ph3'sics, to morals likewise—no one assuredly
entered into his intention so thoroughly as Butler

;
no one so

I'esolutely discarded all methods which interfered with it; no one
more thoroughly conformed himself to the conditions of his age,
even when he was op])osing some of its pre\aleut opinions, and

striking at what he regarded as its characteristic diseases. If

He endorses the deists of the day found fatilt with the disparaging theories of

piaiMsof human nature which had been current among divines, Butler
deists re- fully agreed with them. If by human nature is understood the
spectinp tht^

1

*
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treatment oi order or constitution which is implied in the doings, thoughts,
nature by judgments of men—with which each man confesses to himself,
divines. that he is meant to be iu conformity

—Butler believed that he

could not slander it without slandei-ing the Creator. The slanders

which had been put upon this nature by Hobbes and his school—
the attempts to explain all the facts which seem to mean benevo-

lence into something entirely dirterent
—were precisely thosewhich

he thought it was his function, as a divine, to refute, those which
contained an imjilicit sanction for evil doings. Yet he did not
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care to refute them by tlie professional arguments of a divine; he

dill not overwliehn them with texts of Scripture. When he His lueth.i.i

referred to these, even in his sermons, he rather treated them as

belonging to the circum.stances of the times in which they were

written than pressed them with any vigour into the service of

his own. All liis argiiments are deduced from the actual expe-
riences of human beings. He will hear of no theories which

explain away facts—which start from any other ground than

that of facts. He wishes to know what the things mean witli

wliich he has to meddle. He wishes to know what he is bound to

be and to do, that he may not be in contradiction with himself—
that he may not be a practical liar.

28. We have spoken of certain diseases which Butler thought His dread of

a teacher of his day was bound to combat. If we ask what the e^cence?"'"

chief of them was, he will tell us again and again that he looked

upon it as laziness in inqiiiry, unwillingness to face facts, the

acce})tance of the easiest and most eui-rent opinions. Considering
that he was encountering freethinkers, and that he has been

accepted as the defender of that wliich was established, such

language may cause ns some .surprise. It came forth most

simi)ly and naturally from him
;
unless we accept it as simply

and naturally, and profit by his warnings, he may be for us the

mayni nominis umbra—the Analogy may be for us a book to

conjure with—but what he meant and 'what it means will be

unintelligible to us. The doctrines upon human nature which The moiiii

he combats in his sermons were all ])lausible doctrine.s. There wlfich^he

were strong motives for receiving them. They squared with a
"Pi'°^.'iJ},

number of theories which had passed for orthodox in the Church, popular.

The readera of La Rochefoucaidd felt them to be the only possiMe

explanations of tempers which they had observed in others and
been conscious of in themselves. Hobbes had raised ujion them
a perfectly compacted system of individual and social life. But
would they bear the test of examination better than any of those

theorie.s—tlie produce of different schools—about the outward

world, which had crumbled to pieces when it had been tortured

into telling its own secrets? Was it not clear that men were
bound to each other by ties and obligations which they could not
set at nought? What did it help us to say that these obligations
could be interpreted into ambition, or the love of power, or the
wish which each of us has to get something for himself? There Seif-iove ar.a

is self-love in us undoubtedly. Can you show that it is inconsis- H'^f^
'^^^''

tent with these social afiections? Can you prove that they
may not work together for the same end ? Are there not some

very manifest proofs tliat they may ? Do not the acts which
are at war with a man's personal intere.st interfere also with the

interest of his neighbour ? Do not the things which iutei'fere
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witli the iuterest of lii.s iieigliliour interfere witli lii.s own ? Do
you not charge foolish men witli wronging themselves just as
often as you charge them witli wronging their neighbours I

29. With iiyroMjin(/, yon say; but what tells you anything about

xorongl You own that I liave pa.s.sions and inclinations in my
nature which may lead me into cei-tain coui-ses if I obey them

;

why am I not to obey them ? They are parts of that nature
which you say is good, which I have received from God. I do
maintain that, Butler answei-s; but I maintain also that there is

a faculty in that nature which approves this use of the affections

and ]iassions, which disapproves and condemns that. I maintain
that you have not understood your nature—that you have left

out the priucijial constituent of it—that without which the rest

ha\e no cohesion—that without which they signifv nothing
—if

you do not recognize this coxsciexce. I do not ask you to

recognize it as involved in a theory, even if it were the divinest

possible
—the one which had the sublimest warrants for it. I iisk

you to recognize it as a fact which is indicated by all human
speech

—without which the sentences which men jxiss upon one

another, as well as all the decrees of legislators, would have no
weight, and would be imjiossible. The existence of a conscience
is implied in all you think, sjieak, do. The right of the con-
science to dominion is implied in'all you think, sjieak, do. You
may defy its dominion

; but there it is. You may give it

another name, or explain it away ;
but its witness to you and to

every man will remain nevertheless. If any one will read care-

fully over the three Sermons on Human Nature, he will find that
Butler is as cautious in taking his steps as he has ever been

represented to be, but that he is as decisive in setting forth

these results of his cautious exjieiiments as we have affirmed
him to be. It is the decision of an experimentalist, not the
decision of an h priori thinker. But he is not the less fixed in

his conviction that there is an order in human nature—an order
in the midst of its most violent fluctuations—than the most
determined d jn-iori thinker could be. He has been seeking for

a gi-ound upon which lie could act, and he will not be sati.sfied

tUl he has felt that ground ;
he will not let us be Kvtisfied

till we have felt it. There is to be no comfortable ac(]uiescence
in any opinions which we have inherited, or have chosen for our-

selves, till we have got our feet ujion this ground. Butler will

torment us—he will call us imlifferent and cowardly, whether we
call ourselves freethinkers or orthodox—if we are not exercising
our whole faculty to discover what the order is in which we are

placed, and how we may conform ourselves to it.

30. How many ditiicidties are involved in the word nature,
in all its apjilications, we ha\e often had occasion to remark.
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We may be obliged to consider presently whether Butler has conscience

altogether escaped these difficulties in liis account uf human
Stilfy°aii tiie

nature—whether a further consideration of it may not be f""^'';''!"*.
• •1 1 1 1 T ' itsexistence

necessaiy, m order fully to justify the place which he assigns to implies.

the conscience, and to reconcile the facts which he treats in so

masterly a style with other facts—themselves directly related to

the conscience—which presented themselves with tremendous
force to some of his contemporaries. But no such reflections, to The human

whatever point they may lead us, will interfere with the belief a S.'not'a
that Butler has advanced by a sure path to his assertion, that tlieoiy.

there is a human constitution which every man inijilicitly con-

fesses to be his constitution—which he confesses that neither he
nor any man is able with im]iunity to violate. We repeat it—
on whatever subject Butler hesitates, in whatever sense hesita-

tion is a characteristic of his mind—there is no hesitation here.

And furtlier, to whatever extent Butler may sometimes ask
that opinions should be admitted as likely, though the evidence

for them is not satisfactory or overwhelming, it is on no such

pleas that he proceeds in his discourses On Human Nature. He
professes not to give us notions, but to make us aware of prin-

ciples which we are obliged to assume in word and act, if we
own them ever so little and dislike them ever so much.

31. Let tins be fairly considered by any one who is entering ihe Analog)

on the study of the Analogy. We should be most inconsistent if

we wished to overlook the fact which Butler forces upon our
notice in the first pages of his book, that he is dealing only with

probable evidence— that he wishes his reader to reflect upon
what is likely

—even u)jon what is not unlikely. By speaking Reasons

lirst of the lettei-s to Clarke we have shown how imi)ortant that
ference'i'i'

'

liict appears to us, for the understanding of Butler's object pn.babii- u.

and of his mind. Suspicions of Clarke's metliod were thrust tive evi-

upon him when he would most gladly have adopted it. They
''''"'^^

must have gi-own stronger, as he considered not only its own
weak places, but the ]jurpose to which it was applied. Clarke nemonstia-

wished to convince his countrymen that there was a Creator, creator not

and that he must be omnipotent, omnipresent, &c. Why ? "•mted in

They had no doubt of it. It was not an age in which there was age.

any active scepticism about these points. They were generally
taken for granted. Such an age might come, no doubt—might
be not far distant. But surely those who belonged to it would
be fitter to understand its needs than those who were only anti-

cipating it. Quite another treatment than that which Clarke

imagined might be required for it. Nay, might not tlie atheism Danger
of that coming age draw strength from the discovei-y that the ensue froin*"

greatest skill had been employed in constructing arguments 'lie"' ii'ier-

«'hich were not weather-proof? Tt was then a mere waste of
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power to s\ip]ily svicli rc;isoniii<j,s when tliey were not culled for;
the power might hereafter umlermme tlie veiy belief which
it Hoiight to establish. A niau who reflected less than Butler

might have foreseen .something of this danger; but if he did not

foresee, there were actual necessities in his own time which he
could not neglect for the sake of exhibiting his strength in a
conflict with giants that had been vanquished, or that had not

appeai'ed. Those who liook for granted a Creator did not suj)-

pose that He had anything to do with them— tjiat He was exer-

cising any direct dominion over their li\es—that if He did

govern, His government was a real one, like that of parents or

kings
—that it had a moral end—that there was much behind

which we do not see, and can only impei-fectly undei-stand. To
What was arouse men to the ajiprehension of this order, which is now, and

thauime!" which notliing that we know of, nothing outside of it, nothing
in itself, can make different, was not to attack the ghosts of

another day ;
it was to engage with the unbelief of that day ;

an unbelief which might be working in the mind of those who
talked mo.st grandly about an order—meaning something at a

distance from themselves—something which was much more

physical than moral—something which was so sublime that it

must never be associated with the common daily acts of human
Oniytenta- beings. But to produce tliis kind of apprehension the gi-and

aiiapted to mathematical evidence is clearly unfitting. For such a purpose
tins object, that evidence is not demonstrative. It may or may not estab-

lish large notions about omnipresence and omnipotence, such as

Clarke liked to grapple with; it does not meet a man in his

walks; it does not make him know that God is anything to

him. Butler, with his likelihoods, does this. They link them-
selves to the facts with which a man is most conversant—niost

perplexed ; they show him in a natural, human way, what these

facts must mean, if they mean anything. There are temp-
tations in that kind of argument ;

the eagerness to make

thoughtless men wonder where they are, and whither they are

going, may suggest a degree of condescension to their condition

which issues in the notion that the lowest, coarsest motives,
those which address themselves to the fear of consequences, are

the most effective upon human beings ; a notion confuted by
the experience which is alleged in supjiort of it, and ending,
when it is ti'ied, if not in utter failure, then in such effects as

Butler would have been most gi-ieved to have any share in pro-

ducing. A Nemesis, indeed, that a cold calculator should beget
the wildest fanaticism ! Whenever Butler has been betrayed into

a practice so wide of his intention and of his express doctrine

as this, the regret of his readers will be in proportion to their

reverence and allection for their teacher. And this regi-et will
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become bitterer and deeper when they find that on the strength
of such passages Butler is claimed as a champion of probabili- Butler a

ties, in the Jesuit sense of that word, or in a sense, less consis- seeker for
'

1 • 1 1*1 moral cct-

tent than that of the Jesuit, which supposes that m physics every tainty.

step is sure, and leads to knowledge, that in morals we are left

to guesses. To save us from guesses
—to make our steps as even

and as fia-m in the one region as in the other—to apply to the

one the very method which had been ascertained to be safest

and fullest of results in the other—was Butler's evident design.

Any design but that is as inconsistent with his express language
as with the whole spirit of his inquiries. Unquestionably he

avoided the ocean of Being as religiously as Locke. Unques-
tionably, if he had entered into converse with any disciple of

Malebranche, they would as utterly have misunderstood each

other about certainty and probability as Malebranche and

Berkeley misunderstood each other about ideas. Butler was not,

in the .strict sense of the word, a theologian. He had no direct

vocation to interpret the Scriptures, though, pei-haps, his Ser-

mons on Human Mature and Hobbes's Leviatlian together may
have prepared the way for more illumination respecting St.

Paul's chapter on the Body and Members, than all formal ex-

positions. He has suffered from his reputation as an apologLst—suffered, perhaps, in his own mind from the "wiish to be an apo-

logist. But he is in the truest sense a moralist; and no one

ever sought for moral certainty more faithfully.
32. The personal history of Butler stood in curious antithesis Butler andIT" the Wpsl6\ 9.

to that of some eminent clergymen who were his contemjjoraries.
The son of a nonconformist tradesman, educated at a noncon-

formist school, he became Bishop of Durham, and in that office

delivered a charge resjiecting the necessity of external forms to

the life of religion, illustrating his doctrine by a cross which

he set up in his own chapel. John and Charles Wesley, sons

of a clerg}-man, being the strictest observers of ecclesiastical

forms and discij)line at Oxfoi-d, earning by that strictness the

name of Methodists once bestowed ujion a school of phy-
sicians, ended by incurring disgi-ace with the rulers and doc-

tors of the church, because that name became the symbol of

indifference to ecclesiastical authority and formalities—the pro-
clamation that a sjiiritual power was abroad to humble the pride
of those who had deemed themselves religious, to make those

religious who had been most indifferent or most degi-aded. Nor
did the contrast stop here. The pi-eacher at the Rolls Chapel The two spe-

exhibited the most perfect specimen of that style of discourse
preacMng.

which never can stir the heart of a multitude, which appeals to

the student, and to the student only. The Wesleys—still more
their early colleague, Whitefield

—exhibited the best specimen.?
Vol IL 2 H
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of that kind of discourse which is addressed directly to the

hearts of the most niisei-able and the most sinful of human

beings, and is of interest for the student only so far as he feels

ThenpposinK himself to be one of these. The idea of human nature pre-

respectinc sented in those discourses of Butler is exactly the antagon-
ist idea to that which was presented in the semions of the

Methodists, even of those who adhered to the milder Wesleyan
type of Jlethodism. Lastly, no men s|ioke more directly to

the consciences of their hearers than the popular preachers;
and yet no men would have been less dispo.sed to accept the

doctrine of the conscience which Butler had proclaimed.
33. There are several ready escapes from these conti-adictions.

The easiest is to ignore them
;
to say that the historian of philo-

liTier''^"'

''

Sophy has only to report philosophical opinions, and to leave

those who are not philosophers to go their own way. Butler

forbids us to take this course. His doctrine is a protest against
the exaltation of philosophical opinions

—a demand for an appeal
to the facts of human life and experience. The second escape
is to take it for granted that Butler, the philosophical divine,

was right in the conclusions which he wrought out with so

much diligence, and that those preachers to mobs were wrong;
or that they who appealed to the Bible, and were indifl'erent to

jihilosophy, must have been right, and that he who was willing
to rest his whole case on the evidence of nature and human

experience must have been wrong. But the moral power which
these preachei-s exercised over some of their hearer.*, the moral

results which followed, are for us decisive against the first

course, because nothing could be more inconsistent with all

Cutler's reasoning than to attribute any good effects to an e\'il

cause. And it is as impossible for us to accept the second,

unless we hold that the statements of the Bible will not bear

to be tried by the tests of natiu'e and human experience
—an

opinion which, as believers in the Bible, we must repudiate,
and which would be specially at variance with the Methodist

tests. The third escape is to vibrate between these two oppo-
site statements, to talk of one as true in a certain sense, and the

other as true in a certain sense—that certain sense in each case

being left in the most utter uncertainty; a very eligible and

po]nilar method for those who seek to keep othei-s in twilight,
and are content to remain in perpetual twilight themselves ;

which

should be diligently eschewed and solemnly foresworn by all

who wish to find out what is true, and to be true.

Therestora- 34. Looking at Butler's account of hiiman nature simply as

want'iniJIn'

"
1* stands, witliout reference to any surrounding facts or oj)iuions,

Butlers „„(> jg struck with the thought,
" Here is certainly a beautiful

order; but it is an order wliicli not only implies the possibility
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of disorder, but admits the existence of disorder as a fact. Is

there then any restorative power in this order ? Can it defend

itself? Can it overcome that which is contrary to it ?" We
do not say that Butler was bound to treat these questions in

his Sermons on Human Nature. We think that he was alto-

gether wiser for many reasons not to treat of them. But he

raises them, and once raised, they cannot be laid. And in the

Analogy the demand for an answer to them is made still more

imperative. In it we discover not only a "human nature"

constructed upon certain principles, but a divine government. Does his

working continuously, not in past times more than in present, Jemmlm

against evil and for good. It is no maoliine, once .set in contain it»

motion, then left to itself It is & government administered by a

living Being—a Being interested in all the right and wrong

doings of His creatures. And it is a government which, a govern-

according to the second part of the A'ludogy at all events, nay,
"ng'„J'^™'^".

according to every part of it, admits of deviations from its ordi- ing depar-

nary course—what appears to us irregularities
—for the fulfilment

,,.3 ordinary

of its objects; we through our ignorance being unable to pro-
=""86

nounce what are deviations—it being quite possible that appa-
rent irregularities, seen from a higher ground, would prove to

be parts of a uniform operation. Admitting this, it does not

seem to lis that Butler could have satisfactorily encountered any
Methodist teacher who said to him, "There is a large mass of use which

disorder in this country of ours. What resources have you for
"^^^'of this

encountering it 1 We say, that the God whom you represent as statement

the moral governor of the world, as governing it for moral ends,

is directly encountering it, is putting forth a direct power to

bring men who are sunk in evil and moral slavery to righteous-
ness and moral freedom." Had the argument been put in this

form, we think Butler must at least have listened to it. He How Butler

might have very good excuse for answering, "Yes; but you do irefende"°

not speak to those whom you address of their coming into the i^'niseit

proper orderly condition of human beings. You speak of them
as brought into an exceptional condition, a condition which is

not the proper one for ordinary men. You speak of human
nature as being only evil, and of deliverance from evil being
the attainment of some inhuman, or at all events superhuman,
condition. Hence, therefore, very consistently, the test of the

success of your ministrations is the amount of irregular excite-

ment which you can produce in your di.sciples." To this a consi-

derate man, like Wesley himself, would jivobably have replied. The rejoin-

that he believed the ultimate effect of his Gospel to men was to
''°''"

lead them from a disorderly life to an orderly one. That the

transition fi-om one to the other was commonly attended with

struggles which some might mistake for good, but which he only
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welcomed as an almost inevitable process for arriving at good.
That with respect to the other question, he ugreed with the

Cliurch in thinking the regenerated man to be the only right-
eous man in God's sight. That he held a sui)erhuman opera-
tion to be necessaiy for regenerating men. That those who were

subjects of that operation were raised out of the nat\iral state

with which Butler .seemed to be content. Sucli a reply, how-
ever convincing it may have been to the speaker, could not have
crushed a man who had meditated so long and so deeply on the

wiiyitwouid subject as Butler had meditated; who had felt that he should

shuken But- deny all moral obligations if he allowed evil to be the gi-ound
ler'sbeiiet of that nature; who bad learned so much from St. Pauls lan-

guage respecting the Gentiles as to the imtruth and danger of

such a doctrine; lastly, who had made his profession of alle-

giance to the Church, the doctrines of which he was alleged to

contradict, more ileliberately than any of his fellows. But sugges-
How they tious of this kind might have led him, may at all events lead us,

I'is^stato- to reflect whether human nature, if it is under the government
ments. ^f .j floral being, does not imply a relation to that being;

whether such a relation is not involved in the exercise of a con-

science; whether, if it is, the description of conscience as an

authority in the mind, may not be changed for another which is

simpler and older, and at the same time is more in harmony
with its witness; whether the deliverance and restoration of the

conscience to its true state must not therefore inijily a spiritual

operation ;
whether that operation must necessarily import any-

thing irregular, exceptional, anomalous; whether the regenerate
man may not be, according to the scriptural and ecclesiastical

idea, the true man
;
whether those who would represent humanity

The true as if this were not its true type and condition are not as much
in""""" me obliged to set aside the announcements of divine revelation as
superhuman. g\\ those evidences respecting it which Butler arrives at by a

method distinct from revelation
;
whether those announcements

and this evidence will not be found to confirm each other

whenever the notion is abandoned, that the evil and separation
from God, to which there is a tendency in all, is the law of anj'

one human being. These questions are immensely more impor-
tant and pressing in the nineteenth century than they were in the

eighteenth. But it is not an anaclu'onism to introduce them here,
because they are directly suggested by the writings of Butler,

and the events which were occurring in his day; and because,
till they are

faii'ly considered, he will never, we conceive,

assume that jilace among ethical writers which is his right
—will

not be contemplated fairly in relation to his own time—will not

confer the benefits which he might confer, on ours.

Methodism 35. John Wcslev in the earlier stage of his life, George
in Ainerka. * o ^
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Whitefield in his latest, visited the American colonies. On those

who had received their religious and political life through
Puritan settlers the influence of the latter was far more felt

than that of the former, not only because they had both attained

to convictions which were wanting in Wesley when he first went

to Georgia; but because Whitefield sympathized with, and directly

addressed himself to, the Calvinism which had been the strongest

element in the belief of those who had left this country in the

seventeenth century. If we judged from our English experience,

we should have said that no time would be so nnfixrourable for

steady philosopliical thought as one of great religious fermenta-

tion; at any rate, that no persons were so little likely to enter

upon trains of philosophical thought as those who were in the

midst of this fermentation, who were the subjects of it, who
were watching it with interest and sympathy even if some

feare mixed with their satisfaction. But the phenomena of

what is called the English religious revival do not answer to

the corresponding one which took place in the American colo-

nies. When the old Calvinism was awakened into life, and
ThereyiTOlof

stirred to its depths, it came forth in connection with a very
Calvmism.

strong and definite form of philosophical speculation. The foun-

dation of the litei-ature of independent America was laid in a book

which was published while it was still ^ subject of the British

crown. Even at the end of a centui-y, during which that litera-

ture has been sustained by much vigorous native genius, and

has been cultivated by influences from France and Germany,
as well as from the old country, the treatise of Jonathan Jonathan

Edwards on The Freedom of the Will, still remains its most ^\m-l^si).

original and in some respects its most important product.
36. This treatise is essentially controversial. Its main object Freedomof

is to demoli.sh the arguments raised by Arminians in Holland,
' '

in this country, or in America, against the doctrine of a

supreme and absolute wiU in God, which decrees what men
shall be, what blessings they shall receive, what punishments

they shall undergo. The ai-gument, of coui-se, rests in part

<ipon passages of Scripture which had been alleged in favour

of human freedom, and upon those which tlie author produces
on his own side. But Edwards is perfectly willing and per-

fectly able to meet hi.s opponents on purely ethical and meta-

physical grounds. He is quite aware that metaphysics are Accusation

regarded with suspicion by religious people. He cannot help withmeu-
chat. A name is nothing to him. If the subject is a meta- Pjjf'?'—

.
o

_ 1 • n XT 1 1 1
°' Stoicism-

physical one, he must treat it metaphysically. iSor does he the ofHobtism-

least heed the imputation that his doctrine of predestination has

some points of resemblance to the Stoical fate. He is not afraid

to agiee with the Stoics when the Stoics were right. Must not
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his opponents sometimes resort to E]iicui'ean arguments? Anrl

why should he be afraid of being confounded with ITobbes'i

He lia.s never read Hoblies
;
but if he stumbles at any time into

his phrases or modes of thought, so be it. If Hobbes pleads for

a physical necessity, there is no resemblance between ns; for

we plead for a moral necessity. That distinction is to come out
in our treatise. In thf meantime we care nothing for bad

names; let those who want such helps to their cause bestow them
on us. This courage is characteristic of the author. It goes

through his book. He states his projiositinns like a man who
believes them, and who nnderstands himself There are no
feeble qualifications, no paltry recantations, in one sentence of

what has been boldly affirmed in the last. But though he is

logical, and can trust his logic, he is far more really careful of

the interests of morality than many who adopt a milder tone.

An absolute being he must proclaim ;
the vision of a mere arbi-

trary being has no charms for him. Nay, he even wishes that

his enemies should have the credit of that conception. Why do

they complain of him for saying that he is limiting God when
he speaks of a necessity in His acts 1 Do they worship one who
is free from all obligation to be right and to do right 1

37. In all this one perceives the heir of old Puritans, who feared

a living and righteous God
;
who could in His name bear much

and do much
;
could suffer exile, and could build up societies full

of stern strength and thrift; capable of heroism; capable also of

perpetrating much savage cruelty in the name of religion. So

long as Edwards adheres to this old standing ground we feel

that he has an immense advantage in clearness, coherency, and

solidity over those ^vith whom he is contending. He is sure

that there is a rock at his feet, and they are tempting him to a

shifting sand of caprices and opinions. But Edwards, greatly
as be admires the Reformers and Puritans, greatly as he wishes

to restore and uphold their position, really forsakes that posi-

tion, and by doing so, we think, makes his own a much feebler

one. Belonging to the eighteenth century, to the time when

happiness was rejiresented as " our being's end and aim," his con-

ception of God fades from that of a supremely righteous into a

supremely
"
happy Being." We are not substituting a phrase

of our own for his
;

it is the one he has chosen. And it is not

(what phrase could be in so clear and logical a writer?) an insig-
nificant one. It is the antecedent of a long series of conse-

quences. This happy Being is removed from all particij)ation
in the miseries of His creatures. To conceive His bliss as in

any way affected by them is impossible, is profane. Think what
a rent must come from the mixture of this new cloth with

the old gaianeut ? The righteous Being must desire righteous-
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ness; He must punish unrighteousness. But the serenely happy

Being cannot be disturbed by the sight of what is wrong, cannot

be afflicted by the sufferings of the wrongdoer. He can only

rejoice that a law which He has created should execute itself

Think next of this conception standing side by side with the
^^J^/j^^^^

faith that the Man of sorrows is the express image of this christian

Being; that He who bore all gi-iefs for the sake of man is His '""has such.

only begotten Son. Think of it again by the side of the passionate And the

zeal which Edwards himself felt that Whites and Red Indians l.'SSh
also should be brought to a knowledge of righteousness. Wliat

'^j'J'^^jj'f"

"'

happiness would he not have sacrificed, what death would he

not have died, to produce that result which, according to this

theory, the Supremely Happy, whose will is the only law of His

creatures, did not or might not desire ? Which of these two

contrasts is the most appalling we scarcely dare to ask our-

selves. We dwell upon the last because it shows what inward

humanity-, what a -witness for the claims of all men, there might
dwell in the hearts of those whose maxims seemed most incom-

patible with it; how much the belief in this case, as in all

others, was grander than the theory; yet, to what terrible mental

conflicts, what unutterable anguish, the struggle between them

might give birth !

38. Nor is this the only instance in which the eighteenth The attempt
, ,

• c ^• 2 -J. J. to asseit

century conception of moralitj' exercises, as it seems to us, a
responsibi-

most baneful influence over the venerable Augustinianism or Cal- "V-

vinism of Jonathan Edwards. He is most anxious to prove that

his doctrine does not interfere with human responsibility, or

even human liberty, in the i-ight sense of the words resjjonsi-

bility or freedom. His great distinction of physical and moral

necessity will be quite sufficient, he hopes, for this purpose. So

long as he is occupied in refuting his opponent he uses that

distinction ably and effectually. He has no difficulty in prov-

ing that Arminiaus had often shown a far weaker sense of moral

obligations than their opponents
—had often discovered a much

more slavish habit of mind. He can trace both effects skilfully,

if not satisfactorily, to their theories. But when the great distinc-

tion is to do its positive work—when the New England doctor

undertakes to explain w/uit choice men are able to exercise—
how they become responsible for their failures— he has no
resource but to introduce a machinery of motives which are pre- Motives,

sented to the man, which act firet upon liis understanding and
then upon what is called his will. No doubt these motives

interpose a convenient barrier between the wiU of man and the

will of God. No doubt it may be a comfort to some to think,
" We are not directly under the government of God

;
we are

only under the government of Motives." But certainly an old
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Puritan would not have found any comfort at all in tlie confes-

sion of such mediators. He would have said,
" These motives

are new gods, which oin- fiithcrs knew not." He would have

cried to the true God to break .such idols in pieces. He would

have asked—and Edwards's book, full as it is of texts, gives no

answer—" What single text in the Bible bears witness in favour

of them'?" He could have asked—and Edwards's book, much
as it ajipeaLs to the divinity of the Eeformcrs, gives no answer

Wl
does

Bis infln-

ence points
to, and comes
upon his own
land.

Kit passage can be Ibund expressive of their faith which

not interfere with this modern concejition?" Tliey said

that man's will is enslaved by a multitude of confused motives
;

that God's will sets it free, and takes the rule over it. They

might not be less vehement in their Augustinianism than Ed-

wards. They might not, in some of their statements, be less

exclusive. But their Augustinianism took a shape altogether

different from his. Our experience would lead us to say, a far

healthier foi-m. The treati.se on The Freedom of the ll'j//, as a

great philoso]ihical and tlieological treatise, has had only an

influence in England over a very limited circle. It has been

presented to us in feeble dilutions, specially prej)ared for

our market. But this part of his philosophy
—this doctrine of

motives—has had a most serious influence—a most debasing influ-

ence—on our religious morality in all directions. It has incorpo-

rated itself as easily into the Arminian as into the Calvinistical

teaching. It has entered into alliance with the practical Mam-
monism which is uu<lerinining our national life. It has com-

bined with the morbid tendencies of those who pore over their

own mental conditions—hindering action, fostering superstition.

All these consequences would have shocked Edwards
;

for

many of them his copyists are mainly answerable. In his own

country he retains, and must always retain, a great power. We
should imagine that all American theology and philosophy,

whatever changes it may undergo, and with whatever foreign

elements it may be associated, must be cast in his mould.

New Englanders who try to substitute Berkeley, or Butler, or

Malebranche, or Condillac, or Kant, or Hegel, for Edwards, and

to form their minds upon any of them, must be forcing themselves

into an unnatural position, and must suffer from the effort. On
the C(mtrary, if they accept the starting point of their native

teacher, and seriously consider what is necessary to make that

teacher consistent with himself—what is necessary that the

divine foundation upon which he wished to build may not be

too weak and narrow for any human or social life to rest upon
it—we should expect gi-eat and fruitful results from their

inquiries to the land wliich they must care for most, and

therefore to mankind.
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39. It would be wrong to dismiss this subject without allud- Edwards, in

in^ to two peculiarities of Edwards— if tliey can be distinguished !it5 ^^^^ '.

irom each other—which are indicated m his book on T/ie liociie.

Freecknn of the Will, but which are more developed in some of
his other treatises. The first is this : Edwards is, on the whole,
a very faithful disciple of Locke. He refers to him frequently,

scarcely ever dissenting from his conclusions— is thankful for

his protection against the schoolmen and casuists, in most of
whom he detects some Pelagian or semi-Pelagian poison. But
Edwards departs from the fundamental maxim of Locke more

curiouslj' and significantly than any philosopher of the eighteenth
century. The name Being has for him as much saci-edness as it

has for Spinoza. We purposely bring them together because, Edwards and

as no two thinkers were so unlike in their habits of mind and w'herein

in their positive conclusions, their resemblance in this respect
'^"'^

is the more striking. We have noticed already the weakening
of this name, Being, by the unfortunate and Epicurean epithet,"
happy," which Edwards has several times prefixed to it. We

have hinted that the addition was to a certain extent involved
in his theology, and that it had been fertile of moral, or as
we should Siiy, immoral, results. But that it is Epicurean is a

proof that it does not belong to his deeper and truer mind, which
was strictly and sternly Stoical. Being, ia what we should call an NakedBeinK,

awful nakedness, not unconnected surely (how can it be
?) with S EdwMdi

life and action
;
not separated, as it is in Spinoza, from a personal

will, but almost as separate from all i-elations, almost as far

removed from humanity, as it is in his metaphysics—is the The Absolute

gi-ound of the divinity oi" Edwards—is the ground also (subject re'iS."'*
to the exception we have just mentioned) of his ethics. Eor
Being is not only with him that which is presupposed in all

human life; it is also the main object which man is to set before
him—the goal of all his desires and hopes.

40. Those who carefully consider this observation will not Gcnnan and
be surprised that Americans trained in the school of Edwards African
should find some points of affinity with the German jihilosophy

afflnitiea.

of our century ; jjcrhaps, ifthey hold their own ground firmly, and
are not eager to give up the theology of their fathers for the
sake of being caUed philosophers, they may both teach the
Germans much, and profit by whatever they learn from them.
But the second point to which we alluded is a point of aflinity Edwards
between Edwards and persons from whom he might seem to be 'n.symp»'hy

even more hopelessly separated than from the Jew of Amster- cLthoUc
*"

dam, or from recent Ejitionalists. The doctrine that love to ™5'''''^

God must be disinterested
; that no expectation of benefits from

Him can mingle with it; that no dislike of punishment or

euffering which He may inflict must interfere with it; that it
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must rise above all mere gratitude, had been taught by Madame
Guion, had been accepted by Fenelon. The impulse of

Englishmen, perhaps of most Frenchmen, is to connect it with

something of effeminacy. Our natural habit is to speak of

Bossuet as masculine, of the Archbishop of Cambray as the
\'ictim of prophetesses, or of his own soft and sentimental nature.

Disinterested But what shall we say '^f this same doctrine when it encounters

ed'with'his

"

US in a philosoplier preserving more than any other the original

Bei'nc''"'
Protestant and Puritan tyjje, far off from the sickly court atmo-

sphere which may be supposed to have affected the constitution

of the best instructor of a prince. Edwards, whatever else he

wanted, was not wanting in the masculine sense and vigour
which we attribute to Bossuet; this very sense and vigour

—
his aversion to all which merely depended upon changeable
temperaments

—
appear to have brought him into sympathy with

^ , those whom Bossuet denounced. He was sensible to theA remedy for
,, „ , . . i i> i

the diseases penls 01 his owu tmies and country; he feared greatly lest the

rei^gfous religious excitement in his land, which he had hailed, and in
affections. which he had jmrticipated, should lead to flights of enthu-

siasm which would end as the flight of Icarus ended. The
love of that which is good in itself, not of that which does us

good
—

nay, the love of Being as Being
—he demanded of

liimself, of all peojile who truly aspired to the Christian name.
The test whether they jiossessed this love or not was that which
he ajiplied to all who spoke of their religious affections, and who
believed that they had passed from a mundane into a spiritual

Edwards state. If the test appeared to many hard and cniel, no one

most severe'" could say that Edwards laid a burden upon other men's shoul-

acainst iiim- ,Jers which he did not take upon his own. To him, and to

the disciples whom he trusted most, the question whether they

possessed this disinterested love, was more torturing than
it was to any whom he sought by the use of it to convict of in-

sincerity. Certainly the torture was not less when the Being
who was to be the object of the love was presented as per-

Tiiecold fectly "happy." That contentment, that want of sympathy
tifeo'bjeJt"'^

with human anguish when it was most intense, surely made the
maices tiie

.struggle to love incomparably harder. Mere Being might be to

love more Edwards— it was at times to Madame Guion—a calm resting-
dlfflcuit

place, even though on one side it touches so closely upon the void

of nothingness. A righteotis being was to the man at least

Sympathy a true and infinite satisfaction. But this was because there

rigiiteous-
blended with the idea of righteousness the idea of symjiathy

—
"•^ because it was impossible that a believer in Christ could divorce

the one from the other. Had Edwai-ds fully recognized the

necessity of that union, had he made no violent intellectual

efforts to divide what, if we simply accept the testimony of
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the books which he reverenced most, are insepai-ably one—
would he have been obliged to make that an ordeal of fire

to the feet, of water wherein only those who sunk were

safe—that which might have been proclaimed as the rejiose

to the weary, as the deliverance to the most sinful 1 Why The test of

talk of disinterested love till the poor phrase breaks down in as inhuman

the very effort to utter it, till the etibrt to realize its meaning »^'J_^^

becomes a self-interested effort to reach a height which under

such conditions cannot be reached ? If there is an object for such

love—if, according to an eternal law, or, as Edwards says, a divine

necessity, it is the object for all to seek, so far as they are true

men—why not present the object to them, that it may be seen

whether there is that in them which covets it and can embrace

it 1 Was it not this that Edwards in his inmost heart wished it need not

to do ? Should not his countrymen be trying to enter into 'uJ'm of\

his spirit, by inquiring how they may make his high morality satlsfactton*

efiectual for dailv use, how they may associate it with all the to human

feeblest struggles' of men to rise above their lowest appetites ?
""""'^

Bossuet glorified the fear of punishment, the hope of reward.

They were in danger of becoming the only powers which any
man can acknowledge. Edwards would have recognized the

same fears of punishment and hopes of rewards as the only jtmayintei-

influences which can act upon the great majority of men
;

tlie
^'I'^Jlewards

few were to be raised altogether above them. May it not andpunish-

be true that every man secretly desires the high reward of ™ake tiiSn

knowing what is good and of abiding in it; trembles at the
j^'^jj^^'™-

fearful punishment of being left to himself? Might not all

subordinate rewards and punishments be directed to the end

of awakening this desire and this dread, rather than of

stifling them, and providing an inadequate substitute for

them?
41. There are no two metaphysicians in the eighteenth cen- David Hait-

tmy so unlike each other as Jonathan Edwards and David 1737).

Hartley; one a New England divine of the sternest Puritan

stamp, and the other a physician of the old country, with many
religious sympathies, but anticipating the downftiU of religious

systems, and specially averse from the views of the divine

nature and of human destiny in which Edwards delighted.

Nevertheless, they have points of resemblance. They wei-e both

believers in necessity; they were both disciples of Locke. Hartley
is the more faithful disciple of the two. He would be quite
faithful if he had not carried the studies of their common pro-
fession much farther than Locke carried them. These studies his phiio-

tix the character of Hartley's philosophy. His observations on
^fn'jjjj *,)'"",",

man concern his "frame, his duty, and his expectations." But profession.
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the conditions of the frame determine the duty and expectiitions.

On the first subject Hartley lias something to tell us which he has

observed and thought over. In treating of the two last he is not

different from many who have treated them before and since.

Locke had left us in .some periilexity. We owe our ideas to our

.sensations. The ideas are not in us
; they come to us from without.

Out of the simple ideas ^rise comple.N: ideas. Hotv do they arise 1

Is there something in us which works up the raw material into

an article which can be traded with ? "What is that something t

Locke does not like to be cross-questioned on this point. He

stammers, mutters the word "
Eeflection," and goes his way.

Yes ! says Hartley, reflection is very good provided I knew what

the light is from which the reflection comes; otherwise it is

merely embarrassing. I may lose all the fruits of my deliver-

ance Irom the innate ideas. They may enter in again by a back

door. Can I not close that door once and for ever ? If 1 do but

substitute the word "Association" for this word "
Reflection" t\\&

door may be closed. The impressions which I receive through

my senses will then not be defrauded of their rights under any

jiretext of some internal power in me which acts upon them,

and reconstructs them according to its pleasure. The complex
ideas will be the product of these first impressions according to

a necessary law. The powers and faculties themselves, Memory,

TJndei-standing, Imagination, Affections, Will, can be all referred

to them, and explained by them ;
in them the pains and pleasures

which result not only from Sensation, but from Ambition, Self-

Interest, Sympathy, Theopathy, and the Moral Sense (for all

these Hartley admits to be genuine), must have their origin.

By them we can explain all tlie phenomena of seeing, smell-

in", hearing, ta.sting, liandling; the motions of the heart, the

sexual desires, words, and the ideas that are linked to them;

the force of jji-opositions,
the nature of assent, the affections

generally and each particularly.

42. This scheme at least promises to be comprehensive;

Hartley is quite ready to unfold it step by step. He begins

with his doctrine of Vibrations, which some have tried to divide

from his doctrine of Association, not, we think, to the honour of

the author's consistency, or to the real benefit of his readers.

His first proposition is, Tliat lite white medullary suhstance of the

brain, spinal marrow, and the nerves proceedingfrom them, w the

immediate instrument of sensation and motion. The second brings

us into the heart of his psychology. That this white medxdlary

xubstance is also tlie immediate instrument by which ideas are

presented to the mind; or, in other words, whatever changes are

nuule in this substance, corresponding changes are nuule m our
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ideas, and vice versa. The fourth is, Thai external objects

impressed upoii the senses occasion, first in the nerves by which

ttiey are impressed, and then in the brai7i, vibrations of the small,

and as one may say, infinitesimal inedullary particles. These

vibrations, we are told in the next proposition, are kept up

partly by the ether, tliat is, by a very subtle and elastic fluid, and

partly by the uniformity, continuity, softness, and active powers of
the medullary substance of the brain, spinal marrow, and nerves.

Upon this foundation Hartley raised his second doctrine. The The minor

sensory vibrations give birth to de-i-ivative vibrations, ivhich may yjbratoi'^''

be called vibratiuncles, or miniatures corresponding to themselves

respectively. These vibratiuucles are the simple ideas of sensa-

tion, the vibrations being the sensations. Any vibrations. A, B,

G, dsc, by being associated togetlier a sufficient number of times,

get such a power over a, b, c, d-c, the corresponding minute

vibrations, that any of the vibrations A, wlwn impressed alone,

shall be able to excite b, c, the miniatures of the rest. Thus

simple ideas loill pass into complex ones by means of association.

43. Here we have the ground principle ;
the rest is merely Hartley's

development. We are taught how these vibrations and associa-
f.e'^sSJe^s u

tions explain all the different phenomena in the life of man, aU absorbing.

how simple and pure that life may become if all other explana-
tions are discarded, and this is substituted for them. We must we need not

have learnt, before we have reached the eighteenth century, to
^'J^^^'JJ°Teness

expect such exclusiveness not less from moderate and tolerant

men, such as Hartley has the fullest claim to be considered,

than from the most bigotted and dogmatic. We ought to have

courage not to be daunted by such pretensions, so far as they
demand of us the sacrifice of convictions and discoveries which

have been won for us by the toil and sweat of other men as

earnest as he was; not to be offended by them so as to reject any ret we may
lessons which have been imparted to him that we cannot de-

f^^^ 'hi^a"'''^'

rive as pointedly and distinctly from other sources. Hartley's observations,

physiology may be confirmed or confuted by modern knowledge ;

but, considered as the result of a series of experiments, it must

be valuable. He may have succeeded or failed in his attempts
to connect psychology with physiology ;

but he has made us feel

that there is a connection between them which cannot be over-

looked. He did not know (so he tells us, with evident truth)
that his observations involved the belief in necessity; that belief

gi-adually dawned upon him. None, we are convinced, was more

valuable or important to his own mind. The notion that all His belief in

thoughts, feelings, desires, hopes, are dependent upon certain "eul?
"^ ""'

vibrations in the white medullary substance of the brain would '° '^'"*-

have been intolerable to a man so gentle and good as he was, if

he had not been able to recognize a ground for this order, a key-
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note to tliis harmony. And liis
"
Theopatliy," as he calLs it, or

as we should have said, his old reverence for the God of his

fathers, associated that idea of necessity with the confession of a

living Being who had established these relations between the

outward world and the creature that has organs for perceiving
it. Through what vibrations or vibratiuncles that conviction

came to him we do not care to inquire. We are satisfied that

he had it, by whatever process he became possessed of it. If it

His method was imparted to him through his anatomical studies, he affords

his'beUef^" another striking illustratiou of the way in which the divinest
not to be truths are brought home to men by means of their common
condemuea. . t-i ii --i -iii

occupations, if he could retain it along with the theory that

the Understanding, the Thought, the Will, are merely por-
tions of a gi-eat mechanism, that is a greater evidence of its

power and stability than all the demonstrations by which inge-
nious men have sought to establish it. A majority, probably,
of those who have followed his track of thought have considered

his Theopathy and his Christianity were rather extraneous

grafts upon the rest of his teaching. It has puzzled them to

discover what these had to do with the spinal marrow or the

ills diseipies. white medullary substance of the brain. But there have been

others, and perhaps more than we know of, who have taken,

along with the associations and the vibrations. Hartley's whole

conception of a moral sense which recognizes beauty and revolts

at deformity, and his belief of a divine revelation which touches

chords that respond to it in the nature of man. Some have

for a time been enabled through him to attain perceptions of

the harmony of the world which have afterwards blended with

principles that seem most to clash with his. And perhaps his

illustrations of the facts of association will be welcomed most

cordially l)y those who most demand a ground for association

which he has not discovered to them. Perhaps the moralist

and metaphysician are destined to receive the greatest aid from

the anatomist and physiologist in tracing the vibratiuncles in

the human body to those vibrations which they find first within,

and which are produced, as their hearts tell them, by an invi-

sible Musician.
Richnrd 44. Before we leave the English thinkers of the first half of
Bentiey.

^j^^ eighteenth century, it is right that we should speak of a man
to whom we have alluded slightly in that character in which he

most nearly concerns our subject, but who in his other and

proper character is better known to foreigners than almost any
of those whose names we have introduced. As a Boyle lecturer,

who undertook to refute Spinoza and Hobbes, we suspect that

Bichard Bentiey is not much remembered by Germans or by
Frenchmen. As the founder of a school of criticism, as the
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skilful and courageous sifter of documents, as the exposer of in what

forgery, as the daring corrector of ])assages in books which he known to

would have been not only unable to write but of which he had foreigners,

only an im)3erfect appreciation, he is known to all the scholars,

almost to the school-boys, in those nations. And we are

approaching a time in which the criticism of documents becomes

closely blended with moral and metaphysical questions,—so

blended that the most difficult problems of moral and meta-

physical philosojihy often turn upon the question what its

relation to documents is; how far it exists independently of them.

Philology was to be the occupation of the next age, no less than

physical science. The limits of each were to be asserted
;
each criticism

was to be in some measure a balance to the other. And in a a*?"""^

very remarkable sense criticism was to find its way into the importance,

heart of philosophy itself; that was to be "
nothing if not

critical." Richard Bentley, therefore, becomes in every respect

an important name in our sketch, both because he carried the

experimental method, which was the method of the age, into a

new region, and because he left behind some examples and some

warnings as to the right and wrong use of this method. He Bentiey's

showed that it must be applied freely and manfully if it is
waning.''"''

applied at all; he showed, by his failures as well as his suc-

cesses, that reverence for an author—for any author whatsoever,
be it Horace or Milton— is not a restraint upon sound criticism,

but is an indispensable condition of it. He showed that the

practical habits which belong to an Englishman
—his acquaint-

ance with law courts, and with the rules by which lawyers and

men of the world try the truth of testimony
—may be of the

greatest worth in correcting the formal canons of schoolmen,

may often give them quite a new character, and prevent them
from leading to utterly false conclusions. But he showed also,

^^"^{^J''

that this experience may be purchased very dearly ;
that the qualities,

man of letters who iispires to be the man of affairs may become

involved in petty quarrels and litigations, which weaken the

moral strength if they cultivate the acuteness of his mind. A
union of bis amazing erudition, minute perception, and practical

force, with really high aims, would constitute a critic such as the

world has not yet seen.

45. But though Bentiey's name is of great collateral impor- How far the

tance. Hartley winds up the history of English philosophy in the JKaiTcen-
half century which followed Locke. " How," it may be asked,

J;?^^^^;"

''^

" have the doings of this half century justified the prominence Lociie.

which has been given to the philosopher of Wrington 1 Has

any eminent thinker, in the course of it, remained within his posi-

tions? Has not every one been obliged to assail some of them]

The very Theism which was the postulate of the time—wluch
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rent depart'-
°°"® '^^ those who mdst protested against any religion but natu-

ture from his ral religion assailed—could not be traceil to any of Locke's
axima.

maxims; all that can be said is, that those maxims had not as

yet been perceived to stand in any antagonism to it. Shaftes-

bury's reverence for a chivalrous ideal, Pope's reverence for

order, were not derived from the Essay cm the Human Under-

standing. Berkeley's iirotest on behalf of spirit can scarcely
have been inspired by a doctrine which refers all the movements
of our understanding to sense. Butler's recognition of a con-

science disturbs rather than confirms the Lockian faith. The
Divine Will of Edwards has no natural connection with it;
his language respecting Being is jiositive here.sj' against its

fundamental article. And Hartley, that he may establish the
Lockian doctrine of sensation, is obliged to throw aside hi?

doctrine of reflection." All this is true; yet it does not shake,
but deepen our conviction, that Locke marked out the course
•which inquiries were to take, and must of necessity take, in

this time, and that any coui-se but his would have been barren of
Hlslnflaence results. Every one of the men of whom we have spoken impli-

ledgedbjali. citly
—

nearly every one formally
—confesses this to be the ca.se.

Those who are least like Locke in temper of mind or in their

objects, still make obeisance to him, and exhibit signs of tremb-

ling when they announce any dissent from him. This common
instinct in persons so difierent from each other—with prejudices,

political and religious, adverse to his—must indicate that he
had given a direction to the thought of the time from which it

could not go veiy far astray. That direction it is not difficult

to indicate. The tentative experimental method had nearly
Summary of Superseded every other. Logic was discredited. Mathematics

teristksof' retained a certain hold, from their connection with physics; but

EDci'ndf
'"

''lisi'" use in moral questions began to be suspected ;
the moralists

ever now and then threw in rash doubts about the grounds on
which their evidence rested. Physics were always threatening
to govern the whole region of morals; but the moralists main-
tained a strong protest, and could appeal even to the practical

English feeling against a tendency which it promoted; for

how could rigid physical laws avail us in daily emergencies?

Scepticism was thus stronger than dogmatism ;
but scepticism

had its limits,—partly from old traditions, partly from the new

strength which had been won for the conclusions of science.

Locke's poai- Locke himself had done a partial homage to both
;
he was not

tiSlUoDsi'" really de\'oted to either
;
he wished to maintain a kind of prac-

beiief and tical English position between them . if that position was ten-
6C16nC6> O 1 '1

able on his terms, it was well ; other men were to ascertain

by different trials how it could be maintained—what help it

might need from belief—what from science. We cannot but
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feel ever grateful to Locke for having originated that inquiry—
for having ui-ged his countrymen to persevere in it, till they
came to some satisfactory result. Every experiment, we believe,
of this time in philosophy, and every i-eligious movement in the
world tliat stood most apart from pliilosophy, was leading to
this result. We cannot think that any were wasted—tliat any, if

they seemed for a moment most discouraging or most dangerous,
could have been spared.

46. For the freedom with which those inquiries, on the whole, Toieritiot^

were conducted, for the absence of any check upon them
from governments, many thanks also are due to Locke. Very
diflerent opinions may he entertained about the grounds upon
which he rested his plea for toleration. Those grounds, like all

others, were to be submitted to severe experiment. But the

plea itself had been of the gi-eatest value. No doubt it con-

spired with the circumstances and tendencies of an age which
had exhausted itself in abortive attempts to control opinion, and
which ci-aved for rulers who should devote themselves to ano-
ther problem than that of fixing it. But an expression was
wanted for this desire—an expression which should not appeal
to any obscure principle

—wliich should be little more than the
statement of a fact—the condensation of a number of experi-
ences. The Essay on Toleration was such an expression. It Locke's

was an easy manual for statesmen. If they were besieged ^lafraiue
by the demands of sects or of churchmen for persecutions
in their interests, they could set them to answer Locke's book.
If such an answer had been produced, it would have turned, we Objections

may be sure, upon the mischief which arises i'rom supposing that
'° "

there is nothing certain
; that truth has not been found already ;

that it is safe to leave all things which have been once delivered
to the risks of human search—to the possibilities of denial.
Whatever rejoinder any disciple of Locke might have made to The praciicn
such objections, we believe that the true reply to them is written thS.'"
with the finger of God u]ion the page of history. If there were
truths once delivered to men, those truths would certainly make
themselves manifest—not without exj)eriments, but through
experiments; not when the experiments were in any wise
checked or directed by human authority ;

but when they were
pursued most vigorously and in all directions; when all mis
takes, confusions, contradictions, were left to neutralize each
other, and to prove how much the truth was stronger than all
of them. To doubt this is mo.st natural and reasonable for those
who doubt the existence of anything but a human authoritywho suppose that that must at last have the disposing of events or
the regulation of thoughts. It is only unnatural, unreasonable,
impious, for those who believe in a God of truth—who hold that
Vol II. 2 I
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tlian auy.

His will and His reason must overcome all that is opposed to
Evidence them. But since sucli im])iety springs up very readily in us all,

apoTogiSs. we may be thankful when any pa.ssages in recf)rds wliich all

may read expose its folly. The English records of the first part
of the eighteenth centuiy su])ply as much evidence of this kind

as any. We dwell ujwn the eminent names in that period
—

upon Butler's, for instance—with a pride and fondness that are

not undeserved, and that cannot easily be exaggerated. Do we
forget that Butler would not have wiitten if there had not been

attacks upon the idea of God as a moral governor—if there had
not been the denial ot a conscience? Do we forget that his

Truths that assertion ot a moral government and of a conscience wo\ild have

need'inJesH- been utterly worthless—utterly ridiculous—if these denials had
Ration more Vieen suppressed, or if he had gone forth with policemen or a

troop of horse to defend them? Do we forget that he was

pleading for principles which, as he affirmed, were contained in

the revelation which was accepted by the country at large
—

which were implied in all its institutions—and yet that they
needed to be tried afresh, to be brought to the test of facts,

because such numbei-s who nominally adhered to that revelation,

and were themselves administering those institutions, pi-actically

set them at nought ? And this evidence is all the stronger if it

be true, as we have endeavoured to show, that neither Butler

nor Berkeley, nor any of the so-called apologists of this time,

have been chiefly valuable in tluit character; that as mere

pleadeis they have often been betrayed into the use of argu-
ments which have afterwards proved damaging to their own
cause ;

that it is as searchers after principles, and a.sserters of

princijjles, that they deserve the gratitude of mankind.

47. There is, however, an argument in favour of the over-

sight of opinions by governments
—at all events of the duty of

churches to suppress such as are inconvenient, which stands

quite apai-t from any considei-ations respecting truth as such,

and the insults which our patronage may offer to it. Such

noblemen and gentlemen, it is said, as professed infidelity in the

days of the two firet Georges
—such metaphysicians as chose to

work for them and with them—might be safely left to amuse

themselves, or to profit as they miglit by any written confuta-

tions of them. But the great ma.ss of the people, who coidd

not think, were entitled to a watchful consideration, which on

these men, if their o^\^l interests only were at stake, might be

vasted. They ought to be hindered from raising doubts which

they could not settle—from disturbing the quiet faith of those

who were restrained by that faith from outrages u]JOn the pro-

perty of tlieir richer neighliours
—

pi-rhaps upon the safety of the

State. That considerations of this kind, so plausible, so well
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suited to a time which was extremely ignorant of all that con-

cerned the unknown masses which lay out of the civilized circle,

did not give birth to any plans of coercion by the State—only
to some foolish cruelties of the Church against its own mem-

bers, as in tlie case of Whiston— is a cause for great thankful-

ness. For it was soon shown in the Methodist movement that Refuted hy

it was not acquiescence, but disturbance, which was needful for ence?'''"'"

these masses of jieople ;
that they needed a belief as a substitute

for acquiescence
—a belief which could only be acquired through

doubts and strifes moi-e serious and j^rofound than those of culti-

vated men—if they were not to be dangerous to society and to

themselves. Much persecution of a certain kind was perpe-
trated under the autliority of public opinion. Many acts were

enjoined by lynch law against the Methodist enthusiasm. It

was proved that the habit of toleration which Locke had

encouraged was not sufficient to prevent acts of intolerance

against those who were suspected of intolerance. But that

governments became impressed with the folly and madness of Benefits of

interfering, under one pretext or another, for the suppi-ession ["'l^g^f^
of thought, is one of the main reasons why England passed

W'h and

through this period, and a far more critical period which was

coming, without the same political and spiritual convulsion

which every nation on the continent was io undergo. It cannot

be pretended that England was saved from tliese dangers
because she was free from the unbelief in Christianity which we
sometimes suppose to have characterized France and Germany.
She was the precursor of both in that unbelief So far as their influence of

philoso]:)hy was concerned, they derived their unbelief mainly ot'J,er''y*nj2

from her. Any resistance to it came from themselves, not from us.

As little can it be said that when this deism passed into atheism

we were free from the infection—that that did not manifest

itself in our speculations
—that that did not affect our practice.

But there was no violent repression. The cause of God was
not snatched out of His hands, as if He were unable to take care

of it. From that de])th of practical atheism we were mercifully
delivered. Other countries were left to feel the effects of it for

awhile. "What those effects were—what share philoso]3hy had
in producing them—what share in averting them—what rela-

tion they had to the life of the highest orders of the state and to

the lowest—to schools, and kingdoms, and churches,—we have
now to consider.

48. There was one country in which the policy of repres- France,

sion had been tried most systematically, and it would appear,
most victoriously. Louis XIV. had crushed the Jansenists,
had expelled the Protestants. If the last act was aimed

mainly at those who were associating the industry of the country
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with heresy, the first was aimed at those who wei'o infus-

ing what the court consitlercd a more subtle heresy into its

The Jesuits, education. That body whicli directed the conscience of the

king, and which, from its jierfect organization, and its diffusion

through every province of the land, was tlie most powerfvd

agent for giving effect to the decrees which it suggested, liad

a heavier complaint against the Poi-t-Royal than that it had

produced the Lettrea Provhiciales. It had intruded upon their

own three chosen functions as preachers, confessois, teachers.

Jansenist sermons had stirred the consciences of jtrinces of the

blood; Jansenist directors had been sought by ladies who
desired to begin a new life

;
above all, there was a conspiracy to

fill the schools of France with books and methods of study quite
unlike those which the Society of Jesus had sanctioned. • Such

Defeat of the rivals must be defeated by extermination, if milder measures
Jansenists.

^g,.g unavailing. For was it not the soul of the country which
the disciples of Loyola had undertaken to govern and discipline ?

What availed it to put down the assemblies of rebels against
ecclesiastical authority

— the outward i)rofessiou of strange

opinions
—if the Catholic mind was withdrawn from their

surveillance, if it was allowed to put forth an independent

activity ? And others than Jansenists, even those who had

least .sympathy with them, might do this mischief Descai'tes

Jesuit war had desired an alliance with the Sorbonne. He had been

Mi't'es^ard suspected in Protestant Holland. He had been refused a title

Maiebranche. in Protestant Sweden. His royal pupil had become a convert.

Malebianche had been engaged in a bitter controversy with

Arnauld; he had attacked the Port-Royal doctrine of grace.
Were not these claims at least u])on Jesuit toleration, if not

sympathy 1 No claims at all. So early as the year 1675 a

royal decree was obtained against Cartesianism ;
how it was

enforced against Malebrauche within the order is made known
to us by a curious series of letters first published in 1 843, for

which, as for so many other signal services to the history of

philosophy in his own and other lands, we are indebted mainly
to M. Cousin.

LePtre 49. These are the letters of Le Pere Andre, a Breton, bora in
*" ' '

1675, who entered the Jesuit order in l(i93; who studied

theology at the college of Clermont in Paris
;
who died in

1763. That he wrote a Treatise on the Beautiful; that he was a

great admirer of Malebrauche
;
that he had prt'pared materials for

a biography of him
;
and that the biograjihy never appeared ;

was

known before. The new letters discover to us a man of deej>

earnestness, of a most affectionate nature, a
thoroughly

devout

Christian, engaged in a struggle for that to which he believed

that he owed his very life. He writes to Malebranche, not as
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one who has slavishly adopted his system, but as one who has owes au his

learnt from him—just as Malebranche learnt from Descartes—
M^ieiS^anche.

to believe the doctrines which he pi-ofessed; to receive them as

truths into his heart, not as words and notions to be deposited

in the memory. He is suspected; is removed from one college

to another
;

is watched as a dangerous man where\er he goes ;

is called to pronounce his guide and friend a heretic. He is called to

remonstrates, argues, produces all the obvious proofs of the mm"aheretio.

attachment, the passionate attachment, of Malebranche to the

faith of the Church. All is unavailing : the society has resolved

that no Cartesian shall be found within its borders. Then
come the usual conflicts. Andre is sincerely attached to his

order; he would not sacrifice his vow of obedience for any

private opinions
—for any earthly consideiation. But truth is

paramount ;
he cannot say that he believes that to be evil

which he has found to be good; he cannot slander a dear friend.

Other figures come upon the scene. Andre is not the only infected "fter iieie-

• tics about'

jierson. There are those about him who have found in Male- him.

branche what he has found—the first living instructor in the

Christian faith, the man who has shown that there was a

divine and eternal ground upon which they could stand, a'

di\'ine life which they might live. There is one who exidted in

calling himself a Malebranchist
; delivered his opinions in

their most vdtra form
; expressed the greatest contempt for

those who set them at nought. He, as we might expect, at the

first real prospect of pei-secution, became doiilitful; was speedOy
con\-inced of his error; and was in a short time able to denounce

triumphantly those who had shared it with him. Some sim]3ly
.said that they had supposed Malebranche to be a good Catholic,
that the society thought otherwise, and that, of course, the

society was right. More skilful reasoners met Andre half-way.
Was the question worth raising a storm about ? Malebranche

might be right or wrong about ideas. Who knows '! Is it a
matter of faith? They loved Andre too much, they said, to Efforts at

part with him; why would he be obstinate? Such appeals
™'""^''*'""-

to his modesty and aflection wrought only too much with
him. He wavered; he was tempted at one time to sign a

formulary against which his conscience afterwards rebelled. He
was ready to give up metaphysics for mathematics or for simple
preaching. But fortunately, the majority of his advisers took a
different tone. Some were merely worldly; it was best, they
thought, on divine and human grounds, to follow the dictates of

prudence ;
that was evidently their god. The most elaborate of

his adversaries, who wrote in the name of the society but suppres-
sed his own, spoke of Malebranche as a fanatic without originality,
a mere plagiarist from Descartes, only more dangerous. And
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then he proceeded, with very fail- ingenuity, to build up the

Aristotelian theory of representative ideas. Sueh arguments
conld only strengthen the resolutimi or .stir uj) the indignation
of Andre. He strove to keep down his anger; his faith in Male-
branche remained un.sliaken. The more he saw of the Jesuit edu-

cation, the more unreal and mischievous it .-^eemed to him. The
best thing a scholar c;iu do, he said, if he wishes to be a good and
wise man, is to forget all he has learned amongst us. He attri-

buted much of the mischief to the doctrine that ideas are images
on the brain, not principles which are the gi'ouuds of our
mind. He wished to restore education by teaching his pupils
to think, as Descartes and Malebranche had taught him to

think. A strange desire just at the time when the reforms in

education were to take their commencement from the other

end; just when Locke was affirming that the end from which
Descartes had started was the wrong one. Andre had still other

troubles to go through. The chai'ge of Cartesianism gave place
to the charge of Jansenism. On the whole, he held on his

course bravely under both. And he has left documents behind
him which are valuable as encouragements and warnings to all

who are placed in circumstances in any degree similar to his; still

more valuable because they discover to us the background of a

picture, the prominent objects in which become confused and

unintelligible to us when our eyes are fixed only upon them.

50. Another figure in this background is the author of

the Dictionary, Peter Bayle. Some would assert that he

ought not to be so placed ;
that we are entering upon an

age of scepticism ;
that he, above all men, deserves the

name of sceptic; that Leibnitz, who must be a good judge,
treated him as the writer who was most likeh' to have a scep-
tical influence upon his time. No doubt Bayle had a prepara-
tion for scepticism which few men of that or any time have had,

though many may have had a training not unlike his. Bred a

Calvinist from his youth up; initiated into all the controversies

of Protestants with each other—of Protestants with Roman-

ists; learning to view all these as subjects for study ;
less and less

feeling that they, had any connection \nth. him.self; led to Ro-

manism, some would say from baser motives, much more

probablj' from the discontent and restlessness which ask for an

authority to fix them in a home somewhere; not finding in it

the authority which could fix him, the home which he wanted
— once more returning to the hou.se he had left, and finding it

empty, swept, and garnished ;
then undertaking a task for

which few were equally qualified by their erudition, to record

the exjieriences of all who had gone before him
;
how philoso-

phei-s and theologians had sought for some system to satisfy
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them ; how eacli Lad contradicted the other
;
Low eacL had

failed of ]iis own purpose: putting these observations into

a shape which is indicative of the want of harmony in

the mind that had collected them—the little lines of text sus-

taining the endless documents and speculations of the notes:

he comes forth before us the mournful preacher, that the further

we explore the kingdom of earth or the kingdom of heaven, the

less of a firmament"shall we discover, the more shall we see only The result.

a waste of waters above and beneath. To a man occupied as we

shall presently find that Leibnitz was, such a vision may have

seemed a dangerously attractive one. Having traversed so much

of the same ground as Bayle, we need not wonder that he should

fancy his doctrines to be those against which the age Lad most

need to be protected. The opinion shows how truly he was a whyheoonia

German Protestant; how little Le entered into the feelings of "erson to*

the land in the huiguage of which he wrote
;

else he would have
;^»^ f^<^^lf-

perceived that a man so purely a bookwTight—so unsymmetrical eighteenth

as a bookwright
—could not have any powerful hold upon the ='^°"^J'-

Frenchmen of the eighteenth century. They craved, above all

things, for a deliverance from the pedantry of books, for a

philosophy and a literature which should be the faithful expi-es-

sion of all that was passing in the salons, and in the hearts and

minds—or whatever was a substitute for hearts and minds—of

those who frequented them. It was not impossible that French- what France

men should seek in a Protestant country for something to imi-
^^^^^"^'^

tate, something even to exchange for what had prevailed in

their own country. But whatever lessons they obtained, we

may be sure, would be of a practical kind. Speculation might
be received so far as it was practical ; but it would be received

to be remoulded—to be put into more agreeable, more intelli-

gible forms—divested of everything that was characteristic of

the Reformation. When it received its French impression
it would bear on it the clearest tokens that France was a

Roman Catholic country, and Lad been subject to Jesuit

influences.

51. And where, then, are we to look for the foremost figure in voitaire

this age, if learned Malebranchists and learned sceptics only
' '' ''

appear in the distance? In the year 172(3, when Newton was

approaching his last days; while Shaftesbury, Bolingbroke,

Pope, were in their glory ;
while Walpole was reigning over the

House of Commons; there appeared in London a man about

thirty-two years of age, bearing two names,—one, that of Lis

fatLer, a respectable citizen
;
the other derived, it is said, from

a small estate of his mother's, who belonged to an aristocratical

family in Poitou. This M. Arouet or Voltaire had every claim
^"''j'^jj^'"

to distinction in England. He was the author of two successful

tragedies, he had produced what was regarded in France as the
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modern Epic; he had Ixien admired by some of the most con-

spicuous ladies in liis own land
;
lie had just escaped from a very

unjust confinement in the Bastile. With the quickest eye, he
detected what was most curious and most worthy to be observed

iu the island in which ho had taken refuge. He made acquaint-
ance, of course, with all the literary celebrities; he compared the

ancient barbarism of the Shakespearian drama with its imjjrove-
ments under Congrc^ve and Addison; he studied the constitution

of I'arliaiuent and its condition under the Whig ministry; he
contrasted the country of merchants with the country of nobles.

He considered that peculiarity of our character which made us

voluntarily submit to the small-pox, that we might avert its

more virulent attacks. He understood very rapidly the doc-

trines and order of the English Church; how it was related to

the Kirk of Scotland
;
how it was affected by the position of

the English Nonconformists. He paid special attention to the

Society of Friends. He settled the claims of Bacon
;
admired

what he had been able to efl'ect in a barbarous age; ridiculed

his superstition. He devoted himself to the theory of attrac-

tion; equitably arranged the respective jiretensioiis of Newton
and Descartes; ascertained Locke to be the first of philosophers.
All this was done, not for his own entertainment, but for the

enlightenment of France. As soon as he returned he published
a series of Lettres sur les Anglais. They pi'oduced the liveliest

sensation in Pari.?. They had soon the honour of being denounced
in the Parliament of Paris and burnt publicly, according to the

wise custom which prevailed then in both countries, and from
which both parties in England had suffered in turn. The letters

afterwards became Lettren Fhilosvphiques. IMost of them, after

undergoing some changes, appeared subsequently as articles in

the Encyclopklie.
52. As a series of clever and brilliant pictures of England in

the eighteenth century, these letters miglit have an interest for

us. They might often instruct us more than native reports, or

reports with the sentiments of which we had greater sym])athy.
But their imjjortance to Frenchmen is far greater. Condorcet

has no hesitation in speaking of them as main instruments in

promoting a "revolution" of opinions, as determining what the

tone of French philosophy in the eighteenth century was to be.

It becomes us to accept this testimony all the more because it

proceeds from a man who, perhaps, would have pivferred a some-
what more formal and erudite treatment of the subjects which
are handled in the letters—at least of those which im'olve long
controversies and jjoints of history. But he was evidently con-

vinced that Voltaii-o deserved the name of "
Patriarch," which

the Encyclopedists sub.sequently bestowed on him, mainly because

he handles all topics in the style of which we are ab'out to give
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a specimen from tlie epistle Sii'r M. Locke. Voltaire begins voitaire on

with saying that there never was a more logical mind than ^'^^^

Locke's; that there never was a more accui-at(> logician; that
lie did not, however,

" submit to the fiitigue of calculations or
the dryness of mathematical truths; that he had proved how
possible it was to have the geometrical spirit without resorting
to geometry."

" Before him the gi-eat ]_)hilosophei-s had decided

positively what the soul of man is; but as they knew nothing
whatever about it, they all, as might be expected, held difl'er-

ent opinions." This proposition is illustrated, and the whole

philosophy of Gi-eece, the fathers, and the schoolmen, is des-

patched in the next few paragraphs.
" In Greece, the cradle of The Greek

arts and of errors, where the greatness and the folly of the P»''"'«'P''y-

human mind were pushed to their furthest possible extremes,
there were as many discussions about the soul as among us.

The divine Auaxagoras, to whom an altar was dedicated, because
he taught men that the sun was larger than the Peloponnesus,
that snow was black, and that the heavens were of .stone, affii'med

that the mind was ethereal, and nevertheless immortal. Dio-

genes (not the same with the man who turned cynic after he had
failed as a coiner) was confident that the mind was a part of the
substance of God

;
and this idea was at all events brilliant.

Epicurus made it consist of parts lik© the bodv. Aristotle, Aristotle,

who has been explained in a thousand ways, because he was socra'tes,

unintelligible, believed, if we mav trust some of his disciples, that f°°l*' '!'\,
] 11- 1' n last prubaDlf
the understanding oi all men was one and tlie same substance, a knave also.

The divine Plato, master of the divine Aristotle, and the divine

Scicrates, master of the divine Plato, called the soul corporeal
and eternal. No doubt the demon of Socrates had informed him
what it was. There are people, I own, who are bold enough to

say that a man who boa.sted of having a familiar genius was

indisputably somewhat of a fool or somewhat of a rogue ;
but

these people are hard to please. As to the fathers of the The fathei-s

Church, many in the first ages have believed the human soul, ™eV*°°''
the angels, and God coqioreal. The world is always advancing
in refinement. St. Bernard, according to the confession of Pere

Mabillon, taught, in respect of the soul, that after death it did
not see God in heaven, but only the humanity of Jesus Christ
For this once his word was not taken to be law. The second
crusade had a little discredited his oi-acles. A thousand school-
men came afterwards: the impregnable doctor, the subtle doc-

tor, the angelical doctor, the seraphic doctor, the cherubic

doctor,
—who were all quite certain that they understood the

soul thoroughly, but contrived to speak as if they desired that
no one else should understand anything of it. Our Des- Descartes

cartes, born to discover the errors of the ancients, and to substi-
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tute for tlieni errors of his own—scihiced by that desire of

system which blinds the greatest men—fancied that he had

proved that the soul was the same thing as the thought, just as

matter, according to him, is the same thing as extension. He
was thoroughly convinced that the soul came into the body pos-
sessed of all metaphysical notions—knowing God, Space, the

Infinite—having all abstract ideas, full of beautiful knowledges,

which, unfortunately, were forgotten in the process of coming out

of the womb. Father Malebranche, in liis sublime illusions,

not only does not admit innate ideas" (we presume he means as

our own),
" but had no doubt that we see all in God, and that

God, so to speak, is our soul. All these reasoners have written

the Romance of the soul
;
a sage is now at last to produce, in a

modest style, its history. Locke has discovered the human
rea.-^(in to man, just as an excellent anatomist explains the springs
of the body. He is always glad to profit by the torch of jihysi-

cal science
;
he has the courage sometimes to speak affirmatively ;

he has the courage also to doubt. Instead of putting at once

into definitions that which we know not, he examines step by
step what we wish to know. He takes an infant at the moment
of its birth

;
he follows step by step the progress of its learning ;

he perceives what it has in common with the lower animals,
and what it has that is above them

;
he consults on all occa-

sions his own testimony, the consciousness of his thought."

Then, having quoted a well-known passage, in which Locke says
that he does not know whether the soul exists after or before

the origination of the body; that he is one of those vulgar people
who own that they do not think always, and who cannot

conceive that it is more needful for the soul to be always

thinking than for the body to be always moving, he goes on,—
" For myself, I claim the honour of being in this matter as

childish as Locke. No one shall make me believe that I am

always thinking; and I do not feel myself more disposed than

he was to imagine that certain weeks after my concejition I was
a very learned soul, knowing then a thousand things that I for-

got when I was born, and having in the uterus a quantity of

knowledge which departed from me as soon as I wanted it, and
which I have never been able to recover since. Locke then,

after having overthrown innate ideas—after liaving disclaimed

the vanity of believing that he was always thinking
—having

thoroughly established a doctinne that our ideas come through
our senses—having examined our simple ideas and our complex
ideas—having followed the mind of man in all its operations

—
having shown us how imperfect are the tongues which men

speak, and how they are deceived by the terms they are using,
—

Jjocke, I say, comes to consider the extent, or i-ather the nothing-
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ness of human knowledge. It is in this chapter that he is so His wise dif-

bold as modestly to put forward these words,—" We shall never, h^stliUy'u

"'

perhaps, he capable ofknowing if a being purely material thinks or provoked.

not." This wise statement ajjpeared to more than one theologian
a scandalous declaration, that the soul is material and mortal.

Certain Englishmen, devout in their fashion, sounded the alarm.

Such people are in a society what the timid are in an army
^they feel and they create a panic. The cry was raised that

Locke wislied to overthrow religion. Religion had nothing to

do with the matter. It was a purely philosojiliical question,

wholljf independent of revelation. The question might be dis-

cussed without any bitterness, whether there is any contradiction

in saying,
—Matter can think

;
God can communicate thought to

matter. But the theokigians begin too often with assuming that

God is outraged by any one who is not of their opinion." He pi-o-

ceeds to argue the question about the soul through two or three

jxiges, which we do not quote, but to which the reader can

turn; and concludes thus,
—"

Moreover, we ouglit never to fear Phiii.sopheis

that any philosophical sentiment can injure the religion of a therdigion

countiy. Our mysteries may very well be contrary to our of a country,

demonstrations. They are not the less received on that account

by our Christian pliilosophers, who know that the objects of

reason and of faith are of a different nature. The jihilosophers
will never form a religious sect. Why? Because they do

not write for tlie people, and because they are without entliu-

siasm. Divide the human race into twenty parts; nineteen

consists of those who work with their liands, and who will

never know whether there has lieen a Jlr. Locke in the

world. In the twentieth part which remains, how many are

there who read? And among those who read, there are

twenty who read romances for one who studies philosophy.
The number of those who think is excessively small, and those

do not care to trouble tlie world. It is neither Montaigne nor

Locke, nor Bayle, nor Spinoza, nor Hobbes, nor Lord ISliaftes-

bury, nor Mr. Collins, nor Mr. Toland, nor Fludd, nor Baker,
who have carried tlie torch of discord into their countries.

Those who have done so liave been, for the most part, theolo- The real (ii»-

gians, who, having first aspired to be chiefs of sects, have aftei'-
pelce.^°"

°

wards aspired to be chiefs of parties. What do I say? All the

books of the modern philosophers taken together will never

make as miich noise in the world as was made in former days

by the dispute of the Cordeliei'S about the shape of tlieir sleeves

and their hoods!"

53. That this is a classical passage, and that it behoved us to This letter

make it an exception to our rule of not indulging in long quota- "orreciinK

tions in this part of our sketcli, the reader must see for himself, ourjuiig-
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uveu if he had not the high authority of Coiulorcet to su.stain hi?

opinion. It deserves to be jiroduced, if for no other reason, be-

cause it scatters some U)ose notions which attach themselves in

the minds of Englishmen of the present day to the name of
Voltaire. (1.) They often picture to themselves a man figliting

fiercely against religion, because that of his country, and those of
all countries, limit the claims and aspirations of the liuman rea-

son, which it behoveil his generation specially to uphold. No re-

presentation can be less true. He scouts and scorns the claims
ami a.sj)irations of the human reason to examine the questions
which it had presumed in former days to examine. Anaxagoras,
Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, are as contemptible in his eyes, and
for the same reason, as the fathers, as Bernard, and as the

schoolmen. In fact, a great many of the exposures of the follies

of philosophers, of their contradictions, of the hopelessness of

their endeavours to arrive at any results, which are fouud in

English religious books, and are thought by the writers of them
to establish the worth and authority of the Scriptures

—most

especially their sneers at the demon of Socrates—are ]ilagiar-

isms, conscious or unconscious, at first, or second, or tliird, or

fourth hand, from this passage of Voltaire. Denuded of much
of his wit and cleverness, undoubtedly, but preserving liis

indifiFerence to the dullness and dreariness of fact—there apj)ear
fi-om time to time in popular manuals written in defence of

the faith, those very st;itements which obtained so ready an
access for Voltaire's opinions to the salons of Paris, and which

helped to prepare the way for his general triumph. (2.) The
second mistake which we make is, that we stigmatize as essen-

tially and originally French philosophy, that which was con-

fessedly derived from England, and was a rebellion against that

which France had and has a right to vindicate as her own.
The laugtiage of Voltaire respecting Descartes and Malebi-anche.

who had agreed with all pre\"ious philosophers to compose the
romance of the soul, compared with what he says of Locke, who
was the first to write its history, is evidence upon this point;
further is unnecessary. (3.) On a third point further evi-

dence is necessary, seeing that Frenchmen of great name and

authority have assisted in misleading us i-especting it. Cou-

dorcet, in his life of Voltaire, represents the acceptance by
Voltaire of the doctrine of Locke respecting innate ideas as a
main cause of the persecution which his letters undenvent from
the Parliament of Paris, and from the clergy. He leaves the

imjiression upon our minds that the clerical influence of that day,
whether it was a Jesuit or Jansenist influence, was exerted iu

favour of Descartes and Malebranche, however those writers

may have been disliked in the former century for their opi>osition
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to the schoolmen. Now, though we ignorant islandera ought to Objections to

be very diffident in contradicting an iUustrious Frenchman mentthat

wlieu he is .speaking about his own country, this is an opinion
^j;'^'"^;,*"^'';;,

which we are bound utterly to reject, partly upon the un- the interest

(U)ubted testimony of documents which Condorcet did not know, '„^ jfj,",^.

partly for its intrinsic unreasonableness. The " former times," branche,

when innate ideas were treated as a heresy, must have been the

times when Bossuet and Aruauld were both, though not disci-

]iles of Malebranohe, yet confessed disciples of Descartes
;
the

latter times, in which the doctrines of Descartes and Male-

branche had become articles of faith which all religious people

must accept at their peril, were those times in which the Pere

Andre was persecuted by the most powerful and popular of all either by

religious societies for holding those very doctrines of Descartes j™"jn°t,

and Malebi-anche ! And if it were jiretended that the Jansenists

in the eighteenth century
— the century of their weakue.s.s—

represented the popular Christianity, is it likely that thej/

would canonize Malebranche, notoriously the opponent of their

great apostle, Arnauld? Is it not far more likely that they other

would overlook the distinction which Arnauld very carefully "^^^^^ ^^

made between Malebranche and the master to whom he appealed explain tiie

on all occasions, and would be willing to blend them in a com- persecution.

mon condemnation 1 Seeing, therefore^ that this would be the

one point on which the two schools would not be at variance, it

is rather hard to conceive what clerical party could condemn

Voltaire for this portion of his o]5inions. Surely there was enough
in the tone of his letters genei-ally, in the tone oUhat letter, which

indicated utter contem])t for fathers and schoolmen, profound
admiration for the enemy of absolute government, the apologist

of William III., to provoke the hostility of the priests, to ac-

count for the readiness of ministers of State to co-operate with

them, though we do not suppo.se that they felt themselves

obliged to fight the battles of Descartes, a nearer and older foe

than Locke. Voltaire no doubt earned the dislike of his old
Anenen^iyot

masters, the Jesuits—earned it by the most creditalile acts of i,ut yet tiiVir

his life. His dislike of oppression as such, the sympathy witii aiscipie.

the oppressed as such, which Condorcet attributes to him, and

which wehave no doubt that he possessed strongly
—without which,

indeed, we cannot believe that any talents or any circumstances

of the time would have given him the power which he was able to

exercise—would have of course set him at strife with those whoso

will to oppress, and whose ability to oppress, were gi-eater than

belonged to any contemporary society. But in his opposition to

the French philosophy, in his ready acceptance of the modern

English, he showed himself their disciple, not their foe. They
had trained him for this. Their Aristotelian manuals, their
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fragments of scholasticism, he would of coui-se cast off with
disdain; everyone would see that they were worn out. The
rags of divinity which clung to their dogmas of

i)hilo.so])liy
would have dropped ofl' natui-ally, and without efliirt, liet(ire

he came to England. But the thorough hatred they had con-
ceived of all lessons that connected divine principles with the
constitution of man—which assumed that there is a divine
teacher of men, greater than all mortal doctors, who guides them
into truth—this they could impart to their puiiil. Wiiat
was fierce odium tlieohyicum in them became ligiit-hcaited
scorn in him: it was the same plant transplanted to another

What divines Soil and another climate. (4.) Engli.shmen suppose that divines

Vo'taivi'^s"" l''*^'^ '^o™*^ special grounds of comjilaint against Voltaire for his
treatmeiitof treatment of the question about the possible materiality of the
tlie questiun , i mi t i i i- i •,

• •

about the human soul, liiose divines wlio believe that this question can
""' be brought to fair experiment, like any other, may complain

of hiin for treating it so sui)erHcially. Berkeley, who held that
materialists were forcing upon us one of those very school

abstractions and superstitions which they denounce; Butler,
who maintained that it is a fond imagination resting not on facts,
but opposing facts—that our thinking substance perishes when
the difl'erent particles of which our frame is composed are dis-

persed; may very fairly arraign Voltaire for dismissing the

subject as one which only dreamers and fanatics suppose is a
Not those subject for investigation. But divines who repudiate experiment
aii'sucii"^ on such questions, who wish them to be decided by mere autlio-

tomer"^'^*'" ^^^y' ''^.ve no quarrel with Voltaire. He concedes to them all

authority. that they ask. He is, in fact, one of the most able and successful

of their apologists. (5.) Englishmen sometimes assume that

Voltaire himself, and the philosophers who worked with him, or

under him, had a very clear purpose in the work which they
were undertaking

—a distinct foresight of the consequences to

which it would lead. The concluding j)aragraphs of these

letters—which are the most important of all—may modify this

opinion, though they ought not wholly to overthrow it. Con-

Diii Voltaire dorcet, whose authority on such a jioint must have great weight,

reTuiutio'i'un spcaks of Voltaire as devoting himself, after he returned from
opinion or England, to the task of overthrowing superstition in all its

forms; ex])Iains his re.solution to become a rich man because he
was convinced that in his days a philosopher could not iict

effectually ui)on society if he adhered to the old tradition of the

tattered cloak or the tub; and reports a conversation with a

lieutenant of police, who .said one day to Voltaire,
"
Quoi que

vous ecriviez,vuus ve vieiulrez p/M a buut ile detrulre la religion chre-

tienne."
"
C'est ce que tious verrons rejtondit il." These are no

doubt indications of design. And theiefore the language in this
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passage respecting the little power of pliilosophers to excite

any disturbances in society, and tlieir want of inclination to

excite them, must be taken cum grano; they do not quite

express the writer's mind
;
there was a hope beneath them that

he might do as much at least as the Cordeliers had done with

their disputes about hoods and scarfs. But, on the other hand, He did not

there is in this passage the indication of an undoubtedly sincere
^J^„"°p„„

conviction that the nineteen-twentieths of the i-ace for whose the lower

physical amelioration we have no doubt that Voltaire had many Fren'ch

benevolent aspirations, never would or could attempt to exer- society,

cise that faculty of thinking which had been denied them;
never would or could shake the fabric of society, or interrupt

the felicity of rich philosophers. Something might be done for

a considerable fraction of the one-twentieth which preferred

romances to any other kind of reading. They might be taught

many things which the old romances had not taught them.

And without their help it might be " seen" whether, if the Chris-

tian religion only meant—as it seemed only to mean—a very
cumbrous machinery for enabling Cordeliers to dispute about

hoods and scaifs, Jesuits to plot, courtiei-s to lie, mistresses to

govern, the wit of Voltaire would not be found too strong for it.

If it was more than this, that also in due time would be seen.

Those who thought that it was more might fall back on the old The trial day

form of language which the priests and philosophers equally be-

lieved in their hearts to be obsolete
; they might wait "

till God

came out of His place to judge the earth." Then it would be
" seen" whether priests had not been guilty of hiding and dark-

f"^''/™^*'^^

ening truths in which the nineteen had an interest as well phers.

as the twentieth—truths which might have raised the nineteen

from serfs or beasts into men
;
then it would be seen whether

philosophers were not sent into the world mainly to test the

jiower of these truths—mainly to ascertain ivhat is needed to

bind those human beings into one, whom the disputes about

hoods and scarfs, the wars of the chiefs of sects and the chiefs

of parties, have rent asunder.

54. Three years after Voltaire appeared in England, tliere
J^™g'ffJ^™

came to our shores another Frenchman, somewhat his senior.

He also had every claim to be welcomed in London circles, for

he was introduced into them by Lord Chesterfield. He was the

Baron de la Brede and de Montesquieu. He was the author

of the Lettres Persannes—a book which had produced an un- me Letuei

paralleled sensation in Paris, the piquancy of which had been '''"""""'

increased at its first ajipearance by curiosity respecting a great

unknown, had been further stimulated when he was discovered

to be one of the presidents of one of the parliaments of the nation,

and had been renewed in the previous year, when CartUnal Fluury
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made certain immoral and irreligious jtassages in the Letters an
excuse for refusing ]\Ioiitesquieu as a candidate for the academy.
The existence of such passages might not have pi-evented Mon-

tesquieu from obtaining the frieiidshi]) of Lord Chesterfield;
at all events, they had lieen cancelled

;
and he possessed any

additional credit which the name of an academician could give
him. There was something not altogether creditable in his

mode of disclaiming his early ofi'ences; but that his disclaimer

represented an actual change in his feelings, and was not a mere
concession to the court, his latest and longest work incontestably

proves. That work, published after his visit to England, bore

as clear marks of the observations which he made during that

visit as the Lettres Philosoj)Mques of Voltaire bore of his

intercourse wdth our distinguished men in the same time.

The fate of the two works has been exceedingly different.

Voltaire's, though altogether a resume of English opinions,

habits, and institutions, produced an immense impression

upon Paris, has been compai'ativeh' little read, and not at

all welcomed, in the country which is the subject of it. The

Esprit des Lois, on the other hand, at least till of late yeai-s, has

been an unpopular book in France
;
whereas in England it has

been quoted, eulogized, some of its sentences made into texts and

proverbs. Since a veiy small portion of it dii-ectly concerns our

country its government or its manners, and since Montesquieu,

though no friend of Voltaire, was, in some degree, connected

with his school, was intimate with Helvetius, i-eceived his eloge

from D'Alembert, we might be surjirised both at the indifierenee

which was shown to so eminently French a book amongst those

who could appreciate it best—at its acceptance where Uallicaii

thoughts and a Galilean style are wont to be suspected. A few

words which are due to so celebrated a work on the science of

politics in a sketch of moral and metaphysical inquiries may
explain this paradox.

55. The President Montesquieu, a lawyer at once and a noble,

felt something of that direction of mind towards physical studies

which characterized his time. He soon fovind tliat he had

no vocation of that kind. The study of men, not as they pre-

sent themselves in the books of speculators, but in actual liistoiy,

was to be his occupation. The contrast between what he read,

so far as it set forth any ideal of excellence and what he

saw around him, was sure to strike a lively, vigorous intellect,

such as his was; tlie resemblance of what he saw to what he

read, so far as he read of the etiects of conquest, of the corrup-
tions of courts, of the impostures of priests, would be sure to

strike him as .strongly. These results of a young man's compari-
son of the present with the past,of the near with the distant, might
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well take such a form as the Lellres Persannes present to us, and

might hold out a promise that he would treat institutions and
traditions in tlie same spirit as Voltaire. And there was always
so much left of this oi-iginal disposition in him—lir so little aban-

doned either his admirations or his dislikes—thac D'Alembert

might fairly claim him as one of his school, and might consider his

deviations from its maxims as weaknesses to be pardoned. Buthis-

torical studies were certain to carry one who was bound to the soil

by hereditary attachments, whose temper was very genial and who
had no quarrel with the world, in an altogether diffei-ent direc-

tion from theirs. He would look upon changes as inevitable, f is Was

not as desirable
;
he would grow every day to see more ofa mean- past.

ing in that which had first seemed to him merely contemptible;
he would reconcile himself to many anomalies ; he would rather

care to investigate how they had arisen, and what might be the

end of them, than to utter any vehement cry against them.

His original profession was apt to be a pedantical one. Might ''f''|""P''°J"

not he escape from its pedantry and fulfil its intention if he

inquired into the spirit of laws; if he observed how they were
related to the manners, traditions, climates, faiths, of the dif-

ferent nations of the earth
;

if he observed what laws befitted

different kinds of government; what temperament and educa-

tion generally accompanied these laws;, if he could point out

what were the signs of decay and degeneracy in different

societies; when a monarchy passed into a despotism, losing the

principle of honour, which is its principle; when an aristocracy
becomes a depraved oligarchy, because the moderation which is

its principle has perished; when a republic becomes a mere

ochlocracy, because the political virtue, or love of country as

such, which must inform its members, has been exclianged
for the lust of individual power; when the mixed govern-
ment, which exists by the distinction and harmony of

its executive and legislative functions, has been ruined by
the corruption of the last being greater than that of the

other 1

56. This la.st remark is the remark for which Montesquieu has H's influence

been best remembered in England. It became the watchword howafcount-

when the younger Pitt and others after him exerted themselves "* *"'

for a reform in our House of Commons. But it would be a mis-
take to attribute Montesquieu's general success in England to

such maxims—far less to those distinctions respecting honour,
moderation, and virtue, which appear to most of us more fanci-

ful than, perhaps, if we looked into Montesquieu's intention,
we should find that they are. It was the suggestion to us of an
liistorical method of dealing with political questions, which, to a

people possessing a continuous liistory and impatient of theories

Vol II. -2 K
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and dogmas proved most acce|)tal)le. It associated itself with
the experimental movement in other directions; with all the

physical inquiries which started from facts and not from concep-
tions

;
with Locke's desire to examine the facts of the understand-

Montesquicu ing, discarding all innate ideas. At the same time it oflered a

fromatheory, striking contrast to Locke's own apijlication of his doctrine
like Locke Jq j^jg Essay on Government, inasmuch as lie began, like his

opponent Filmer, with a hypothesis. The Frenchman starts

from society and social instincts, not like Locke from the

conception of a contract, or Hobbes from the conception
of a set of individuals tearing each other in pieces. He
assumes different forms of government as belonging to dif-

ferent ages, countries, states of feeling
—not one as the necessary

Englishmen standard to which all must be reduced. He sympathizes with

overame in the reverence for old republican institutions which Englishmen

r^hinL'"*
derive from their classical studies; does not afii-ont the family

feeling which has worked itself into their own institutions; i-e-

cognizes the sentiment of loyalty to a pei-son just as far as that

sentiment was possible in a time when princes who could not

speak the language of England were reigning over it. Here are

reasons enough to accoiint for our admii-ation of a book which
is far too quick and sudden in its turns of thought for our
slow northern intellects, much of which is ba.sed ujjon a slight
induction from the history which the writer accepted, much of

which has been overthrown by a more accui-ate investigation of

history. If Montesquieu is hasty in some of his conclusions,

that, we have said, is common to him with many physical inves-

tigators, who have nevertheless given the hint of invaluable

courses of inquiry; if he has been confuted in some of his as-

sumptions, has not later experience confirmed the wisdom of his

general method, by showing how great have been the practical
failures of those who have started from cosmopolitan theories, and
have overlooked the tendencies and tem])ers of particidar races?

Causeswhich
^-j jt ^y\\\ jjg obvious that nearly all the attractions which

influence in this book may have possessed for a country tolerably well
France.

governed and orderly, which believed that it had got tlu'ough
its revolutionary stage, and both jjarties in which appealed to the

records and traditions of former days
—those who thought them-

selves patriots most—would be detractions from its merits in

the eyes of men living under a monarchy that could not be

distinguished from despotism by the high honour of the Regent
of Orleans, or of Louis the Beloved—under an aristocracy that

still retained its worst privileges, against which the literary
and middle class gi-oaned more as they became more powerful—when a republic might be an agreeable dream, but when it

would be often more agreeable still to think how, under such a
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government, there would not be those restraints which a priest-

hood, by its necessary alliance with a monarchy, seemed to

impose. On this subject, Montesquieu, in the later phases
of his life, felt himself more at issue with his friends of the

j)hilosophical school than on any other. " Cette religion," says jiontcs-

M. Villemain,
"
que dans la vivacite de sa ieunesse et dans la QU'^"''

,.,. 1^1 . tT. . thoughts

politique legere de son premier ouvrage, Montesquieu avait on religion.

trop peu respect^e, pourtaut dans VEsprit des Lois il la celebre et

la revere. Cest qiie maintenant il vent condruireredifice social et

qu'il a besoin d'uyie colonne jMur le soutenir." An evidently
true statement, and a text that would deserve a long illustra-

tion. Whilst the philosophers had good reason to think that a colamn of

the religion which they saw around them was undermining the edifice.

social edifice, was justifying the political corruption, and was

adding to it a corruption of its own, Montesquieu, studying
other times more than his own—and his own by the light of

other times—found that a religion of some sort had been de-

manded in every state, and convinced himself that Christianity
was the best religion for modern state.s. It was another aspect of
the subject. Montesquieu was right to present it exactly as he Monies-

did, because it corresponded to facts which he had discovered, and «p?"on ofTt

it faithfully expressed the convictions to which he had attained.
I^™^^\0''™

]\Iuch good might come to Frenchmen, and to Englishmen also, view.

if they thoroughly considered both statements—that of the phil-

osophers and that of Montesquieu—and acknowledged each to

be based on actual observations. But we cannot pretend that
the last, without the first, would be as good or satisfactory as

many Englishmen and many Frenchmen of a later reactionary
time have considered it. We fear that it has led not a few to

think of religion in a very artificial, insincere way—as a neces-

sary colonne to the edifice social ; the supporters of which edifice
social may therefore make what use of it they can, and devise
what contrivances to pro]) it they can, without much respect
to its truthfulness or to their own. Montesquieu has conferred a Valuable

great benefit upon mankind, and has helped to deliver us from ""cetffhe

many crude dogmas, both of divines and of infidels, by assert- '"story of

ing that in eveiy religion there has been something which the
nation that professed it has demanded and could not dispense
with. The more courageously that fact is proclaimed

—the
less Christians shrink from the proclamation of it—the more
they will confess the one God of truth, the more they will

prove that there must be a faith, not for particular nations
but for mankind. But if this conviction is not joined with these s°' capable

maxims; that every lie has led, and must lead, to the destruction abu™
of nations as well as of individuals

; that there is a tendency in all

nations, and in all men, to mix theii- religious instincts with lies ;
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tbat if tliey have nothing else to depend upon than religious

instincts, they will embrace a lie, and worship a lie
;
we think

that the compliments to religion which have proceeded from the
school of Montesquieu may be at least as injurious to social and

pereonal morality as the scorn of it which has proceeded from the

school of Voltaire. The thought would be painful, even over-

whelming, if there were iiottwo sides to it. We may learn from

it that the highest Truth, which dwells not in man's conceptions
about God, but in God Himself, may use both the scorn and the

compliments for His service; that each may have done a work
which the other could not do

;
that when each has destroyed the

other (and since scoi-n and compliments are both in themselves

false, that must be the right issue), those principles to which
each has pointed, and which each has disgmsed, will live and
flourish together.

58. Those who meditate most seriously upon these contra-

dictions, and upon this possible reconciliation, will be best

prepared to appreciate the labours of a man who was not a

countryman of Voltaire and Montesquieu, whose circumstances

were altogether unlike theirs, who was quite unhonoui-ed, almost

unknown, by the men who most honoured them, but who,

perhaps, is exercising now, and may exercise hereafter, an
influence as much greater than theirs as his genius was more

profound. The Neapolitan, Jean Baptiste Vico, may be thought
to confirm Voltaire's opinion that riches are very needful for

one who would make his thoughts acceptable to his generation.
He struggled all his life with poverty, and with indifierence.

He could obtain a scanty livelihood at times by writing vei-ses.

Now and then he was strongly temjjted to abandon for such an

occupation the search after a science of humanity, in which
neither his own people nor foreignere appeared to take the

slightest interest. It is since his death—comparatively in

recent years
—that he has been owned as the originator

of lines of inquiry in which German and French philosophers
have been content to travel

;
that modern ideologists have

claimed him as their progenitor; that earnest Catholics have

been equally zealous to assert their right in his speculations
His domestic and his conclusions. His life is a touching and beautiful one.
'"°- jMarried to a woman who seems to have been incapable of per-

forming either the duties of a wife or of sympathizing ^vith

him, he was an exemplary husband and a devoted father, never

allowing his studies to interfere with his care of his children—
some of whom rewarded his care, some of whom requited it

very ill—tender, and bitterly afilicted when the eiTors of one
of them drove him to the exercise of an almost Roman autho-

rity. These facts should be recorded, not only that we may not

His

struggles.

His pos-
thumous
triampba.
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exalt our virtues above those of the inhabitant of an Italian

city in a coiTupt age, but because a sense of the sacreduess of

domestic life and of its connection with all political institu-

tions, even with the principles of science, is characteristic

of Vico more than of any philosopher of his own time, perhaps

of any time. Like Montesquieu, he was early turned from the

pursuit of physical laws into an inquiry respecting the laws

which regulate human society. Like Montesquieu, he was

disposed to pursue the subject historically; not to start from

assumptions. Biit the question presented itself much more

strongly to him than it did to Montesquieu
—What is history ?

How far can I depend upon that which is given me as histoi-y ?

How can I distinguish fact from fable 1 Supposing I can make
that distinction, what am I to do with that which I have

treated as fable ? Is that to go for nothing 1 Is it not meant

to teach me anjrthing 1

59. In prosecuting this inquiry, Vico became struck with Mythology,

the immense significance of mythology. In it he thought he

could detect indications of the principles of civil institutions.

By means of it he might often discover how these institutions

had been formed, with what they had had to fight, how they
had afiected the manners and morals of nations, and had been

afiected by them. But he could not be satisfied with these

discoveries. There would be no foundation for them if there

were not an eternal truth beneath all men's intuitions—if there

were not a God whom man does not create out of his imagina-

tion, but who has created him. Here arises the need of a new The new

science. Its ground is laid in the belief that God is related to
'"""'^

mankind, and is the teacher of mankind
;
that He has imparted

to men a common sense which recognizes Him and feels after

Him. It proceeds, also, upon the belief that men have sought
to make themselves independent of God. Vico discovers in all rhe three

men (1.) The sense of a government or Providence over them; instincts.

(2.) A sense of the need of some bond between the se.xes, i. e., of

a law of marriage ; (3.) A sense of reverence for the dead, and the

duty of in some way disposing of the body; iti which instinct is

contained, he thinks, the recognition of immortality. How this The Jupiter

common sense was gradually developed in <lie pagan world
; JJ^f^^n

how those "
giants," who, as he gathers both from Scripture and f^bies.

heathen stories, were the asserters of an atheistic brutality,
were gradually overthrown; how the belief in a Jupiter who
subdued them expressed the confession of human dependence,
the fact of a Ruler; how mere dread was at first the main
element of this conception; how other feelings, modifying
this fear, gi-adually linked themselves to his name; how
that second human idea of the relation of the sexes and wed-
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lock brought in a Juno to .share hi.s bed, to mingle in his

councils; how the family idea had unfolded itself in the dif-

ferent fables of the heathen divinitie.s ;
how the third idea of

immortality mingles also with all those fables; how these can-

not be referred in anywise to mere philosophical or theological

notions; how the poetical instinct or wisdom out of which they

gi-ew was, in fact, the expression of a general or national instinct,

of which the poets were the utterers; how they brought to

light metaphysical, moral, political, physical, geographical con-

ceptions in the mind of their countrymen ;
how out of this

primitive wisdom there grew the more formal philo30])hioal
or political wisdom

;
how ci^-il institutions, how forms of lan-

guage, are explained by this process, and receive light from it
;

—
all this is treated by Vico at any rate with consummate in-

genuity
—an ingenuity, of course, mixed with much that is fan-

tastic and uncritical, but yet indicating a mode of distinguishing
the fantastic from the real, and suggesting a most subtle criti-

cism. He has carried this so far as to be the originator of the

German notion, afterwards expanded by Wolff, of a mythical
Homer. If that notion has again in our time been discredited,

and there is a tendency to return to the older and more

agi-eeable belief, Vico has at least done no harm to Homer's

reputation
—has probably been one of the great instiiiments of

awakening a more earnest study of him. The Siime remark

may be made respecting suggestions which he has thrown out

as to the mythical character of early legislators and reformers,

such as Zoroaster; in all of which he has anticipated much
modem criticism, and ma\ also have given hints for the correc-

tion of it. In one respect he certainly cannot be accused of

fa\'ouring the ideology of which he has been the parent. It is

essential to his science that the tiiie God should iiot be con-

founded with the gods whom men have imagined. It is

essential that the God who ha.s educated men to seek after

Him should have made himself known, not according to their

conceptions of Him, but according to His true nature. The
revelation to the Jews is acknowledged not as an exception to

the principle but as part of it—as indispensable to the part of

it which respects pagan mythology. If modern wisdom has

sought to reduce that revelation under mythological con-

ditions, it can only do so by overthrowing not by unfolding
Vico's science. He may have given excuses for that procedure,
both by the rashness of some of his doubts respecting profane
literature and by his fancies respecting the records of Scripture;

but, upon the whole, he has done more than most writers to sub-

stitute the acknowledgment of moral and political principles,

actually revealed by God, and actually perceivable by man.
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for the cold notion of a useful religion, to whicli French and

English Conservatives have shown themselves so prone ;
he has

done more than any man to show that mere conceptions of a

divine nature cannot be the root of a belief in it
;
that some-

thing must be in order that anything may be dreamed of in

reference to it.

60. Of all the writers to whom we have yet alluded, Vico is Vico equally

the one who derived least from Locke. Apparently Locke was LuSand
to him merely a follower of Epicurus ;

one who recognized no Kescanes.

guide but sense. But we are not to assume that he accepted

Descartes because he rejected Locke. He stood equally aloof

frcjra both. The common sense or instincts of which he spoke
must not be confounded with the innate notions which the

French philosopher supposed to dwell in every man. Vico had

the greatest dread of confusing the deep convictions which, as

he thought, held men together, which were the bonds of nations,

the signs of a humanity, with any formal conclu.sions or propo-

sitions which reasoning men liad deduced from them. He was

jealous of most philosophers, becau-se he saw in them a per-

petual inclination to take this course. Even if he had not Reasons oi

suspected the atomic theory of Descartes as a return to from'Se"

Democritic materialism—even if he had not considered his '»"^'

denionsti-ation of God an unnatural gi-aft of Platonism upon
thi.s atheistical basis—he would have rejected as eagerly as

Voltaire, though on a diflFerent ground, the notion that each

individual brings with him into the world a vast amount of

knowledge which he forgets as soon as he wants it. Since

Vico was not writing for the salons, he might not have

indulged in that monstrous parody of a great man's belief;

but he shrunk from any the faintest approximation to an

opinion which would test the common sense, that which marks

out men as social beings created for fellowship, by the indi-
i^'^'^j™^"'

cations of it in any creature in whom the social feeling is

either undeveloped or has become nearly extinguished. So

that Locke's argument from the appai-ent absence of any
belief in God in certain tribes, would not affect in the

slightest degree his recognition of a di\ane Providence as one

of the key notes of humanity. He admits the possibility of its

extinction, or of its all but extinction; he would make the

condition of men which accompanies that extinction the

strongest witness of his doctrine.

61. Though Vico was not an admirer of philosophers gene- whatphiio-

rally, there were a few names which were very dear to him, a re^erMcel

few men whom he reckoned his heroes. Plato, we may easily

conjecture, was one of them. From him, more than any one,

he had learnt to connect the social feelings with the divine; to
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recognize the principles of polity as eternal
;
and to trace the

growth of it to the awakening of one necessity after another
Plato, Taci- in human creatures. The ideal, with Vico, never excluded the

urotiui^""' actual
;

if he reverenced Plato, he reverenced Tacitus also, as a
faithful obsei-ver of men, as one who looked through ajipear-
ances to the truth beneath them. For the same reason he

accepted Bacon as the t^ae guide to the method of investigating
human as well as natural facts, discovering in him more like-

ness to Plato than he would have cared to confess. Hugo
Grotius had also been of \ast use to Vico in suggesting to him
the idea of a law of nations, a common principle to bind men
together, even if he had been somewhat formal in his mode
of developing that idea. For this common law was that of which
our Italian was in search. His method of pursuing it has made
him of immense use to later times. But he had to make great
sacrifices, and not only sacrifices of immediate interest and re])u-

tation, that he might engage in the pursuit. Tacitus, it will be

obsei-ved, is the only one of his heroes whom he could in any
sense claim as a countryman ;

and he wrote in another tongue.

Every word of his that he read must have reminded Vico of

Vicoanaiien the different world in which they were living. His alliance

Italy.
to modern Italy was through insignificant poems. When he

tltov^ht he went back to the classical times. This was a tre-

mendous loss to the man, diminished, but not removed, by his

domestic virtues and sufferings. It takes away the substance

from much of his speculation. His idealism, in spite of him-

self, always threatens to become fantasy. We should like to

hear the voice of the Neapolitan citizen rising above that of the

now his cosmopolite. Alas ! such a voice could not be heard. That

'uffeieTfroni
^ico's is SO strong and clear amidst all the disadvantages of

Ills position, liis position; that he could be what he was without a coimtiy;
that he could even claim for Italy something of its old right to

speak as a witness for all the nations, not for herself specially;
should increase the admiration with which we regard him. But
we may partly understand why Montesquieu, who, amidst all

his general studies, was essentially the nobleman of the South of

France—why Voltaire, who, with all his cosmopolitism, was
the oracle of Paris and the model of its writers, should have

neces.sarily obtained an influence in their day which could

not be reached by a more elevated and profound thinker,
who only appealed to Europe generally, who spoke of the

demands of mankind, without being attached to any definite

circle of men.
German G2. A German ought hardly to admit this plea in behalf of
piuiosophy.

gjjot^jjgj. gi-eat thinker of this time, who died long before Vico,
who is rather the immediate contemporary of Locke than his
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successor. Leibnitz can scarcely be said to have a country more

than Yico. At all events, a philosophical writer who rejects

the use of a language which was soon to claim for itself the

dignity of being the specially philosophical language, can scarcely

have possessed much patriotism, must have preferred almost any
title to that of a patriot. Though Leibnitz was willing to de- An indiffer-

^
, y. J.- 1

• • -i^ X ent German-
vote himself to researches respecting comparatively msigniicant

portions of German history
—

thougli he would give up much time

and incredible industry to the records of some of its princely

families—he seems to have entered upon these tasks in the spirit

of a general antiquarian, or of a man to whom no sort of know-

ledge could come amiss. He preferred French, no doubt, because

he looked upon it as most answering to the character of a Euro-

pean tongue, as entitled to divide with Latin the dignity of

being the language for men of letters, and as possessing some

advantages over Latin in that it was also fit for conversation

and for afiairs. We must think that this deliberate preference

of that which did not properly belong to him was rightly

punished by an immense diminution of moral influence; so that

men with a thousandth part of his reading, and with immeasur-

ably less of philosophical sagacity, had an effect upon the mind

of their own age, and even of subsequent ages, which was not

granted to him. Nor can we believe that his wilfulness

was not seriously injurious to himself as well as to his readers.

With tastes which from his childhood were encyclopsedic msencyclo-

equally inclined to engage in historical, juridical, mathematical, p**'": tasies.

philological, metaphysical, theological studies
;
at home in the

old philosophei-s, the fathers, the schoolmen, all modem doctors;

now occupied with the differential calculus, now with settling

the ceremonies to be observed by German princes towards each

other; sometimes compiling a dry codex diplomaticiis, sometimes

reconciling Aristotle with Descartes, sometimes clearing up
relio-ious doubts for princes ;

he sui-ely needed more than any man
the sacredness of a mother tongue to give him something like the

sense of a home and a centre. Locke shrunk from no subjects Contrast of

which came in his way. But he occupied himself with the Le*^S*

principles of education because boys were committed to him.

He wrote on government because England was passing through
a Revolution. He attended to the currency because the Chan-

cellor of the Exchequer needed his help to be honest. Leibnitz

exercised the dangerous privilege of lighting upon all flowers

whatsoever from which there was a chance of extracting honey,
without knowing exactly to what swarm he belonged, to what

queen he owed fealty, in what hive his treasures were to be stored.

63. But they are treasures which, if neither Germans nor Leibnitz a

Frenchmen can distinctly claim them as their own, all of us S contem-
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porary philo- may possess in common. In some respects the circumstances
sophers.

j^j^^^j. yf^^g unfavourable to the cohesion of the innumerable

particles whereof the knowledge of Leibnitz was composed, and
therefore to their force ujjon the minds of other men, are profi-
table to those who are tracing the history of thought. For he
threw his speculations so much into the form of criticisms upon
current opinions and prevailing philosophies, that we can detect

more easily what liis relations were to those about him and
what he was contributing to the elucidation of the questions
which they had raised. If we understand how he felt about
the Essay on the Human Understanding, we shall know best

whereabouts he stood with reference to the English as well as

the French philosophy of the eighteenth century, and what he
was doing to prepare the way for the German philosophers who
were to follow him. And for this purpose we have excellent

materials, since he wrote dialogues
—of little worth merely as

Leibnitz on dialogues
—one of the parties in which is a Lockian, and an-

Lodie. nounces the Lockian conclusions one after another in the order

in which they appear in the essay, and the other is Leibnitz
himself These dialogues contain, in fact, one of the most

elaborate, and, on the whole, one of the fairest reviews ever

wiitten by one eminent man of the work of another. They
were intended for Locke's own perusal. He died before they
were finished, and, on that account, were published by their

author with some reluctance, though there is not a sentence in

them which could have given pain to the subject of them while
he lived, or which is not full of grateful resjjcct to his memory.

64. The preface to these dialogues throws much light upon
the character and objects of Leibnitz. One perceives clearly
that he has a system of his own, to which he attaches great
worth ;

that he believes it is capable of reconciling the difficulties

and contradictions in most of the philosophies which he has

Extravagant studied. He detects in it even greater cajiacities than these.

Le!bn°L in
^^ supposes it may remove the hostilities of theologians

Ills powers of to one another—the objections of sceptics to the Christian

tlon."'^'

"'
faith—the main difficulties about the government of God in

the world. Perhaps it is always a cause of thankfulness when
a man with this amiable, yet terrible, confidence in his own
discoveries is hindered from setting them forth as formally
and continuously as he would like to do

; when his very eager-
ness to produce them and to make them bear upon the notions

of other thinkers compels him to present them to us detached

and out of the bands of system, so that they really become

helps to us in the course of our own inquiries, not heavy chains

binding us to a master. Leibnitz in the thirteenth century

might have been an "
angelic

"
or "

irrefragable
"
doctor, settling
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all controversies, arraagliig all subjects in their proper divisions.

In the eighteenth century he appears only to throw out useful

and pregnant suggestions which may effect much less than he

thought they would effect, and yet also much more. For a Real worth

man who puts obstacles in the way of the establishment of a "^^ii.
new kind of dogmatism, very different from that of the schools,
but in its own way quite as tyrannical, quite as likely to

hinder the free progress of the human intellect in various

directions, mingling far more directly with all the business of

life, is, in truth, a great benefactor to his own age and to all

subsequent ages; and this because he entirely fails of his more
ambitious aims; because his system of the universe is doomed
to the fate of those that have preceded it, and of those that are

to follow it.

G5. The first book of the Nouveaux Essais develops what ideas

seems to us the very important principle that the existence of f^Q^gfui™"
truths in the mind is not the least disproved by the non-exis-

tence of thoughts about those truths. The usual objections
to this doctrine are carefully brought forward and weighed.
The fact that all processes of thought begin with the senses is

taken for gi'anted. The apparent contradiction of the mind objections

having that which it is not aware of is shown not to be a con- an3»'«rea.

tradiction at all, and not to need th^ Platonic doctrine of

reminiscence for the removal of it. The argument that children,
or savages, or idiots, ought to be wiser than other people,
because they have fewer impediments of sense or outward

knowledge, is treated with at least as much gi-avity as it de-

serves. Then, as to practical principles, the obligations of

morality are shown by a process quite different from Butler's,
but leading to the same result, to be implied in all the actions

of men, not least in the acts which contradict them. The diffi-

culties and imperfections of the argument from universal con-

sent are frankly admitted, and are shown to prove nothing

against the existence of truths in man and for man, but only

against the recognition or apperception of these trutlis by men.
In like mannei-, all the facts which Locke has gleaned from concessioDs

travellers respecting the atheism of certain nations, are ad-
J^iikfh'^''

mitted and strengthened by the wider ethnological knowledge strengthen

of Leibnitz; but they are shown to be answered by admissions of men"^
Locke himself that there is a witness which the works of creation

bear to men respecting some being whom they mu.st fear and
reverence. And the non-recognition of that witness is sufficiently

explained, Leibnitz thinks, by that not liking to retain God in

their knowledge which the Apostle speaks of as the punishment
of corrupt practices. Finally, he gladly confesses that Locke has

done good service in teaching men not to glorify their prejudices
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uii(l(>r the name of innate ideas, lie believes that there is gi-eat

need of that warning. But tlie effort to avert this danger,
and to arrive at truth.s which are distinct from our prejudices, and

contrary to them, is far better promoted, lie thinks, wlien we
admit the truths to be with us—since then an obligation is laid

on us by our very nature to seek after them—than if we sup-

pose all knowledge to ha-o its ultimate gi'ouud in the impressions

upon our senses.

0(3. These conclusions involve that famous pi-inciple which we
are wont perhaps more than any other to as.>'ii-iate with the

name of Leibnitz—a principle which he opposed to Aristotle as

much as to Locke,—" There is nothing in the understanding
which is not first in the senses, except the uiiderstanding itself."

That memorable exception is involved, as Leibnitz ajijjears to

think, and as Hartley, viewing the subject from the other side,

thought also, in Locke's own admission of Reflection as an
element in tlie mind additional to Sensation. Each writer

insists, in "the interest of his own doctrine, that Locke, to be

logical and consistent with himself, must either abandon his

Reflection, making it a mei-e creature of sensation, or treat it as

the very faculty of the understanding itself And if this last

com-se is taken, there seems no escape from the position of

Leibnitz, that the understanding must have some ground to

rest upon, and that to know what that ground is may be more

needful for it than to know all the things without upon which it

is exercised. The question, how far Leibnitz proceeded in this

investigation, may give rise to many diversities of opinion. If

he suggested it to an age which was moving in the other direc-

tion, and made it clear that some time or other it must be pursued

vigorously, he did, perhaps, as much as could be demanded of

one man ;
he ventured as near that perilous ocean of Being as

any one might safely do after it had once been pronounced

unnavigable. The next book of the Dialogues is not as inter-

esting to us as the first. In it he enters upon that question
which we have found Voltaire disposing of so sunmiarily rather

moi'e than twenty years afterwards—Whether the mind thinks

always ? Voltaire was, of course, aware of what Leibnitz had

written
;
but he did not feel himself obliged to take notice of it.

Nor, perhap.s, was it a duty in him to do so; for Leibnitz says

nothing that could be interesting or intelligible to those for

whom Voltaire principally wrote, though something, perhaps,
which deserves the attention both of psychologists and physiolo-

gists. He investigates many phenomena of our sleeping and

waking states, :ind protests against the attemjit to separate the

mind from the botly, as if their union were not a fact, and as if

the conditions of both must not be affected by that fact
;
he
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struggles against the determination of the Cartesians to make

everything mechanical except the soul
; admits, with Locke, that

we have no thoughts without sensations; but contends that

we are never without sensations
; and confirms the doctrine

of his first book, that ideas are not identical with thoughts
more than they are with sensations. He makes a skilful

use of this distinction. The Lockian asks him whether he
admits the idea to be the object of the thought according to

the statement of his master ? "I do," is the answer,
"
pro- ideas, in

vided you mean the immediate internal object, and t/iat this
ubje'ts^r"

object is the expression of the value or quality of the thing. If the "'emind.

idea were tlie form of the thoughts, it woidd be bom and would die

ivith the actual thoughts which answer to it ; but being the object of
tliem, it may be both anterior and posterior to the thoughts."
"Internal objects," "the idea not a form of the thought," is a

phraseology which the reader must comjiare with that of a later

school.

67. Closely connected with this doctrine is one which is insensible

specially and chai-acteristically Leibnitzian, concerning the multi- P"<^«P''»n»-

tude of insensible perceptions which dwell in every man, which
"form our tastes, 'those images of the qualities of the senses,
clear in their union, confused in their pai-ts; those impre.ssions
which the bodies that suriouud us make upon us, and which

envelop the infinite; that liaison which every being has with
the rest of the universe." We must add the rest of his eloquent

description.
" It may even be said that in virtue of those what iiieii

minute perceptions the present is full of the future and charged ^g^^'^'^
with the past; that all things work together (oi/.tts-i/ofa TrauTct, as

Hippocrates was wont to express it) ;
and that in the smallest

substance eyes piercing like the eyes of God might read the
whole series of events in the universe; qiue sint qucefuerint quce
max Ventura trahantur. These insensible perceptions further The links

designate and constitute the individual man, who is characterized
''^s^'^Vh"

by the traces which they preserve of his previous states, by the luturs.

connection which they establish between those states and his

present state. They may be known by a superior being, even

though the individual in whom they dwell should not be
aware of them

; that is to say, if there should be in him no distinct

recollection of them. They even give us the means of recover-

ing the memoiy, when we need it, by periodical developments
which may come to us some day. It is for this reason that
death can only be a sleep, and cannot be a lasting sleep ;

the

perceptions only ceasing to be clearly distinguished, and being
reduced in living creatures into a state of confusion, which

suspends the apperception, but which cannot continue for

ever." The passage in the preface to the Dialogue which
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contains this grand dream—if it is notliint!; more, and many
of us will feel that it must be more—will no doubt remind

o°Mathe-°
mathematicians of that doctrine of infinitesimals which it was

nmtics with given to Leibnitz to elaborate, and which brought him into

in'themin" such painful and ignominious disjmtes with our Newton. It is

of Leibnitz,
pigagant to think that the different studies of Leibnitz did not

stand apart as mere branches of knowledge. He could not

catch a glimpse of light on one side of the heavens without

perceiving a reflection of it on the opposite side. This sense of

a unity in all his pursuits may have been a counteraction to

his dangerous diffusiveness, though it may have fostered his

passion for system. A better remedy for the disease which
made him ambitious to embrace the universe, was his rever-

ence for the little—the unobserved. It may have been the

saving of his mind that his grandest theory compelled him
to search for the mysteries which are contained in grains
of sand.

The Infinite 68. The Dialogue which we deserted for the sake of illus-

oi"tiK;' finite; trating its leading purpose, corresponds as exactly to the second

"nii'e"
^^'''^^ book of Locke as the former did to the first, and embraces,

Infinite. thei'eforc, a number of discussions on the most ^•exed topics
—

Time and Space, Liberty and Necessity, Pleasure and Pain.

All these we must commend to the reader; especially the

as.sertion of Leibnitz in the seventeenth chapter, in which so

much is involved, "that the true Infinite is not a modification;
it is the Absolute; on the contrary, so soon as we introduce

modifications, we limit ourselves, or form a finite.'" There is a

pregnant remark also which deserves the most serious meditation

on the mode of arriving at the infinite by intension instead of

extension. These, and a multitude of hints which lie scattered

through this criticism are of universal interest. But they
have a special connection with the philosophy which had been

developed in our island; for many reasons they address them-

selves particularly to us. In truth, Leibnitz had close relations

to our laud besides those which arose out of his conflicts with
nciationsof Newtou, or his suspicions of Locke. His feelings for the House

tiie House of of Bruuswick gave him almost his only point of sympathy with
Brunswick.

Euroi)ean life and politics. For the comfort and instruction of

that Princess Sophia who was only not Queen of England,
The he composed his Theodicee. By her doubts, and her satisfaction
Theodtcei.

-^^^ith his solutions of them, he tested in some measure the

soundness of his thoughts and the influence they were likely

to produce on womankind and mankind. We shall find that

he did not forget us after he had mourned her detith ; that his

latest labours were devoted to the Hanoverian family, tmd for

their sake to the island which it had been called to govern.
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69. The Theodicee was rej^arded by Leibnitz himself as his Vaiae of the

great work—probably the one which he had lived to produce.
"We must extend to it the remark which we made respecting the

Sew Essays on the Human Understanding. It seems to us a

valuable drag upon the wheels of a philosophy which was

travelling triumphantly through Europe. It throws out sugges-
tions which those may turn to good account in wliose minds

another philosophy has superseded Locke's philosophy
—one

even more suspected by theologians than his was. So far as the

book aspires to be self-sufficing, so far as it contains the ele-

ments of a system, we can only look upon it as possessing a bio-

graphical interest, because it was dear to Leibnitz himself
;
an

historical interest, because it illusti-ates some of the tendencies of

the nation to which Leibnitz really belonged, however he mayhave

de.spised its language. The treatise On the Conformity of Faith The confor-

with Reason, which is the first part of the Theodicee, and which
"n'^^realolt''

explains the writer's purpose in the whole of it, is suggested by
a passage, or rather by a number of passages, in Bayle's Diction-

ary. Leibnitz was a great admirer of that work. The erudition

of it resembled his own. Moreover, Bayle had treated the

philosopher individually with very high respect. He had con-

fessed that some of his explanations of difficulties were striking,

and worthy of all consideration. But the scepticism of Bayle
was very profound. It assumed a form which misled many
persons in that day, and would perhaps mislead even more in

ours, if we had not become habituated to the ironical method, and
had not an inclination to suspect irony where it does not exist.

Bayle did not the least deny the doctrines which were ordinarily
received by Cliristians. He assumed them to be all true, how-

ever repulsive the statement of them might be, however contra-

dictory the judgments of different doctors about them. All he Form of

maintained was that it was utterly ridiculous to apply any ticfsm.'

*'"

jirinciples of reason to these doctrines. Reason had nothing
to do with them; they must be assumed simply as matters

of faith. Many divines had suggested that the more mysteries
shocked the reason or the conscience, the more merit there

was in accepting them. With Bayle's intimate knowledge
both of Protestant and Eomish theology, of those who had

pleaded for predestinarianism and of those who had pleaded for

transubstantiation, he could produce abundant authorities in sup-

port of this view of things; he could show that he was maintain-

ing the cause of orthodoxy and was exposing the folly of those

who pretended to modify it, or to place the arguments for it on

any feeble human ground. It should be understood always that

this was the shape which the scepticism of that age took when it

appeared in a learned man like Bayle, and the shape which was
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afterwards adapted to popular use, and divested of all its incon-

venient ti-ammels by Voltaire and the j)hilosoplies. It is this,

To whom the theu, which Leibnitz deals with. The discouree, it seems to us,

Lrb''u
°^

•
''^ ^dniii'aljle, if theologians will look at it as addressed to them-

do real ser- selves, rather than to Bayle or to the followers of Bayle. It
^'°''' shows them that the divines upon whose authority they are most

wont to rest when thev are pleading for the mj-steries of the

Gospel (Athanasius and Augustine for example), have dwelt

tiuTf^thers. continually on the unreasonableness of the opinions they were

confuting, have maintained the Christian mysteries as being
reasonable in the highest sense. It considers fairly the excej)-
tions to this rule

; those denunciations of philosopliers for instance,

by Luther, which we have so often liad occasion to speak of in

these pages. It shows how certainly theologians must come at

last to unbelief, to the most hopeless kind of unbelief, if they
are content to accept the distinction which the author of the

Dictionary presents them with. But if we look at the discourse

from the other side, as furnisliing itself the triumphant recon-

ciliation of the principles of faith with the principles of reason,
we are constrained to pause. A vision of the century of

doubts and questionings which lay before men who had received

Leibnitz's satisfactory explanations, unfolds itself to us. We
Did Leibnitz begin to question whether all that Athanasius, or Augustine, or

faiufand Luther meant by the mysteries of faith—not when they were
reason ?

arguing, but when they were perceiving that which they needed

for themselves and for mankind—was really comprehended in the

Christianity which Leibnitz undertook to adjust with the de-

mands of the reason ; whether, on the other hand, he and the

Princess Sophia were quite aware what those demands wei-e,

what in the course of the coming years they would prove themselves

His services to be. What We have to thank Leibnitz for, then, is, for assert-

aii eveilts"' ii3g bravely and vigorously, against all discontented sceptics and
nnquestion- g\\ self-satisfied theologians, that such a union there must be,

and that men are intended to discover it, and that each man
does really confess it when he seems most to set it at nought ;

that sceptics have a faith which is sometimes expressed in their

very discontent; that divines are often very proud and con-

temptuous reasouers against reason. We may accept these as

positive results from his argument, and therefore we may wait

ibr the further light which history, and something better than

history, is to throw upon our path, rather than submit either our

faith or our reason to his theories.

The remain- 70. The other parts of the work consist of a series of essays on

n"atuf
° the " Goodness of God," the "

Liberty of Man," and on the
"
Origin of Evil." To show how complete the argument was,

and how entire his own satisfaction with it, Leibnitz added to
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these essays
" An Abridgment of tlie Controversy," along" with some Comments upon Hobbes and on King's Origin of

Evil," as well as a treatise which he entitled " The cause of God,

pleaded by his Justice, reconciled ^vithhis other Perfections and
all his Acts." The names of these treatises bear witness to the

earnestness and sincerity of the author
; they bear witness also,

we think, to his audacity. He has an undoubted conviction

that there is a righteousness and goodness which rise above all

anomalies, in which man may rest in the midst of all anomalies,
which must at last triumph over all. He associates this belief

with a pereonal Being, an object of habitual trust and love.

What can be better? But would he not have been wiser to

stop there ? Were his apologies for this righteous and good
Being likely to be as satisfactory as that trust and love, or as

the nature that called them forth ? One cannot complain of any
man for ha\'ing an affection for such a phrase as pi-e-established The pre-

liamiony, which was the darling phrase of Leibnitz. No doubt
^,*i^"'''^''

it brought infinite truths to his mind, and a profound comfort.

There was an order beneath all things, an order which did not
interfere with human freedom, but involved it, and which must
at last be manifested in some great preponderance of good: how-
ever that is to be brought to pass, and whatever it consists in.

Not to reverence a thought which mtCst have made all the
heavens and the earth look brighter to Leibnitz when he rose in

the morning, and when he lay down to sleep; not to reverence

even the words that embodied it, is impossible. But was not the Attempts to

thought, or even the phrase, better than any elaborate explanation ^^°J "^^
of the way in which the co-existence of evil and good was bear- evu co-exist.

able 1 Might there not be some danger, amidst those explana-
tions, of the evil itself becoming a little too bearable, not quite

enough hateful? Might not the "pre-established harmony"
become more wonderful, more profound, than the personal Being
who is the author of it 1 Could that be ever the object of trust

or of love '?

7L Though Leibnitz aspired to be a reconciler of the most Leibnitz anj

opposing systems
—

though he did not despair of bringing
Descartes.

Romanists and Protestants into concord—it is always by con-

trast with some other prevalent doctrine that he makes his own
intelligible. His most famous maxim was called forth by Locke's

glorification of the senses. His harmony is the counteraction
of Bayle's divarication of faith and reason. And the atoms of
Descartes—the earliest, and perhaps, on the whole, the most

powerful of his guides
—were encountered by his Monads. The Disparage-

more Descartes exalted the human soul, the more we have seen "l^'tbins
he disparaged everything but the soul. The animals were

?°VJ''^
*°'''

degraded into mere pieces of mechanism; the reverence for the
Vol n. 2 L
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human led to positive inhumiinity in the treatment of all lower
creatures. Against this tencUiicy Leiljiiitz revolted; he was not
the least mlling to enthrone what was called the thinking sub-

stance, however nmch res]iect might be due to it, upon the ruin
of the rest of creation. Everywhere lie discovered life. But
a general diffusive life, such as Spinoza sought through the

tiniverse, such as he suppo,sed to flow forth from God, had
no charm for a man brouglit up in Protestantism, accustomed
more than Descartes or Malebranche to look iipon each human
soul as distinct and individual. He agreed, however, witli Spinoza
in one particular wherein he dissented from Descartes. Leib-
nitz could admit no mind except the infinite mind to be separated
from some body, from something which he would call material.

The universe appeared to him, not as it appeared to Descartes,
made up of tliiuking substances, jdiis a congeries of particles
which are the subjects for di.ssection. It consisted of vital,

active, generative elements, out of which all the innumerable
forms of existence are developed; souls being only the most per-
fect of those elements; possessing in addition to the other pro-

perties of life, self-consciousness; capable of conversing with
that Monad to whom all others owe their existence—Him in

whom all perfections must be conil>ined, from wliom tliey must
be derived. In consistency with this doctrine, Leibnitz coidd
see no ground for denying immortality to animals; the immor-

tality must be a continuance of the kind of life with which each
creature is endowed. The immortality of a self-conscious IMonad
must therefore be essentially diflerent from that of one who
wants self-consciousness. An entirely different economy must
be needful for the government and education of one and the

other. There must be a city of God or kingdom of grace for

minds or spirits, and a natural kingdom for the other monads.
But the principles of tlie two must strictly agree, and the

universe altogether must be the best that could have been formed;
all its seeming discords must really minister to its perfection.
Death can never master it, or become the dominant principle in

it. This optimism of Leibnitz has somewhat overshadowed his

other principles, because it has had more attraction forsome minds,
and afforded a more ready handle for ridicule to others. But it

sliould never be separated, either for sympathy or scorn, from his

monads. For the idea of optimism in a universe consisting of

monads must be strangely different from the idea of optimism in

a universe such as Spinoza believed in. Eacli thing must have its

own perfection; there can be no blending of natures, no absorp-
tion of all natures into one. So far as Leibnitz was preserved by
his monads fi-om this Pantlieism—so far as his sense of each man's

responsibility, of eacli thing having a meaning and end, was
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awakened and kept alive by them—so far they caiTy a wit- Leibnitz

ness of their truth, however that truth may be affected, and tSm,*i,'ut
its external shape and statement transformed by its union with sacriflc'es

other truths which he did not equally perceive, but which he suit of dS^"^'

supposed must be included in his system. No doubt he had "™''"^^

provided for the unity and cohesion of these distinct existencies;
the pre-establi.shed harmony settled all that. But we suspect vioo an.i

that poor Vico had a perception of a real order, divine, liunian, ''i^lS^iIJfrj.

natural—because of the fellowship between different natures—to

which Leibnitz, dwelling among these separate elements, never
attained. Nor can we, in comparing the two men, forget how Their out-

much their different positions contributed to this result. That ^^^
'™'"*

of the Italian would appear far more unpropitious to all phihiso-

phical meditations, for he was sickly from his j^outh up, and had
a hard fight to obtain bread, not only for himself but for an un-

congenial wife and for children not always grateful for his toil.

Leibnitz had a marvellous bodily constitution, capable of all

Hteraiy fatigue, and also of enjoyment. He was never in dis-

tress; he left so much money behind him that his inheritrix is

said to have died for joy at the discoveiy of her treasure. Of his

private history we have this record in the Eloge of Fontenelle :
—•

" M. Leibnitz ne s' etait point marie ; il y avait pense a Fdge de

cinqwmte ans, mais la persovjie qv'il avg,it en raie voulait avoir

temps defaire ses reflexions, cela donna d. M. Leibnitz le loisir de

/aire les siennes et il nese maria point." No doubt these two in-

dependent, comfortable, self-conscious monads, were led by a ma-
ture deliberation upon the fitness of things to a very reasonable
conclusion. No doubt Leibnitz, even at fifty, still more if he
had embarrassed himself at an earlier time with domestic cares,

might have been obliged to contract in some degree the range of
his studies, might perhaps have lo-st a little of his optimism. But
would he not have learned something by the necessary daily col-

lision with other natures in vulgar affaire, and by the inevitable
battle with his own, which he did not and could not learn whilst
lie was merely discussing Locke, or Bayle, or Descartes, or even
while he was trying to clear away doubts from the minds of
Princesses ?

72. A series of letters to and fi-om Dr. Clarke winds up the Letters

enormous correspondence of Leibnitz. So that there is a curious ^ fb*^?

meeting-point between him and Butler. The philosophical life Clarke.

of the one begins where that of the other terminates. It was
solicitude for the family over which Leibnitz was especially
appointed to watch that provoked this controversy. He had
been in great fear lest Caroline, the Princess of Wales, should
suffer from the infidelity of England. The parent of Ger-
man philosophy gives her warning that she has gone into
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a country the religion of which is greatly weakened by the

physical tlieoiics of Newton and the meta]ihysical theories

of Locke. Clarke comes forward iu defence of the first
;
about

the fame of tlie latter he seems indiflerent. In the first two
lettere the subject of the duel is mainly the attempt of Clarke

to support all moral and divine truths by mathematical evidence.

So long as that is done, the natural religion of England must,
in his opinion, be safe. We have heard of the grounds upon
which Butler dissented from this opinion

—those which led him
to strike into a method so very different from that of Clarke. It

Leibnitz and is strange to read for what entirely opposite reasons the German

opposUe"'*'

"

philo.soj)her complains of the great demonstrator. He demands a

objections tn metaphysic which is above these mathematics. "
They cannot

contain," he says,
" a sufficient reason

"
for the existence and order

of things. This "sufficient reason" (another of those favourite

terms of Leibnitz, for which he had an almost childish fondness,
but which did unquestionably represent to liim a sacred truth)
must be found, seeing that it is implied in all deLuonstratious,

and that without it they establish nothing. Thus, while the

Englishman betakes himself to the study of facts, and can find

no real satisfaction in any demonstrations, however seeminglj-

conclusive, which do not account for facts, Leibnitz must have

some premises which are anterior to demonstrations. It is of

those that he is in seai'ch. Whilst Butler is always protesting

against the imagining of possible worlds, as if it were an insult

to the Divine Creator, Leibnitz, out of jealousy for the honour

of the Creator, must discover what is the best possible world,
that he may acquiesce in the one of which he is an inhabitant.

They These indications of an opposite temper of mind—of a different

oppralte' conception of the objects of philosophy
—come out most strik-

h"b"ts"f
"*

^^S^y ^^ tliese letters, and suggest many reflections by which the

raind. student of the after-relations of English and German inquiries

Connoction may be greatly profited. Most of the questions which have
of the letters

occupied the defendei-s of the two methods since,
—the relation

piiiiosophicai and limits of the natural and the sujiernatural
—the meaning of

iiistoiy. miracles—the reality or unreality of space and time, present
themsflves to us here in their germ. With whichever of the

learned combatants the English reader may be disposed to

sympathize, he will hardly be able to say that the purposes and

views of Leibnitz are less devout or less Christian than those of

Clarke. Wliat conclusion, for instance, must impress itself

upon the mind of a student who considers this j)a.ssage of

our champion t Leibnitz had said that "
space, as an abso-

solute reality, was the idol of certain modern Eiiglish-

Spnce and men." Clarke says, in his fourth letter,
"
Space is immense,

Duiation.
iniraovable, and eternal, and the same thing may be said of
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Juration. But it does not follow from that that tliei-e is any
thing eternal outside of God; for space and duration are not

outside of God. They are immediate and necessary results of

His existence, -without whicli He would not be eternal and pi'e-

sent everywhere." Might not a Lelie\er in the Nicene Creed,
in a sense in which Clarke did not believe it, exclaim,

"
So, tlien,

there is no difficulty to a mathematical theologian of the eigh-
teenth century in admitting a co-eternal sharer of the throne of

the Almighty Father—only space, not the Son, claims that glory ?"

The consequence would not be true if applied to Clarke himself

He meant something far better than this. But it would be true what Clarke

of him as an arginnentative doctor. And if he tried to shelter llJeUf'""'

himself, as of course he would, under the plea that space was
with him an attribute and not a being, might he not have been
told that this was one of the very scholastic refinements from
which he, the naturalist and the mathematician, was anxious to

.set his country free? We are not anxious to press the jioint in

anj-wise against Clarke. It might, in its recoil, strike Leibnitz, wherein

whose monadic tendencies may have placed him, on this subject, cSrke'^
""''

at no very gi-eat distance from his ojjponent. His weakness, as resembled

a defender of Christianity, seems to us to be always this, that,
like most men of his time, he speaks of " the founder of our

reliyion," of his benevolent lessons respecting God, of his reason-

able doctrine respecting the Divinity, and does not make us feel

in what wise he made God manifest to man. Till that was

done, we fancy that neither Clarke nor Leibnitz could effect

much for the removal of English infidelity, either by mathema-
tical or metaphysical evidence, or by any influence which either

of them might possess over the Princess of Wales. But we How his

refer to Clarke's dogmas about space and duration that we may o„t,^aJ.5

**

lead those who call themselves orthodox Englishmen seriously to reaiitj- of

reflect whether these notions did not, for every reason, theological tfme*
*"

as well as philosophical, demand a severer investigation than thev c'iarke's

had received in the days of Leibnitz and of Clarke
;
and whether, theology,

if the result of that examination, even though conducted by the

countrymen of Leibnitz, should be to confirm the doubts of

Leibnitz respecting their reality, to an extent of which he scarcely
dreamed— -the effect woidd necessarily be injuiious to sound theo-

logy, might not remove one of the gi-eatest obstructions to the

reception of a sound theology?
73. No result of this kind, nothing that could shake the em- christian

pire of s]jace or time, or of any other abstract entity, was likely
"

°]*
*""''

to proceed from the man who presents himself next in the his-

tory of German philosophy. Yet Chri-stian Wolff is not an unim-

portant figure, and to omit him would be to make the passage
between Leibnitz and the teachers who were to effect the great
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metaphysical revolution of the eighteenth century quite unintel-

ligible. He, in fact, is in one sense the beginner of the German
school. He did not discard the use of his native tongue. He
claimed it as perfectly available for all philosophical purposes.
We would lay an emphasis on the word all, for it was unquestion-

ably Wolff's ambition to leave out no subject fi'om his coui'se of

teaching, and to leave nothing unsaid that could be said about
the different subjects which entered into it. So he believed he

was fulfilling the function of an industrious German student;
so he was following in the train of Leibnitz, and rivalling his

universality. But then Wolff perceived that there was a want
of condensation in Leibnitz; he had had many good thoughts, but

they had not been properly labelled and put into their right

places. Wolff was the veiy man to do this work. For him it

did not signify what Locke might say or think about the ocean

of Being. The old title, Ontology, subsisted; how could there

be a complete course of studies without something which should

bear that title ? So there must be, of course, also physiology,

psychology, theology; in fact, what will become of us and our

schools if anyone faculty is wanting in them? Assuming this

as the paramount necessity, the next questions
—What shall these

faculties do?—what shall our ontology, ]>hysiology, psychology,

theology consist of?—become much easier; such as will be

sure to settle themselves satisfactorily. Wolff is a mathe-

matician. Descartes thought mathematics the great instrument

of culture. No doubt he was right so far. In all candour, let

us concede so much to the Frenchman. As for his self-question-

ing, his long process of arriving at principles, what is that to us?

If he was right, all that process is finished—-we can give the result

in some manual which can be learnt by heart, and which will

make the discussion on method wholly superfluous. But ho

cannot have been wholly right. Leibnitz differed from him.

We must have a place in our scheme for the monads as well as for

the atoms —for neither without the other; justice should govern
all our dealings with our predecessors. And if the atoms and
the monads ai-e at all unfriendly

—if either try to lord it over the

other, by taking off the rough edges of each, by merely empty-

ing each of that which their respective admirere felt to be its

distinctive characteristic, they may be brought into a harmony,
not, perhaps, exactly into that pre-established harmony which

Leibnitz dreamt of, but into one quite as good, and more con-

venient for all doctrinal objects.

74. Modern Germans are wont to complain thatWolff, in much
of his system, accommodated himself to the English and French

philosophy of his day; that the protest of Leibnitz against
Locke was not really maintained by his successor. Had it
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been otherwise, we do not see liow Wolff's lessons could have

obtained the great hold which they did obtain in the German
schools of the eighteenth century. That which is utterly opposed
to the spirit of a time cannot anywhere be received in that

time. Nor is it inconsistent with this opinion that Wolff was

strictly a dogmatist; that scepticism was foreign to his natai-e.

For there was much dogmatism both in France and England ; unUke

the denunciation of all past philosophy, the denial of men's
j^^EnEMsh-

right to mate any search in those directions in which they had men in his

been wont to search most diligently, was itself a dogmatism. But „f school

so far as France or England cared more for common practical p°^f^.Ji°,i,

lore than for school lore—so far as Englishmen were pursuing business,

experiments rather than accepting conclusions—so far Wolff was

not a plagiarist from them. Apparently he was doing more

than any contemporary philosojiher to disconnect knowledge
with life, to make men into walking books. An instinct that

this would be the effect of his labours seems to have set Francke Thepietistic

and the German pietists of that time in deadly hostility to him.
^?p°'"'°"

'"

We may cherish the hope that, if Francke had been left to him-

.self, his good sense or his faith in the truths which he himself

proclaimed, would have hindered him from taking any steps to

silence Wolff. But the leaders of schools are never left to woirs

themselves. A man named Lange poiiTted out a set of dan- pei^ecuuon.

gerous propositions which were to be found in the lectures and

printed books of the Professor. By fair means or foul he must

be driven from Halle. It was not difficult to convince the sot

who was then on the throne—liable as he was to maudlin tits of

devotion—ready as he was to avail himself of any excuse for an

act of despotism
—that such a man should not be allowed to teach

in his dominions. Francke retiu-ned thanks to God for the

deliverance of Halle, and for the religion of the king. And
this was the result : The doctrine of Wolff spread itself in all The effect of

directions. It was accepted in all German universities. It was fame.""

'^

honoured in vai-ious parts of Europe. The most formal of writers

l>ecame the representative of free thought. The hardest of

dogmatists was accepted as a martyr to science. Frederick

William became convinced of his orthodoxy, and withdrew
his ban from him. He returned in triumjjh to Halle. What-
ever his system may teach us, his life surely contains a lesson

which should not be lost upon those who most need it—and

certainly will not.

75. A teacher whom Frederick William hated, the Prince conversion

Frederick was likely to esteem. The German doctor for a while predSkk by

expressed to him that liberalism which he wished to embody Voitaire.

in his life and acts. But there came to Reinsberg an avenger
of Francke and the pietists

—a new defender of the faith.
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" In that retreat," writes Condorcet,
" Frederick—passion-

ately in love with the French language, with poetry, witii

philosophy
—chose Voltaire for his confident and his guide.

They .sent each other their works; the prince consulted the

philosopher about his duties; sought in all things for his counsels

and instructions. They discussed the most curious as well as

the most insoluble problems of metaphysics. The Prince was at

thai time a student of WoJj^'. lie soon renounced his system and his

n7i intelligible dialectfor a philosophy more simple and more true."

These words do not chiefly concern the great Prussian and
the gi-eat Frenchman. Their friendship was soon to be inter-

rupted ; their quarrels were to form a memorable chapter in

the history of the quarrels of authors and of kings. But
Frederick is what is called, in our days, a "

representative"
man. The \'ictory over him, which Condorcet celebrates, wa.s

in truth a \-ictory of France, over Germany. It was the

Jena of the eighteenth centuiy. It was the fall of a lifeless

native system before a foreign force still in the vigour of its

youthful tp-anny. How can any German regiet the trium])h
either of Voltaire or of Napoleon ? Each was clearing the way
for the rise of his own conquerors. Wolff could only have pro-
duced a race of those Wagners whom Goethe has described with
such wonderful genius, and from such bitter experience, in his

Fau^t. The pedantical dogmatism must first yield to the
"
simple and true philosophy" of the Encyclopedists, if a real

" critical" philosophy was to try the worth of both.

76. Leaving Germans and Frenchmen to fight out their

battle, we may turn for a mouient to a countiy which, at the

beginning of this century, had been governed by a warrior

almost as brilliant as Frederick was to be himself, and also

one of Voltaire's heroes. In the year 1718 Charles XII. of

Sweden was besieging Frederickshall. To aid him in that

work two galleys, five large boats, and a slooj), were transported
a distance of fourteen miles from Stromstadt to Iderfjol. The

rolling machines which conveyed them were invented by
a young man, then thirty years of age, whose name is

Emanuel Swedenborg. In his character of a mechanician and

profound physical investigator, he was recognized bj' his most

accomplished countrymen, as well as by foreignei-s, and was the

subject of a posthumous eulogy pronounced in the gi'eat hall of

the House of Nobles, in the name of the Koyal Academy of

Sciences, in Stockholm, in 177-, by M. Samuel Sandel, Counsellor

of the lloyal Board. In England he is chiefly thought of as

head of a religious sect, small in number, which assumes the

name of the New Church signified by the New Jerusidem lu

the Apocalypse. There must surely be some bond which links
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tliese extremes together. Is there anything in Emanuel

Swedenborg of which a moralist and metaphysician, wishing
to be as far removed from the noise of sects as from the artillery

of Cliarles XII., is bound to take account?

77. Christian Wolff had heard of Swedenborg's reputation as woitfanc

a scientific man ; probably also of various strange opinions which Swedenbor-

he was reported to have entertained on metaphysical subjects.

He seems to have desired to cultivate intercourse with him, not

without a secret hope, we imagine, that his great eclectical

system might be enlarged by the contribution ofsome speculations
or dogmas from the accomplished foreigner, which, after due

adjustment would fall into their own places beside the monads or

the atoms. But Swedenborg's thoughts could by no possibility
be accommodated to such a system ; they could not be disposed
under any one of the faculties. There was in them a strange
mixture of pneumatology, psychology, ontology ;

but to which

department they could be best assigned, even so skilful a

systematizer as Wolff must have been puzzled to decide. Two The spiritual

worlds presented themselves to the mind of Swedenborg, entirely ^^"fiJjf'""'

di.stinct from each other, in one sense opposed to each other, yet

having the most remarkable correspondences. The light and
the heat in the one answered to the Wisdom and Love in the

other. It was a colci, earthly, utterly false conception which
confounded these together, or which made the latter in any
sense the images of the former. It was a divine, heavenly
intuition which beheld the Love and the Wisdom as the true

substance and ground of things, which discerned in the earthly

light and heat the natural likenesses or counterparts of the

spiritual. When men pass out of this earthly region they
know these spiritual realities to be their proper home.

They may be in harmony with them, or in discord with them
;

in heaven or in hell. Swedenborg believed that his eyes had HeaTen and

been opened to see those things which men had not seen before.
'^'"'

He saw things as the angels see them. He had visions of

heaven and hell. He could converse with those who dwelt in

them; for man, he believed, had a direct relationship to God.

Nay, it was more than a relationship. The God-Man was the God only

only object of worship. To apprehend God except as man, man.

was to deny His nature, to introduce a practical atheism.

78. So believed and so taught one of the most eminent The two

students of the eighteenth century; one, as some have thought, Iweden-

though differing widely from him, who best deserves to be reckoned ^2^1,^^

among its men of genius. In these meditations we can discern

a meeting-point between the inventor of machines for conveying
artillery and the apostle of the New Jerusalem Church. The
inventor is the finder. What he lights upon, what he is able to
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work upon, is in some .sense his. He has a right to claim it ;

iind yet he knows that it is not his. It belongs to nature, to

mankind, to God. In every man the battle is fierce between

these two convictions. Tlie modest Newton, the far-seeing

Leibnitz, in their quarrel about fluxions, showed how great it is.

As strikingly has tlie liead of every school and sect illustrated

the same truth. Each cue has perceived that which the world

liad a right to know, which it was good for men to know.

Each has drawn a set of disciples after him, who have believed

that he had some special right to those things which, neverthe-

less, he proclaimed to be univereal. The school has enilorsed and
sanctified his self-idolatry, has boasted most of that part of his

teaching which set him at war with other men. Science and
faith have a reconciliation then in their weakness, as Leibnitz

maintained that they had in their strength. If Swedeuborg had

only been born to illustrate that resemblance between them, he

might not have been born in vain. But he was bom, we
tliiuk, for a much higher end. His belief in a spiritual world in

which men may actually dwell, of a kingdom of heaven into

which men may enter, was not much newer than the New
Testament. His belief of a relation between that world and the

outer world had been set forth in parables which were stiid to

declare things kept hid from the foundation of the world, and

which declared them not to illuminated Swedes, but to the fisher-

men and peasants of Galilee. Yet it may be that these ]U'in-

ciples were hidden from the wise and prudent in the eighteenth

century
—from its divines as much as from its philosojihers. It

may be that the jrinciples had very curious relations with

thoughts that seemed to start from an entirely different point ;

with both the physical and the metaphysical controversies of

that time. It may be that when they dawned upon a man in the

midst of his physical experiments, they came upon him with

such a sense of their reality, that he was dazzled witli the excess

of light, and yielded to the confusions of the visible with

the invisible, of which he was giving other men warning.
In that part of his speculations which referred to the union

of Godhead with manhood he may have had a glimpse of the

veiy principle which was wanting to give both a scientific and a

practical basis to the theology and philosophy of his century;

whilst, at the same time, by his negations and his inclination

to substitute a theory of his own for the common faith of man-

kind on that subject, he may have been one of the instruments

in preparing tlie way for the humanity-woi'ship of our age.



CHAPTER IX.

THE LATTER HALF OF THE EIGHTEENTH CE^TURY.

1. Englishmen must always feel a certain suspicion of them- Locke's

selves when they assign a very prominent position to a philosopher ^^ong"

of their ovm land or race. But the e\'idence of Germans and fore^ners

Frenchmen has, we think, sufficiently justified us in putting
Locke at the head of the period which we have just been con-

sidering. So early as the year 1707 we have found Leibnitz Leibniti.

according to the Essay on Human Understanding the authority
almost of a text-book, the principles of which it behoves him,

learned student as he is, with a wide European fame, only to

an-aigu with great caution and diffidence. His successor, Wolff, woiff.

though as unlike Locke in his character and aims as one man
can be to another, though restoring much of the scholastic

nomenclature which he has cast aside, yet consciously or

unconsciously adopts many of his decrees into his system, be-

cause his business is to present, in a convenient technical form,

whatever has become part of the received opinion of the age.
Voltaire builds the new philosophy upon the Lockian basis; Voltaire,

nay, scarcely goes farther at first than to claim Locke as the

destroyer of all that has preceded him. Vico in the South, Vico.

Swedenborg in the North, are the only effectual protesters swedenborg.

against the English ascendency; and the experimental form

which their lessons assume, as well as the vast difference be-

tween them and the philosophers of the last century, bear witness

to the extent of that ascendency.
2. It would be a blunder of national vanity to extend this His French

remark into the period which comes next \inder our notice.
^'»>^'^<»^°''-

The li^•ely Parisian stooped to the sober sage of Wrington;
but he stooped to conquer. From the middle of the century
his acknowledged reign commences. It was not formally estab-

lished over us as over Germans. No English prince surrendered

at discretion to him as Frederick of Prussia had surrendered;
for our piTnces were not troubled with notions about ontology
or psychology derived from Wolff or any one else. Queen
Caroline indeed remembered Leibnitz, patronized Butler, and

received compliments from Montesquieu. But her husband was
not the heir of any of her learned treasures Her son, though
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as inclined as his Prussian namesake tx) aJnpt any opinions that

might be distasteful to his parents, found sufiicieut vent for his
rebellion in joining the })arliamentary opposition. George III.,
a Briton born, hated all ])hilosophies, English, German, and
French, with much impartiality and cordiality. His subjects

generally participated in his sentiments. England, as such, after

the middle of the centurv, cared little for any modes of thinking
which did not connect themselves directly with politics, or directly
with the religious life of individuals. In Scotland it was other-

wise. But we cannot trace the Scottish philosophy of this

time, however much we may desire it, to English influences.

Hume I'estored the old alliance between France and Scotland.
If the philosophical faculty in him was Scotch, all the impulses
which called it into activity, and gave it a direction, were
French. From France, then, we must learn what were the

subjects which occupied men in this time; under what aspects
they were disposed to contemplate those subjects. Then we
shall uudei-stand much better what help writers in the English
or the German tongues were contributing to the illustration

of the same subjects ;
to what extent they were conspiring with

or counteracting the Galilean tendencies.

3. But if we would xinderstand the France of this jjeriod we
must not forget what it had learnt fi-om the England of the
last. Ever since Bacon there had been a strong conviction

in men's minds that they ought to investigate the physical
world, and that they could investigate it with a security of ob-

taining results. Ever since Bacon's time there had been a grow-
ing conviction that the investigation of nature was hindered

by all attempts to introduce into it the forms of logic or the as-

sumption of final causes. Facts were to be questioned; the mode
of extracting the answers from them required the profoundest
consideration. At all events there must be no anticipation of these

answers. Logic and tiieology must be warned not to interfere.

Then came Locke insisting that physics should not be the only or

the main subject of human inquiry; insisting that neither phy-
sical investigations, nor any other, could be pursued honestl}' and

successfully unless men began with investigating their own facul-

ties; else they might em])loy them upon tasks to whicli tliey were
not adapted. He accepts the Baconian doctrine as applicalile in

this region also. The facts of the mind are to be examined.
There are to be no presumptions. Here arise two difficulties.

The first is this. The forms of logic, being forms of our dis-

course, 7nay disturb inconveniently an examination into the

facts of the outward world, which is not, or which is certainly
not proved to be, suliject to these forms. But must they not

introduce themselves into the examination of that creature wlio
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seems tied and bound by them 1 Can we rigidly adhere to a

rule in considering human beings, which is applicable to the

rest of nature precisely on account of its diifereuce from them?

A man has no business to say that the world follows the coiirse of

his thoughts. Can he say that the course which they follow

does not concern him ? The second is this. We must not force what has

theology, that is to say, our belief, derived from whatever source, ^o witifft?"

about the purposes ofGod in creating the world, or about the mode
of its creation, into an examination of the facts which lie before

us
;
otherwise we shall pervert those facts

; they will not give
back to us faithful reports of their meaning, only something
which we have put into them. But does this rule apply to

man? Can he investigate his own natm-e without taking into

account any relation which there may be between it and the

Divine nature ? Can the question whether the relation exists

or not be ignored in such an inquiry ?

4. How Locke dealt with both these questions we have seen. How Locke

Fully determining to begin with the impressions which are re- thesrSel
ceived through the senses—denying that there can be any sound ''""

or safe method of investigation except this—the forms of logic did

not present themselves to him as expressing laws by which the

intellect of man is bound; they were merely general notions at

which we arrive when we have grouped together certain of our

sensible impressions and our observations upon them. The theo-

logical difficulty is similarly overcome. Whatever beliefs a man,
or a society of men have, cannot be discovered among the first

impressions on the senses of a chUd. They must therefore be the

results of a number of processes of which these sensible impres-
sions were the commencement. The belief in God can only bo

one of these beliefs. It may be the most important of all
;
it may

be the most general of all : but it must be treated as one of a class.

The higher it rises in the scale of dignity, the less can it be recog-
nized as a common possession of the most ignorant creatures.

5. We have seen what -assistance Locke bad in maintaining Locke as-

these positions among his own countrymen, and those who were fluacnta o'?°

sprung from his own countrymen; what hiaderances they threw nature.

in his way. (L) He had help from the taste for natural studies

which Bacon had promoted, which Newton and Boyle had

mightily developed : _/i»"si, because beseemed to be pursuing a

course of thoiight which was akin to the physical course ;

second!')/, because he was connecting man himself much more

closely than he had been connected hitherto with the objects
wherewith he conversed through his senses. He was obstructed They also

by these natural inquiries: Jirst, because they made men dis-

trustful of those impressions on the senses from which he

appeared to deduce all the conclusions of science; secondly.
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because the study of naturi', though not jjursued under the

restraiut of theoh)gical opinions
—

tliougli its results were in con-

tradiction to the current inferences from Scii])ture wliicli had
been sanctioned by ecclesiastical decrees— yet introduced the

feeling that there is a testimony of God in the natural world to

men of every speech and language, though many may, through

calamity or wilfulness, not receive the benefit of it. And
though this feeling was seriously weakened by the ingenious
and able eflbrts of Clarke and others to draw it out into a

formal intellectual process of proof, yet it pervaded most men of

the period, Locke himself being as much affected by it as

any; those who differed from him in rejecting Christianity,

dwelling upon it with great vehemeucy, and making it one of

their reasons for considering a revelation unnecessary. Now,
though this kind of e%'ideDce was very different from the Carte-

sian demonstration, yet in practice they often approached
each other very nearly. And though it might be said that this

was a sensible evidence, since it spoke through the objects of the

senses, and had nothing to do with the constitution of the mind
itself—yet there was considerable difficulty in avoiding the old

notion that there must be something in the man which was

prepared to receive such a testimony, seeing that, as Locke said,

it was not one of the sensible impressions made upon the

infant; and yet, as Deists and Christians appeared to agree
it affected those who were not capable of formal ratiocina-

tion. (2.) Any disadvantage which Locke's doctrine suf-

fered in this way was more than balanced by the support
which it received from divines, Romanist as well as Protestant,

who had begun to dread the innate ideas of Descartes and

Malebranche, because they recognized in all men a certain

perception of that which is spiritual and divine. Though
Malebranche had taken immense pains to show that this convic-

tion presumed divine revelation and grace
—though no one had

denounced Spinoza more strongly than he had—the great body
of the clerical teachers in that day (Stillingfleet was an excejjtion
in his class, not, as Voltaire supposed, a specimen of it), and a

still greater portion of the nonconformist teachei's, counted it

an immense deliverance, that they might dismiss all idea of

divine intuitions in man, and might attribute any discovery
of God to his creatures, when it was formal and intellectual,

to ordinary tradition and educiition
;
when it was vital and real,

to the process which they denoted as the "Rise and Progress
of Religion in the Soul." But on the other hand, these reli-

gious teachers of every school interfered with the full reception
of Locke's doctrines, iniusmuch as they called all men to con-

fess such obligations to God as imjjlied relationship to Him;
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inasmuch as they treated the absence of belief as sin; inas-

much as they spoke of the acknowledgment of spiritual obliga-
tions and of a spiritual Being, by the conscience, as an " awak-

ening to the knowledge of the truth." Acts and language of

this kind, however they might be explained into accordance

with the Lockian hypothesis, seriously hindered the enter-

tainment of it as a practical solution of the facts of human

experience. But (3.) Nothing, we have seen, was so helpful Locke's help

to the triumph of Locke as the feeling that he expressed the
[^Jy"^"]

"*

plain convictions of the man of the world as opposed to the teach- and men of

ing of the schools. That union of letters with fashionable life
"^ "'^

which characterized the beginning of the eighteenth century, and
wliich is livingly exhibited to us in the Spectator's Club, was

eminently favourable to such a philo.sophy as his. So long as Addison.

Addison repi-esented this union, Locke was sure to hold his

ground iu his double character of Whig and of a sober Christian

moralist. But Addison's reign ceased, and he left no heir. The
men of wit and fashion about town, however they might welcome The wits

Locke as a temporary ally against the priests, felt that they Sosophe"
wanted a much moi'e efficient and decided ally. From his pre-
mises Butler might contrive to deduce the idea of a moral

government of the world, and of a law binding on the conscience.

The young French visitor to our shore, though so ardent a disci-

ple of Locke, was evidently far more in sympathy with all their

wants than he had ever been. Voltaire embodied the fellowship
of books with conversation which Addison had only introduced.

(M the other hand, a new school of literature was gradually
forming in England, which was indeed connected closely
with life, but with a toilsome, rough, sorrowful life, wholly
unlike that of the Shaftesburys or Bolingbrokes. The John- Johnson

son Club was to supersede the club at Wills's. Johnson was
in alliance with the booksellers, not with the Chesterfields. A
Ijhilosophy which affected to remove any difficulties, to disguise xhe anti-

the actual miseries of existence, to suggest any dreams of per-
pi"'»3opiier.

fectibility, was for him an odious delusion. Though not deriv-

ing much hope or consolation from the Christianity which he had

inherited, it seemed to him immeasunibly better than anything
which had been set up iu opposition to it. Locke, as a Whig,
could never command any of his sympathies. For anything that

was Scotch or French he had an instinctive rejiugnauce.
6. It is clear, then, that English philosophy had done all at pre- Fiance he-

sent that it could do. The name was to pass into another prafeied

country, and to be claimed as its possession. How it was to be
''JJ"* "'i,

claimed, in what chai-acter it was to pi'esent itself, we have
learned a little from the lettei-s of Voltaire on England. We
must not allow the impression which these letters have made on
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\is to be effaced by a phrase whicli lias been current in onr
time. Victorious Analysis lias been spoken of as characteristic

of the latter part of the eighteenth century. There is truth in this

assertion. There was to be an analysis in France of the ojiera-
tions of the human mind, of the constituents of human morality,
of the elements of social life. It was to be undertaken by
thinkers of various kinds, some quiet and cold, some fiery. It

was to become ultimately a very practical analysis. Again,
in Germany, the questions

—what analysis means ? what are its

uses and its limits ? how it is to be conducted 1 were to find

able men in very serious occupation, and were to produce
imj)ortant replies. But we shall go strangely wrong if we take
a rigorous analysis, or rigorous study of any kind, to have been
the characteri-stic of that philosophy which was subduing France,
and which was for awhile to subdue Europe. The evidence of

Voltaire's admiring biogi-aphcr
—

writing under all the feelings and

inspirations of the eighteenth century
—

sending forth his book iu

the memorable year 1789—is decisive as to the kind of power
which had been exerted over him and his contemporaries. Vol-

taire is emphatically the philosopher, the parent of the new

]ihilosophy. But he is so because he is the popular man of

letters ; because he is able to make himself heard by ]ien[)le who
would naturally never think of philosophy, who would hate it, if

it were not presented to them through poems and novels. He
is so because he is the man of wit, whose sayings ai'e reported in

all circles. He is so because he has the ear of sovereigns who

pay him homage, and who receive a homage from him, which

Condorcet, himself tending rapidly to repulilicanism, has some

difficulty in excusing. As clearly does Condorcet make us

perceive to what ends Voltaire was devoting himself, why the

youth of France woi-shipped him, why the princes of R\issia and
ofGermanyaccepted himas their guide. The priests were the com-

mon foes of the enthusiasts for freedom who followed Lafayette
to America, and of the Continental despot.s. Theocracy stood

forth before each as a doctrine essentially heartless, insincere, en-

slaving ; yet mighty to bind and loose
;
to coerce opinion ;

to

create opinion; to prohibit the thoughts of the few; to excite the

pas.sions of the many; to hinder changes; to produce revolutions.

Monarchs felt themselves bound by the same chains which bound
their subjects. They seemed matle of gossamer; they had be-

come as firm as iron. Who forged theml Were they divine?

Were they the inventions of canonists, popes, confessors? Who
could say? At all events the effect of the confu.sion was to make
the ten commandments as odious, as little credible, as all that

had been gnifted upon them. The libertine said the priests

wished to restrain him. But they wished as much to restrain any
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one who spoke a wm-d against their oppressions. They had en-

couraged Louis XIV. in laying Europe waste. They had winked
at his amours. They had asked for no expiation except the per-
secution of their enemies. Since his death the priests had proved
themselves impotent to produce morality in court or nation;

powerful to influence parliaments, mistresses, courtiers, when any
abuse was to be preserved, any act of injustice to be perpetrated.

They preserved the tradition of a righteous judgment, strong

enough to bind the highest and protect the lowest. They asked

help of the strong against the weak; they continually confessed whoKroai.e.i

their distrust of their own etficieucy. Yet there remained in them ™^" ""'"

that which the strong and the weak, the tyrant and the slave,

equally desired to be rid of. So numbere turned to Voltaire,
because they believed he had discovered the secret of dissolv- voitaire-s

iug invisible terrors; because they understood that these chains,
'^*"»''m,

whether of gossamer or iron, could be broken by his magic. We
have said already that he could not have won this reputation if he

had not put forth honest efforts and made real sacrifioesoftimeand

money in resisting evil acts that were done under religious pre-
texts. Such a memorable service as he performed in the case of

the Protestant Galas must not only have increased the belief of

othei-s, but his own, that it was his vocation to undermine the

foundations of a power that seemed to him, as well as to his

countrymen and his i-egal disciples, so mighty and so hateful.

7. In one memorable passage, which cannot be meditated too condorcefs

much, C'ondorcet expresses an opinion upon the sulyect of this s^diy doc-

power, which appears to us strictly in harmony with Christian

doctrine—not the least in harmony with Voltaire's. " La
France, I'Europe entiere, counurent les usurpations et la durete

de ces pretres hypocrites qui osaient se dire les disciples d'un Dieu
humilie et voulaient conserver des esclaves." Such a contrast

must strike with tremendous force all believers in a Bieu
humilie. They must read in the fall of that gi'eat theocratic The fail of

society
—from which Voltaire had derived his first lessons, and 'he Je«uit<i

for which he had always a lingering fondness, at least when he humiliation

thought of the Jansenists—some evidence that a king who had Som aeon-"

humbled Himself, and taken on Him the form of a servant that "rraation

He might redeem men from bondage, did not sanction the as-

sumption of His name by the most organized tyranny which the

earth ever saw. They may read the same lesson in the subse-

quent humiliation of that older and more august form of theocracy
which this society had so long upholden, and which at last deserted

it. They may look upon these as signs of what must come to

pass everywhere, if the divine titles and powers intended for

divine ends are converted to devilish uses. But Voltaire believed

that it was his mission to show that there was not a Dieu
Vol IT. 2 m
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huiiiUie; that all ideas connected w itli that idea were essentially
ridiculous. No instrument which could contribute to this end
was wanting. The passion of showing that " what it was boasted

that twelve men had been able to establish, one might destroy,"be-
came the passion of his life. He did not strike at the outside of

institutions, but at their inside. He could build a church ; he

could insist upon receiving a solemn communion at the hands of

the cure of his district. By such acts he worked as effectually

as by his words. He showed his own sense of the unreality and

hollowness of the whole system, and strengthened his countr^'uien
in their sense of its unreality and hollowness. At the same time

he was undermining as deliberatelyand as successfullythe supports
which these institutions still derived from old records of French

vii-tue and patriotism. On the memorable occasion of Voltaire's

last visit to Paris, when his ovation was mingled with one

to Franklin as the representative of transatlantic liberty,

the descendant of old Puritans will have heard the cry
" Vive la Pucelle" amidst the other applauses to the genius of

Iiis friend. If he understood the meaning of that cry, did he

hold it a triumph of France over an old superstition, that

she supposed her deliverer from the English yoke to be a

vulgar harlot instead of an inspired heroine ? Did he think

that the dissolution of reverence for the female character was

the best possible preparation for civU and political freedom?

Did his "
f« ira" include what was to rise out of such demon-

strations t Whatever the republican may have thouglit, we
can understand how well the Autocrat of all tlie Russias

may have sympathized in such a vindication of the liberty which

she had claimed for herself, in such an overthrow of the notion

that a pure and devout maiden who dies for national indepen-
dence is worthy of any reverence. When however, Franklin's

ga ira became the hymn of France, Catherine was not prepared
to join in the chorus.

8. What victories could analysis win that could compare with

such victories as these? Even in those subjects which were

deemed worthy of a serious treatment, skilful resumes of the

results to which science had already attained, lively pictures of

nature, rapid narratives sprinkled with reflections, were far

more sought after and prized than any elaborate pursuit of

principles not yet discovered. BuUbn was the model of natural-

ists. Voltaire himself inaugurated the era of that which was

called Philosophical History, wherein there was to be as little

of dry discussion or formal criticism as possible; in which

wisdom was to be insinuated, not enforced
;
wherein the lounger

was to hud himself suddenly, and to his own surprise, furnished

with a scheme of life and divested of his prejudices. The main
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object and effect of these able and entertaining histories was to

glorify the present at the expense of the past; to make the past

nothing except as it spoke through the thoughts, feeling, tem-

per of the present. Most pleasant it was, and even, in a certain

sense, edifying, to escape from that which was altogether dead
to that which had a sparkle of life, if not life itself The
true Encyclopedist, then, had no natui-al fondness for ana- The place of

lysis ;
but he hailed analysis with more or less sympathy if it hi the*'*

proceeded in the right direction, if it helped to diminish the phji'isophicai

force of theoci-atic opinions, if it loosened the hold which the

priestly code of morals had over the mind either of students or of

the people. Voltaire himself had no liking for extremes. He
would probably have been content to stop at Locke's point, so far Voiwire

as the doctrine of the origin of ideas was concerned. If that
"io^'|t'°

doctrine had undermined Plato, Aristotle, the Fathei-s, the School- certiin point

men, Descartes, it had done its work—why care to pursue it to

any moi'e remote consequences? Voltaire had been spending his

life in overthrowing the sacerdotal ethics. He invoked a social

morality which rebelled against them, partly as too severe, partly
as permitting political crimes. He had no wish to see these social

notions formally defined and established into a code. The world

might not require them in that shape; thej' might be far less

available as weapons of attack. Voltaire was born in the deisti- opposed to

cal period. Xature, it seemed to him, spoke of an intelligent arti- "''"s'™"'

ficer. Provided all notion of a divine government interposing in

the affairs of men were shaken off, what harm could there be in

a belief which was so generally entertained and which was so

agreeable? Above all, he had no wish that any doctrine about and to any

the natural rights of men should disturb the plans of liberal ["™^f"'^"'

despots, or interfere with the comforts of Parisian society. But Mturai

the voice which calls sjririts from the deep cannot always lay
"^

them. Voltaire might not care much for the psychology of

Condillac. He might sympathize in a very moderate degree
with the ethics of Helvetius. He might protest, sometimes
with earnestness, against the resolute atheism of nearly all

his colleagues in the Encyclopedic. He might look upon J. J.

Sousseau as no less his enemy than any of the priests against
whom they both pi-otested, and who confounded them in their

invectives. Nevertheless, the consequences of Locke's doctrine
were to be fairly expounded. The idea of the man, stripped
of all that is divine, was to be worked out. Atheism was
to be vindicated, as the consistent faith of the time. And
it was to be shown that the doctrine of a social contract in-

volved considei-ably more than English whiggism, or than any
philosophy which crowned heads could entertain and patronize.

9. Whatever relations Etienne Bonnet de Condillac might
'
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A joint
production.

Condiiiac hold with the philosophers of his days, he was himself an eccle-

siastic, and never throughout his life sliowed any discontent

with his calling, or with its profession and obligations. There
was nothing in his practice which made the moral code of the

Gospel a burden to him
;
nor does he seem to have felt that

there was anything in his opinions which necessarily set him at

His Hook on war with the orthodoxy of his time. If we are to consider his

book on Sensations (the one which contains his maturest reflec-

tions) as the hard ]3hilosoi)hy of the time, it shows how very

pleasant hard philosophy becomes in a Frenchman's hands.

When the Abb6 wrote his first book, Sur les Connaissances Hu-
T)iaines, he could not bring himself to accejit the full force of

Locke's argument from the man who was born blind, and who

acquired the sense of sight; he still imputed to his earliest and

simplest condition a portion of the knowledge which he had

acquired. Conversation with an accomplished female disciple had

gradually convinced him of his mistake. They had talked over

the question of the origin of our different perceptions and facul-

ties
;
to her clearness of mind Condiiiac mode-stly attributes the

removal of mists from his own. He explains to a friend wlio

had survived her what method she proposed and he adopted for

arriving at an tinderstanding of her own nature. They imagined
a statue organized within as we are. They assumed its marble

exterior to prohibit tlie use of any of its senses. They
" re-

tained to themselves the liberty of unfolding these senses one

by one, at their pleasm-e, to the different impressions of wliich

it was susceptible." They determined to use this liberty with

the utmost fairness
;
so they selected for the first sense which

they awakened in the statue, that of smell, as being reputed
the meanest, and as contributing least to our knowledge.
One can enter a little into the delight with which the friends

may have welcomed the gradual appearances of humanity in

their creation. Our own interest in going over the process
under the Abbe's dii'ection is much increased by the melancholy
which is thrown over it by his remembrance of Mademoiselle

Ferrand.

10. Our smelling statue takes in the odour of roses, jasmines,

violets, ifec.
;

it does nothing else. These odours are its form of

existence. Materialist ])hilosophers are reminded, as Berkeley
would have reminded them, that the statue knows notliing of

matter. Presently we perceive that it is ab.sorbed in the odour

Attention. wliich it is taking in
;

it is capable of attention. That attention

Pleasure and involves pleasure if the odour is agreeable; pain, if it is di.sagree-
*""" able. (The reader may stop the process to ask how an odour

comes to be in itself agreeable or disagreeable ;
but let that pass

for the present.) But it has thus far only pleasure and pain;

The statue.

Tlie statue

befiins to

smell.
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it is without desires; it does not wish for anything more or

better than it has. So it must continue, if tlie attention which

it bestowed on the odour did not revive the impression of it

al'ter the rose or the violet is gone. Our statue is beginning to

remember. Now then its cajiacity of smelling becomes twofold
;
Memory,

it is occupied partly with the smell that is, partly with that

which has been. But memory is thus obviously only a kind of

sensation, not always, though ordinarily, feebler than the sensa-

tion which is imparted by a present thing. The statue has now
tiiken a wonderful step. It begins to distinguish succession; it succession

hiis existed in a former state, or it has had a smell which it has

not now
;
and so it becomes at once passii-e and active—passive in The stiuue

its reception of the odour from the odoriferous thing ;
active in

^^'^If^l^

""''

the recollection of the odoiu- which has departed. It cannot yet

compare one state with another; they are simply states of its

own
;
it cannot put them outside of itself. But as memory grows

into a habit the recollection appears apart from the present smell
;

Habit,

then arises the power of attending to the two difl'erent states, and

that attention is comparison. Comparison involves judgment, cmiparisun

Our statue is now able to determine which odours are desii-able,
-'"'ig'nent

which are offensive. Soon these judgments also turn into habits.

Hitherto, however, it has never been astonislied at anything
which has been brought to it

; roses, jasmines, violets, all have been

taken as things of com-se. But when it enters suddenly upon a

new smell, that is, upon a new state of being to that to which it

has been accustomed, it has the capacity, nay, the necessity, of

wondering. Still, we must not forget that all these emotions wmidei-.

turn ultimately upon the pleasure and pain of the sensations;

the nature of our statue depends upon these and these only.

And upon these depends, also, the further development of its

faculties. There are smells which have produced special plea-

sure when they were first entertained. They are recollected: a series of

they form a series
;
ideas which these sensations have produced

are linked together. There are pleasures which are purely
sensible ;

there are pleasures which belong to the memory ;
essen-

tially they are the same. We call the one kind corporeal, the other corporeal

spiritual or intellectual
;
but both are in truth equally spiritual pl'j'.s^'ei""'

or intellectual. The next grand progress in our statue (and it

is a progi-ess indeed) is to the sense of want. It is capable Feeling oi'

<jf recalling its smells or states of being. It remembers what
"''

is more agreeable than that in which it is now dwelling. It

wishes to recover that. Perhaps it only wishes to get rid of

a disagi-eeable condition ; perhaps it aspires to one of positive

l)leasui-e : this principle is the same, though the exhibition of

it is different. But how could a statue, called into existence by
the genius of a Frenchman and Frenchwoman, however limited
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the range of its perceptions, exist without ennui I That appears
in due time. The statue has a smell which does not seem parti-

cularly jileasant. It recalls some very delicious smells that it

once realized. What is the experience of this indifterence and
this recollection but ennvi i

11. Our Frankenstein must, we think, begin to be alarmed at

his monster. For now we find that it can actually regard ]ia.st

tilings as if they were pi-esent. Out of its memory has come

imagination; and the imagination which is centred wholly upon
smells must, Condillac thinks, be more intense than one which
is occupied, as ours is, with various different impressions.
This imagination may sometimes be crushed under the weight
of immediate sensation, pleasurable or painful. When it is

awake it can transpose or reverse the succession of ideas
;

it can

introduce a host of new comparisons between them; and not

only have acts of attention, memoi-y, judgment, imagination,
and the habits that grow out of the repetition of those acts, and the

powers that accompany those habits been developed out of this

single sensation of smell, but we soon discover that it becomes

susceptible of vaiious passions
—

hates, loves, fears, hopes. It

hates past smells, loves some intensely that have given it

intense pleasure, some moderately that have given it mode-
rate pleasure. Unhappily, as Condillac remarks,

" that love

of which our statue is capable is only love of itself, or that

which is called amour propre, since the things that it loves are

only its own modes of existence." Its fear of bad smells, and its

hope of good smells, may grow, we can easily conceive, into very

absoi-bing and terrific states of feeling. And at last we have
the satisfaction of knowing that it is no longer confined to^

desires—it wills; for " we viiiderstand by will an absolute desire,

and such a desire that we think the thing that is desired is in

our power." Having got so far, we should expect that the

statue woTild acquire the power of abstracting a general notion

of smells from those particular smells which have given it pleasure
or pain ;

that it would get at the idea of number by recollecting
a particular sensation, and then another, and then another; that

not being able to compare more than three conditions of exist-

ence together, whatever lies beyond that becomes for it the infinite

or the indefinite, about which it knows as much, in Condillac's

opinion, as any of u.s. It learns to distinguish particular truths

from general truths, the possible from the impossible, a duration

j)ast from a duration to come. The statue may, however, be

reduced to the condition of only remembering an odour; its

existence may be suspended; it may sleep, pleasantly or un-

pleasantly, with dreams or without—but its dreams, pleasant or

unpleasant, will be of successions, more or less regular, of smells;
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all which will, for the time, be as real to it as its waking smells.

And now comes what may be considered the sum of the whole
mattei-. We must give it in the writer's own words—" Notre The statuo

staitie etant capable de memoire, elle n'est point une odeur quelle
"" '

ne se rappelle en avoir ete line autre. Voildt sa personnalite: car

si elle pouvait dire moi, ella le dirait dans tous les instants de sa

diiree; et a chaque fois son moi embrasserait tous les momens dont

elle conserverait le souvenir.'"
" In truth," he goes on,

" the

statue would not say this at its first smell. That which we
understand by these words appears to me to belong only to a

being which remarks that, in the present moment, it is no

longer that which it has been. So long as it does not change it h»w the

exists without any return upon itself; but as soon as it changes
peison°aiit.v

it judges that it is the same which was before, and it says, /.'
coraes.

12. Condillac and his friend were of course not satisfied with The result

testing their principle by one sense. The statue had each im-

parted to it in turn. But the specimen we have given will suffice

to convey a notion of the Abbe's method, as well as of the conclu-

sion to which he would conduct his readers. Supposing any of

the persiflage which his contemporaries bestowed upon older

philosophei's and theologians had been applied to his conception,
we need scarcely say how much amusement the Parisians would
have derived from the smelling statue. "Reading this eighteenth

century romance with English gravity and dullness, we can only
admire the vivacity of the author's imagination, and try to pro-
fit by the hints—some of them, especially that respecting the sense

of personality, it seems to us, very i-ich and suggestive
—which

he has accumulated. If we were forced to consider whether Wonh of

Condillac had proved his point, the thought would at once sug- spwuiutfons

gest itself, that the whole proof had been taken for gi-anted. A
"("atfo™"'

lady and gentleman, endued with memory, judgment, comparison,

imagination, capable of love, hatred, fear, each of them being
an /, set themselves to conceive how all these treasures might
possibly become the inheritance of a creature that was without
them. At eveiy step we are reminded that they are lavishing

upon him their own stores. Just what Condillac says was the

fault which he committed at first, is that which he commits
more flagi-antly at last. The statue is never for a moment bare

marble with a human organization. What Plato, and Spinoza,
and all the old philosopliers, have said about other statues applies
to it. The ideal of what it is to be is in the artist's mini It

grows under his hand. It may be that he has given us the order

in which the impressions would actually succeed each other in Tiie statue

the mind of a child or of a man. It may be that our consciences ["^rnnnaT"
sometimes respond to his histoiy. But if they do, we feel all disciple of

along that some one is educing them in that right order-—some school
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one, moreover, who knows what there is to educe. Therefore,
we suspect that all judicious disciples of Condillac are inclined

to rid themselves of the statue. That stands in their way. They
can trace the growth of ideas out of sensations much more con-

Of (treat veniently without such a machinery. But this course, however

h^im-Si""' convenient for their purpose, must be resolutely avoided by any
(jne who professes to *;ace the thoughts of a man or of a

period. He is bound to look out for all those circumstances

which indicate what the actual j)rocesses of a man's mind have
been

; always to welcome) any report of them which he has given
himself. These are the links which bind us to him, which trans-

late him from an abstraction into a person, which enable us to

have living fellowship with the movements of his spirit, even
when we do not reach his conclusions. And, for Condillac's own
purpose, we cannot hold that his method is an vmfair one. He

Condillac on has loarnt in the schools Aristotle's dogma,
"
Nothing in the •

Aristotle and
intellect which was not first in the sense." He has I'ound, as

he thinks, Aristotle producing systems of logic, and systems of

various kinds, which are inconsistent with that dogma. He
half suspects (unjustly, we conceive, and without due reference

to one portion of Ari.stotle's labour.s, to which this maxim
does furnish the text and the clue) that Aristotle merely adopted
it in opposition to Plato. He thinks, at any rate, that it slept

imheeded, and that all philosophy was running counter to it till

Locke revived it, and demanded that our speculations should be

brovight into harmony with it. But then he conceives that

Locke has not fairly faced the meaning of his own creed. Like
Condiiiacs Hartley and others whom we have mentioned already, he regards

Locke's language about reflection as fatally inconsistent. Fairly,

therefore, to work out his own maxim, entirely to throw aside

everything which interferes with it, was a duty owing to him and
to truth. Condillac may have thought that he was proving more
than he did ])rove by his instance of a statue. But he was

illustrating in the best way possible the mode in which a Lockian

might satisfy himself about the generation of ideas from sensa-

tions
; nay, the way in which he ought to satisfy himself, if he

meant to hold fast by the maxim which was common to Locke
and Aristotle, without admitting the qualification which Leibnitz

had introduced into it. No doubt the Encyclopedists would
have demanded of Condillac many further sacrifices which he

was not disjjoscd to make; they would have accused him and
Locke equally of retaining various maxims about ethics and

theology which they, starting from the same point, had cast

Condillac aside as prejudices. But it seems to us all the more important,

dMtdne'of '^* '""^^ indication of the tendencies of this century, that a

Sensation man who adhered generally to the popular belief, and who

doctrine
a fitir

development
of Loclie's.
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liad less right to the uaiue of a niatevialist than Hai'tley and almost to us

many Engli.sh Christians, nevertheless pushed the doctrine of
fiJJj^^f^'

sensation almost as far as it could be pushed. We say almost
j>'ithont

as far, because those merely physical philosophers who acce]ited materialist

the Cartesian doctrine of atoms omitting every other pai-t of

the Cartesian belief—those who regarded analysis as meaning
mei-ely the redtictiou of any composite thing into its elements—
and those who explained more thoroughly than Condillac how
the organization of the human creature miglit explain all its

thoughts, sentiments, beliefs—must be regaixled as advancing
fartl'.er in this direction than he advances. But our business

is with psychologists and moralists. What philosophers thought
who were avowedly devoting themselves to physics only con-

cerns us so fur as their methods or their conclusions determined

or were determined by those of the students of liuman nature.

13. Condillac's real business was with the growth and forma- Heivetius

tion of the intellect. His thoughts upon ethics are of for less 'i'i=-i''i)-

importance to us. The mind in reference to its moral nature

is the subject which Claude Adrien Heivetius claimed for his

especial province. He speaks in the preface to the De VEsprit
of his object "as interesting and even new.'" "Up to this His new

time," he says,
" the mind has only been considered under some ''«'"*•

of its aspects. Great writers have only thrown a rapid coup
d'osil over this subject; therefore, I have been emboldened to

treat of it." Such a profession as this, after men had been for

some thousands of years talking about the mind, to more or lass

purpose, may strike us as sur]jrisiug. We may ask ourselves

under what aspects the mind had nU been contemplated by one

great writer or another. The language, however, was perfectly
sincere in the mouth of Heivetius. It would have been sincere

in the month of most of his contemporaries. All had the sense

of having entered upon a new era in the earth's history. The

maxims, dogmas, schemes of education, which had established

themselves in the world were exhaxisted. The religious .sanctions,

the moral code of society, liad been weighed in the balance of

centuries and found wanting. All things must become new. Tiie

And if they were to become new, the reconstruction must, as
Jefitury'cnr

Locke had intimated, begin from the mind itself Philosophera, for noveitj-.

religions, governments, all bore \ipon that. All assumed it to

have certain functions, to exist for certain end.s. All had

acted upon it with a view to these ends. Were the functions

rightly assumed? Were the ends which were sought for true

ends 1 This Heivetius resolved to look into. " The jirineipiles,"

he says,
" which I establish on this subject are, I think, in con-

formity with the general interest and with experience. It is by
facts that I have mounted up to causes. I have fancied that we
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4n experi- o"o'^* *" trpftt morals like all the other sciences, and to have an
mental experimental moral as much as an experimental physic." He
Ethics. quotes a sentiment of Fontenelle to the eftect that it seems we

can only arrive at something reasonable on any subject by first

exhausting all possible absurdities about it. The ancients have

gone through many of these absurdities; pos.sibly he may utter

some more; but he hopes that both his right sayings and his

mistakes may contribute to the benefit of his fellow-citizens,
and to the disccivery of truth. We share this hope. In fact, we
have no doubt that it nnist be accomplished, and that mainly
because we hold some convictions respecting the mind which
Helvetius would have rejected as among the oldest.

14. How much the reverence for novelty possessed Helvetins

may be learnt from his definition of the mind itself.
"
Science,"

he says,
"

is the remembrance either of facts or of the ideas

L'Espni of others. Mind, as distinguished from science, is an assem-
^""'^

blage of new ideas of anj' kind whatsoever." He admits that this

definition, though true, and very instructive for a philosopher,
cannot be generally adopted. To develop its full force, the

mind is considered fii"st in itself, then in its relation to society,
then in its relation to education. A further discoui-se exa-

mines the different meanings which are given to the word mind ;

resprit, in its peculiarly French sense, I'eing one of theni.

Helvetius r.cit genius another. The reader will be struck with a want of

method, or what we commonly call method in this disposition
of subjects ;

the impression will rather grow upon him than

be dispersed as he proceeds. He will often be forced to ask

himself, at the end of a chapter, to what issue the topics
that have been introduced into it are leading, and may be

very grateful for the summary which the author gives us of

the conclusions which he believes he has established. Often-

times a person who has assumed that Helvetins represents
the temper and sentiments of his own time will be struck

with passages which ajipear to be directed against some of

its special tendencies—those which were winning a triumph
for the new philosophy. What shall wo say of this passion-
ate appeal to the youth of France respecting j)ersiflage ?

" Oh
DefEiptu. vous done qui n'avez pas encore conlracte cetle furtesle habi-

ima^X^ tude; fermez VoreiUe d, ces louanges donnies d, des traits sati/riques
Ell. Lonti. aussi nuisihles ct la societe, qu'ils y sont commims. Consi-

derez les sources impicres d'ou sort la inedisance. Rappelez vous

qu' indifferent aux ridicules d'un particulier le grand lurmme

ne s' occupe que de grandes choses; qu!un vieux mechant
lui paroit aussi ridicule quun vieux charmant ; que parmi
lea gens du monde ceux qui sont /aits pour le grand se degoH-
tent bientot de ce ton nioqueur en luyrreur aux autres nations."
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Such a passage, though directed piimaiily against the gossip and Heivetius

scandal of drawing-rooms, may in part account for the dislike
pereMage"

which Voltaire is said to have entertained for Heivetius, seeing
that he had turned to such account the ton moqneiir which he

found prevailing in society, and had gi\en it such a wide ex-

pansion. It should be received by those who dislike that tone

in Voltaire as highly honourable to its author.

15. Heivetius starts from Locke, like Condillac. He follows Derivation ot

the doctrine of Locke to the same consequences as Condillac, sen||,fi,°^

only with far less ingenuity. Judgment is sen.sation ;
sensation

must be the standard to which all acts and all ideas are ulti-

mately referred. These ai-e fundamental maxims; our moi-ality

is determined by them. We are wont specially to connect with

the name of Heivetius the doctrine that self-interest is the motive

of all actions. But he frankly assigns the merit of this discovery Heivetius

to Rochefoucauld : the idea, however important and primary, Rochefou-

is not one of the new ideas which he is appointed to develop,
cauid.

Looked at on the outside—studied in the pages of Roche-

foucauld—one might suspect this doctrine of being rather hostile

to the peace of society ; one might look upon it as emphatically
the denial of society. To exhibit it, on the contrary, as the law HeiveUns

of society
—as that which, if rightly applied, may promote its har- his doctrine

niony, remove its anomalies, bring it to
~

the highest perfection f^teresta

of which it is susceptible
—is the design of Heivetius ; this, he social

thought, with at least a pardonable vanity, had some claim to be p""'^'* ^•

considered a novel experiment. By gathei-ing together a host ot

examples from history, or from fiction, which illusti-ate how the ciass

self-interest of each particular class has been at work to establish and general

moral decrees which sustain its own credit and authority ; by
">'"est.

tracing to their root diiferent influences of custom, law, religion,

which have been used to pei-suade men that their self-interest was

the same with the interests of certain classes
; by pointing out

how discordant these particular interests are with the genei-al in-

terest of men
; by maintaining that there is no difference in men

which may not be resolved at last into greater or less sensibility

of pleasure or of pain; by referring to an erroneous education and Education

legislation the direction of the sensations to wrong objects ; by legislation,

urging such a discipline as shall make them conspire with the

aims of the philosopher and not of the enemies of ]ihilosophy;

by maintaining the impossibility of a reform in education without

some reform in legislation ;
Heivetius believed that he was pre-

senting that new aspect of the mind and its operations which

the circumstances of his age were demanding.
16. Sir James Mackintosh has spoken of Heivetius with a The judg-

bittemess which is very rarely found in his ^vritings. Many Mackintosh

impulses would lead us to adopt his language in its fuU extent;
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we may have motives for di.slikiiig Helvetius wliich his accom-

plished critic woiikl have felt le.ss vividly. But knowing how

strongly these motives act uj)on us we are afraid of joining in

the invective. Helvetius hated priests; hated their morality;
liated everything which seemed to him to uphold their morality.
To substitute a social and political morality foi- one wliich rests

upon the acknowledguifc::l of any relations between man and the

unseen world was the main object of his life. If we could con-

ceal from ourselves how much excuse the priests of his own land,
and of all lands, had gi\ en him for sujjposing that self-interest

was the main.spring of their actions, and that they recognized no
other spring of the actions of any human being-

—if we could

deny that he was generalizing from that which was most palpable
in tlieir practice, from the theoiy by which tliey explained and

justified their practice,
—we should eagerly cast stones at the

philosopher who of all to whom we have yet alluded most afl'ronts

both our conscience and our vanity. The atfront to vanity

ought to be balanced against the aft'rout to conscience. We may
be better for being reminded what aj.iologies we are continually

affording for the unbelief of which we complain. We ought to

be startled and ashamed by discovering, in the case of such a

man as Helvetius, what a deep and true sense of the need for

some universal morality
—a morality which shall not be created

by classes or individuals, but shall bind them—mingles with the

despairing and, as it seems to us, utterly contradictory notion

that such a morality can be built out of an aggregation of those

])rivate interests which are always threatening the well-being of

the whole, and which have found their support and sauctiticatioii

in a thousand dark and cruel superstitions. And yet beneath

this very contradiction must lie the seed of the truth, that self-

love and social are radically the same; that the highest indivi-

dual morality, that which be.st provides for the development of

the faculties of each man, is that which is wanted for humanity
itself. To arrive at the solution of that great riddle, and with it,

at the confutation of all the falsehoods with which either priests
or philosophers have darkened the sense of right and wrong in

individuals, or have made society intolerable, we must, as we

believe, i-eturn to that ground above humanity which Helvetius

resigned to the dark ages, and deemed untenable in the clear day-

light of his own. But he may have been one of those who have

cleared the way for the full investigation of the problem, by pre-

senting it in all its jiractical force and terror, by compelling us to

feel that earth, or hell, orheaven, must find some interpretation of it.

17. We hinted, when we were speaking of Locke's e.s.S!iy,
that

the real trial of its worth would be in education. The announce-

ment that the senses are the sources of our ideas might be a
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subject for discussion among doctors or among easy men of the

world. One or the other might follow the dogma to its remotest

consequences, or might suggest qualifications in it. But if the opposition

whole education of Cbristendom had been pursued in the method
ofj"yst"em*

which was oppo.site to Locke's method—if what was called the and Locke,

humane learning of the .schools presumed certain principles in

man which demanded culture—if the place assigned to logic, to

philology, even to uiatliematics, most of all to theology, in the old

school or university course, could only be justified upon maxims
which Locke had shown to be untenable—there must be a stout

conflict between established institutiims and the new faith. So

far as that spread, these must be weakened, or must undergo some
transfonnatiou. We may trace the battle in England dui-ing

great part of the eighteenth century. But there the education Tiic Engiisu

of the public school^in a less degree of the university
—however sciwiSs.

much mingled with INIiddle Age ideas, however inexplicable if

they were utterly contradicted, had moulded itself to the national

character, was in harmony with the habits of tlie aristocracy, in

some degree with those of the people. Ecclesiastics conducted it,

bxit their professional contributions to it were not deemed of any
great significance. Noblemen and gentlemen believed that the

writers of Greece and Rome expanded the intellects of their .sons

-—made them fitter for general society ;
the addition of a little

formal and rather pedantic indoctrination into the mysteries of

the faith which they professed themselves was harmless and

proper. There was, therefore, no formal rebellion against the

existing system ; only an occasional m\irmur or protest again.st

it; the most serious proceeding from men, like the poet Cowper, Cowpers

whom their early experience and the strong religious convictions Tiiocimiin-.

of their maturer life led to discover a great contrast between the

apparent intention of our schools and their actual working. Such

complaints, however they might affect the reputation of the

English schools, had obviously little to do with the grounds upon
which they were constituted or the lore which they imparted.

Cowper would not have loved Westminster better if it had given
him some modern substitute for the Iliad and Odyssee.

IS. It was otherwise in France. Those who conducted the The Jesuit

education there might indeed boast that it had a more modern *''"'='""'"-

as well as a far more organic chai-acter than ours. They could

refer it, not to kings, statesmen, tradesmen of tlie fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries, who had merely a general notion of forming
scholars or men, but to a society of the sixteenth, which had

adapted itself to the circumstances of its age, which had de-

liberately proposed educatioii to itself as one of its principal

aims, which had readily accepted all means, without reference

to their autiquity, that were most likely to form able men,
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fit for the public service. This society had ooutended, in the

seventeenth century, with its rivals of the Port-Royal on the

very subject of education, and had jirevailed against them. It

Use of the availed itself of heathen classics, just as tlie English schools did.

England and But they were evidently only a i)art of the teaching, and not, as
JYance. with us, the chai-acteristic part. Information on all other sub-

jects was carefully prejiared and digested. Even the Principia,

might be read as a curious and ingenious exposition of a

theory which was undoubtedly false, because the Church had

condemned it, but which had a certain plausibility. And the

priests, as we have seen, had no natural avereion to Locke's

fundamental dogma. They had deduced it from Aristotle, oj)-

posed it to what they conceived the rationalism of Descartes and

The Malebranche. The philosophers who were brought up under
philosophers, j^jjggg teachers shook ofl' their theology, but retained many of

their lessons, aud derived from them not a little of their super-
ficial universality. Nor was the Jesuit system odious to Iheni

because it was artificial. So far as the artifice was ecclesiastical

Not ossertois
they of course rejected it. But the defender of the French

oppnsition to theatre, the idol of French society, was not likely to be an
aitihce.

assertor of the " natural" in any very severe sense of that word.

Nature was no doubt to be greatly admired in its place and in

its own way, but it required some aid from the cuiffeur before it

was presentable.
Jian Jacques 19. The vindicator and worshipper of Nature was to corae

Ima-Tw) f''o"i another atmosphere than that of Paris, to be trained in

another school than that of the Jesuits. Voltaire might retire to

the neighbourhood of the city of Calvin,—Jean Jacques Rousseau

was born in it. With a father who was a watchmaker, he, in

the truest sense, belonged to the place. He inherited all its

His early traditions.
" In addition," he says,

" to the general feelings

which attached me to the worship of my fathers, I had the special

aversion for Catholicism which belonged to my city. I had been

taught to regard it as a frightful idolatry. Its clergy had always

been painted to me in the darkest colours. The sentiment went

so fiir with me that I never looked into the inside of a church,

never met a priest in a surjilice, never heard the bell of a jiroces-

sion. without a shudder of affright, which, though I soon lost it in

the cities, often returned to me in country jiarishes where I first

experienced it." Geneva had no doubt its own mode of controll-

ing and counteracting nature as well as I'aris ;
Calvinism might

not have been more favourable to the growth of one who wished

His early to shake off restraints than Jesuitism. But Rousseau's father

discipline. ^,^^ ^^f ^^ ^.^.yy sti'ict type. He used to read romances with his

boy, at seven years old, half through the night, and then remarked

that he was the greater child of the two. His aunts, though

Protestant
ism.
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religious women, appear to have laid no heavy burden on him.

His reading came to him he scarcelj- kue\y how. All his early
studies were miscellaneous

; yet he contrived in some way to

husband a considerable stock of information about history, even

about church controversies. A turn in his life came, when he His change

passed under the yoke of a master, and, from being suspected,
learnt to suspect others, and to cultivate arts of baseness and

di.shonesty. Then he fled from his country, and sought for free-

dom certainly in .strange ways ;
fii'st from a priest who sent him

to Turin to be converted to Romanism; then among a strange
circle of neophytes whom he found there

;
then as a lacquey in

one family after another; finally at the feet of Madame Warens.

By all this course of life, by his earliest and his latest republican Preparation

attiichments, by degrading pei-sonal experiences, by his inter-

course with the opposite faiths, and by his impatience of each, by
his passionate fiiendshijjs and his passionate enmities, b\' his mix-

ture of high and pure desires with an intense sensuality, by his

love of the mountain air, his dislike of Parisian affectation, and
the angry sense how much that affectation clave to himself, by
all the influence which the age exerted over him, and by all his aicttons."^*'

vehement efforts to shake himself free of that influence,
—he was

prepared to be the writer of the Eniile and the Conirat Social, as

well as of the Nouvelle Heluise, and Tlie Gon/essioiis, and to exert

a power over his generation unlike that of any of his contempor-
aries; often thwarting theirs, yet ultimately conspiring to pro-
duce the same result.

20. Emile might be contemplated from many points oi EmOemtie

view. It links itself most closely with omv stoiy by the relation

in which it stands to Locke's Essay on the Hiunaii Uaderslandiay.
We repeat the title at length, lest it should be supposed that we
mean Locke's work On Education. That is an important trea- Locke's

tise, so far as it illustrates the author's character; so far as it Education.

shows, more than any of his books, how much his medical disci-

pline had affected his thoughts ;
so far as it has a bearing on the

life of his pupil, Shaftesbury. But few books proceeding from
so eminent a man have exerted so little apparent effect on his

own age or on subsequent ages. If it offers the suggestion of a

real, in place of a verbal or philological, education, it is a far less

effectual sugge.stion than that wliich Milton had put forth many
yeai-s before iu his letter to Mr. Hartlib, and which, moieover,
was the record of an actual experiment. It would be unjust to a
treatise which has had so gi-eat an influence as the Emile to asso-

ciate it with this ni.fipyoti of Locke. We are giving it its proper Rousseau's

honoTU- when we consider it the most complete practical develop- i;?ars
n,ore

c I'll- 1
•

1 1 1 directly on
ment of a doctrine which claims to be m the highest sense the great

practical, and which, if true, cannot remain a mere doctrine.
' ''
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In sapng this, we aro far iiidcod from meaning that Emile is a

reductio ad ahsurdum of tlie Lockian decrees. On the contrary,
we are convinced that it is a fruitful exposition of tlie wisdom
which is contained in them, of the uses to which tliey may be

turned. If we think, also, that it points out the limit of their

application, that it jii.stiiies
much old practical philosophy which

Locke distrusted and Rousseau consistently rejected, we are

only recognizing another service whicli it has rendered to the

cause of truth. It may enable us to understand that no great
man like Locke can be parted with merely in complimentary
terms, as if he had done bis work, until we have wrung from him
lessons which are to endure foi- our children and our children's

children.

21. That phrase of Locke's, which we have quoted so often,

about beginning at the wrong end, never becomes fully intfilli-

gible till it receives the commentary of the Emile. The right
or wrong end of a philosophical procedure may be a subject of

debate. Rousseau tests it by its application to an actual child.

Are you to treat this child as you find it, or as if it were some-

thing else than you find it ? It is beginning to see, and smell,

and taste, and handle. Evidently this is what it is first learning
to do. Is the learning which you impart to be of a different

character? Are you to give it credit for ])o\vers that are not

awakened in it, and to task those 1 Do you think that you can

put stich powers into it ? Do you think that you are wiser than

its Creator, and that it is best to create it afresh according to

some notion of yours ? This is what you are actually doing.
You put your child into swaddling-clothes. You remove it

from its own mother. You give it to a foster-mother to nurse.

Evidently you do think that all the arrangements which a divine

wisdom has contrived for it are bad arrangements. You are

certain that you can invent much better. And as you commence

you go on. All your contrivances, from childhood u])wards, have

no other design than to counteract nature, to produce a creature

which shall be as unlike as possible that which nature has meant
it to be. What then ? Are we to leave this creature to grow uj)

at hazard any how ? Do we make it natural by trusting it to

chance 1 Perhaps more natm-al on tlie whole, more like a reason-

able human creature, than by using those arts which are contrary
to nature, which .are merely defiances of nature. But it is not na-

tural that a parent should neglect his oflTspring
—sliould not bring a

thousand influences to bear upon it. The child and the parent are

naturally together. It is you, with yoin- artificial schemes, who try
to sepai-ate them. It is you who will not let the mother act as if

she were responsible for her child. It is you who will not let

the father be its teacher when it becomes capable of receiving
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wisdom from bim. Start, then, with the coiTection of your
practice in this respect. Do homage to these natural relations;
and then you will con.sider the child itself rather than some
scheme or plan of yours about the child. You will not be afraid

to follow the couree of its development. WhUe you see that it

is only exercising its senses, yoii will only deal with these.

Whatever more you discover, or comes forth under j'our influence,

you will recognize that, and cultivate that.

22. This is unquestionably beginning
" at the right end." It what

is starting from facts, not from hypotheses. Only we conceive aaXtcTthe
that Rousseau does more justice to the facts than any one who doctrme of

merely proceeds upon the hypothesis of sensation can do, inas-

much as he starts from the fact of a relation. The child sees the
face of its mother as it sees the curtains of its bed. There
is the same exercise of sense in both cases; but the one is

a mother, and tlie other is the cui-tain of the bed, and that, we
suspect, is a considerable difference to start with. If the method
of dealing svith facts, of resolutely ignoring whatever is not fact,
leads us only to this point, we may be profoundly grateful fur

it. Without at once prejudging and condemning other methods
till we know more of the reason of them, let us at least accept
this, and determine that we will see whither it conducts us under
Rousseau's guidance, or any other. He cannot trace out his

method, however, without assuming a little more than he wishes
to assume. He sa3-s solemnly, that Lf any parent asked him to

imdertake the education of a child he should refuse; that,

indeed, he had refused, being convinced that he ought not to

remove such a task from the hands of those to whom it was en-

tmsted. But, since he cannot speak of abstractions, since Emiu an

he must have an actual subject for his experiment, he must "'!"""'•

presume himself in the charge of an orphan, to whom, for

greater convenience, he will attribute certain external advan-

tages of wealth and family, which he does not desire in

themselves, which rather increase the difficulty of the experi-
ment, but which will show that he is preparing a human To be pre-

creature, not for some imaginary circumstances tbat he might Actual woria!

prefer, but for that artificial world whei'eiu men and women
are living in his time. The prolilem is so to unfold the mind
of Emile that he shall be natm-al in the midst of this artificial

world—that he shall be able to act in the circumstances by which
he wiU be surrounded, and not to be merely shaped by them.

Step by step, therefore, we follow the course of his awakening.
All old notions which are in accordance with the swaddling-
clothes and foster-mother maxims, which we rejected at the

outset, are resolutely cast aside. The teacher has an infinite

dread of book-learning. He does not care how long it is before
Vol ir. 2 N
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the pupil learns to read. Wlien he does, it must be becavTse he
finds that it will enable him to get at some history that he

wants without being dependent upon othei-s for telling it to him.

Always it must be the facts of the world, or the facts of life,

he is led to seize hold of. In every instance tlie object
must be to cultivate, not to indoctrinate. Interpretations
must be given when theri, is first a sense of the difficulty which

requires them. Or rather, the pupil must be made to feel his way
into them, to find them out for himself The diflierent applica-
tions of this practical and real method, botli in Pliysics and

Ethics, have become so familiar to us through the books of Miss

Edgeworth and her father, and there have been so many im-

provements upon them in the country of Rousseau's birth, that

we have no excuse for following his course of training, though
it has not lost its interest for practice, far less for history, by
the different trials that have been made of it. The immediate

worth of it to us lies in the illustration that it affords us of the

word which was dearer to Rousseau than any other, which has

more to do than any other with the progress of thouglit in the

eighteenth century, which bears more directly than any other upon
the mighty catastrophe wherevrith that century was terminated.

23. We need not repeat that this word is Nature. How
much it has troubled us in all our previous inquiries the reader

will remember wlien he tliinks of Siiinoza, or of any one of the

philosophers of earlier times. How much more .serious it has

become since the time of Locke, he will be aware if he considers

the remarks that were made upon natural theology, upon
natural religion, upon Butler's vindication of human nature in

his sermons, upon the denunciation of that same human nature

in the sermons of the Methodists. Rousseau troubles himself

little with anj' of these. His mind is fixed upon the unnatural

condition of things around him. All the efforts of those

Catholics who superintend education in France, most of the

> efforts of those Protestants who superintend education in

Switzerland or elsewhere, ai-e directed to the task of crushing

nature, of making men, women, and children unnatuml. That,

too, he conceives, is the main object of those who preside over

social arrangements, of those who deal out pi-aise or blame in

assemblies or in journals, of those who legislate and govern, of

the philosophers who are undertaking to set all things right.

With these classes, and with the individuals who compose them,
Rousseau has to do battle in the cause of Nature. All of them,
he conceives, are in turn doing battle with him, betraying him,
or plotting against him. We may call his o)nnion on this sub-

ject madness. And madness, no doubt, it was. But it was, if

we may still further " take the wind out of that poor phrase,"
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ii natural madness—one which becomes vei-y intelligible when
we look at the character of the man, at the necessity which he
was under of viewing nothing as abstract, all events and oondi-

tions as personal; and if again we reflect on the contradictions

which were bewildering him, and more or less bewildering every
one in that time. The si(;pe;--natural, it must plainly be con- The super-

fessed, had come to identify itself with the wnuatural. That
which was at the farthest remove from the simple and the

manly seemed to be in the closest alliance with the spiritual and
the divine. It was a frightful condition of things, portending
issues which neither those who dreaded them nor those who
hoped for them could the least foresee. If an art of education

might be discovered that could bring back anything of simplicity
and manliness, would not that art be the best possible imitation
of nature ? Would it not accord with the designs of nature ?

If it must, in accomplishing this end, dispense with the spiritual
and the divine, was not that the proof that they did not

belong anymore to the time? If they could be maintained ".'p'''"'"

in harmony with nature, by all means let them have their

place, though Rousseau might find it very dilBcult to ascertain

what that place should be.

24. This is the subject to which he addresses himself in the Theology of

latter and the most interesting part of theEmile (exclusive of the "'^ ^"'''''

passages concerning Sophie) ;
that part in which he introduces

his celebrated profession of faith of the Savoyard cure. How is

Emile to be taught theology 1 Why has that teaching been
reserved to the final stage of his education, if it can be intro-

duced there ? Rousseau gives the answer which is apparently
the one most consistent with his method,—I am following the
nature of my subject; I cannot depai-t from that. I am to

develop, not indoctrinate. If the other were my course I should
have begun by giving him a catechism expounding the Christian

mysteries. I do find in my pupil, unquestionably, readiness children and

enough to accept an anthroponior]ihic religion. He would readily
™^" '>*'''= "

make an idol of any one he care.s for. If I had frightened him amhropo-"
with terrors in the dark I could have taught him to worship

"""TUisra.

that at which he trembled. But if I am to make him prefer
one belief to another I must forsake my method. I must no
longer unfold his nature. Rousseau is not afraid of making
his pupU too much of a believer. He is honestly afraid ol' oread of

leading him to believe nothing. He has seen terrible instance.s of 11""'
'""'°"

that. He has seen some instances, also, of priests havin"
tourage to own that they cannot accept what they have
been taught from tlieir infivncy, yet having the still greater
courage to cling to the faith "that is left them; to wait for
more light, to trust that God is true whoever else may be
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false. That kind of faith he would encourage Emile to cher-

ish. He would speak to hira of God
; yet how shall he

overwhelm him with ideas of infinity and eternity which
he cannot grasp ? He is afraid to teach him what he thinks

the incomprehensible doctrines of the New Testament. Bnt
he would cultivate his sense of right and truth. He would
tell him of a Being wlio demands right and truth. He

Refuses to would utterly discai-d the philosophical attempt to confound

Lord Willi Jesus Christ with Socrates, or with the best man whom the

pher'"''"""'"
world has ever produced. The difference seems to him im-

mense. "Si la vie et la mort do Socrate sont dun sage, la vie

et la mort de Jesus sont d\m Dieu." The lang\iage may belong,

di-amatically, to the Savoyard cure
;

it is qualified by other lan-

guage in this work and Rousseau's other works
;
bnt he does

adopt it as the expression of at least one side of his mind.
Difference 25. In fact, he did not require, like Montesquieu, a religion

Montesquieu to be the column of society. We shall find presently that he

6eau''°"^ thought society might dispense with such a column. But he
did require a God as a column for himself He could not

meditate his own existence without one. Nor could he very
well think of such a Being apart from that justice and tr>ith

which he took to be the human perfection. The highest life

and death must be—however strange the words might sound—
Explanation the life and death of a God. So tliat, if Rousseau could only

morpMsni!"' have believed that to be true which he deemed to be almost

necessary, he might, perhaps, have found an explanation of the

anthropomorphic tendencies in his pupil and iii different nations;
he might have seen that a principle was underlying them which
all separate idolatries, all attempts to make the divine in the

likeness of the human, were setting at nought. And, suppose he

could have gone a step farther—suppose ho could have be-

lieved that that parental relation which he insisted upon so

strongly as demanded for the proper education of the child, had
itself a foundation—suppose he could have thought, as his an-

The parental ccstors thought, that there was a divine fatherhood implied in
r6l&tion in- o '

_
j.

voivinc a the human fatherhood—might he not have been relieved of some

reu'tioii. perplexities which attended the adoption of his method, from
the fact that the idea of a divinity cannot really be reserved for

the last step of development—that it haunts the teacher at

every step, threatening, if not faii-ly encountered, to become
some narrow corruption, some dark superstition, such as would
most destroy the nature of the i>upil ? Might not the belief of

such a relation, as presumed in all education, have accounted

for that method opposite to his own—that haliit of beginning
at the wrong end, as Locke would have said—which had pre-
vailed in earlier times? Might not the forgetfulness or imper-
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feet recognition of such a relation, from one cause or another, in
J^^^^P^f

one division of Christendom as well as in another, have been and tyran-

the source of the efforts to force and twist the human plant—of Ji^'^f"; ,^^

the confusions between the unnatural and the supernatural, of forgetfainess

which Rousseau complained -with such good reason 1 Might relation,

not Rousseau's own idea of what nature is, and of the sense

in which we are to follow it, have been cleared of many con-

fusions seriously affecting his own life, and to affect his age,

if the other principle of education were developed as well as

that of the Emi/e?

26. An iuvaluable help for the solution of this question ne Con/es.

lies in The Confessions. It has been a favourite practice with '""'

divines to compare that work with the Co7if&ssions of Augustin,
and to draw various inferences respecting the difference between

tlie moi-al condition of tlie Christian and the philosophical peni- Augustin

tent, as well as between the fourth centuiy and the nineteenth.
s^'J:.''""^'

AVith reference to both points the parallel may be most instruc-

tive if it is rightly pursued. In the last it can scarcely be

otherwise than useful, because it must be most humiliating to

tlie teachers of the church during the intervening period ;
above

all, in the age of Rousseau. The contrast which has been com- The supposed

monly noted as the characteristical one is tliis, that Augustin tw°een\hem.

treats all the corrupt acts and feelings which he owns as

sins to be mourned over; that in Rousseau they are merely

parts of his nature which he lays bare, as an anatomist would

lay bare different portions of the bodily frame. If by this

statement it is implied that Rousseau draws no distinction

between his different acts and feelings, that there are none

upon which he pronounces a moi-al condemnation, and for which

he feels an intense and abiding shame, the assertion is not true.

To take a single instance. The charge which he brought against

the poor girl Marion, whilst he was in the service of M. de la

Roque, of stealing a ribbon which he had himself stolen, is not

only spoken of in the language in which every one else would

speak of it, as mean and diabolical
;
he not only describes with

terrible minuteness her appeals to him to do her justice, and his

own pertinacious lying ;
he not only traces the act to its real and Rousseao

i. ..*'® liiii •
1 1-1. conscious ot

most Ignominious source : but he declares, m language which a sin.

bears internal witness of its veracity, that the image of the girl

and of his slander haunts him continually; that it rises before

him waking and sleeping ;
that he accepts, and trusts she will

accept, all the sufferings he has undergone, all the misrepresen-
tations to which he has been exposed from his fellows, as an

imperfect expiation for it. No more fearful discovery of the

undying worm of the conscience was ever made. And, since The peraia-

Rousseau believed in the immortality of his soul, lie gives us no feeling.
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reason wliy what he had felt here he should ever cease to feel;

why Marion should not mix with the dreams in tliat sleeji
which comes after the coil of mortality has been shaken ofl".

Nor is it the least just to say that Rousseau is 07ily submitting
to a sham humiliation before the world's tribunal; that his stool

of penitence is chosen so as not to sink him too low in the eyes
of those whom he has chosen for his judges. He does not only,
or even chiefly, speak of those deeds or concej)tions which are

regarded as evil by divines and stern moralists, and on which

society at large bestows fair names. He records what is sure to

degrade him in the opinion of all people; that whicli is voted
base and detestable by persons who disclaim any high standard;
the behaviour which they would be pleased to con^-ict an.other

of, as making themselves look whiter. The jjcnauce to which
he submits is not a fantastic one, but a severer than any which

any director ever enjoined. He may have reconciled himself to

it. He may even have come to feel an insane pleasure in the

exposure. Any man may olo that in any kind of self-mental

torture which he im]50ses upon himself; but the ignominy can-

not be denied or explained away.
27. It is not in this respect, therefore, that Eousseau's Confes-

sions depai-t from the model on which they are supposed to be
formed. And when we consider how few and, in general, what
affectionate and sympathizing readers would turn over the pages
of the Bishop of Hippo, and what multitudes of keen, gloating,,
critical eyes would feed themselves with the delinquencies of the

man who had quarrelled with his friends and almost declared

war against his kind, it is impossible to say that the one sub-

mitted to a penalty from which the other .shrank. But there is.

this difference, wliich must strike every one who fairly considers,

the two books, and reflects upon the impressions which he has

received from them. Augustin, from the very first, confesses

the presence of a loving and gracious Being, who is reading his

heart, who is bringing his evils to light, who is seeking to de-

liver liim from them; from whom he is trying to fly; who cares

for him too much to let him have his way. That is what the mere
reader of the letter of Augustin's book must find iu it

; that, as

we endeavoiircd to show when we were treating it as an illustra-

tion of his mind and of the Christian philosojjliy of liLs century,
is the essential spirit of it. To say that one finds no traces of a
divine jiresence in this work of Rousseau would be wx-ong; it is

haunted with the dim vision of a judge who is higher than

human judges, nay, to whom tliere may be an appeal from them.

The distinct censure which he passes on some of his own acts—•

still more upon some of his states of mind—is a recognition of

such a judge. The terrible necessity of confession, like that
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which compelled the "Ancient Mariner" to stay the bridegroom

guests with his glittering eye, seems to us an unmistakaLle tes-

timony that there is some one to whom he feels that he could

pour out all his griefs and all his evil doings if only he could find

him. Bvt he goeth hy, and I see him not; hepasseth 7ne also, but But not one

/ perceive him not. The discovery of one to whom he could
di'vkiefthe'^

make all known, and who could separate between the light and man from mb

darkness—the precious and the vile in him, who could justify
him and clear his conscience from its own reproaches

—this was

wanting. And, therefore, the confused mass of thoughts,

apprehensions, appetites, pa.ssions, within him lay muddled to-

gether. The one comprehensive abstraction. Nature, stood for

them all. The good and evil, the filthy and the pure, all be-

longed to him ; were they not all a part of himself ? He The conse-

knew in his heart that they were not. There must be a uousseau's

self—a great human self, of which they formed no part.
^°"

The passions, thoughts, apprehensions, appetites, which God
Lad given him were not those which inclined him to tell lies

about poor Marion, or to commit any of the brutalities which his

pen records. He was inwardly convinced that it could not be. Need of the

But who could draw the line ? He must rise above himself to forttesake
be himself Who could raise him above himself? He must

°l^^^.^^
find some one who hated his wrong andloved him. Was that
the Parisian public ? Was the power there which could make
him a clean heart and renew a right spirit within him? He did
not expect that, and he did not find it. But he did find in this

Parisian public numbers who were in the same condition as

himself—numbers for whom he could be the spokesman. They
had tried those who were called confessors, and had found them Priestly

vain, and had become weary of them. Those confessors had '^""fession.

given them salves to their consciences, but no message how their

consciences might be set free. The Genevese—coming from a
land where confessors did not exist \mder that name, and where
there was the same want of confession as elsewhere—from a
land in which there was a tradition of a Being to whom confes-
sion might be made, who was faithful and just to forgive sins,
and to cleanse from all unrighteousness

—from a land where only
the shadow ofthat Being remained, andwhere that shadow looked

veiy distant and very dark,— could only proclaim the "Evan- wiiatEous-

gel" that men had got their natures, and must be as content *""" '""eht,

with them as they could, and if they were not contented, but was believed,

utterly discontented as he was, must try and find some consola-
tion in proclaiming to the univei'se what they had done, and
what they were. And this "

Evangel" was believed, and became
the substitute for one which, whether issuing from the pulpits of
Paris or Geneva, appeared to put them even at a greater distance
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28. Fully to uuderstand how the mind of Rousseau acted upon
the public of France, how he developed the doctrines of Locke,
how he prepared the way for the crisis that was at hand, we must
turn for a moment to his other great book, the Contrat Social.

Most ofour readers will be aware that thiswork stands inmoreim-
mediate relation to the events and the formulas of the French Re-
volution than all the books of all the philosophers who were born
on the proper soil of Fravice and under the Bourbon government.

They will be aware that here lie the iu3-sterious liints respecting
, liberty, equality, fraternity, which were to come forth in acts

and jjrinciples of such mighty import; that here is the idea of

something antecedent to all ])articular forms of government,
subsisting under them all—not the ground of their existence in

some former day, but of their continuous existence
;
that here

are the maxims which led to the mingling of the three orders in

one assembly, to the claim of the Tiers Etat to be the Premier

Elat, or rather to be itself the only state
; that here first the

name Citizen is asserted to be the one for ordinary discourse
;
that

here is the suggestion of the self-denying ordinance which made
the experience of the members of the constituent a-ssembly, such

as it was, unavailing for the assembly which succeeded it; that

here is expressed that distrust and scorn of representative assem-

blies which justified the continual interference of the mobs of

Paris with their deliberations. Knowing this to be so, they
will ask what there can be in such a treatise but the most direct

and formal contradiction of the quiet Whiggism of Locke, the

substitution of another maxim for the one from which he starts—
one that, for good or for evil, must have reference to all countries

equally, cannot be the least limited by the traditions of experi-
ences of any country.

29. In reference to this last point some injustice is often done

to Rousseau. He had a set of cosmopolitan children no doubt;
but he was not himself a cosmopolite. He disliked both the

name and the thing. He was, as we have said, intensely indi-

vidual. His studies on education led him to think much of the

]3articular family. With respect to nations, he had far more

sympathy with the lessons of jNIontesquieu, so far as they refeiTed

to the differences of climate and of ti-aditions which called for

different institutions, than with those of any of the philosophers.
He disliked the philosophers for their affectation of a general hu-

manity, for their indifference to special obligations. Above all,

he was a citizen of Geneva—the citizen of a small republic. Ho
expressly says that the more he read or .saw of other institutions

the more he preferred his own. And, whatever he might wish,
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he had no hope of seeing those institutions adopted by any large
societies, least of all by an aged monarchy like that of France.
" The greater part of nations," he says, "as of individual men, are Has little

only docile in their youth. They become incorrigible as thej' grow revoiut?on It

old. When once customs are established and prejudices rooted,
fr"'":^

it is a dangerous and vain enterjarise to seek to reform them.
The people cannot even suffer one to touch their evils for the

purpose of destroying them; like dull and cowardly invalids, who
groan at the sight of the physician." He admits that there have
been cases of renovation thi-ough revolutions. Rome after the

Tarquins was one instance
;
Holland and Switzerland in modern

Europe had supplied two others. "
But," he goes on, "these

events are rare. They ai-e exceptions, the reason of which may
always be discovered in the particular constitution of the State

which makes the exception. They could not even be repeated
twice for the same people ;

for it may make itself free while it

is only barbarous; it cannot when the spring of civilization is

worn out. Then calamities may destroy it without revolutions

being able to restore it. So soon as its chains are broken, it falls

to pieces and exists no longer. Then it has need of a master,
not of a deliverer. Free peoples remember this maxim. Liberty a thorough

may be acquired, it can never be recovered." Again and again
'^""'''"'^^

the author of the Cmitrat Social tell us that the practical ap-

plication of his doctrine can only be in a small sphere. The

following passage of his book is an instance. It may, perhaps,
a century hence, be suspected as an interpolation, on account of

its strange fulfilment in a sense so entirely different from that

which the author intended :
—" There is still in Europe one

country capable of legislation; it is the isle of Corsica. The Corsica.

valour and the constancy with which that brave people has been
able to recover and defend its liberty would deserve well that

some wise man should teach it how to preserve its liberty.
/ have a certain presentiment that one day this little island will

astonish Europe."
30. But however little Rousseau may have intended or de- Nevertheless,

sired the decayed and corrupt body of French society to be
^jgPJjyj^jP'''

that on which the experiment of his maxims was made, however poutan.

strange and monstrous it might have seemed to him that France
should soon claim the whole world to share in its recovered

liberty, there was nothing in the principle which he set forth

that could hinder this result. When Locke began to generalize
about government, instead of merely defending the English revo-

lution, or breaking in pieces the fiction of Filmer, he imagined
a contract between the governors and the governed. If that

contract was made in one place, it may have been made in
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any jilace. It Lad not more to do with Greece than with

Palestine, with France tlian with England or with Germany.
It had nothing to do, Rousseau said boldly, with any of

them. There ivas no such contract
;
there could be no such

contract anywhere or at any time. There were no parties
between whom the contract could be made. The sovereigns
were not distinct from the people. The people were the sove-

reigns. They could not abdicate that sovex-eignty. It belonged
to them necessarily and inherently. Society was implied in

the very existence of human beings. Governors were merely
their instruments or delegates. Different governments might
be suitable to different places. There were inconveniences in

one, conveniences in another. Some were essentially bad, such

as an hereditaiy aristocracy. A democracy had great advan-

tages, but there was nothing to hinder the people from choosing
an individual man to execute its decrees. But the government,
of whatever form it was, was to acknowledge this dominion, not as

a mere reserved dominion, but as an actual one, which needed

to come into continual exercise. That it might come into such

exercise, that it never need be lost in a mere representation,
Rousseau argued from the case of the Roman Comitia. In

fact, the Roman constitution became, in a way which seems

strange to us in our time, the great pattern and justification
of all his maxims. So that, besides the other peculiarities
of the revolution which we may trace to him, all its classical

pedantries, its adoption of the forms of an aristocratical com-
monwealth and the names of great aristocratical leaders in the

denunciation of aristocrats, may also plead his authority. He
read, no doubt, Roman hi.storj' with the eyes of a Swiss—with

the eyes of one who was the son of a tradesman, and of one who
had himself been brought up to a trade. The equality which

belonged to the circumstances of a small city, and which grew
dearer to him the more he perceived of the complications and

corniptions of great cities, entered almost unconsciously into

his conception of society, coloured hisjudgment of the past as well

as his anticipation of the future. All that Montesquieu or that

others had said of the way in which the strifes of ordei-s had
contributed to the preservation of liberty made no impression

upon him. Liberty, he readily acknowledged, must be obedience

to a law, not the power of breaking it. But the disposition to

break laws, as well as to establish laws which should bind one

class and not another, arose, he su]>posed, from the inequality
of ranks and conditions. Own the whole people as the Sove-

reign assume the whole peojde to be the legislators, declare

those who execute them to be its subjects, and what room i.«<
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there for inequality? Or if it invades us, must not our fii-st

object be to crusli it, aud to restore the proper order of Na-
ture 1

31. It must be evident that the primary idea of the Contrai Fraternity.

Social implies a state of manners as well as of laws. Emile must
come in to help in forming our society. The people constitute

a unity, but it is composed of elements which must be taught
to cohere : the object is to take away whatever liinders them
from cohering as they naturally should. Fraternity, then, is as

necessary to us as equality. We must be a family of brothers or

we cannot be the monarch. But jxiternity we liave cast awaj'. ueasof
In theory Locke had done that for us already. Rousseau ob- paternal

serves that if there was a grant of dominion to Adam or to rejected.

Noah, it may, for aught he knows, have descended upon
him : he can make out as good a title to be the king of

the world as any one else. That form of the doctrine, then,
had become a jibe; it was almost too old for a jibe, the

edge was so entirely worn off. But theocracy, as a practical

conception, as a power not vested in kings but in priests,
was not extinguished anywhere ; certainly not in France. The
main efforts of the philosophers were, we have seen, directed

to the extinction of it. Rousseau, not working with them, not Rousseau

using their weapons, but, for the most part, indignantly rejecting enlSiy of ti.«

them, yet strikes a more deadly blow at their enemy than they priests than

have struck. They only try to undermine the throne. He at pedists.'^"

*"

once provides a sttccessor to it. The idea of the sovereignty of
the people takes the place of the theocratic idea. Beneath all

governments, having a right to displace all, treating all as its

offspring and its subjects, stands this mysterious dominion, in
itself awful, intangible, unapproachable ;

but able to take form,
and to come forth not in the decrees of conclaves or of councils, but
in the decrees of clubs and of St. Antoine mobs, enforced by all

the instruments which they can command. This is the Rous-
seau conception. The acts in which it speedily embodied itself

were such as would have shocked him perhaps as much as any
man—such as he would have thought the most flagrant outrages
upon the names which he had proclaimed to the world, and upon
the princijiles which those names rejjresented. Men who took Realization

l)art in those acts may have often felt the same. They may "' ^is

have wondered at what they were doing under the authoi-ity of

the blessed symbols to which they were appealing. But they
could always fall back, they did fall back, upon the question.
Who is lord over us ? We are sovereign. Who can be above us !

Tell us what law there is which we did not create, and which
can bind us.

32. lu the latter part of the Contrat Social, Rousseau passes
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under review the different religious conceptions wliich liave

sought to blend themselves with the government and order of a

State. He finds those of the old world in a certain degree
helpful and sustaining to the order of the commonwealth. He
admires greatly the legislation of the Hebrews. He commends
all the great lawgivers who have said that their laws did not

proceed from themselves tat from the gods. He does not even

vehemently object to their exclusiveness, so far as they connected
the god who presided over the city or country with the defence

of the city or country. It is the idea of a king lorn of heaven
which has come in with the Gospel that has utterly puzzled all

social relations. Taking the form which it has taken among
the Catholics, it is en.slaving to all thought and action. It

mingles itself with the affairs of life only to confuse them, to

enforce hypocrisy, to compel men to hate and punish all who
do not think as they do. Taking the form which it has taken

among those who try to separate it from the attairs of the

world, it makes those affairs, and the right pursuit of them,

things of indifference. It sets men's minds wholly upon another

economy; it makes them useless or bad citizens. In neither of

these forms, then, can Christianity have any relation with the

true social contract. There are certain duties and obligations
which must be prescribed to men, certain moral articles, which
will often coincide with the precepts of the Gosjiel, that must
be enfoi'ced upon them. There must be no persecution for

opinions ;
but if peojile are found guilty of doing acts, or even

of holding principles which interfere with their obligations as

citizens, they may be punished for these. Nay, Rousseau
intimates very clearly that those who hold strong religious

convictions, if they interfere with the convictions of others,
must be cut off from the State.

33. In this last lesson we have the climax of the Exsay on

Toleration, as we had before the climax of the Essay on Govern-

ment. It appears to leave us much where we were befoi'e.

Under the name of Incivisme any crimes of thought or belief

may be punished which priests have punished under another

name. The Roman emperors did not punish the preachers of

the kingdom of heaven for their religion ; they punished them
for interfering with the authority of the Caesar—because the

disciples of the Crucified proclaimed a king who reigned by
a diflerent title, and who exhibited his power in different

acts from his. The new Sovereign need only follow the pre-
cedent—would, in fact, be obliged to follow it, if he found men
of one faith or another rebellious to his decrees. It is in vain

to allege against such a doctrine the uncertainty of human

opinions, the likelihood that one may be as right as auotlier.
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"
Opinions ! We enforce no opinions. We merely crush in-

tolerance. Your zeal for certain ojiinions interferes witli the

peace of society
—with the safety of the one and indivisible

republic. Are we not bound, in the uame of liberty of opinion,
to put you down?"

34. In fact, it is obvious that the seed of a universal society, Rousseau's

claiming all the rights which any old universal society imperial church^and

or ecclesiastical had claimed, lay in this idea of Rousseau. And if ''"p^

it was there, it could not long remain an idea
;
it must have a trial

in act. Rousseau rather feared than desired that trial
;
neither

he nor his opponent.? could avert it. Those perversions of the

idea of a kingdom of heaven which he exposed had become too

flagrant and monsti-ous; it must be seen whether this was the

substitute for them. If it was found for a time to be a very
tremendous substitute, there might be a revival of those former

experiments with some prospect of success. And perhaps at

last, through their failure, as well as through a cry on the part
of Rousseaxi's one and all-sufficient sovereign for some one to /

direct his movements, might come forth the discovery of a

kingdom of heaven which neither treats the doings of earth Another Wea

as indifferent, nor attempts to mould them according to the Jiomof
'"'''

conception of certain earthly governors, regal or sacerdotal ;
heaven

which sets up no fatherhood on earth,~but is grounded on an
actual relation between men and a Father in heaven

;
which

upholds all special forms of government that are suitable to the

circumstances and traditions of each nation
;
which makes

redemption or deliverance from bondage its watchword and
its ruling idea; which, so far as it prevails, mvist always be

carrying that redemption into act in some fresh sphere of

life, in some new region ;
which mu.st be always awakening new

thoughts, bringing new powers into exercise ; which forbids

intolerance, not because it looks upon truth as uncertain, but
because it stands in a God of truth, who is bringing into unity
the diflerent living elements of faith which He has scattered

among the generations of men, and is emancipating them from the

dead conceits, superstitions, idolatries, which are generated in

their selfish natures, and which set them at war with each other.

If the Contrat Social, as well as the Emile, have removed obstacles Theories and

to the revelation of this kingdom—if their confusions suggest tritmtlng""

it, and show the necessity of it— if the mighty events of which '"'t-

they were the precursors turn it, as well as what is opposed to

it, from a dream into a reality,
—what heartlessness and faith-

lessness to dread the effects of any inquiries or speculations, even
of those tremendous political convulsions,

" which shake not

earth only, but also heaven!"
35. There is a dread, and, we must confess, a more reasonable
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dread, of a class of writings which ti'aee their parentage, not to
Tiie Nomdie the Emile or the Contrat Social, but to tlie Nouvelle Ileloise.

An apologist for Rousseau might allege that there are in him
elements of nobleness which wei-e entirely wanting in the senti-

mental spawn that was produced from him; that a free Alpine
air breathes through his voluptuousness, which was exchanged in

them for the faint, sickly perfumes of Parisian boudoirs. No doubt

this is so; but it must be also remembered that the jtrofa.nation

of powers such as his, of aspirations such as his, to any kind of

evil purposes, involves a degradation and a shame which we can-

not feel equally in the imitators. To judge him or them is j\o

business of ours. The Confessions have told us how impossible
he found it to separate what he felt and knew to be evil in him
from those passions and instincts which he was sure were God's

gifts and must be good. That confusion was sure to go into

Tiie serti- all his pictures of life. Nature must come out in them as a

school. medley of impressions which no keen, clear eye discriminates,
before which the man passively succumbs. It is the Nemesis of

thi.s nature-worship that from it arose the most artificial, the

most insincere of all schools. What was genuine in it, whether
of reverence for the outward woi-ld or of sympathy with man,
would be sure to bear other fruits, which would ripen in a

different climate.

Relation of 36. For our subject, the most important reflection which is

this school to
g;,(Torested by the school to which we have referred is, that there

the philoso- .
r^'^ -J

. ^
phicai school is an evident and close alliance between the doctrine oi sensation
o sensation,

j^^ philosophy and the prevalence of sentiment in literature. If

by this remark we were understood to mean that a sti'ong
assertion of the opinion that our ideas are derived from sen-

sation must have a tendency to sentimentalism, it could be

mo.st easily refuted. No one had less of this tendency than

Locke
;
there are few traces of it in Hartley ;

we are not aware

that there is any excuse for attributing it to Condillac. Just so

The philoso- far OS writers were occujiied with continuous mental investiga-

selvesfre™' tions, they had a security against that weakness; Locke, at least,

raentaiism"
^^^'^ ^^^ further security of engagement in the common business

ofa particularly unsentimental couutryand age. But the contem-

poraries of philosojihers are affected by their thoughts other-

wise than they are affected themselves. Their school language
must be translated into the language of the parlour

—by aud

bye, also, of the kitchen—and, as is wont to be the case, the

ti-anslation often looks very unlike the original. The necessity
of submission to the senses is the world's version of the doctrine

that we receive everything through our senses. It may be an

unfair version
;
at all events, it never can be urged in opposition

to any ascertained facts. But it may compel the inquiry, whether
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nothing has been left out in the scheme which seemed so com- Need of a

plete and satisfactory. Good we have seen coining to education
i'o'l."S°cur&

from the method of Locke ; good we may see coming from it in

various directions. But we may still have to begin again
" at

the -n-rong end," that we may learn how that good may be

secured to us—how the mischiefs whicli accompany it may be

avoided.

37. We might linger long over the period of French philo- iities to

sophy which preceded the Revolution. But we have been
Frra"h'''''

'°

careful to select only the names of those (1.) Wlio had an philosophy,

acknowledged indisputable influence over their contemporaries ;

(2.) Who exercised that influence in difiereut ways so as to be

distinct specimens of classes; (.3.)
Who cannot be denied by those

that draw the sharpest line between the pliysical and the moral

philosopher
—between the philosopher as such and tlie man of let-

ters—to be fit subjects for a review of ethical and metaphysical
writers. All whom we have noticed fulfil these conditions. No They must

set of men living in the same time, and having certain objects in individnai

common, can be more dissimilar than Condillac, Helvetius, Mont- <^haracter.

esquieu, Voltaire, Rousseau. However high may be the claims

of two out of the five to rank as dramatists or novelists, no one

can refuse to treat the Lettres sur les Ancilais, or Einile and the

(Jontrat Social as critical works in strict philosophical histoiy.
All may have treated largely of the connection of man with Tiiey must

nature, but none would be ranked among writers on nature in men''of""^™

the technical sense. About their eflect on the minds of their lettersor

own countrymen, and of foreigners likewise, there is no dispute.
And Voltaire represents in his own person, and in the variety of

his gifts and pursuits, the general effect which L' Enajclopeclie
was designed to produce, and did produce. Condillac is an Types ci

advantageous and admirable type of the school which reduced

all humanity to sensation. Helvetius is the link between a man
so purely and practically self-seeking as Rochefoucauld and those

who aimed at the substitution of a general utility for the selfish-

ness of classes and individuals. Montesquieu contains in himself

the germ of a race of historical jurists. Rousseau, though

nought but himself can be his parallel, yet is the first in a series

of educational reformers—the precursor of countless tribes of

sentimentalists and confessors (in the modem acceptation of that

title), the originator of a set of symbols which denote the charac-

ter of a mighty epoch.
38. We must now pass from France into Scotland—from David Hams

Rousseau to David Hume. The relation between these two d^n-''^^).

eminent men forms itself a curious chapter in the jjhUosophical

history of the eighteenth century
—an illustration of the charac-

ters and dispositions of each, and of the time to which they
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belonged. In February, 1763, Rousseau longs to reach the soil

which has given birth to Hume, to whom he lias done no justice,
in that he has only admired his genius; his heart deserved far

higher raptures. In June, 1766, he says, "You bring me to

England apparently to procure me an asylum, really to disgrace
me. You devote yourself to this noble task with a zeal worthy
of your heart, and with aa art worthy of your talents.

You live in the great world, I in solitude. The public has to

be deceived, and you are made to deceive it. I know, however,
one man whom you will not deceive; it is yourself." These

changes of opinion in a man of Rousseau's temperament are not

the least surprising; if his second thoughts detract anything
from Hume's amenity and good nature, the earlier are far

wortliier of confidence. In fact, those qualities were probably
one cause of the alienation of the friends. It is hard to imagine
so fiery and so calm a nature even for a time harmonizing ;

that

they should soon discover their essential repugnance, and
cannot seriously affect our opinion of either. Hume may
or may not be correctly described as living in the "great
world" of England or Scotland. But there was that in his

easy nonchalance and contentment which would be eventually
as sure to win him favovir in that world, or in any smaller world,
as the exactions and cajiriciousness of Rousseau would be to

oflfend it.

39. The short account of " My Own Life," which is prefixed
to the Histm-y of England, conveys as much information about

Hume's circumstances as the reader requires, and is, on the

whole, a more faithful jucture of him than any external bio-

grapher, favourable or unfavourable, could supjily. There is

simplicity and no extravagant vanit}' in the following report :—" I am, or i-ather was (for that is the style I must use in

speaking of myself, which emboldens me the more to speak my
sentiment.s)

—I was, I say, a man of mild disposition, of command
of temper, of an open, social, and cheerful humour, capable of

attachment, but little susceptible of enmity, and of great moder-

ation in all my passions. E^en my love of literary fame, my
ruling passion, never soured my temper, notwithstanding my
frequent disappointments. My company was not unacceptable
to the young and careless as well as to the studious and the

literary; and as I took a particular pleasure in the company of

modest women I had no reason to be displeased with the receji-

tion I met •\\'\i\\ from them. In a word, though most men any-
wise eminent have found reason to comjilain of calumny, I never

was touched, or even attacked by her baleful tooth
;
and though

I wantonly exposed myself to the rage of both civil and reli-

gious factions, they seemed to be disarmed in my behalf of their
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wonted fuiy." The facts of the autobiography illustrate and
contirm these statements. It represents him as early addicted
to polite literature, as destined by his parents for the law, but
as devoting himself to Cicero and VirgU when they supposed he
was occupied with Voet and Vinnius. For a little whUe he
tried commerce at Bristol, but he did not care for money. A visit to

v-isit to Fi-ance in 1734 determined his course of life. He found ffn^e.

that the independence he possessed would suffice to a man of

small desires and careful economy : he would "
regard every

object as contemptible except the improvement of his talents in

literature." He spent three years in France
;
there he began it fl^ed his

his philosophical speculations ;
there he wrote his Treatise on

Hmiutn Nature. How dear this country was to him we learn

afterwards when he went to Paris with Lord Hertford in 1763.

There he was " loaded with civilities by men and women of all

ranks and stations." He found "it a real satisfaction to live in

Paris from the great number of sensible, knowing, polite company
with which that city abounded above all places in the universe."

He thought of settling there for life. He had, however, in the

interval between these visits, formed ties with his own country.
He had fixed in Edinburgh in 1751, published his Political His worts.

Discourses and his Principles of Morals, \Yhich, he says, he pre-
ferred to all bis books; in 1752, became librarian to the Faculty
of Advocates, and commenced his History. He records good
humouredly those literary disappointments to which he alludes

in his sketch of his own character. He chose to begin his The history

History with the accession of the House of Stuart—" the epoch gtuart

when he thought the misrepresentations of factions began chiefly
penod.

to take place." He was "assailed with one cry of reproach, dis-

approbation, and even detestation," all because "he presumed to

shed a generous tear for the fate of Charles the First and the Earl
of Strafford." Two archbishops

—odd exceptions, he thinks, to the

general rule—sent him messages not to be discouraged. Shortly
after he published his Natural History of Religion, which was
attacked by Dr. Hurd, and his volume on Tlie Reign of the

TvAors, which was less unpopular than that on the Stuarts.

The latter he revised, but instead of correcting it to please
" the senseless clamour of the Whigs," who had all places
to bestow in the State and in literature, he made " about a

hundred altei-ations all on the Tory side." He had not acted so

foolishly for his pecuniary interests as he at first imagined.
" The copy-money given me by the booksellers even exceeded

anything formerly known in England. I became not only

independent but opulent." At sixty-five
" he saw many symp-

toms of his literary reputation breaking out with additional

lustre."

Vol II. 2o
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40. This, the reader may say, is not the portrait of that subtle

reasoner who is supposed to have carried scepticism to its farthest

possible limits. This is assuredly no laborious questioner of

facts or pursuer of principles. He is the very model of the

agreeable man who mixes the pursuit of light literature with
the intercourse of society, who is never likely to trouble us with

any perplexing or deep in', estigations, by whom we miglit rather

hope to be emancipated from all such, whom we might ;isk to pro-
tect us from the tiresome pedants that would force us into them.
Such an impression Huiae undoubtedly conveys of himself in

tliis record of his own life. And it is not dilferent i'rom the

impres.siou which he seeks to produce, nay which he actuallv

produces, on us in the works in which we should expect to find

the counteraction of it. In the opening of his Inquiry concem-

iag the Human Understanding he contrasts what he calls the
"
easy and obvious philosophy" with " the accurate and ab-

struse." " Abstract reasoners," he says,
" seem hitherto to have

enjoyed only a momentary i-eputation from the caprice or ignor-
ance of their own age, but have not been able to support their

renown vWth more equitable posterity. . . . The fame of

Cicero flourishes at present; but that of Aristotle is utterly de-

cayed. La Bruyere passes the seas and still maintains hL^

reputation ; but the gloiy of Malebranche is confined to his own
nation and to his own age; and Addison, perhaps, will be read with

pleaiiure when Locke shall be entirely forgotten." It will be seen

that such statements are strictly in harmony with those of the

biography; they do not refer to " abstract
"
thinkers of one school,

but of all schools; they include Locke, who was himself a man of

the world; they evidei^tly denote a habit of mind which he who
cherishes it is not likely to abandon, to whatever topics he may
happen to dii-ect his attention. If he possesses any faculty
which enables him to analyze skillfully and with subtlety, we
maybe surehe wUl exercise it; his ruling passion for literary fame
will not allow a gift to be idle which may bring in great returns

of reputation in proportion to its rarity. But it will be used in

subordination to the main purpose ;
not to show how much can

be done by painful investigations in obscure regions, but how little

can be done : not to distress
"
sensible, knowing, and polite com-

panies" of men and women with the notion that there is some-

thing which they might know, and ought to know, besides what
is contained in tlieir easy books; but for the purpose of relieving
them from all such disti-ess, of making them comfortable with
the thought that any aspirations to rise above that region
in which they are habitually conversant are extravagant and
ridiculous.

41. That a young Scotchman should have proposed to himself
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this object mav appear to us surprising. But, as we hare Hume'e

already remarked, he was a Scotchman whose mind was shaped ai'™^e.
in Fi-ance at the very epoch when this idea of philosophy was

beginning to establish itself there and to displace every other—
at the very time when Voltaire was borrowing the ai-ms of

Locke to overthrow the " abstract" philosophy which had reigned
in his country up to that time. If we have mastered the sense Enters into

which he and his disciples gave to the word—if we remember Xea'^'
'

how contemptuous he was to all previous philosophers of all philosophy.

ages—how much he valued Locke because he limited the exer-

cises of the reason, and exposed its pretensions to deal with

subjects which were out of its ken—we .shall understand how a

man who reckoned Pai-is the chosen city of the universe may
have caught his tone and adopted his nomenclature; nay, how
much more piquant that tone and that nomenclature may have

been to him because they belonged to the age and did not belong
to his own soil. So far Hume was not original He followed Aims like

French guides
—

certainly not his imfortunate Swiss protege
—in exm "lion"

seeking to connect philosophy with the life and manners of a
"^1^1.^^,,^

civilized fashionable circle. He followed them in their desire to potionsas

remove whatever obstacles hindered the accomialishment of this i^ui sSS
union. He followed them in regarding theocratic notions—the '^'"f""-

belief in an interference of God with the affairs of men—as the

chief of these obstacles. In the method of working out this

common object there was scope for the gi"eatest differences of

chai-acter and of intellect. There was at least as much theo- Applies ijis

cracy in Scotland as in France. But it was of an entirely sSti™i°
different kind. And the process of undermining it was corres-

pondingly different. No instrviments which were set in motion

by the Encyclopedists were better fitted for their purpose than

those which Hume set at work for his. They are as unlike as

the natures for which they were devised were unlike. Both
kinds derived all possible advantage from their own sharpness,
from the skill of the hands which wielded them, fi-om the weak-
ness of much that was opposed to them. We believe that there

is good reason for cont«ntment and thankfulness that no blun-

dering interference was allowed to make the trial of their force

less complete.
42. Students ofHume are wont to commit two mistakes. They The nutorf

separate the philosopher from the historian. They regard the °ijSo™be

Inquiry concerning the Human Understaiwling as exhibiting more awded

of his purpose, because it unquestionably exhibits much more of phiiosopii.v.

his dialectical ability, than the Inquiry concerning t/ie Principles
of iloral^, which he regarded as his best book. If we fall into

the first error we shall understand him neither as an import«r
of a French stvle of thought and literature into Scotland nor as
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a native Scotchman. Voltaire aimed at nothing so much a.s to

make history what he called philo.<!oijhical : in other wcird.s, to

make it the reflex of the temper of his own time; to take from
it all that implied a reverence for anticjuity

—all that could

Principles favour the theocratic temjier. A cleai', free, po])ular style was

philosophical inflispensable for this purpose; it was equally indis]iensable that

historj-. if he shocked some old piejudices by striking at names which

mingled faith with freedom, like Joan of Arc, he should make

compensation for this violence by favouring the national admira-
tion for great mouarchs, like Louis XIV.

; only suggesting how
much they lowered their greatness when they fell under the
dominion of priests. Hume undertook English history in the

same spirit. But he was not an Englishman ;
he belonged to the

country which had produced the Stuarts and the Covenanters.
Hume's The period of the accession of James the First was the one in

the s'tuai"' which the great theocratic conflict began. Hume had, no doubt,

hisstirting-

" ^ generous tear" ready for Charles I. and Strafford. He might
ooint have an old Stuart leaning; and though Strafl'ord must have

been far too strong for his good-natured equanimity, he could

not but admire a man so thoroughly anti-puritan as he was.
lie hates the But with all respect for Hume's tenderness, we conceive his

at leiist as antipathies were in this instance the quickeners of his sym-

loves'oiVrfes p^thies. It was the moment of history to select for the trial of

the new doctrines and the new historical method. None could

have answered the purpose nearly so well. Whatever theocratic

faith remained in Scotland clung to the ti-aditions of this time,

strikes at There was also a faith in Scotland which clung to the tradi-

thethracratio
^^'^^^ of the exiled family, which, defeated of all present hope, still

faith in Scot- longed to justify the past. No doubt there were strong Whig
feelings in England as well as Scotland, which still connected

the Bill of Eights with the Petition of Rights; the opposition to

Charles and the bishops with the establishment of tlie constitu-

tion. Whilst the memory of Prestonpans was still recent, such

recollections must have had no little power. With them was
combined the habitual presbyterianism of Hume's country, and a

certain reluctance among the Ejiiscopalians of ours to acknow-

ledge a champion who evidently deemed very lightly of the

faith which they and their opponents professed in common.

Theopposi- We need not therefore wonder at the torrent of opposition

soilurae'te'm- which these volumes are said to have excited at their tirst a])-

poiiiry. pearance, nor at the temporary neglect of them which succeeded

it. These are often jirognostics of a triumph; seldom of a

triumph so rapid and so splendid as in this instance. The Bute
Torvism be- ascendency was at hand

;
the encouragement of the " two odd

d'om'inant'!°' exceptions" was a sign of the coming time. Toryism was

mounting into the ascendant ; Toryism
—it must be said in plain
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terms—which for the jiresent had not the least objection to a

left-lianded marriage with Atheism. Tliere were tv/o Tories of

another type in the land, whose rough voices were heard after

awhile forbidiug the banns— Geoi-ge III. and Dr. Johnson.

But those voices did not prevent Hume's history from penetrat- Hamcs nu-

ing into every class-room—from becoming the text-book out of a" great in-

which boys were to be instructed in the deeds and purposes of
fo[.J5i"'ng'

"^

their forefathers. Clergymen thought it necessary to confute Englishmen.

Hume's Essays in angry answers whicli were not read. Clei-gy-
men carefully indoctrinated their pupils in the maxims of a

history whicli embodies the spirit of the essays, which teaches

us, far more effectually than they can teach us, to believe in a

world that is governed by no God, and whicli is inhabited by a

race of men who are capable of no patriotism, no heroism, no

self-sacrifice, but have made a ridiculous mimicry of those quali-

ties, to impose upon each other. The French Revolution, which
made so many respectable church-goers, might have weakened
the power of such a book. But the analogy between Louis XVI.
and Charles I. gave a sacredness to Hume's "generous tear,"

and convinced Anti-Jacobins that the enemy of freedom must
be a defender of the faith.

43. The other mistake to which we alluded is less serious Home's

than this; but it confuses our judgment of a very remark- ^^^1^°^
able man. In his Principles of A[orals Hume refers all virtues—such as justice, benevolence, forgiveness, as well as all political
order—to utility. It is a book written—as every book of his

must be written—easily and agreeably. The question is settled

with less labour, and, on the whole, with less range of thought
and observation than Helvetius had brought to bear upcm it.

But it is free from much that gives offence in the treatise of

Helvetius. Eochefouoauld is almost out of sight. There are

far fewer complaints of existing habits and institutions. To u.s,

reading this book in the present day, it seems a little stale.

The arguments, however well stated, have done so much service

since, that we are inclined to talk of them as used up. This, Hume's utnu

however, is only because they have become so much a part of received"
''"'

our common furniture—because they have been so readily "P"^ s"°'=-

accepted by the divines who have undertaken to answer all that

we suppose is exceptionable in Hume—because at least one of our
universities has, under another name than Hume's, given them a
learned and ecclesiastical sanction. We may have become a little

weary of these solutions of moral puzzles ; they ai'e too familiar—
too orthodox. Problems may have started up before us which,
we suspect, they do not entirely meet. We ought to place our-

selves in the position of men in the eighteenth century
—as far

as we can in Hume's own position
—then we shall understand
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how exactly this book answere to his description of that easy
and obvious pliilosophy which the more difficult and abstract,

having no value of its own, might be serviceable in corroborat-

ing and protecting against an}' theocratic invasion.s. It beinc
shown that all moral virtues have a great utility, and tiiai/

be referred to that as their ground—it being sliown that all

writers on ethics have recognized this quality in them, however

they may have diSered in other respects,
— all suggestions from

older philosophers which interfere with the notion that this

quality is the adequate explanation of them having been dis-

missed with those graceful shrugs, those modest appeals to our
utter ignorance of principles and final causes wbicli no one

manages so well as Hume;—the idea of any immutable laws
or principles vanishes almost without an efi'ort. The student

simply smiles, and asks himself,
" Where did I ever get the

dream of such? What a fool I must have been that such
a dream should come to me!" Before his readers were pre-

jjared to utter such a speech their dreams must have been
haunted with many nightmares, perhaps with some sjjecti'es.

They must have been for a long time suspecting that the woi'ld

which they did not converse with through their eyes and ears

was a mere phantom world. They must have been wishing,
or half-wishing, for some one to lay the phantoms. A large

portion of those polite men and women to whom Hume espe-

cially addressed himself were in this condition. They had

begun to think that whatever did not come to them through
the senses was a delusion. The philosophy of half-a-century
had been adapting itself to that opinion, and had been justify-

ing it. How welcome must be the teacher who comes forth to

convince men that they have not been mistaken in it—that

they were only mistaken in all the opinions which prevented
them from frankly accepting it !

4-lr. Now, then, let the abstruse philosophy do its best. Hume
regards it with the indifference of a gentleman who cai-es only
for polite literature and a quiet life. Still, if he chooses to

exercise himself in this line, he can show that very few of those

who profess abstract philosophy can pursue it as successfully
as he does. And it was not merely the "ruling passion"
which was gratified by his display of his power in what he
aflected to treat as a mere idle, unnecessary exercise. It seems
to us that the Inqidnj concerniny the Human Understanding
has been fruitful of imjiortant consequences to philosophy as

such, to theology, to human life. No book bears such strik-

ing witness to the consolatoi-y fact that a man's highest gift,

when it is stretched to its utmost, will ultimately confer benefits

vipon his kind, even if the immediate purpose which he pro-
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poses to himself in the use of it is ever so poor a one. Or may
we not try to educe a more cheering lesson even tliau this from
the case before us? Is it not probable that a man, when he is

exercising his highest faculty, is carried above himself—that he

unconsciously forgets the low result after which lie is sti-iving,
or only sees it at a distance in the background—that truth
becomes his aim, and that let him be what he may—sceptic,

dogmatist, utilitarian—he must bow and bring offerings to her
shrine which may hereafter }irove more eflectual than all the

offerings that he has brought to other shrines— which may
draw down blessings as great as the curses that have followed
them '] From the book of Hume's which contains his doctrine
of Cause and Effect and his Essay on Miracles—from the book,
therefore, which he thought, and which his opponents have

thought, the most sceptical of all his books—lessons, we think,

may be learnt, nay, have been learnt, which have been the
best confutation of the lazy scepticism that possessed him, and
that his history has diffused through our land. It is not when Hume's

he is pushing his investigations as far as they will go that we Uever pushed
ever complain of him; then he is doing a service to trutli and too far.

to mankind. It is when, as happens often in this treatise, uehasdone
he declines investigation, laughs at the effort to make it im™ only by

as useless and ridiculous, flings himself into his arm chair, Sziness.'"^

becomes as indolently and contemptuously acquiescent as any
priest ever wished his disciples to be; it is then that he
exhibits the state of mind to which we are all temj)ted, and

against which, whatever others do, the believer in a God of
truth must wrestle to the death.

45. Beginning from the docti'ine that our ideas are only copies Hume on

of our sensible impressions, Hume dismisses, with something
'^ "'

like contempt, the chapter of Locke from which his own philo-

sophy and all the philosophy of the day had taken its start.

The conti-oversy about "innate ideas" seems to him a merely Thecontro-

scholastical one. If innate means natural, of course our ideas Tunaite'idfcii

are innate. We receive them into us; they become a jiart of °'''°'^'*-

us ; we have the capacity for receiving them. The meaning of

Locke was, he admits, jirobably that which he has expressed in

simpler and more correct language. All abstract ideas must
then be only feeble representations of those impressions from
which they are derived

;
and you may get rid of "

metaphysical
jargon" by always asking respecting any word which is put forth
as the expression of an abstract idea,

" To what impression does impressions

it correspond r' If no answer can be retui-ned, you may con-
cSpie's!'"'^

elude that your teacher is playing off a trick upon you
—thai he

is giving you a word which stands for nothing. So far we have
not learnt anything which any weU-trained scholar of Locke
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might not have told us; we have only swept the ground of some
of those dreams of "

being" which still cliug to men who are

most anxious to scatter them. Our obligation to Hume, so far,

is only that he makes us understand more clearly than we did

before that we are not in direct contact with reality, but ouly
with "

impressions." It is something, however, to bo perfectly
assured on what gi-ound wc are standing. The next step is to

trace the connection between tho.se ideas which are the copies
of the impressions. On this point Hume has not nearly so

much to tell us as we ha^•e already learnt from Hartley. The
vibrations and vibratiuncles did not commend themselves to

him
; they would have sounded strange to the polite companies

with which he associated. He assigns, however, three prin-

ciples of association which need not interfere with them—Con-

tiijuUy, Resemhlance, Cause or Effect. The author is not anxious

to prove that this enumeration is exhaustive. It would be very
inconsistent with his purpose and his principle to attempt such

a j)roof, even to suppose that there could be such a one. He
will only show, by a number of in.stances,

" the etfects of the con-

nection upon the passions and imagination, where we may open

up a field of speculation more entertaining, and perhaps more

instructive, than the other." The instances are taken from

works of art. The rules of art, as Hume understood them, are

traced to the association of ideas. Contiguity, resemblance,

causation, can be shown to be connected with the books we

re.id, the pictures we see, and with the pleasure which remains

on our mind after we have read and seen. To pursue the

subject further Hume thought unnecessary. He did not, how-

ever, in this case wish to quell inquiry. He "threw to-

gether his loose hints to excite the curiosity of philo.sophers,
and beget a suspicion, if not a full persuasion, that the subject
is very copious." He has been gratified. The curiosity has

been excited. There has not been a suspicion, but a full per-
suasion that the subject is far more cojiious than he supposed it

to be.

46. Thus far we seem only to have been at play. Now
comes what, if we were speaking of any one but Hume, we might
call the tug of war. For now we have reached the section of

the Inquiry which contains sceptical doubts concernhig tlie

operation of tlie understanding
—the one in which the whole

question is to be discussed,
" What is the nature of the

evidence which assures us of any real existence of matters of

fact beyond the testimony of our senses and the record of our

memory?" It is a serious examination surely. We brace our-

selves to it as if it had something to do with our very existence.

We are soon quieted. It is to be no tug of war at alL " This
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part of philosophy, it is observable, has been little cultivated y^orks, vol.

either by the ancients or the moderns
;
and therefore our doubts EdintrarBh,

and errors in the prosecution of so important an inquirj- may be
''^^

more excusable, while we march through such difficult paths
without any guide or direction. They may even prove useful

by exciting curiosity and destroying that implicit faith and

security which is the bane of all reasoning aud free inquiry.
The discovery of defects in the common philosophy, if any such
there be, will not, 1 presume, be a discouragement, but rather an
incitement to attempt something that is more full and satisfac-

tory than has yet been proposed to the public." We have said

already that we have no doubt these effects, and greater effects

than these, were to follow from Hume's examination. But
they were to follow precisely because men engaged in it to whom conseqnen-

it was not such a matter of indifference as it was to liim—who
S^nquiry)'"'

were quite willing that he should shake their implicit faith and
their dependence on the common philosophy ;

but who did not

choose, when these had been shaken to their great benefit, to

dangle between heaven and earth, with no footing on either,

only because polite gentlemen and ladies might find that position
a safe and comfortable one for them.

47. The following passage contains the inward doctrine of the works, vol

book, and is so characteristic, that we should be wronging the i^-. ?'"'

author and wasting the time of the reader if we gave it in

any other language than his :
— " When it is a.sked. What is the

nature of all our reasonings concerning matters offact? the pro-

per answer .seems to be, that they are founded on the relation
of cause and effect. When, again, it is asked, What is thefoun-
dation of all reaso7iings and conclxhsions concerning that relation?
it may be replied in one word. Experience. But if we still Experience

carry on our sifting humour, and ask, What is the foundation
of all conclusions from, experience? this implies a new question,
which may be of more difficult solution and explication. Philo-

sopliers that give themselves airs of superior wisdom and

sufficiency have a hard task when they encounter persons of

inquisitive dispositions, who push them from every corner to
which they retreat, and who are sure at last to bring them to
some dangerous dilemma. The best expedient to prevent this

confusion is to be modest in our pretensions, aud even to dis-

cover the difficulty before it is presented to us. By this means
we make a kind of merit of our very ignorance." Most entirely
does Hume fulfil the intention which he has announced in this

paragraph. Having reached the answer to his second question,
he not only declares, but proves by the most satisfactory induc-

tion, that he can, ujion his gi-ound, give no answer to the third.

An experience grounded upon sensible impressions cannot con-
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duct to the idea of any ultimate power or cause. It can only
set foi-th a ti-ain of antecedents and consequents. The ideas

are linked together in our niimls by bonds of contiguity and
resemblance. There is a necessary connection between them.

There appears to be a corresponding connection in nature itself.

Those who are interested about final causes may dwell upon
this connection—may find gi-eat entertainment in tracing it.

But the notion that they find any ground of this connection

either in the outward world or in tlieir own minds is mere delu-

sion. They assume it; they do not find it. How the thought
comes to us that we want it need not perplex us. It is just the

])oint about wliieh we can be content to remain in ignorance.
We can do our work perfectly well without it. The business of

society will proceed though this point remains always unsettled.

All moral principles, we have seen already, have their own
sutfieicnt basis in convenience and utUity. There is abundant

security against practical Pyrrhonism in the demands which

every day's existence makes upon us. What harm can there

be in the academic doubt which merely refers to points of

abstract philosophy? If the multitude wants a faitli in some
invisible cause or power to keep it quiet and well behaved, we

may be sure that it will have what it wants. Superstition will

always provide terrors enough. Why should abstract ])hilo-

sophy, which indeed has nothing to do with them, be called in

to sustain them? Let it simply confess that reason cannot

apprehend a cause, if reason be, as we have proved it to be,

merely experience deduced from sensible impressions. The best

course is to lay down the nde, that " the only object of the

abstract sciences or of demonstration are quantity and number,
and that all atterajits to extend this more pei-fect species of

knowledge beyond these bounds are mere sophistry and illu-

sion." Probability, then, is left by Hume, as by Butler, for the

whole region of morals. But to what different uses may the same

word be turned ! The probability of Hume is merely a prepon-
derance of chances for one conclusion over another. Because

morals are subjected to probability they can have no connection

with an invisible world, which lies wholly beyond our guesses.

Butler sees his probability in the facts of tlie world around him,
all of which being unsatisfactory in tliemselves, are to hiui traces

and footmai-ks leading to an invisible world, the existence of

which they demand, in which they can find their only explana-
tion.

48. Hume's modesty, becoming as it is, carried him too far,

if it induced him only to claim likelihood or probability for his

argument about cause and eff'ect. It was, and .so he felt it in

his secret heart, an entirely conclusive demonstration. Starting
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from his premises, he showed tliat it was impossible to aiTive at

the belief of a cause. If that belief is lodged somewhere in

men's minds—if there has been a demand for it which abstract

jjhilosophy has sought by unfair ways to account for—then
abstract philosophy must try what it can do in some other

way, or must leave a fact unexplained which will be a fact

whether it can find the explanation or no. Hume has

brought us to this point. We cannot be too thankful for being
brought to it by any process. His Essay on Miracles, which, on Miracles.

as we have said, forms a pai-t of this treatise, hel]:>s to show us
^'''''j™-^;

something more of the nature of that fact, and therefore helps
to clear the way for any solution that may be found of it. It

is part of Hume's business—a main step in his argument—to

show us how strong the feeling about miracles has been in all

countries and in all ages. The Protestant Christian wishes to

draw a line about the miracles of the New Testament
;
to sup-

j30se that there is some evidence in favour of them which can-

not be produced for others. But see, he says, what evidence

there is for the Jansenist miracles in ovu- own day ! How jansenist

strongly a subtle genius like Pascal was convinced of the T^"!"?!^^' ,,^
t f. , 1 (,

iv ore to p. vvy
truth of some of the earliest of them! What testimonies

there are in favour of some of those which Protestants, even
which all Christians, would be most eager to reject as proceeding
from unhallowed sources, as brought to support false beliefs!

Surely these are facts that deserve the most earnest reflection.

We must be obliged to any one who forces them upon our
notice. They indicate that craving in the hearts of men in

all regions after some cause or power which they thought
must be above nature, which they thought must be above
themselves. Ought not this curious persuasion to be looked
into 1 Is it enough to talk about the extraordinary love

of men for the marvellous, their dissatisfaction with the com-
mon and the habitual^ These sound very much like mere Fact of the

phrases. They explain the unknown by the more unknown. m™c"es'°'
It is all very well to say that your abstract philosophy fails ^^'^P expia-

you when you pass beyond the limits of the visible world. But
these are facts in the visible world. These concern the daily
lives of men. You have taken immense pains to show that

they concern the great majority of men. They may not concern
the polite men and women in Parisian circles; but if they do
concern the great multitude of human beings, not only the
abstract philosopher, but the man who feels any sort of interest

for his kind, must sec what they signify. Hvime may have
been wonderfully good-natured and social; but when he dis-

misses all such inquiries with merely general plu'ases expressing
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coBtempt for his race—tliere is no other epithet for it—he is

inhuman. And this is all the more the case if, as he says and

proves, there has been in these feelings about divine interfer-

ence in the affairs of men much that has degraded and demoral-

ized those who have entei'tained them— if the expectation of

miracles has led them to deny a general order in the univei'se—
if it has made them the prey of designers and the slaves of

superstition. Then the inquiry becomes transcendently impor-
tant. What is this principle in human nature which leads to

the acknowledgment of these miracles? If there is any good
in it, how can that be justified? How can the evil be cast

out?

49. We only notice this inhumanity that we who are tempted
to it by other motives than those which iufluenced the author of

the Essay on Miracles may resolutely avoid it. Such inhu-

manity mingled with many of the arguments of the Christian

advocates in that day. They found the craving for miracles not

extinct among themselves. The Methodist movement had led

to reports of many miracles. That movement proceeded on the

idea that the highest divine power which was exerted in the

first ages of the Church had not ceased to be exerted in that

age. The great object which the regulai'ly trained pleaders for

Christianity proposed to themselves was to vindicate the miracles

of the Bible at the expense of all such modem pretensions, from

whatever quarter they might come. They admitted the general

regularity of the divine government. They argued for special

exceptions, which were necessary at a particular moment to con-

firm the truth of " the Christian religion," or otherwise, the " mis-

.sion of Christ." In using this language they almost inevitably
left the impression upon the minds of tho.se who received their

lessons— (1.) That a power had been at work seventeen centuries

before which was not working then. (2.) That the Christian

religion was not a message concerning the head of the whole

human race, but only concerning the head of a particular

sect, which stood apart from the human race. Against the first

of these two maxims the Methodist movement—every move-

ment which stirred the hearts of men—was a direct protest.

Those who took part in it, practically, however incoherently,

affirmed, that the spiritual power which was present at one

time cannot cease to be present at all times, various as may
be the modes of its manifestation. Against the second maxim

they bore also a certain, though a still more confused and

less eflectual, witness. They attirmed tliat the Son of Jlan

could not merely have been born into the world at a certain

moment—that he was in communion then with their thoughts
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and their lives. But they limited his lessons to themselves; they

more carefully excluded" the -world from his government than

those who said that he had come at a cei-tain time to preach
doctrines of great benefit to all men, and to vindicate for all men
their immortality. Hume appeared between these two oppos- Hume's posi-

iug forces, equally despising both, exposing the contradictions of enee'to^Uie"

both; but by that very exposure serving the interests of both— two parties.

]ierhaps pointing out a way to their reconciliation. By bringing

forward into such prominence the general human demand for

divine interference in all countries and in all ages he vindicated

the demand of the Methodists as at least one which could not

be set aside on the plea that it belonged to the conceit of a few

fanatical individuals. By showing that the answer to this

demand has, in most cases, if not in all, been connected with

human agency
—with the assertion of some dominion of man

over nature—he showed that a Son of Man, if there were wiiathe

such a person, would be likely to use some method for prov-
P™''«'^-

ing that he had such a dominion. By demonstrating that

experience merely conducts us to a sequence of phenomena—not the least to a cause—he established a strong presump-

tion, that if there is a Cause or Power such as men have

dreamed of, it would be exhibited in acts transcending expe-

rience, though in acts interpreting experience
—acts that might

even indicate how the succession of thoughts in us becomes

linked to the succession of events in natui-e, as Hume perceived
that it was. But if a man, a Son of Man, did manifest this how that

Cause or Power to men—did show what the character and mode
f™^^"'','^''

of its operations are—that proof could not apply only to the

moment in which the manifestation took place. It must be for

all time. It must declare the Power in itself to be always
the same, in its operations to be regular and harmonious. And
so we might conclude that if such a manifestation could happen,
the signs which confirmed it would be themselves the gi-eat

witnesses against what is irregular and fortuitous—themselves

one principal means of raising men above the tricks of ecclesi-

astics and diviners—themselves the assertoi-s of that power of

men over natural agents
—of that right in man to combat with

all the disordei-s in the universe which science proclaims and

fatalism and superstition deny.
50. But Hume had yet greater services to do for the cause The doctmie

wliich he desired to overthrow. In om* account of Ilobbes we
morfy."'

observed that he assumed the only possible testimony to a super-
natural Being to be the testimony of some man. If you believe

in the veracity of a prophet, Hobbes said, when he declares that

God spoke to him, then you believe that there is such a Being,
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and yon may act iipou the communication which he reports ;
if

you do not believe the prophet, you of course have no faith in

the divine authority to which he I'efei-s. The only difl'trence,

therefore, he affirms, between any divine interference recorded

in Livy and any recorded by a sacred writer is that you accept
the sacred writer as a truthteller, and that you do not accept

Livy. Had such a stat<>ment occurred only in Hobbes we

might have regarded it as covei-t atheism—as implj'ing a denial

that God had auy way of making Himself known to men. But
we were constrained to admit that Pearson, one of the most

learned and devout of divines, whose Exposition of the Creed has

become a text-book of English clergymen, had treated the whole

subject of testimony precisely in the same manner—that he, just
as much as Hobbes, assumed that the veracity of men was the

ground of any assurance we had respecting the truth of God.

For a century the habit of mind which this language indicated

had been gaining strength. It was shaken, like that other part
of the orthodox faith or unbelief to which we first referred,

by the Methodists. They continually quoted the words of the

apostle, that if we believe tlie testimony of men, tlie testimony oj
God is greater. They affirmed the witness of God with the heart

and conscience of the humblest men to be mightier than all

outward witnesses could be. But they mixed this witness with so

much that clearly belonged to mere sensation and morbid tem-

perament—in general, they limited it so carefully to themselves,
and defined it by such artificial rules—that their appeals to Scrip-
ture and to the spirit of man, useful as they were, lost much of

their force, and could be treated as mere folly and fanaticism.

Hume again, though they must have been more offensive to him
than to the most formal of their orthodox opponents, appears as

their champion. The result of his argument should be given in

his own words, though most of our readers are probaVjly well

acquainted with it.
" On the whole, then, it appears that no tes-

timony for auy kind of miracle has amounted to a probabilitj', far

less to a proof, and that even supposing it amounted to a proof, it

would be opposed by another proof, derived from the very nature

of the fact which it would endeavour to establish. It is experi-
ence only which gives authority to human testimony, and it is the

same experience which assures us of the laws of nature. When,
therefore, these two kinds of experiences are contrary, we have

nothing to do but to subtract the one from the other, and embrace

an opinion either on one side or the other, with that assurance

which arises from the remainder. But, according to the prin-

ciple here explained, this subtraction, with regard to all popular

religion, amounts to an entire annihilation; and therefore we
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may establish it as a maxim that no human testimony can have
such a force as to prove a miracle, and to make it a just founda-
tion for any such system of religion."

51. A most instructive passage certainly, which all divines importanca

and all men ought seriously to ponder! It must be taken along p^'ucms.
with the other evidence which Hume has produced of the cry
among all people for some power which shall prove itself to
be supernatural

—in other words, which shall show them that

they are not merely the slaves of nature, that tlmii do not

belong merely to a sequence of phenomena. And then most

heartily and cheerfully do we acknowledge that he has proved
his point; that no testimony of man can establish the exist-

ence of any transcendant fact; that human veracity cannot
be the gi-ound of belief in anything divine; that if there is Human and
not a divine veracity beneath that human veracity it will turn

^^^"^
^'=''*-

into a lie; that if there is a divine veracity at the basis of
human veracity it can make itself known to men— it can
reveal itself. This we take to be the doctrine of prophets and
apostles. If it had ceased to be the doctrine of the eighteenth
century it was most desirable that such a man as Hume should
arise to bring it back, even if he had an excuse for using such

language as the following:
—" I am the ^better pleased with the Hume's

method of reasoning here delivered, as t think it may serve to llefenVchris-
confound those dangerous friends or disguised enemies to the tianityfrom

Christian religion who have undertaken to defend it by the voi.'^i'i^"!.!^'^

principles of human reason. Our most holy religion is founded
'^^"i*'*-

on faith, not on reason
;
and it is a sure method of exposing it

to put it to such a trial as it is by no means fitted to endure."
And again,

" So that upon the whole we may conclude that
the Christian religion was not only at first attended with

miracles, but even at tliis day cannot be believed by any rea-
sonable person without one. Mere i-eason is insuflicient to
convince us of its veracity ;

and whoever is moved by faith
to assent to it is conscious of a continual miracle in his own
person, which subverts all the principles of his understanding,
and gives him a determination to believe what is most contrary
to custom and experience." The mere jest in this passage is too
old and familiar—it has been repeated in too many forms during
a whole century

— to retain much of its effect. But there is a
serious meaning beneath the jest, which is perhaps more im-

portant to us now than it was when these words first went forth.
Hume here opposes reason to faith. But, as we have seen, it ue.ison and

has been no part of his business, or of the business of those
'^"'"''

French philosophers in whose school he studied, to exalt the
reason. Voltaire had laughed at those who fancied that it was
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capable of the exercises to which it had been put. He prefen-ed
Locke to Descartes and Malebranche, because the former had
limited the sphere of the reason, to which the latter, according to

him and the Jesuits, had given such dangerous play. Hume's
whole occupation had been to show that there is no reason except
an experience which follows the impressions of sense. On this

ground—as the strict and logical inference from these premises—he treats miracles, Christianity, all supernatural faith what-

ever, as unreasonable. Let this point be well considered. Let

the advocates of Christiau'ty ask themselves, in the most solemn

moments of their lives, whether they are not very often in-

deed adopting the premises from which the acutest of debaters

showed that these conclusions must follow; whether in their

attacks upon reason they are not confirming his attacks upon
faith

;
whether it would not be better to look a little into

his premises, and to inquire if i-eason is indeed, as he says,
identical with experience; whether faith may not owe some-

thing to those who, in whatever countiy they were born, or by
whatever names they are described, have pui'sued his inquiry
a little further than he cared to pursue it, and have been

brought to the conviction that rea.son and experience are not,

identical.

52. Hume's Natural History of Religion stands in close rela-

tion to this subject; but it suggests some thoughts which are

not directly suggested by the Inquiry, and which cannot be set

at rest merely by a consideration of the distinction between i-ea-

sou and experience. Hume's treatise stands in curious contrast

to the " New Science" of Vico. While the poor Italian is seeing
in all the mjiihologies of the nations footprints of a common

humanity—signs of what men in every land ai'e feeling after and

hoping for—the easy and comfortable Scotchman casts his eye
over the different faiths that have prevailed in the earth, that

he may find excuses for despising and condemning his fellow-

creatures, that he may wonder at the difference between them
and himself, or the Paris circles which had " loaded him

with their civilities." Even when he sees the priests of dif-

ferent nations and beliefs leading their victims astray, and

making them miserable, his equanimity is never disturbed by
the least indignation against the impostors, or by pity for the

dupes. He seems to consider that it is all as it should be; they
were made for each other; or, if he were absurd enough to

indulge in speculations about final causes, made to furnish him

and his friends with some pleasant entertainment. Neverthe-

less, it was desii-.ible that this dark side of things should be

presented to us as well as the other. It is well that we should
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have all the facts before iis which show bow much dark supersti-
tion there has been iu the world, to how many e\-ils it has been
able to persuade men, what excuse there is for ti acing their

thoughts of the supernatural world only to terroi-. It is well that value of it

we sliould receive such a picture from a man whose interest it is

to make it as black as possible ;
not that we may feel the contrast

between ourselves and othei-s, but that we may feel the perils

by which we are all beset—the darkness into which any one of
us may fall. And Hume has not only given us these warnings;
he has brought out into great prominence a truth of quite un-

speakable importance. In his eagerness to show that nations
are all naturally polytheistic

—that the idea of a one cause of
the world does not really affect their minds at all—that this

idea is the product of that abstract philosophy which he has
been exposing in his Inquiry

—he dwells upon the great fact, The idea of

which should be the most obvious of all to the student of and'S?.'"

mythology, and yet which is continually forgotten for its ob- hood.in ai:

viousness, that the gods of all people, however they may differ
^'^ '*^°''^'

in other respects, are fathers, mothers, brothers, sisters, hus-

bands, wives; that it is only in later times they are reduced
into abstract conceptions or powers of nature. This one hint
is perhaps worth moi-e than all the mythological speculations of
later days, interesting and valuable as many of them have been.
It takes us fvr beyond, perhaps far beneath, that idea of a cause
with which Hume has been before occupied. It shows us how
that idea of a cause may have been -vvrought into the hearts of
human beings without any abstract philosophy. The idea of a
Creator may have come forth gradually; the idea of a Father
lies hid in the heart of every child. A revelation which sub- TiiereveUi-

stantiates that idea, and makes it the ground of all othei-s, ^^"11°^.°

proving it to be human, because divine, contains the theo-

logy which is able .to deliver human beings from debasing
mythologies, which is oi)posed to all

"
systems of religion."

Such a revelation, we thought, was demanded by the Einile The EmUe
of Rousseau. In protesting against the neglect of children

^(^^aiBi!ton

by their pai-ents, that writer was implicitly protesting against
the loss of the idea of a Divine Father amongst the priests
of his land. Hume, in a very different way, by a far less

humane exhibition of human corruptions, was teaching the

priests of his laud how much this idea of a Father had been

exchanged among them for that of a mere sovereign or a mere
Opi/ex Mundi, and how little either of these would be able to
sustain a national morality, or to prevent a people from sinking
into such a religion as that of which he has given

" the natural

history," or into such au atheism as that of which he was liimself
the propagandist.

Vol II. 2 P
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Adam Smith 53. In a history of Scotch philosophy it would become us to

(1723-1790;. jmtice the Theory of Moral Sentiments of Hume's illustrious

friend, Adam Smith. Even in such a history, a notice of them
would be rather due to the fame which their author has earned

in another direction, than to any influence which has proceeded
from his Ethics. Here we avail ourselves of the connection

which that book establishes with our subject, to notice what
else might be regarded as exti-aneous to it. The Wealth of
Xatioiu ought to have a more tlian accidental tie to moral and

First im- metaphysical philosophy. If we trusted to "
impressions," and

BomlcaT'''^ regai'ded our ideas only as "copies of our impressions," we
economy. might conclude that [)olitical economy, in the form which it

took at this time both in England and France, would destroy

metaphysics, and would make morals entii-ely dependent upon
the outward conditions of man. In that way Adam Smith
would be a co-operator with Hume; the Wealth of Natioiis

would be a kind of pendant to the Principles of Murals; it

would be an additional weight in the scale that was making
experience the one standard by which all acts and all principles
were to be tried. No doubt there would be many alignments
to justify this view of the effects of the economical or Plutono-

mical investigations which Adam Smith helped so much to

Time of the inaugurate in our country. And that they should have been

ouhe'lieaiih Undertaken at the very moment when the manufacturing indus-

o/Natiom.
try of England was expanding in such new and marvellous

directions—when the Indian world was unfolding itself to our

commerce, and was converting the idea of commerce into that of

empire
—may appear to cotiiirm these expectations, and to show

that henceforth the visible world would afford such occupation
for men as to shut out from them all dreams of the invisible

;

which would become more than ever the entei-tainment only of

women or children.
Anotherview 54. But those who do not yield at once to impressions, who find
ofthesttb- ,, , ,, nil- t j.-

ject that they are generally delusive, may see some cause to question
these results, or at least to foresee some others as likely to coun-

terbalance them. If it is discovered that there are laws regu-

lating the production, distribution, exchange of commodities, it

can scarcely be supposed, as much as heretofore, that what men
are to get depends upon the restlessness of their cupidity; that

what they lose they lose only by chance. Fortune must be less

reverenced as a goddess than men are disposed to reverence her.

That the thought of a law—that awful, tremendous thought
—

should lie carried even into the acts of buying and selling
—that

a man should feel he cannot do what he likes even in these

How physical acts— this Scarcely indicates an escape from the region of

moral'iaws!^^ nioral government; it rather bears witness how far that region
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extends. For what if these laws are said to be "physical
laws 1

"
They do in some sort bind human agents. They inter-

fere with their schemes and plots. And if men find something
in themselves which makes them choose a different course from

the one which the law prescribes, they must also find some way
of bringing their choice into harmony wath the law. It is

probable that they will not discover that influence in the physi-
cal law. Probably the knowledge of it will not prove quite
sufficient to overcome an inclination to disobey it. Then there

must be some other force sought for which can do what it fails

to do.

55. These are no mere imaginations. Adam Smith's doctrines Adam
at once roused against them what seemed the obvious self-interest ^"S^es
of a multitude of monopolists who traded with different com- awaken an

modities, who traded also in the bodies and souls of men. He from private

proclaimed that these supposed interests of theirs clashed with '°'«''«s'^

everlasting laws. He averred, for instance, as strongly as any case of the

man, that the cultivation of the soil by slaves is not good for a slave trade

land—not good for those who buy or sell the slaves any more
than for those who are bought and sold. But no proclamation of

this law—though there was enough in the facts w^hich he knew
to convince him of its existence—though all facts which have
come to our knowledge since support his judgment

—could do

more than bring to light the passions which opposed it, the

power of these passions to set it at nought. If they were to be

vanquished, it must be by some power and influence which was
not contained in the physical law. Some law which recognizes
the worth and sacredness of men, which asserts the difference be-

tween persons and things, had to be called in—a judge had to be

invoked who would assert that difl'erence, who w-oiild vindicate

that higher law. In this instance (which is but an instance, Physical and

though it may be the ci-ucial one of the principle) it was "ffa^^/j^

shown that economical laws are not and cannot be at vari- harmony,

ance with moral and metaphysical laws—cannot dispense with

them; that each imply the other; that the lower must be con-

trolled and sustained by the higher. In the first fever of a new First dreams

discovery that which is discovered might be imagined to be all- mis^°°'

sufficing, all-absorbing. Political economy might for awhOe

appear to be a new alchemy. Adam Smith might be worshipped Smith does

- as the finder of the elixir or the philosopher's stone. But he "ge them.

"

made no profession of turning all things into gold ;
he rather

used what incantations and exorcisms he knew, to exjiel the

spirit which tempted men to that ambition. If he did not find

all the incantations and exorcisms that were necessary, he at

least pointed out many of the mischiefs in our social ])olity that

required them. No one will have been more compelled to feel
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His cxpcri-
t'le difficulty, the almost impossibility, of persuading men to

wav iifwhitii
"^Tibi'^ce his convictions, still more to act upon tliem. He

expcrieme will have been persecuted continually by that phrase which was
niisea s.

^^ sacrcd in thejudgment of his friend. "
Experience is against

you." He will have been told that he was setting up a reason

which was above experience and at variance with exjjerience.
He will have been charged with resorting to an ab.stract or

abstruse philoso]ihy when the easy and obvious one was what
men required. He may have sometimes been tempted to adapt
to his own case words which, in their original application, he no
doubt accepted as profoimdly witty and oracular. If any trades-

man, or merchant, or statesman put faith in his sound and
scientific maxims he " must be conscious of a continual miracle

in his own person, which subverted" all that he had been used to

consider "the principles of his understanding, and gave him a

determination to believe what is most contrary to" the " cu.stom

and experience" of himself and his guild.

Thomas i;cid 56. David Hume received the tone of his mind, the direction
;i709-i79(i). Qf ^11 jjjg speculations, from France. It was the privilege of

Thomas Reid to requite the obligation. In our centuiy he has

Modem exercised a powerful iiifluence over Frenchmen. Some of the
Frenchmen j-^ost remarkable and effectual thinkers of that country have
own their

t* t i i i i^ i t • -i
obligations Confessed that he was the means of delivering them from the
'" '""

philosophy which they had learnt from Condillac; that he

opened to them a new path of inquiry, and that though they
could not stand still at the point which he reached, they should

not have advanced a step ^vithout his guidance. These acknow-

ledgments, so honourable to those who have made them, so

honourable to the object of them, must give Reid an interest in

the minds of all students. The worth of a man's thoughts can-

not be tested so well as by their power of awakening and

enkindling thoughts; we are sure that he must have worked for

Testimony of himself when he can work on others. We might arrive at the

iian^iton"' samc conclusion by observing the serious care which has been

devoted to the hiqniry into the Human Mind and the Essay on

the Intellectual and Active Powers by a man po.ssessing so large a

range of knowledge, such a thorough acquaintance with the

jihilosophers of all ages, as the late Sir William Hamilton. It

He evidently
liP had not discovered in this author some very distinct, marked

wnsidcrs characteristics which he did not see in the niaioritv of those who
Reid . .

different in had Undertaken the philosophical business in his land, and had

t'lle'phi'ioso-
obtained credit in that line, we can scarcely suppose that he

phers of his would have devoted to an edition of Reid's works a time and

sciloui. labour which might have been so profitably bestowed on a

general philoso])hical histoiy, or upon investigations of his own.

Though an undoubted patriot. Sir William was not scrupulous
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in denouncing the popular lectures of his countryman Bro'mi.

He seems to have had only that respect for Dugald Stewart

which all would pay to a worthy man and a graceful writer.

The significance, therefore, which he attached to Reid indicates

his opinion that he was worthy to stand as the representative of

a genuine native philosophy. He may have acknowledged that

Hume possessed a more exquisite faculty of pursuing cei-tain

principles to their remote consequences. But he appears to have

recognized in Reid the assertor, if not the discoverer, of a prin-

ciple which Hume, as well as Locke, had ignored.
57. We appeal to these high authorities in support of Raid's Ritter's

claim to hold a place of his own in the philosophical histoiy of
|,f'jj^°'"

the eighteenth century, because Ritter, in his History of Chris-

tian Philosophy, has confounded him with the rest of what he

calls the Scotch School, combining under that general name men
of the most various characteristics—men who, though they might
exhibit traits of family likeness, were pursuing diiferent and
often contradictory objects. The other designation which Ritter s-ntan

bestows upon them, and especially upon Reid, is, as far as he is s^'ectia

concerned, still more inappropriate: he calls him an eclectic.

A plea for such a name may possibly be found in the fact to

which we have just alluded. He was a stepping-stone over

which some distingiiished Frenchmen passed from their own
sensation philosophy to the understanding, if not the acceptance,
of some of the more recent German speculations. An eclectic

may mean for Ritter a person who does not belong to either of

these extremes. But that is certainly a novel use of the word.

"We ordinarily understand by an eclectic one who, with different what is an

philosophies before him, chooses portions out of each which he <!'='^'="'='

embraces and portions which he rejects. Cicero, in tliis sense,

was an eclectic, though, in fact, his eclecticism meant not so much
a mixt^ire of the academy with the porch, as that he grafted an aca-

demical scepticism upon a Roman habit of belief There was a

more formal eclecticism among those who were trying to resusci-

tate old philosophies after the Christian era. The name, for reasons

which we may speak of hereafter, has acquired some reputation
in our day. Ritter is right, we doubt not, in using it to designate
his own countryman. Christian Wolff. At all events, we should

defer to his authority without hesitation in determining the

place of that diligent person, and should suppose that a mis-take

about his exact title woidd be of very slight consequence. In
the case of Reid we think otherwise. It is important that a sucii

man who has had a distinct purpose of his own, who has thought ciassiflrauon

put something, whatever it be, for himself, should not, through
the use of an ambiguous phrase, be supposed to have been a mere

gleaner from other men's sheaves. It is important for the sake
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of tnie hi.story not to commit the jinachronism of supposing that

he had the results of the French and German specnhitions before

him, and that he was striking a balance between them. The

point is one upon which we make no apology for spending some

word.s, seeing that it concerns a habit of treating all writers as

well as Eeid, wliich has increased, is increasing, and we think,
as soon as possible, ought to be diminished.

58. Thomas Reid, it seems to us, was a simple, honest Scotch-

man, who had no dream at all of adjusting the claims of different

philosophies, but who did not choose that philosophers, by what-

ever name they called themselves, should rob him of facts which
he needed for his life, imder pretence of explaining them. In

appearance, therefore, he resembled Hume. Both often speak

against an abstract philosophy which is interfering with the

sense that belongs to common people. Both betake themselves

to abstract philosophy under the jileaof protecting this common
sense from violation. But the likeness is a merely superficial
one. They do not attach the same meaning to common sense,

but the most opposite meanings, such as siiited their different

objects and modes of regarding the universe. Hume's easy and
obvious philosophy is, as he takes every opportunity to let us

know, the philosophy of refined people ;
one with which the

vulgar cannot intei'meddle. He dislikes the abstruse or abstract

philosophy because, as it is ordinarily used, it sujiplies a defence

to certain notions and supei-stitious of the vulgar; he condescends

to meddle with it that he may relieve his friends, who prize the

other philosophy, from any feai- that this may deprive them of

their advantage, and reduce them to the level of the herd. Eeid,
the son of a Presbyterian clergyman, belonging to that order

himself, regards common sense as quite another thing from this

fine Parisian sense. It is literally for him the sense which is

common to men ; to philosophers, so far as they care to take up
the position of men. It is that which he finds in himself Is

it, then, a sixth sense—a something over and above those five

through which Locke teaches that all wisdom must come? He
does not affirm this. What need to embarrass a subject which
he desires to make plain, by any new abstract conception, such

as this might be 1 But is not tliere some one to whom these

five senses bring their re]jorts ? Do not I see whatever my sight
tells me of? Do not I hear whatever even my ears tell me of?

And is not the consciousness that I do see this flower, hear this

sound, smell this smell, more to me than all questions about

impressions, or ideas that are copies of impressions
—the innate-

ness or non-innateness of ideas ? Give me all the lore you please
about these matters—talk to me out of Descartes, or Locke, or

Hume—when you have done, I still shall hold fast to the con-
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viction,
" I did see this very house; I did smell this very rose." The assnr-

And, moreover, I shall be sure that that belief concerns
'"'"°"*°''''

me more—that it goes nearer to fact and the root of tilings—
than all your disquisitions, or even than those outward things,
or those senses about which you discourse. For what would
the things be to me, what would the sense be to me, if there
was not an internal assurance, conviction, or, as I call it, con-

sciousness, of that which these things declare to me, of that which
my senses experience of the things. It may seem to philo-
sophers who are busy about these controvei-sies a very common-
place remark that I have this consciousness. I admit it to be Glory in

a commonplace. I insist that it is a commonplace. But if it p™™°""
is a commonplace which you have not chosen to take account
of in your speculations, and if it is one which is all in all to me,
I shall torment you with it. For my own sake, and for the
interest of my kind, I will hunt you througli your different
theories till 1 get it fairly confessed; not as something which
you may put aside into the back corner of a scheme, but as

something more precious and essential than all schemes.
59. If our report does no justice to the care and elaboration Reid's style

which Reid bestowed upon his subject, we may at least have given hiLS^'
""^

some hint of the serious and resolute way in which he contem-
plated it. His circumstances were unfavourable to the acqui-
sition of that easy and graceful manner which made Hume
acceptable to every kind of readers. But such a manner would
have been as entirely out of keeping with his character and
intentions as they were in harmony with those of his contem-
porary. From a man w-ho refers all things to sensible impressions,who recognizes no experience which is not derived from them,
we expect and demand a stream of thought undisturbed by
eddies or cross cun-ents. It may be shallow; it must be clear.
It is quite otherwise when a man is led by any jiroce-ss to the Renson
near contemplation of himself—when that which he receives "?'''*

from without becomes less real to him than that which he feels
^^'^^'"^

within. There is an emban-assment and awkwaixlness in everyman when he begins to speak of what he is aware of, of what he
is. He is very confident that he is speaking truth, yet he is

half-ashamed of his confidence. He wishes to submit his con- seif-con-

sciousness to all tests, yet is there not something dangerous and ^ionsness

profane in the proclamation of them 1 May not the consciousness
l^erish in the act of dissecting it? Eeid escapes some of these
dilficulties—not all. He is more anxious to appeal to his fellow- Escape to

creatures whether they do not find that there is this conscious- l^^l^l
ness in them; he thinks it safer to let his discovery stand on the
verdict of general opinion than to lay bai-e what is passing in
himsel£
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lierkeley.

Theforasof CO. Eeid luid not tile tuniiitation which some have to depart
sckiusnesa from this modesty. Tho.so upon whom tlie consciousness of a

relation to the unseen world bursts with tremendou.s force at a
certain crisis of their lives— -those who are roused to a strong
consciousness of their own evil— those in whom the conscious-

ness is awakened of some vague longings which they cannot

satisfy
—may seek a vent for their feelings in personal confes-

sions; even if they do not, their language will have a gravi-
tation towards egotism ;

if they half own by their desire for

other men's confidence that their experience must be human,
yet they have also the sense of its being very peculiar and
individual. There wei'e no such perturbations in Keid. He

Rtid '^^'i*' thinking of the visible woi-ld, not of the invisible. He
w.upied affirmed that the consciousness of wliat he saw and handled alone

visible world gave him an interest in that which he s;iw and handled. He
chiefly. thus came far more directlj' into contact with things which his

senses reported of than Locke and his disciples. He admitted no

intervening barrier of ideas or impressions between him and the

things. He saw them, he handled them. And he had not the least

Opposed to
disposition to suspect their existence. If in one respect he ap-

peared to resemble Berkeley in that the processes within were
more to him than the objects without, yet those processes gave
him the strongest assurance of the outward fact

; they were that

assurance. Reid, therefore, might fairly claim to be putting
himself on the level of those of his fellow-creatures, if such there

were, who were merely exercising their senses. He had not to

beg for any unusual specimens of humanity. He could meet

philosopher the believers in sensation upon their own ground. Let every-
ot aensiition.

tjjjtig \-^ yg come from them, still, wJiat are they? Are they not

parts of myself? And I? Here Eeid might have been content
vision of to stop. But it is hard to advance so far and not to get a glimpse
ii'esiues tiie of something behind and beyond. If I am conscious of those

sense!

°'
things, am I conscious of nothing besides those things? Has
not man recognized certain obligations of right and wrong—cer-

tain duties ? Has he not bowed before an unseen Being? Had all

these nothing to do with consciousness? How can you say these

consciousnesses are not trustworthy as well as the others? In

fact, is not trustworthiness involved in the verj' nature of con-

sciousness? If I have it I have it. Can much more be said?

The hint 61. Perhaps much more might be said about this conscious-

ness
;
much more has been .said. The merit of Reid seems to

us chiefly that he uttered the name, and set men to consider

what was implied in the name. This was a signal service :

just at this moment an indispensable service. There was, on the

one hand, the easy, obvious jihilosophy of Hume, making sensible

experience the all in all of human life, and the abstruse philo-

IIow far at

one with the

IICS3, why
iniportfint at

this time.
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sopliy of Hume cutting to pieces all the confused notions which Humes

had prevailed of a Cause that lay in some inconceivable man- '^''p*''"""^^

ner within the bounds of experience, and yet beyond it. On
the other hand, there arose a multitude of earnest people both ReUgioos

in England and Scotland, who talked in what seemed to Hume expenencei

and his followers an utterly mystical and ridiculous manner
of their spiritual experiences, and who seemed to build their

faith upon these. Reid, though he would have been as little

esteemed by the one class as by the other, and though his

teaching could never be a substitute for that of either, was yet
a link between them. Whatever world might lie befoi-e us. The two

whatever world might lie behind us, there is a creature who w^Ws-

must take account of one or the other. Whatever is in either

becomes his by becoming a part of his consciousness. Gould

either party deny this position without denying its own ? It

might be most desirable that there should be a clear distinction Need of

between the two subjects of this consciousness. The confusion '''s"'":'"""-

in them might be the cause of much of the superstition, much
of the religious phantasy, which had prevailed in all ages. It

miglit hereafter be equally needful to distinguish the con-

sciousness from that whicli awakens it in one sphere or in

the other. A number of inquiries, of which Reid scarcely

gave the hint—of which he scarcely dreamed— might arise

from the discovery of ditEculties which he left unsettled. But
the gi'ound which he occupied, if it were only a strip of border-

land, was yet one which must be claimed and reduced into legal

possession, that the lauds on either side might not be the sub-

ject of perpetual raids and forays, to the destiiiction of the pas-
tures and flocks of both.

62. There was, however, we have observed already, great Dangers ot

peril in the attempt to make this debateable ground iudepen- phuSs'ophy'
dent. A philosopher of consciousness might be one of the bless-

ings to mankind. A tribe of such philosophers would almost

certainly be one of its plagues. For the consciousness would either

become a morbid, troublesome, egotistical consciousness, or it

wo\ild become a consciousness that aspired to be the foundation

of a universe, spiritual or physical, instead of merely the recog-
nition of one. Or it would be a mere talk about conscious-

nesses—the most weaiusome talk that can be listened to, and the
most unreal. Or it would be nothing else than .the ground of a

Reidian theory as opposed to a Humian, or a Lockian, or a

Helvetian theory. Such a theoi-y became soon a good topic
for Edinburgh discourse. It could be shown clearly, and to the

philosophy

satisfaction of all men, that Scotchmen had originated a philo- o'^J"™^'
"

sophy of their own
; indeed, one or two philosophies, and that profession

they could defend it or them against the universe. So phUo-
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Bopby became a profession there, as it had become in France,
mixed witli the professions of Belles Lettres, of Natuial Science,
of Economy and Statistics; sometimes subordinate to these, but
still delighting to assume the name of psychology or metaphysics.
Vast talent was no doubt exhibited and consumed in the theory
and practice of this profession ;

but the most serious and profound
Scotchmen of later days ha^'ie hailed the apjiearance of the Ayr-
shire ploughman poet as an element of wholesome human reality

brought into the midst of an atmosjihere thick and heavy with
notions and book lore. They say that his songs brought back to

them the belief in green fields and hills, as well as the fact of their

belonging to a land on which then- fathers had dwelt and .suffered

before them
;
and that his life showed them there is need, in the

heart of every peasant, of a hope to raise him and protect him

against himself, as well as against his rich patrons, which neither

the divinity nor the philoso])hy of Scotland at that time afforded
;

which was not offered by old light formalism or new light ex-

periences; which was not found necessary by the polite circles

that Hume frequented, and which only glimmered faintly

through the consciousness and common sense of Reid
;
but ot

which Burns could see the pledge and the promise in the

domestic life of his sires, and in the testimony they bore to a
Father whose righteousness the earthly father was feebly to

exhibit in his own.
63. England in the last half of this century was, we have

remarked, doing little to vindicate the claim which she had set

up in the earlier half of it to be the philosophical teacher of the

nations. Of all Locke's woi-ks the Essay on Government was
the only one which was to receive any new and striking illustra-

tions from those who thought, wrote, and spoke. And the philo-

sopher who more than any other, by his studies and his career,

expounded the subject of that book, may be claimed by England
only in so far as he owed to her the cultivation of his powers and
the opportunity of their exercise, only in so far as he devoted

himself to her service. Ireland will never allow it to be for-

gotten, and would be very wrong if she did, that Edmund
Burke belongs primarily to her. An exaggerated importance
may have been assigned to his birthplace in estimating the

qualities of his mind, even of his oratory, but it cannot be over-

looked in any fair record of his life. It is more a duty
to notice Burke's native country in a sketch of philosophical

history than it would be in a treatise which regai-ded him

mainly as a statesman, because his earliest works, which are

formally, though not really, the most connected with our subject,
exhibit the kind of jiower which he must have brought with

liim, and which must have received its direction in Ireland.
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This remark applies especially to his Viiulication of Nahmd HisearUest
Society, that exceedingly clever parody on Bolingbroke which,

works show-

by what strikes a modem reader as an almost incredible splc^ufisu

blunder, was taken for a little while to be the writinf of
"''^'"

the aristocratical freethinker. The humour of the piece con-
sists in the utter contradiction between its object and the
character of the writer whose style it imitates so well. A
natural society

—a society stripped of everything that was Bolingbroke.

adventitious and refined—would have been more horrible to

Bolingbroke than to any man who ever talked or lived. There
fore, to suppose that his arguments in favour of natural and
against revealed religion might be legitimately followed to this

result, wa.s an argumentuni ad honiinem, and one eshibitintr cievern
that peculiar dexterity for which Irishmen are remarkable, of Burke's

That special kind of wit is never so well managed as in their
'""°'^^'

hands.

64. But an argumentum ad hominem is dangerous, even when The error
it is managed with tlie greatest ai-t and for the best purposes. wi"<^h,'s .

Much as we reverence Burke, and greatly as we should enjoy
'"™"'"'-

any triumph he could win over Bolingbroke, we are bound to

say that his
je.st contained a very serious confusion of words and

principles. Bolingbroke had attacked revealed religion. The
counterpart of that which he had attacked is taken to be

artificial^ society. Revealed religion was then—to make the ]ioint ^he revealedof the ridicule good—an artificial addition to natural reli"iou
;
a"ti the°"

°

the gi-aft of certain maxims, dogma.s, institutions upon^that
""''^"^

which had its root in the constitution of things. Now revela-
tion or discoveiy ought cei-tainly to mean something very difierent
from this. According to the derivation of the word, accord-

ing to the use wliich it always bears in Scripture, it should
import the showing forth that which is deepest in the constitu-
tion of things. That Burke departed from this usage was not
caused by any wilfulness of his own. He did not beg, for the The common
convenience of his wit, a meaning which was not sanctioned by 5,°" ^^1"

"^

his time. It was sanctioned
;

it was the conception which pre-
^•ailed everywhere. Scarcely any one will have been startled

by his identification of the revealed with the adventitious.
Almost all will have wondered that it could bear any other
sense. We notice the occurrence of that which seems to us
so great an abuse of language in the writing of the most
distinguished man of the day, for this very reason. It was
that commonplace of his age. We believe it infected his
noblest thoughts. If he had not yielded to it, he might have it goes
been less able to do the work which was given him to do; for

b",!"^''.;
his contemporaries would have been less unable to understand

"' ^^ '^'

him. But the fallacy in this earliest book is one which we
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may trace througliout his history, and which never became

more conspicuou.s than towanls the close of it.

65. Whatever may be thought in our days of the Inquiry

Concernmg the Sublime and Beautiful, it must always possess

great interest as an illustration of Burke's mind, and as the com-

mencement of an sestheiical science in England. The preface

to it is, in fact, a preface to his political writings. The maxim
that definitions should not begin, but terminate an inquiiy,
shows how completely Burke was possessed by the spirit of ia-

duction—how siire he was in all cases to resist formal dogmas
and generalizations of the intellect—to study facts, and to seek

for principles in facts. Whether he was examining the feelings
with which men regard a thunderstorm, or the circ\imstances of

colonies struggling with the mother country, or the attempt to

rebuild the institutions of an old country on a declaration of

rights,
—he would equally scout definitions which assume laws

;
he

would seek for the laws through that which they govern. There

is little difficulty, it may be said, in applying such maxims to the

subject discussed in the Treatise on the Sublime and Beautifid;

only slight perversities of human will interfere with the in-

fluences which we receive from nature and art
;
the observer of

these influences is not himself tied and bound by the conditions

of a school. How coiild they bear to be tested in the infinite

complications of modern politics? How could Burke, who was
the apologist of party, who submitted habitually to all the obli-

gations of a party, be the person to use the tests? "Must not

some rough, ready-made definitions—or if not definitions,

oratorical commonplaces
—stand in the place of any careful in-

quiries into the order of human life, into the relations and
duties of society or individuals to each other? Did not Burke
bind himself to a set of Whig definitions which must have

controlled his thoughts and acts, as he wished them to con-

trol the acts and thoughts of his sovereign and his iellow-

subjects? These questions cannot be evaded. They concern

the metaphysics of Englishmen more than we may at fii-st

imagine.
66. We remarked, in speaking of Bacon, that the habits of

observation and experiment which he applied to nature were

derived at first from intercoxirse with his father and the shrewd

lawyers or statesmen of his time. Their methods of dealing with

the acts and characters of men made him impatient of the school

definitions, which settled beforehand into what classes facts

should be reduced, which assumed all that facts should make
known. By the time of Burke the investigators of nature had

been able to return to the politician more than they had ever

received from him. The grandeur of those investigations, the
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habit of conversing witli iixed principles which bend to no politicians

wishes of oiu-s, stood in direct contrast to the proceedings of the
oy"natuiai

ordinary statesman, e. g., of a statesman so finished in his own studies,

style as Walpole. But to a student and observer of history it

continuiilly suggested the thought, that caprice and chicanery
never could be at the bottom of human transactions any more

than of the coui-se of nature
;
that these disturb the relations of

human beings to each other, and must always be taken into ac-

count in anyconsiderationabouttheir practical working; but that

they do not the least determine what those relations are; that,

in fact, the course of the world goes on in spite of them, not by
means of them. A man studying, for instance, such a policy as waipole-a

Walpole's, with this preparation of mind, would be disposed to
f't^al^jby

think that it had succeeded, so far as it had succeeded, not at all an e.\peri-

1 , 1 »
•

1 X 1 mental
because the statesman knew every man s price, but because, thinker

consciously or unconsciously, he was working in harmony with

certain principles ;
because he was recognizing better than most

the dependence of the monarch upon the laws ;
because he was

hindering the desire of his sovereign to engage in foreign wars;
and that the part of his arrangements upon which he perhaps

prided himself most would have been destructive of these good
results, if it had not encountered a powerful resistance, and

ii:as most damaging to them so far as it undennined the moral

habits of Englishmen, and their respect for their own institutions.

A man .starting -svith these reflections, not yet immersed in the

business of the world, scarcely expecting to have any great share

in it, might well believe that there is an inductive study which

belongs to the politician as much as to the naturali.st—that if it

is faithfully pursued it may lead to a much nobler morality The

than statesmen had been wont to exhibit ; yet, that tlie morality morality.

could not be a formal, technical one of rules and maxims—that

it could only reach its ends if it adapted itself to the conditions

and character of the nation to the conduct of which it was

applied. Nor is it an idle fanc}' that a man beginning with

this apprehension of a connection between natui'al studies and
those which concern human societies, would recognize with great

delight a certain middle kind of study between these, which

might bridge over the distance between them. That which we
have learnt to call the study of Art concerns not only the in- xiie study of

fluence of nature upon men, but the powers and capacities in '^"

men which receive impressions from nature, adapt them,
remould them. Into such a study mu.st enter a number of con-

siderations concerning the various tempers and characters of

men, even concerning the influences of climates, traditions,

institutions, ujion them. However far, therefore, it may seem
to be removed from the sphere of a statesman's pursuits or acti-
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vities, it may have a special attraction for him
;
he may find in

it a useful preparation for his work, as well as the counteraction

of some of its more de<n^\din2 tendencies.

C7. But it would not have been good for Bnrke—it certainly
would have been bad for his country

—that he should be merely
a student of politics, not an actual politician. He might have

escaped a number of petty intrigues, which must soil every
man's character and dim the lustre of his fame— he might
have been betrayed into far fewer excesses of temper and orato-

rical exaggei-ation ;
but a thousand lessons which he could

only teach by going through them would have been unlearnt, if

he had reasoned on affairs fi-om the outside; his political philo-

sophy would have lost much—would have appeared to lose all—of that experimental chai-acter in wliich its great virtue con-

sists. That such a man should come forth in his earliest politi-

cal treatise, pleading for party as party, seeming almost to treat

it as implied in the existence of the English constitution—at all

events as essential to its preservation
—is no doubt a humiliating

circumstance, which at first tempts us to accejjt Goldsmith's

line as the real explanation of his friend's life. If that treatise

stood alone, without the final requiem over the party to which
he had devoted himself in his Appealfrom the JVew to the Old

Wldgs, it might have a mischievous effect on the morality
of young statesmen of our day. But taken along with this

commentary it is a striking illustration of Burke's peculiar

genius that he could discover in that which had such a coarse

outside, that which had been converted to such mean uses, its

true historical significance as the protection of the responsibi-

lity of the ministers of the crown against the inclination of the

king to rule by personal friends and favourites. The infirmity
of a particular monarch became the occasion for developing a

principle. And the process is not only valuable as illustrating
the application of the inductive method to politics ;

it must have

had a great practical value in leading his Whig friends to

think of their union as something more than a mere fellowship of

certain families to obtain the honours and offices of government.
68. Sucli a commencement was a true prophecy of the pur-

poses to which he would direct, so far as the influence of ple-
beian wisdom could direct, his party, both in the choice of subjects
for its energy and in its mode of handling them. The concilia-

tion of America might have been one of many topics which an

opposition could have adopted to embarrass a government madly
determined upon proving its right to tax the New England
Ptates, or upon extracting a revenue from them. Burke saw
that the administration of colonics was the subject of the day.
He applied his industry to understand the whole condition, finaa-
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cial, political, religious, of those which were disaffected. He con-

sidei'ed their present temper and the traditions of their fathers.

He cast aside all dreary formulas about the abstract right of a indifFercnce

mother country to lay burthens upon the dependencies which it

helped to support
—the abstract wrong of taxing those who were

not represented. Is it wise to insist upon the right supposing we

possess it? Is there not a relation between us which we are

to treat as carefully, as delicately, as we would treat any domes-

tic relation? These were the questions which he asked. So
he reduced the question apparently to one of state expe-

diency. Really he showed that there is involved in state Burke's ex-

expediency a deeper morality, a more difficult morality, and P°'''^'"^i-

at the same time a more simple practical morality, than is to be

found in the dogmas of any school, whether of imperialists or

pati'iots
—a morality involving frankness, generosity, guileless-

ness—all the qualities that are the most remote from the ordi-

nary tricks of statesmen and diplomatists. By enforcing this

priuciple, with that statistical knowledge which he had acquired
at the cost of much midnight oil, he gave an elevation to the

whole argument, wliile yet he brought it home to the consciences

and practical exjjerience of ordinary people; he educed out of

that special case maxims that can never, gi-ow old or lose their

force while nations exist or have the power of doing right and

wi-ong. We use these words,
"
right and wrong," intentionally.

Burke did feel, and does make us feel, more than any statesman The right

of any age, that a nation can do right and wrong—that every expedient,

wrong act must bring its recompense. But it is not true, as

we have endeavoured to show, that he was

" Too fond of the right to pursue the expedient."

It is rather true that he was so fond of the right that he was

always pursuing the expedient. He could adopt the very lan-

guage of the apostle,
—"

Things may be lawful for us which are

not expedient." In saying so he, like his original, was not pre- Hiscxpe-

senting to his countiymeu a lower standard than that which the ff^^
'"'

,,

enforcers of legal claims would have bidden them follow, but a sacrificing

higher one. " We may, if we like, change I'ods for scorpions;"
"" '^'

this is the language of those gaUant spirits who inscribe " No
concession, no expediency" on their banners. " If you do change
rods for scorpions you are gi-atifying your passion and vanity,
and sacrificing the well-being of your subjects and of youi
country, and verily you will be called to a reckoning for that

crime;" this was the language of Burke.
69. There is scarcely a more startling contrast than that India,

which is presented by the petty squabbles respecting the coali-

tion ministry, in which Burke took so large a share, and the
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grand question of the adiuinistration of India, to which ho gave
his heart and imagination almost at the same time. They
illustrate together the special moral temptation of the English
statesman, and the great moral counteraction which is provided
against it—for the help of any wise and honest man—in the awful

responsibilities which the possession of dominion lays upon the
nation and upon those who can, by their words or acts, influence
the conduct of it. Those -"-ho think that the vigour of Burke'.s

imagination iuterfered with his pi'actical merits should reflect

what an imagination was reqiiired that he might see a mean-

ing in the immense mass of details with which this subject
forced liim to acquaint himself, and that he might realize in

any degree the mightiness of the trust which had been com-
mitted to u.s, of ancient kingdoms, races, faiths,

—while the majo-
rity of his countrymen were only thinking of the new and

splendid field which had been opened to individual, corporate,
and official cu]iidity. That he could infuse into the minds of

men, deadened by the sight and participation of these prizes to

avarice and ambition, any keen feeling that they were concerned
in the sins that were committed by their agents against a people
at the distance of a six months' voj'age, whom they had learned

to scorn, is surely one of the most cheering facts in history—not the less cheering becaiise he showed that he had vari-

ous weaknesses of his time and of his own chai-acter to mai'

his influence, and because his scheme for India had failed and
had enfeebled his position. In this instance again, in his hearty

co-operation with the opponents of the slave trade, and in

his efforts for the removal of the disabilities of the Roman
Catholics in his own country, he was aiming at what appeared
to him the highest national expediency

—never separating that

expediency from the obligations which are laid upon a nation

to do justly, and to make a sacrifice of its own prejudices and

pelf for the sake of justice.
70. It cannot be said in the same sense that he was struggling

against the tide when he denounced the French revolution, not

only in its progress, but in its commencement. The sermon,

indeed, of Dr. Price, which he combated in the beginning of his

Reflections, might make him sure that he should be struggling

against the great body of the Dissenters. Mr. Fox, he knew,
agreed with the preacher in thinking that those who supported
the Engli-sh revolution were bound to sympathize with the acts

of the Constituent Assembly. Mr. Pitt had made no sign which
could show that the champion of parliamentary reform dissented

from that opinion. But it might have been foreseen that there

were feelings in the aristocratical part of Burke's o^vn body
which would respond to his words; and that the king, much a.*

I
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he hated that school and hated him, would regard him as for

once the champion of royalty. As the events with which he Theirpopuii-
saw the revolution was pregnant actually came forth, these feel- "^

ings became stronger on his side than he could have imagined.
Country members who had been used to scrape him down dis-

covered that there was some magic in his speech which might save

their lands and beeves. That he deserted a single one of his old consistency

maxims, to win the favour of these opponents, no one, we think, hL'Ser'"*
who fairly studies his later writings, and compares them with writings,

the earlier, having no predilections on the one side or the other to

bias him, can seriously affirm. There is in all precisely the .same

recognition of old institutions, the preservation of which is in-

volved in the existence of a nation
; the same dislike of formulas;

the same reverence for customs and traditions as significant of

relations which cannot be expressed in terms, which belong to

the feeling and life of a people, which it is a fearful thing to out-

rage or undermine; the same stedfast adherence to the doctrines

of the year 1688, as they are expressed, not in philosophical

apologies, but in such authentic and indisputable documents as

the Act of Settlement. Burke's splendid commentary upon the

meaning and principle of that Act may be said to give the coup
de grd.ce to Locke's defence of it by the dream of an original
contract. That unfortunate conception was perishing indeed The oncinaJ

under the blows of a number of conspirators who had little
expU^'^K

mutual understanding. If the Cassius of the Conirat Social

had struck it on one side, a Casca at Cambridge (as we shall

find presently), had wounded it cruelly on another. The shade
of Locke might have exclaimed, Et tu Brute, when the old

Whig champion sent his steel into its very heart. But there
was an unfortunate halt in Burke's argument when he appealed
to the language of Lord Somers as detei-mining the right of

William to the throne. Most clearly he showed that that great
statesman had recognized no popular election as interfering to

put down one monarch and establish another. He could appeal
to his very words as showing that a divine sovereignty, and not
such a sovereignty as Rousseau imagined, had been recognized
as at work when the violator of the constitution and of his

coronation oath fell condemned by his own act; when the hus-

band of Maiy was accepted, not alone, but with her, as represent-

ing the continuousness of the succes.sion to the British crown.
The language is clear; but Burke is afraid of it. He can- Barke afraid

not push his own argument to its consequences. If he admits words'ofthe

an actual dominion of God over the nation, he approaches "*«»' Settle-

merit litBr-

too near the Puritan or Fifth Monarchy language, which he ally,

abhors. He can only regard it as an ingeniovis religious device

of Lord Somers, to conceal the mischief of an apparent interrup-
Vol n. 2 Q
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tion in the hereditary line. He thus admits a fiction, or an
almost fiction, at the very ground of the constitution. He sup-

poses the statesman whom he admires most, at a great crisis of

the nation's existence, to be playing with fictions. He may
possibly have been right, that Lord Somers himself was not

quite sure whetlier he was uttering a truth or only availing
himself of a popular machinery. If it was so, he furnished

another instance of those who, when a great work is given them
to do, become

" Pinus beyond the intention of their thoucjht,

Devout above the meaning of tlieir will."

That Burke was more than this; that the intention of his

thought, the meaning of his will, was devout, we fully believe.

That he expressed the falsehood which had been always lurking
in the heart of his party, which had weakened its strength for

good, which had been the secret of its dishonourable acts, we be-

lieve also. It might be hidden, in ordinary declaimers of his

school, under pompous phrases and expressions, which might
mean many things, or nothing. Burke, liy the very superiority
of his moral purpose, by the greater clearness of his intellect, was

to bring it into manifestation. In a masterly thinker like him
it could not be hid. It made him tremble to look for the root

of institutions, lest he should find they had no root at all. It

made him regard with faithless horror the .shaking of that which

was diseased and corrupt. It made him untrue to his own

deep-seated conviction that what is wrong and unjust in the

deeds of nations must come into judgment. It made hiin tole-

rant of that mock theocracy of France wliich could not have

been shaken by the scorn of philosojihers if it had not first

been shaken by its own rottenness— if it had not lain under the

sentence of God. It led him to a perilous defence of English

institutions, as if they were merely artificial and conventional—
not witnesses for tliose laws which are not of yesterday or to-day,

but for ever. It made him, therefore, a ])rophet of the downfall

of that Whiggi.sm of which he had been the most faithful and

true champion, because it could not testify to men what was to

abide, when fictions could last no longer, when the decree had

gone forth that they can sustain nothing. Burke was not

inconsistent. The germ of all that wtis weak and insincere in

him lay in his first book. He abandoned neither the good nor

the evil which discovers itself there. He was stedfast through-
out in his assertion that men cannot ignore their relations to

each other, and try to build society upon an abstract founda-

tion, without committing suicide. He was throughout unable to

see what is the real substitute for abstract notions—what is

that absolute foundation which upholds relations, and which
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can preserve them even throngli the tempest of a j)opular revo-

lution—even when priests, pliilosophers, and mobs, are e:ich in

their own way occupied in destroying tiiem i

71. We have been so anxious throughout this sketch to con- r.eswns from

nect political with moral philosopliy, and to sliow how difficult ^'""ke.

it is for all persons
—how impossible it is for Englishmen—to

contemplate one apart from tlie other, that we have deemed the

writings of Burke as important to our purpose as any that were

]}roduced in the eighteenth century. As much as any they seem
to indicate the winding up of a period, the passing away of

certain modes of thought whicli had done their work, which
could not sei've the purposes of a new generation. As much as

any they teach the new generation how little it can dispense
with the old, how silly and ignoi-ant it must be, how many
useless speculations it must exhaust itself with working out,
which have been worked out already, if it discards the wisdom
of the past, and tries to stand by itself Burke points out Thesifmsof

to us moi-e clearly than most, that the Locke age is over, that ' °*" ""^'

a new era must begin, which cannot keej) as clear of the

ocean of Being as he desired that men should. The per-

plexity of Burke, to which we have just alluded—a perplexity

affecting social philosophy and practical life—arose in no slight

degree from his dread of that ocean. He would, if possible, Burke in

look at nothing beyond that which he found established. He ol'ian^""
would rest only on the firm earth. But the earth was not Being,

firm: it rocked and reeled. There must be something above

it, or beneath it, or around it. Can we refuse to ask what that

is 1 In another respect Bui'ke was at once marking the limita-

tions of his own inquiries and showing how little those limita-

tions could bind his contemporaries or his successors. He was
the masterly investigator of a Nation's constitution, of a Nations

obligations. He was the masterly protester against every attempt
to mei'ge this constitution and these obligations in some general
theory which concerned all men equally, no men distinctly.
But is there, then, no universal society ? Ai-e there, then, no cry for a

obligations which affect men as men ? If Paine, the needleman, °"'^'^'f''

cried out that there were "
rights of men," and that an "

Age of

Reason" was beginning for all classes equally, was it enough to

answer that these were swinish sounds addressed to the swinish
multitude 1 Was there not a conscience which demanded that
if the multitude were swine they should not be left as swine—that there was food, and that the highest food of all, for

which they had powers of digestion, for wliich they might also

have an appetite ? If Godwin, the bookseller, spoke of a

"political justice," was it the best answer which statesmen
•or divines could give, that there is no such thing as a
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The young men of that day asked these questions. The Freucli

Revolution seemed to promise that an answer might be given to

them. The best and noblest of them hailed it most. They
counted it a joy to be alive in that moment which was to

witness a new birth of thiigs upon their own earth, and "that
to be young was very heaven." If they were to wake up after

a few years and find it was a dream, was nothing to come of

the dream ? Was there no substance of which it was the

shadow ? We are told that hope purifies ;
must not the loss of

hope lead to corruption and debasement 1 Let us believe that

new hopes must spring out of those which perish ! Let us be-

sure that Burke, being a true and enthusiastic man as he

was, would not have desired to quench, and was not able to

quench, any real enthusiasm. He could give his aid in ex-

tingiiishing what was i'alse. He could utter warnings concerning
the wilderness which men must pass through before they could

find the land of promise of which they were in search. He
could bid them cast nothing away that had been given them,
and expect nothing from what they created out of their own
fancies. He could not show that there is not a city for

men which hath foundations, or that all the cities of the

old world and of the new are not to walk in the light
of it.

72. Whilst Burke was working out his idea of a nation's

expediency by hard practical conflicts with its pride and

avarice, William Paley was teaching, in the halls of Cam-

bridge, that expediency is the one foundation of moral and

political philosophy. It is instructive to compai-e two doc-

trines which an equivocal name may easily confound. The
laws of honour, the laws of each laud, pai-ticnlar customs,
above all, the sense of right and wrong in the minds of

individuals and nations, were regarded by Burke as de-

manding reverence—as signs of a principle, if they were

ever such inadequate pi-inciples in themselves. Paley be-

gins with ovei-throwing the law of honour, with showing that

the law of the land makes no appeal except to the fear of some

tangible ])unishment, or the hope of some tangible reward, with

utterly discarding a moral sense. On this dead level he raises

his moral edifice. Moral obligation means a motive which is

"violent" enough to produce obedience to it. There is no motive

s\ifficiently violent but a self-interest which stretches through
an interminable future. Hume was right in supposing that

justice and benevolence have no foundation except in utility.

Hume was wrong in fancying that a sufficient sense of
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what is useful, ajid therefore a suificient motive to be just and what must

lienevoleut, could be created in men's minds, unless they were Hume's''"'

promised enormous future rewards if they were just and bene- utility,

volent, and were threateued with puuishment of unmeasured

magnitude and duration if they were not. The proclamation
of such violent motives is the declaration of the will of God to The win of

man. That will is tlie ground of our duty. When its decrees *'°*-

are formally contained in Scripture we know wliat is expedient
for us to do. When its decrees are not contained in Scripture
we must find out as well as we can what is expedient for us.

That is the nearest approximation we can in such cases make
to a knowledge of the divine will. In all cases expediency,
therefore, is the principle with which we are concerned. The

question. What will save us from misery here or hereafter, and
lead to blessedness here or hereafter? is the only one which we
need to set before ourselves.

73. The political philosophy of Paley is ultimately reduced to Political

the same maxim as his moral. But when we trace the steps by
Philosophy,

which he arrives at his conclusion in this instance, we become
better able to perceive the secret of his influence. More dis-

tinctly than almost any of his predecessore he perceives that the

two spheres must be concentric—that there cannot be a moral

principle which is not also a political principle. He sees clearly No migin.Hi

that a substitute is needed for Locke's doctrine of a contract
;

'^™"''"^'-

that has clearly been weighed in the balances and found want-

ing. Paley disposes triumphantly of the ex post facto argument
which had been alleged in support of it from the establishment

of the constitution of the United States in his day. But where
was the substitute to be found'! Any idea of an implied con-

tract was inconsistent with all Paley's habits of mind. Any
dream of a divine covenant, however much suggested by the

books to which he appealed as most authoritative, was not

applicable to present circiunstances. All statesmen, the wise Eipedicncy

and honest mo.st, felt it their duty to search for expediency, pi'.f,,™^'-"

Tlie Scriptures required a recognition of the will of God. Put and public,

the two together and you get what you want. Each sustaining
the other could supply the place of the abandoned theory.
With them as our standing ground we may allow the facts on
which Filmer rested his untenable theory. Families did precede The fact of

nations. There may have been a patriarchal government before g^oTCrnmem
there was one of fixed laws. The history of the growth of recognized.

dominion may be traced historically without resorting to sup-

jiositions derived from the fancy. Such a recurrence to facts

was promising to Englishmen especially. They were anxious
to find a practical ground for political life. What could be so

practical as the ground of expediency ? Respectable landed
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proprietors, magistrates, and lawyers, however, felt that there

must be something besides this notion to render it efi'ectual ;

that the anti-theocratic dogmas of the jihilosophers would never
work in the villages and towns of England. They did not ask

that the hiatus between the two principles of Paley should be

filled up. They found a way of tilling it up in the business of

life which answered well en'-vigh. The terrors of a future state

might induce witnesses to lie less outrageously, might be of

some use in coutirming the authority of the constable. Was
not that a sutficient link between the expediency of the state

and the will of God? On the whole, no ]ihilosophy seemed to

meet the circumstances of the time so well as Paley's. None
combined so much of the eighteenth century lore with that which

appeai-ed indisjjensable in the traditions of the past. That

Cambridge should very quickly have accepted the doctrines which
were delivered to a portion of her sons, as a text book for them

all, is a fact of great significance. Looked at on one side, it

merely tells us wliat a struggle there was in the schools to com-
bine their old faith with the wisdom of the world. Looked at

on another side, it shows us what a need there was for some
kind of teaching in the schools which should not be technical,

but homely and business-like.

74. For this was, and must for ever remain, the charm of

Paley. He is actually without collegiate affectation. He is

always in contact with the facts of outward life and nature.

He is perfectl}' frank in confessing what he does not see, and

wonderfully clear in bringing before you what he does see. The
belief of a conscience—of anything internal—was so weak in

him that he could throw it over as not worthy to enter into his

calciilation. The adaptation of means to ends—in the least'

things and the greatest
—no one had a more exquisite percep-

tion of than he. This perception, accompanied with a cordial

delight in tracing what seemed to him tlie useful goodness of

the universe; a knowledge of law courts, not earned, like

Bentley's, through personal litigation, but from sheer plea-
sure in tracing the windings and intricacies of evidence

false and true; and a style which you recognize as the trans-

parent discoveiy of a humorous character, simjile in itself, yet

capable of a certain quaint subtlety; a skill in argument,
associated, as it so often is, with a strange credulity as to

the force of argument in producing eUects which proceed
from quite other influences;

—these are qualities which might
account for Paley's popularity, if there had not been a

number of circumstances conspiring in his case, as in Locke s,

to make those peculiar qualities, and the use to wiiich he

applied them, specially acceptable to his countrymen, or
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at least to that poi-tion of his countrymen which can for a time
settle the reputation of authors.

75. Undoubtedly his Evidences of Christianity did much to ^nW^ni-es o/

strengthen the fanie of his Moral Philosophy. It is quite right
""•""«"''*'•

that they should be considered together, and in tlie order in

which we have placed thera. The Evidences are not intelligible
without the Moral and Political Philosophy. Tliat work makes Tiicy are

the other necessary, and also determines what its object and
"i^pp^emTnts

character must be. The gi-ound on which the obligation to •" ""^ pI'''"-

personal and social duties rests being the " violent" motive
which is created by the promise of future rewards and the

threat of future punishments—this promise and this threat

being based on the will of God—that; will must be ascertained

in some very distinct manner. It must be set down in letters;
there must be some satisfactory ]jroof that these letters are the
utterance of it. The books of Scripture must be shown to be
authentic and divine. How can they be .shown to be authentic
and divinel The moral sen.se has been dismissed with great PaieyoWijeJ

contempt already; if we do sanction any ajipeal to that it must mir,,cies

be merely by the way, rather out of deference to a prejudice ; of\;™is^'"''
the pillars of our argument must be made of altogether differ- tianity,

ent materials; they must be constiiicted with no reference to

any internal witness. The proof that the future rewards and

punishments are appended to certain acts by God himself must
be a miraculous proof Whoever cannot dispense with tlie laws
of nature has not the credentials of a divine mission which we
demand. That he has dispensed with them can

oiilj'
be ascer- Andhnman

tained by human testimony. The burthen which is laid upon n^e"™wm,^
us is to show that this human testimony is so iniexceptionable

»f miracles.

and indisputable as to be adequate to sustain the belief in the
miracles.

76. That Paley was consistent with himself in taking this perils of tiie

ground—that the maxims he had already laid down did not X"ted!'
allow him to accept any form of evidence excej)t this— should be

frankly confessed. But it should also be seriously considered to
what risks he was exjxising his cause when he did put it on this

issue. Hume had
j
ust been maintaining that no amount of testi-

mony could overreach the improbability of any departure from
the laws of nature. Paley did not and could not meet him Disadvan-

by attaching another meaning to the laws of nature than that p„^" "„ the
which he attached to them. They were agreed in their opinions

f»nf "i^t '»''"'

on that point. They were both alike pupils in the school of

experience. Paley could not say that the miracles of our Lord
were not violations of a law, but assei-tions of a law; it was in

the fact of their being violations of a law that their evidence,
according to him, consisted. He could not call in divine testi-
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niony to help nut htiman te.stimony; he had discountenanced the
notion of anything in man to wliich that testimony could ajipeal.

Paley could not make the least use of Htinie's striking proof of

the ciaving for miracles in all ages and countries; all such
facts told against him : his business was to show that no other

miracles, except those to w'-.ich the Bible refers, had any sig-
nificance. All those mighty consequences which ho declared to

be involved in the reception or rejection of Christianity were
made to turn upon the balance of an argument between a subtle

Jrfcotch pleader, who maintained that tlie improbability of a de-

viation i'rom the laws of nature could not be surmounted by
any weight of evidence, and a subtle English jjleader, who main-
tained that it was possible to gather together such proofs of

veracity and conectness in the ca.se of the ajiostles and evangel-
ists as would make any miracle credible for which they vouched.
Does any one seriously think that Paley himself was induced to

hold fast that which was so dear to him because he deemed that

he had the best in this trial of wits? We may be tolerably sure

that any who have come to the discussion, merely considering
it as a trial of wits, will sujipose that Himie had the better

in it. And those who turned to Paley, already possessed
with Hume's arguments, if they surrendered their swords, will

not have really surrendered them to him. They will have
arrived at their belief first; then they may have .seen .something
in VvAcys Evidences which contirrned their faith. 8till more, if,

instead of reading Hume, they had Vjeen devoting themselves
to Gibbon, one can conceive only a tremendous shock from the

collision of his statements with those of the divine. The stu-

dent must have perceived at once that this unbeliever, however
he might adopt the cant of the philosophers,was no mere philoso-

jihical historian in the Hume and Voltaire sense of the word :

that he had devoted intense labour to his task; that he had
succeeded in presenting a picture of the pa.st ages such as

had not been presented before. He might detect man)' soj)!!-

isms in the arguments of his fifteenth and sixteenth chapters.
But what are all these arguments to the actual vision of the

evils of human society under the Christian disjiensjition? It is

these that give the special i)leasfor secondary causes their weight.
It is these that tem])t to the notion that those secondary causes

were many of them not divine, but devilish. If that conviction

is truly followed out, Gibbon himself will be the best of preachers.
He will be the brilliant and eloquent witness for a divine power
which has been at work in all ages to counteract the devilish

power; which has been stronger to support a righteous kingdom
on earth than all evil influences, proceeding from those who call

themselves divine ministers, have been to destroy it. But if his
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reasoning and facts are merely bronjiht face to face with argu-
ments, to prove that at a certain moment there was launched
into tlie world, with miraculous sanctions, a religion the outward

displays of which, through subsequent ages, have been so mixed,—which has apparently prompted so many evil deeds—the result

must be, in a multitude of cases, a negative indift'erent scepticism,
in not a few, a positive infidelity.

77. Paley completed his system of works in 1S03, by publish- xamrai

ing his Natural Theology. He tells the Bishop of Durham, in ''''""'"sv-

his dedication, that what was to be read iirst had appeared last.

It contains greater signs than either of his other works of that
sense of adaptation and fitness which we have attributed to
him

;
it bears marks of more extensive reading, as well as of a

livelier observation. We need not say that its object is to prove
that the world had an intelligent artificer. If that is proved, he
tells ns in his later chapters that we must suppose God to be a

Person; that we must attribute to Him a general benevolence.

This, it seems to us, is a curious instance of the union of
childish faith in the power of argument with a childlike faith in
that which is above all aigument. Paley believed in God the The Creator

Father Almighty, maker of heaven and earth. He had said from
f"?,,^!!^

his infancy the Lord's Prayei'. He began with the recognition
of a Pei-son. The confession of a great designer fastened itself to
that confession. He assumes that the process is reversed.
Given a designer, you must accept a pei-son. The answer is one
of experience and fact. It lay before him and behind liira. The
most intelligent naturalists of his day—the men who had seen
most of these evidences of design

—did not rise to the belief of a

pei-son; the Father was not there; the Creator could not be
detected. What signified it that the watch lay on tlie road?
The watch suggests a watchmaker to those who bring the thought
of their own nature with them., who have need of one to whom
they can refer themselves; it does not contain in itself the

maker; its s|irings move without him. How much more justice
might Paley have done to some of the observations which other
naturalists had made—which he him.self was obliged to make— if he had remembered this! The idea of geiieration had been oenemtion

supposed to dispense with creation. The thought had taken a ""* "™''""-

number of forms. It had mingled with the theology of the
earliest Gnostics. It had mingled with the phj'sics of the most
modern Frenchmen. Paley may have shown ti-iumjjhantly that
it could not account for all the facts of the universe. But is it

not a fact of infinite significance? If it is forgotten, if it is

not allowed immense weight, does not creation lose its own
sublimity? does it not shrink into mere artifice and contrivance?

May not the highest moral and theological truths some day be
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fouiKl necessary to give the full force tea fact which concerns all

animal and vegetable natures? And may not the correction of

Paley's whole scheme of thought lie in this] When we con-

si<k'r what the books actually say for the authority of which he

argued so ingeniously, shall not we find that, according to their

plain letter— according to the sense which all Christendom has

given them—they mean something altogether difierent from that

which in his philosophy he supposed them to mean; that they
are constructed upon the principle of self-sacrifice, not of self-

seeking; that they set forth the will of a Father, who holds

out to His children the promise of being like Him, and so

of being delivered from the selfishness which is their curse and

damnation 1

76. We are so much in the habit of connecting the name of

Jeremy Bentham with our own century that the reader may
with difliculty realize the fact that he was bom only four years
after Paley, and that the book which contains, in his own j<idg-

ment, the germ of all his moral and political science was -mitten

several years before Paley's Lectures were delivered. Chrono-

logy can never be forgotten with impunity in any record of

human thoughts. Not merely the mind of the thinker, but the

mind of the age over which he exercised an influence, is misin-

terpreted, if, through any dream of classifying men according to

their opinions, or the subjects upon which they wrote, or the

number of their disciples, we overlook the circumstances in which

they were educated, those by whom they were surrounded in their

early years, the questions which were then most occupying their

country.
79. In a somewhat garrulous and not very charitable, but.

amusing and instructive, preface to the second edition of his.

Fragment on Government, Mr. Bentham gives us some valuable

glimpses respecting his own history, the occasion which led

him to write, the feelings which his book excited among his

contemporaries. The son of a solicitor, he had been fond, like

Paley, of frequenting the law courts. Of all the advocates to

whom he listened Dunning delighted him most by the clearness

of his logic and his freedom from flights of imagination. But
Bentham had no Whig leanings; he had been a student of

Clarendon
;
his sympathies were with the Stuarts

;
he i-es])eoted

monarchy and passive obedience. He went into a congenial

region; at an early age he became an undei'graduate of Queen's

College, Oxford. Even at that age he felt jiainful scruples about

subscription to the Articles
;
his recollection of the struggle never

deserted him. Sir William Blackstone was then in the hei^^ht

of his rejnitatiou, delivering those lectures as Vinerian professor

ujjon which his fame with posterity rests. Young Bentham
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attended them
;
tried to exti-act a coherent sense from them;

entirely missed the logic which he had admired in Dwnning.
The Commentaries seemed to him a strange com]>oiind of the whiegisni

old Tory doctrine of the dignity and sacredness of the sovereign comwS."^
with the Wliig theory of an original contract. The more he

considered that theory the more contradictory he found it.

Blackstone did not acknowledge an actual contract. He only
said that one was implied in the existence of the rulers and the

ruled. A tenable proposition, if he had adhered to it. But he

wavered so much in fii-st assuming a natural society, then in

denying one; he ap])ealed to Scripture so awkwardly as the wit-

ness of a patriarchal foundation for government, then mi.^ed the

patriarchal and the legal so inextricably together; he so obviously

regarded the King of kings as a mere Deus ex Machind to cut

knots which could not be untied, that the youthful listener found

his old remnant of theocratic faith deserting him, and nothing
newer or better substituted for it. Where was that newer or ccmversiou

better thing to be found? Hume's Essay on Human Nature fell "f aTory.

in his way. The idea of utility as the solution of all problems in

the government of nations and in the life of men dawned upon
him. He at once applied it to the exposure of Blackstone's

incoherences. The Fragment upon Government exhibits tlie tran-

sition of the Oxford Ttuy into the modern Utilitarian Radical

Reformer, just as Paley's philosophy exhibits the formation of

the modern Utilitarian Whig out of the old Cambridge Whig
of 1688.

80. The Fragment was attributed to several distinguished The antiioi-

persons. Dr. Johnson gave it to Dunning—acutely, Bentham
^'/^ '^/„')''

remarks, considering his fondness for Dunning's style; but yet

stupidly, as might be expected from a dreary ascetic, since Dun-

ning had no historical learning, and the old man cannot but

think that, allowing for his years, he had displayed a good deal.

By whomsoever written, the Fragment on Government could not

be forgotten. It had laid bare much indifferent reasoning ;
had

shown clearly that on such grounds as Blackstone had set

forth society could not stand; that neither monarchy, aristo-

cracj', nor democracy had received any intelligible definition

from him ; that the English Constitution, the complex of the The conii)iei

three, might, as Bentham showed in an elaborate proposition, be GoveminllnL

proved to be all-powerful + all-honest -!- all-wise = all-perfect ;
and

by the same process might be shown to be all-weak, all-foolish, all-

knavish. But this negative result, however satisfactory to the

demonstrator, was not all that he aimed at. Political justice
as well as individual morality was traced to Hume's maxim.
Black.stone had spoken of the "

duty" ofthe supreme power in the

State to make laws. Bentham says he can understand his own
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duty. It is to do that which lie will be ))unished for not doing.
But how a supreme power incurs the risk of punishment foi

not imposing laws he cannot perceive.
81. These sentiments were evidently not disagreeable to the

illustrious statesmen of the time, Tory or Whig, for any moral

reasons. They won for Beuthani the constant regard of Lord

Shelburne, though he had been the original patron of Blackstone.

Wedderburne pronounced them "dangerous," but, considering
the character of the man, their author cannot be wrong in inter-

preting the jihrase to mean "
dangerous to the legal profession."

The dread of other lawyers of more honourable re[)utation seems

to have been early excited towards the denouncer of their cele-

brated Oxford representative. Tliere were evident indications in

the Fragment on Government that the writer might become more
than a theoretical assertor of utilitj' in its application to juris-

prudence. And that unquestionably must V]e regarded a.s the

main cause of the unpopvilarity which Bentham drew upon him-

self, and which became greater as he grew older. He did not carry
the mere doctrine of utility farther than Hume or than Paley
had carried it. But he used it as neither of them ever

dreamed of using it. What meant for Hume "the couifort of

the refined classes
"
was translated by Bentham into " the greatest

f happiness of the greatest number." If he was asked what happi-
ness meant, and he could only answer that which gives most

pleasure to tlie greatest number, moralists might demur to the

answer. But if the pri\ ileged cla.sses had demurred to it he

would have replied,
" I mean by happiness what you mean by

it. 1 ask for the multit\ide the kind of ])lea.sure which you

prize most. Is money such a trifle? Why then do you seek it so

eagerly?" This was dangerous language undoubtedly. Wed-
derburne might no doubt .say Duty is sometldng more for me
than the doing that which I shall be punished for not doing,
But he provoked the answer,

" What more ? What is the high
ethical standard to which you api)eal, and by which you woidd

like your acts to be tried?" So that when Bentham proceeded
to show, in the case of his class especially, how much "

sinister

interest" had interfered with the public convenience, it was far

easier to resort to such phrases as Stare super antiquas vias, or

Quiela nan movere, than to invoke princijiles which Bentham
cast aside in words, and which were habitually denied in act.

82. In so far as Bentham brought these contradictions before

the face of those who were committing them we conceive he

was doing a service. For men like Blackstone were not standing

upon the ancient ways; that earth which looked very quiet
•was just about to be upheaved. If there was a truth which

had belonged to the ages of old, and belonged equally to that
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generation, it must be felt for and sought for. Probably the

earthquake must come before it would be discovered that society
had need of such a truth. We cannot think that Bentham
would have been more useful if, like Paley, he had adopted a

notion about the will of God to help out the weakness of his

Utilitarian motives. We rather consider it one of his chief Vaiuai.ie roi

merits that he utterly dispensed with any such aid
;
that he atfon'^or"''"

rejected a divine basis altogether for human society, or for theuiusy-

the life of the individual man. That was the fair way of

bringing the principle which he defended to a test; the only
mode of ascertaining whether any society or any man has existed,
does exist, or ever will exist without the confession of a Being
who does not merely decree what men shall do under the teirors

of punishment here or hereafter, but who is Righteous, who
purposes to set Eighteousness on the eartL The acknow- Tacit COII-

ledgment of such a Being lay, we believe, deep in the heart rTgineom"
of Bentham as in the heart of Paley. The practical labours of Being,

the one for what he held to be the best interests of his fello\\-

creatures, often amidst obloquy and contempt, were witnesses

of it. Paley's childlike admiration of what was harmonious
and benevolent was the evidence of it in him. Both alike,

by that leading tenet which seemed io them so self-evideut,
so incontrovertible, such a primary axiom in morals and

politics, denied the existence of such a Being, substituted a

notion, generalized from a partial human experience, for the
laws which are the expression of His nature and will. Both,
therefore, made a science of morsds and politics which must
rest on such laws, which must expand and exalt human expe-
riences, impossible. We cannot bring the charge more strongly Notmovea

against the lawyer than against the divine; against him who pX"
"""'

has been suspected of all irreligion, than against the pii]iular
and recognized champion of the faith. His influence has been
more widely felt than that of most political philosophers, because
he was far more persevering in the exposure of particular

gi'ievances in countries already organized, far more ingenious
in devising possible schemes of legislation and government for

those which had been disorganized. He has had numerous His sciiooi.

scholars in every class and in every country. Many have
talked Benthamism all their lives without knowing it, probably
while fancying themselves faithful adherents to some other

system. That his idea of general happiness, however little we
may see to satisfy us either in the name or in the thing which
it represents, is more human than Hume's or Paley's we must
steadily maintain. And though the temper of Bentham—which

always susi)ects dishonesty even in the men who have given
most proois of zeal for the cause that he had at heart—is
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a disagreeaWe contrast to tlie tranquil, good-linniom-cd tone

which was habitual to both these writers, we must make large
allowances for the \e.\ations of a reformer bent on his own
objects, with unquesti<ining faith in their worth, with no hope
for any good to mankind exce])t from the acc(nn])lishnient of

them. Every one who stood in the way of any jmrpose in

which he belie^ed the greatist hapiiiness of the greatest number
to be involved must, he thought, be actuated by some sordid,

shameful motive. And he could impute such motives with all

the more comfort, and without any conscious diminution of his

benevolence, because he did not call any one morally evil, liut

only attributed to him the same sinister interest to which in

similar circumstances he supposed he might himself have

yielded. On the whole, it may be better for the sake of

tolerance, as well as of truth, to call good good and evil

evil, than to invent these clever ])eri]ihrases which justify a

greater amount of rage against individual offenders, and hold

out less lio))e that any one of us may ever avoid the offence.

The English constitution, which Bentham identified with
Blackstone's representation of it, and therefore treated with the

profoundest contemjit, we may leave to vindicate itself Irom
its afiologists and its irapugners. One of the most learned and

accomplished disciples of Mr. Bentham, the late Mr. Austin,—
wlio entered more deeply than any man into his idea of juris-

[irudence, and expounded it more ably,
—in his latest work,

written in the maturity of his powei's, used the very language

respecting this constitution which the author of the Fra</ment
on Government and his school had denounced as the language of

fallacy and ])latitude.
83. The prospects of German philosophy, when we took our

last glimpse of it, appeared to be far from encomaging. Chris-

tian Wolff had encoimtered the opjiosition of the Pietists—had
won a victory over them—had established his scheme of doctrine

in the different universities of his land. How exactly it was con-

trived to suit the demands of students possessed of untiring dili-

gence, desirous to make the circle of their knowledge complete,

impatient to obtain definite and producible results, benevolently
inclined to bring different forms of thought into an equitable
reconciliation—so that they might claim for their age the glory
of tlueshing the grain out of all former ages, leaving only
the chaff—we have endeavoured to indicate. What additional

rcjiutation as a representative of free thought, as a martyr to

science, the persecution of Wolff procured for him-how one

who had many qualities that would have fitted him for a doctor of

the Sorbonne found the youth of Germany hailing him as their

champion against the arrogance of theologians
—has also been
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recorded. And then came that dangerous competitor for these

huirels, the witty and graceful Frenchman, to whom Wolff was

simply ridiculous, and who taught his royal disciple that he
could not advance a step in divine philosophy till he re-

nounced the barbarian doctor, and substituted quite a different

kind of encyclopedic wisdom for that which he had inculcated.

84. A system so congenial to the university or professional The schools

mind as Wolff's could n'ot be expelled from the home which it hfm'!'^'"

had found for itself, becaiise a monarch, however much rever-

enced for his lieroism and his wisdom, had deserted it. Prob-

ably it acquired a new attraction for some of those who had
adhered to it, and won some converts from those who had
dreaded it, after it became exposed to the assaults of French

scorn. Was it not a genuine native product? was it not a Argnments

witness against the flimsy superficial habits with which Paris '" ""^ firaar

was likely to infect Berlin? The fervour of Fraucke's revival

had ceased. The Pietists were mingling in the ranks of the

orthodox. Had not their fathei-s su.>ipected Wolff' unfairly? His

system was highly respectable, soberly religious. It was entirely
free from scepticism. Theology had its own faculty, as every
other ology had. If they adhered to Wolff's maxim, and profited

by Woltt"s logic, they might make it a very effectual faculty.
Infidels miglit be kept down. The godless Gaul might be

driven out. Christian evidences, and a theory of Christian rhe dirint-!.

moi-als might be happily combined with the study of Na-
ture. The Belles Lettres might be allowed their own proper

place. Philology and ethnology might be pursued by those

whose business it was to pursue them. A genei-al tone of

reasonable devotion to art, jihysics, philosophy, divinity, might
be diffused through the schools and throxigh the land. If the

cannon of the seven years' war disturbed for awhile the repose
of professors, they might soon forget the tumults of nations,
and deliver their lectures at the appointed hours.

So. How one of Wolff"s own class was appointed to break the xhecomiug

quietude of his dogmatLsm we shall hear presently. But Kant's "^'*"'"'""-

existence and his work are a marvel which need some other

facts to account for them. We shall find that a man born to be a

professor, never ti-avelling far from the region of his professorial .Miusion to

activity, apparently with the most eminent gifts for .speculation,

apparently standing altogether aloof from practice, yet became
the gi'eat witness for the value of practice above speculation.
We shall find that a man tvIio consecrated a new uncouth
nomenclature to the service of philosophy, who seemed to fence

it round with a hedge of thorns which must prohibit the access

of all people who had not a university training, nevertheless

affected the habits and pursuits of his countrymen in all diiec-
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tions, and has ultimately had a great influence upon the mind
of countries most unlike his own in their habits and jnii-suits.

To explain how this could be we need to consider what etlbrts

other Germans of his time were making to discover some link

bc^tween books and men. Gotthold Epliraim Lessing, the

gi-eat contrast to Kant in the clearness of his style, in the

general occupations of his life, appears to be the best exponent
of this stniggle. No doubt he had a contemporaiy far more
illustrious than himself Goethe belongs to the half centuiy of

which we are speaking, as well as to our own. There is of

course no comparison between his creative |iowers and those of

Lessing. In some respects he might illu.strate even better the

union of life and letters. But his connection with {philosophy is

le.ss direct than that of the elder thinker. He marks less

exactly the transition from one state of feeling to another. If

his experiences were more manifold, and his faculty of making
other men partake of them greater, thei-e were special

experiences in the case of Lessing which render him a more

perfect type of the good and the evil which were working
together and fighting for supremacy in his day.

86. Twenty years intervened between the births of these

eminent men. The earliest impressions of the younger were

connected with the glories of Frederick II.
;
his father was a

iurist and a man of the world; his first sight was of Frankfort,
with its mixture of feudal and commercial grandeur. Lessing
was the son of a Lutheran preacher at Kamenz; his earliest

discipline was theological; Ernesti at Lei])zig was probabh*
the tiret who turned his thoughts to philosoi)hy, or the study of

the old world
;
but neither Ernesti nor his father could fi.x liLs

mind to one pursuit or one study. He appears to have roamed
over the field of knowledge, seeking e\erywhere for some

spring of life. Might it not be hid beneath the thorns of

metajihysics 1 Might not Wolff know where it was to be found 1

No diligence on Lessing's part was spared to asceitain whether

Wolff did know. What he and Leibnitz had said, where he

and Leibnitz had differed, was seriously pondei'ed; ajiparently

Lessing accepted their lessons as good for their purpose, and

did not discover in them what he wanted. They were perhaps
the best philosophei-s to be found. But he had limbs that wei-e

made to be used, a body that craved for use and play. Were
not bodily exercises as real, as useful, as free, as the exercise

of distinguishing ontology from psychology? To discard the

latter might be to change the man for the animal
;
but must

not the man and the animal be somehow connected ? Must
there not be a passage between the pui-suits of tiie senses and

the pux'suits of the intellect 1 Was there no way of expressing
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thoughts in action, and of making thoughts to bear vijion

action? The stage
—was not that something of the kind? It The stage

belonged to the old world and to the new; it recognized the

power of looks and gestures; it made them the instruments

of signifying the deepest hiiman emotions; it translated the

thoughts of the closet to the heart of the people. Lessing
must try the tones of that instrument. Madame Neuber, the

Mrs. Siddons of Germany, must be his teacher. He must study

parts written for the stage
—even join a company of actors. Not Lessing's

much promise seemed to lie in such tastes: that a Lutheran ds™'""''''"-

clergyman should have deplored them, and urged him to Vje-

take himself to some settled occupation, was not sni-pi'ising.

Yet if the clergyman had considered what kind of food the

theology and philosophy of that time were offering to the

hunger of a human spirit, he might have wondered less, if he

grieved more, that his son should have sought among actors and
actresses—even in games of hazard—for something to still an

appetite which they could not quench.
87. It is impossible not to connect this direction of the young xhe

German's mind with all that has been said about the philosophv pwio^ophy
• • r- -nri 1-1 1 1

of sensation.

of sensation in former pages. What was a philosophy about

sensation good for? If men did receive anything
—Locke and

his school said they received everything
—from sensation why

not try to realize a little of that which they received? We
have senses

;
so far are we agreed

—Wolffians and Voltairists—
German doctors and French epicures. But are the German
doctoi-s or the French epicures giving us much light about those

senses—the use to which they have been turned—the powers
that are latent in them ? The actor addresses himself directly 1,3 appuca.

to these senses. Is it not the same with those who have stood ''"' '° ^"-

in close proximity to the actor, the painter, the musician, the

poet? Are not they all in a very peculiar manner dealing with

sensation? And if so, might we not investigate what that

jieculiar manner is ? what the secret of the influence is which

acting, painting, music, poetry, have over us? under what
conditions and laws they work? The German, with his meta- The Gennan

physical science, talks of these things. But how do his
Irenchmau

metaphysics come into contact with them? We are told have both

that certain relations exist between us and outward thiBgs. itsprobienm

Very well. But we want to know how they exist? what

they are? The Frenchman is a professor of art. He knows all

about it. He does not despise the stage, or painting, or music,
or poetry. He wishes people generally to occupy themselves

with those pureuits. And he can tell exactly upon what rules

they .should act, paint, sing, make poems. Can he? Is that

the way we proceed in the other jmisuits in which we boast

Vol II. 2 R
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that we are better than our fathers'? Have we not cast aside

rules and definitions in the investigation of nature? Are
we not experimental students? Are we to go back to the old

method in tliis study of art? or are we to study works of art

just as we study the works of nature, for the sake of finding out
what they mean—liow.they have acquii'ed their authority

—
why men have confessed them to be mighty or majestical?

88. We have seen how our own Burke first exhibited those

tentative habits of mind which were to be his glory as a states-

man, in a question of art
;
how he tried to discover a philosophy

that might be a substitute for the taste which every one claimed

a right to exercise, and a right to condemn his neighbour for not

exercising according to his maxims. That which was cleai'ly

not intended to be the sjjhere of Bm-ke's activity became the

first sphere of Lessing's activity. He was to be, in a very high
sense of the word, if not in the highest, a critic; in that sense

in which it means a discoverer, and not a judge; in which it

does not im]iort the assumption of maxims, either stated or con-

cealed, by which a painter or a poet may be tried or condemned:
but a search for the principles upon which the great masters in

each department have proceeded ;
for the external circumstances

which have determined their mode of managing any subject ;
for

laws which have made the treatment of the same subject by
different kinds of artists different; (e.g., why the description
in the second book of Virgil should not strictly correspond t<i

the Laocoon of the sculptor.) To this inquiiy Lessing brought
all the critical experience and quickness of perception which he

had acquired in the world. But he did not allow that ex-

perience to be the measure of any great work. He perceived in

the practice of those whose works had survived through ages,
that which went far beyond his experience

—that which ctirrected

and exj)lained it. The Greeks may not have been infallible

guides in art. There were circumstances in their condition

which do not exist in ours, and, therefore, which would make

many of their external practices utterly unsuitable to us. The
serious study of tliem will j>reserve us from servile imitation,

instead of jiromoting it. But mankind has recognized in them

something which we are bound to admire, from which we are to

learn. Instead of setting aside that judgment, we should seek

for the grounds of it ; so we may be saved from the erecting our

own canons into laws of the universe
;
so our own practice will

not every day become more degraded because we fancy it to be

most exalted.

89. Since a criticism of this kind could not gain ground in

the one department of art without affecting every subject about

which men think, we may do well to consider for a moment what
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is involved in the adoption of it. Some of its consequences seem
at first sight contradictory; the inconsistency \-anishes when we
look more closelyinto them. (1.) The distinction between science science and

and art has always been strongly assorted both in books of
'^^^

philosophy and in popular opinion. The criticism of Lessing
recognizes this distinction in its fullest extent. Thus, for in- i^ocom, 5 2j

stance, in his Laocoon, he says that it was perfectly reasonaVJe t^dmmnicii.-;

for the Greeks to make laws for the encouragement of a beautiful carisruhe.

kind of art, and the discouragement of a deformed kind, because J^y.
wii-

the object of art is enjo3'meut, and the lawgiver may prescribe wirhoren,

what enjoyments are salutary to a people, what mischievous
;

^'^

whereas the object of science is truth, and it is tyranny to put
the least violence upon the effort to satisfy an essential demand
of the soul. He felt the distance between these provinces
to be so wide that, in one of his earlier works, he objected
to the Essay on Man as necessarily sacrificing poetiy to meta-

physics, or metaphysics to poetry. His criticism being siiggested Pope, Ein

by a question of the Berlin Academy, whether the system u])on pi'y'^ii,.^

which Pope grounds his optimism is defensible or not, Les.sing ovrittenm10 I
^ _

' o
1755)- WevKe,

goes very carefully into an examination of the passage,
" what- roi. 23. pp. 1-

ever is, is right," and then into an examination of Leibnitz and *'"•

the other assertors of a best possible world. Very skilfully,

thougli not always, we think, with perfect fairness, he argues
that Pope did not know what he meant by liis doctrine, and
was merely mingling in verse the shreds of a number of differ-

ent, often contradictory, systems. In the course of his remarks
he even expresses his opinion that Lucretius has not written a

poem, though he has mixed much fine poetry with an imperfect

attempt to expound the doctrine of Epicurus. (2.) But though Art has a

science and art stand thus in contrast to each other, all Lessing's owa"^^
°^^^

doctrines imply that there is a science of art—a way, that is to

say, of testing the adherence of an artist to his own object. In
other words, he supposes that the study of beauty is an actual

study which may be pursued, and that the apprehension of

beauty is as capable of cultivation as the apprehension of truth.

(3.) There was implied in his criticism a reverence for antiquity classical

which seemed to justify the devotion that had been paid to
'='''"='""'"•

Greek and Roman literature in the schools of Christendom, and
to set at naught the objections to the existing education which
had been gaining ground in France and England. But, (4.) On How
the other hand, so far as this criticism introduced a more diligent

""'*''''"'

study of objects that are presented to the senses—of statues or

pictures
— so far it was in sympathy with the complaints which

had been made by Rousseau and others, that the teaching of

children was literary and logical, and did not recognize their

sympathies with the outward world. (5.) The criticism of
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Lessing had, in this last sense, what some would call a

Romanism. Roniani.st, and some a Pagan side. It cultivated the study of

visible forms; it led men to search for a meaning in these

forms, and to attach to tliem a much greater worth than had
been ordinarily attached to them in Protestant coinitries. But,

(G.) On the other hand, there was in the very nature oi this criti-

cism a strong Protestant element. It was essentially dis-

criminating, if it was also reverent and receptive. It confessed

the worth of everything that was beautiful whenever it was

found; but it inquired what constituted the beauty? what
.share men had in producing it? wliat corrupt notions of theirs

might tend to disfigure or destroy it?

90. We believe we are right in connecting all the German
movement of this time primarily with these thoughts about

Eesthetics. The very name was beginning now, for the first

time, to be current among Germans
;
Kant claims the invention

or restoration of it for them. It is significant in many ways.
Whatever the Germans spoke of, they were sure to find a schol-

astic word for it, to associate it in some way with the learning of

books. But, on the other hand, those who had been cliained by
that learning

—to whom it had become merely dead—began to

connect it with what was passing about them—with the things
that they saw. Life began to throb through the letters

;
men

began to look out of the folios. Lessing represents to us exactly
this process. Winckelmann and others might have written

instructively, even affectionately, about ancient art; but he
seems to have made it present to the minds of his countrymen,
to have brought them face to face with it. Learning became
to him no cumbrous panojily ;

it was a light jirmour which he

carried without the least eflbrt, which he ciuild unite with wit

and ridicule as well as any Frenchman. Yet it was evidently

genuine learning. If he touched the subject of which he spoke
ever so lightly, he showed that he had looked into it; that he

was not content with the outward signs ;
he must compel them

to give out their signification,

i'liiioiogy. 91. Such a man was sure to contribute as mncli to the philo-

logical studies as to the ssthetical studies of his countrymen:
lie would carry the same kind of criticism into both. He would
seek for the force and life of words, not chiefly for their sound,
or for the mere statistics of their use : he would desire to

penetrate through historical i-ecords to the facts which they set

forth, through the facts to the pi-inciples which they emVjodied.

He would be therefore in all respects an antagonist of tlie French

school, however much he might admire its facility and graceful-
ness—however much he might jirefer these to the cumbrousness
and dryness of his own people. Those who cultivated the
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French habit of miud were so quickly providea with formulas The French
for explaining all fects, that iiic[uiry into them, even into the scepticism

evidence for them, was needless. Those which looked strange,
^"'^"^""^'''^

which had a supernatural air, were to be cast aside as simplv
and on the face of them absurd. Such as came recommeudecl
by witnesses whom they did not suspect of any theocratical bias

might be swallowed whole. All criticism was of the easy, airy
kind which we have seen Voltaire adopting in his letters upon
Locke, which he applied with equal cleverness to pagan writers
and to sacred, to the demon of Socrates and to the conversion
of St. Paul. Lessing's mind was sceptical in quite a different
sense from this. He questioned evidence severely. A prevarica- Lessing-s
tiou was likely to fare ill in his hands. He was not much more ^^^^p''"'™

patient of folly than of roguery. But he would often susjiect
roguery and perceive folly in persons upon whom Voltaire
would have poured forth his finest praises : he would not seldom
have recognized truthfulness, and even the higher kind of wis-

dom, in those who provoked Voltaire's most cutting laughter.
It was so in most regions on which the wits of both were exer-
cised. Some have thought that it was not so in their treatment
of those questions in which liumble people feel most interest.
German theologians affii-med that the qriticism of Lessing, when lis appiica-
it approached their topics, was not essentially different from the

suyeci?"™''
criticism of Voltaire ; that the results to which it conducted
were equally fatal to the authority of the divine records; that
it appealed to a superior class of minds

;
that ultimately it might

work a mischief on those minds which the more superficial
ridicule could not work.

92. If we did not believe in the divinity and power of those ^vhether it

records, we should easily acquiesce in the' last of these conclu- ™n "eroi^,
sions. For we conceive the doubts which Lessing felt and ex- to^tS""

pressed about them must have affected thoughtful men far more
powerfully than the scoffs of those who came to them with an
inclination to di.sbelieve—who were already prepared with their

conclusions, and only wanted plausible argimients by which to
establish them. In all Le.ssing's restless life he had never lost
the effects of his early Lutheran education. What he had seen
and felt in the world conflicted in many ways with what he had
received in his childhood. But it did not make him less desirous
of a childlike faith. He complained of the obstacles which the

theological dogmatism of his day opposed to such a faith. He
had become conscious of wants as a man which seemed not to
be met by tliat which he was told to receive as a gift from
Heaven. No doubt his sharp critical insight appeared to those
who were arguing in defence of what they supposed to be oi-tho-

doxy, the mere result of an inclination to dispute and to deny.
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It really proceeclcd far of'tciior from iiiiiiatience ami weariness
of argumentation, when a simple confession of faith, above all,

a simple and loving life, would Iiave vanquished him, and made
him thankfvd to be vanquished. If divines trusted in theii- own
wonderful subtlety in liandling proofs and evidence.s, lie was

tempted—partly ])erhajis by the vanity of power, much more

by an inward conviction that that was not the way of making a

mes.sage which had been delivered by fishermen to the poor of

the earth effectual—to try whether his subtlety was not at least

as great as theirs. If he i'ancied lie was striking at the heart
and sub.stance of the message which they delivered, he recoiled,
not from fear of consequences to himself, but througli dread of

damaging any truth. He even submitted to the reproach of in-

consistency, making himself suspected by his freethinking friends

as well as by their opponents. There was danger, no doubt, to

himself, as well as to his readei-s, in such a state of mind. At
times he would transfer his doctrines respecting art to the pro-
vince which he so carefully distinguished from it. He would
almost say that it did not signify whether a thing was true,

provided it produced a moi'al effect. And then again, his

passion for truth, alarmed at this approach to insincerity,
would lead him to suspect the historical testimonies to that wliich

bad done good. Was not its ideal worth a sufficient explana-
tion of its j)ower? Had not we a right to treat the history with
more severity than we should apjily to any other, because it

miffht be invented to fit the results which had proceeded from it t

93. The papers which Lessing published as Wolfenbuilel

Fraymcnts were for some time attribiited to himself. There was

nothing in his previous or his subsequent history to make it

probable that he would have shrunk from the responsibility of

owning them if they had been his own composition. They are

now known to have been notes written by Reimarus, an accom-

plished man, who resembled in most respects the English

deists, but who added to their belief in a purely natural religion
a very extensive acquaintance with Hebrew antiquities. The
doubts which suggested themselves to such a man were, Lessing

imagined, common to him with many laymen and many di\-ines

of the day. He suj)posed that it was desirable they should be

exjiosed to the light, and fairly sifted. Evidently they had taken

great hold of his own mind. Yet it is also clear that he would
have been glad to find some satisfaction ujion them, and that, in

many ])oiuts, his judgment and the author's did not coincide.

For instance, Reimarus maintained that the old proselytes of the

sioiT'"^"'''"'" gate in the Jewish community were a class of pure tlioLsts, who
were allowed to enter into fellowshij) with the children of Abra-

ham merely in that character. He supposes that there might be

The Wolfen-
buUd
Fragmenis.

Lessinp's
Bynipjitliv
witli tlie'

auttior.

Tiieory of
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a like compreLension in a Christian cbixrch—that many inquir-

ing spirits of that day might profit by it, and be admitted to a

common worship. The thought seems to have worked power-
fully upon Lessing, though he is far from accepting either the

historical assumption, or of seeing his way to the modern appli-
cation of it. He says modestly that his Hebrew lore does not

qualify him for pronouncing on the one point. And he is

puzzled how to define the tlceist—what the term exactly means
;

how, if he was a pure naturalist, he could take part in the wor-

ship of the Christian God
;
whether under a common name

there might not lurk two opposite meanings. At the same

time, if there could be some real fellowship, not grounded upon
mere coincidence of opinion on the points of Christian divinity,
it would have a great charm and worth for him. Vai-ious

questions had occurred to Eeimarus respecting the miiticles of

the New Testament. They took this form in the mind of

Lessing : Had I seen these miracles, I should have bowed to How Lessing

him who performed them
;
I should have accepted his words miracleL"

as authoritative and mighty. But can I receive the mere records

of them as mighty in the same sense, supposing I believe them
ever so much? I may accept the record of a miracle as I accept
the record of another fact; I may hold_that Lazarus was raised

as I hold that Alexander conquered Darius. But I do not

know how to build a faith upon the one record or the other.

There ought, it seems to me, to be another ground than this

for believing in a Son of God.
94. Such statements seemed, and could not but seem, to the TheLnther-

German divines utterly destructive. They supposed that they efghteemh
held fast the Luthemn faith because they believed that the century.

records which spoke of Christ as having appeared in the world

seventeen centuries before their time could be defended by a

fair amount of probable proofs. They forgot that Luther spoke The Lather

of a Christ who lived in his day as much as in the da3's of the sixteenth

Apostles; that he declared such a Christ to be the object of his century.

own trust and hope, and held Him forth as an object of trust

and hope to all who heard him. The Bible was for him the

witness to the people of Saxony, as to the people of Judea, of a

rock which had stood for all generations, and would stand for

all generations to come. When Lessing cried for some bond of

union between man and man
;
when he saw clearly enough that

the mei-e confession of a God, who might be a mere world-

mechanist, could not be such a bond; when he murmured that

no records of facts that had passed centuries ago were a founda-

tion for his life; they could not understand that he was more

truly a Lutheran than they were—that he needed a living

pereon, while they were content with a lifeless tradition. They
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could not interpret his neeJs—he could not interpret those
nt'cds. It seemed to them—it often seemed to him—as if he
were robbing them of the little in heaven and earth which

FiKlithiK for was left for them. To fight maiifnlly for those relics with
remaicB.

.^,|y arniour they had, or could procure, was a duty and a
virtue. But Protestant relics cannot work mii'aclos. What

The hope is to be hoped is, that after an indignant demand of anti-

sinK'sduubts. I'l'U'ies, who are not only antiquai-ies. Where is the breath

gone which once dwelt in these 1 there might come a shaking
of the dry bones; there might enter into them a spirit from

God; they might start up again a mighty army. Those who
hold that the old faith ivas true, that the old record rvas

insi)ired, could not doubt that such would be the final result,
however long and dreary the processes which were leading to

it. Lessing might not foresee what this result would be—there

were moments when he might not have desired it. But he had
at times, we conceive, strange glimpses of a truth which would
do much more than satisfy his perplexities, which might bring
liumanity and theology into a real harmony.

Saihm dtr 95. Some of these glimpses might be found in his dramas,
"'""•

especially in that Nathan the Wise, which was the last of

them. But, in speaking of these, his countrymen are wont
to console our national vanity by telling us that he fell into

the very fault with which he liad chai'ged Pope, using his

poetry, not for what he believed to be its legitimate pur-

pose, but for the inculcation of moral or metaphysical maxims
that could have been better delivered and defended in prose.

Ernit und We would, therefore, turn rather to two of his later writings
—

Gesprarhe his Dialogues on Freemasonry and his Education of the Human
'^maurer'ms-

^"c«- If the former only concerned the subject which nomin^
iverte,' ally Called them forth, they would have been full of intei-est for
voL 23 .

pp. 77-156. the time in which they were written. The hints they contain

are even more valuable for our own. Whilst he sets forth the
The prill- grandeur and preciousness of civic life; whilst he shows that its

freemasomy. necessary limitations, and the strifes between nations, demand

something deeper and more universal than itself; whilst he makes
ns feel that this deeper and more univer.sal truth must be a
Society and must also be a Mystery ; whilst he proves that

it cannot be expressed or described in words—that its power
must be manifested in acts—that its power has been so mani-

fested in all periods
—

Lessing leads us into the profoundest

problems of political life—into the prolilem of it; and his

suggestion of the way in which it might be or must be solved

is worth more than a multitude of formal statements and
The actual elaborate systems. But when Ernst, smitten with the idea of
freemasonry,

freemasonrv, which he thinks he has discovered in the couversa-
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tion of the initiated Falk, rushes forth to join a lodge, in which.

Le expects to find a perfect brotherhood, where there will be
no distinctions of race, of class, of faith ; when he comes back
crestfallen and almost heai-tbroken, complaining that he has
been deceived—that he has seen none of that equality which he
had been promised ;

that in the lodge there is the old clinging
of Westphalians to Westphalians, of Christians to Christians, of

Jews to Jews, a decided respect for Counts, and no slight scorn

of shoemakers—that, in fact, all the divisions of the outer

world are reappearing in the chaimed circle; and when Falk,
smiles at the blunder which his friend has committed in sup-

posing that freemasonry and lodges have anything to do with
each other, or that he should be the least nearer to the principle

by accepting the badges ; we become aware that Lessing is

speaking a parable, which it behoves those to hear who may The paraWa

never have entered a lodge or cared to enter one. There is no

attempt to conceal the double sense of the dialogues, though we
should feel it less, and not more, if we supposed the parts of

them which refer to masons and to our Sir Christopher Wren
were mere drapery instead of being essential to the design.

96. Less interesting, we think, in itself, less rich in thoughts DUEnir-

and suggestions for the time that was coming to Europe, but xi^,rS«!/-

more valuable for the personal life of Lessing, is that last work
'\y''J^f""

to which he put his hand. On the Education of the Race. The vol. 2*,

title has become familiar to our ears
;

to Lessing's contem- ^^'

poraries it sounded novel and strange. The Bible had become
in their minds so separated from the God of whom it spoke

—
wfiat they called the Word of God meant so strictly a Word
which had ceased to be spoken, and had become a printed
book—that anything which reminded them of an actual

Teacher was startling, even tenilic to them. Surely it was a

salutai-y ten-or ! If a layman, throwing aside technical and Lessing

conventional phraseology, found himself natui-ally dropping the maxim

into this mode of speech, what a sign was this of the verity, ^'^^'^"'^
the permanent verity, of those records which assume through-
out a living Ruler and Guide, which never for a moment
suppose Him to be silent, or men to be capable, with all

their efforts, of shutting out his voice! That Lessing only Blank in hi^

half recognized the import of his own expression may be statements,

true; that his doctrine would have been more, not less, satis-

factory to the conscience of men—more, not less, comprehensive
of the history of all the nations of the old world—more, not less,

explanatory of the time since the records of Scripture closed—
if he had taken not one part of St. Paul's lesson respecting
the schoolmaster, but the whole of it, if he had grasped his

idea of a " fullness of the time," of an admission of all kindi-eds
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into the pri\-ileges of the Father's house, into the title and glory
of children

;
we may readily admit. That throughout his dis-

course we feel a longinsr to be told how the education of the

race coincides with the education of each individual in the

i-ace, and are ready to enter a protest on behalf of our own
chiklhood and boyhood and manhood, and the childhood and

boyhood and manhood of the nations now, which cannot be

satisfied with tlie announcement that the education they require
was given and done with some millenium or two ago; and that if

there could be a harmony between the all and the each— if one
was not to be sacrificed to the other—if nothing was left beliind,

but every step in gi-owth was a recovery of the past rather than

a loss of it—we should have a much greater assuntnce that tlie

education of the race is indeed conducted by One to whom
nothing is great, nothing little—who does not less

"
providently

cater for the sparrows" because He governs the armies of heaven

and earth
; may be asserted with even greater confidence. But

what gratitude do we owe to the man who awakens the

thought in us which enables us to detect these weaknesses

and to raise these objections ! How evidently he has taken us

into a region in which we become conscious of the inadequacy
of all our theories, in which we are sure that we must be always

learnere, because we shall never be without a perfect Teaclier !

How much Lessing's various experiences of himself and of his

fellow-creatures have brought him to perceive the necessity of

such a Teacher—how much they have humbled him—we may
gather from the touching and pathetic manner in which he

feels again after the old faith of his childhood, in which he

discovei-s that there may be a practical meaning in the mysteries
which botli he and his orthodox opponents

—
they more than

he—had relegated into the region of dry dogmas having no re-

lation to human life. His interpretation of those mysteries may
give veiy imperfect contentment to the reader; we shall find

hereafter that it did not give contentment to himself He
was catching hold, if only by the hem of the garment, of that

which he was sure must be divine, and must be good for liini

and for aU men to apprehend. Hereafter all such explanations

might be produced as fine philosophical substitutes for, and

refinements upon, the ordinary faith of mankind. To Lessing,
unless we are greatly mistaken, they were not such, or were

such only in moments of vanity and weakness to which every
man is liable. He certainly never professed more than he be-

lie\ed, or so much as he believed; but he was continually dis-

covering the necessity of a belief, and discovering that it must be

a belief in One who had awakened it, and could give it its right

direction, its full expansion. Therefore, his life excites an in-
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terest which his various and exquisite gifts, unaccompanied by
such a p\irpose, could not impart to it. When we can the least

hold him forth as a model, when he was most erratic in his

course, we can see that he was a subject of that education which
lie claimed for his race. And we cannot but tliink that he was

acting as a minister in the education of his countr3'men; leading His services

them away from the passion for systems, built or to be built,
" '^'™™^-

which had proved so fatal to their best energies and aspirations ;

sliDwing how tliey might be true searchers after wisdom, even
if they were unable by any eflbrts of their own to find it.

97. Immanuel Kant was born five years before Lessing. Kant

During much of Lessing's life he was exerting a powerful influ- (1^24-1804).

ence over his classes at Konigsberg, and through them on

Germany. But it was not till the year after Lessing's death,
in his own fifty-seventh year, that Kant's great work appeared,
that which laid the foundations of his philosophy, and upon
which all his subsequent works depend. Nor can the influences

which Lessing may have known of, and perhaps participated

in, have been exactly of the same kind with those which have

proceeded from his writings. The reports that reach us of his

lectures represent him as a teacher with an unusual power of Kant the

making the subjects which he handled lively and interesting,

drawing illustrations from travels, novels, almost every kind of

literature; possessing no slight amount of humour; capable
of entertaining a company, even of keeping the table in a roar

with his jests, w hile be preserved himself an unshaken gravity.
A: skilful diviner might perhaps conjecture these qualities
from his books, but it must be a diviner who has learnt from

experience that an author is often the very reverse of that

which he appears. An ordinary commentator, wlio has the

advantage of knowing what is told by credible witnesses of

Kant, would arrive at the conclusion that he possessed a most
remarkable gift of repressing his natural inclinations when he Kant the

supposed that the indulgence of them would interfere with his
''"'^'

objects. That one who had given proofs of metaphysical precocity
in his youth should have kept back the publication of his most

important thoughts till he was approaching old age, and should

then have presented them in the driest, hardest form, is a sign
how much importance he attached to them—how little he

supposed that they required any adventitious aid—how cei-tain

he was that they were to be uttered, and would sooner or later

make their power felt. He must liave had an unusually

strong assurance that his method would meet the special Hisconfl-
_

exigencies of the time
;
that he could do the world a service in owm^woA."

the w-ay which it least expected; that his dialect, however
obscux'e in form, would ultimately scatter mi.sts instead of
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raisiug them. His faitli iu Ids Critical Philosophy might at

times be superstitious; he might suppose tliat all the past

thinkings and strivings of the world had only been permitted that

they might bring it forth. But he never, like Hobbes, deemed
that all who liad grappled with philosophical questions before

him were fools or knaves. He supposed that he was born to set

them right, and lie did not consider it any cursed spite that

that task had devolved upon him. There must be one philo-

sophy, he said, as well as one true morality. Mine is the philo-

sophy ;
I have no doubt of it. I .should not bring it forth if I

had. Less confidence would not have sufficed for him. Tlie

counteraction to it lay in the nature of the philosophy itself.

It was critical, not dogmatical. It was occupied to a veiy

great extent iu pointing out what the philosopher could not do
;

what are the restraints upon his speculations ;
into what x-egions

they must not penetiute.
98. It is unfortunate for Kant's reputation in England that

the epithet "transcendental" has been much more associated

with his philosophy than the epithet "critical;" and that the

reasons which led him to adopt the former word have not been

considered in the light of the latter. The notion that Kant was,
in some sense, reversing the decrees of Locke, by bringing in ii

priori truths, has blinded us to the fact that the German liad

even a greater horror than the Englishman of that " ocean" which

he forbade us to approach. At the end of a century Kant uses

words curiously developed and expanded out of those which we
liave taken as the key words to the Essay on the Human
Understanding. Locke's timid hint at a metaphor has grown
wonderfully, but the principle is strictly preserved. Kant's

great desire is to give it effect. Locke, it seems to him, has not

guarded the coast eflectually; other precautions, perhaps other

fortresses and batteries, are necessary.
99. The passage to which we allude occurs in that division

of the Kritik der reinen Vernunft which explains the

gi-ound of the distinction of all objects into Phenomena and
Noumena. " We have now," he says,

" not only travelled

through the whole country of the pure understanding, and care-

fully observed every part of it; we have also thorouglily
measured it out, and have assigned to everything therein its

proper jjlace. But this country is an island, and by its very
nature is enclosed within unchangeable boundaries. It is the

country of truth (an inspiring name), surrounded by a wide

and stormy ocean, the especial abode of phantoms (des Scheins),
where many a bank of mist and much ice, soon to melt away,
holds out the lying promise of new regions ;

and while it jier-

petually deceives the roanring seafarer with the vain hope of
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'discoveries, continually entangles him in adventures from which
he can never get loose, and which he can never bring to any
result. Before we venture upon this sea, in order to examine
it thoroughly in all latitudes, and to assure ourselves whetlier

there is anything to hope in it, it will be useful first to throw
back a glance upon the chart of the country that we are inclined

to leave behind, and seriously to ask ourselves, first, Whether
we may not be well contented with what is contained within it,

or, at all events, whether we rmisl not, of necessity, be content

with it, seeing that there is actually no other ground upon
which we can build any home for ourselves

;
and then, secondly,

Under what title we possess even this country, and can hold it in

security against all hostile claims." This half-poetical extract

would be a most unfair specimen of Kant's ordinary style. If the

reader were tempted by it to venture upon the study of his

wi'itings, it would scarcely deceive them less than " the bank of

mists and the melting ice
"
deceives the sailor of whom we have

heard. We have not chosen it for any such dishonest purpose,
but simply to show the disciple of "Locke, first. That Kant, like Kant more

his English predecessor, wishes to investigate the understanding Jn^wCcai

itself, and despairs of any knowledge of other things without exercises

tliat jjreliminary inquiry; secondly, That he is as afraid of trans-

gressing the boundaries of the understanding, and has at least

as severe notions of what these boundaries are, as that prede-

cessor, or as any one who has walked most warily in his steps.
The language of the German about travelling through the whole

I'egion which Locke wished to exjjlore, and ascertaining the

l^ce of everything that is in it, might, no doubt, have sounded
audacious to one who had so modest a belief in his own powers
of investigation as Locke. But the presumption may surely be

forgiven for the sake of its object. If ontologists and theolo-

gians can be kept at a distance by subsidizing a German philoso-

pher, is not a little expense well bestowed and a little dignity
well sacrificed to obtain his sei-vices ?

100. But why was it necessary to undertake the long jour- Kanfs place

ney which has been described to us ? Had nothing been done tmn ^utterly

already in assigning to oach part of the mind its place 1 Wolflf, IJf^iyg

we have heard, had a place for everything in his system. No
subject upon which the mind of man had been exercised was
left out

;
above all, the mind itself had been surveyed, and a

map or mercator's projection of it made witli much diligence.
What more was to be done 1 All this, in Kant's judgment, had
to be undone. The Wolfian arrangements seemed to him

grounded on no examination
;
mere wilful decrees in which

presumptions of the understanding and deductions from expe-
i-ience were mingled confusedly together; partial geueraliia-
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tions being taken for universal and necessary laws; and, again,*
the observations being perverted and overshadowed by h priori

conceptions. Hence arose the need of a critical philosophy.
What were these d. priori maxims which were thus thrusting
themselves between us and the objects with which we desire to

converse? Can we get rid of them by ignoring them? If we
do, they will have their revenge. They will not cease to affect

us because we shut our eyes to them. The whole world of sense

becomes darkened by them if we do not ascertain their func-

tions, and jirohibit them from performing any which are not
theirs.

101. It was not, then, from any desire to overthrow the doc-
trine of Hume respecting experience, that Kant entered upon
his task. Hume he had hailed as a benefactor. His clear

statement of the claims of experience
—the perplexities in

which he had involved those who tried to find principles be-

yond experience within the region of experience
—

helped to

deliver Kant from the bonds of the Woltian dogmatism, to

show him that it must be unsatisfactory and untenable. But
then he was obliged to proceed

—in the interest of experience, for

the sake of testing its full powers
—to ask what was implied iu

it, how it was possible? That all our knowledge begins from

experience Kant has no doubt. That is with him a starting-

point. The cai)acity ofknowing is aroused by objects that j)resent
themselves to our senses; the materials of knowledge are the im-

pressions made on our senses; the exercises of separating, uniting,

comjiaring the impressions, constitute what we call expierience.
How can there be any knowledge anterior to that? But though
all begins with experience, does all sjiring from it? How do
we get any experience? How can we get any experience?
Are there not some conditions under which we get it? Whence
come those conditions? Does experience give them? Twist
the question as you will, shrink from the coufession as you may,
are not these d, priori conditions ? Are they not involved in

the very nature of the mind itself? In what perplexities did
Hume's refusal to admit such conditions in\olve him ! He must
draw a distinction between mathematical evidence and that

which concerns observations of matters of fact. What right has
he to such a distinction, if his maxim, in its exclusive sense, is

true? Is not it simply an arbitrary one, so long as experi-
ence is recognized as the source from which all knowledge is

derived ? Grant the fact that there are conditions in our minds
which make certain conclusions inevitable and uuivei'sal, and

you have the difference which he was constrained inconsistently
to allow. The conclusions which you deduce from exj)erience

ri'specting matters of facts may be very likely ; they may be
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grounded upon a number of observations; but tliere will be a

radical, genuine difference between such conclusions and tliose of

geometry.
102. If so, we must be able to sift these experiences, to see Sifting

what they contain which they did not bring. Such a sifting
"periences.

has become indispensable. Our inquiries have been pushed too
far— the assertions of those who believe that the senses are the
sole sources of knowledge are too decided—even if the asser-

tions of those who talked of innate ideas before them had not
been equally decided—to admit of a loose compromise, of an as-

sertion that possibly there may be something in the mind be-

sides or above expei-ience. We must resolutely ask ourselves
what is it? We shall be haunted by endless delusions if we do
not. Examine, then, any body which your senses present to

you. Consider all that you have learnt from your experience
of its hardness, softness, its rest or its motion. Is that all you
have to tell usi No. You say that that body occupies a cer-

tain space. You say that this is true, not of some bodies, but space.

of all bodies. But has any experience you have about bodies
led you to this conclusion? Have your senses led you to it?

They say nothing of space, however much they may tell you of
that which is seen in space. What is this space, then? Is it not

jirecisely one of those d, priori conditions of our mind which a condition

have tormented metaphysicians so much, which have mixed "f onr™'"'i»

themselves so much with our plain observations of facts? We
have been throwing space outside of us—trying to find it in the

things. We cannot find it in them. The more we strain

oiir eyes to look, the more utterly we are bafHed. It must be
in us. It must be our mode of contemplating certain objects.We can only see them under that limitation, because it is the
limitation of our intellects—the terms under which we become

capable of experiencing anything
—not the product of our expe-

rience. Is it otherwise with time? We contemplate facts in Time,

succession. Can we say that the succession is in the facts or

belongs to them ? Do we not fall into perpetual confusions if

we think so, or if we endue time with an independent exist-

ence? What can it be, then, but another of those oL priori
conditions which determine the way in which we shall contem-

plate the things that are presented to us from without ?

103. It is impossible not to sympathize with the nervous Consolation

anxiety of a disciple in the Locke school when he first hears of woraWppera
an a priori principle. Once admit that, he cries in the first "fi-ocise,

moment of hon-or, and all is lost. But is not his alarm greatly
mitigated when he finds what these principles are ? nrithiug
which can-ies him beyond the fiammmitia mmiia niundi, but

exactly what confines him within them
; terrible restraint."
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ments or permission.s to break loose. I look ujion time and

space as without me. I may begin to dream of a world to

which they are not attached. I may think that I know some

way of climbing into that world. But if they are about me at

every instant; if they check my breathing; if they will not

let me see or know anj'thing without their intervention, what

escape have 1 1 Must not that which lies beyond, then, be that

phantom region
—that land of mist or melting ice—which

attracts so many travellers, and destroys so many ? Our stern

doctor understands perfectly well this consequence of his doc-

trine. He enforces it
; if he can have his way, he will not let

any of us shrink from it. Whether that is the ultimate result

of his teachings we shall learn hereafter. So for as we have

gone, it seems to be the result of them. The way is blocked on
all sides; and we shall find that it is to be blocked still more.

Those who deny that a spiritual or an eternal world can have

anything to do with man may boast in this part of his treatise,

and through many parts of it of which we have not yet had a

glimjise, that they never had such a champion as Kant
;
that all

English and French assertors of the visible as the only pi'oper
or possible sphere of our thoughts and hopes have stopped far

short of him.

104. The disciple of Locke should also i-emember—and this

reflection cannot but increase his charity towards an old enemy—that Kant, in his effort to give everything a place, clearly
accords \hQ first place to Ee.sthetics—in other words, to sensation.

He accepts the English and French teachings of his day, like

Le.ssing and others of his countrymen; he only exhorts the

defenders of sensation to be true to themselves
;
to let us have

the full benefit of their discoveries; not to suffer the formulas

of logic or mere traditional dogmas to interfere with them.

The distinction between the region of sesthetics, which occupies
Kant in the first section of his work, and that of logic, which is

the subject of his second, is one of the most important in the

critical philosophy. All had felt and confessed that there must
be such a distinction. The logician was harassed by the intru-

sion of partial observations and experiences among his general
fomis

;
the observer of nature had been obliged to seek a

method for .shaking himself free from the insulting interrujrtion
of the logician in the midst of his experiments. But nothing
could come out of a mere artificial division of their provinces.
Those who acknowledged nothing besides sensible experience,
at once claimed the logician as their child, and treated him with

unnatural contempt and cruelty. It was necessary for the peace
of the world that his position should be ascertained; that he
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should be enabled to hold his own; that he should not be

allowed to invade the naturalist or the ai-tist in their rightful
work. Kant addresses himself to this task. No one was so Kam-s logic

fitted for it. No one had a better right to speak on behalf of

logic, for it would be diiScult to find a more acute and stern

logician. No one was more certain to lay bare its unfair pre-
tensions, to find out when it aimed at proving, what it could not

prove, or took advantage of an ill-gotten premiss ;
for his special

vocation was to prevent such frauds
;

it belonged to his critical

faculty.
105. Before we pass to this second subject, let us make sure how Thimrs nut

much we have gained in the first. We have been learning what themseires

are the conditions under which we contemplate the objects
which present themselves to our senses. We have separated
those conditions which belong to our minds from the objects.
Have we then discovered a way of knowing these objects in

themselves? By no means. We only know the appearances
which they present to us. Nor can we ever hope, by any im-

proved mechanical contrivances, by any intellectual contrivances,

to pierce this veil, to pass from the appearance to the thing
itself. We may say that the rainbow is only an appearance ; Trans,

that the rain is the thing. Physically this is true ;
in a higher, fjf^(;;,^

stricter sense the rain is as much an appearance as the rainbow. Von der

It is a most unfair I'epre.sentation of this doctrine, Kant says,
to say that it changes things into appearances. The things are.

^"'^^

however we see them. Berkeley fell into the mistake of making
them unsubstantial precisely because he mingled them with

space and time, which he was sure could have no substance.

Transfer them to their proper place in the mind itself, and all

you are then obliged to aflirm is, that these conditions so neces-

sarily determine your percejition of the things that it can never

reach to their nature. So far Kant's idealism is more moderate ibid, § .^

than what he suppo.sed to be Berkeley's; but he deduced con- EsmaKse.m

elusions from it respecting the precariousness of the arguments enSicile

of natural theologians to which Berkeley would perhaps have
^iikende

demurred. And he ventures the assertion, which would cer- herein mit

tainly have startled Berkeley, that the condition of man as a jfe'nschen

sentient creature is not the reason of his incapacity to see things "jtiiwen.us

in themselves; that that incapacity is inherent in the thought kommen

itself, and may extend to all finite intellects.
mussen.

106. The last remark evidently belongs to the new subject. DieTrans-

None may help us better to understand what that subject is.
Logik!""'"'

We have been occupied with the conditions under which we

contemplate objects through the semises—we have been consider-

ing how experience is possible. Now we are to consider the

conditions under which we think; how the act of thinking is

Vol ir. 2 s
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possible. The two acts are distinguishable : one presumes a

capacity of receiving representations from without
;
the other

the spontaneous power of moulding tliose representations
—of

forming notions or conceptions witliin. This is strictly the

logical region as distinct from the Ksthetical. But we have

surely had logical treatises enough ;
the world is somewhat tired

of them—asks what good they have done, or are likely to do—
The two how far the searcli foi- truth has been advanced by them. Kant

Uigta

"' ^"^s "^o^ jnirpose to do again what has been done before. The
common logic has its purpose ;

his transcendental logic has a
I'Me common quite different, thougli an analogous, purjjose. The common
''"''°"

logic abstracts from the exercises of the understanding certain

common rules or maxims which api)ly to all these exercises
—rules which we cannot violate without involving ourselves

in a contradiction whatever subjects we are discussing. The

discovery and assertion of these rules constitute the logical
The common

analysis. It is purely negative. To make it effectual for any
special service a dialectic is demanded. At first it promises

brilliantly. We fancy we are in possession of laws of the

understanding which will supply us with an organon for

each particular study. When we begin to use the organ,
we find that we are in want of special experiences, that it

may not be quite tuneless. It is still worse when we fancy
rhe common we Can tum it to a more general task. Then we invent out of

laws and experiences together an intricate sophistry. We do
not think that Kant means to charge the ancients with using
their dialectics only or mainly for so{)histical jnirposes, though
that sense has been given to his words

;
but if their dialectic

were employed to correct the abuses which logic had itself en-

gendered, it would still be a very inadequate weapon for the phi-
The trans-

losoplier. He wants a deeper analytic
—a more complete and

analytic searching dialectic. He cannot be content to abstract certain

rules of the understanding from their objects. He wants to see

how the understanding works upon and witli those objects ;
how

it receives representations; how it groups them together; how it

forms conceptions from them; how it brings those conceptions
Synthesis, into One. We want to trace this synthetical process

—this per-

petual effort after unity. We cannot refer it to sensible experi-
ence. That receives the representations in all their variety and

Effort after confusion. Whence comes the craving to make them one—the

power ofmaking them one ? To understand this must be to under-

stand the understanding itself—to look into our own selves. Here
is our analytic, and the dialectic must correspond to it. The im-

jjostures which the understanding practices on itself in its efforts

to pass beyond itself—in its determination to make an expe-
rience out of its pure conceptions, or to invest with reality wliat

unity.
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is only appeai'ance
—must be laid bare. We must examine the The dialectic,

conclusions and demonstrations at which it fancies it has arrived,

and see whether there is any ground for the conclusions—
whether the proof is genuine, or is assumed in the premises.
However many hopes may be scattered in the process, it

must be pursued relentlessly. The critical philosophy is born
to be the scourge of dreamers, especially when their dreams
assume the shape and air of philosophy, especially when they

try to turn their dreams outwards, and apply them to the busi-

ness of the world.

107. Whatever may be the reward, the struggle to obtain it Ttieanaiy-

is a sore one. We find oui-selves in dark mines, breathing damp t'ons.
°™°'''^

vapours, uncheered by a single glimpse of blue sky, scarcely
with a safety lamp, rather in search of one. A brave man

might shrink from such an enterprise. Kant never does shrink

for a moment; he seems to enjoy the atmosphere. He threads Tiie niiture

his way through daik chasms, striking his foot at every moment tiga'uon!^^''

against some sharp heyriff, or sinking down through a set of

soft begriffs, which have been made wet and clammy by a mix-

ture with some outward experiences; till he feels his way to

a lower stratum, which he can pronounce pure rock ;
but which,

after all, is not rock ; only a conception of what is, or might be,

or should be, rock. At evei-y step he "beckons us on, assuring
us that we are doing just what Locke and other wise men bade
lis do

;
and that there is actually no method of doing it but this

;

that if we are to be acquainted with ourselves, or even to know
the conditions under which we anive at any sort of acquaint-
"Shce with ourselves, and with anything besides ourselves, the

way is this. And no one can deny that in this dark region he

does, by some faculty or other, perceive the rudiments of thoughts
which we have heard much of, and probably have turned to

some use in the upper or middle world. The categories, for Tiie cate-

instance, appeared to us a very remarkable basis for the Aris- so^ies.

totelian logic. We admired the sagacity which detected those

ten pillars of our intellect; we accepted them without asking
too curiou.sly whether they were a primitive or a composite
work. They served their purpose ;

if they aimed to do more,
and to interfere with the discoveries of the experimentalist, he
must light his own battle. But Kant, after paying suitable Kant's

compliments to the genius of Aristotle, for perceiving that Mlditioni

there must be conditions which belong to all understandings
alike, from which all conceptions must take their rise, entirely
demurs to these conditions ; maintains that they are mixed with

heterogeneous materials
;
that they are in nowise elements of

the mind. Then he discovers in Quantity, Quality, Relation,
and Modality those four data or primaiy conditions which lie
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beneath our judgments. In his ccmimentaries on {jrevion*

teachers, and in all his illusti'ations of the diSerence betweeu
the transcendental analytic and the common analytic, he

throws back a light ujjou the latter which one who desires not

merely to use the logical rules, but to know why he uses them,
and what they mean, must thankfully welcome. On the other

hand, when he is occupied with Descartes, and those who have?

referred to their internal perce[)tion as if that gave them a

ground upon which they might stand, though all external things
should be ever so uncertain, we lind that they atibrd us no rest-

ing-place. The existence of external things, we are told, is pre-
sumed in the veiy act of thought which affirms our own existence.

We could not believe one if we did not believe the other. We
cannot contemplate ourselves more truly, more apart from

conditions, than we can contemplate the things without. The
condition of time adheres as much to our conception of ourselves

as the condition of space adheres to our conception of that which

the senses tell us of; a conclusion which sounds very moTirnful,

which might almost drive us to despair, as if all within and

without were equally insecure and precarious; but which Kant
assures us is the road out of scejiticism. He is equally sure thiit

it is the escape from all aiTOgant dogmatism ;
that so far from

glorifying d priari principles, he is reducing them to their right
level and proper dimensions. Let us hear how he expresses
himself on this point in the section from which we have already-

quoted.
" The transcendental analytic has, therefore, this

weighty result. It teaches us that the understanding d, priori
can do thus much and no more

;
it can make a genei-al anticipa-

tion of the form of a possible experience. This philosophy teaches

us that since nothing but the apparent is the object of experience,
the understanding can never overleap those boundaries of sensible

perception within which all objects are offered to us. The

primary maxims of the undei'standing are merely interpretations
of ajipearances. The proud name of ontology, therefore, which

promises to give us an d priori knowledge of things, di.sposed in

a complete sy.stem, must be abandoned
;
the modest title of an

Analysis oj tlie Understmiding must be substituted for it."

108. With this clear indication of Kant's purpose
—of his

most inward conviction—we pass to his Dialectic, confident

that it will enforce all the precautions which introduce it, that

it will point out to us some more effectual security than we
knew of before against the erroi-s to which we are liable when
we try to break loose from those conditions by which we appear
to be irrevocably confined. Such securities it is the especial

aim of our author to provide us with. But we are not yet fully

aware of the circumstances which make them necessary. Hi:^
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continual assurances that creatures constituted as we ai-e can

only receive impressions from sensible objects, and form concep-
tions witbin, and that these conceptions can only derive the

materials onwhich they work from the senses, might have led any
anti-Platonist to hope that lie would be the effectual protestant

against all North-West passages, through fields of ice, into an
" unconditioned

"
region. Certainly he desired to be such a Kanfs dis-

protestant. That there are spiritual intuitions which correspond '.i uncondt
to sensible intuitions was not a doctrine which found the least *'»""}

"

favour with him. But being a resolute student and critic of profonnd.

facts; being determined to ignore nothing in man which he

actually found in him
; being assured that he could not pro\'ide

against the excesses or outrages of a faculty which he has
refused to recognize ; Kant, in his dialectic, advances ca\itiously, T)ie reason.

we might say reluctantlj', but with a confidence which his

reluctance makes more remarkable, to the assertion that there

is in us, besides the Understanding, a power which is implied
in it, and without which it could not be exercised—a faculty

which, by its very nature, must aim at the unconditioned, and
therefore needs a special dialectic to keep it in order. It would
be wrong to give his statement in any words but his own. " All Die TruM.

our knowledge starts from the Senses, goes on from them to the
^"^/fij'/l'

Understanding, and ends with the Reason, than which nothing Einuuung,

higher is found in us, either to work up the material which we Vondhi up tne material wliicu we ronder

derive from the intuitions of sense or to evolve the highest '^^'^",j^^

uidty of the thought." He goes on to define the under- ais dm siuer

-standing as the faculty of rides, the reason as the faculty oi cendentaim

principles. "We sometimes dignify with the name of ])rinciples
S'^*'""-

axioms under which a number of cases have been subsumed. R.'l',;"'^"",''

ihey are so relatively to those cases. But principles m their standing and

tiniest sense are the grounds of conceptions. The highest
"'<^°°-

conceptions of the understanding contain something which
can only be found purely in the reason. The reason, there- The reason

fore, overlooks the understanding, and uses its conceptions thlunder-

as the understanding overlooks the senses, and uses their repre- standing,

sentations. The reason has no direct commerce with the repre-
sentations of the senses; it only approaches them through the

understanding. It seeks the condition of conditions. The

special problem of the reason for its logical use is this,
—•" Given

the conditions of the undei-standing, to find the unconditioned
on which their unity depends." This unity must be syntheti-
cal. Analysis leads us to a condition as its final ground. The
unconditioned it does not touch. The understanding derives

all its material for any synthetical conclusions from experience,
which it subjects to conditions. The material which the reason

requires for its synthesis must be the unconditioned."
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109. Tliis phraseology may strike lis as especially Kantian,

though there have been many anticipations of it in all our

preWous history. Kant declai-os that he does not like to send

I'orth a new coinage ;
he would always rather see whether that

which has been current among eminent thinkers in the old

world may not be refitted to serve his purpose. In this spirit

he examines the PlatonicJ use of the word idea, which Aris-

totle had treated with so much scorn, which philosopliicid

historians like Briicker had denounced as specially absurd in its

political apjilication, kings and statesmen being required to

carry with them the ideal of a commonwealth. Kant has

no natural leaning to Plato. What is trcmscendeiU in the

one is as unlike as ])ossible to that to which the name trans-

cendental is given by the other. In fact, if any man ever

entered upon the study of Plato with a mind biassed by
all its habits against him, Kant must have been that man.

Nevertheless, he an-ives at the conclusion that ideas in that

sense in which they are not identical with concejrtions of the

understanding, but are principles lying beneath those concep-

tions, must be recognized by any faithful critic, and that the

grave Briicker was peculiarly unhappy in the instance wliich

he selected for his humour. That statesmen should set before

themselves a standard for their polity, and for the morality

which answera to the polity, higher than they are able to

reach, or than the communities of men may ever permit them

to reach, does not appear to Kant a strange, foolish, or un-

practical demand. He rather fancies that a number of practical

misdoings may be discovered in the acts of politicians
—that a,

number of fantastic theories may have bewildered tlieii- brains

—because they thought more of their own opinion, or that

which the age expected of them, than of the justice and right

which Plato said was implied in the existence of a state as well

as of an individual man. The doctrine of the Greek, that all

creation implies ideas after which it is fashioned, was mixed,

Kant thinks, with much extravagance and with much that is

inconsistent witli later discoveries. He cannot reject it—he

sees in it the germs of a truth. But he makes this grand

distinction,
—"In respect to Nature, experience presents us

with the rule, and is the fountain of knowledge. But, in

respect of Moral Laws, experience is, alas ! the mother of

fantasy or delusion, and it is in the last degree couteini)tible

to deduce laws concerning that which I ought to do from, or

to seek to limit tliem by, that which is done."

110. "That strain we he;ird was of a higher measure," some

readers may exclaim when they listen to these latter sentences.

Others will fear tliat we are travelling further and further from
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Hume and from Paley. Veiy far from both ; but not in the

sense in which a hasty consideration of Kant's words might
lead us to imagine. He is not about to glorify ideas at the

expense of pi-actical life. He has the most vehement, the most
exclusive reverence for the practical; so far as Plato or any man
was a speculator, and tried to erect a speculative sy.stem on the

basis of ideas, so far he utterly rejects his guidance. To warn a foe of all

his countrymen, and all men, against the dangers of speculation,
=p<='^'^'"""^

against the temptation to make the ideas of the reason, upon
which he sets so much store, into maxims of experience, or into

external realities, is the main business of his treatise. Most

mercilessly that task is accomplished. Psychological arguments,

cosmologi.cal, ontological, theological, which have passed cur-

i-ent, and have been supposed to cany weight, are all tried in

his dialectical balances, and found to be essentially light.

Then the delusions which cannot be attributed to any special

philosophy, but which lie in the very nature of the Reason

itself, are exposed as rigorously. Kant's Organon is immeasur-

ably more severe than Aristotle's or than Bacon'.s. At times The ideas n(

everything which we think we have gained when we entered

upon this division of our subject appears again to be slipping
from us. God—Immortality—Freedom, these we find to be

the ideas or postulates of the reason. "We have them
; they are

with us. But lohat are they ? Can we jiroceed to reason from

them, to build any conclusions upon the fact that such ideas

''are ? If we do, we at once involve oui-selves in contradictions.

They are ideas assuredly
—fundamental jirinciples; but they

cannot be treated as realities external to the mind. They are

only within it. If the Atheist, or the denier of immortality,

begins to dispute with me, I can defy him to prove a negative.
But I can go no further. I cannot make that into an object
which exists in me the subject. If I do, I shall invest it with

some of the conditions and limitations of my own nature, or I

shall call in experience to represent to me that which is above

experience.
111. Are, then, senses, understanding, reason, all equally at could a

fault? Are they all alike prone to deception, all alike unpro- J^"p'^"°"
ductive 1 If that is the case, let no one dream that he can help impotency

out our weakness by speaking oi a divine communication—a

revelation from above. We have nothing which can receive

such a communication
; nothing which can turn it to any account.

The voice may speak, thei-e is no ear which can take it in. But
Kant does not leave us in this utter desolation of heart and

hope. No results can follow from trying to speculate with those

ideas of the reason. They will only turn round and round upon
us

;
we can never get them outside of us to act upon us. But
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The practical let US look at them practically. I have the idea of freedom, and I
outet. want a law over me—over me, this being who has this demand

for freedom. A law
;
that is, something wliicli commands me—

something which I did not make for myself If it is not imper-

ative, it is notliing ;
if I may alter it according to some taste or

Fioedom and fancies of mine, it is nothing. Yet, it must be the law of a free
'"*•

b((ing ;
this idea of freedom, if it is only negative, affirms so nmch.

And the law must toll me what is right
—what I with my free-

dom oKyht to do. The freedom calls for the law, the law respects
the freedom. Now contemplate those other ideas of God and

Immortality in this light, and see whether they remain ineffec-

tual and barren. The idea of God becomes that of the lawgiver;
the lawgiver who commands what is right. But such an idea

involves an actual Being—one who is right
—one who is not

under our limitations in the exercise of right
—one who will

make right prevail. The idea of immortality combines itself

with this idea of God. The limitations of our mind interfere

with the full accomplishment of His purpose. We demand an

unlimited range for the success of the right will, for the attain-

ment of what IS implied in our freedom and in our sense of law.

God stands out before us as the eternal and absolutely good

Being. The hapjiiness of man must consist in the pursuit of

that goodness, in the conformity to it. Happiness in any sense

but this, in any sense in which it is merely identical with

eudiemonism—good luck or good fortune—never can be the end

of any creature constituted as man is constituted.

112. We have thus been driven—fairly dri\en—to a ground
beyond those conditions which appear to limit all our knowledge,
our acts, and our hopes. Let the reader observe carefully how
Kant lias been led to transgress those boundaries which no one

had so rigorously defined as himself, wliicli it was part
—this

should always be kept in mind—of his function as a transcen-

dental philosopher to define. It is not from any passion for the

excesses of the reason; it is not from any weariness of the

resti'aint of laws. He is in the act o{ prohiljillnff the excesses of

the reason when the discovery of this necessity bursts upon
him. He accepts it because he can find no laws that are ade-

quate to hold fast human creatures if he does not. He has

listened to the discu.ssions and demonstrations of those who
think they can establish the existence of a Creator of nature

from the fiicts of nature. They appear to him feeble and unsa-

tisfactory ; but, were they ever so strong, such a Ci'eator, so

setting in motion the machinery of the universe, could not

satisfy him. He has examined the metaphysical reasonings
which lead to the same conclusion, or which are urged in support
of the immortality of the souL He can make nothing of them ;

The idea of
God.

The abso-

lutely riu'ht

will.

Happiness.
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desire to

escape from
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but if he could, what God, what immortality would they estab-

lish? Leaving, then, dogmatists and sceptics to conduct these

controversies, and to arrive at any results they can—being con-

vinced inwardly that they will arrive at no result, that each can

say just enough to make the conclusions of the other untenable—
he falls back ujion this moral law, this law for free creatures.

Once admitting that, he can, nay, he must, recognize all nature

a.s subject to the same Righteous Being; he must contemplate
the world as a moral world, the universe as designed for a good
end.

113. The first impression which this language may produce Kant not a

npon us will perhaps be this : that Kant had a very profound "g^ijt.

impression of the sacredness of mere law
;
that he demanded a

rigorous adherence to that which is prescribed ;
but that what-

ever is besides this—wliatever we include under the idea of

cheerful obedience—was not recognized by him. Before we

adopt that opinion we should listen to these words out of his

chapter
" On Motives" in his Criticism of the Practical Reason:—"That which is essential to the worth of actions is that the xriutder

moral law and the will should be in direct harmony. It may rernunfi"i

happen tliat the determination of the will is in accordance with
a'aupsf

"^
the moral law, but through the intervention of a feeling of some

J^""*"
kind or other; tlien that becomes the ground of the action; it derretim'

is not done for tJie law's sake. Then there is legality in it, not
^'^""^f"

morality. If under the name of motives we comprehend what-
ever determines the will of a being whose reason is not neces-

sarily, by its nature, in accordance with the law which is given
to it, we of course can attribute no motives to the Divine Will,
and we must make the motives of the human will, and of the

will of every created rational creature, the moral law itself; this

determining both, objectively, what the action should be, and,

subjectively, what it sluillhe; pro^'ided always that the action

must fulfil, not merely the letter of the law, but its spirit."
Such a passage, which expresses, we believe, the inmost mind of Sat «-ith a

its author, must protect him from the charge of confounding worship of

legality with morality; while it shows, in the strongest degree,
'""•

how sternly legal his mind was—how impossible it was for him
to conceive of any good action which could be the result either

of a mere impulse or a self-willed calculation. " It is of the Same^^
greatest impoi'tance to look with the keenest eye upon the vor, iter

subjective piinciple, upon which all our moral maxims and
%'°^^teu.

judgments are founded, so that we may be sure the morality is *<=•

placed solely in their necessity, as resulting from duty and

re.spect to the law, not the least from love or inclination to that

whicli the actions will bring forth. For men, and for all rational

creatui-es, moral necessity is compulsion, that is, obligation, and
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every action grounded thereupon must be set forth simply as a

duty, not as a process which is already liked by us, or may be

liked hereafter. . . . The moral law is for an all-perfect

Being a law of holiness—for the will of every finite rational

creature a law of duty
—a law of moral necessity

—a law which

determines the actions of that creature by respect for the law

and by reverence for his duty." He therefore treats somewluit

lightly the notion that a benevolent interest in the well-being
of men is or can become a principle of morality. But he accepts

the words,
" Love C4od with all thy heart, and thy neighbour as

thvself," as essentially moral, seeing they pre-suppose a command

tolove, and a reverence for that command. And he remarks

that they stand in rather a strange contrast to that princij)le

which makes indixidual happiness the ground of morality, the

maxim of which must be,
" Love thyself above all things, God

and thy neighbour for thy own sake."

114. We may now see in what radical and fundamental sense

Kant was opposed to Hume, and even more to Paley. All three

start from the moral ground. All three regard speculation,

philosojihical or theological, as important only for moral ends.

Hume lays his ethical groundwork in an easy happiness mainly

social, but which permits the amusement of a free exercise of

thought to those who like that amusement. To remove impe-
diments from this happiness he devotes himself to abstruse

philosojihy; he sweeps away the doctrine of causality, the

belief in miracles, supernatural fears and hopes generally. Paley

lays his ethical groundwork also in happiness, but not exactly in

easy social happiness. The world must be kept in order. The

polity of nations must be upheld. There must be a motive vio-

lent enough to hinder men from doing mischief. The will of God,
which Hume had thrown aside, is necessary for these purposes.

8uch a will must somehow be proved (miracles Paley thinks the

only sufficient proof) to have given laws to man, and to have

confirmed those laws with sanctions of fear and hope. Such a

will must somehow be proved (Paley thinks the adaptations of

nature to difi'erent ends a sufficient proof) to have designed our

world. Kant is no fine gentleman. He has no special voca-

tion as the protector of drawing-rooms from reproaches of con-

.science or fears of the future. Neither does he perceive that it is

his function to provide the policeman with those reproaches and

fears, to assist him in his work. But he has a strong conviction

that there is an authority over him, which does not susjjmid his

liberty, but without obedience to which he cannot enjoy hi.s

liberty. The existence of this law for himself and for his kind

—for himself as one of a kind—makes morality jiossible and

real for him. He devotes himself to abstract philosophy likt-
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Hume, also with a moi-al end always before him. But the
results are different, as the starting-point was different. He His asrpe-

accepts all Hume's positive statements so far as they assei-t the Same"'"*

dignity of experience, so far as they make that the key to know-

ledge. He accepts Hume's negative statements so far as they
show the baseles.sness of attempts to draw principles out of

experience, which are not in it. He says more than had ever
been said before of the limitation of the human intellect. He
says more than had ever been said before of the helplessness of

mere speculation. But all this searching criticism, all this Their

denial, lead us at last to the conclusion, adopted without a opposition.

single theological prejudice, an-ived at by casting all such pre-

judices aside, that there are eternal gi-ounds of morality; that

they have their basis in an Eternal Being; that conformity with
them is the condition of man's eternal blessedness.

115. It has been our great object, in these slight indica- Kant's

tions respecting the critical philosophy, to show that it is not, fi^g""™
'"

as we sometimes fancy, out of harmony with all that has eighteenth

preceded it, but is the natural sequel to the inquiries of the
'^'^" '"^'

century. Kant adhered with singular fidelity to Locke's Locke,

doctrine, that the subject which we should first and chiefly
undei-stand is the understanding itself; that for this purpose
we must begin from the senses; that all pursuit of being
should be eschewed. Berkeley's idealism is subjected to a Berkeley,

careful examination, is stripped of its paradoxical character, is

vindicated fi-om some obvious objections. If Leibnitz, as the Leibnitz,

parent of Wolff's dogmatism, or as the mere establisher of a

sy.stem, sometimes undergoes hard treatment at his hands, all

the most interesting questions which Leibnitz raised—those,
for example, respecting space and time in his controversy with
Clarke—are brought to a conclusion, in which we fancy he might
have acquiesced. In the passage we have just been considering,
the feeble part of the doctrine of Edwards—that which concerns Edwards,

his doctrine of motives— is exposed, but only by a justification
of that high idea of disinterested morality, in connection with
an entire subjection to the highest will, for which Edwards
contended. So that Kant's reputation as a destroyer even of how Eanfs
the metaphysics and psychology of his predecessors has been

"e'a mto"'

gi'eatly exaggerated. But as a moralist he is emphatically the with the aga

representative of his age. It had been occupied with moral

questions. All others had given way to them. Religious men
complained that the discourses of its preachers were simply
ethical. But they spoke more than those whom they denounced
of the moral law

; they presented it in all its teiToi-s to the

conscience; they held forth the possibility of a more perfect
righteousness than the legal. However loose miarht be the
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moral code of the French teachers, they all affirmed practical

morality of some kind to be the important thing; they denouuced
divines for .substituting unintelligible dogmas in place of it. In
the judgment of such students as Butler again, moral inquiries
stood above all others. How a moral law is implied in the
constitution of man is the gre;it argument of his sermons. How
a moral government is implied in the constitution of nature is

the main argument of his analogy. The latter modifies the
more complete scheme of the former. A partly objective

morality (we are compelled to use the word, which we have
avoided as long as possiVtle) comes in to modify the purely
subjective morality of the discourses. All these tendencies of

the time Kant exhibits in their highest development. He can
esteem nothing really but morality; he sacrifices everything to

morality. Naturally he would be disposed to have no dealings
with theology; it is too like ontology. But it resumes its dignity
its a part of practical morality. Kant wishes to be purely sub-

jective. If he must have a religion, he would contemjilate it

within the bounds of the pure reason. But when we iutpiire
as to what the reason demands for its practical needs we find

there must be a commamting law—a Being uttering that law.

Kant, in his pi-actical character, becomes more objective than

Butler, departs even more widely from the position within

which each sought to entrench himself, beyond which neither

could advance far. For we mvist repeat what we have said

when speaking of Butler himself. Though he was a preacher

(in other words, a herald of that which comes to men) profes-

sionally, he was by instinct and character a ])hilosopher, or

seeker of principles in facts. Kant was professionally, as well

as by instinct and character, a philosopher. He had no busi-

ness, no wish, to be anything else. If he becomes anything else

it is from a philosophical necessity. And, this being the case,

he maj' be surely pardoned,— it was not intentional aiTogance,

though it maj' have had the eflect of arrogance,
—if he expanded

the limits of jiliilosophy to make it comprehend that to which it

had ])ointed, if he supposed that to be included in the pure reason

which the pure reason could not dispense with. In all s^ich

a.ssumptions he will be found his own best corrector. If his

com])letenessand ajijxirent symmetry were sure to procure him a

number of sworn disci[iles, men pledged to break a lance lor the

Kantian sj'stem against all who defended any other, there

would be many more who would owe him peimanent gratitude
because he had awakened them to perceive what they were and

what they wanted
;
to percei\'e, therefore, that neither his sj'stem

nor any other could satisiy them. Such men will have under-

stood the meaning and worth of a critical j)hilosophy ; the others
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will have made it useless and self-contradictoiy in the attempt

to glorify it.

116. it woiikl not become us to speak of Kant's coutem- Germans

poraries who made Germany illustrious by their works in
*;^"'™,j.

various departments which cannot strictly be called i)hilosc)i)hical- phiiosopUeis

There was so much of pl!iloso]ihy blended with their litei-ature,

their language so much marked them out as belonging to a

philosophical country, that it may often be hard to draw the

line. Still it must be drawn, and with so much the more

strictness on account of tlie temptation and excuse to include

all under the common title. The one example of Lessing

suffices to show how the German man-of-letters almost of neces-

sity became both a ])hilosopher and a tlieologian. It is a reason

for not multiplying instances of the same kind. Goethe might

easily be described as an experimental philosopher in almost
^h^i^^^^P^""

every department in which experiments could be made—in the piniosupher.

noise of cannon-balls, in the nature of colours, in the hearts of

men and women. Possibly no description might suit him more

perfectly than this. With philosophy in its ordinary sense he

appears to have made himself acquainted just so far as to satisfy

himself that it would lead to no result; to assure himself that the

artist has a much nobler vocation. Vast as were the differences

of character and intellect between him and Schiller, they seem to

have held that faith in common. Art \«is for them in nearer The artist,

relation with human life than philosophy, or even than history.

The dramatist, even the actor, brought out something in man
which was higher in him than could be seen in his daily life—a

unity in his acts and purposes which mere science could nevei-

discover. In different degrees this must have been the conviction

of the greater part of those men who devoted themselves to

aesthetics, in Kant's sense of the word, either as creatoi-s or as

critics. They might value researches and inquiries into the

actual condition of things, into the records of human doings;

but they valued more highly all that told of the productive

powers of men— all pictures, sagas, nursery tales—whatever

jiresented the graceful or beautiful side of life, whatever con-

cerned the harmonies of life rather than either tlie facts of it

or than that truth which the philosophei-s supposed to lie some-

where beneath the facts or beneath the nature of the man who
was investigating them. The works and biogi-aphies of such

men may throw a valuable side-light upon the subjects with

which we are engaged, but they were in themselves rather pro-

tests against the zeal with which their countrymen devoted

themselves to such subjects.

117. The very opposite of these were the great philologers Phiioiogers.

who began to distinguish themselves at this time in Germany,
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to whose labours, as to those of the artists, Lessing had giveu
a powerful impulse. They were not less rigid iu the pur.suit of

historical trutli, iu the se|)ai-ation of it from what looked to

them like fables, iu the detection of it through or iinder fables,
than the others were in claiming fables as materials fortliemodern

artist, or as exhibitions of the artistical ]io\ver which men had

disi)layed in a former day. To distinguish between the ])hilo-

loger and the philosopher may be even more difficult than to

distinguish between the artist and the philo.sopher; they use

so many of the same instruments, each recjtiires so many of the

faculties which belong to the other. In practice, however, the

difference becomes marked and obvious; and no persons were

probably more impatient of the conceptions and formulas of

the school than the men who were busy with investigating the

actions or the speech of humau beings. In tracing language
to its sources they must indeed have continually counteracted

or assisted each other. The d, priori power of producing words,
the effects of sensible experience upon them, involved all the

controversies with which metaphysicians were engaged ;
the

gi-owth of races, and the relation of particular races to the

human race, if studied with the keen insight of the philologer,
will have shown him that transcendental questions were not

mere crudities which his brother-student was thrusting upon
him. Such discoveries may have brought them to a partial
reconcilement

;
but they will have seen their roads branching

off", and will only have hoped to meet again at some distant

point if each steadily followed his own.

118. There were, however, men, and more in Germany than

elsewhere, who found themselves mixed with both these classes,

who at one time may have been reckoned in either of them, who
could never have been what they were without their joint

influence, and yet who must always be considered as members
of the philosophical class, and as having done for philosophy
what no men more strictly and exclusively wearing its livery
could have done. Two such we have now to speak of, not

only for their own sakes, but as indicating the passing away of

one philosophical period and the ap]jroach of another. The first

of them. Herder, belongs strictly to the jieriod before the French

revolution; the work for which he is chiefly memorable was

published in 1784. The second, Jacobi, may be easily claimed

for the next century. But the earliest ]ioint of his philoso])hi-
cal career falls into the same time with Herder's, and that part
of it throws much light upon the thoughts of those men who
had ])receded and of those who were to I'ollow him.

119. Johannes Gottfried Herder would be ordinarily described

as one of the most conspicuous lJu)uaitists of the eighteenth
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century. The title is rigbtly given to him, and he would gladly

have adopted it. To many it will at once recal the Erasmus
J^^^^um^n.

and the Reuchlin of the Reformation period. Nor would ent ages,

it be uninteresting to compare the meanings which were

given to the name, and the persons who bore it, at two

crises both so memorable. But we should be gi-eatly mis-

taken if we supposed that the cultivation of refined scholar-

ship, in opposition to scholastic Latin and sacerdotal absur-

dities, however they might have been comprehended in the

idea of humanity as it presented itself to the mind of Herder

would in the least have satisfied it. In the days of Erasmus contrast of

new continents were beginning to unveil themselves to the
[^^^11^'""'^

wonder and the avarice of Europe. The study of Nature was
^^e'^^^em"

commencing a struggle with the forms of logic and the dreams

of Alchemy. In the centuries since a mass of observations

respecting the customs and the traditions of nations had been

accumulated; some information had been obtained respecting

their fiiiths and their speech ; especially the East had begun to

give up its treasures ; its older classical tongue was claiming a

place beside the tongues of Greece and Kome. The physical Philological

student had pursued his researches with such vigour and success s,'udj^^'""^'''

that he seemed likely to be crushed under the weight of them;
the seer was lost in the multitude of the things which he had

.seen. In theology the contrast was -still moi-e conspicuous.
The Humanist of the sixteenth century looked on with a

mixture of indifl'erence and despair at the beginning of a

religious conflict in which he feared that the art and letters

which were dearer to him than the disputes of Tetzels and

Luthers would be lost. He had hoped that Leo would restore
f™^^^""

the age ;
alas ! Leo was himself the cause of this "Wittenberg testantism.

noise and fury. The Humanist of the eighteenth century miglit

congratulate himself that these combatants were exhausted;
that each portion of Christendom was tolerably content to hold

its own ground, and had some ado to maintain that. But he

might, if he could look onward, perceive that there was
another earthquake preparing. If he was in a melancholy
mood he might fear that that eai-thquake was not less likely to

engulf all which had been heretofore called humane than the

theological earthquake in the days of Erasmus. If he was

sanguine he might draw auguries from the results of the earlier

convulsion, that trees and flowers would blossom again on the

broken soil, that larger and more fruitful fields might reward

the industiy of those who would cultivate them.

120. But Humanist is a vague and general term. That Extract li-om

Herder was not satisfied with it—that he wished to be recog- "/"^f
^

nized as an actual person, and that he recognized his reader in
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that character, the following extracts from his preface to his

Ideas on the Philosophy of the History of Mankind will suf-

iiciently prove :
—-"An author," ho says, "who sends forth his

book, gives along with it, be it good or be it bad, a portion of
his own soul to the public. He reveals not only that wherewith
his spirit hath busied itself in certain periods and occasions, the

doubts with which he has been troubled, the solutions which
have consoled him in the coui'se of his life; he reckons also

(otherwise what suthcient impulse could he have had to become
an author, and to communicate all the affiiirs of his heart to a

An autiim's strange crowd
?) upon some, perchance very few, souls who are in

symiiaUijr
*''^°® yiith his own, over whom, in the labyrinth of their years,

these, or ideas like these, will become mighty. With them he
holds invisible converse; he participates his experiences with

them, as he expects in return their better thoughts and teach-

ings. This invisible commerce of spirits and hearts is the main
benefit of printing, which otherwise might have brought almost

as much harm as good to literary nations. I felt myself when
I was writing in a circle of persons who actually took an intei-est

in what I was saying, and who were willing to unfold their best

and most sympathizing thoughts in answer to mine. This is

the most beautiful reward of writing; and a true-hearted man

delights more in the thoughts which he awakens than in those

which he utters. Whoever remembers what this or that book

has been at times to himself—how this or that thought of a book

has come home to him—what gladness it has awakened in him
to find anotlier spirit for off from him, and yet in its exercises

veiy near to him, upon his own or upon a better track—how
such a thought has often for long yeai-s occupied us, and drawn

us on—will regai'd a writer who spenks to him, and imparts
to him his inner life, not as an hireling, but as a friend who
comes forth trustingly with his imperfect thoughts, that the

reader may think with him, and bring what is incomplete in

him nearer to completeness. In the case of a subject like mine,

the history of mankind, the philosophy ofhuman history, such a

humanityon the part of the reader is, I think, an agreeable and

a primary duty. He who wrote this was a man, and thou art a

man who readest. He might err, and has perliajis erred. Thou
hast kinds of knowledge which he has not, and might have

;
use

then what thou canst, and recognize his good purpose. Instead

of blaming him, improve what he has done—raise his building

higher. With feeble hand he laid some of the first stones of a

building which it will require centuries to complete; happy
when these stones are covered with earth and are forgotten,

like him who brought them, if on them, or on some other

gi'ound, that more beautiful building shall be raised."

<'ommxinioi
of writer
and reader.

The history
ofhumanity
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121. Such language as this must convey a pleasant impression xesiimoniei

to the reader of the man from whom he is about to learn. That ^,y'"„,

impression will be modified, if not shaken, by some reports ""/i

which his contemporaries give us of him, deepened by other.s. loth Bucii.

Goethe met him at Strasburg when he was about to undergo an

operation for his eyes. His portrait, clear and living we need not

say, shows us a man of large erudition, much power of influencing
his equals or his juniors, stoical in his capacity of bearing jiain, but

haughty, ungracious, now and then rude—the reverse of humane.
The picture mayhave received some of its colouring from their sub-

sequent intercoui'se at Weimar, where the uncongeniality of their

di.'^positions became more evident to both. And there he received

the most cordial and affectionate testimony from another great
man of the day, Jean Paul Richter; there he led a j)ure domes-

tic life, which the wife who knew him best, and from her own
nobleness was able to appreciate nobleness, has thankfully and

beautifully commemorated. How he came to occupy himself

with the subject which has procured him his fame he shall tell

us.
" In my very early years, when the meadows of knowledge First

lay before me in all their morning brightness, so much of which fho'^Sect
the noonday sun of our life takes away, the thought came often

to me whether, since evei'ything in the world has its philosophy
and its science, there ought not to be a philosophy and a science

of that which concerns us most nearly
—the history of mankind

in its greatness and entireness. Everything reminded me of this—
metaphysics and morals, physics and natural hi.story, religion

most of all. The God who has ordered everything in nature Tiie weary

according to measure, number, and weight—who according "'^p
withuut

o ? ' o c5 a plan.
to these has determined the nature of things, their form, their

union, their progress, their continuance, so that, from the greatest

things to the grain of dust, from the power that holds earths and
suns to the thread of a spider's web, only one wisdom, goodness,
and power rules—He who also in human bodies, and in the

powers of the human soul, has conceived all so wonderfully and

divinely that, if we try to reflect on the All-Wise, we lose our-

selves in an abyss of his thoughts,
—how, said I to myself, can

this God have departed from his wisdom and his goodness in the

destiny and direction of our race, and here be without a jJan?
Or can He have meant to conceal from us this plan, seeing that

in the lowest creatures, which concern us so little. He has shown
us so much of the laws of his eternal scheme." He goes on to

consider what the mischiefs are to man of ignoi-ance about this

scheme
;
how much it may afl'ect his personal life

;
and con-

cludes,
" It is enough to say that I sought after a philosophy of

the human race."

1^2. It will strike our readers that Herder had not quite a

Vol II. 2 T
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right to speak of the road ^-hicli he proposed to travel as one
that had never been travelled befora Vico had surely attempted
a philosophy or science of humanity as much as any man in later

or older days had attempted a philosofihy of nature or of mind. He
does not bring to that attempt tlie infoi-mation about the earth,
its place among the other planets

—its natural histor}'
—the divi-

siiii of its countries— tlieir climate, soil, history, language, cus-

toms, religious, which Herder has amassed. He mixes with
facts which he did know, many fancies wliich Herder's philo-

logical and jihilosophical culture might enable him to reject.

But, on the other hand, as a compensation for the encyclojjedic

knowledge of the German, there is in the Neapolitan a penetra-
tion into the meaning of signs and s3'mbols, a critical genius, and
a profound reverence for the intuitions of different races, which
we cannot tliink has any pai-allel in his siiccessor. In our day the

influence of Vico has been far more felt by other countries, and we
should suppose by Germany, than that of the author of the Ideas.

But there were circumstances in Herder's position which give
an accidental importance to his work that does not belong to

Vico's: (1.) The cosmopolitan feeling was in its commencement;
French philosophy was favouring its growth ; France was soon

to be the great field for the display of it. Here was the German
manifestation of that feeling ; the German erudition was at-

tempting to pro^dde a satisfaction for it. (2.) There was a great

prevalence of physical studies in all directions ;
moral and meta-

physical studies were bowing to them. Kant, if any man,
seemed born to restore the balance

;
so far as belief in morality

went, he moi-e than restored it, at least in the schools. But he
had as yet no voice which could reach the people, and he dis-

couraged rather than promoted the belief in any capacity of men
to ascend into the supernatiu-al region. Herder, educated at

Konigsberg, but more a man of taste and general cultivation

than a philosopher, doing full justice to the importance of all

studies respecting the earth as man's hahitation, was able to

regard it chiefly in that light. In popular discourse, yet with

much method and dignity, and with great pomp of illustration

from naturalists as well as historians, he could make it felt tliat

there is something in the records of the smallest and most

unhappy circle of human beings which is more wonderful and
more prophetic of high results than in the grandest astronomy.

(3.) Herder was a popular preacher, and the chaplain of a re-

fined artistical court. Those circumstances in tliemselves might
not be of much significance, if he had not giusped Christianity
witli a warm and undoubted affection, and had not contemplated
it as having a distinct relation to his humanistic faith. To know
what the relation was which he perceived between them, Jww
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the one seemed to him to affect the other, would be to know
much of the history of his time, much of the characteristic dif-

erence between it and tlie time tliat was coming. In the

discourses of Christ, in the acts of Christ, he recognized the His faith in

most perfect utterance of humanity that tlie world liad ever

known. He could not speak or think with awe enough of that

utterance. "
Reverently," he says,

" I bow myself before thy Men,

glorious form, thou Head and Founder of a kingdom with so Band 2^'

mighty a purpose, of such an enduring vastness, of principles so ?;^".

simple, so living, of motives so energetic that the sphere of the i84i).

earthly life appears too narrow for them." But he goes on to

complain that for "
thy religion, that is to say, thy living scheme

for the well-being of men," has been substituted " a religion in

thee, that is to say, an unintelligent devotion to thy person and

thy cross." Two diflerent meanings might be given to these words
in our day. It might be supposed that Herder meant, under Herder's

the name of "
thy religion," to denote a manifestation of God, fe™gi(,„g.

and under the phrase
"
religion in thee," to speak of the mere

human faith which had been exercised about that manifestation.

Or again, that he meant by
"
thy religion

"
merelj' the general

morality and benevolence inculcated in the gospels, and by the
"
religion in thee," all that faith and devotion of which the person

and death of Christ have been the centre. Neither of these what he

statements may represent Herder's intention
;

he may have {J|™'
""^

accepted a portion of each
; certainly his language inclines to the

last more than to the first. Yet a belief in a Person, attach-

ment to a Person, more than to a notion, either theological or

etliical, would seem to have been in accordance with the tone of

his mind and of his teaching. He must have reverenced One who
made an actual sacrifice more than one who taught the beauty
and worth of sacrifice. Did not, therefore. Herder and Herder's What we

age demand some divinity behind that humanity of which he was from them,

the expounder and almost the worshipper? Might not the

abuses, the idolatries, the persecutions of which he complained
as darkening the whole of Christendom history, as cutting off

Christendom from the human race, have arisen from the very
notion that the Divinity is an apotheosis ofthe Hiimauity, and not
the Humanity in an actual Person the revelation of the Divinity?

Might not Herdei-'s phrase of "
thy religion" have been well

changed for "thy revelation of God?" and might not that have
been a ground for a "

religion
"
or " faith in thee," which should

have contained all that had been living in the faith and devotion
of the former ages, stripped of the narrowness, cruelty, inhu-

manity that naturally belong to our selfish and partial concep-
tions? If we think so, we may accept all that we are told

of the sincerity and cordiality of Herder's own belief; and yet
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we may perhaps learu more of men's need of a Christ, and of

that which they ask of a Ulirist, from a friend and admirer of

Herder, who was not a divine, but a merchant, a novelist,

ultimately a jntre philosojiher, than from the divine.

Jacob! 123. Of Friedrich Heinrich Jacobi, as of Herder, we gather
(Ii4.j-18 9). gQjug interesting tidings from the autobiography of Goethe.

Curious as it may seem, theological questions were those which

brought him into close relation with Goethe. In a very beauti-

Dkhiiivgm,! ful passage of the Dichtung unci Wahrheit, the poet describes
Haiiriieu.

j^^^^ strongly at one period of his life he was influenced by the

writings of Spinoza ;
what rest his eager spirit, excited by all

outward objects, found in the teachings of the Jew respecting the

being and the love of God; how his stern mathetnatioal method

appeared to be exactly that which his own poetical temperament
required to balance and sustain it. He had found no one who
was competent to enter into this feeling from having partici-

pated in it, or from a knowledge of the books that had called it

jacohi and forth. Jacobi knew those books thoroughly
—he had penetrated

Goethe.
jj^j.jj ^YiQ very heart of them. He had seen his way through
them; he had become the strongest of anti-Spinozists, with the

most cordial appreciation of Spinoza. His readings and conver-

sations with Goethe on still moonlight nights, at a window

looking out on the Rhine, are commemorated by the latter with

sincere affection and gratitude. Their paths, he says, were to

lie very widely apart. The Infinite and the Eternal were not to

be the occupations of the artist's intellect. It was a relief to

part with his friend and instructor, that he might make himself

acquainted, by pei-sonal observation, with the Flemish school of

painting; but the impression remained with him, and affected

all his subsequent life and works. Goethe remarks that he
rendered a great service both to Jacobi and to the world by per-

suading the philosopher to take the course which he had always
found most effectual in his o^vn case, viz., to relieve himself of

any thoughts or experiences that were oppressing him by
putting them forth in some outward form.

124. There can be no better introduction to Jacobi than this ;

for his studies in Spinoza were the turning-points of his own

philosophical activity, and were those which brought out

his relations to his most illustrious contemporaries. One of

them, of whom we have spoken already, was passing out of the

world when Jacobi was just making himself known in it. He
Jacobi'8 'I'ld a great reverence for Lessing. He sought his acquaintance,

'°th li""^-*
which was readily and cordially granted. He was surprised to

detect in him the same tendency which Goethe has told us of

in himself In a long conversation, which he has recorded, and

which is full of interest, Lessing made it clear to him that ho
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knew no philosophy which satisfied him so well as that of Spinozistic

.Spinoza. He had tried the different answers to it, and had 'usamg."
"

found them unsatisfactory. Leibnitz, in whom he used to

believe, did not seem now to show him any way out of the
" One and AH" of the Jew. There is much in the dialogue of

the peculiar humour of Lessing. Oftentimes his words may not

mean exactly what meets the ear. It would be rash and wrong
to draw any conclusions from them which are inconsistent with

his latest work on the education of mankind—a work which,

whatever be its weaknesses or inconsistencies, certainly implies

an actual educator, one who is teaching the race as a father

teaches his children. The confessions of Lessing to Jacobi may
indicate rather the fluctuations of his mind than any conclusion

at which he had amved; or if a conclusion, rather that one for

which Goethe seems to have longed—the belief that there is a

Being in whom human beings may repose from all their strivings

of feeling and of understanding. When Jacobi spoke to Lessing Lessinss

about the freedom of the will, he answered "more sico," that he Lntheiauism,

was " a sound Lutheran, and therefore rejected all free-will as a

doctrine of the devil." It was not merely a jest. The old faith

of his childhood always had a strong influence upon him. That

side of truth which was involved in the belief that all things are

of God came forth before him half as Luther's, half as Spinoza's;

the divine solution of a difficulty to which philosophy was obliged

to consent.

125. Jacobi, bred in France, trained in Germany, could hardly

appreciate the Jewish side of Spinoza's mind. There was a

Jew living in that day, who was also a philosopher and a man
of high esteem among the learned. Moses Mendelssohn had jioses Men-

been the friend of Lessing. Some of their bonks had been joint jf;^9°p"ss,

ju'oductions. Mendelssohn was prejjaring a life of Lessing.

The tidings came to him through a friend of Jacobi's of the dis-

coveiy which had been made of his Spinozistic opinions. They
were far from acceptable tidings. The rationalist Jew of the

eighteenth centuiy was as unlike as possible to the rationalist

Jew of the seventeenth. Mendelssohn was conscientious, clear-

sighted, a firm believer in the theism of his time, able to justify

that by all the approved arguments, able to add to them some

of his own, able to give them something more of fervour from

his traditional adherence to the Pentateuch and his recognition

of the Psalms as at least possessing a strong element of rational

devotion. Pantheism was to him both anti-Jewish and anti- An enemy of

rational. He could not believe that Lessing had ever seriously
p™*'"™'-

given in his adhesion to it. He knew enough of his modes of

thought and speaking, of his customary irony, to have an expla-

nation which was satisfactory to his own mind of Jacobi's
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report. To a certain extent that explanation was admitted by
the author of the rejiort. But he could never concede to

Mendelssohn the grounds upon which Ae assaulted S]iinoza.

Jncotii Jacobi felt that if he was to be answered in a way that shoiild

''I'lmoziiin
be satisfactory to the new generation, it must be by appealing

niiothcrway. to principles which the ])hiloso])hers of the eighteenth centuiy
were ignoring. His talk with Lessing and his correspondence
witli Mendelssohn bring out most strikingly in what this

philosoj)hy seemed to him deficient, what must lie beneath it if

the age was not to become utterly godless.
Theinex- 126. " I love Spinoza," he said to Le.ssing, "because he more

jiicobl's than any other philosopher has led me to a full conviction that
werkf. certain things cannot be exiilained : we are not to turn our eyes
litind iv,

o I J •/

p. 70,

"
from them, but we must take them as we find them. ... I

I'Leips'ii:
nuist have a spring of tliought and action which remains for me

1833).
inexplicable. . . . He who insists ujion reducing all things
to clear conceptions

—
upon making each thing fit into the other

—will come upon things that cannot tit."
" And how fares it

with him," said Lessing, "who does not trouble himself about

explanations?"
"
He," was the rejily, "who does not explain

the inexplicable, but only cares to know the limit at which it

begins, and to confess that there it is, he will win, I suspect,
the largest space for genuine human ti-uth that can be won."

Does faith "Words, dear Jacobi—mere word.s," answered Les.sing; "the

bi'inaness? limits which you would fix cannot be defined. And on the

other side you give an open field to dreaming, stupidity, blind-

ness." " I believe," answers Jacobi,
" that these limits can be

found. I would not fix them. I would only ascertain what are

fixed, and leave them. And as for dreaming, stupidity, blind-

ness—" ..." You need not seek far for these," said Lessing.
" Wherever confused conceptions rule there are they."

"
Still

more," answered Jacobi, "wherever false conceptions i-ule.

The blindest, the most unreasonable, if not the stupidest belief

has there its throne." So far we might think Jacobi a promising

disciple of Locke, and of those who would confine the reason

within reasonable limits. But an alarming passage follows.

The ocean of "
According to my judgment the greatest merit of the seeker is

sjght^p!72. to unveil Being. Explanation is a means to the end-—never the

end itself. His end, the term of his search, is that which cai>

not be explained
—the indissoluble, the immediate, the uncom-

pounded. The unrestrained craving for explanations," he

proceeds, "involves such a passionate search for the general,

that we take no heed of particulajs ; we are ever ti-ying to

combine when we might often, with greater advantage, be

separating. While we are only putting together that which is

explicable in the things, there comes an appearance of certainty
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into our souls, which blinds rather than enlightens.
Then we

sacrifice what Spinoza profoundly and nobly calls the highest

genus to the knowledge of the lower genera ;
we close the eye

of the soul, wherewith it sees God and itself, that we may use

the eves of the body with less distraction."

127. This grandlea]) of Jacobi to the other side of philosophy David Hume,

had a certain charm for Lessing, though he said his old legs giautm oder

did not permit of his imitating it. the German journalists i^^'f^Jj^,

were, as we may easily imagine, utterly scandalized.
" Faith !" musein

„ ... .1-1 1 1 I'n Gesfjracn.

"Revelation! they cried, "the man who uses such words is a jacobi's

Jesuit in the disguise of a philosopher. He wants us to take
^^'"^^^

everything for granted ! He would subject us to authority ! pp. i-n-isi.

Protestantism is in danger !" Jacobi, with not a little display

of contempt for his accusers, who, he was sure, had never exer-

cised their own reason in any honest way, who were the mere

repositories of an eighteenth century tradition, showed that lie

had the authority of Hume for using the word belief to express an

assurance of any truth which we receive directly from sensible

experience, and" not from a process of reasoning. It was the

usage of all writers to speak of that as being presented or made

manifest to us which we do not invent or create for ourselves.

Jacobi connects his unexpected appeal to the great sceptic on the

subject of belief with an examination of his doctrine of cause Cmse and

and effect. To this he cordially assents, contending on his own

grounds, and fortifying himself by the arguments of Hume, that

the discovery of a living working Cause cannot be reached by

any man through processes of reasoning. The dialogue has

therefore a natio'nal interest for us. It is also of great import-
jacoti's^

ance in the history of German thought, inasmuch as it shows us '^^""^
°

the effect which the Critique of the Pure Reason was producing

upon a mind formed in another school, but prepared by many of

its own processes to recognize and appreciate those through
which Kant had passed and was conducting his readers.

Kant's efforts to limit the operations of the understanding by
its conceptions, and to deny to it any power of perceiving the

reality of things, obtain an immediate welcome from Jacobi.

But Kant seems to deny the possibility of reaching reality by is there an

auT/ method
; faith, according to him, must be an assurance

°p|?ehend-

of that which appears, or a confidence in some deductions from ing reality?

appearances. To such a statement Jacobi, we need not say,

was resolutely hostile. He admitted afterwards that he had not .

perceived how much was involved in Kant's distinction between

the Understanding and the Reason ;
when he read the Criticism

on the Practical Reason, which was not published till after his

dialogue, he found that a great part of what he demanded had

been conceded. Still the Kiinigsberg mode of contemplating
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truth was very different from his, and he felt tlie difference the
more keenly for the great and increasing admiration with which
Kant inspired him.

128. For both the reasons we have assigned we .slioidd be
i;lad to dwell a little on this conversation between Ich and A'r.

But paramount to any British interest or German interest is

the strong human interest of certain jiassages in the previous

correspondence with Slendelssohn. " Your course of argument,"
s;iys the learned Jew,

"
is quite in the spirit of your religion,

which imposes upon you the duty of crushing doubt by faitli.

The Christian philosopher may find his amusement in mocking
the naturalist—in irritacmg him with a display of all the diffi-

culties which, like Jack o' Lanterns, tempt him from one corner
of the road to another, and elude continually his efforts to seize

them. J/y religion recognizes no duty to remove such doubts
otherwise than by ai'guments of i-eason—commands no faith in

eternal verities." " Dear Mendelssohn
"—it is thus that Jacobi

replies
—" we are all born in faith, and must abide in faith, just

as we are all born in society, and must abide in society.

Thi'ough faith we know that we have a body, and that without
us there e.xist other bodies and other thinking natures,—a true
and wonderful revelation. For we have not only the feeling of

our own body fashioned in one way or another; whilst we
feel it to be so fashioned, we become aware, not only of changes
in it, but also of something altogether distinct from it. We
cannot call it mere feeling; we cannot call it mere thought;
we are conscious of other things ; yes, and with the very same

certainty wherewith we are conscious of ourselves, for without
' Thou '

is there no '
I.' Thus we have a revelation of nature;

one which not merely commands, but forces us to believe, and

through the belief to take in eternal verities. Another belief

is tatu/ht by the Christian religion
—not commatuled. A belief

which has for its object, not eternal verities, but the finite

changeable nature of men. It instructs man how he may obtain

dispositions by means of which his existence may be ennobled—
through the aid of which he may exalt himself to a higher life,

to a higher consciousness, and by that consciousness to a higher

knowledge. He who accejjts this promise marches faithfully
onward towards its fultilmeut; he has the faith which blesses.

The glorious Teacher of this faith, in whom all its promises were

fulfilled, could therefore truly say,
' / am the wai/,' the truth, and

tlie life; no man corneth to the Fat/ter but by me. And whoso
doeth the will which is in me shall experience that my doctrine

is of God.' This, then, is the spirit of my religion ;
the man

becomes, through a divine life, percipient of God, and that per-

ception imparts a peace of God which is higher than all reason;
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ill him dwells the enjoyment and apprehension of an incompre-
hensible love. Love is life, life itself; and only this kind of

love distinguishes each kind of living natures."

129. Jacobi adopted as his maxim the celebrated saying of Pascai-s

Pascal—" Nature confounds the Pyrrhonists, reason confounds
''"^"""•

the Dogmatists. We have an incapacity of proving which is

invincible by all dogmatism. We have an idea which is invin-

cible by all Pyrrhonism." But what had become of this idea of

truth ? Had it any hold of the generation to which Jacobi

belonged ? Could philosophy receive it ? He makes a very

gi-ave, eloquent, and somewhat sorrowful answer, which shall

conclude our chapter on the age before the French revolution.
" Can a living philosophy," he asks,

" be ever anything else than a p. 234.

history? . . . Whathasprocuredfor the doctrine of a Diderot

or a Helvetius such rapid, secret, universal acceptance 1 Nothing
but this, that their doctrine actually comprehends in itself the

truth of the century. What they said came from the heart, and

must needs go to the heart. . . . Philosophy cannot create
Th^^^^^,^

its material
;
that lies in the liistory of the present or of the past. (,f\ phi.

Out of foregone history we philosophize but poorly, for it contains los^piiy-

experiences which we cannot repeat. Only of that which lies

before us do we judge with any confidence. What is spread out

before anv siven period it can observe and dissect. It can wiiat an ageJO 1
. , , . , 1 can do ana

compare the j)arts which it has dissected
;
can arrange them; can not do.

reduce them to their simplest principles; can find continually

more striking and satisfiictory tests of those principles; can use

with ever-increasing energy the powers which are discovered by
them. In this sense every period may be said to possess as well

its own truth, which is the content of its diflerent experiences,
as its own living philosophy, which exhibits the predominant
methods of action of that period in their connection and progress.

If this is so, it follows that the acts of men cannot be so well Philosophy

deduced from their philosophy as their philosophy from their ^Ss°"
actions

;
that their history does not start from their habit of think-

ing, but their habit of thinking from their history. It would be

a mistake, for instance, to explain the corrupt morality of the

Romans at the time of the fall of the Republic by the irreligion

which was then so widely difl'used
;
on the contrary, the source

of that widely spread irreligion must be sought in the morals.

It is equallv true that we must not charge the lewdness and Ttie iiaWts oi

1 1 1 c ,1 .
• f /-\

-
1 T-> i.

• a time mould

debauchery of the contemporaries 01 an Ovid, or i'etronius, ti,e writers

Catullus, or a Martial, to the account of these writers; rather of ^t'™*-

we should attribute what we find in the poets to that lewdness

and debauchery. At the same time I am far enough from

denying that poets and philosophers, if they are themselves

penetrated and possessed by the spirit of their time, do mightily
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sustain and cultivate it Human history is formed by men,

though one contributes more, another less, to its movements.
If then the philosophy

—the scheme of thought in an age
—is to be

reformed, its history, its method of action, the whole coui-se of

its life must be reformed, which does not come to pa.ss at our

pleasure. This truth seems to have da^^^led upon manj' worthy
men, and to have led them to the conclusion, since they cannot

accomplish much with us old folk, that they must lay hold on our

children, in hopes of forming out of them a better generation.
The undertaking is not easy; there is this special obstruction to

it—that we fathers cannot admit that a way may be found for

our offspring which is better than the one which we have

esteemed the best. These enlightened men must also tempt
us by the a.ssurance that our chiklreu .shall be brought up
in a practical way, to meet the needs of the age or, to change
the words, according to the taste and mind of the century.
But if the mind and taste of the centuiy are directed simply
to outward prosperity, to the means of attaining this—riches,

rank, power; and if these objects cannot be pursued with

the whole heart and sovd except by driving the best qualities of

human nature into such a corner that their veiy existence is

forgotten, the effect of this practical education, if it be earned on

skilfully and scientifically, will be to make our posterity admir-

ably quick and ready for an ever-increasingly rapid progress in

evil; and thus, instead of a peace of God, which is a mere chimera,
there will be an actual peace of the devil, the preliminaries of

which, one has good reason to think, have been already settled.

We .shudder instead when this treaty is openly set forth to ns.

Uprightness, patriotism, benevolence, fear of God—we wish to

have all these—only, first and foremost of all, prosperity; com-

plete ajititude for the service of vanity; we wish to be rich, but

without falling into temptation or a snare; in short, we hojie

to see the sentences proved to be false,
—No man can serve two

masters; and Where your treasure is, there will your heart be also.

Out of the enjoyment of virtue arises the idea of

one who is virtuous; out of the enjoyment of freedom springs the

idea of a free man; out of the enjoyment of life, the idea of one

who is living; out of the enjoyment of the godlike, the idea

of one who is godlike, and of God. As the Living philosophy, or

the mode of thinking in a people, arises out of its history or its

manner of life, so does its history depend upon that out of which

it springs
—upon institutions and laws. . . . Look at thy

children, or at the children of thy friend. If they are conti-a-

dictory and intractable thej' will not be conscious of the father's

mind; they will not truly know the father. K they are obedient,

the father's mind, his inner life, enters into them
;
their under-
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standing is awakened, tLey know tlie fatliei-. No art of educa-

tion, no instruction was capable of bringing them to tliis jioint
till the living knowledge grew out of the life. The understand-

ing in men always comes in the rear. Modesty and gentle

breeding must precede instruction, obedience must pi-ecede

knowledge." And tlien he quotes these old words,
"
Surely there xhe old

is a vein for the silver, and a place for gold wliere they fine it. pwiosopiiy.

Iron is taken out of the earth, and brass is molten out of the

stone. He settetli an end to darkness, and searcheth out all

]iei-fection : the stones of darkness, and the shadow of death.

The flood breaketh out from the inhabitant; even the waters

forgotten of the foot: they are dried np, they are gone away
from men. As for the earth, out of it cometh bread; and under
it is turned up as it were fire. The stones of it are the place of

sapphires; and it hath dust of gold. Tliere is a path which no
fowl knoweth, and which the vulture's eye hath not seen: the

lion's whelps have not trodden it; nor the fierce lion passed by
it. He puttetli fortli his hand upon the rock; he overturneth

the mountains by tlie roots. He cutteth out rivers among the

rocks; and his eye seeth every precious thing. He bindeth the

floods from overflowing; and the thing that is hid bringeth he
forth to light. But where shall wisdom be found? and where
is the place of understanding? Man knoweth not the price

thereof; neither is it found in the land of the living. The depth
saith. It is not in me; and the sea saith, It is not with me. It

cannot be gotten for gold, neither shall silver be weighed for the

price thereof It cannot be valued with the gold of Ophir, with
tlie precious onyx, or tlie sapphire. The gold and the ciystal
cannot equal it; and the exchange of it shall not be for jewels
of fine gold. No mention shall be made of coral, or of pearls;
ibr the price of wisdom is above rubies. The topaz of Ethiopia
shall not equal it, neither shall it be valued with pure gold.
Whence then cometh wisdom? and where is the place of under-

standing? seeing it is hid from the eyes of all living, and kept
close from the fowls of the air. Destruction and death say, We
have heard the fame thereof with our ears. God understandeth
the way thereof, and he knoweth the place thereof For he looketh

to the ends of the earth, and seeth under the whole heaven
;
to

make the weight for the winds
;
and he weigheth the waters by

measure. When he made a decree for the rain, and a way for

the lightning of the thunder; then did he see it, and declare

it
;
he prepared it, yea, and searched it out. And unto man he

said, Behold, the fear of the Lord, that is wisdom; and to depart
troni evil is understanding."



CHAPTER X.

GUMPSE INTO THE NINETEEKTH CEXTURT.

The end of 1. Thus sjioke a sage of the eighteenth century, niouvning ovei
"*'

his time, looking with fear and hope into the time that was

approaching. The words of Job were fitting to the occasion

which called forth his letters, for those letters were addressed to

a Jew. They were fitting for a man who thought that faith

is needful to the seeker after truth, and that truth must reveal

itself if the faith of the seeker is to have any ground.
The new 2. Jacobi's quotation seems to us the best conclusion which
''"^ we can find for this sketch of moral and metaphysiail inquiries.

We are far indeed from saying that those inquiries terminated

with the French revolution. We believe that some of the most
^ital and pregnant of them may be traced to that event, and
have occupied the difierent nations in the time which has suc-

ceeded it. Hereafter we hope that some historian will arise

who will do full justice to those inquiries, to the men who were

engaged in them, to the influence which they exerted over their

age, to the influence which then- age exerted over them.

We believe that we shall help that future historian best if we

ti-y to gather some of the lessons which we have learned irom

former periods, especially from that period of which Jacobi has

been speaking to us ; if we point out very briefly the direc-

tions in which we suppose that philosophy has been moving
during these last seventy years; if we ask what is the direction

which it must take in the days that are to follow ours.

Thegnideto 3. We have throughout adopted the maxim of the passage
phUosophy.

jj^ j^^^ ^Yia,t the search after wisdom, after the place of under-

standing, is a divinely inspired search, that in which man was

especially intended to engage, that which is not to be confounded

with the search for the veins of silver or for the rivers that are

cut out among the rocks, noble as that search is
;
which above

all is not to be valued with the gold of Ophir, with the precious

on3-x, or the sapphire. In whatsoever country or age men have

desired wisdom more than these, in whatsoever country or age

they have pursued it in despite of the temptations which these

have held out to them, there we have confessed that a divine

power and impulse were manifesting themselves, there we have
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perceived that men were struggling to be men, because God was

awakening them to the struggle, and guiding them in it. There

we have seen, too, that the study of nature became profoundly-

interesting, and was pursued with ardour and fidelity, just
because man did not bow to nature as his lord, because he

believed that he himself was not one of the things that merely

grow and die.

4. Thus the study of morals or manners, of that which pro- subjects of

perly belongs to the human being as distinct from all other pi"iosopiiy.

creatures, became closely connected with the study of meta-

physics, of that which is above nature, which is not subject to

the law of growth and decay, which is permanent and substantial.

Throughout our history we have seen how the one study
involved and suggested the other. The vioissit\Kles of manners
in different ages and countiies forced the inquiry whether

there is a standard of morals for all age.s and all countries; if

there is this standard, can it be sought amongst those vicissi-

tudes ? Can it be a mere generalization from them ? Where is

it to be found? On the other hand, the metaphysician has a Metaphysics,

grand dream of Being and of Unity. He ascends into a region

utterly above man, apart from man. How can he bring his

dream near him ? How can it have any relation to him 1 Un-
less Being is identical with the Eight, unless the Right is a

right which determines his acts, he must discard metaphysics;

they cannot mean anything to him.

5. The philosophers from Locke to Kant inclusive laboured hard Attempt

to overthrow metaphysics. That which was neces-sary for man was them otr

to know himself He must study the operations and conditions of

his own understanding—under what terms he could live with his

fellows in society. To penetrate into the supernatural world

was not his business; whatever tidings he could get of it that

might seem to be credible, he should be thankful for; if they

helped him to be a better citizen, by all means let him adopt

them; if they gave him any hopes or awakened any fears as to

his position in a future state, he must consider whether those

hopes and fears were well or ill founded. But let him not

suppose that he has any grasp of substances. If he likes to call

that substance which his eyes and hands converse ^\^th, he may
make the most of that. But there are gi-eat doubts whether it is

a substance; what is there in him which can bring him into con-

tact with any other? So far Locke, the denier, and Kant, the Byaii

assertor, oi h priori principles, are of one mind; so far Bentham, fhe'centurv.

who could tolerate no doctrine but that of the gi'cate.st happiness
of the greater number, and Kant, who repudiated Eudaemonism
as the degradation of morality, are of one mind.

6. But can Locke, or Bentham, or Kant, avoid metaphysics
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Their failure, while they holil fa.st their moral maxim ? Locke, contend-

ing for the reasonableness of the Christian religion, com-

menting on the Bible, admits, in some sense or other, a
communication from the supernatural world to ourselves,
and a corres|)onding possibility, in some sense, of man holding
communication with it. All cannot be psychology; all is not
limited to the discoveries which he can make of his relations to

Lotke. the outward and visible world. And that comnmnication from
the invisible world has, by the very doctrine of Locke, a special

bearing on morality
—in fact, chiefly bears on that—has little

BontiiaTn. to do with anything else. Bentham is not liable to this incon-

sistency ;
but he must either directly in his own person, or by

availing himself of the arguments of hi.s master, Hume, show
that there is not, and cannot be, any such relation between us

and the invisible world as will affect our social condition or our
individual morality. He must, that is to say, leave the mere
utilitarian dogmas of the Essay on the Principles of Morals for

the ab.stract ai'guments of Hume's strictly metaphysical treatises,

before the former can be regarded as in any degree safe. With
Kant. Kant, we have seen, the case is stronger. To assert that Law

which he finds indispensable to his moral existence, he must apj)a-

rently violate his own canon.s
;
he must claim for the practical

Reason a power of looking into realities—into things as they
are—which he has denied to the speculative.

7. Jacobi will have told us how much the practical morality
of the people in this eighteenth century gained by the effort to

banish everything metajjhysical from their thoughts and their life.

And the history of each nation—of our own, and of Germany
almost equally

—will tell us that the main counteraction to that

general worship of prosperity and of gold which be laments, was

found in the demand of many who were not prosperous, who had

little gold and little chance of getting any, for something meta-

physical, which the preachers and doctors of the day had deemed

equally unsuitable to the vulgar and to themselves. Whilst a

righteous cry was ascending to heaven against the theocratic

pretensions of the priests in different lands, there was an equally
loud and distinct cry for some testimony of a God who was

living then and was not less concerned for men than in the

days of old. Nature did not satisfy men if it satisfied philoso-

phers. They must have something above nature. And that

which was above nature must speak to them, must seek to raise

them above its oppressions. They could become responsible

beings only upon that condition.

8. Strangely did the natural and the supernatural ;
the pas-

sionate appeal to natui-al rights, the claim for a freedom which

nature could not give; the disposition to shake off all moral

Morality not
tlie better.

Popular cry
for met.iphy-
sics.

Tlie natural
and the

voluntary.
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•obligations, the assertion of a morality liigher than monarchs and

ecclesiastics had confessed
; struggle with each other in the Wal-

purgis night of the French revohition. And strangely did

that struggle express itself in the philosoi)hy which was born of

the revolution. It had the same character during all those Fip' period

wonderful twenty-five years which elapsed between the taking of

the Bastille and the final overthrow of Napoleon. The move-

ments of thought in Germany, in France, in England, during
that period were all different, each stamped with the national

character. The questioners in each country were opposed to

each other, often in deadly hostility to each other. It was not

a time of peace, but of war, in the world and in the schools. It

was not a time for providing such entertainment as the eighteenth

century had provided, qiuet pictures of manners, graceful well-

composed poems and essays. Everywhere there was a demand
for something that bore upon life, which connected itself with

conflict. Past ages were not forgotten, but those who belonged
to them must come clad in armour. Philosophers were one-

sided, but they followed their own courses of thought bravely
and fearlessly. And each of those courses of thought really

exhibited some striving of man that was only converted after-

wards into a system of doctrine. Fichte, comljining the enthu- Fichte.

siasm of the French revolution with a cordial acceptance of

the lessons he had learnt in Kdnigsberg, was from the beginning
of his life to the end of it asking what was needful to make him
a free man—to enable /uni to do the work which he had to do—
to be what he was meant to be. He was sure that he could find

the answer to that question. He said boldly that neither he nor

any man could find the answer to any other. What was not

himself he must leave. It sounded like atheistical doctrine.

People said it was atheistical doctrine. But in demanding what How he pur.

was needful to make him true, he found that he needed a true
clpie!"'''""'

God. His rivals charged him with inconsistency. He had
taken into his doctrine that which did not belong to it—he was

borrowing from them. That did not signify. He must have
what he required. That was his consistency. He was happy
not only in the nobleness of his life, but in the opportunity of his

death. He died just as his country became free—before it was

again reduced into slaveiy by monarchs and system-mongers.

Schelling was destined to a much longer probation. He was the scheiiins

thinker who most denounced Fichte's method and Fichte's

departures from his own maxinw. For he had been led to feel

profoundly the worth of that which Fichte ignored
—the worth

of a method which he thought impossible. He could not start

from that which he is, or thinks, or knows, or believes. He
•could not forget that a whole world i.s presented to us. He miist
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the man, meets the demands of the man, ])reveuts liini from

losing himself in himself He must have a Nature philosophy.

That, Schelling thinks, will include all things, be the end of all

things. Is not that atheism? cry his opponents. Is not Nature

taking the place of God t He replies to them vehemently, con-

temptuously. He does not want to make all the shifting forms

of nature into God. There is a Being working through these,

working behind them. To know that Being is what man

requires. He must have an object for all his search. That

Object cannot only be an Object. It must be a Subject
—think-

ing as well as thought of. In that confession of a Subject-Object
is a depth which a Nature philosophy might disclose, but which
it could not contain. It must, as some of Schelling's critics

said—at first exciting cnly his scorn b}' the remark—lie beyond
the bounds of philosophy; it niu.st be that which philosophy asks

for. Perhaps Schelling may have discovered afterwards, or

partly discovered, that they were right. If he did, it was by
faithfully pursuing his inquiry as far as it would go, by holding
fast to the thought that man's fii-st demand is for a revelation of

something. If of a Subject-Object, perhaps "something" does

not exactly meet the demand; perhaps the thing will not be able

to reveal itself or to make persoiis know what is revealed. We ai-e

not careful to intpiire what the conclusions were at which Schel-

ling ultimately arrived. He often angrily discouraged the

attempts of his disciples and of his opponents to explain tho.se

conclusions; not unnaturally or unreasonably, it seems to us, if

he felt that the explanations were to be fitted into a compact
system, and if he knew that what he had done, supposing he had
done anything, was to point to that which is, or to Him who is,

above all systems
—to the only ground as well as the only end

of knowledge.
9. It is clear, at all events, that we are once more in that

ocean of Being which our guides of the eighteenth cer-tury were
so anxious that we should avoid. Being and Not Being, Being
and Becoming, are, as in the days of Plato, the watchwords
which will be rung in our ears; to which we may shut our ears if

we please, but which will encounter us when we least expect
them

;
which have not been brought back by men eager to revive

the lore of past days, but by those who are working in the pre-
sent and for the present; to which we have been driven in trying
to escape from mere school formulas, to realize our connection

with the actual world as we see it. Gladly would we have

reposed in nature and her beautiful vicissitudes. She forbade us

to repose ;
she pointed us to something fixed and unchangeable,

which she was tiying to express, and could not. Yes, could not.
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said one who -was first a fellow-worker, afterwards a rival of

Schelling ;
for is not this absolute substance nearer to us than to

nature? Do not the forms of logic, asked Hegel, point to it more loHo.

directly than the forms of the outward world? There may be a

usefid study of those forms. The movements of human history

may merit our attention; but must thei-e not be a dialectic

which rises above sucli pursuits? Must not that bring us into

immediate contact with that which nothing can measure or

include—which must be the measure of us and of all things?
10. That the thought of such a dialectic had dawned upon Plato's

Plato, that he had hoped by it to disengage himself from the
"''^'^'^"'^

idols of sense and tlie confusions of intellectual sojihistry, we
have heard. How much it was associated in his mind with the

practical questions of Socrates, how fearful he was of separating
it from them, we have often had occasion to observe. That the

appearance of such a dialectic to settle all things in the latest

age, should have startled and alarmed those who knew from his-

toiy what attempts had been made in other ages to bring
heaven and earth within the terms of the intellect, and what
had come of those attempts, we cannot wonder. Schelling had

particularly little sympathy with a doctrine which seemed to

combine all that he had comjjlained of in Fichte's exaltation of the

human above the natural, with all the inhumanity tliat had been

imputed to himself Schleiermacher, who had always reverenced

Plato in connection with Socrates as the seeker of wisdom, not

as the possessor of it, would of course fear Hegel as the great
subverter of that idea of jihilosophy, as well as upon other grounds
to which we may allude presently. Nevertheless there weregj^p^^^
those wlio discovered in Hegel the reconciler of Fichte and pietenesa

Schelling in a higher and more complete system
—who supposed

that he had attained what they only aimed at. And there were The

those who denied that he meant to bring the Absolute within the Absolute,

limits of a sy.stem
—who said that he saw in it the ground of all

systems. And then the question arose—A dead gi-ound or a

living ground ? Is it something ? is it nothing ? Or more than

something—the very opposite of nothing? Those who have

gone with us into the history of the mystical as well as the

seholastical philosophy will not be surprised that these questions
should have drawn very difl'ereut answers from different disciples,
and that each should have been able to plead the authority of

the Master. It is not for us to determine which was right, when
both may have been right and both wrong. A man asking for

truth may bow before an absolute Being, in whom he lives and
moves and is; may believe that that Being speaks to him, in

some way also speaks in him
; may have the glimpse of a living

uniting name into which little children may be baptized. The
Vol II. 2 u

'
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same man may aspire to bring all things under his conception
of Being and Unity till system becomes his god. Awaking
from that horror, he may gaze into the abyss of Being and Unity
until it fades into what he can only call Nothingness, and yet
which may mean to him, may actually be to him, an object of

faith and adoration. It was so in the fourteenth century. If

history teaches us the differences of the ages, does it not teach

us also of their resemblance? May not the wants, temptations,

wisdom, follies of thinking men in the nineteenth century be

more like those of other centuries than we are wont to sujipose ?

Schieier- H. Hegel belongs to the fifteen years of struggle for freedom
macher.

g^^ ^jjg beginning of tho century. He belongs perhaps more

characteristically to the fifteen years of repression and of system
which followed those. Schleierniacher li\ed through both; but

the character of his mind and of his influence marks him as more
at home in the earlier period than the later. The Mora\ian

discipline in which he had been brought up was unsatisfying to

his intellect
;

it flid not meet the doubts respecting the sacred

records which were awake in his time, and which affected

him. But it left a deep impression on his heart. By degrees
the two demands of the heart and the intellect became more

distinguished in him than they have perhaps ever been in any
His need man. His heart must have a religion. It must resign itself
of a religion,

absolutely, unreservedly to God. At first the all-embracing

divinity of Sj^inoza seemed to meet his needs. He could repose
A personal in that. As his personal necessities deej^ened, as the troubles

of his country deepened, he became more conscious that he

must have a personal Being ujion whom he could cast his own
burden and the world's burden. He believed with all his heart

in such a Being. He set him forth to his fellows as the only
home for their spirits, the guide of their conduct. A very present

helper he sought and found, and led numbers who were weaiy
of systems of divinity to seek and find. But apparently no one

with so much of this faith cared less for a history of the divine

acts; no one was more perplexed by a re\'elation which im-

ported to come in the form of a history, to discover first the divine

Kin" of a nation, then the divine Head of all nations. What he

found in that revelation which answered to the cravings of his

heart and of human hearts he accepted ;
that belonged to religion.

Intellect anil
'^^^^ ^'^^^ concerned the intellect; it might be dealt with merely

feeling. by the intellect. On the other hantl, no man was so impatient of

any speech about the absolute; what had that to do with man?
It was not the God his afl'ections were seeking. Let whatever

the human being wants for his senses, his undei-standiiig, his

inmost spirit, be confessed and prized. Let all else go, whether

theologians or philosophers have provided it.
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12. We have said that such a habit of mind was evidently The second

formed in the age of search—of [)hilosophy, strictly so called—was JigiMsso).

evidently uncongenial to a systematic age. When Schleiermacher

came into that age he was obliged to present himself in a negative

aspect, showing how he differed from the formal theologians of

his time, how he differed from the formal philosophers. So, like

all others in Germany, he must have a school. But his living in-

fluence—his positive influence—had, we apprehend, little to do
Avith his notions or his school. It proceeded from the man himself—from his inward faith and his visible works. And another time

was coming, different from that first period of inquiry, from that

second period of system, which would try how far this merely

personal influence could suffice for his country's needs. The systematic

counteraction of the diseased passion for system lay in the his- '<!'>'J«"'^'«s.

torical spirit which had been cultivated in Germany during the

years in which this passion was strongest. The records of nations
History,

had been studied in that spirit of living, not dogmatic, criticism

of which Lessing had set the example. The historical was care-

fully distinguished from the fabulous; but the fabulous was not

treated with contempt. It expressed the ideas of the people who
had accepted it, often it explained the very meaning of their

institutions. Vico's seeds were beai'ing fruit in Germany ; they
had been carefully reared by German learning. What might
not be made of this hint? Why should not it be applied to all

histories in which the supernatural was blended 1 That element TiietiiirJ

need not be overlooked as the naturalists of the eighteenth cen- fS-isso).

tury had overlooked it. It could not be explained by mere
natural phenomena. It indicated the spiritual desires of man.
He had always been disposed to make demigods; to raise his laeaiism.

demigods to the highest throne of all. Was not that the key
to all supposed revelations 1 Might it not be applied with espe-
cial effect to the Christian revelation, seeing that assumed to be
an historical one 1 Did not modern criticism furnish the means
of separating the ideal from the historical as they had never been

separated before ?

1 3. These notions, working fora long tiiBe secretly, were brought strauss's

to their full exhibition and trial in the Leben Jesu of Strauss.
^'''"•'''"•

That work was not produced till Hegel and Schleiermacher were
both dead. It gi-ew out of a state of circumstances different

from that in which they had been fashioned. But it brought
the question with which they had been occupied, with which all

German philosophy since Kant had been occupied, to a climax
and an issue. Men believed of old that a real Being, an ab-

solute and eternal Being, had spoken to them in a Son, one with
Him in nature, who took the nature of man, who revealed Him
in that nature, who redeemed men from a terrible bondatre to
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evil, -who made them God's children, who endowed them with

God's Spirit. Was this merely a concejition or dieam 1 Is it

the verity of verities i German ]ihiloso}ihy had forced this ques-
tion upon Germany—upon all countries as well as Germany.
Sti-auss jierceived it to be flie question which was latent in every

part of that philosophy, which must have a solution, that it may
not be a mere abortion or series of abortions. And because

we agree with him that this question is involved in all that

philosophy, therefore we hail it in every one of its steps. (1.)

As a practical philosophy, that is to say, one which concerns

human beings and their deepest interests. (2.) As a philosophy
which has been like all others divinely kindled and awakened
for the highest purposes. Turn where we will we perceive a

tendency to seek after the Infinite and Eternal. From what-

ever point the inquirer starts—however he may desire to avoid

what appears to lie wholly beyond the scope and capacities of

his nature—he is urged on
;
he finds himself confronted by that

which he cannot measiu-e or comprehend. He may be warned

by the philosophers whom he reverences most, to avoid a region
in which he can make no way; he may encounter the scofts of

the practical, the indignation of the professional, theologian. He
may care only to find what is needful for himself. He may
resolve to fix that as the limit of his inquiiy. But he must
advance. He may long for that eighteenth centui-y time when
it was jiossible to debate about the immortality of the soul, the

freedom of the will, the being of God, as if these were merely

topics lying afar off from him. But ever since he has been told

that the ideas of freedom, immortality, God, are implied in the

very existence of his i-eason—e\ er since the conviction has dawned

upon him that in some sense that must be true—these ideas

have stood in fearful proximity to him. What is this freedom 1

Is it an intolerable curse, or the human privilege and gloiy 1

What is this immortality 1 Is it a honible evil wliich a man
must try to shake off—a burden which he must, if he can, forget ?

Or is it the opposite of death—the life of each pei-son, the life

which binds him to his luce ? And both these questions ter-

minate in that other more awful one. And is He to whom my
reason bows a creature of that reason ? Is He a part of it ?

Has the imagination of man been perpetually busy in making
likenesses of that which is not; of a conception which he has

called into existence, and which without him could not be ? Or
does the Reason ask that if He is He should show to it what He
is ? Does it ask that there should be some Person in whom He
may make himself known 1 If there were such a Person, might
not He bring life and immortality to light ? Might not He break

those fetteis which interfere with the actual freedom of man,
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which make him often long to be rid of his freedom ? These
are the questions which German philosophy has raised. Do we
require that it should answer them ? Can we require that, if

we believe that wisdom is not a mere generalization
—that it

dwells in a Person 1

14. If the years since the French revolution have given this France in iu

direction to thought in Germany, what direction have they
'''^'''^"°''-

given to thought in France itself ? The first Napoleon, as we
all know, was wont to express unmitigated scorn of idealists and
philosophers generally. He was seeking to reconstruct society,
to introduce whatever elements, ci-\al or ecclesiastical, were ne-

cessary or convenient to complete a military despotism. The dis-

couragement of thought was more favourable to the growth of

thought than the patronage of it would have been. Those who
would liave talked of their ideas sought to understand the world
about them. It was a chaos. Was this empire the creation that The empire
was to come out of it? Had, then, society no constitution
of its own, only one that was put upon it, or put into it ?

Histoi-y must be studied for an answer to that question. It History,

was found that the philosophical historians had not exhausted
the past. There was something in it which they had not
seen, which theii- formulas did not represent. These reflections
led .some into a vehement reaction against the tenets of
the eighteenth century school

; whatever was mcst opposed to
that school, whatever it had denounced, had sacredness and
worth. But there were other men who perceived that the

eighteenth century could as little be abolished as those centuries
which it had sought to abolish

; who, therefore, in good earnest,
set themselves to consider the different ages, what each had
done, what each had left another to do. Whatever might be Spiritual

wanting in such inquiries, whatever might be the ultimate Jn^S^
issue of them, those who engaged in them were obliged
to take account of a multitude of spiritual influences which
their predecessoi-s had overlooked; they were obliged to o-ive

these great prominence in considering how a European society
had been held together, how modern civilisation had been pro-
duced.

15. These thoughts were ripening during the time of imperial
repression; the modern French school of history was learning its

first lessons in that time. Other men were studying out of a
different book. The feai-fid degi-adation and disorder of a
pea.santry which had once hoped to share universal freedom
which had been the victim of the dream of universal conquest
awakened the conscience and heart of Fourier, set him to medi- Fourier,

tate on the conditions of human society. Visions of princiiiles of
attraction between men, like those which keep material bodies in
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one, rose before him
;

if society exists, if it is not only a uame, they
could not be all visions. The natui-al might blend confusedly with
the voluntary in his speculations; the law of things might be
confounded with the law of hunianit}-; but must there not be
an analogy between them ? Could one be less true than the
other ?

16. The yeare after the restoi-ation in France had some of the

same indications with those which we have noticed during the
same period in Germany. The historical impulse was not less

vigorous, but it began to exhibit itself more in philosophical

formula,s, in theories about different ages and races. The

impulse to -social inquirit:s was not less strong; but Fourier,
and all othei-s who engaged in them, must elaborate the prin-

ciples which they have seen working in society into systems;

they must cease to be perceivers and become constructors.

Still nioi-e remarkable is this change in what some would call

the department of pure philosophy. During the former period
there had been a j]owei'ful reaction against the Condillac doc-

trines, which had been pushed to their utmost limit by Dr.

Cabanis. Reid had been earnestly studied. Consciousne.ss

had been discovered to be deeper than sensation. Then Madame
de Stael and others had brought repoi-ts out of Germany, im-

perfect enough but still exciting, of what Kant, Jacobi, Fichte,
and Schelling had been saying and thinking. Not merely the

love of something that was new and strange was awakened.
These hints of German thoughts encountered and completed
certain thoughts which were stimng among Frenchmen.
Victor Cousin, one of the ablest and most eloqiient men of our

time, or of any time, went into Germany, encountered the

wrath of the Prussian monarch, formed the acquaintance of

Hegel. There was a charm to the accomplished Frenchman
in so gi-and and perfect a science as his. He could import

ontology as well as psychology into France, could present
both in language as clear and delightful as Hegel's was
often crabbed and dark, could convince Frenchmen that they

might be the expoundei-s of a nineteenth century ])hilosoi)hy to

Europe, as they had been of an eighteenth. Other and far

gi-eater services, we think, M. Cousin has rendered to philosophj'
thsm the most complete sy.stem of ontology could be. He has

travelled through the past ages, and besides representing in his

own perhaps too lucid and brilliant expositions the thoughts of

gi-eat men of the old and new world, has taken vast pains
that they should speak for themselves, has applied his own

industi-y and genius, as well as that of his scholars, to the

collation of their texts and the recovery of their relics. In

spite of these claims upon our gratitude, we must be permitted
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to hold that the facility of a learned Frenchman in arranging
and classifying all past and present thoughts and beliefs would
have had a killing efi'ect upon those thouglits and beliefs, if a

change had not come over the spirit of France at the same time

and, in many respects, of the same kind as that which came
over the spirit of Germany.

17. That change is connected with the event which raised Practical

M. Cousin from an almost proscribed man into honourable (isM-isiS)

and useful employments under Government—the Revolution

of 1830. The direction of the philosopher's mind to practical

purposes, as illustrated in his valuable inqiiiries respecting
the education of different nations, indicates, it seems to >is,

the line in which the energies of Frenchmen were to exert

themselves. It had already been shown by many tokens that

questions concerning the needs and the order of society were
the far more natural occupation of their country than any onto-

logical speculations, with whatever talent and zeal tliey might
be pro.secuted. Almost without being aware of it, Frenchmen ap- social

pear to bethinking of .society when they are talking of the most
J,f'pjance*

abstract questions; to be dwelling secretly ui>on its being and

upon its unity when the words Being and Unity are on their lips,

and they are trying to give the words the sense which they bear

in ArLstotle or in Hegel. But society may be contemplated from
a metaphysical or from an earthl}' point of view. The divine and
the secular have been combined in all times

; they were never more

closely combined than at this time. Visionsof a universal Church st.

and a universal Bank rose together before the St. Simonians.

Principles of theology and arrangements of political economy ap-

peared to be identical. The reaction followed. An acute philo- Comte.

sopher, a disciple of the school of St. Simon, discovered that the

divine belongs wholly to the early ages of the world
; psychological

and ontological questions to a later period ; positive philosophy, or

that wliich only deals with outward phenomena and the laws of

nature, to the latest and consummate period. Worship, it seemed,
was for ever to be banished from the world

;
all questions that

have ever troubled men about their own spiritual condition were

to disappear with it. But M. Comte proved a rebel to liis

own decrees. Positive philosophy, he found, wanted the com-

pletion of love, and love must bring back worship. All acknow-

ledgment of any absolute Being is indeed dead. That belongs
to the old times; but the goddess of humanity must be en-

throned in our day. She requires a priesthood, and to that New

it would seem that men can only be initiated through some """"?

painful inward conflicts. A result surely to be considered and
reflected u)ion for what it declares and for what it indicates.

However few may join in tins outward worshij) of humanity.
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there can be little doubt that the feeling of a humanity, of

some wide universal fellowship, has been working in France ever

since its revolution—has expressed itself in cries for a universal

brotherhood and for a universal empire
— in demands for the

liberty of all classes and colours, and in schemes for the enslaving
of all at home and abroad. It is expressing itself now, among
those who have the least sympathy for the Comtian philosophy,
in dreams of a popedom which is necessary to bind all families

and nations into one. We have not quite done with psychology
or even with theology yet. The question which Strauss has

shown to be the outcome of all German dialectics is also the

question which is arisinrf in another shape out of all the social

philosophy of France. " Is there any Person in whom the divine

and the human meet—any Head of humanity who was not

created by its wants or its imagination, but who makes known
to man that eternal and ab.solute Being whom by no searchings
of his own he can find out?"

18. If Germany and France in this century have insisted

that philosophy should not be professional and formal, but should

occupy itself with the common interests of human beings, we may

surely expect that demand to be not less decided in jiractical

England. If we look over a course of years, and consider what

thinkers have had any real and permanent influence over Eng-

land, we shall find that our anticipation has not been belied.

One or two instances of temporary popularity might seem to

confute it. Dugald Stewart reigned for some years the chief of

those psychologists whose works it behoved all who were com-

pleting a liberal education to read, and all who were forming a

library to buy. They were written in a graceful style ; they
excited no prejudices in any school, political or religious. All

critics commended them—those whose praise was most helpful

to establish a reputation, the most. The amiable and humane

character of the author added weight to his words. They were

unsatisfactory only to the man who wished to know what he

was, whence he had come, whither he was going. They were

about philosophy ; they were not inquiries after wisdom in one

Benthamand direction Or another. On the other hand, Jeremy Bentham and
Coleridge, g^muel Taylor Coleridge were despised by the critics ;

their names

were tabooed by Whig and Tory coteries; they were denounced

in religious circles
;
their works were wiprofitable to the book-

sellers, were apparently neglected by the public. A few years

after the death of those three men a writer, perhaps the most

competent in England to estimate their influence, and as impar-

tial as he is able, forgets to mention Stewart, and reckons Ben-

tham and Coleridge as the men who have contributed most to

form the mind of the age. The explanation, we believe, is that

DnKald
Stewart
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they did not write about philosophy, but that each brought what

philosophy he had to bear upon the topics which were most occu-

pying his countrymen, upon which the young most asked for

guidance.
19. That the power of Bentham lay in his vigorous application

of a principle to details, we have said already. Some of our

readers may be astonished that we assert for Coleridge also the

title of a pi-actical as contradistinguished from a professional

philosopher. Was he not essentially a Transcendentalist ? Was The Tran-

it not his main, though unsuccessful, desire to recommend scendentaiist

Kant to his counti-ymen? Did he not learn much fi-om Schel-

ling? It is pei-fectly ti-ue that the poet, who had been filled

with all the fears and hopes with which the French revolution

inspired young men, who had dreamt of an American pantiso-

cracy, who had seen his visions vanish and Napoleon enthroned,
did at a certain time of his life become a metaphysician.
The reason and the effect of that course are expressed with
the bitterness of self-reproach in his ode on Dejection

—
"So not to think of what I needs must feel,

But to be still and patient all I can,

And haply by abstruse research to steal

From my own nature all the natural man.
This was my sole resource, my only plan,

Till what befits a part infects the whole,
And now has almost grown the habit of my soul."

Nevertheless, this abstruse student wrote in newspapers practical

about the events of the war, the conduct and character of"'??"*'

our ministers, and the government of France. And when
he did begin in his Friend to make some use of his German

y^^^. primii

lore, so far from producing a systematic philosophical treatise,
he gave his critics good ground for complaining that his

Essays were fragmentary and upon all possible subjects.
That Mr. Mill shoidd recognize the effect of a book so

miscellaneous, so informal, increases the value of his testimony,
and affords another proof of his singular equity; for a
mind so compact and orderly as his must have been long
in persuading itself that a writer apparently without a plan
could have made any deep impression; above all, coidd have

inaugurated a method of thought. Those, indeed, who learnt,
and still learn, from the Friend, perceive that it had one main xue leading

purpose ;
that whether Coleridge discussed questions of art or niaxim.

questions of ethics, or—what have the largest place in the book—
questions of politics, he was seeking to distingiush between

those principles which are universal, which belong to one man
as much as another, and those rules and maxims which are

generalized from experience. Having this end in view he
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accepted Kaut's distiuction between the undeistanding and the

reason as of inestimable worth. Tliat distinction explained,
he thought, the confusions into which the authors of the

French declaration of rights and their English admirere had
fallen. They had mixed together the universal and the par-

ticidar, the laws of the Reason and the deductions of the (Jnder-

.standing. The maxims belonging to the one sphere, which
were local and temporary, were invested with the sacreduess

and largeness of the other. Therefore national limits had
been eflaced, all customs, traditions, beliefs, had been treated as

unuecessaiy. Yet the universal princiiiles had not been asserted.

A false universality had been sub.stit\ited for the true. An
imperial universality had been the outcome of the universal

equality and fraternity. So Coleridge vindicated the expeii-
mental maxims of Burke, while he vindicated also the deep

underground principles of society which Burke had been

afraid to look into. He believed that these ought to

be investigated; that the politician must recognize them
if he is not to sail without chart or compass; that the man
must recognize them if he is to be an honest and intelligent
citizen.

20. What we have said may help to remove the impression
that any part of Coleridge's influence arose from the unjiractical

qualities of his mind. Just in proportion as he yielded to these,

or they prevailed over him, his influence was weakened. What-
ever has been said, or may be said, to the contrary, he exercised

no power through them. It was only by being in contact with

the actual things which other men were thinking of, and with

the thoughts which those things were awakening, that he gained
Not hindered a hearing in any quarter. He might, as has been alleged,

t-fbie'dis-"'
discourse to admiring listeners upon tojiics which were utterly

course
unintelligible and indifferent to them, which nothing but his

eloquence could have made them think that they cared for.

If so, it is quite certain that that eloquence was not the

source of that power to which Mr. Mill bears witness. Few
of those who felt that power probably ever listened to his

spoken words. Those words would have been wasted upon
them, would have excited indignation in them, if they were,

as it has been reported that they were, only beautiful

cloud shapes, phantoms from the land of dreams. Young
Englishmen of that day had enough of these phantoms; if

their own land did not supply them, the Stewart philosophy
was close at hand. They were longing for something substantial.

Only those who could guide them to that would ever establish

more than a momentary dominion over them.

21. But if the flrst of the characteristics which we discovered
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in other countries was found also here, can we see any traces of ma England

the second ? Germans and Frenchmen, trained in the eighteenth clmaiyin
century school—tausht from their youth that the business of 'heparsuit of

*^ toG InlinitB'''

philosojihy was to keep the Infinite and the Eternal out of sight,

to prohibit any approaclies into that region, to expose the

absurdity of all institutions which had been grounded on the

assumption that it had some relation to the region of human

thought and action—had been led, in the course of their j)hi-

losophical researches, to feel after the Infinite, to declare tliat

they could not pursvie their inquiries faithfully if they shrank

from contact with it. AVas there anything the least answering
to this habit of mind in our country? Is not the admitted

prevalence of the greatest happiness doctrine one proof that we
were moving in an opposite direction? Did not Coleridge's

sympathy with German ontology spring from that unpractical
side of his mind by which we have confessed that his country-
men were not attracted, but repelled ? Let us consider.

22. That great Methodist movement to which we had occasion Religious

to refer in connection with the philosophical movements of the
S^Engfand

eighteenth centuiT had not produced its full results till the which

1 m, • ' > T • 111 • L worked
nineteenth. Those results coincided m some remarkable points in this

with those of the French revolution. They had something of the d""""""-

same democratic character; the Methodists went below the third

estate ; they spoke to the very lowest of the population. In some

sense Methodism invested them with a greater power than that

which the revolution bestowed upon those whom it lifted from

the abyss. The influence of preachers and class leaders was of

another kind from that which was possessed by the leading

spirits in the club
;
it was not a less real or permanent influence.

And the diflereuce lay in this, that those preachers and class

leaders spoke to the people of the Infinite and Eternal— de-

clared that a voice had come forth from God to the people, that

they might hear it. Supposing this movement had been

confined to the poorest of society, it would still have been

of the gi-eatest significance. But it reached to the highest
circles. A sense of their need of the Infinite and Eternal, of

their having a relation to it. the same relation with that

of the serf, was awakened in numbers of the upper classes.

And this led to a strange discovery that the popular devotions

of the English people
—what are called its Common Prayers

—
had been speaking for centuries of infinite and eternal mysteries ;

had been denounced by the laymen and many of the clergymen
of the Locke school, in the eighteenth century, on that very

ground.
23. These movements and these discoveries might not have They affect

much interest for Mr. Bentham. But they affected, more than "''' s>-^'"'
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he knew, tlio cause for wliicli he was ph-ading. A numher
of persons wlio had cared little for any interests but their

own class or jirivate interests, began to think of the greatest

happiness of the greatest numb(n-; nay, to bestir themselves

for the promotion of that hajipiness, sometimes in ways which

he had suggested, sometimes in ways which ho would have

disapproved. Many who had an intense dislike to M(^thodism,

the least ])ossible sympathy with the old English devotions,

yet spoke in their own way of an Eternal and Infinite Being,
all good and benevolent, who was seeking the greatest happi-

ness of His creatures. So that one branch of the nineteenth

century philosophy gi"eN. and flourished, in spite of itself, under

this protection. How was it with the other branch ? Coleridge

had participated as little as possible in the Methodist excite-

ment. Though the sou of a clergyman he had shaken off the

habits of his childhood. He had attached himself to Priestley

and the Unitarians. Their doctrine respecting a universal

Father had a mighty attraction for him. He was ready to

pi-each it in all the towns of England. If he felt himself

i-epelled at times by their coldness, at times by their want of

logic, his political anticijjations were a refuge from the first;

he could find in Hartley's beautiful harmonies a charm for

his intellect as well as his affections. The road from Hartley's

sympathetic wires to the all-embracing godhead of Spinozii was

not a long one. How far more satisfying was that " divine

drunkenness" than the dogmatism of men who spoke about

an exclusive oneness, a negation of plurality! Then came the

anguish of parting with those di-eams which he had cherLshed,

of a time when

" Wisdom should teach her lore

In the low huts of them who toil ami groan;

And, conquering by her happiness alune,

France should compel the nations to be free,

Till love and joy looked round and called the earth their own."

Kant must have been indeed an ice-bucket to one who had just

come out of this cauldron. All demonstrations of the bi'iug of

God proved alike futile! The speculative reason always deceiv-

ing it.self ! A doubt whether there is any passage from ideas to

reality! Coleridge has given in his Literary Life one hint

respecting this crisis which is worth much more for his biogra])hy

than most of its direct narratives. He learnt, he says, that if he

cotild believe in God other difflculties would be nothing to him.

That was the infinite difficulty. But he discovered that it was

also the infinite necessity. He could believe nothing till he had

this gi-ound of belief To feel this rock at his feet—to know
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that it was a rock—he had need to be shown something also of

what he himself was. There was awakened in liim a humiUaaoc

" Sense of past youth, and manhood come in vain,

And genius given, and knowledge won in vain.

And all which he had culled in wood-walks wild.

And all which patient toil had reared, and all

Commune with friends had opened out—but flowers,

Strewed on his corse and borne upon his bier,

In the same coffin, for the self-same grave."

By such fearful experiences, combining with the studies of his

previous life, Coleridge was brought to the conviction that the

words which Englishmen had been wont to repeat, which he

had been taught in his infancy, were not blasphemous, damnable
words. There was a point at which the old faith of his land

intersected the most modern philosophy of another land. The
demand for Being by Plato, by Spinoza, by the Germans since where

Kant, was not an idle demand. The I am that I am who spoke me"s the

to the Hebrew shepherd awakened it and answered it. The
j^^°'™^

°^

demand for Unity by philosophical or religious schools was not Kantian

an idle demand. The name which was written Tipon the Chris-
""* ''

tian child satisfied it. The belief in a Father, which Priestley
and the Unitarians had inculcated, was a deep and true belief. His theology

But that it might be real and practical, that it might not mock
men with the idlest hope, there must be a union between the

Father and His children; there must be a redemption from evil.

That redemption from e\\\ fully justified all the protests of those

who had most consciousness of evil, against a mere scheme of

optimism. It could never justify them in making evil a ground
or starting-point in their ethics. The emancipation and puri-
fication of the conscience must imply that there is a conscience

to be emancipated and purified. The belief in a Spirit who
awakens the human will or spirit must imply that there is a

spirit or wiU to be awakened.
24. " The greatest hap]uness of the greatest number" appeared Ethics of

to Coleridse to be one of those vasue generalities which Bentham ''°'''**6e

was in the habit of imputing to all thinkers who did not agi-ee
with him, and to many who did. Happiness, he said, must
be either defined, or treated as the unknown quantity; if you
begin to poll men, in order to know what they count happiness,

you engage in a hopeless task
;

if you decide for them what
is happiness, you introduce a tp-annieal dogmatism; you are

obliged to return to the old search for the duty of each pei-son
which you supposed tliat you were rid of. He did not perhaps
see how much was implied in the very vagueness of this idea.

Those who supposed that the reason of man was to discover Not always

what happiness was and that there was a happiness for all 'utmtarians
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human beings, might a]ii)roach much iicurer to his doctrine of a

universal reason than they knew themselves. Those who had
been baffled in their exjieriments to discover what was happiness
ill their own case, or to make other men understand what was

hap[iiness in theirs, might come nearer to the belief in a standard

of good, even in a Being who sets forth that standard, and is that

standard, than was at all indicated by the terms in which they

expressed their theory. Theories are not very much to English-
men : habits of mind are much more. There came, however, a
time—the time which we indicated as having the like char-

acteristics in France and Germany—when those who liad been

seeking and questioning began to systematize. The disciples of

Bentham were not content any longer merely to announce a
maxim and to denounce evils. They became tierce and dogmatic.
All doctrines were scorned which could not be brought under
their formula. The whole univei-se had been made, or must be

made, according to that formula. If those who had ])rotited by
Coleridge's teaching had not been a much smaller and more insig-
niticaut body, there would have been the same danger of their

Iiecoming an arrogant and exclusive school. Coleridge him-
self was always promising a great work called Logo-Sophia,
which might perhaps settle all questions, and be a complete

organon of philosophy and theology. The habits of mind
which he himself as well as those who admired or attacked him
so much complained of, proved in this instance a blessing to

himself and to his country. He was not able to produce the

great book. What Hegel did in Germany and Cousin did in

France was happily not to be done in England. There would
have been a contradiction in it iu Coleridge's case which there was
not in either of the others. A system of ontology must be con-

tained in a book; the Word of Wisdom is a living, teacher

speaking to men. A book which confused our apprehensions
about that difference would have been merely mischievous. The
real Logo-Sophia of Coleridge is contained in his Lay Sermons,
which show that the wisdom of God, who through the prophets
set forth moral and political principles to the Jews, is setting
forth the same principles tlirough them to Englishmen; in his

Aids to Beftection, wherein he awakens young men to ask them-

selves whether that divine Wisdom is not speaking to tliem—
whether the maxims of prudence and the messages to the con-

science do not proceed from Him—whether there is not a will iu

them which can only be free when it is obeying the motions of a

higher Will.

25. The ])olitical movements in England which coincided with

those in France after the revolution of 1S30 had a vast influ-

ence upon the development of the doctrine which Bentham had
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preached. Many of liis di.sciples found themselves called from
their studies to pi-actieal life—from protesting against abuses to

experiments for removing them. Such times are trying to any
opinion, as much from the suspicion and disappointments of

those who hope, as from the opposition of those who fear,

its success. Obstacles of experience that have not been fore- New stage

seen are found to hinder the application of dogmas; official
"f^entham.

coldness succeeds to private fei-vour ;
the most enlightened and

honest begin to perceive facts and even principles of which they
have not taken account. On the whole, however, it cannot be
doubted that the belief of utility as the sufficient maxim for

.states and individuals was the predominant one in those years.
Some of its results, rather than any dislike to the theory, made
the Conservative party in the land incpiire whether there was
not some opposing principle which might enable them to combat
it. For a while the name of Coleridge acquired a certain re- Coiendce

spect and popularity. His maxims were patronized by dis- useMto^r

tinguished men, even by the newspapers. It was thought that P'"''y-

they might do service in some civil and ecclesiastical conflicts.

This is not the kind of influence which would have justified
Mr. Mill's language; this he must know is weak and pre-
carious—worth nothing except as the outward sign of deeper
convictions that were working in the heart of English society,
and as a confession, like that wliich was made by the men who
insulted Burke, till they became alarmed for their possessions,
that no party can be merely an upholder of customs, privileges,

traditions, that it must beg, borrow, or steal a principle some-

where. And soon it was discovered that Coleridge was not the Mistake of

writer from whom a principle could be most conveniently ob-
^'

tained for such purposes. Though an earnest defender, in sjiite

of early prejudices, of the national ritual, and though moi-e ready
than most to accept it as a gift to the nation from the past, he
did not regard it chiefly as a tradition—he did not submit to it

mainly because authoritj^ was in its fiivour. The cry was raised

at this time very loudly that authority and tradition—a human The belief

tradition and a human authority
—are the only pillars upon and"""""'^

which faith can rest. A philosophy like that of Le Maistre tradition.

might be listened to, which canonized these ; any other had an
evil name affixed to it. Had not Coleridge spoken of the Reason
as being the oi-gan by which men ajipreheud the diviuest

truths? What was this but Rationalism in its most evil form?
Whether the teachers who spoke thus proved specially consistent

in their devotion to those national forms and that national

faith which they affirmed that no one could care for who did not

accept their formula and anathematize those whom they anathe-

matized, this is not the place to inquire. At all e\euts, we
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may acknowledge that they were perfectly right in their conclu-

sion that Coleridge could give them no help in maintaining their

position
—that no one had done more to prove it an unsafe and

untenable one.

26. It is but doing these supporters of authority justice to

affirm, that though they wisely rejected the aid which they
had once sought fix)m this quarter, they were willing to receive

it from another which they had regarded with even more

suspicion. The worship of authority could not be limited to

ecclesiastical authority in its technical sense. The reverence for

that had been accompanied in the Middle Ages with a longing
for definite conclusions upon all subjects, especially with a belief

in Logic as the chief of the sciences. That eminent man to

whom we have several times alluded in this chapter met the

demand for a book of authority ujwn this subject as no other

member of any school could have met it. Xo one had profited so

much as Mr. Mill by the lessons he had received among the

professors of the utilitarian creed
;
no one had adhered more

faithfully to the main articles of that creed ;
no one had done so

much to expand them by hints and by a learning derived from
those who held an entirely different creed. His book on logic em-
bodies the results of this original education and this foreign study.

Scarcely any book that has been produced in our day is equally

complete and equally clear. It must be perfectly satisfactory to

those who are content with the finite
;

it is tolerant and gener-
ous to those who are not. Of all the persons who hold decidedly
and deliberately that there is no region accessible to men

beyond that which he has expounded so admirably, Mr. Mill

is perhaps the only one who sees the possibility of that which
he does not recognize, the only one who would not endeavour by
weajxms of scorn and by weapons less strictly intellectual, if they
were within reach, to extinguish any other belief.

27. Before Mr. 'Mill's Logic was published
—in its first form

so early as the year 1829—a Scotch philosopher produced a

re\-iew of Cousin's Cours de PhUosophie, which bore directly upon
this question, and has powerfully affected the thought of Great

Britain in these later years. Sir William Hamilton was entirely
unlike Dugald Stewart. He wa.s interested in all passing topics.

He had no wish to separate philosophy from hiuuan interests.

He had a knowledge of its past movements to which neither

liis predecessors nor any of his contemporaries could pretend.
He gave the strict force to the name. It was for him a search,

whatever might or might not be found. With great resjiect for

the learning and the eloquence of Coiisin, he pronounced that

the ontological system which the Frenchman had hojied for could

not be found. He asserted the gi-eat value of Kant's investi-
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gations into the conditions of the understanding. He eagerly
claimed Kant"s testimony against incursions into the region of
the unconditioned, bitterly lamenting that the German had him-
self opened the door to the investigations which he deprecated
liy the language he had used respecting the practical reason. He
denounced Schelling, Hegel, all the post-Kantian jiursuers of the
Absolute. He treated with contempt Coleridge's applications of the

ilistinction betwet n the Understanding and the Reason. Nescience
he recommended, after the example of all the wisest thinkers, as

the ultimate end as well as the starting-point of philosophy.
The philosopher has a legitimate sphere in examining what are

the limits of the human intellect. The Infinite is that which

prohibits all his advances.

28. Such words seem to us capable of the best and of the worst
.sense. There is an ignorance which, as Sir William Hamilton The two

says, the truest philosophei-s have confessed, and which was the root
ignoran-s

of their wisdom. It is the ignorance which Socrates opposed to socrates.

the dogmatism of the Sophists
—the ignorance which Nicolaus von

Cusa opposed to the dogmatism of the schoolmen—the ignorance cnsa.

which Jacobi opposed to the dogmatism of the eighteenth cen- jacobi.

tury. There is an ignorance which has been attributed to men
by the very persons whom these brave teachers struggled with.

Anytus attributed it to his countrymen, and therefore accused
Socrates of bringing in new gods and coiTupting the minds of

the youth, because he said that there was a divine teacher,
Vjecause he told young men they could pursue the right and
avoid the wi-ong, because he said that gods who did wrong
and encouraged wrong could not be tiiie gods. The proud
Aristotelians in the Middle Ages attributed this ignorance to

Christian people, and therefore said that they could know
nothing of God but what they leai-nt from an infallible authority,
and that they must be punished if they did not stoop to that.

Hume and Voltaire attributed that ignorance to all men, and
therefore treated with the bitterest contempt the philosophers
of the Old World, who sought the Infinite and the Eternal,
the preachers of the Gospel in the New World, who said that the

Infinite and Eternal had been revealed to men.
29. We ai-e far from imputing to Sir William Hamilton agree- The

ment with the last of these classes
;
we believe that in his inmost

''^"™''^-

heart he was in unison with the former. But we are obliged by
many movements in British society, which have happened since

he wi-ote his Essay, carefully to consider with which we agree,
from which we dissent. We cannot merely proclaim that the sun
has gone back ten degi-ees on the dial ; that philosophy is just
where it was in the middle of the eighteenth century ; that all the

experiments of the time since the French revolution have been
Vol II. 2 X
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Till: mere failures. Tliese experiments, or at least the events that
Seciilarisa made them necessary, have liaJ thui indisputable^ result. They

have brought the schools and the world into the closest proxi-

mity. They have made it im]iossible that one language should
be maintained as true for .stud(^nts and an opposite language as

true for th(! ]i(;ople. If the Absolute and Eternal must be
banished from the thoughts of philoso[)hers, because there is no
human organ whei-ewith to take account of them, they must
be banished from the thoughts of men. There is a gi-owiug feel-

ing among the rich and prosperous that the invisible world has
no interest for men in a refined state of civilization. The opinion
which Oomte has formulized is stated popularlv in English
books which have obtained the widest circul.-ition and reputa-
tion. All ideas of moral government and spiritual inliuence,

they say, belong to an older time; we have left them far

behind us. A doctrine which naturally commends itself to

those who find the visible world comfortable and satisfactory
has descended upon those who find it uncomfortable and un-

satisfactory. Under the name of Secularism it is spreading
rapidly among some of the most intelligent of the class which

comprises the bulk of our population. The world is not

specially their friend, nor the world's law
;
but they look upon

all tidings respecting the unseen as only fictions that are

invented to keep them on their present level. Many of their

teachers have been religious teachers in their day. They
proclaim that the teirors and hopes of the future which they
once entertained have become nothing to them

;
that only the

present can be understood or is worthy to be thought of. To
One message tell such men that as philosophers you pei-fectly agi-ee with
to them.

them; that yoti, as much as they, scorn those in former days
who tried to look beyond the bounds of the finite; but that

for the good order of society, and for the sake of avoiding pos-
sible perils hereafter, certain forms of expression must be kept
up which seem to imply that the infinite can be brought
within the range of our cogniziince, nay, that it shoxild be
the main object of our study and pursuit; to do this is simply
to provoke their righteous scorn and indignation. We di-aw

upon ourselves the charge that we attach no meaning to the
words which we count most sacred. We iirge on a revolution

more terrible than any we have witnessed yet; one in which
the mass of the people shall treat these words, and all the asso-

ciations that belong to them . . . as we have treated them
Tiie other 3U. Will it be altogether the same if we can tell our counti-y-
message.

nieii, ajipealiug to history for the confirmation of our words, that

not in another day, but in our own day—not in times before the

French revolution broke down the barriers betweim classes, but
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specially since that event, and in consequence of that event—men
witliouttlie least theological bias, asjetilous of theologians as any
Secularist can be—just because they longed for freedom, just be-

cause they had a vehement passion for truth—broke through the
lore of the eighteenth century, which told them that they must
limit themselves to outward and visible things, that they could

have no apjjrehension of the Infinite and Eterual ? Will it be the rmiizntion

same if we can show them by the same evidence of history, that
f5on"th'e

all civilization which has lost sight of this eternal sround has of J^'erna'. ?'''
SGVGrGtl iTOlU

necessity become a crushing civilization
;
fatal to human energies it

and to the poor man ; never able to sustain itself without the
aid of an artificial religion

—a religion of mere fear
;
at last

doomed to destruction by some vigorous race believing in that

which is not material, confessing a God ? Will it be the same
if we testify to them that the Absolute, however small may be
its worth as a mere metaphysical notion, must come in contact
with them as a living power ;

that beneath them lies either an

abyss of arbitrary self-will—that divinity which Hobbes woi-ship-

ped, and yet which he could not worship in all its blackness,
because he had the dream of certain maxims of reason which

•qualified it, and yet which it alone creates and interprets
—or else

an absolutely righteous power, a Being who is light, and in whom
is no darkness ? Will it be the same if we show them that they
cannot get rid of the belief in incarnations

;
that in fact their

tendency is to believe in nothing else
;

that all visible tyrannies
must be incarnations and embodiments of that principle of self-

will, if there is not some other mightier princijile which fights

against it and is destined to destroy it ? Will it be the same
if we tell them that the incarnation of which we speak means
that of the perfectly righteous Being, who, as we hold, humbled
Himself to the state of the poor man, and entered into all the

conflicts, visible and invisible, to which man is subject, that He
might set him free from them

;
that He might establish the

dominion before which all tyrannies, ecclesiastical, democratical,

imperial, all the powers of death, are at last to fall down ?

'SI. Nor dare we forget that England rules over millions of England and

human beings who, in their faiths and their philosophies, have '•« soyectt

been feeling after the Infinite and the Eternal if haply they
might find it

;
who have confessed incarnations of evil powers

and of good—of destroyers and deliverers. We may use our
western civilization to tell these millions that their efforts have
all been futile and ridiculous. We may use our western

religion to tell them that the good that is in them did not

proceed from the Source of Good; that they have no divine
Teacher with them who can separate the good from the evil,

who can bring them from darkness into perfect light. Or we
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may believe that we exist as a nation to bear exactly the

opposite witness to this; that every English statesman, soldier,
man of science, just so lar as he testifies of right, order, truth,
in the government of men or in the operations of nature, is

helping to distinguish between that which is of God and that
whicli is of the evil spirit; that every missionary, so far as he

proclaims a perfectly righteous Being, a Son of God who came
to deliver men from moral and physical evil, and a Spirit of

God who is the spring of all that is right in the heart and
reason of man, who is struggling with all that is foul and

corruj)t
—must be meeting the desires, hojies, intuitions, that

are expressed in their mythologies and philoso))hies
—must \>e

working for the di\-ision of these from the horrible slavery
to the outward and present world, from the horrible anticipa-
tions of the unseen and future world, with which they have been

polluted.
32. It is not for us to prophesy whether England will under-

stand her function or not ; whether she will use the blessings
which have been given her for the interpretation of the past,
as well as of the present, for uniting the nations of Christendom,
for teaching and binding together all the nations of the earth.

If she and all the nations which have hitherto confessed the faith

of Christ become ministers of darkness, enemies of the Light, the

Light will not the less make itself manifest. Other instrument.*

will be found to diffuse it. Known in all lands, mixing with
all people, seen in every temple of Mammon, bearing silent

witness in eveiy such temjile of a Righteous God, the Jew of our

century may come to discover that he was sent into the world
to be a blessing, not a curse, to all the families of the earth.

Uniting all that was truly diWne in Spinoza, all tliat was

truly rational in Moses Mendelssohn, to a thorough faith in

the j)romises made to his fathei-s, to a deep sense of the need
of a Eedemption from evil, he may speak to men as we have
never spoken, of a humbled and glorified Son of man—of a
Son of God who perfectly reveals the Infinite and the Eternal.

The nation which was chosen as the firet guide to men in

the search after moral and metaphysical wisdom may be also

the last
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83.

Argi/rophihis, his opinion of Keuchlin,
'ii. 103.

Aristides contrasted with Roman
heroes, i. 223.

Aristippiis of Cyreue, his tempera-
ment, i. 1.35.

his application of the doctrines of

Socrates, i. 136.

differences between him and So-
crates (how he explained), i. 136.

Plato's acquaintance with, i. 140.

contrasted with Socrates, i. 140.

Archytas, a later Pythagorean, i. 108.

Aristomenes (see Julian).

Ariston, an Argive wrestler, Plato

studies under, i. 139.

Ariston, the Stoic, scorns dialectics,

i. 241.

Aristophane.i, the standard he recog-
nized for Athenian morality, i.

117.

effect on Athenians, i. 121, 122.

how different from Socrates, i. 122.

meaning of the "Clouds," i. 133.

how far he understood Socrates, i.

13.3, 134.

Aristotle, his appeals to common ex-

perience. Preface, i. xix.

his opinion of Th.iles, i. 90-93.

of Empedocles, i. 100.

his criticism on Anaxagoras, i. 101.

his reverence for Pythagoras, i. 108.

his use of the word Sojihist, i. 116.

importance of his works and those
of Plato, i. 159.

his influeuce on later times, i 177.

birth and education at court of

Amyntas. i. 177.

his later hfe, i. 178.

difference from Plato, i. 179, 180.

his feelings towai-ds Socrates and

Plato, i. 181, 182.
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Aristotle, relations of Ilia philosophy to

that of I'lato, i. 182-185.

Loi;ic, i. 18U.

"Oatet!ones,"i. 186-188.

Later Aualytics, i. 189.

Matlieniatics, i. 189.

his induction, i. 191.

the "Topics,"!. 191-192.

the Physics, i. 192-197,

the Metaphysics, i. 197-218.

Psychology, i. 218-220.

Kthics, i. 221-2.30.
"

Politics," i. 230-231.

Rhetoric, i. 232.

representative of Alexandrian period,
i. 2.S3.

his rt-latiou to Epicurus, i. 236, 237.

to the Stoics, i. 241.

liis influence on Cicero, i. 253.

I'hilo's ignorance of him, i. 258.

likeness of his philosophy to the
Persian philosophy, i. 264.

Seneca ofleuded by his view of anger,
i. 267.

his want of understanding of So-

crates, i. 283.

why quoted by Proclus, i. 380.

an Aristotelian epoch towards close

of tifth century, i. 400.

influence on Buethius, i. 401, 426-

427.
what he did not mean by science, i.

426.

influence on Porphyry, i. 434, 43.5.

writing about him by Boethius, i.

436.

compared with Boethius, i. 448.

acquaintance of Johannes Scotus

with, i. 468.

re - arrangement of, by Johannes

Scotus, i. 4S0.

influence on Anselm, i. 522.

misunderstood by Abelard, i. 563,
565.

influence on Mohametans, i. 592,
593.

diiference between Popes and Men-
dicant Friars about him, i. 593,
594. (.See Albertua Magnus,
Aquinas, Boethius, Kant, Duns
Scotus).

acquaintance of Eckart with him, ii.

19.

Cusa's feelings towards him, ii. 51,
59.

Arabian revolt from him, ii. 62.

struggle with I'lato, ii. 63, 64, 67.

Aristotle, feeling of Pico towards him,
ii. 81.

his confession of a divine ruler, ii.

82.

Erasmus' feeling towards, ii. 102.

feeling of Peuchlin towards, ii. 108.

attacked by Luther, ii. 112-115.

opinion of Kamus of him, ii. 141-

145-149.

diflerence of, from Bellarmin, ii. 154-

156.

Bruno's attitude towards, ii. 164-

166.

Bacon's counterweight to the doc-

trines of, ii. 199, 215.

studied by Hobbes, ii. 236.

opposed by Hobbes, ii. 253.

contrasted by Descartes with his fol-

lowers, ii. 308.

Descartes contrasts his own procesj
with that of, ii. 318.

South's allusions to, ii. 343.

not admired by Henry More, ii. 348.

difference of, from Plato, ii. 435.

Locke contrasted with, ii. 448.

sneered at by Voltaire, ii. 489.

reconciled with Descartes, ii. 505.

Condilkac's idea of, ii. 536.

Arius, his language not very intelli-

gible to Constantine, i. .'J46.

his controversy with Athauasius, L
346-347.

Arians, defeat of, in Africa, i. 404.

hostile to philosophy, i. 415.

Arianism troublesome to Justinian, i.

406.

empire of, destroyed by Catholic

Church, i. 410.

of Theodoric not the cause of death
of Boethius, i. 4.'i7 (see also Slillun).

Arjoon (see Bhagnvad-ijila).

Armhiianism, its political effect, ii.

208-209.
its struggle with Calvinism, ii. 339.

Arnauld (Kutome), the representative
of the Port-Royal Society, ii. 366.

relations with Malebranche, ii. 367.

importance of this contest, ii. 368-

370.

Arnold of Brescia, a pupil of Abelard,
i. 570.

his offer of alliance to Barbarossa,
i. 571.

showed how culture might afl'ect

ecclesiastical government, i. 593.

Arrian, his reports of Epictetus, i. 274.

Asclepiuji (Scholia of), i. 197 (note).
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Asia, difference of philosophy in, from

European philosophy, i. 53.

opposition between, and Greece, i. 82.

rulers of, from whom they believed

their oracles derived, i.>85.

reformed under influence of Christi-

anity while Europe under influ-

ence of Islamism, ii. 1.

Artemin holds the sun and moon in

fee, i. 86.

Asat, deeds performed without faith,

i. 47.

As/iiirians, their dogmas, quoted by
lamblichus, i. 333.

A ^.•iijrian art, i. 36.

politics, i. 36.

Aftrolahius, son of Abelard, i. 543.

Astrology in Chaldea, i. 35.

Magian, i. 76.

meaning of, i. 121.

of the Orientals, i. 501.

relation of, to the Alexandrian philo-

sophy, i. 329 (see also Agripna,
Cornelius).

in time of Paracelsus, ii. 131.

Atliaitasitis, his oration against the

Gentiles, i. 348-351.

influence of Alexandrian thought on

him, i. 351.

feels no attraction to heathen teach-

ers, i. 532.

his life a struggle against idolatrj',
i. 352.

his opposition to Julian, i. 357.

helped by Plato, i. 398.

ditterence between him and Justin-

ian, i. 405, 406.

likeness to Augustine, i. 471.

dwells on the unreasonableness of his

opponents, ii. 512.

Athenaijoras, a philosopher like Justin,
i. 472.

Atltene the counsellor, i. S3.

Athens, its effect on Anaxagoras, i. 101.

the capital of Greece in an intellec-

tual sense, i. 114.

age of Pericles, its glorious time, i.

114 (see Pericles).
the tragedians exhibit the mind of,

i. 115.

jff'ect of Sophists on, i. 116 (see Orote,

Sophists).
service of the Athenian democracy

to the world, i. 117-118.

temptations of, i. 118.

how its citizens were taught to think,
i. 119.

Athens, personal grace and beauty
highly thought of at, i. 125.

how affected by Alcibiade.-i, i. 129.

tolerant of opinions, i. 130.

delicacy of Athenian taste, i. 1 32.

affects to consider Macedonia bar-

barous in the fourth century, i. 177.

some prizes as precious at Rome as

at Athens, i. 246.

Seneca's opinion of, i. 270.

Neo-Platonism flourishes in, in fifth

century, i. 378.

its position in the sixth century, i.

382.

Atlantis (see Plato), Anselm's ideas

about, i. 525-526.

Aiigustin of Canterbury, result of his

mission to Kuglaud, i. 416.

Augustin of Hippo, one of three philo-

so])hers of the fourth ceuturj^ L

348.

as a theologian he belongs rather to

the fifth century, i. 348.

his life demonstrates weakness of

.Jul ian's position, i. 358.

his life from within, i. 358.

"The Confessions," the key to his

philosophy, i. 359.

eflect on him of Cicero's "Hortensius,"
i. 359.

passage from the fourth book of his

"Confessions," i. 360-371.
work "Against the Academics," i.372,

373.

unlikeness to TertuUian, i. 373.

book "De Beata Vitd," i. 373, 374.

the books " De Online," i. 374, 375.

books of Soliloquies, i. 375, 376.

the books on Music, i. 376.

his work in the sixth century, i. M7S.

effect of, on the students of Proclus,
i. 388.

helped by Plato as his successors

could not be, i. 398.

though a Latin, emphatically the

Platonist, i. 401.

the only eminent Latin teacher in the
first six centuries, i. 423.

difference of his effect on Luther
and on the dogmatists of the ninth

century, i. 463.

driven by philosophy into theology,
i. 471.

effect of the sense of e\'il on him, i.

475.

what Johannes Scotus learnt from

him, i. 480.
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Aii;iiist!n of Hippo, Platonism of, i. 490.

(juuteil by Johaiiues Scotus, i. 403,
4!)(;.

conijiared with Anselm, i. r>2:i.

(jnoted by Abelard, i. 544.

by Petei- Lombard, i. 573.

iiilliiences the whole uiiud of the

Middle Af;es, i. 574-57G.

admired by John of .Salisbury, i. 580.

wliy Aquinas rejected his philosophy,
i. tilU.

and his grammar, i. 622.

Aquinas argues against and quotes
him in the "Sccinida .SVckic't,'' i.

029.

Bonaventura apiirt.ves him in part, i.

u;i9.

what he has to tell us, i. 040.

quoted by Bonaventura, i. 64S.

contrasted with Gerson, ii. 45.

Luther's relations to, ii. Ill, 115.

his theology accepted by Clement
VUL.ii. 186.

relations to the French, ii. 346.

his relation to Cicero compared with
the relation of Malebranche to

Descartes, li. 352.

his effect on Jansenius, ii. 365.

Spinoza's use of his language, ii. 3SS.

compared with Athauasius, ii. 436.

cause of Luther's attraction to, ii.

43i;.

form of his doctrine in Jonathan

Edwards, ii. 471-472.

dwells on the unreasonableness of his

opponents, ii. 512.

contrasted with iiousseau, ii. 549,
5.50.

Augustus contrasted with Nero by
Seneca, i. 271.

Aureiius (Marcus) opens a new age of

history, i. 294.

likeness to Epictetus and unlikeness

to Seneca, i. 294.

his benefactors, i. 294.

his "
Meditations," i. 294-298.

relation to Christian Church, i. 298,
299 (see Julian).

Aureiius, a pupil of Plotinns, i. 317.

Austin vindicates the constitution,

though a follower of Bentham, ii.

606.

Averroes, a strict observer of the law,
i. 593.

conmients on .\ristotle, i. 593.

Albertus Magnus ap(ieals to, i. 599.

but writes a book against him, i. 602.

Averruen, followers of, attacked by
Lully, i. 009-670.

doctrines of, suspected by Lully as

influencing Christians, ii. 2.

described as a leader of the Peripa-
tetics by Ficinus, ii. 61.

Avicenua, an Arabian teacher, very
]irofligate, i. .593.

quoted by Duns Scotus, i. 619.

Aviijnon, effect of removal of Papal See

to, ii. 2.

Babel, polity characteristic of Assyria,
i. 36.

Bacon (Roger), his fame as a magician,
i. 655.

his birth and education, i. 656.

likeness to the friar in Romeo and
Juliet, i. 656-6.57.

his expenditure and its results, i.

657.

suspected of heresy, i. 658.

supports Grosseteste, i. 659.

imprisoned as a heretic, i. 659.

befriended by Clement IV., i. 660.

dies, i. 600.

his fame in EUzabeth's reign, i. 660,
661.

how like Raymond Lully, i. 66L
what he had learnt from St. Francis.

ii. 5.

likeness to Paracelsus, ii. 129.

Bacon (Francis), his criticism on Plato,
i. 175, 176.

his confusionbetween different classes

of phenomena, i. 196.

theory about the books that havs

survived, i. 352.

his relation to the reign of James 1.,

ii. 198.

his early training, ii. 199, 200.

his feelings at Cambridge, ii. 200; 201.

his travels, ii. 201.

science forced on him, ii. 20L
reasons of his preference of physical

studies to others, ii. :J02.

difference from his contemporaries,
ii. 202, 203.

his relations to Essex, ii. 203.

his prayer in the "InstauralioMagna,'
'

ii. 204.

likeness to and difference from

Galileo, ii. 212.

fitness of his education for his work,
ii. 213.

his relations to Plato and Socrates,

ii. 214. 215.
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Bacon (Francis), his relation to Aris-

totle, ii. 215.

to the king, ii. 216.
" The Advancement of Learning," ii.

217-232.

his theology, ii. 223-224.
^^De Anfpneniis Sckntiarum,^^ ii. 232.

his grandeur, ii. 232.

his fall and its lessons, ii. 233.

opinions of Ritterand English critics

of him, ii. 233, 234.

Christian paradoxes, ii. 2;S4.

his friends, ii. 235.

his face, ii. 235.

likeness to Hobhes, ii. 243.

difference from Kant (see Kant).
his importance, ii. 291.

older than Descartes, ii. 29!.

Descartes compared with, ii. 312.

Locke's attitude towards, ii. 437.

his protest against introspection, ii.

439.

(see Ai-islotle), the result of his me-

thod, ii. 438, 439.

his rejection of the beliefs of Coper-
nicus and Bruno, ii. 440.

Vico's reverence for, ii. 504.

the result of his teaching, ii. 524.

his effect on Locke, ii. 525.

his Orf;anou contrasted with Kant's,
ii. 631.

contrasted with Spenser, Shakspeare,
and Hooker (see Shakspeare, Spen-
ser, and Hooker).

BasU'ides a Gnostic, i. 290.

Buronms, his ecclesiastical historj-, i.

279.

Barcorhba causes separation between
Church and Synagogue, i. 291.

Barlholomess, life of IJruno, ii. 184

(note), 185.

Basil exhibits principle of Church as

foundation of life, i. 408.

Basle, Coiincil of (see Nicolaus von

Cum).
Bayle, Peter, ii. 511, 4S6, 487 (see

Leibnitz).
Becket feels weakness of Italy, i. 571.

his contest with Henry, i. 578.

Beqhards, Eckart's alliance with, ii. 21.

Papal Bull against, ii. 25.

Beltsarius, effect of his victories, i. 404,

410.

Bellarmin compared toMariana, ii. 153,
154.

his treatise, ii. 155-157.

puts Bruno to death, ii. 186-187.

Bentham, his standard of worth. Pre-

face, xix.

his education, ii, 602.

his preface to the "
Fragment on Go'

vemraent," ii. 602, 603.

why disliked, ii. 604.

his services, ii. 604, G05.

likeness to Paley. ii. 605.
his school, ii. 605
his bitterness, ii. 606.

his doctrine about the invisible world
ii. 654.

likeness to Coleridge in the contempt
felt for him in his own day and hi.i

subsequent influence, ii. 664-665.

his power, ii. 665.

contrasted with his disciples, ii. 670.

Bentleij defends the faith from Kewton'a

starting point, ii. 453.

a founder of a school of criticism, ii.

479.

his importance, ii. 479.

contrasted with Paley, ii. 598.

Bei-engarins, common notions about

him, i. 511.

his disputes, i. 511.

feelings of Hildebrand and Lanfranc
towards him. i. 512.

his controversy witli Lanfranc, ii.

512-514.

Berkehy contrasted with Plato, i. 142,
143.

his visit to Malebranche, ii. 361.

visits the circle in which Pope lives,

ii. 453.

likeness to Pope and Bolingbroke, ii.

456.

the "Minute Philosopher," ii. 45G.

his aims, ii. 456.

his idealism, ii. 457, 458.

relation to Malebranche, ii. 458, 459.

contrasted with Kant (see Kant).

compared with Butler, ii. 459.

his view of materialists, ii. 494, 532.

contrasted with Pveid, ii. 584.

his mistake, ii. 625.

criticised liy Kant, ii. 635.

Bernard of Clairvaux, his influence in

Europe, i. 535.

his business qualities, i. 536.

why he attacked Abelard, i. 545-

547.
Peter of Clugni's feeling towards

him, i. 549.

failure of his crusade, i. 571.

a saint, not a doctor, i. 571-572.

sneered at by Voltaire, ii. 489.
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Beza leceives Ramus coldly, ii. 144.

his obedience to Calvin, ii. 144.

coldness to Bruno, ii. 166.

Bharjavad-ijita, completeness of, i. 40.

account of it, i. 41-48.

occasion of, i. 48.

moral
,

i. 48.

cause of difficulties of Arjoon in, i.

49.

relation to pure Brahminism and to

the Veds, i. 49.

Kreeshna's relation in it to Brahm, i.

49.

ultimate object of it, i. 50.

Bias, one of the seven wise men, i. 87.

his advice to the Ionian cities, i. 89.

BtttckMone, his effect on Bentham, ii.

0(12, 6(i:t.

attacked by Bentham, ii. 603.

Blakesky, his life of Aristotle, i. 183

(note).

Boehme, Jacob, contrast with Grotius,
ii. 325.

his claims to notice, ii. 325.

his influence over William Law, ii.

325-327.
his life and works, ii. 327-329.

Dr. Meisner's sentence on him, ii.

329.

his physics, theology, and morals, ii.

329, 330.

effect on him of the thirty years' war,
ii. 330.

the moral of his life, ii. 331.

Bohrinijer of Zurich, his work on the

German mystics, ii. 26.

his opinion on the question of identity
between Nicolas of Basle and Tau-

ler's "Layman," ii. 26, 27 (note).

his opinion of Savonarola, ii. 83-84.

BoetJiiuis{A>uciui>, Manlius, Severimie).

place in a history of philosophy,
i. 400, 401.

his birth and early training and

character, i. 423-425.

how unlike Lucretius and Seneca, i.

425.

why out of sympathy with Plato, i.

425.

his idea of arithmetic and geometry,
i. 426.

" Liher de Unitate et Uno" i. 426-

428.

hook on arithmetic, i. 428, 429.

feelings about logic, i. 430.

hooks on geometry, i. 430, 431.

logical treatises, i. 431-434.

Buetltius, his opinion of Porjihyry's
work, i. 432, 434.

difference between him and Por-

phyry, i. 435.

his commentary on Porphyry, i. 435,
436.

books on categories of Aristotle, L
436.

on rhetoric, i. 436.

supposed treatises, i. 436, 437.

relations of his philosophy to Chiisti-

anity, i. 437, 438.

book " De Consolatione Philosophies,"
i. 438-447.

relations to Platonism and Aristotel-

ianism, i. 447, 448.

why he has been thought a Christian,
i. 449, 450.

how the actual order of human
training differed from that which
he believed necessary, i. 451.

reappearance of his scheme of study
in Britain, i. 456.

commentaries on him discovered bj-

Cousin, i. 551.

proved by Cousin to have sown the

seed of the quarrel between Nom-
inalists and Realists, i. 553.

quoted by Abelard, i. 553.

Aristotle known to Abelard through
Boethius and Porphyry's transla-

tions, i. 563.

quoted by Hugo de St. Victoire, i.

570.

effect of his translations and those of

Porphyry on John of Salisbury,
i. 5S0.

likeness and unhkeness to Raymond
LuUy, i. 673.

Bolhif/hroke, his contempt for priests,
ii. 451.

for the Puritans, ii. 452.

his theology, ii. 452.

his natural religion, ii. 453 (see

Pope, Burke).
BoUandists (see Lull;/).

Bonavenlura, difficulties in making out

the circumstances of his life, i.63o.

his books, i. 636.

and studies, i. 636.

the "
Itinerary," i. 6.36.

'^ De reduciione Arthivi ad Theolo-

ginm," i. 6,37 644.

where he is feeble, i. 644.

difference from Aquinas and Duua
Scotus, i. 645.

admired by Gersoo, ii. 45.
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Bonifaco, influence of, on Europe in

the thirteentli century, i. 458.

his fall, a punishment on the previ-
ous intrigues of the Popes, i. 585.

succeeds Celestine, ii. 12.

coutrastetl with Celestine, ii. 12.

Bossuet, his complaint of Bellarmin, ii.

153.

his book on the
"
Knowledge of

God," ii. 370-372.

what he respected, ii. 372.

contrasted with Spinoza, ii. 40S.

the effect of his divinity, ii. 432.

the cause of his failure, ii. 432.

contrasted with Fenelon, ii. 474.

BovUlus, a biographer of Raymond
Lully, i. 6G.3.

Boyle, his eflfect on natural science, ii.

525.

Bralim, his relation to Agni, i. 38.

relation of the universe to Brahm, i.

39.

he who trusts in the Supreme mixes

with Brahm, i. 42.

known to those who trust in Kreeshna,
i. 44.

Kreeshna U Brahm, i. 49.

Brahm is Buddha, i. 52.

Brahmin, tendency of, to the worst

answers about the nature of

Brahm, i. 39.

attempts to reconcile philosophical
to sacerdotal position of Brahmin,
i. 39.

contemplation his business, i. 40.

privilege of, granted by Kreeshna,
i. 44.

dignity of, not inconsistent with

that of other tribes, i. 48, 49.

how like to the Hebrew, i. 52 (see

Buddhism).
Brahminism, how far like, and how far

unlike the doctrine of the Bhaga-
vad-gita, i. 49.

Bramhall, his attack on Hobbes, ii. 338.

Brandis, Grote's charges against, i.

120.

Broun, Hamilton's opinion of, ii. 581.

Bruno (Giordano), an admirer of LuDy,
i. Glil.

belongs to the South of Italy, ii. 163.

why he became a Dominican, ii. 163,

(see Savonarola).
his journeys, ii. 163-165.

his wit, ii. 165.

his preference of Lully to Ramus, ii

166.

Bruno (Giordano), revolt against the

church, li. 167.

in England, ii. 167-172.

his opinion of Englishmen and Eng-
lishwomen, ii. 167, 168.

"La Cena dc le C'c-neri," ii. 16S.

"De la Causa Principio et Uno,'" ii.

171-183.

his other works, ii. 183, 184.

panegyric ou Luther, ii. 184.

at Prague, li. 185.

thrown into prison in Italy, ii. 185.

carried to Rome, ii. 186.

accused of quibbliug, ii. 187.

excommunication and execution, ii

187-188.

moral of his story, ii. 188.

Brilckei; his denunciation of Kant, ii.

630.

Brutus compared with Cato, i. 251.

Buddha (see Brahm).
Budd)ii.its, difi'erences of our view of

them from the fact, i. 52.

meaning and importance of their

movement, i. 53.

difference of their creed at different

times, i. 53.

how related to Brahraiuism, i. 53.

their influence on Eckart (see Eckart).

Buchanan, his effect on James I., ii.

206.

Bujfon, the model of naturalists in

France in the eighteenth century,
ii. 530.

Bullimjer, of Zurich, receives Ramus
warmly, ii. 144.

Bunsen (Baron de), see note at end of

Preface.

Banyan contrasted with Sterry, ii. 351.

Burke (Edmund), specially an Irish-

man, ii. 586.

his parody on Bolingbroke, ii. 587.

enquiry concerning "Sublime and

Beautiful," ii. 5S8.

relation of his aesthetics to his poli-

tics, ii. 589.

thoughts on the cause of present
discontents, ii. 590.

apjieal from new to old whigs, ii.

590.

relations to American Colonies, ii.

590-591.

his expediency, ii. 591.

imagination, ii. 592.

reflections ou the French revolution,
ii. 592, 598.

his merits and failures, ii. 593, 594.
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Jiurke. (Kibimud), Icssuiis to be learnt

from him, ii. 595, 59lj.

contrasted with Lessins^ (see Lessinj).

Surtfi'jh scorned scientitic men and

poets, ii. "JOl.

Burni, a witness against professional

jihilosophy, ii. 58G.

Butler asserts the existence of a con-

science, Preface, xix. x.vxiv.

his distinction between natural and
revealed

religion. Preface, xx.

his letters to Clarke, ii. 4o'J, 400.

how far a follower of Locke, ii. 4(50.

his method of argument, ii. 461,
462.

his doctrine of the conscience, ii.

462, 463.

the "
Analogy," ii. 4G3-4C.}.

contrast between him and the VVes-

leys, ii. 46.T-466.

how he helps us to understand

Methodism, ii. 466, 468.

why he wrote, ii. 482.

contrasted with Leibnitz, ii. 515,
516.

patronised by Queen Caroline, ii.

523.

the conclusions he might draw from

Locke, ii. 527.

contrasted with Methodism, ii. 546.

compared with Hume, ii. 570.

contrasted with Kant, ii. 636.

CabanU (Dr. ) heads the reaction against
CoudUlac, ii. 662.

Cabbala studied by Keuchlin, ii. 104.

he misunderstands it, ii. 109.

Luther does not study it, ii. 110.

Colas, Voltaire's services to, ii. 529.

Cttllaghan, his assertion of the Irish

birth of Duns Scotus, i. 645.

Calriu, Luther's opinion of him, ii. 132.

more the antagonist of Loyola than
Luther was, ii. 134.

more a Latinist than a Frenchman,
ii. 134.

asserts the Gene\an principle, ii.

1.3.5, 1.36.

ground of his opjiosition to Loyola, ii.

136, 137 (see Beza, Peter the Lom-
bard).

Calrinimn, its effect in England, ii.

139.

in France and Holland, ii. 144.

Cambyses, fanaticism of, i. 81.

Oampanus, a fellow-student of Ramus,
li. 142.

Canon Law, cause of reputation of
several Popes in the fourteenth

century, ii. 12.

CanonMs relied on by Jolm XXIL,
ii. 13.

difference oi, from theologians, ii. VA.

Cnrpocrates, a fJnostic, i. 290-291.

Carthaqe contrasted with Alexandria,
i. 304.

Cassius (Dio), his view of Seneca, L

271.

Calo, how like and how unlike Brutus,
i. 251.

Lucan's reverence for, i. 267.

Caterua (see Descartes).
Catherine of Russia, her relations to

Voltaire, ii. 530.

Catholicism, its effect on England, ii.

137.

Celestine^s ignorance of jurisprudence,
ii. 12.

difference from Boniface, ii. 12.

Celt contrasted with lloth, i. 454. (See
also Pelagius. )

Cesarini (CardinalJulian), howspecially
known, ii. 50.

a friend of Nicolas of Cusa, ii. 50.

Chaldea, philosophy of, how different

from Egyptian, i. 35, 36, 340.

the only records of, i. 37.

Chang dynasty, a sage of, reverenced by
Confucius, i. 57.

Charlemagne, permanent effects of his

dynasty, i. 458, 459.

his relations with Alcuin, i. 459,
460.

Charles of Anjou, Savonarola's attitude

towards, ii. 78.

Charles L, his struggle with the Par-

liament, li. 332.

Charles II., influence on, of Hobbes, ii.

333, 334.

Charles the Bald, his influence on Jo-

hannes Scotus, i. 477.

Charpentier, his quarrel with Ramus,
ii. 143.

murders Ramus, ii. 145.

Chaucer, his poetry brings out the na-

tional feeling, ii .32.

CheslerjiM introduces Montesquieu to

English society, ii. 495.

China, great contrast between it and

Hindostan, i. 54.

old faith of, not necessary to dwell

on by itself, i. .54.

much less high and mysterious than
that of most people's, i. 55.
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China, obedience the sum of Chinese

virtue, i. 55.

life, morals, and politics, how connec-

ted with ceremony, i. 67.

what intelligence has done for it, i.

68.

need for supplying defect in Chinese

philosophy, i. 73. (See Khoung-fou-
iseu, Menij-Ueu. )

Chosroes, the great antagonist of the

Greek Empire, i. 4(19.

stipulates with Justinian that the

jihilosophers shall live in peace, i.

4U9.

Chrhiian society, its first rise, i. 259,

260.

Gospel, why apparently opposed to

philosophy, i. 278.

its relation to philosophy, L 278,

279.

theology, how connected with Per-

sian" philosophy by Saturninus, i.

288, 2S9.

effect of apologists for, i. 291. (See

Justin)
Church, why opposed by Marcus

Aurelius, i. 298, 299.

finds a home in the great cities of the

Empire, i. 804.

ought to contain representatives of

different characters, i. 305. (See
Alexandria and TerluWan.)

idea of an Esoteric doctrine for, i.

313-315. (See Clemens.)
relation to school of philosophers in

end ofthird century (see Porphyry,
lamhUeJius).

Church and Empire in union (see

Constantine).
relation of Julian to Christian

Church (see Julian).

change of jiosition of, i. 378.

fights with Neo-Platonism, i. 382.

services of Gregory to (see Gregory').

faith, how affected by Arianism, i.

404, 405.

Persian faith how assisted against
Christian, i. 409. (See Boelhius,

Mahometanism, Ulphilas. )

its struggle with Mahometanism be-

fore the fourteenth century, ii. 1,

2,3.
eftect of Pa]>acy on, ii. 9.

mysterious side of, ii. 24-38.

how far opposed by Bruno, ii. 188.

objections to Christianity (see Col-

lins, Toland, Tindal).

Christina of Sweden, iutluence of

Descartes on, ii. 294.

Ch-y.-iippus, his quickness, i. 240.

completes the Stoical system, i. 241.

Chrysoi^tom, as much a practical man
as Cyril, i. 378.

Cicero, his business habits, Preface,
xix.

his account of the Academy, i. 244.

his love of compromise, i. 251.

why unlike the Academics, i. 252,
253.

sentence of Octavius on him, i. 254.

unlikeness to Philo and the son of

S:rach, i. 256.

his philosophical views, how recon-

ciled to his rhetoric and politics,
i. 265.

his ignorance of Socrates, i. 283.

his "Hortenxius," its effect on Augus-
tine, i. 359, 360.

commentaries of Boethius on his
"

Topics," i. 436.

quoted by Aquinas, i. 623.

quoted by Gerson, ii. 45, 46.

preferred by the Humanists to the

Mouks, ii. 102.

criticised by Eamus, ii. 143.

how far an Eclectic, ii. 581.

Cinion contrasted with Roman heroes,
i. 223.

Clarendon, points of sympathy with

Hobbes, ii. 335.

his love of law, ii. 335.

his quarrel with Hobbes, ii. 336-

339.

likeness of his theories to the current

theories of his day, ii. .'J40.

Clarke (Samuel), his belief in a God of

nature, ii. 455.

what he thought necessary to com-

plete that belief, ii. 455. (See

Butler, Leibnitz.)

Cleanthes, his character and life, L 240.

his hymn to Jupiter, i. 240.

his difference from Chrj^sippus,!. 240,
241.

quoted by Clemens of Alexandria, i.

308.

Clemens of Alexandria, his belief in a

Divine Guide, i. 307.

his sympathy with Plato, i. 307,
308.

relations of two of his treatises to

each other, i. 308.

"0 lUiiosymy,!," i. 309, 310.

the "Strnmata," i. 311, 312.
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Clemens of Alexandria, his use of the

word "initiated," i. 313.315.

his eclecticism, i. Slo-Slli.

Clement IV. elected by influence of

lionaventura, i. G37.

his freedom frum Nejiotism, L 060.

(See liiicun, Roger),
offers Bonaveutura a bishopric, ii.

(337.

Clement VIII. burns the books of

Telesio, ii. lG:i.

his struggle witli the Jesuits, ii. 18G.

hia frankness to Bruno, ii. 186.

Clugni, Peter of (see Abelard, Bernard
of Clairvaux).

Coke (Sir Edward), dangerous rival to

Bacon, ii. 201.

Coli(i>ii/ asserts the national principle,
"ii.'iao.

how attracted to Calvinism, ii. 144.

Collins, his objections to Christianity,
ii. 455.

Coleridrn, his connection of Bacon with

Plato, ii. 214.

his influence on England, ii. 664-666.

how he learned to believe in God, ii.

668, 01)9.

his dislike of Bentham's maxims, ii.

669.

the *'
Lor/o-Snphia," ii. 670.

"Lay Sermons and Aids to Reflec-

tion," ii. 670.

reaction .against, ii. 670, 671.

how useful to a jiarty, ii. 671.

contempt ofSirWilham Hamilton for

him, ii. 673.

Columbus, efl'ect of his discoveries, ii.

95.

Comte, his principles. Preface, xxxv.-

xxxvii. ;
ii. 063, 664, 674.

Condillac. his book on "Sensations," ii.

532-5.35.

worth of his speculations, ii. 535.

how a development of Locke, ii. 535-

537.

difference from Helvetius, ii. 537.

Condorcet, his opinion of Voltaire, ii.

491, 493.

his account of the relations of Vol-

taire to Frederick II., ii. 520. (See

]'oltah'('.)

Constance, Council of (see Huss and

Gerson).

Constantine, how far a Platonist, i. 344.

his conversion, i. 345.

unites the Cliurch and empire, i. 345.

misunderstands Arius, i 34G.

Oonstanline, dislikes Athanasius, i. 347.

Constantinople, Christian institutions

introduced into, i. 346.

prelates of, despised by Julian, i.

347.

claims of^ in time of Justinian, i.

402.

communicates Greek wisdom to tho

world, i. 453. (See Rome, Helve-

tius. )

Constantitis the elder, effect of his train-

ing on Constantino, i. 345.

the younger, his feelings towards

Athanasius, i. 347.

Consulship, abolition of, connected
with expulsion of philosophers by
Gibbon, i. 409.

Cordrliers, their disputes, ii. 491.

Cordora, Laws of nature studied there
in the tenth century, i. 503.

Copernicus, his effect on Bruno, ii. 164,
165.

Corsica, Rousseau's admiration for, ii.

553.

Costno de Medici, opinion of Ficinus

of him, ii. 60, 61.

diflerence of his age from that of

Lorenzo, ii. 63.

trains Ficinus, ii. 66.

Cousin, his opinion of Proclus, i. 378,

379, 381.

of oriental philosophers, i. 475.

of the age of .-Vbelard, i. 536, 537.

commentaries on Boethius and Por-

phyry, i. 551.

idea of the relation between Abelard
and Roscellinus. i. 551.

points out Anselm's inconsistencies,
i. 552.

opinion of Boethius, i. 553.

contest between him and Ritter, i.

564 (note),
his work, ii. 662.

re\-iewed by Hamilton, ii. 672. (See

Hegel.)
Core /laH^er.f, their recognition ofaDivine

government, ii. 332.

Cowley, his opinion of Hobbes, ii. 239.

Cowper, his "
Timcinium," ii. 541.

Cranmer suspects Luther, ii. 131,

132.

Macaulay's estimate of him, ii. 138.

Cralippu.':, Greek teacher in Augustan
age, i. 247.

Crescens, his share in Justin's death, L

293 (note),

Critias (see Plato).
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Cromwell, Holibes's view of, ii. 2S9.

his recognition of a Divine govern-
ment, ii. 332.

would detest the doctrine of Hobbes,
ii. 33.

yet Hobbes is accused by Clarendon
of favouring him, ii. 33G, 337.

influence on Sterry (see Slerrii).

Crcesus, relation of Greek sages to, i.

SS
of Thales to, i. 89.

Cudworth, the best known of the Cam-

bridge Platonists, ii. 3-lG.

his merit, ii. 347.

his division of the ancient pliiloso-

phers, ii. 348.

abused by Bolingbroke, ii. 452.

Cronos (Diodorus), a Megarian, i. 138.

Cynic school, the opposite of the Cy-
renaic, i. 137.

its character, i. 137. (See Antis-

tlieneii, Diogenes.)

Cyrenaic school ends in Epicurism, i.

135.

relation to Deraocritus, i. 135. (See

Aristippiis, Anniceris, Hegesias).

Cyril of Alexandria, how like Chryso-s-
tom, and how unlike him (sec

Chri/soslom).

Cyrus the elder, an asserterofOrmuzd,
i. 79.

Cyras of Xenophon, a mere bundle of

fine qualities and true ojiinions, i.

134 (see also 78).

Damon (See Socrates, Plutarch).
D'Alembert writes an eloge on Montes-

quieu, ii. 49ti.

Damaris mentioned by St. Luke as

much as Dionysius the Areopagite,
i. 472.

Damascius, one of the last seven philo-

sophers, i. 409.

Dante, his feeling about Popes, Friars,
and Italy, i. 674.

Darius Hystaspes, an asserter of Or-

muzd, i. 79.

Darwin, his "Origin ofSpecies," Preface,
xxiv. -xxvi.

De Blyenberg, his mistake about Sa-

vonarola, ii. 409.

Decius, his love of discipline, i. 300.

Delphi (god of), i. 85, 88.

Demeter, worship of, i. 87.

Democritus, his character, circum-

stances, and philosophy, i. 98, 99.

use of his doctrine, i. 99.

Vol II. 2

Democritus, Epicurus s relation to (see

Epicurus).
Lucretius's feeling as to, i. 250.
Bacon's opinion of, ii. 223.

Demosthenes, his feeling about Philip,
i. 82.

" ^'

Descartes, his effect. Preface, xix. xxxiv.

explains the age of Encyclopedists,
ii. 291.

his birth and education, ii. 291-292.
reasons for

leavinij France, ii. 292.
his contest with \ oet, ii. 293.

dislikes Paris, ii. 293.

his admirers, ii. 293. 294.

his illness and death, ii. 294.

"Discours de la Methode,'" ii. 295-307.
contrasted with Hobbes, ii. 295.

the treatise suppressed, ii. 307.

argument with himseif about pub-
lishing it, ii. 307-309.

reasons for pubLshing minor essays,
ii. 309.

importance of his work, ii. 310, 311.
his central conviction, ii. 311.

his induction, ii. 312.

confusion of his ojiponents, ii. 312.

he exposes his own errors, ii. 313.
dedication of his "

Jlledilations," ii.

313-316.

preface, ii. 316.

his treatment of "Ideas," ii. 316.

attack of Dr. Caterus, ii. 317.

his answer, ii. 318, 319.

Mersenneintervenes between Hobbes
and Descartes, ii. 319.

Hobbes' attack and its value, ii. 319-
321.

ground of their differences, ii. 321,
323. (See Hobbes and Male-
branche. )

his doctrines contrasted ^vith those of

Malebranche, ii. 357-369.
Arnauld's relation to, ii. 368.
his relations to Spinoza, ii. 374, 375.
deductions from, ii. 396.

his affirmation about the being of

man, ii. 436-437.

place which he gives to thought, ii.

438.

transition from, to Locke, ii. 441.

Locke's attitude towards, ii. 4-t2.

Vico's attitude towards, ii. 503.

his opinion of mathematics, ii. 518.

sneered at by Voltaire, ii. 489, 490.

De Witt pensions Spinosa, ii. 374.

effect of his death on Spinosa, ii. 374.

375.
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Dialeclka of Plato, i. 157, 158.

of Aristotle, i. '.'O.', 2I);{.

Epicurua's dislike of, i. 23G.

of Chrysippus, i. '2-W.

of the Stoics, i. '242, 243.

of Ramus, ii. 145, 146.

of Kant, ii, 62G.

(See too Ptutinus.)

Dialogue (see Pinto).
Diodorus Cronos (see Cronos).

DiugntfK, the only notorious Cynic, i.

137.

contrasted with Antisthenes, i. 137.

sneered at by Voltaire, ii. 489.

Diogenes Laertius' stories abcut the

seven wise men, i. 88, 93 (notes),
about Thales, i. 89.

about pre-Socratie philosophers, i. 94,

9G, 98.

about Plato, i. 138.

Diogenes, one of the seven last philo-

sophers, i. 4(0.

Diocletian, weakened prestige of Rome,
i. 344.

Diomedes and Olaucon, i. 83, 84.

Dionysius, the tyrant (see Plato).

Dionysius, the Areopagite, suifers by
fraud of amalgamators, i. 471.

Guizot's comments on, i. 472.

the Apostle of Gaul, i. 472.

Abelard's doubts about, i. 548.

Dionysius, of Corinth, comments on
the Areopagite, i. 471.

Docetixm, i. 2S9.

Dominic, bis proclamation about the

wealth of the clergy, i. 586; ii. 20.

Dominicans, their relation to the Fran-

ciscans, i. 587-588.
their zeal against heresy, i. 590.

settled in Paris, i. 608.

why persecutors, i. 629, 630.

how like the Franciscans, ii. 17 (see

Savonarola, Eckarl, Tauler).
the dangers of, ii. 18.

Demitian, his age compared with Nero's
and Nerva's, i. 280.

DonalLifs, Augustine's battle with, i.

348.

Dorians contrasted with lonians, i. 85.

Dunning, Bentham's admiration for,

ii. 602.

Duns Scotus, disputes as to his birth-

place, i. 645.

his education, life, and death, i. 646.

his subtlety, i. 646.

the "First Principle of Things," i.

646-655.

Duns Scotus, his relations to Plato,
Aristotle, Avicenna, i. G4S, 649.

his enemies' belief about his punish,
ment, i. 655.

contrasted with Roger Bacon, i. 655.
his adherence to the maxims of St.

Francis, ii. 5.

brings logic and theology into dan-

gerous contact, ii. 7.

his effect on Gerson, ii. 37.

his relation to Occam, ii. 6, 37.

Du Pin, his view of the "
Compendium

of Theology," ii. 43.

Eadmer's account of Anselm, i. 517-
619.

Eberhard, his patronage of Reuchlin,
ii. 104.

Ecclesiastes, account of, i. 23.

Ecclesiastlcus, i. 257.

Eclecticism (see Plato, Aquinas, Ciceru,

Clemens).
Eck agrees with Luther in admiring

Reuchlin, ii. 111.

claims victory over Luther, ii. 1 1 8.

Eckart, his birth and education, ii. 19.

his changes, ii. 19.

joins the " Friends of God," ii. 20.

how he had been led to them, ii. 20,

21.

Dr. Schmidt's opinion of his changes,
ii. 2L

compared with Johannes Scotus, ii.

22.

his temptations, ii. 22, 23.

his character and iJrinciples, ii. 23,
24.

his Christian Buddhism, ii. 24, 25.

loss of moral distinctions, ii. 25.

the Papal Bull against him, ii. 25, 26

(see Tauler, Suso).
Edward I. tries to overthrow Scotch

freedom by legal quibbles, ii. 12.

cannot do it, ii. 32.

Edwards (.Jonatlian), "The Freedom of

the Will," ii. 469-470.

his character, ii. 470-471.

etfect of the eighteenth century on

him, ii. 471-472.

effect of him on England, ii. 472.

on America, ii. 472.

his relations to Locke and Spinosa,
ii. 473.

to Roman Catholic mystics, esjjeci.

ally Bossuet and Feuelou, ii. 474
his test, ii. 474, 475.

bis relation to Kant (see Kant).
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Edgeworth Mr. and Miss, treatises on

education, i. 373.

Eeswar (tlie), or Divine Light, i. 46,

48.

El-Farahi, a. Mahometan teacher, i. 590.

Egypt, differences between, and the

Jews, i. 10-11.

memorials of, i. 32, ."4.

compared with Chaldaea, i. 35, 36.

Egyptians, their dogmas quoted by
'

lamblichus, i. 333.

Eicton, the first of intelligences in

Egyjitian mythology, i. 340.

Eleatics, their principle, i. 113.

Eknchus (see Socrates).
Etizaheih (Queen), her treatment of the

Jesuits, ii. 13S.

meaning of her reign, ii. 139.

Bruno's oj)inion of her, ii. 168.

Emeth, an Egyptian intelligence, i.

340.

Empedocles (of Agrigentum), influence

of his philosophy on Sicily, i. 99.

"war of the elements," i. 100.

Aristotle's dislike of, i. 100.

his life, i. 100.

his obligations to Pythagoras, i. 103.

Encycloptdists, their characteristics, ii.

528.

Enchiridion contrasted with Arrian's

account of Epictetus (see ^»-Wa;i)-

England, effect of, on Alcuin, i. 460.

Anselm's knowledge of, i. 517.

spirit of, illustrated in John of Salis-

bury, 1. 580.

claims oi^ on Duns Scotus, i. 645,
646.

effect of, on Koger Bacon, i. 656.

effect of, on William of Occam, ii. 6.

did not accept Machiavellism, ii. 98.

eflfect ot on Elizabeth, ii. 139.

spirit of, illustrated by Hooker, ii.

190.

history of, the best help to an

Englishman in understanding for-

eign history, ii. 205-207.

effect of, on Clarendon, ii. 335-336.

spirit of, illustrated by Locke, ii. 433-

434.

how saved from dangers of imbelief,

ii. 483.

opinions of Voltaire on (see Voltaire).

cultivates the powers of Burke, ii.

586-587.
influence of Coleridge on (see Cole-

ridge.').

her rule over India, ii. 675-676.

Enoch, Bacon's opinion of, ii. 228.

Epictetu-% difference from Seneca, i. 271
272.

a practical philosopher, i. 272.

his book,, i. 272-274.
difference from C'hrysippus and Se-

neca, i. 274.

contrasted with Marcus Aurelius, i.

294, 296-297.

Eijicurus belongs to age of books, yet
has left little, i. 232.

boast of originality, i. 235.

his doctrine of Sensation, i. 236.

a mere copyist, i. 237.

dislike of law and science, i. 238.

relations to Lucretius, i. 250.

to Cicero, i. 252.

quoted by Seneca, i. 26S.

sneered at by Voltaire, ii. 489.

Locke's relation to, according to

Vico, ii. 503.

Erasmus, friendship for More, ii 100.

his hatred of foUy, ii. 100, 101.

his wit, ii. 101.

hopes from Leo X., ii. 102.

a destroyer of philosophies, ii. 102.

his Humanism, ii. 102, 103.

his view of Eeuchlui's pamphlet., ii.

106.

dislikes Luther, ii. 131. (See also

Ltither. )

Ernesti, his influence on Lessing, ii. 60S.

Eubulides the Megarian, i. 138,

Euclides of Megara, his feelings to-

wards Socrates, i. 137, 138.

his inquiry, i. 137.

Plato's acquaintance with, i. 140.

studies principles of logic, i. 187.

Eugenius IV. (See Nicolas of Cusa,

Ferrara, Council of.)

Euripides, quoted by Clemens of Alex-

andria, i. 308.

Eurytus,ja, later Pythagorean, i. 108.

Eu-sebius, his collection of the writings
of Numenius, i. 302, 304.

how suited to Constantine, i. 347-
348.

Eutyches, his heresy, i. 377.

Exodus, book of, i. 9.

Fahles, Plato's use of, i. 172 (note).

Falcodi, Papal legate in time of Hem7
III., L 659.

Falkland, his connection with Hyde, ii.

335.

Familists, Henry More frightened by,
u. 348.
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Faiamites, a Mahometan sect, i. 459.

Fenelon writes against Maleljrauche, ii.

370.

likeness of his doctrine of love to

that of Jonathan Edwards (see

Edwards).
the cause of his failure, ii. 432.

Ferdinand the Catholic, one of the
three Magians, ii. 98.

Ferrara (Council of), called by Euge-
nius IV., ii. .50.

fails in its objects, ii. 51.

Fichte, a seeker for freedom, ii. 655.

why denounced by Schelling (see

Schelting).
Ficinus (Marsilius) dedication of his

attack on Plotiniis to Lorenzo, ii.

60-02.

his superstitions, ii. 66
his translations, ii. 67.

ignores Socrates, ii. 67.

his honesty, ii. 69.

his quarrel with existing philosophy,
ii. 70.

search after the Divine, ii. 70-71.

his motives, ii. 71, 72.

on miracles, ii. 73.

Fidantius, father of Bonaventura, i.

635.

Fibner, his theory, iL 447.

Flaminius, his effect on Greece, i. 249.

Fletcher (see Shakspeare).
Florence, central city of the latter half

of fifteenth century, iL 9-i, 95. (See

Savonarola, Lorenzo.)
Floruis attacks Johannes Scotus, i.

468.

Fourier, his ideas of society, ii. 661,
662.

Fox (George), points of symi)athy with

Cromwell, ii. 333.

(Charles James), his sympathy with
French revolution, ii. 592.

France, effect of the policy of repres-
sion on, ii. 483-4Si

how affected by Voltaire's letters on

England, ii. 488.

tyranny in, its effect on the reception
of Montesquieu's book, ii. 498-499.

takes the place of England in philo-

sophy in latter half of eighteenth
century, ii. 523.

effect of Jesuits on, ii. 542.

influence on Hume, ii. 580.

and of Eeid on, ii. 580.

effect of time since the revolution

on, ii. GOl-OC-t.

Francis (St.) of Assisi, his watchword,
i. 586.

relation to Bonaventura, i. 635.
his life written by Bonaventura, i

636.

in the Paradiso, i. 674.

influence on Duns Scotus, ii. 5.

Francis I. establishes rival colleges to
the Sorbonne, ii. 141.

Franciscans, rise of, i. 586.

relations to Dominicans (see Domini-
cans).

feelings about Bonaventura and Duns
Scotus, i. 645.

effect of their life on Roger Bacon.
i. 657.

they suppress him, L 659.

types of (see Bonaventura, Occam).
division in the Order, ii. 10.

Francke leads the Pietists against 'Wolff.

ii. 519.

Franklin (Benjamin), cheered at Paris
with Voltaire, ii. 530.

Frederick Barbarossa (see Arnold of

Brescia).
Frederick II. of Germany more a Sici-

lian than a German, ii. 161.

establishes an academy in Naples, ii

161, 162.

Frederick of Prussia, his relations with
Voltaire, ii. 519-521.

Froissart, his desire to exalt knights,
ii. 32.

his account of Van Artevelde, ii. 32

Galileo, Hume's opinion of, as com-

pared with Bacon, ii. 212.

how far just, ii. 212.

GalUenus, friendship of Plotinus for.

i. 327.

Gallio, letter of Seneca to, i. 268.

Gassendi makes friends with Hobbes
ii. 237.

Gaul, schools of (see Alcuin).

apostles of (see Dionysius the Areopa-
gite).

Gaunilon writes a " Book on behalf of

the Fool," i. 524-526.

controversj' with Anselm, i. 524-527.

Gene-iis, book of, i. 5-9 (see South).

Ge/ieca, its influence on Europe througa
Calvin, ii. 13->.

on Rousseau, ii. 552-553.

Genlis (Mad.ime de), her training of

Louis Philippe, ii. 40.

Gennadius, his position iu Constantin-

ople, and defence of Plato, ii. 63-65.
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George III., his hatred of philosophy,
ii 524.

his protest against Atheism (see

Johnson).

Gerhert, his character and politics, i.

504.

stories about him, how they gathered
round him, i. 505.

defence of his love for emperors, i.

505.

stands on threshold of eleventh

century, i 506.

German;/, missionaries to, feel force of

parallel between Eucharist and

heathen sacrifice, i. 465.

centre of a healthier power than old

Rome, i. 503.

Mystics of, ii. 17.

her debt to Eeuchlin, ii. 103.

the battle there, ii. 106.

emigration ofMelancthou, importance
of, to her, ii. 110.

Germanizing of Luther and the

Bible, ii.119.

her "anguish," its effect on Bohme,
ii. 330.

victory of France over, through Vol-

taire, ii. 520.

jihilosophy of, in time of Wolff, ii.

606.

I^essing's view of, ii. 609.

movernent ofthought in, after French

revolution, ii. 655-661.

Gerson (Jean Charlier), his account of

Bonaventura, i. 636, 637.

illustrative of his period, ii. 34.

his dread of the German Mystics, ii.

39.

his proof of disinterestedness, ii. 39.

his education, il 39-40.

his desire for unity, ii. 40.

his concern in the death of Huss, ii.

40-41.

his idea of toleration, ii. 40-41.

difference in his objects from those of

Huss, ii. 41-42.

"Liber de Vitd Spirituali," ii. 43-

45.

not probably the author of the " Imi-

tation of Christ," ii, 45-46.
'•

MystkaTheologia Practica," ii. 46.
"
Dialogue Spirituel," ii. 46.

" De Triplici Theologia" ii. 46-48.

he has to fly from Paris, ii. 49.

his subsequent life, ii. 49.

his opinion of the Brothers of the

Free Spirit, ii. 49.

Gibbon, his view of the clergy, L

120 (note),
his view of Nerva's age, i. 280.

his view of the abolition of the con-

sulship, i. 409.

how he would affect a student of

Paley, ii. 600.

Gnostics, how related to Persian philo-

sophy, i. 288.

to the Christians, i. 289-291.

to the empire, i. 289.

Godeschaleus contrasted with Luther,
i. 462-463.

with Hincmar, i. 468.

his struggle with Johannes Scotua, i.

477, 478.

Godfrey de Bouillon, character of his

crusade, i. 534.

Godwin, Burke's feeling towards, ii.

595-596.

Goethe, his position in the centary, ii.

608.

his experimentalism, ii. 637 (see also

Herder, Jacobi).

Goldstnith, his opinion of Burke, ii. 590,

591.

Gomarists, their quarrel with the Ar-

minians, ii. 323.

Gorlitz, birth-place of Bohme (see

Biihme).
Goth (see Celt).

Greece opposed to Asia from earliest

times, i. 82.

counsel the chief quality of their

gods, i. 82, 83.

their theology contrasted with the

Persian, i. 83.

silence not characteristic of, i. 84.

common feeling of ditl'erent tribes of,

i. 85.

people of, unlike the Brahmins, i. 86.

history of, connection of the seven

wise men with, i. 87-88.

growth of scepticism in, i. 92.

how distinguished from barbarous

countries, i. 93.

the country of wise men, i. 114. (See

Athens.)

Greek, confusions to which he was

Hable, i. 95, 96.

Anaxagoras, how unlike, i. 100.

sages poetic, i. 108.

logic discovered by, i. 113.

Socrates a thorough Greek, i. 125.

Alexander made a Greek by Aris-

totle, i. 178.

after time of Alexander, i. 231-235.
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Greek, contrast between Greeks and Ro-
mans, i. '251, 253.

feelings strong in Corinthian followers
of St. Paul, i. 259, 260.

Latin of the empire strongly con-
trasted with the Greek in the
second century, i. 281.

Apologists (see Justin).
element in the code of Justinian, i.

402.

V orld separation of, from Latins, i.

410.

literature banished by Gregory the

Great, i. 412.

Church, attemjit to reconcilt feuJ
with Latin Church, ii. 51.

Greek culture, hope for revival of

(see Nicolas of Cusa).
reasons for its revival, by Cosmo de

Medici, ii. 65-00.

Gregory the Great, separates East from
West, i. 410, 412.

his attitude to literature, i. 411-413.

feehngs of Protestants towards, i.

413, 414.

his leading idea, i. 414-415.

his effect on the Papacy, i. 417.

on language, i. 418. (.See also Protes-

tants.)

Grer/nry Xlll. carries Bellarmin to

Some, ii. 153.

Gregory of Nyssa, appealed to by Jo-

hannes Scotus, i. 496.

Gregory of Nazianzum, exhibits prin-

ciples of Church as foundation of

life, i. 408.

GreviUe, Bruno's acquaintance with, ii.

167, 168.

Grosseteste, his quarrel with the Fran-

ciscans, i. 658. (See fincOTi, Roger.)
Grote, description of Pythagorean So-

ciety, i. 106.

his account of the Sophists, i. 117,

lis, 120.

opinion of Aristophanes, i. 117.

name for tyrants, i. 1 18

his view of the '• Choice ofHercules,"

_i.
120 (note).

his defence of the execntion of So-

crates, i. 130-131.

Grothi.t, feebleness of his position in

spite of his abilities, ii. 323.

DeJvre BeUi et Pads, ii. 323-324.

inferiority to Bohnie, ii. 32S. (See
also Vico.)

Guardian, effect on writers in, ofMon-
taigne, ii. 150.

Gitelph, Daute changed from, into a

Ghibelline, i. 674.

Guillielmus de St. Amore answered by
Bonaventura, i. 636.

Guion, Madame, her doctrine of disin-
terested love, ii. 474.

finds sometimes a resting-place in
mere Being, ii. 474.

Guizot, his connection of the work of

British missionaries in Germany
with the French revolution, i. 458.

his opinion of Hincmar and Johannes
Scotus, i. 468.

of Dionysius the Areopagite, i. 471,
472.

of Johannes Scotus, i. 473, 474, 475
485.

conseqences of this opinion, i. 476.
his opinion of Eckart, ii. 21.

Halifax, his likeness to and apprecia-
tion of Montaigne, ii. 150.

Hallam, his estimate of Nicolas V. and
Gregory I., i. 411.

his criticism on Hociker, ii. 193.

Hamilton (Sir William), are we to follow
him ? Preface, xxxiv.

his doctrine of the Infinite, Preface,
xxxviii.

his review of Cousin, ii. 672-673.
how his doctrines may be interpreteil,

ii. 673.

Hartley, David, compared with Ed-
wards, ii. 475.

his profession, ii. 475.
his idea of association, ii. 476.

of %-ibrations, ii. 476, 477.

use of his speculations, ii. 477, 478.
his riew of Locke, ii. 508.

compared with Hume, ii. 568.

his attraction for Coleridge, ii. 668.

Hartlib, Milton's letter to, compared
with Augustine's

"
Con.'ra Aca-

demicos," i. 373.

with Rousseau's "Emile," ii. 543.

Harvey, Descartes' gratitude to, and
deductions from, ii. 306.

Hebrew Scriptures, their language
aboutand relation to other nations.

Preface, xvii. xxx. xxxi.

their relation to philosophy, i. 5.

the elements of their philosophy,
where found, i. 5-13.

their actual philosophy, i. 19-25.

Hebrew prophets, i. 26-31.

Hebrew nation, relations to Egyptians,
i. 3235.
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Hebrew nation, relation to Assyrians,
i. 30.

contrasted with the Hindoo, i. 50,

51.

position in Alexandria, i. 256-259.

relation to philosojihy, i. 276-27S.

attitude of the "Apologists" to-

wards, i. 291-29.S.

Reuchlin's attitude towards, ii. 104-

lOG.

what they may yet do, ii. 676. (See

aiso Jacobi, fSjihioza.)

He.qel, his logic, Preface, xxxiv. ; ii.
'

656-657.

disjiutes about him in Germany, Pre-

face, xxxviii.

his friendship with Cousin, ii. 662.

Hcgrsias, a Cyrenaic, i. 136.

Ne'lvetius, his love of novelty, ii. 537.

Discours de VExprit, ii. 538, 539.

Mackintosh's opinion of him, how far

just, ii. 539, 540.

Henry II. of England, his struggle
with Becket (see Beclcet).

Henrti III. of England deluded by the

Friars of Innocent IV.
,

i. 658.

Falcodi's interference between Henry
and his Barons, i. 659.

Henry III. of France patronizes Bruno,
ii. 167.

Henry IV., court of, less embodies the

moral tone of the cnitury thau

that of our James I., ii. 210.

Henry VII. of England one of Bacon's
" three Magians," ii. 98.

though unscrupulous not whollj'

ignoble, ii. 98.

contrasted with Henry VIII., ii. 98.

links the fifteenth century to the

sixteenth, ii. 204.

Henry VIII. of England not a Ma-
chiavellian, ii. 98.

wishes to patronize Cornelius Agrip-

paii. 120.

fulfils with Elizabeth the promises
of the opening of the Tudor period,

ii. 204.

quarrel with Luther (see Luther).

Heraditus, of Ephesus, illustrates the

Greek confusion of the Counsel-

lor with the soul, i. 95. 96.

his love of law, but di.slike of the

Greek democracy, i. 96.

idea of the central force, i. 90.

and of tire, i. 90, 97.

of Zeus, i. 97.

"the crying philosopher," i. 97.

Herder, an eighteenth century Human-
ist, li. 038-039.

his ideas, ii. 640-642.

contrasted with Vico, i. 642.

his two religions, ii. 643, 644.

lii'ht thrown on him by Goethe, ii.

°644.

Herennius, his betrayal of the secrets of

the Magians, i. 317.

Hermes, the Egyptian, his doctrine, i.

340;ii. 67.

Hermes, the Greek god, his position in

Greek theology, i. 87.

Hermias, one of the seven last wise

men driven out by Justinian, i. 409.

Hermogenes, an AlexandrianGnostic, i.

290.

Herodotus brings out opposition be-

tween Greece and Asia, i. 82.

his view of Thales, i.
89._

of the Persian worship, i. 77.

inferiority to Thucydides, i. 117.

Hesiod, quoted by Clemens of Alex-

andria, i. 308.

Hildebrand, to whom he owed his

greatness, i. 506, 507.

his feelings towards Berengarius (see

Berengarius).
contrast with Innocent III. (see In-

nocent III.)

Hincmar, chosen by Guizot as repre-

senting theological tendencies of

his time, i. 468.

an ally of Johannes Scotus, i. 477.

Hindoo Vedas, i. 37.

worship, i. 37, 38.

connection between priesthood and

philosophy, i. 39.

the castes, i. 40.

the Bhagavad-gita (see Bhagavad
gita).

Vedas contrasted with Bhagavad-

gita, i. 49.

philosophy, soul the oliject of, i.

50.

contrasted with the Hebrew, i. 50.

interest of, i. 51, 52.

speculations contrasted with the

Chinese, i. 54.

Hoadly, Law an opponent of, ii. 326.

Hobbes, how he brought out embarrass-

ments working in other men's

minds, u. 209.

connection of his ethics with hia

politics, ii. 212.

his autobiography, ii. 235-238.

object of the "Leviathan," ii. 237.
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Ilobhes, misrepresentations of the

"Leviathan," ii. 237.
the " De Corpore," ii. 238.
his sincerity, ii. 238.

his ethics, ii. 238.

love of Homer, ii. 239.

Cowley's o)iinion of him (see Cowley).
his seLf-])raise, ii. 239.

his search for motive power, ii. 239,
240.

"Elements of Philosophy," ii. 240-
244.

great charm, ii. 243-344.
his relation to students of physical

science, ii. 245.

the '-De Cive," ii. 246-276.
the "Leviathan," ii. 276-290.
his theory of passive obedience, ii. 290.

compared with Spinoza, ii. 394-410.
need for inquiry into his conclusions,

ii. 439.

feelings of Edwards towards, ii. 470.

sympathy felt for him, ii. 439.

uselessness of the attacks on him,
ii. 439.

attacked by Bentley, ii. 478.
contrasted with Montesquieu, ii. 498. 1

his controversy with Descartes (see

Descartes).
'

Pascal's attack on him (see Pascal).
likeness to Pearson (see Pearson).

Hot/and, effect on, of Calvin, ii, 134.
of the strife of Gomarists and Armi-

nians, ii. 323.

of Grotius, ii. 324.

Spinoza's idea of its duty, ii. 392.
Homer brings out contest between

Greece and Asia, i. 82.

gives prominence to the Council
Chamber, i. 84.

linked by Empedocles to Pindar and
Lucretius, i. 100.

difference of his Zeus from the Jfous
of Anaxagoras, i. 101, 102.

inferior in recognition of principle to

Sophocles, i. 117.

why studied in the age of Pericles,
i. 140.

his effect on Greece, L 171.

quoted by Clemens of Alexandria,
i. 308.

(See Vico, Wolff, Hohbes.)
Ilomaomerice, theory of, i. 101.

Hooker, influence of his circumstances
on his books, ii. 189-190.

would not have understood Bruno,
ii. 190.

ffookeVjUOT be understood byforeifners
ii. 190,

Keble's and Walton's opinion of him
ii. 190.

the ecclesiastical jiolity, ii. 190-191.
his first sermon, ii. 191-192.
likeness to Elizabeth, ii. 192.

asserts law against opinion, ii. 192,
193.

difference from Luther, ii. 193.
his Calvinism, ii. 194, 195.

his assertion of a position for the
ciWl ruler, ii. 196.

difference from modern writers in

church and state, ii. 196-198.
contrasted with Bacon, ii. 202.

Howard of Effingham, an asserter of
the national principle, ii. 139.

Hugo de St. Vicloire contrasted with
Abelard, i. 565-566.

his book " De Sacramentis," L 566-
570.

his position ina history ofphilosophy,
i. 570.

Humanists of the sixteenth and eigh-
teenth centuries contrasted, ii. 63!)

(see Erasmus, Luther, Reuchlin,
Montaigne.)

Huma/iiti/, a favourite word of Khoung-
fou-tseu, i. 62, 63.

Bacon's use of the word, ii. 224.

worship of (see Oomte).
Hum.", his contempt for Anselm and

Eadmer, i, 518.

Rousseau's opinions of him, ii. .559-

560.

his autobiography, ii. 560-562.
his inquiry concerning human under-

standing, ii. 562.

effect on him of Voltaire, ii. 563.
his "History," ii. 563-565.
unlikeness to Johnson and George

IIL, ii. 565.

his "Principles of Morals," and its

effect, ii. 565-567.
his "Essay on Miracles," ii. 567-

576.

criticisms on Locke, ii. 567-568.
contrasted with Hartley, ii. 568.

his attitude towards the Methodists,
ii. 572-573.

ihe "Natural History of Religion,"
ii. 576-577.

how cooperates with Adam Smith,
ii. 578.

conti asted with Reid, ii. 582-585.
with Burns, ii. 586.

I
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Uitme, effect of, on a student of Paley,
u. 600.

compared >vith Bentham, iL 604, 605.

deserted by Kant, ii. 631.

Kant's opposition to, ii. 634, 635.

attributes ignorance to all men, ii.

673.

criticised by Paley {see Paley).
criticised by Kant (see Kant).
contrasted mth Kant (see Kant).

Hurd, his attack on Hume, ii. 561.

Huss, the best representative of the
fourteenth century, ii. 34.

his hatred of the Germans, ii. 34, 35.

of the Popes, ii. 35.

moralist rather than metaphysician,
ii. 35.

his relation to Wyeliffe, ii. 36.

eagerness for the Counsel of Con-

stance, ii. 40.

his death, and Gerson's share in it,

ii. 40-41.

ti-vth his object, ii. 41.

Hutten (Ulrich von), writes the £/>«-
folce Ohscurorum Virorum, ii. 1U6.

Sutton (R. H. ), essays of. Preface,
xxxviii. (note.)

Euxley, his lessons, Preface, xxiv.

Hijpatia, murder of, illustrates state

of Alexandria at the time, i. 378.

Iconoclasm, result of Mahometanism, i.

453.

lamblichus or Abammon, his search for

a brotherhood, i. 108.

the teacher of Anebon, i. 333.

answers Porphyry, i. 333.

the book "rsji ^ut>i-/»/»," i. .S.33-341.

the views of the Church about him,
i. 341-343.

attempts to resuscitate Polytheism, i.

346.

Julian's admiration for, i. 353.

greater than the Stoics of Marcus
Aurelius, i. 356.

school of, triumphant, i. 473.

appealed to by Agrippa, ii. 128.

fbas condemned by Justinian, i. 406.

Ignatiuti, head ofthe Church in Antioch,
i. 286.

Trajan's feelings towards this society,
L 286.

his dialogue with Trajan, i. 286, 287.

the meaning of his testimony, i. 287.

his condemnation, i. 287, 288.

his idea of good and evil contrasted

with the Persian idea, i. 2SS.

Ihn Sina, a Mahometan teacher, L 590.

India, a world of books, i. 37.

Burke's interest in, ii. 592.

our duty towards, ii. G75, 676.

Indra, the Hindoo feelings towards, i.

49.

Innocent III., the thirteenth century
not his

a^e,
i. 585.

difference oetween his object and
that of Hildebrand, i. 585.

not so important as the Mendicant
Ordei-s, i. 586.

Innocent IV., his extortions in England,
i. 658.

attacked by Grosseteste and Bacon,
i. 658, 639.

Innocent VIII. complimented by Pico
de Mirandola, ii. 77.

lonians (see Dorians).
Ionic school, i. 93.

Isidore, one of the last G reek Philoso-

phers driven out by Justinian, i.

409.

Islam (see Mahomet, Mahometanism).
Ithaca, love of Odysseus for, i. 84.

Jacob his character, i. 8.

Jacobins, their establishment in France,
i. 608.

Jacobi, his connection ^ith Goethe, ii.

644.

his connection with Lessing, ii. 644,
645.

his want of understanding of the

Jews, ii. 645.

his conversations with Lessing, ii.

645-648.

correspondence with Mendelssohn, ii.

648-651.
his lesson to us, ii. 654.

his "Ignorance," ii. 673.

James I., effect of his character and

dynasty in England, ii. 2U5.

how typical of his time, ii. 206-

207.

what he represented, ii. 207.

his opinions, ii. 208.

lessons from his life, ii. 209.

his court more typical of the time
than that of Henry IV. of France,
ii 210.

why Bacon might expect sympathy
from him, ii. 216.

his profane jest on Bacon, ii. 218.

preferred the ' ' Advancement of

Learning," to the " Soaum Or-

ganam," iL 218.
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Jammy, his life of Albertus Magnus,
i. 596.

/ansenists, Pascal's sympathy with, ii.

305, SfiG.

miracles of^ alluded to by Hume, ii.

571.

quarrels with Malebranche (see

Arnaulil, Malebranche).
crushed by the Jesuits, ii. 483, 484.

Augustin's effect on (see Augus-
tin).

Jerome preferred by Erasmus to Augus-
tin, ii. 111.

Jesuits, their crushing out of individual

tastes, ii. 136.

causes of their success, ii. 136, 137.

difference from Luther and St. Paul,
ii. 137.

Elizabeth's hostiUty tr>, ii. 138, 139.

influence of their creed on Bellarmin
and Mariana (see Bellarmin,
A/ariana).

their use of the Augustinian theory,
ii. 366.

their opinion of Locke, ii. 576.

their attack on Eamus (see Ramus).
Jews, Jewish (see Hebrew).
Joan, her influence on Hooker (see

Hooker).
Joan of Arc, Voltaire's treatment of, ii.

530, 564.

Job, book of, time of, i. 24.

reality, i. 24.

philosoph}', i. 25.

Bruno's view of, ii. 171 (note),
his account of the Leviathan admired

by Hobbes, ii. 276.

Jacobi's quotation from, ii. 651.

ap|iropriateness of, as a conclusion to

the History of Moral Philosophy,
ii. 652.

Johannes Scotus, the metaphysician of

the ninth century, i. 467.

Guizot's view of him (see Guizot).
his birth and character, i. 476, 477.

his interest in the Predestinariau

controversy, i. 477, 478.
how he offended his contemporaries,

i. 478.

the books "De Divisione Naturae" L
479-4S2.

his object, i. 482, 483.
his difficulties, i. 483.

worth of his speculations, 1 4S4.

summary of doctrine of his lirst book,
i. 484.

defence of his doctrine, i 484, 485.

Johannes Scotus, influence on him of
doctrine of Trinity, i. 4S7, 488.

meaning of his fourth di\'ision, i 486.
uses of analysis, i. 487.

principle of the book, i. 487.

likeness and unlikeness to Plato, i.

488, 490.

third book, i. 491-494.

fourth book, i. 494-499.

fifth book, i. 497-501.

what our judgment of him should be,
i. 501.

contrasted with Eckart, ii. 21, 22.

John (St.), his proclamation, i. 260.

quoted by Hobbes, ii. 269.

John XXII., his quarrel with Occam,
ii. 10.

John of Salisbury, a man of the world,
i. 578.

therefore useful, i. 578.

the "
Pohjcraticus,'" 18th cap. of

second book, i. 578-580.

attacks Astrology, i. 580.

seventh book, i. 580-583.

lessons to be learned from him, i.

583, 584.

Johnson (Samuel), his position and

creed, ii. 527.

forbids the marriage of Atheism and

Toryism, ii. 505.

his blunder about Bentham, ii. 603.

Jonson (Benjamin), his symjiathy with

Bacon, ii. 235.

(See Shaksprare.)

Joseph, his relation with Pharaoh, i. 32.

Josephus, his dishonesty, i. 32.

Julian, his early training, i. 347.

importance of his history, i. 347, 348.

his lost books, i. 352, 353.

letters to Libanius, i. 353, 354.

"The Caesars," i. 3.54-356.

his love of nature, i. 356.

his "Hymn to the Sun," i. 357.

his opposition to Athanasius, i. 357.

Jupiter (character of), i. 245.

Justin, the earUest Greek apologist, i.

291.

his dialogue with Trypho, i. 291-293.

his position, i. 293.

his death, i. 293.

especially a philosopher, i. 472.

his reference to Dionysius the Areo-

pagite, i. 472.

Justinian, one of the remarkable names,
of the sixth century, i. 401.

connection of his life with philosophy,,
i. 402.

i
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Justinian, as a legislator, i. 402, 403.

reasons for homage to the Popes, i.

408, 404.

his cooquests, i. 404.

contrasted with Athanasius, i. 405.

his Anti-PIatonism, i. 405.

Iiis war with the dead, especially
with Origen, i. 406.

«-ith the philosophers, i. 407-409.

abolishes the consulship (see Consul-

ship, abolition of).

his use, i. 410.

Juvenal contrasted with Seneca, i. 267.

Kant, his attempt to fix limitations to

the human mind. Preface, xix.

his lectures, ii. 019.

his books, ii. 619.

unfortunate in the phrase associated

with his name, ii. G20.

his relations to Locke, ii. 620, 621.

unlikeness to Wolff, ii. 621, 622.

his criticism on Hume. ii. 622.

sifting exjieriences, ii. 623.

his likeness to Locke, ii. 623, 024.

liis lo_;ic, ii. 625.

contrasted with Berkeley, ii. 625.
"

iJie Transcendentale Lorjik," ii. 625-

628.

"Transcendental Dialectic," ii. 628,
629.

his difference from Aristotle, ii. 630.

contrasted with Plato, ii. 630.

his Organon compared with Aris-

totle's, ii. 631.

the ideas of the reason, ii. 631-633.

his beliefin a «!ocaZ world, ii. 632, 633.
" Kritik der practischen Vernunft,"

ii. 033 634.

contrasted with Hume and Paley, ii.

634, 635.

his relations to Berkeley, Leibnitz,
and Edwards, ii. 635.

contrasted with Butler, ii. 636.

•lacobi's judgment of, ii. 647.

likeness to Locke, ii. 653.

his assertion of reason, ii. 654.

influence on Coleridge, ii. 665, 668.

Hamilton's appeal to, ii. 673.

Kcble, his opinion of Hooker's temper,
ii. 190.

Kenipis, Thomas U, characteristics of

the " Imitation of Christ," ii. 45.

why not likely to be, by Gerson, ii.

45, 46.

Milman's criticism on, ii. 46.

A'ep/er,Bruno'sacquaintancewith,ii.lS5.

K/wung-fou-tseii, his difference from the

sages of India, i. 54.

expounds Chinese history, i. 54.

and faith, i. 54, 55.

reasons for this power, i. 55.

the "Lun-yu," i. 56-61.

contrasted with Socrates, i. 57.

conclusions from his book, i. 61-64
the "Tchoung Young," i. 64-67.

Chinese ceremonial, i. 67, OS.

relations to Meng-tseu (see Meng-
tseti).

his deepest wisdom, i. 73.

his biography contrasted with that
of Zerduscht, i. 73.

Knox, in his conflict with Mary, influ-

enced by Calvin, ii. 1.34.

his belief in a God of righteousness,
ii. 340.

Kreeshna (see Bhagavad-gita, Brahm).
Kshatree, a Hindoo tribe, i. 78.

Kshetra (or body;, what it consists of.

i. 45.

KsJtetra-gna, the usurping power of the

body, i. 46.

iyaopa«7, honouredbyKhoung-fou-tseu,
i. 57, 58.

Lahfranc, his assistance to Herluinus
in the monastery at Bee, i. 508.

his birth and parentage, i. 508.

goes to Italy and France, i. 508.

his conversion, i. 509.

his entry into the monastery, i. 509.

his effect on the abbey, i. 509, 510.

his life there, i. 510.

interview withWilliam ofNormandy,
i. 510.

controversy with Berengarius, i. 511-

514.

his true position, i. 514.

contrasted with Anselm, i. 514, 510,

517.

Lange, bis persecution of Wolff, ii. 519.

Lastidianus, a, cousin of Augustin's, i.

374.

Lair, feeling of Heraclitus for, i. 96.

of Aquinas for, i. 620.

of Hooker (see Hooker').
Law (William), influence of Boehme

on, i. 325, 326.

contrasted with Tertullian, i. 326.

his humiliation, i. 326, 327.

Leibnitz, no strong patriotism in him, ii

505.

contrasted with Locke, ii. 505.

his criticisms, ii. 505, 506.
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Leibnitz, his faith in his system, ii. 506.

lessons to Ije learnt from him, ii. 507.

first hook of the " A'oveaux E^sais,"
ii. 507.

his great maxim, ii. 508.

ideas and jierceptions, ii. 509.

his disputes with Newton, ii. 510,
522.

his respect for the "
little," ii. 510.

feeling for the Infinite, ii. 510.

the "
IVieudicie," ii. 510, 511.

his opinion of Bayle, ii. 511, 512.

to whom Leihuitz is of use, ii. 612.

what he did, ii. 512.

the rest of the "
T/ieodicee," ii. 512,

513.

his controversy with Descartes, ii.

513, 514.

point of agreement with Spinoza, ii.

514.

his optimism, ii. 514, 515.

contrasted with Vico, ii. 515.

his circumstances, ii. 515.

letters to Dr. Clarke, ii. 515-517.

his relations with Queen Caroline, ii.

51.5, 523.

contrasted with Swedenborg, ii. 522.

his admiration for Locke, ii. 523.

his relations to Kant, ii. 635.

Le Maiitre, why he was listened to, ii.

671.

Leo IX. helped by the Normans, i. 507.

Leo IV., his heroism, i. 595.

Leo X., the age of, ii. 102.

his feeling about the sale of indul-

gences, ii. 116 (see too Clement IV.)

Leasing, his discoveries about Beren-

gerius, i. 512.

contrasted with Goethe, ii. COS.

his training and studies, ii. 608, 609.

his love of the stage, and acquaint-
ance with Madame Neuber, ii. 609.

his philosophy of Sensation, ii. 609.

contrasted with Wolff, ii. 609, 610^

with Burke, ii. 610.

his criticism, ii. 610, 611.

the Laocoon, ii. 010, 611.

criticism on Pope, ii. (ill.

teaches a ocience of art, ii. 611.

his Romanism and Protestantism, ii.

612.

his cssthetics and philology,ii. 612,613.
his scepticism, ii. 61,3.

the
" Wolfenbuttel Fragments," ii.

614, 615.

dislike of the Lutherans for him, ii.

615, 616.

Lesninq,
' Nnthnn tier Weise," ii. 616.

" Ernst iind FaU;" ii. 616, 617.
" Vie Erziehuiiq den Menschen-geah-

lechls," ii. 617, 618.

his faith, ii. 618.

his services, ii. 619.

an exception proving the rule, ii.

6.37.

imjiulse given by him to philology
and art, ii. 637, 638.

Liha7iiiis, letters of Julian to, i. 353.

Licinius. his use of Paganism, i. 346.

Licentius, a friend of Augustin, i. 374.

Lii'y, his history, i 245-246.

Hume's view of, ii. 574.

Locke, a man of the woild. Preface, xix.

his confutation of the existence of in-

nate notions, i. 191.

contrasted witli Hobbes, ii. 290.

opposed to Maleliranche, ii. 355.

careful treatment of him necessary,
ii. 433.

ideas connected with his name, ii.

434.

"Essay on the Human Understand-

ing," quotation from, ii. 434, 435.

his view of ontology, ii. 435-437.

bis method, ii. 437.

considerations which might have oc

curred to Locke, ii. 4,38-441.

contrasted with Descartes, ii. 441,
442.

how far a philosopher of Sensation,
ii. 442-444.

an ideaist if not an idealist, ii.

444.

his psychology, ii. 445, 446.

ethics, ii. 446.

politics, ii. 447, 448.

prophetic of the time, ii. 448.

influence on Shaftesbury, ii. 449, 451,
454.

" Treatise on Education," ii. 451.

Berkeley connected with, ii. 458.

compared with Butler, ii. 460.

criticised by Hartley, ii. 476.

extent and limits of his influence, ii.

479, 480.
"
Essay on Toleration," ii. 481-483.

contrasted with Andr6, ii. 480.

criticised by Voltaire, ii. 488, 489-

491.

contrasted with Montesquieu, ii.

498.

disliked by Vico, ii 503.

contrasted with Leibnitz, ii. 505.

(See Leibnitz.)

I
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Locke, criticised by Leibnitz, ii. 506,

508-50!), 51(5.

indifference of Wolff towards, ii.

518.

his jjosition among foreigners, ii. 523.

his relation to Bacon ami to theology,
ii. 5'24-.V2G.

supported by clergymen, ii. 526.

why he held his ground, ii. 527.

disliked by Johnson, ii. 527.

his attraction for Voltaire, ii. 531.

Condillac's opiuion of, ii. 536, 537.

made use of by Helvetius, ii. 539.

oiiposition to the old system, ii. 541.

use made of his dogmas by iiriests,

ii. 542.

his ideas on education contrasted
with Rousseau's, li. 543.

on government, ii. 553.

criticised by Rousseau, ii. 553, 554.

his security against sentiment, ii.

558.

Hume's contempt for, ii. 562-567.
Voltaire's use of, ii. 563.

preferred by Hume to Descartes aud
Malebranche, ii. 576.

a point of likeness with Hume.ii. 581.

contrasted with Keid, ii. 584.

attacked by Burke, ii. 5.13, 595.

attacked by Paley, ii. 597.

compared with Paley, ii. 598.

compared with Kant, ii. 62U, 621, 624,
635.

appealed to by Kant, ii. 627.
liketiess to Kant, ii (>53.

his recognition of the supernatural,
ii. 654.

Logic, what it can do. Preface, xxxiv.
its invention by Zeno, i. 113.

of Aristotle, i. 217-218.

tyranny of, denounced by Johannes

Scotus, i. 48 I.

by Luther (see Luther).
of Gerbert, i. 505.

denounced by John of Salisbury, i.

582.
- of Hegel and Mill (see Hegel, Mill).

Logo-Sophia (see Coleridije).

Lorraine, Cardinal of (see Ramux).
Louis IX. contrasted with Philip the

Fair, i. 674.

Louix XI. oue of Bacon's three Ma-
giaus, ii. 98.

Louis XIV., the age of, a casuistical

one, ii. 364.

his opposition to the Jansenists and
the Protestants, li. 4o3, 4S'i.

Louis XIV., Voltaire's admiration for,

ii. 564.

Lorenzo de Medici, appeal of Ficinus,

to, ii. 60-62.

effect of Ficinus on, ii. 72.

founds the Florentine Academy, ii.

73.

the victim of flattery, ii. 74-75.

his disputes with Politian, ii. 79-80.

relations to .Savonarola, ii. 84-85.

Loyola, Ignatius, the opiiouent of Cal-

vin rather than of Luther, ii. 134.

135.

attitude as a Genevan (see Geneva).
difference between Calvin and Loyola,

ii. 136.

his maxim contrasted with the max-
ims of the Church and of Lutlier

(see Jesuits).

confusions which he introduceil, i.

137-138.

Lully, Raymond, his claim to be con-

sidered a martyr, i. 661.

protected by Urlian VHI., i. 661.

effect of Majorca on him, i. 661.

his early career, i. 662, 663.

his ex|jedition to the Saracens, and

mart^'rdom, i. 664-666.

the "Ara Brevis," i. 666-673. (See

Bruno).
Lucan contrasted with Seneca, i. 267.

Lucian of Samosata, his satires on Py-
thagoras not a safe guide, i. 103,
313.

Lucretius, peculiarity of his poems, i.

248.

influence of his age on him, i. 249.

his relations to Democritus aud Epi-
curus, i. 250

"Lun-yu," book of Khoung-fou-tseu's
discourses (see Klwunrifou -t.-ieii).

Luther, compared with Godeschalcus,
I. 462-463

Augustine's relation to, i. 463.

feeling towards Scholastics, i. 624.

his sayings about "words," ii. 107,
110.

his acquaintance with Melanothon,
ii. lUl-111.

his opinions of Reuchlin, Erasmus,
and Augustiu, ii. 111.

becomes a theologian in the convent,
ii. HI.

effect on him of Cicero, Plato, ii. Hi-
ll 2.

of Augustiu, ii. HI, 112. (See

Augustin.)
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Luther, denounces Aristotle, ii. 112-

114.

his ideas about freedom of the con-

science, ii. 114-115.

contrasted with Augustine, ii. 115.

his admiration for Tauler, ii. 115.

his contest with Leo X., ii. ll(i.

the Wittenberg theses, ii. 117-1 IS.

contrasted with Savonarola, ii. 118.

his influence on society, ii. 118-119.

his opposition to Henry VIII., ii.

119.

to the Humanists, ii. 119.

becomes Germanized with the Bible

(see Qfrmnmi).
his use of printing, ii. 120.

cannot help the peasants, ii. 120-

121.

his view of the Anabaptists, ii. 121.

his likeness to them, ii 121.

influence on morals, ii. 121, 122.

his dislike to psychology, ii. 122, 12.S.

attitude towards ontology, ii 123,
124.

towards science and h'gic, ii. 124,

125.

respected by Cornelius Agrippa, ii.

120.

contrasted with Paracelsus, ii. 131.

opposition to all the men of his time,
ii. 131.

opposition to the Schoolmen, ii. 132.

his death, ii. 133.

contrasted with Melancthon and Cal-

vin, ii. 131, 132, 134-135.

with Loyola, ii. 137.

his insurrection on behalf of spiritual

against intellectual world, ii. 215.

his feeling about sin, ii. 340.

the pain of being a thinker, ii. 422.

why he forsook Aristotle and

Aquinas, ii. 436.

contrasted with his followers in the

eighteenth century, ii. 615.

Lycurgux, difiiculty of making out his

existence, i. 74.

his legislation compared with Solon's,

and contrasted with the Persian,
i. 8.5.

appealed to by Agrippa, ii. 128.

Lysis, a later Pythagorean, i. 108.

Macaulay, his opinion of Seneca, i. 2()7.

of Cranmer's work, ii. 138.

Machiavelll, his tine, ii. 96.

reasons for studying Borgia, ii. 96-

97.

MachiaixlU, the "
Principe" ii. 97.

its eff'ect in Italy, France, and Spain,
and failure in England, ii. 97-98.

contrasted with More, ii. 99-100.

dangers of, to Bacon, ii. 202.

Mackmtoih, his admiration for Berke-

ley's style, ii. 458.

his bitterness against Helvetius, ii.

539-540.

Magians, their conflict with Zerduscht,
i. 75.

their worship of Ahriman, i. 75.

their astrology, i. 76.

ojiposed officially to the king, i. 79.

their conspiracies, i. SO.

syni|)athy with their pursuits attri-

buted to Anaxagoras, i. 102.

their science studied by Plotinus, i.

317.
" the three."

(See Henry VII., Louis XI., Fer-

dinand. See also jMahouielans).

Mahomet, his proclamation, i. 4.52.

restores Greek faith, i. 452, 453.

his influence on Constantinople, i.

453.

on philosophy, i. 453.

com[iared with Gregory the great, i.

453, 454.

effect on England, i. 458.

Mahomet II. patronizes Gennadius, ii.

64.

Mahometans, Charlemagne's victory

over, i. 459.

their use in Spain, i. 503.

effect of metaphysics on, in the

thirteenth century, i. . 90.

likeness to the old Magians, i. 591.

acquaintance with Greek, i. 592.

n^lect the Koran for Aristotle, i.

592 (see Averroes, Arrian).
difference between them and -Chris-

tians as to discussions on the soul,

i. 602.

LuUy's expedition to (see LullyX
Mahometanism

,
its struggle with Chris-

tianity, ii. 1-3.

Maivionides criticized by Spinoza, ii.

407.

Mainwaring, his doctrines despised by
Clarendon, ii. 337.

Majorca, its effect on LuUy (see Lully).

Malehranche, Voltaire's attitude to-

wards, ii. 351.

his relation to Descartes, ii. 351-

352.

his birth and education, ii. 352.
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Mahhranche, the "Recherche de la

Verite," Ji. 353.

influence of Descartes on him, ii.

353.
"

Eiitret'mis fur la Metaphysiqne" ii.

353-364.

compared to Locke, ii. 355.

Berkeley's interview with (see Berk-

eley).

a witness against casuistry, ii. 365.

his contest with Arnauld (see Ar-

nnukV).

grounds of his difference from Ar-

nauld, ii. 369, 370.

compared to Bossuet, ii. 371.

how far a Rationalist, ii. 371, 372.

his prayer in the " Meditations Ohre-

ticnnes, ii. 372.

his opinion of Spinoza, ii. 372.

reason for that opinion, ii. 377.

a decree enforced against, ii. 484.

relations with Andrfe, ii. 485.

Andrfe's affection for, ii. 486.

sneered at by Voltaire, ii. 4'JO.

Mamlecillc, his view of the world, ii.

455.

Manicheans, book of Augustin on, i.

376.

conflicts of Augustin with, i. 463.

attacked by Duns Scotus, i. 647.

Luther's objection to, ii. 112.

Jl/ansel, controversy with. Preface, xlii.

(note).

Mariana, contrasted with Bellarmin,
ii. 153.

his sanction of tyrannicide, ii. 153,
154.

reasons for preferring him to Bellar-

min, ii. 154.

is converted from a Schoolman into

a man, ii. 157-158.

"De Kege et Regis Institutione," ii.

158-161.

failure of his hopes, ii. 161.

JU uthematics, influence on Anaxi-

mander, i. 103-104.

on Pythagoras, i. 104.

ideas of Plato and Aristotle on, con-

trasted, i. 189.

John of Salisbury's view of, i. 578.
Bacon's use of, ii. 224.

Maximilian, his treatment of the Jews,
ii. 105.

Maxinnis, Julian's admiration for, i.

353.

Greek divine, translated by Jo-
hannes Scotus, i. 472

Mian, Aristotle's doctrine of, i. 222.

Meaux, M. de, Feuelon's contest with,
ii. 370.

Medians contrasted with the Persians,
i. 79.

Medici, their influence on Florenoe,
ii. 94 (see Cosmo de Medici, Lorenzo
de Medici).

Medism, Anaxagoras accused of, i.

102.

Megarian School (see Ai-istippus, Euc-

tides, Eubulides, Plato).
Memorabilia (see Socrates, Xenophon),
Melancthon, his view of Scholastic

controversies, i. 624.

Reuchlin's adxnce to, ii. 110.

relations to Luther, ii. 111.

his restoration of Aristotle, ii. 114.

respected by Agrippa, ii. 126.

at heart a Schoolman, ii. 132.

MemlelKKohn, his relations with Lessing,
ii. G45-648.

his character and feelings, ii. 645.

his relations with Jacobi, ii. 648-651.

Mendicant Orders (see Dominicans,
Franciscans).

Meng-tseu, his dialogues and maxims,
i. 69-72.

his account of Khoung-fou-tseu, i.

72.

difference from Khoung-fou-tseu, i.

73.

Mercury, reverence of Proclus for, i.

389.

Mersenne, his friendship for Hobbes, ii.

236, 237.

his attack on Atheists, ii. 236.

tries to administer the Sacraments
to Hobbes, ii. 237.

Metaphysics concerned with something
else than the objects round one,

Introduction, xliii.

enquiries into, contrasted with moral

enquiries. Introduction, xliv.

meaning of the word, as used by
Aristotle, i. 197 (see Philosophy,
Ontology).

Metaphysician of the ninth century,
Johannes Scotus, i. 467.

Metempsychosis (see Pythagoras).
Methodist movement, ii. 667.

its effects, ii. 668 (see also Butler,

Wesley, Whitfield).
Michael Angelo, effect of Florentine

Platonism on, ii. 72.

Michelet, his remarks about Godeschal-

cus, i. 462.
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ilichelet, his criticisms on Spinosa, ii.

414, 416, 417.

Mill, are we to follow his logic, Preface,

xxxiv.

his recognition of the effect pro-

duced by Coleridge, ii. 665, 666-

671.

effect of the Benthamite training on

him, ii. 672.

shown in his book on logic, ii. 672.

difference between him and the other

men of that school, ii. 672.

Military Orders (see Templars).

Milman, his comjilaint of the " Imitatio

Christi," ii. 40.

Milton, his scheme of education com-

pared to that of Eamus, ii. 147.

letter to Mr. Hartlib (see Hartlib).

the character of his writings, ii. 211.

feelings of Puritans and Koyalists
towards him, ii. 341.

moral of
" Paradise Lost," ii. 341.

charge of Arianism against him, ii.

341.

iiabit of looking at the fall of Adam
as the centre of the universal

history, how it affected him, ii.

341, 342.

his Arianism, ii. 342.

compared to South, ii. 342.

MoleswortJi, his translation of Hobbes,
ii. 240.

dedicates it to Grote, ii. 241.

Monasteries, their introduction into

England, i. 4o6.

their "effect in the early half of the

twelfth century, i. 534-536.

contrast between the idea of them
in the time of Bernard and in that

of Anselm's, i. 537.

Monnica, Augustin's feeling about her,

i. 374.

Monothelile controversy, its importance,
i. 451.

Montaigne, reasons for speaking of him,
ii. 149. 150.

his character, ii. 150.

his intluenee in England, ii. 150.

his apology for Kaimond de Sebonde,
ii. 151," 152.

Montesquieu, his introduction to Lon-

don, ii. 495.

the "Leltres Persannes," ii. 495, 496.

the "
Ssprit des Lois," ii. 496-500.

his effect on Pitt and England, ii.

496, 497.

contrasted with Locke, ii. 498.

Montesquieu, his relations with Queen
Caroline, li. 523.

Rousseau's sympathy with, ii. 552.

Moral obligation (Cicero's feeling of),

i. 253.

philosophy, what it means. Introduc-

tion, xliv.

Moralist, Johannes Scotus less a moral-

ist than a metaphysician (see Meta-

physician).
John Huss, a moralist rather than a

Mystic, ii. 35.

Morheka, his translat ion of the treatises

of Proclus, i. 3S9.

More (Sir Thomas), his testimony

agaiust Machiavelli, ii. 98, 99.

the'"Utopia" (Ist book), ii. 99, 100.

his character, ii. 100.

contrasted wdth Erasmus, ii. 100,

101.

More (Henry), his idea of Platonism,
ii. 348.

the "
Mystery of Godliness," ii. 348,

349.

contrasted with Cudworth, ii. 349.

Mortrera, teaches Spinoza, ii. 373.

his denunciation of Spinoza, ii. 374.

Moses, his birth and education, i. 9.

his proclamation to the Jews, i. 1 1 .

a prophet, i. 26.

theory of Josejihus about, i. 32.

vindicates a moral order, i. 33.

compared to Plato by Numeuius, i.

301, 302.

his account of the creation contrasted

with that of South (see South).

Mosheim, his translation of Cudworth,
ii. 346.

his ecclesiastical history (see Baro-

nius).

Myslirism essential part of Brahmin-

ism and Buddbism, but despised

by the Chinese, i. 54.

of Hugo de St. Victoire, i. 565.

of the Germans (see Eckart, Tauler,

iSuso).

of Hobbes, ii. 277.

Napoleon, triumphs of, in Germany, ii.

520.

his scorn of philosophers, ii. 661.

yavigius, brother of Augustin, i. 374.

Neander, his remark about Nicolas of

Basle, ii. 26.

xVeo-Platonism, its debt to the cour-

tiers of Gallienus, i. 328.

(See Plotinu.1, Porphyry.)
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A'eo-Platonisin of Constantine, i. 344.

in the fifth century, i. 377.

Johannes Scotus' relation to, i. 473,
474.

Nero patronizes Seneca, i. 206.

flattered by Lucan, i. '207.

contrasted with Augustus by Seneca,
i. 270, 27].

Epictetus s feeling towards, i. 272.

Seneca's idea of, i. 274.

Herva, age of, i. 2S0.

Nestorius. his heresy, i. 377.

Neiiher, Madame (see LessmrJ).

Newton, doctrine of, i. xxiv. -xxv.

his disputes with Leibnitz (see Leib-

nitz).

theory of Leibnitz about, ii. 516.

his effect on natural science, ii. 525.

Nico'(t.i of Basle, a VValdensian martyr,
ii. 26.

Nicolas or Nicolaus of Cusa, brought
into notice by the Council of Basle,
ii. 49.

his birth and education, ii. 49.

belongs to the "Brothers of the Com-
mon Life," ii. 49, 50

their effect on him, ii. 50.

his work at the CouncU of Basle.
ii. 50, 51.

his calamities, ii. 51, 52.

patronized by Pius XL, ii. 52.

his position in history, ii. 52.

"DeDoctd Jgiwraniid," u. 52-57.

contrasted with Gerson, ii. 57.
" J)e Pace Fidei," a. 58.

"jDfi VenatioTie Sapienlice" ii. 58, 59.

ends the age of councils, ii. 59.

his "ignorance," ii 673.

Niculaux of Pax, biographer of Lully,
i. 665.

Nicolas III. succeeds Clement IV., i
660.

Nicolas V. contrasted ^s-ith Gregory 1.,

i. 411.

his patronage of Nicolaus of Cusa, ii.

51.

effect which such a Pope might have,
ii. 119.

Nicole of Clamenge, a man of great

purpose, ii. 39.

Noqaret, his struggle with Boniface,
i. 12

Novtinnlists' controversy with the

Realists, i. 553, 554.

Abelard chooses another name for

the controversy, i. 553.

use of the words, L 554.

Vol IL ^

Nominall<:fs^ doctrine embodied in a
new form by Al)elard, i. .558.

these controversies attacked by John
of Salisbury, i. 5S2.

diflerence between the earlier and
later Nominalists, ii. 7.

Occam's Nominalism (see Occam).
of Paris in the fifteenth century, ii.

38.

Normandy, the intellectual centre of

Europe in the eleveuth century,
i. 506-507.

trains Lanfranc, i. 507-508.

Normandy (William of), his relations
to Lanfranc, i. 510.

contrasted with Rufus, i. 517.
Nuus (see A naxaqoras).
Numenius, a Pythagorean in the second

century, his ideas about Moses and
Plato (see Moses).

his book about the "Good,"!. 302.
303.

the secret discipline, i. 303, 304.
his history of the Platonic school, i.

304.

Occam CWilliam of), compared with
Duns Scotus, ii. 6.

interest in politics, ii 6.

change which he finds in the position
of Nominalism (see Nominalists).

both a logician and a theologian, ii

7,8.

struggle with John XXII., ii. 10, 11.

his dialogue, ii. 11-14.

his attitude towards the canonists,
ii. 13.

his Eight Questions, ii. 14.

how a defender of priests, ii 15.

his effect, ii. 16, 17.

compared with the German reformers,
a 17.

his use of college disputation, ii. 17,
18.

compared to Wycliffe, ii. 30.

his services to philosophy, ii. 30.

Odin, difficulty of discovering his exist-

ence, i 74.

Odyssms, the type of Greek character,
i. 84.

not found in Eoman history, i 245.

Ody.^sey. contrasted with Qidipus
Tyrannns, i. 117.

(Ecolavipadius brings Paracelsus to the

University of Basle, ii. 129.

Olympius, an Alexandrian, has con-

tempt for Plotinus, i .'i'20.
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Olympus, the assemblies in, i. 83.

Um (name of), its importance to the

Brahmins, i. 39.

Ommi/iadi-1, a Mahometan sect, i. 459.

Ontology, bearings o^ on Aristotle's

politics, i. 'I'M.

of the Stoics, i. 241.

of Plotiinis, 1. 3-JO.

of .\lbertus Magnus, i. C05.

effect of the reformation on, ii. 123.

Bacon's attitude towards, ii. 222-224.

of Aristotle, ii. 4.S5.

treatment of, by Locke, ii. 445.

Wolff's treatment of, ii. 518.

in France in this century, ii. 662.

Oranrjn, William of, tlif. Silent, attrac-

tion of Calvinism for him, ii. 144.

Oranije, William of (.III. of England),
how he was formed, ii. 324.

Origeri, his biography contrasted with
that of Clemens, i. 307.

Porjiliyry's charge against, i. 317.

Justinian's anathemas on, i. 4U6.

Guizot's blunder about, i. 470.

Ormuzil, nominally reverenced by the

Magians, i. 75.

gives way to Ahriman, i. 75.

worshipped by Zerduscht, L 76, 77.

invisible world alone left him by the

later philosophy, i. 77.

need of other modes of declaring him,
i. 79.

contrasted with Zeus, i. 82 (see too

Cyrus, Darius).

Osiris, his place in Egyptian theology,
i. 340.

Ostrogoths, the struggle against, a

tight against Arianism, i. 404.

Ottoman race, its difference from earUer

races, ii. 2.

its ascendancy in fourteenth centuiy,

Pudilla (Mariana's thoughts of), ii.

157.

Paine (Thomas), Burke's attitude to-

wards, ii. 595.

Palatine (Princess), friend of Descartes,
ii. 293, 294.

Paley, his denial of a conscience, Pre-

face, xx.\iv. XXXV.
his doctrine of expediency, ii. 596.

his attitude towards Hume, ii. 596,

597.

his political philosophy, ii. 597, 598.

his simphciliy and subtlety, ii. 598,
599.

Paley,
" The Endences of Christi-

anity," ii. 599.

the " Moral and Political Philo-

sophy," ii. 599.

his conflict with Hume, ii. 599, 600.
effect of Gibbon on Paley's followers,

ii. 600.

the "Natural Theology," ii. 601.

conclusion from his works, ii. 602.

Bentham's doctrine like his, ii. 604.

compared with Bentham, ii. 6U2, 605.
Kant's opposition to, ii. 630-631, 634.

contrasted with Kant, ii. 634.

Pandoos, Arjoon of the sect of, i. 41.

Panl(enus, first teacher of the Alexan-
drian school, i. 307.

Pantheism of the Hindoos, i. 39.

of Marcus Aurelius, i. 297.
of .Johannes Scotus, i. 482; ii. 21.

of Spinoza (see SiJino:a).

Papacy, effect of Gregory upon it, i.

417.

its history, i. 417.

checked by the emperor, i. 459.
relation of Europe to, the question of

the tenth century, i. 506, 507.
the champion of freedom against
German despotism, i. 571.

its weakness, i. 571.

less important in the thirteenth cen-

tury than the Mendicant Orders, L
5S6.

Occam's attitude towards, ii 9.

effect on Savonarola, ii. 90.

feelings of Luther and Henry VIIL
about, ii. 119.

demands in time of Innocent IV.

{See Innocent IV.)
Occam's attacks on (see Occam).
attitude of Huss towards (see Huss).

Paracelsus, his early training, ii. 129.

compared with Roger Bacon, ii. 129,
130.

the inconsistencies and moral of his

hfe, u. 130, 131.

his feehngs about alchemy and astro-

logy, ii. 131.

not a representative man, ii. 131.

Paris, Julian's afl'ection for, i. 356.

the first bishop of, said to be Dio-

nysius the Areopagite, i. 472.

Abelard's contests at (see Abelard).
L'Diversity of, its ueeds, L 577.

the age of, i. 577, 578.

the battle-field between the Mendi-
cant Orders and the new philo-

sophy, L 587.
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ParU, state of. in latter half of the
tenth century, i. 607-609.

coiiiiection of Duns Scotus with, i.

046.

Roger Bacon studies at, i. 6o6.

Lully desires to go to, i. 662.

its work in the hfteenth century, ii.

38.

Descartes at, ii. 291-293.

preachers of, in seventeenth century,
ii. 345.

Voltaire's influence in, ii. 492.

his last visit to, ii. 530.

Parmenides, takes up the enquiries of

Xenophanes, i. 110.

difference of, from Xenophanes, i.

110, 111.

his doctrine of the "One," i. 111.

Zeno's defence of (see Zeno of Elea).
how he became a metaphysician, i.

154.

the ' ' Parmenides "
of Plato (see

Plato, Prochts).
followers of, their effect on science,

i. 180.

discourses on, by Proclus, i. 386.

Pascal, the Lettres Provinckdes, U. 364,
365.

compared with Malebranche, ii. 365.

his Jansenism, ii. 365.

the champion of the Port-Eoyal
Society, ii. 366.

quoted byJacobi, ii. 649.

alluded to by Hume, ii. 571.

Paschasius Eadbertus, his controversy
about the Sacraments, i. 462.

cause of the jiopulai'ity of his doc-

trine, i. 464.

better illustration of the theological
element in philosophy than Hinc-
mar, i. 468.

Pater-noster, use of, Preface, xvii.

xviii. xxviii.

/'aiiZ (Father), his influence on Bruno's

fate, ii. 186.

Paul (St.), change in his ci'eed, Preface,
xxxii.

his effect on philosophy, i. 259, 260.

likeness of his language to that of
Marcus Aurelius, i. 298.

difference of Erasmus and Luther as

to, ii. 111.

the guide of Hooker, ii. 193, 197.

appealed to by Hobbes, ii. 241.

contrasted with Hobbes, ii. 253.

quoted by Descartes, ii. 314.

cause iifLuther'satuactionfoi'.ii.436.

Pauthier, his translation of Khoimg-
fou-tseu, i. 56, 57.

his apology for a phrase in liis tran-

latiou, i. 63.

Pausaiiias, his assumption of the Per-
sian dress, i. 85.

Pearson compared with Hobbes, i. 574.
Peasants' war, ii 120, 121.

Pelayius, only partially a cham|>ion of

spiritual freedom, i. 455.

Peloponnesiun war, the thoughts which
it suggested, L 118.

Peiiauder belongs to region of fact, i.

87.

Pericles, relation of, to Anaxagoras, i.

101, 102.

understood the Athenians, i. 114.

the age of, i. 114, 11.5, 117
Hobbes' view of, ii. 250.

Perrens, his evidence about Savonarola.
ii. 91 (note).

Persia, movement in, of theological re-

form (see Zerduscht).

worship of, in time of Herodotus,
i. 77.

represents the royal as opposed to

the priestly rule, i. 79.

tendency in, to Light-worship, i. 80,
81-83.

the representative of Asia in Hero-
dotus"s history, i. 82.

their theology contrasted with that
of the Greeks (see Ormuzd).

character contrasted with the Spar-
tan and Athenian, i. 85.

Peter the Lombard, his training, i.

572.

contrasted with Hugo St. Victoire,
i. 572, 573.

his book of sentences, i. 572-576.

merits, i. 574.

influence of Augustine on, i. 574.

dangers of, i. 576.

compensation for them, i. 577.

belongs to the university age, i. 578.
Petit (Jean), his defence of the murder

of the Duke of Orleans, ii. 39.

Gersou's condemnation of, ii. 39, 49.

Petrarch, Lorenzo de Medici preferred
to, by Ficinus, ii. 75.

Pfefferkorn, his hostility to Reiichlin,
ii. 105, 106.

Pharisees, the sect of, i. 277.

Philip II., the grand idea of his life,

ii. 161.

Philip 111., Mariana's lesson to, ii

16L
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Philip of Maceilon, the beginner of a
new epoch, i. 177.

Philo, liis character, i. 257.

his philosophy, i. 257, 258.

his merits, i. "258.

his deficiencies, i. 2.')9.

compared with Seneca, i. 276.

PMIvlaus, a later Pythai;orean, 1. 108.

Philoponuf,, charges aaainst him, ii. 64.

Philompher (name of), to whom con-

fined, Introduction, xlv.

attributed first to I'ythagoras, i.

103.

use of the name by Socrates, i. 103,

130.

duty of, Seneca's view of (see Seneca).
how related to the prophet, i. 26.

duty of, to the nniltitude, i. ICiS.

the science of, i. 20.'!.

use of name by I'hilo, i. 257.

described by Plotinus, i. .322.

Philosopliy, meaning of, Introduction,
xliii.

physical, xliii.

metaphysical, xliii.

moral, xliv.

chronological divisions of, xlvi.

recognition of, by the Hebrew Scrip-

tures, i. 5. (See Hebrew, Job.)
influence of Egypt, Phcenicia, and

Assyria on, i. 32.

of the Hindoos (see Hindoo, Budd-

hist, Urahmin).
its appearance in Asia earlier than

in Eurojip, i. 53.

in China, philosophy a history, i. 54.

Persian, *c. (see Per.na, Magian, Or-

muzd, ZerdiLichi.)

specially characteristic of Greece, i.

81.

the beginning of, i. 87, 88.

Thales begins, i. 91.

connection of, with poetry, i. 108.

(summary of), in the Eepublic, i.

173.

of the age of Pericles, its objects, i.

177.

efl'ects on, of St. Paul and St. John

(sec Paul, St., John, St.)

of the old world, i. .;63.

of Seneca (see Seneca),
what it is concerned with, i. 309,

310.

where it came from and how (accord-

ing to Clemens), i, 312.

connection of Arian controversy

with, i. 346-347.

Philomphtj, relation of events in fifth

century to, i. 377.

opposition of Arians to, i. 415.

new impulse towards, i. 416.

definition of by Boethius, i. 431.

appears to Boethius as a woman,
i. 439.

her relation to theology (see Theo-

logy).

obligation of, to Mahomet, i. 453.

absence of, in the tenth century, i.

502.

division of, by Bonaventura, i. 640.

visits Raymond Lully, i. 673.

character of, in the first thirteen

centuries. Preface to vol. ii. ix.

effect on, of the struggle of Mahome-
tanism and Christianity, ii. 1-3.

controversies of, from the thirteenth

century to our own. ii. 3.

revival of, in the fifteenth century,
ii. 62.

(See Ficinus, Vico, Lorenzo de Me-

dici.)

attitude of Bacon towards, ii. 214.

the object of, according to Hobbes,
ii. 243.

of the eighteenth and nineteenth

centuries, as important as those

of preceding centuries, ii. 433.

the ancient, Voltaire's view of, ii.

4S9.

opinion of Vico of (see Vico).

connection in Germany with art

and philology in eighteenth cen-

tury, ii. 638.

later manifestation of (see England,
France, Germany, India, Hebrew).

PhilO'lralK.t, his account of Apollouius
of Tyana, i. 275.

Phcenicia <lid not produce any philoso-

phers, i. 32.

why it did not, i. 34, 35.

its intercourse with .Judea, i. 35.

Pico di Mirandula, Ficinus's account of

him, ii. 60-62.

affection of Ficinus for him, ii. 66.

his honesty of conviction, ii. 69.

his hfe, ii. 75-78.

effects of his conversion on him, iL

78.

relations to Savonarola, ii. 79.

his treatises on "
Being and Unity,"

ii. 79-82.

his answers to objectors, ii. 83.

contrasted with Savonarola, ii. 33,

34.
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Pico di Mirandula, helps to explain the

iuflueuce of the Medici on Florence,
ii. 94.

Pierre d'Ailly, effect of his nominalism,
i. 3S.

his power of self-sacrifice, i. 39.

Pietists (see Fraiicke).

Pisistratus, age of, morally inferior to

that oif Pericles, i. 117.

Pitt uses Montesquieu's words as a

watchword in his movements for

reform, ii. 497.

his attitude in the early days of the

French revolution, ii. 592.

Pitlacus, one of the seven wise men, i.

87.

Pius II. (see Nicolas of Cusa).
I'liis IV. patronizes Telesio, ii. 163.

Plat', how he exhibits Socrates to us,

Preface, xix.

necessity of studying the earlier

philosophers before studying him,
i. 114.

his use of the word "
Sophist," i.

116, 117.

Socrates' dream about him, i. 138.

his early writings, i. 139.

influence of Socrates on him, i. 139.

his couuection with Dion and Diou-

ysius, i. 1.39.

relation to the Socratic schools, i.

140.

his explanation of Socrates' avoid-

ance of theories, i. 140.

why he wrote Dialogues, i. 141-142,
their character, i 14"2-143.

his supposed Eclecticism, i. 143.

his love of moral distinctions, i. 143-

144.

the Socratic Dialogues, i. 14.")-i46.

the Dialogues which refer to the old

philosophers, i. 146-147.

his study of the lleracliteans and the

Eleatics, i. 148.

of Prota;.'oras, Xenophaues, aud Par-

meiiides, i. 149.

not a theorist, i. 150-1.51.

his dialectics aud ethics, i. 151-152.

the "
Pli(Bdriis," i. 152.

the "
Goraias," i. 152-153.

the "
Thetetetus," i. 153.

third class of dialogues, i. 153-155.

the "
Parjnenitles," i. 155.

the "Sophis'," i. 1.55-156.

the Dialectics (see Dialectics).
connected with politics, i. 158.

the "Republic," i. 158-171.

Plato, "Republic" contraste 1 with the
"
Laws," 1. 166.

the close of it contrasted with the
"

PluHdo,'- i. 171-172.

his use of failles (see Fables).
his relation to Pythagoras, i. 173.

the " T' nice IIS," i. 173-176-

Bacon's criticism on, i. 178.

date of his death, i. 176.

his discovery of Aristotle's worth,
i. 177-178.

succeeded by Speusippus, i. 178.

contrasted with Aristotle, i. 179-185,
187.

criticism of Aristotle on him, i. 181,

182.

reason of dissatisfaction of his pupils,
i. 182, 1S;5.

Dialectics of, contrasted with those of

Aristotle (see Dialtxtics).

Mathematics contrasted in same way
(see M atliematics).

Metaphysics similarly contrasted, i.

207, 216, 218.

diti'erence from Aristotle about ar-

rival at certain conclusions, i. 233.

Zeiio of Cittium's opposition to (see

Zeno).
contrasted with that of the Stoics,

i. 242.

the academy founded to follow him
misunderstauds him, i. 243-244.

result of this misunderstanding, i.

244-245.

Philo's inability to solve his ilifficul-

ties, i. 258.

his tendency to believe in an Atlantis,
i. 264.

Justin's feelings towards, i. 292.

Numeuius's theory about, i. .'Wl-302.

admiration of Clemens for, i. 308.

likeness of Plotinus to, i. 324.

doctrine of, characteristic of the third

century, i. 330.

assumption of lambliohus as to, i.

333.

reason why Augustin resorted to, i.

:i5S.

Augustin's regret of his reverence for

him, i. 372.

lectures of Proclus on (see Produs).
how far his followers in the time of

Proclus understood liim, i. 39.'i, 394.

fall of his doctrines no cause for re-

gret, i. 398-399.

succeeded by Ari.'stotle, i. 399-400.

Triad of (see Proclus).
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Plato, principles of the "Oorgias" re-

assertcil by Boethius, i. 444.

agreement of Johannea Scotiis with
him in his view of man, i. 488.

dilferences of the Platonisni of the

first, ninth, and tliiril centuries, i.

4<)().

views of Ficinua ahout, ii. GO-6'2.

revival of the study of him in

Florence, ii. G.'J-OT.

reasons for tlie admiration of him in

Florence, ii. ()7-68.

difference between him and Plotinns,
ii. CS.

effects of the revival of this study, ii.

72-73.

ideas of Pico de Mirandula about, ii.

81.

differences between him and Aristo-

tle, ii. 81-82.

feelings of Enismus towards, ii. 102.

Bacon's view of him, ii. 223.

studied by Cudworth, More, &c. (see

Cudirnrt/i, Afore (Henry), Smith).
denounced by Locke, ii. 48.5.

sneered at by Voltaire, ii. 489.

affection of Vico for him, ii. 503.

Kant's attitude towards, ii. ()3U-631.

likeness of his times to the present
times, ii. t).56.

feelings nf Schleiermacher towai'ds,
ii. 057.

Plautus, Luther's study of him, ii lU.
Plelho, Cosmo's admiration for, i. 63.

his life, i. 63-64.

his controversy with Gennadius, i. 64.

defends Plato's orthodoxy, i. 64.

his enthusiasm increased by Italian

friends, i. 65.

his advantage over Gennadius, i. 65-

66.

difference of, from Ficinns, i. 66.

effect of his lectures on Ficinus, i. 68.

his knowledge of the character of

some of Plato's supporters, i. 68-

69.

Plotinun, influeuce ofAmmonius on him,
i. 317.

his career, i. 317.

his disciples, i. 317-

a oonverser rather than a writer, i.

318.

his object, i. 318-319.

how different from that of Socrates,
i. 319.

the "
Emirad.%" i. 319-323.

Dialectics, i. 321.

Plotiiius, relation of, to the Christians
i. 323-324.

training which he recommends, i.

324-325.

theory of evil, i. 325.

his dislike to the Gnostics, i. .'(25

326.

his theology, i. 327.
his I'latonoiiolis, i. ,327-328.

his feeling towards Plato, i. 328-329.
his enemies, i. 329.

feeling of Porphyry towards him, i.

329-330.

likeness of Proclus to him, i. 39l>.

want of sympathy of .lohamies Scotus
with him, i. 4<ll)-491.

feeling of Ficinus about him, ii. 60-63.

difference between Plotiuus and
Plato, ii. 68.

our indifference to him, ii. ()9.

influence ou Henry More, ii. 348.

Plutarch of Cheron.i'a, his understand-

ing of his countrymen, i. 281.

union of Greek and Roman qualities
in him, i. 282.

reason of his influeuce on modem
Europeans, i. 282-283.

his understanding of Socrates, i. 283.

helps to overthrow the sects, i. 283-

284.

his "D.Tmon of .Socr,ates, "i. 284,28.5.

PolUian, respect of Ficinus for him, iL

62-63.

PolilicK, English, Preface, xxxv.

Hebrew, i. 10-12.

of Meng-tseu, i. 69-73.

Persian, i. 79.

of the Seven Sages, i. 88.

of Heraclitus, i. Wi.

cou tempt for, of Anaxagoras, i. 101.

interest of Pythagoras in, i. 102-103.

power in, the oViject of the teaching
of the Sojihists, i. 119, 120 (note;,

connected by Plato with Dialectic*

(see Plato).

of the "
Kepublio

" and the "
Laws,"

(see Plato).
of Aristotle (see Aristotle).

of Rome, i. 245, 249.

of Cato and Brutus, i. 251.

of Cicero, i, 251.

contemjit for, of Seneca, i. 267.

of Trajan, i. 2S.5.

of Marcus Aurelius, i. 297.

of Proclus, i. 395.

of Boethius, i. 400, 424-425.

of the eleventh century, i. 507
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PoUtics, of Lanfranc, i. 514.

of Anselm, i. 518.

of Bernard of Clairvanx, i. 535, 565.

of Arnold of Brescia, i. 570-571.

of Grosseteste and Bacon (see Orosse-

teste and Bacon).
of Clement IV. (see Clement IV. )

of the fourteenth century, il 1, 2.

of Huss, ii. 34-35.

of Savonarola (see Savonarola).

of Henry Vm., ii. 119.

of the Anabaptists, ii 120-121.

of Mariana (see A?o!'-ift»").

connection of, with the Predestinarian

controversy, ii. 208-209.

of Hume, ii. 564-5G5.

(See also Johnson, Locke, ffobbes,

Burke, Rousseau).

Pohicarp, explanation of his death, i.

298-299.

Polycrates, Pythagoras flies from his

tyranny, i. 104.

Pompeii, Lucan's admiration for, i. 267.

Pope, his description of Bolingbroke, ii.

452.

the "Essay on Man," ii. 452-453.

Porphyri/, his search for a brotherhood,

i. lOS.

his relation to Plotinus, i. 317, 318.

his arrantjement of Plotinus's books,

i. 319, 320.

his account of Olympius, i. 329.

his difficulties, i. 330-331.

his letter to Anebon, i. 331-333.

answer of lamblicus (see lamblicus).

importance of the controversy, i. 341-

343.

alluded to by Ficinus, ii. 62.

criticised by Ramus, ii. 147.

/•ore Royal (see Pascal, Amaulil, Andre,

JamenMs).
Poseidon, Thales's reverence for him, i.

93.

Plato's relation to him, i. 138.

Priestley, Coleridge's attachment to, ii.

668.

Priests (Hebrew), as bad as other

people, i. 27.

of Hindostan. i. 37.

becoming philosophers, i. 39.

Price (Dr.), his sermon, ii. .592.

Priscian, one of the seven last philoso-

phers, i. 409.

Proctus, Cousin's opinion of him, i. 378-

379. „ .

"
Commentary on the AlcibiaJes, i.

379-382.

Proclus, his idea of love, i. 381-384.

his merits and defects, i. 384.

his demonoloi.'y, i. 384.

Platouical Triad, i. 385. 407-408.

discourses on the
" Parmenides," i

386, 387.

his difficulties, i. 387.

contrasted with Augustin, i. 388.

three treatises, i. 388-392.

concludes the Greek philosophy, i.

392.

writes against the Mosaic account of

the creation, i. 396.

why he could not understand Moses,

i. 396-397.

Prodicus, his "Choice of Hercules," L

120 (note),
a philologer, i. 125.

Prophet (see Ilehrew).

Protar/ora.'!, a professor of statesman-

ship, i. 125.

effect of, on the teaching of

Heraclitus, i. 148.

opinion attributed to him in the
"

Thecetetus," i. 220.

Protestants, their feeling towards

Gregory the Great, i. 413.

their mission, ii. 422-423.

Proverbs, book of, its characteristics,

i. 19-23.
. .

Psalms, book of, its characteristics, i.

15-18.

contrasted with the Proverbs, i. 19.

Psychology of Aristotle, i. 218-220.

of Ignatius, i. 286.

of Marcus AureUus, i. 295-296.

of Duns Seotus, i. 651.

relation of the Reformation to, ii.

122.

of Bruno, ii. 177.

of Hobbes, ii. 274, 276-285, 288.

of Descartes, ii. 311,313, 316.

of Bunyan, ii. 351.

of Butler, ii. 462-463.

of Locke, ii. 445.

of Paley, ii. 596.

of Fichte (see FicA^';).

Puritan.% Hooker's contest with, ii.

190.

Hobbes's dislike of them, ii. 289.

their dislike of hina, ii. 333.

their protest against his doctrines, ii.

339.

their dislike of Milton, li. 34 1 .

Hume's dislike of, ii. 564.

Burke's dislike of their language, ii.

593.
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Pi/rrho, the representative of the

Sceptics, i. 2.'}4.

his history, i. 2'.H.

his doctrines at the root of the Sects,
i. 234, 2;j5.

Epicurus imitates, i. 235.

protest against, of the Stoics, i. 238.

/'i/ramids (see Jilgi/pt, Assi/ria, and
ClKiliica).

Pi/tliai/orax, importance of the records

about him, i. 1()2-U);{.

use of the name philosopher (see

PliUusoplier).
nature of the inspiration in whicli he

believed, i. 10.3.

studies arithmetic and geometry, i.

103.104.

his love of music, i. 104.

his travels, i. 104-105.

his inetem])sychosis, i. 105.

results of ins inquiry, i. 105-106.

the Society which he established, i.

lOG-108.

corruption of his doctrines in later

times, i. lOS.

contrasted with Xenophanes, i. 109.

how he was led to study society, i.

153.

difference between his followers and
those of Parmenides, i. 155.

his use of numbers, how applied by
Plato, i. 169.

contrasted with Plato, i. 173.

Aristotle's disputes with his fol-

lowers, i. 205, 219.

admiration of ApoUonius of Tyana, L

275.

how distinguishedfromlater teachers,
i. 275.

Justin's study of his doctrines, i.

292.

Numenius a follower of, i. 301.

allusions of Clemens to the doctrines

of, i. 308.

sources frdin which lamblichus sup-

posed him to have drawn his

knowledge, i. 333.

admiration of Hugo St. Victoire for,

i. 568.

Ficiuus's feeling towards, ii. 61.

Bruno's reverence for him, ii. 182.

Quakers, effect on them ofthe " Imitatio

Chrisli," ii. 45.

frighten More, ii. 348.

Qiihicliiian, his patriotism, i. 281.

criticised by Ramus, ii. 143.

/}abiiiiii,i Maurus. a better representa-
tive of the theolo!,'ical element in

philosophy than Hincmar ia, i.

468.

Rabhinicnl schools, their divisions of
the Bible, i. 15.

liahhin, their intercourse with Egyp-
tian ])riests, i. 337.

their treatment of Sjiinoza, ii. 374.

Pahclaii, philosophy of, ii. 149.

Raffaelle, effect on of the Florentine

Platonists, ii. 72.

Raiimind de Sebonde, apology for (see

Montrihiue).
what Rainifind held, ii. 151.

Jinj(i(/uon, works without gifts and
faith, i. 47.

Ramus, his early life, ii. 141.

his thesis at the University of Paris,
ii. 141, 142.

his reforms in the University, ii.

142.

his two dangerous books, ii. 142-

143.

attacked by the Jesuits, ii. 143.

his conversion, ii. 143-144.

his later troubles, ii. 144.

his commentary on the Bible, ii

145.

his refusal to go to Poland, ii. 145.

his death, ii. 145.
" Anhnadversiones Arislolelicce," ii.

145-149.

Ravaillac, effect on, of Mariana's book,
ii. 153-154.

Rauiiiixuii, light thrown by him on
Darius Hystaspes, i. 79.

Realists, controversy of, with the Nomi-
nalists, i. 553-554.

Abelard's statement of their doc-

trines, i. 557.
his other name for the controversy,

i. 553, 557.

give way to Nominalists, ii. 8.

Huss and Wyclitfe support them, ii.

35, 36.

they speak in the vulgar idiom, ii.

37.

Re'id, Thomas, his influence on France,
ii. 580.

Sir W. Hamilton s opinion of liim,
ii. 580.

Eitter's opinion of him, ii. 581.

contrasted with Ilume, ii. 582, 583,
585.

with Berkeley, ii. 584.

with Burns, ii. 586.
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Beimarus, his relations with Lessin:

ii. 014.

his doctrines, ii. G14, 615. (See also
"

IVolfenblUti'l Fragments.'')

Religious truth, Preface, xli. xlii.

Religion, Hebrew history not a history

of, i. 15.

Revdilin, how far a Humanist, ii. 103-

104.

his Hebrew studies, ii. 104.

his inlluence with I'ico of Mirandula
and the Jews, ii. 104, 105.

"The Causes of the Calamities of

the Jews," ii. 1(15.

his quarrel with Pfetferkorn, ii. 105-

107.
" De Arte Cahalistica," ii. 107.

"He Verba Min/ico." ii. 107-110.

contrasted with Luther, ii. 110.

Luther's sympathy with him, ii. 111.

Rhapsodists, their iuHueuce ou Pytha-
goras, i. 104.

Ric/iter, Jean Paul, his intercourse with

Herder, i. 641.

Rieiizi, Boethius compared to. i. 400.

Ritter, his use of the words Die So-

phistik, i. 120.

his controversy with Cousin on the

authorship of the
" De Geiieii'ius et

Speciebus,'' i. 564 (note),

his view of Bacon's character, ii. 233-

234.

of Ueid and 'Wolff, ii. 581.

Rochtfoucauld, his doctrine of self-in-

terest, ii. 539, 559.

put out of sioht by Hume, ii. 565.

Romanianus, Augustin's feeling about,
i. 372.

Rome, theology of, i. 245.

heroes of, i. 245.

history of (see Livtj).

oriym of the philosophy of, i. 24J-

248.

character of its philosophy (see Cicero,

Lucretius, t.'ato, and Brutus).

conquest of Egypt by, i. 255.

inabihty to develope a philosophy
there, i. 255-256.

emjiire of, its effect on philosophy, i.

265, 266.

effect of, on Plutarch, i. 282.

empire of, its attitude towards Chris-

tianity, i. 285, 286, 298.

empire of, how affected by the Arian

controversy, i. 346.

Constantinople stooping to, i. 402,
403.

Rome, iutiueuce of the traditions of, on

Boethius, i. 423.

empire of, restored by Charlemagne,
i. 458-459.

not the centre of the eleventh cen-

tury, i. 505-507.

(See also Papaeij, Gregory the Great,
Nildebrand, and Arnold of Bres-

cia.)

Romulus Augustulus, representative of
the death of the eni[iire, i. 402.

Roscelliims, Anselm's coutroversy with,
i. 552.

compared with Abelard, i. 553.

Roscoe, his translation of Lorenzo's letter

to his son, ii. 77.

Rose (Hugh James), Preface, xlii.

(note).

i?ou.ssein((Jean Jacques), his early train-

ing, ii. 542-543.

Emile, ii. 543-548.

contrasted with Montesquieu, ii. 548.
his puzzle about anthropomorphism,

ii. 548-549.

the "Confessions," ii. 549-552 (see

Auiptstin).
the "'Conlrat Social," ii. 552-557.
the "Ifouvelle IJeloisf," ii. 558-559.
lirst in a series of educational refor-

mers, ii. 559.

relations with Hume, ii. 559-560.

Rudolph II., a patron of Bruno, ii.

185.

Rufus (William), his contest with An-
selm, i. 517.

Rusticiana, wife of Boethius, i. 424.

Rusticus, a cousin of Augustin, i. 374.

Riitli, the oath at, ii. 32.

Ruysbroeck (John of), criticised by
Gerson, ii. 45.

Sabcean faith continues along with the
later Assyrian worship, i. 3J.

it is also found in China, i. 55.

Sadducees, their philosophy, i. 277.

Saisstt, importance of his introduction
to the translation of Spinoza, ii.

377-379.

Samuel, his office and message, i. 27.

Sandel })ronounces an eulogy on Swed-

enborg, ii, 520.

Sail Severinu, his influence over Bruno's

fate, ii. 186.

Saiiscrit, proof ofmodem inquiry about,
1. 51.

Saturninun, the Syrian Gnostic at An-

tioch, i. 288-289.
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Satwa-f/oon, action without the fruit of

action, i. 47.

Savonarola, attachment of Pico de
Mirandola to him, ii. 78. 70.

l)reaches Pico's funeral sermon, ii. 79.

reasons for this frien(l.?ihi|i, ii. 8.'J-S4.

his obedience to Dominican tradi-

tions, ii. 84.

his relation to Lorenzo de Medici, ii.

S4-85.

how he came to take interest in

politics, ii. St).

his study of the prophets, ii. 87-88.

his government of Florence, ii. Sa-90.

his errors, ii. 91.

his relations with Borp^a, ii 91-93.

his failure and death, ii. 9.'{. 94.

explains intiuence of the Medici on

Florence, ii. 94.

relation.? of Machiavelli to, ii. 96.

contrasted with Bruno, ii. lt)4(note).

Scf/tllcism (Greek),!. 2.3.'j-'234.

Schellinri, his philosophy, ii 655-656,
657.

Schiller, compared with Goethe, ii.

637.

Schlerjel, his opinion of the Bhagavad-
gita, i. 40.

Schhiermarher, his introduction to the
'
Re]iublic," i. 159.

his attitude towards Hei;el, ii. 657.

his theology, ii. 658, 659.

(See also Spinoza).
Schmidt, his criticism on Eckart, ii. 21.

School, name of, i. 93.

Schoolmen (see Alhe.rtus. Aquinas).

they give way to scholars, ii. 59.

Science of morality discovered by So-

crates, compare i. 129 with i. l.i.3.

unity in, aimed at by Parmenides
and Socrates, i. 15.5.

of Dialectics (see Dialectics of Plato),
i. 157.

Aristotle's view of, i. 190, 191.

Epicureans the enemies of, i. 238.

attitude of the Platnnical school to-

wards ]>hysical science, i. 408.

attitude of the Church towards

physical science, i. 40S.

inquiries of Albertus Magus into,
i. 598, 599.

not affected by unbelief, ii. 127 (see

also Bacon, Francis).

Scotland, its effect on Hume, ii. 564.

its relation to France, ii. 524, 580.

Secularism, its spread in England, L

674.

Seneca, his birth, position, and philo-
sophy, i. 200-268.

his letter to (iallio, i. 268-270.
his relations to Nero, i. 270-271.
contrasted with Epictetus, i. 271-

272.

Sensation (see Epicurus, Condillac,

Locke).

Slwftesbury, a pupU of Locke's, ii.

449.
contrasted with Locke, ii. 449, 450.
his letter on "

Enthusiasm," ii. 450.

his philoso]ihv of sunshine, ii. 450-
451.

effect of Locke on him, ii. 451.

Shakspeare, how he was regarded in

his time, i. 115.

the temper he has produced in us, i.

223.

has helped us to understand Plu-

tarch, i. 282.

Borneo and Juliet (see Bacon, Koger).
effect of Catholicism and Calvinism

on, ii. 139.

feelings of an English historian of

philosophy towards him, ii. 149.

coimection with Eliz>abethan age, ii.

198.

contrasted with Bacon, ii. 202.

contrasted with Fletcher and .Tonson

ii. 210.

Sibthorpe, his doctrines despised by
Clarendon, ii. .337.

Sickinrjen (Franz), his defence of

Iteuchlin, ii. 100.

Simon (.Jules), his edition of Bos-

suet's treatises, ii. 371.

Simon, St. (see .S'*. Simon).

Simonidis, his idea of justice, i. 159-

160.

Simplicius, one of the last seven \rise

men, i. 409.

a commentator on Aristotle, i. 193.

Siouan-wan;/, his conversations with

Meng-tseu, i. 69.

Smith (Adam), "The Theory of

Moral Sentiments "
less imjiortant

to )ihiIoso]ihy than tlie "Wealth
of Natious," ii. 578.

"The Wealth of Nations," ii 578-

579.

his attitude towards slavery, ii. 579.

his view of exi)erience, ii. 579-580.

Smith (John), more of a preacher than
the other Cambridge Platonists, ii.

349.

history of his school, ii. 349-350.
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SocrateJt, how men like him appeared
to the Athenians of his time, i.

H5-116.
his relation to the Sophists, i. 116,

127, 129; ii. 435.

his character, i. 122, 123.

his work, L 116-123.

his da-mon, i. 121, 284, 286, 384 (see

Plutarch, Igiiatiir,<).

his feehnss about the "od at Delphi,
i. 124-lV..

his influence on Athenians, i. 125.

his dialogues, i. 125- 12o.

his elenchus and his irony, i 127-
128.

his feelings towards Alcibiades, i
128-129.

his art, i. 129.

his doctrine about knowledge, i. 129-
13U.

the specimen of a philosopher, i.

13U.

reason of his condemnation, i. 130-
131.

his discourses on immortality, i.

131 132.

portrait of, by Aristophanes (see
A ristophanes).

by Xeuophon, i. l.'?3-134.

by Plato, i. 134- 135.

contrasted with Aristippus, i. 135-

136.

relations of Euclides of Mefara to, i.

137-138.

his dream (see Plato).
Plato's relation to, i. 139, 143, 150.

Plato's view of his character, i. 140-

141.

coutrasted with Xenophaues, i. 146.

object of his discipline, i. 147.
date of his birth, i. 176.

how he was led to study the soul, i.

ISO.

Aristotle's attitude towards, i. 181.

ditference of Aristotle's couception of
the "wise man" from that of

Socrates, i. 199.

how Aristotle introduces him into
the history of philosojihy. i. 2U1.

contrasted with Pyrrho, i. 234.

and Zeno, i. 240.

contrasted with Plotinus, i. 318-

319, 393.

Proclus's services to, i. 3S2, 383.

Proclus's debt to him, i. 388.

«hv valued by John of Salisbury, i
580.

Socrates, feelings of Nicolaus of Cusa
about, ii. 54-55, 67.

ignored by Ficinus, ii. 67.

and by Pletho, ii. 68.

and by More, ii. 348.

sneered at by Voltaire. iL 489.

Schleiermacher's feeling towards, ii.

657.

his
"
ignorance" contrasted with that

of Ajiytus, ii. 673.

Soloynon, his studies, i. 20.

his writings (see Proverbs, Wisdom,
Ecclf^iastes, Ecclesiaxtlcwt).

Solon, likeness of his legislation to that
of Lycurgus, i. 85.

one of the seven wise men, i. 87, 88.

time of. morally inferior to that of

Pericles, i. 117.

Somers (Lord), his language about the

right of William III. to the

throne, ii. 593-594.

SophiMs, the common opinion about
them, i. 116.

Mr. Grote's view of them (see Grote).
Socrates' relation to (see Socrates).
definition of their work, i. 117, 120.

name may have been ajiplied to poets
and philosophers, i. 121.

denounced by Aristophanes, i. 121.

their aim contrasted with that of
Socrates, i. 129-130.

Plato's opinun of, i. 148.

his use of the name, i. 156.

(See also Socrates, Prodicus, Pm-
tagiiras. )

Sophocles, the feeling of bis contem-

poraries towards him, i. 115.

quoted by Clemens, i. 308.

South, his sermon about Adam, ii. 342-
344.

contrasted with Descartes, ii. 344.

Sparta contrasted with Athens and
Persia, i. 85.

Spectator's Club (the), ii. 527.
the paper, influenced by Mon-

taigne, ii. 150.

Spenser, effect of Calvinism and Catho-
licism on, ii. 139.

contrasted with Bacon, ii. 202.

Speusippus (see Plato).

Spinoza, need of wisdom in studying
him, ii. 373.

his birth and training, ii. 373-374.
effect of Descai'tes on him, ii. 374.

his heresy and excommunication, ii.

374.

his subsequent life, ii. 374-375.
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Spinuza,
"
Principia Philosophic," iL [Strafford, Hume's feeliugs towards, ii.

375.

his idea of •
unity," ii. 376.

criticism of ilalebranche on, ii. 377.

his neoniotry, ii. 37S-379.

his aetinitious, ii. 379-380.

his doctrine of the " Love of God,"
ii. 380.

where he leaves Descartes, ii. 380-

381.

the "Cogitata Metaphyeica," ii. 381-

390.

his I'autheism, ii. 390-391.

his Calvinism, ii. 391.

effect ol his Jewish belief on him, ii.

391-392.

the
" Tniclalus Theologico Poliiicus,"

ii. 392-413.

contrasted with St. Paul, ii. 409.

with Hobbes, ii. 410.

the -AV/iiVH,' ii. 413-429.

results <if liis teachiii;,', li. 429-431.

his politics, ii. 431-432.

his confu,sion, ii. 431.

his assertion of Being, ii. 437.

his mistake about thinkers, ii. 438.

Locke's attitude to, ii 442.

attacked by Beutley, li. 478.

contrasted witli Leibnitz, ii. 514.

Jacobi's study of, ii. (;44-(i45.

Lessing's study of, ii. 045-646.

Jacobi s feelings towards, ii. 645,

t;40.

his influence on Schleierniacher, ii.

058.

his inliuence on Coleridge, ii. 668.

Sterri/ (I'eter), a Mystic of the seven-

teenth century, ii. 350.

inliuence of Cromwell on, ii. 350.

his character and opinions, ii. 350-

351.

contrasted with Bunyan, ii. 351.

StiUini/jli-et an exception to his class,

ii'. 526.

Stilph the Megariau, i. 137.

Stoics ((ireek;, unlike the Roman, i.

238, 239 (see Ztno of Athens,
C'leantheD, Cltrynippux).

their division of studies, i. 241.

difference between them and So-

crates, i. 241-243.

Roman, i. 250, 251.

Seneca in the strictest sense a Stoic,

i. 267 (see too Epicittus, Marcus
AuTfliux, Julian).

agreed with by Jonathan Edwards,
ii. 469.

,564.

Strauss, the "Leben Jesu," ii. 659-

661.

St. Simon, his philnsophy, ii 663.

Stuart, the dynasty of, its efl'ect on

England, ii. 205.

feeling of Hume towards, ii. 504 (see

too Jam)'x I., Charles II.)

Stuart (Dugald), Hamilton's opinion o^
ii. .581'.

his philosophy, causes of its success,
ii. 664.

of its failure, ii. 664, 665.

Style, how far evidence of authorship,
i. 564 (note).

Suso a Dominican German Mystic, ii.

19-20.

Swedenhorg, his mechanical fame, ii.

520.

how he is known in England, ii. 520.

contrasted with Wolff, ii. 521.

his doctrine, ii. 521.

what we may learn from him, ii.

521-522.

a protester against Locke's ascend-

ancy, ii. 523.

Syracaae, Plato's attempt to found his

state in, L 139.

Tacitus contra.sted with Seneca, i. 267.

why he studied history, i. 281.

Vico's reverence for him, ii. 50-4.

Talon a friend of Ramus, ii. 142.

a student of rhetoric at the univer-

sity of Paris, ii. 142.

Tamayo.n, the undue neglect of action,

i. 47.

Tasso, his allusion to Ramus, ii. 142.

Taultr, the text on which his dis-

courses turn, ii. 20.

preaches at Str;isburg, ii. 26.

criticised by a lay auditor, ii. 26-27-

his change, ii. 27-28.

contrasted with Eckart, ii. 28-29.

a moralist rather than metaphysician,
ii. 28.

contrasted with Occam and Wy-
cliffe. ii. 29-31.

Luther's admiration for his sermons,
ii. 115.

Telexio (Bernardino), Bacon's opinion
of him, ii. 162.

his book " De Rerum Nalurd," ii.

162.

his friends and enemies, ii. 163.

ailmired by Bruno, ii. 163.
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Templars, sacredness of their order, i.

534.

how destroyed by Philip the Fair,
ii. 12.

Terence quoted by Gerson, ii. 45, 40.

Tertullinn, his opinion of Plato and

Aristotle, i. 304-305.

his character, i. 305.

his merits, i. 305-30G.

his defects, i. 306.

contrasted with Clemens, i. 307.

contrasted with Law, ii. 32B.

Telzel, Leo's feeling towards him, ii. 116.

Luther's feeling towards, ii. 1 16.

TlieniiMocles contrasted with Eoman
heroes, i. 223.

Theodore and Tiieodoret condemned by
Justinian, i. 406.

Theor/' ric. hia treatment of Boethius,
L424.

Theodorus exchanges pleasure for self-

glorification as the object of the

philosopher, i. 136.

Theodosius, his treatment of Arianism
and Paganism, i. 348.

Theology, its connection with philo-

sophy. Preface to vol. i.

effect of this connection on the his-

torian. Preface to vol. ii.

of Mo-ses, i. 10-11.

of the Hindoos (see Hindoo, Brahmin,
Bharjavad-jiila).

of Persia (see Ormtizd, Zerdnscht).
of Greece (see Zens, Apollo, Athene).
of Auaxagoras (see Anaxaijoras").
of Socrates and Plato (see Socrates

and Plato).

of Aristotle, no connection with his

ethics, i. 218.

of St. Paul and St. John (see St.

Paul and St. John).
of Epictetus and Seneca contrasted,

i. 274.

of Trajan (see Trajan).

(See also Marcus Anrelius, Angus-
tin, Savonarola, Luther, Edwards,
Berkeley, Schleiemwcher, Spinoza. )

Theophilus stirs up the Christians

against Egyptian temples, i. 378.

Theosophy. Egyptian, as explained by
larablichus, i. 340.

Theurgy, taught by the school of

Limblichus, i. 342.

Thirvnll, his name for the Pythagorean
Society, i. 106.

Thucydides, moral tone of. contrasted
with that of Herodotus, i. 117.

Thucydides, his account of the Melian

controversy, i. 118.

translation of him by Hobbes, ii.

236.

Tillotion, his school, ii. 350.

Timceus, its use to the later Platonists,
i. 393. (See also Plato. )

Timour, effect of his victory, ii. 63.

Tmdal, an historical deist, ii. 455.

Tolanil, a deist of the beginning of the

eighteenth century, li. 455.

Toryism (see George III. and John-'ion,

Samuel).

Trajan, his dialogue with Ignatius, i.

286.

his belief in a divine director, i. 287.

reasons for his treatment of Ignatius,
i. 287-288.

Travers, hia objection to Hooker, ii.

192.

Ttibonian, his relation to Justinian, i.

402.

Trygetius, a pupU of Augustin's, i. 373,

374.

Trypho, his dialogue with Justin (sec

Justin).

Tyndale, More's treatment of, ii. 100.

Ulphilas, his instruction of the Goths.

i. 415.

Urban, VIII., Bull of, in favour of

LuUy, i. 661.

Valens, character of, i. 348.

effect of his age on U Iphilas (see Ul-

philas).
Valentian. his attitude towards Chris-

tianity, i. 348.

Valentian III. puts to death grand-
father of Boethius, i. 424.

Van Artevelde, Froissart's account of

(see Froissart).

Vandals, extermination of, by Jus-

tinian, i. 404.

Van den Endc teaches Spinoza, ii.

373.

Spinoza's affection for his daughter,
ii. 373.

Vedas not yet properly translated, i.

37.

the invocations in, i. 37.

compared with the Bhagavad-gita.
i. 49.

Vieo, his poverty, ii. 500.

his posthumous triumphs, ii. 500
his domestic life, ii 500-501.

his studies, ii. 501.
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I

I'ko, the three iiistiacts which he found
in men, ii. 501.

the new science, ii dOl-502.
his tlieory about Homer, ii. .502.

liis relation to modern ideology, ii.

502, .503.

his opposition to Ix>cke and Des-

cartes, ii. 503.

his reverence for Bacon. Tacitus, Gro-
tius and Plato, ii. 503-504.

contrasted with MontesquieuandVol-
taire, ii. 504.

compared with Leibnitz, ii. 504-505.
a protester ag.-unst the English as-

cendancy in philosophy, ii. 523.

contrasted with Hume, ii. 570.
his etfect on Germany, ii. 642, 659.

VUlemaiii, his account of Montes-

quieu, ii. 499.

Virijil, his hopes from the son of Pol-

leo, L 254.

why Dante looked on him as a leader,
L 254, 674.

Kamus criticises him, ii. 143.

Voet publishes theses against atheism,
ii. 293.

his persecution of Descartes, ii. 293.

Voltaire, his career before his arrival

in England, ii. 4S7-4SS.
his letters on England, ii. 4SS-489.
his view of former philosophers, ii.

489-491.

usefulness of these letters, ii. 491-492.

why he was persecuted for them, ii.

402-494.

his chances of success, ii. 495.

contrasted with Montesquieu, ii.

500.

his opinion of the necessity of riches,
ii. 500.

reason why he obtained more in-

fluence than Vico, ii. 504.

his influence over Frederick II., ii.

520.

his relations to Locke, ii. 523.

his \ictory, ii. 523.
|

his mistake about Stillingfleet, ii.

526.

what his letters e.xplain to us, ii.

527.

his attitude towaids philosophy, ii.

528.

towards theology, ii. 528-529.

justification of his reputation, ii.

529.

his doctrine contrasted with Condor-

cets, ii. 529-530.

Voltaire, liis attack on Joan of Are, ii.

530.

introduces philosoj)hical history, ii.

530-531.
his dislike to extremes, ii. 531.
his relation to Geneva contrasted
with that of Kousseau, ii. 542.

his historical criticism compared
with Hume's, ii. 564.

the "ignorance"' which he attributed
to all men, ii. 673.

WadiHng, his view of the nationality of
Duns Scotus, L 645.

JViilpolf, Sir Robert, compared with
Cornelius Agripjia, ii. 127.

effect of his policy on the students of

it, ii. 589.

Walton, his life of Hooker, ii. 189, 190.

JVarbtirton, his view of the "Essay on
Man," ii. 455-456.

Ifarejis (Madame). Kousseau's connec-
tion with, ii. 543.

Wen-wani), his park, i. 69.

fVesel, his influence on Reuchlin, ii.

104.

Wesley, John and Charles, contrasted
with Butler, ii. 465-466.

their relation with America, ii. 468-
469.

irAa(e/e.!/, his view ofAristotle's "Earlier

Analytics," i. 188.

Whichcole, a Cambridge Platonist, ii.

346, 349.

Whigijisiu of Locke, ii. 447.

its effect on Shaftesbury, ii. 451.

developed by Kousseau, ii. 552.

contrasted with the doctrines of

Piousseau, ii. 552.

Burke's attitude towards, ii. 590,593,
594.

Wliiston, cruelties of the Church to, ii.

483.

Whitejield contrasted with Butler, ii.

465-466.

his relations with America, ii. 468-

469.

William of Champeaux (see Ahelard).
WUliam ofMalmesbury, his recognition

of the value of Gerbert's studies,
L 505.

William of Xormandy (see Normaiidt/).
of Occam (see Occam).
of Orange (see Oramje).
Rufus (see Rufus).

Williams (Lord Keej>er), his view of

prudence, ii. 210.
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fVinchebnann, his writings on art, ii.

612.

Winhivorth, Miss, her translation of

Tauler's sermons, ii. 27.

Wisdom, the love of, Pieface, xliii.

the kind of, which Solomon studied,

i. 20.

a personal wisdom, i. 21.

a divine wisdom, i. 22.

of Go<l recognized by Job, i. 25.

Kreeshna's account of, in the

Bhagavad-gita, i. 45.

search after, by the Greeks, i. 81.

by Thales, i. 90.

"justified in her children," i. 533.

Wif:d'7n. book of, i. 256.

(See Philosophy.')"
WolfenbiUtel Fragments," ii. 614

Wolff, Christian, the beginner of a
German school, ii. 517-518.

his relations to Leibnitzand Descartes,
ii. 518.

his persecution, ii. 519.

Frederick II. attracted by, ii. 519.

but gives him up for Voltaire, ii.

520.

contrasted with Swedenborg, ii.

521.

contrasted with Leibnitz, ii. 523.

his struggle with Voltaire, ii. 606,
607.

supported by the divines, ii. 607.

Wolff the theorizer about Homer, ii.

502.

Worthiiujton, a Cambridge platonist, ii.

346, 349.

WoUasioii his
"
Religion of Nature," ii.

454-455.

Wordsworth, his attempt to arrange his

poetry, ii. 219.

Wydiffe, feelings of his followers

towads William of Occam, ii. 16.

a realist, ii. 16-17.

and Occam compared with Tauler, ii.

30-31.

relations with Huss, ii. 36.

contrasted with Occam, ii. 436.

Xavier, his superiority to European
Jesuits, ii. 152.

Xeiiophatms, his feelings towards

Pythagoras, i. 109.

his questions about the gods, i. 109-

110.

contrasted with Parmenides, i. 110-

III.

with Socrates, i. 146.

Xenoplianes, Plato's feeling towards, i.

148, 149.

XeiKt/ih'iH, his account of Socrates

like the account of Khoung-fou-
tseu, i. 57.

his Cyropajdia, i. 78.

brings out the struggle between
Greece and Persia, i. 82.

his jiortrait of Socrates, i. 133-134.

the iuterjjreter of Socrates to Cicero,
i. 283.

opinion of Clemens of his character

and beliefs, i. 308.

T-King, the, Khoung-fou-tseu's ad-

miration for, i. 58.

Yoiji, the, or perfect man of the

Bhagavad-gita, i. 43.

}'«, dynasty of, the moral of its history,
i. 56.

Zendavesta, its character, i. 74.

its Polytheism, i. 76.

contrasted with the later Persian

philosophy, i. 77.

its recognition of eternity, i. 78.

Zenu of Elea, his defence of Parmenides,
i. 111-112.

his use of words, i. 112.

his discovery of logic, i. 113.

contrasted with the Megariau school,

i. 138.

contrasted with his successors, i.

158.

Zeno of Cittium, a pupil of Stilpo, smd
the founder of Stoicism, i. 138.

effect of isolation of mind on him, i.

239.

his dislike of Plato's republic, i.

239.

his honour at Athens, i. 239-240.

his relations with Cleauthes, i. 240.

Zerduschl, his biograjihy contrasted
with that of Khouug-fou-tseu, i.

73.

his time i. 73-74.

a real person, i. 74-75.

his conflicts with the Magians, i. 75-

76.

a Polytheist, i. 76.

his worship of Ormuzd, i. 76-77.

his use of prayer, i, 77.

contrasted with the Brahmins, i.

78.

hisideaoftheinfinite(see Zendaveeta)-
a practical man, i. 79.

eft'ect of his teaching, i. 79-80.
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Zerduncht, his faiilta and virtues, i. 80-8 1 .

(See Pcrxia, Orimiztl, Mrir;in>iK, DariuK

Hystaspes, Cymx^ Zendavesta).
Ficinus's feelini;s far, ii. til.

Vico's theory about, ii. SOS.

Zeuif, the character of, i. 82-83.

contrasted with Ormuzd (see Orm uzd).

Zi'ii.i contrasted with Brahm, i. 86.

Zinbi, his protest ai,'ainBt learning, ii. 94.

Zoroaiiler (see Zfrdiisclil).

Zwlnijle compared with Erasmus, ii.

iio.

Luther's impatience of his doctrine,
ii. l.Sl.

I
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